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Administration Reveals
Drug Survey Results
First in a series

By COURTNEY MURPHY
'Last Spring Colorado
College was forced to open

it's eyes to the problem of

drugs on campus when four

alleged drug dealers from the

Sigma Chi fraternity were
brought to the attention of

the college administration.

Questions about the
prevalence of drug misuse

Rvere consequently raised.

Faculty and administration

concerns prompted the

distribution of a two page

drug survey during Ninth
Block last year. Some 1,141

students returned the survey,

the largest response from
students since the evaluation

of the Block plan in the early

seventies.

The drug survey, devised by
last year's Loomis Hall

Director Doug Gertner and
Sociology Professor Margaret

Duncombe, was rapidly
compiled at the end of the

year. Subsequently, the
questionnaire has a few
quirks. For instance, when
asking students about what
course of action the College
should take for students
caught selling pot, smoking

pot, using cocaine, selling

cocaine, "tripping", or

drunkenness, the choices

given were limited primarily

to disciplinary actions and
neglected to consider
education as an appropriate

response. The survey
also fails to define what a

drug problem is and what the

College's policy is on drugs.

Therefore, students can easily

mispercieve some of the

questions. The question, "Do
you agree or disagree that

the College currently
responds appropriately to

illegal drug use on campus?",

assumrtfe that the student

fully understands the
College's policies.

Although the survey is not

flawless, the results are

beneficial for a rough
estimate of drug use. The
survey does represent an even
demographic distribution of

the student body, as well as

an overwhelming response
rate. A number of individuals

who were absent from class

the day the survey was
distributed asked the Dean's

office for the opportunity to

fill in the survey.

See MURPHY p. 4

Republican vice-presidential nominee Dan Quayle brought mixed reaction

from Colorado College student supporters and protesters at the Colorado

Springs Municipal Airport on Wednesday. Photo by Beth Muiiins

CCCA President Forced to Resign

The following are the results of the drug survey conducted ninth

block last year by the College administration. Please note that

only the most significant percentages are represented here.

Drug Pnlirj*.

1- Do you think there is a drug problem at Colorado College?

Yes 58.7%

No
2. Does CC have a reputation as a "drug school?"

Yes

No 72.8%
3. How should the College respond to a student who is involved in

the following drug use behaviors?:

Overlook Warnings Probation Suspend
Smoking Pot 51%
filing Pot 325% 42%
Using Cocaine 41.5%

Selling Cocaii

Tri Pj""g

Drunkennes:

By KATIE WELCH
The Council of the

Colorado College Campus
Association (CCCA) elected

junior Bill Porter to replace
resigning president Richard
Walker at its first meeting of

the 1988-89 academic year on
Tuesday, September 6.

Walker, whose term as
Council president was not due
to expire until December,
cited personal reasons for

leaving the office. "I am no
longer a student due in part

for my own neglect of

situations over which I

should have had control," he
said. "I enjoyed working with

all of you to make CCCA a

recognizable organization,
and I'd like to see all of the

things we did last semester to

be continued."

Member-at-large Addison
Diehl also announced his
resignation from the council,

issuing a prepared statement

which expressed his desire to

extend his involvement into

other areas of the student

community.

The Council accepted
applications from the student

body for candidates until noon
yesterday, September 15. The
Committee on Committees
will review and interview
the candidates, and the
Council hopes to accept two
new members-at-large from
the Committee's
recommendations at its next

meeting on Tuesday,
September 20. The Council

currently consists of president

Porter, Executive Vice-'

President Jim Burness,
Financial Vice-President
Katherine White, and
members-at-large Tina Ellis,

Ian Gilchrist, Paul Lhevine,

Sarah Mears, Tony Mathias,

Gayle Reichert and Ryan
Wallach. Dean of Students
Laurel McLeod, Director of

Residential Life Dana
Wilson, and Worner Center

Director David Nestor serve

as administrative
representatives, and
Philosophy Professor John

Riker is the faculty
representative.

The council also discussed

some proposed goals an
activities for the upcoming
semester, including
organizing a student meeting
with faculty, administration

and trustee members at Shove
Chapel, and convening with

the treasurers of all
chartered organizations to

review finances and
bookkeeping procedures. The
Council also hopes to publish

and distribute copies of the

full CCCA constitution, last

revised in May of 1986.

McLeod added that she

would like to see the CCCA
expand as "a forum for

student action, opinion, and
involvement, rather than
spending so much time on
funding activities."

Every Colorado College
student is a member of the

CCCA, and may attend
Council meetings, which are

held the first a nd third
Tuesday of each block.
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Board Decides Not to Divest

By MICHELLE
CHALMERS
The Colorado College

Board of Trustees met on June
10th and 11th. One of the
major themes discussed at

this meeting was the question
of the College's investment
policy in regards to

companies doing business in

South Africa. Their six-point

decision, patterned closely

after the policy at Princeton
University, was unanimously
approved. The "Statement of

Responsibility and Intent
Regarding Investment and
South Africa," which
included comments from the

Board and their decision, was
distributed to the campus
community shortly after the

meeting. The major points of

their decision were later

clarified by President Riley
in a memorandum to the
campus community on August
15th, apparently after a

number of people confused by
the original statement
contacted him. These
clarified points are as
follows:

1. Since the Board
believes that those American
companies which conduct
business in South Africa in a

manner consistent with the
pursuit of racial justice
deserve support, Colorado
College will not divest its

stock in a wholesale fashion.

2. Colorado College will

divest stock selectively, on a

company by company basis, if

it is determined that a

company's policies and
practices contravene the
central values of the College.

3. If the College decides

to divest its stock in a

company, the College will

neither solicit nor accept gifts

from that company's
corporate foundation either

in the form of a grant,
equipment, or through an
employee's matching gift

program.

4. I (President Riley)
have been instructed to

appoint a committee of
administrators and Trustees

who will recommend to the
full Board no later than
November 1988 a process by
means of which a policy of
selective divestment can be
implemented.

5. Until such a process is

approved by the Board, the
existing moratorium on the
purchase of new securities in

companies conducting business
in South Africa will continue.

6. Colorado College will

explore vigorously the
possibilities for establishing
an appropriate educational
presence in Southern Africa.

Approximately $14 million
of Colorado College's $94
million endowment is
invested in companies doing
business in South Africa.
Debate about the College's
investment policy has been
intense since 1985, after the
formation of the Colorado
College Community Against
Apartheid (CCCAA).
Student and faculty protest

hit an all time high this past
March when the Board
gathered on campus for their

quarterly meeting.

The 1987-88 academic year
had been declared by the
Board as a year of education
on Southern Africa, numerous
speakers with expertise in
different facets of the issue
were on campus to help the

community educate
themselves in the complex
questions regarding the role

of American businesses in

South and Southern Africa.

Much to the dismay of many
students and faculty, when
the Board arrived on campus
in March to begin their
sessions, the investment
policy regarding South
Africa was not on their

agenda.
Between 150 and 200

students and faculty gathered
outside Armstrong Hall in

protest of the Board's
apparent disinterest in the
issue. Eventually the
protesters chose to enter
Armstrong and to occupy the
area outside the Board Room
until the Trustees agreed to

place the question o f

Colorado College's social

responsibility on their
agenda. The peaceful
occupation was successful in

that the Board did discuss
the issue.

At least partially in
response to the activism of
students and faculty over the
past three years, the Board
chose in March to impose a

moratorium on the purchasing
of stocks in companies
involved in South Africa.
The Colorado College
Community Against
Apartheid believes that it is

important for all members of
the campus community who
are interested in learning
more about South and
Southern Africa have the
opportunity to do so.
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Convocation Begins School Year « lr"

We Gather Today As a Community of Thinkers!
"'

By PETER PADILLA
As the bells tolled 11:00,

the processional to Colorado
College's 115th Opening
Convocation began.
Decorated in the caps, gowns,
and hoods fitting their
respective degrees, the CC
faculty marched to the altar

of Shove Chapel, and the
ceremony began.

The invocation, given by
the coordinator of the Shove
Memorial Chapel Program,
Kathleen Surman Bizzarro,
called for a renaissance of
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oceans and mountains, sMBpri
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graduate. Pcac

Sherman is recognized ijf
arguing before the Suprem*
Court a landmark case oft

American Indian rights fol
the Bureau of Indian Affairs!

In addition, as Professol
Hochman observed, Shermail
served as the director of thl

"

Colorado Department offi
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Natural Resources for five
1

?
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years. "1Cl-'*

Professor Hochman fondlK^
recalled one of Sherman 1

'

compassion
dehumanizing world," one
made possible through a
liberal arts college.

The second movement of
Sierra Song, written by CC
Professor Emeritus of Physics
and former Dean of the
College David Bradley, was „ u ,„,,„, ,

,.

a t , n
presented by the Co orado turned down the proposal, a
College Choir. Several choir the dormitories were at thai!

!

members were hidden in the

Percentage of Americans in 1985
who didn't recognize Mr. Clean:
7

lofts and on the roof of the
chapel echoing the choruses
of Bradley's composition.
"We gather today as a

community of thinkers,"
stated William Porter,
Acting President of the
Colorado College Campus
Association, in his opening
address. In calling C C
students to commit
themselves to improving our
world, he reminded them
that, "As we cannot hide in a
class of twenty-five students,
so we cannot hide in the
world around us."

projects at CC over twentyl/'

"

years ago, when Shermai
proposed that students bj

allowed to visit friends o I

the opposite gender withou
restrictions on time. The CO
administration quickie i

c 'Oposal, a
'

the dormitories were, at thai

time, not coeducational.
President Gresham RiL„

introduced the speaker,
|

whom he recognized for using

his liberal arts education to

change his "personal life and
public career." Guest speakci
Sherman reflected on "The
values of a Liberal Arts
Education." He observed, in

opening, that, "The only
constant at Colorado College!
is constant change." H 6

praised the goal of the

college which encourages
students to take classes
three principal areas: the

humanities, natural sciences.

Who didn't receonize George
Bush: 44

Rank of "The Cosby Show," in
popularity, among all shows on
South African TV: 1

Percentage of Americans who
never read books: 45

Value of the items the
Pentagon misplaced in 1984'
$1,021,876,000.

Percentage of American
families composed of a father
who works, a mother who
doesn't, and two children: 4

Humanities,
Two honorary degrees were and social sciences I

presented to former Colorado conc , Usion, he expressed his

rerimfn KIT? * ^ ^^ t0 «* Acuity, who

Hv5E^.SS ™=re "always generous with,by Professor Richard L. Hilt, their time," and who!was presented to Marcia "excited" him m,„,J
McNutt, a 1973 graduate. She £%££_ {

*™
UcK .

£°"
received the degree Doctor of forever grateful/'
Science, honoris causa, for her
work in geophysics.

McNutt is currently a
professor at the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, teaching in the
department of Earth,
atmosphere and planetary
sciences. In addition to
earning much recognition
The second honorary
egree, that of Doctor of

Laws, honoris causa, was
conferred upon Harris D.
Sherman, an attorney for a
prominent Denver law firm.
Professor William R.
Hochman, one under whom
Sherman studied, presented
among her peers for her
studies in the geophysics of

The September 8 ceremonf
1

was closed with a]

Benediction by Bizzarro, whr
encouraged all students hi

take advantage of thl
opportunities provided byi

shove Memorial Chapel
which serves student.$
without regard for*

denomination.
Following the ceremony, \reception for the twefl

honorees was held in the

quadrangle north of the

Worner Student Center, and
Dr. Sherman addressed
students interested in

pursuing a career in law on
the topic of "Reflections on
the Life of a Lawyer."
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hiayle Rally Prompts Student Response

NEWSA

MIKE TREVITHICK

Dan Quayle's visit to

Colorado Springs on
>dnesday sparked
Uroversy. Following his

Ipeech at the Colorado
Springs airport, supporters of

Roth the Bush/Quayle and
ftukakis/Bensten tickets

Engaged in heated
Competition for media
attention. A spirited

po itical discussion ensued
ftvhile reporters from the

local media listened and
filmed the exchange.

[si
Quayle visited the North

5| American Air Defense
Command in Colorado

h
Springs and used the setting

Sfio emphasize the Bush
: campaign's support for strong

(Qpefcnse and its commitment to

peace through strength. He
'

also attacked Dukakis as a

"Brian "without any ideas" and
1

continued to emphasize the

''[Republicans' support for
'Rough law enforcement
Pleasures to combat drug
"Rushers.

The Senator was often

Beseiged by questions and
Blemonstrators who booed and
Wieckled him throughout his

speech. At one point in the

Jrepcech he remarked, "I see

my friends from Indiana are

here."

The protesters were, in

large part, composed of CC
students opposed to Quayle's

views on education. Eric
Duran, CC campus
coordinator for the Dukakis
campaign, commented that

they were protesting in order

to "get out information on the

"The protesters were in
large part composed of
CC students opposed
to Quayle's views on
education."

Mark Glaze, a CC student

who worked as a member of

Quayle's advance team, was
not convinced. He called the

heckling and ensuing
arguments a "debacle" and
suggested that the protesters'

methods "hurt the country

more than any Vice-
Presidential candidate."
Bush/Quayle supporters were
clearly displeased with the

heckling. There was

speculation that some Bush
supporters pushed and
shoved the protesters when
they refused to be quiet.

Duran and state Dukakis
Campus coordinator, Walter
Keller, said their protests
were aimed at Quayle's
voting record on educational

issues. Also pinpointed was
the issue of Quayle using a

minority educational
opportunity program as a

means of getting into law
school. They referred to a

report by The Cleveland
Plai n Dealer which
indicated Quayle was
granted admission to law
school based on his status in

the minority program.
Glaze had no disagreement

with Duran and Keller's
desire to provide information

but thought the heckling
actually limited information

by making Quayle's speech
hard to hear.

Quayle's visit brought
excitement to a region with
few campaign fireworks to

look forward to. Michael
Dukakis plans to visit Pueblo
on September 29. Perhaps
more excitement will be
provided then.

r

403 N. Tejon St.

September Combination Special

Receive a 15% discount on any combination purchase of any shirt* and

pair of sunglasses in stock.

One coupon per purchase/not valid on sale Merchandise

*Late Night with David Letterman shirts not included.

This offer is invalid without coupon. CC. Student Special

September Logo of the Month
15% OFF T-shirt, Deck Top or Maxi-Shirt

"Big Wave Dave"

SPECIAL ORDERS

VUARNET AND VANS SAVE $2.25-$4.20 each

SURF SHOP
9:30- 5:30 MC-Visa Welcomed

CC Loses A Friend
By PRISCILLA PETTIT

Last year during eighth
block the Gay and Lesbian
Awareness group, during Gay
Awareness Week, sponsored a
talk on AIDS. Guest speakers
were Sue Bethanis, Colorado
College's women's volleyball

coach and Education Chair of

S-CAP (Southern Colorado
AIDS Project) and Roy
Regnier, a humble and well-

spoken man living with
AIDS. Regnier also spoke
about living with AIDS in

Loomis Hall.

The night before last, Roy
Regnier died of AIDS. There
are many who will miss his

inspiring presence although
he leaves behind the memory
of touching and thoughtful
words. Regnier had a

powerful effect on people.
The two programs in which
he spoke were well received

and well attended according

to Sue Bethanis.

Bethanis met Regnier at S-

CAP. Both were on the board,

Regnier as the PWA (People

with AIDS) representative.
Together, they have done a

number of programs at schools

to teach students about AIDS.
The first program Bethanis

and Regnier did together was
at Woodland Park Junior
High.
Regnier always gave an

honest and moving account
about what his life was like

with AIDS as a constant
companion. Bethanis acted as

moderator and gave the facts

in a straight-forward
manner. Both made it

apparent they care deeply
about the issue. Regnier
touched many hearts and
made a powerful impact on

the students who were
fortunate enough to hear him
speak. When asked lasr year

why he spoke at these
programs especially since he

tired so easily because of the

disease, he said if there were
programs like these a few
years ago he never would
have been in his present

position. The more people
care and make an effort to

teach dcodIc the correct

facts, the more people will be
aware there is a serious and
lethal disease that cannot be
ignored.

When I asked Bethanis
about her thoughts on
Rcgnier's death she said it is

"sad" and "frustrating". She
added that AIDS is a

"devastating disease and
[Regnier's death] is just one
example of how devastating
it can be." She also said, "just

because there's not a high
incidence here doesn't mean
it's not here." She cautions

people to be careful. Learn
the correct facts, stop
believing in myths and start

taking this thing seriously.

What happened to Roy
Regnier is a tragedy beyond
expression in words. I know
there arc many here just at

CC who will miss him
terribly. He left us with
many caring words of advice

and an indelible impression
of what it is like to suffer

with grace and care for

others.

Donations in Regnier's
name arc being taken for a

PWA (Person with AIDS)
fund. Donations should be

made out and sent to S-CAP.
Also, IFC and S-CAP are

co-sponsoring a program
entitled 'Safe Sex Non-
Trivial Pursuit Contest' on
October 11 at 7pm in Gaylord
Hall at the Worner Center..

There will be contestants and
a public audience.

CC. DISCOUNT
omplete Bicycle Tune Up $2 2.00

any make or model

Bicycle Sale
Puch-Tvlountain Bikes

Bicycle Clothing - Pants - Accessories

Reconditioned Used Bicycles

Rustic Hills Bicycle Center
3912 E. San Miguel St. (at Academy) south end of Rustic Hills Mall

550-1188
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Watson Sends Students Abroad
By RICK O'DONNELL
The study of capitalism in

Hong Kong, folk music in

Ireland, 1 the Sioux in

Canada, African-Brazilian
religions in Brazil, and a

matriarchical society on a

Korean island are just a few
of the enterprising projects

that Colorado College
students embarked upon after

graduation.

All were recipients of the

Thomas J. Watson
Fellowship Program which
provides college graduates
the funds for independent
study and travel abroad
during the year following

graduation. The Watson
Fellowship provides a grant

of $13,000 to each recipient

($18,000 for those with a

spouse) to pay for educational

expenses.
Seventy-five awards are

given each year from the 200

students nominated. In the

selection of Watson Fellows,

qualities such as "integrity,

intelligence, the capacity for

leadership, and potential for

creative achievement and
excellence within a chosen
field." Applicants academic
records are not of primary

importance, but are reviewed

along wi th their
extracurricular activities.

Each candidate's proposed
project is of primary
importance, and should
involve "investigation into

an area of demonstrated
concern and personal
commitment. The project

should be imaginative,
feasible, and personally
significant."

Colorado College is

allowed to nominate four

students for The Fellowships.

Interested students must go
through a committee of
selection composed of CC
faculty. A final draft of the

proposal should be submitted

to the selection by October 3,

the first Monday of Block II.

For specific guidelines and
more general information
concerning The Watson
Fellowship Program, one of

the following CC faculty

members should be contacted:

Marcia Dobson, Armstrong
131, x2442.

Kieth Kester, New Science

Bldg. 326, x2440.

Kathy Merrill, Palmer 132,

x2538.
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The results of the Drugs at

Colorado College Survey
"weren't surprising,'
according to Laurel McLeod
Dean of Students. "What it

(the survey) did was give

some statistical backing for

what was suspected.
Previously our knowledge
was based on anecdote."
With the survey results

compiled the administration

is speculating that there is a

"perception of a drug problem

at CC"
The annual Faculty

Conference this ye
discussed the drugs of the

60's, 70's,, and BO'S. Numerous
speakers lectured to the
faculty about drugs. Dr.

Garret O'Connor, a specialist

in addiction medicine
compared the results of C.C.'s

survey with national

statistics and found that the

numbers match completely.

The Administration's
response to the drug problem

is mainly educational,
promoting responsible
drinking and counseling for

those with problems. The
policy regarding drug use has

been reaffirmed by the

administration. The use of

llegal drugs violates

Federal, State and Local

laws and is therefore
prohibited.

Konrad Speaks on
"Reinventing Democracy"

By HILARY GARNSEY
This years "Thursday at

Eleven" series opened in

Packard Hall September 15

with a presentation from
visiting professor George
Konrad, the first holder of

the Maytag Chair in

Comparative Literature at

Colorado College. As- char,

Mr. Konrad is responsible for

enticing talented authors and
educators into speaking at

Colorado College. He is one
of the leading writers and
political analysts from
Hungary.

The topic, "Reinventing
Democracy in Central
Europe," was presented by
Professor Konrad to a large

and interested student and
faculty audience. The
speech, delved beyond
politics in Central Europe and
extended to include the
importance of democratic
thinking everywhere.

Konrad's personal views as to

the importance of democracy.

In contrast to Socialism,

Konrad described democracy

as "a society where every

person has his own li'fe, and

in which he creates and
participates in the

institutions around him."

During the after-war ,

transition period in Hungary,

In his speech, Profes
Konrad recalled Hungan
state following World \\

II. He witnesses the counti

political state slowly sh

from a fascist dictatorship

a socialist rule. La
Professor Konrad w
imprisoned after co-writi

the book The Intellectuals

the Road to Class Power :

Sociological Study of t
^

Role of the Intelligensia_

Socialism, with Iv;

Szelenyi. Each of the

experiences have appareni

contributed to Profes

Konrad recalled new feelin

of survival, liberty and

birth among the Hungariar

which had previously bee

non-existent.

Professor Konrad spoke

the visual changes in

society forming a state

resistance. People becoi

stronger, more vociferous, a

increasingly sure of the

right as they strive towar

democracy

In closing, Professor Konr

referred to democracy as

very critical way i

thinking," and urged I

audience to exercise

knowledge of democra

within the study

literature.

MIT Prof Includes CC Student in Research

BY KRISTA D. CAUFMAN
Dr. Marcia McNutt,

professor of earth sciences at

MIT, discussed active
research techniques and
projects in oceanography
during her on-campus lecture

September 8.

The use of satellites as

data-gathering tools has
dramatically increased the
amount of information
available. Physical
oceanography has benefited

most from satellite data,
according to McNutt. Sea
wind patterns, currents, ocean
color and temperature, sea
surface topology, and
geological history can now be
studied more easily. The
information also advanced
current theories about plate

tectonics, the greenhouse
effect, and the earth's
rotation.

"Space-born measurement
can never replace on-site, sea

surface observations," said
McNutt. "You can't observe
below the sea because you
can't accurately read
electromagnetic waves
through the water.

Traditional techniques for

gathering data include
dredges, deeply-towed
instrument packages, free-

floating instrument packages,

and manned submersible
probes.

In the course of her own
research, McNutt has
explored the ocean's floor in

the submersible ALVIN.
Because of the expense and
the complex nature of such
projects, most researchers use
unmanned probes when
possible. But McNutt
explains, "We still need
people in the process of

exploration." Garrett Ito,

senior physics major at CC

will accompany McNutt on

research cruise this fall.

McNutt expressed concen
over negative global change-

"When we upset th

atmosphere, we upset th

ocean. The atmosphere drive

the ocean. The changes
fluorocarbons in th

atmosphere, the hole in tli

ozone, the lead in the pola

ice - are internationa
concerns.

She commented on th

unwillingness of countries

exchange data. "Reag;
wanted the satellites to pa

for themselves, so he bega
commercializing thei
research. He planned to sel

data to other countries, bi

his plan backfired. The US i

no longer leading in satellit

research.

COLORADO MINERAL & FOSSIL SHOW
10:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. — Wednesday to Saturday

September 14
; 15, 16,17

HOLIDAY INN — DENVER NORTH
(4849 Bannock St.)

120 Mineral and Fossil Dealers From All Around the World

• Public Invited • Wholesale & Retail

* FREE ADMISSION

Hair (Designersfor Men & "Women

Style cuts, Cellophanes,

Terms & Color

Nexus and Tri products available for sale

Stop in or mafe your appointment.

827 9{. "Tejon at Cache La Toudre 632-3532
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Hilberry brings New Perspective to Medieval
and Renaissance Literature at CC.

FRID.

By PRISCILLA PETTIT

Jane Hilberry, refered to as

a 'Medieval Feminist' by a

student she met during her

visit here last year, is one of

Colorado College's new
professors. She arrives in the

English department as an

Assistant Professor planning

to stay indefenitely, happy

so far with this choice she

has made. She thinks
Colorado and the Springs are

beautiful, the block plan a

little weird, but a "very

intense" learning environment

and the students motivated

and interested in what they

learn.

After a college education at

Oberlin and seven years in an

intensive Masters and Ph.D.

program at Indiana
University, she is ready for a

change.' Seven years i s

indeed a long haul for any

degree and, ironically, while

studying and teaching, too,

she was one of the first

students in her gTOup to finish

the program.

Hilberry's area o f

specialization is Medieval
and Rennaissance Literature.

Outside of this area she

enjoys contemporary poetry

and women fiction writers.

Her Masters degree is in

Creative Writing. She has

recently completed a 250 page

dissertation on Chaucer and
Shakespeare (she loves both

authors and couldn't pick a

favorite). This lengthy paper

focuses on the silences of

women characters and what
those silences signify all

within a discussion of speech,

Jane Hilberry

gender and authority.
Needless to say, when
Professor Hilberry speaks,
her students listen.

"Medieval Feminist" is a

appropriate term although
Hilberry says she would
probably label herself as a

"Medieval and Renaissance
Feminist". Feminism is

defenitcly a political
interest of hers. She worked
for a journal called "Feminist

Teacher" and was very
involved in her own
scholarship and feminist
approaches to Chaucer and
Shakespeare. She is aware of

gender dynamics in the

classroom. She believes
stereotypes and certain
socially taught dynamics can
be more deeply ingrained
than we sometimes think and
thus she tries to always be
aware and work on her own.

Hilberry's first block course
is entitled Introduction to

Shakespeare. Since this is

her first experience within
the block system, she seems to

be going through a period of

adjustment. She says her first

week here was "the most
exhaustive week of teaching
I've ever had" but she also

loved it. Her first class
lasted a mere hour and a

half, which seemed like

forever to her. She said after

class one of her students
asked if class was always
going to be so short. Another
student told her it was
obvious she wasn't used to the

block system because she

"The force of her
character rests on her

silence"

powered through the
introductory information such
as her syllabus and then
quickly went on to class

discussion. The student
informed her she would
"calm down after a while."

Hilberry says she still has
"semester worries" that
students will get up and leave

after 45 minutes. She loves
the time the block system
allows for in depth
conversations in class. Her
idea of an ideal class is one in

which the students do most of
the talking.

Cordelia, from "King
Lear," is Hilberry's favorite

Shakespearean character
because she "has so much
integrity and I like her
understatement. ..The force of

her character rests on her
silence. In a very quiet way
she's really a strong and
quite a powerful character."

Cordelia, then, is much like

Jane Hilberry. Hilberry's
words are carefully chosen
both in and out of class. When
she is silent, her silence

seems always thoughtfJ
Her eyes light up when she!

thinking about a student!
suggested interpretation of I

character or play. She looll

as if she thoroughly enjow
every bit of student input
class and in this w a

encourages others to speak al

well.

Her eyes especially ligl

up when she is confrontel

with a challenge. When sh

began to look for a teach

position at a college, «

applied to about a dozei

During her visit to CC sj

liked the people she mi

saw a lively and energet
faculty, had fun teaching

senior seminar for a d

liked the students in th<

class and liked th|

innovative system of tl

block plan. After her visij

here, the other schools shj

had applied to seemed to

easier places to go, too casj

because she was alread|

somewhat used to thei

' systems. It was mainly he|

campus visit which made hi

decide to come here. She a'

believed it would
"something new a n

different to move
different part of the countrj

and to a school with

different system
challenge." When asked

she liked challenges, hd

smile, her sparkeling eye]

and her adamant "yes" mad
me think CC has made
brilliant choice for their nei

Associate Professor
English.

Reference Books'

Paperbacks

Film Processing

Magazines

Candy & Snacks

Stationery

Colorado
College
Bookstore

Worner Center
Come In

And

473-2233 ext. 2391
Browse

Mugs

Hours Monday - Friday

8:30 - 4:30

Saturday

10:00 - 3:00

Art Supplies

Gifts

Greeting Cards

Free Gift Wrap
Records & Tapes
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hree first-year students show enthusiasm for New Student Games

Who is coming to CC?
yMARGOWEISZ
"CC collects cool people,"

says senior John Anklow as he

sits looking around at the

robust students who make up
[he crowd at the senior

barbeque. The people are

lively and casual as they

relax with cold beer,

vegetarian lasagna, old
friends, and dramatic
mountains. Some people find

;his scene too casual, maybe
jven sloppy. But the people
it Colorado College have
:ome to this small, outdoorsy,
personal school because they

find this scene intensely
ittractive. Because CC is a

little strange (in its academic
system) and is off the beaten
rack, it follows that the
student body is going to be
inique as well. After all, it

;akcs a strong person to want
jo try something different
ind unconventional.

In the past, CC has been an
unknown little treasure
hidden in the mountains. But
The Colorado College" has
been discovered by prestigous
college rankings everywhere
and CC is now one of the 'in'

schools to apply to.

I This past year, the CC
Admissions office was
flooded with over 3400
applications. This year's
incoming class has "the best
quality of students in 15
pars," according to Terry
Swensen in Admissions.
I What does this gaining
popularity mean for our
Ridden little treasure in the
fountains? As CC becomes
x:tter known, are we going to
lecome polluted and diluted
pith a more 'conventional'
ludent body? Initially, it

[Ppears that this school will
jo longer exclusively attract
|e person who wants to take
the road less traveled."
p'th a limited number of
pace and an abundance of
fell qualified applicants,
ho is going to be turned
[Way and who is going to be
chosen to represent Colorado
College?

There are pros and cons to
he gaining popularity. For

example, 'Eugene', a

hypothetical, intelligent

applicant, who did not excel

in high school, yet believes

that CC might be the
atmosphere he needs, may be
turned away in place of

'Elizabeth', who did do well

in high school, is a sure bet

for success, and would
probably ao well anywhere.
But Swensen and Ginger
Morgan, in Admissions, assure

me that, in some ways, the

rising popularity helps bring

a more diverse crowd to CC.
For instance, CC has always
had trouble attracting
minority students. This year

the number of minority
students in the freshman class

has almost doubled. 77
minority students (thirteen

percent of the class) enrolled

this year as opposed to 43

last year. There are also 15

foreign students. Out of the

465 students accepted this

fall, 44 states are
represented. Again, this

year, slightly more women
were accepted as more women
across the country attend

college.

Despite my persistent

prodding to get Terry Swensen

and Dean Nelson Cisernos to

admit that this years class of

first-year's is more
'conventional' than years

past, they refused to

acquiesce. Both
administrators responded by

saying that "students still

come to CC for the reasons

that students of the past

have. We will always have

a unique student body because

students at CC are more
conscious about why they are

here than students at most

other schools." After

speaking with the

administrators, I turned to

the incoming class to ask

them why they are here.

As I walked through

Worner surveying first-years,

it was obvious that CC isn't

the hippie haven it was once

considered. The late eighties

have brought in a more
conservative looking crowd.

"Just give them a few years,"

they told me in the

admissions office, "They will

begin to look like typical CC
students." I spoke with
numerous first years and
found that most of them
responded to my questions

like students in years past.

The main attraction was the

small, personal atmosphere
and the peerless block

system. As Derek Latour, a

freshperson from California

said, "A big name isn't what
is important."

Another first-year,

Natasha Mader from Texas,

said "People at CC seem to

have their priorities intact."

She went on to explain that

people seemed to have a

laid-back attitude yet are

still concerned about
academics.

Chris Goldsmith from New
York, was drawn to the

casual attitude that the

school generates. He also

wanted to go to college in a

beautiful location.

Again and again students

commented on the friendly

atmosphere of the campus.
Chip Stanley from Nebraska

was surprised at how
comfortable he felt on the

men's soccer team. "The
upperclassmen aren't

condescending at all. They
are really friendly."

In a general survey of 103

freshmen, 71 said that CC
was their first choice,

although most had applied

to schools with much 'bigger'

names, such as Amherst,

Stanford, Northwestern,
Swarthmore, and Carlton.

Most of the students who did

not choose CC as their first

choice said it was a close

second. Almost all of the

students commented that

they were glad that they

ended up at CC. Whether
this class is the start of a

more 'typical, no gamble,

good-student' student body
remains to be seen, but it

appears to be a lively class

with its 'priorities intact'.

The 50 to 60 summer-starts

who will resume in the spring

should not be forgotten.

How Do You Spell Relief:
W-R-I-T-I-N-G C-E-N-T-E-R

By MARALEE MCVEAN
Despairing cries already echo across our campus. Hushed and

troubled discussions ensue after class, and we all eye the
computer room with nervous dread. Freshmen pray for divine
intervention to transform their writing attempts into prose
worthy of Shakespeare, sophomores bemoan those cutthroat
profs who slash and burn their research papers, juniors stare

transfixedly into the blinking green emptiness of their computer
screens, and seniors outwardly stress about their still unknown
thesis topic. But WAIT! Before you curse yourself to a life of
baldness and worry lines, remember that hope flames eternal at

the Writing Center.

The Writing Center, conveniently located in Cossitt Hall
during the day and in the library during the wee twilight

hours, can help with writing projects at any stage. Come armed
with some glimmer of what you want to accomplish and the

folks at the Center will help you focus and' expand your ideas.

Don't get any glorious notions that they will write, edit, and
type up your paper for you, but they will offer construed
advice on how to shape random inspirations and help with
proofreading, grammar, and study skills.

Before images of tutors with gnashing teeth and Freddy
Krueger claws rise unbidden in your mind, let me reassure you
that they are a friendly, qualified crew. Molly Wingatc, tin

director, guided the 13 student tutors through a 3-Block training

adjunct complete with lessons on theory, teaching philosophy,

and hours of practice. Would these tutors go through all of that

if they didn't like their job? Nah!
At the Writing Center you'll also find a creative writing

staff, 2 campus computers, and programs designed to determine
your writing style and define your ideas. The Center keeps a

nice supply of that quintessential CC enticement - refreshments,

coffee and tea, and sometimes tasty cookies await starving

artists..

Almost 1000 students and faculty took advantage of the

Writing Center last year. So make an appointment (ext. 2752)

and drop by. Everybody's doing it! Results could be nothing

short of amazing!

Summer-starts always tend to

be a colorful group, willing to

rearrange a year of their

lives to make coming to this

school possible. This year,

the summer starts have a

better overall average verbal

SAT score than those who
were admitted in the fall.

(The combined average for

those entering this fall was
1140). I've always believed

that the summer start crowd
is chosen because they are a

little stranger than the

typical good, no gamble
student'. But, I'm biased.

As CC becomes more
popular and competitive,
some changes arc bound to

occur. The other day in class,

Professor Dan Tynan was

reminiscing about the days
when classrooms in Armstrong
were filled with couches,
rugs, and lamps instead of

hard classroom chairs and
piercing white ceiling lights.

Times have changed and arc

changing still. Hopefully, CC
can move forward without
losing the casual ambiance
that sets it apart. The unique

elements of Colorado College

will always draw people
who are conscious of why
they are here. If students
(and faculty) continue to come
because they believe they

deserve more from education

than a big name and a big

number, then Colorado
College will always remain a

little treasure in the
mountains.

! SEPTEMBER SPECIAL !

RENT TO OWN
$37.50 / MONTH

ALL SETS 100% GUARANTEED

IN 9

MONTHS

ALSO: USED COLOR TV'S
& STEREOS' FROM $20/MO.
BLACK & WHITE TV'S FROM
$10/MO.

FREE IN SHOP ESTIMATES
BEFORE REPAIR

CARSON TV
217 E. COLORADO AVE.

473-4636

YOUR SERVICE & RENTAL SPECIALIST
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How to Correct Columbus
By MARIANNE L.

STOLLER
As a faculty member of The

Colorado College and teacher in

our Southwest Studies
program, I have been worrying

about the possible impact of the

"English is the official

language' referendum on the

College and specifically on our

program at our new campus if

the voters of Colorado pass the

referendum in November. As a

law-abiding institution, and
one of probity and integrity,

and further one that is officially

chartered by the State of

Colorado, 1 am sure that we
will comply with the law and

change our lexical patterns.

Therefore, I have prepared this

preliminary guide for the

future; it is by no means
exhaustive, but I hope that it

will be useful should we need it

to initiate our tongues and text

in the "right" direction. I have

included the old words in

brackets, and I thought it best to

do literal translations from the

most immediate antecedents

although these may bother

philogical scholars; for
example, Lewis is a Celtic
name, but the English have

adopted it and Wales is now a

part of Britain. I expect that the

resolution of such etymological

problems will be swiftly taken to

the courts, if the referendum is

adopted by the voters.

The Big Cow [ Baca Grande]
Campus of The Red College

[The Colorado College! from
Red Springs fCo lorado
Springs], Red [Colorado!
80903, is located in the Saint

Lewis [San Luis] Valley of
south central Red. The Big

Cow Campus is beautifully

situated on the lower flanks

of the Crest-Of-A-Helmet-

In-Which-The-Fcathers-

Arc-PIaccd [Crest on]
Mountains with a view of

White Mountain [Sierra

Blanca] and the Blood of

Christ Mountains (also called

the Bloods or Blood of

Chris ts) [Sangre dc Cristo,

Sangres or Sangre de Cristosl

to the south. Looking across

the Saint Lewis Valley from
Big Cow Campus one sees the

majestic Saint John Mountains
(or Saint Johns) [San Ian or

San launsl to the southwest
and, to the west and
northwest, the Sentry-Box
(also, Seat-In-A Privy)
Mountains [La Garita] .

Administratively, the Saint

Lewis Valley is comprised of

six counties: Blue Water
(some say Blue Earth)

[Saguache ], Rib [Costilla ],

Rabbit [Conejos] , Cottonwood

[Alamosa], big River [Rio
Grande ], and Mineral [ sic] .

Big Cow Campus is located in

Blue Water County, whose
County seat is also called
Blue Water. The Saint Lewis
Valley and its mountain
ranges are the headwaters of

Big River [ Rio Grande ], one of

the most important rivers in

the Southwest.
While one can fly into

Cottonwood [Alamosa] in

Cottonwood County, most Red
College students travel to big

Cow Campus by driving
either Tobacco Pass [Poncha
or Punchel or Vein-Of-Orc
Pass [La VeteJ . the Denver,
Big River and Western
Railroad no longer has
passenger service t o
Cottonwood.
During your stay at Big

Cow Campus, you may enjoy
eating corn flapjacks
[ tortillas] with hot or hot

Welcome back C.C. Students

!

Y EARS AHEA D
I N

HAIR DESIGN
We're Inviting you to experience

a new and unique approach to

the fine art of hair design from

contemporary to high fashion...

TANNING

FREE CONSULTATIONS

PLUS
2 FREE TANNING SESSIONS.

Show CC ID to receive a 15% discount off all

professional services

rendered.
118 Norlh Tejon

Suile 301
Colorado Springs. CO 80903

635-555?

Above Old Chicago

green [ chile or chile verdel

washed down with a Crown
beer [Coronal or a tail [cola] .

My favorite restaurant for

corn flapjacks with hot,
Crown or tail, is Emma's
Estate [Emma's Hacienda] in

Saint Lewis [San Luis] , county

scat of Rib County. However,
let mc assure you that Crown
can be obtained closer to Big

Cow Campus: at the nearby

town of Crest-Of-A-Helmet-
In-Which-The-Geathers-
Are-Placed or at Fly [Mosca]

a little farther away.
At the conclusion of your

studies or sojourn at Big Cow
Campus you may return to

Red College in Red Springs
over Tobacco Pass to Good
View [Buena Vista] and
across South Park [once called

Bayou Salado - how did the

French get in here?], or go
throught Start [Salida] and
Canyon City [Canyon City];

the road over Vein-Of-Ore
Pass will take you through
Town [Pueblo]. Or you might
consider going south for a

little vacation in Santa Fe,
Nuevo Mexico [Holy Faith,

New Mexico. I should explain

that when English is the
official language bill was
introduced in the New Mexico
legislature, it was laughed
off the floor and not even its

sponsor voted for it;

consequently, be prepared to

revert to archaic language
patterns when you leave
Red.]

When parting from each
other, people in the Saint
Lewis Valley used to say
Vaya con Dios [May God go
with you]. I guess that
farewell will not change to:

May Barbara go with you.

Frank
Waters
Speaks

By MARY COLLINS
An early homecoming !

Frank Waters, native
American writer and former
Colorado College student,
will be on campus September
22 and 23 as the first speaker
of the Andrew

, Norman
Foundation Lecture series.

Waters' lecture, "Changes in

the Southwest," will be held
in Packard Hall at 8 pm on
September 22.

Waters, whose grand-
father was a native
American, is considered the
dean of Southwest writers
and in fact was nominated for
the Nobel Prize in 1985. His
novels, including The Man
Who Killed the Deer, focus
on the different regions and
the native people of the
American Southwest,
including Mexicans, Native
Americans, and Anglos.

What did you

do this summer?

Leigh Mcdonald
So - Probably English

Lots of things. I was
supposed to go to Haiti with

a group, but, because of the

military coup, the group
cancelled - we were supposed
to build a school. So my
friend and I made some phone
calls because we really

wanted to go down there and
we hooked up with some
missionaries. It was less of a

working than a learning

experience. The whole
country was like one big slum.

24 hours a day I was asked for

money. But the people were
really lovely once we spoke
to them. Guys would hold
hands and weren't afraid to

show affection. We worked
for Mother Theresa's home
for the dying.

Derek Levy

J r- Geology
Roadie for the Monsters of

Rock. East 3 times, west coast

four, and the mid-coast the
rest of the time. Went to a

couple funerals- I think
society's to blame.

COMPILED BY
LINDA BAYNHAM
Photos by Pa(ty McLaughlin

Angie McHaffie
Sr- Art History
After school was out,

went to visit my family j r

Cairo, Egypt. From there

travelled to Alexandria and

the Red Sea. Mid-June
began my job at trv

Philadelphia Museum of A
where I was an intern in the

education department
teaching children in the

galleries and studios. Then
vacationed in Cape Cod foi'

about, let's see, was it 10 or 1

days? Quite nice. Charming
Late August I returned to tht

Spring via chauffeurec
station wagon.

Joe Hutchinson
F - Undecided but probably
math

I went down to the Olympic
trials in Austin, Texas for

swimming. I went to other

meets around the country
did O.K. The meet was
really fast and competition
was high. If' I'd come in

second I'd have made the

Olympic team, but then I

wouldn't be here.

Christy Baker
So - Possibly Art Major

I was painting <

exhibiting some paintings on

Nantucket and waitressing
My parents rented a house
and so I had a place to 1:

Dorms might be built for all

the kids who go there to

have fun in the summer.

Photos by Patty McLaughlii
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The New Olin-A
Scientific Wonderland

By LINDA BAYNHAM
The non-science major need

no longer cringe when she

hears the words "Olin Hall".

the New Olin is an

architectural atrium opened

Up to the world by windows

and lofty spaces, the old

building may have won a

prize for uniqueness, but the

addition wins in humanness.

In fact, possibly one of the

best campus views of the

Rockies may be seen from the

top floor of the building.

The open design was a

unanimous decision b y
students and faculty in all

the sciences. New Olin is not

exclusively for the three

hard core sciences, physics,

biology and chemistry. The

Science Facilities Expansion

and Renovation encompassed

all 8 components of CC's

natural sciences, relocating

the anthropology and
computing facilities, and
revamping the geology,
psychology, and math areas

in Palmer. Each department

analyzed it's limitations and

designed it's dreamlabs
according to specific needs.

The overall criteria was
simply more space, because

CC built Olin no. 1 in 1958

when 1100 students studied

here. 30 years of technology

later, the sciences have
collected hardware and
faculty in order to keep in the

lead of their quickly
evolving fields.

With the much needed
space in the new building old

Olin has been opened for
renovation. It is mostly a

laboratory building now, for

instruction, research and
special projects - for the
dedicated scientist who feels

no need to look out windows.
Approximately 15 labs and
class/labs are located in the

new building. Each
department has a specific
layout according to function.

The biology rooms, for

instance, now have separate

disecting tables and desks, so

it is no longer necessary to

take notes on chlorophormed
frog residue.

"It is no longer
necessary to take notes

on chlorophormed frog
residue"

The fourth floor is devoted
to Anthropology, a thriving

greenhouse, and access to the

gem of New Olin, the
observatory. The telescope is

16" in diameter, twice the

width and 4x the area of most
small college facilities.

These figures mean that four

times as many photons from
billions of ly. away
<ly.=distance light travels in

one year=10 trillion km) enter

the lens of the telescope. In

the future, a specialized
camera can be attached to the
telescope, so that still

pictures can be taken of the

stars. Photons will collect on
a plate containing several
hundred thousand light
sensitive "pixels", which
will then be read out
electronically on to a

computer screen. As Prof. D.

Hilt described it, the

resulting image resembles a

"fine-tuned Seraut painting".

One major advantage of this

technique is that a blank

picture can be stored of the

Colorado Springs sky, full of

interferences and light, and
then "subtracted" from a

view of a heavenly body,
leaving a purer image for

study.

At the present time, Olin
astronomers are acquainting

themsleves with a temporary
telescope and the computer
sensitive star tracker. During
my tour of the heavens with

Prof. E. Langer, we were able

to identify a globular cluster

of galaxies, the Andromeda
Galaxy, and a planetary

nebula, which is the glowing
outer shell of an exploded
sun. A computerized locating

system facilitates centering
on these objects by first

vertically orienting the

telescope relative to the
earth. The user then punches

The gem of New Olin: A $37,000 telescope

in the time and date. With
this information, the
computer can determine the

location of the earth in

relation to the universe.
Memory drives currently
contain information for 300
objects, so that after the

intial set-up, a body can be

located by simply entering
it's code number.

The basic machine is the

best for its price of $37,000.

Other new equipment and
furnishings cost $300,000,

which includes equipping tl^e

new labs and revamping
Palmer. The alterations in

old Olin cost $1.6 million,

and $650,000 in Palmer. The
new bulding cost $9 million

for construction a n d
development of the overall

plan. Funds for t h e

renovation were borrowed
and gifts to the devlopment
office will eventually pay off

the debt. Individuals and
foundations interested in

science at CC will donate
money for this project which
will improve the sciences

here cosine77x6.7x100 - fold.

Edifice the Building

By MARC AC1TO (with apologies to Sophocles and thi

Prologue

iSdenda stands on the steps of the dreaded Olin.)

Sdenda: O, Mighty Trustees, we weak and meaningless faculty have need to enpand! \

our mysterious herbs, or, lest we forget, to sacrifice our frogs! Help Ui

Parados

(Chorus of Scientific Elders enters.)

Chorus: Give us money, give us money, give us money!
first J.plsodc

Sclenda: Fear not, 1 will slice off (he twelve million dollar heads of the feared Beasty, the Capita] Campaign, (tic culls.)

First Staulm

The Capital Campaign, the Capital Campaign, tra la la the Capital Campal|
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The Earth and its Kids; New Themes for ,88- ,89
By ELAINE WALSH
The Wood House has a new image this year.

The theme concerns environmental issues and
improvement of the way we treat the earth and
its inhabitants.

Members have adopted the slogan, "Act
Locally. Think Globally," thus reflecting their

overall philosophy of making small, local

changes that will gradually affect our larger

society. They will act on this philosophy by
bringing in guest speakers, circulating
information, and creating projects in Colorado
Springs. Their activities will give students
more opportunities to become involved with
environmental issues.

Each block, Earth House will introduce a new
topic related to the environment and plan

projects around it. For example, Block 3 is

concerned with Holistic Nutrition and Health.

The Earth House plans to bring in a panel

discussion between a spiritual herbalist and a

conventional nutritionist. They also plan to

cooperate with Saga to educate the students on
better nutrition. For the Endangered Species

theme (Block 8), Earth House members will

bring in guest speakers who will use live

animals in their presentation.

In the Spring (Block 7) Earth House
present information about Greenpeace, The
Audubon Society, and several other
environmental groups. On the evening of Earth
Day, they plan to bring in a live band and have
a party.

Earth House is also concerned with spreading
beyond the campus and working on projects in

the Colorado Springs community. They would
like to clean up Monument Creek, and give out „ , , , ,

. ,

information about the environment to local
The Klds are Aln*ht H°USe

elementary schools. the Earth House. The first organizational meeting for Friends

Students who share the same interests as the of the Earth House will be Sept. 22, the last Thursday of Block

Earth House can become involved as Friends of ' Further details about the meeting will be posted on campus.

By RACHEL BERRINGTON
Often Colorado College comes close to

becoming a "bubble world" as Shag from the,

new Kids Are Alright Theme House says. Some
students forget that there is a world beyond
Cache la Poudre Street. The students in the

Kids House will try to break the bubble by

working with Colorado Springs community
groups that aid children and young adults in

trouble.

Both Paul and Shag of the Kids House agreed)

that there is a lot of ignorance about what
children have to go through these days. They'

want to educate students about these important

issues that sometimes go unnoticed. Although
the students living in Tenney House this year

are not affiliated with a specific organization,,

they will be volunteering time and energy to a}

variety of local groups, such as Headstart,
Volunteer Action, Big Sisters/Big Bro'thers, and
suicide prevention centers in the Colorado
Springs area. Two members of Kids Are Alright

i

are former Little Sisters themselves.

The group wants to bring lecturers to CC every.

month to speak about children and emotions.

Their first speaker will be a counsellor from a

camp for sexually abused children. The Kids

House will be sponsoring films throughout the

year dealing with related issues. They will

also be working with the Dale House on a

recycling drive to buy them a new, VCR. On
Halloween, the Kids House will provide a safe

alternative to trick-or-treating by having a

party for kids with booths and food. They are

also helping the Big Brothers/Big Sisters

program with their annual Christmas party.

One thing the people at the Kids House want
to stress is that if you are interested in this

topic and want to help out, feel free to drop by

and talk to them - it's the big white house next

to Boettcher.

One Person's Junk is Another Person's Garbage
"Below and Beyond 7-11"—First in a

By Katie Welch
The merchants display

their goods within little

rectangles of pavement
which make up the orderly

lines that stretch to the edges

of the immense, fenced in

parking lot. Walking
through the rows and rows of

tables and blankets is a lot

like walking through a

country Farmers' Market,
except here the harvest is not

tomatos or cucumbers but the

remains of American mass
production and cheap
resources. If Goodwill has
been picked clean and you're

tired of fighting the crowds
at the Disabled Veterans
Association, try venturing out

to the Flea Market at the

Dog Tracks. It's a lot more fun

and you're likely to find

things there that you won't
find anywhere else.

The Flea Market is located

at 3701 South Nevada, and is

open every Saturday and
Sunday from 7am to 4pm,
weather permitting. It costs

50 cents to get in, but
everything inside is geared
for you to make a day of it,

from the Port-O-Potties to

the corn dog stands. If you
crossed a junkyard with
Chapel Hills Mall, the Flea
Market at the Dog Tracks is

what you'd get.

Everything is for sale here.

About one-third of the
merchandise that proprietors

bring in is new stuff. "New"

means things like plants,

fuzzy acrylic bathroom mats,

vacuum cleaner parts,

sunglasses, aluminum-framed

pastel prints of Mickey Mouse
or Jesus, and those infamous

painted velvet tapestries

previously available only at

select gas stations. It's more
interesting to go through the

used goods, though. If you've

ever bought anything at

Walgreen's and then lost it or

threw it away, it will turn up
here.

People will try to lure you
to their tables by blasting

their car radios. Some regular

sellers have constructed
elaborate PA systems
through their pickup trucks

in order to better alert you to

not-to-be-missed bargains.

This is definitely the place

to come to find gifts for

special friends or family

members. Some choice items

encountered at a recent visit

included a clear plastic

paperweight protecting a

lump of brown matter and
stamped "Texas Bullshit" in

gold letters, and some "Jabba

theHutt" shampoo in bottles

shaped in the likeness of

that same popular Star Wars
character. "Come see this," a

woman called out, pointing to

a decanter which looked like

a large brown goose. "It

rotates and plays, 'How Dry I

Am."' You can find useful

items here as well such as

dishes, cookware, comic
books, bicycles, even
furniture. Keep in mind that

'

nothing is guaranteed to work
or last very long. Eventually,

if you collect enough stuff

yourself, you too can pay $14

to bring it all in and try your
luck at passing it on to
someone else.

Anything is for sale here.

This includes stray bars of

soap, empty glass Coke
bottles, and most of the tables

on which the merchandise is

displayed. It doesn't matter

if something is broken or beat

up, it can be fixed or restored.

George Carlin once said that

if you nail two things

together that have never

been nailed together before,

some schmuck will buy it.

Well, that schmuck could be

you. "Make me an offer," and

"it's worth it" are two often

heard phrases, which brings

us to an important rule about

flea market shopping: never

pay full price for any item.

This is not Goodwill, where

stuff is donated and the
money goes to a charitable

cause, but capitalism pure
and active. Most of the used

merchandise does not have

price tags. If they do, the

price is outrageously high,

which usually means that

the seller is anticipating

prospective buyers to make an

offer anyway. This is called

"dickering," and you can

make a purchase for as little

as half of an item's stated

price, especially towards the

end of the day. You will know
if you have offended the

proprietor with the extreme

cheapness of your offer if she

or he smiles slightly and
looks at you as if you were a

thrcc-year-old-child while
saying, "No, I just can't take a

dollar for that cigar box, it's

antique, it belonged to my
grandmother, and I paid ten

dollars for it..." Do not be
daunted by such a response,

but adjust your offer

accordingly, or pretend to be

suddenly interested in the

See WELCH p. 23

Bargain shoppers paw through junk or treasures
Photo by Katie Welch
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Battle Bigots not Board

By MARA A. COHEN
This summer, CC's Board of

Directors voted against

divesting its stock shares

from US corporations in South

Africa. By scheduling their

vote to occur after most

students left campus, the

Board managed to defuse

much of the furor over their

decision. Nevertheless, the

Board's decision is a bitter

pill for students who favor

divestment.

However, before die-hard

divestment fans dig in their

heels for more battles with

the Board, they should focus

on the real enemy: the racist

policies of the South African

government.

The main arguments in

favor of divestment are two-

lold. Those favoring

divestment believe that as a

shareholder, CC could
publicize its decision to sell

its stock in a US company
operating in South Africa.

They believe that this would
encourage the management of

the company to rethink its

presence in South Africa.

Divestment would also

express moral opposition to

the policies of the South
African government.

Unfortunately, divestment

of shares in order to encourage

companies to disinvest from
South Africa may not bring

positive change to South
Africa. The blow of US
disinvestment would be
softened by the new entry or

expansion of foreign
businesses in South Africa.

In addition, would-be

divesters should consider
that when a shareholder
sells its stock, it loses its

voice in shaping company
policies. For example, as a

shareholder, CC can vote for

those companies in which it

holds shares to uphold the

Sullivan Principles. Without
stock in those companies, CC
has no say in how they

conduct business in South

Africa.

On campus, the channels

for student activism in the

South African arena seem
limited, and perhaps
battling with the Board over

divestment is an easy way to

express concern. However,
such battles do nothing to

sway the South African
government, to say nothing of

See COHEN p. 23

Counterpoint
By Mark Glaze 0nly bl11

'
was visibly uPset

Most thinking persons - and as she virtuallY «» fr°m the

few others - accept the idea
campus atter facing a barrage

that a little knowledge is
of unfriendly questions. This

never a bad thing. At the
week

'
colleSe supporters of

manyColorado College, many Bush and Dukakis verbally

students seemt to have agreed
clashcd at a dcParlurc rally

that a variety of other
tor Republican Vicevariety

qualities are not, on the
whole, bad: a little bias... a

little anger... a little

intolerance. The advent of

the 1988 Presidential
elections has driven a sharp

ideological wedge into the

fabric of this perennially

political campus, and the

harsh tone of the rhetoric

being thrown about has
become a source of serious

concern - and rightly so. The
time has come to ask

ourselves whether our
opinions and ideological

Presidential candidate Dan
Quaylc - as was duly
recorded by three local

television networks. And in

every corner, political
discussions grow increasingly

tense. All of the above serve

to prove one point
incontrovertibly: while
passion and partisanship arc

here in abundance, objectivity

and clarity of thought arc

becoming dangerously scarce.

A legislator stunned by a

vicious audience... a vrfe

presidential candidate's

leanings are based, as they
speech overpowered by the

should be, on critical
1'bcs of pohheal opponents...

consideration of a variety of
a camPus whosc 5tudents n

,

rc

viewpoints, or if they are
"™illmg to accept the

existence of an opposing
vpoints, or it they

founded, as they msut never

be, on a blind and
unreasonable faith in a

particular agenda which
isn't truly understood - but is

never questioned. Opinion is a

good thing; but only if we
remember that opinions can -

and should - change in the

light which is shed by open

and tolerant debate.

The astute observer at the

College might notice that a

frightening lack of political

balance exists on this campus.

The student body leans

heavily to the left - and

those students who identify

with liberal causes arc

unquestionably the most
vocal and active faction on

ideology. In response, we
offer Counterpoint .

The primary purpose of

Counterpoint will be to

provide, in the interest of

balance, a conservative

viewpoint regarding the

diverse issues which interest

the students of the Colorado

College. Additionally, the

column will respond to the

student body - to any issue,

question, complaint o r

argument directed to The
Catalyst or Counterpoint
itself. Though we will never

promise to agree, we will

make one pledge: never will a

column appear which fails to

recognize opposing

Take A Stand
By DOUG LANSKY "Can you be more specific, please?"

"Take a stand," my grandfather advised me "A lot (laugh very hard, snort,

as I headed off to college. "If you don't stand for wheezing)"

something, you will fall for anything." "Thank you so much... you've been very
importance I an "=""="""=""6 """ ''""" ""

The moment was intense, meaningful, and one helpful... I'm looking forward to seeing you soon "e
. ,

v be flawed, that opinions can
that I would probably remember for the rest of - under better conditions... like, say, your aamiranie target at vvnicnro

bc
.

( a , worl|
rm,lif„ i* uJa„„a »!,„„,„: ,™,.J™. *~A f.mpral " shoot. Unfortunately, that , 6 ' ,

e
.

intense

campus. Though perfect viewpoints, or the possibility

balance between conservative *at we can te Provcn wronS-

and liberal students is an
'

unrealistic goal, some
equilibrium in the way we
discuss - and participate in -

bad thing - but the manner in

which that opinion i s

arrived at is crucial.
Remembering that biases can

my life. It bridged the gap in generations and funeral." snoot, unfortunately.

prepared me for the real world. I did not want The next issue is one that I stumbled upon by kind of balance has been

j
to let him down. accident. But now looking back it seems quite notably absent in recent days.

I "Are you ready?" apparent that it was by no means an accident. I Problems resulting from
"Yes!" am, quite obviously, refering to our beloved political division at CC are

"Then go." sprinklers. There are a few simple things that becoming more common - and
I started to walk out to the car when a should be made clear about them. more visjble. Last year, State

thought struck me cold. I turned back. 1. They spray sewer water. Representative Barbara
"Grandpa, where should I stand?" 2. They know when you are coming.

> philips, author of an English
"On the issues my son, you must stand on the 3. They hate you.

issues." My third stand today is more of a formal ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
And with those final sage words I left. complaint against our college book store. But

—
I, like most first year students, have located from what I hear, this sad rip off seems to be

some issues at CC that should not go without occuring nationwide. I feel obligated to inform

notice. And with my newly appointed duty, the general public about this outrageous scam
Pointing out Stupid Things on Campus, I feel I taking place right under our very noses. We are

msut shed a great deal of light upon them by being overcharged for books that we must buy.

way of this paper. This is what a typical sign looks like for each

|

Tlie first issue I found is the all-too-common group of categorized books:

theme of slimy phones at the end of each hall Here are the books that you must buy. If you
(hat ring much too loud and wake me up at 3 expect to pass your class, please empty out ttus

KM.. I took it upon myself to call the entire cubicle. The prices are set by us - tough

telephone company to research the possibility bananas.
of installing phones in each room and the Let's just say that 1 have seen a book on Plato

- on sale at Worner for $6.50. I wouldn't have

much of a problem with that if the book didn't

already have $4.95 price listed on the cover. Is

it just me or is everyone offended that they

would have the gall to purposely overcharge

innocent college students on a book that

represents honesty and moralty?

nf any liberal;

conservative. And it we
achieve that goal, then we
will have found something

which we can truly say is

never - ever - a bad thing: a

little truth.

[following realistic primitive conversation with
the operator whom I'll just call Ms. verbal SAT.

j
I would like to know if it would be possible

|to extend phone lines at the end of each hall
pnto each room."

|
res, but that would cost you extra (giggle,

g'ggle)."

^
CELEBRATION

Metaphysical Books & Supplies

Imported Clothinq • Tapestries

Meditative Music

2209 W. Colorado Ave. , . o am to 6:00 pm
. 719-634-1855 EVERY DAY y
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Greeks Stand on Shakey Ground

By SARAH DOUGLASS
The recent disciplinary

action against the Phi Delta

Theta house, last year's

Sigma Chi fiasco and the new
state drinking age are
bringing new life to the

debate over the future of the

Greek system at CC.
As most students are aware

of, the College has ceased to

recognize the Phi Delta

Theta Fraternity as a campus
organization. As a result,

their former house in the

fraternity quad has been
turned into a dormitory and
members are restricted from
meeting together as an
organized group.

This hardly comes as a

shock to anyone familiar

with the disciplinary
history of the fraternity. The
administration's decision to

withdraw recognition is

based on a wide variety of

violations that date to their

full year disciplinary
probation of 1983-84. Their

disciplinary history since
tlien as compiled by Dean of

Students Laurel Mcleod spans
four years and consists of

repeated violations of terms
cited in the Statement of

Institutional Relationship
between Colorado College
and Greek-letter
Organizations.

In May of 1985 the
administration placed the

fraternity on "Probationary
suspension of charter
recognition" and required the

members to take positive

action in the fall.

In October of 1985 there was
a student injury at an off

campus party. The party
itself ("Wine Tasting")
violated their newly avowed
pledge to observe the school's

alcohol policy. The
administration supports an
IFC recommendation to

suspend rushing privileges
and places the fraternity on
social probation from
November 1 to February 3,

1986. The fraternity

leadership seemed unable to

get a grip on the destructive

and juvenile behavior of its

members. This behavior is

cited in the violations listed

in Dean Mcleod's report.

They are too numerous and
monotonous to be cited but

generally encompass alcohol

viola tions / harassment
problems, repeated
vandalism to their house and
other school property {such

as the CC cabin), violence,

and an unfulfilled financial

obligation to the college. -

The Sigma Chi incident

last year, which resulted in

the expulsion of two students

for drug dealing, raises

questions about the quality of

fraternity life. Do the
fraternities encourage
positive individual growth?
Do they stimulate diversity

and encourage academic
excellence? Are they mere
havens for activities that

smaller groups or individuals

would not be able to get away
with? These questions are

only compounded by the

flagrant disregard of
authority demonstrated by
the Phi Delts. One hopes
that these are the exceptions,-

and not the rules. Yet, one
cannot help but question the

future of organizations in

which activities like these

seem to fester.

Regardless, the fact of the

matter is that the question
may be irrelevant. The new
drinking age may mean the
demise of the Greek system as

we know it. The college has
adopted a new alcohol policy
which is consistent with
state law and will also
protect the school and the
fraternities against liability

suits brought on by serving
alcohol to minors or obviously

intoxicated persons.
The policy provides that at

any campus event only
trained alcohol servers are
permitted to dispense
alcohol. Any student of legal

drinking age may attend the

"Beer Tending Workshop"
sponsored by BACCUS and
receive certification. The
workshop is intended to

educate the student on the

responsibilities of serving,

the effects of alcohol, and to

provide help in dealing with

intoxicated persons. All

potential servers must pass a

test before they are certified.

It is the responsibility of

the organization hosting the

event to find servers. The
housing department will

have a list available.

However, organizations will

benefit from having several

of their own members trained

to alleviate the problem of

contacting a server. The
organization will also be
required to provide
alternative beverages and
food. In order to cover the

expenses incurred by this

requirement, they may
charge an admission fee at

the door. The fee, however,
must be charged of all who
enter so that the exchange of

money will not be

misconstrued as the sale of

alcohol. Any sale of alcohol

requires a permit.

At any campus event where
alcohol is being served,
someone will be present at

the door to ID students. Those
of legal drinking age and
those who are minors are
given different stamps.

The administration
recommends stamps as the

least expensive means of
differentiation, but other
methods such as hospital
bracelets are acceptable and
are the preference of the
hosting organization. After
the students enter the event
the servers are held
accountable for serving only
those of legal age. The
housing administration will

periodically check parties to

hold organizations
accountable as well as judge
the effectiveness of the
policy.

Within 48 hours after the
event the organization must
submit an evaluation and the
name tags of the servers
present to either the Dean of
Students, Associate Dean of
Students or Director of
Residential Life.

Will the new drinking law
and corresponding policy
provide an easy way of

abolishing a degenerative
system? Will it encourage
more responsibility among
the Greeks, leading to more
positive behavior? Will
people loose interest in Greek
parties and turn to parties off

campus? If people loose
interest in the Greeks
socially, will this mean the
end of the Greek system?
These are the questions that

need to be asked.

ks
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The Greek Systef <
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By MICHAEL WANG and JEFFREY STRAIN
The idea that classroom performance is jeop

by groups who partake in activities that the
deems inappropriate may be valid in the mir
educator yet the students must ultimately ch.

direction of their lives. To believe that stude
unable to make responsible choices show!—
confidence in the mettle of the individual a ""
student development that the campus provii
believe that abolishing the Greek system wil

the multifaceted problems inherent to self dete
small groups shows little insight and demoi s s

intolerant and limited understanding of the I

Colorado College students.

The Greek system at Colorado College
numerous potential benefits to the campus conn
Initially it provides a support system for studer
chose to strongly identify with a group that po

unique character, much in the same way BSU I (
'

Gay and Lesbian Alliance provide support
encourage interaction between the college a

surrounding community through volunteerism
enables students to develop responsibility and i

hand the impact they can have on others. Whei
last time a majority of the faculty participated
of these functions? If properly administers °'r

provide a positive and organized social ou
improperly administered, they become out of
and the target of extirpation by the faculty.
We feel that the faculty has the right to voit ind

opinions and concerns. Yet this concern should be
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Keeping C.C. Competitive
By CATHERINE CARTER
AND TED MILLER
The Colorado College is

seen as a progressive
institution. It is the liberal

arts beacon of higher
education in the Rocky
Mountain region, and has
gained mention in Newsweek
for its innovative educational

system. Students think of the

school as a place which
fosters individualism,
leading some conservative
Colorado Springs residents to

think of CC as a somewhat
radical place.

Could this college actually

be behind the times, or even

old fashioned? While we do
have the Block Plan under a

"liberal" guise, we also have

the archaic Greek System
which belongs to the time of

our parents, the lilywhite

1950's and early '60's. It is

hard to believe that after all

that has happened in the

past thirty years that these

institutions still exist.

Colorado College is often

mentioned in the same breath

as other ACM colleges such as

Carleton, Grinnell, and
Macalester, none of which
have a Greek System.
However, C.C. does not
measure up to these

institutions intellectually.

Most faculty members here at

CC feel that the presence of

the Greek system, especially

frats, is a stifling factor in

the intellectual growth and
well-being of the college.

True, many fraternity

members have fine G.P.A.s,

but at the same time the

Students Decide
;h communication and not abolition. On the other
the Greeks need to consistently prove their worth
lat they are a reliable asset to the college. The
sarial relationship between the faculty and the
3 needs to be bridged through communication and
ice. Both sides need to listen to each other. The
istration commands the delicate task of actively
ring the faculty and guiding the Greeks.
need of the administration to facilitate this

,
is apparent because the faculty judges the

> of a few houses as the norm. Should the sorority
i suffer the same fate as the fraternity houses
they are non residential and do not exhibit the
ms that single out the fraternities? It seems
* that if in every other aspect of our lives we are
1 by our individual merit that each Greek house
be treated separately.
already a forgone conclusion by some of the

' that the Greek system can not stay on the
'do College campus. They have already
ted this view and will undoubtedly bring forth a
>dum to abolish the Greek system, as they do
year, at their next faculty meeting later this
1 As non-Greeks concerned with the college
s as a whole, we feel disillusioned and
ointed at this pervasive intolerance. If students
™g to work and have the desire to build a
Greek system then the college should reciprocate
irt and provide a system within which they can
nd let the anvil of indiscriminate experiment be
J judge.

institutions that they belong
to seem to foster anti-

intellectual behaviors such
as sexism and elitism. The
now famous date rape skit

performed at a frat last year,

and the new member choosing

process of most of the
fraternities at C.C. come to

mind. It is a step in the right

direction that some of the

fraternities address issues

such as these in presentations

and forums.

The Greeks claim that
without fraternites a social

life on campus would cease to

exist. Neither Grinnell nor
Carleton have ever had
fraternities, and are both

located in more remote places

than Colorado Springs. Both

colleges promote a "college-

wide social life", offering an

"exceedingly high number" of

diverse activities that the

students are perfectly

satisfied with. In fact, Cris

Roosenraad, the Dean o f

Students at Carleton College,

told us "I have never even

heard any students talk about

fraternities, except
negatively. It would never

develop here. Frats would
run so counter to the sense of

egalitarianism and
nonelitism amongst the
students."

Greeks may reason that
since these schools have
never had Greek Systems,
they don't know what they
are missing. Howcver.many
other colleges such as Colby,
Williams, and Hampshire
have done away with their

Greek Systems in the last
twenty years, the most recent

being Colby in 1984. Andrew
Hernandez, Dean of Students

at Williams said that
Williams began "phasing
out" fraternities in 1962
because they were "not
conducive to the educational

purposes or mission of the

college."

As an alternative, they
began their Resident House
System. Under this system,

students are randomly
assigned to houses at the end
of their first year. The houses

develop identities as a

fraternity or sorority would.

but they are not "repressive,

initiation oriented
environments." These houses
are also coed, thus
eliminating single-sex clubs.

Moving to another house is

quite easy if the student
wishes to. Colby adopted a

similar structure called the

Residential Commons Plan.

Alternatives such as this

and the programs at Grinnell

and Carleton should
definitely be given
consideration by the
Colorado College community.
We realize that the

fraternities here at C.C. are

not nearly as extreme in

certain behaviors and
ideologies as they are at

countless large universities.

We also realize that many of

the problems associated with

frats {e.g.,sexism, racism,

See CARTER p. 23

Positive Potenti al of GreeksNeedsOpenmindedness
then an unhealthy
adversarial ism is

guaranteed. If, however, the

administration and faculty

choose to view Greek life as

an opportunity, then
communication and

By PAUL G. FITZGIBBON
and MICHAEL S.

UKROPINA
The primary objective of a

liberal arts education is to

teach and encourage the

practical application of

informed decision-making, cooperation will become the

Unfortunately this primary watchwords for positive

objective appears to be change. The questions

conspicuously absent from the surrounding Greek life at CC
current process of abolishing are as many as they are

the Colorado College Greek varied, and the answers to

system. Instead of engaging in these questions are as

a constructive effort to controversial as they are

maximize the advantages emotionally charged. The

and reduce the drawbacks of Greek question then, cannot be

Greek life, most opposition accurately portrayed as a

has been presented in the simple right or wrong, yes or

form of accusations and no issue. Contrite

insinuations rather than in equivocation may feed the

the spirit of cooperation and fire of fanaticism, but cannot

compromise. Fraternities and
sororities are just one
imperfect element of life at

CC; hopefully the Greeks
will be able to work with the

faculty, the administration,

and the other students in

order to best serve the entire

Colorado College
Community.
The Greek system,

generally, and fraternity

system at CC, specifically,

are neither inherently good
nor evil, but actually

represent an ongoing
predicament/opportunity. If

the administration and
faculty choose to address

Greek life as a predicament,

substitutes for

and rational
serve as

informed
discourse.

An informed and rational

discourse*is necessary in order

to determine whether or not

the benefits of Greek life can

warrant their alleged

drawbacks. Does the

potential development of

brotherhood / sisterhood,

leadership, academic
excellence, and social

affiliation outweigh the

elitism, intimidation, and

segregation supposedly
caused by fraternities and

sororities? No amount of

evidence on either side can be

absolutely definitive,

nonetheless, both sides must
be prepared to justify their

positions.

Fraternities and sororities

both at CC and across the

country claim to be sources of

brother and sisterhood.

Proponents of the Greek
system continue to assert this

claim while critics of the

Greek system tend to

disregard or downplay the

role of brother and
sisterhood. Regrettably,
substantive discussion of this

issue has all too often been
supcrceeded by self-seeking

allegations and also a

paranoid defensiveness.
Opponents of Greek life

should, to some degree, bear

the burden of proof in their

battle to dismantle the

fraternities and sororities. A
coherent cause-effect
relationship under laden

with integrity must support

any serious desires to

eliminate the Greek system.

Although certain interest

groups happen to be in

disproportionately in-

fluential positions, they

should willingly choose to

engage the issue in a manner
befitting the liberal arts

tradition. Power and politics

should not be allowed to

transcend the process of

informed decision-making in

regards to the Greek question.

See FITZGIBBON p. 23
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Letters
To the Editor-

spoke to a sizeable gathering at the airpori

was at this departure rally that I witnesj
several CC students in top form; waving a

j
Quayle signs and drowning out much of!
Senator's speech with bursts of protest.

This is where my pride for the college sto

and my anger begins. If I can attend a Duk;
presentation hosted by Prof. Cronin and lJ
satisfied at having only asked a question^.'"
two, why couldn't the protesting students

ft,

CC at the Quayle rally leave content at havSAj.
waved their signs and spoken to the preslf
believe in freedom of speech. I'd fight foij

n u
without hesitation. Rights are precious thiifi jVj,

and whether or not the students shouting doff. 1r ,

the words of Senator Quayle realize it, ttyjld j,

trampled more rights in their pursuit .,
j

political enlightenment than they can
comprehend.

Prof. Cronin said it best when he told f.',
students at the campus Dukakis presentat?"Cj'j
that we must educate ourselves on the issuesS"

1

^
order to make an informed decision. Even
flyers advertising the event had
hauntingly familiar phrase "Explore, Educ:
and Discover" written in bold lettering at

top. Clearly, the objective for both sides in

election should be to provide for informl
decision making. Who do the protesters seek
educate by making it impossible to hear
the candidate believes in? Rights are precioj

things, and violation number one
protesters interference in this
educational process.

We walk a fine line when it comes
evaluating freedom of speech. We know, to ci]

the overused example, that we can't yell fire

a crowded theater; thus the freedom is nl

CC

ili.

t th

this

y
all

y
;ion

did

It is our second week back, and already ,,,:n,„„ t ij„;i»,;„ Tu . . . . ,. .

r~i~-~~i n r> n i- -,i- i.- , without limitation. The point is to find thColorado College is alive with whispers of j„ 1;„,, •,,,„ „„ ,.,.., .£. \~ '

_, It ., delicate balance. While this issue may be 01

To the editor

The world has enough
problems in it! We should
know. We're liberally
educated and have been
exposed to the evils of world:

the threat of Nuclear
Annihilation, Apartheid,
Racism, Sexism,
Environmental Devastation,

etc. However, Students of

Colorado College, there is

yet another evil lurking on
our very campus; threatened

extinction of one of America's

most prized animal species,

Canine Collegiate Big
Buddy. (The college dog)

that I could play catch with

the frisbee in the quads. Its a

bit late to get rid of the dog
now. Considering that we
had the dogs before the law
was instituted it is very
similar to a case expo facto; is

it not?

Second, I propose a phasing
in of the law at a later date
when the current dog owners
have graduated and
discouraging students from
getting a dog in the future.

Why can't we reserve a
certain part of campus that

Over the summer Gresham dogs are allowed? However, I

Riley passed a law governing did try playing ball behind
that, "Between 8 a.m. and 1 Kappa Sigma house (which a

political activity. No small part of this

activity can be attributed to the presidential 2ZT' T*"* e" "Je
8™? -,

.,... . ta
.. election. I'm not entirely certain how to respond

snou"ng down Sen. Quayle, the protestors n|

year with the understanding
(o b back a( cc fo

'^ wegks and^ only denied him the freedom of speech, th,

encountering a protest. On one level, it's
also denied knowledge to those listening,

encouraging. I'm proud to be at a school where '
thmk

'
he da™Se

)

s °b™us. Rights

the students have an interest in the world Preclous thlngs, and rights were sacrificed,

around them. On a deeper level, however, we questlon ls
-
to what end? 1 ! th' " i> h.r

should be careful how we go about pursuing
these interests.

On Wednesday, September 14, Senator Dan
Quayle was in Colorado Springs touring
NORAD. Before the Senator left for Denver, he

of great debate, it is painfully obvious that I

service in these actions, I entreat anyone to I

it. At its heart it is both repugnant and
serving, and something I'm ashamed
associate with the Colorado College.

Mike Sha'

Bunc

nark

3VV .

it, y:

it a

recti:

]t

Bp
Beg«

185 (

security official suggested)
where there was too much
traffic and Tobie almost got

p.m. daily, no dogs, leashed
or otherwise will be allowed
on campus. Before 8 a.m. and
after 1 p.m. daily, only dogs hit three times,
on leashes and under the There have
control of their owners will be
permitted." Fines are as
follows: $10 for the first

been
complaints that there are
simply too many dogs on
campus. Why not give out dog

violation (the cost of a big passes to students and faculty
bag of dog food), $25 for the witn dogs and therefore
second violation and $25 for lessen the public

.

s use of th?
the tmrd violation plus quads . Tnese passes could
review in front of the Student als0 be ]imited f d owners
Conduct Committee^ that have sufficiently
When Tobie (my dog) and I trained their dogs. And if

were first confronted by a CC need be, we could insist that
security guard about our dog owners pick up the poop
criminal act of playing catch t urge our administration to
with the frisbee (on campus, do what i s jus t and right
without a leash and at prevent the sudden extinction
approximately 1:30 p.m.), I f our bjg buddy, the college
quickly responded, "you've dog . pIeaSe respond to box
got to be joking?" He chuckled 704.
trying to keep a serious look
on his face, "No really that's

the new law this year."

First, the college dog has
become pretty popular around
CC and where do you propose
we exercise them now? Tobie
catches frisbee and that's

pretty hard to do in a 15'

backyard. All parks around
here demand that the dogs
stay on a leash. I hate to pass
the burden to Gresham Riley,

but I actually got the dog last

Sincerely,

Woody Stevens

iW ft

est

at k:

On your mark. Introducing our AT-40 Plus: 8/12 MHz clock speed with 15 3
SI rating. Get set. 512K. wait state RAM expandable to 4MB, 40MB 28 ms hard
disk and monochrome monitor all for $1695. Go. For details call 1 800 365-6370.
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Fort Collins. Colorado
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KRCC: Take the Musical Challenge
lc
kr FROMITA CHATTERJI

n |You're heading over to 7-11

% another one of those post-
viidnight-"omigosh, I have
s
fo pages to write in less than

°j) hours-I need coffee"-runs.

irVaIUing down Cache la

°lLdre, you pass a small

"tailding with a big sign

foclaiming "91.5 fm KRCC."
'

veing in a paper frenzy you

rent really in a mood to

kntemplate the wonderful
'^incidences decorating your
}s
fe. But perhaps the phrase

!|CRCC" rings a bell. "Hmm,"
E

'pu say, "that sounds
c«iiliar."

"j Actually it is no coincidence

kpat the last two call letters

'ttthis radio station are the

°By same as the initials of

Ijhe alma-matter. Yes, your

"By own college radio

Ration! "Wow," you exclaim,

M didn't know we had a

h«'s getting pretty
lundant, nowadays, to keep
arking on how few people
vv about or listen to KRC.
you know, at least we're
alone. Mario Valdez,

Sector of KRCC, tells us
At usually, "You can't

crape up people to listen to

allege radio." considering
Is appraisal, KRCC
sHually does pretty well. It's

pen a member station of
National Public Radio since

l

985 (they've been "on the

M' since 1951) and in the
ffiest ratings, Mario said
hat KRCC came in 14th or
Bth among the 32 stations in

ffi area.

KJot that you would know
hat as you dodge across
Nevada. Armed with
affeinc, microwave burritos,

Ichos, and Otis
Ipunkmeyer's cookies, you
fead back to your place of
[bode. Being an experienced
(aper writer, you know that
he best start to paper
writing is procrastination.
ftusic, you think is always
Aspiring. As you turn the
iial of your radio around the
'ost-midnight wasteland of

lall-in psychics, and
programs on the history of
he Righteous Brothers, the
Tfrase, "91.5 fm KRCC,"
pliminally lodged in your

fRCC
ROGRAM GUIDE
988 gs»*

consciousness, comes to mind.
That, in fact, is where your
fm dial ends up. Now,
depending on your taste, you
either turn it off quickly and
start writing, stare at the
radio in open-mouthed
wonder, or jump up and down
with glee. Maybe you do none
of these things. You've just

come across the KRCC rock
show, where you can hear
anything from Jimi Hendrix
to the Screaming Trees. Yes,

it's a little different from Top
40, but then, that's what
college-radio is all about. As
Mario says, the philosophy
behind CC setting up a radio

station is to "present the
diversity of ideas and

think they like along with
things they can relate to."

If you can't handle the

stress of listening to Love and
Rockets followed by Israeli

folk songs, KRCC also has
shows where they do just one
"type" of music. Besides rock,

,

there's jazz, reggae, Celtic,

blues, and New Age.
Something for everyone, as

they say.

If your paper ends up being
an "all-nighter" and you
display the fortitude of
listening to the entire KRCC
rock show, you might find

yourself listening to National
Public Radio's Morning

"Gee, I wonder if I could do
that." According to Mario, if

you think you could, then you
probably can. He thinks that

"The biggest misconception
about what radio is, is that

you have to be a music
whiz." The best qualification

I once heard them

going from Tom Waits

to Gregorian chants.

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURS SATURDAY SUNDAY

[jfllj Jf^l FREEFORM

National Public Radio MORNING EDITION

FREEFORM MUSIC SHOWS |

«n
II

FREEFORM
||

BLUES 'ZOONoonto 100pm
1

FREEFORM

| National Public Radio's FRESH AIR 4 oo P m w 5 00pm*«M.^
| I™"*"™* ™,WK

NPR's ALL THINGS CONSIDERED s

EVENING JAZZ SHOWS

CELTIC MUSIC

NEW AGE MUSIC

peoples which reflect the
college's committment to the
liberal arts." In other words,
you probably won't hear this
stuff anywhere else.

And it's not just rock. No, it

gets weirder. Depending on
when you tune in, you can
hear any kind of music that

you ever knew existed. And
all mixed together, too. I once

heard them going from Tom
Waits to Gregorian chants. It

was pretty strange. There is,

in fact, a name for this kind
of programming - it's called

"freeform" radio. KRCC
recently changed its format to

having mostly freeform
shows during the day. Mario
explains freeform as the

creation of different moods.
The key is finding the right

songs to go together. If you
find the right song, he insists,

it's "not hard to do a Mozart
concerto and back it with the

Eurythmics." Well, shall we
say it's - creative. The idea

of freeform is to appeal to

people who appreciate
variety. "You can put up with

one song that you hate, but

not two hours of it." Or, if you
ever wondered why they call

it College Radio in the first

place, "The idea is to play

things that people wouldn't

KRCC Program Guide

Edition at 5 a.m. NPR is one
of the more interesting

aspects of KRCC. The station

subscribes to a number of NPR
programs including Morning
Edition (probably the most
complete radio news show
anywhere), All Things
Considered, and Fresh Air. In

fact, KRCC has five hours of

news every day.

Being a college radio
station which is also a

member of NPR, KRCC might
seem to lend itself to a certain

amount of schizophrenia.
Mario feels that the station

identifies much more with
the professional image of

NPR than with College
radio's usual amateurish
reputation. "No," he says,

"We try not to be amateurish,

sophomoric, or unprofessional

in any way." You might argue
that this takes all the fun out

of it. But for Mario,
"Professionalism is because
nobody should want to do
anything poorly."

Well, after your night-long

vigil with KRCC maybe you
get addicted and start

listening to it all day long.

Maybe you start calling up
the DJs and harassing them
with oddball requests.
Maybe, just maybe, you think.

is to really have a desire to

learn about music and about

radio.

At KRCC, there are about

30 volunteers who have this

great desire. Usually, Mario
says, one-half to one-third of

them are students. The rest

are people from the
community. This is another
great thing that Mario
stresses about KRCC - the

opportunity to work with

adults and other general
"non-college" people on an

equal basis. He finds that the

station is one of the few
places where people can feel

totally at ease.

Well, it's no great mystery
to break into the airwaves. If

you want to apply, head on
down to KRCC (yes, you
already know where it is, -

(N.E. Cache la Poudrc) and
fill out an application. The
station holds two or three

Depending on

when you tune

in, you can
hear any kind

of music that

you ever knew

existed.

training periods per year -

and you know they'd love to

have you. Even if you don't

feci like being famous this

year, the station has other

jobs in writing the "blurbs"

that the announcers read, or

in producing public affairs

programs. At any rate, don't

be a stranger. Whether you
listen to it, or do it yourself,

as Mario says, KRCC gives

you the "option and freedom
to try something
challenging." And that, you
might say, is pretty much a

good thing.

Friday Photo
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Coburn Gallery showcases Faculty Art c

"Brittle Water" by Louise LaFond

Wendy Hsieh-sophomore undecided
Pink Floyd Dark Side of the Moon

John Gill- masters candidate

Iggy Pop and the Stooges Raw Power

Mosca Hooper- senior undecided

Jethro Tull Aqualung

Jennifer Rucci- freshman undecided
KRCC

Carleton Gamer- music professor

Listen- a collection of classical pieces

The Kings of Smack
"another turntable"

"Everybody can be great because

everybody can serve.

"

Martin Luther King, Jr.

A Day In

The Life

Of You
Service

The Colorado College Volunteer Fair

Opportunities in Community and Public

Service

3:30 - 5:30, Thursday October 13th

Worner Campus Center

By STACY STANFORD
For anyone curious about what our art studio faculty mcmbc eu \\

do in their own creative lives, check out the Coburn gallery™

the southeast corner of the Worner Center. On exhibition

works by four professors and the woodshop and photo lab staff

The show is exciting because various mediums have bci

employed and each artist reveals a unique style. Th«j

individuality is strongly communicated due to the contrastii

arrangement of the works. For example, Professor Bogdi

Swider's landscapes, drawn with several mediums that ma)

the works intricate, are surrounded by Professor Jim Tfissej

geometrical paintings that have texture and intriguing colt

This sort of contrast vibrates throughout the exhibit,

Other mediums include non-color photography and woi

sculpture. Charles Walters has photographed intimate studi

qf nature and people. Created by Professor Carl Reed a

abstract sculptures made primarily of vibrantly toned woo;

They are very diverse in form.

Professor Louise Lafond has included a series of drawings

one of her etched book illustrations in the exhibit. Tl

drawings are full of motion and ambiguous images that streli

the viewer's imagination.

The faculty members mentioned above have contributi

works that reflect what they usually teach. An exception

Chris Moody who works in the woodshop, but has sevei

paintings on display. Three of which are intensely colorful an!

fantastical in subject matter.

Hopefully these paragraphs have given an open descripti

of these works that stimulate the imagination.

You can stop by the show from 12:00 to 5:00 p.m., Tuesda

through Saturday, until September 28. Don't miss it
f

Racism in the Heartland of America
By KATHY FARROW group involved in gaining

It's sad that in today's power in the country through

movie industry most good a series of bank robberies and

movies are released during assassinations. Cathy

the "peak-movie season Weaver is actually a n

thereby leaving the rest of undercover FBI agent

the year plain and dull. The assigned to gather evidence

industry has made a notable against Simmons and lus

exception in releasing S^"P-

"Betrayed" at the end of the The P°wer

the man she loves is involvcfl

in, if not the leader of,

group.

The film boasts many
acling performances. Debrl

Winger's portrayal of Cathj

Weaver is without a doulf

her finest since "Terms :1k

"peak" summer season
"Betrayed" shows promise to

be the best movie of the fall.

"Betrayed"-starring

Debra Winger and Tom
Berenger-tells a powerful be involved in such heinous,

of the film

comes from the fact that the

two really do love each
other. In the early portion of

the movie, Weaver refuses to

believe that Simmons could

story of white supremacy in

the heartland of America.
Debra Winger plays Cathy
Weaver, a combine drive

racist crimes. This faith is

broken when Simmons takes

her "hunting": for the first

time. This scene is one of the

who meets and falls in love most intense in the film. The

with farmer Gary Simmons prey of the group, rather

(Tom Berenger). Simmons than an animal, is a young

likewise falls in love, black man. Weaver is asked

Unfortunately there is a dark lo fire the fatal shot. She

side to this happy union, refuses but is forced to watch

Simmons is deeply involved as someone else fires the shot,

with a white supremacist Thus Weaver realizes that

Endearment." She coul^^'

easily garner another O
nomination for "Betrayed

Tom Berenger is equ
superb as the fanatical

Simmons. John Heard a

turns in a fine performanci

Weaver's FBI superior. Th|

move is definitely a "mug
see." The poignant endinl

leaves viewers questioninl

whether or not justice

worth any price. The film

rated R for violcnc||u
,

1

language, and adulf

situations. It is curren

showing at the Citadi

Terrace and the AcadeniJ

Station 6 in Colorado Spri

n?

irl:
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GIANT BEETLES INVADE COLORADO SPRINGS
y PRISCILLA PETTIT

Before last week, after a

j]l three years at Colorado

tollege in Colorado Springs, I

^d never heard of either

^e May Natural History

luseum Center or the

Jonecrs' Museum. In search

f
something new and

Efferent and intrigued by

fay Museum's claim as home
I "Giant Arthropods of the

forld", I went in search of

heap thrills and musty
iuseums.

, As I traveled down
[ghway 115 (Nevada) and

Used Fort Carson's Gate 5 in

\e middle of nowhere I was

lire I had missed the turn-off

)r the May Natural History

luseum Center. But sure

nough, just a few more
iinutes passed when on my
j?ht loomed a beetle larger

dan an elephant. It had
brns, too. Yes, a bit of a

lightening experience, but

[ill in search of cheap
Srills I ventured down the

rivcway determined not to

e squeamish about the visit.

Three dollars later I was
mong cases and cases of

tcrally the largest insects

ye ever seen. My humane
palities made me believe I

'as sad these creatures are

ead but reality tapped on

iy head and I must profess

leir "deadness" is actually

s enormous relief. Another
;]icf is most of the specimens
ere found far, far away. To
y the palm-sized
rantulas with tooth-like

,gs make bad business for

travel agencies is an enormous
understatement.

I started to enjoy the
thrills I had come to find,

still glad to be a U.S. citizen

when my friend was kind
enoueh to Doint nut some nf

the smaller Tarantulas (still

bigger than you would like to

see) which had been found
right around the area in
which this museum dwells.
Horrified to be awakened
from my hopeful dream that

all large insects live outside
of the United States, I began
to see shadows on the floor by
my feet. After a few more
cases of foot-length "walking
stick' bugs and enormous
stuffed bats, the shadows on
the floor began to move.
Cheap thrills no more. ..this

is the stuff nightmares are
made from.

By the last row of insect

filled glass cases I must
profess I had become
fascinated, and not only by
enormous things that crawl
and go bump in the night. The
May Museum has a
phenomenal collection of
some of the biggest and most
beautiful butterflies I've ever
seen. Shimmering greens and
shiny blues among polka dots,

stripes and an array of other
designs and colors. The note
cards in these butterfly cases
claim when the sun is shining
and the flying butterfly
catches the light at just the
right angle, the flash of color
can be seen up to half a mile
away.

The May Natural History
Museum Center will capture
your attention and leave you
with a memorable
experience, (and, yes, with a

few cheap thrills). Although

For example, did you know
camels used to live in the
Springs? Did you know
Colorado Springs is probably
the only city in the nation
that doesn't add fluoride to

Photo by Damlcn Raffa

I've canceled any previous
thoughts about travel to

Brazil, Peru or the Amazon I

can still admire and respect

these marvellous creatures
from around the world. It's

nice to see them behind glass,

though.
The Pioneers' Museum is an

altogether different story.

Located across from the

Colorado Springs Judicial

Building on South Tejon, it's a

bit of a long walk to get there

from the Colorado College
campus, but you will be
rewarded for the effort. This

museum offers an enthralling

array of anything you ever

wanted to know about the

history of Colorado Springs.

its water because there is

already plenty in it (the

fluoride comes from the rocks

on Pike's Peak). Did you
know the guy who Pike's

Peak is named after (Mr.

Pike, if you haven't guessed
already) climbed on the peak
but never actually made it to

the top?
All sorts of interesting facts

are offered in a most original

setting. The Pioneers' Museum
has reconstructed an entire

section of the inside and
outside of an historical house
that once existed in the

Springs. Also redonstructed is

a dentist's office, inside and
out, including all of the

dentist's old equipment and

tools of the trade. Be glad
you live in 1988. You think
getting a cavity filled now is

bad you should look at the
torture machines they used a
hundred years ago.

If you are at all interested
in the area in which you live,

make a grandiose effort to get
to the Pioneers' Museum. I've

never seen anything like it -

it's truly a remarkable
experience. Wherever your
interests may lie, this
museum will cover it -

historical women's
underclothing, guns and
swords, pipes, Van Briggle
pottery ( a whole room full),

official cowboy clothing,
dental equipment, doctor
tools, eyeglasses, a complete
reconstructed pharmacy,
currency, minerals from
Colorado Springs - you name
it, the Pioneers' Museum will

literally have it, as long as it

existed quite a few years ago.

The museum itself is an
historical landmark. Their
next exhibit will be about
Victorian mourning customs.
Defenitely worth your time.

The May Natural History
Museum Center is at 710 Rock
Creek Canyon Road, 8 miles

south on Nevada (highway

115). Open 8 to 6 from May 15

to October 1. For more
information call 576-0450.

The Pioneers' Museum is

located at 215 South Tejon.
Admission is free; hours are
10-5 daily and 1-5 on
Sundays. For more
information, call 578-6650.

^udio Visual Overload can be Fun
/BEN GILBERT
Ah yes, school has started and (most) everyone is

icited to be back for another fine academic year. I can
larantee you that in no time many people, perhaps
jurself, will be complaining that there is nothing to

I here but I tell you, if you look farther than Poor
chards or the nearest fraternity party you can find a

I more to do than drink coffee, down brewskies, or jerk

f for weekend entertainment. A perfect alternative to

p usual human/sheep social scene was the Big Body
[rts film festival held at BBP headquarters on Friday
88. This festival in particular focuses on underground
d independently produced movies, videos, and live

jncert footage.

iThe drawback of many film festivals is that it takes
imina to sit through hours of films, especially when
ply good films are spaced between overwrought
[tcmatic drek. BBP frlm festival mastermind Lance
jrton solved that classic problem by screening all the
ms on four televisions at once. What a concept! Of
urse there was the dilemma of having to choose
'tween four films at once but that's the price you pay
I quality. At least you could go to another room if you
ft bored with the film you were watching. On to the
fcrts.

Richard Kern's half hour romp of gratuitous sex an.d
olence entitled "Fingered," starring Lydia Lunch set

I evening off on the right foot. It is the kind of film
at most people truly enjoy but publicly condemn. I

fed it. Wish I didn't watch the second Kern film
Pght Side Of My Brain" though. The film consisted

j

a predictably long, self-indulgent Lydia Lunch

narrative on pleasure and domineering relationships.

Heck, I could have been in the living room watching
John Aes'nihil's "Manson Family Movies," which are

graphic representations of the famed Tate-Labianca
murders. Great thing about that film was that, where
as most gore films are escapist bunk consisting of

zombified freaks wreaking havoc on prc-yuppificd
teenagers, Aes'nihil's film depicts events that did
happen. Not escapism but interpreted real life events.

Only with Latin snuff films will you get closer to the

real thing without actually being there.

Haters TV was on for a good part of the night. Men in

black hoods holding the kind of press conference that

you really want to be at. A highlight of the festival

was Eric Lunde's "Fire Truck." Ten minutes of

degenerated porno films with a captivating Lunde
soundtrack. After Lunde's film, City Of Worms made an
appearance for a forty-five minute set of their trance

inducing stew of sounds with a video display that soon

brought upon sensory overload in this reviewers brain.

Last up was a live shoot of Whitehouse in concert. A
volatile electronic, feedback laden, brain thrashing

onslaught that would have most people throwing
chairs through windows in no time. Naturally I enjoyed

it immensely and was left feeling cleansed and
demolished at the same time.

All in all it was a very eclectic selection of films and

was an exciting time for all

who didn't walk out i n
disgust within the first

twenty minutes of the show.
Lance and Jeph of Big Body
Parts should be staging some
more events in the near future

so keep your eyes and nose
peeled.

Percentage of Americans who
say they would not accept a job

if a lie detector test were
required: 55

Number of Finnish women who
have pledged not to have
children until Finland bans
nuclear power: 4000

™ber of laughs the average
son has in a day: 15

centage of Midwesterners
K'dge their chances of

nS to heaven as eood to
client: 69

.w>°
J's Motor Hotel

Off Campus at 820 N. Nevada
Special monthly student rate

including jjtilities & satellite TV

633-5513

NEW DOWNTOWN LOCATION

102A N. TEJON
COLORADO SPRINGS. CO 80903 (719)520-1122
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What's Shakin'...Sept 16-22
Film
Patti Rocks- A "brutally frank" and sardonic film

about extramarital flings, white lies, pregnancy,

and friendship in blue collar America.

Poor Richard's

Sept 16-19. 7&9 pm $3.25

Rebel Without a Cause- James Dean's

memorable dramatization of rebellious youth in

the '50's. Presented by the Film Series

Olin I, Friday Sept 16 7&9:30 pm
$1.00 with CC ID

Colors-Director Dennis Hopper's vivid portrayal

of gang violence and police brutality in LA.

The Peak Theater

$1.00 all the time!

Funny Girl - musical/ comedy starring Barbra

Streisand.

Fine Arts Cerner, Tuesday Sept 20 8pm

Hispanic Film Festival- The Pike's Peak

Community College is presenting the films

When the Mountains Tremble, Blood Wedding,

Ardiente Paciencia, The Ballad of Greeorio

Cortez and Goya on Friday, Sept 16 beginning at

7:15 pm, and on Saturday, Sept 17 beginning at

•10 am.
The Downtown Studio, 19 N. Tejon

free (donations appreciated)

coming soon.. ..Picnic at Hanging Rock, Giant

Art and Theater:

Faculty Art Show-CC professors Moody, Reed,

Trissel, Swider, Walters and LaFond present

their latest works in a variety of mediums.
Coburn Gallery in the Worner Center

Running through September 28

12-5pm Tuesday through Saturday

Seattle Mime Theater- This highly acclaimed

performance group leaps the traditional mime
boundaries to present a fresh, humorous and

exotic dramatic event.

Packard Hall, Thursday at eleven, Sept 22

Armstrong Hall, Saturday, Sept 24

8:15 pm
free with CC ID

Music:
Nationally acclaimed jazz fusion artists, flutist

Dave Valentin and saxophonist Hollis Gentry
will be appearing at the Colorado Springs Fine

Arts Center, that big building just south of

Packard.

Sep 15,16,17

Tickets $10 at Ticketmaster outlets

The Tannahill Weavers-This popular Scottish

five person ensemble plays traditional and
contemporary Celtic music.

Colorado Springs Fine Arts Center

September 21

Tickets $8 with student ID at the Fine Arts

Center

Lunchtime Concert in Packard Hall featuring

CC student musicians and ensembles.

Sept. 21 at 12:15 pm
free!

coming soon."Cats" the musical, and the start of

the Colorado Springs Symphony season^

Lecture:

John T. Noonan, of the Ninth Circuit Court of

Appeals, will lecture on "The Long and Short of

Bribery" on Wednesday, Sept. 21 at 8:15pm in

Packard Hall. Judge Noonan is an expert in legal

ethics, philosophy and church/state relations. rv

CAMPER VAN
BEETHOVEN*
OUR BELOVED
REVOLUTIONARY
SWEETHEART

- Virgin Records
By KRISTTN THOMSON

Knowing the trends in the

music industry, that big

commercial demon that
inflicts its omnipotent
judgement on every innocent

listener, many bands make
musical compromises in the

effort to sell more vinyl. You
know what I mean- the "sell

out" factor-smoothing out
those original elements,
changing those questionable

lyrics to make themselves
more palatable to a wider
range of consumers. But on the

newest release from Camper
van Beethoven Our Beloved
Revolutionary Sweetheart,
they buck this trend in

admirable style, and still

manage to lick the creamsicle

of success.

These Santa Cruz
eccentrics have released four

albums within the last five

years, always attracting
attention in the alternative

rock circles with their
eclectic style. Previous

Music Review
albums feature a

mindboggling array of

musical influences; from
Slavic folk dances, to Turkish
melodies, to traditional

American fiddle tunes. These
are interwoven with rocking

album courtesy of Budget Tapes and Records

electric guitars, rambling
bass, mandolins, tape loops,

intentionally cheesy
keyboards and the odd brass

instrument. Then CVB injects

their songs with warped
lyrics, often subtlely poking
fun at the very same people
who buy their records,
making them even more
admirable.

The album starts with a

cut called "Eye of Fatima", a

catchy tune infused with a

distorted violin dealing with

Wyoming cowboys o n
hallucinagens and moves

' immediately into a ripping

instrumental. As the album
progresses one is pummeled by
a wide range of songs and
styles, from a great
arrangement of the
traditional folk song "O
Death" to the swirling
melodies and mandolins on
"She Divines Water" to a

raging guitar and violin
instrumental called "Waka".
What impresses me most
about Our Beloved
Revolutionary Sweetheart is

that their highly eclectic

and knowingly warped music

has not been watered down
for the sake of some uptight

promoter. Their imaginative

style has remained intact,

and CVB's first major label

release only allows them to

reap the benefits of being
able to flaunt their musical
talent to willing listeners

everywhere.

ISN'T THAT SPECIAL.

Monday through Friday from 5;00 to 7;00 p.m.

ppnfem/J)$
js offering with the purchase of either

|

GOURMET BURGER SPECIAL or ALL YOU CAN

EAT PASTA BAR a "FREE" MEDIUM SOFT

DRINK!!

The GOURMET BURGER SPECIE' includes a

1/3 pound hand-packed burger on a kaiser roll

served with a side of steak fries and features such

gastronomical delights as : THE ITALIAN BURGER,

THE EXECUTIVE BURGER, THE MAUI BURGER,

THE MEXICAN BURGER, and THE ORIENTAL

BURGER.
The all you can eat PASTA BAR includes a variety

of pastas with an assortment of sauces served with

a side of garlic bread.

offer expires SEPTEMBER 23, 1988

* all drink offers must be accompanied with coupon

"NOW ISN'T THAT SPECIAL .

_
1

ALL YOU CAN EAT PASTA

BAR

1 FREE MEDIUM 16 oz

SOFT DRINK

OFFER EXPIRES 9-23-88

GOURMET BURGER SPECIAL

1 FREE MEDIUM 16 oz

SOFT DRINK

OFFER EXPIRES 9-23-88
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Tiger Women
Revenge Playoff
Upset With 3-1

OT Victory
ly KRISTIN JOHNSTON
The women's soccer team

opened what promises to be

an exciting, successful season

on September 5th, with a

home game against the
1

University of Wisconsin. The

Tigers did not have the

opportunity to start off slow,

as the Wisconsin Badgers are

the top regional contender for

a playoff bid; but CC proved

itself to be more than equal to

the challenge with a

decisive 4-0 win. Junior

forward Kerri Tashiro
tallied two goals, while
sophomore Julianne Craig and

freshman Cissy Wafford
Rach scored one.

I Overall, the team looked
Strong, with only the normal

first game jitters that quickly

disappeared midway
ffiirough the first half. The
eturning players look

I

Stronger than ever, and the

freshmen that round out the

Tashiro showed dogged
determination and succeeded
in slipping a second goal by
the Santa Barbara goalie.
Finally, Charry Korgel took
a pass from Cissy Wafford
and drove the final nail into

the UCSB coffin, and the
Tigers ended the game with a
3-1 victory.

The women ended their
three game home stretch
with a disappointing 2-0 loss

to North Carolina State. The
Wolfpack played a high
pressure game, and the Tigers
seemed unable to connect and
finish. Head coach Dang
Pibulvech is not worried,
however; and remains
pleased with the quality of
his players' performances.
As the team plays more
games and begins to gel as a

unit, CC will be further on
the road to their goal of a
national title.

With deft ball handling, Women's Soccer has eluded two of its

The women travel to Texas
this weekend where they
will face Southern Methodist
University and Barry
University at SMU.

lineup provide t h e

additional skill and energy
needed to solidify the team's
excellence.

The next game, played on
September 9th against Santa
Barbara, proved to be just as

exciting as promised. The
Tigers were out for revenge;

the Gauchos had pulled off

an incredible upset last year
to yank the women from the

playoffs in the first round.
The Tigers began the game
with perhaps too much
emotion, and UCSB scored
first, early in the first half.

The Tigers were not about to

give up, however, and proved
their determination by tying

the score in the latter part of >t

the same half. Freshman
starter Charry Korgel, who

first three opponents.
Photo by Patricia McLaughlin

played a brilliant game, took

the ball unassisted and
threaded a shot into the back

of the net.

This set the scene for two
fifteen minute overtime
periods, but the Gauchos were
mistaken if they entertained

thoughts of getting back into

the game. Midway through
the first overtime, freshman
Angie Diaz and Kerri

Men's Soccer Falls 7-3 To Air Force

cky Garcia illustrates the powerful style that should lead
en's Soccer to a successful season and back into the NCAA

Phoio by Maiy Collins

JOHN ROACH
1988 Colorado College The cc team bus entered

ens Soccer team is looking the tes of the Academy in
improve upon last year's high spirits . Colin Chisholm

2-10 record and return to the surnmed up the feelings of theCAA playoffs^ Although team wh(fn he sai| .The
'1* team ,s at the .500 level zoomies...I will break them."
low, the past three games
Save shown glimpses of the
ttvel at which they are
ipable of playing.

This past weekend,
'Bolorado College was host of
In early season tournament
fat included two entries
|°m California. The CC
fcuad was victorious in the

The game started off with

the Tigers holding to a

strategy of settling back on
defense and not giving Air
Force any easy opportunities.

The plan was effective until

the 21 minute mark of the

first half. Using a

controversial off-sides pass to

their full advantage, the
urnament, capturing Falcons scored on a rebound

jctones over Occidental and aftcr tw0 sterling saves by CC
Wivhi

* game showed goalie Alex Ayers. The score

IEh Y
u y the h0St team was Pushed to 2-0 Air ForceBid put the Tiger's record atree wins and two losses for

|Je season. The next test for
team was a date with

crosstown rival Air Force.

I

""-

cro ;

at 36 minutes of the half. CC
put on a strong flurry towards

the end of/the half but came
away empty handed after

Derek Fehmers hit the

crossbar with a strong shot.

The first half ended at 3-0

after Air Force scored with 15

seconds left in the half.
Sophomore Than Acuff, out
for the season with a heinous
pre-season knee injury,

believed the CC's failure to

look across the field enough
led to the first half results.

Air Force started the second

half where they had left off

by scoring in the first minute.

The score grew to 6-1 late in

the half when CC put on
their only sustained offense

of the game. Zibusiso Naube
headed in the rebound of an
Andy Dorsey shot to. cut the

lead. "Zet the Jet," as Naube
is called by teammates is

possibly the oldest first-year

in history. Hailing from
Zimbabwe, Zet claims to be
29, but rumors abound that he
has already seen 30 go by.

Moments later CC scored
again on a nice backwards
heel shot by Wiley Bland.

That would be all the team
could muster and the whistle

blew to signal the end of a 7-3

Air Force victory.

The loss will not devastate

CC's season. The team
played well in spurts and
gave a strong Air Force team
a good game. Team members
are also quick to point out
their moral victory, a 7-2
nutmeg advantage including

two in a five minute stretch

by lightening-quick Brian
Joseph.

Overall, men's soccer has a

good chance to enjoy a very prediction will be tested
successful season. Coach today as the team hosts

Horst Richardson has told Laverne University of

his ranks that he is confident California on Stewart field

they can win all of their at 4:00 pm.
remaining games. That

Taylor Travel
Welcomes all CC. students

Call now and let

Taylor Travel

arrange your

travel needs.

Pick up your

2 free posters

and
ski bag!!

"Your Campus Travel Agency"

818 N. Tejon 636-3871
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Howard Hughes Medical Institute

Doctoral Fellowships

in Biological Sciences

1989 Competition

The Howard Hughes Medical Institute will award

60 fellowships for full-time study toward the Ph.D.

or Sc.D. degree in cell biology and regulation,

immunology, genetics, neuroscience, and structural

biology of macromolecules.

Eligibility:

At or near the beginning of graduate study.

No citizenship requirements. U.S. citizens may study

abroad; others must study in the United States.

Medical, dental, and veterinary students or professionals

are eligible if they arc at or near the brginning of Ph.D.

or Sc.D. degree studies. Students receiving full tuition

via M.D./Ph.D programs are not eligible.

Fellowship Awards:

Three-year awards, with option to extend to Hve years.

$12,300 annual stipend.

$10,700 annual cost-of-education allowance to the

fellowship institution.

Deadlines:

November 14, 1988, application deadline.

Awards announced by early April 1989.

Fellowship tenure must begin by January 1990, at the latest.

Potential applicants should be aware of the intense competition
for awards. In the 1988 competition, more than 1,000

applications were reviewed to select 60 fellows.

For information: Hughes Doctoral Fellowships

Call (21)2) 334-2872 The Fellowship Office

or wrile: [National Research Council

2101 Constitution Avenue, N.W.

Washington, DC 20418
I nited Slates of America

The Howard Hughes Medical Institute welcomes all

qualified applicants and encourages women and members
of minority groups to apply.
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Tigers Open Season
On Left Foot
„ JAMES GRANTZ and

ED LAWTON
The Colorado College

gers experienced a 17-7

,feat last Saturday in their

"ason opener at the hands of

,e St. Mary of the Plains

ollege Cavaliers a t

lashburn Field. The visiting

AIA Division II Cavaliers

Dtn Dodge City, Kansas shut

0Wn the Tiger attack,

lowing only 108 yards of

ilal offense.

Junior Fullback Mike
luck" Rodgers led the Tigers

ishing attack with 50 yards

i 18 carries. Senior tailback

harlie Ficco (pronounced

EE-co) completed CC's lone

iss, a 32 yard scoring strike

Senior wingback John

orning. However, Ficco

ustained a severe shoulder

ijury on the play, and will

i on injured reserve for two to

iree weeks. Other offensive

layers injured on Saturday

iclude Sophomore running

ack Glenn Dooley (sprained

ikle) and Freshman guard

Jig Al" Luzietti (smashed

oin). But don't worry
idies, Big Al is fully
covered and ready to roll.

Defensively, the Tigers

/ere effective in containing

ic Cavalier offense. Led by
co-captains Scott

"* A$%@#" Robertson and
Chuck Puga, the "Black
Attack" yielded only 17
points and 89 yards in

passing. CC's veteran defense

stopped the Cavalier offense

on ten of thirteen series.

Freshman defensive tackle

Mike Van Zandt, Sophomore
linebacker Anthony Brown,
and Senior defensive back
Brian Ash all recovered
Cavalier fumbles. Ash also

picked off a Cavalier pass, as

did Sophomore safety Timmy
Harrington.

Even with the positive

defensive effort, things are
grim in Tiger Town.
Quarterback Bob
Digiallanardo summed up
the bleak situation in saying,
"We couldn't put the [darnj
ball in the [freaking]
endzone. We can't go out
there like a bunch of
[lolligaggers] like we did and
expect to win a [stinking)

ballgame."
Both the offense and

defense showed flashes of

excellence, but both need to

sustain their effort over sixty

minutes. This team does have
potential. A young and
powerful offensive line, an
experienced core of backs, and

The Tigers are practicing hard

day loss.

a dominant defense are the
ingredients for a very
successful year.

This pack of Tigers are
working hard this week too,

as captain Scotty Robertson
said, "...get our heads out of

to rebound from their opening

Photo by Marina Lindscy

our [armpits] and get our
[stuff] together." If they do,
the Pomona Sagehens are in

for an old fashioned
Sagehen-whoopin' this
Saturday, 1:30, at Washburn
Field.

X-Country
Teams Take
5th at Adams
State Inv.
DAVE MOROSS, SPORTS
INFORMATION

The CC men and women
both finished fifth in the

team standing at the Adams
State Invitational i n

Alamosa, Colorado. The
Tigers' top runner in the men's

5-mile competition was senior

Erik Browning (Austin, TX),

who captured seventh place

individually with a time of

27:15. Senior Ben Harrison

(Vail, CO) led a contingent of

six other Colorado College

entries in the top 40.

Sophomore Meg Stiff (Idaho

Springs, CO) paced the
women for the second week in

a row, covering the 5,000-

meter course in 21:47 to finish

28th in a field of 89 runners.

Colorado College also got

solid performances from
sophomores Liz Arnold
(Grand Junction), Karin Boes

(Fort Collins, CO) and Karen

Endacott (Lincoln, NE).
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Treking In Thailand
By PETER POCHNA
Alex and I left trie smokey,

candlelit hut of the tribe's

headman and wandered
through the muddy village.

A few children played in the

shadows of thatched huts

under a thick, tropical moon.

We came to the top of the

hill upon which the village

was situated. Silhouetted

against luminous gray clouds

was a ceremonial alter: four

tall, thin trees leaning

against each other, about 10

feet apart at the base, tied

together at the top. We sat on

an old log near the alter and

pondered our situation.

We were in northeast

Thailand near the Burmese

border. I cannot say exactly

how far from the border we
were because no distinct

border exists. Nobody here

cares about borders. There is

no government in the area to

draw a line. There is only

land, endless mountains
carpeted with dense rain

forest. Within the forest live

the hill people. The hill

people consist of numerous
tribes living in small,

thatched hut villages of

about 100 people. Each

settlement is independent and

self-sufficient.

Various roaming armies

also inhabit the land. These

armies are not aligned with

any country, but work for the

areas numerous drug lords.

Poppies thrive in this fertile

mountain region, causing the

territory where the borders of

Burma, Thailand and Laos

intersect to be called the

Golden Triangle. The Golden

Triangle produces a majority

of the world's supplies of

opium and heroin. The land is

therefore also inhabited by

members of two foreign tribes,

the C.I.A. and the D.E.A.. I

don't think we met any

people from these strange

tribes, but I can't say for sure.

Alex and I had been hiking

in this area for three days,
led by our native guide, Ek.

Ek spoke English and could

also converse in the various

tongues of the hill people. Ek

was also friendly with the

local army officers. Luckily,

we never found out how these

officers treat their friends.

With Ek, we had hiked

from village to village along

footpaths carved over the

centuries through the dense

foliage. While hiking, the

tropical sun and stifling

humidity pounded sweat out

of our bodies. Infinite insects

sang various melodies from a

buzz saw serenade to a jack

hammer sonata. In the

afternoons, the sky would

instantly tum a deep, soupy

grey and cool our bodies with

torrents of rain. The moisture

would flood ones senses and

the mud and the thick air

and the primitive odors and

the moving green walls of

foliage would make one feel,

not like a person walking on

the earth, but like a person

swimming inside the body of

the earth.
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The Crush Corner

Dorsett Returns To Form D

A hill child examins his navel
Photo by Peter Pochna

instruments. Yet now, sitting

on the log beneath the

primitive alter, talking
excitedly with Alex about our

adventure, I felt a tinge of

apprehension.

I told Alex that I felt as

though I hardly knew these

people any better than I did

before I came. We spent only

one night in each village and

it was not enough time. I felt

as though I had been looking

at these people through a

glass window. How can one

ever know a people so

A typical hill tribe hut

We had hiked to three

different hill tribe

settlements. We had played

with the children, teaching

them English as they taught

us their language, letting

them draw in our journals and

avoiding the huge beetles

they kept as toys. We had
learned about a tribes belief

in animism, a form of religion

based on the idea that trees,

land, water, animals, crops
and many other things all

had a spirit that must be
worshipped. With the chief

of each village we had
shared food, smoked opium
and played strange musical

You are cordially invited to attend

first Lutheran Church

I5l59i. cascade ave.

Colorado springs, Colorado 80907

telephone 632-8836 .

Worship Services: 8:00, 9:15, & 10:30 am
Sunday Church School 9:00 am

(Nursery Care Provided)

Holy Communion 1st & 3rd Sundays"

Single Adult Young Lutherans
(College Age) Contact: Pastor Diane Drach-Meinel

Photo by PeterPochna

different?

Alex did not feel the same
way. He is a madman from

Boulder, CO. who throws

himself head first into every

life experience he can find.

He said that, to him, the
window was open and he had

jumped through. "Just think

about what you feel right

here, right now."

I thought but could not

grasp his concept. We talked

deep into the night until the

sight of a sea of clouds

growing in a far off valley

broke our conversation. We
watched as the glowing mass
moved up the mountain
towards us.

The clouds were practically

upon us when we looked to one

side and saw, coming around a

dark thatched hut, a long,

billowy, finger of moisture. It

wisped and floated towards
us, elongating, alive, until

the whole body caught up
with it and pushed it away.
Then we were buried in a

heavy, grey fog. Everything

became haunted and
mysterious. An energy
throbbed in the air. Again I

was not above the land but
within the land. Finally, I

understood what Alex meant.

By immersing myself into the

land that the hill people
were a part of, I could relate

to an aspect of what life is

like in so foreign a world.

By MARK TORGOVE
Well the 1988 football

season is finally upon us.

Many wives around the

country are getting set to enjoy

their Sundays with their

friends as their husbands yell

in rage and praise at their

heroes of the gridiron.

Football season in the
Rockies means Broncomania

is running rampant. From
early July until January the

region has an obsession with

47 grown men running around

in orange jerseys and white

pants. Orange is everywhere.

Even mother nature gets into

the spirit and changes the

color of her aspen tree leaves

to orange in a salute to the

Denver Broncos.

This was an especially

interesting pre-season because

the Broncos acquired Tony
-Dorsett from the Dallas

Cowboys. The much criticized

running game was injected

with new life from a 34 year

old veteran who supposedly

had "lost a step." Big deal,

even if he had lost two steps

he would still be better than

most backs in the league.

Personally I don't think he

has lost anything from his

glory days in Dallas except

for a little confidence. He is

still elusive, catches the

screen pass better than any

back in history, and if he can

stay injury free (which he

has throughout his career)

Tony Dorsett will help the

Broncos tremendously. Often

criticized for being outspoken

and flamboyant in Dallas,

Dorsett has been nothing but

a pleasure so far for the

Broncos. His new attitude is

that he wants to prove that

he still is a premier back and

will try as hard as it takes to

do so. At the start of the

season he was only 54 yards

behind Franco Harris for

third place on the all time

rushing list.

After dropping their home
opener against Seattle with a

lackluster performance the

Broncos returned to form last

weekend, kicking the San
Diego Chargers all over the
field and beating them 34 to

3. It would have been a wider
margin but John Elway did
not play the fourth quarter.

Coach Dan Reeves gave the

second team a chance to get

some experience in a real

game and they too alrrtrj

scored on the Chargers.

This win, however, w,

over a very bad San Dies

team. This is a team who
management is in no w,

helping the franchise. T|

owner and general mana^
might as well be playii

Chutes and Ladders with

much help as they are givii

their team. The spor

writers from San Diego hai

claimed that there are goi]

to have to be three columns

the statistics in tt

newspapers; Wins, Loss?

and "Moral Victories." Thi

could easily finish last in
|j

league this year if teams li

Atlanta and Tampa B;

manage to win a few games,

This game was historical

a sense because Tony Dors;

erased some of the doub

about him. He ran for 1

yards (His first 100 yai

game ever against tl

Chargers) including a 22 yai

touchdown which showt

that he amazingly fourj

that step that so many sai

he had lost. His doubte

should take note that he w

named AFC offensive play

of the week. He is the fin

Bronco since they have h

Elway who has won th

honor. Not too bad for

player who is washed up.

This Sunday the Bronc
play the Kansas City Chie

in Kansas City. This could

a tough game because t

Chiefs have lost their fii

two games and are usual

tough at home. The keys

the game for the Broncos a

going to really make
difference. They must ha

good production from
tight ends, few mistake
better blocking on speci

teams, and the defensi

backs will have to conta

the Chiefs' excellei
receivers. An interesting fac

of this game is that the m
whose job in Denver w
taken by John Elway is no

the quarterback for thj

Chiefs. Steve DeBerg is i

experienced player who
given the chance could gti

the Broncos' defense a rouB

day if he is playing well. Ii

think, though, that th

Broncos will win by a score

28-13.
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Scores, Scores, Scores
Sept. 3

4

5

7

Westfield State 2 Men's Soccer 1

Men's Soccer 3 Westminster 1

Women's Soccer 4 Univ. of Wisconsin

CO School of Mines 2 Men's Soccer 1

Women's Volleyball 15-11,11-15,10-15,15-

12, 15-5 over Metro State

Women's Soccer 3 Cal.-Santa Barbara

St. Mary of the Plains 17 CC Football 7

Men's Soccer 4 Occidental 1

Women's Volleyball 15-5,15-1,15-10 over

UCCS
Men's Cross Country at Adams State

Invitational, 5th place

Women's Cross Country at Adams State

Invitational, 5th place

Men's Soccer 3 Pomona College 2

North Carolina St. 2 Women's Soccer

Regis College 15-10,8-15,15-3,15-2 over

Women's Volleyball

Air Force 7 Men's Soccer 3
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Drug Survey Results Continued

^jm3l_cv
pi>rieii<:es with Drug s*:

"^ftaTlif at all) do you use this drug?

Alcohol Vol Mushrooms

ever
*» «%

,n. /Twice a year

Cocaine Ecstacy

25% 33%

nre /Twice a month

rp /Twice a week

18%

ilv/Atmost daily

o vou have a problem with this drug?

3.4%

o any of your CC friends have a problem with this drug?

60% 36%

nly those individuals who indicated they have used said drugs responded to this portion of the survey.

/hat is the social setting in which you usually use it?

I
Myself

arising out with friends 66% 44% 22% 11% m,

irties in the dorms 31% 6%

aternity parties 46% 6% 5% 3%

lass parties w/faculty

ff-Campus parties

id you use this drug before coming to CC?
83%

o your parents know that you use this drug?

85% .25%

on't know

Please indicate your sex: l.Male-45% 2. Female~55%

What is your college class?

First year 32%
Sophomore 27%

Junior 22%
Senior 185%

Do you live:

In a large residence hall 49%

In a small residence hall 165%

In a fraternity house
' Off campus \

Are you:

Greek 35%

Non-Affiliated 65%

295%

:
COHEN continued

He CC Board. And that's

i frustrating. However, that

t,
frustration must not be

i
permitted to degenerate into
Bpathy.
I At CC, the deadlock over

1

jhe divestment issue should
not be allowed to halt efforts

to promote positive change in
gouth Africa. Since the CC
poard of Directors has
Reaffirmed its position not to

pivest, students should
encourage the Board to use its

status as a stockholder to
Mluence companies doing
lousiness in South Africa to
promote positive change
there.

A joint, informed ongoing
campaign by students and the
|CC Board could urge
icompanies to iTphold the
Sullivan Principles and to
pledge not to expand
'operations in South Africa.

|

In addition, CC students
W" join the ranks of private
perican groups supporting

organizations inside South
Africa that are working for

liberalizing reforms,
fostering black leadership,

and promoting black welfare.

Public interest organizations

in South Africa engaged in

such efforts include the Legal

Resources Center, the South

African Institute of Race
Relations, the South African

Labor and Development
Research Unit, the Urban
Foundation, the Center for

Intergroup Studies, and the

Center for Applied Social

Sciences. Racially mixed
trade unions also warrant

backing. [The Study
Commission on US Policy

Toward Southern Africa,

South Africa: Time Running
Out.l

CC students can also

support programs providing

educational opportunities for

black South Africans
including the South African

Education Program which is

funded by various U S

corporations, as well as by
several universities.

Concerned students can also

channel their activities to

supporting the nine Frontline

States: Angola, Botswana,
Lesotho, M a 1 a w i m ,

Mozambique, Swaziland,
Tanzania, Zambia, and
Zimbabwe. US support of

these nations would reduce

their economic dependence on

South Africa and would
symbolize a US commitment
to change in South Africa.

It is not too late for a

peaceful change in South
Africa. However, the clock is

running out. There is no time

to waste in a stalemate with

the CC Board of Directors

over the divestment issue. CC
students who are appalled by

the racist policies of South
Africa's government must now
move beyond the Board's

decision not to divest, and
work through other channels

to affect change in South
Africa.

FITZGIBBON continued
or any other campus issue.

Condemnations, however, are

not part of the solution nor
are they the authors' intent.

Instead, the authors would
like to exhort all concerned
parties, including the Greek
supporters, to present their

arguments in a scrupulous
manner supported by facts

rather than speculation.

The Greek system insists

that it promotes leadership

and that it helps support the

Colorado College Community
socially. These assertions are

neither implausible nor
irreproachable. But they do
help delineate the proper
points of departure for any
honest assessment of the

situation. Greek leadership

opportunities may be
invaluable to the CC
experience or they may be

superfluous in the face of

other and more urgent

dilemmas. At the same time,

Greek social participation

may be meaningful to the

entire campus or merely a

thin veil for less reputable

undertakings. Presently the

i

administration is in a

position to communicate with

all the Greek houses in an

effort to coordinate and
monitor social activities on
campus. If the fraternities

and sororities were to be

eliminated, then the

emphasis socially would
shift from on-campus to off-

campus social functions. The'

ramifications of such a move
are not wholly apparent, but

nonetheless they would
signal a dramatic change.

This scenario should in no

way be construed as an

answer; but it does represent

another example of an issue

that needs to be addressed

conscientiously by the

faculty, the students, and the

administration.

The most disturbing
development in the ongoing
debate over Greek life at CC
is the failure by most groups

to properly address the

issues. Everyone's wishes
cannot be fulfilled, but

everyone should be made
aware of what changes are
taking place and why;.
(Hopefully this issue of the

Catalyst will help clarify the

situation) Disallowing
Colorado College students
the option of entering a

fraternity or sorority, or even
preventing them from
attending Greek functions is a

significant and radical
proposal. The realtive merits

of which have not yet been
conclusively determined.
However, it would be a

shame to think that any
decision on the Greek system
would come to pass without
more tangible input from the

students of the Colorado
College. And further, that

before any choices are taken
away from the present and
future students of the

Colorado College, that the
parties responsible have
taken due care to understand
and explain just exactly what
their intentions are and how
they forsee these intentions

coming to fruition as a result.

Finally, we would like to say

that we are fully aware of
the fact that Greek life at CC
or lack thereof, is not the

foremost social issue of

today's world; but that any
decisions made regarding its

survival should keep at least

one ever-mindful eye on the

future and at least one keen
ear pointed in the direction of

the student body.

CARTER continued

homophobia) are campus- anti-intellectual behaviors

wide, and they must continue will come to an end is greatly

to be addressed. Yet, as long reduced, and CC. will

as homogeneous institutions continue to be hopelessly

exist the chance that these stagnant and out of touch.

WELCH continued

same item on another seller's

table. You can almost always

workout a deal.

Granted, it's still cheaper

to buy a watersoaked
paperback Jackie Collins

novel for a dollar here than

what you'd pay for it new in

the drugstore, but that's not

the point. The object here is

the sheer joy of the
transferring of junk, and the

discovery of the self through

one's response to carloads of

bright objects which for a

time have more appeal and

potential than their price

tags reveal. The Flea Market

at the Dog Tracks offers a lot

more than painted plaster

tigers which will look swell

in the corner of any room. It's

an adventure into the

deepest, darkest, secret

corners of America its

basements.

WdL
Just 10 Minutes Away!

Delicious cuisine
and excellent service

in an historic setting

the

Stagecoach irni
*-' RESTAURANT

702 Manitoii Ave. • 685-9335 - 685-9361
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TERROS COLORADO
SPRINGS HOTLINE -

started by CC students need

volunteers now! 473-4127.

2 MEN'S 26" FRAME 10-

SPEED BICYCLES FOR
SALE. 1 Azuki and 1

Motobecane, asking $45 each

or best offer, contact Shirley

Barr at 382-3134.

STUDENT
EMPLOYMENT. A variety

of on-campus jobs are still

open. Please see the bulletin

board outside the Financial

Aid Office for a listing of

positions open, and obtain job

applications and job referrals

through the Financial Aid
Office.

ANNUAL COMPETITION
FOR FULBRIGHT AND
OTHER GRANTS T O
CLOSE SOON. The 1989-90

competition for grants for

graduate study abroad
offered under the Fulbright

Program and by foreign

governments, universities,

and private donors will close

on October 31, 1988. Only a

few more weeks remain in

which qualified graduate
students may apply for one of

the approximately 700
awards to over 70 countries.

Most of the grants offered

provide round-trip
transportation, tuition and
maintenance for one academic

year; a few provide
international travel only, or

a stipend intended as a

partial grant-in-aid.

Applicants must be U S

citizens at the time o f

application, and must
generally hold a bachelor's

degree or its equivalent

before the beginning date of

the grant, and in most cases,

should be proficient in the

language of the host country.

Except for certain specific

awards, candidates may not

hold a Ph.D. at the time of

application.

Creative and performing
artists are not required to

have a bachelor's degree, but

must have four years of

professional study or
equivalent experience.
Candidates in medicine must
have an M.D. or equivalent

(e.g., O.D., D.D.S.) at time of

application.

Application forms and
further information for

students currently enrolled in

Colorado College may be may
be obtained from the
Fulbright Program Adviser
Prof. Wishard, who is

located in AH 359. The
deadline for filing an
application on this campus is

October 14.

WELCOME BACK TO THE
MEMBERS OF GAMMA
PHI BETA who were away
last semester... We missed
you!

To all Gamma Phis: get
psyched for another great
year!

The Second Annual Gamma
Phi Beta Lip Sync Contest is

coming soon... Don't miss it!!!

LOOKING FOR A FEW
PEOPLE to play acoustic
guitar. Call Dave at x2236.

MARTINDALE FICTION
PRIZE ($1,000): Deadline for

entries is September 28, 1988.

See Professor Butte or

Professor Yaffe for further

information and guidelines.

NEW PRIZE FOR POETS
- STUDENTS URGED TO
ENTER CONTEST. A trip

to Hawaii for two is the new
Grand Prize prize in the

American Poetry
Association's latest poetry
contest. There is also a $1,000

First Prize. In all, 152 poets

will win $11,000 worth of

prizes. Contest entry is free.

Poets may send up to five

poems, no more than 20 lines

each, with name and address

on each page to American
Poetry Association, Dept.

CN-74, 250 A Potrero Street,

P.O. Box 1803, Santa Cruz,
CA 95061.

BLACK FOREST
OBSERVATORY, Paul B.

Van Slyke, Director of the

Black Forest Observatory
claims Mars will be the "first

planet colonized by
earthlings" although w e

would all be required to wear
full space suits, unless you
want your body to "swell like

a balloon & explode." Find
out more about Mars when
this planet moves closest to

earth for the first time in 17

years. Free public viewing
sessions will occur on the two
best viewing weekends. Open
houses begin tomorrow, Sept.

17th and on the 24th from
9pm to midnight. The Black
Forest Observatory's main
telescope & many field
telescopes will be focused on
Mars during these dates. For

more information and
directions, call 495-3828.

12815 Porcupine Lane, Colo
Spgs, CO, 80908.

ALSO ABOUT MARS
The Colorado Springs
Astronomical Society, in
conjunction with the Bear
Creek Nature Center is

sponsoring a public star party

at the Bear Creek Nature
Center on September 17. Star

gaze, see Saturn's rings and
moons, after 11pm see Jupiter

and its moons and most
importantly see Mars.
Telescopes will be provided,
although you may bring your
own. Viewing begins after

8:30pm. Bear Creek Nature
Center, 245 Bear Creek Road,
just off Lower Gold Camp .

Road. Call 520-6387 for

details.

EDUCATION 100. Students

interested in Elementary and
Secondary teaching
certification must attend the

Education 100 course seminar
on September 14th at 3:30 pm
in the Education Department,
Mierow House. Attendance at

this seminar is a requirement
of this course.

Passing the California
Achievement Test and Oral
English Test offered by the

Education Department on
Saturday, Sept. 17th is a

course pre-requisite.

DELTA GAMMA welcomes
returning sisters Lori Johnson,
Cathy Watt, Alison Knopf,
Darcy Rhodes, Marron Lee,
and Patti Vick. Glad to have
you back! In Loving Bonds....

Schedule
Adjunct and Extended

Format Courses -German,
Russian, Chinese and
Japanese, Fall Semester 1988.

German: GR 103 (Adjunct);

Ms. Brigitte LaVioIette,
every Thursday, (except
during block break), 3 pm -

4:15 pm in AH 348.

GR 205 (Adjunct); Ms.
Brigitte LaVioIette, every
Thursday, (except during
block break), 4:30 pm - 5:45

pm in AH 348.

Iapanese: JA 103 (Adjunct);

Mr. Paul Maruyama, every

Monday, (except fourth week
of block), 8 pm - 9:15 pm in

AH 353.

JA 101 (Extended Format);

Mr. Paul Maruyama, every

Monday, (including fourth

week of block), 6 pm - 8 pm in

AH 353.

Chinese: CN 1 3

(Adjunct); Mr. Weidou Xu,

every Wednesday, (except

fourth week of block), 6 pm -

7:15 pm in AH 353.

CN 101 (Extended Format);

Mr. Weidou Xu, every
Tuesday and Thursday
(except fourth week of block ).

6 pm - 7:30 pm in AH 353.

Russian: Ru 103 (Adjunct);

Ms. Inna Malyshev, every

Wednesday, (except fourth

seek of block), 2 pm - 3:15 pm
in AH 344.

RU 205 (Adjunct); Ms. Inna

Malyshev, every Thursday,
(except fourth week of block),

2 pm - 3:25 pm in AH 344.

"FUN FINDERS" to offer

Square-Round Dance Classes.

"Fun Finders," a traditional

square and round dance group,

will offer classes for

beginners on September 17, 24,

and October 1 at 7:15 p.m. in

the gym of the fitness center

at Penrose Hospital, 2215 N.
Cascade Ave.
Dean and Peg Edwards will

instruct the fifteen weekly
two-hour Saturday Saturday

evening sessions of FUN. Fee

for the course is $27.50 per
person. For reservations or

more information, call Mrs.
Edwards at 597-8888 or the

Penrose Profile Office at 630-

5157.
WOMEN WITH BULIMIA
NERVOSA (binge-purge
disorder) are needed for a
research study conducted
through the University of
Denver at a Colorado Springs
hospital. Subjects will be
paid for their participation.
All inquiries and information
will be confidential. For
information please call Kate
Hennion, PhD candidate, at
471-0049.

WRITERS AND ARTISTS!
Oatmeal Studios Greeting
Card Company needs your
funniest and most original
ideas! Send SASE for
guidelines, Oatmeal Studios,
Box 138 AF, Rochester, VT
05767.

THE COLORADO COL-
LEGE HOMECOMING/
PARENT'S WEEKEND is

just around the corner!!
October 7-9, 1988. Get
psyched for fun activities,

seeing alumni and parents,
and showing your school
spirit by participating in the

best homecoming ever!!

OFF CAMPUS STUDENTS
please be sure the Registrar's

Office has your correct,
current local, address and
phone number. This is very

important in case of an
emergency. Thank you.

$190 PER MONTH: female

non-smoker to share 4-

bedroom, 2 bath N.E. home,
washer /dryer, kitchen,
fireplace, cable, VCR, stereo,

utilities paid. No pets, drugs.

Call 574-4311, leave message.

Death Row prisoner:
Caucasian male, age 42,
desires correspondence with
either male or female college

students. Wants to form a

friendly relationship and
more or less just exchange past

experiences and ideas. Will
answer all letters and
exchange pictures. If

interested, write to Jim
Jeffers, P.O. Box B-38604,
Florence, Arizona 85232.

The Worner Center Board is

looking for a few good DJ's to

host Soul Night, Reggae
Night and New Music Night
on a regular basis. Terms
negotiable. Interests persons

please contact Dorothy
Phillips, at the Leisure
Program office or Troy
Nelson, ext. 2325.

"PREMED DAY" at the

University of Colorado
Medical School begins at 8:30

am on Saturday, September
24, 1988.

All interested premedical
students are invited to

attend, but it should be of
special interest to junior and
senior premeds. The program
will include discussion by
admission committee
members, a panel of medical
students, talks by medical
school faculty and a tour of

the medical school.

Cars will be leaving Olin
Hall at 7:00 am on Saturday
morning. Those interested in

joining us for this day should
come by the Health
Professions Office in Olin
Hall and sign up by
Thursday, September 22.

FURNITURE AND
APPLIANCES FOR SALE.
Contemporary Comfort 5
piece matched set (Butcher
block style, pine) breakfast
bar w/2 stools (5' long, 22-
1/2" deep) $150.00; Coffee
table, $40.00; Book case (6', 5
shelves), $60.00; (Complete
set $225.00)

Large office desk w/2
chairs (walnut), $100.00.

All foam convertible couch
(Beige, 5-1/2"), $90.00.

Modern floor lamp, $30.00.

Sears Lady Kenmore
portable washer and dryer
(heavy duty). Washer,
$165.00; Dryer, $135.00; (Pair

$270.00).

For further information
contact Gilda in Palmer Hall
118 or call extension 2444.

CHAVERIM is sponsoring a

Break-the-Fast at the
conclusion of Yom Kippur,
September 21 at 7:00pm in the
Student Cultural Center
(West of Loomis). Anyone
interested in sampling some
Jewish culture and eating
some good food is welcome.
For more information contact
liana Steinberg-x2294.

SHOVE CHAPE
September 18, 10:30 a

Protestant Service.

September 18, 9:00 p
Mass.
September 21, 12:00 noi

Shove Council Meetin
Shove Chapel Office.

Shove Chapel is opi
Monday thru Thursday fr<

8:00 am until 8:00 pm.
(

Friday from 8:00 am until 3,

pm. Entrance by
t

Northeast door (the o

facing Olin Hall and dost
to Nevada Avenue).

A MEETING for all studei

interested in the AC
London/Florence 1989

Florence 1990 programs
be held September 2

3:30pm in Palmer 223. Fit

deadline for London/Horer
1989 is October 10;

application for Florence 19

is October 10 a 1

Application forms
available in the Histo

office, Palmer 213. For mo
1

information contact Sus

Ashley at x2529, or Ji

McClow at x2523.

AUDITIONS FOR
SINGERS for the
Collegium Musicum will

held this weekend
Packard Hall, Room 12

Students interested
auditioning may sign u

Packard 123 for a 10 mini

audition. Auditions will

scheduled on Friday, Sept

from 3:00 to 5:30pm a

Saturday, Sept. 17 from 4:1

to 6:00pm. Enter the buildii

by the west door. Tl

Collegium is a group <

singers and instrumental^

who specialize in the stui

and performance
Medieval, Renaissance, ar

Baroque music. Two maj

concerts are given each ye

as well as occasional small

performances. This yeai

concerts will be on Decemb
11 and April 30. Rehearsa

are on Sunday evenings
Packard Hall. For moi

information see Marttf

Booth in Packard 123 or cti

x2551 or 632-5821. Studen

interested in playing th

recorder should call Nam
Ekberg at 475-8078.

"Cycles Peugeop

The French Manufactui

of the World's fines!

bicycles since 1882!

jaysBICTCIE SHI Co

c

19 E Kiowa • Downtown

Phone: 634-4733

RICK WAGER—
"CC Class ol '64 Proprlelo'
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poard of Trustees Member
Hospitalized in Seoul

By COURTNEY CUTTER
William Hybl, Vice-

Chair of the Colorado
College Board of Trustees,

was hospitalized in Seoul,

South Korea last week after

suffering a brain
hemorrhage. He is currently

reported to be in stable

condition at an Army
hospital facility near Seoul,

but may return to Colorado
Springs in the next few days.

According to the Gazette-

Telegraph, Dr. Robert Voy of

the the U.S. Olympic
Committee said Hybl was
"extremely lucky" to have
survived the hemorrhage
and that "usually only 5

percent of these kind o f

bleeds turn out this way."
Voy said the hemorrhage
"appears to have been caused
by a microscopic lesion in the

brain, and it is not usually
treatable by surgery."

Dr. Michael McNally, a

Colorado Springs
neurosurgeon and friend of

the Hybls, told the Gazette
that Hybl must be observed
for several days before short-

and long-term effects can be

Courtesy of the Gazette Telegraph

determined. Depending on
the area of the brain
affected by the hemorrhage,
resultant problems may
include impaired vision or

motor functions.

Hybl, a graduate of The
Colorado College in 1964,

has been a charter member of

the Board of Trustees since

1978. His second term on the

Board expires in 1990. He is

president of the El Pomar
Foundation, Vice-Chair of

Broadmoor Hotel, Inc., and

an officer of the U.S.

Olympic Foundation.

Judge Explores Historical

Perspective on Bribery
By PRISCILLA PETTTT come to that stranger with

Honorable pride and gifts intended to placate. It

pensive judgement graced was considered insane not to

Judge John T. Noonan give a gift. The theory

Wednesday night in Packard behind this beginning of gift-

Hall. Noonan's speech was giving was the stranger

entitled "The Long and the would respond kindly.

Short of Bribery". The long Yet even though gift-giving

and the short of the lecture is has been recorded far back in

Noonan spoke eloquently history, anthropologists

about a fascinating subject in have no word for bribery,

relation to its moral history. The thought of bribery as

He led the small crowd of undesirable was brought to

listeners through his our culture through the Bible,

thoughts on the beginnings of Noonan pointed out that in

bribery as a moral issue up to the Bible it is said God does

our present time. Then not take offering to a

Noonan dealt with his subject superior. Yet, there is no story

as an ethical issue and in the Bible to show bribe-

related it to today's legal, taking judges would be

business and government punished,

arenas. *n the early 1300s, during

Starting with what he the time of Dante, no sin was

called ancient societies, more extensively treated

Noonan said families of particularly corrupt city

tribes usually had peaceful Dante created a defenition of

relations since they were bribery; "a city where no

normally related to each becomes yes for money."

other. When they had to The last group to be touched

deal with an outside by these ethics was the

powerful stranger they would legislators. Among state

officials here, standards

were very lax. Noonan notes

two figures whom we admire

as full blooded Americans,

Daniel Webster and Henry

Clay, by today's standards

would probably have gone to

jail since they took

substantial amounts of money.

Noonan said we are now
living in an era of criminal

enforcement - more people are

prosecuted and jailed for

taking bribes than in any

other century in any society.

We have even passed

legislation making it illegal

for an American citizen to

bribe the government of a

foreign country; thus we are

the only country in the world

to protect the integrity of

foreign nations through our

laws. Noonan claims America

now uses vigorous enforcement

of an ethical ideal.

Noonan ended his speech

with a few counterpoints to

some common arguments of

the moral concepts he

discussed.

Honor Council Reveals Student Misconduct Statistics

By JEFFREY STRAIN
I The Honor Council, a

student run organization
responsible for upholding the

Colorado College Honor
Code, has proceedings which
are kept secret from the
campus in order to preserve
}he right of confidentiality
for both the accused and
Accuser. Unfortunately,
Keeping proceedings secret
*>as had the ill effect o f

perpetuating unsubstantiated
pmors of how the Honor
pouncil operates. It is with
confidentiality for all those
who appeared before the
Honor Council last year, and
fvith the interest of better
Bnforming the campus as a

fcvhole of what the Honor
Council does, that the Honor

Council has released the

following facts from the

1987-88 academic year.

The first procedure that is

taken by the Honor Council

when a possible Honor Code
violation has occurred is for a

member of the council to

present a letter of accusation

to the possible violator. The
accused has a choice of

pleading guilty or not guilty

to the violation. If the

accused pleads guilty to the

violation or is found guilty

after a trial, then the council

recommends a no credit in the

class for the student to the

professor if it is a first Honof

Code violation, o r

recommends dismissal from

the college to President Riley

if it is a second Honor Code
violation.

A not guilty plea to an
accusation by a student means
that the Honor Council hears

all the pertinent information

in a closed door trial and
then each Honor Council
member votes by secret ballot

whether they believe the

accused to be guilty or not
guilty. To find a student

guilty of a first violation a

majority, with at* least
eleven Honor Council
members present, must vote

guilty. To find a student

guilty of a second violation

at least nine out of thirteen

members must vote guilty.

Approximately half of the

accusations brought to the

Honor Council were b y
faculty members and half by
students.

Resultsfrom 1987-88 academicyear.

#oftrials 12

#ofstudents accusedof a violation

# of students pleading guiltyto first violation 9_

# of students pleading guiltyto secondviolation

tfofsfactentspleadingnotguiltytofirstviolation 19

# ofstudentsfoundinnocent of first violation

# ofstudents found guiltyof first violation 11

# ofstudents pleading not guiltyto second violation

#of studentsfoundinnocent ofsecondviolation

# of studentsfoundguiltyofsecondviolation
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Student Proposed Drug Class Seeks Approval
Second in a series

By COURTNEY MURPHY
AND MIKE KERWTN
Campus concerns about drug

use and abuse are not limited

to faculty and
administration. Students on

the C.C.C.A. (Colorado
College Campus Association),

established a Drug Policy

Task Force last April in an
effort to combat the problem

of drugs on campus. With a

interest in educating students,

the Task Force, under the

advisement of Junior Anthony
Mathias, has proposed a

class with emphasis on Drugs

in American society.

A proposal for the class

was drafted by Mathias on

behalf of the Drug Policy

Task Force and the C.C.C.A.

The outline was subsequently

submitted to David Finely,

Dean of the College and the

Faculty, in late August.

When a new course is

proposed it must normally be

submitted by a department

and subsequently be approved

by the Division Executive
Committee and t h e

Committee on Instruction

before it reaches the faculty

for review. Because the

proposed drug class was
originated by students,
approval from a department

and the Division Executive

Committee is apparently not

required. According to

Finley, there is "no clear

structure for student draft

proposals."

The Committee o n

Instruction, composed of both

faculty and students, is

solicited for advice regarding

additions to the curriculum.

Mathias' proposal i s

currently under the scrutiny of

the General Studies Director,

James Yaffe, and is awaiting

review from the Committee
on Instruction.

Yaffe, who reviewed the

proposal earlier this week,
would not reveal his initial

response. ^ Sociology
Chairperson Jeff Livesay,
who reviewed the drug class

proposal before Yaffe, views
the class as
interdisciplinary, a

combination of "bio-
chemistry, sociology, history,

economics, and ethics."

The Sociology department,

when asked by Finely, if the

course would be appropriate

for sociology's curriculum,

was reluctant to offer the

drug class because of their

commitment to a de-emphasis

on criminology and limited

resources. In spite of this,

Livesay was enthusiastic
about the course, "It is

timely, important, subject

matter, of great relevance to

students and faculty."

The Task Force's proposal

focuses on how drugs have
changed and shaped moral,

ethical, social,

economical, educational an

family values, as well %}

attitudes within the 1^

twenty-five years. MathiA
is quick to point out that th

class is, "Not a preachinj J
class but an over all view,

background on drugs and hoi

they have changed society:

Finley speculates that th

proposal could be review*?

by the faculty as soon a

October and added to tli

curriculum next fall. Joh

Riley of the Sociolog
department has expresse
interest in team teaching th

class if it were approved.

Victims of Violence Raise Security Issues
By CHRIS LLOYD
On Wednesday, September

14, Paul Jones, the Assistant

Director of Residential Life,

held a discussion on date

rape at CC. His first point

was that "Rape is not a

sexual crime, it is a crime of

violence and domination and

the woman is never at fault!"

Then he explained the legal

definition of rape. According

to Colorado state laws a rape

must include penetration and

it does not have to be genital

penetration. It also must
include at least one of the

following: 1) threat or

perceived threat of violence,

2) verbal or physical

resistance, 3) blackmail, 4)

association with kidnapping
(the victim being physically

removed from the spot), 5)

acted by means of an
intoxicating substance. Then
he informed a group o f

approximately twenty
women and one man that 80%
of all rapists are someone the

victim knows and most rapes

happen on a formal date.

Four date rapes alone were
reported to Paul Jones last

year.

According to a recent
survey, 25% of all women
will be the victim of a sexual

assault. The most likely time
for a date rape to occur is

during her first two months
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of college, usually on a

weekend night in her date's

room. Most of these rapes

occur during the second or
third date. To avoid these

occurrences, Paul Jones
advised students to walk in

well lighted areas,
approach their cars from the

rear in order to have a full

view of it, have their keys
ready, and always appear
confident and alert.

Since the majority of rapes

occur on dates, he
recommended some points on
safe dating. First, try to go on

double dates, the more
people, the less opportunity
for rape to occur. Second, set

limits for yourself about
things like alcohol and drug
use, and physical contact.

Never allow yourself to be in

a situation where you are not

in control. If you lose control

get out, especially if the
man's behavior become
unpredictable. Finally,
consider that every man you
meet could be a potential
rapist! Too many women
learn these tips the hard
way.

If you should find yourself

in a threatening situation,

call security x2707, 24 hours a

day. Also, use your whistle.

The whistle stop program
has already helped two
people this summer as well

as one other person the first

Wednesday after school
started. Lastly, if you are

raped, Paul Jones advises
you not to take a shower (it

removes the physical
evidence), go directly to a

clinic and identify yourself

as a rape victim (don't go
through this alone), and call

the police. You are not
required to press charges.
Seek counseling, and finally

seek legal advice.

Nobel Pri le Nominee Lectures on Southwest

OP T f
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Frank Waters, native American writer and former Colorado
College student, opened the Andrew Norman Lecture Series last,

night in Packard Hall. His discussion, "Changes in th

Southwest," focused on the different regions and native people
of the American Southwest, including Mexicans, Native
American and Anglos.

Waters, whose grandfather was a Native American, ..

considered the "dean of Southwest Writers." The 1985 Nobel
Prize nominee is the author of several novels, including Tht

Woman at Otowi Crossing and The Man Who Killed the Deer.

C.C. DISCOUNT
Complete Bicycle Tune Up$22.00

any make or model

Bicycle Sale
Puch-Mountain Bikes

Bicycle Clothing - Pants - Accessories
Reconditioned Used Bicycles

Rustic Hills Bicycle Center
3912, E. San Miguel St. (at Academy) south end of Rustic Hills Mall

550-1188
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COURTNEY MURPHY
With the

Voter /Absentee Registration Deadline Approaching
'

!

district, but election officials to the physically disabled preceding the election and all

often try to discourage the and those individuals who ball0 's must be received by
practice. Many times wjh be absent from their 7pm on election day.

students are g i v e n
precinct between 7am-7 pm on Although registration laws

questionnaires to determine election day. Applications vary from state to state, a

their "intent to remain" in for absentee ballots in majority of states allow new
Colorado, individuals are Colorado, are accepted 90 voters t0 register and obtain

required to change their days preceding an election,
absentee ballots by mail.

residency completely, obtain Until the close of business on Other states require in-person

a Colorado Driver's license the Friday before the registration, either" at the

and license plates, as well as, elections (November 4th).

pay Colorado taxes.
The county clerk's office,

primaries

over, voter

attention has

shifted

towards the

election, now only 46 days

away. Before full attention

can be given to November 8th,

nationwide efforts to increase

voter and absentee
registration must manifest.

The local effort has been to

set up voter registration sites

local malls, libraries and
grocery stores.

Eligible voter aged 18-24

have traditionally been
under-represented in the the

general election. A variety of

factors may be responsible for

the low number of student
supporters.

Voter apathy and
fatalistic attitudes, frequent

many young minds. Also,

students who do not reside in

their "home state" during
election time, are prone to

missing deadlines for

absentee registration and
subsequently fail to vote.

In spite of various public

service effort, information
regarding absentee voting is

not easily accessible.
However, all states do make
provisions for absentee
registration and voting, with
varying procedures and
limitations.

Students are able to vote in

their college or universities'

local election offices or in
some other approved
facility. In spite of in-state

requirements, all eligible
Ave., is open 8:30-4:30 voters are entitled by federal

follows: U.S.dtizen, 18 years
Monday through Friday for law to vote and may obtain a
'" "' '"'"" '" ,u •' -' " ballot from their county's

clerk and recorder to vote in

the presidential election. To
find out more about the

The requirements for voting

in El Paso County (City of
located at 200 ^S.

o
Cascade

Colorado Springs) are

j ,~ , , those individuals who will
of age, residency in Colorado , , , _, , ,

,„a „™i„^#„.ai a,.„ ,„a fee absent from Colorado
day.

and precinct for 32 days, and „ .

. . .. , , . ~i , Springs on election
registration at least 25 days „K °, ,J General election absentee
prior to the election (October voters, may vote by mail, or absentee requirements for
14th). in person at the county clerk's specific states, call 1-800
Absentee ballots are issued office beginning two weeks 526-VOTE.

Colorado Springs Voter Registration Sites
MON TUES WED THURS FRI SAT

26
CHAPEL HILLS MALL (JOSUNS) 12:00-7 00

ALL B00KE0 UP (OTAOEL) 12:01

27
CHAPEL HILLS MALL (JOSLINS) 12:00- 7:C

ALL BOOKED UP (OTAOEL) tfc00-7:(

28
CHAPEL HILLS MALL (JOSLINS) 1100-7 C

ALL BOOKED UP (CITADEL) 12:00-7:(

29
CHAPEL HILLS MALL {JOSUNS) 12:00-7:0

ALL BOOKED UP (CITADEL) 12:00-7:0

30
CHAPEL HILLS MALL (JOSLINS) 12:00- T:(

ALL BOOKED UP (CITADEL) l*00-7:(

CHAPEL HILLS MALL (JOSUNS) 12:0

ALL BOOKED UP (OTAOEL) IfcQO-iOO

McDonalds (citadel)
"rs (acad/wodome
(ACADEMY/UNlO

<iB£RIS0NS [4l« AUST. BLF PKWY
)'

1

SAFEWAY [>-"-
• -, ;.i:.o?t

f;-;

ri---:.jv: -

: SOOPERS ..

.

:::': '

"A-*NS v

(wiDEFlELCi)
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:': «5 CHEV UTN. BL] 3

OPEflS [FOUNTAIN BLVD) 1

.... ,_0PERS (SOUTHCATE] I'

ALBERTSONS (SECURITY} 1

CHAPEL HILLS MALL (JOSUNS) 1

SAFEWAY (BRIARGATE) 11

KING SOOPERS (AUST. BLf PXWY) II

SAFEWAY (ACADEMY/CAREFREE 3
ALBERTSONS (RUSTIC HILLSJ U
KING SOOPERS (PUR. PK./OBCLE) I*

SAFEWAY (ACAO./CALLEY) 1

KING SOOPERS [3175 S. ACADEMY) V
ALBERTSONS (AM CHEY UTN. BL.) i

KING SOOPERS (FOUNTAIN BLVD) J

ALBERTSONS DUBLIN
OEO i:

JN/ACAO) II

/WOODMEN! 3

JY/UNION) It

cOONALDS (CITADEL

(4142 AUST BLF PKSY1 300-7:

KING SOOPERS [AUST „
' k L MARKET (WOODMOOR)
IHG SOOPERS (N. MURRAY

ALBERTSONS (RUSTIC HILLS
00-J:00 KING SOOPERS (PLMR. PK./I

'

:00-200 KING SOOPERS (S0UTHGM
3:00-7:*"""

SAFEWAY (ACADEMY/Ur
SAFEWP 'ROCKRiMMON

414? AUST BLf f

KING SCOPERS (AUST. BLF. P J
i.tfirit.- .'.;. A-;-.fu- ope^ee' : '<

ALBERTSONS fRUSTU P"
'

SAFEWAY ["•V
KING SOOPEL „
albertsonsMs

MS (RUSTIC HILLS) 300-7:00
(ACAD /GALLEY) 3 00-700
RS [3175 S ACADEMY! 3 00-7 00
Ml CHEY ir- '

'

. . . ERS (FOUNTAII
".'.; :,„.:;--

:

11

HOLIDAY
L (JOSLINS) 12:00-7:

KiNC
U
s'oOPERS ^CAD/WOODMEN) 11:00-2:00

SAFEWAY (ROCKRIMMON) 11:00-2:00
KING SOOPERS (AUST BLF PKWY I 1100-200
ALBERT50NS (RUSTIC HILLS 11:00 "

""

KING SOOPERS (PLMR. PK /CIRCLE) 1100
KINC SOOPERS (FOUNTAIN BLVD) 11:00-2:00
SAFEWAY (S Ni\ CHE' R01 100
ALBERTSONS (SECURITY) n 00 . ..

" SOOPERS [UINTAH G0NS.) 11:00-2:00

(W. 3) 3:00-7

12
CHAPEL HILLS MALL (JOSLINS) I

McDONALOS (CITADEL) I
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SAFEWAY (ROCKRIMMON) '
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KING SOOPERS (AUST BLF. PKWY I

L It L MARKET (WOODMOOR) .'

LIBRARY (5550 N UNION) I

SAFEWAY (ACADEMY/CAREFREE ) 3
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SAFEWAY (S. NEV./CHEY RD) 3
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SAFEWAY (WIDEFIELO) 3
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SAFEWAY (W. COLO ) 3
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7
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,

-: ;.:ok :
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Just 10 Minutes Away!

Delicious cuisine
and excellent service

in an historic setting-

the

Stagecoach Inn^ RESTAURANT

r
403 N. Tejon

"\

578-8744

15% OFF all Vuarnet Sunglasses

VRns All VAN S
@
in stock $24.99

eaa 10 -25% OFF

Q^ Sunglasses 10% OFF

TropiC.Cal Sunglasses 10-25% OFF

(®) All Tops & Ties 10% OFF
\JVlonday - Saturday 9:30 - 5:30 MasterCard and Visa Welcomey)
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Security Cracks Down
By PAUL JONES
Neither the Colorado

College nor any other
institution of higher
education is a sanctuary from
the ill- of society. The fact

that crimes do occur on college

campuses has recently

received a moderate amount
of publicity. Unfortunately,

the focus of much of the

media attention has been
limited to the laying of
blame for past events. A more
productive approach would
be to educate both present and
potential college students so

that they will be better able

to prevent crimes in the

future.

No institution can
guarantee that all members
of its community will be free

from personal attack or loss of

their property. What should

be expected is that an
institution will take
reasonable steps to provide a

level of security which will

promote an environment in

which individual personal
safety measures are regularly

practiced.

The single most significant

factor in any campus security

system is the informed and
responsible behavior of the

individual students.
Colorado College has
implemented a compre-
hensive residence hall
security - program which
includes the installation of
security screens on first floor

windows where feasible,
combination building security

locks, security monitor
stations, and security foot and
mobile patrols in residence

hall areas during the events.

Other programs of a campus-

wide nature include an Escort

Service which operates from

7:00 pm through midnight
seven days a week, a women's
self-defense and personal

safety program that is given

free of charge every other

block in the Boettchcr
basement on Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 12:00-1:00

pm, a violence alternatives

course for men, and numerous
individual residence hall

programs on date rape,

personal safety, and personal

awareness.

One feature of this

awareness program will be to

keep the Colorado College

community informed o f

thefts, assaults, suspicious

individuals, etc., in an effort

to continue to educate
ourselves about the safety of

our environment. The Catalyst

will publish a weekly
"Security Beat" column in the

news section to inform the

community as to where and
when incidents have occured.

Security Beat
The following information
has been reported to Security
from August 31 to September
15:

Bike thefts - 3 mountain
bikes from Slocum Hall, 1

mountain bike from
Armstrong Hall.

Vehicle damage - 1 in

Jackson lot, 1 on Nevada
Avenue.
Room thefts - 1, cash, door

unlocked.

Property theft - 1 wallet
Tutt Library, unattended.

Students harassed - 1

verbal harassment at night in

front of Loomis Hall by a non-

student;

MEXICAN STYLE
fif AMERICAN
DISHES IN

A CASUAL
ATMOSPHERE

SPECIAL NIGHTS
JOIN US FOR DINNER SUN-WED 5-10PM
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By SARAH KUNHARDT

IVCF More Than Bible Studi
By MICHELE SANTOS

Intervarsity Christian
Fellowship (IVCF) is a
student group dedicated to

"letting other students know
about the Christian faith,"

said the group's faculty
sponsor, Colorado College
chemistry professor Dr.
Eldon Hitchcock.

The interdenominational
student group plans to
"become more visible on
campus" this year, said
Hitchcock. IVCF's first major
presentation was t h e
symposium "Creation and
Evolution - A Christian
Perspective," which was
held at Worner Center on
September 14. The
symposium featured the
speakers Dr. Frank Cassel, a
biology professor and Dr.
John Dayhinger, a
theologian and
psychotherapist.

The speakers dealt with
issues introduced by the new
student orientation series

"The Evolution of

Uncertainty." The
orientation film "Inherit the

Wind" may have given
students "the impression
that Christians are narrow-
minded," said Hitchcock,
and added, "It is unfortunate

that people have used this

film as a means of ridiculing

the Christian faith." The
symposium was designed to

air unsettled questions
students had from
orientation.

Explained Cassel,
"Christianity and science are

exercises in faith. Opinions
are based on presuppositions.

The argument (of creation vs.

evolution) is based on a

difference in presuppositions.

We don't all have to see

things the same way."

$169
LOADED.

Try The New 6" Cold Cut Combo.
Ixaded with Ihree kinds of meal. Bursting with lots of free lixin's.
And awaiting assembly on frt-^h baked bread ai your nearest Subway.
It's ihe Working Class Hero. And you're gonna love 1 he sticker price

I1WI)III(IIIIIM!I.A^III;RI)
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Cassel added thj

"Evolution correlates

data better than any othel

theory. It does n oB
necessarily conflict will
creationism."

According to Dayhingei

"It takes more faith M
believe in science than m
does to believe in God. Then'

is a theory of creation and i

theory of evolution. Most ol

us sit somewhere in betweer .

the two theories." I
The speakers recommended

that students read Charles;

Darwin's The Origin of SpedtFl

as well as various othefl

religious and scientific textsB
Aside from the symposium!!

IVCF members have helpeiM

the first-year students movH
into their dorm rooms anfl

have started Bible studj

See SANTOS v. 23

Two Juniors

to Occupy

Vacancies on CCCA
By MIKE DAHLIE
On Tuesday, September 21 i

the CCCA appointed twi
J

new members-at-largeB
Giancarlo Small and Bill

Wagner, to fill the vacancies I
left by Addison Diehl, whiB
recently resigned, and Jin I
Bumess, who was promoted

J
to Executive Vice-President. !

Members-at-large ari

usually elected in all-campus

elections held at the end o! 1
the fourth block.

Giancarlo Small, i 1

Political Science major •

transferred to CC this year s

a junior. In addition ti .

holding various Ieadershi|

positions at his forme
school, Small has workes I

full time as a civil servanl

He states his reasons fo'

applying as, "a strong desin

to get involved in student lit

at CC," through work wit'

organizations and interes '

groups.

Bill Wagner, also a junio'

has more specific intention

as a new member-at-large
He said that he "wanted K

promote a more diversifies'

student body at CC." He als

wants to focus on soml
problems he encountered
while working as an RA ovd '

the summer.
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"Below and Beyond 7-11"

By RACHEL
BERRINGTON
Can this be the same

building where I watched
Evil Dead II for a dollar last

year? Well, they've re-

upholstered the seats in a

deep purple, velvety
material, installed some
extremely high-wattage
fluorescent lights, and turned

the candy counter into a small

bookstore. But it is the same
place; the people at Victory

Chapel haven't even
bothered to change the

Cooper Five neon sign out

front.

A fearless friend and I

decided last Sunday that we
simply had to find out what
goes on behind that red and
orange box office, so we tried

to look as inoffensive as

possible and walked down
Nevada. We were a couple of

blocks away when a very
suspicious-looking man
carrying a briefcase asked us
if we wanted free tickets to a

"rock-and-roll" concert,
featuring some bands with
the names of Night Watch or

Demon Slayer, or something
like that. We said we'd get

back to him later, which we
really had the chance to do,

since he ended up sitting a

couple of rows away from us

once we were inside Victory

Chapel. We felt even more

VICTORY
CHAPEL
COHE SEE
MIRACLEm
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intimidated when we noticed regained her hearing looked

that everyone filing into the scared to death as the pastor

place was carrying a copy of yelled, "Jesus loves me"

something called "The
Book," which I had only seen

before on the racks in King
Soopers. Empty-handed and
open-minded, we were
greeted by a smiling Pastor

Jones and his wife, Marie.

We grabbed some tracts and
the "program" at the snack
bar and sat down. The tracts,

I have to admit, were great.

"A Grand Finale" opens up to

show "Mom" spread out in

her coffin. "There is life

after death," it says above a

picture of a man with a She-

Devil clinging to his back.
"You can go to heaven or

hell." The tract depicts

heaven as a huge building,

sort of a cross between the

White House and an Islamic

mosque, in the clouds. Hell is

portrayed by two naked
women being burned alive.

Well....

Okay, so the service starts

with a movie about healing.

For about an hour, we
watched countless people
with sight impairments,
tumors, and other ailments go
up to the pastor and show the

congregation what they
couldn't do moments ago, like

see or touch their toes. One
little girl whose father
announced that she had just

fountain Chalet

Make Mountain Chalet

Your last stop before

Block Break

Clothing and Accessories

Save Money by Renting

Your Company Equipment from us

CC's Outdoor Connection
Downtown 633-0732
226 N. Tejon

Monday thru Saturda 9-8, Sunday 11-4

for

her to repeat to prove her

new ability.

After the movie, we had to

wait for the Victory Chapel

band to set up so Pastor Jones

declared "Fellowship Time,"

which means everyone walks

around and admires each

other's babies. I'm not much
of a church-goer but I've

never seen so many babies, or

young mothers for that fact,

in a church before.

There is no place to hide

during "Fellowship," and
Maria, a woman who used to

work at CC, had us
pinpointed as newcomers in

seconds. She told us that she

used to bring taxi-loads of CC
students to church every

Sunday. She'd been going to

Victory Chapel for over a

year and she said her life

had made a complete turn-

around. Maria said Jesus

entered her soul a day after

he showed himself to her

daughter and husband . "It

blew me away," she said.

Victory Chapel belongs to

the Pentecostal denomination
and has been in the Springs

for about fifteen years. They
moved to the Cooper
Theaters last year because
they were getting so big.

Maria said that most people

in the congregation just come
and go, that there are no
"fixed" members. Before she

left, she told us to go sit in

the front row so we would not

miss a single miracle.

The Pentecostals believe
that Jesus will come back to

earth one day and we all

better be prepared. They also

believe that the Holy Ghost
can enter your body, sending
you into a trance, and cause
you to speak in a language
unknown to you. This is

called "speaking in tongues."

Suddenly the band struck

SUNDAY WORSS
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Photo By Richard Pinkhan

up (complete with a hor

section) and we began to cla

and sing, with some hel

from a woman controlling the

lyrics on an overhead viewer.

At the end of "Amazing
Grace," Pastor Jones and his

entourage on stage began to

shake and twitch. Soon,
everyone was doing it. Dowr
to the four-year-olds, th(

entire congregation began to)

speak the ancient language of

the holy ghost. Of course,

was different for everyone)

and there was quite

uproar. The kids wcre|

having the most fun.

We left at collection time.

Earlier, they had passed om
envelopes with "My Tithe"

printed on them and pictures

of roman coins. When I saw

that my old landlord was all

the end of my row, basket

hand, I decided to make a runl

for it. We made it to the door|

before his hair-sprayed hea>

could turn.

Dukakis Campaign Hits CC Campus
By MATTHEW WILSON
There is a new force in the

political scene at CC this
year. Colorado College for

Dukakis is an organization

composed of people at CC
dedicated to seeing Michael
Dukakis elected as President
of the United States i n
November of this year. The
two founders of this group are

sophomores- Walter Keller
and Eric Duran. Both Walter
and Eric are committed to

campaigning for Dukakis,
and are excited to see more
CC students become involved
in the election process a s

November approaches.
Although the group is

nominally Democratic, they
are primarily concerned that

all CC students become more
active in the political arena
in Colorado and thus make a

difference in the upcoming
elections.

Eric and Walter are deeply
involved in both national and
local levels of the Dukakis
campaign. They attended the
Democratic convention in
Atlanta, and are in contact
with the Dukakis campaign
coordinators up in Denver.
Their main concern is getting
CC students involved in

Colorado politics, thus
effecting a difference in a
strongly Republican State. As
Eric Duran stated, " Colorado
College is like a Democratic
oasis in a Republican desert."

Eric and Walter's
commitment to the
Democratic cause can be
validated by their

protest was not in making a

"big scene" , but rather in

raising questions for the
Republicans of this state as to

whether or not George Bush
used sound judgement in

choosing Dan Quayle as his

Vice presidential candidate.

Colorado has suffered in

recent years and, according to

Eric and Walter, the

experiential level of Dukakis
in dealing with balancing
budgets at the state level has

enabled him to understand
the needs of States like

Sel

His

II

for

col:

be

Eric and Walter are
committed to establishing a
core group of Democratic
students that will get out into
the community and start
talking about the issues.
Among some of the key

issues concerning CC students
in the upcoming elections
cited by Eric and Walter are
Student loan legislation and
the Economic situation of
Colorado. As Eric reminds us,
Dukakis has repeatedly
supported student loan
legislation and is interested
in working with the
educational institutions of
America for building a

organization of a protest of stronger education system
Dan Quayle's recent visit to Wltn greater access for
Colorado Springs. Their students of all economic
primary concern at the backgrounds. The economy of

Waller Keller and Eric Duran

Colorado and has given him

the tools to act on such

understanding.

Colorado College for

Dukakis plans to have a

booth set up at Womer Center

three days a week for the

months before the upcoming
election. Plans are in the

making for a voter
registration drive if funds
allow. Another plan on their

agenda is a debate with the

pro- Bush organization on the

CC campus. Walter, Eric and
j

their group are certainly I

excited to get more of us

involved in the political

process and intend to carry out

their campaign in order to see

Dukakis in the White House
next year.
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Greek Life??
Compiled By PATRICIA MCLAUGHLIN

Arick Rynearson, Sophomore,

Major: probably Poly Econ

Member of the Phi Delt

house .which is forbidden to

organize on or off campus.

AH my friends pledged Phi

Dclt. It was a chance to live

with all my friends, a place

lo go when you need someone

to talk to. Now there's

nowhere for me to go.

Scth Miller, Junior, Major:

History

It's a great drinking excuse

for insecure guys. I probably

couldn't party hard enough to

be in it. I think sororities are

much healthier.

Betsy Wright-Clark, Senior,

Major: Sociology

Fraternities are a hot house

for sexism. The grouping
together of all males has

lead to the objectification of

women. They create a lot of

intolerance in the community.

I would just demolish all of

them.

Sororities are not concerned

with women's issues. So much
power and they won't address

one issue that addresses
women.

Gentry Holloway, Senior,

Major: Biology

For me it would be more of a

chance to meet people. I want
my bond with another person

to be because we have a

common bond other than an

institution. I'm not saying

that these girls aren't

friends, but I wouldn't want
the first reason I'm friends

with someone to be because of

an institution.

Capp Charms CC Students
By PRISCILLA PETTIT
With SANDY
BONNICKSEN

If you find yourself eating
breakfast, lunch or dinner in

the Worner Center dining
hall and see a man with a

sparkle in his eyes smiling,

waving and generally causing
an upbeat commotion you've
found Jim Nelson Capp. Jim is

the dishwasher; he's the
man at the end of the

conveyor belt that wisks
away your trays into
oblivion.

Jim has worked for SAGA
and then Marriot for fifteen

years and has loved almost
every minute of his job. Jim
says he chooses to wash
dishes. He intends to wash
dishes until his retirement in

2012. He doesn't want any
other job because he is happy
with what he's done. He used
to wash pots and pans in the

old Rastall before Worner
replaced the old dining hall

building and Jim became
dishwasher.

Worner is undebatably a

bigger and better replacement

for Rastall. But there is

something about Worner that

is not bigger and better for

Jim. When Jim worked in the

old Rastall building, students

disposed of their trays

through an open window that

led directly to Jim. Most of

the time he actually took the

tray from your hands. Jim
could lean out of the window
to see people, to talk to the

students or to simply get a

breath of fresher air than the

humid heat in the dishroom.
What was most important to

Jim was his ability to say
hello to whomever he saw
and for others to say hello to

him. Now, with the new
architectural design o f

Womer Center, the window is

gone and Jim stares at a white

tile wall. He says he misses

seeing his friends and the

new students. He wishes the

window were still there.

People are important to

Jim. When asked why he

always seems so happy he

replied that he's always
happy because people are

here. Why does he always

smile? He smiles for the

people (he adds that he

especially smiles at women).

Jim Capp

Jim eats all of his meals,

except on his days off, in the

Worner dining hall because

he enjoys being on campus and
he especially enjoys talking

to the CC students.

Some find it difficult to

talk with Jim because he is

deaf and physically
disabled. But he will gladly

exchange notes with you since

he reads and writes quite

proficiently. He graduated
from the Colorado Deaf and
Blind School in 1967 with a

high school diploma. H e

enjoys reading about what's

going on in the world in the

daily papers and watching

the news on TV (he is also an

avid Broncos fan as well as a

football, basketball and
wrestling fan). He says he
has never played any of his

favorite sports because his

body has a problem; "I was
born deaf and with my body
crippled."

He also has a problem
with his eyes which has

prevented him from learning

how to drive. He wishes he

could drive but he says he is

too nervous and afraid he
would crash the car. Instead

of driving he takes the bus

Pholo By PATRICIA MCLAUGHLIN

and visits his mother who
lives in Greeley every second

weekend.
During the rest of his free

time, other than reading and

watching TV, he goes about

town, collects coins and
stamps and smiles at

everyone.

Jim works in the

Worner dining hall dishroom

Monday through Friday from

7:30am to 4:30pm. Make an

effort to find a new friend and

visit Jim. He has an

incredibly unique ability to

make anyone and everyone

feel very special. He gives

wonderful hugs which enable

you to forget about your

worries of the day. And he is

one of the only people I know

who earnestly looks
enthralled to sec you every
single time you walk through

the door.

Jim adds warmth, courage

and fun to Colorado College.

After fifteen years here he is

still able to find charm in his

job and CC. And he still loves

all of the students
(well. ..almost all).

Special thanks to Sandy
Bonnicksen for her sign

language abilities.

633-058*
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Terros Hotline Asking for Volunteers

By LISA J. BETTY
"Scott" has no last name.

At least he has no last name
in the context of this article.

Scott protects his own
anonymity as much as he

does that of his clients. Scott

is the director of the Terros

All-Purpose Hotline o f

Colorado Springs, as it is

known formally; all some
need to know is its twenty-

four hour number - 471-4127.

This service is a valuable one

in this city, for it is the only

general hotline still

functioning.

Terros is the most
reputable service of its kind
in the area and receives

many referrals from the

Pikes Peak Mental Hospital,

the Public Library and Care
and Share. Terros was bom on

the tail end of the drug-
dosed-decade of the sixties

as the brain-child of a few
CC students, no less, who had
a friend with a bad drug
habit. They stationed
themselves in a basement
with a few phones and
answered calls from people
experiencing bad "trips."

They'd either "talk them
down'' over the phone or, in

many instances, they'd
actually get the caller's

address and go help them in

person.

Scott says it is not
uncommon to get similar

clients twenty years after. In

fact, Scott likes these calls.

Aside from strung-out
callers, Terros gets calls

running the gamut from child

abuse cases to depression

cases to suicidal cases.

Despite the good
reputation of Terros,
however, Scott needs
volunteers. Volunteers need

not have a degree in social

work, nor is it necessary to

have experience. If you can

talk on the phone and like to

help people, you can do this.

Training is done "in house"

and takes only a month or

two until one is ready to take

over their own phone. The
length of the calls may be

anywhere from one minute to

seventy-five minutes and in

most cases one is trained to

make use of a referral file,

which lists clinics or other

specialty hotline numbers
that may be better suited to a

particular caller. The suicide

hotline of the Colorado
Springs area recently went
under, which means that
Terros now receives those

calls. Terros will provide
special training in those
areas. The operation is small

(having only about a dozen
employees at this point) and
friendly. Says Scott, who has
been doing thirteen years of

hotline work, "it is the most
rewarding of experiences;

that is, if you are able to

walk away from it when your
shift is over."

Terros prefers that
volunteers put in at least four

hours per week, but nothing is

written in stone, and one is

able to adapt their volunteer
hours to their CC schedule.

Sometimes the calls come far

Advertising Representative

for Amateur Sports Newspaper Wanted

USAWrestling, member of the United States Olympic
Committee, seeks a person to help sell advertising for its

national newspaper published periodically throughout the

year. This is a part-time position ideal for an energetic,

self-motivated person who would enjoy working in the

National Office with a bright staff of dedicate professionals.

In addition to servicing existing advertising accounts, the

candidate we have in mind will be an "idea person" and seek

new advertisers and new avenues of income for the news-
paper. Previous marketing or advertising experience at a

college newspaper or other publication would be helpful.

As all ad contracts will be made by phone and/or mail, it

is essential that the candidate have good oral and written

skill.

Potential exists for this job opportunity to expand to

include editorial contribution to the newspaper.
Hours are flexible, but it is essential the candidate be

reliable and punctual once a schedual is established.

Having transportation is a plus. Experience with desktop
publishing or word processing is helpful, but we will train.

Salary will be based on hours plus commission, but in

addition, USA Wrestling offers unusual benefits especially

attractive to college and university students.

Apply in person the week of September 26-30 (Monday
thru Friday) between 9 am - noon or 2pm - 4pm at USA
Wrestling, Department of Administrative Services (2nd
floor), 225 South Academy Blvd., Colorado Springs. No
phone calls please. You may bring a resume to support
your application.

apart, which, Scott suggests,

is a nice feature if you have
studying to do. They are

conveniently situated only a

few blocks from campus, so no

elaborate form o f

transportation is necessary.

Scott is anxious to hear from

any interested volunteers, or

any callers who just want to

talk. The number, again, is

471-4127.

Scott of Terros Hotlin

Environmental groups work toward
cleaner water in Colorado

By ERIC NTCKELL
Drought-related dangers

of increased concentrations of

toxic pollutants in many of

the Midwest's major
waterways and lakes this

summer are breaking ground
for many environmental
groups nationwide who are

pushing for legislation on
toxic waste dumping.
Even though many state

legislatures are adjourned
until the New Year, and
Congress itself is preparing
to wrap up final 1988 business

in October, mainstream
environmental organizations

are hoping to capitalize on
increased public awareness of

toxic water pollution and
possible worsening health

risks across the country.

Among the many
environmental lobbies and
conservation societies,

Greenpeace and The
Environmental Defense Fund
being the most familiar, is

the Public Interest Research
Groups (the PIRGs). Headed
by U.S. PIRG which is based
in Washington, D.C., PIRGs
in over fifteen states are

independently working for

reform of water pollution
laws and their enforcement
at the state level. The
national board has espoused
a five-point platform
consisting of:

A. Stopping present toxic

dumping
B. Compensating the

victims of past
contamination

C. Giving the public
broader rights-to-know

D. Cleaning up dangerous
toxic sites

E. Reducing toxic chemical

Congress has recently
amended the 1972 Clean
Water Act, but U.S.
lawmakers are reluctant to

do additional work in the

toxic areas. The PIRGs,
however, have declared
their intention to focus on the

more environmentally

sensitive states in the coming
years.

Water pollution concerns
have surfaced well enough in

Colorado. CoPIRG's board of

directors believes that this

state's legislators would be
most open to sweeping
changes in toxic water
pollution law and
enforcement. Operating from

Denver, Boulder, and the

campuses of Colorado State

University, Metro State

College, and the University

of Northern Colorado,
CoPIRG is presently
proposing to address three of

the five planks which U.S.

PIRG hopes to see put into

practice nationally.

The legislation being
considered would mandate
stricter Colorado
Department of Health
(CDH) enforcement of

federal and state water
pollution statutes. It would
also grant citizens the

privilege of obtaining
documentation from the CDH
on the levels of pollution by
specific businesses within

the state, as well as

privileges of initiating

citizen pollution lawsuits

and intervening in the

pollution permitting
functions of the CDH.
Finally, CoPIRG, in future

years, hopes to establish an
industry advisory board for

the purpose of finding and
implementing alternative

processes for toxic chemical

use and waste generation.

The state, however, may
not yet embrace CoPIRG's
program with open arms. As
the proposed measures
involve more high-handed
regulation of industry and
small business by the CDH,
there will be less freedom for

health officials to work out
compromises with polluting

Colorado firms. The
Republican-dominated
House and Senate are also

likely to be hesitant to speed
its passage, since the
program will require
additional funding. Also,

because of CoPIRG's major
victory in the passage of the

Safe Drinking Water Bill in

mid-May of this year, a
well-funded petrochemical,
semiconductor, and defense
contractor lobby will be
geared up and prepared to

fight new toxic legislation

from its inception in both
House and Senate
committees.

The Safe Drinking Water
Law sets standards at the
state level for up to sixty

more contaminants of
groundwater than are
presently tested for, and
grants metropolitan water
districts the rights to force

polluter cleanup before
contaminants reach
groundwater supplies.

Separate efforts to control

the leaking of underground
gasoline tanks (CoPIRG was
not an active player in the

fight over this bill) were
halted in an appropriations

committee during the last

session, and many political

observers cite strong pressure

by filling station owners and

petrochemical corporations

as the main factor in the

bill's defeat.

CoPIRG director Rich

McClintock, a CC graduate,

feels that his organization

has the momentum it needs to

win on the toxic dumping
issue. Last-minute citizen

pressure and a Capitol Hill

scramble for the key votes

earned HB 1006, the Safe

Drinking Water Law,
passage in May. Similar

efforts will be the primary
weapons of the citizen

environmental and consumer
lobby, McClintock asserts,

when the toxic waste
legislation is introduced in

January. By then, the

organization is counting on

citizen support in many of

the swing districts along the

Front Range, strong
sponsorship of the bill in

both houses, and the possible

acquisition of another full-

time lobbyist in the

statehouse this winter and

spring.

Very few things are

certain in the game of

politics. Citizen outrage

over sites ranging from Lowry
Landfill to Rocky Mountain
Arsenal to Rocky Flats
Nuclear Weapons Plant,

though, is not likely to

decline. Locally, Colorado
Springs was mildly shocked
this summer when news of

the accidental poisoning of a

large stretch of the Arkansas

River documented a

tremendous fish kill. The
Arkansas watershed, because

of toxic heavy metal
pollution from Leadville
mines, is already one of the

three worst polluted river

systems west of the

Mississippi, and it feeds the

reservoirs from which many
local residents drink-
Indeed, the timing for toxic

reform may be right i n

Colorado, but citizen concern

is only the start of the long

process leading to any
revision in the way Colorado

handles toxic water
pollution.
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Colorado College Campus Before...and After

Edit Bowl "Men's Commons," 1923 (above) and Hagerman Hall,

Wkgo (top center) razed in 1957 for...

fhstall Center (below) ...

Eobum Library (1894-1964) and Perkins Hall (music building,

1900-1964) (above) razed in 1964 for...

: ; :

Armstrong Hall: cost-$2.25 million

Photo By MARY COLLINS

Building information from CC: The First Century . 1874-1974

By J- Juan Reid, Copyright 1979, The Colorado College

Photos Courtesy Colorado College Special Collections

Special Thanks to Stephanie Bryson for her time, effort and
enthusiasm

By STARR PREWITT
I had always wondered

why the CC campus lacked

huge brick buildings laden

with ivy and surrounded by

massive oak trees, but if you
happen to stumble across

Colorado College: the First

Century as I did, you would be

shocked by how the college

used to appear. At first CC
was comprised of about three

farmhouses, but in 1876
Edward Payson Tenney
received a letter requesting

his services as president of

the struggling CC, whereupon
he retired into the woods of

Cape Anne, Mass. to pray for

divine guidance and also

that Henry Cutler, a well-to-

do deacon in his church

"might become the divine

instrument for putting new
life into Colorado College."

Upon acceptance of the

presidency, Tenney embarked
on a campaign to arouse
interest in the school from
the east coast. He published

7,000 copies of a pamphlet
entitled The New West which
stressed that the location of

Colorado College would
provide Christian
leadership to help counteract

the influence of the Jesuits in

the contiguous Spanish-
speaking New Mexico and
the power of the Mormons in

Utah. Eventually in 1880,

after receiving enough
money, Cutler Hall (known
then as "the College")

became the first permanent
building on the campus.

. Just as CC no longer stands

to counteract Jesuit and
Mormon influence, some of

CC's buildings no longer stand

at all. Two buildings were
torn down to build Armstrong.

Worner Center was once
Rastall Center which
included "Benny's Basement"

where students could watch
local bands, eat pretzels and
drink beer, many buildings

have also changed purposes

and names. Tutt Library

replaced Coburn Library in

1962. Cutler Hall was
renamed Palmer Hall, but in

1904 when Palmer was built

as the new science building,

Cutler became Cutler once
again. Jackson House was
once the administration
building. One time student

life centered around Bemis,

McGregor, Ticknor, and
Montgomery with an enclosed

area, now a parking lot,

called "the quad."

Eventually the buildings

we now see became
established on campus.
Shove Chapel, a gift of

Trustee Eugene P. Shove was
built in 1931. Lennox House,

which was the old student

center, was a gift to the

Bemis Hall (above), 1908...

Loomis Hall (above), 1988

Photo By MARY COLLINS

Continued on p. 23
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CELEBRATION
Metaphysical Books & Supplies

Imported Clothins • Tapestries

Meditative Music

2209 W. Colorado Ave. i0:oo am to 6:00 pm
719-634-1855 EVERYDAY .
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OPINIONS/

Letters
To the Editor:

While reading Micheal

Wang and Jeffrey Strain's

contribution to the
"Opinions" section which

was entitled "The Greek
System: Let Students
Decide," we were both
amazed and outraged by a

statement which compared
fraternities to minority

support groups on campus. In

defense of the Greek System,

Wang and Strain stated,

"Initially it provides a

support system for students

who chose to strongly

identify with a group that

possesses a unique character,

much in the same way BSU
and Gay and Lesbian
Alliance provide support."

Student organizations such

as Black Student Union and
GALA provide support for

individuals who are a part of

minority groups in our culture.

They seek to invest pride
within the group's
membership because of the

societal oppression the

members of the group have
experienced. It is not
uncommon for members of

these groups to experience
devaluation of self-esteem
which is the result of

oppression. This oppression
ranges from physical and
verbal abuse to the day to

day cultural biases which
take form in discrimination

and stereotypes based on race

and ethnicity, religion,

gender, and sexual
orientation.

A minority support group
"

also bears the burden of

educating and informing the

campus community about
issues concerning the group.

The minority support groups
on campus seek to create

understanding rather than
mere tolerance. The spirit of

individualism is foremost in

minority support groups in

realizing their common cause.

The vast majority of people
in the Greek System are not

members of minority groups
and have never faced this

kind of oppression in our
culture. While it is true that

sororities and fraternities
provide a social support
system for their members, we
feel that this is vastly
different from the support
provided by groups like BSU
and GALA. Members of

THE CATALYST £RI]

groups like BSU and GALA
never "chose to strongly

identify with a group that

possesses a unique character,"

but have either been aware of

their minority standing all of

their lives or recently come to

terms with it. On the other

hand, membership in a greek

organization is very much a

choice, if not a competitive

ordeal, for those who seek

that kind of affiliation. We
are uncertain as to what
Wang and Strain meant by
"unique character" in

reference to greek
organizations. Certainly, if

greek organizations were
actually similar to minority

support groups, they would
have a long history of social

oppression which they would
be working to overcome.
What actually seems to be

the case on the CC campus for

quite a few greek
organizations is that the long

history they have is that of

being social oppressors. For
the most part, they seem to be
doing little work in

overcoming this.

The ways in which greek
organizations have
attempted to oppress
minority groups on campus in

the past has encompassed a

broad spectrum. Often it has
taken on very subtle forms,

but we offer two of the more
dramatic examples of bigotry

and homophobia which
occurred last year. While
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attending an all campus
fraternity party, an openly
gay Colorado College student

was spat upon, drenched in

beer, and forced out of the

house after fraternity
brothers made t h e

assumption that he was
dancing with another male.

In another incident,
fraternity brothers dressed as

blacks in a manner which
played off degrading
stereotypes at a party which

their house was hosting.

These are just two out of the

many incidences which
occurred at Colorado College

during the 1987-88 year.

Certainly, the attempts at

oppressing minorities on the

Colorado College campus are

not confined to greek
organizations alone. Last

year during Gay and Lesbian

Awareness Week, a lesbian

student was repeatedly
harassed as she attempted to

put up publicity posters on
campus. While outside of

Armstrong Hall, a glass
bottle shattered next to her
on the wall after someone in

the passing crowd hurled it in

her direction. These
intolerable actions are
something most members of a

sorority or fraternity have
never had to face.

It seems to us that the kind
of support a greek
organization provides for its

members is not really any
different than that of any
social group. Conversely,
minority support groups exist

to provide support in an
environment that in the past

has proven to be hostile.
Wang and Strain's
comparison between greek
organizations and minority
support groups is yet another
effort to make members of

greek organizations look
unfairly persecuted by hiding
them behind people who
actually are. We find this

attempt to dress wolves in

sheep's clothing insulting
since it pairs many people
with a system of which they
want no part. Moreover,
Wang and Strain's
comparison makes a sad
commentary on the continued
lack of understanding of the

function and purpose of

minority support groups at

Colorado College.

Karen Hixon
Paul McCarty

To the Editor:

After last week's Catalyst

articles on the Greek system
at CC, which were primarily

derogatory, a rather
prominent question arose. It is

best stated in Michael Wang
and Jeffrey Strain's article

"The Greek System: Let the

Students Decide," when they

questioned; "Should the
sorority houses suffer the

same fate as the fraternity

houses when they are non
residential and do not
exhibit the problems that

single out the fraternity

houses?" Unfortunately,
sororities have been
carelessly included in the
criticism of the Greek System
without much careful
thought or consideration.

Each sorority, depending
on its national philanthropy,

has the opportunity to work
with old people, own and run
their own camp for diabetic

or disabled girls, give aid to

the blind or help those with
speech impediments. On the
local level, sororities hold
fund raisers for their
national philanthropies and
for aiding those in the
community who need help in

various forms.

Along with these
activities, it is important to

stress what the sororities do

on the campus. Over ninety)

percent of the Student
Development Committee]
which raises a great deal

(

money for the school, [A

Greek. Sorority girls are!

senior class officers, headj

residents of dormitories,:
participants in the period-,

icals on campus, resident!

advisors, Blue Key members,
CCCA participants, and
basically function in all

aspects of campus life.

With the accusation of

"homogeneous institutions

causing anti-intellectual

behavior and making CC
hopelessly stagnant and out

of touch," one wonders
exactly what was used as the

factual information to base

this judgement upon. All four

sororities have been
nationally recognized for

their high scholarship. Each
house has a program for

seniors and upperclassmen to

aid those unsure of majors,

classes and professors in
j

making wise decisions.

Annually sororities reward

those with the highest

GPA's and those who have,
proved excellence in various

scholastic matters. Sororities

also provide opportunity for

leadership within the house,

the campus and the

community which often is not

offered by other
organizations on campus.

With 150-200 girls going

through rush each year and

over 75% pledging a house,

there is obviously an interest

in sorority life. The college

and the community benefit

from sororities and have not

had an iota of the problems

that fraternities have had.

The sororities, although
they often function with
fraternities, are not

dependent on them and need

to be separated from their

criticism. Many universities

and colleges such as Barnard

and Columbia, after having

removed Greeks, are now
reinstating them based on the

benefits they bring to college

environments. Perhaps all

concerned individuals should

realize that sororities and
fraternities are foundations

based on certain
unchangeable values and it is

the responsibility of each

sorority and fraternity

member to decide what the

purpose of the organization is

for them.

Staar Prewitt
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Letters
Dear Editors:

The following letter was

sent on September 22, 1988 to

both President Riley and

Claude Cowart, Director or

the Physical Plant. I thought

it might be interesting to

ibring the issue up with the

• campus community as a

whole, and to see if anyone

else feels the way I do. If so,

feel free to write either

president Riley or Mr.

ICowart and express your

support for Colorado
College's becoming more
aware of disabled persons in

our community. As a side note,

[the issue of Armstrong Hall

lid one that I feel is most

i likely to gain the support of

. administrators because it is

-the most practical to deal

Iwith. I brought up the new
f science building more as an

lissue of awareness than

'anything else.

I September 22, 1988

I Colorado College very

[badly needs to install access

ramps to each of our major

^academic buildings. In my
Irhrec years at CC I've barely

[noticed this problem, and I

lean only assume that few

lothcrs have. Now that it's

come to my attention I feel

.compelled to contact you in

"hopes that you can help find

F

solution to the present

ituation.

The problem is sort of a

hidden one. Colorado College

isn't teeming with
wheelchair - bound students,

so we forget that in the
community there are many,
many disabled citizens who
would appreciate feeling

welcome at CC. And, like two

years ago, it is always
possible one or more of our

students may apply to come
here - imagine her/his
amazement when she/he is

told to go around to the back

of Armstrong in order to get

inside to visit the Admissions

Office.

When I refer to access
ramps I mean the
availability of dignified
access to disabled persons and

more convenient accessibility

to buildings for faculty,

students and staff moving AV
equipment or other materials

between buildings. I haven't

attempted any concrete plans,

but here are a couple of

suggestions:

ARMSTRONG HALL: Add
a ramp over part of the west

stairs. Presently people must

go all the way around the

building to the back ramp to

get inside. If they want to use

the cargo elevator in back

they must go to the

humanities office to get a

order to visit any of the

offices located upstairs in

Armstrong. For staff
attempting to return AV
equipment; or the Worner
desk staff attempting to bring

supplies and student mail

to/from Armstrong; or

Marriot employees with a

load of food for the Board

Room (sometime you should

watch them trying to carry

their carts up the stairs); or

other visitors to any of the

administration offices
(including Admissions), a

ramp at the west doors would

alleviate many hassles and
indignities. Plus, the west

doors have simple access to

the public elevator, which

does not require a key.

THE NEW SCIENCE
BUILDING: This is, perhaps,

the most angering to me and
the most representative of a

thoughtlessness or a lack of

consciousness at Colorado

College. In order for a person

in a wheelchair, or persons

with loads on wheels, to

enter the new building they

must go through Olin Hall

and work their way into the

new building once they are on

the proper floor in Olin,

because the only elevator in

the building is located in

Olin. Why is it so difficult to

ones most inconvenienced by

traveling far distances.

A ramp should be placed at

the south (the front door).

This I know would take far

more work, and money, but

perhaps a job done poorly the

first time must be corrected

regardless of expense. It is my
opinion that we cannot call

our $12 million building
complete until all are

welcome to enter it.

Thank you for considering

my requests. Please contact

me if you have any questions.

Michelle Chalmers '89

The Editors of the Catalyst

are glad to publish this letter

in that we are in full

agreement with the issue

raised by Michelle

key. Once downstairs, they make access available in the

must figure out how to get the new building to all persons? It

key back upstairs. Granted,

persons in wheelchairs, I

assume, are checked out an

elevator key which means
they must plan ahead in

is ironic that roundabout
routes are "provided" for

disabled persons with loads

so heavy they must be on

wheels, when they are the

Today's Noodles
By CHRISTOPHER SCHULTZ

;
Is it just me, or is something wrong here? It

seems like there didn't used to be so many ads

on television - maybe four breaks during a

r
show. It worked something like this: after the

commercials from the end of the previous
. show were over, we'd see the opening credits

of the show we were trying to watch. Then cut

to a commercial break. Maybe a minute and a

half or two minutes, roughly 4-5 ads. Then
back to the program, which we would see

about ten minutes of, followed by another
break. By now, if it's a sit-com, the initial

problem has been established, and we are

eagerly waiting to see what the characters

. are going to do about it. After a few more 30-

second spots, we find out.

7-8 minutes into show, the main character is

probably in deep trouble, so this is a good time
for another few commercial messages. You also

usually need the bathroom by this point, but
are afraid the commercials will end before
you can finish up and get back to the set, so you
clench your teeth and wait it out, wondering
at the end of each commercial if there is still

time to make it to the can and back. Just when
you decide to go for it, the show comes back on,
and you're stuck. At this point, they solve all

the conflicts. Hooray. This takes about 2
' minutes, then they go for a last couple of ads
before the show ends. Your bladder feels like

I it's about to burst, but you still hold it in, so
1 you can catch the last 15 or 30 seconds of the
program, where one of the characters will say
something clever, witty, or wise before they
roll the closing credits. Whew, now you can
finally go, because there will be a good four
minutes of commercials before the next show

'starts. And that was the deal, an average of
maybe twenty 30-second spots during a half-
hour program. It's what we were brought up
on, and we like it.

so what is going on here? Advertising has

run wild all over the television. I tuned in the

Games this weekend, and felt like I was
watching The Official Sponsors of the 24th

Olympiad. Every ten or twelve commercials

they would break for a minute of two of

gymnastics, or a hundred-meter freestyle

swim (which takes something like 30

seconds), and then go back to the world of

Michelob, United Airlines, Visa, and Kodak
Film. I guess that's what happens when the

Olympics are half a world away. What with

the time difference, and everything being on

video tape, they can stop as much as they

like. But, I guess that's okay. I'd just as soon

watch Bill Cosby's son take pictures of women
at the Grand Canyon than some idiot boxer

sitting at a table with a hood over his head,

because his coaches didn't bother to make sure

they knew when he was supposed to be
punching somebody.

Actually, some commercials are pretty good.

A lot of them are better than the shows they

interrupt - or is it the other way around?

Levi's still has some okay ads, although I

don't really like this new campaign about

how you can't be a cool nine-year-old unless

you wear Levi's with the crotch torn out. 1 like

the Close-Up Toothpaste ads, too. They are

about as close to soft-porn as you'll get on TV,

and that includes most of the soap-operas.

There are probably a few other ads I like too,

but none come to mind.

I couldn't even begin to list all the bad ones.

Especially here in Colorado Springs. I often

think to myself, "I could really clean up if I

opened an ad agency here. I can come up with

tons better stuff than this schlock." Hell, my
goldfish could come up with better stuff. If I

see one more feather-haired, tight-jeaned

woman reading cue-cards about car stereos to

the camera...

But maybe it's just products that have

gotten worse. Phone Companion party lines

See SCHULTZ p.23

Chalmers. It is disappointing

to notice a contingency at CC
so blatantly left out of

simplicities such as not
worrying about how to get to

class in the morning,
especially after paying full

tuition. In our opinion it is

disgraceful the New Science

Building has so glaringly left

out accessibility to everyone

considering it was just built

and only a few months ago

was under construction. We
urge Colorado College to

hasten their consideration of

accessibility ramps. With
these ramps installed we can

proudly say that we are a

college that welcomes
everyone. Without them,
such a statement is

meaningless.

Addenda

The photo of new
students on page 7 of the
Sept. 16 issue of The
Catalyst was taken by Angle
McHaffie; the photos of the
new science building on
page 9 were taken by Abby
Jones.
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GLOBE TROTTING: H(

ACM Does Europe
By LINDA BAYNHAM

First of all, it was an
amazing experience to study

two of the most famous cities

in the world, London and
Florence. My strongest

memories of the sites of

London are of the interiors of

Jie Tube, numerous theatres,

gothic cathedrals, and
friendly smoke filled, and
lager-flowing pubs. From
Florence I best recall the

decor of St. Croce, a visit to

the Chianti Classico winery
in the rolling green Italian

hills, and walking through
the stone-walled streets of

Fiesole to buy gelato.

Studying in two countries

clarified the character of

the cites, dramatizing
London's withdrawn dignity

by comparison to Florence's

all too enthusiastic male
population. The academic

aspect was always
fascinating, especially when
studying Michelangelo's
"David" entailed a visit to

the Academia and staring at

him in awe. And very
importantly, back in real

life, all ACM credits
transfer.

Becoming familiar with

these cities was a constant

adventure - I never quite

remembered that a quarter

sized coin in England was
worth about $2.00, and even
buying a cup of coffee in

Florence could be the
occassion for a minor
traumatic crisis, until I

learned how to correctly

pronounce "una cappucino,
per favore".

That situation was one
that I encountered often on
the program, and applies to

any student dealing with a

language barrier.

Unfortunately, in order to

understand a foreign culture,

it is necessary to be able to

communicate extensively

with peers and form
friendships. One drawback

to studying on the London and

Florence program is that our

group met few locals. Total

immersion in a culture would
entail living , studying, and

developing relationships

with a variety of people.

Our group, however, was
relatively isolated and we
spent most of our time
together rather than with
Italians.

Staying in Bed and
Breakfasts in Scotland and
living with a family in

Florence supplemented my
education, but these
experiences also teased the

questing part of my mind, the

longing inside me that

wanted to dive headlong into

a foreign culture and discover

it in my flounderings. The
London/Florence program
provided a conventional tour

of Europe, one which
introduced me to traditions,

and life styles of two
fascinating cities, but was
only a safe peek with an
American friend into the
inner workings of the

countries.

Tholo By DAMJE N RAFFA

Sr. Noel Lenski discusses religion and politics in Naples.
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By KATIE LAWSON
Colorado College prides ^ >

itself in being able to offer

students the opportunity for

a well rounded liberal arts

education. As a part of this

philosophy it is not

surprising that students
should be encouraged to go

abroad with any number of

foreign studies programs
offered by CC, ACM
(Associated Colleges of the

Midwest), and other non-

affiliated universities and
programs. Studying abroad

offers a more complete

understanding of almost any

part of a liberal arts
education, a chance to use a

foreign language, and a way
of meeting people with

different backgrounds.
Although the process of

finding and applying to a

program can seem
intimidating. Prof. Kevin

O'Conner, the foreign studies

advisor, feels that generally

the college does well to

encourage students to go
abroad, and to insure that

they go with a good program.

There are three ways to go

abroad as a CC student. The

first is through the college

which has programs in

France, Mexico, and
Germany. These programs run

on the block system and offer

regular courses usually

taught by CC professors.

If you are looking for a

program in a country other

than the three that CC has

or are trying to escape the

Block plan for awhile, ACM
offers several different
programs, all of which are

represented by an on campus

advisor. These operate on a

normal course year and are

attended by students from process,

several different colleges. go abi

The third option is to go perform sit

through another college,

university or program. In this

Roller (:
By HOLLY ESPACH Co

When I decided to study abroad I knew I didn't want It

just one semester, I wanted to learn to speak Spanish

wanted to live with a family or somehow be tied ii ur

culture, and I was looking for something in Latin America

As soon as word was out of my interests I was senti

mountain of information about the ACM programs in 1

Rica.

ACM-Costa Rica seemed to fit those interests and 11

semester of independent field research sounded like

relief from structured class and long boring lectures,

transferred credits were also an extra punch of tlitj

programs. The basic classes covered Central American
|

geo-graphy, geology, cultural development and '!

Spanish instruction. Our theme for the semestt

Multinational Corporations and their place and infM

the 3rd World.

While on the program I found it would be easy

around the other ACM students and speak English. Ho

there were also many opportunities to get into the Uri 1

of Costa Rica clubs, exercise, and hobby-type classes w
could meet and get info the Costa Rican society,

responsibility of each student to break away from tin'

and take part in extra-curricular activities if that's wh<

she prefers. 1 got involved with the hiking group; sorrf

students were in folk-dancing class, orchestra, bal

orphanage work, etc.
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students' involvement in

study abroad. Colorado
College did very well with

135 out of approximately

1800 students going abroad in

the year. This is competitive

with schools like the other

CC (Connecticut College)

which has 130 of 1600

students going abroad and

better than others like Reed

(in Portland, OR) which only

has 20 students out of 1000

abroad in a year.

Study abroad is a terrific

opportunity. Senior Sandy
Tadken (Vienna, Beaver
College) saw going abroad as

a way to expand on her

education and her personal

experience. "The school
(Colorado College) i s

small... I needed to get

away... You come back
refreshed and really

appreciate CC." So whether

you choose to go through the

college or not, students are

encouraged to take
advantage of studying
abroad. Scholarships are
available through many
programs, and academic and
foreign studies advisors are

more than willing to help
find a program that suits

you. The sooner you start the

better.

We asked several students

to write about their
experiences abroad. The
following is only a cross

. section of the myriad of

programs available to

students. They do, however,

i

provide insights that may
, aid students selecting a

forcing study program.
, Planning ahead, knowing
. what you want out of a

I
program, and researching the

r range of opportunities
t available help ensure a

! fulfilling year, or semester,

: abroad.

a Rica

Leave It To Beaver
By MARGO WEISZ

Living daily on somebody else's turf gets

tiring. My energy was constantly being

drained as I tried to adapt to a culture that

was essentially foreign to my own. People

often assume that communication with the

British is not a barrier since we speak the

same language. But language exists in

numerous forms. I spent six months in England

immersed in a culture that bore more

differences than similarities to my own.

The challenge
>
of forcing myself to see

outside 'American eyes has, at this point, been

one of the largest influences in my life. The

experience of being immersed in a foreign

culture is invaluable.

I chose a program through Beaver College.

Beaver sends more students to Britain than

any other program and thus has a solid

reputation. They offer a variety of programs

both in London and out. I find standing under a

pungent armpit in the London Tube a most

nauseating and unfriendly experience. People

in big cities, especially London, aren't nearly

as willing to befriend you as people out in the

country. I went to University of East Anglia in

Norwich which is two hours east of London.

Getting to London for occasional visits was no

problem and all the taste I needed of the big

city. I lived with English students in the

dorms and was exposed to the slick tongued

English bantering on an hourly basis. Living

with other students of the country is an

absolute necessity. Whether a family with

students or dorm housing, this makes
integrating into the culture unavoidable. The

English don't have nearly the luxuries of

America and I realize the simple comforts

that I once took for granted. The most missed

comfort was soft toilet paper that doesn't

repel liquid. I am a firm believer in recycling

but I hope we never have to resort to recycling

newspaper into toilet paper like the English.

All in all I felt Beaver College to be an

extremely well organized and dependable

program. They have a one week orientation in

London, set you up in housing at your

University then leave you alone. Spring

vacation is one month long and a perfect time

to Eurail if you want to discover Europe

without swirls of tourists.

Colorado College, however, doesn't seem to

be nearly as organized or helpful. As I rushed

around filling out various forms, nobody

seemed available or knowledgeable about

what I needed to do. I constantly was worried

that there was 'one more thing I needed to do'.

If the Foreign Studies advisor could print up a

sheet with everything a parting student

needed to do and left them in all the main

offices it would be extremely helpful. I'm

hoping to graduate on time but desperately

depending on my credits transferring. Beaver

College sent my grades to CC two months ago

but I am still awaiting approval. Seniors

have enough stress without having to question

these things. I think a student should be able

to have their credits approved before they

embark on their journey. Most students know
the courses they will be taking and shouldn't

have to hope that they will be able to receive

deserved credit. I sent a letter to the college

telling them of my return and asking for

registration materials and then never
received them. I sent another letter

explaining my classes and asking if they were

creditable and received an evasive answer

explaining that I would be evaluated at my
return. I have been assured that there won't be

a problem but I think CC is lacking in

organization in this department. My
grandparents are coming out for my
graduation. I don't want to disappoint them.

Eosta Rica did a good job of finding hospitable

lor us. This "staying with a family policy" can be the

(Wonderful time. Most families had brothers or sisters

jur age who could introduce the student to friends, take

:es and explain the social system to them. My Costa

lily made the ACM experience a true cultural

for me - as well as becoming some of the best friends

rer had.

li'me, the good in the ACM-Costa Rica programs

"owed the bad. The only disappointments I had in

re a lack of communication between staff members and

icouragement by ACM to get out and be a part of the

md society. All our classes first semester, except the

mrse, were taught in Spanish, and although the

2nd semester was primarily in English I found myself

ilingually because I was working so closely with Latin

ran University students and professors. I found that the

'{field research opened numerous doors for me. It provided

opportunities for in the future as well as the chance to

ound Costa Rica and get a first hand view of the

esources and management techniques - from sea turtles

Jdiles to deer, anteaters, birds and wild cats,

away (reluctantly) from Costa Rica with proficiency

|h, a thematic minor, in Latin American studies, a

"tide that I'm trying to publish, a whole bunch of

•nds and a very close second family.

pholo By PATRICIA MCLAUGHLIN

HELSINKI, FINLAND
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Counterpoint
By MIKE TREVFTHICK

,

Racism and respect for the rights of minorities are hot

topics for conversation. Hot, because thinking people find

discrimination and lack of regard for human beings to be one of

the most vile and contemptible expressions of humankind s

dark side. Hot, because thinking people, in their rush to not be

vile and contemptible often forget to reason and instead rely on

emotion as a guide to action in matters involving minorities.

This was the case all too often in the 1960's. People on both

sides of the civil rights struggle frequently acted on anger and

fear, rather than rational consideration of what would best

provide an end to the struggle. Fortunately, as often happens,

order and peace were restored as time calmed the fires in many

But there was no solution. We only need to look to Yonkers,

New York, to see how racial tension and bigotry continue to

divide this country. So maybe its time to think about the

answers this country found for the problems of the late 60's.

Quotas and handouts were the answers then, and they are

the problem now. I do not mean to ignore the other answers; the

legislation which made clear that non-discrimination is the

law of the land. These rules have the force of the Constitution

behind them and there should be no doubting their importance

in making inequality the exception rather than the rule in this

country. 1 do mean, however, to concentrate on practical answers

which were offered to make the ideal of non-discrimination a

reality.

This nation decided that equal opportunity demanded quotas

to ensure that minorities could gain access to education,

employment, housing and a variety of other necessities of the

modem world. According to defenders of affirmative action, as

long as we keep a fixed number of blacks, Hispanics, Chinese

and other minorities in our schools, factories, banks and other

institutions we can rest assured that equality is being

preserved.

Unfortunately, this 'solution' created problems of its own and

masked the real dilemmas which made equal opportunity such

a problematic goal in the first place. The new problems are

manifest in claims of reverse - discrimination, where blacks,

Asians and other minorities are systematically preferred to

whites. The real dilemma, hidden in all the controversy, is the

question of educational competence.

That dilemma takes us to the barrios, slums and other urban

areas which are inhabited by a disproportionately large

percentage of poor minorities. That is not equal opportunity. It is,

instead, a portrait of failed policies, and it is time that we all

admit that truth. People living in these conditions are not, for

the most part, concerned about getting educated and succeeding;

they are concerned about surviving.

Enter 'solution number two'. Society implemented massive

welfare programs designed to help impoverished people

survive. And that is exactly all they do. They take the money

and can only afford to live in overcrowded, unhealthy

conditions and they take their free time to join gangs and do
See TREVITHICK p. 23
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There's one subject

we take seriously—Music!

So when they blind

you with science

or talk about

their metal shop,

come to ours.

We're the

Music major.

Take notes from us.

n albums, cassettes

and compact discs.

THE COLLEGE OF
BOCK ITBOLL

KNOWLEDGE
Compact Disc Sale!

Campus Interuptus

By DOUG LANSKY
Watch out for punks, muggers, and rapists!

They are everywhere and are COMING
AFTER YOU! During First Year Student

Week, many of us were fortunate to be

enlightened to these minor details like the

fact that we will probably be looted, raped,

and stabbed in the head at least four or five

times before we graduate. When I applied to

CC, I seem to remember the brochure saying

something like, "Colorado College is nestled

amidst lush green gently rolling hills with a

spectacular view of the famous Pike's Peak

and is only minutes from the quaint town of

Colorado springs." The brochure failed to say

anything about the slimes that pace the quad

at night with portable missiles. The brochure

also conveniently forgot to mention that we
are supposed to face their firearms with a

three cent whistle.

Five simple steps to fight off an army of

muggers with only a three cent whistle: 1. Put

hand in pocket, 2. Pull out key chain, 3. Locate

the whistle, 4. Grab it firmly, 5. Poke muggers

in the eyes.

In addition to this martial arts combat

weapon the college has provided for us, the

first year students were given a lecture on self-

defense by a professional. This guy is not a

run-of-the-mill professional, but one that is

regarded NATIONALLY as an expert. He
very modestly considers himself a cross

between Rambo and Bruce Lee and very much
reminded me of the G.I. Joe doll with the

Kung Fu grip I played with in my more viol)

years. He gave us a small taste of hand

hand defense which we practiced after
t

lecture. It basically involved stepping ou|

the attacker's way.

I thought it was particularly funny whej

student questioned the practicality of thi

techniques considering the attacker $

possession of a gun. He replied in a matter-t

fact tone, "in that case you would just have

do a double-forward-souplex-aikido roll.

don't have time to teach it to you now, but

a mere $30,000 you can join my martial ai

class and 1 will be more than happy
|

explain it to you. My studio is just four blocl

down Tejon, two blocks to the right and

j

blocks... don't get me wrong - I'm not trying

give my program an advertising campaign

anything, I just thought you might want

know."
It also occurred to me that since the mugg,

are raking in this giant sta.sh, most of th<

have probably taken this guy's class and wB™'
kick the living manure out of us if we I

T
,

'__

anything fancy. I figure the administratii

could take half of the money they are payi

this guy to lecture us and buy an army or two

patrol the quad at night.

If for some reason you doubt any of the fat

I used, you will likely be correct in doing

because I like to lie. Some people call i

cynical. I'd personally prefer it if tho;

people didn't call me anymore.
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Concerns to Gresham Riley
By MICHAEL WANG and
JEFFREY STRAIN
We are both fifth year

seniors and we realize that

one of the goals which we
still have not accomplished
while attending CC is to

meet with our illustrious

President. It is not so much
that we didn't try; between
the two of us we worked for

you for two years and were in

your office at least twice a

day during that period.
During those two years we
met the deans and are on a

first name basis with Max,
Laurel, Dave, and Victor.

The fact that you probably
have no idea who we are

doesn't bother us so much
these days; we've grown
accustomed to it. Yet we feel

that it is time for us, as well

as others, to express our
concerns.

There exists a n
overwhelming impression of

the students that you are

never around and are

extremely inaccessible. Quite

frankly, every student is not

invited to President's

luncheons and you don't hang

out at the International

Center during Homecoming.
We realize that you are a

busy person but if the

President of UCLA, a n

institution with a n

enrollment of over two
thousand students, attempts

to meet every student before

they graduate, other college

Presidents should consider

the same. Gresh, you have to

come up with a better idea.

At the beginning of the

year during RA training

Gresh challenged us to better

utilize him in our
programming. We feel this

should not be limited to RA's.

For instance, Marriot offers

students the chance to take

any faculty, staff, or

administrator to lunch free of

charge. To us this seem like a

great way to meet Gresh. Bt

heaven forbid, don't lim

yourself to Marriot. We knd

Gresh has a diverse set

interests and it is up
students to take advantage

this valuable and interest!

resource. We challenge tl

student body, includin

ourselves, to ma'

appointments around Gres

busy schedule (at x2700) at

quit idly complaining.

Gresham Riley should n

be the only member of l!

campus community to becor

more involved with studen

The inhibitions and apat

which often characterize II

Colorado College communi

need to be set aside ar

action should take the plai

of words.

Lees Liquor
502 W. Colo. Ave. 520-9907

Glad to have you back

Kegs Available

New item:

Little King 16 gal. kegs
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5% discount with ad
College students only
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Mime Goes Modern
L KRISTIN THOMSON
I When I hear the word "mime" I instantly

Lcture an androgynous figure with white face

Saint a b°w tie and a b,ack bowler performing

Laeeerated movements like "pouring a glass of

Later" or "feeling along a wall" at a local

greet fair. I always had the urge to yell

Something funny at these performers to see if

Ihev would break the vow of silence to lash

Lck at me. But the mime troupe appearing

tomorrow night at Armstrong Hall, the Seattle

Lime Theatre, has not only packed away the

Lhite paint and traded in the black clothes for

livilian gear, these artists have also

incorporated the "un-mime-ish" elements of

Ipeech, sound and music in their innovative

Eepertoire. But these are only extra ingredients

|o make the illusions even more tangible. For

Ihe performers, the most important diversion

Irom traditional mime is the kind of material

Ihey work with. "The essential difference is

Ihe choreographic ideas that we use," says

troupe member Bruce Wiley. No longer confined

to simple skits, these performers explore much

*^U
more sophisticated topics like relationships,

dining out and dreaming.

Unlike classical theater, which relies

mainly on the spoken word and less on the

actor's motion for the transmission of ideas, the

mime concentrates on the physical, visceral

quality of things, creating a scenario out of

nothing but expressive movement. And having

three members in the troupe, rather than the

traditional solo performer relating a personal
event, makes the portrayals and illusions even
more vivid. Above all, they desire to produce
something that not only presents the
"perspective of physical theater possibilities",

but a performance that is uniquely entertaining

and humorous. Since their formation in 1977

they have toured extensively in the United
States and Europe, receiving much acclaim for

their exotic style. The London Daily
Telegraph heralded their "infectious humor"
and the Seattle Post called their performance
"unabashedly entertaining".

The Seattle Mime Theatre will be performing
in Armstrong Hall tomorrow night at 8:15 pm,
as the first in the series of events sponsored by
Great Performers and Ideas. The show is free

for CC students, and tickets may be picked up at

the Worner Desk with an activities card. Don't

miss this unique event that is sure to make you
cast out those archaic visions of mime and open

your mind to the innovative world of the

physical theater.

Straight Lines from a Circle

M
5 KATIE WELCH
SThe Circle wants you to

B)W that they're not a

irateful Dead cover band,

[he band-Eben Grace
Bitar), Doug Hildebrand

Bass), Bill McKay
jyboards) and Mark Larez

Sums-Hold me this during a

leussion of their music and

6 Colorado Springs band
fine a couple of weeks ago.

^re's remaining third of

m Circle: Ben Shearn
Bitar) and Leah Glenn
Seals).

II you caught the Circle at

ffiir gig at Gaylord Hall, or

Han off-campus party last

Bekend, you might have
Eiced one thing they have
ffiommon with the Grateful

rod: both bands play to

ffiwds of sweaty, barefoot

ft tie-dye clad people. The
Hcle has been around for

fflut a year now, playing
fflstly at parties for live-

misic-deprived students. But
Be band has started to

ffinch out to some Colorado
pigs and Boulder bars, a

that usually signals

•ical success but brings

g with it problems of its

, including that of
tity.

'oug:"It's structurally a
more like a jazz band."
Bk: "We don't even play
B Grateful Dead songs."

9 Perfect Circle
race and Shearn, who
D been playing together
Da couple of years, formed

B center of the Circle

Ietime
last October. One

g that all the members
g to the band is musical
wledge - four to 12 years

Wricnce among them. They
»ed that this has become
important part of they
W they play together andM their musical sound.

Vicious Circle

The bandmembers say that

they'd like to play more
beyond the boundaries of

Nevada Avenue and Cache
La Poudre Street. But
promoting the band hasn't

been a top priority lately.

The main problem is the lack

of places in the Springs to

play.

Eben:"You play a gig on the

CC campus, or a frat, and it's

just so great, you have a great

time, the response is always
great, and then you fall on
your butt out in public. You
just don't have the numbers of

people banging their heads
out in the front row.. .We
played this place in Boulder,

and it was supposed to be a

chance to book some good
performances but that didn't

happen. We played for free,

we even played the early

slot and drew a lot of people
in." Doug:"People in bars

know nothing about music, all

they know about is mixed
drink profits."

Circle of Fortune

The Circle hopes to have a

demo tape out by Christmas.

Other than that, they have
no big plans about pursuing

commercial success.

Doug:"I don't

think we have our sights set

on being commercial, but we'd

take it if it came along."

Mark:"I don't think I'd want

to do beer commercials."

Eben:"Well, if we got paid

out the wazoo-I'd sell out."

Bill:"We'd have to wear

paper bags over our heads..."

Doug:"I don't think we'd sell

a song to a commercial, but I

could see writing music for a

commercial. I wouldn't sell

'After Midnight' to

Michelob, like Eric Clapton."

Eben:"We wouldn't mind a

few rich investors, we could

use a few rich investors right

about now, but we certainly

wouldn't want them to tell us

what to do. We've got a

band, it's getting better, and
people like us."

Concentric Circle

The band refuses to

categorize its music, or admit

that they have any sort of an

image. The Circle says that

the main draw to their music

is the energy that they put

into it.

Eben: "A lot of it's really

basic blues-bass progressions

that you just play, you don't

really have to have heard it

before, you just have to play

it." Mark: "There were only

six songs that were ever

really written anyway."
Bill: Probably because of the

way we look, people will see

us as whatever classification

their mind brings up, instead

of just listening first and then

coming up with an idea."

If you're looking for cover

tunes, you're likely to hear

the Circle play stuff from the

pre)disco era: Traffic, Dylan,

a mean version of Clapton's

"The Core," and even "Louie,

Louie." But the band say

that they've been working
more originals into their sets.

Eben: "We even do original

versions of the covers. I

haven't heard anybody
actually categorize our
originals yet. I can't. We
can't. I don't know what they

are. Jazz, funk, rock 'n roll."

Doug: "It's really this mass
of styles." Eben: "Funk rock."

Doug: "Yeah." Mark:
"People end up saying we just

sound like the Grateful

Dead." Doug: "Just because

we do a lot of improvisation,

they automatically assume
that."

Thafs rock 'n roll. Eben:'Tm
not really sure that rock and
roll is art." Mark:"Sure it

is." Eben:"In some ways but.

Mark:(pointing to the walls

of Benjamin's)"Is this
architecture?" Doug:"I think

it's a whole art form in its

own sense." Bill: "Especially

the way it gets played."
Doug:"Rock is the music of

the industrial age, so it has
that sound-it sounds like

machines. Eben:"So, if we

really wanted to be
authentic, we should be

playing heavy metal."

Doug:"Some people like to

hear us, some people come
because they're our friends,

some people come because it's

cool, and some because they

have nothing better to do."

Bill: The thing about the

Grateful Dead is, that if you

know it's a Grateful Dead
oriented crowd, you'll play a

tune that's Grateful Dead
associated, and therefore

you'll get them on your side

because of that. That's

probably why people get the

idea that we're a Grateful

Dead band, because we'll do

that." Doug: "Yeah, we'll

milk the audience with a

cover tune. It's sort of a

sneaky way to get them to

listen a little closer, to draw
them in, convince them that

we're as good as we think we
are, and then play an
original and see how they
react."

College life is a mixture

of educational and social experiences

Inherent in this college experience

is your ability to accept responsibility

for your behavior and lifestyle.

When it comes to decisions regarding alcohol,

YOU are responsible.

ITS UP TO YOU...

MAKE RESPONSIBLE DECISIONS!

[BACCHUS]
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Martha Booth Reveals Opera Scene

By STACY STANFORD
Students who aspire to" the

opera stage will get'a chance

to see what it takes to get

there if they attend the
Central City Opera
Workshop on September 27

at 7:00 p.m. in Packard. The
C.C. vocal director, Martha
Booth, can attest to the

satisfaction of vocal
performance, and is enthused
about this opportunity for

her students.

Booth sang and studied
vocal music at Radcliffe and
Harvard. Over her 30 year

career, she has had parts in

many operas, including The
Magic Flute, and has soloed

in choral groups. Although
she is a singer, the main
thrust of her talent has been
teaching voice and
conducting choirs.

In the early sixties she

had to fight the system to

become the first woman high

school choir conductor in

Colorado Springs. Presently,

she directs the Collegium
Musicum in performances of

Workshop will illuminate
these possibilities in a

question and answer session.

Students' questions may be
stimulated by a performance
of Menotti's piece The
Telephone . Three young,
already accomplished
artists, who've sung with the

Central City Opera, will

perform this brief concert.

The Opera's administrator,
Duain Wolfe, will also
participate.

Afterwards, Mr. Wolfe
will critique two C.C.
performers by Mr. Wolfe will

inspire more inquiries. The
students are to improvise an
audition and he will analyze
their stage presence and
technique. In this respect,

the workshop will b e

helpful to drama and dance
enthusiasts.

Medieval, Renaissance, and
Baroque pieces, and teaches
voice at C.C. During the
summer, she conducts the
chorus in the Colorado Opera
Festival of Colorado Springs.
Although opera in the

United States doesn't have
the sizable audience or
funding that it does in
Europe, there are
opportunities for committed
singers, especially those who
aren't expecting big bucks.
Music theatre is also a
rewarding option. The
Central City Opera

Booth has participated in

her share of critiques
through her* service as judge
for regional Metropolitan
Opera auditions. She thinks

this seminar is valuable
because it teaches audition

etiquette.

Colorado Springs didn't
treat her with class when
she wanted to conduct choir

in the public school system.
One of the high school
principals told her flat out
that he wouldn't hire a
woman to teach music.
Harrison finally did hire

her in 1962, and she's proud
to say her students began

"Young people are ready to reach

out and help if we give them the

opportunity "

- Rev Theodore Hesburgh

President Emeritus,

University ofNotre Dame

A Day In MPM
The Life

Of You
Service

e^z
OCTOBER

The Colorado College Volunteer Fair

Opportunities in

Community and Public Service

3:30 - 5:30, Thursday October 13th

Worner Campus Center

winning choral competitions.

This school is in the low-
income segment of the city,

which made her
achievements taste even
sweeter.

She may have set a

precedent in the Springs, but
what is the broader
situation? Booth confirms
that the "good ole boy"
network still .exists in the

opera and orchestral world,

but that highly qualified

women are breaking in.

The Colorado College has
enjoyed her talent in

teaching voice since 1969.
She did this while
simultaneously directing five

choirs at Harrison until her
retirement from there in
1982. Her attention then
shifted to the Collegium
Musicu m, founded b y
Michael Grace and she has
»also been involved with the

Colorado Opera Festival
since 1971.

Booth can't say which
musical form she favors. In

fact, comparing opera to the

Collegium's repertoire is like

"choosing between Josh and
John's ice cream and lobster."

In choral groups she prefers

to sing French melodies.

The opera workshop is

exciting for her- because it

will be valued by C.C.'s

diversely talented music
students. They are full of

potential, and Booth feels

this will be a catalyst for

her students to achieve their

goals.
.

Breakfast of Champiord
By LINDA BAYNHAM
As every true gourmand

knows, a weekend breakfast
should not consist of Saga or

a bowl of rice crispies.,

Never fear, eggs and bacon
lovers, Colorado Springs
offers a variety of early
morning culinary delight
from elegant brunches to

greasy kill-your-hangover
food.

The weekend brunch at the
Broadmoor is a must for the

decadent food appreciator.
Organized sittings on Sunday
at 9:45, 11:15, and 1:00
provide mounds of food and
and a "fool yourself that
you're on vacation with the
parents" atmosphere for $11.

A less extravagant but just

as tasty brunch can be found
at La Baguette (2417 W.
Colorado Ave.) for $6.95.

This includes eggs, croissant,

fruit and juice, served in a
bare, wood-floored,
Colorado-style french
atmosphere. For the gourmet
-on-the move, an .80-1.35

croissant and cafe-au-lait is

more than sufficient.

Another eating emporium
with an international flavor
in the English Connection
(124 N.Nevada), home of
the imported afternoon tea.

Needless to say the cakes are
wonderful ($l-$2.50/slice),
but first try a delicious
breakfast for $4-$5,
accompanied by a filling
yogurt milkshake ($2-$2.50).

Arriving before 10:30 on
Sunday avoids t h e
churchgoing crowd.

Probably the absolu
tastiest breakfast
Colorado Springs can

I

found at the Omelet]
Parlor (900 E. Fillmore),

delicious, unrushed meal c

$6 for an omelette, $2 f ,|
monstrous cinnamon roll.

'

atmosphere promotes gol
conversation over grel
coffee, and the food is 1

described by the profoui

word of Angela McHaffiel
"Yum".

Adam's Mountain Caj

(733 Manitou Ave.)

another culinary treasuj
located in the rolling strej

of Manitou Springs. Th|
down-to-earth
establishment ser'
organically produced eggs]
the background notes of NeJ
Age music. Banana-wain]
and special request pancakj

($4) are the specialty,

when sloshed down withl

hearty fruit shake, oj
leaves Adam's feel
wholesome and healthy.
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($6.95) in the Colora
College vicinity, head oi

for an early morning jaunt

the Olive Branch (333
Tejon). However, if standaij

fare at low prices is yoi

preference, there
numerous possibilitie
nearby. ]'s (820 N. NevadL
closed Sat.) serves up a nicaPP.
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.

meal for low prices (Stf
81

$3.50). It's small, homei0)
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and highly recommended k,
,
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Belew It Out Your Ear

ecreationinWornerBasement
'ithf STACY STANFORD
OtjV liberal arts school is a bastion of creativity, whether one

1 inpressess it through linear algebra or public sculpture.
' ftually, that could be expecting too much. Fortunately, if the

>el of improvisation has sunk in your life, the Arts and Crafts
j.bgram awaits your creative impetus. Four new classes areW offered next block—Raku (pottery firing technique), black
Id white photography, stained glass, and knitting. And there

m |illbe ample room available for upperclass students.

3 k
Sign-up and payment for second block begins on Monday,

da|
ptember 26 at Worner desk. Some of the sessions aren't
fered every block, like photography, because the professor

' d resources aren't available. And, it's best to enroll early to
kure a place, since classes quickly get filled.

.

a jj

!

Ihis semester will be loaded with Arts and Crafts

llca'PP
eninSs ' During Homecoming weekend, paper casts of the

($
,ysical plant tiles will be sold to fund the program. This

ne
Bject, in which clay and plaster casts of the riles were taken

j b

'mold the paper casts, took a year to complete. The sale will

fcur at the Arts and Crafts Open House on October 7, from 4:00

T (6:00 p.m. Craft projects will also be exhibited at this event.
Jjjfflher project to prepare for is the all-campus Arts and Crafts
Hwhich will take place on December 2nd and 3rd.
Dthcr classes will be offered during the year, including
Inning, calligraphy, and beading. When students have
bests for new courses, the program committee tries its best to
nmmodate. For those who want to get more involved in Arts
1 Crafts, you're welcome to attend meetings on the first
pay of every block. The room number will be posted in
prner.

REAKFASTcontirtued

2 blocks down and across
t street sits Bell's Better
|rger's (and breakfasts?).
jBfood may not tease and
ttalize the discriminating
lirmand's taste buds as
fch as the above mentioned
taurants, but it fills the
pach without emptying

IPOcketbook. The same is
pof King Chef (110 E.
Pla), a tiny restaurant
fsting W i th local
jsonality. The owners,
Mnd his wife, are very
ndly people who make
f
feel like Mom and Dad
J

transported to a mobile
fern Colorado Springs.

£nd one must not overlook
f«'s Pancake House
Kress), the ultimate CC
Jgover hangout. Amid
'tresses bustling through
K-set tables of familils,
lover beer in your
lma ch, a serving of
folate chip pancakes or a
u cheese omelette can put
Mr appetite out of
"•mission until Monday

By KRISTIN THOMSON
Remember when summer

vacation started when you
were a little tyke, how the
first few days were spent
sleeping in, watching
cartoons, going to the zoo,
riding your bike and doing
whatever you wanted?
Remember how, on about the
third day of unrestrained
freedom you began to whine,
"But there's nothing torfo,
mom" as you opened the
refrigerator door for the
third time in a half hour to
stare at the same leftovers.
Yeah, well if you're not
careful, the very same
situation can occur during
block break, especially if you
are planning to just hang out
and let your brain recuperate.
After sleeping in on
Thursday, having a leisurely
breakfast, maybe even a hot
shower, pretty soon you start
to think, "Now what do I

do?" Well, lucky for you
Denver and Colorado Springs
have a slew of bands and
artists swinging through in
the upcoming week,
something for everybody, so I

don't wanna hear no whining
OK? 5

Tomorrow night Adrian
Belew and the Bears will be
appearing at Boulder's Coast.
Belew was an important
member of the 80's version of
King Crimson, playing on
three albums and touring for a
few years, Following a few

personality conflicts, King
Crimson officially broke up in

1984 so Adrian, toting his
rubber necked guitar and
synthesizer, embarked on a
solo career, releasing two
albums of his own material
and acting as hired guitar
guru for many other groups.
Artists like Talking Heads,
Tom Tom Club, Laurie
Anderson, David Bowie and
Frank Zappa have employed
his truly un-guitar etyle in

years past, acheived b y
plugging into a Roland GR-
700 synth and a lot of effects

pedals. Most recently he
received a gold album for his
work on Paul Simons
Graceland. and appeared in
Laurie Anderson's film Home
of the Brave.

Tired of the life of the free
roamer, Adrian hooked up
with some old friends, who
were in a band called the
Raisins at the time, to form
the Bears. This was different
from a backup band meant to
accompany Adrian-their
formation was a result of
their shared interests in
combining a driving rock and
roll sound with their new
found passion for Oriental
modalities. Since their union
in 1985 they have released
three albums, all presenting
non-westem elements in the
solid western rock tradition.

To promote their latest
release, Adrian & Co. have
hit the road, and will be

morning. Just be careful to

take a close look at

blueberries in the syrup.

The galloping gourmand
will especially enjoy the
Knotty Pine restaurant,
located off Highway 24 in

Bend, Colorado. It's further
than most places, but you'll

forget the gas money when
you reach the mountains, and
you can always spot friends
from the night before
ordering from a large variety
of omelettes and pancakes
($3). Combined with
consume a complete meal of
ham, eggs, potatoes, and
toast for $2.95, $3.33 in-

cludes coffee. And as ideal

gourmet know, it's often
imperative to travel to the
ends of Colorado Springs in

order to eat the perfect meal.

Yvhat's on Your
Turntable?

A.J. Browdi First year student Sting's Nothing Like the Sun

Cameron Grant Sophomore Political Science David
Sanborn's Straight to the Heart

Shanon Callaway Senior L.A.S. Turtles' Greatest Hits

Jean Marc Patterson Senior History KRCC—Peter Tosh song
"No More Nuclear War"

James Malcolm Drama and Dance Director Symphony by
Ralph Von William?

Number of Americans

who drink Coca-Cola

for breakfast:

965,000

GRACE EPISCOPAL CHURCH
631 North Tejon Street

8:00 a.m. Holy Eucharist: Rite I & Sermon

9:00a.m. Holy Eucharist: Rite II & Sermon
10:10-10:50 a.m. Adult Education

Holy Scriptures: St Matthew's Gospel

The Rector

Traditions of The Church

Robert Mcjimsey

Christian Living Sisters of St. Francis

New Members Class (begins October 9)

10:00 a.m. Holy Eucharist: Rite I & Sermon

Taylor Memorial Choir

Tuesday Evening

6:00 p.m. Dinner and Bible Study for College Students

Wedensday Evening

6:00 p.m. Evensong, 1928 Book of Common Prayer

The Rt Rev. William Wolfrum Preaching

The Rev. Donald Armstrong, Rector

The Rev. Kenneth Burton, Associate Rector

The Rev. Edward Hook, Associate Rector

appearing at Boulder's' Coast
at 7:30 pm on Saturday night.
The only catch is that you
need a 21 ID to get in.

But, if you can't find one,
don't despair! For once,
Denver has a glut of acts
passing through. O n
September 27, t h e
Smithereens will be at the
Rainbow in Denver, often
remebered for their
mainstream hit "Blood and
Roses" about two years ago.
On September 29 the
immortal Pere Ubu will
perform at the
Broadwaytanother 21 club) in
Denver. After seven years,
the band is back together, just

releasing an album called
The Tenement Years that is

just as musically substantial
and unique as their older
stuff. And from what I-hear,

these dudes are hot live.

Lead singer and percussionist
Dave Thomas floats like a
zeppelin above the crowd,
spewing disjointed sentences
and blowing on snake
charmer's pipes. Sound
interesting? It should be.

If your ears have recovered,
you can groove to the southern
rockers the Greg Allman
Band the next night at the
Paramount Theater in
Denver. And the fun never
ends! On Saturday night you

can choose between the roots
radical rockers Steel Pulse at

the Paramount, or SST
recording artists FIREHOSE
and the Screaming Trees.
And if that's not enough, you
can check out Ladysmith
Black Mambazo on Sunday,
the African group that
gained notoriety on Simon's
Graceland.

Still whining? Check out
the calendar for more fun
stuff to keep your frazzled
brains on the brink o f

overload. I mean, who wants
to just sit around on block
break.

Classes Starting Soon
LSAT - Saturday, October 1

GRE - Monday, October 3

GMAT -Thursday, November 17

Don't compete with a

KAPLAN student
- Be One.
635 - 3432

619 N Cascade Ave.
Denver 303 -76 1-8904
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What's Shakin'...Sept. 23rd to Oct. 2nd
FILM

Giant- James Dean, Elizabeth Taylor and Rock Hudson star

in this epic Western about a Texas rancher, his

overpowering wife and his wily ranch hand.
Presented by the Film Series

Friday, Sept 23

Olin Hall 8 pm
$1 with CC ID

The Glass Menagerie-Paul Newman directs this

Tennessee Williams' work about an aging Southern
belle and her reclusive, handicapped daughter. Told
through the eyes of the devoted son, this film is a vivid
testament of family love, strength and dignity.

Poor Richard's

Friday, Sept 23 through Monday, Sept 26

7&9pm
$3.25

My Fair Lady- a classic

Fine Arts Center
Saturday, Sept 23

8 pm

Sleeper- Woody Allen and Diane Keaton pair up in this

comedy set 200 years in the future, when robots do
all the work, and the country is run by a disembodied
nose.

Poor Richard's
Tuesday Sept 27 through Thursday, Sept 29
7&9 pm
$3.25

THEATER:
Seattle Mime Theater- This mime troupe leaps the
boudnaries of traditional mime to produce an exotic and
entertaining event.

Armstrong Theater

Saturday, Sept 24

8:15 pm
Free w/ CC ID

Hair "Designersfor Men & 'Women

StyU cuts, Cdloiphanes,

fPerms & Color

Nexus and Tri products available for sale

Stop in or make, your appointment.

827 9j. Tejon at Cache La Toudre 632-3532

Cats-This internationally acclaimed musical by Andrew
Lloyd Webber smashed theatrical and staging boundaries,
and since its opening in 1982 it has astounded and delighted
countless audiences.

Pikes Peak Center
Sept 27 through October 2

$32.50-$40, but there is a student discount

MUSIC:
The Colorado Springs Symphony kicks off the 1988-89
season with Harold Farberman conducting one of his pieces,
"The American Cowboy", as well as Strauss and Ravel.
Pikes Peak Center
Friday, Sept 23- Sunday, Sept 25
8 pm, 2:30 matinee on Sunday
$4 with CC ID at Worner Center desk

Popular female songstress Toni Childs will be appearing at
the Rainbow Music Hall in Denver.
Friday, Sept 23

8 pm $11 at Ticketmaster outlets

Government Issue & War Zone from New York, Boulder's
Dead Silence and End of Story will thrash your
brains out at the Aztlan Theater in Denver. Get ready to
sweat.

Aztlan Theater
Friday, Sept 23

8 pm $6

Adrian Belew and the Bears- Formerly the guitarist of
King Crimson, and appearing in Laurie Anderson's Home of
the Brave. Adrian and his band will be appearing in
Boulder, rubber necked guitar and all.

Boulder's Coast
Saturday, Sept 24
7:30 pm
$14 & must be 21

The Smithereens
Rainbow Music Hall
Wednesday, Sept 27
7:30 pm $15 at Ticketmaster

Local reggae recording artist John Bayley will be
performing at the Little Bear in Evergreen. Always a
good live show.
Thursday, Sept 29

The triumphant return of the avant-garage! Pere Ubu will
make its first live appearance in almost seven years, at
The Broadway in Denver.
Thursday, Sept 29

8 pm $9.75 at Ticketmaster

Southern rocker Greg Allman and his band return to the
Paramount theater in Denver.
Friday, Sept 30
8 pm $15 at Ticketmaster

SST recording artists FIREHOSE and the Screaming
Trees will shake the rafters at the Temple Center in
Denver.
Saturday, Oct 1

8 pm $10.75 at Wax Trax

Radical roots reggae from Steel Pulse, appearing at
Denver's

Paramount Theater
Saturday, Oct 1

8 pm $15 at Ticketmaster

Ladysmith Black Mambazo, the South African group
featured on Paul Simon's Graceland. will deliver some
authentic African music at the Temple Center in Denver
Sunday, Oct 2

7:30pm

A R T.-

Colorado Invites is a national exhibition of ceramic art
showcasing potters and other internationally acclaimed
artists

Sangre de Crista Arts Center, Pueblo
Through Oct 24

Monday-Saturday 11 am-4 pm

Sushe and Tracy Felix present their wares at Poor
Richard's.

Through Oct 22

coming soon... "The Day of The Dead" exhibit at the Coburn
gallery in the Worner Center.
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s Soccer
[ Crushes UCCS
for 3rd Straight

Victory

SFORTSAo

jyJOHN ROACH
[The Colorado College

Leu's soccer team capped a

«eat week of play with an 8-

[rout over a hapless UCCS
quad at Stewart Field on

Vednesday. The week also

Lw the Tigers roll past

UVcrne University of
California and St. Thomas of

Minnesota by identical 3-1

Cores. After this week's
Iction, CC had raised its

ecord to 6-3 and is in good
teition to have a successful

bad trip to Minnesota,
jfiere they will compete
Minst St. Olaf and
foconsin-Platteville.

ffihc Tigers looked strong

gainst LaVerne and St.

Somas, but it was the UCCS
ame that showed the power
bit the team can play with,

pc competition may not

ave been quite up to snuff
being as how UCCS has yet
twin a game this season, but
Bould not detract from the

R all around effort
[splayed by the home team,

he game was over by the
me the first half ended
ttth CC holding an
[surmountable 4-0 lead over
ie visitors. Andy Dorsey
|id Chip Sagal each tallied

m scores to provide the first

alf fireworks. The half also
[aturod solid defense on the
Sgers' part led by Wiley
lard and Derek Fehmers.

The game didn't change
much in the second half with
CC scoring four more goals,
including two by Paul
Schmidt. The highlight of
the second half was the
combination of Scott Zemar
and Brian Joseph, a pair of
sophomore reserves,
producing a goal. Zemar,
starting his first collegiate
game after a stellar high
school career, received the
assist after passing to the
speedy Joseph who deposited
the ball in the net. Another
notable performance was the
play of freshman standout
John Carranza, who improves
with every outing.

What can be made of this

game? The game was not
"useless" as the Gazette
Telegraph proposed. Instead
the team was allowed to
crank up to their potential
and strut their wares. The
bench was also utilized,
giving playing time to many
who have been pulling
splinters from their
backsides for awhile. The
main benefit of the game was
unifying the team together
under the blanket of a strong
victory.

The games to take place
this weekend in Minnesota
will be a good chance to

preview the Tigers' chances
in the NCAA playoffs seeing

Eric Richardson sends two St Thomas opponents sprawling in C.C.'s 3-1 victory.

Photo By B. Davics

as how both St. Olaf and
Wisconsin-PIatteville are
good squads who both will
play in the same NCAA
regional tournament later

this fall. At this moment,
the CC men's soccer team
seems on the brink of a great
season. If the squad can come
home from the tundra of

Minnesota with two victories
then they can aim their
sights squarely on the
possibility of postseason
play.

Hgers Fricassee Sagehens
17-10 Victory Evens Record at 1-1

§[IMMYGRANTZ and
gPDY LAWTON
[The Colorado College
fgers avenged their opening
ay loss by demoralizing the
fgehens of Pomona-Pitzer
ffllege, 17-10, last Saturday
! Washburn Field. Senior
Kaptain Mike Ukropina
Wonounced You-Crow-PEE-
ah), in his heralded debut
f

tailback, executed the
Miquated single-wing
jense with deft efficiency,
kropina capped the Tigers'
1st scoring drive by eluding
nerce Sagehen blitz and
ranching a twenty yard
<*et to sophomore tight
d

< Pat "Spiderman"
Enefelt.

.Ukropina also booted a
Mty-seven yard field goal
g™ Tigers' second score.
i»he Tigers' third drive
as the "Steve Mottram
°w The freshman
M'back from Grand
™"'°n. Co. hauled the
p*m home to paydirt on a

h„r
rd carry late in th e

Z ^ner to put the

J*
away to stay. Mottram

9 me Tigers in rushing

with eighty-nine yards on
nineteen unrelenting carries.

For the second consecutive
week, the Tiger defense made
a virtual debacle of the
opposition's offense. Led by a

strong performance from the

secondary, the defense
allowed no pass completions
in the first half. Despite the

presence of All-California
flanker Dan Daley, the
Tigers yielded only sixty-

four total yards passing in

the thin Rocky Mountain air.

The Tiger front four (Dave
Greenwald, Charlie Puga,
Porky Van Zant, Braden
Horsenbrick, and Dirk
Dykes) applied tremendous,
unyielding pressure to

Sagehen ballcarriers as
linebackers Scoots Robertson,
Christian Spesia, and
Antonio Brown lay in

waiting, like hungry Tigers
on the prowl for Sagehen
meat. The stellar Tiger
defense left the beleagured
Pomonans groanin', feeling as
if they had been beached by
an totally gnarly wave
(dude).

Pomona receiver Dan
Daley was unofficially
quoted as saying, "Dude, no
way. Like, those dudes were
too rad. It was like bein' in an
epic tube that just, like, fully

caves around ya and puts ya
in the salami grinder, ya
know. No way, like, what
more can I say." Yes folks,

the Tigers are on the hunt
and no prisoners will b e
taken. The offense, with
budding star Steve Mottram
at the helm, is beginning to

show signs of genuine
productivity not seen in these

parts since the Ford
Administration. And the
defense, quite simply, is a
bunch o' raging maniacs from
the State Mental Hospital in

Pueblo. Fiery linebacker
coach Bill Jacobs (from
Pueblo, coincidentally)
summed up the game in

staring succinctly, "The film
made me vomit."

Next debacle: Saturday,
1:30, Washbum Field.

Victim: St. Paul Bible
College Saints (Mn.).

September

Tiger Scoreboard
(Home Competition in Bold)

16 Women's Soccer 3 Southern Methodist
Men's Soccer 3 LaVem (CA)
Women's Volleyball at Univ. of Denver tourn.

CC 15-6, 15-5, 15-3 over DU
Hastings College 15-10, 15-13, 15-13 over CC
Mesa College 15-8, 17-15, 15-8 over CC

Football 17 Pomona College 10
Women's Cross Country at Southern Colo. Inv. 3rd
Men's Cross Country at Southern Colo. Inv. 4 1 h
Women's Soccer 3 Barry Univ. 2 (OT)
Men's Soccer 3 St. Thomas (Minn.) 1
Men's Soccer 8 UCCS

50<f

s

FREE DELIVERY

50C off
with $5.00 purchase

Catalomis
DeliMd Subs

389-0243

Ui

UJ
DC
U. 219 E. Platte Colorado Spring* Co,

50C
off AH3AI13Q 33UJ

50C
Off

3
m
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O
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§
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50C
Off
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Women Kickers Roundup Texans
Face Defending Champs U.N.C. Today

By KRISTIN JOHNSTON
The Colorado College

Women's Soccer Team
returned victorious from
their road trip to Texas last

weekend, winning both their

matches. The Tigers had to

adjust to the September
humidity and, for their first

game, astro-turf; but, as
usual, the Tigers did not let

the home field advantage
hurt their game.
Their first match was

against Southern Methodist
University, at the football
stadium in Dallas. The
sharp passing and controlled
ball handling characteristic
of the team was enhanced on
the fast field, and the Tigers
dominated SMU from the
opening kick-off. Junior
Kerri Tashiro scored two
goals, assisted by Maryclaire
(Buffy) Robinson and Cissy
Wafford. Buffy also tallied
her own goal with another
fine assist by Cissy. The
Tigers looked confident, and
possibly settled for fewer
goals than they could have
earned; but it was a strong
win, and it set the mood for
the next game on Sunday.
For Sunday's game the

Tigers were back on grass,

and played this time at
Texas Christian University
in Fort Worth. Their
opponent was Barry
University, from Florida,
the top Division II team in
the nation. The Tigers toyed
with Barry, making their
fans on the sideline, (and
also the coaches) sweat it out
until the final whistle.
After a scoreless first half,
Barry scored on a wind-aided
free kick to put the Tigers
down 1-0. Within minutes,
however; freshman starter
Tami Carteen hit a beautiful
shot to tie the game.

It seemed that the game
was going to end in a tie, and
with overtime looming less
than a minute away, Barry
scored again amidst some
defensive confusion. All
appeared lost, until Buffy
took a pass from Charry
Korgel and hit a rocket into
the back of the net, saving
the Tigers from a sure loss.

Sure enough, not moments
after Buffy's goal, the
whistle sounded ending the
game.

CC had finally gotten
serious at this point, and
early in the first period,

Stacey Messer beat her
defender one-on-one and
scored the game winning
goal. Final score: CC 3,

Barry 2. Junior Co-captain
Robinson said it best when
she stated, "We surprised
ourselves as to how well we
can stand the pressure. We
came back to tie with 10

seconds left in the game, and
then went on to win. Not
many teams have the
capability to come from
behind like that."

Freshman Charry Korgel
echoed Buffy's remark,
stating, "If we can combine
all of our brilliant moments
together, we will b e
unbeatable." Now it is just a

question of sustaining the
discipline needed to beat the

top-ranked teams the Tigers
have left on their schedule.
This weekend the Tigers

host defending national
champion North Carolina on
Friday at 3:30, and Santa
Clara on Sunday at 2:00. The
Friday game is especially
important, as not only will it

be the first time the
Tarheels have ever
travelled this far west; but
this game is also the kick-off

'*

Goalie Janine Szpara exhibits powerful form.
Photo By Patricia McUU

event of the Women's
Athletic Day. There will be
an auction held in the El
Pomar Sports Center Lobby at
5:44, with lots of great items
to bid on, and the CC
Women's Volleyball team is

hosting top ranked Elmh!
College at 7:00. Come
and support the won
athletes of Colorado Coll

and lend a helping hand
the Domestic Violei

Prevention Center as well
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learching For Space
|peter pochna

i Portuguese explorers

(covered Taiwan in 1590,

*y named it "Ilha

Knosa" or "beautiful

Ind". They were inspired

jTaiwan's far reaching

^untain ranges, diverse

pical foliage and
tacular seascapes.

^Bay, the natural wonders

this 100 mile by 250 mile

^nd struggle to survive

ath the yellow stench of

|estrained industry and
trampling feet of 20

Jlion inhabitants,

frying to find a quality

feerness experience in this

Ks is like trying to find a

a cesspool. The
Iblem is compounded when

realize that you dove
i the cesspool out of your

i volition. You wonder if

i want to be alone in the

derness with such a

son. But then, you do not

Tlly have to worry about
1 because the combination

he phrases "being alone"

"being in Taiwan" does
I conform to conventional

P
c

I began my quest for the

by travelling t o
than, a town located in

1 middle of the island.

Iryone I talked to called

Alishan Taiwan's most
'picturesque mountain
village. When I arrived, I

found out that everyone said
it was so beautiful because
everyone went there every
weekend. While the
mountains were pleasant,
they were tainted by that
"tourist zone" feeling that

makes the scenery seem as
though it is in a huge
display case.

The sensation of being in

the "tourist zone" really hit

me when I discovered a

strange phenomenon common
to many Taiwan mountain
villages. At 3:30 in the
morning all the hostel and
hotel managers wake up
their guests so everyone can
hike up the mountain and
view the sunrise. I opted to

sleep in. Being herded up a
mountain in a dark chill to

watch the sunrise amidst
noodle stands and hundreds
of camera-clicking tourists is

not my idea of fun. To the

Taiwanese, however, who
have never known anything
other than dense population,
such an experience is called a

"mountain shower". For
them, watching a mountain
sunrise, even with so many
people around, cleanses the
mind from the swirling dust

M
The author reverts to primitive instincts to escape from civilization's chaos

Photo By Alex Ballard

of the cities.

Spoiled by America's
immense open spaces, I could
not understand how the
Taiwanese can so easily
ignore crowds. I must admit I

felt an ugly American kind of
smug justification when I

found out that heavy clouds
had blocked out the sunrise.

My search was continually
frustrated by the ravages of
overpopulation until I went
to Taroko Gorge, an immense
gouge in the earth, hundreds
of feet deep, carved by the
powerful Taroko river. Along
one side of the gorge a road
has been cut through the
rocky cliffs. Supposedly over
400 workers died while the
Japanese (who then occupied

Taiwan) constructed this

engineering phenomenon in
the late 1930's, but now
thousands of people a day
can enjoy the view.

I drove away from the
deepest part of the gorge and
went to where it levels out
and flows into the Pacific. I

left the car and walked back
along the river. There were
still many people around,
including a group of young
soldiers playing war games. I

kept hiking until I found a
thin ravine branching off
from the river. I began to
smell the rose.

The ravine cut deep into
the tropical forest and after
hiking for an hour over
immense boulders that

bordered a thin, clear
stream, I left behind all the
pop cans and random plastic

refuse of civilization and I

found myself alone.

I dipped naked in the cool
water and layout to dry on a

smooth, warm rock. I thought
about how lucky we are in
America. Even in places like
L.A. and New York we can
drive for a few hours and
find a place to sit alone and
contemplate nature. Such a
luxury is rare in our
increasingly overpopulated
world. I thought that such a
luxury must help maintain
individuality. I thought
about how important it is

that we appreciate and
preserve this luxury.

'...
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The Crush Corner

Broncos Fall on Mystery Sunday
By MARK TORGOVE
Before I begin to discuss

what a strange day
September 18th was I would
like to address a comment I

received from a fellow
student regarding my last

article. "The student, whom I

will call Miss J, felt that I

had made a sexist remark in

the opening of my last

article. Looking back at the

remark I realize that she is

correct and I apologize to

anyone who might have been
offended. I did not mean it in

a chauvinistic sense but that

was how she perceived it. It

was merely a sentence in an
introduction to a sports

column. Even though a

detailed study would
probably prove that on any
given fall Sunday most
American men do gather to

watch the righteous sport of

football while most
American women do gossip

trivially about their
favorite soap operas, such a

study would be a waste of

time.

Now that I have pulled
my tail out from between my
legs I can begin to look at

what a strange day it was in

the world of sports last

Sunday, September 18th.

This was a day in which an
American boxing contestant
missed his bus to get to his

match and was subsequently
disqualified. This was a day
in which more often than not

the better teams in the NFL
lost games to teams that
usually battle for the cellar

and the league's #1 draft
choice. The San Francisco
49'ers lost at home to the

Atlanta Falcons, the Seattle

Seahawks lost in San Diego
(the Chargers finally scored
a touchdown after 52
offensive possessions with
only field goals), the
Minnesota Vikings (who are
good) whipped the Chicago
Bears in Chicago, and the
New York Jets destroyed the
Houston Oilers in a game full

of penalties. An old hockey
joke Was fitting for this

game, "I went to see a boxing
match and a Jets-Oilers game
broke out." Last of the

Flowersfor any

occasion!

& lurntr
Check Weekly Specials

IO%Student Discount

For Local Orders

Corsages

& Boutonnieres

For Formal Dances

Plants and Flower Ar-

rangements For Your

Dorm
FTD Deliveries For Folks &

Friends Back Home

508 N.Tejon 632-3194

surprises was the Denver
Broncos losing an uninspired

game to the Kansas City

Chiefs.

September 18th has had
ill effects on people before.

Jimi Hendrix choked to

death on his own vomit 18

years ago on this date. Six

Broncos fans almost suffered

the same fate while
watching their team sputter

and lurch all day on the

astroturf of Arrowhead
stadium. They watched as

journeyman Quarterback
Steve (cheese-boy) DeBerg
picked apart their defense
when he had to in order to

beat his former team 20-13.

DeBerg has been on so

many NFL teams that I'm

sure he was the target citizen

for the frequent flier

discounts offered by the major
airlines. His career has been
one of replacement. He is a

good quarterback who
always seems to attract an
even better one. Steve
DeBerg, the quarterback
magnet, that has a nice ring

to it. Look at his career;

Drafted by San Francisco,
replaced by superstar Joe
Montana. Traded to Denver,
replaced by all-pro John
Elway. Traded to Tampa
Bay, almost replaced b y
supersubstitute Steve Young
and finally dislodged by
Vinnie (the ninny)
Testaverde. Now that he has
been traded to Kansas City
they will probably receive
the next great rookie
quarterback.

So as Broncos fans sit back
and get ready to face the

hated Los Angeles Raiders
next week they must look to

their team for some better

play than they have had
this year. In the post game
interviews after the Chiefs
game locker-room cliches
were in abundance. Sayings
such as "Backs against the
wall," "A must win," "Can't

afford any more divisional

losses" were all heard in the

locker-room. John Elway
began to blame the inclimate

weather but caught himself

and simply said that he did

not throw the ball well. The
coaches blamed the replay
officials who were unusually

bad this week—not only in

the Broncos game but in other

games as well. But t h e

officials don't play the

game. The officials are not

responsible for the Bronco
defense's inability to stop

the Chiefs' offense in the

third quarter which kept the

Broncos' offense off the field

for all but five plays. The
Broncos are responsible for

this loss. They played
poorly, stupidly, and would
have probably lost the game
without the non-calls from
the officials.

In order to be successful

against the Raiders next
Monday night the Broncos
have to come up with a

creative game plan which
has been lacking this year.

The defense must get a better

rush on the quarterback, the

special teams must get better,

and they have to stay away
from injuries that have been
hurting them this year. I do
think that they will fix

these problems and beat the

Raiders 31-24 in an exciting

and tremendously important
game.

Womens' Volleyball lost 2 of 3 matches at the University!

Denver tournament to even their record at 3-3. Here they

practice for today's confrontation with 1987 NCAA Div. 3$

runner-up Elmhurst College.
Photo By Woody S\e\

Harriers Strong In
So. Co. Invitational
COURTESY of DAVE
MOROSS
The CC women finished individually with a personal

third and the men fourth at record 20:51. The Lady Tigers
the University of Southern also had four other team
Colorado Invitational i n members finish in the top 20
Pueblo last Saturday, as the result of performances
Sophomore Meg Stiff (Idaho by sophomores Karen
Springs, CO), led the women Endacott (Lincoln, NE), Liz

for the third week in a row, Arnold (Grand Junction, CO)
finishing eights and Karin Boes (Fort Collins,

CO), as well as by junior
Alison Scott (Santa Monica,
CA). The top runner for the

Tigers in the men's
competition was sophomore
Erik Schroeder (Cheshire,
CT), who wound up 16th with

a time of 28:45. Three
teammates also finished in

the top 20 as sophomore Paul
Koch (Pueblo, CO) was 17th

with a time 28:46, freshman
pat Judge (Helena, MT) was
19th and senior Craig
Heacock (Grand Junction, CO)
was 20th.

Eric Schroeder was C.C.'s top

male finisher with a time of

28:45 Sports Guide Photo

Upcoming Events
(Home Competition in Bold)

September
23 Women's Soccer vs. North Carolina, 3:30 pm

Women's Volleyball vs. Elmhurst College, 7 pm
24 Football vs. St. paul Bible College, 1:30 pm

Men's Soccer at St. Olaf (Minn.), TBA
Men's Cross Country at Air Force Invitational, 11 am
Women's Cross Country at Concordia (Neb.) Inv., 2 pd
Women's Volleyball vs. Northern Colorado, 3 pm

25 Women's Soccer vs. Santa Clara University, 2 pm
Men's Soccer vs. Wisconsin-Platteville,

at Minneapolis, MN, TBA
29 Men's Soccer vs. Cornell College, at Grinnell, Iowa,4
30 Wmen's Soccer vs. Metro State, 4:30 pm

Men's Soccer vs. Wartburg Coll., at Waverly, IA, 4 pi
30 Women's Volleyball at Menlo College (CA) TournamF

(vs. Menlo, LaVerne, Pomona-Pitzer, CSU-San
Bernardino, CSU-Stanislas)

October
1 Women's Volleyball at Menlo College (CA) Tournan^"

(vs. Menlo, LaVerne, Pomona-Pitzer, CSU-San Bhnu
Bernardino, CSU-Stanislas)

ow
Football vs. Bethel College, 1:30 pm
Men's Soccer vs. Ripon Col. (WD, at Grinnell (IA), llf

2 Women's Soccer vs. Northern Colorado, 2 pm
Men's Soccer at Grinnell (Iowa), 11 am
Women's Cross Country PPRR Fall XC Series #1,10 afl

at North Monument Valley Park (Colo.Springs)
6 Women's Soccer vs. University of Denver, 3:30 pm
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SCHULTZ continued

^^ty and Sunday afternoons

ire' full of these damn things.

,^nd just when they should be

/ junning a good old-fashioned,

Unmercially-interrupted,

|dited-for-TV movie or

Biething.

I suppose someday we'll

jjSt tune
in for hour after hour

\l
commercials, with no TV

etween them at all. Oops,

,rgot about the Home
hoppers Network. I guess

's already too late.

all telephone "services" for

hat matter), all those weird

mit snacks, water beds, and

h god, chiropractors. Hell,

lat Parrish guy even has his

wn talk show, and it's on one

hanncl or another just about

fery damn time I turn the set

U. Sometimes it's even on two
* Hnnels at once. Hey, would
|.|i|H go to a chiropractor that

I^Bced like him? Weighing

r 'BO pounds has got to be bad

:;. :Mfhe spine.

Blorst of all by far though,

Kims of advertising taking

ffir televising, have got to

m^Whose commercials for

^H-growth sauces, get-rich-

^
:;
ftk real estate schemes,

tid self-hypnosis tapes that

IHIBquerade as TV talk

,
Hws. Jesus, who are they

' ^W^S t0 fool? Are we
le
^ tpposed to become so

volved in the witty

;tcver
:

alogue and pertinent,

tnetrating questions the

^iost" asks that we don't
^alize it's an ad? And the

jmn things are half an hour
Some of them are an
Where do you think

Parrish idiot got the
for his show? Late night

and Sunday afternoons
,ull of these damn things.

Mjust when they should be
ing a good old-fashioned,

Bnercially-interrupted,

edited-for-TV movie or
something.

I suppose someday we'll
just tune in for hour after hour
of commercials, with no TV
between them at all. Oops,
forgot about the Home
Shoppers Network. I guess
it's already too late.

TREVITHICK continued
drugs.

So the answers of two
decades ago are directly

responsible for failing to

solve the problems of two
decades ago and for creating

new, equally severe problems.
It is time to take a less

superficial approach.
What conservatives have

been proposing for years is a

system based on incentive and
free enterprise. The proposal
has gradually gained support
from liberal members of
Congress and is being tested to

a limited degree in several

states. The proposal is for a
program of Urban Enterprise

Zones.

The logic behind this

proposal is simple. People in

poor urban areas need to work
and need better educational

systems to compete.
Businesses need employees
and they need them to be
well educated. Thus, bring
unlikely partners, bug
business and the proletariat,

together and the whole
country benefits.

The urban poor benefit
because they get jobs and
because the new businesses
increase property tax
revenues which provide
funding for schools. The
businesses benefit because
they get employees who, to

an overwhelming degree,
want to work and because
they get people who are
better trained and educated
as a result of improvements in

Velcome back CC. Students

!

• * EARS AHEA D
I L_n

Z. HAIR DESIGN
We're inviting you to experience

a new and unique approach to

the fine art of hair design. ..from

contemporary to high fashion...

pm

TANNING

FREE CONSULTATIONS

PLUS
2 FREE TANNING SESSIONS.

how CC ID to receive a 15% discount off all

professional services

rendered.
118 North Tejon

Suite 301
Colorado Springs. CO 80903

635-5552

Above Old Chicago

school systems which are

only possible with better

funding.

Now, all of this takes

time. We don't take gang
leaders and make them
middle level executives
overnight. And this program
is not without a price; the
government usually needs to
offer generous tax breaks to

get businesses into urban
areas. But this program is a
vital necessity. It is vital

because it provides a

thoughtful, rational solution
to a variety of problems
created by irrational actions.

That seems to me to be the
best part of all.

Prewitt continued
college in 1936. Slocum Hall,
named after President
William Frederick Slocum,
the first new building o n
campus in twenty-three
years, opened in 1954. Loomis
Hall, named after Dean of
Women, Ruth Loomis, was
completed in 1956. Olin Hal!
of Science and Tuft Library
opened in 1962, and in 1963
Schlessman Pool and Honnen
Ice Rink were completed.
Eventually, Mathias
"Residence Center" opened in

1966 and was dubbed "the
Superdorm" by the men
living in it.

Now as I walk across
campus, I envision the
gradual changes that the
Colorado College has gone
through in the past 115
years. Imagining students
coming to school in a horse-
drawn carriage steered by
the president is fascinating,

as well as the dances with
chaperones, where girls were
disciplined for dancing too
much. It would be
revolutionary to read "Water
has been introduced to Cutler

Hall" in the student
periodical and to watch the

Student Army Training Corps
battalion parading on
Washburn Field during

World war II. The college
has made vast changes in

appearance and attitude.

However, our generation is

not the last to attend CC, and
perhaps one day a Catalyst
writer will be as awed as I

am, as he or she glimpses
through a book about the
second century and how the

college appears today.

SANTOS continued
classes and a morning prayer

group. Upcoming events

include a mountain retreat

during the first block break

with other Colorado IVCF
groups at the Beartrap
Ranch, and events such as

the symposium to be held

once a block. The discussion

for the next block will be on
cults. These events are open
to all students.

IVCF groups originated in

Great Britain, then spread to

Canada. The first American
branch started in 1940,

according to Hitchcock. The
Colorado College group has

been operating since before

1957.
According to Tormohlen,

"We want people to know
that Jesus Christ has
something to say about
today.

"

CONTTNTTFn /.

BEFORE/AFTER continued

Palmer when it was a museum (above).
Museum dismantled in 1977

Hayes House (Language & Literature)

(above) razed for a parking lot...

Packard Hall (above) built on Hayes House site, 1972: cost-S3.5 million

•• WANTED **
USED SPORTS EQUIPMENT

AT

THE PLACE TO SAVE $

&MAKE $

ON: USED & NEW
> SKI EQUIPMENT
• HOCKEY
> SOFTBALL
> CAMPING
i WEIGHTS
i BICYCLES

' ALL EQUIPMENT IN GOOD
CONDITION!

OPEN DAILY
104

SUNDAY
12-5

12 E. KIOWA
635-5550

"SPORTS EQUIPMENT THAT'S
USED • BUT NOT USED UP"-
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COFFEEHOUSE. Listen to

your fellow students' talents

and take a break, 7:30 pm
Sunday the 18th in Loomis
Upper Lounge.

SHOVE CHAPEL
SCHEDULE: September 25,

10:30 am, Protestant Service,

Shove Chapel; September 25,

9:00 am. Mass, Shove
Chapel.

SORORITY RUSH. Rush
registration is October 3-8.

Women can sign up at either

Bemis or Worner Center
during lunch and dinner.

There is an informational
meeting for all women
interested in rushing on
October 3, 1988. If there are

any questions please contact

Jennifer Rankin at ext. 2207 or

Kendall Kavanaugh at ext.

2294.

ENACT TO CLEAN UP SO.
CHEYENNE CANYON.
Persons interested in joining a

blue-ribbon vigilante force to

combat park littering are

welcome to breakfast at

Bell's followed by trash
removal from South
Cheyenne Canyon. Meet in

Armstrong parking lot on
Saturday, September 24 at 8
am. For info, contact Eric,

x2218.

THE FIRST LEVIATHAN
deadline is Oct. 6. Please

submit artwork, poetry,
fiction, and photography to

Leviathan mailbox upstairs

at Worner.

LEVIATHAN ART-WORK
CONTEST. $50.00. Your
work will be featured on
Leviathan cover. Deadline is

Oct. 6. Contact Nick Bischoff

or Justin Locke for details.

STUDENTS AND FACULTY
There will be a folk concert

featuring the musical talents

of both CC students and
professors. October 5, the first

Wednesday of Block 2. Some
performers include the

Tennessee Mountain Band,
Mike Merman, Kimberly is October 14th. If you live in

Hufford, Kimberly Murly, the Denver County and
Professor Dan Tynan and his haven't registered to vote

wife Nancy Tynan and vet' g° to the Hya« Regency

Professor Devon Pena. Denver downtown between

NEW SCIENCE BUILDING ™"?**%. Th^d^
SYMPOSIUM

°Ct0ber 6
!
h

'
A" re8fran te

™ .„ , ,. receive a free piece of apple
lhere will be a discussion - - -

AWESOME ATHLETIC
ACTION AND AUCTION
The Women's Athletic

Program, KRYN Radio
Station and the Women's
Yellowpages are sponsoring

this auction to take place
between the women's soccer

game and the women's
volleyball game at 5:44pm.

Items available at this

auction range from lamps to

food all of which comes from

50 businesses in the Springs.

The money made will be

donated to the Domestic
Violence Prevention Center

and the Women's Health

Service Clinic. The auction

will be in the El Pomar Sports

Center lobby.

ACM COSTA RICA
PROGRAMS. ACM has two
programs in Costa Rica -

Latin American Culture and
Society in the fall; Tropical

Field Research in a variety

of disciplines in the spring.

Fall semester meets a
thematic minor requirement;

spring semester gives
intensive experience in doing
research. Prerequisite one or

two years of Spanish
(depending).

Deadline for applications for

spring 1989 is November 1.

Same deadline for early

decision for fall of 1989.

See Barbara Winternitz,
Olin Hall 408, ext. 2604, or

Paul Kutsche, New Science

Building 304, ext. 2359, for

brochures and other
information.

Alonso Benavides, field

director in Costa Rica, will

be on campus in October.

Watch this space for further

announcements!

MAKE IT COUNT! Voter
Participation Meeting, Mon.,

9/26 at 12:30 in Rm. 212,
Worner Center. Come all and
get ready to vote. Questions?
Call Jen at 633-3304.

VOTER DEADLINE
Voter registration deadline

pie and Governor Roy Romer
will be there to start the
thing at 10am.

ALSO ABOUT VOTING
Steve Dewire, Hyatt's

general manager, said, "In

the last presidential
election, more than ten
million people did not vote
because they were traveling

on Election Day." A toll free

number has been set up to

,-,
,

, inform you about voting by

of AIDS, superconductivity,

and supernovas at an October
7 symposium from 9am till

noon in Packard Hall. The
event honors the dedication
of the new science building.

Dr. Albert Balows, a

microbiologist from the
Center for Disease Control in

Atlanta will discuss "AIDS:
The Past, Present and
Future".

is 1-800-526-VOTE. The
absentee voting campaign is

part of a nationwide program
sponsored by the Vote
America Foundation in

8 Washington, D.C.

SEN. TIM WIRTH ID-
Colo.) announces the

»..
:
^..,„„.. ,,„„, the availability ol fall

University of Texas at Aushn mtemships m his Co]orado

7aL; \f,
b°U

,'.
SuPernova and Washington offices for

87A: Watching a Star high school and college
students who want an inside

Laboratories at Murray Hill,

New Jersey, will speak on
"Superconductivity: Higher
Temperatures, Interesting
Science, E x c i t i n

j

Possibilities".

Dr. Craig Wheeler, a n

astrophysicist from

Explode".

look at government.
Contact Mary Meilinger at

719-634-5523, or write to:

Senator Tim Wirth, 830 N.

NATIONAL LEADERSHIP
AWARD NOMINATIONS
ANNOUNCED. The
National Leadership
Awards Council is pleased to

announce that it will be
accepting nominations for the

National Leadership
Award.
Eligibility for this award is

based on demonstrated
leadership ability and is

limited to Senior year status

students only.

Students that have held
leadership positions while
attending an accredited
undergraduate institution are

encouraged to apply for the

award. Only the top 1% of

the students attending each
school will receive the

award. In addition to

receiving an award
certificate, recipients of the

award will be included in our
scholarship competition
which will award two
scholarships to those two
students who have
demonstrated the highest
achievements in leadership.

Please contact your student
government office for further

details. The deadline for

application is drawing near.

LUCE SCHOLARSHIP:
Each year The Luce
Scholarship Program sends
fifteen Americans o f

outstanding promise to East

and Southeast Asia to

undertake professional
apprenticeships under the

guidance of leading Asians.

Anyone wishing to consider
this program, please see Jane
Cauvel in A.H. 138 for

application forms and
additional information.
Deadline for application is

November 1, 1988.

THE WASHINGTON POST
SUMMER 1989 NEWS
POSITIONS. For current
college juniors, seniors and
enrolled graduate students
interested in newspaper
journalism careers.

TO: Perform regular
reporting assignments,
replacing vacationing
staffers. Work for national,

state, local, sports, style,

foreign, and business desks
covering general and feature

assignments.

Photographic and copy
editing positions are also
available.

REQUIRED: Interest in

journalism, writing ability,

previous experience on
college and/or commercial
newspaper preferred, typing
skills.

WISH TO BE
CONSIDERED? Hurry!
Send a request for an
application along with a

self-addressed envelope.
Completed application
deadline: Nov. 15, 1988.

WRITE TO: Summer News
Program, News Department,
The Washington Post, 1150
15th Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20071.

An equal opportunity/
affirmative action employer.

PHYLLIS JANE ROSE,
formally artistic director of

"At the Foot of the
Mountain," one of the leading

feminist theater companies in

the United States, will be
speaking on Wednesday,
October 5th, at 8 pm in the

WES room in Worner center.

Rose will be discussing
"Crystal Quilts," a

performance event conceived

in~ conjunction with Suzanne
Lacy. The piece performed in

Minneapolis on Mother's
Day, centered around "the

theme of empowerment and
involved 500 older women
from m u 1 1 i - c u 1 1 u ra 1

backgrounds.

RUTH HOLLEY BRANCH
BOOKSALE - The Friends of

the Ruth Holley Branch
hold a used booksale on the

first Saturday of each month
from 10:00 am-2:00 pm at the

Holley Branch, 923 N.
Murray Blvd. The next sale

will be on Saturday, October
1.

ONGOING BOOKSALES -

Ongoing used booksales are

held during library hours at

the East Library and
Information Center Friends'

Bookstore, the Old Colorado
City Branch, Broadmarket
Square Branch, Monument
Hill Branch, Palmer Lake
Branch, and the Fountain
Branch.

FRIENDS OF THE
LIBRARY PROGRAMS IN
OCTOBER.
ANNUAL FALL
BOOKSALE - The Friends of

the Pikes Peak Library
District will hold their 20th
annual Fall Booksale in the

garage of Penrose Public
Library from October 20-22.

The sale on Thursday,
October 20 will be held from
1:00-5:00 pm and is for
Friends only. Memberships
will be available at the
door. Hours for the general
public on October 21 and 22
will be from 10:00 am-5:00
pm.

MECHA, Movimiento
Estudiantil Chicano de
Aztlan, would like to invite

you to our first reunion of this

year on Wednesday,
September 21, at 6:00 pm in

the SCC House. We have
extended invitations to

students and faculty so that

we can meet new students, see
old friends, talk with faculty

members and learn more
about our organization at an

informed get-together.

We will have informatic

past activities of ME
ideas about what we
accomplish this year,

c,

punch, donuts and
company. Please come;
SCC House is the red
building located be
Loomis, in between
sorority houses. If you
any questions, call Man
633-1617.

25TH ANNUAL AS
TOURS sponsored by
Mile High Club in 4-w
drive vehicles in the Cri

Creek Area. Tours Sept

25 & Oct. 1-2, 9 am to M?
Free. For more info, call f
Wahrer, 689-2519.

FARMERS' MAR
Acacia Park, 7 am
Mondays & Th
through Sept. 29.

I &BEAR CREEK NATB
(

CENTER: 245 Bear OH,
Rd., El Paso County
Dept. sponsors displ

hiking trails, interp:

programs, 8 am - 5,

weekdays, noon - 4

weekends & holidays.

520-6387.

IARbT
1-1:30M
flursdjlO

"PREMED DAY"
University of ColoJ
Medical School begins al|

am on Saturday, Septei

24, 1988.

All interested preme^,
students are invited!?!

attend, but it should
special interest to jun

senior premeds. The pro;

will include discussio:

admission com
members, a panel of mi

students, talks by mi

school faculty and a toi

the medical school

Cars will be leaving

Hall at 7:00 am on Sat

morning. Those interesl

joining us for this day si

pome by the He!

Professions Office in

Hall and sign
Thursday, September 22.

A PIZZA PARTY is pi

for premedical studenl

the Air Force Hi

Professions recruiters all

pm, Wednesday, Octol

1988, Gaylord Hall (R:

Worner Center. Sign u[

desk in the Fishbowl al|

Hall, or call Judy Gi

x2429, by Monday, Octo!

1988.

'hyli

atr

:ros]

J's Motor Hotel

and Restaurant

Off Campus at 820 N. Nevada

Special Student rate including utilities

& sattelite TV

633-5513

"Cycles Peugel

The French ManufacI
of the World's finej

bicycles since 1£
to

Sseni

19 E Kiowa • Downtowfl

Phone: 634-4733

RICK WAGER—
"CC Class of '64 Proprlei



gDS Panel Exposes Alarming Statistics
Sexually Transmitted Disease cases at Boettcher Daily

IKE DAHLIE Judith Reynolds, M.D. , the To try to create a campus
|e film, "Sit Down, Calm CC physician answered wide awareness of the

was presented on questions about AIDS. During problems of AIDS and STDs
ber 5. The film gave a discussion, the reality of the and to end some of the
iral explanation of the film's statement, "AIDS ignorance about these

virus, its effects and affects everyone" became problems there will be two
tods of prevention. The evident. events presented to CC

4 Bjssion afterward focused In response to a question students. The first event is in
days.Bhe virus, other sexually concerning the immediacy of Packard Hall at 9am on

nsmitted diseases (STDs) the AIDS problem for CC Friday October 7 when a

Y „ Jd their effects on campus, students, Judith Reynolds guest speaker will lecture one film discusses the responded, "AIDS cases have AIDS. On the following
ionceptions about AIDS, been found on campus. We Tuesday at 8pm there will be
iphasizes that the virus also have lots of other serious the Safe-Sex Non-Trivia

lot be contracted through STDs at CC that people have Pursuit Contest (free condoms
al contact. It also not protected themselves will be available for all).

oves many myths such against". She then portrayed It is also Free Condom
tching the disease from the shocking statistic Month at Boettcher

toes or from swimming "between five and ten people infirmary, intended to
.blic pools. a day arc seen at Boettcher promote safe sex.

film's main point in infirmary with some type of ADDITIONAL
[cting misconceptions is STD". It is not only AIDS COMMENTS ON AIDS AT

is not a homosexual students should be protecting CC...
;. AIDS is a disease themselves from, warned Dr. Judith Reynolds, CCs
affects everyone, Reynolds. physician, says, "colleges are

ding heterosexuals. The Unfortunately there was at high risk [for AIDS]
continues with a only a small turn out for the because we are a collection of

ssion about prevention presentation. To account for people from high risk areas".
lods; to avoid AIDS wear the poor attendance. It seems easy to assume we
ndom or abstain from Professor Loeffler indicated are living in a haven
.1 intercourse. that CC students are not protected from AIDS since we

Iter the film, the panel, aware of what a large threat are a small community of
gisting of Bruce Loeffler, a AIDS and other STDs are to "educated" people but this
geology professor and tnem . See DAHLIE p. 4
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Vice-President, George Bush addressed both supporters and
protestors on Wednesday at a rally in downtown Denver.
See TREVITHICK p.4 photo by J. Garrigan

jWoman Artist Discusses Progressive Performance Eventis pi;

udenl]

Ht[PRISCTLLAFETnT
ors

Phyllis Jane Rose, theater
Dctotj

(Rm

Octal

jge

tor, critic, essayist,

n up|
turer

' teacher, theorist,

wl alBf
ucer

' fund raiser,

y Citi
n*nistrat01' and community
"jizer, presented 'Crystal

B: Feminist Political

Stre - A Multi-media
jospective on a Multi-
jpral Event' Wednesday,

- E>er 5 in the WES Room.
Jose's appearance was
psored by The Women
idies Program. Special

-J *actB efforts were made by
fine|>fessor Joanne Klein to

1 88^g Rose to CC, particularly

f to the course Klein is

fcsently teaching entitled
minist Performance'.
Panne Klein introduced

:YCiEpe. She outlined Rose's
ttcation (BA in Philosophy

from the University of

Denver, MA in English from

the University of Wyoming
and PhD in theater from the

University of Denver) as well

as her work experience.

Klein mentioned Rose's

position as Managing
Director (1980-1984) and
Artistic and Executive
Director (1984-1987) of At the

Foot of the Mountain (a

multi-cultural, multi-
generational, multi-racial

professional women's
theater). Klein called At the

Foot of the Mountain, "the

best known and most durable

of feminist theaters".

The presentation consisted

of a lecture, slide show and
video about Whisper
Minnesota's older women's
'performance art' piece, "The

Crystal Quilt: Women's
Voices and Visions',

conceived and directed by

Suzanne Lacy. Much of the

excitement shown last night

about this May 10, 1987
performance was generated

by Rose's personally creative

and anecdotal presentation.

Rose explained and
described the two year
planning process for this

event, the compilation of the

event and her personal
involvement.

Rose's role in the

performance can be officially

described as that of an
affiliate of the Minnesota
Advisers as well as the

Associate Director of the

Crystal Quilt performance.

Rose read a description of

the performance from the

program which she thought

appropriately described this

event; "...an event that is the

culmination of more than two

years of artistic planning and

community organizing by a

coalition of artists, public

policy specialists, and
concerned citizens who
believe that the private

strengths of Minnesota's older

women deserve public

celebration".

The performance involved

about 500 women over the age

of 60. It took place on
Mother's Day at the IDS

Tower in the Crystal Court

Atrium in downtown
Minneapolis.

Rose explained the site

choice by pointing out that

older women walked through

the IDS Tower every day and
were most likely ignored (one

of this performance's major
effects was in showing the

public that older women are

nearly invisible in our
younger oriented, male
oriented society).

Rose and Lacy thought to

present an event involving

older women in such a place

would show the contrast

between this ignored section

of society and the commercial

and business wurld
represented by the IDS
Tower.

All of the participants

wore black to blend in with a

quilt of black, yellow and
red. A black carpet outlined

by red covered the entire

See PETTTT, p. 4
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AIDS in Packard

AIDS, superconductivity,
and supernovas - will be
discussed by researchers
today from 9 until noon in
Packard Hall.

Dr. Albert Balows, a

microbiologist from the

Center for Disease Control in

Atlanta, and one of CC's
homecoming alumni
awardees, will discuss
"AIDS: The Past, Present and
Future."

A physical chemist from
bell Laboratories at Murray
Hill, New Jersey, Dr. Lynn
Schneemeyer, will speak on
"Superconductivity: Higher
Temperatures, Interesting

Science, Exciting
Possibilities."

Rounding out the morning
will be Dr. Craig Wheeler,
an astrophysicist from the

University of Texas at Austin

who will talk about
"Supernova 1987A: Watching
a Star Explode."

MoscowMeets ThePeak
The Russian House and the

Political Union will sponsor
a session this Friday with
Thorn Shanker, 78, who has
recently returned from two
years as the Chicago Tribune
corespondent in Moscow.
Shanker will be here for

homecoming. He is now the

Tribune's Pentagon
correspondent, he will talk

about his experiences in

Moscow. The talk will be at

3:00pm at the Russian House
(just north of Wood House).

Shanker will also be
attending the Alumni Career
Panel in the Loomis Hall
Main Lounge from l-2:30pm,

Friday, October 7.

GradsUp For Grabs

As part of Homecoming
festivities, the Career Center
is sponsoring an alumni career

panel.

The alumni will talk about
the benefits of their
undergraduate training as
well as the life choices
they've made since leaving
Colorado College. The
discussion will be followed
by an informal conversation
time at which guests can
mingle with community
members and answer
individual questions. The
discussion will take place
today from 1:00-2:30 in the
Loomis Hall Main Lounge.

Dedication Ceremonies

On Saturday, October 8,

the New Science Hall will

be dedicated, 10:15am: The
five-floor, $9.1 million
building accommodates the

chemistry, physics, biology
and anthropology
departments, as well as the
computing center offices and
some geology and math
projects. The 73,000 square-
foot structure houses
classrooms, labs, seminar
rooms, offices, a science
library and instrument rooms,
with a telescope, observation
decks, and four greenhouses.

AlumnsHonored
Outstanding alumni will be

honored in ceremonies in the
Gates Common Room in

Palmer Hall, October 8th at

11am. Two Benezet Awards
will be given this year. The
award, Louis T. Benezet,
president of Colorado
College from 1955-1963,
recognizes outstanding
achievement in one's chosen
field, excellence through
unusual success or
contribution, innovation or
research that has advanced
a profession and/or a cause,

and actions that improve the

quality of life and exemplify
liberal arts education.

Marjorie Ferguson Lambert,
class of '20, and resident of

Santa Fe, New Mexico will

be one of the Benezet
recipients. Lambert is an
anthropologist, Curator
Emritus and Honorary Fellow
of the Museum of New

Mexico. She received an from the Colorado Coll,
honorary award from the community, will sign J
Society for American books in the bookstore a
Archaeology for outstanding Authors' Reception
contribution in the field of Saturday, October
American prehistory. 12:30pm. Among the

Dr. Albert Balows, class of who plan to attend
'42, and resident of Atlanta, Lillian de la Torre, ,.

Georgia will be the Benezet known writer of histoi
awardee. Balows is an mysteries and a former
internationally known faculty member; Bob M{
microbiologist who has had and Chris Lehman,
countless articles published former CC students who
and has been a member of produced games such as v
numerous national can basketball, flying ri

committees. In 1980, he was Art Professor James Tri
named Microbiologist of the
Year by Lab World.

The Worner Award will be
given to Susan Arnold
Mitchell of Golden,
Colorado. A 1957 graduate of Hi8ri School (with mi...

Colorado College, Mitchell brain damage) will also

is the Associate Director of presented.

Admissions at Colorado
School of Mines.
Also presented, will be the

Womer Award which honors
outstanding loyalty, service
and generosity to Colorado
College, evidenced by
continuing concern and
support for students and the
quality of teaching, as well
as the general well-being and
future of the college.

Moving WriteAlong

Faculty and alumni
authors, as well as others

D

and German Professor Hi
Richardson will be .ami]
the faculty represented,
firstyear, Doug Lan
author of "How to Survil

Touchdown in Sighlf

Saturday's events will!

only focus on acadel
excellence but athl|
excellence as well.

Homecoming football
i

will take place on WashtJ
Field at 1:30pm.
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DO SCIENCE
WITH DR. SCIENCE
Meet Dr. Science in the atrium of our new Science Building.

Thursday, October 14, 1988 5:00 p.m.
Open to the CC community

Get his autograph and buy a ticket

for Saturday's lecture.
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THE DR. SCIENCE
LECTURE
Saturday, October 15, 1988

8:00 p.m. Armstrong Hall

$8 general public $5 students and KRCC members
Tickets available at KRCC and Worner Center
MasterCard and Visa welcome

HE'LL ANSWER ALL YOUR
QUESTIONS ABOUT SCIENCE (AND
ANYTHING ELSE), BECAUSE HE
KNOWS MORE THAN YOU DO!
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X Election

Supporters

Waster
iDebate

HEGERLE
It is the

time of year
of political

debates.

Bush vs.

Dukakis.
Bentsen vs.

Quayle.

he Colorado College,

fcnts for Bush vs.

fnts for Dukakis. On
.ay, October 3, in

rd Hall, Mark Glaze

ike Shaver teamed up

e Republicans against

Keller and Gayle

ert, representing the

bcrats.

ffle debate, sponsored by
Hftical Union and
Risics, brought out
grtant campaign issues on

sides. One member of

team dealt with the

stic policy of the
sented candidate and
[other member with

policy. Professor

Coste presented each

^akcr with four prepared

uri
BStions. Topics included the

T dgel, health insurance and
[;cign tr.ide.

inl
As is perhaps common in

Weal debates, there was
i\e mud slinging on the part

"-both teams. However, all

Speakers seemed willing

address the questions that

A been put to them. Each
jm questioned the ideas
Hrecords of the other
[ididate and outlined the

licies and promises of their

rn candidate.

How do the candidates
ll about some of the issues

pressed?

i^ice President Bush
Education - According to

ke Shaver, Bush wants to

pand on Reagan's
Bcafions policies.

Huclear Weapons
icording to mark Glaze,
sh believes in making
apons more effective as
II as building them up.

_h wants to be able to keep
^SSR at the bargaining

bvernor Public
Bme - According to Gayle
pert, Dukakis is against
gal punishment. He also
ports legislation that
pes a minimum of 7 days
Sbefore taking possession
ipurchased handgun,
lefense - According to
ger Keller, Dukakis

like to continue to
f toward an arms
glment with the Soviet

W- He believes in
gopment and testing of
Eons systems as opposed
Wilding up weapons that
'be obsolete.

pse are only a few of the
& covered in the debate,
fere was no obvious
Br- In any case, the
gKeof the debate was not
Pounce a "winner" but tom some of the
nates' views on the
fin this election.

NEWS/,

Marriot Isn't Saga Anymore
By PETER PADILLA
As one of the comment

cards in Rastall Dining Hall
points out "Marriot isn't just

SAGA anymore." Over the
last few semesters, the
campus dining service has
undergone some noticeable
administrative changes.
Approximately two years

ago, Marriot and SAGA were
separate companies. The
merge made Marriot the
dominant name, although
the employee and
management structure
remained the same.
A number of changes have

taken place involving the
expansion of options in the

dining halls. Most of these
changes came about as a

result of student requests,

through the Directo
Dinners, according to Food
Service Director Larry
Stahlberg.
The principal changes in

Rastall Dining Hall include
breakfast meat every day, as
opposed to the 3^ days per
week in the past; a Mexican
food bar; hamburgers and hot
dogs at lunch Monday
through Friday; "Omelettes
to Order" at every breakfast
and at lunch Saturday; the
deli bar available at more
meals than before, featuring
premium meats and cheeses
and turkey as a regular lunch
meat; chicken and seafood
are available more often now
than in the past; and turkey
is served every day, in
compliance with the request

... of students at the Director's

Board of Trustees Member
On the Road To Recovery

graph, Hybl was lucky to
have survived the
hemorrhage and recovered
without serious side effects.

Dr. Glenn Kindt, chief of
neurosurgery at University
Hospital in Denver said 45 to

55 percent of all spontaneous
hemorrhages result in death,
either directly due to the
hemorrhage itself, or because
of related complications.
From the age of 30, Kindt
said, the risk of spontaneous
brain hemorrhage increases

steadily to its peak between
the ages of 50 and 60. Hybl,
46, had an arteriogram on
Monday, the results of which
will determine the date of

his return to Colorado
Springs, possibly as early as
this week.

By COURTNEY CUTTER
William Hybl, Vice-chair

of the Colorado College
Board of Trustees, has
returned to the United States
after suffering a brain
hemorrhage in Seoul, South
Korea in mid-September
while attending the Summer
Olympic Games. He was
listed in fair condition last

week at the University of
California Medical Center
where he was undergoing
tests. According to the
Gazette Telegraph, Thayer
Tutt Jr., executive vice
president of the El Pomar
Foundation under Hybl said,

"as far as [Bill] can tell, he
has had no mental or
physical side effects."

According to the statistics

reported in the Gazette Tele-
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Dinners.

Perhaps the most popular
change is the serving ol
whole fruit. Stahlberg, in
reference to the policy of

for the break. Take-Out
orders are also provided for
residence hall and class field

trips, as well as for the
Freshfolk Outdoor

serving whole fruit, stated Orientation Trips,

that the program would Benjamin's, the haven for

remain in effect as long as those trying to escape
students did not abuse the cafeteria food for a few
privilege by taking the fruit meals each week, is more
out of the dining halls for readily available to students
snacks later. The contract tnis year because they can
that students have with choose between two Flex

Marriot for their meal plans, Plans, which offer "Munch
he explained, allows Money" for use at the

students to eat as much as restaurant. New this year is

they want at each meal, me 15 Flex Nan, which is

provided that it stays in the added to last year's 11 Flex

dinir.g hall. Plan- According to Stahlberg,

Nutrition, Stahlberg approximately eighty
observed, is a facet of food percent of CC's students are

service in which "we have
been doing many things right

in the past." For example,
Marriot uses olive oil
wherever possible and
provides low-fat, low-
cholesterol alternatives for
students who arc looking for

nutritional options in their

diets. A few changes in

on one of Ihc two Flex Plans.

Benjamin's has also
undergone some changes this

semester. There is now a

pasta bar, as well a s

breakfast, grill, and

premium Mexican specials.

Gourmet hamburgers are
offered in the afternoon and
evening, and a variety of

nutrition thus far include the gourmet' coffees is available
addition of non-fat yogurt to a t anv nrne
the options at Benjamin's and Marriot Is not only the
Oat-Bran in Rastall Dining campus food service, but it is
Hall. Soon, Stahlberg said, a iso the employer of nearly
they plan to be providing 250 CC students. This year a
low-fat desserts, such as ice new student handbook was
milk, at the recommendation compiled, based on the
of the health center. changes deemed necessary by
Food Service is not limited the Food Service Committee

strictly to the dining halls and several of last year's
and Benjamin's. They also employees. Marriot also
provide the Fraternity meals established contact with the
out of Bemts, and they have new and returning employees
a sack lu.ich bar at breakfast, over the summer, making
for those students who rhcm aware of their job
"either forgot to order a descriptions and scheduled
lunch or know they won't hours before they even
make it in for lunch," arrived on campus, in
according to Stahlberg. addition to answering their
Marriot also provides Block questions.
Break Out Orders for groups
of ten or more leaving campus

Hair 'Designersfor Men & 'Women

Style cuts, Cellophanes,

Terms & Color

Nexus and Tri products available for sale

Stop in or maks your appointment.

82 7 9(. Tejon at Cache La loudre 6325532

<&
CELEBRATION

Metaphysical Books & Supplies

Imported Clothing • Tapestries

Meditative Music

2209 W. Colorado Ave.

. 719-634-1855
10:00 AM to 6:00 PM
EVERY DAY .
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D.C. Conference Encourages Student Voter Participation
By JEN NEIBAUER

"The

eligible young voters in the
United States are
registered and fewer still

actually vote on Election
Day. This was the theme of
The National Student
Conference on Voter
Participation held in
Washington DC over first

block break.

The non-partisan
conference, sponsored by
campus Public Interest
Research Groups (PIRGs), the
United States Student
Association (USSA) and the
National Student Campaign
for Voter Registration
(NSCVR), focused on the
importance of student
registra tion and
participation in the election.

Roughly 1,100 students
from across the nation,
including student
representatives of PIRGs
from 27 states, were invited
to attend the three days of
workshops, lectures and
debates.

Approximately 38
speakers, including national
political leaders, Jesse
Jackson and Ralph Nader,
came to the conference to
speak on the importance of
student voter participation,

student voice was offered as

another reason why student
participation is crucial.

College students as a group
are less likely to vote than
most other segments of the

population. Consequently,!
political candidates are less

likely to consider the needs
and opinions of students than
they are those of other
segments of the population.

Finally, representatives
from both political parties

spoke at the conference.

PETnT continued
floor of the Crystal Court
Atrium while over 100

strategically placed card
tables covered in yellow or

red created the pattern on the

quilt.

Most of the tables became
occupied as groups of four

older women walked onto the

floor group by group to sit at

an assigned table with their

arms and hands bared and
without jewelry. Cues were
taken from a prerecorded
tape designed by Susan Stone
consisting of these women's
voices, songs, and stories as

well as sounds.

The first cue was Loon calls.

At these cues the women at

the tables would create
choreographed hand and arm

patterns on the tables. One
gesture would be held for 8-10

minutes while the women
talked about questions
previously posed. During
their discussions, the
audience heard the
prerecorded tape.

After 8-10 minutes another
sound such as church bells, a

thunder clap or a cuckoo clock
would initiate the change
into another gesture, thus
presenting a living and
changing pattern on the quilt

as the gestures changed.
The video presented by

Rose on Tuesday night was
recorded from Minnesota's
public television station's

live coverage of the event.

Interview with Rose on p. 9

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF STATE
UNITED STATES INFORMATION AGENCY

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
OFFER

A FOREIGN SERVICE CAREER
Representing the United States abroad as a

Foreign Service Officer

The Initial Step:

The Annual Foreign Service

Written Examination
December 3, 1988

Deadline for receipt of application:

October 14, 1988
You may obtain an application by calling (703) 875-7108
(24 hour line) or by writing:

U.S. Department of State

Recruitment Division (CN)
P.O. Box 9317 Rosslyn Station

Arlington, VA 22209

or at you Career Planning and Placement Office

Eligibility Requirements:
To be eligible to take the Foreign Service Written Ex-

amination, applicants must be:

• At least 20 years old on the date of the examination

• Citizens of the United States

• Available for WORLDWIDE ASSIGNMENT, including

Washington, D.C.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Donald Paul Hodel,
Secretary of the Interior,
spoke on behalf of the Bush-
Quayle ticket.
Representative Edward J.

Markey (D-MA) spoke on
behalf of the Dukakis-
Bentsen ticket. Other
Jackson spoke on

"Mobilizing Students for the
'88 Election," while Nader
lectured on "student
Involvement in the Political

Process." Nader questioned
how many students were
actually an active part of the

democratic process which the

i
United States propagates.
He stated that "the majority

of students go to class,

vegetate, regurgitate, take

an exam and go to the next
class."

All the speakers stressed

that, contrary to popular

belief, an individual vote can
make a difference in the
outcome of elections. It was
noted that in 1960, John F.

Kennedy won the
Presidential election by less

than one vote per precinct.

Even though this is just one
example, the speakers
emphasized that time and
again election results prove
that each vote makes a

difference.

The necessity of building

the collective American
political leaders came to

debate on crucial issues such
as AIDS, arms control,
Central America, and South
Africa.

With Election Day
approaching in a few short

weeks, and because as Ralph
Nader said, "the students are

the makers, shakers, and
breakers of the 21st century,"

voter participation is as
important as plans for the

next blockbreak. The El Paso
'County Clerk will register

Colorado residents on October
13th at the Worner Center
from 1 1 :30 AM to 1 :00 pm.

Registration restricts

exist, however. 1) Yon
be a permanent Co](

resident with a Coli

license. 2) You must r<

the county of Coli

Springs. Those who re:

other counties must rei

their home countv 3)

who are not Coli
residents must apply,
absentee ballot from
home state. The abs

ballot takes four m
and the deadli,
November 7th so
today.

The deadline
registration in the

sli

Colorado is October 14|

what you need to do toi

that you are register]

vote and make a differ

November 8th. As
concluded, "The v

which the future will

is if students become ii

in the present."

COW
JDA

Bush Campaigns in Denver
By MIKE TREVmnCK

Vice-

President

George Bush
visited

Denver on
Wednesday,
October 5.

During his visit, Bush
emphasized some familiar

themes and aimed some
strong words at his opponent.

The candidate emphasized
the importance of finishing

the work begun during the

Reagan administration. He
spoke about the economic
recovery, the taxes and the

deficit. he further
emphasized the point with

quotations like "read my
lips—no new taxes!"

Bush also renewed his call

for a line item veto to control

government spending, and the

need for continued support of

the Reagan administration's

policy of peace through
strength.

The Vice-President also

used the occasion to attack

Michael Dukakis on
education, noting that the

Dukakis plan for increasing

student loans would tax

student income every year
after graduation. Bush
referred to an article in The
New York Times estimating

that this plan could cost

students as much as 104
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Security Beat
Bike Thefts

mountain bike, Slocum- unlocked
mountain bike, Loomis-chain cut

Property Thpfrs

wallet, room unlocked
ring, room unlocked

Vehicle Damage
broken window, Nevada by Arthur

thousand dollars for

on an eight-thousand

loan

Before Bush arrived]

crowd was entertaim

country singer C|

Campbell and the muj

local high school bands.

Colorado Republican

took advantage of some

time and introduced

the party's candidates]

statewide office.

DAHLIE, continui

false. There is a large
of students at CC who'
from metropolitan arcasHequa
this fact cannot be ignore; First

Reynolds also mentii
that Boettcher prol

students by carel|

adhering to their pol:

confidentiality.

It may come as a sm
that there are AIDS ca:

CC. We tend to assume /]

isn't there in this ty]

community rather
assuming, correctly, thai

just as it is on all campu:
America.
Be aware of safe

practices. Don't be naive
pretend AIDS isn't a prol
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Live & Sleep with the comfort
coordinating Futon Furniture.

Colorado Springs Original Specialty Futon Shop

(Weston Hwy. 24, left on 31st)

Open Wed- Sun
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Are You A Feminist?
B)OMPII.ED BY

BAYNHAM

Poppy Staub
Sr - Geology
I'm a feminist, but I'm not
an angry feminist. Hell - I

love men. But I don't see
how any female can not be a
feminist. Of course it bugs
me when men are obnoxious,
but I don't think all men are
like that.

Mark Glaze
FY - Political Ecomony
No. I think the feminist
movement hurts equality in
some ways. I think that by
naming certain books
acceptable, and some words
not acceptable, you're
creating a bad image for
equality. They're caught
up in semantics. It's like

banning Mark Twain. Our
part is a sexist past, and
people shouldn't steer
away from these things
that have been written
that are sexist. You can
change the fact that we
live in a sexist society, but
you can't change it.

"feminist Collective

Announces Objectives
R SHANNON MCGEE support, 7) sponsoring

'"The Feminist Collective is monthly roundtable
i Wgroup of women and men discussions with feminist
[concerned about t h e faculty (female and male)

edgstematic oppression of that will encourage
men existing in our culture student/ faculty relations, 8)

confines not only creating a feminist fact sheet
ales but also males, for CC, 9) establishing an

rving as a forum for easily obtainable, accessible
ucational and critical sexual harassment policy for
cussion, the Feminist CC, and 10) increasing
llective also holds a set of attendance of national

Hijcctives which focus on feminist seminars by CC
K;!positive changes which could students.

made on campus. Feminism The Feminist Collective is

iot designed to turn women pen to everyone! Meetings
;o men or vice versa, but are held every Thursday at
her to free the individual 6:30 pm at Womer Center in
ending gender-based Room216.
quality.
;irst block, the Collective
cussed global feminism as
11 as having CC graduate
nifer Sturbois from the

Women's Crisis Prevention
jCenter talk about domestic

plence. The Feminist
Collective also has a
monthly roundtable
scussion with a faculty
mber and September saw
ofessor Mona Fayad of the
iglish Department talk

about Arabic Feminist
riters. The discussions and
tivities held are decided
the group as a whole.

rtainly feminist theory is
ried and represents a
^ersity of thought.
minism is not an absolute

doctrine, but rather open to a
myriad of definitions and
:thus debate.
The objectives of the
Feminist Collective include
U changing sanctioned
campus publications to the
jse of gender inclusive
language, 2) working closely
Blh the Women's Concerns
Committee, 3) encouraging
first year and sophomore
enrollment in women studies
courses, 4) uniting with other
8T°U PS to increase the
population of people of color> *e CC campus, 5) hiring
more women in all
nepartments at CC, 6) adding
!" Affirmative Action

,

""'cer on campus as well as
""citing administrative

Meg O'Brien
Sr - Anthropology/Pre-Med
Yeah. I guess 1 didn't used
to be a feminist because I

used to think that feminists

were man-haters. And
then I realized that men
and women should have
equal opportunities if they
can do a job as well. A
woman shouldn't be
firefighter if she can't lift

a hose.

So - Political Economy
No. I think a lot of times it

becomes too militant and
too aggressive. I also don't

see the'need for competition
because I think there are
things women do better

than men and things men do
better than women.

Nick Bischoff
Sr - Art Studio
Am I a feminist? No. I'm
not a feminist. I respect the
rights of women—equal
rights, equal pay-but it's

the connotation of the word
"feminist" that irks me. It

seems to define a person too
much. A humanist or a
personist would be a better
word.
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Phyllis Rose Encourages Passion, Diversity in Theater
"^FRlt

By PRISCILLA PETTTT
Phyllis Jane Rose brought

vivacity and immense talent to

CC Wednesday and Thursday.

She shared a few of her many
experiences as a feminist in

theater. The main purposes for

her visit to CC were to guest-

teach Joanne Klein's 'Feminist

Performance' class and to

lecture about the Crystal Quilt

Project (see News article this

issue).

Her first teaching job after she

received her MA in English

Literature was at a small

Presbyterian private church

college in Spokane, Washington.

She taught several English

classes, one of which was a first

year students' English class. On
the reading list was The Book of

lob-

Phyllis said most of the

students came from "churchy

families" so they knew The Book

of Tob better than she did. "As a

teaching tool, rather than study

the book, 1 had the class read

and stage Macleish's 'J.B.' as a

way of diverting the fact that I

was more ignorant than they

about [this book].

Her students, excited by the

informal staging and learning

process, became interested in

doing more, yet there was no

theater department.

Phyllis had an idea. "I had, in

my youth, been a waitress in a

coffee house called The Green

Spider on 17th Avenue. They

had performed Edward Albee's

'Zoo Story' just after it had been

performed in New York. I saw

that show literally at least fifty

times. It was a two character

play. I asked two young men who

.

were the better of the

performers if they wanted to

stage this show. I knew nothing

about staging so all I did was
recreate what I remembered of

the performance".

Phyllis goes on to brilliantly

describe the actions in 'Zoo
Story'. Generally, the point of

the description would become
obscenity. Phyllis calls the

play, "quick, volatile and

violent".

The play was to be performed

at this church college's all-school

assembly. The Dean had asked

Phyllis to remove the play's

obscenities. "Unthinkingly, I

agreed". Eventually, "we couldn't

figure out what to cut without

changing the meaning," so she

went ahead with the show, as is.

"As the curtain went up, I went

out and made a dramatic curtain

speech about censorship and
first amendment rights,

education and college and this is

the place to become an
enlightened human being and
we went on with the play without

any cuts".

"People were demonstrating

outside of my office opposing
this play. The Dean was visited

by a young woman who was
engaged and came to him to

report, in tears, that her wedding
night was hereafter ruined
forever by having been so

corrupted by the line about the

pink erection".

The enormous controversy
this play created on campus was
"thrilling" for Phyllis; "to have
created something and created

this kind of passion..."

Phyllis continued with theater

since she enjoyed her first

_
experiences so much. She taught

the following year at the

University of Maine, took some
theater classes and started a

small company to do
experimental theater. "[I] really

became convinced that the most
exciting thing in the world was
the world of the theater - it

became my goal to create the

theater that would continue to

stimulate passions the way that

first production had stimulated

the passions on that campus".

Spurred by passionate

response and interests in
"t]

of aesthetics, theory of stag
(

history of theater, its histrjh

religion, its history in myt;

history as a political force
a

know it in Greece and
before that, and its function

a

cultural tool", Phyllis return
(

school.
fes:

,e pla

:he

After many, many
experiences (worthy of at

book), Phyllis concludes
t (

that, "my passion...has bee

find scripts that are
|

entertaining and shocking 3 |

same time. It's exciting,

that's what theater's functio

when it's good theater".

Phyllis' theories about

theater certainly corresp

with her lifestyle. She is a
c ^/^

amazingly accomplished wo; ^
- a true feminist in every

sense of the word. Her
portray the promise of a brill

treasure chest of stories

experiences. And in all asp fcg

of her life there is always ai ien |

waiting to reflect

characteristic passion.

y
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Women Discuss Sexism in the Workplace
By RACHEL
BERRINGTON
This past week, the UCCS

Women's Information Center
held its first two seminars in

the Eleventh Annual Pikes
Peak Area Women's Festival.

The seminar topics this year
include Non-Traditional
Careers for Women, Women
and Aging, and Women and
Health Issues.

The speakers for the first

lecture, Non-Traditional
Careers for Women, were Ann
Lindstrom, a KRDO - TV
anchorperson, Maxine
Davenport, a private
practice attorney, and Joyce
Michael, a family
practitioner. While these
careers seem to sound
"traditional," statistics show
that there is still a
surprisingly low number of
women in these fields.

Ms. Davenport cited some
depressing statistics about
women and careers in law.
When she was atending law
school, ten years ago, 35% of

all law students were women.
Today, the figure has
increased to 41.5%. Yet,

lawyers are women.
Davenport had some ideas

about this discrepancy in

numbers.

"Many of my female
classmates were not able to

cope with the incredible

amount of stress or the high

competition in law school,"

she said. "Others could not

deal with the male
professors constantly putting

you down because you were a

woman." She remembered
one of her professors telling

the class, "I can't get a good
maid now because all the

women are in law school."

The standard case books
that they studied in law
school were completely male-
centered. "I can't remember
reading one case about
battered wives or post-
partum depression."

Davenport was a
homemaker for twenty-five
years before she decided she
wanted to be a lawyer.
"When I divorced my
husband, I was looking for

something to do. My
daughter was in law school
and she would come home for

today, only 20% of American "'" ~" ™""u ""*": ' ""'? ""
_ _f^_ ' vacations and complain about

s (Past
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how hard it was. I thought it

sounded great!" She was 48

years old when she enrolled.

If you got into law school

(where men decided if you
would get in), passed your

classes (where male
professors "graded" you), and
passed the bar examination
(written and determined by
men), you would have to find

a job. "There is still female
exclusionism in law firms all

across the nation," Davenport
said. If you do happen to get
in with a law firm, there is

no camaraderie with your co-

workers. Drinking with the

"boys" after work is often
forbidden. Davenport knows
some female lawyers who
still eat lunch with their
secretaries and other female
workers in the firm, instead

of the other lawyers.
The average starting wage

for a male in a law firm is

$30,000 - for a woman,
$25,0000. In a law
partnership, the average
wage for male attorneys is

$75,000 - for female
attorneys, $51,000. In a

private practice, males earn
an average of $32,000,
females - $17,000.

Despite the discourage-
ments, Davenport still enjoys
her job immensely. She said

she gets an equal amount of
male and female clients,

although males sometimes
come to her "because they
feel that I can be easily

dominated and they can take
control in their own cases.

Well, they soon find out how
wrong they are!"

Joyce Michael is a Colorado
Springs family doctor. She
ran into similar problems in

medical school. During her
internship and residency, she
noticed that men seemed to

get the better jobs because
they were always more
aggressive. "I had a lot of

frustrating problems with
nurses at the hospital where
I was an intern," she said.

"Sometimes they just
wouldn't listen to me or take
my orders because I was a
woman."
Michael owns her own

private practice and finds it

very difficult to manage a

business and have a family.
"My husband does about 75%
of all the household chores,

but I still miss my two little

girls," Michael said.

She believes that some men
still won't go to female
doctors, yet others only see
women because they believe

that women are better
listeners. She said that she

sees the most sexism

medical associati
yT^

conferences. "The sexist jo l0 i j

are just horrible and no

pays attention to you."

Ann Lindstrom is a TV ra j£n
anchor. She got a degres ,]]cc

radio journalism and inten

at local stations. "Journal

is a very competitive
and the fact is, there

more openings for men
for women," she said,

usual set-up on the local n

is one woman sitting bctu SAI

two male anchors. "I nea ren

see a woman reading he \

news," Lindstrom said,
"'

A

that I can relate better

her
"Mary Alice Williams

CNN and Christine Craft

the only women i

directors I know," she

Most news directors

producers are men and
decide what goes on the

and what doesn't
fashion consultants for

news are also usually

"A man tells me what

wear, how to style my
and how to look," Lindst

said.

Lindstrom said that

biggest problem facing wot

journalists is aging. "Woe

are not allowed to age

etui
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TV," she said, "Dan Rat
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. _ is the energetic, young mar
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fayad Explores World Cultures, Literature
STEPHANIE CHING

RACHEL
tBINGTON
ona Fayad is a visiting

fessor this year, taking

,e place of Adrienne Seward

he English department,

has taught at UCLA,
versity of Illinois at

mpaigne, and University

Washington at Seattle.

iyad finds the block plan

r exhausting, intense, and

icult. "I see a lot of

ntial in the campus, yet

opportunity for cultural

lange isn't as good as it

lid be," she said, "CC's

y homogenous and
ated from the
munity." She thinks

e should be more variety

he backgrounds of the

lents, lending to a more
all learning environment,

onder if it doesn't become
terile after a while," she

aid.

Though Mona Fayad was
iorn in the busy city of

joridon, England, she
Wended primary and the

nning of secondary school

yria, later finishing high

>ol in England at age 15 (

graduated college at 19

got her Ph.D. at 26). She
rned to Syria and
lied at the University of

lascus before completing
" :gree in England.

Professor Fayad earned her
Ph.D. in Comparative
Literature at the University
of Illinois. She is fluent in

Arabic, English, and French.
Coming from a line of
professors - her father,

mother, and grandfather -

Mona Fayad has always
wanted to become a professor

and follow the family
tradition.

Photo By Patricia McLaughlin

She is half Swiss and half

Syrian and has always been
very adaptable to different

cultures. She has lived in

Kuwait, Egypt, and
Switzerland and because of

her "Arab nomadic spirit"

loves to travel. "I've had the
chance to live in almost
opposite cultures and I've,

generally, been able to

understand how they operate
within their respective
systems," Fayad said. She is

quick to pick up on ideas
around her and likes to look
at different ways of thinking.
When she was growing up

in Syria, things were very
optimistic for women.
"Women were throwing off
their veils, and it really
became negative socially to
wear one," Fayad said.
Women's movements were
very strong in Syria in the 60s
and 70s. There were no
differences in wages and
under the government there
was great opportunity for
women to break through
traditional roles. "I didn't
feel at a disadvantage at
all," she said, "There was no
discrimination except in
social relationships. You
know, 'nice girls don't go out
with men too often.'" Now
Syria has returned to a
fundamentalist religious
government and there is more
oppression against women.
Fayad said that women now
have turned to a more
underground, hidden way of
communication for support.

Fayad's favorite literary

period is the 20th Century
and she couldn't decide on a
favorite writer. "I'm very
changeable," she said, " I go

Jornen Studies Expanded
iARAH DOUGLASS
rengthened by a healthy

get and a change in

Kcture, the Women Studies

rfrogram is gathering support
nd momentum at the

arado College. The success

the women Studies
gram at C.C. reflects

increasingly important
similar programs are

'ing in in institutions of
ter learning nationwide.
has been only 20 years
e the seeds of the Women
lies were sown by the
nen's Movement of the

1960s but within that
it has made its mark on

ually every scholarly
ipline.

omen Studies is an
'disciplinary field that
ises on gender as a
able of analysis. It

cognizes the fact that
holarship has primarily
ni defined, conducted and
rolled by men to the
ision of women.
Ie good news is that the
Wy of women in the past

1 years is finally being
«Pted as relevant by

emia. Women have a
Dry; they have been
ors, artists and scientists
uindreds of years. Their
ces have been

'stematically ignored and
Ibsequently forgotten by>e who create and

maintain the power structures

that comprise "Western
Civilization".

Women studies is dedicated

to the integration of the

forgotten women who have
played a role in every aspect

of our development as a

culture. Central to Women
Studies is the focus on
women's oppression, the roots

of that oppression and the

affect women's subjugation

has had on the development

of women and our society.

The women studies program

at CC has existed for years

and is still evolving. Last

year, program Chair Judith

Genova deliberately changed

the name of the program from

Women's Studies to Women
Studies. Dropping the

possessive eliminates the

implication that the program
is exclusively for women.
This year there are over

300 students enrolled in

Women Studies courses as

well as several students

taking advantage of the

Women Studies minor offered

by the college. Courses
categorized as part of the

Women Studies program span

most departments: Art,

Biology, Classics, Economics,

English, History, Music,

Psychology, Romance
Language, and Sociology

General Studies.

Students are looking
forward to the
Anthropology, History,

Religion, and Political

Science Departments'
integrating the women's
perspective into their

curricula.

This year's budget enables

the Women Studies program
to bring speakers to the

campus as well as to help

sponsor a Women's Film

Festival, all of which
Genova encourages students

and faculty to attend. She

stresses that "at an
institution committed to

liberal learning, courses in

women studies are

fundamentally important.

They offer an opportunity to

challenge and correct white

male paradigms that have in

the past excluded women,
minorities and other

cultures".

The philosophy of a

liberal arts education is one

based on reflection and
skepticism. Exposure to

alternative perspectives

provides a primary route to

self examination, the first

step toward change. The
future of our society depend on

our ability to recognize

problems, and work together

for a more peaceful,

egalitarian existence.

through many different
phases. Right now I like Jean
Rice."

She has a lot of reading to
keep up with but still finds
time to write. She has
recently written a science
fiction novel (tentatively
called "The Questers")
which she is looking to

publish and is compiling an
anthology of poems.
Fayad has made

contributions to feminism in

her own writing and in her
scholarly writing and
research. "I am very
interested in women's contact
within different cultures,"
she said, "This is a general
statement, but I believe that
women tend to be less
prejudiced than men because
women deal with things on a
more human level rather
than on an abstract level."

Professor Fayad will be
teaching courses on Islamic
women writers, women's
writing, science fiction and
theory of feminism. She will

be examining the inter-
relations of cultures and these

contacts as they are
portrayed through literature.

From her travels and
experience, she will certainly

bring a cross-cultural
perspective to the CC English
department.

It's A Fact from Harper's Index

Percentage of American men who say they enjoy sex more
than money: 47

Percentage of American women who say this: 26

Reported cases of people bitten by rats in New York City in

1985:311

Reported cases of people bitten by other people: 1,519

Percentage of Vogue readers who wear a size 12 or larger: 49

Percentage of Jeeps sold in 1986 that were bought by people

living in urban or suburban areas: 60

Number of Vietnamese and Russians killed on screen in

Rambo: 75

GRACE EPISCOPAL
631 North Tejon Street

633-SS29

Invites you to worship with us

Sunday Worship
8:00 a.m. Holy Eucharist: Rile I & Sermon

9:00a.m. Holy Eucharist: Rile II & Sermon

10:10 10:50 a.m. Adult Education

Holy Scriptures: Fr. Armstrong

Traditions ol the Churchfiobert McJimsey

Christian Living Sislers ol SI. Francis

New Members Class (begins October 9)

10:00 a.m. Holy Eucharist: Rile I & Sermon

Taylor Memorial Choir

Tuesday Evening

6:00 p.m. Dinner and Bible Study lor College Students:

Fr. Burton

The Rev. Donald Armstrong, Rector

The Rev. Kenneth Burton, Associate Rector

The Rev. Edward Hook, Associate Rector

Frank Shelton, Organist/Choirmaster
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Earth House Supports
Regional Agriculture
By JENNIFER
MICHELETTI
During Block 2, the Earth

House is focusing on the
theme of bioregionalsim.
Bioregionalism involves
concentrating on local farmers
for products rather than
relying on large corporations,

agribusiness, or imports from
other countries. We feel that

we have the right to know
how our food is produced and
treated instead of blindly
buying food packed full of

dangerous chemicals.

Knowledge of regional
farmers' products would give
us more control of what we
chose to put in our bodies.

Also, instead of removing
ourselves from the land, we
would bring ourselves closer

to the agricultural world.
Bioregionalism promotes a

holistic view of the earth by
aiming for co-existence, not
domination, and this is a
vitally important
perspective to examine.

In exploring the pros and
cons of bioregionalism as a

viable alternative, we have
many activities planned in

October. On Tuesday, October
II, Kent Mace from the
Malachite Small Farm
School and Nick Gigligo from
Sunrise Community will
speak about the
philosophies and functions of
their respective
organizations. Malachite is a

self-sustainable farm in the
Huerfano Valley of Colorado
which promotes the
treatment of land as
"community, not commodity."
Sunrise Community is an
organic community that has
successfully incorporated

farming since 1939. Both Kent
and Nick will be able to give

many insights into the

application of
bioregionalism as well as the

benefits of living in an
agricultural community.
As part of our Film Series,

we'll be showing Downwind,
Downstream - which deals
with the effects of pollution

on Colorado. Professor Devon
Pena will also be available
afterwards for questions and
discussion.

We're also co-sponsoring a
bioregional meal with
Marriot food service. We're
arranging to get produce from
local farmers: demonstrating
the value of organically
grown, Colorado-produced
food and the benefits which
result for the farmers.

The dates and times for

these events will be
announced at a later date.
Meanwhile, another way to

get out and show your support
for local farmers while also
getting fresh, healthy food is

to check out the Farmers'
Market in Acacia Park,
which happens all day
every Monday and Thursday.
We're really excited about

this block - the importance of
agriculture for both ourselves
and the environment cannot
be overlooked. If you have
any questions, ideas, or
concerns, regarding
Bioregional Block or The
Earth House, please get in
touch with either Arden
Trewartha, x2329, or Jennifer
Micheletti, x2330, or else
stop by the Earth House
(1116 Wood Ave., behind
Loomis). We need your input
and support!
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Barbara and Frank Waters
Photo By MARY COLLffi

Waters Imagines World Change
byMARY COLLINS

Last block the Andrew
Norman Foundation Lecture
Series was inaugurated by a

man whose name is quite
familiar in this area. Frank
Waters is not only a native of

Colorado Springs, but a
former CC student as well.

Waters has devoted his

life to absorbing and
reproducing the religion,

culture and philosophy of
Indian America - that region
which, for Waters, includes

not only southwestern
America, but Mexico and
Guatemala as well. Waters,
now 86, is by far the most
respected writer in his field.

Waters spoke in Packard
Hall to a full house of
students, faculty,
administration, and friends
about the coming world
change. He talked of the
suicidal course world society

is taking and said in order to

change we must turn our focus
outward. "Individuals need
to realize the whole world of
which they are a part," he
said. The next day a luncheon
was given in his honor, and

living combination of the ten fiction and ten non-fii

experience of our century, and works. He spoke of the

the wisdom and sensitivity different processes. "A
of the centuries and people fiction book requires a

he studies. So I asked him research. I don't
about the west, about the research but you have io

1

changes, physically and it. Novels are pun
spiritually, that he's creative, imaginative
witnessed. He spoke: "Years don't need research. You
ago people regarded the west let them grow. Young wrii

as a regional backwash - it always seem to have
wasn't in the swing. All same problem. They had

western writers, like myself, head full of worries over
had trouble finding an plot and character
eastern publisher. They English grammar. Tl

looked down their noses at us spend so much time thi

- we were too regional and that they never get the

naive. It's only been in the word on paper. I say just)

last few years that people down and let it flow,
have realized that the west grow organically like a

is an up and coming region.

It's just full of minerals. And
now they're all coming in to

develop these resources. And
along with that is an interest

in the people as a resource -

the history, the art, the
literature, the song - they're

all resources." Frank Waters
is finally being tapped as
well.
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At present Waters is gil

number of lectures 1. , ,. ,„..,,., „,,„
In Waters' books we learn _

later"that afternoonY had *outm a§e 80ne bv - the age working on some essays

the very privileged of the
.

Indlan
-
We learn to he hopes will make a bo<

opportunity to see a little
aPPrec>ate the land, the wondered if, at 86, then

more of Frank Waters and to
r
P.,s

,

lorl
'
fhe different way of still something Wall

talk with him, one on one, 'J"
nkm8- l was curious if dreams of doing. He says

about his life, his work, his
Wafers thought our present always been fascinated

ideas, and his dreams. aSe would be a similar the Mexican-US boii
inspiration and source of towns. "There's a w»
wealth for future writers. He string of them. They wo!

Individuals need to realize had a very interesting make a great setting fo!

the whole world of which thev resP°nse. "I think in the story," he said.J AihiM »u:<- • -- - - -
J -

are a part

Waters, whose
grandfather was a native
American, attended CC in
the 1920's when Palmer
Hall, Cutler Hall, and
Shove Chapel made up the absorbed

future this country is going to At the end of our interv
be flooded, as we can see I asked Frank Waters if

already, with what you wished he'd lived ir
might call refugees from all time he writes about
over the world, speaking love to have been alive I

different languages and the great stretch of pla

bringing in a different culture with that grass knee h

that will absorb us like we and the prairie; and down
the American on the plains those tens hi

campus. He was here "for 3 Indians. So I think in the hundreds of thousandst__
years and did not graduate. I future we're going to say buffalo. I can't say I wofes
asked him why. "I was 'What was America like want to have been born lh

*

taking an engineering course when we were the boss'? but it would have beet?

and I knew right then that I Writers will study the same sight to see."
was not cut out as an engineer, thing that I studied with the Today Frank lives 10 r

I just didn't want to spend the culture and religion of Indian outside of Taos on a mountj
rest of my life in a lab
battling experimental
physics. So I quit and went up
to the Salt Creek oil fields in

Wyoming and worked as a
day laborer."

Here is a man who is one
with the West. The beauty of

Frank Waters is that he is a

America.'

Among his many writings

is the trilogy Pikes Peak, a

semi-autobiographical
history of this area. I asked
him about his personal

writing process, how his

stories take form, how he
writes. He has written about

slope with his wife BarbS

and their two dogs Mac 8T

Bonita. He is an endlC
resource of wisdo^
experience and tales,

grateful to have had
chance, however small, to I

to know him. His books aflj

the book store - you shot

get to know him too!
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etters
\y Responds to

miasm
I Editor:

;gret that you consider

;ue of access ramps at

ado College to be

ice of "thoughtlessness

ck of consciousness at

£do College.'' I do not

that either is a

cteristic of this
tion.

:h regard to the two

jles you cite (Armstrong

fand the new science

I wish to make one
.^"observations. Since

itrong Hall does not
main entrance (in fact

85 are numerous entrances

pi could be labeled such),

jffiis no one access that is

fe or less "dignified" than

Bier. In constructing the

,,p for Armstrong Hall
ieigideration was given to

5 flpecess to and access into

,jilding) was of concern

ie design of the new
:e building. Contrary to

you write the main
i for handicapped
iduals to the new

JBmce building is not

riSfigh Olin Hall. As in the

Hof Armstrong Hall, a

jctcd parking zone has
Icreated - in this case on
lorth side of the new
ing adjacent to a special

rhich can accommodate
iduals who need
[ance. This area, by the

is close to the public

Itor which services the

Me science building. I

Had note that adjustments
Teeing made to the lift to

tiffl| it as easy as possible to

:esffin addition, appropriate
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directional and instructional

signs are being prepared.
Although I believe that

the College has been
attentive to the issues about
which you think we have
lacked sensitivity, I shall
review your charges with our
Buildings and Grounds staff.

Thank you for writing.

Sincerely,

Gresham Riley

President

Critic Responds to Riley

To the Editor:

I'm not anxious to play
letter games with The
Catalyst or with President
Riley, however I feel a
necessity to respond to your
letter of September 29th
regarding the issue of access
ramps at Colorado College.

In reference to Armstrong
Hall, I feel that the main
point of my initial letter was
either missed or ignored. I

agree that for persons
parking in the east lot of
Armstrong a ramp on that

side of the building is

'Colorado College Bookstore

I
- Worner Center -

I

Homecoming Week- end Hours
Fri & Sat - 8:30 - 4:30

Faculty - Alumni

Authors Reception

Saturday - 12:30 - 2:00 p.m.

convenient. The prodem
arises, however, once they go
up the ramp. The cargo
elevator (which is clearly a
cargo elevator) requires a key
and therefore is not
accessible to the public. It is

very inconvenient to have to
go around to the west side of
the building to get to the
public elevator. Incidentally,
perhaps you should spend a
few days in a wheelchair or
pulling a load on a dolly and
experience the hassle of just
trying to get to your office.
Perhaps I wasn't clear
enough in why there is a need
for a west ramp at Armstrong.
Beyond the obvious reason of
access for visitors in
wheelchairs, is the very
important issue of college
support for Marriot
employees and support staff

who so frequently have their

jobs made more difficult by
the roundabout entrance into
Armstrong. There is no doubt
in my mind that the simple
gesture of ramping up three
stairs (I am aware that there
are regulations on how steep
ramps may be, so the job may
be slightly more than pouring

concrete over three steps)
would make a large
difference in the already
difficult job of CC's support
staff.

v

As far as the new science
building goes, 1 am aware of
the key operated lift in the
back of the building. Again,
this entrance is fine for those
who drive to the building.

The most frequent visitors,

however, are students. Unless
1 am mistaken, none of the

campus residences on the east

side of Cascade (except
Slocum) or on Nevada are

wheelchair accessible.
Therefore, for disabled
students coming from campus
housing in Slocum, Loomis, or

Bemis, or persons from any
academic building, including
Worner Center, the lift is in

the back of the building. I can
only conclude, that for some
reason, the powers that be
find it important to hide the

lift. Perhaps they think it

will mess up the decor of our
new building. The point is not

that the building i s

accessible in a roundabout,
inconvenient, degrading way.

Dontcompete
Tr with a

:

Kaplan student
—be one.

Why? Consider this: Over 1,000,000 students
have chosen Kaplan to help prepare them for

admissions and licensing exams.
Why? Kaplan's test-taking techniques and

educational programs have 50 years of expe-
rience behind them. Vfe know students. And -

we know what helps boost their confidence

and scoring potential.

So ifyou need preparation for the SAT, ACT,
LSAI, GMAT, MCAX GRE, DAT, ADVANCED
MEDICAL BOARDS, TOEFL, NURSING
BOARDS, NTE. CPA, BAR EXAM or others,

call us. Why be at a disadvantage?

/KAPLAN
HAN tt V H. KAPIAN tDUC ATI0NA1 UNT1B LID.

LSAT: class begins Sat. Oct 8th 9 am
GRE : class begins Mon. Oct 10th 6 pm

GMAT: class begins Thurs Dec 1st 6 pm
MCAT: class begins Sat Feb 11th 10 am Olin Hall

* WALK-JNS WELCOME *

619 N. Cascade Ave

635-3432 Denver (303) 471-8904

More so, the point is, that
with the new building CC
gave up an opportunity lo

prove the social consciousness
that we so often claim we
have. Instead, we got b y
with the bare minimum; I'd

be willing to bet that the lift

in the back of the new
building was an
afterthought. Someone
realized that perhaps it was
asking too much for disabled
persons or persons with
dollies/carts to go around
Olin to the Nevada entrance
to use the ramp. It's a shame
that accessibility was not
considered when the
blueprints for the new
building were drawn up, and
that barrier-free planning
was not used throughout the
building.

I continue to believe that

Colorado College "lacks
sensitivity" in the issue of
making our campus accessible

to all. Armstrong and the new
science building are but two
examples... someone tell me
what The College would do
if we had a disabled Art
major or professor - there is no
way for them to get to the
studios. Homecoming
weekend is upon us, I hope no
visiting parents or alumns arc

disabled, they will find
themselves less then
welcome in the vast majority

of Colorado College

facilities.

Thank you for considering

my thoughts.

Michelle Chalmers

Safety on Campus

To the Editor

Three years ago, we were
given a whistle and told

that Colorado Springs had
the third highest rape rate

per capita in the country.

During our first months
here, we were not the cynics

we are now - then it

appeared that the college

was doing its best to prevent

violent crimes on campus.
However, the last we ever

heard about safety was that

infamous first-week, first-

year RA rape lecture. Now
we are angry, insulted and
disgusted at the
administrations' laid back

attitude about the safety of

its students.After talking to

people from other schools,

we now realize how
inadequate CC's safety

program is. Millions of

dollars have been spent on

the new student center and

See GANNETT p. 17
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Today's Noodles
^•Christopher Schultz

[There must be some kinda way outta here- Bob

)ylan

No-one here gets out alive-]im Morrison

My apartment is in the back of a house. The
loor opens onto a dirt parking lot with an

Jley entrance. When I moved in, one of my
Irst observations was that since I was living

ff an alley, I would probably be spared the

^convenience of canvassers, petitioners, and
[jhovah's Witnesses. Needless to say, the

ijrst Saturday morning I was wakened by a

cjhock at the door. I got out of bed, pulled on a

rs
^ir of shorts, and answered it. There was a

jtaily on my stoop. A mother, a daughter,
°m|a little boy. The boy was about 5, and was
llfcbling furiously in a small notebook. The
: lofher, whom I would have expected to say
isimething, at least "Hello," or "Excuse me,"
fas about 40 lbs. overweight, and was staring

sekpectantly at her 14 year old daughter. They
yere silent for much longer than someone who
eJjfi j

ust wakened me should be, and this

xBn't exactly the most pleasant first-sight-

H^aturday-morning. I was about to shut the
JjHr in their faces, when the girl pulled a
Hrery, lace covered bible out of her
andbag, and said "We were talking today
pout the Keys of Happiness..." Great. Just
pw I want to start my weekend. I really
'knight they'd never find me. Usually, when
lyhey knock at my door, I tell them right away
fat I'm not interested, but this girl was
[embling, and her voice was shaky. I felt

„i>rry lor her, having to go through this kind

I

f crap. It must be some kind of initiation.
^Erhaps you have to fill a quota of door-
:
hocks before you can become a full-fledged
fitness.

jSo I listened patiently while she quoted
Jalfhew and Revelations to me, turned down
te subscription offer to "The Watchtower,"
M accepted a tract called "Jesus Loves You,
W Armageddon is Coming" or something like
tat. Then I thanked them for their time, and
\cv left.

A
It's A Fact from

Harper's Index
Percentage of American
women who think they
would do "better than
average" in a fistfight:

27

Percentage who thought
this in 1977: 19

Percentage of fathers

who win child custody
cases they contest: 70
Percentage of men who
say they are happier
since their divorce or

separation: 58
Percentage of women
who say this: 85

Percentage of college

men who say they

might commit rape if

there was no chance of

being caught: 35

Which brings me to my topic. Escapism.
Whether through fanatical religious beliefs,
hope for a better world through political
change, or some other fantasy, just about
everyone wants to find a way out. I'm sure we
can all agree the world is a pretty messed up
place. There's a whole in the ozone as big as
the continental US, fires and floods rage out of
control over the whole planet, sex can kill

you, etc.

My own personal escape fantasy has always
been outer space. Ever since I was a little kid,
I've wanted to go there, although I didn't
really want to be an astronaut. When they
started sending up space shuttles, I saw mv
chance. Hell, the thing's just a big airplane,
anyone could ride in it. NASA was discussing
the possibility of colonization of the Moon,
Mars, or whatever, in my lifetime. They even
sent up a civilian. But my hopes were dashed
with the ill-fated flight of the Challenger.
The space program came screeching to a halt,

and I all but gave up.

Now, America is back in space. Discovery
made a perfect flight, and more launches are
already scheduled. Way to go, guys. On ABC's
Nightline, the evening of the launch, they
were once again discussing the colonization of
Mars. Of course, the main argument against it

was that all it would accomplish would be to

spread the disease of humanity. We've
already ruined one planet, there's nothing to

say we wouldn't ruin another. I agree, but if

given the chance, I'd go. If at first you don't
succeed...

My Dad has a ticket that he bought as part
of a fund-raising or publicity campaign or
something back when the space program was
just getting started. He has a guaranteed place
on the first colony ship to Ganymeade, one of

the moons of Jupiter. If he decides he doesn't

want to go, well, he used to let me borrow his

car...

he Eli Boderman Show
^MICHAEL WANG and
EFFREY STRAIN
I

So, how many of you out
|»re know what's going on
f»h this symposium on
ntimacy?" We both found

J

e ast two advertisements

I (

the Catalyst to be
rofoundly enlightening on
>e subject. Yet for thofe of
PU who missed all the
t"cate details in t h e
ivertisement's fine Print<

f
th°ught we'd fill you in
some of the symposium's

"er points.

Without being under the
assure of exams and papers
e symposium encourages
«tul investigation of
""^y- Up to twenty

speakers will present their

separate opinions
challenging students' views
and beliefs. There will be
several performance groups
providing entertainment to

enhance the symposium.
Attendance is not mandatory
giving students t Ii e

independence to attend
lectures that are of concern
and interest. While we
believe that the idea of a

symposium is good, we do
have reservations on how it

is being presented.

Thus far, the advertising

has been completely
inadequate. It would be nice

to know some of the basics of

the symposium before we all

buy our Christmas tickets

home. A structured
advertising campaign is only

good if it interests the

students before they make
alternative plans. We
encourage Professor
Boderman to give the

students a complete list of

events and speakers before

the other half make plans.

It also seems as if the

whole symposium is being run

by one person and not an

organized group. It would be

nice if the student body was
more involved with the
choice of speakers and events
which will take place. One
of the first rules of
programming is to involve as

many people as possible so
everyone has a vested

Counterpoint
By MIKE SHAVER
Contrary to popular sentiment, change and progress are not

synonymous. While progress might often entail a change,
change does not always yield progress. Exhibit A: Feminism.
Most of us would readily agree that when we discuss

feminism, the central tenet is equality in the economic,
political and social spheres. Much of the conflict rises not from
these areas, but from the misunderstood notion of equality
itself.

n y

In the name of economic equality we have affirmative
action. The objective - dishing out healthy portions of warmed
over equality. Corporations and businesses must now comply
with forced quotas - sexual and racial. These measure seem
both unnecessary and damaging in a time when the natural
drive is to maintain the competitive edge. Damaging because
Firm A, needing to enhance specific quota levels, must turn from
ability, looking instead to qualifications of gender to hire.
Dignity, indeed equality, is better served when the decision
made reflects upon talents, and never arbitrary numbers to

soothe the indiscretion of the past.
Still another danger of prefabricated equality lay in the

numbers assumption. Despite the best guess, nothing points to
the conclusion that for any job, the number of suitable males
will equal the number of suitable females. This flawed
analysis and guesswork serves no one's vision of equality.
At the philosophical level there lies yet another enigma. It

is especially today that we recognize that the chief handicap
of the feminist movement is a stark inability to name a clear
goal. Lacking this clear goal, equity is blurred into two
conflicting thoughts: forced equality fo numbers, or seized
equality of opportunity. Why, if we agree upon equality, do we
continue with measures that suggest that women are only equal
once escorted into equity? This is perhaps the single
overwhelming hypocrisy that plagues feminism

In the name of social equality, we have confusion. Not as
easily identified as affirmative action, it is far more ruinous.
The danger in this misunderstood equality - it plays
manipulative games with the past. It says words, mere tools in
the mouths of men and women, are corrupt because they refer to
sex. This equality lambastes writers Emily Bronte and Virginia
Woolf, charging that their time bound interpretation of male-
female relationships slant heavily towards the male.
Understanding the past is the single greatest asset we can take
to the future. If we step forward, actually believing that in
using the words of a forbidden past we might plant the seeds of
malice, then we have plainly stepped in the wrong direction.

In the name of equality, we have changed. It is change
without the welcome friend of progress. It is change because we
moved from one shadow into yet another. This shadow is

dangerous, however. It's dangerous because we sense we've
stepped out form under it, when in fact, we arc only moving
deeper inside it. You've come a long way baby! A long way, and
then some.

"Dear, 1 thought it was understood that

rni to stay out of your kitchen and you re

to stay out of my den."

interest in the program. Why
wasn't the student body able

to vote on the subject matter

of the symposium? Why isn't

there more student
involvement with the
organization of this event? If

this symposium is for the
students, shouldn't they be

able to make some of the

decisions? As far as we can

tell this is the Eli Boderman
show. To make this

symposium live up to its

potential, the student body
needs to be better informed

and feel that they are a n

intricate part of its design.

A symposium aimed a t

broadening the knowledge of

students is in line with the

goals of a Liberal Arts

education. If it is to continue,

the first symposium must be

successful. The organizers are

in a position to provide the

student body valuable
educational experiences. Yet

if it fails they will bear the

burden of denying all future

students this unique
educational opportunity.
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Equal Language
By LELIA DEYKIN
Many people ask "what could language

possibly have to do with feminism?" What
difference does it make if we say "girls', or

'women'? Why is is so important to change

everything around and say "chair" instead of

"chairman," "humanity" in place of

"mankind?"
The importance is that there is a

tremendous power in words and the way we
use them. Language is an integral part of our

lives, and if we continue to use sexist language,

we will continue to think in sexist terms.

Although it takes effort to change the way we
speak and write, it is a crucial change we must
adopt in order to eradicate inequality. Take a

moment and think about what is actually

being said when for example we say "his"

when we mean "one's." We are excluding

"her" or all females. Many people assume
when they say "his" that both women and
men are included, but this is not the case.

"His" means just what it says; men and not

women. Not all of us are men, so why should

we all identify with the masculinization of

language?

Many argue that using non sexist language is

cumbersome and difficult to incorporate
smoothly into written work or everyday
speech. The his/her sentence is not the only

way to avoid sexist language. There are many
options that work well, and make more sense

than using the masculine form for all

constructions. For example, their can be used in

the singular form to avoid using "his" and to

include "her." For example, the sentence "It's

enough to drive anyone out of his senses" can
easily be changed into non sexist form by
saying "It's enough to drive anyone out of

their senses." Similarly, "You do not have to

understand someone in order to love him" is an
improved sentence as "You do not have to

understand someone in order to love them."

In addition to sexist sentence structure, there

are many words that are used in a sexist

manner contributing to the overall sexism of

the English language. This can be seen clearly

with the use of the word "chairman." If the

head of a department or group is always
called the Chairman, it is hard to imagine
the position being held by a woman because
the title specifies a man. Society maintains
the image of men, and not women as leaders,

and this perpetuates the perception that
women are unqualified for high posts. If

however, the leader of a department or group
is called the Chair, society can imagine both
women and men in the role, and will not expect

these jobs to be held exclusively by men. Most

importantly, the use of non sexist language

eliminates discrimination and allows both
women and men to feel included and well

represented in language and speech.

The use of "girl" in place of woman is

equally damaging to the image of women as

the use of Chairman. According to Webster's II

Dictionary, the word girl is defined as: 1. a

female child, 2. a sweetheart, 3. a female
employee or servant. Calling anyone of adult

status a "girl" as opposed to a woman has
obvious derogatory connotations. Some find
the lack of an appropriate intermediate word
between girl and woman difficult to overcome.
Never do we refer to adult males as "boys"
because we have the intermediate word
"guys." "Gals" never seems to fit, and usually
sounds silly, so "Girls" has become entrenched
in our thought and speech patterns regardless

of its absurdity. Women should be called

women, and the use of the world "girl" should
be reserved for children. Modifying the way
we use language is a simple task. Only at the

beginning does it seem unfamiliar to use the
word women. Soon however, it becomes
natural, and then it seems ridiculous to refer to

any mature female as a "girl."

The use of sexist language is clearly
harmful to women. Another example comes
from the Declaration of Independence which
states that "all men are created equal." There
is no doubt that this specifically means men
and not women. The argument that the term
men includes everyone falls apart when
examining this document. Ever since the
creation of the United States women have
been fighting for the equality provided for

"all men." It wasn't until 1920 that women
gained the right to vote, and only as recently

as 1964 did Congress pass a civil rights law
barring employment discrimination based on
sex. More disturbingly, to this day, the Equal
Rights Amendment which simply states that

women shall be treated equally with men still

has not been passed.

Sexist language is an important issue for all

people. Continuing to use sexist sentence
structures and words is clearly seen by many
women and men as support for the inexcusable
discrimination against women. If you think
that language is so subtle that it is not worth
the effort to correct, you are mistaken.
Language and words have a strong influence on
our thoughts and perceptions. The Handbook
on Nonsexist Writing is an excellent, helpful
resource. Stop supporting discrimination, and
make the effort to change sexist language into

equal language.

Women's Identity Integral to Equality
By KATIE WELCH J J J

Last Friday Pope John Paul
II issued an apostolic letter

titled, "Mulieris
Dignitatem" or, "On the
Dignity of Women."
Although the letter was
intended to be a response to

the recurring questions women
have raised about the
subordinate role of women in

the Roman Catholic Church
and in society, it fails to come
up with any new or
satisfactory answers. Instead,
the letter stands as a
testament to the still

affirmation makes it possible
for the female personality to

develop fully and be
enriched."

Such statements have been
termed "doublethink" by the
likes of feminists such as
Mary Daly. The Pope calls
for an end to male domination
of women, at the same time
he directs female identity
back to the male.
The question of women's

identity has always been
integral to the women's
movement. Women have~..» *v l«l^ 3UU ^wtvwwilt. MU11H.II liaVC

unresolved problem of female never had the opportunity to
identity. define their own roles in
The letter calls for an end society. Traditionally,

to the dominance which men women's power comes from
have traditionally held over their ability to attract a
women. At the same time, it successful husband and
states that the identity of produce children—their
women is ultimately fulfilled identities are defined by the
in their relationships with achievements of someone
men: "In this love there is a else.

fundamental affirmation of a The lack of a female
woman as a person. This defined identity, since it is a

conceptual void rather than
an economic or scientific one,
is felt more often than it is

observed. When the
dichotomies of male-defined
femaleness manifest
themselves, as in the Pope's
letter, one begins to see how
modern society has fixated
only on the effects of the
missing female self concept-
sexist wage discrepancies, for
example—but never quite
reaches the root problem:
society's failure to recognize
and validate the female
experience.

Today's college-age woman
has more opportunities to
enter the career field of her
choice, more freedom to make
decisions regarding her body,
more laws protecting her
right to obtain equal pay
than her mother did. Yet I

am continually surprised at
the numbers of my peers who
refuse to acknowledge

See WELCH p. 14

The T
By WENDY GANNETT,
SARAH DOUGLASS, AND
JEANMAXFIELD
"She is a FEMINIST.." We often hear this statement

.

ppr

ttru

e "C
the halls...and most often it is not meant as a complimeri pie

should be!), but as an insult. Any negative connotation

word has is due to misunderstandings and/or na

mindedness. You cannot say you are a feminist without a

string of labels being attached to you which may or may
true, and can be complimentary or derogatory depending g
viewpoint. Feminists have been said to be Man-Hatim
feminine" Lesbian Vegetarians, who are Communists
Hairy-legged Hippies, sometimes swaying to Socialist!

often Uptight radical TomBoys, who can't take a joke and

tolerate sexism. Now these statements are often me;

insults, because the insulted often thinks it is hoi

despicable, grotesque and un"American" to be any of the

listed above. Personally we don't really care if we are Hj

to be Lesbian, vegetarian, communists just because we say

feminists; what is frustrating is societies insistence on

casting women. It is another attempt to define and cl

women according to stereotypes which act as barriers
I

infinitely independent identities of individual wo 3ne
Feminists should be judged by who they are, not by the

Feminist and the different preconceived notions that

brings to each person.

Key to feminism is the ability to recognize oppression. 1

still make only 67 cents to every dollar a many makes, tf

only two women in the U.S. Senate, there are only five

full professors on our "enlightened" campus, women are to

objects in the eyes of men who see a woman primarily

through her relationship with men. In addition, more th

of college women have eating disorders which stem from lp of

that women are defined through their bodies.

A distinction many feminists are trying to make is that

ed

op:
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Word
H and exclusion. Humanists often make the claim that

jbpresscd as a result of women's oppression. This is

Btrue- Marilyn Frye illuminates the difference for us in

JH "Oppression" with an analogy of whites in a ghetto.

*%]e may not feel welcome in ghettos, but they have

fe
ghetto for their benefit and they choose to live

The white person may feel excluded from the ghetto,

iot say she or he is oppressed by it. Similarly men may

be excluded by women's oppression (the often cited

,re men find it more difficult to cry and express their

the company of peers, or that they are denied the

Krform the traditional "women's work" of nurturing a

it they are not systematically oppressed by virtue of

Men, not individual men, but men in.general who have

over the power structures in our society, have chosen

ed these roles because they work to their benefit

oppressed in every aspect of our culture on the basis of

means something different to each individual. It is a

,onal philosophy that is contingent upon the context in

employed. Above and beyond all else, Feminists are

are as diverse and complex as the human race itself,

ne should not assume anything any person who
lemselves as a feminist. One need not be a woman to

ist, a common misconception. Feminist recognize that

oppressed, and that we need to work towards a more
ociety.

is not a club or a part time job it is a philosophy on
dedicated to obtaining equality for women. Feminism
described as a process, a way in which one lives one's

imic force that involves examination and growth not

ence to immutable principles and criteria.

Hy of life feminism is too diverse to define. It can be

nderstood in terms of "Feminisms." There are many
eminisms, as Sue-Ellen Case points out in her book

m
See GANNETT p. 16 /

Toward a New Ethic
By JULIEJACK
Growth and change. To

Nietzsche these signal
overcoming. To Aristotle

they imply intellectual

expansion. But both of these

examples refer to a male
centered society. To me, these

two words have meaning in

their recognition of Process as

an alternative perspective on
the world, one that is not the

present dominating force.

This is the Female
perspective.

What do I see as ruling

values in society today?
Hierarchy, power,
competition, logic, dualism,
linear time, and product/goal

orientation. With such a

foundation centered around
success and power, these

values have become
empowered by the constant

achievement of their goal,

specifically by those who
created the structure.

However, the value systems
that have evolved have been
to the exclusion of other

perspectives. In the search

ft

for a personal ethic, I believe

it is crucial to recover some of

the values that arc unjustly

shrouded by a gender
exclusive society.

Let me start with the

distinction between a linear

and nonlinear perspective.

Time, in our society, is judged

solely on a linear basis.

Structure parcels it out in

segments of minutes, hours,

days and so on. To be "on

time" is a highly valued

priority in our busy world,

while to be late is considered

to be wasting time; ignoring

the "reality" of it and
allowing it to be lost to the

past. People are constantly

measuring the length of time

it takes to do things so that

efficiency can be
incorporated. Yet what gets

left out here is deliberation

in the process itself; the

means to the end.

'

While perceived as

illogical by male standards,

the Female perspective is

more likely to value what is

involved in the progression

toward the goal, rather than

the goal itself— completion
"on time". Their process of

thinking is often
characterized as multi-
variant, taking in more data

in a probing, circular way,
and thus more time. Rather

than ending a process
prematurely in order to meet
the time of the clock, time

ceases in importance in order

to complete the process.

Illogical to some standards

maybe, but it is another

perspective on the world that

should carry equal validity.

Central to the dominating

perspective in society seems
to be hierarchy, also

distinguishable in linear

terms. The structure of

hierarchy pervades every
sector of society, applying

fixed meaning and value only

to certain places in the

spectrum, while ignoring the

rest. Yet docs its

omnipresence mean that it is

the only social structure

possible for the creation of

meaning and worth? I think

See JACK p. 23

What I Have Seen: A Male Perspective

Bv DAVID UKROP'NA
I guess One might ask that if you're male,

why be interested in feminism. I am not
interested in feminism so much as I am
interested in equality. The inequality that
women face in our society is blatant and
obvious. The issue appears in every area of our
culture. These are just a few of them.

1. Politically, women are,represented by
less than 10% in both houses of Congress and
are obviously under-represented on state and
local levels.

2. Economically, on average, a woman with
an undergraduate college degree makes the
same money as a male with a grade school
education.

3. Historically, the present makeup of our
entire world is shaped by the fact that women
have rarely been in positions of power, and
this is an imbalance that I feel has hurt all of
us considerably.

4. Educationally, woman's studies have
been shut out of nearly all aspects and levels

of our school system. In addition, on the
collegiate level of education, women make up
a terribly low percentage of all professors. Just
take a look around CC. There are very few
full professors here that are women.

5. In religion, ours is predominantly a
culture of God the father and Jesus the son.

This fact is so common that most people,
including myself, fail to remember that a
male oriented religion dominates our lives

and institutions.

6. The most important factor, however, is

the social one. The present social values and
facts of American culture make equality just

about unobtainable for women. Here are a few
of them. First, the role of the housewife is not
strongly valued in our society, yet women are

often expected to take on this role. Second, one
woman is beaten every ten minutes by her
spouse. Third, the psychological burden that

any woman has to carry just because of the

possibility of rape is something males do not

face, and this only concerns physical rape. I

would assume that visual rape could be about
as frightening an experience.

Our language is also a social factor. It is one
that keeps alive the bias against women that

has been around throughout the history of

western civilization. In our culture, the women
is the "other," to borrow a phrase from

Simone de Beauvoir. Women are always
subordinate to men. Terms like mankind,
Congressman and businessman, although often
times practical, relegate the woman to the
psychological position of the "other."

Television is yet another powerful social
factor. I think it would be very difficult for
any woman who is aware of sexism on
television to watch show after show in which
women play secondary, passive and stupid
roles. I will not even venture to discuss
commercials except to say that, as a male, I

am often embarrassed to watch them.
Since the earliest age, boys and girls are

socialized for their roles. In psychological
experiments, identical baby boys have been
put in separate rooms. One is labeled a boy
and the other a girl. In random surveys that
asked people to describe the babies' behavior,
the "girl" was consistently rated as shy and
passive while the "boy" was considered
active and playful. These preconceived
conceptions that exist in society obviously
shape all of our futures, often forcing women to

learn to take passive roles in society while
men go on to control and dominate our world.
One final social factor comes from within

the male ranks. Before I started writing this

article, I told a few male friends about it. I

was quickly advised not to submit it and that

I was only asking for trouble. This is

socialized among men and acts as a barrier to

the push for women's rights. This social factor

is often overlooked.

In writing this article, I have hoped to

point out just some of the biases and barriers

women face. However, as a male, I can only
sympathize with these problems. I cannot
empathize, or truly feel their emotions as I

have not had to go through what they have.
Women will be better able to tell you of their

experiences. In recognizing this, however, all

I can ask is for people, men and women alike,

to listen to and be aware of the hardships
women face in our culture. The women who ask
for their rights are not man haters. They are
just asking for what should be theirs. Maybe,
if these barriers and differences that exist are
recognized, women might be treated more
humanely and with respect. Just remember,
that if a woman has reached a certain place
of level in society, chances are she has had to

fight much harder and work a lot more to get

there.
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WELCH continued

women's issues. I realize that

many people do not want to

commit themselves to

feminism, a frequently abused

term. Yet some people have

told me, sincerely, that they

do not believe oppression still

exists.

That anyone can express a

belief like this today signals

an appalling vacuum in

history, which obstructs

positive change. People

cannot end oppression if they

do not admit its existence.

Why are so many women
afraid to identify with

women?
This question always leads

back to the problem of

identity. Women's challenge

to the oppressiveness of their

traditionally male-defined

roles has brought them new
opportunity, but opportunity

that continues to be male

dominated and defined.

We have laws against

wage discrimination on the

basis of sex, yet women on the

average still make 60 percent

of what a man does. We have

laws against rape, but the

mass media continues to

exploit the accessibility of

women's bodies in order sell

products. Colleges have

women's studies courses, but

present them as marginal and

of special interest.

We claim respect for the

vocation of motherhood, but

do not count the homemaker
as part of the labor force.

How can we effectively

enforce laws of sexual

equality, which we commit to

in theory, when in practice

our whole sense of what
women and men are derives

exclusively from the existing

paradigm of male superior-

ity and power in language

and history?

Society continually
bombards women with
conflicting messages about

what a "woman" is, and as a

result, women remain
confused and divided. This is

not a new problem, but one

that seems more prevalent

each year because
contemporary society already

holds a fixed image about

what a "liberated" woman is.

This responds primarily to

the economic status of white,

middle and upperclass
women, and is measured in

male terms.

Women today who expect

to succeed in male dominated

careers are forced to reject the

traditional image of woman
as wife and mother. But

nothing replaces that image

as an image of woman.
A woman who wants to

reclaim the role of mother as

a source of female power still

faces an environment which
reinforces her subordination

before her importance.
Women in the career world

must act and think in

accordance with the terms of

that world, which men have

always controlled and
defined.

Most women do not want to

be men. Society, however,
systematically disregards
the historical and cultural

role models which empower
women. As a result, the only

way women can relate to the

society is through men.
Consider the role of a

"doctor," for example. The
word immediately conjures up
the image of a man. A woman

OTowe/is
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who is a doctor is

distinguished as a "woman
doctor." The prefix "woman,"
held over traditionally,

implies "lesser." Yet to

eliminate a woman's
distinction in this context

would eliminate her
identity. "Doctor" remains a

male specific term.

Women have not grown up
learning about the

significance of women in a

society that recognizes and

values the various forms of

female contibution and
experience along with the

male's. Women can only

embrace those aspects of

"womanhood" which the

male-defined society has
traditionally encouraged:
beauty, body perfection,

fashion and makeup, for

example.
Symbolically, these

trappings of "womanhood"
reinforce the image of women
as objects for male attention

and approval. They mix
uneasily with the new
presence of women in

previously allmale careers.

We can look past a woman's
three-inch false fingernails

and high heels, but few
models exist to encourage us to

respond to her intellect.

Must women make
themselves more masculine

looking if they want to

succeed and avoid
harassment on the job? Or
will they risk alienating

their male peers if they do
not appear feminine enough?
Is a woman ignoring her

responsibilities if she desires

to have both an outside
career and children, or is she

lazy and unmotivated if she

chooses to work inside the

home? No one should have to

ponder such questions with

respect to their careers.

Society is slowly accepting

women in all levels of public

and private life, but women's
rites of passage have not

changed to support them
within a proposed equal, non
oppressive society. Women
today may enjoy rights and
privileges previously held by
men, but only in terms of the

continuing articulations of

society which reinforce the

male experience as the norm,

and in turn create a modern
crisis of female identity.

Women of the suffragist era

worked unanimously and
cohesively to obtain voting

rights, but as feminists they

also saw the movement as

part of a larger program of

social reform, where men and

women would work together

to establish a more balanced

and peaceful society. Most
men during this period

resisted the movement,
because they envisioned not a

balanced society but one
where the women, would be

men.

The feminist goal of

enabling women to develop

individually, as a path to

social change, disappeared in

a fierce battle for women's
basic political rights. Most
women still depended upon
men economically. Every
right women fought for they

had to win against the

patriarchy. Women gained

some social and political

rights, but their roles

remained subordinate; their

rights were won "from" men.

Women have been trying to

win equal status "from" the

Roman Catholic Church. In

this sense, they are

looking to the men
validate their proper roles

society. But the Pope
hi

reaffirmed that the proi

roles for women lie only

virginity and motherhood
Mary, "...the new beginnijj

of the dignity and vocation

women, of each and evej

woman."
These roles disregai

women's dignity because thi

rule out women
individuality. To
recognized in the Catholj

Church, as a woman, sli

means to be recognized oi

through male-manipulatej

definitions. The church,

any institution, canno
delegate equality to womei
because women mus
internalize equali
themselves.

We cannot yet call a

people "human" in thi

society, because effectively

"human" still means "man,1

Since women have beei

denied access to thei

matriarchal heritage, the

must work actively to recove

it in order to restore Hi

missing half of "human. 1

Women must create their owi

identities by refusing

constrict themselves to th

preconceived notions of mal

dominated culture.

^a

Sororities and Feminism
By WENDY ABRAHMS
A loaded title, to be sure.

There is a real argument that

our idea of sororities is not
equated with,, but rather
undermines our ideas about
feminism. Yet sororities can
offer a home for feminism-
i.e., a place where it can grow
and become very strong.

The Random House College
Dictionary defines feminism
as "an organized movement
for the attainment of social

and political rights for

women equal to those of men."
So far, that definition hasn't

excluded the concept of
sororities at all. Random
House defines a sorority as a
"society or club of women or
girls, esp. in a college." After
all, this could be the
Feminist Collective we are
talking about, right? But are

sororities on The Colorado
College campus concerned
with feminist issues? This is

a pertinent question, because
if you are a woman, it is

important that you be
concerned with women's
issues - if you were not
concerned, you wouldn't be
concerned with yourself. Beth
Mullins, a senior quotes, "I

don't think they (sororities)

address any feminist issues,

they work on philanthropies
within the community, but
that has nothing to do with
being a female. Also, very
often sorority /fraternity

parties are demeaning to

women. There's a lack of real

sisterhood in the sororities,

and therefore a lack of

feminism." Basically, this

appears to be true. One area

most sororities haven't
delved deeply into is

precisely the most important
area for them, women's issues

and concerns. Elizabeth
Brownsburger, a senior art

major who is non-Greek says

"It would be great if

sororities could be vehicles

for empowering women. But
as they are set up now,
there's no way they can be
i.e., being "chosen" to join."

Sororities sometimes seem
anti-feminist because only
very traditional
male/female roles are being
dealt with. But there is great

potential within the sorority

system for change, however
there also seems to be a lot of

ignorance and apathy. Yet,

CC has so many active, both
politically ans socially,
women who are intelligent,

independent and assertive. A
sorority at CC doesn't
necessarily speak about the

person's beliefs, ideas, and
goals. A single person's
components can't be
communicated through an
organization that does little

publically to speak at all. A
sorority is part of someone's
life - hopefully, we are
composed of far more.

Judith Roorda, Assistant

Director of the Annual Fund

sees sororities as a positive

aspect on the CC campus. I

"Being in a sorority at CC f

taught me how to work with

women, and working with

those women on committees

was very good preparation I

for work in the 'real' world.

Sororities help provide a

well-balanced existence on .

campus." A sorority is an I
organization of women, run I

for women by women. These

women could comprise an

extremely strong force. It's a

chance to do so many things -

without any male influence.

Many women don't feel

they have to be outspoken
feminists to be concerned with

women's issues. Being
assertive and strong doesn't

require a label as a

"feminist." Then why, when
they get into a group like a

sorority, do they suddenly

seem unconcerned with

anything but a formal date?

Maybe it is because they

choose to concentrate on other

things. But the sorority

system is obviously beneficial

to some, or women would no

longer continue to pursue the

Greek system. All women are

different and have different

values, and should be I

allowed to

See Abrahms, page T7
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....until death do us art
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By STACY STANFORD
As we celebrate sinister

Halloween, an ancient Celtic

festival, the folks down in

I Mexico are reveling in El Dia

I do los Muertos, or, The Day of

I the Dead. Fortunately, the

I Coburn gallery offers taste of

] the festivities. On display

they died innocent. On Nov.

2, adult souls return. The

sponsors of the show,

Southwest Studies, Mecha,

and Tracy Felix, thought it

timely to introduce this

positive death fiesta to our

rather morbid culture. Those

playful skeletons which who attended the talk by

represent the spirits of loved folklore Professor Mario

ones who have returned to Montana learned the

enjoy earthbound company complexities of the tradtion,

and pleasures. The skeletons which developed in three

are made in various mediums, stages.

including bread, sugar, wood, Aztecs up to the 16th

and wire, and they adorn century considered death to

lavish altars that are be the next step in the process

dedicated to a particular of life. It was not a mystery,

person. Other pieces in the alien to this world.

exhibit are interpretations of Depending on their social

the fiestas by contemporary status or manner of death,

artists. people would travel to one of

This holiday originated three places. The warriors

and evolved in Northern and women who died giving

Mexico and is celebrated on childbirth were transformed

November 1 & 2. The first into birds after four years in

day, spirits of children are afterlife. Why these two

celebrated. They are were coupled is unknown,

believed to be angels because Perhaps because they both

x:s'

fought battles of their own
kind. The second region, that

of paradise, welcomed the

majority ofpeople, including

those who died tragically.

Few people became involved

in a long, risky journey

within the Lord of the

Dead's home. A deity also

known as the Gentle Savior,

he created humanity in this

third afterworld. Because

the deceased had departed

on a journey, the Aztecs

buried personal belongings

and food with the body.

This belief system collided

with Christianity. Brought

by the Spanish Conquistadors

in the 1500's, the Christian

death concept was an
inevitable, everlasting fate

to be obsessed with in life.

The otherworld was
unchanging and probably

tragic because the means of

getting to heaven were
difficult and stifling.

It seems the Aztec culture,

which demystified death,

must have softended
Christianity as it was forced

upon them. The altars

commemorating loved ones in

the contemporary fiesta are

evidence of this. They
combine the holy image of

Christ on the cross with

examples of the person's

earthly vices, like booze and

cigarettes. Therefore, they

must not fear that God will

condemn them for their

faults. And despite the

Christian concept of an

insulated heaven, the

Mexicans believe that

worldly things can
still be tempting to those in

the afterlife.

The living, obviously, are

the real benefactors of El Dia

de los Muertos.
Anthropologists theorize the

fiesta contributes to the

community in several ways.

The people's anxiety about

death and other grave

matters needs to be released

and a raucous party is the

Professor Dan Tynan

and his wife, Nancy

Ekberg, were among

the performers at the

Folk Concert in

Packard

Wednesday night.

appropriate outlet. They
also want to share the

experience of death to lesson

the pain and find joy in it,

plus, a huge fiesta stimulates

the economy. Although, to

hide practicality, it is said

that when one squandors food

and drink, it will magically

reappear in abundance.

Humour pervades the

Mexicans' concept of death
and this art show. Those
who contributed their works
and set up the exhibit are

refreshingly playful in their

interpretation of the fiesta.

For instance, a ceramic devil

sits on the main altar,

although the evil god isn't a

notion typical to the Mexican
tradition. John Lawson
explained that they were
personalizing the altar to

their own discretion as the

Mexicans do. Most of the

other objects on that altar are

standard; Gold Marigolds
lieing in a cross shape
symbolize a journey due to

their yellow color, dead
bread is baked in the shape

of the body and skull and
crossbones. The latter is an

Aztec symbol that was copied

by the pirates. When eating

the dead bread, both the

living and the deceased enjoy

the spirit of the food.

Other altars/artworks

were done by John Lawson and
Emilio Lobado III. Lawson
deals with the Mexicans'

concept of romancing death

and compares it to our concept

of loving people physically

and spiritually. Lobado's

altar makes us confront our

vanity in life and death and

our modern vices. He extends

the funeral altar tradition.

but keeps the element of the

calveras (skulls) that have
monograms of living

individuals.

One piece embodies death.

It is Richard Jogoda's

"PinataCatastrofica", in

which three metal skeletons

with skulls made of

sandblasted quartz hat dance

beneath a mummified cat.

The 100 year old cat was
excavated from a hotel in

Northern Mexico. Jogado
dipped it in resin and added
festive flowers in the

process.

Tom Leech, who works
with the C.C. papermaking
classes contributed four of his

works. The humour in "The
Tourists from Hell" is

unmistakable.

A few woodcuts by Jose

Guadalupe Posada (1852-

1913) are included, his

skeletons are usually
involved in rowdy activity.

Newspapers today print his

works and attribute the

skeletal characters to current

politicians.

Children who have visited

this show have been a bit

spooked. They don't
immediately understand this

straightforward, comfortable

view of death, which
conflicts with the message of

Halloween. Before they

leave Coburn, though, the

concept of befriending death

might not be as foreign.

That's a healthy message
from which our culture can

benefit from.

photo by NiniMaley
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Musician, Prepare Thyself
By KRISTIN THOMSON
As you teeter out of class with an arm load of books and a

head full of ideas, you must often wonder what your professor is

doing while you slave over a difficult text or while rivulets of

sweat drip onto the computer keyboard. "Probably watching

TV," you mutter enviously, "or going out to dinner." This is

probably not so; in fact most of the faculty members are as busy

as you with research for their own books, creating great works

of art, or in Carlton Gamer's case, composing music. While a

great proportion of his work goes unheralded, his latest

creation, "New Beginnings" has been selected by the National

Convention of the College Music Society as one of the pieces to

be performed at their annual conference that will be held in

Santa Fe, NM October 13-16. To have one's piece selected by

the committee is quite an honor, and a confirmation that the

work is influential in the world of modern music.

Gamer actually composed this piece for CC pianist and

faculty member Sue Grace and Rice University professor and

percussionist David Colson. They comprise the professional

partnership Bricolage that tours extensively in the United

States. "New Beginnings" is based on a computer piece that he

did a few years ago at Princeton in which he read an Ezra

Pound poem through their giant synthesizer. The result was a

towering stack of computer printouts, analyzing different

aspects of his voice that he interpreted into musical notation.

This germinated the ideas for a larger work for live

performance, specifically the prepared piano and percussion.

"New Beginnings" employs over twenty percussive instruments

of various familiarity including rototoms, snare, bass drum,

suspended cymbals, vibraphone, flexatone, wood blocks,

triangles and cowbells, each producing unique timbres and

rhythms. Amid the percussive clutter is, one might sigh, the

simple piano. But, inspired by influential composer John Cage,

Gamer treats the piano in an unorthodox fashion by removing

the lid and dividing the interior into five regions. After the

insertion of a few foreign objects in between the strings it is then

played on the inside and treated like a percussive instrument.

This is then amplified and sent through digital reverberation

to create echoes and resonances that are wholly unlike those of

the conventional piano.

The score itself is a maze of unfamiliar symbols and gaps of

blank staff covered with written instructions for the players.

Gamer notes that there is "a balance between strictly notated

and freely notated passages", thus allowing Grace and Colson

to improvise in certain sections of the piece. This demands
that the performers understand each other very well , as well

as the piece.

"New Beginnings" is only the latest composition completed

by Gamer. Recently Sue Grace recorded one of his works for the

solo piano for her forthcoming album, and in the formative

'CC's Outdoor Connection

fountain Chalet
Monday thru Saturday 9-8, Sunday 11-4

226N.Tejon 633-0732

stages is an even bigger piece exploring the use of Indian,

African and Indonesian percussion instruments within the

Western musical context. With this piece and others. Gamer

endeavors to stretch the boundaries of modern music, especially

through the unconventional use of conventional instruments and

the integration of other cultures' musical traditions into the

Western perspective. To have this piece chosen by the College

Music Society is truly an honor and a recognition of Gamer*s

influential contributions to the direction of modern music.

GANNET continued

Feminism and Theatre,

a basic list might includ.

Radical Feminism, Liberal

Feminism, Materiali
s |

Feminism, Socia
Feminism, Marxist Feminism

Lesbian Feminism, Radica,

Lesbian Feminism, critica

positions such
psychosomatic femini

s
,|

criticism, and L'EcriturJ

Feminine (an application

French Feminism)"(pg. 63!.

Most Feminists do not fit into

one of these nice

categories, but are a mixture

of many, or are somethi

different completely,

other words, Feminism
defined by the individual' Benjar

the label does not define her*^
r

or him.

Feminism ii

philosophical issue and

tot on

-P'^ov"
ue anil

atthe
should not be simplified by d]]

and ta:

can he

Carlton Gamer photo by PatH McLaughlin

Monstrous Murals

Infiltrate Packard

attempts to place it within

boundaries and stereotypes

It is a struggle for the rights dancir

of women. It is a struggle for

women to recognize their

individual identity as whole

and separate from men. It is a

struggle that causes reactions

of anger and hostility among

many people. This seems to

indicate that it is indeed

striking a raw nerve that

demands careful scrutiny

about the nature of our

existence, our society and the

roles the sexes play
forming our oil fure.

music

GAT

scien'

col leg

penni

The

servic

more

worth

By USA BETTY
Plagued by the any-art

done-after-Monet-died-isn't-

art disease, some Colorado
College students neglect to

peruse the senior art shows in

Packard Hal!. Others,
especially those urbanites
who believe the sole school

color to be black complain,
rightfully, that there are no
"good" art-oriented hangouts
nearby. And still others,

oblivious until recently to the

three letter word "ART"
have suddenly been turned on
to "new art" a la Poor
Richard's but have no other

place to fuel this new found
love of theirs.

Many students don't know
that senior art shows are
almost constantly on display

in Packard and Armstrong
Halls. And that it is okay,

unless otherwise specified, to

drop by during the openings

as a study break, or just to

mingle and talk art.

Last night's "High Gloss,

Semi-Gloss and Flat"

opening, featuring the work
of Elizabeth Brownsberger,
kicked off this year's
collection of senior shows
with a befuddled bang. With
her apparent visual fondness

for German Expressionism,

Hispanic murals and
particularly Picasso's blue
period, Elizabeth gives her

observers plenty to look at,

much to interpret, and enough
canvas to contemplate for

weeks.

Elizabeth doesn't care if

Average percentage by

which art that has been

donated is overvalued

for tax purposes: 600
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Just 10 Minutes Away!

Delicious cuisine
and excellent service

in an historic setting-

the

Stagecoach Inn^ RESTAURANT

you interpret her pieces!

differently than she. "Just

think about it," she whines.

She is not your typical

tortured artist until it comes

to and apathetic audience
She would love to see many
people walk through her

show at least once, maybe
twice, and simply consider it

She's been cooped up in her

studio for years now and she'sl

anxious for a little response:

And, because of the nature oil

her work, she just migWfeel d,

provoke a reaction from you. that in

The pieces in the show are

of various sizes and mediums,

and you can observe
personal growth from her

smaller, earlier pieces to her

larger, more recent murals
is with these that Elizabelntereene

feels she has acheived anrould

appropriate mode
expression, though she woulcheir d
love to excel in woodcutting. Mo

Elizabeth's work is worlWmini

more than a swing ty° one

Packard, but if this is all tWelve,

time and effort you cartrtazinj

afford, it is better tha'p

missing the show entirely

And, if you really like o'l

dislike it, let the arris'

know..-and soon. The sho"

comes down on October 12th.
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Homecoming:
a musical revelry

"Oh, no. Not again," you moan to yourself. It seems like every year about this time, parents

jjecome very nostalgic - they dig up the musty letter sweaters and rollerskates and browse
through the old college yearbook with a chuckle. "Ah, those were the days," they sigh, "when
Ke listened to great jazz, big bands, Fabian...none of that rock n 1

roll caterwaul you punish your
ILrs with now."

"But this is the eighties," you retort, rolling your eyes. " That big band stuff is boring."

I in defense of the past they reply, "I thought we were sending you to college to open your mind,

fcroaden your horizons. That attitude doesn't sound very receptive to me."

I Luckily for all of us, it's Homecoming Weekend and the campus shall soon be inundated by a

iyariety of musical experiences that will allow us to appreciate the past. First, there will be a

Student organized marching band at the football game, composed of about twenty students and
Scuity, to raise your spirits at halftime. Then, after that chilly event, you can head into

Benjamin's for some hot refreshments and gather around the piano for a sing-a-long. It's called

The B at CC", fashioned after a similar tradition found at the Broadmoor's Golden Bee, and
|ot only will the crowd sing many favorites from the forties - and even earlier than that!- they

Ml also do many more hits from the fifties, sixties and seventies. Don't worry! Words will be
(provided and it will be a great way to revive your college spirit! And then, on Saturday night

It the Broadmoor, you will have three musical genres to choose from. Try your hand, or feet, at

'I! ballroom dancing- whisking around the floor among parents and alums decked out in their tuxs
i and taffeta. Then you can saunter over to the big band room for some swingin' and boppin', or you
i can head straight to the rock ballroom where Sapphire will be cranking out all your party and
Is dancing faves. As you collapse in a chair in between songs, you may say to yourself, "Hey, this

)rtmusic isn't so bad after all." Well, at least once every year.

GANNET continued

science addition, but the

college refuses to spend a few
pennies to light the campus.
I Then there is the escort

service. The escort service is

more of a pain than it's

worth. The administration
"just can't understand" why
more women don't use it -
well we'll tell you why we

"don't use it!!! Half the time
I there is no one at the escort
' desk so you have to wait for
them... then it takes them

/
,
twenty minutes to track down
someone willing to escort

iDJou... then you get the
enjoyment of walking home
.with who knows who... one
'guy asked me how I knew he
wouldn't rape me... the fact
;0f the matter was, I didn't! I

|am usually lucky enough to
iget a first-year sexist male

^
|student, who tries to pick me

;s
iup. We want an escort

51 service, not a dating service.
5

.
Women's safety is a

feminist issue. The
-chivalrous attitude of many
°male escorts makes you feel

'impendent, rather than
•''independent. No one will use
"the escort service if it makes
'70u feel stupid, degraded

'b
d heIPless - Why can't we

•>Pe escorted by two women
>e.Ujstead? No, we do not hate
« Wn, we ju St don .

t wanl to
™el dependent on people
™t msult us. Not all male

"Sscorts are bad, but we're not
KMlhng to take the chance of
fing escorted by a man that
«s there for the wrong
*W. Perhaps we need to
Mve paid escorts who are
greened and on call. This
aijwuld guarantee women a2 and hi>ssle-free walk to
''» destination.

*or some reason the
rltdministration thinks that
b)0 one needs an escort after

»Tfe, for that is when the
» tezmg escort service closes.

, S you can call security,

'ML
1S that advertised?

Tf"ever I have called

bTfy'
they come

<
but very

oActantly.
i believl tha

y

'
„
escort service was started
encourage women not to

walk alone by making it easy
to get an escort. It is ironic

that the escort service closes

at the most dangerous time to

walk alone. Basically,
walking alone in the Springs
is dangerous anytime of day
or night, but after midnight
the statistics go up.
Logically, it should be the

easiest to get an escort at the

most dangerous time of night
- after twelve. Instead, the

administration makes it

almost impossible by rarely

advertising that such a

service exists after midnight.
The main reason, though,

that women don't use the
escort service is not simply
because it is an ineffective

system. Most women aren't

scared enough - they don't

feel an escort is necessary.

We are never told just how
many violent crimes occur.

Through the grapevine we
learn of many rumors, but no
one is really sure if they are

true or not.

Last year, twelve of my
friends in a two week period
were attacked. This
information was never made
public. Hence, it is easy to

con yourself into believing

that vou are safe at CC.
After one woman was
assaulted on campus last

year, a security guard put up
signs, warning people not to

walk alone. The
administration made him
take them down, fearing

that they might "cause
alarm." Is CC afraid of

scaring away students? It's

not as if CC is different from
other colleges. All colleges

have a large population of

young women so of course

they are targets for rapists

and perverts.

At Carleton College,
general notices are put in

student boxes informing them
of incidents on campus. It is

not advertised at CC how
important it is to report

attacks and hence the
administration doesn't know
all of what happens. To me,
it appears that the
administration has taken
the attitude of "what they
don't know can't hurt them."

I find this attitude
appalling - once you are
raped or even have a close

call, ;you will never be the
same. I feel quite silly

stating that rape is a

traumatic experience, it

deserves more than that, it

scars you for life. Obviously,
the administration does not
feel the same way, or they
would be taking more
preventative measures -

informing the students and
lighting the campus are just

the bare essentials, and they
haven't even done that. Who
knows how many rapes and
how much peace of mind
could have been saved by a

little education?

Yes, improving the escort

service, the lighting, and
educating the campus will

take some commitment and a

little money. The question
certainly is not whether CC
can afford it; the question is

do they want to?

Of course, it is not as if the

administration isn't doing
anything; they are. We do
have an escort service, self-

defense courses are offered as

are a few women's studies

courses. The problem is not

enough is actively being
done. It took getting
assaulted and hearing of
friends getting assaulted for

us to realize that the rumors
are real. Now we use the

escort service and think
about learning to defend
ourselves. It's lucky it didn't

take getting raped for us to

get concerned about our
safety. The few women that

use the escort service now use
it because they have been
assaulted.

Right now the school has a

passive attitude. The
services are there if you want
them but calling up security

at 2 am on a Friday night for

an escort is not positively

encouraged. The
administration and students

need to adopt a more
aggressive attitude toward
preventing violent crimes in

the area. We are supposed to

be a progressive institution -

lets start behaving like one!

Film Festival Explores
Wo mens 9 Perspective

By SHANNON MCGEE F
Colorado College will be hosting a women's Film Festival for

the 1988-89 school year. A film will be shown every third
Monday of the block at 3:00 pm in Armstrong 300 (except for the
first film which will be shown in Packard Hall Auditorium).
The first film shown will be That Obscure Object of Desire
directed by Bunuei (France), on Monday, October 17, at 3:00 pm
in Packard Hall Auditorium. The film centers on sex, power,
and the male gaze.

For block 3 the film She's Gotta Have It directed by Spike Lee
(USA) will be shown on Monday, November 14 at 3:00 in

Armstrong 300. This film, an example of powerful Black
cinema, also deals with female and male sexuality. The film

being shown 4th block, Three Women by Robert Altman (USA),
is on Monday, December 12 at 3:00 pm in Armstrong 300. This
film has been described as a psychoanalytic discourse,
Hollywood style, and is an example of jungian cinema.

For blocks 5-8, the films Rosa Luxembourg, La Marguise d'O,
The Vagabond, and Gold Diggers will be shown respectively.

The purpose of the Women's Film Festival is to provide a

portrait of the ways in which women are seen and the way
women see themselves that transcend traditional iconoclasms.

The festival gives a voice to the voiceless by presenting non-
traditional images of women. All films will be followed by
discussion led by various professors. The films all promise to

invoke our ires and lead to rousing discussion! Everyone is

welcome! Any questions concerning the films or the Women's
Film Festival can be answered by Marcia Dobson of the Classics

Department, Joann Klein of the English Department, and
Marcelle Rabbin of the French Department.

your-j

e?

Chris Andresen Junior English

Julia Fordham's Julia Fordham

TrevOster Sophomore English

The Egyptian Lover Filthy

Chris Stutz First Year undecided

Husker Du's Candy Apple Grey

4->
Jennifer Yates Sophomore English

Amy Grant's The Collection

c3 3

1

Tom Hackett Senior Anthropology

Bob Dylan's Planet Waves

Amber Johnstone first year completely undecided

Genesis' Selling England by the Pound

Abrahms cont

cnoose to be anything they

want. If congress abolished

abortion, many women would
be outraged because their

choice had been taken away.
By abolishing sororities, a

suggestion that has been
flying around campus like

frisbees, we are erasing a

chance for women to be
together as individuals.

These are women of substance,

but when they get into a

group like a sorority it seems
the focus tends to be trivial

and unimportant. There is

nothing wrong with having
fun, however we can't forget

the meaning of change and
development. We have to

erab the chance to be

trailblazers as women living

in the United States today.

Becky Sharp, a senior

studying in India this

semester writes: "I guess you

can be thankful you're

American. Women here are

nothing more than slightly

glorified baby machines."

The sorority could be a place

to understand what feminism

is all about and provides a

perfect place to understand

these issues. If we are going to

have them, lets make them a

forum for our ideas and
explorations and take every

advantage possible. It's a

matter of changing the focus

and what sororities are all

about and most importantly,

heightening our awareness as

women-
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What's ShakinLOctober 7th through 13th
FILM:
Man From Snowy River

Presented by the Film Series

Friday, October 7

Olin 1 7 & 9 pm
$1 with CC ID

Decline Of Western Civilization II: The Metal Years-

While the first Decline dealt with the LA punk scene that

flourished in the late 70s, this one delves into the spandex n'

leather subculture of metal heads. Includes appearances by

Alice Cooper, Ozzy Osbourne, Motorhead and Megadeath, to

name a few.

Friday, Oct 7- Monday, Oct 10

Poor Richard's

7&9 pm $3.25

Love Story- Ryan O'Neill and Ali Macgraw never have to

say they're sorry.

Tuesday, Oct 11

Fine Arts Center

8 pm $2.50

Ten Day Jewish Film Festival- Poor Richard's and the

Temple Shalom have collaborated to present four highly

acclaimed Jewish/Israeli films over ten days. The Wannsee

Conference will be shown from Oct 11-13, a dramatic

recreation of the decision made by the Nazis on January 20,

1942 about the solution to "the Jewish problem"-

extermination.

Oct 11-20

Poor Richard's

7&9 pm $3.25

The Blob-Various people are consumed by a large globule of

iridescent goop, and you're next on its slime list...heh heh

heh
plus Red Heat. Such a deal

The Peak

$1 all the time!

El Dia de los Muertos- In celebration of the Latin American

tradition of honoring those loved ones who have died with a

lively and colorful festival around the end of October, the

Coburn Gallery, the Fine Arts Center and Mario Montano

have collaborated to showcase Mexican ritual artifacts and

local artists' work. This show is co-sponsored by Southwest

Studies, MEChA and Tracy Felix Artspace.

Cobum Gallery in the Worner Center

Oct 3-28 with an opening reception Oct 7,3-6 pm

Senior Art Show- The murals and paintings of Elizabeth

Brownsberger, CC art studio major, are on display in Packard

Hall until Oct 12.

New Directions in Paper-nationally known artists exhibit

the latest two and three dimensional uses of paper in art.

Gallery of Contemporary Art at UCCS
through Oct 28

THEATRE AND DANCE:
One of the most widely known and performed musicals in the

history of Broadway, My Fair Lady, will be performed by

the Fine Arts Center Repertory Theatre.

Friday Oct 7-Sunday, Oct 9

Fine Arts Center

8 pm tickets available at Worner Center desk

coming soon....Merce Cunningham Dance Company

MUSIC:
Pop singer Amy Grant will be appearing at McNichols.

Oct 9

tickets at Ticketmaster outlets

Livesounds presents the college rock band Game Theory in

Armstrong Hall on Friday, Oct 14 with special guests, CC's

own Dogtooth Violets. More about that next week.

coming soon...David Lindley and El Rayo X, Butthole

Surfers. Social Distortion.

Austin-tatiousl!
By TULIO BROWNING
Austin, Texas. The

University of Texas'
enrollment is up to almost
fifty thousand. And in the

other half dozen colleges in

the area and you have. ..well,

ya got buttloads of students is

whatcha got. All these
young folk help create and
renew a youthful, energetic
atmosphere. Then you get all

that graduated and had too

much fun to leave town and
all the people who come
because they hear it's such a

happening town and you
have a whole lotta people
who are, in one way or

another, enjoying all the

"hip scenes" around them, or

at least trying to.

I highly recommend
visiting Austin forany reason

at all. If you do, here's a few
thangs to see n' places to go.

First head down t o

Guadelupe
Street, better
known as "the Drag'

This is part ot
the campus
and the best

place to people
watch. If you feel

like being "Euro" and

chillin' with a cappuccino
then Captain Quakenbushes'
is where your feet must
travel. On your way stop by
any alternative record store

and grab a copy of The
Chronicle . It's free and it

tells you everything going on
anywhere. It's funny, too. If

you just want to stuff your face

Ik*
Cthnk art,

Clothing*
3WCLRY 7RM1

SouTftRtteftk*,

flFRiauiftiA.

iNOlpColORflPDCiTY

2510VCOWRKK> AVt*

33-058f.

with righteous amounts of

flesh and grease, then check
out the barbeque and fixins at

Carnivore.
Or try the GM
teakhouse for

4k "^y^ the best in

formica dining

and service

people who
perpetually
harass you
with fake

mustard and rubber rat gags.

They make a hell of a

chicken fried steak, though.

OK, now that you've
finished chowin' you've still

got a few hours to kill before
the town starts gettin' live.

Check out a movie that

couldn't get a showing in
Colorado Springs. Stop by
the Student Union movie
theater for the schedule of

cult classics and mainstream
re-runs. The Dobie also has
an interesting assortment-
while I was in town they
were showing Fowaqqatsi -

the follow up to
Kovannisqatsi. as well as
Killer Klowns from Outer
Space . Plenty of dollar
flicks, too, if you're saving
your money for beer and cover
charges.

As you head out of the

show you should be just in

time to head to another. But
this time it's no sit-down, air

conditioned, popcorn
munching set-up. ..it's alive.

Live music is an overstocked
department in Austin. Music
lovers can easily go broke in

Austin because they can go out
every night and get some good
sounds somewhere. Here's a

few of the hotspots:

Antone's is an established

Blues tradition in Texas.
Greats like Albert Collins

and Buddy Guy will do a few
shows here every year. It's a

big place with plenty of room
for dancing, yet dark enough
to soak up the blues.
Definitely an older, regular
crowd- not the "college
scene".

bucks on a floor smaller thai

the Great Space or you coulT

catch the enduring rockel

Blue Oyster Cult for abo|

the same price.

The Black Cat Lounge is t|

greatest "hall in the wall

It's shorter than your averal

Slocum hallway and onlyl

few feet wider. NO COVB
EVER, and some mean ]oc|

blues.

There are far too marl

Liberty Lunch is an open air

venue which presents shows
of every nature. Yet while
there have been great
hardcore shows, it is the
place of choice for all African
and Reggae rhythm bands.
One can smoke beneath the

sky and dance to Jah beat.

Quite different from the
"stand on your seat again and
I'll splinter your spine"
attitude so prevalent at many
Denver area stadium shows.
The Back Room is a small

rock and roll club that

handles local talent and all

the has-been shows still on
the road. You can dance to

the Stray Cats or Georgia
Satellites for about seven

other clubs, restaraunts am
youth habitats to mentioi

Instead, why not just getdr

butt down here and check!

out? Take a van and sleep!

the back. Or don't sleel

Take a chance; you won't T
young, aimless and stupi

forever, you know. Well, ftvob

sure has been hellacious ft

writing this, but I leave
j

the morning for the \^j5 A>

south city of Buenos Airc^S'
However, this is not the la Con

you will hear from [h^ ni

vagrant reporter. Next in oj
llor<

series of inane articles c
'"e>

urban nightlife we'll take njpi

rare listen to "Disco from •',,'" ;

Bottom of the World". A^ l^el

amigos. u§a
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Tiger Griders Win
third Straight on
Last Second
Touchdown
HJkropina Recovers Fumble in

Endzone For Winning TD

ByJAYGRANTZand
jfEE LAWTON

The. epic drama of doom
land destruction continued to

forge its gruesome trail over

the past two weeks at

Washburn Field as the

Colorado College football

Tigers devoured the St. Paul

Bible College Crusaders

(Mn.) and the Bethel College

Ehreshers (Ks.).

Over a fortnight ago, on
.September 24, the St. Paul

'Bible College Crusaders were
:

fed to the hungry Tigers to

;fhe tune of 48-0. The hapless,

'hopeless and totally
helpless Crusaders struggled

and wept as the Tiger offense

marched over, around and

through their weary bodies.

Shawn Holt and Stephen
Moltram led the potent Tiger

rushing attack to 374 total

ground yards as the burly
offensive line blew apart the

Crusaders defense.

The Tiger defense, as usual,

,behaved in a reckless and
"truly manner. The fearsome

Hack Attack" recorded
[cir first shut-out in over a

cade of Colorado College
ffiotball history. Ryan
Wallach, junior cornerback

out of Taos, New Mexico,
repeatedly punished
Crusader ballcarriers in a
fashion characteristic of the
overall team play. Quite
frankly, this game was sad
and pathetic, the epitome of

a debacle, and should not be
discussed further.

The Tigers reached into a
bag of tricks and wizardry to

pull out a stunning 10-9 upset
of nationally ranked Bethel
College. In the waning
minutes of the game, backs to

the wall, the Tiger offense
manufactured a comeback
drive that would make Rod
Serling beam with joy. On
fourth down and ten, in the

middle of the field, Mike
Ukropina floated a prayer
through the Rocky Mountain
air, off the hands of several

Bethel defenders, and into

the awaiting arms of diving

wingback, John Horning.
Coach Frank "Flash" Flood
was unofficially quoted as
saying, "Hell, that was the
greatest catch in CC history,

and I've seen them all!" That
was nothing, though,
compared to the unworldly

The Tigers domination of the pits lead to a 48-0 throttling of the Crusaders.

magic to come.

With third down and goal
on the Bethel three yard
line, Steve Mottram scatted

off right tackle into a slew of

Thresher defenders. The
explosive collision was too

much for Mottram to sustain,

as the ball squirted loose

toward the endzone. Time
stood still at Washburn as

Ukropina and a large
opponent raced for the loose

ball. Ukropina gallantly
recovered the spilled bean
and the Tigers claimed
victory when "Uke" eeked
the extra point over the

crossbar.

The space provided could
never do justice to all of the

outstanding individual
performances of these two
glorious weekends. Team
effort and achievement is the

moral of this fairy tale. Bob

Dirk Dykes pressures the Crusader quarterback.

Zierman summed up the

experience, stating in a

philosophically succinct sort

of way, "Gee guys, this was
really neat!"

Next carnage:
Homecoming, October 8,

Washburn Field.

Victim: Milsaps College
Majors (Mississippi).

(Volleyball First in Menlo Tournament

_ANDREA SUNSET and
SJSTIN POULSON

JContinuing a four year
'Winning tradition, theH orado College Women's

Weyball Team returned to

jJJPus after block break
.
Jtn some very impressive

ii. jewelry" (much like Greg
"luganis). Colorado College

IrWinn

oBlor,
fVbllej

twh

-

defeated four top California

teams, earning a first place
trophy in the Menlo College
Invitational in Palo Alto,
California.

The middle blocking
dynamic duo of two time All-

American Cathy Costello

and sophomore Mary "The
Rat Trainer" Thompson was
recognized for its stellar

performance. By unanimous
selection, Costello, who
finished the four matches
with 74 kills was chosen as

the tournament's Most
Valuable Player, while
Thompson placed on the All-

Tournament Team.
Starting off the tournament

schedule, the Tigers faced #6
ranked Laverne University.

CC was shaky at first, but

rallied back in the third

game as the dazzling play of

the setter Emily Smith, and
outside hitter Kristin Poulson
lead the Tigers to victory, 13-

15, 10-15, 15-9, 15-8, 15-10.

Next in line for punishment
was Pomona-Pitzer College,

which was ranked within

the top ten as well. A n
overanxious Pomona player

decided to join the winning

side, and strategically took

out Andrea "Sunshine"
Sunset, outside hitter, with a

sprained ankle. But their

ploy was to no avail, as

Stephanie Pearson stepped in

to carry the Lady Ninja

Warriors to victory.

Despite an overdose of

caffeine for Vanessa

Gerwing, the Tigers went on
to annihilate Menlo College
on Saturday morning. The
deft blocking skills of Teri

Johnson stopped Menlo's
floundering left-side attack.

In the championship
match, Christy Valpey aced

San Bemadino off the court.

Revenge was sweet as the

Tigers handily defeated San
Bernadino in three games.
Waving the first place
trophy above her head,
freshmonster Curr'e Jacobus
stated, "The competition was
tough, but as a team we
really pulled together."

Colorado College ended the

weekend with a Top Five

ranking in the nation.

Come watch C C
Volleyball's Homecoming
match-up on Friday night at

7 P.M. in El Pomar, as they

battle The United States Air

Force Academy. The match
should prove to be intense,

but Coach Sue "Wawawa"
Bethanis confidently stated,

"We've finally crossed the
transcendental threshold of

upper-level focused
volleyball, and we're ready
to rock on!!"

50$
off

FREE DELIVERY

50$ Off

500
off

with $5.00 purchase

Catalona's
'DeliMd Subs

389-0243
219 E. Platte Colorado Spring* Co.

50C 50C
Off AU3M13Q 33U3 Off
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Who's Going To The
Mets 1 Power Will Topple L.A.

By PETER POCHNA
The Los Angeles Dodgers

beat the New York Mets 6-3

Wednesday night to even the

National League
Championship Series at one
game apiece.

While the Dodgers were
impressive in rallying back

from a tough ninth inning, 3-2

loss on Tuesday night, the

Mets, having gained a split

at Dodger Stadium, now hold

the advantage in the series

as three of the last five

scheduled games will be
played in New York. Play

resumes tonight when the

Mets' Ron Darling (17-9, 3.25

ERA) takes the mound
against John Tudor (10-8, 2.32

ERA).
Looking at the two team's

regular season performances,

the Mets would seem to be

the overwhelming favorite

to win the pennant. During
the season, the Mets
exhibited better long ball

capacity, hitting 53 more
home runs then the Dodgers,

and the New Yorkers were
slicker in the field,

committing only 115 errors to

the Dodgers' 142. Also, while

the Dodgers' strength is

pitching - they had the

second best team ERA in

baseball - the Mets even
surpass them in this

category, as they were the

number one team. On top of

all this, the Mets beat the

Dodgers 10 out of 11 times

through the course of the

season.

Even with all the numbers
leaning heavily in the Mets'

favor, the Dodgers proved
Wednesday night that they

are not going to go down
without a fight. The boys in

blue rocked Mets' ace David
Cone for 5 runs in two innings

while rookie hurler Tim
Belcher held the Mets'

The Outsider

powerful bats to only 4 hits in

81/3 innings.

For the Dodgers to continue

such success, their third and
fourth starters, Tudor and

Tim Leary, will have to put

in stellar performances before

Shea Stadium's ever hostile

multitudes. They also need
more production from their

injury hampered left fielder,

Kurt Gibson. Gibson, a prime
MVP candidate, was the

Dodgers' offensive catalyst

throughout the season,
leading Dodger regulars in

batting average and home
runs. He struggled at the
plate, howe.er, throughout
the month of September, and
was held hitless in the first

two playoff games.
On the other side of the

field, the Mets need long ball

production from their home
run horses, Darryl
Strawberry, Kevin
McReynolds and Howard
Johnson, to break down the

Dodger pitchers. They also

must get a quality pitching

performance from Sid
Fernandez, their starter in

game four. Fernandez was the

World Series?!?
D

Clemens Led Sox Will Upset A

Mets' fifth starter
throughout the season, and
was expected only to appear
in relief during the playoffs.

However, an injury to the

Mets' number four starter, Bob
Ojeda, has thrust Fernandez
into a crucial starting role.

Overall, with two such
powerful pitching staffs, the

rest of the series should be
close. The Mets' potent
offense (more runs than any
other NL club), however, has
a better chance to knock out
the Dodger pitchers, and
with the home field

advantage in their favor, the

Mets should take the series

in six games.

Biking Through Southern China

The author poses before a Taoist temple.

By KELLER KIMBROUGH
My alarm went off at 7:30

am. The sun was just
beginning to rise. I sat up in
bed, stuck my arm through a
gap in the mosquito netting,
and turned off the clock.
After a few minutes I got out
of bed, walked over to the
table by my window, and

poured myself a cup of tea.

Breakfast would be served in

twenty minutes. I stirred my
tea with a pen from the

table, but the water was just

not hot enough; the tea

leaves floated on top and I

had to strain them with my

was used to it, though. 1

packed up my things and got

ready for breakfast. We
would probably get one
hundred year old eggs, duck
brains, and rice porridge
again. I was used to that, too.

So began another day of

bicycling through rural
China.
This summer I spent the

month of June bicycling with
a group of 11 through parts of

Southern China. The trip

was organized and run ba a

Colorado based company,
Adventures Worldwide. AW
specializes in bicycle trips

for high school and college

age students through Europe
and Asia.

We began our trip in

Beijing, arriving at the
airport after an eighteen
hour flight from San
Francisco with a layover in

Shanghai. We spent four
days in Beijing sightseeing

and desperately trying to get

By CHIP ROEHRIG
Having grown up in the

Boston area it is very
difficult for me to be objective

about this series. If it sounds
like I'm guilty of favoritism,

you are probably right.

teem as I took small sips. I please see THE OUTSIDER p.22

Stephen King recently used
the word "insanity" in

reference to us Red Sox fans.

He is probably not too far off

base. My predictions may
very well reinforce this

notion in most of your minds,
unless, of course, you also

have been so inflicted.

On the surface this series

may look like a cake walk
for the Oakland A's. After
all they did win one-hundred
and four games this season.

They defeated the Red Sox
nine out of twelve tries, and
they ended the season on a

tear. Meanwhile the Red Sox
were winning only eighty-
nine games and backed into

the play-offs losing six of
their last seven.To make
matters worse I will allow
for the fact that, at this time
Oakland has already one the
first game against our, excuse
me, Boston's best pitcher,
Bruce Hurst. With all of this

in mind lets take a look at

the key positional matchups
of the series.

At first-base, the A's Mark
McGwire is head and
shoulders above anything
the Red Sox can put out there.

While he is only an adequate
fielder his presence in
Fenway should send fear into

the hearts of Boston fans. He
is fully capable of knocking a
few balls over the Green
Monster. In a close series that

could be the difference. Todd
Benzinger will get the call

for Boston. While he is a
good RBI man, he is a poor
fielder, and does not have
the power to neutralize
McGwire. Edge: Oakland.
At second-base you will

find the man who is in my
estimation the Red Sox most
valuable player. He never
makes a mistake. While he
doesn't have great range, he
gets everything near him,
and keeps everybody else in
the game. At the plate he
hit .283 while knocking home
65runners. Whether Oakland
counters with the slick
fielding Gallego or wily
veteran Glen Hubbard doesn't
much matter, neither can
match the all around ability

of Marty Barrett. Edge:

Boston.

Third-base doesn't api

to be much of a contest

never count out Can
Lansford. Wade Boggs is

man who replaced Lansf
(

in Boston. Lansford has a

of pride and determinate
Look for him to have a

series both in the field and]

the plate. What else can

said about Wade Boggs.

season filled with of f-fje

turmoil Boggs never let
jj

play be affected. With
heartbreak of 1986 fresh

his mind he should respoi

with a big post season. Ed;

Boston.

If Jose Canseco had not

making history in Oakla

Mike Greenwell would ha

been the favorite to win ft

years MVP honors. Time

and time out Greenw
responded with the big

I

the Red Sox needed to

them over the top.Oaklai Tiger
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may counter with
different left-fielders. As

Red Sox fan the one w

scares me the most is Li

Polonia. He is fast, and
outstanding fielder. In

game at Fenway this yeai

saw him almost s

handedly beat the So:

a homer, a triple, and a gat

saving catch. Oth

possibilities are slugg

Dave Parker and utility m
Tony Phillips. Edge: Boston

While Jose Canseco

exploits have been w

documented, those of Dwi[

Evans have not. The man ii

been one of the
consistent run producers oft

eighties, and he remains

gold glove calib

rightfielder. While there

no question that Canseco gi

the nod, the gap is not as o

as some people might thir

Edge: Oakland
Both of these teams ha

outstanding pitching stai

With Roger Clemens, Bin

Hurst and Mike Boddicl

Boston has the best fn

three in the league. Da

Stewart, Bob Welch
Storm Davis will also ma

a formidable play-

rotation but I think Bos

rates a slight edge in start

pitching. The bullpf

however is a different stoi

While the Red Sox d

obtain Lee Smith as a clos

he is not the match I

Dennis Eckersley. On a wh
the Oakland pen is deep

and more versatile than tl

of the Red Sox.

Now that I have tried

objectively compare thi
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how I could still pick the

"

Sox. In a seven game sei
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important factor. I fin"

believe that Roger Clemi

has come to win
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determination should
two games itself. I think ti

his intensity in game
will spark Boston to turn itl

another notch and prevail 1 I

seven games.
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Women's Soccer Shuts Out
Block Break Opponents

lBy KRISTIN JOHNSTON
I The Colorado College

women's soccer team had two

Itough games on September 23

land 25th to finish out the

block. Their first game was
Lgainst the University of

North Carolina Tarheels,

Iranked #1 in the nation, and

also the defending national

Ichampions. The Tigers

played an excellent game, but

the Tarheels converted two

Icorner kicks to add to their

Ifirst goal, and ended the

leame with a 3-0 victory. The

Iscore does not give an

accurate portrayal of the

Tigers' skill, however; as the

game was much closer than

the final outcome made it

appear.

CC had many chances to

score, and even outshot the

Tarheels, but jdst could not

seem to put the ball in the

net. It was an evenly fought

match, and one that the

Tigers can be proud of, but it

showed where the women
need the most work. "We are

so close to obtaining
consistent excellence", says
ssistant coach Austin
)aniels; and with continued

hard work and dedication,

UNC assuredly will not be as

lucky in their next match-up
with the Tigers.

On Sunday, CC went on the

icld to tackle the Santa
Ulara Broncos; and perhaps
t was due to held over
disappointment from the

previous game, or lack of

preparation for what should
have been an easier game, but

for whatever reason, the
women barely pulled off an

SPORTS/21

overtime 3-2 win. The Tigers

were clearly the superior
team, but again, could not
finish; and that, combined
with mental lapses, formed a

disastrous combination.

Junior Kerri Tashiro scored

first, with an assist b y
Charry Korgel, but the
Broncos countered with their

own goal soon after. Again,
in the second half, Kerri put

the Tigers ahead, and again,

a breakdown allowed Santa
Clara back into the game.
The Tigers finally showed
some fight during overtime,
and Tash got the final goal of
the game to give CC the win.
However, the victory was
hollow, as both the players
and the coaches were
frustrated with the mediocre
level of play. It was a

situation that would have to

be remedied before block
break.

Without a doubt, C C
redeemed itself with two
superb performances last

weekend. The first team the

Tigers sent home
disappointed was Metro
State College in Denver. To
quote head coach Dang, "We
put on a clinic." It was that

simple. Once again, the
score, 2-0 does not reflect the

Tigers' level of play. Metro
should not even have been on
the same field as CC. Their
composure was beautiful, the

connections flawless, and
their skill was possibly the
best it has been all season.
The goals were scored by
Charry Korgel and Kerri
Tashiro, both unassisted.

The final game to date was
against the University of
Northern Colorado, and the

pent-up goals that the Tigers

had been unable to release

all season came out in a
deluge. Once again, the
Tigers played well, but for

the first time all season, the
focus was on goals, not on
pretty play. Kerri Tashiro
scored first on a smart,
follow-up play, and from
then on, goals and assists

were up for grabs. Cissy
Wafford scored next on an
assist from Karla Thompson,
and then Meg Williams
knocked in a loose ball to

give CC a 3-0 lead at half-

time. For those who left

then, you missed a great

second half. MaryClaire
Robinson hit a beautiful

rocket into the upper corner

off a nice pass by Angie Diaz

to resume the scoring; and
Karla Thompson continued
with a goal off an assist by
Buffy. Keri Schloredt, who
played a brilliant game, got

her first goal of the season
off a pass from Tashiro, and
Karen Willoughby finished
the 7-0 rout with a good shot

off Jennifer Murphree's
assist. The ride back to

Greeley could not have been
much fun.

The Tigers played
Thursday against Denver
University and then host the

University of Cincinnati on
Saturday at 1:00. Saturday's
game is a league game, and
therefore a must win for the

women.

Men's Soccer Storms Through Iowa

Kerri Tashiro has tallied 5 goals in the last 3 games.

Homecoming Schedule
Oct. 7 Women's Volleyball vs. Air Force Academy, 6 pm

8 Football vs. Millsaps College, 1:30 pm
Women's Soccer vs. University of Cincinnati, 1 pm
Men's Soccer vs. Colorado School of Mines, 3 pm
Cross Country, Colorado College Invitational at

Monument Valley Park (Men, 9 am; Women 10 am)

Scores, Scores, Scores
Sept. 29 Men's Soccer 8 Cornell College 1

30 Women's Soccer 2 Metro State

Oct. 1 Women's Volleyball , Menlo College Tournament 1st

1 Football 10 Bethel College 9

Men's Soccer 9 Ripon College

2 Women's Soccer 7 Northern Colorado
Men's Soccer 2 Grinnell 1

Women's Cross Country PPRR Fall XC Scries #1 4th

By JOHN ROACH
I The Colorado College
Bnen's soccer team recently
completed two road trips

ivith drastically different

Jesuits. A swing through
fctinnesota left the team with
b bad taste in their collective

jnouth. The Tigers faced St.

Ipiaf and MacAllister on the
Brip and came home with
jiary a victory.

I The MacAllister game
jnust have .been a real
fcnoozefest as time ran out on a

f-0
tie. MacAllister played

ihe game using a philosophy
phat brought everyone back
In defense, thus smothering
|nyCC opportunities. The St.

Olaf game was one of the

bigger disappointments in

recent Tiger soccer history.

The 5-0 defeat was
humiliating and left the

team in a state of shock. One
theory put forth to explain

the loss was that the team
had spent too much time

trying to locate each of the

10,000 lakes in Minnesota and

was thus too tired to play

efficiently.

The Minnesota trip was a

major let down, but the Tigers

were ready to bounce back in

Iowa. The for games
scheduled included two
against less than formidable

opposition.

r uses his head to stifle the opposition.

The first game was against

Cornell College. The Tigers

showed some signs of

uncertainty in the first half

and could manage only a 1-1

tie after the first stanza.

Ricky Garcia ignited the

team with two goals in the

first ten minutes and the CC
squad never looked back on

their way to an 8-1 victory.

The scoring barrage
continued in the Wartburg
College game, an 8-0 victory.

Scott Reynolds and Andrew
Schwartz shined for the

Tigers in a team effort that

saw the bench utilized in the

second half.

The trip continued on its

torrid pace as CC dismantled

a squad from Ripon College.

On this day the bench was

given its day to showcase
their abilities. Scott Zeman
and Scott Reynolds anchored
the midfield while freshman
John Akern tallied his first

career hat trick as the Tigers

cruised to an easy 9-0 victory.

The game was also notable

because it featured the

highest nutmeg ratio of the

year for CC, including 4 by
Brian Joseph.

The most important game
of the trip was a matchup

please see SOCCER p.22

ToxicWfoste Dump.
Iambmcan

The Great American Smokeout. Nov. 17. TsSS^

CC. DISCOUNT
Cruisers $30 to $40

Puch Mountain Bikes from $ 229

Bicycle Clothing - Pants - Accessories

Rustic Hills Bicycle Center

3912 E. San Miguel St. (at Academy) somhcndofRusiic Hills Ma

550-1188
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Men Win Four in a Row
cont from SOCCER p21

against Grinnell College.

After the pain of the

Minnesota trip, the Tigers

needed a win against a

qualified team to re-

establish their confidence for

the final stage of the season.

CC began the game with a

storm, but could not
capitalize on numerous
breakaways. At the end of

the half the Tigers were up
1-0 on the strength of an
Andy Dorsey goal despite a

10-3-1 shots on goal
advantage. Dorsey scored
again in the second half and
the team held off a Grinnel
rally. The game resulted in a

2-1 Colorado College victory
and a four game sweep of
Iowa for the trip.

Homecoming weekend will

give the Tigers a chance to

redeem an earlier loss to the
Colorado School of Mines.
After the Mines game, the
team will travel to
California. Scott Zeman
believes that, "The Mines
game and California- trip
could make us the surprise
team from the West in the
NCAA tournament if we're
successful."

At 10-4-1, the team is

already enjoying a good year;
one that could be even better
with a strong flurry at the
end of the season.

The Lijang River.

Coke, Gumdrops and Polaroids

cont from THE OUTSIDER p.20

over jetlag, culture shock, the
food, and the fear of riding a
bike in the overcrowded
streets. We spent a day
visiting the Forbidden City,
several Buddhist temples,
and getting a Coke at
Kentucky Fried Chicken next
to Tiannamen Square. In spite
of the millions who live
there, Beijing is a very clean
city. I am also convinced that
it is one of the safest cities in
the world.

After our short stay in the

capitol we flew south to
Guilin. Guilin is surrounded
by jungle and a range of
beautiful but strange gum-

drop shaped mountains. The
air was so humid that at first

it seemed difficult to

breathe. Sweat became a

large part of our daily lives.

We stayed in Guilin for

two days and then spent a

day riding a ferry up the

Lijang River to the town of

Yangshuo. We spent a day in

Yangshuo and then several

more riding our bicycles

through rice fields and jungle

back to Guilin.

The next day we caught a

plane to the city of Kunming
in the Yunnan province. From
Kunming we took day-trips,

bicycling out into the country
to see the great wall and the

stone forest. Our group took a

ten hour van ride one day

over a mountain range to the

Erhai Lake. We stayed in

the town of Dali and spent a

week bicycling through the

Erhai region on the main

roads, most of which were

dirt.

Everywhere we went we

were treated with kindness

and respect. In some of the

rural areas we may very well

have been the first

Westerners many of the

people ever saw. Peoplel

would usually drop whatever

they were doing to come look

at us as we walked or rode by.

Rob Wheaton, another CCj

student, brought a Polaroid;

instamatic camera with him.

He was often surrounded by

mobs of screaming Chinese

children who wanted a

picture.

Eventually we took our

group van back to Kunming,
said good-bye to our friend

and guide, Mr. Song, and

caught a plane to Hong Kong

for the end of the trip.

Bicycles are the only way to

travel in' Asia (especially

when there is a van

following close behind). I

hope to get back soon.

If anyone is interested in

biking through Japan for the

month of August '89, contact

me at 633-6473 or write W

Adventures Worldwide, 830

Cemetery Lane, Aspen, I

Colorado, 81611.
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H Because woman's work is never

done and is underpaid or unpaid or boring

or repetitious and we're the first to get

the sack and what we look like is

more important than what we do and

if we get raped it's our fault and if

we get bashed we must have provoked

it and if we raise our voices we're

nagging bitches and if we enjoy sex

we're nymphos and if we don't

we're frigid and if we love women
it's because we can't get a "real"

man and if we ask our doctor too many
questions we're neurotic and/or pushy

and if we expect community care for

children we're selfish and if we
stand up for our rights we're aggressive

and "unfeminine" and if we don't

we're typical weak females and if we
want to get married we're out to

trap a man and if we don't we're

unnatural and because we still

can't get an adequate safe

contraceptive but men can walk on

the moon and if we can't cope or don't

want a pregnancy we're made to

feel guilty about abortion and...

for lots (and lots) of other

reasons we are part of the

women's liberation movement.

HTaken from a leaflet/poster produced by the National

Bon of Students Women's Campaign)

BcK continued

not. Corporate business is a

perfect example of the

prevailing hierarchy, where

Blue is predetermined by

status —the highest worth is

placed in the top positions. A
person is only worth as much
js their position on the

ladder. Those not among the

top positions are obviously

lower and of less value,

(evident in the scaling of

salaries), and are always
focusing on becoming higher.

Thus sets off the competitive

struggle upwards.

Consequently, a sense of

growth is viewed as a

constant striving towards a

goal. Value is given to the

amount of growth that has

been accomplished, in

relation to its projected

potential, rather than worth
in its present state alone.

This type of perspective is

undeniably product-oriented.

Fulfillment comes with the

success of a finished product.

Completion.

A female perspective seems
to offer more fulfillment in

the process of growth itself;

the means to the end rather

than the end. Life focused on
processes - changes, cycles,

birth and recurrence - finds as

much joy and growth in the

ways of accomplishing as in

the accomplishment itself. A
perfect example of this is

women during pregnancy.

There is no doubt that this is

a period of hardship and
suspense, yet most women
would not give up the

miraculous experience of

carrying a baby inside them
while it grows and develops.

This incredible natural

phenomenon makes the nine

month wait worthwhile.
Rather than the "ends
justifying the means", as is

most often found in male
outlooks, the means justify

the ends. As in writing or any

other form of creating, if the

act is enjoyable, the end
product will have value if for

that reason alone.

Appreciation of process is

that which acknowledges

and rejoices in the potential
for change and growth.
Growth. Male perspectives

on growth tend to come
through a logical analysis of
change. Change involves the

coming into being of
something which was
originally not that
something. The dualism is

evident. The search for

definition and categorization

results in the "either/or"
technique. Logic tells us that

something that does not have
being must then be of the non-
being realm.

With a female perspective,

change involves "Becoming".
This view gives more value,

worth and substance to the

process of becoming itself.

Rather than a linear
movement up the hierarchy

of value, each stage has
isolated value, both in the
sense of individual worth and
the sense of wholeness. This
is best characterized by the

Native American image of

the universe in terms of the

Sacred Hoop. Everything
has its place on the circle;

plants, animals, humans,
past, present, future. For
there to be wholeness
everything has equal
meaning.

While neither the male nor
the female perspective is

exclusive to that gender

alone, the two offer different
values systems that tend to
characterize those which
dominate our society and
those which are overlooked.
Each has its own validity
and should not be proven
better or worse than the
other. The male system of
thought is generally more
analytical and defining. The
world is broken down into

structures, and things exist

the way they are defined
through structure. The
characteristically female
perspective sees the world as
constantly growing and
changing, neither up nor
down. It cannot be defined; it

can only be observed as it

emerges. Understanding
comes from watching,
learning from, and
facilitating the process of
emergence. There are distinct

differences in these linear

and non-linear perspectives.

Yet while the male
perspective sees these
differences as illogical and
somewhat threatening to the

validity of their structure,

the female perspective sees
these differences as
opportunities for growth.

"It is not necessary to deny
another's reality in order to

affirm my own." - Anne
Wilson Schaef
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ACM INDIA STUDIES
applications are due on
November 1. Please see Jane

Cauvel, AH 138 for

information and application

forms.

APPLICATIONS FOR
LUCE FELLOWSHIPS are

due by November 1. Please

see Jane Cauvel, AH 138 for

information and application

forms.

STUDENTS FOR
DIVERSITY - A new student

group is forming on campus:
Students for Diversity. Its

main goal is to demonstrate

support for an increased
representation of diversity in

both the student body and
faculty. The group also
intends to raise awareness of

the issue of diversity and its

importance to the CC
community.
SFD hopes to be a link

between students concerned

with this issue and the

proper committees and
persons. The group will look

at admission and hiring

policies, support/counseling

systems, and financial aid.

SFD also intends to utilize

the Minority Concerns
Committee.

If you are interested,

please come to the first

meeting on Tuesday October

11, upstairs in Worner, 8 pm.

We urge everyone who is

concerned to attend and show
your support. If you have any
questions contact either
Maureen Coll ext. 2245,

Worner Box 846, or Carolyn

Colket ext. 2245, Worner Box
635.

AIDS AWARENESS
MONTH- October is AIDS
Awareness Month. As of the

end of August, there had been

just under 70,000 diagnoses

and 40,000 deaths in the
United States from AIDS.
While AIDS is not a problem
unique to the gay community,
the Gay and Lesbian
Alliance (GALA) is

sponsoring several events for

AIDS Awareness Month:
1) "From All Walks of

Life," a fund raising walk-a-

thon for AIDS service
organizations in Colorado
will take place on Sunday,
October 2. Members of GALA
will be walking in the 10-

kilometer event. Anyone
wishing to sponsor us, please

send a check to me at Box 92
made out to "From All Walks
of Life." One dollar per
kilometer (or $10) i s

suggested, but you may give
more or less. This money is

desperately needed by AIDS
service providers for
programs in education and
prevention and for direct

services to people with AIDS
(PWA'S) who are often
abandoned by family and
friends and who suffer
discrimination in housing and
insurance.

2) 8:00 pm, Wednesday,
October 5, Gaylord Hall in

the Worner Center "AIDS,
why should I care?" We will

show a videotape about
AIDS and have an
educational panel, including
medical experts.

3) 7:00 pm, Tuesday,
October 11, "Straight
Night." The regular GALA

meeting, open to the public,

will talk about Gay Pride in

the face of AIDS-related

discrimination and renewed
homophobia.
WATCH FOUND east side

of new science building.

Describe to claim. Call
Tamara, x2450, to claim.

HOMECOMING
DANCES -9:30-1:00 am,
Saturday, October 8. Tickets

$5.00, available at Worner
Center Desk through Friday.

Tickets available Saturday
at Armstrong Great Hall.

Buy your tickets on campus
and avoid the lines at the

Broadmoor Sapphire (Rock
and Roll) - Colorado Hall,

Tom Ross and the Tailgate

Six (Jazz) - Main Dining
Room, Bill Freeman.
Orchestra (Big Band) -

International Center.

Transportation available -

check with Worner Desk,
ID'S necessary at bars.

Gentlemen: coat and tie

required.

COLORADO COLLEGE
VARSITY HOCKEY
PROGRAM is looking for

any person interested in

singing the National Anthem
at home games. Also an

electric keyboard player to

entertain. Call Brad Buet,

ext. 2480.

ACM LONDON-
FLORENCE PROGRAM for

Winter-Spring 1989:
Applications are due in the

History Department office on
October 10 . Forms are

available in the History

office, Palmer 213.

SHOVE CHAPEL
SCHEDULE: October 9th,

10:45 am, Worship Service,

Shove Chapel, Homecoming
Weekend. October 9th, 9:30

pm, Mass, Shove Chapel.
October 12th, 12:00 noon,
Shove Council Meeting,
Shove Chapel Office.

FEMINIST COLLECTIVE
Thursday at 6:30pm. Lloyd

Peterson will speak on

communication. Upstairs in

Worner-check at Womer
Desk for room number.

THE WOMENS" SUPPORT
GROUP will hold it's first

meeting Monday night in

Worner room 212. Check in

"This Week" for time to be

announced.

COLLEGE CITIZENS
ACTIVE FOR PEACE
meetings every Monday, 7 pm
in the upstairs Worner
Lounge. Join Us. Walk to

Rocky Flats the first Sun. of

every month, Oct. 15, Walk-
a-Thon for El Salvador -

walk with us or sponsor a
walker on the Oct. 5 Steps to

Freedom. Oct. 5 through Oct.

12 is Central America
Awareness Week, watch for

daily films in Worner. For
more info, about our group
contact Karen Hixon, x2251,
or about Central America,
Ann Mayo, x2215.

STILL PUZZLED??
Bemis/McGregor are
sponsoring a program for
students, by students to

understand platform issues

and relevant issues for both
presidential candidates.
Know who you are voting for,

how to vote, and why! Come
to a short, sweet and

informative presentation on

October 18th at 7:30 pm in

Bemis Lounge. Food and

refreshments!

NOTIFICATION OF
LEAVE OF ABSENCE AND
WITHDRAWAL
DEADLINES. Applications

available in the Dean's
Office, Armstrong Hall, room
213.

The deadline for
requesting a leave of absence

is November 1 for a leave

which begins in the spring

semester. Students are
encouraged to apply for a

leave even if they are

awaiting word of their

acceptance to a program. On
formal application, a leave

of absence will be considered

for one of the following

reasons: financial or personal

emergency, ACM programs,

the Washington Semester, or

study abroad.

The withdrawal form
must also be submitted by
November 1. All students

who decide to interrupt their

education at Colorado
College, and who do not

qualify for a leave of

absence, or who wish to

transfer to another
institution, are expected to

withdraw formally from the

College.

THE WOMEN OF GAMMA
PHI BETA would like to

thank everyone for

participating and supporting

the second annual Lip Sync

contest, especially Mariott
and CCCA. We hope
everyone enjoyed the fun. A
special congratulations to the

group "Four Play" who were
our grand prize winners on a
free 24 hr. not tub rental from
Rub-A-Dub hot tubs. We
would also like to thank our
judges: Lloyd Peterson, Teresa
Poff, Laurel McLeod and
Kathy Merill. We apologize
to them for the lack of
respect shown on behalf of

the student body. Hopefully,
next time around all of you
who were thinking "we
should have done that" will

come out and join us in our
fund raiser for Easter Seals.

CONGRATULATIONS to

the members of Gamma Phi
for their successful Lip Sync
contest and special thanks to

Tina Krone!

TO ALL OF THE GAMMA
PHI BETA SORORITY: get
psyched for rush and have an
awesome homecoming
weekend!!!

CONGRATS to the new
Gamma Phi Moonlighters!!!

AMERICA'S CHINAS -

Lecture by Charles Hayford,
Professor of Chinese History,

University of Chicago.
Professor Hayford has just

returned from China
(including Tibet). He will

examine the various ways
that America has
interpreted China and how
we look at her now. Gates
Common Room, 3 pm,
Tuesday, Oct. 11. Sponsored
by A.I.S.A. and ACM.

ECONOMICS MAJORS,
Political Economy Majors,
others interested in learning

about The Pacific Century
and career opportunities,
please plan to join Robert W.

Yeager, '58, vice president of

Rockwell International in

Beijing, China. Monday,
October 10, 1988 at noon in

Gaylord Hall, Worner
Center. (Bring your lunch

tray with you).

FATHER DANIEL
BERRIGAN, poet, Jesuit

priest, and controversial

conscience of our times, will

speak at Packard Hall on the

Colorado College campus on

Wednesday, October 19 at

7:30 pm. The topic of his

lecture will be "Peacemaking

in a Warmaking State." His

talk is free and open to the

public.

STUDYING CHINA IN
CHINA - discussion of the

ACM Hong Kong program and
other opportunities for

studying in China.
Presentation by Charles

Hayford, Professor of

Chinese History, University

of Chicago. Discussants

include Michael Aldrige, a

former ACM Hong Kong
participant who will be

returning to Hong Kong as a

Watson Fellow. WES Room, 8

pm, Monday, Oct. 10.

Sponsored by A.I.S.A.

WOMEN WITH BULIMIA
NERVOSA (binge-purge
disorder) are needed for a

research study conducted
through the University of

Denver at a Colorado Springs

hospital. Subjects will b e

paid for their participation.

All inquiries and information

will be confidential. For

information please call Kate

Hennion, PhD candidate, at

471-0049.

AFTER USING THE
AUTOMATED
CIRCULATION SYSTEM
for a year, the circulation

department of Tutt Library
plans some changes. The
library is a resource for the

use of the entire Colorado
College community and each
member should act in a

responsible way within that

community. To encourage the

prompt return of materials, to

prevent the accrual of large

fines, and to take full

advantage of the automated
system we propose to suspend

library circulation privileges

(including reserves and
videos) to those with fines

totaling $5.00 or more or with
materials overdue for two
blocks or more.

Group study rooms, for

three or more, are available.

Pick up a group study room
assignment in exchange for an
ID card at the circulation
desk. If the room is being used
by only one or two, a group of

three (or more) has the
privilege of "bumping" the
smaller group.

Always bring your ID card
to the library. Remember it si

not transferable and You are

responsible for materj
checked out with it!

HELP WANTED:
Part time, afternoon &
evening at Josh and John's.

Phone 632-0299

TUTOR NEEDED
for sophomore high school

biology and math.

Negotiable pay. 6hrs. per

week. Phone 578-9401, as
(

Barb or Chuck Mann, 719

Orion Dr., Colo. Springs.

80906.

REGIS COLLEGE is offeri,

free information sessions
1

(

their Bachelor of Scien:

degree programs and

Masters* of Businei

Administration. Th
Undergraduate sessions

scheduled for October 5 ai

October 12 at 6 pm. TJ

Masters sessions

scheduled for October 4 ai

October 19 at 6:00 pm. Thi

are being held at the

campus, 2330 Robinson Site

The Undergraduate degrt

at Regis College incluj

Computer Science, Compi

Information System
Business Administrate
with emphasis
Management, Marketinj

Finance or Flexible (when

student works with

advisor to design his/1

own major). Call Rej

College at 634-3706

information and reservatia

TRY SAN JOSE STA
UNIVERSITY TRAV
PROGRAMS - F(

CREDIT. (San
California ) - You can take

break from your campus
make the world yo

classroom in 1989 with S

Jose State University Tra

Programs. Earn credit on m

tours. For complr™
details, call or write for

free Travel Programs catal

- (408) 924-2680 or wri

Travel Programs, Office

Continuing Education, S

Jose State University, S

Jose, CA 95192-0135.
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Symposium Probes Science Mysteries
By I.INDA BAYNHAM
Anyone who understands

PAR SIDE comics would have

found the symposium last

Friday to be informative,

exciting and entertaining.

Three of the most important I

fields in current science were I

presented for the dedication
:

of Olin Hall.

Dr. Albert Balows, a CC
|

graduate, began the|
symposium with
presentation on AIDS. He has I

published over 100 papers I

and has been involved in
|

more committees,
departments and editorial I

positions than could possibly I

be listed here, and is also the I

jast director of the Center for I

nfectious Diseases at thej

Communicable Disease!
Center in Atlanta. The doctor I

mentioned that his liberal!

arts education was the only I

way to be prepared fori

obtaining such an impressive!

record. Dr. Balows then*
proceeded to scare the living

lymphocytes out of the
audience by describing the

AIDS disease and
developments in vaccines and
treatment.

75,000 people have

"' whfclfhave'a.reid
5
; >* feeler demonstrates the rebound theory.

See BAYNHAM p.

6

Photo by Patricia McLaughlin

Student Hit by Car
and Hospitalized

By COURTNEY MURPHY
Nevada Avenue, alias

Highway 115, has been the

cite of numerous accidents

involving students and
vehicles. Last Friday,
Nevada took its first victim

of the year, a CC. senior on
his way home from class.

At approximately noon on
October 7, Ken Odle was
struck by a car, while
attempting to cross Nevada.
Within minutes, Odle and

the driver went to Bocttcher

Health Center to obtain

help.

After Boe t tcher
administered initial

emergency care, Odle was
taken to Penrose Hospital.

He was treated for

lacerations in both of his legs

and subsequently released.

It appeared that Odle
would be able to nurse his

wounds in his home. On
Tuesday afternoon, however,

Odle complained of a high

temperature and a swelling in

his leg.

After exploratory surgery

that evening, a car fragment,

lodged in Odle's knee joint,

was discovered and removed.

Insult was added to injury

when Odle was charged with

"pedestrian in the roadway
[jaywalking]. " The driver

who escorted him to

Bocttcher, was charged with

"leaving the scene of an
accident."

Odle is presently
recovering in Penrose
Hospital and plans to return

to his home in Texas to

recuperate, as soon as he is

able to travel.

Although Friday's accident

was the only incident

reported to campus security

so far this year, six

individuals were hit by

vehicles during the last

academic year. Three of the

students injured were on

bicycles and three were on

foot.

Two of the cyclists, failed

to stop at the crosswalk and
assumed the way was clear.

The other cyclist, according

to eyewitness reports,

attempted to outrun an

See MURPHY p. 2

Knowledge of Safe Sex Facts Tested
iy COURTNEY CUTTER
Missing Tuesday's Safe-
;x, Non-Trivial Pursuit
'owl sponsored by the
jMerfraternity Council and

fe Southern Colorado
BliD.S. Project, meant
pissing out on some
Interesting and surprising
non-trivia."

The contestants consisted of

* six-person teams. In the

J^st round, the
Philosophical Sexologists
Fged out the Priapisms and
'earn Suk with final scores of

| 25, and 15 respectively.

The second round saw the

Lube Crew take a decisive

win over the Trojans and the

Jism Jubilee with 35, 15, and 5

points respectively.

All participants received

condoms supplied at a

reduced price by Planned

Parenthood of Colorado
Springs. The third place

prize, 10 percent off third

block's books at the CC.
Bookstore, was awarded to

the Priapisms with the third

highest score in the first two
rounds. The high scorers from

each round, the

Philosophical Sexologists

and the Lube Crew, went on to

the finals.

The championship round
was riddled with dubious
rulings on answers regarding

methods of vaginal
contraception, among other

things. The Philosophical

Sexologists gave several

correct answers involving the

contraceptive sponge, which

has been commercially
available for several years.

These answers were incorrect

according to the answer key

provided to emcee Aaron

Shure, which noted only

vaginal suppositories,
contraceptive tablets, creams

and jellies, etc. as valid forms

of vaginal contraception.

This left some doubt as to

who was more safesexually

aware, the people running

the contest or the contestants

themselves.

Despite a few hitches, the

final round was a close race.

The Lube Crew, representing

the I.F.C. and consisting of

Phi Gamma Delta upperclass

students, pushed the

Philosophical Sexologists,

mostly members of this

block's Philosophical
Conversations class, to the

bell with a final score of 110

to 130 respectively.

The Lube Crew took the

second place prize, six pizzas

from Domino's, "but they

looked nice," said the

Philosophical Sexologists.

Team members Erik Van
Bramer, Tim Mixon, Pat

Tooley, Dave Heller, Will

Lawrence, and Matt Kennedy

were pleased with the

outcome, and stressed the
• See CUTTER P-2

Safe Sex
See News, p. 2

Two Forks Update
See Features, p. 10

Dr. Science Knows More
Than You Do..,

See Art, p. 18
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China Offers Unique
Cultural Experience

THE CATALYS]

By MIRANDA ZOLA
"Most people don't know

where the hell China is,"

stated visiting lecturer

Charles Hayford. In his two

talks, "China's China" on

Monday, Oct. 10 and
"America's China," Oct. 11,

the Northwestern professor

of Chinese history not only

enlightened students on
where China is, but also how
to study there and what to

expect.

Monday's discussion
centered on the various ACM
programs available to

students. ACM offers a year

long program at the Chinese

university in Hong Kong and
semester programs in the

People's Republic of China

(PRO.
The Hong Kong program is

the most popular, as well as

the easiest to get into.

Hayford cited the tight

construction and organization

as one of its advantages.

Students are eased into

SAFE SEX Continued
From CUTTER, p. 1

importance of fraternity

participation, especially by
upperclass students who
sometimes lose enthusiasm

for all-campus events of this

nature. Most of the

contestants in the Non-
Trivial Pursuit Bowl were
freshpersons and sophomores.

The Philosophical
Sexologists, Aubrey Hord,
Georgianne Pantely, Lara
Heister, Susan Patrick, Julie

Brown, and Tim Lambert, won
six free dinners at Old
Chicago's. When asked how
they felt about their victory,

Aubrey replied, "I liked the

blue condoms." Susan Patrick

summed up the evening
saying their win "just proves

that women know how to

keep their heads." Further

interpretation will be left to

the discretion of the reader...

On the whole, the teams
demonstrated admirable
concern for and awareness of

safe-sex procedures. A
member of Team Suk said,

It's too bad more people
didn't show up." The
audience was of a rather

unimpressive size, consisting

of no more than 20 non-
players at its peak.

Chinese culture.

The curriculum at the

university is strong, and
language instruction is

excellent. Hayford said that

10-15 percent of the courses

are taught in English, usually

history, political science, and

English.

In contrast, the PRC
semesters are more difficult

to enter, requiring at least one

year of Cantonese or

Mandarin as a prerequisite.

Hayford recommended the

PRC option for students with

a solid Chinese background

who desire a more
spontaneous experience.

He cautioned, however,

that the lack of structure

requires students to "take an

active role and know what
they're seeking. It's not going

to be spoon-fed."

According to the professor,

the universities in Mainland

China lack resources and
have poorer quality

see 2CLA p.6

Photo by Patti McLaughlk

Seniors showed both class and school spirit at the Homecoming game Saturday

Alumnus Defines Soviet Policy

Student Injury

from MURPHY, p.l

approaching car.

All three of the students

were given citations for

riding their bicycles on the

crosswalks.

While two of the three

pedestrians, received cuts,

bruises and strained muscles,

the third pedestrian, was not

as fortunate. The accident

resulted in a compound
fractures and internal

injuries, so severe, that

surgery was necessary as

was, a lengthy absence from

school.

It appears that many
students do not fully recognize

the dangers involved in

crossing both Nevada and

Cascade.

Many pedestrians do not

realize, as Director of

Security, Paul Jones points

out, "Cars must have
adequate stopping distance to

stop at crosswalks, the speed

limit is 35 mph and the

stopping distance is 35

yards... the car,
[realistically] has the right

of way."

By COURTNEY MURPHY
Homecoming weekend was

not only host to reunions,

sports events and general
revelry but informative
meetings between students,

faculty and alumni, as well.

The Political Science
Department and the Russian
House sponsored a meeting
with Thorn Shanker, a C.C.
alumnus who worked as the

Moscow Correspondent for the

Chicago Tribune from 1985 to

1988.

Shanker, who graduated
from C.C. in 1978, discussed
Glasnost, its effects and how
it has been selectively
applied.

Shanker criticized the
western interpretation of
Glasnost for its inaccuracy.

According to Shanker,
American political science

doesn't have the proper
lexicon, "Openness, is only a
loose interpretation and
Glasnost is merely a political

tool of the Gorbachev
leadership."

Shanker continued by citing

some positive changes that

have arisen from the policy
as well as certain aspects
that he considered to be
suspect. Upon his arrival in

Moscow in 1985, Shanker
found the citizens reluctant to

speak with a reporter. In
contrast, Shanker said that,

"By the time I left, people
would stop me in the street

and engage me in
conversation. They were

•• WANTED •*
USED SPORTS EQUIPMENT

USED SPORTS EQUIPMENT

OPEN DAILY
10-6

SUNDAY
12-5

• SKI EQUIPMENT
• HOCKEY
• SOFTBALL
• CAMPING

• WEIGHTS
• BICYCLES
• ALL EQUIPMENT IN GOOD
CONDITION!

12 E. KIOWA
635-5550
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eager to give their full name

occupation and where thej

live."

Despite positive changes

Shanker implied that

Glasnost was not all that*

seemed. Dissident Andre
Sakharov is a notabli

example of discrepancies ii

the Soviet policy. "Sakharoi

was allowed to say things it

press conferences thai

someone could be arrested foi

in Pritkin Square. ..man)

people accused Sakharov oi

selling out."

The selectivity of Glasnos!

may be explained in part bj

the fact that views ono

considered to be dissident are

endorsed by the currenl

regime. The previous regime

banned Sakharov largely foi

his criticism of the invasioi

and subsequent occupation ol

Afghanistan. Gorbachev,
however, recently concurred

with this sentiment, call;
.

Afghanistan a "bleeding

wound".
Glasnost was not the onl

change that Shankei
witnessed during his years in

Moscow. The nuclear accidenl
|

at Chernobyl affected the

Soviet citizenry, as well
foreigners living in the

country at the time,

profoundly.

Following the accident,

Shanker and his wife were

forced to buy their food from

Finland because of feared

contamination. Those less

fortunate who were unable t>

purchase food from abn
either risked contamination

or bought food from the

blackmarket. For the

average Soviet worker, th'

cost of one apple was

equivalent to an entire hours

wage. Shanker stressed thai

"After Chernobyl the

agriculture was hurting".

Shanker summed up life i"

the Soviet Union by quoting a

friend of his, saying thai

Russia is "probably the onW
country in the world wher'B
you have to break the la»'B

everyday just to live".
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Give a Little - Get a Lot
L KATIE WELCH

I The charity that is a trifle

L us can be precious to

Others
I -Homer

1 over 50 different

(organizations gathered in
'

Womer Center yesterday

looking for young, vigorous

college students to donate

their energy and talents to a

(good cause. In case you missed

Jfhe Volunteer Fair, here's a

•rundown of the organizations

and how to contact them.

JThink globally, act locally-

Jieach out and volunteer .

M The Ark, Inc.

I An alcoholic revcovery

center, the Ark needs people

to answer telephones,

transport clients, lead

jexercise classes, or do
' .-maintenace, office or kitchen

work. Call (303) 684-9483.

Assistance League of

Colorado Springs

Raises money for a variety

of philanthropic endeavors.

.'They run a thrift shop called

the Bargain Box at 21 1 E.

fcCostilla. Call 475-1029.

Better Business Bureau

The BBB needs people for

office work and to provide

Consumer services, to help

correct abuses in the

marketplace. Call Shary

\ Faltison at 636-5076.

Big Mountain Support

Group

I

Needs volunteers to help

raise funds and write

congresspeople to support the

Native Americans in their

, resistance to relocation from
Big Mountain, Arizona. Call

I Berta at 636-2710 or

c Marianne at 471-0106.

Boys&Girls Club

I A youth guidance agency to

promote the health, social,

educational and character

. development of youth. Call

-570-7077.

Chemical Abuse Resources
and Education(CARE)
Offers programs , resources

and educational programs to

help young people make

healthy decisions regarding
drugs. 548-8877.

Catholic Community
Services

Provides counseling

,

referral, training and
education services to those in

need. Volunteer for planning,

• fundraising. 636-2345.

I Tutors illiterate adults and
loffers classes for non-English
'speakers. 636-3370.

College Citizens Active For
Peace

J Needs volunteers for a
variety of peaceful
[activities. Contact Karen at
1x2251.

Colorado School for the
^Deaf and Blind

Volunteers can work with

|
children in educational and

[recreational activities. 636-

t

5186x262.

Divine Redeemer School

•Opportunities in recreation,.

Volunteer Fair Offers Rewarding Experience in the Community
College Service Group. Work

child care, communications,

education, administration,

research. 633-5559.

Domestic Violence

Prevention Center

Offers counseling, shelter,

referral, support groups and
community education. 633-

1462.

Ecumenical Social

Ministries

Needs interviewers,

counselors, receptionists and
case managers to help people
find jobs. Also provides food

and utilities services to those

in need. Contact Carol at 633-

1537!

Girl Scouts

Needs students to be

assistant leaders, participate

in special projects, camping
trips. Call Robin Satterwhite

at x2672 or 471-7613.

El Paso County 4-H
Helps youth acquire

knowledge and skills

regarding citizenship,

leadership, decision making,
and community yand global

awareness. Work with kids

once a week for 6-week
sessions. 520-6450.

Community. Partnership for

Child Development-Head
Start

Child development and
parental education

progreams. Volunteer

opportunities in all areas.

635-1538.

Housing Authority,

Colorado Springs

Provides decent, safe and
sanitary rental housing for

families and elderly of low
income. Also sponsors a meal

program for senior citizens.

Volunteers needed for all

sights. 578-1048.

Humane Society

Needs people to volunteer

4-20 hours/week for

fundraisers, petmobiles, and

lost-and-found pet program

as well as many other areas.

Call Michele at 473-1741.

Internal Revenue Service-

Volunteer Income Tax

Assistance

You can help the elderly,

handicapped, and non-

English speaking taxpayers

with their returns. Contact

Bob at 574-0351 for

information.

WANT MORE
THAN A

DESK JOB?
Looking (or on exciting and

challenging career

where each day is different?

Many Air Force people

hove such a coreer as Pilots

ond Navigators. Maybe you

con join them Find out

it you qualify Contact you(

Air Force recruiter today

Coll

1-800-423-USAF TOLL FREE

Institute for Business and
Industrialized Technology
Needs volunteers to help

people with literacy, work,
and research skills. Call Dan
at 578-8871 for more info.

Job Service of Colorado

Offers Job placement

assistance, takes complaints,

provides legal services and
advice, wage and salary

information. 473-6220.

Junior Achievement

Help fifth and sixth grade
children leam about business

and economics. 594-9313.

League of Women Voters

Needs Volunteers for voter

service, resource committees,

observer groups, lobbying and
phone answering.599-8438.

LULAC National

Educational Service Centers,

Inc.

Offers counseling,

information and assistance

designed to reduce dropout

rates at all levels of

education. Also provides .

college information and
financial assistance. Needs
volunteers for office work,
tutoring. 471-3385.

March of Dimes
Volunteer yourself or your

group to make phone calls for

one or two nights to help

prevent birth defects. Call

473-9981.

Martin Luther Home
Community and family

support programs. Extend
your energies to yard

maintenance, office work,
music teaching,

companionship and visiting.

Contact Andi, 531-0511.

Parks and Recreation

Department
Plant trees, organize

programs or "Adopt-A-
Park."Call 578-6640.

Pikes Peak Library District

Read stories to children,

deliver newsletters, sell

books, shelve books, check out
books. 531-7211.

Planned Parenthood

Escort patients safely to

health services. Call 475-

7162.

Probation Department
Work with adult offendors

in counseling and supervising.

For more info call Roger, 630-

2863.

Red Cross

Opportunities to serve the

community in a number of

areas. Call Bill, 632-3563 for

more info.

Right to Life

Needs office, newsletter,

research workers. Call 591-

1333.

Rocky Mountain
Rehabilitation Center

Type, file, mail, register,

organize, sort and utilize your
computer, electronic,

woodworking or sewing skills

to help people with physical

or mental disabilities. 473-

3475.

Seekers

Presbyterian Church

on homes of needy families,

ride school buses with kids,

visit retirement homes or

work in a soup kitchen. Call

Lynne at 471-3763.

Silver Key
Help the elderly by grocery

shopping, errand-running,

chauffering; make a new
friend by writing , visiting or

calling a senior citizen; or

"Adopt-a-Grandparent." 632-

1521.

Social Services Department

Assists people with a wide

variey of social and

community services. 630-6730.

Special Olympics
Encourage mental and

physical fitness for the

handicapped by assisting in

sports events, photo and
artwork, fundraising. Call

Patty, 574-8480.

Terros Hotline

Provide emergency
counseling and referral by
phone. 471-4127.

Veteran Services Office

Help out in a nursing home
in Rifle, Florence or Home
Lake, Colorado.

Calt(303)625-0842.

YMCA
Opportunities to work with

children in a variety of

settings. 471-9790.

Volunteer Transcribers

Needs people to make tape

recordings of books for blind

students. 632-2299.
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:/0-' sciences are coming to Colorado College.

They're going to touch you with their research, their

observations, and their artistic performances examining
human intimacy.

Don't miss this extraordinary week. Be there

January 9th through the 13th.
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An Extraordinary Week

Participants

Harumi Befu, Department

of Anthropology, Stanford

University. Author of:

Japan: An Anthropological

Introduction.

Topic
—"Intimacy and Love

Reconsidered: Comparison

of Japan and the United

States."

Holly Clayson, Department

of Art History,

Northwestern University.

Author of: Venal Love and
Modern Paris: Prostitution

in French Art of the 1870s

and 1880s (forthcoming).

Topic
—"Images of Intimacy

During Times of 'Sexual'

Plague: Now and in the 19th

Century."

Margaret Clark, Department
of Psychology, Carnegie

Mellon University. Author
of: "Exchange and
Communal Relationships";

"Interpersonal Processes in

Close Relationships."

Topic—"College Students

and Intimacy: What
Difference Does Personality

Make?"

Vivian Gornick, writer.

Author of: Essays in

Feminism, Fierce

Attachments.
Topic—"Mothers and
Daughters."

T
Germain Grisez,

philosopher, Mount St.

Mary's College. Author of:

Beyond the New Morality:

The Responsibility of
Freedom. Topic

—

"True Intimacy and Its

Counterfeits."
T

Joy Harjo, poet. Author of:

She Had Some Horses, In
Mad Love and War
(forthcoming). A reading

and commentary on her

poetry.

Angela Jackson, poet.

Author of: Voo
Doo/Love/Magic, Solo in

the Boxcar Third Floor E. A
reading and commentary
on her poetry.

John Lahr, writer. Author
of: Notes on a Cowardly
Lion (biography of his

father), Prick Up Your Ears:

The Biography of Joe
Orton, filmed in 1987.

Topic—"Fathers and Sons."

Michael Newcomb,
Department of Psychology,

UCLA. Author of:

"Cohabitation and
Marriage: A Quest for

Independence and
Relatedness." Topic

—

"Cohabitation: Yet Another
Choice."

T
Paul Robinson, Department
of History, Stanford

University. Author of: The
Modernization of Sex.

Topic

—

"Intimacy in the Age of
AIDS.*'

Harry Stein, writer. Author
of: One of the Guys: The
Wising Up of an American
Man. Topic—"The 'New'
Man: Who Wants Him?"

T
Robert Sternberg,

Department of Psychology,
Yale University. Ed. (with

Michael Barnes), The
Psychology of Love.
Topic—"Intimacy, Passion,

and Commitment: The
Triangle of Love."

T
Uncle Bonsai, an
iconoclastic folk-pop trio.

T
Weeden, Winkle, & Fay,

musical satirists.

Richard Dawkins,
Department of Zoology,
Oxford University, England.
Author of: The Selfish

Gene, The Blind

Watchmaker.
Topic—"Ancestral Voices."

Benjamin DeMott,
Department of English,

Amherst College. Author
of: Surviving the 70s.

Topic—"The Pursuit of
Feeling."

Ellen Gilchrist, novelist and
short story writer. Author
of: In the Land of Dreamy
Dreams (short stories), The
Annunciation (novel),

Victory Over Japan (short
stories), American Book
Awardfor Fiction, 1984.
Topic—"Drunk With
Love."

Molly Haskell, film critic for

Vogue Magazine. Author of:

From Reverence to Rape:
The Treatment of Women
in the Movies. Topic

—

"Intimacy
Versus

Romance
in the

Movies."

Saul Schanberg, Department

of Pharmacology, Duke
University. Author of:

"Sensory Deprivation Stress

and Supplemental

Stimulation in the Rat Pup
and Preterm Human
Neonate." Topic—"Parents,
Babies, Touching, and the

Brain."

Bernie Zilbergeld,

psychotherapist. Author of:

Male Sexuality, The
Shrinking of America.

Topic
—"Men, Women, Sex

and Intimacy: Different

Strokes, Common
Misunderstandings."

And More...

The Colorado College

Symposium On Intimacy
January 9 ~13
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. Security Beat.

By PAUL JONES, Director of Security

10/5 Prowler seen on fire escape of Max Kade house. No
physical description given.

10/7 Student hit by a vehicle while crossing Nevada near

the New Science Building. Treated and released from

Penrose.

Bike stolen from rack in front of Bemis. Cable was cut.

10/9 Three males tried to access rooms from rear roof of

Bemis. No physical descriptions given.

10/10 Bike stolen from car roof rack on N. Nevada

Bike stolen from 217 E. San Rafeal

Bike stolen from west side of Jackson House. Chain was
cut.

P.S. Please lock bikes with kryptonite U locks!

electrical conduction electrons explained the significance, supernova explosion, billioij

move along a wire, producing "The difference in price per of these energetic particu

a current. Resistance intrinsic gallon is similar to comparing are flung into space, and l|j

to normal conduction material very good Scotch to cheap were detected on earth,

forces the electrons to "jump" beer." That is an incrcdiblJ

along the wire. In Working in a range closer to significant number!
superconductors the electrons room temperature also considering that we'rj

act in concert They become a symbolizes an important separated from the supernov,

coordinated entity of energy. quality of the substances by 170,000 light years. Ty
Because of the lack of involved. Superconductors above theory could (J

"resistance on this material, are being produced in high supported by the neutrirJ

electrical current will flow on school classrooms with appearance. Or at least tj
it forever. 10%-30% of energy ordinary materials. You general idea was prove,
is lost in transmission of could probably make one in Another star model exist

electricity because of the your kitchen if you so desired, which involves a companio,
"resistance" of ordinary A third grader designed a sta r. Dr. Wheelers
conducting wire. Excess energy train which uses the observations have falU,

can be stored indefinitely on magnetic theory. The process between the two theorie
superconductors, and this dymystifies science and Research is directed toward
technique can apply to humanizes scientists. In this determining the specii
anything from metropolitan age of increasing technology properties of this supernov
power plants to refrigerators, it's exciting to discover a new that caused it's behavior

"

field that brings science down

D 1

AI

Coi

vvn

Olin Symposium

Super conductors will
complement semiconductors
in the computing world.

The catch is that this

substance is not as sturdy as

traditional materials.
Research is concentrated in

this area. Use of it's unusual
magnetic behavior has
already supplied
applications. The strange

magnetic characteristics

involved cause conducting
metals to levitate over the

superconductor. These
properties also cause the

floating metal to be pinned in

space. It's very weird. A
train has already been
designed using this property.

The train is propelled along

from BAYNHAAM, p. 1

died. Because of the varying concern. Statistics show, and
incubation period of 6 months will continue to show, a rising

to 12 years, over 1 million percentage of cases. This is

people have been estimated an incredibly serious disease

to be carrying the AIDS because of it's unknown
virus, named HIV. These qualities. It requires
people are unknowingly continuous research in order to

spreading it through sexual keep it in check. Dr. Balows'

contact. lecture ended with an
When activated, HIV undercurrent of urgency,

attacks mainly T- The symposium continued
lymphocyte cells, a vital on a lighter note with a

component of our cellular

immune systems. The virus

attaches to the cell

membrane by small "knobs"

which then inject the virus

into the cell. HIV is a

"retrovirus" that uses RNA, a

genetic material, to insert

itself into a healthy
chromosome. The viral RNA
is converted by a specific

chemical enzyme into DNA,
which replaces the DNA in

our cells. This viral DNA
replicates, eventually killing

the host cell and spreading
new virus particles.

A vaccine possibility would
be one which destroys the
knobs but does not damage the

host cell. Forty vaccines are
in developmental stages and
twelve have been tried, but
no evidence has been
adequately conclusive. The
characteristics of the virus
are such that it is constantly
mutating. Any vaccine which
is specific to a virus will not
cover all the varied strains.

A single all-encompassing
vaccine has yet to be created
and it is possible that none
ever , will be, unless we Presentation by Dr. Lynn
develop a Super Biology..

Schneemeyer. She is the 1988 „..,£ .,„,,„„ ,

At the present time the best j ?
s Lecn"er in Chemistry Supertrain of the future

treatment available is AZT „„ ls currentIy working at here,

a therapeutic agent which ?
e" Lab°™t°ries in New

interferes with the process of Jersey- Her contribution was
cell destruction. By blocking

on superconductivity, an
the viral enzyme which exciting research field which
allows the invading RNA is exploding with potential
become DNA, the process is applications,

prevented. Such a chemical Superconducters are a new
interferes with normal bone state of matter that involves
marrow and spleen functions a twist in physics to explain
and so is not a complete it's properties. Basically,

this material has

Photo By Pallida Mclaughlin

superconducting tracks,
eliminating friction. The

to earth.

Dr. Craig Wheeler brought
his far-reaching
astrophysical subject to the

human level by explaining
that explosions in space were
the source of the materials

found on our planet and in our
bodies. His field of research

is the Supernova sighted off

the Southern Hemisphere.
Dr. Wheeler is from the

University of Texas in Austin,

where his research is based.

On February 23, 1987, a

Supernova was detected in

the companion galaxy nearest

to the Milky Way. "Near"
implies that the explosion

took place 170,000 light years

ago, and the light has just

reached our planet.

A Supernova is ai

exploding star. In order to

keep a star's millions of miles
of gases in equilibrium, fuel is

constantly burned in it's

interior. Hydrogen forms the

bulk of energy when the star

is young, but the supply runs
out after 10 million years of

existence. When hydrogen
reacts to produce energy it is

converted into helium. This
gas is formed in the star's

core, where high temperature
and pressure causes it to react,

producing more energy and a
denser material.

Eventually, an extremely
dense core appears in the
star's center. During the

star's final stages the
elements are fused together to

form iron. Energy producing
reactions can no longer
proceed because iron is the
most tightly bound atom. The
result is an intake of energy,
instead of an output, the
center caves in and the star
freaks out. An astronomical
shock wave rocks through the
star, bounces off the core, and
sends debris flying.

This reaction of reactions
resulted in a noticeably
bright spot in the night sky.

The _ fact that
thi

observations correlate vei

closely to the models is ti

"icing on the cake," b

further investigation w
produce a delectable feast

information. If everything

had worked our perfecli

then there would be little I

learn. Astrophysics textbook

would imply have an exh

line saying "And we wet

correct."

This is the significance J
the three research field]

presented at the symposium

These discoveries ami

developments will leav

large dents in the history i

science.

answer. No medicine is

curative yet, but progress is

being made.
AIDS may not be the most

contractible venereal disease,
but it's lack of alleviating
medicine and high death
rate are a cause for global

zero
resistance and unusual
magnetic behavior.
Specifically, this state is

achieved when electrons
undergo "Bose condensation"
- mystical state which is not
yet completely understood.. In .

A recent breakthrough

concerning the maximum At~first detectable "by the
temperature for producing visible eye, the supernova
superconducters has caused has faded some, because the
research in this area to outer layers are expanding
progress in leaps and bounds, and cooling. A former star is
For many years scientists dissipating into the universe,
have been able to produce This explosion is not a
these materials at -269 common astrophysical event
degrees (C) using liquid by human time. The last
helium as a coolant. Two reaction of this type to be
years ago a superconducting observed was during the 14th
material was created which century. 10 years ago a
could function at -196 degrees neutrino detector was built in
(C). This is the temperature anticipation or such an event,
of liquid nitrogen, an A neutrino is a massless
extremely abundant particle, existing only
material. Dr. Schneemeyer because of its energy. In a

ZOLA continued

instruction. The langu.

courses are taught in the
"

school" method and can

frustrating to American
students.

Hayford Presented both I

programs as "a unique

opportunity to experience

another culture in action.'

But, he added, China is nol

all stir-fry and fortune

cookies. "This is not going to

be two weeks in the Riviera.

It is an exhausting

experience."

He singled out depression,

loneliness and fatigue as

common by-products of an

"unparalleled personal and

cultural education. Students

tend to discover that they're

not just in a forei]

geographical location but in»

foreign culture."

According to Hayford,

learning the behavior rules of

the Chinese is one of the mosl

difficult gaps for a student to

bridge. Cultural views differ

on time, silence, physical

proximity and eye contact,

The way we behave in

each (of these areas) says

something about ourselves

and the way we want to be B
perceived. What > s

acceptable in America may

seem ridiculous or eve"

offensive in China."

Hayford advocated

studying in China as the way

transcend these

preconceived notions. "There

no substitute," he said.

"Experiencing is knowing.
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p0 ES AIDS
AFFECT YOU?

Compiled By MARGO
WEISZ

Andrea Trower

Seniof-
'

Art History-French

[Yes. I made my boyfriend

take the AIDS test before I

slept with him. I was in

. France last year and people
I were completely paranoid.

People are much more
educated yet condom sales

haven't gone up. I am
completely against the idea

that these people are sinners

and going to hell. I don't

believe in God. It is a

commentary in another way.

Sex means more now. It means
birth as well as death. I

1 think we are educated but not

willing to take education into

J

our lives.

Fete Langdon
Freshperson

Major-Poli Sci

Sure. The AIDS issue has

perhaps become too dominant
and other issues are being

ignored though. It is easy to

give AIDS atgtention because

there hasn't been an answer.

Not that AIDS shouldn't be

given attention but other

issues are on the back burner.

In my personal life I'm taking

the obvious precautions- then

again, it hasn't really

affected my personal life, in

that way. If it is considered a

gay disease then that is

pretty ignorant. I think that

women in New York have a

higher percentage risk than

anybody, I think.

Chuck Cole

Sophmore
Poli-Econ

No- but I think it affects

our future and our future

society. Not me because I

have the education to avoid

AIDS. The primary answer in

the future is research, but

today the answer is

education. The masses are

ignorant. It's a disease
transmitted through blood
and people are using dirty

needles. It is not just a

honosexual disease. Lesbian

women are the least likely to

get the disease. A lot of

religious people believe that

this is God's way of saying

that homosexuality is wrong.

But that wouldn't follow

with Lesbian women. The
best cure today is education,

dispersing of condoms, sterile

needles and advertisement.

Susie Garber

Senior

Econ

Yes, very much so. Sex has
become such an open thing.

You might be involved with
somebody who has AIDS and
doesn't even know. It is

. society's problem and not a

specific group. Nobody has
asked me on a date for about a

year so it doesn't affect me
personally, but that isn't on
purpose. But, actually, I have
become more of a serious

relationship type of person.

Not Pictured

Cal Rogers

Soph
Undeclared

I don't really think so. Well,

yes it does affect me-
everybody has to be aware. I

don't know that much about

it. It is a frightening subject

that I don't want to confront

because of its nature. Like, if

a friend had AIDS could they

really go to a party on Friday

night? Can they really mix in

socially? You are just not

going to see it at a Frat party.

I'd want to know if I had
AIDS, pretty big problem.

Not Pictured

Allison Troe

Senior

English

I worked with somebody who
probably had AIDS which

was pretty scary. He had all

the signs. It affected me. I

tried not to change but once I

found out I was much more
conscious of his health

habits. It wasn't 'out there'

anymore. It wasn't just in

Africa anymore. It is scary to

me now. Nobody is safe from

AIDS. I think it is a real

commentary on society and
their loose morality. I don't

want to look at people and
say 'maybe God is punishing

you'- but maybe He is. A lot

of that is one night stand

type of garbage. We are

having to * reap the
repercussions of our actions. It

scares me. I think we should

advocate monogamy more
than safe sex. But people are

going to have to interpret for

themselves.

FEATURES/7
GALA Offers Support

NGi/EMBER 10, 1988

By MICHELE SANTOS
The Gay and Lesbian

Alliance (GALA) held a
"straight night" last Tuesday
at Worner Center in Room
216. The evening was open to

all Colorado College
students, to inform them
about the organization and to
have an open discussion about
gay and lesbian issues.

GALA is for students who
are gay, lesbian, bisexual and
those who are questioning
their sexuality. The group's
purposes, according to faculty

sponsor Bruce Loeffler, a
geology professor, are "to
provide support for members
who are in a very hostile
environment, to help them
educate themselves about gay
and lesbian issues, and to try

to educate CC about our
community."
The group accomplishes its

purposes through "straight
nights," all-college programs
and various activities. On
October 2, GALA sponsored a
walk-a-thon to raise money
for AIDS research. Future
plans include a group retreat

at BACA and showings of

films with lesbian and gay
themes. Group meetings,
which are only open to

members unless otherwise
specified, are held every
Tuesday night at 7 pm in

Room 216 at Worner Center.

"Up until this year we'd

put up posters and they'd be
torn down. The people who
put them up would be
harassed. Now we don't even
put them up. After a while
you get tired of trying," said

Loeffler.

Part of the discussion
Tuesday night focused on
homophobia, which Loeffler

defines as "an irrational fear

of gays or lesbians or people
who are simply assumed to be
homosexual." This fear, he

said, was exacerbated
because of the spread of
AIDS.

"If you grow up gay or
lesbian, you're really alone."
There's a lot of hateful stuff

out there, and it becomes
really hard to like yourself,"

said Loeffler.

One student said, "If you
arc coming out on campus, you
can come here, and you meet
people who have the same
problems. They can help,
recommend books, and talk

about parental reactions with
you."

Another student added,
"The worst thing is being
isolated. This group has
helped me overcome my
feelings of alienation."

Loeffler concluded,
"Ultimately it's much better

to face up to it (your sexual
identity) than to hide. You
pay a high price for denying
who you are."

GRACE EPISCOPAL
631 North Tejon Street

633-5529

Invites you to worship with us

Sunday Worship
8:00 a.m. Holy Eucharist: Rile I & Sermon

9:00a.m. Holy Eucharist: Rile II & Sermon

10:10-10:50 a.m. Adult Education

Holy Scriptures: Fr. Armstrong

Traditions of the Churchflobert McJimsey

Christian Living: Sisters ol St. Francis

New Members Class: Parish Clergy

10:00 a.m. Holy Eucharist: Rite I & Sermon

Taylor Memorial Choir

Tuesday Evening

6:00 p.m. Dinner and Bible Study for College Students:

Fr. Burton

Those interested in joining the Episcopal Church are invited lo attend an 8

week series ol the basic beliefs of the Episcopal Church during ourAdult

Education time.

The Rev. Donald Armstrong, Rector

The Rev. Kenneth Burton, Associate Rector

The Rev. Edward Hook, Associate Rector

Frank Shelton, Organist/Choirmaster

Hair 'Designersfor Men & 'Women

mm
Style cuts, Cellophanes,

(Perms & Color

Nexus and Tri products available for sale

Step in or makz your appointment.

82 7 9j. 'Tejon at Cache La (Poudre sjz-issz
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Student Diversity: Are You For It ?
By AMY HIGHTOWER and
ANDREW SCHLIG

If you're observant, every

few weeks you'll hear about

acts of intolerance against

minority groups on various

college campuses. For
instance, in 1988, a Stanford

sorority held a hooded mock-
KKK rally; and in 1986, the

steps of Smith's Minority
Cultural Center were
graffitied with the phrase:

"Niggers, Spies, and Chinks,

quit complaining or get out."

But, sadly, for acts of

intolerance towards minority
groups, you need not look

further than the boundaries
of Colorado College. Care for

some examples?

A black male recently

returned to his dorm room to

find two not so welcoming
messages written on his door:

"Nigger Go Home" and "Fuck

a Nigger." The same fellow

received a graded chemistry
test with a note written
beside his A; "I didn't expect

you to do this well" (you tell

me what this means - the

student interpreted it as a

racial slur, and that's what's
important).

Not too long ago, a Chicano
woman led a tour of forty

perspective Chicano students

through the fraternity quad
and the group was greeted

with hostile phrases:
"Tacos!! Burritos!!"

Last year, Lloyd Peterson,

a black CC admissions
officer, jogged past a
fraternity where people on
the roof yelled something to

the effect of "Nigger, get off

our campus!"
Last spring someone

purposely threw a beer bottle

which shattered at the head

of a woman hanging up
posters for the Gay and
Lesbian Alliance. In 1986,

another woman hanging up
signs fortius same group was

shoved off her bicycle in the

fraternity quad.

Within this last week all

painted posters, for the
Feminist Collective, the Gay
and Lesbian Alliance,

t Students for Divestment, and
Students for Diversity were
torn down. These overt racial

incidents are, sadly, just a

few examples of the many
that occur. And covert racial

incidents happen daily.

No, Colorado College
doesn't have a tolerance

problem. What we have here

is a tolerance crisis. Are you
aware of the scope of this

crisis? Do you care?

This lack of tolerance for

minority groups at CC is only
one facet of the larger, all-

encompassing issue of
diversity. As printed in

Diversity at Colorado College,

a pamphlet passed out in the

Admissions Office, "At
Colorado College, we believe

in diversity." Who's "we?"
We assume that the "we"
includes us, the student body?
We're not quite convinced
that the majority of the

student body is as interested

in diversity as this
pamphlet indicates. Should
"we" tear up these
pamphlets?
Apparently, "we" are not

all in favor of diversity at

CC. But the answer is not to

shred these pamphlets.
Instead, we all must educate
ourselves, as members of the

Colorado College community,
as to why diversity is both
morally and economically

Fishing for the

lowest fares?

Call

TAYLOR
TRAVEL

"Your Campus Travel Agency"

818 N. Tejon 636-3871

necessary. Instead of

destroying the message of

these pamphlets, we must try

to live up to its ideal.

We challenge you to prove

us wrong. Show your open-
mindedness, or, at the very

least your curiosity, by
coming to a consciousness

raising show-and-tell on

student diversity at Colorado

College. This is 1988 - you

don't have to be radical to

believe in diversity. Be

there, Tuesday night, 8 pm in

the WES Room (Worner

Center), and we'll give you a

down-to-earth crash course

on CC student diversity. We
can prove to you that all of us

had better become concerned

with this issue, even if it's

only out of sheer self-

interest.

Stress Out At CC
By HILARY GARNSEY

After one block at Colorado

College it is already
apparent stress can be a

prevalent syndrome on
campus. Heavy under-the-

eye bags, hunched shoulders

and perma-frown are only a

few of the obvious symptoms
which appear around week
three of the block.

Fortunately, such
hindering states can be
avoided. Peggy Price, one of

the newest members in the

CC community and an
experienced health
specialist is now available to

combat stress.

Price is a CC graduate

with a masters in

Nutritional Counseling. She
is prepared for even your
most disturbing needs. Price

offers stress counseling,

nutritional counseling, and
wellness presentations; three

new programs available to

CC students, faculty, and
administrators.

These stress-relieving

opportunities are not well-

known around campus. Price's

soothing, peaceful and
newly-decorated office is

nestled amongst the Aikido
studios in the basement of

Boettcher. You need only call

Boettcher for further
information or to make an
appointment.

Stress management is free

to CC students. During the

thirty minute sessions, Price '

will listen to stressful

ailments and then teach

students how to cope with
their pressures. The remedies

range from practicing

relaxation techniques to

listening to relaxation tapes.

Options can also include

stress management for

athletes. Mental training is

emphasized and the athletes

are taught how to tune out

possible distractions and
focus only on the game or

course. If you just want to

talk. Price is more than

willing to listen.

In her nutritional

counseling sessions. Price will

evaluate eating patterns as

possibly stress related. She

emphasizes the parallel

between maintaining a

healthy body and keeping

mental awareness sharp.

These sessions vary between

thirty and sixty minutes an
cost twenty-five dollars per

hour.

She also offers wellness

presentations to campus
organizations. She will

speak to any dorm, sorority,

fraternity, team, etc. on

topics ranging from stress

management to nutrition

awareness and weight

control. The presentations

cost thirty dollars per hour,

but Boettcher will split this

cost with any Colorado

College student organization.

During her sessions, Price

emphasizes the mental role

in stress prevention. She

believes each individual can

stop the negative effects of

stress before they appear

through coping skills,

exercising, healthy eating,

and practicing relaxation.

She can often determine the

source and location of stress

and work from there to

alleviate it.

Price's presence and

experience are definite

benefits for Colorado

College. If you are one of

those easily-stressed people,

call Boettcher, make an

appointment and learn to

become stress-free.

Malachite Offers Great F.O.O.T. Experience
By MICHELE SANTOS
"We should think of our

resources not as having been
left to us by our parents, but

as having been loaned to us

by our children." -Kenyan
proverb

The above quote is firmly

endorsed by the Mace family,

the founders of Malachite
Small Farm School near
Gardner, Colorado. Every
year since 1983, several
Colorado College students
have spent their first block

break at Malachite as part of

the Freshman Outdoor
Orientation (FOOT)
program.

Malachite, an organic
farm, "practices, teaches and
searches for respectful and
sustainable ways of living
and farming that are
community-responsible and
environmentally sound,"

stated Malachite board
chairman Stuart Mace.

As part of the program
students learn to make butter,

collect and dry herbs, work
with draft horses, milk cows,

collect eggs and, to the
fascination of some students,

kill chickens. "We want
people to know about
healthy food and the
outdoors, to learn about what
methods of agriculture are

the least harmful," said

Malachite development
coordinator Lana Thomas.

The Maces bought
Malachite and rebuilt the
school and the 100 year old

farmhouse because they
wanted to "demonstrate that

there was another way of

doing things agriculturally,"

said Thomas. In 1982

Malachite was classified by
the government as an

educational institution, and

since then a formal
curriculum has been
developed.

Only 25 of the farm's 260

acres are actually worked, a

great deal of the remainder
being unable to support food

crops. Even so, 50 to 75

percent of the food served to

staff members and students

comes from the farm itself,

according to Thomas. "Ifs a

great concept. Ifs cool to be I

as self-sufficient as possible,

to know exactly what you're

eating and what goes into it,"

said freshman Steve Suslow
of the organic farm.

Said Mathias halt

director Theresa Poff, who
accompanied the students, "I

loved it. I felt like a part of

the family, and I'm envious

See Santos p. 17
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PRISCILLAPETnT

Yje all know what AIDS is

and most of us probably know

AIDS has reached epidemic

proportions but many of us in

j,ur
sheltered Colorado

College community never are

forced to think about the

issue. Yes, there have been

many responsible sponsored

talks, lectures and films on

campus about AIDS, but these

certainly aren't required. It

seems most of us, if you listen

t0 what people are saying

around campus, not only don't

know anyone living with

AIDS or anyone who has died

of AIDS, but also don't think

AIDS affects us. You may be

dead wrong.

According to the American

Red Cross, 95% of people

with AIDS belong to one of

the following groups:

sexually active homosexual

or bisexual men (73%);

[present or past abusers of

intravenous drugs (17%);

patients who have had
transfusions with blood or

blood products (2%); persons

with hemophilia or other

coagulation disorders (1%);

heterosexuals who have had

sexual contact with someone

with AIDS or at risk for

AIDS; infants born to infected

mothers (1%).
Approximately 5% of persons
with AIDS do not fall into

any of these groups.

After spending this summer
in San Fransisco where every
second bus sports an
advertisement aimed at

making the public aware of

AIDS and safe sex procedures,

I noticed Colorado Springs is

a little deficient in this area.

So I set out to discover whv.
Thebottomline of what I

discovered is the city of

Colorado Springs has no
formal policy about AIDS.
There are no local or county

ordinances. But some things

have happened at the state

government level.

On November 1, 1985,

Colorado became the first

state to require the reporting

of positive HIV tests. Dr. J.

Potterat of the Colorado
Springs Health Department
Clinic supplied me with an

annotated copy of this

legislation. It states, "every

attending physician in this

state shall make a report in

writing to the state or local

department of health. ..on

every individual known by
said physician to have a

diagnosis of AIDS or HIV
related illness, including
death from HIV infection,

within twenty-four hours
after such fact comes to the

knowledge of said physician"

(p.l-of-11). (Note: it is

written by this section in the

margin, " 'HIV related
illness' according to the CDC
definition includes positive

HIV antibody status in

otherwise asymptomatic
persons.")

Although a law requiring

the report of positive test

results may seem
homophobic, there are
several reasons this law is

good. The primary reason is it

enables health officials to

control the disease.

According to Dr. Potterat,

health officials can control

AIDS by, 1) being allowed to

acquire accurate data or
surveillance information and,

2) if they are empowered to

implement interventions. The
mandatory reporting law
helps people get information

about who has the disease,

where it's located and thus

how to retard transmission.

Although the Colorado
AIDS Law states, "the
reports [on HIV testing]...

shall contain the name, date
of birth, sex and address of

the individual reported
on...", Dr. Potterat claims
there are "airtight
confidentiality protections".

As a matter of fact, HIV
testing results is the "only
medical information that is

absolutely confidential".

Because the health
department and other health

officials are so careful about
confidentiality, a person who
tested positive for the HIV
virus is immune from things

like insurance discrimination

and doctors' discrimination.

The test results may not even
be subpoenaed by a court of

law. This kind of immunity
arises not only from people
who care about people with

AIDS but also from the fact

that the test results are

severely protected. During
the day, only a few people
who work in the area have
keys to the room in which the

results are stored. The room is

also guarded by what Dr.

Potterat calls "James Bond-
type security doors". When

workpeople go home, a guard
arrives for the rest of the
night to make sure no one gets

m_ „
Dr. Potterat spoke of

statistics about AIDS in

Colorado Springs. 700-800
people are infected with the

virus here. Out of those
numbers, about 40 have full

blown cases of AIDS and
about 120-150 are very sick

with a less severe condition
called ARC or AIDS-related
complex. The rest of these

700-800 people are
"clinically normal" and lead

normal lives.

At least 300 of the 700-800

infected persons know they

have AIDS or are HIV
positive due to testing. The
other half don't know or don't

want to know.

In Colorado Springs,
infected people are 15-1 men.
60-70 women are infected, 7 of

which developed the virus

through transfusions and
almost all the others through

IV drug use. Potterat said, "at

most, five women got it

sexually and of those five,

four out of five reported

frequent anal intercourse."

Of the infected men, 92-

See PETTIT, p.24

The New Drinking Policy at CC: A First Year's Perspective
By JAY MARX
"It sucks, man."
While not exactly

eloquent, -this
concise,expressive quotation
was the overwhelming
initial response to the
question, "How do you feel

about the alcohol policy on
the CC campus?" asked of
several students in an
informal survey conducted by
the Catalyst staff.

' The research was spawned
as a response to the
disillusionment on the part of

this year's freshman class-
many of whom fall under
Colorado's newly revised
drinking age and are thereby
restricted from consumption
of all alcohol on campus. Not
just the first year students are
up in arms over the issue;
some upperclass students are
also empathetic and
frustrated with the policy.

I
The first year student is

directly affected by the new
policy. The attitude is one of
frustration. First year
student Josh Durfee laments,
"I never realized CC was
such a conservative school. I

mean, that's one of the most
conservative policies. If I

wanted to go to a
conservative school, I would

[j

a ve applied t o
Pepperdine."

Other common arguments
run along the lines of, "We're
*n college, not in high

;

school," and, "It's not like we
,

won't find a way to drink
• anyway," The first argument
!

ls definitely prevalent in
students' minds. Many have
come from high school with

expectation of a newthe

frcedom that hasn't
Materialized. Instead, they
are subjected to some of the

?me restrictions that they
pve had to deal with for
eighteen years.

Another concern is that the

policy is causing a rift

between the first year and
upper class students. One
Loomis Hall first year
student feels that the stamps
which brand underage
students at fraternity parties

and other alcohol-related
events are a sort of "scarlet

letter" of which upperclass
students either avoid or

make fun. "Really and truly,

the upperclass students laugh
at us because we can't drink,"

he said. Others protest that

it used to be "no big deal" to

be a first year college
student, as opposed to the

high school "first year
student syndrome," that same
problem has reared its' ugly

head again.

Some first year students
did make the "grandfather
clause", and thus can drink
legally-but they too feel

some of the "dry" heat. Amy
Lowland says, "It doesn't

affect me because I'm of age,

but I think it's stupid. It

doesn't teach us anything.
More than anything it

teaches us how to break the

law. In other countries, like

Belgium, my friends could

order a beer like they'd order

a coke. It was just no big

deal."

If that sounds like a

pleasant scenario, consider

that it apparently used to be

the norm here at C C .

According to upperclass
students, the not-too-distant

past saw beer-on-tap served

at Benjamin's. Other tales of

days gone by, such a s

floorwide keggers and the

like in Slocum Hall (now
nominally a "dry dorm"),

serve only to make first year

and upperclass students alike

long for what used to be: an
opportunity to assume
responsibility-beginning in

the first year of college.

Now, upperclass students

are inconvenienced by having

to serve as a pseudo-police

force for alcohol enforcement.

Resident Assistants in first

year wings are put in a

particularly bad spot, facing

the dilemma of strictly

enforcing the alcohol policy

and possibly alienating their

wing or letting things slide

and risking their positions.

Loomis R.A. Jessica Enciso

simply said, "I feel sorry for

(first year students). I mean,
it's such a drag for you 'guys'-

it really is. If I were a

'freshman', I would be pissed.

. . but thafs not how I feel as

a sophomore."
A junior from Arthur House

commented that, "It (the
policy) made a party we had
a drag because ... we had to

have certified servers and
I.D. checkers.

"

It is true that not all first

year students are bothered by
the alcohol restrictions.

Some feel like one student:

"What else are they
supposed to do? I mean, it's

the law. It may be
inconvenient, but. ... I don't

even think it gets enforced.

True enough. In spite of

turning security guards and
R.A.'s into 50 proof police,

the ultimate problem with

the CC alcohol stance is that

it is ineffective overall.

Instead of accepting the

reality of alcohol-in all

classes and with all age
groups- on campus, the

administration has simply
made it more inconvenient but

certainly not impossible for

any group to drink. The
bottom line? First year

students maintain, while
sipping their smuggled
brews, that the situation,

"pretty much sucks" while

the entire campus simply
wonders, "Isn't there a better

way?"

Design a Mocktail Contest
(non-alcoholic cocktail)

We're looking for a lew good mocklails!!

If you'd like a shot at some extra munch money, and a catered dinner lor

4' - then get out your blenders, get creative, and start churning!

All you need to do is submit your entry torm (below) by Monday. Oct. 17.

at 10:00 p.m. to the Womer Desk. Marriott will supply the ingredients you

jequest at no cost (sorry, we can't supply blenders)

\ Judging is to take place in Loomis Lower Lounge

Thursday. Oct. 20. 7:00 p.m.

Prizes Include:

1st - $30.00 in Flex Points AND
a catered filet mignon dinner for 4!*

2nd - $20.00 in Flex Points

3rd - $10.00 in Flex Points
•to be served In a Womcr room during regular dining hours

-*<
Name:_
Phone #:

Mocktail Name:.

_Womer Box #:_

_ID#

Ingredients: Please include all items needed including

crushed ice, fruits, amounts, and equitment needed

(except blenders)

Questions? Call Rebecca Knight at ex. 2250.

Sponsored by Loomis Hall, Marriott, and BACCHUS
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Two Forks Dam Remains Up In Air
By ERIC NICKELL
Colorado College students

who departed last May from

Colorado for the summer are

probably curious about the

latest developments of the

proposal to build the 1.1

million acre-foot reservoir on

the South Platte River known
as Two Forks Dam. School

adjourned without the stated

official opinion of Governor

Roy Romer (D), whose public

announcement had been

anticipated May 10. His

press conference was
postponed to allow him and

his staff more time to sift

through the implications of

either a "yes" or "no"

recommendation, and instead

took place one month later.

Both proponents and
opponents of the dam left the

meeting to express
dissatisfaction with Romer's

stance. Environmentalists

received no assurances that

Cheesman Canyon, in which

the town of Deckers lies,

would be saved although

Romer sees it as "a real

treasure and a statewide

resource." Members of the

Denver Water Board and the

Metropolitan Water
Providers now face a

construction permit with

many strings attached,

which disregards their

notification to the governor,

"If the Board does not soon

receive an acceptable permit

to build Two Forks, it will not

share its reserve supplies. . .no

water will be available to

provide new water services

outside Denver."

Romer's speech opening
sentences, "Colorado should

build Two Forks only as a last

resort. I challenge the

residents of this state to find

an alternative solution",

reflect his wishes to

motivate reform in the

metropolitan water districts:

thus, including regular

sharing of reserves,

implementation of water
conservation, and
establishment of a new
authority to oversee planning

for future water storage

projects. Most analysts

external to the controversy

remarked that the state

:
• * v -

executive's decision was the

only option which was
politically viable and not

suicidal, as an unconditional

"yes" or "no" might have

been.

Another hurdle in the

permitting process for two

forks was cleared at the end

of August when the Colorado

Water Quality Control

Division submitted reports in

approval of the dam's impact

on river and stream flows.

Growing concern in mountain

-communities along the

Platte's North Fork over

abandoned mine
contamination has been the

consequence of reduced water

volume and thereby increased

concentrations of heavy
metals. The CWQCD,
therefore, has pinned upon
the Denver Water Board and

suburban counterparts the

following obligations:

1. regulating water flow

through the Roberts Tunnel so

North Fork concentrations of

mine contaminations are

alleviated

2. designing a water quality

monitoring system both at the

dam site and in the Williams

Fork collection region

3. appropriating $400,000

for cleanup of mines that

discharge pollutants into the

North Fork.

These conditions have been

integrated into the

construction permit itself.

Nonetheless, a major
shortfall of the entire Two
Forks permitting process was
the inability of the Water
Quality Control Division to

consider the impacts of any of

Two Fork's alternatives

during the ten week period

following Romer's statement.

Finally, the Environmental
Protection Agency, in early

September, gave
environmental groups a shot

of adrenaline when one of

their attorneys for the
regional division cited
shortcomings in Colorado's
non-degradation statutes for

mountain water quality.

Those statutes included
regulations guiding the
Water Quality Control
Division's recommendations
for minimum stream flow

Photo of the Week

conditions imposed on all

diversions of mountain water

that Two Forks requires.

Although enacted years ago

as a necessary and timely

step in the right direction,

the non-degradation statutes

do not provide adequate

protection for water quality.

The federal agency will have

made specific their concerns

by late

September and one of its

options, should the state not

comply, would be to sue the

CWQCD and prevent the

dam's final approval for

months.

The Environmental Defense

Fund, the group spearheading

the private sectors' legal

effort against the project,

asked the state water
division within a week of its

ruling to revoke its approval

of the permit, pointing to the

concerns of the EPA.
Attorneys for the Colorado

Attorney General, however,

did not permit the state

agency to reverse its decision,

and instead set an appeals

hearing for November 4.

Melinda Kassen of the EDF,

however, mentioned that if

the EPA's concerns are serious

enough, they may file suit in

federal court as well.

Even beyond the resolution

of the current dissensions,

OK's will be required by both

the U.S. Army Corps of

Engineers and the U.S. Forest

Service. On account of the

delays over water quality

protection, reports have
surfaced recently to show
that groups as diverse as

Public Service Co. of Denver,

Adolph Coors Co., and the

planners for Aurora,
Broomfield, and Arvada,
have begun to fashion

alternative plans for

expansion of urban water
storage. Clear Creek Canyon
and the Collegiate Peaks
region both have been
scrutinized for possible

reservoir construction, and
permits are in the making. 1

For many of those opposing
Two Forks Dam, this battle

won't be the first to be waged
against metropolitan water
needs; those who want the

dam built can guarantee that

it wW be one of many to come.

by Kristin Thomson

Two Forks Dam Raises
Moral Consciousness
By MATTHEW WILSON

During the summer,
while most CC students were
away on their vacations, the

state of Colorado moved ever

closer to building Two Forks

dam along the South Platte

River. Although the project

recieved a great deal of

attention last year, this year

the amount of information

circulating around campus
has diminished. I often

wonder if our human capacity

to forget has cought Up to us,

and whether or not we should

continue to concern ourselves

with events that seem so out

of our control as to not merit

our energies ? The answer to

that question is one that

resides in the hearts of all of

us and one that cannot be
answered by a singular one
but must be responded to by a

united we. The State of

Colorado will,within the

next 25 years, have a 1.1

million acre-foot dam along

the South Platte River and
we will be the ones who
witnessed its occurence.

We are the people

who are the users of water in

Colorado and for whom this

dam will be built.

Unfortunatly, we are also the

ones who are witnesses to the

approval of a dam that will*

destroy one of the most
beautiful river valleys in

Colorado and leave a legacy
of wholesale destruction to

our local environment. These
are not figmentations of the

mind, they are the facts of

reality. We are the
generation that has seen the

uncontrolled, largescale

growth of population in

Denver, Colorado and the

impact that growth has had

on the environment. Air

Pollution, Toxic waste in the

water, and the problems al

Rocky flats arsenal are just a

few examples of what can

happen when numbers of

people living in an area

exceed what the local

environment can support.

Without a public attuned to

the needs of theii

environment, problems such

as water shortages can begin

to crop up , and these are

problems that State

commissioners tend to- solve

by building new resevoires.

Thus, the question

should be asked,do we

continue to concern ourselves

with a situation that seems

to be out of our hands? The

answer is difficult, and lies

within each indivdual and

their ability to perform

personal scrutinization ol

their conscience. We are the

people who have witnessed a

successful drive by developers

and city planners in Denver to

build a dam which is not

needed and to which there

are viable alternatives one ol

which includes people along

the front range lessening

water consumption and

striving to conserve the

precious resource of water.

Yet, we are also among those

same people for whom the

dam is being built. Therefore,

we must ask ourselves, if vve

are part of the problem, is

there anything that we can

do about it? The answer is >

simple yes.
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Letters
Vounter-Counterpoint

jo the Editor:

I In last week's article

•Counterpoint", Mike Shaver

claims that Feminism has

caused change but this change

,j5
detrimental. But the

question is, to who? Isn't it

just too bad that corporations

(can't hire just white men
Inymore? Before you start

Criticizing Feminism and

Affirmative Action, you

Should know what they are.

Affirmative Action does

Slot assert that the number of

Suitable females will be

Iqual to the number of

lualificd males for any given

Sob. Chances are the number

of women will be far fewer,

jince women have been

Socialized to believe that

Sriost occupations are not open

}o them. Corporations are

not required "to hire half

women, they are simply

given a quota which can

.easily be filled given the

auimber of qualified women
Available. It is very rare

that an unqualified women
'gets hired for a job, and we
'sincerely doubt that

Affirmative Action is

"unnecessary and damaging in

h time when the natural

drive is to maintain the

competitive edge"(Shaver).

What affirmative action

does is help women who
Btave decided to enter
traditionally male
^professions combat sexist

'hiring practices and give
them the job they deserve.

I Not all Feminists are in

agreement regarding
Affirmative Action. Shaver
is right to point out that the

Feminist Movement does not

Bave one clear goal.

However, Shaver misses the

whole point of Feminism by
deeming this disagreement
hypocritical. The beauty of

the Feminist movement is its

Acceptance and its embracing
of differences. Feminists do
not have to be Nazi-robots
{hat all think alike,

generally, most Feminists are

hot concerned with banning
pooks (especially not the

Feminist Virginia Woolf!).

Feminist scholars are
(Concerned with recognizing
^exism in past works and
Working to include the female

perspective along with the
male. It's ok to use the words
°f the past as long as you
[recognize sexism as it

i»Ppears. It's not acceptable to

continue the sexist tradition.

Mr. Shaver's assertion that

feminism is moving us into

another dark "shadow"
aPpears to be rooted in his

|>
r°ss misunderstanding of

feminism and Affirmative
Action. By the way, we've
got a long way to go, and
don't you dare call us baby!
I Christina Jackson

Wendy Gannett

Correction: Our aplogies

to Wendy Gannett and
Christina Jackson who
submitted the letter "Safety

on Campus" to the editors
last week and were not
credited. Sorry!

IT IS A FACT from
Harper's Index

People on fhe waiting list

to see on execution in

Florida: 215.

Average duration of an
American marriage: 9.4yrs.

Acres of the world's tropi-

cal rain forests cleared
every minute: 53.

Number of abortions for

every 100 live births In the
U.S.: 42 Soviet Union: 208.

News or Opinion?

To the Editor:

This letter is in response to

the article "CC Election
Supporters Master Debate"
by Laura Hegerle that
appeared in The Catalyst on
October 7, 1988.

The article concluded that

"there was no obvious winner
[and] the purpose of the
debate was not to pronounce a
'winner', but to clarify some
of the views on the issues in

ths election."

It is true that the main
purpose of the debate was to

present issues to the CC
community, and this was
accomplished in a limited
manner, with both sides
skirting some of the issues.

However, the debate would
have been more beneficial,

and more professional if the

moderator, Professor Mike
Coste, had been unbiased and
had not given his opinion in

front of the audience.

To report that there was
no winner is a statement that

had no place appearing in a

factual news article, since
the purpose, as stated by
Laura Hegerle, was not to

declare a winner, but to

promote political awareness
on the campus. To say that

there was no winner is only
an opinion. Others opinions
might have been different. A
polling of the CC community
would have been helpful in

getting the views and
opinions of more than just one
student.

Rick O'Donnell
P.S. The headline was

uncalled for, and totally

unprofessional.

Editors Questioned

To the Editor:

With all due respect to

those People who make The

Catalyst catalyze, I must
express my resentment for the

bombardment of the

multitude of Feminist
oriented articles in the

lessened in the context of a

twenty-four paged weekly
newspaper supposedly
responsible for reporting
current events surrounding us

here at The Colorado
College. Agreed, the "F-

word" is one, if not the most
important issue confronting
our generation. And, we all

have a responsibility to bring

about change to achieve a

society of equals. However,
your words were too laden

with anger in many instances

(i.e. "thirty-five per cent of

college aged men say that

they would commit rape if

they knew they wouldn't get

caught"), and, the result

appeared to be like that of a

conspiracy, of sorts.

I hope the editors in

question didn't misuse their

Editorial License here, and I

sincerely hope that it won't
happen again. As a

suggestion, there is, or should

be, another campus
publication to deal with
these socio-political issues.

The laws of Moderation have
been violated and Equal Time
seems to have been neglected

completely.

Sincerely,

Lisa J. Betty

EDITORIAL
Each week The Catalyst explores the diverse angles

regarding an issue or event of interest and pertinence to the
Colorado College community or humanity at large.

The focal point of the paper in this respect is the center

Opinions section in which each article addresses some aspect
of the issue in question. Although not carved in stone, as a
general rule we try to relate the highlighted issue to our
immediate community by extending this theme, in as much as

possible, to the rest of the paper.

For the October 7th Catalyst, for example, we focused on
feminism. There just happened to be, to our convenience and
delight, many woman-related events happening on and
around campus (Phyllis Jane Rose, Feminist Collective

discussion, the Women's Conference at UCCS, the upcoming
Women's Film Festival). We did not cover these events at the

expense of the news; they were the news.

As a newsweekly for the Colorado College community, The
Catalyst has a responsibility to address campus events. In

addition, with regard to the Opinions section, The Catalyst

commits to making discussion-oriented issues concrete by
reporting on local-related examples, rather than just

espousing abstract theory.

This week's issue focuses on the AIDS epidemic. As a way
of communicating the importance of this epidemic we have

tried to examine its effects on our community, extending the

socio-political arguments discussed in the center section to the

News and Features articles.

While maintaining our commitments to our classes, we cover

as many campus events as is humanly possible. We print

whatever is well written and turned in on time. We don't

print what we don't get.

We encourage input, response and creativity.

TMP & MKW

By CHRISTOPHER SCHULTZ
Time is tick, tick, ticking in my head. -

Joe Jackson

There's no time left for you. - The Guess

Who
As anyone ever slightly older will tell

you, time moves faster as you age. An
interesting phenomenon. Albert Einstein

explained in his theory of relativity, that

time slows down for a moving body as it

approaches the speed of light, but no-one

has yet been able to explain how it can

accelerate for someone moving at a fairly

constant speed. However, I'll be the first to

admit, it does. Look at the average life vs.

time relationship for a human being. As an

infant, time doesn't pass at all. At least, I

don't remember it passing. I slept when I

was tired, ate when I was hungry, and

excreted whenever I felt like it. There was

nothing to differentiate between one

moment and the next. Then time began to

move. But very slowly at first. If a child's

parents leave for an hour or two, eternity

passes before they return. As the child

Today's Noodles
grows, time pics up the pace - an event a

week in the future is a lifetime away.

Gradually, years begin to slide by, clocked

by the passing of holidays. Christmas (or

Chanukah), birthdays, Halloween,
Thanksgiving, etc. The speed increases

exponentially, and before we know it, we
are "wondering where the time has gone."

One year bleeds into the next, the holidays

pile up into one big lump, and then we die.

I've noticed in the last few years, that

time has been passing at a ridiculously fast

rate. Much faster than whatever law-of-

the-universe that governs it should allow. I

think it's because as a consumer society, we
are using it up too quickly, and therefore

artificially increasing the acceleration. It's

two weeks before Halloween, and already

most store displays are dedicated to

Christmas decorations. Sporting events

used to be relegated to specific seasons -

summer for baseball, autumn for football,

winter for basketball and hockey - but now
"pre-season" games start within minutes of

the championship ones. ^ SCHULTZ p M
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AIDS Talk An Outrage

By BRUCE LOEFFLER
As part of the dedication of the New

Science Building, Dr. Albert Balows (CC
'42) of the Center for Disease control, gave

a talk entitled "AIDS: The Past, Present

and Future." It was rife with prejudice and

misinformation. Just because he has a

nineteen page resume and is a product of our

own College does not mean he knows how to

give a competent, compassionate and

informed talk about AIDS.

First, by citing epidemiological data

without any attempt at explanation or

qualification, he effectively conveyed the

impression that AIDS is a disease of

homosexuality and FV drug use. This is not

the case. It is a disease caused by the HrV
virus, which is transmitted sexually and by
blood. Anybody who is sexually-active or

who comes in contact with contaminated

blood, through needle sharing or

transfusions, can contract AIDS. In Africa,

its probable continent of origin, AIDS is

transmitted primarily by heterosexual

intercourse, a fact to which Dr. Balows
alluded only in passing. In this country, the

virus was first spread in the gay male
community, and AIDS ever since has been

labelled a "gay" disease, with disastrous

consequence. It was bad enough that this

happened in 1984 and before, but in 1988 to

discuss AIDS and leave the impression that

only gay men and Fv* drug users need worry
about contracting it is reprehensible and
irresponsible.

Dr. Balows stressed data showing the

high percentage of AIDS cases in this

country who were gay men - 63% to date.

What he did not say is the their being gay
per se had nothing to do with their

contracting AIDS. Furthermore, Dr. Balows
neglected to mention how this

epidemiological data will change in the

future (and his talk purported to talk about

the future of AIDS). The gay community,
being the hardest hit in this country, has
led the way in promoting responsible sexual

behavior. Safe sex has become so ingrained

in the gay community that not one new case

of HIV infection has been reported in the

gay community in the past year in San
Francisco. Furthermore, rates of syphilis,

gonorrhea, venereal warts and other
sexually-transmitted diseases have
plummeted in the gay community.

Unfortunately, the rv drug user community
is harder to reach and harder to educate. In

New York State currently, 93% of the new
AIDS cases are IV drug related - users

themselves, their sexual partners and their

children. Therefore, in the future, the

percentage of people with AIDS who are

gay will drop.

Since there is so much prejudice around
homosexuality, the stigmatization of AIDS
as a "gay" disease in this country created

several problems. First, there was general

government inaction, since politicians

didn't want to involve themselves with
gay issues. President Reagan himself did

See LOEFFLER, p. 24

AIDS: The Scientific^

al'!

By MARGO WEISZ and LINDA BAYNHAM
AIDS is not simply a biological probl

sociological disease which is intertwined in the

sanitary behaviors of society. AIDS doesn't [•

specific group but has become society's problem a|

The virus contaminates the blood and sperm of,

million people in the U.S., most unknowingly. Evj

community feels the affect of this deadly disease,

threatens mainstream America.
The Aids virus, HTV-II is carried in the bodi|JBed

humans. After entering the body of the victim it iniUud'
T-lymphocyte cells. Once inside, the virus quickly

bursting out of the host cell into the bloodstream

invading cells. T-lymphocytes are the basis for

immune system, and the virus wreaks havoc on ou]

fight off diseases by destroying these cells. Di<

would normally be easy to fight off.become life-l

A cancer called Kaposi's sarcom and Fneumocyst
pneumonia are the main culprits. If an infection of oi

diseases progresses unchecked, then the path is

opportunistic diseases to destroy more tissue,

killing the victim.

Sometimes the virus will enter the T-lymph(

remain dormant, renewing itself as the cell recyi

will set in when the virus begins reproducing.

people who test positive for HIV will not contract

importance of these facts is that a dormant case

transmitted.

AIDS is NOT transmitted through toi

handshakes, or even saliva. HIV survives only in

fluids of humans, and must be passed through small

tissue. Unfortunately, the virus is so microscopic tl

tiniest of openings can allow infection. During intert

sores are easily formed on sexual organs. The vii

passed through both the vagina and the rectum,

rectum is smaller and the tissue has more mucus mei

a higher concentration of blood vessels, small ciitsl

likely develop. People often don't realize that sf

jelly is necessary for lubrication as well as

Lubrication will prevent these cuts from developing!

provides a barrier against the virus.

Heterosexual women and homosexual men havi

chance of contracting the virus than Lesbian we & j

straight men because the virus is carried in the spa

as the blood. During sex, if infected sperm comes

Proa

A Christian Perspective
By RICK TORMOHLEN
"AIDS is clearly God's

right judgement and
punishment for the utter

sinfulness of homosexuals."

How many of us have heard

this analysis of the AIDS
epidemic and have
associated it with narrow-
minded Christianity? If you
have, I can't blame you; this

is a common conclusion. It is

true that some Christians

have loudly imposed this

view upon society. As a

Christian myself, I feel that

too often Christians fall into

the trap that society is in:

fearing, judging, and rejecting

people afflicted with AIDS.
Often, the world sees only
this response and considers it

to be normative for all

Christians. The simple fact

is that Christians are
humans and screw up as much
as anyone. That is why it is

necessary to look to the

person and ministry of Jesus

Christ, not the past actions of

Christians, to find a truly

Christian perspective and
response to the AIDS

problem.

Several problems arise

when we consider AIDS to be
God's judgement on
homosexuals. First, if AIDS
represents Divine retribution,

how do we account for the

spread of AIDS to innocent

persons other than
homosexuals (especially

hemophiliacs and children).

This seems to contradict the

just, merciful, and loving
nature of God. Second, if

homosexuality is actually sin

(which is not the subject of

this article), what makes a

homosexual more deserving
of God's punishment than any
other sinner? The Bible poses
no "hierarchy of sin." In fact,

James 2:10 says that breaking
one commandment makes iis

as sinful as breaking all of

them. Finally, what right do
any of us as humans have
claiming to know the mind of

God? No one can say whether

AIDS is or is not God's
judgement. God has given us

gifts (including sex) and has

given us freedom as to how to

use them. With freedom

comes responsibility and the

consequences for using the

gifts in ways other than God
intended. In any case, God
assures us that there will be
a final judgement and that

only then will the fullness of

God's justice, mercy, and
wrath be made known.

In many ways, the AIDS
epidemic today is analogous
to the disease of leprosy in

Jesus' day. Leprosy, like

AIDS, was a contagious and
eventually fatal disease.
Worse than the disease itself

was the social stigma
attached to it. The fear and
paranoia (along with a great

deal of ignorance about the

disease itself) caused lepers

and anyone showing even
slight signs of the disease to

be cast out of society. People
of the day considered leprosy

to be an "unclean" disease.

Leprosy, like many illnesses

and physical defects, was
attributed to some sin the

afflicted person had
committed in the past. As a

result, nobody would touch a

leper or anything that a

leper had touched. Society

intensified the rejection by
not letting lepers inside the

city gates, not allowing
lepers to hold jobs (thereby

reducing them to beggars),

and instituting laws which
would propagate the
"outcast"- label. Ancient
society shunned people with

leprosy just as our society

shuns those afflicted with

AIDS today.

Jesus Christ healed people

and broke down social

barriers throughout his

ministry. In several
instances, Jesus specifically

healed lepers (Matt. 8:2-3;

Mark 1:40-42). Wha* model
does he provide fo us today?

First, Jesus had compassion on
the people - all people, but

especially the outcasts of

society: tax collectors,

prostitutes and lepers to

name a few. He made the

critical distinction between
sin and the sinner. Jesus

condemned sin but forgave

the sinner, hated sin but

loved the sinner, and rejected

See TORMOHLEN, p. 24
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id The Human Factor

I cut or lesion, then the virus can be passed. An
Lai's chances of contracting the disease are contingent

jkw many times she or he comes in contact with infected

K sperm. For heterosexual men, intercourse is more risky

|woman is menstruating because any cut he may have

|Le in contact with her blood. Intravenous drug users

Kare needles expose themselves to contamination

(tie they share a needle. As a result of this and people

iunprotected sex with numerous partners, the virus has

Jed the U.S. at an astronomical pace.

Rids has now become a sociological problem that is

Kd with education, sexual promiscuity and drug use.

Kiosexual community has dramatically altered it's

R
r in order to stop the spread of the virus. The

Ice is riow shifting to other areas of society, largely

Ixuals. A higher- concentration exists among
Jes and drug users for whom sex is a desperate way of

ler city drug abusers are not going to read AIDS

re when they're worried more about their next drug

(his disease is becoming another of the symptoms of

•deeper problems.

% all feel the threat of AIDS. Even if neither ourselves

Rebody we care about has AIDS, we have to take

lU precautions in our own lives. As a whole society we
Id the funds for research and education. To achieve a

ft life for ourselves and our community we must make
lourselves, are educated.

Colorado College offers a variety of programs that

Ithe CC community. It seems that the students don't

lantage of what is offered, as 5-10 students come into

ir a day with sexually transmitted diseases. The
las numerous videos on AIDS and other STDs. This

Jt
Boettcher (AIDS awareness month), free condoms are

Bren out and this year condom machines are installed in

[major dorm.(2 for 25 cents!) Hopefully the

Itrarion will soon put machines in every building so

are more accessible. It is important for students to

lat we are not isolated from AIDS. CC has already

irst cases and Dr. Judith Reynolds expects to see more
as students aren't using safe sex. Students at CC come
lover the country, many from large metropolitan areas

felDS is extremely prevalent. Yet, there exists much
n just the threat of AIDS. Other very serious sexual

run rampant amongst people our age. The time has
[take education into practice. Our lives depend on it.

tal

Minorities, Lesbians and AIDS
By STEPHANIE BRYSON
While volunteering on

Ward 86 of San Francisco
General Hospital this
summer I interviewed several
prominent health -care
providers involved in AIDS
work. Following is an
interview with Sandra
Hernandez whose work as a
physician is informed by a
commitment to ethnic
minority communities and
particularly to Latinos with
AIDS. Her commentary is

invaluable in its medical,
political, multi-cultural
perspective.

Why did you take this job on
Ward 86?

I took this particular job
because it was apparent that

:
there were Latino people
beginning to be affected by
the disease in higher numbers
and there was not anyone in

this clinic culturally aware
enough to meet some of the

socio/cultural needs
involved.

How proficient are services to

communities other than the

gay male community in San
Francisco?

I think one of the things
that has made San Francisco
unique in the management of

AIDS patients has been that

the gay community has quite

effectively and efficiently

developed a great deal of
support services for gay

white men. In addition
there's been a lot of
volunteerism that's
developed especially in the

lesbian community around
these gay men.
Unfortunately, partly
because of cultural taboos and
partly because of socio-

economic variables, ethnic

minority communities have
not been able to effectively

develop support services for

gay black men or bisexual
black men, etc. Ethnic
minority communities for a

variety of different reasons
have not been able to do the

kind of support that has been
done here for the gay white
male. The other problem is

that ethnic minorities have
various routes of
transmission. It's not just a

gay disease; there is also a

component of bisexuality, a

component of intravenous drug
use, and gay Latinos also

appear to be more isolated

from their potential
communities than they would
be in a non-black or non-
ethnic community.

Why are so many lesbians

involved in AIDS if they

constitute the lowest 'risk

group?

'

Lesbians account for a great

number of people who are in

health care providing roles.

The fact that AIDS has been
billed at least initially as a

"gay" disease also contributes

to the number of lesbians

involved in AIDS work.

If this disease had
primarily affected lesbians,

would gay men have
involved themselves to the

same degree as lesbians have
in the current epidemic?

Had AIDS been a sexually

transmitted disease between
women, I seriously doubt that

the gay male community
would have rallied as did
the lesbian community.
That's probably the most
sexist thing I'll say today,

but if you look at the culture

and the behavior patterns

within the culture, gay men
have been more self-serving,

by and large, than lesbian

women have. You always
have to be careful about
stereotypes, but that's my
general impression.

What is hardest about

work?
this

Watching people waste
away is probably the hardest

part of what I do. Also,
watching survivors, the
people who are left behind
after a very long, usually

devastating illness. That's

very hard. It's not so much
the dying.. .but rather the

suffering in the late stages of

the disease, most of which
we have very little control

over, although personal
styles and personal

See BRYSON, p. 24
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By ELISE BRADBURY
Although AIDS is a natural virus, the fact that it has

reached such crisis proportions is attributable to the way our
society is organized. Modern society has made vast progress in

science and technology, but at present, scientific priority is

given to the space program and weapons research instead of
combatting diseases such as AIDS. It is no coincidence that a
virus originally thought to be a "gay plague" was not a concern
to world leaders until "innocent" people began to be infected;

i.e. heterosexuals and hemophiliacs. This bigotry led to

initial inactivity by governments, allowing AIDS to spread in

the last seven years. The AIDS crisis has been deepened by
governments acting too little and too late.

The AIDS virus was discovered in 1981 by the Center for

Disease Control (CDC) in Atlanta. Although 20 percent of the

AIDS cases by then had been found in Haitian prostitutes, the

virus was inaccurately named the Gay -Related Immuno-
Deficiency, a misconception that helped lead to vicious gay-
bashing and institutional discrimination against gays when
AIDS finally became a concern to the media. At least one CDC
researcher referred to AIDS victims as the 4H-club - "Homos,
heroin addicts, Haitians, and hookers," a stereotype that

resulted in the US Government and press taking little notice of

the virus since it was falsely assumed to affect only an
"expendable" part of the population. In fact, in 1981 the

Reagan Administration cut the CDC's budget by 25 percent,

leaving them with only $2 million that year to research the

virus.

Comparably, the 1981 figure on worldwide arms spending
reached $1 million per minute!
By the summer of 1983, the media began reporting cases of

AIDS in what they saw as "mainstream" society, causing a

panic that induced the federal government to increase spending
on AIDS research. Yet spending on AIDS in the US was still

well under that spent on researching Toxic Shock Syndrome and
Legionnaire's Disease, although by that time twice as many
people had died of AIDS as of the other two diseases combined.
Healthworkers and scientists began to criticize the Reagan
Administration, forcing federal spending for AIDS up to $100
million in 1985, an amount less than the US Government spent in

1975 for an inoculation against swine flu!

In other countries, the indifference of governments to the

problem of AIDS was equal or worse. In Britain, for example,
Thatcher spent the grand total of $80,000 for AIDS research in

1985 while simultaneously cutting the budget of the National

Health Service, eliminating thousands of hospital beds.

In African countries, research revealing alarming rates of

infection were initially suppressed by governments desperate

not to lose their tourist trade. In country after country, AIDS
has been marginalized and subordinated to the interests of

capitalism.

Concurrently to the world governments' sickening negligence

regarding AIDS, scientific research centers in the developed
nations competed to corner the market on an AIDS vaccination,

wrangling with one another over patent laws and refusing to

cooperate with one another and share research. These centers,

placing priority on profit rather than cure, attempted to

undercut one another's research while financial analysts on
Wall Street speculated on how to get in on the AIDS market. In

October, 1986, over 100 investors met in New York City to

discuss the topic, "Profits and AIDS." Healthcare analyst

Kenneth Abramowitz, of the New York firm, Stanford C.

Bernstein and Company, stated, "If you can develop something

that cures AIDS and patent it, you can charge virtual!)

anything you want." At the same time, major drug companies

declined to fund research. In the spring of 1986, L. Patrick Gage,

vice president of the multinational drug firm Hoffman La

Roche, stated, 'You have to understand that one million people

isn't a market that's exciting. Sure it's growing but it's not an

asthma or rheumatoid arthritis."

The crisis of AIDS can be at least partially blamed on the

bigotry of a society that sees homosexuals and drug addicts as

expendable, an ideology that resulted in an atmosphere of

complacency which allowed the AIDS virus to spread.

Because our society is organized on the profit system in which

health is a commodity, all progress in fighting AIDS is subject

to laws of patent and profit. The fact that AIDS has destroyed

and will destroy many lives is a reflection of.the way our

society is structured, and the priority of profit over life.
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Campus Interuptus

By DOUG LANSKY
Assuming the faithful

Pathfinder has not already
been chucked into the .trash,

it would not be a bad idea to
1

pick it up for a few laughs. It

is not the type of manual that

would incite groups of, say, 50
or more to sit around on a

Saturday night and laugh
until their guts exploded, but
it's likely more amusing than

any classroom material. I

found it appropriate to

address a few minor
regulations I believe are
particularly stupid.

Expecting to find a select

committee of nationally
recognized English professors

as authors of this prestigious

piece of literature, I was
disappointed to find out that

no one took credit for writing
it.

Turning to page 63 under the

subheading of ROOM CARE,
it states that, "no masking
tape, scotch tape, stick-on
picture hangers, thumbtack
pins, nails, or other varieties

of sticking' agents shall be
used on walls or woodwork."
That would leave spitting on
the back posters as an only
option.

Another rule that I've been
kicking around for awhile is

the one that states that
everyone on a particular wing

must pay $50 if vomit is found
in the hall or bathroom. For

some reason this logic escapes

me. There is no way I am
going to fork up $50 every
time some foreign party-goer

pukes in our wing. That
means that someone is going
to collect about $1000 for 15
minutes of brainless labor.

Heck, I'll go it for $500.

Moving on to a bit more
cynical note, I'd like to

address something that
pushes the word "stupid" to

its limits.

I vaguely remember
waiting in an almost
indefinite line to get my ID
card. I remember sitting in

"the chair" and feeling like a

dork while the picture
person, whom I'll just call

Thomas Edison, played with
the camera for fifteen

minutes. I also remember
receiving my ID and turning

it over, expecting to see a

white void and instead
seeing GOLD CARD. For
crying out loud—how tacky
can it get!? I want to know if

I'm going to a college or a
country club. These cards are

about as corny as Donny
Osmond's new pseudo-tough-
guy-with-a-leather-jacket
image.

Is the administration
insinuating that we should
aspire to be a flock of yuppies
who drive BMW's, live in

condos, and buy

paraphernalia with gold
cards? The world is

materialistic enough without
ourCC gold cards.

"Say, Biff—your CC gold
card looks rather shiny
today."

"I'm glad you noticed, Skip.

I polished it all morning to

impress Muffy and Prissy."

These gold cards are just

reflections of the
administration giving in to

traditional American values
of elitism and instant
advancement in society. Is

the administration suggesting
that the Colorado College
liberal arts education will

direct students on this path? I

hope not!

Anyway, on to a slightly

lighter topic, which my
interest ventures, no deeper
than pure entertainment
value. Rastall's fine gourmet
cuisine is.. .well, need I say
more? Honestly, though, I

don't mind most of the food,

but that doesn't exclude them
from my criticism.

Rastall's Classic Collection

of Comments

Comment:
The food looks like crap.

The food tastes like crap.

The food makes us crap.

--Steve
Response:

Thanks Steve, we'll try to

take care of that by next

block.

Comment:
Everytime I try to get a drink,

it seems like the ice machine
spits out ice cubes the second i

take my glass away, leaving,

when I'm lucky, about two
cubes in my glass and 50 on
the floor. And I might add
that there are five hands
criss-crossing at all times at

the beverage dispenser. I feel

like I'm playing a bad game
of Twister.

—A frustrated guy
Response: Dear Frustrated

Guy, we're working on that

right now. Thank you for

pointing it out.

Comment: The Fruit Loops are

good.

--Sally

Response: Dear Sally, that's

Comment: I forgot my ID card

last week and the Card-
Taker-Person damned me to

Hell twice before punching in

my number
--Victim of an

Overreation
Response: Dear Victim, you
should know better than to

show up without your ID~
Next time we will be forced

to shoot you.

Comment: The entire staff is

always happy. How do they

do it?

—Sparky

Johnl

Response: Dear Spai

a very satisfying job.

Comment: How do youl

your corn on the cob to if

like rubber?

—John
Response: Thanks

.

letting us know how youl

We'll try to get that taj

care of by next block.

Comment: I love all of Jl

food.

-Bertha
Response: Dear Bertha,!

you feeling alright?

Comment: I think thatl

pancake syrup tastes likel

French Dip, which
tastes like the sauce onl

roast beef. Is it just me, f
someone in the kitchen bij|

syrup.

—Jennifer
Response: We didn't t|

anyone would
Congratulations.

To avoid creating a reputal

that I have a bad attitudf

would like to conclud
thanking the nursing sfc

Boettcher and many of i

people in Slocum for going!

of their way to check on I

well-being while I was onl

death bed last week.
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Testing the Honor Code
MICHAEL WANG and

:fREY STRAIN
-here are some
,ortunities which present

mselves only once every

yea

Ilege.

rs at

One
Colorado
of these

.jrtuniries is to view first

(d the proceedings of the

nor Council. The only time

j S
permissible for the

dent body to know the

ails of a trial, without

aching the involved

dent's confidentiality, is

en a student appeals a

ision made by the Honor
jncil. There is an appeal

renfly being made,

'hough the exact trial

e has not been finalized it

[ be held either Oct. 21 or

the beginning of third

ck. A list of fifty

domly produced names of

lents has been made and a

of twelve students will

icked from these names.

5 jury will hear evidence

both sides and then

ce the final verdict as to

ether the Honor Council's

Ision will stand,

n appeal arises because a

dent feels that the Honor
ncil has made an error in

udgemenh Judgements are

ed on evidence presented

the Honor Council,
endants have the right to

lenge a decision made by
Honor Council and

review the evidence against
them. In the case of opposing
views, as in an appeal, it is

up to the student body to
reconcile the differences
between both parties.

The appeal process
provides a chance for the
student body to judge
whether the Honor Council is

effectively doing its job. An
appeal trial exposes the
rational behind the decisions
of the Honor Council, and
brings into public view a
group of students who must
normally work in secrecy. It

also gives the student body
the chance to decide whether
-or not rumors about the Honor
Council are valid.

The Honor System at
Colorado College exists
because students can work
within its boundaries. When
a suspected breach of the
Honor Code occurs, the Honor
Council acts towards a just
solution as representatives of
the student body. When
students feel that this
process is in conflict with
their beliefs, an appeal can
be made. The students' right
to appeal is important, but
equally important is the
student body's right to
participate in the Honor
System.

OPINIONS/15

Heroin: Sid Did It, Why Not You?
The Role of the Social Function in Post Modern Society
By MARI GUSTAPSON
Somewhere in time, a group of

individuals, in an attempt to alleviate
their own miserably lonely human
condition got together and decided to create
the "social function." As time inevitably
marched on, the "social function" has
manifested itself in various forms i.e.

gatherings in disgustingly "progressive"
cafes, tacky theme parties etc. The specific
social gathering to which this article is
addressed is the school dance, the specific
school dance's Homecoming '88.

I for one am generally predisposed
against school dances. In high school I was
very anti-establishment-student council. I

preferred to hang around with the
proletariat student class who weren't very
pretty, rich, or academic. When faced with
the prospect of attending Homecoming this
year my initial reaction was maybe, but as
the hour approached I finally opted for a
humorous documentary on Heavy Metal
music in a disgustingly "progressive" cafe.
Upon reflection and breakfast with

victims of Homecoming '88 I have decided
that my choice was correct. First, I don't
have five dollars to just get stared at by a
bunch of drunk alumni who had been staring
at me all weekend anyway. Further, I have
no significant other to be excessively mushy
toward or try to impress. Third, I have no
group of girls to go shopping with and
discover that we are all wearing the same
business type dress and then bitch with
about how none of us has a significant
other. Fourth, I don't drink.

It appears to me that the main reason for
anyone to attend Homecoming '88 was to
become physically unaware through the
drug of their choice and have an excuse.
This became painfully clear as I talked to
half dead humans at brunch who all were
cynically, if not somewhat exhaustlcdly,
discussing their victories at being
physically unaware and obnoxious the
previous evening.

I was unimpressed.
If you are going to get really drunk you

should at least have fun with it. For
instance commit grand theft auto, start
fights, or jump rooftops with small parcels
of illegal substances while being chased. If

you do want to become physically unaware,
don't do it with alcohol. Acid if obtained
from the right sources is cheaper and
probably more fun. If you can't even afford
that, huff gas or steal ether from
unsuspecting biology departments.
However, if you want to do things right you
really should do heroin. (Sid did it - why
not you?)

Returning to the topic of the article at
hand. The social function as manifested in
the Homecoming dance has apparently lost
any ability to bring lonely individuals
together and in fact, has created the
pastime of creative alienation. We all go to
separate corners of society and pass out
alone, say it was fun the next morning, and
get nowhere.

THEKEG
© 1988 Milter BrewingCompany
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Cunningham Unites Dance With Chance

L^A

By STACY STANFORD
The Merce Cunningham

Dance Company will be
touching down in Armstrong
Hall next week to amaze its

audience.

Merce Cunningham
collaborated with musician
John Cage, and artists Robert

Rauchenburg and Jasper Johns
in the fifties and sixties.

They were caught up in the

wave begun by the Abstract

Expressionists, of obliterating

the boundaries of art.

Incorporating coincidence and
chance in art was one of the

means to expand the limits.

The Black Mountain
College in North Carolina
was the testing ground for

far-out ideas. Its teachers
and students were the

counterculture before it was
hip to be so. Cunningham
with Cage, Rauchenburg and
some other artists invented
the first Multi Media Event
in 1952, the predecessor to the

happenings which became
chic in the sixties.

Cunningham also formed his

dance company there a year

later. Experimentalism and

collaboration have continued

to characterize his works.

The pieces being performed

next Tuesday and
Wednesday, October 18-19,

are recent ones. Points in

Space was originally a

video that has been
rechoreographed for the

stage. Rainforest is the

only dance choreographed

earlier than the mid-
seventies. Andy Warhol
contributed the costumes and
set design, and David Tudor,
a longtime co-creator,
composed the musical score.

Although Cunningham has

evolved by using film to

present his dances, and by
continually finding new
resources to inspire his pieces,

cooperation with other
artists has been constant. It

has heightened the element
of chance that Cunningham
incorporates in his
choreography.

Ballet training in college

and the modern dance of

Martha Graham, for whom
he soloed in the early forties,

contribute to Cunningham's
style. His choreography

From Carousal

contains the discipline of

classical training but it is

masked in free, natural
movement. The dance is

liberated from the heavy
meaning and ritual of Martha
Graham's persuasion.

Furthermore, the dancers
aren't intended to relate to

the music or one another.
Each is a soloist, moving to an
inner tempo. The clothing
and environment do not
corresponded to their type of

actions, except on a practical

level.

Cunningham also likes to

use opposition with
movement and direction to

create drama. Because the

storyline is irrelevant, his

dances communicate with
innuendos and associations.

We're allowed to interpret

according to our own
experiences. The complex
associations that James Joyce
and Gertrude Stein made in

their novels were influential

to Cage and Cunningham. In

fact, they took some of their

titles from lines in Joyce's
books.

Their fascination with
Joyce culminated in a

collaboration called
Roaratorio, an Irish Circus
on Finnegan's. Wake . Cage
first wrote a piece for German
radio in 1978. The
composition is extremely
complicated. He categorized
the over 4,000 sounds that
occur in the novel. These
various utterances of nature
and people were recorded
throughout Ireland and
arranged in Paris.

Also, the piece contains
music of a Gaelic singer and
instrumentalists who formed
into a band for this project.

Cage thought the music
would be great set to dance, so
Cunningham gave a listen.

He enjoyed the rhythms and
ballads that he also heard in

Joyce's writing. The dance
expresses those rhythms and

Merce Cunningham

the shifting family relations

that Joyce emphasizes in
Finnegan's Wake.

Film has been an important
medium to Cunningham. It

allows him to manipulate
angles and dimensions, and
thus, create new perspectives

for the viewer. He also likes

the idea of using technology
because it embodies the
fragmentation prevalent in
the twentieth-century.

Fragmentation character-
izes, writers of our time
period, and it is an element

that appears in
Cunningham's dances. He's
choreographed six dances for

film since the early

seventies, including
Fractions I and II (1978),
Coast Zone (1983), and
Channels/Inserts (1981).

Cunningham I

worldwide in 1964. Al|

time, Rauchenburg
art director and the da!

were students from the a

Mountain College. Them
coordinators have invaii

been Cage and David Til

but many artists haver
Rauchenburg's
including Jasper Johns, Fj

Stella, and Mark Lancasl

Presently, Willi

Anastasi and
Bradshaw serve as cfl

directors. Although f
participants have chail

the inventive procesl

separating art and musif

the dance has remained!

Merce Cunningl
Company's performam
no doubt be an experij

worth seeing.

Vocal Range Spans Octaves and Centuries
By MARALEE MCVEAN
Through a lifetime of

faultless pitch and exquisite

voice mastery, Bethany
Beardslee has gleaned lofty

acclaim and glowing praise.

This soprano extraordinaire

has performed with nearly

every major orchestra in the
United States and at various

musical festivals. As a
current Artist-in-Residence
at Colorado College, she will

be performing in Packard
Hall on Friday, October 14,

at 8:15 pm.
The New York Pro Musica

Antiqua, a respected
Medieval music group,
inaugurated Beardslee into

what was to become a most
extensive singing career.

With this electronic media
and voice mixture, she found
her niche. Her voice
proficiency reflects the
emotion and spirit behind
such composers as
Schoenberg, Berg, and
Webern. Described as a

"consummate" vocal actress,"

her ability to follow the
leaping, highs and lows of •

modern music astounds critics

across the nation. She
effectively executes with
captivating zeal some of

today's most intricate and
complex music.

However, she has not
limited herself to any
particular musical genre^ Her
repertoire spans from
Schumann's classicism to

Debussy's surrealism.
Although her concert Friday
will consist of 20th century see MCVEAN p. 17

Bethany Beardslee
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ppen Your Mind To A New Theory
JSTIN THOMSON
Ejcal classification is

difficult and
Jctive. I mean, how do

•escribe Frank Zappa to

Tme who's never heard

m "Well, he's, uh, kinda

H uh, arty, uh freaky,

Hw ??" ^he same
ILa applies to the band

Te Theory that will be

ring in Armstrong Hall

it at 8 pm. This San

|sco band borrows the

from 60's psychedelia,

Irunge, adds a dash of

t vigor and swirls it all

ter into a motley and
ative maelstrom.

for example, their

Enigma release Lolita

double album
Iced by Mitch Easter

las also worked with

f The cuts on this record

their eccentric
icies, ranging from long

Ldventures to 21 second

pmental treats using
conversation and

linic effects. The music
wide swings even
the songs through

ffint chord changes and
ensical lyrics that are

chosen for their

i|VEAN continued

Iby Ravel, Duparc, and

By, she has recently

exploring the music
Bsed during the 19th

ry. Her current
nents with German

J
and french Chansons

pe her best work ever,

jslec has also taught

lerous universities such

pceton, Harvard, and
dversity of California

fe. During her stay at

lie will meet with
music classes and

It a Voice Master class.

Game Theory

phonetic qualities. When
compared to the many
contemporary "art" bands
existing now that specialize
in heavy lyrics and
industrial strength doses of
noise, lead singer Miller said
in an earlier interview that

"we err in the other direction

of artiness, which is a kind .of

baroque cavalcade of chord
changes." They even use
their instruments in
innovative ways, like on

Her accompanist, Robert
Helps, who is holding a
Piano Master class, also
merits great attention. As a
composer/pianist and
professor, he has worked
with Beardslee for many
years. Their abilities
complement and meld
together and their combined
music seemingly flows from
only one entity.

This performance will
surely be an unforgettable

experience. Come experience
this pure, beautiful, and
breathtaking engagement.

"Dripping with Looks"
where they forego the drums
and hit the bass strings with
xylophone mallets for
percussive effects. Critics
considered. Lolita Nation as
the bands' "quirkiest ever",
and how can one argue with
song titles like "In Heaven
Every Elephant Baby Wants

to be So Full of Sting", "All
Clockwork and No Bodily
Fluids Makes Hal a Dull

Metal Humbert" and "Watch
Who You're Calling Space
Garbage Meteor Mouth".
Although Enigma promoters
broke into a cold sweat over
the double album's
accessibility for the general
audience, it did surprisingly
well, climbing up to #5 on
Rolling Stone's college album
charts.

Game Theory has not rested
on its prickly laurels, though.
They've been out on the road
and have just released a new
album called Two Steps From
the Middle Ages, again with
the help of Mitch Easter.
After listening to earlier
work I must say this one is
more mainstream pop, but
still relies on non-stop chord
changes, jangly guitars and
keyboard riffs reminiscent of
60's bands like The Shocking
Blue. Don't get me wrong-
tins isn't your typical
paisley pop group caught in
an endless flashback, but a
non-pretentious arty band out
to examine the sonic wrinkles
of the universe. Now how's
that for classification?! Why
not see if all this rhetoric is

true- GO SEE THEM
TONIGHT!

Joining Game Theory will
be the CC band Dogtooth
Violet. Last year's stage
crowding throng Zop Drone
faced crippling personnel
losses due to real life
commitments but the phoenix
has risen from the ashes.
Toting a new bass player, ex-
Expatriate guitarist Dennis
McPherson, an barrage of
effects pedals and a few new
values, Dogtooth Violet is on
the skulk. In their first show
of the year they promise to
blaze through a set of 70's
garage rock like demons
possessed. And if you don't
get enough of them tonight,
they will be playing with
local hardcore faves
Expatriate and Boulder's
Aftermath at CU Boulder on
Sunday night.

This sonic trip is sponsored
by Livesounds of the Leisure

Program, the first show of
many planned for this year.
And, above all, it's FREE and
open to the public. Can't go
wrong, huh? So come on over
to Armstrong tonight to
witness the initiation of
Dogtooth Violet and the
progressive rock of Game
Theory beginning at 8 pm. If

you don't, you'll be sorry.

Ethnomusicologist To Perform
West African Tribal Music

By KRISTIN THOMSON
Rod Knight, a professor of ethnomusicology at Oberlin College, will be giving a

lecture/demonstration in Packard Hall on Tuesday, October 18th at 8:15 pm. Professor Knight is

considered a leading authority on the kora, an harp-like stringed instrument traditionally
played by the Mandika tribe in West Africa, with whom he lived with and studied for many
years. Since his return to the United States he has produced a number of articles and recordings
involving the kora. His presentation on Tuesday will consist of a film made in Africa about the
Mandikas and a performance on the kora, accompanied by Miranda Wilson, a voice student at
CC. Professor Knight's visit is funded by a venture grant, and promises to be an informative
demonstration of West African musical traditions.

<*(*»
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SANTOS continued

of their lifestyle.
Everything they do is in
appreciation for some life

form."

The college's contact with
Malachite began with former
CC Associate Dean of
Students David Ives, who is

on the board of directors for

Malachite. At first only
foreign students attending CC
came to the farm, as part of a

|
touring program, and then
five years ago the FOOT

1

trips began.

Said Thomas,"A huge
i
number of people who come

I

here will never do any other
farming in their lives. We
make them more aware of
the decisions they make that

affect agriculture." Before
the students departed, they
received copies of a poem
written by an Indian chief in

1855. Mace hopes that it

will help sum up their
experience. It reads, "We do

J

not own the freshness of the

air or the sparkle of the
water.. .what is there to life

if a man cannot hear the

lovely cry of the
whippoorwill or the
arguments of the frogs around
the pond at night."

558HMO SCHOOL
There's one subject

we take serIouslv--Music!

So when they blind

you with science

or talk about

their metal shop,

come to ours.

We're the

Music major.
Take notes from us.

>n albums, cassettes
and compact discs.

THE COLLEGEOF
ROCKN'BOIL

KNOWLEDGE
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He Blinded Me With...Science?!
By FROMITA CHATTERJI
New Science has thrown Old Science out on

the dung heap. Dr. Science is the epitome, the

very model, of the New Scientist. Dr. Science is a

genius.Dr. Science is a hero for youths

everywhere. There are many forces in the universe

we should not abuse. Dr. Science loves all of you,

with as much love as he is capable of having,

which isn't much, but is better than nothing.

(From The Official Dr. Science Big Book of

Science).

The time has come for a revolution. The
crumbling structures of science are already

eroding, giving way and being well nigh

smothered by the utterings of New Science.

And, as the phoenix from the flame, Dr.

Science, "the epitome and very model of the

New Scientist," is here to lead the way. Here,

as in Armstrong Hall; or here, as in the New
Science building; and yes, here, as on KRCC
The revolution may not be televised, but it

will be on National Public Radio.

Dr. Science, who, as you may have heard,

"knows more than you do," understands that

not everyone has been enlightened by the

revolution. Indeed, this basic assumption is

evident in his spoken and written work.

Perhaps you associate science with certain

ancient Greeks, atoms, or relativity. Maybe
you think of kites and light bulbs. Well, when
educated by Dr. Science you can begin to

conceive of science in terms of eight-track

tapes, Stanley Owsley and sea monkeys.
Once we knew what the universe was, how

light and electricity worked, once we understood

the process of evolution, what then? Did your

new understanding help you get a job? Or inner

peace? Or even a parking space? Has the Old

Science helped you find the conditioner that's

right for you?"

And what an education! Dr. Science,

Dr. Science and his faithful assistant, Rodney

together with his faithful assistant R (

employs a true Socratic questioning met
impart his knowledge to all the unw;

masses of the earth (or at least, to al]

that listen to National Public Radio or

his lectures). And to anyone doubti^

validity of this knowledge, I would
with Dr. Science's very own words: "I

Master's degree... in Science!"

As a disciple, you too can learn the an

to perplexing and immortal questions
sit

"When you make bread, does yeast

pain?," "What would happen if you
els

your self-cleaning oven?," and "Wh
florescent lights hum?" ("Because they

know the words").

This is, of course,, only the tip of the \.

Perhaps even as you read these words y'

becoming riddled with doubts andv
qm

about science. Well, you need n

uninformed any longer. Dr. Science will

campus not once, but twice this weeki
answer your questions and to gen
enlighten. If you are reading this on

]

afternoon, stop what you are
immediately and run over to the new
building. Dr. Science will begin fit

questions at.5 p.m. If you have missed th

not despair, for a measly sum of five

you can hear him lecture in Armstrong H
on Saturday, October 15, at 8 p.m. U
that possibility, remember that yc

always get a word of wisdom form the

on the Duck's Breath Homemade Radio
on KRCC four times a day, 1 a.m., 11

p.m., and 9 p.m.
,

I leave you with some more words fro;

self-proclaimed genius:

A promise: The truth shines like a h

dispelling the shadows of ignorance. If yo»

stand bright lights, wear protective eyi

'Trane Tracks
By BILL SAIKI
A Tribute to John Coltrane

(Blues for Coltrane) is an
album commemorating the

20th anniversary of the
death of one of the greatest

of the master musicians in

jazz. In this tribute, the
musicians seek to recreate the
atmosphere of their sessions

with him. It was an
atmosphere that, to use the
words of Nat Hentoff, "drew
you into Coltrane's vortex
deeper and deeper until you
began to realize it was your
own self you were
excavating." They do not
imitate the style and format
that Trane used; rather they
seek to explore and expand
the musical potential of
Coltrane's classics. The

musicians range from McCoy
Tyner, who played with
Coltrane for the greater part

of his career, to David
Murray, a younger talent who
was only 12 when Coltrane
died.

Tyner, recognized as one of

the world's greatest pianists,

plays in an affirmative and
aggressive mood to
complement the searching
and exploring passion that

Coltrane so fervently spoke
through his saxophone.
Pharoah Sanders, still one of

the most powerful influences

on the tenor sax, contributed

the depth and strength of the

experience he had with
Coltrane's later years.

*l^?'?>
III

Baffled by the

Current political

Polemics ?

Check out our

Selection of books

on
politics & government

ColoradoCollegfi

Bookstore

The "fleet-fingered" Cecil

McBee carries the tunes with
his walking bass, adding a
sweet background that seems
to lead the group while he
smoothly transitions his

solos that speak for
themselves. Roy Haynes,
who played only rarely with
Trane, masterfully accents

the tunes with a pungent bass

drum that is more 'felt' than
'heard'.

Dave Murray adds a

stunningly impressive
influence with his very non-
traditional tenor style. The
erratic, almost avant garde
energy combined with his

fast paced harmonic
progressions make the last

few tracks on which he plays
come alive. The star of the

show, Murray tops off the
lineup with fresh talent -

the free and uninhibited
expression that serves no
injustice in a tribute to such a

great musician.

As a tribute to John
Coltrane, this album is an
expression by the musicians
in all their diversity and
depth. In the words of Eric
Levin, "it seems to say, with
all the passion required to
close a gap of 20 years, we're
doing all right, and we
couldn't have gotten here
without you."

a tribute to

n Coltram

Coltrane

Album courtesy

of

The Prelude
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Vickie Sweet Senior Anthropology
Brian Eno and David Byrne, My Life in the Bit

of Ghosts

PauIKelsey Junior Religion

John Lennon, Imagine

Mario Montano Professor of Folklore
Joan Armatrading.

Jamie B. Hall Senior Sociology
K-lite radio.

Ann Kenan First Year Student undecided
|

Van Morrison.

Christina Braun Junior Art Studio
Big Blue Soundtrack.
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What's Shakin\...October 14th through 21st
FILM:
To Be or Not To Be - Mel Brooks heads an all star

comedy cast through this zany spoof on Elizabethan actors
caught in the Nazi invasion of Poland. Presented by Film
Series.

OlinI

Friday, Oct. 14

7&9pm $lwithCCID

The Ten Day Jewish Film Festival continues with a
double feature - the Revolt of ]ob and Wedding in Galilee.

Revolt, an Oscar nominee for Best Foreign Film in 1984, is the
story of an aging Jewish couple living in Nazi occupied
Hungary. Wishing to pass on . their wealth and Jewish
traditions, they adopt a Catholic boy and raise him as their

own son. Wedding in Galilee portrays Arabic life in present
day, militant Israel. Winner of the International critics Award
at Cannes, it presents a very different perspective on life in the
Middle East.

Poor Richard's

Friday, Oct. 14 - Monday, Oct. 17.

7& 9 pm double feature $3.25

Butteifield 8 - Elizabeth Taylor won an Oscar for her
stunning role as a high class hooker who decides to abandon the
world's oldest profession when she thinks she has met Mr.
Right, played by Eddie Fisher.

Fine Arts Center

Tuesday, Oct. 18

8 pm $2.50 tickets at Fine Arts Center

Wonders of Japan and Korea - The World Horizons
Travel Film Series takes the viewers to faraway and exotic
places, exploring ethnic rituals, colorful festivals and ancient
cultures. This installment focuses on the mystique of the Far
East.

Fine Arts Center

Sunday, Oct. 16 2 & 4 pm.
Monday, Oct. 17, 2 & 8 p.m.

Tuesday, Oct. 18, 2 pm.
$4.75

And at the lovely Peak... Rambo III plus Whoops!
Apocalypse. Wowee!! What a double bill.

Peak Theatre

7 & 9 pm and,as always, just $1.

ART:
El Dia de los Muertos - The Day of the Dead exhibit

continues in Coburn Gallery of the Womer Center, showcasing
local and authentic Mexican art.

Coburn Gallery

Tuesday through Saturday 12-5 pm
Free

DANCE AND THEATRE:
The omniscient Dr. Science is coming to Colorado College

to let us all in on the secrets of the universe, and will explain
why wet sheep smell so bad. It's probably the most important
information you will hear all block, so take notes. Remember,
he knows more than you do. Presented by the Leisure Program
and KRCC.
Armstrong Hall

Saturday, Oct. 15

8 pm $5 for students or KRCC members

f IS A FACT from
[Harper's Index
Jpoge Number of
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7D'U9 Administration
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Rising time on The
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¥a9e Yearly Wage of
VWerican auto
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Merce Cunningham Dance Theatre is considered one
of the leading groups in avant-garde dance, recpgnized and
admired worldwide for their daring style and stunning
creativity. Over the years this company has redefined the
boundaries of modem dance. Presented by Great Performers and
Ideas and the Colorado Springs Dance Theatre.
Armstrong Hall

Tuesday, Oct. 18 and Wednesday, Oct. 19
8 pm free with CC ID or activities card

Look Back in Anger written in 1956 by John Osborne is a
dramatic play dealing with class struggles and society's vision
of the lower classes. Directed by guest director Richard Seer
with a student cast.

Armstrong Rm 32

Thursday.Oct. 20 - Monday, Oct.24th
8 pm free with CC ID

MUSIC:
San Francisco progressive rock band Game Theory with

special guests, CCs own Dogtooth Violet will dish out some
serious sonic fun tonight. And for free!!!!

Presented by Livesounds of the Leisure Program
Armstrong Hall

Friday, Oct. 14

8 pm free with CC ID

Soprano Bethany Beardslee and pianist Robert Helps,
both visiting artists in residence, will be performing in Packard
Hall. Sponsored by the Music Department.
Packard Hall

Friday, Oct. 14

8:15 pm free with CC ID

The Boulder bluegrass band Hot Rize will appear at the
Tine Arts Center as one of the featured acts of their Folk Music
Miniseries.

Fine Arts Center

Friday, Oct. 14

8 pm

Coming soon... Colorado Springs Symphony, David
Lindley and El Rayo X, Butthole Surfers.

J/UiShorb (riv

Just 10 Minutes Awayt

Delicious cuisine
and excellent service

in an historic setting-

the

Stagecoach Innw RESTAURANT

$2000 'you can pay now

bill it to your CC. account
(it will appear on

your 2nd semester bill)

Name

Womer Box # Ext

Cash Check Bill My Account |—

|

Signature

ID#
Return to Worner Box 127
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Women's Soccer Bombs
Denver And Cincinnatti
By KRISTIN JOHNSTON

The women's soccer team
continued their winning
streak last weekend with
two superior games. The first

demonstration of the Tigers'

talent came in the form of an
unbelievable victory over
Denver University.

The team was out to

redeem itself after last

year's horrible showing
against DU in Denver.
Although CC won, the Tigers

played one of the worst
games of their season. This

year, however, it was clear

from the opening kick-off

that the Tigers were going to

dominate the game.
They started off strong and

did not let down their

intensity, racking up six of

the goals in the second half.

Coach Dang Pibulvech was
ejected from the game with a

red card midway through the

first half after the
repeatedly poor judgement of

the center referee forced him
to verbally express his

opinion. Dang is not one to let

bad calls go unnoticed;
especially when the safety

of his players is at stake.

Three of CC's goals were
beautiful headers, scored by
Laura Jones, Stacey Messer
and MaryCIaire Robinson.
Buffy, who played an
outstanding game, scored a

game-high three goals;

Laura had two; and Kerri

Tashiro, Karla Thompson,
Karen Willoughby, Charry
Korgel, and Cissy Wafford
each added one to make the

final score 10-0.

CC immediately put
Thursday's game behind
them, though, and began to

look to Saturday, when they

were to host the University
of Cincinnati. Cincinnati was
a must win league game, and
the Bearcats are notorious for

being one of the roughest
teams on the schedule.

CC proved itself to be more
than equal to the challenge.

Not only did the women win
a decisive victory, but they

also more than equalled the

physical play of Cincinnati.

CC out-shot, out-hustled, and
soundly out-played their

opponent, once again proving

themselves worthy of their

#1 Regional ranking.

Karla Thompson scored
first, off a punt by goalie and
co-captain, Janine Spzara;
and Buffy again
demonstrated her
exceptional heading ability

with another pretty goal,

twenty minutes later, making
the score 2-0. It seemed the
half would end that way; but
Kerri Tashiro put in two
quick goals, within thirty

seconds of each other, in the

last five minutes of the half

to bury any comeback hopes
Cincinnati might have
entertained.

In the second half,

Qncinnati did put one in, but
Karla Thompson came
through on a corner kick and
scored a gorgeous header for

her second goal; ending the

game with a score of 5-1.

This weekend the Tigers
travel to Virginia, where
they will face top ranked
William and Mary, and
George Mason Universities.

Tiger Comeback Falls Short

The Tigers pushed hard against a tough Milisaps squad.

By J.S. GRANTZ and T.S.

LAWTON
It was the best of games. It

was the worst of games. In an
intersectional battle of mind,
body and soul the Colorado
College football Tigers
headed south to the tune of a
17-15 defeat at the hands of
the Milsapps College Majors.
The fourth-ranked Majors

dominated the first half of
play as a neighborhood bully
beats on the bespectacled
geek of the block. The rugged
Mississippians' defense
demoralized the Tiger
offense in only two first

downs. Meanwhile, the
workmanlike Major offense
rumbled through the porous
Tiger defense for scoring
drives of 85 and 88 yards.
Milsapps' shifty
quarterback, Judd Rubidoux,
scrambled and threw at will

against a lackluster Tiger
defense, heretofore ranked
sixth in national pass
defense.

The Tiers only points of the
entire half came when

Photo By Marina Lindsey

Milsapps punter, Kurt Foote,
was forced out of the endzone
by a barrage of potential
Tiger puntblockers for a
safety. The play was set up
by skinny strong safety Lohn
Clementson, as he burst
through the line of
scrimmage like a tropical

storm in a primitive coastal

town to render the Major
backfield a national disaster

area.

At the intermission, the
score was a dismal 17-2.

Homecoming, it seemed,
would not be the big party it

was cracked up to be. Rather,
as the Tigers slept,
Nightmare on Cascade Street

was at hand.
The wake-up call came at

halftime and the Tigers
opened the third quarter like

a lot of rabid hamsters
oppressed by a modem upper
middle-class society. What
was to take place in the
second half was a veritable

cavalcade of thrills, spills

and chills which left the

capacity homecoming crowd
beleaguered and breathless.

The Tiger defense made
"Minors" of the Majors'
offense, forcing turnovers and
wreaking havoc in the
reckless manner
characteristic of the unruly
"Black attack." Linebacker
Scott Robertson was rude and
nasty to opposing ballcarriers

(as always) and defensive
end Dirk Dykes pursued and
pressured like the insane,

bloodthirsty, homicidal
maniac that he is. Senior
defensive back Brian "Bad"
Ash was simply a boy wonder
in the secondary, chalking up
ten tackles and two caused
fumbles.

Robertson's Herculean
interception of a third
quarter Rubideaux misfire
led to the Tigers first

touchdown, a one yard
scamper for Shawn Holt.

In the fourth quarter,
things got plain nutty. After
a Mike Ukropina score with
less than two minutes
remaining, the Tigers made
no secret of their plans to

regain possession of the
pigskin. With the score 17-

15, the crowd in an unearthly
silence, the maniacal on-side
kick team, spearheaded by
zany Jimmy Grantz,
recovered the bean in a mad
rush to apparent destiny.
With 18 seconds lift on the
ticker, the Tiger drive
stalled at the Major 39 yard-
line, kicker John Horning was
forced into an unenviable
situation. Homing's gallant

56 yard field goal attempt
fell just short, as did the
Tigers comeback bid.

MaryCIaire Rob

Sports Literature

The Errors! The Erroi
By PETER POCHNA
The Skylark, an American

car, swung a right turn and
moved up the ramp onto the

highway. The rush hour
traffic had waned and the

road was smooth as we made
our way towards Denver.

In the back seat I sat

between the football fan and
the athlete. Up front sat

Wally, the Mets fan, and our
driver, the owner of the

Skylark. We sat silently,

absorbed with the road. We
all loved the road, the

adventure, the sights, the

mystery.

"Even now," said Wally
suddenly, "I still feel the

tragedy".

Wally was the only one of

us who still followed the

road. We had all, at one
time, travelled the country to

experience its vast expanse,

but now we had settled down
in college, fulfilling our
requirements. Wally,
however, even though a

student, was never on campus
for very long. For Wally,

campus was only one stopping

point on an endless road trip.

"I was thinking of the

recent playoff series between
the Mets and the Dodgers,"
Wally continued. "I drove out

to L.A. for game seven. After

winding through the snake-
like circuit of highways
around L.A., I had no trouble

finding the stadium.
Everybody in the City of

Angels was full of Dodger
euphoria and glad to point

the way.

"I arrived early and found
a few old men tailgating in

the parking lot. They said

that they had worshiped the

Dodger organization ever

ted tl

urious p
Ihe tear

Sav<

Mrew

arncd a
;

forded '°cess .
"since it had

baseball frontier will

move from Brooklyn in

Throughout the years

had enjoyed watchinj

team systematically

lesser opponents. Ok

man said to me,

squeezing out an endld

of pale, yellow
mustard across numi

hotdogs, If I were you,

home. The Mets don't

chance. You must be a
you think an opposing

can win a seventh gai

Dodger Stadium.'

"I did realize thai

Mets had a long road

of them, playing in a It

ballpark and facing

Hershiser, baseballs

pitcher, but I also kne»

the Mets were a better

than the Dodgers. The

Yorkers had had
regular season and poss

more talent position

position.

"Sure, the Mets did

signs of cracking in the

six games. In fact, after;

five with the Mets i

three games to

everybody said that i

all over. I, too, could

the foreboding doom, b

some reason I still belie'

them. Perhaps it was b<

I'm a New Yorker as Vj

maybe because I fell

people enjoyed condefl

the Mets just because

teams overwhelming
and recent success. !

way, I thought that p

my presence at the

could help the Mets."

Wally paused, his

'

were on his knees a" 1
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s Soccer
Tops Mines 2-1
ooks Towards Possible Playoff Birth

SFQRTSA

HN ROACH
men's soccer season has

3 good one thus far into

season with the team

ling an 11-4-1 record

Saturday's action.

e have been few
.pointments during the

but Homecoming
•end gave the squad a

ce to avenge an early

m loss as the Colorado

ol of Mines came to town.

ling to Mines in Golden is

terrible defeat, but the

layers felt the 2-1 loss

1 have been a victory.

ng the rematch would

ide the Tigers with a

. of revenge as well as

the team gain leverage

rd obtaining a spot in

lost-season.

He first half opened

(fore a fairly large

nmecoming crowd that

lected the Tigers to open at

ffirious pace. It was not to be

[the team instead came out

j, Save for the feisty

Jlrew Schwartz, who
Wd a yellow card in the

Ecess, the team was fairly

listless. Mines could not take
advantage of the lack of
intensity until one defensive

letdown led to a great shot

that eluded Alex Ayers'
valiant effort. The half
ended at 1-0 Mines. Unless
CC left the funk they had
been in during the first half,

revenge would have to wait
until next year.

During the halftime
intermission, Coach Horst
Richardson must have given
his troops his best
impersonation of how not to

be like Dan Reeves because
the team came out of the

locker room fired up and
showed none of the second
half lethargy that Reeve's
Broncos have shown.
Pressuring the offensive zone
so effectively that it seemed
the ball never left the

attacking half of the field, it

seemed inevitable that the

Tigers would score. Andy
Dorsey, the Tigers' leading
scorer, broke the drought
with a nice between the legs

shot that knotted the game

o >,„s fine form has lead them to a 11-4-1 record on the season. Pnolo By Belt, D.ite

1988 CC Men's Soccer Statistics

Goals Assists Pnjn(
8

at one. The pressure didn't let

up throughout the second
half and was punctuated by
John Carranza's first

with an assist from Paul
Schmidt. Despite a tiny
rally by Mines in the last

thirty seconds, Alex Ayers
thwarted every chance and
the Tigers held on for a

satisfying 2-1 victory.

Now that old ghosts have
been put to bed, the men's
soccer program is on track to

be alive in the post-season.

Each game from here on out
will be pivotal, and the

upcoming block break trip to

California may well portend
what kind of success the team
could have in the playoffs.

Player GP Shots

DO SCIENCE
WITH DR. SCIENCE
Meet Or. Science in the atrium of our new Science Building.

I Thursday, October 14, 1988 5:00 p.m.

F Open to the CC community

|
Get his autograph and buy a ticket

I for Saturday's lecture.

THE DR. SCIENCE
i LECTURE
I Saturday, October 15, 1988

1 8:00 p.m. Armstrong Hall

$8 general public $5 students and KRCC members

|

Tickets available at KRCC and Worner Center

I MasterCard and Visa welcome

HEU ANSWER ALL YOUR

I QUESTIONS ABOUT SCIENCE (AND

ANYTHING ELSE), BECAUSE HE
KNOWS MORE THAN YOU VO!

Y~~——.. .

117 E.Cache la Poudre 473-4801
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Playing The Game At C.C.
By TED LAWTON
The game is over. The

small crowd has dispersed.
Family and friends meander
down to the field as the

coach speaks to his team.
Words such as "pride,"

"intensity/' "determination,"

and "will" are overheard by
those who approach and
gather around the tight

huddle of men who just gave
their hearts and bodies to

sixty minutes of pain,
struggle, achievement, and
ecstasy. The bodies in black
and gold are quiet and still

now as they hold hands and
bow their heads in a moment
of silence and reflection on
the days game. These men
came to Colorado College to

play college football for the

sheer love of the game and
the people who play it.

I've seen and heard blatant

displays of prejudice and
discrimination rooted in an

utter misunderstanding and
intolerance for those who

play. So many times have I

witnessed these intonations
here that it makes me wonder
why we come here, why we
put up with it, and why we
play the game even after the
game is over. And then I

remember the team, the
people, and the times we've
shared as a team that none of
us will ever forget. And I stop
wondering.

The first day of practice my
freshman year, someone put
baby powder on my towel as I

showered. After I dried
myself, I found that I looked
like the "stay-puf
marshmallow guy," much to

i 4

The bond between teamates begins on the pracl field.

Pholo By Marina Lindsey

amusement of myThere are no scholarships, the
future careers, or large crowds teammates. That set the tone
to play for. There is only the for the years, the
game and the team, and now
the game is over. So there is

the team.

For the majority of my life I

have played football, and for

the last two years I have
played football at Colorado
College. In these two years I

have made some observations
and met some people I reflect

upon now that, due to injury, I

am unable to continue playing
this game with the team
that has been so good to me.
First, I've come to the
conclusion that these are the
finest men I've ever been
associated with. On this
team there is pride,
intensity, determination, and
will. And there is character
(boy is there character). The
tragic thing is this: this
school and the people at this

school do not recognize the
tremendous character of the
team and its players. The
immense value of the team
and its actions go largely
unnoticed and unsupported.

relationships, and the good
times to come.

I played with a guy 5'8",

280 pounds.

I played with a guy 5'11",

130 pounds.

I played with a guy named
"Psycho" who slept on the
football field claiming "It's

where I belong."

I played with a guy who
eats worms and has the
talent to eat cereal (milk and

all) off of his chest.

I played with a guy who
couldn't stick his tongue out of

his mouth.
I played with future

doctors, politicians, bookies,
lawyers, teachers, and
parents (God help us).

I played with a
quarterback who talked like

a Rodney Dangerfield/AI
Paccino hybrid and sang like

a drunk Frank Sinatra.

I played against champs,
chumps, and Bible-thumpers.

I played with guys called

"witch doctors," who would
put blood on their face before

each game.
I played with a guy who

had a tattoo of his nickname
and a shamrock in an
uncompromising anatomical
area.

I played with guys I love,

guys I'll always remember
with fondness and praise.

This is a group of people who
would die for those they love

and for what they believe in,

a group of insurmountable
moral fiber.

There is something that I

am trying to convey which is

really quite, well,
unconveyable. It's easy to

spell out facts, ideas, and
even thoughts. But as I look
over what I have written
thus far, I find that it is next
to impossible to communicate
one's deepest feelings, the
feelings I have for the game
and my team. Words are so
elusive at a time like this

when the most cherished
part of your being has been
taken away without warning
or consolation. What I'm
trying to communicate is

about love and respect for a

game and a group of people
withs whom I've spent most
of my three years here at CC.
And if Colorado College is an
institution which embraces
the qualities of pride,
integrity, and hard work
with a vision, then the
Colorado College football
team should be embraced as a
hallmark representation of
the institution.

The mud, the sweat, the
blood, the tears. I know it is

hard to understand for people
who have never played the
game, for people who look
and scoff with no
understanding at all. But for

us who have embraced,
laughed, and looked into the
eyes of a teammate when the
game is over, the feelings of

purest happiness and love
this sport brings us will
always be there. Always,

aW>°
DOWNTOWNAND CTTAnRT.

102A N. TEJON
COLORADO SPRINGS. CO 80903 (719)520-1122

OOpOOOODOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOol

Homecoming Results
Oct. 7 WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL 8-15, 15-8, 15-10

over AIR FORCE
8 MILLSAPS COLLEGE 17 FOOTBALL

WOMEN'S SOCCER 5 UNIVERSITY OF
CINCINNATI

MEN'S SOCCER 2 COLORADO
SCHOOL OF MB

CROSS COUNTRY, CC INVITATIONAL, 3rj|

ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

Upcoming Events
(Home Games in Caps)

14 Men's Soccer at Air Force Academy, 4 p.m.
14-15 Hockey at Michigan Tech, 7:30 p.m.
15 FOOTBALL vs. TRINITY BIBLE COLL., l:3o

Women's Soccer vs. George Mason University

(Williamsburg, VA)
Women's Cross Country at Ft .Lewis Invit., lj,

16 Women's Soccer vs. William and Mary, noon
(Williamsburg, VA)
MEN'S SOCCER vs. UNIVERSITY OF NEW
MEXICO, 2 P.M.

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooool

BACCHUS
PRESENTS

NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ALCOHOL AWARENESS WEeK °<

Sunday, October 16 - 7:30 p.m.
DRINK WITH THE DEANS COFFEEHOUSE
Loomis Lounge
Deans: Greg Becker, Laurel McLeod, Helen Mulhem, Paul Jones
Sponsors: Sigma Chi Fraternity, the PA Wing, Rampart Distributors

Monday, October 17 12:00 noon
BALLOON LAUNCH TO HONOR COLORADO'S SOBER DRIVERS
Flag Pole

Sponsors: BACCHUS, Pepsi-Cola

Monday, October 17- 1:00 p.m.
Keynote Address by GARRETT O'CONNER, M.D.
"ARE WE WATCHING OUR FRIENDS DIE?"
Olinl

Sponsors: CCCA. the Office ot thePresidenl, the Adloph Coors Co
the Extra-Curricular Committee, BACCHUS

Monday, October 17 - 2:30 p.m.

INTERVENTION S ROLE MODELING, GARRETT O'CONNER
Gates Common Room

Tuesday, October 18 • 7:00 p.m.
BEERTENDING WORKSHOP
Arthur House
Sponsors: BACCHUS

Tuesday, October 18 - 7:30 p.m.
"DYSFUNCTIONAL FAMILIES" by KANDA PULLARA
Slocum Hall

sponsor: Slocum Hall

Wednesday, October 19 - 3:30
THIRD ANNUAL NCAAW 5K FUN RUN
CC Track

$4.00 entry lee, open to public, runners will get aT-shirt,

prizes for top 4 finishers

Sponsors: Pikes Peak Dislributors/Budweiser, BACCHUS, MARRIOTT

Wednesday, October 19 - 7:00 p.m.
"ALCOHOL AND PRESCRIPTION DRUG ABUSE AMONG THE ELDER!'
Presented by LEE ANN MOSSEY, MSW
Loomis Lounge
Sponsor: K.E.E.P. (Kare Enough about Elderly People)

Thursday, October 20- 11L30 a.m.
"CODEPENDENCY AND ALCOHOLISM" by DR. PATTISON ESMIOL
Palmer 235
Bring your lunch

Sponsor: the Psychological Society

Thursday, October 20 3:00 p.m.
BACCHUS Bar Training Session
Worner213
Sponsor: BACCHUS. MARRIOTT

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 20 - 7:00 P.M.
DESIGN A MOCKTAIL CONTEST JUDGING
Loomis Lower Lounge
Prizes: 3rd - $10 in flex points

2nd - $20 in Sex points

1st • $30 in Ilex points 5 a catered filet mignon dinner for 4
(must be served in Womer during regular meal hours)
Sponsors: MARRIOTT, Loomis Hall

Friday, October 22 9:00 p.m.
SOUL NIGHT PARTY
Benjamin's

DOOR PRIZES!!!, music, dancing, lood

Sponsors: Kappa Sigma Fraternity, BACCHUS, Womer Board
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jjroncos Save Season By Upseting 49'ers

SPORTS/,

(ARK TORGOVE
his last weekend the

er Broncos may have
„ed their 1988 season

an upset win over the

jt'red San Francisco 49'ers.

fhough the 49'ers have

Lr beaten a Dan Reeves

hed Broncos team, they

mMe going into this game
4-1 record while the

Imcos had stumbled to a 2-3

3tBLjng. This and the fact

Tj they were playing in

I Francisco made the 49'ers

fix point favorite.

K course after the game
49'ers complained about

officials, the wind, arid

ything else except their

mistakes which allowed

ironcos to win the game.

;be the 49'ers should
iplain instead about Joe

tana not being tough

igh to stay in the game.

Jter all, John Elway was
[locked out by a blow to the

only to return after

ling out for only one play
m throw for the Broncos'

Harriers Third In Invitational

first touchdown in nine
quarters. When Montana
went out, Steve Young came in
and promptly threw two
interceptions which set up
the Broncos victory.

This week Atlanta brings
their 1-5 record into Mile
High Stadium. The Falcons
arc reeling from a 33-0 home
loss last week to the L.A
Rams as well as from the
death of their special teams
captain, David Croudip, due
to a cocaine overdose.
The Broncos should be able„

to take another step towards
reclaiming the lead in the
AFC west where they trail

Seattle by one game. The
Broncos simply can not have
a let down because the
Falcons have nothing to lose
and could come in with a
purpose to avenge last week's
losses.

Coach Dan Reeves says,
"We have to do the little

things to win." I don't agree
with him. "Little things"

are stuff like remembering to
rewind the video tape before
you return it to the store and

remembering to signal when
you are pulling out of a
parking space onto a street.

"Big things" are things like
using a #2 pencil on your
S.A.T.'s or knocking the man
you are supposed to on his
butt so that your quarterback
can have time to throw a
pass. You can not call a 270
pound defensive lineman a
little thing.

This week, the Broncos
must take advantage of a
weak Atlanta team and get
back to the form that led
them to the best winning
percentage in the NFL over
the last five seasons. They
finally have their starting
four receivers back from
injury and if the defense
continues its excellent play
they could rack up a shut out.
I think the Broncos will win
31-10.

I Sports Department

Wte day was bright and
Rny with temperatures in

60's (F) as 50 plus runners

pi the line for the start of

38 men's cross country
Ws. USC's team was
Sored for the team title

id Mike Sandoval and CC's
Hk Browning were favored

\ the individual title.

"Shortly after the start (1-

/2 miles) a group of four
mners broke from the pack.

Se group was led by Ft.

swis's C. England, followed
[USC's Bill Volkman and
le Sandoval and CCs Erik
[owning. At 3-1/2 miles
rowning began to pressure
ie leader, but at 4-1/2 miles

England put in a surge of his
own which broke Browning as
a gap of 60 yards quickly
opened and lengthened till

the finish. England placed
first with a time of 26:00
while CC's Browning ran
26:22 for second.

Just behind, CC's team
started to move on the field,

led by Ben Harrison and Pat
Judge who were in 28th and
29th place at around 3-1/2
miles. Behind them came
CC's Paul Koch and Erik
Schroeder in 35th and 36th
with Seb Suhl in 38th.
However, USC's team had
four runners in the top "10" at

4 miles and by 5 miles had

placings of 3, 4, 7, 8, and 11th
as they dominated the team
competition with 31 points.

CC placed third with 72
points.

Coach Castenada said,
"For the team this was a
good effort what with Erik
taking second and Ben
Harrison starting to run well.

Paul Koch, Erik Schroeder,
and Seb Suhl are fairly

consistent with their efforts

while Dave Peters, Jeff

Brazil and Van Stone are
starting their drive to make
the 'Top 7' and a regional
placing."

BE ERRORS cont from p.20

ad leaned forward towards
b road, like an umpire
lady to call a pitch. He was
Cent for a long time,

phe Dodgers scored a run
P>e first inning," he began
gain, suddenly. "I knew
piediately that our
per, Ron Darling, didn't

fw his stuff.

Phe second inning was
|se. The Dodgers loaded
gbases with nobody out.m came the errors. The
Es were baseballs best
g^ng team during the" season, but they

Foitted two errors in this

F>g- The pressure of the
BBnth game was toQ much
t'hem. They fell and fell

P< yielding five more runs»e merciless Dodgers,
per that they were onlyW ?f a team. The£
Wan

[
do anything against

crafty
Hershiser. They

is l
termination on their

|
5

< °ut inside they were
fapart by their second
fS collapse. They never
iS^SiSdarun

"At the end of the game I perched in the pose of an
heard an interview with anticipating umpire. The car
Mets manager Davey Johnson, was silent for awhile.
Realizing his own teams "We've reached our exit,"
failure and the victory of the said the owner suddenly. A
ever powerful Dodger thick, pale yellow-green fog
organization, all he could say lay heavily upon the city.

was: The road stretched into the
"'The errors! The errors!'" distance.

Wally ceased, still

Y EARS AHEA D
|_N

HAIR DESIGN
We're Inviting you to experience a new and unique approach to
the fine art of hair design. ..from contemporary to high fashion

FREE CONSULTATIONS

PLUS
2 FREE TANNING SESSIONS.

Refer a friend and receive 4 more

15% discount with CC. ID

118 N. Tejon Suite 301 Above Old Chicago

635-5552

Cathy Costcllo refines her serve. Photo By Marina Llndscy

Volleyball Ranked
#7 Despite Loss
To Falcons
By KRISTIN POULSON
The Colorado College

Women's Volleyball Team
rose in the rankings this
week to the #7 spot in the
nation, despite losing to the
Air Force Academy over the
Homecoming Weekend.
The Tigresses carried the

momentum in the first game
with an easy 15-8 win over
the Falcons. The tide turned
during the last three games,
as the Air Force Academy
adjusted to CC's middle
attack. The Air Force swept
the last three games 15-8, 15-

10, 15-9.

CC faces the University of

Southern Colorado in an
important match next
Tuesday at 7:00 at El Pomar.
Next weekend they travel to

St. Louis for serious
competition against #2
ranked Illinois Benedictine
College, and #5 ranked
Washington University.
These matches will
determine where CC will
begin the playoffs, in their
quest of the National
Championship. "Our destiny
is in our own hands" says the
Lady Tigers Coach Sue
Bethanis.

jSiovIxoLO- 0LK<XOM!>O <rry- l-)0N-^Ti^:j
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SCHULTZ continued

LOEFFLER continued \ye have almost reached

the other extreme from
not mention the infancy. Once again, there is

word AIDS in public until little or nothing to show that

1987, six years after the time is actually passing.

epidemic was identified. His Everything is one big blur of

Department of Health and function-existence. I suppose
Human Services, not wanting that when I'm an old man,
to offend the conservative we'll be advertising, selling,

and fundamentalist right, buying, and consuming at

consistently requested light-speed, and time will

minimal funding for research have stopped altogether.

and stone-walled any safe- Well, just remember, when
sex education efforts. This next you say, "I haven't got

sluggish response at the time for it," that you
beginning of the epidemic actually have "all the time

ultimately will cost millions in the world." There isn't any
of lives and billions of more.
dollars in health care. If

AIDS hadn't been considered

a "gay" disease, if the lives

of "mainstream" Americans
had been at stake in the
beginning, there undoubtedly
would have been a stronger

government response. Dr.

Balows asserted that the
Reagan Administration is

spending "8 to 10 billion" on
AIDS. Maybe today (if you
include all conceivable
monies), but certainly not in

the beginning, when
government appropriations
were in the tens of millions

despite clear warnings about
the severity of the situation

from from the CDC.
Secondly, the association

of AIDS with the gay
community has led to a

recrudescence of homophobia
and anti-gay violence.
Attacks against gay men and
lesbians (or those perceived

TORMOHLEN continued

sin while accepting the

sinner. Furthermore, Jesus'

attitude was manifest in his

actions. He touched the

people no one else would
touch - and it was a key to

the healing he brought.

Today we realize the

incredible difference touch

makes, especially in the

psychological health of

children, the elderly, and
the sick. Finally, Jesus

enabled these people to

return to society and thereby

broke down social barriers.

He provided hope that both

diseased individuals and the

uncaring society could be
healed.

The challenge of following

to be in those categories) Christ involves a great risk.

have increased
dramatically, both in
frequency and virulence.

Thirdly, the association of
AIDS with the gay
community gave those who
were not gay the impression
that they could not contract
the disease and that it was
not a matter of concern to
them. Both are false. Sadly,
it has become clear that
anyone who is sexually
active and who does not
practice safe sex is at risk.

Anyone who already is

infected with herpes is a
greater risk for conn-acting
AIDS and will experience a
more virulent HIV infection.

And finally, even if you are
totally celibate and do not
share IV needles and
therefore have only the most
remote chance of contracting
AIDS yourself, you still will
have to confront HIV
infection in those you know
and love and will have to
bear the burden of a health
care system overwhelmed
with AIDS cases.

Dr. Balows did a great
disservice to the Colorado
Community by not addressing
these issues. He was
particularly insensitive to
not perpetuating the
association of AIDS with
homosexuality. For accurate
information, I recommend
reading the October issue of
Scientific American, which is
totally devoted to AIDS.

We must accept the

forgiveness God offers

through Christ and then

forgive others as we have

been forgiven. We need to

make the same distinction

between sin and sinner that

Christ made and accept

people while not condoning

what they do. The risk here

is acknowledging that we all

fall short and stand in need

of the forgiveness which God
offers through Christ. We
must risk taking
responsibility for AIDS as

society's problem and stop

pointing fingers at

homosexuals and drug users.

We must take the risk of

having compassion for the

AIDS victim. Some
Christians, especially
Catholic orders, have taken

the lead in this area by

taking care of the people
nobody else will accept and
starting hospices for AIDS
patients. The real need is for

caring, for spending time
with these people, for

touching the people no one is

touching. Finally, we must be
willing to face the biggest

risk; that of tearing down the

barriers that have been built

up. The ignorance, prejudices,

and hatred which allows
this disease to spread and
destroy society, can only be
overcome by a radical change
of attitude and outlook. We
must realize that we all

share in the plight of the

AIDS victim - we all need
wholeness, acceptance, and
love. I am convinced that life

through Jesus Christ can

provide all these things and
much more. We would do
well to look closely at Jesus

Christ - the one who has

brought the cure not only to

diseased individuals, but

also to a diseased world.

PETTTT continued

95% have had sex with
another man. The other 5%
are IV drug users. \

Although these statistics

may be a little

overwhelming, the AIDS
virus is very difficult to get

since it is one of the hardest

viruses to transmit. If two
people are engaging in

"conventional" heterosexual

sex and the female is infected

with the virus, the male has

a 1 in 5000 chance of getting

AIDS. But then again, this

doesn't mean you'll be one of

tjie lucky 4,999. It only takes

once.

One CC student, whose test

fortunately came out
negative, visited the clinic

and left a lasting impression

on Dr. Potterat. Potterat

spoke of a young man at CC
who looked like he was from

a middle-to-upper class

background who came in for

HIV testing. The reason he

wanted to be tested is because

he is an IV drug user who
shares needles.

When Potterat heard this

he was amazed. He was
confronted with a student

from an obviously financially

stable background, at least

with enough money to buy his

own needles. And, due to his

educational background, he's

obviously been exposed to all

types of media information.

Yet he still shares needles.

He consciously walks into

drug parties and other
situations where he knows he
will be sharing needles and
still does it.

Potterat compared this to a

CC student "who has a

loaded .357 Magnum". He
probably won't use it, but the

possibility is enough to blow
you away.. .figuratively and
literally.

In discussing people with
AIDS, Dr. Potterat reminded
me that out of the

approximately 200 infected

people he's spoken with he
says of 150, "if I met them at

the Citadel, I'd be absolutely

amazed they have AIDS".
His 'words of wisdom' to

women would be, "you never
know where a penis has been
before it gets in your body".
he said he doesn't care if the

guy has big blue eyes and
blond hair, until you know all

about him, "it's rubber
condom time".

There is no doubt AIDS is a

devastating disease. But it

seems that Colorado Springs'

health officials are doing a

hell of a job helping combat
the disease, most of all, they

are doing a hell of a job caring

about the people who come in

for testing and the people
who are infected.

According to CC Professor

Bruce Loeffler, Colorado
Springs has shown a

"compassionate response" to

AIDS. He says El Paso
County has a "very hip
health service". He also

mentioned that Dr. Muth,
Director of the health
department, and Dr. Potterat

are "compassionate,
knowledgeable and
wonderful people".

Aside from the Colorado
Springs Health Department,
S-CAP, Southern Colorado
AIDS Project offers major
community outreach
programs, a hotline and do
other things such as
distribution of education
materials in gay bars.

Next week: profile of the

Pikes Peak Hospice.

BRYSON, continued

professional styles sometimes

make a difference.

What is most fulfilling?

Getting to know these

people's philosophy towards
life. ..the few moments of

success, the few moments of

humor. Mostly it's the
personal interaction

that comes with successes or

failures, deaths or near
deaths. The people that you
get to know that are
delivering care to people
that they love are wonderful
people by and large.

It's hard to be superficial in

this field. I appreciate
functioning at a level where
everything matters. Not
material things but truly the

day and your ability to get

through the day with a sense

of well-being.

What do you foresee in this

crisis? Will there be a cure in

the near future?

I'm not very optimistic

about a cure to tell you the

truth. I think that the AIDS
epidemic has posed a unique
challenge to human behavior

and the ability of the human
to overcome particular

behavior patterns for the

sake of overcoming this

particular infection. I think

that people will change and
that there will continue to be
some small amount of HIV
transmission, and I'm not
unrealistic enough to suppose

that retro-viruses are

go away whether we q\
our behavior or not. I

(

that we're certainly lear[

a lot about immunology
virology and human beha

such that we will be ak
better combat future vi^

but I'm not hopeful that

going to find some miracm

vaccine or some kind of,

that's going to make
i;

things go away.

It. seems that there
j

certain amount of ^|a

associated with doing
,

work. Would you comme/ifcur
that?

As more and more of

socially, political

disenfranchised bea
infected the less gla

AIDS will have . It's

going to be another oni

these chronic infections

eventually people die
I

suspect that only the

dedicated will continue

this work, and those

have, for whatever rea;

some sort of commitmeR
this process. But I thinki

for the time beinj

epidemic and the

around the epidemic

drawn a lot of people whol

in it for a variety of reasj

not all of which have to|

with the people.

I think everyone need!

judge for themselves

they're in it and why thq

it.

Wliy do you do it?

The sense that I can

people pass is something

I have a particular afl

to. Though I can't expl;

completely, it seems to wi

educal
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Honor Council Grants
Appeal

Trial Slated for November
By COURTNEY MURPHY
The number of students who

elect to appeal Honor Council
decisions are few and far

between.

A list of 100 students was
randomly generated from
computing services to call

upon for "jury duty." Only 12

students from the roster will

Photo by Damicn Raffa

fidents ponder a decimated automobile on display as a reminder of the effects of drunk driving.

(ACCHUS Promotes Moderation
Hiring Alcohol Awareness Week

It has been almost three b° ultimately called to judge

years since the Honor Council "le evidence provided by
has held appeal proceedings. Doln counsels.

At 3 pm on November 1, a T 'ie defendant has the

student accused of plagiarism riSllt t0 counsel, as outlined in

plans to break the three year mc Constitution of the Honor
precedent of silence. System and has chosen

The Honor Council agreed Alanna Brown, a first-year

to protect the defendant from student to pica the case.

Ilcohol

ducate

KRISTA CAUFMAN
part of National
Awareness Week,

CCHUS has sponsored a

iety of activities and
takers to address current

related issues. "We
iously have a big problem

'(» alcohol policy and use
campus. We hope to

students about the

<ues, but we only touched
surface," according to

'Rebecca Knight, president of

'BACCHUS.
I The week began with Drink
Pith the Deans, an
Opportunity to observe the
Meets of alcohol on various

jprninistrators. The
Participants drank 3.2 beer
during Coffeehouse, and then
police officers conducted
padside sobriety tests.

On Monday, Dr. Garrett
O'Connor presented the
keynote speech, "Are You
Watching Your Friends Die?"
™ also addressed the RA
Pd other interested students

a session on "Intervention
IQ Role Modeling." In both

speeches he stressed the

magnitude of the problem.
"There arc currently twenty
million chemically
dependent people, and an
additional thirty-plus
people are living in

dysfunctional homes."

Kanda Pullara, a local

therapist, addressed the

issue of dysfunctional
families on Tuesday night.

"Dysfunctional families

operate with three rules:

Don't Talk-Don't Trust-
. Don't Feel," according to

Pullara. Dysfunctional

families often foster

codependency, an excessive

sense of responsibility or

control over others'

behaviors. Codependency is

currently one of the greatest

concerns of therapists.
Although codependency is

most commonly found in

homes where one member has
a chemical addiction, other
forms of addiction, such as

eating disorders, compulsive

gambling, and workaholic
tendencies, can also promote
codependency. a movement to

make codependency an
acceptable diagnosis for

insurance coverage is now
underway.

A support group for adult

children from dysfunctional

families will meet from 6-

7:30 pm every Tuesday,
beginning November 8. The
group will offer open forum
for education and discussion

about dysfunctional families

and how to cope with
potential problems. Pullara

stressed that groups are a

step on the road to recovery,
and that recovery from both
chemical dependency and
codependency is possible.

Dr. Pattison Esmiol,
another local
psychotherapist, discussed
the same topic in a talk with

the Psychological society on

Thursday. "Codependency is

only one of the Hydra's
heads; it's only one aspect of

chemical dependency," he

See CAUFMAN p.23

unwanted publicity by
withholding the
individual's name until the

trial. The trial will be held
in Armstrong 300 and is open
to the public.

Jeff Strain, Co-Chair for

the Honor Council offered,

"This is a fantastic
opportunity to see how the

Honor Council comes to

decisions..."

The trial proceedings will

be overseen by the Presiding

Faculty Member, Christopher
Griffiths of the Economics
Department. However, the

fate of the defendant is not

decided by the faculty

member.

The Constitution, also

specifies that the prosecutor

must be a member of the

Honor Council. Strain plans

to serve the as the prosecutor,

although the entire Council

is responsible for the

preparation of the
prosecution's statement.

The Honor Code violation

is a first offense for the

accused and if found gi,a i-y,

by a 3/4 majority, the

Council plans to recommend a

no credit for the class.

Strain emphasized that,

"The spirit of the appeal

proceedings will be that of a

search for the facts involved

in the case."

Gandhi Speaks at CC
By STAAR PREWITT

Last Tuesday night Arun
Gandhi spoke on the
relevance of his grandfather
Mahatma Gandhi. His
message was one of non-
violence.

Arun Gandhi lived the
first 23 years of his life in

South Africa under
Apartheid. In South Africa,

he learned of racial
discrimination and how non-
white people are treated.

He described the treatment
as "so dehumanizing you
begin to accept it as a way of

life, it becomes second
nature."

Gandhi feels that people

need to rethink many things

in their lives. He commented
that every year people mourn
for the six million Jews and
Poles who lost their lives in

the Holocaust.

Although it is important

to understand what has

happened in the past, current

problems in the world that

need to be addressed. Every

year since the 1940's twenty

million children die from

starvation and malnutrition,

and he questioned "who
marches for them?"

See PREWITT p.23
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Students Voice Opinions About Presidential Candiates
STUDENT POLL
226 returned out of 1400 distributed

Dukakis 144

Bush 73

Other 9: 1 Lcnora B. Fulani

1 Edward Abbey
1 Ron Paul, Libertarian

1 Alfred E. Neuman

I like his issues

Dukakis Bush

1 like his running mate
87 46

I like his party platform

I'm votine against the other£uy_
Because of the party he represents

Because of his personality

He's good looking

I like his wife

COMMENTS
PRO-DUKAKIS:
"Most people view this election process as a lesser of two evils. I had to decide
about who I would vote for by weighing my agreement with the social issues
and my opposition with many economic issues by choosing Dukakis. As a
woman, I can't imagine voting for an individual who doesn't want to allow a
woman rights over her body and to choose." -

"He is the lesser of two evils. Both candidates are so pathetically mediocre. I

don't even feel like voting! Who's running on the Communist ticket?" -
"Neither candidate is as open-minded or liberal as I would prefer, but Dukakis
is a step in the correct (well, left to be perfectly honest) direction. (Sonja
Johnson was a great candidate four years ago). Dukakis's policies with gay and
lesbian rights and environmental protection and SDI are not what I consider
liberal enough, but he is more concerned in these areas than Bush." —
"Better than Bush. I wouldn't vote for anyone who would actually choose to run
with Quayle!" —

"Bush is a weenie." —

"Because he has the potential to be a great president. Bush will just be there -

not much of anything. I also believe that he'll balance the budget and that
definitely needs to be done otherwise me, my children and my grandchildren
will end up paving for it." —
"I /eel he will handle environmental issues better than Bush - I'm from
Massachusetts, I'm biased." —

£^s:?*6 first in nne* *•—** •• —*• -

"I cannot imagine having Quayle being next in line to run this country when hecan t even seem to get his foot out of his mouth or his head out of his ass. Andthe same is true for Bush." -

"Bush is anti-abortion which I consider the same as being anti-Constitutional-
nghts. Quayle is a joke. And I'm sick of the Republican rich-get-richer-if-
you're-poor-it's-your-own-fault philosophy. Plus they're too militaristic." -

"Bush has no clue on women's issues." —

"Lesser of two evils. I am disgusted. I would resort to a coin flip were it not for a
presidents mortality. I am picking Lloyd Bentsen over Dan Quayle." —
"He declared South Africa a terrorist state. He's tough on crime. He would be a
real drug-czar. Dan Quayle is no JFK! George's wife looks like his mother.
Dukakis is competent. He was voted best governor in the US because of the
Massachusetts Miracle." —
"Bush has obligations to and owes favors to too many of his old conservative
friends from the Reagan period. (Is it over?)" —
"I'm against Contra-aid and a hugejnvestment in Star Wars."-

"I'm afraid of what Bush will do to the Supreme Court!"-

"Kitty is a dream! George Bush is a dangerous fascist who will ruin the world.'!-

"I fear the reversal of Roe vs. Wade and other decisions by a Bush appointed
overwhelming conservative majority court." -
"Dan Quayle scares me. He is hardly what I'd consider a leadership type. I
think that also says bad things about Mr. Bush's judgement."-
"Because America's education will improve more under the Duke."-
"I feel Dukakis is a strong leader and would reverse much of what Reagan and
Co. have botched." —
"Bush has been constantly misrepresenting the facts. His abortion policy sucks.-

"Bush is anti-women's issues, anti-poor and anti-education." —
"He will be a change - maybe bad, but I'd rather risk it then remain with the
destructive corrupt Republican administration." —
"Bush is a Reagan clone in many ways. His favorite issues are foreign policyand nahonal defense. Dukakis will concentrate on bringing the home frontup to

npnnf 7'"
f°CUS 0n SettinS the deficit down and he'll worry more about thepeople of this country than about the US's appearance to other countries It'sabout ..me we had a president who gives a damn about us, the people, not an

PRO-BUSH:
"Because I don't want that inexperienced, anti-military, weak, super-|J
four-foot high quiche eater in office. I want Bush!" —
"When I examine the issues, records and experience of each candidate n
that I more often agree with George Bush than Dukakis. He is, in conc'l
the lesser of two evils." — 7

"He stands for a strong America without being a war-monger. The other J

too confused when it comes to pressing issues." —
"I trust his experience and knowledge of foreign policy, something

gj
imperative to the well-being of our country as well as that of the world.]
also in strong agreement with Bush's platform on the death penalty, "-

'

health" and furloughs." —
"I dislike him the least." —
"Because of his experience and past eight years as vice president." —
"Dukakis is a liberal." —
"...The reason I am for Bush is not because of his party but because oil

experience and track record. Dukakis just isn't presidential material unlikJ

running mate, Bentsen." —
"George Bush has the hopes and dreams for America that I do. George Bushl
the experience and ability to make them a reality. His past record show!
will." — (

"I feel more confident in his experience and ability to successfully run
country. I believe both men would make good presidents but Bush would n
more responsible decisions." —
"I feel it's my responsibility to vote, although I don't care who wins. ThevJ
suck." —
"Dukakis is an incompetent idiot."

"Because Dukakis is not capable of running this country. Also it's too bad altl

everyone who read this poll threw it away. Your poll will be inaccurate."

"I'm voting for the lesser of two evils." —
"Economically, he isn't an idiot." —
"Mike Dukakis is running a liberal campaign and is demonstrating!
inaneness of Democratic rhetoric." —
"Better of the two evils." —
"Dukakis is shifty-eyed." —
"Dukakis is a tool." —
"He is more qualified to be president of the United States. He has much r,

experience than his opponent in the necessary areas." —
"He has more experience on the national level and I feel that he will be
attract better people to his cabinet and high government positions." —
"Because he has better morals." —
"I feel inclined to each side but Dukakis doesn't appeal to me as much as E

But neither are great."—
"He's not a liberal. The liberal mentality will only get us into trouble, i.e.

Russians will walk all over us." —
"I have strongly supported this candidate off and around campus."
"Vote Republican." —
"Dukakis has no foreign policy worth speaking of. Dukakis is

inexperienced. The election is basically trying to choose the worst of two ei
"Being realistic, I think his foreign policy issues are stronger than Dufc
i.e., he won't compromise our position internationally, especially with I

Soviet Union which, to me, is very important at this moment. Dukakis is]

weak a candidate. He has no clear cut direction in his policy
internationally and domestically." —
"Though neither has impressed me, I do agree more with Republican ideoJ
than Democratic ones and will vote accordingly." —
"I basically think Bush is the lesser of two evils. Neither will make

'

strong presidents, but Bush will be the better of the two." —
"No taxes. Economic issues." —
"Most likely to cut down enormous and unnecessary government. Reduction of]

welfare state." —
OTHER:
"I'm not going to vote. Yeah, yeah, yeah, I know it's my right and duty.fc
either way, that is, no matter who wins, I'll be content. I have no preferei
Dull, I know. Irresponsible, probably. That's just the way I feel. I

registered Democrat, if it matters." —
"Undecided." —
"I feel the two party system is a farce, and Bush and Dukakis are the s™
reptilian products of it. Get a feminist in the running and I will vote for her,«
never for the sexist inhumans who are currently running." —
"Undecided because I think neither of them should be president."_
(On Lenora B. Fulani) : "Neither other candidate offers any redeem!
quaht.es. She won't get elected, of course, but at least I won't be voting!
something in which I don't believe." —
"They are both liars. We're in for a sorry four years." -
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Facult^Favor^Dukakis, Too
NEWS/,

tcULTY POLL
turned out of about 300 distributed

28

Dukakis

beginning mate

(ly
jArtv platform

gainst the other guy

K£of the party he represents

u^nF his personality

.DUKAKIS:

i
citizen concerned with educational and social issues, I cannot in good

ciencc subject those less fortunate than myself to four more years of

ganomics". Too bad I can't select the issues of each candidate that appeal
<. and vote for someone who's a nice blend..."

seems to be more capable of original thinking, maybe a tad less doctrinaire,

ih how I wish we had a really great person on the menu!"

voting against Quayle."

wouldn't understand."

jft'll bring with him higher-quality public servants in staff, cabinet and
Br. the line; also his supreme court appointments will be intelligent ones, not

adcon the basis of ideology."

fin Quayle, aside from being the most unqualified vice presidential

'date in the history of American politics, is dangerous."

ft all of his studied arrogance, Dukakis still is miles ahead of Bush in

gsty and accountability..."

As a rule it is good to get an administration (all the cronies) out of political
appointments at least once every eight years. George Bush is cither guilty or
stupid in the Iran-Contra Affair and is thus not qualified to be president."

"I hate Republicans!!!"

"I am worried about the Supreme Court, the punishment of the poor, thi:
Republican self-righteousness."

"Bush-Quayle frighten me."

"I hope I don't have to say this for at least one presidential election in m
lifetime - "he's the lesser of two evils"."

PRO-BUSH:
"Sibling working on the Bush campaign; don't want the country to progress in
any way during next four years (just kidding). Bush's experience in foreign
affairs and the office of vice president makes me feel more confident in how
he'll do as president; heard on reliable source that he's not as much of a
Reagan-clone as he acts now as vice president."

"I want the economic and foreign policy successes of the Reagan administration
to continue."

PRO-OTHER:
"It is a difficult choice because the candidates are difficult people and leave us

little choice."

In support of Bill and Opus: "America is ill but so is Bill - Bill the Cat for

president. He's very real - he drools,he hacks. I like his style. Besides, he's

already dead so we won't be too disappointed later."

PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES' ISSUES
Defense & Foreign Policy

fading nuclear

ffiipons testing

greased funding for

Strategic Defense
kitiative (Star Wars)

MX Missile

Hductions of
chemical weapons

TOigher economic
sanctions against
With Africa

j|litary aid to the
Nicaraguan contras

YES

NO

NO

YES

Bush

NO

YES

YES

YES

CZ Civil Rights

B> Rights

fiendment

r^itutional
foment to

rlbi t abortion

Ihwal Voter

f'Nation Act

YES

NO

YES

Bush
NO

YES

No
Position

c The Economy

an (first

|c/t Reduction
priority)

Dukakis

Improve tax

enforcement.

Bush

Increase
income taxes

Minimum wage
increased to $4.55/hr.

Dukakis

Last

Resort

NO

( The Family

Child Care

Parental Leave

Increased federal

student loans

Guaranteed basic

health insurance

Dukakis Bush
Federal Tax credit

assistance for

and working

standards Parents.

Guaranteed. Up to

Employer.

YES

YES NO

Flexible freeze I

on spending. j

i The Environment

Dukakis Bush

Acid Rain

Clean Water

New
Nuclear
Reactors

Offshore
Oil Drilling

Reduce Annual Reduce Annual

sulfur dioxide sulfur dioxide

emissions by emissions by
12 million tons, millions of tons.

Ban ocean Ban ocean

dumping by dumping by

1991; supported 1991; supported

renewal of the Reagan veto of

Clean Water the Clean Water
Act. Act.

No, until new Yes, with high

safety measures safety standards.

are devised.

No, except

where '

Ycs
'
CXCCP' ln

environmental sensitive areas.

quality will

not be
compromised.
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After 20 year Sabbatical

Winter Symposium Returns

Generations Together
Photos by Patrida McLaughlin

The Girl Scouts of America and the League of Women Voters
were two among many community groups recruiting the
services of people of all ages at last Friday's Volunteer Fair.

By MICHELE SANTOS
"It will be a really exciting

time. Students will remember
it as long as they remember
Colorado College," said
Sociology professor Eli

Boderman of the CC
Symposium on Intimacy,
which will take place
January 9 through 13.

This year is the first in
twenty that CC has had a
winter symposium. "Before
the implementation of the
Block Plan, every second
semester used to begin with a
symposium. We want to
recapture some of that spirit.

It used to be one of the most
exciting weeks of the whole
year," said Boderman,
director of the event. The
move from a nine-block year
to an eight-block year gave
room for the symposium to
occur.

There will be events
scheduled from 9am to 11pm
each of the five days of the
symposium, according to
Boderman. Twenty award-
winning speakers will each
give a talk and host a
discussion. There will also be
concerts and movies.
Each of the speakers will

J deal with a different aspect

Violence Erupts at Beta Party
rAADDDrurrrr ... ._ • i. tt. .v. **

of intimacy. Intimacy in

other ages and countries will

be discussed, as well as
intimacy in relation to

feminism, marriage,
evolution, nature and love.

A committee of faculty and
students chose the topic of
the symposium last spring.

"We thought that something
of fundamental significance

had happened to intimate
relationships over the course
of the last generation. We
wanted to ask, 'What are
these changes? What do
they mean and what do they
portend for our future?'" said

Boderman.
Students are not required to

attend the symposium;
however, said Boderman,
"There comes a time in

somebody's life when they
should be able to do
something intellectually

exciting when it's not for a
grade. A liberal arts
education is about learning
without the motivation of
grades and credit. If you can't
do that, you shouldn't be
here."

Among the many featured
speakers at the symposium is

Pulitzer Prize-winning

author Annie Dillard m
wrote the nonfiction', t
Pilgrim at Tinker Cre^ 1
will speak about intg r'

with nature.

Other especially J 1
speakers are novelist

i
W

Gilchrist, who won w
American Book Avvai, w
1984, and sociobiolj |r
Richard Dawkins

[ §
Oxford University. I,

Scientific prizewj, I
Richard Sternberg fron, L
University will al so |,
featured. "Science can hij

understand both - |"

psychological bases Tj

dimensions of love, and ||we love the way we V
wrote Sternberg.
The symposium comrr,

1

1

chose the 20 speakers
I |y

over 100 suggested ex
pand spent seven to

months arranging for ih,

speak at CC.
"I don't think we've

had a group as distinguL

as this come to the colte

the same, time,'
Boderman.
Concluded Boderm, _,

symposium is a unique w
telling people that C(

different."

ir

c

wh

j
m,i

'bro

By STAAR PREWTTT
A fight between CC

students and non-students
broke out at a closed
fraternity and sorority party
last Friday night.
Apparently students at the
Beta party saw unfamiliar
people stealing kegs out of
the side door of the house.
These actions were reported
to members of the house.
In a non-violent manner,

some people began to bring
the kegs, which had been
stacked outside, back into the
house. When Chuck Hines,
the Beta vice president, was
carrying the last keg into the
house, the non-students
jumped him from behind.
At first no one realized

that Chuck had been
attacked, but he was soon
aided by three other Betas.
By this time, people
attending the party were
emptying out of the house.
Tommy Crum, one of the

most seriously injured
participants, commented "1

was just down playing pool,
when a girl came down and
said that some people were
stealing kegs. So I went
upstairs to see what was
going on. There was a big guy
standing outside with a pool
cue. I tried to run but he hit
me on the head with the
cue." Crum received twelve
stitches and a serious black
eye.

The person holding broken
pool cue became violent,
swinging the cue and
threatening that he had a
gun. He apparently was

trying to jab Hines in the

head. Hines blocked the

attack with his arms. Hines

ended up with a hole in his
left arm the size of a quarter
and was also taken to the
hospital for stitches.

Eventually security arrived
to witness the end of the
fight and the departure of
the non-students. Both Crum
and Hines had already been
taken away, and it appeared
that no one was injured. As a
result no names were taken
that night.

More problems developed
the following night when the
same people showed up at
the Kappa Sigma party and
the Arthur house party. They
were not allowed into either
party, and security was
called to help with the
problem.

Dean Laurel McLeod
commented that the non-CC
students might have been
from CSU and that the
administration was working
with the CSU staff to find
out. She felt that "they need
to know if there is a violent
drunk on their campus, just
like we would need to know if

there was one on ours."

Dean McLeod felt that two
main problems arose
considering this event.
Primarily, the question of
security of parties on-campus
arose. She feels that the
residents of Ihe house need to
be extremely careful in
monitoring the entrances and
exits of their house
especially in-house, that are
isolated. In this case no one
knows how the non-students

entered the house, although
people commented that door
monitoring was very lax.

The second problem Dean
McLeod saw was the fact

. that students got involved at

all. There was a failure to

prevent an altercation with a

non-student. She feels that

people do not think
creatively about violence and
that once the kegs were seen
leaving the house a different
response might have been
appropriate. However
McLeod said that it is not
favorable "to dilute the
importance (of the fight).

Someone could have been
killed."

Dean McLeod did not
condemn the students
involved. She stated that
"we can't control these things
easily, but we need to avoid
the set-up." McLeod feels
that this whole event is a
reflection of our society and
that it is "sad to see people
lower themselves to
violence."

'

^
McLeod said this event

"will inevitably have an
affect on fraternities and the
blame will come to lie on the
fraternity members. They
need to be more careful..."

"There was damage done, no
matter who was at fault."
She then commented on the
national fear that danger
surrounds fraternity houses.
She said this fight
"definitely hurts them
(fraternities) and feeds into
the talk surrounding whether
or not we should have
fraternities at all!"

Presidential Election
Discussion Focuses on

Campaign Issues
By MIKE SHAVER
Mathias Hall hosted an

"issues only " discussion of
the 1988 Presidential
Election in the Mathias pit
on October 19th.

Maureen Coll represented
the Democratic side and
Mark Glaze the Republican.
Both Coll and Glaze opened
with a presentation of the
issues in the '88 election, and
answered questions in the
discussion segment

Administration, he arg__
the President deserves s! t

of the blame for the dcl^sl
Congress shares a "I;

responsibility."

Glaze maintained thai

17.8 million jobs stands

success for the cub

administration, adding

roo

Fen

you

is "more to do."

Glaze concluded on

equally optimistic
citing the successes o(

Reagan-Bush

and

"Wo

an-

hai

~.-~— ,~&,..*.i,i. Keagan-tsusn
Coll offered "a message of Administration, point oul

hope, from the Democratic need to continue "econd
ticket. Sound out the ..„ , .

Dukakis theme of "good jobs g™* and internal-

at good wages," she attacked P
rwv, „A A „

the Reagan administration
t,

Both
.

s

>f
s aSf.d th)-

with responsibility for
he e"f he most import

tripling of the deficit
y

e'fef 'VT T" «

'J^B^t?* SES stude'iTs at.

Bush
5 rmT" and P°inted °"t 'he >«<Bush and Dukak.s. learrf about the issucs

Domestically, she argued
that Mike Dukakis would
address the issues, and that
his international objective is

ending exploitation of third
world nations.

Coll ended on an optimistic
note, stressing the importance
of voting, regardless of who
you support.

Glaze began demonstrating
the "similar goals" of both
candidates, noting different
means of attaining their
goals.

He focused on the deficit,

presenting Bush's proposal of
a balanced budget
amendment, line item veto
and the "flexible freeze" -
all aimed at cutting
spending.

Defending the Reagan

forums such as the Mall

Hall discussion.

Its a Factfrom Harpo

Index

Percentage of Am-

cans who believed

1973 thatcommunism
the worst form of go

ernment: 44

Percentage who belie'

that today: 59

Amount the IRS claii

G. Gordon Liddy o»'

in back taxes on Wat* e

gate slush funds that!
juc,

spent: $20,449
__ b^

he
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Presentation to Decipher Writing Mysteries

KATHERINE SHELLEY

po vou flounder when you

lvc to write a paper for a

l
sc ipline

outside your

a j
or ? Does this sense of

competency make you feel

;cIuded from an elitist

ub',
because you don't know
rules for acceptance?

perhaps you should add

views and experiences to

G. interactive

"Disciplinary
rcgory

dure,

crets."

The Associate Professor of

tclish and Director of

riling Programs at Georgia

stitute of Technology will

encourage group
participation at his
presentation in Bemis Lounge
on Wednesday, November 2,

at 7 p.m. Colomb will focus
on the differences in
perceptions of writing across

the curriculum between
faculty and students. This
should provide some lively

debate, since a study at CC
last year found that faculty

members did not see any
significant differences in

writing for different
departments, while students
not only perceived
differences but considered
them incredibly important.

Colomb has explored this

issue extensively through his

professorships and
involvement in the writing

programs at the University
of Chicago and the Georgia
Institute of Technology, his

publications, his lectures,

and his faculty development
seminars. He will lead a

luncheon faculty workshop on
evaluating and constructing

assignments on November 2.

CC's Writing Center has
also been considering the

question of writing across the

curriculum, particularly the

debate over whether tutors

See SHELLEY p.23

Feminism and Femininty:
Are They Compatible? •'

f
SUSIE SPECKMAN and

ATIE WELCH
The bubble-headed

shion-conscious sorority

rls occupied one end of the

om, listening intently

hile re-applying their

up. Those who had
ought along their nail-files

tipressively managed to

rticipate in the discussion,

leaving with pretty pink

ils to match their identical

esses.

The other half of the

torn was occupied by the

minist Collective members,
ting comfortably on the

)or, wearing rags and
mparing leg-hair growth
tcs amongst themselves,

members quietly
itributed "I Hate Men"
(tons.

f this scene seems real to

u, maybe you are caught up
the same absurd

reoiypes that instigated a
scussion between Sorority
id Feminist Collective
embers at a forum titled,

omen's Organizations on
[Campus" in Gates Common
B»m on Monday, Oct. 17.

Kappa Kappa Gamma
Resident Susie Garber and
geminist Collective Co-
Biairs Katherine Morris and
rah Douglass organized
jfe meeting, which hoped to

cover why women see
Bminism and femininity at
|>posite ends of the spectrum.

IJhe objective was to
Bplore the similarities
'tween the members of these
oups as women, who have
Pained foreign to each
hcr through society's
en 'ification of them
pgh the traditional
"acteristics of the
f«ent organizations.

"I think

okin
we need to begin

g at each other as

concerning women, feminism
or sororities. The meeting
opened with discussion on
what feminism meant to the

women present. This question

gave rise to the vastly
different definitions of

feminism which exist.

"Feminism focuses on the

role of inequality based on
gender," commented Shannon
McGee."It covers a myriad of

subjects, but the important
thing is for women to learn

how to define themselves."

Representatives from the

sororities supplemented the

discussion with their ideas
about how sororities enrich

their lives as women.
"For me, it's social,

"

responded Garber. "In terms
of its political aspects, it

needs to be much stronger, but

we're political in terms of

leadership."

"Social is not a dirty

word," added Dickinson.

Sororities emerged
initially to provide support

groups for women when few

women went to college, said

Kathy Benevides, dispelling

the myth that sororities

originated as counterparts to

fraternities.

Most who attended
expressed discontent with the

prevailing idea that a

member of either group must

sacrifice her identity in order

to belong.

Morris, for example
commented on her discomfort

when posing for a seductive

sorority pledge picture. The
group related this to the

sometimes damaging aspects

from the lack of self-

consciousness that goes along

with the acceptance of

tradition, such as with old

song and skit themes.

A goal for many sororities

is to promote the highest

women s issues.

"We shouldn't kick out the

sororites. We can see things

changing," said Wendy
Abrams.

One woman felt that she
would have to give up
traditionally "feminine"
aspects, such as makeup and
flattering clothing , in order

to be a "feminist." The group
differentiated between these

aspects themselves and the

reasons behind these aspects:

it's one thing for women to

"dress up" because they like

to and another thing if they

believe they have to enhance
their appearance in order to

be accepted.

The Feminist Collective

wants to raise consciousness

about society's oppression of

women as a means towards
changing it, but also needs to

re-evaluate the methods and
images that constrict it.Most

of the women believed that

feminist groups could be more
effective on campus by
making their goals and ideas

more accessible to people at

all levels of understanding.

As an outside observer,

Mathias HallDirector
Theresa Poff commented that

she saw each group as having

"An emotional goal and an
intellectual goal. Each group
wants the other to

immediately accept their

point of view emotionally,

but the intellectual goal of

working together effectively

could take years."

"The stereotypes people
place on us as groups continue

to separate us from each

other, " added another
participant.

The forum closed with
tentative plans for future

meetings between the two
groups, and co-sponsoring

omen instead of looking at level of womanhood, but this political and social events

P> other as labels," said
aren Dickinson. "I think
is forum is a beginning, to
>"ze the greatest asset we

communication. When
communicate, we

lucate."

?
he women were asked to
"»' one question they had

idea of womanhood is often

handicapped by outdated
tradition within the sorority

structure. Most of the women
agreed that sororities could

and should become a more
powerful force on campus by
continually educating and
informing themselves about

/hich would invite
participation from the entire

campus.

"This meeting is a good
beginning , but just talking

isn't enough," said Lisa Cain.

"We have to follow through

and act to successfully work
together on campus."

Berrigan Speaks on Peace
In A War-Making State
On Wednesday evening. Father Daniel Berrigan

enlightened a full house in Packard Hall on the issue of
"Peacemaking in a War-making State."

The Jesuit priest, poet and activist premised his lecture on
entering a General Electric weapons division in King of
Prussia, Pennsylvania, in 1980. The eight Nuclear-weapons
resistors held a common metaphor-the hammer, a tool that
could be used to forge as well as destroy.

While expounding on the use of this metaphor, he drew from
the scriptures of Isaiah. He spoke eloquently of the changing
paradigms in Isaiah-changing from a mentality of corruption
to one of peace-and indicated the necessity of a similar
change in our society.

Berrigan not only outlined his view of governmental
hypocrisy in its use of nuclear weapons, but also presented the
audience with G.E.'s motto/oxymoron "We bring good things to
life."

From the size of the audience, the College and community
must be thankful to the Shove Chapel Council for providing
the opportunity to hear such a recognized speaker.

Due to a communication problem The Catalyst wishes to

apologize for not having a comprehensive article on Father

Berrigan's speech made on Wednesday evening. We believe

his lecture deserved ample coverage.

f USED BOOK
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Life and Death at The Pikes Peak Hospice
By PRISCILLA PETTTT
Ellen Baese is a nurse

working for the Pikes Peak
Hospice. She deals with
death every day and all that

death entails; grieving
family members, doctors,

funerals and practical

organizational tasks. But for

Ellen, none of the above are

tasks. This job is "the most
rewarding thing in [her]

nursing career".

The Pikes Peak Hospice
offers a home-care program
as well as an actual hospice

house. The workers here take

care of terminally ill people.

The people can be anyone,
any age, from infants to the

elderly. The illnesses range

from cancer to AIDS. Most of

the care-giving is done in

patients' homes since the

Hospice itself has a capacity

of only six.

The Hospice house opened
in 1986 with the theory that

people who are dying should

have choices, feel in control

and have somewhere to go to

die if no one is able otherwise

able to care for them.

There are certain criteria

patients must meet in order to

be accepted into the Hospice;

they must be terminally ill

and a physician must
determine as best as possible

that they have no more than

six months to live.

Once in the Hospice, a

patient no longer goes
through 'active treatment'

for their illness. A lot of

drugs are used but the amount
used is minimal enough to

allow the patients to remain

alert, aware of their

surroundings and not
disoriented. The Hospice
wants patients to always be

in control. Comfort is their

view of 'active treatment'.

Baese guesses the average

age of patients using the

Pikes Peak Hospice services

last year was around 49. This

year, two-thirds of the

patients are Medicare age.

AIDS patients have ranged
from age fifty to late

twenties. Only five AIDS
victims have used the Pikes

Peak Hospice but when this

number is considered with the

actual number of AIDS cases

in Colorado Springs, it is a

high statistic (40 "full

blown" AIDS cases have been
recorded in the Springs, but
many of the victims leave to

seek metropolitan medical
care so there are probably
about 15-20 cases actually

still remaining in the
Springs). Many AIDS
patients opt for active

treatment and thus don't use

hospices.

Hospices offer dying people

a blace in which they can
remain in control of where
they die and when they die.

Indeed, Baese explains,
patients are actually given
permission to die. When in

the Hospice, patients realize

they are taken care of 24
hours a day. There is always

someone to talk to. Most
importantly, aside from being

made comfortable
themselves, they realize

their family members and
friends will be taken care of

after the death. The Pikes

Peak Hospice has many
programs focused these issues;

from teaching how to give

care to learning to let go after

a death. There is also a

hotline.

Last year, the average
Hospice stay for a patient

was 30-40 days. This year the

patients' stays average
between two to three months.
All of the patients remain
until death.

The nurses usually keep
their jobs at the Hospice for

long periods of time. The
turnover rate is surprisingly

low. The house staff has the

lowest turnover rate of all.

Baese explains this
dedication when she says,

"there are a lot of rewards".

Nurses at the Hospice are

"total care givers"; the kind
of people who always let you
know they're there to help.

Their philosophy is most
likely very similar to Ellen

Baese's philosophy; "death
can be viewed as a release.

We do a lot of crying and a lot

of laughing. After all, that's

what life's all about." Baese

says the people at the
Hospice celebrate life rather

than concentrate on death.

Baese said before she came
to the Hospice in 1980,

frustrated with standard
medicine and the lack of time
spent with patients, she
"knew nothing about dying".

Dealing with death wasn't
included in her professional

training. The Hospice offered

her a chance to work in an
environment that was "low-
tech and patient-oriented".

Baese says, "in the process [of

doing your job] you get in

touch with yourself and your

sorrow, he called the

after his wife's death
to

Ellen Baese he wanterj

donate flowers to the Hos
house. He knew that's ij

his wife would have wa
to be. He was also

impressed with the w!

operation.

Ellen expressed her rep

to him over the phone
\

soothing, calm and reassuj

words. Her simple eloqu
Q

views of death and life. I was enough to make and

learn all the time from believe everything, i n <) e

patients and their families. I

appreciate life a lot more
now."

The nurses at the Hospice
are "just normal people". No
one wear uniforms. Anyone
can be a volunteer. There are

careful screenings before
anyone's allowed to work but

the screenings are for the

volunteers' sake; "you need to

be healthy in mind and body
to be a care-giver."

During my interview with

Ellen Baese, she took a phone
call from a man who's wife

had died the day before. He
had heard about the Hospice
and had had pressure from
other family members to get

his wife transferred from the

hospital to the Hospice. His
wife had cancer. He visited

the Hospice house and all of

his doubts about such a house
immediately disappeared.
He decided he wanted his

wife to move there. She never

made it.

Through all the grief and

would be all right.

After my interview
|

finished, I couldn't help|

think of the actor Who;
Goldberg. In her one won
show on Broadway, one of

characters she portrays
(

crippled woman. She wo!

in an "old-folks home"
j

jokes that she got the

because the home though!

the old people saw
|j

they'd feel better abi

dying.

But her description of i

she does differs greatly,

obvious she loves her job.

claims, with pride, that

escorts dying people from,

side to the other with a ii|

dignity.

I think Ellen Baese and

other nurses at the Pit

Peak Hospice should
overwhelmingly proud
what they do. They hai

returned dignity to tl

people who deserve it

most; those who are dying

rather those who only havf

few more moments to live.

Gandhi's Grandson Echoes the Mahatma's Words
By COURTNEYMURPHY
A man of relatively small

stature stood before me, a

man who, like his
grandfather, did not derive
his power from his size.

Arun Gandhi is a man
seemingly unchanged by the
fame his relative, Mahatma
Gandhi, achieved. He
appears more concerned with
the message his grandfather
preached.

"He had a very substantial

role. He made me realize

that a certain set of negative
emotions and negative
thoughts, reacting with hate
and anger, is not a positive

way of behaving," grinned
Gandhi.

"That a more civilised
way of behaving would be to

try and understand why

though it happened just the then I fell down, so the)

other day, it was a white kicked me and picked me u;

residential area, and the again, slapped me and al

government had only recently sorts of things... I startei

opened it for Indians to buy bleeding - the black pcrsoi mil]

houses. It was a very was watching and laughing 'sla

expensive area and only the enjoying the thing fish

very rich could afford to buy Fortunately, after a fef

there." minutes of all this they

"We were visiting friends; don't know what made then

on Saturday afternoons do this) took the bike and w
everything is closed. They away... I guess they didni

would not occur again.

"

my initial reaction again

"So it's just a question of was, that if I had a gun I

people being more concerned would have shot down all

and more broadminded, those people. But it was my
willing to build bridges and grandfather, and my parents,

reach and talk. ..You know, who intervened and made me
you can learn a lot from realize that was not the
talking to people.

"
action to take.

"

My initial feelings about " I can honestly say even at

the man with soft, dark eyes that point, it didn't make
who now sat before me, did much sense to me, I thought it

not allow much but awed was a lot of hocus pocus,
amazement. Here I was when you are young and observe the English Holiday want to "be caught
talking to GANDHI'S immature you still want to, system in South Africa, anybody."
grandson. I soon began to see you know, fight things." everything closes at one Although Gandhi spent

how Gandhi had come "It was, I think, around my o'clock and doesn't open most of his young life

believe in his grandfather's mid-twenties, when I again until 8 am on Monday." South Africa, he did trave

teachings and determine matured and read a lot that I "I was walking down the to India on trips with hi

adaptations of his own. began to understand the street and I could see these family. On one such trip

«

"My first feelings at eight philosophies and all that. I two whites standing at a 1946, Gandhi went to In*
years of age when I was really began to appreciate distance on the corner but I for what turned out to be!
beaten up by seventeen and the things they taught me didn't think they were bad final visit with hi!

eighteen year old boys," and though it may have been people ( who were going to do grandfather.
late at that stage, I was able anything and so I went on "Mv last recollection of

»

to change my thinking." walking on the road). There grandfather is when I spent I

Gandhi grew up in South was an African boy ahead of whole year with him, '46-'*

Africa and did not receive me who was dancing and (I was 12)... I remember a W
any special treatment whistling, sort of a jovial of things, I had some verj

he was the mood." nicc moments with him. Hf

, Gandhi paused, "I „ ai
these things happen. There afraid, I was really afraid'
is more sense in that logic.

"
There were two of them, twoHuman beings try and whites, and one black, and I

take revenge - you slap me was a small eight year old
and I want to slap you back kid, being blowed and kicked because

do"

ln

'lt "n't
d

heTD
th

in f"
d

,

everythinS- So after Mahatma's grandson. He "When I reached the two would spend one hour a da)

anything it doesn't Ln^ .LT" Ty angry and 1 W3S .°rCed ' Hke a" whi^ boys, suddenly they with me, we used to talk'

abcTbette refaHonships U "? 2° " minorities, to.suffer the came in front of me and' threw lot and he used to tell me a!

just increases the antiositv Sff' T?, "' * ' T'l?*' °f WS COl0r their Cycle down< 8rabbed ™ *>rts of things. He was v<

.

Bu tfonTof us ZT5d
' ^haye smashed them at Gandh. remembers the by the collar and said, 'You good at trying to rational*

think -Why Wha^Lsed Tl P ' ' """f
'°-and <H??1 .

° ,he inddent ta damned COOLIE
'
don,t y°u «"§ for a young mind, w»!

US6d ««* was my normal reaction, wruch he first recognized the know you are not allowed to things happened and 'hm, to slap me? If we try to So when I was involved in
get rid of that thing that the riots with the black
makes him slap me- then it people and almost got killed

problems of race, "It was a whistle in a white area?'" that.
Saturday afternoon, I "They started beating me, "He had a very peculi"
remember it vividly, as punched me on the nose and see MURPHY p-
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What is the Most Important Issue in the Elections?

Dana
Fletcher/Junior/Psychology

Economic policy. Our policy
right now is going down the

tubes and we need something
to boost our economy. A good
leader will look at both sides
of the issue and come up with
the best solution.

Paul

Fitzgibbon/Senior/History-

Poli Sci

The most important

electoral issue is the fiscal

defeat; however our only

hope is that we understand

tlie need for restructuring our

political institutions.

Brian

McDougall/Soph./Music
There isn't one for me

beecausc as soon as Bush got

nominated I stopped

following the race aand I'll

vote for whoever isn't Bush.

During the debates I didn't

hear Central America,

mentioned once. I've talked to

people who've been there and
I know what's going on and
it's so obvious the Reagan
Administration is built on
lies.

Sand Sheff/Senior/English

The person who is going to

be elected is going to name

the Supreme Court justice. A
conservative majority will

likely take away many of our
rights. I believe in women's
right to choose and privacy

laws.

COMPILED AND PHOTOGRAPHED BY
PATRICIA MCLAUGHLIN AND DAMIEN RAFFA

Beth
Skelton/Senior/German

Military spending. The

candidates ' stand relates to

the defecit, Central America,

the Soviet Union, etc. These

are all issues that need to be

considered and they tic into

military spending. When
they put it as a priority it

takes money away from

education and social

spending.

Tuna Industry Wreaks Havoc on
Dwindling Dolphin Population
SyKIMHILLMAN
Since 1959, about 6.5

m'llion dolphins have been
laughtered by the tuna
ishing industry. In 1988,
jorc than 100,000 dolphins
<vere killed by US and
oreign tuna fleets. Large
yellowfln tuna are then found
wimming beneath
opulations of dolphins
nhabiting the Eastern
ropical Pacific which
lovers 7 million square miles
rom Southern California

s| south to Chile and west to
Samoa.

I Prior to the 1950's tuna
Fere caught in areas
separate from dolphins and
small boats were used for
fishing. Due to profit
increases, competition, and
time saving, fishing vessels
became larger and more
numerous adopting a new
method involving large nets
thrown over a mile radius

i

tl,u s, suffocating and
capturing the oxygen needing
dolphins and the tuna
underneath (purse seining).

porpoise," tuna fishing"On

[became important because
|companies would pay more
['or the better quality tuna
|'°™d near dolphins. Today,
[

4* of tuna fishing is done
par dolphins.

I In 1972, public outcry
ineiped to form the Marine

Mammal Protection Act
stating "it shall be the

immediate goal that the

incidental kill or serious

injury of marine mammals
permitted in the course of

commercial fishing
operations be reduced to

insignificant levels
approaching zero..." In 1976,

observers were permitted on
board fishing vessels to

verify the fishing practices

and in 1984 a yearly quota

was set and amended into the

act, of 20,500 dead dolphins.

This quota allows dolphin

killing and discourages future

attempts at declining the

numbers to zero dolphins

dead. Another provision to

the act states that foreign

fishing fleets must adhere to

quotas "comparable" (no more
than 25 to 75% higher) to

those in the United States.

However, this provision does
not take effect until 1991, and
although US vessels were
reduced from 100 to 34 by
1986, many of the fleets

change flags to avoid US law
and participate in preying,

along with Mexico,
Venezuela, Ecuador,
Vanuatu, Spain, Cayman
Islands, Costa Rica, El

Salvador, and Panama in

unregulated tuna fishing, on
dolphin areas. As of now, no

regulation is enforced

internationally and the

National Marine Fisheries

Service explains that the

lack of enforcement stems

from the fact that if

regulations are too severe

foreign countries will take

their exportation elsewhere.

The United States buys 50%
of the tuna caught by foreign

countries, thus a major
portion of the tuna industry

will be lost.

Dolphins are being
murdered by major
companies, such as Ralston

Purina, head of Van Camp
Seafood and H.J. Heinz head
of Star-Kist and Bumblebee.
Earth Island Institute is

requesting the public to

boycott tuna fish
consumption. "If pcr-capita

consumption declines one can

per person, it will cost the

companies 90 nullion dollars.

Understanding, and
awareness must replace

ignorance and apathy. A
beautiful and intelligent

animal such as the dolphin

should be respected,
admired, and enjoyed.
Instead, it becomes the

helpless victim to the greed

of industrial profiteering

companies. The slaughtering

of dolphins is a crime that

needs to be stopped.
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Comic Relief: Not Just for Kids Anymore
Below and Beyond 7-11

By RACHEL
BERRINGTON
You have too much homework to do and the reading is so

heavy that your head must have expanded during that last chapter. You
need a break and L o v e Connection isn't on yet.

"' «M if you picked up the second issue of

i*
f
t
Reid Fleming: World's Toughest Milkman,

J
<* <^|

you could see Reid terrorizing the

,i ' 'S neighborhood in his milk truck,

'*i**Vk
watchinK the TV-show- "Commander
Bob and Betty: The Neighbors of

the Nation," and their never ending

Guest-Quest (the rule is, no matter

who you are or what you're doing,
once Commander Bob picks you,

you have to be on the show) and

just hanging out gR

,

Photo by Patricia McLaughlin

with his co-milkman, Cooper, at Dogz 'n Burgz.
Yes, comics can be the ultimate in escapism.

Reid Fleming is just one of the hundreds of comic
books they sell at the Colorado Comic Book
Company (located at 220 N. Tejon, next door to

Jose Muldoons), and after browsing for about an
hour, I can tell you that there is a comic book for

(almost) all tastes. Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles,

Fern Force in 'V/itchwar', The 'Nam, and Elric of
Melnibone were just some of the titles that caught si

my eye.

Tim, the owner, said that the average store
customer is between the ages of 20 and 35 and more

WHAT IS COVE RNMe'nTT'i
femaieS buy the;

I
comics, although

I X- Men and

I Elfquest is very
r popular with

females.

The bulk of

comic books

,
today are still

' male-oriented teenage power fantasies,
like the X-Men and Batman
(which are still serials, coming

.
' out monthly) yet both Tim and Eric,

' the store's manager, agreed that

X-Men is terrible, although it's the

best-selling comic they carry.

"The way this genre (the "power"
comic) is used is repetitious and

"---»- -'. _ - m L'HTL'-'m stupid," Tim said.

Action comics have evolved with the times. The Watchmen
portrays the last of the "long-underwear characters" in a
extremely negative view. "It's about what would happen to things
like the nuclear arms race if superheroes were real. It's very heavy,"
Eric told me.
"England and the United States are the only
two countries that have yet to consider comic

American Splendor, Anarchy and Reid Fleming

books as an art form," Tim said,"

I think that TV shows, like

Batman, have given comic books a

bad reputation in America. Comic
books are not just for kids

anymore."

An example of this is Harvey
Pekar's American Splendor. It's

not in color, doesn't have much
action, and it's not funny. American
Splendor is Harvey Pekar's auto
biography. It's never been a very
popular comic book, yet it picked
up sales after Pekar appeared on

a David Letterman

J
last year.

Pekar is just

a normal, sometimes very depressed, workinl
class man and he takes scenes 1

turns them into comics. The comic

direct medium and there's really

like it, so it's vcry interesting

as "literature."

Another
"normal" comic
book writer is

Will Eisner. He
is the pioneer
ot comic book
literature. He
began putting

out books in the

1940s and he
writes about
life in the tene
ments of New
YorkCity in the

30s."They're nol
spectacular.

They're just
normal," Eric
said

MAUS and RAW are other books
that defythe stereotypes.M/tUi; is

a true-life historyof the holocaust,

a man's biography of his father
jwho survived. RAW is what Eric t«

calls "the comicbook for intellec b,

tuals." It's compiled from comics all over the world and
"excellent to pretentious."

Believe it or not, there is something called the "comics code" a censor
ship board that began in the 60s "when parents wereafraid that comics
would turn kids into juvenile delinauenrs or communists," T
Until 1982, you could not use the word 'zombie' in a comic book." Toda;Milo<
you can find " P a r e n t a 1 Guidance Suggested" on a comic book if 1
has bad language or violence.

Tim thought that some of the best comic books"around today were Ti

ranges from Chine

and A

JProl
senioi

irofes

Acacic

Watchmen, Concrete, Man Thing, and Cerebustk
Aardvark (apolitical comic about a barbariaifct

aardvark who is used as a puppet prime minists

and later a pope ot lest, Cerebus' city - he actuall)

has just been 'defrocked'). Eric disagreed strongl)
with Man Thing,"and pointed out Love & Rockb
and A Life Force by Will Eisner.

I l»ft Tim and Eric arguing about Man Thing and
as I walked home, analyzed the literary and artisti lconc
value of my two new comic books. I don't kno« £,en
what I finally came up with, but, hell, they sure weK I

tere
i lot more entertaining than L o v e Connection- jhilos
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'^Chinese Professor Teaches

Eastern Beauty, Intellect

IYSTAARPREWITT
Colorado College welcomed

a prestigious visitor to the

philosophy department this

wear. Li Zehou is one of

[China's outstanding
philosophers and a talented

[author. He has been teaching

at CC for the first two blocks

of this year and will return to

China this following week.

B'rofessor Li was born in

1930 in Changsha, China. He
graduated from the
Department of Philosophy,

Peking University in 1954.

[He has written -a series of

articles and six books, the

[most recent addition entitled

Tfe Path of Beauty (A short
history of Chinese Art and
Literature). Professor Li's

work focuses mainly on
Chinese intellectual history
pud Aesthetics.

Professor Li is currently a

isenior research fellow and
professor in the Institute of
Philosophy at the Chinese
Academy of Social Sciences
and is the vice president of
the Chinese Association of
Aesthetics. He is a member
and on the Board of Directors
pt both the Writers
Association of China and the
Confucious Foundation of
China.

Professor Li taught Chinese
Intellectual History first
Hock and Chinese Aesthetics
second block. His visit has
been beneficial for those
Wterested in Eastern
Philosophy. Students from
foth classes are impressed by
J»s immediate knowledge of
°°t" ancient and modern
Philosophy and history. "I

ovcd his classes. They gave

"Jf
an Eastern perspective on

Winking," said one student
™o took her first two blocks
this year with Professor Li.
eople try t0 complicate '

j-Ainese philosophy when it

rea lly simple and
P'agmatic . I found it very
W'cable to everyday life."

Block two of Chinese
Aesthetics offered a relaxed

atmosphere within which to

study the all-encompassing

idea of what is beautiful in

China. The Chinese view
beauty through their

artwork; namely painting,

calligraphy, drama, music
and poetry. There is no great

religion of China and so the

Chinese people look to

aesthetics to give them some
answers about the meaning of

life. Professor Li felt that

Americans divide life into

the sensual and the rational;

the Chinese see that human
nature is not only intellectual

but a whole human state.

Professor Li has enjoyed his

stay at Colorado College. He
commented on the friendly

and polite people. He also

appreciated being in a small

city. "The students here

have a wide interest in many
things, especially Chinese
culture, which is good," Li

said. He felt that the

students were laid back," but

also serious to get knowledge.

There were new ideas and
theories that they didn't

know before. Chinese
philosophy is very different

than the Greeks and Western
philosophy and they must be

very careful in studying it."

Professor Li leaves CC this

Tuesday to return to Hong
Kong. He does not know what
his future plans are or

whether he will return to CC,
although he would like to.

Professor Li has opened many
doors of the mind for his

students and all would agree

that his ideas were different

and alluring. Li Zehou
leaves CC with a greater

awareness of Americans and a

vast reputation for the

extraordinary ideas of

Chinese philosophy.

Students Cross Cultural Barriers
BY SHANA COLBIN
Warning: The British are

coming! Or shall I say,

they've already arrived.

Since August 31st, four
English students, Anna
Williams, Sara Cleary,
Daniel Fenwick, and Will
Saunders have been roaming
the CC campus. They've come
from the University of

Manchester and are here
fulfilling their major in

American Studies; part of the

requirements entail one full

year in America. Their stay

consists of one semester (four

blocks) at CC and then one
semester in Chicago on the

Urban Studies program. Like

all international students,

they have alot to share with
us. Not only has it been
interesting watching them
"find their feet," as Dan
says, but also hearing them
point out the differences in

the people, the social life

and the lifestyle of

Manchester.

I first met Anna and Daniel

at the four hour orientation

meeting for the new
employees at the Marriot
food service. We exchanged
sarcastic comments, utterly

grateful we could FINALLY
learn how to wash our hands
properly. I don't think any of

us had been accustomed to

such an introduction . As it

turns out, the meeting was
the least they were frazzled

about. Everything: the

pleasant weather, the green

grass, the sprinklers, had
opened up a whole new
atmosphere of living.

"Where are all the pubs?"

they would ask. As Dan says,

"We wondered who were The
Grateful Dead." In the

beginning, life here was, as

Sara puts it, the "culture

shock to end all culture

shocks."

They haven't, however,
lost sense of their culture.

Daniel says, "We feel very
English here." Well then,

what is it that distinguishes

the Americans from the

i

English other than Dr.
Martin shoes and
sophisticated accents? All
four agree that the American
and English students have
three clear differences: 1)

Americans are physically
larger 2) Americans are
friendlier when meeting
them for the first time and 3)

As Will states, Americans
"seem to take studying a lot

more seriously." Sara and
Anna agree: "At first there

seems to be a lot of

differences, but then you
realize they're just regular

people, like us. Regular
people underneath."

I have seen them grow
accustomed to the American
college social life, although

they don't grasp when
someone talks about
Caveman night at the Beta

house. In England, there are

no fraternities. The only
thing similar in England is

the exclusive mens clubs, but

those were a "minority."

They say general issues are a

lot more openly discussed

here at CC. For example, the

women's movement at CC is

respected and discussed by
both males and females. At

Manchester, only a small

group of women would get

together. "It's very cliquey

and categorized."

In Manchester, life lacks

the coziness that we have at

CC. Dan describes life here

as "richer," because people

really get to know one
another. Everyone in

Manchester is into their own
thing; the city allows for

more opportunity. Almost
everybody lives off campus in

Manchester , which disperses

the student body . Anna,
Sarah, Dan and Will feel

that the Urban Studies

program should be different

than their experience at CC,

due to the fact that it will

expose them to the city life

in America. "We will have

to do community work; no

classes. It will be really

intense."
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Before wc know it,

December will be here and
our four English guests will

depart for Chicago. It's a

shame they're leaving so
soon, just when they're

settling in. I hope they
realize though that the
effect of their stay here was
a mutual learning experience,

and that CC students will be
inspired by them to study
abroad .

ORC Offers

Outdoors
By NINA FARQUHAR
You're in Colorado, the

"Colorful State." Home of
hot springs, sand dunes, rives,

lakes and 14,000 ft.

mountains.

In case you hadn't noticed,

if you're into the outdoors,
Colorado College is not a bad
place to be. And the Outdoor
Recreation Committee might
be worth getting to know.
ORC (pronounced as one

word, something a pig with a

problem might say - ork) is

about running trips to the

great outdoors, renting
outdoor equipment and
training new trip leaders.

Every year students are
trained to become ORC
leaders. This year's new-
and-improved leaderships
training program will include

workshops, apprenticeship
trip leading and the
traditional Leadership
Development trip.

This new program has been
designed to encourage
qualified, dedicated new
leaders. That doesn't mean
only high-tech., mountain
mamas and Grizzly Adams
need apply. Anyone
interested in the outdoors and
psyched to share that

interest with others is a
potential.

For more information on
the Leadership training call

Kathryn at x2271 or Drew at

578-0623.
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Salvador Presents NewPerspective On U.S. Policy
By JOE HRBEK
Two years ago I saw the

movie Salvador, a story
about the El Salvador
revolution and its "final

offensive" of 1981. The movie
was presented in such a way
that it highlighted El
Salvador leftist groups. 'The
revolution', implied the
movie, 'was destined to

succeed in EI Salvador
because of its strength and
broad base of support'.

Suddenly, however, the
United States intervenes in

the affair. The US
government pours huge
amounts of aid to the
incumbent military regime,
enabling it to stave off the
surging communist threat.

My reaction to the movie
was negative. I dismissed it

as another worthless piece of

leftist propaganda. There
was no way the United
States could alter another
nation's domestic affairs like

the movie portrayed.
According to the film, the
1981 final offensive was just

as sure to succeed without US
intervention as it was
doomed to fail with it.

Last May, I attended a
lecture at CC given by El

Salvador's ambassador to

the US, Ernesto Rivas-
Gallont. His talk focused on
the level of US involvement

in his country. According to

the diplomat, "There is no

way we (the incumbent El
Salvadoran government)
could survive without the
United States' support.
Without your help we would
not survive the communist
challenge that faces us."

My feelings after Rivas-
Gallont's talk were similar
to my feelings after
Salvador . True, US
involyement in Central
America is widespread. But
there is no way, I thought,
that one nation's policies
could so affect another nation
as to determine what
government stays in power.

I know now that I was
wrong. The United States'

ability to deal directly with

a Central American nation's

internal affairs is not as

limited as I thought. This

new knowledge comes from
having spent the first three

weeks of my four, month stay

in Central America this

semester.

The best example to

illustrate this point comes
from the country I live in,

Costa Rica. This nation,

historically prosperous
relative to its neighbors,

faces a horrifying future. Its

economy is in a shamble, and
its social fabric is already

unraveling. To maintain
stability in the face of the
crisis, Costa Rica has no
choice but to reach beyond its

borders for outside help.

The United States has been
one agency anxious to offer

this help. There is currently

a $200 million aid package
from the US on the table for

Costa Rica's taking if it

desires. Costa Rica's problem
is this: the aid does not come
free. The Costa Rican
government can have this

money only if it makes
fundamental changes in the

way it works. Among these

changes, the banking system
must be privatized, wages
must be cut, and the
government must reduce the
number of its employees.

It is here that we see how
the United States
government is able to

manipulate a Central
American country. Costa Rica
is so desperate for outside

capital it will make huge
concessions to whomever will

give it this capital. The
United States has both the
capital to offer and desire to

influence Costa Rica's
internal politics, so the
money is offered. Thus, the
US's motives for aiding poor
countries do not stem solely
from philanthropic roots.
Instead, a tradeoff is made: a
financial commitment in
return for direct political

influence.

The purpose here is not to

debate the politics, ethics or

morals of the United States

government. The purpose
rather is to shed light on the

fact that this does take
place. Because this is so, the

United States is able to

fundamentally alter the

futures of other nations.

We must realize the
potency of our foreign policies

in areas like Central
America. What may seem
like an insignificant $20

million aid package to

another nation may mean
weeks or months of
maintained economic
stability. Or, in other words,
a seemingly insignificant bit

of foreign policy may not only

help our small allies prosper,
but further our own interests

too. On the other hand, a bad
economic policy could
actually tear down existing

institutions in Central
America, causing a loss in any

foothold ever obtain
thereby hurting our inte^

As a result, in times
^^

these, with countries'

Costa Rica's) futures

limbo, it is more import
than ever to examine
potency of the US's f0re

policies and the effects
n

will have once they

implemented.
lcll
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Hair 'Designersfor Men & "Women

Style cuts, Cellophanes,

Terms & Color

Nexus and Tri products available for sale

Stop in or mafg your appointment.

82 7 9{. Tejon at Cache La Toudre 63Z-3S32

Investigating Colorado "Springs I
prcbl

By LISA J. BETTY the Holiday Inn with Valerie Berlin icus

When I first came to visit The Colorado durinS a concert tour on their way to Reno,

College several years ago, I was told by a Oakland, or Phoenix. It was probably iiij

pseudo-administrative official who answers passing-through truck-driver's or a I

all the questions that we pseudo-assertive professors', who, I have also noticed si

prospectives ask in the presence of our parents coming to school here, for the most nan
to indicate that we really do want to go to own a piece, or two, of large irrernovi
college, that Colorado Springs, the city, was turquoise jewelry, and even belt buckles
originally a spa/health resort type place. A third item that I have followed up
Ah, I exclaimed, making the all too eager since that first visit involves the illustrii

nPrt

assumption that there really are "springs" (of "springs," a misconception, it seems, on wr!

'<

the hot variety) in this cozy little village at this town was built: There really
the foot of Pikes Peak. "springs" in ths town. In fact, they are on

I drove the rental car to its nearly daily- very campus. They exist in the form
free-mileage limit that same afternoon in sprinkler-heads. At first I thought that
search of these imaginary "springs," while just had an elaborate automated sprint)mom lolly-gagged at the Holiday Inn perusing SyS tem that was controlled by that slee
brochures, pamphlets, CC paraphernalia, and eyed man always seen walking around
the award-winning local newspaper. sprinkler-heads carefully making men
Upon my return to the hotel, my mother was calculations as to the when's and Where's

reclined on the trampoline-sized bed wiggling sprinklerdome. I've eventually concluded i

her Sheer-Energy toes and grinning the I- the sleepy-eyed man has no affiliation »i

know-something-you-don t-know grin for the school whatsoever, but rather is presidi
which she may some day be famous. The and founder of the "Save the Springs'

'

information to which she and not I, was privy (who meet, incidentally, at the Albany ,..,

to was courtesy of the bell-boy, who stopped every Tuesday night). He's been study
by earlier that evening to look for a belt, and these only remnants of the "Spa-days'

1

its sterling and turquoise buckle, that the which Colorado Springs was supposedly t

Z7TL?m?^tS 1

T
d

'
someh

T' forgotten to So, you see, they aren't really sprinklers

^l £%?£*% e'r deP
u
a
,

rture
-
Apparently, he all, though they serve that purpose well.l

the bell-boy) was unable to find itfthe belt). They art, in reality, state treasures whi
In any case, the news from the native's visit should be treated as such. Skeptical? As»
with my mother reveaed that there are no I, but next time you walk through campus
actual springs in Colorado Springs. How 3:00 in the morning (perhaps on your i

rTnr^ 'r°n
8ht

' *?,! ' r,,
"ed in The home from 'Caveman?' claS onlyTn a

'

no eth
d ge Allowing fall bikini) and it is raining out, notice that

tw! '

i . , u • ,

"springs" are actively erupting, all over fThree years later, I have wizened up to a already cold self. And, next bra you ride ¥»

few things about this all-too-anomalous town, newly painted (with water-soluble paints
Wrst of all, I ve learned that if there is any because they were cheaper) bike along one
hard-working individual in this town that CC's enchanted little cross-campus pa
youd like to see again ( and you lack their (particularly the one in front of Palmer) o

last name, phone number, license plate sunny afternoon, notice the paint on i
numbers, etc.) you might try one of two places: fender bubble when the moisture of I

ew C
Nevada Avenue on Friday and Saturday "springs" shower you. And, don't be anj
nights, or Denny s (the one on Bijou) on when your outdoor class session's semi-cirrf
Saturday mornings which is where I ran into arrangement is disrupted by a gurgle <
our old fnend the Holiday Inn bell-boy (now a spray of the "springs" that erupt blneath fbelhman) several weeks ago. and your $50.00 text book, without wamii

ine second thing that I ve learned since Don't blame it on CC, or the sleepy-eyed *
that day is that turquoise is indigenous to the Blame it on Mother Nature our belovi
West and is not considered as "hip" and all- though not-so-perfect, CC icon who *

that-unusual in Colorado as it is on the East blessed our campus with yet another naW
Coast Thus, the belt buckle that I, too, phenomenon, besides the Kentucky Bluegrs
scoured the hotel room for before leaving, that graces our quads: the "Springs"
probably wasn't Eddie Van Halen's (as I had Colorado Springs,
imagined it was) rjo^jij&jflng a>

:quick'stop it ('J fci-)i:>-j!jj9n siortl srioj « 6 > /,:
;-' .bsrtuliJarti gn'od ai «j ' •.;.,rj'T- !
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%reeks Alive
Ihe Editor:

Me would like this

portunity to inform the

jorado College Community

t the Greek System is

i've.
During the first block

was a great deal of

eculation as to the

Action that the CC Greek
!stem was going to take.

iere were rumors that the

Ity wanted us out and

the Board of Trustees

d voted or would vote, to

t
rid of the Greek System

Colorado College.

Frankly, we all know that

ere are some faculty and
ministrativc members, and

idents who feel Colorado

jllege should not have
rarities and fraternities,

owevcr, as far as the Board
Trustees is concerned,

cording to Vice President

aylor, there has been no

ate nor is there anything on
eir immediate agenda that

ould suggest that they are

jing to vote to abolish the

olorado College Greek
^slem.

As a result of last year's

oblcms and the negative

clis on the Greek System,

c, the Presidents of the

aternitics and sororities

we committed ourselves

id our members to improving

If image, both internally

td publicly. In addition, we
lize that there are many
cas that we need to

iprovc upon as a group and
s individuals. We no longer
ok upon ourselves as eight

dividual organizations, but
[thcr as a group of

Icrdependent Greeks.

Let's face it, if one of the

roups screws up it reflects

idly upon all of us. In an
tempt to minimize screw-

have greatly
creased the amount ol

mmunication that takes
jlacc between us and the
Kministration, as well as
jnc amount of communication
iiat takes place among
Burselves. We also have
committed ourselves to a
Strict following of the new
iollege alcohol policy.
|We realize that this is
jn'y a start and that the
process of change will take a
Spng time but changes have
|> start somewhere and we
Know we are moving in the

fght direction and are
flommitted to the ideas
Behind these changes.
we want the Colorado

Coll
_

Bare of our efforts and know

ege community to be

that we are united behind a
jew Greek System.

Thank you,

I Mark Scoggins,
Interfraternity President

Kendall Kavanaugh,
Panhellenic President

David Baylis,
Beta Theta Pi President

I

Laura Healy,
Delta Gamma President

Barbara Steel,
^amma Phi Beta President

Ann Smith,
Kappa Alpha Theta

President

Susan Garber,
Kappa Kappa Gamma

President
Troy Benavidez,

Kappa Sigma President

Tim Smith,

Phi Gamma Delta

President

Steve Smierville,

Sigma Chi President

To Bias or Not to Bias

To the Editors:

Lisa Betty's letter "Editors

Questioned" asserts that
October seventh Catalyst
(focusing on Feminism), was
more biased than other
issues. All journalism is

subjective, unfortunately
people only seem to recognize

^thc bias when it deviates
from the "norm".
Mainstream journalism is

largely reported, written,

and edited by white men. In

fact, only five percent of

reporters are women, and
even less are editors, so

naturally most mainstream
publications have a male
bias. Congratulations to the

Editors for showing us a new
perspective! Emphasizing
women is not a "conspiracy";

ignoring them is. Stating a

statistic is not a crime in a

newspaper, its simple
consciousness raising. The
Editors did not make up these

statistics, they found them in

Harper's Index. How you
interpret the statistics is up
to you.

The assertion that
"politics" should be separate

from the "news" is

impractical. If the editors

were to take all the political

articles out of the paper,

there would be nothing left to

report. If Feminism is too

political for "The Catalyst",

I suppose Aids, the coming
election and safe sex can't be
reported either. We hope
that "The Catalyst" is not
forced to print only "non-

political" articles for that

would be rather boring, not to

mention impossible. We
challenge you to find any
issue or event that is not
political! Furthermore, if

we relegate political issues

such as Feminism to more
obscure publications we are in

essence saying that Feminism

is less important than
"non political" issues. We
need to deal with these

issues on a regular basis if we
want to see change take

place.

Lastly, we would like to

commend the Editors for

their willingness to print

anything that "The
Catalyst" receives. Last

year we submitted several

articles that were never
printed, as did many other

people. Not only does this

semester's Catalyst print

anything (well-written and
on-time) but it appears that

they actively search out

alternative perspectives.

The Catalyst staff did not

present one viewpoint on
Feminism or Aids, but many.
Equal Time is not being

neglected by this-years staff,

it is being instituted. Our

gftftft

only question is - Why has
the Feminist issue been
neglected by past Catalyst

staffs?

Wendy Gannett and
Christina Jackson

Food For Thought

To the Editor:

The Food Service
Committee feels that, in the

research and writing of its

article on food service two
weeks ago, The Catalyst must
have somehow overlooked
the role we have played in

the changes in the dining
halls since last year.

Some readers may
remember the research done
by two of our committee
members last semester which
found out where Colorado
College's food service stands

in relation to other Colorado
schools ("Marriott, Are You
Listening," April 15, 1988).

The changes that resulted

from the subsequent report

included the hiring of five

new cooks this summer who
have much higher
qualifications than those

who they replaced. Other
accomplishments included
the rewriting of the

previously confusing food

service introductory
pamphlet, the
implementation of the 15 flex

plan, and improvements in

Marriott-student employee
relations through the
creation of a new student

employee handbook and a

beginning of the year training

session (as The Catalyst did

surprisingly mention).

We do not wish to discredit

the importance of the

director's dinners that Mr.

Stahlberg credited for all of

the productive changes.

They have indeed proven to

be very helpful. From these

dinners the Food Service

CommiUee is able to find out

what it is that students

want/ We use this

information and apply
consistent pressure on
Marriott to implement the

items that appear most
frequently.

The goal of this letter is not

to pat ourselves on the back
but we feel that credit must
be given where credit is due.
If any members of the CC
community have food service

concerns or comments, we
encourage you to contact any
of the Food Service
Committee members or come
to our meetings in the Worner
Center during lunch on the

first and third Tuesday of the

block.

Jim Burness, CCCA
Executive Vice President

Ian Gilchrist, Chair Food
Service Committee

New Label Proposed

To the Editors:

Try to say "Freshperson" 25

times, very quickly. ..It's not

easy. We have taken it upon
ourselves to solve this

awkward word, as we have

noticed, the last three levels

of college years (i.e.

sophomore, junior, and senior)

all end in "ore" or "ior."

Therefore, we propose the

new term "Freshmore" as the

new label for a first year

student-thus not offending

either gender group. .

Anonymously Yours,

Two Seniors

Its a Fact from Harper's

Index

Highest price paid for a

cow al an auction:

$1,300,000

Longest recorded flight

by a chicken: 302' 8"

Number of "tabs" of LSD
seized by lite government

in 1985: 3,590,979

ToxicW^ste
Dump.

The Great American
Smokeout. Nov. 17.

AMERJQW
'CANCER
SOOETT

peda£M
Patented "No Holes"

Mounting

Holds Large Diameter

Frames

Fully Adjustable

Solid Oak Construction

30-Day Money Back

Guarantee

i

Split the cost

with your
Roommate

1326 Pecan St BflCKEDDY 520 - 0066
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Consider Issues, Platform and VOTE

By MARA A. COHEN
The November elections mark the first time that most

students are eligible to participate in a presidential

election. For many, enthusiasm over this newly-acquired

privilege is blunted by ambivalence towards the

candidates and disgust over their negative campaigns. This

condition is not limited to the campus, but is pervasive

throughout the country as analysts predict the lowest voter

turnout of the decade.

However, those who are concerned about America should

begin by asserting their right to participate in shaping

America's future.

For many of those who have already committed to voting

in the upcoming elections, the choice of which lever to pull

amounts to a choice between two evils. There arc, however,

several guidelines to consider that may clarify the choice.

• The next president will have to appoint three new
Supreme Court Justices. These appointees will participate

in making the decisions that will affect us through our

adulthood. The Court will have to reach a consensus on

issues of privacy including AIDS and drug testing for

employees. A conservative Court may legalize such tests

while a more liberal Court will probably prohibit such

tests, invoking the Fourth Amendment proscriptions against

unreasonable searches. Vice President Bush stated in his

second debate against Governor Dukakis that he would
appoint more conservative Supreme Court Justices.

The Supreme Court also faces decisions about civil rights.

For example, despite progress, women are still

economically and socially discriminated against.

Moreover, racial minorities, especially blacks and
Hispanics are poor, undereducated and underemployed,
will the civil rights laws already on the books be built

upon and enforced? Voters should consider whether they

support a narrowed or broadened interpretation of equal

opportunity when casting their vote for either candidate.

• As the rest of the world prepares for the next century,

the next president will either lead the way in securing
America's status as a world power, or will allow the nation

to loll in the memory of past achievements, sliding into

mediocrity.

Europe has a plan: economic integration by 1992 which
means a tough, unified trading block.

Japan has a plan: beyond success in heavy industry and
electronics, a more competitive 'leisure industry."

As the prime agenda setter, will the next president come
up with a plan for America, or will he allow the nation to

slip ever further into debt and foreign financial

domination?

American innovation in agriculture, medicine, space and
communication technologies hinges on a commitment to

education and research. "The vitality and security of this

country," according to Professor Thomas Cronin, "depend on
the vitality of its educational systems and its commitment
to basic research and development." Before casting a vote
for either candidate, consider whether they are committed
to cutbacks or expanded investment in education and
research. See COHEN, p. 15

Students Flip For hi
By BILL PORTER
This year's presidential

election certainly has added
a spark of life to an
otherwise uneventful fall at

CC. I mean, it's really great

fun watching Dukakis
supporters bash the heads of

Bush supporters with pro-
education picket signs. And
who could think of a better

study break than kicking
back and watching Bush
supporters verbally accost
visiting Professor Mike Coste
on the evils of the Nicaragua
government?

Like most CC students, this

election is my first chance to

elect a U.S. President. We
all want to participate in the

process as much as possible;

wc all want to get excited

about it and eloquently
defend our chosen candidate.

Yet, as the final three weeks
of the election process speed
to their "climactic"
conclusion, many of us feel

left behind in a cloud of

apathy.
Yep, it's sure fun stuff to

election, and we're stuck
with deciding between
George Bush and Michael
Dukakis. I'd sooner have an
extra helping of Marriott's

"Calico Casserole" than elect

one of those two. As the

nation attempts to move on
from the Reagan years,
neither Bush nor Dukakis
has the ability to
successfully lead us.

Ronald Reagan's two terms
have impacted the nation in

significant ways. In the late

1970s, America was
characterized by a sense of

exhaustion and impotence in

dealing with domestic and
world affairs. But by using

his personal charm and
natural speaking abilities,

Reagan was able to restore a

sense of pride to the nation

The hope and optimisrr
Reagan felt became the hope
and optimism we all felt.

Yet, even as Americans
were being "touchy-feely"

with each other, they were
also ignoring serious
problems. More often than

Initially, I put a l ot I

faith in Dukakis. Hc'sf
Democrat - a member of "i

party of change," and I tk!

he realizes the probl eJ
that face America. He's
much aware of y

individuals and the probkf
the Reagan Revolution

[

left behind. In Denver

«

summer, Dukakis explajnj

"This election isn't abt

meaningless labels. It's J
about economic theories.

|

about the things
Americans talk about cvel
night over the kitchen tali

the things we worry abcJ

each time we look in the cjl
of our children, or grasp m
hand of an older AmcricanX
see a friend or a ricighbJ

who's been laid off. tJ
election is about
American dream....
dream belongs not just to soil

of us, but to all of us." Hesc

Americans working togotM

to help everyone - "to betlj

best that they can be."

Somewhere along the wd

however, the vision gi

watch... but that's about it;

ifs so difficult to get excited
about cither candidate. Here
it is our first presidential

not, Reagan displayed an
obvious inability to
effectively govern the
country; he chose to lead
America in symbolic ways,
rather than pragmatic ways.
Issues of concern to so many
Americans - jobs, the
environment, education -
were tossed aside.

Reestablishing a sense of
national pride was essential
to this nation, but it's time to

move on. The 1988 election
year was widely perceived
as a chance to re-examine
America's future. We wanted
to discuss reducing the budget
deficit, reapportioning our
foreign troops, reworking the
social security system,
recommitting ourselves to
education, re-examining "star
wars" and other dubious
defense programs. We
wanted to see progressive
thinkers who could move us
forward. We wanted new
ideas and new approaches.

Instead, we got Michael
Dukakis and George Bush...
which, if anything, at least
offers us compelling evidence
that there is no benign god in
(he universe.

trampled on. While Dukaa

convinced us that he

aware of the problems we'll

been ignoring, he failed tf

convince us that he had tf

ability to solve thai

Despite his accurate attadl

on the "swiss cheese" polidj

of the Reagan-Bush yeai

Dukakis remained aloof a

distant from the America)

people. He's failed

provide us with thi

"humanness" we find fl

important in our president!

In his place we were ll

with George Bush - the r

even Ronald Reagan
sometimes refer to as "Geo]

Who??" Thanks to

media, to the debates, '•

especially to Dukakis' i

weaknesses and failu'l

George Bush has come to s

the more competent of
J

two.
But Bush still lacks I

awareness that something!

fundamentally wrong vm
our nation. He has caref"T

aligned himself with 1
Reagan years; indeed, r
vision merely exteflj

Reagan's - with
modifications to fit '|
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J
Suddenly -

|s
become an

llist, an

3 and the

really

sues; or

|oes, he's not

[oing anything

iHe's merely

, nccds to to

lore often than

1 to define the

terms of

|
and liberal"

Lnd wrong".

Iwn as "right

:

Bush makes

Americans; he

,
not the

is nearly a

on. In his

h, Bush conveys

& of competence,

flifidence, of

d so lacking

Dukakis has the

iust wonder
Bn do anything

feast with Bush,

I do a good job

won't be doing

lily to elect

America: Love It

or Leave It

Hippie

ByMIKEUKROPINA
;It is almost November. As the election of

1988 nears, it seems there is something
wrong. Theoretically, at least, the campus
of Colorado College should be in an excited
flutter of debate. It is a time of national
reflection and projection. We are about to

determine who will lead our great nation
over the next four years. So why all the
disheartened looks?

Does it have to do with the fact that our
nation faces dilemmas such as our growing
homeless population, a huge deficit, the
arms race, U.S. involvement in Nicaragua
(plus just about every other armed conflict in
the world), global terrorism, the oppression
of apartheid in South Africa and a
deteriorating environment, while our only
two candidates boil it all down to fifteen

second television spots where they are seen
draped in a flag or riding in a tank?

When they are given a forum to debate
these issues, the only things we see in the
paper the next day is Reader's Digest
material: who threw the best one line barb,
who's face got red when, who boiled down
the issues into the cheesiest phrase etc...

But let's hold on a second. Since I like

playing devil's advocate I want to say some
things about why wc should reflect instead
upon why we are lucky to be Americans. I

know it sounds corny, but I think this

privilege is only given lip service by many
students on our campus. I know it is

fashionable to discuss America's short
comings, but let's stop for just a minute and
make sure we aren't taking too much for

granted. Here are a few of the most common
gripes I have heard;

-"We boil politics down shallow and
petty simplifications!" But this is what the

general electorate is asking for. At least we

do have a choice of candidates who are not
puppets, military dictators or appointees of
the Party. There is also much to be read into
many of these one-liners. Although the
candidates are forced to feed us a prescribed
amount of rhetoric, it is possible for the
intelligent voter to sift through it and find
meaning if they care to take the time to do
so.

-"I don't like either candidate!" I realize

that, but who on an intellectual college
campus could possibly like either
candidate? They are trying to appeal to

mainstream America, not CC. Weigh the
platforms of each person and make a choice.

It could be a lot worse. At least there are
still a lot of other people in Washington
who have a hand in charting our course.

-"We are on the verge of economic
collapse!" Well, maybe. Economists have a

hard time agreeing on anything these days.

Even if we are in for a downturn, that would
be natural in the wake of seven
unprecedented years of growth, and, due to

the development of economic theory, we are

now better able to deal with a crisis than

ever before.

-"Our President is brainless!" Well,
that's a tough one. Let's look at it this way.
At least our presidents have the opportunity

to surround themselves with smart and,
hopefully, ethical people, and they are up
for re-election every four years and are

constantly held in check by Congress, the

courts, and the media. We are not subject to

the whim of an unchecked leader with few
constraints. At least in this country we find

out about things like Watergate and the

Iran/Contra dealings.

-"We are compromising the values the

United States was based on!" The world is a

vastly more complicated place that it was
in the eighteenth century. Humane foreign

policy and effective domestic policy arc

defined differently depending on who you
talk to. These values arc ideals to strive for,

but, realistically, should be seen in proper

perspective of modern society.

-"When I went to Europe, I was ashamed
to be an American!" This is my favorite. Do
you think that when British people come

See UKROPINA, p. 15

Going Over the Election With A Fine Tooth Comb:
A Long Haired Writer's Perspective
ByMARCACTTO
Okay, so the polls show that George Bush leads in this

year's bid for the presidency; however, no one has yet to

give credence to the most accurate barometer of the

electoral college: The Presidential Hair Index.

Big hair means a big win, pure and simple. Until the

advent of the Kennedy Comb-a-Iot era, presidents were
expected, in the interest of patriotism, to approximate the

bald eagle as closely as possible (consider please

Presidents Truman and Eisenhower). But JFK rode the tides

of change with his seaside Dry Look and blew dried "Slick

Dick" Nixon out of the water. Things have never been the

same since.

Given this theory, Barry Goldwater's downy white fluff

should have dictated a win in 1964. However, this reporter

contends that the bare-headed Lyndon B. Johnson won
because he descended from a hairy presidency, a

phenomena I refer to as the Fall-out Factor.

By 1968, Nixon had let his hair down just enough to beat

out a balding Hubert Humphrey. The even more bald

George McGovem didn't stand a chance in 1972.

The choice of the hairless Gerald Ford as the GOP
candidate proved disastrous for the Republicans in 1976 and

a very flocculent peanut farmer ended up taking the oath.

By 1980, however. Carter's much grayer head was blown
away like so much fluff by the shoe blacked solidity of

Ronald Reagan's indestructible pompadour.
President Reagan's extended use of hair dye implicitly

communicated to voters the message that he was putting off

the inevitable, a sentiment reflected in his economic
policies. (Despite a sagging economy, however, sales of

Grecian Formula have risen twenty percent due to the

president's use alone.)

Walter Mondale's sensible banker look didn't stand a

chance cither, although he was hurt by a running mate

whose Dorothy Hamill cut did not adequately balance the

ticket. Mondale would have been well advised to select a

hairier counterpart - perhaps Bill Bradley, David Lee

Roth or Cher.

But that was then and this is now. So let us consider our

candidate's coiffures. Without a doubt Michael Dukakis

wins by virtue of his wooly mane; the governor is hairy to

the extent of almost appearing lycanthropic. His bountiful

bristles convey a hopeful message of plenty for all.

Similarly, the presence of well groomed tresses on Lloyd

Bentsen's aging head communicates that he is prepared to

go the distance.

Conversely, Bush's feeble attempt to make his thinning

locks appear Presidential simply tells us that his term will

endure as a barren reminder of the Reagan years. And even

though his comparatively hirsute running mate sports a

Kcnnedyesque mop, the Boy Senator from Indiana

unfortunately does not possess a brain underneath his oh-so-

fashionable hairdo. Despite these setbacks, however,

Bush may win based on the Fall-out Factor.

Lastly, it is important to see if our potential first ladies

measure up to the Poof Precedent set by Jacqueline Kennedy

in 1960. The wives of pre - JFK presidents mirrored their

husbands' baldness with their conservatively shorn bobs.

But since the explosion of the Jackie Kennedy bouffant

every first lady has teased her hair mercilessly in order to

rise to the occasion, Barbara Bush and Kitty Dukakis being

no exception, (Note please, how Kitty's hair has grown

since the convention) Hmm.
We must look, therefore to the potential second ladies (is

that what you call a vice president's wife?) to see if they

are equipped to step up and I am sorry to report that

Marilyn Quayle is a hairdresser's nightmare. Her limp

locks, flimsily aided by an obvious use of rollers call to

mind the Mary Tyler Moore look of the early 1970"s. Before

Mrs. Quayle attempts to turn the world on with her

overbite, we should seriously consider whether this woman
is ready to be first lady.

'
See ACITO, p. 23
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Campus Interuptus
By DOUG LANSKY
How Well Do You Know
Colorado College?

1. How much is a Flex Point

worth?

A)$l
B) I don't know.
C) This is a trick

question.

2. On page 38 of the

Pathfinder, there is a picture

of a student lying on the

ground. This student is:

A) Dead.

B) Testing the grass

for lumps.

C) Studying volcanic

eruptions on the Sun.

3. Students born by July 30,

1969 can:

A) Drink.

B) Drink legally.

C) Only drink at

really big parties.

4. The heating system,
especially in Slocum, makes
incredibly loud noises:

A) Between 2-3 AM.
B) Whenever you try

to sleep.

C) All night long.

5. The Boettcher Health
Center is really ugly.

A) True.

B) False.

6. LIBERALS:

A) Think Quayle is a

sissy.

B) Hate Bush with a

passion.

C) Modestly consider

themselves the coolest
people to step foot on this

planet.

7. What is the basic
geographical student
distribution?

A) 70% Denver, 20%
Minnesota, 10% Texas.

B) Who cares?

C) This is another
trick question.

8. You are walking with a

group of friends to eat dinner

at Worner and you suddenly

realize that you forgot your

ID card just as you get to the

Card-Taker-Person and you
don't know your ID number.

You should:

A)Make up an ID
number.

B) Sneak in the exit

door when someone leaves -

and face life in prison if

caught.

C) Start crying.

9. Someone on your wing is

repeatedly playing "Rock Me
Amadeus" very loud with
their door open. Under the

specific guidelines of CC
school policy, you have the

authorization to:

A) Torch their stereo.

B) Tie them naked to

a tree in the middle of the

quad.

C) Demand free

sexual favors.

10. You are a certain RA and
you notice that some of your
first-year students have
harmlessly liberated a few
unused mattresses from the

storage room at the end of the

hall and you blab to the dorm
administrator about it It

would be safe to assume that

the first-year students will

get revenge by:

A) Informing the

administration about all of

the NON-3.2 alcohol you
ILLEGALLY have in your
room.

B) Telling your
girlfriend about that other

CC. DISCOUNT
Cruisers $30 to $40

Puch Mountain Bikes from $ 199

Bicycle Clothing - Parts - Accessories

Rustic Hills Bicycle Center
3912 E. San Miguel St. (at Academy) sou* end of Rustic Hills Mall

550-1188

girl we saw in our room on
September 16, at 3 AM.

C) Dumping large

wads of superglue into your

lava lamp.

11. The majority of students

at CC want:

A) Free beer and
casual sex at every party.

B) A giant wall built

around Colorado to keep the

Texans out.

C) To know how much
money Rastall collects from
people who accidentally

leave money on their trays.

12. At Colorado College, sex

is the leading cause of

pregnancy.

A) True.

B) False.

13. Why don't the restrooms

have paper towels?

A) The cleaning staff

is afraid we may get
overzealous and start a hand
washing frenzy.

B) They believe
toilet paper would suffice.

C) They fear that we
may clog the showers and
toilets with them, creating a

massive hot tub.

14. Assume that the Feminist

Group has achieved its goal

here at CC and both sexes are

treated equally in responding
to the following situation.

You are dancing your pants off

at a raging party when an
inebriated gorgeous blond
female, who you are totally

in love with, spills her beer
all over your brand new,
imported Italian shirt. You,
keeping total equality in

consideration, should:

A) Belt her in the
face.

face.

B) Belt her in the

C) Belt her in the
face.

15. What are the contents of

the dreaded Saga/Marriot
meat loaf?

A) Various dead
animal parts obtained from
the more exclusive blocks of

Cascade Ave.

B) The highest
quality grade A+ meat hand
packed by someone qualified

enough to discuss the weather
with your grandmother and
enjoy doing it.

C) No one knows.

Todays Noodles
By CHRISTOPHER SCHULTZ

I was tuning in the shine on the late night dial

doing anything my radio advised

with every one of those late-night stations

palying songs bringing tears to my eyes

-Elvis Costelk

I started playing electric guitar when I was 13, and eve;

since then I've entertained romantic notions of being a rock-

star. I played in a band all through high school - dance;

after the football games, parties, that kind of thing - and

of course I had my share of rock-star type experiences. Twn

9 year-old girls asking for my autograph after a 4th of July

celebration, a drunk 15 year-old offering me sexual favors

we played "Wipeout" again, watching half my band drop

acid at 3 o'clock in the morning in the basement of a m
house, and that's about where it ended. Stagnation.

It seems like that's what has happened to music

general. I hesitate to say it's due to drugs, lord know

they've been a part of music in one way or another foi

centuries, maybe longer, but something bad has happened

somewhere.
Trends in music used to follow a phoenix-like progression

A new genre or form rose out of the ashes of the ok

preceding it. Consider a (simplified) history of music ova with

the last 35 years: Country + Blues = Rock-n-Roll + Free Jazi

= Psychedelia + a fuzzbox = Hard Rock + the enthusiasn

and disgust of youth = Punk + good old American know-ho*

= Hardcore. Of course, these were all originallj

"underground" movements, but they did have an effect or

culture in general, and to some extent on "pop" or "top-4|

music.

However, there has been "nothing new under the sun'

the last seven years or so. New styles have been introduced

but, with a few rare exceptions, the material has basicall;

stayed the same. This has become especially disturbing

the last year or two. It seems like all the big "hits" arc jus

re-makes of old tunes. "Walk This Way," "The Twist

"Saw Her Standing There," "Dock of the Bay," "Don't B

Cruel," and the list goes on and on. Cover songs ha]

always been popular, but they used to be done about th Prcs '

same time as the original. For instance, Carl Perkins, Edd* straij

Cochran, and Elvis Presley all recorded "Blue Sued Shoes

Today, everything is re-hash. To make it even worse, fl govei

radio stations are all the same. I'll hear a song on on

station, tune in a different one, and they'll be playing tl>

same song at the same time.

Of course, this seemingly endless 1980's trend o

resurrection extends beyond music and into fashioi

political campaign strategy ("remember what happen?

the last time the democrats were in office, vol

republican"), advertising, public morality/religion, and

on. You'd think that as the most intelligent creatures

known space (except maybe the dolphin, which is a whi

other matter), we could do better. We can only hope
'

this is just part of a natural cycle, and there ft
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p)HEN continued

I • The war on drugs has been called the war we can't win.

Ut has been one of the preeminent issues of this presidential

race. Bush has been so ineffective as the head of the current

task force in the war on drugs, that his running mate was not

Bven aware that Bush held that post. On the other hand,

Kiev. Jesse Jackson, the man who brought the drug issue to

the forefront of the 1988 campaign, has been largely

inactive in Governor Dukakis' campaign.

I Which candidate will actively seek tough, creative

Solutions to the drug problem? It will not be the candidate
|who will merely conduct high-profile operations to stop
lhc drug supply. Such operations make good headlines, but
Ido little to make headway in stopping drug flow in the long
I-un. The candidate committed to ongoing domestic programs
to stop the demand for drugs will prove more effective in

Khe war on drugs.

I • The future of America's defense was a focus of the
presidential and vice presidential debates. The next
president will face decisions regarding START negotiations
Ivith the Soviets, the future of SDI, the shape of America's
iiuclear force, and the role of America's military forces
Dbroad.

I Moreover, the next presidential term will see drastic
fchanges in the Middle East, Asia, and Central America.
•Which candidate is better prepared to react effectively to
whose changes?

I • If the preceding examples do not clarify the best choice,
Ihcn a vote along partisan lines is probably the best bet. In
addition to the balloon-dropping and sign-waving that
look place at both the Democratic and Republican
conventions last summer, party platforms were drawn up. To
lome extent, a vote for a candidate is also a vote for the
rplalform of the candidate's party.

I In fact, while casting a vote for president, voters should
fast a vote for a Congress that will cooperate with the
president to accomplish his agenda. Voters should vote a
Straight party ticket since ticket splitting is government
Splitting, while a unified government is an effective
government.

PORTER continued

This time around, George
Bush sounds good, and he
looks good (except when he
smiles that sideways sneer at
us), but, he is after all still

George Bush.
Each day, I become more

and more convinced my friend
Dave has the wisest insight
on this year's election:
"that's what coins are for."

UKROPINA continued

here they are ashamed or

embarrassed because of
Margaret Thatcher? The real

problem is that we Americans
stack up very poorly against

our less apathetic and more
politically aware European
friends and we are
embarrassed and ashamed
about it. Our country's actions

are only embarrassing because

everyone else knows more
about them than we do!

We tend to dwell on the

negative aspects of our
society here at CC, as well

wc should. There are many
problems that will be left to

our generation to solve, but at

least we have the tools to

solve them within our
system. There is no need to

dissolve the government or go
through a bloody revolution.

These are realities that

many in Europe live with

daily.

Although it is common to

say that people who run our

country are bungling crooks, I

met a lot of bright, young,

idealistic and dedicated

people in Washington when I

was there last semester.

There is much to be done to

bring America into the next

century. I would urge
everyone to learn as much
about our country as possible,

understand our problems and
work to change them. Its

easy to bitch and moan, but
harder to take the time to

know about the issues and
how government works. And
let's think why America isn't

so bad after all.

yilcohol Policy Gains Recognition
'MICHAEL WANG
IWe are tired of all the incessant whining
pout the Colorado College alcohol policy.
I<? isn't fair. Did it ever occur to those who

complaining that by having this policy it

in effect making students take more
(Sponsibility for their drinking and the
'"sequences thereof. Evidently not. The
dorado College alcohol policy agrees with

Jfe new Colorado alcohol laws. The policy is

HF" a reflection of the assumed latent
Igmservatism of the College. It merely keeps
Mr ,n llr|e with every other college in the

To argue that the College is limiting the
BFMom of its students is ridiculous. If the
If y reason students come to this college is to

Kln thc freedom to drink alcohol then they

j both a skewed vision of higher
PUcation and little creativity to find
IjJ-rnative activities. Though it is not

to j ."'y the fault of students, our freedom
r,nk alcohol has been taken away dire-to

irresponsible drinking in the past. It serves no
purpose to deny this fact.

Quit bantering us with the obvious. We all

know that alcohol is accessible to anyone who
desires it, just as every other illegal drug. The
administration is not blind. They have
provided students with a policy that is

informative, and it is up to the students to

follow it. No where in the alcohol policy docs
it state that students must agree with it. If it

makes every student think about the
consequences of drinking it is successful. Are
students at Colorado College afraid to make a
conscience decision and bear the responsibility
of drinking alcohol?

This issue can be best summed up with an
analogy given to us by a member of the
Colorado College staff. "It is ridiculous to
expect everyone to drive 55 mph through
Denver even though it is the law. Yet if a
person choses to break that law and is caught,
they are responsible for its consequences." The
.same^ applies, (o the CC alcohol policy.

Counterpoint
BY MIKE TREVrrHICK
The most striking feature of last week's response to Mike

Shaver's article on feminism is the description of the
feminist movement's greatest virtue. The writers happily
claimed, "The beauty of the Feminist movement is its

acceptance and embracing of differences. Feminists do not
have to be Nazi-robots that all think alike." There is

little doubt that Christina and Wendy would support the
claim of most feminists who suggest that the movement is

open-minded and that those who fail to see a sexist in
every corner are simply closed-minded.
The fundamental failure of feminism and most liberal

movements in this generation is the inability to recognize
the hypocrisy of openness.

Student champions of open-mindedness are certain that
all ideas inherently deserve respect. Students manifest
their desire to be open-minded by forming groups like

students for diversity, students against intolerance and
students for free ideas. These bastions of intellectual purity
freely chastise those who question the pursuit of openness
with the labels closed-minded, "Nazi-robots," racists and
pseudo-intellectuals.

The archetype of virtue for these students is the
committed believer. They are the ideological martyrs of
the New Left. A deserter who was "unfairly persecuted"
for his disdain of war, a leader in the black power
movement who understands that being born white is an
overt act of racism, arc shining examples of people who,
with strong commitment to their beliefs, earn high regard
from defenders of openness.

This intellectual snobbery is hypocritical on its face.

How can someone claim to be against intolerance and then
refuse to tolerate those who question their beliefs? Why
should willingness to consider cross-dressing as a way to

expand one's horizons be an indicator of true intellectual

prowess? Why do ideological zealots deserve more respect

than prudent realists? These are questions that the "open-
minded" student refuses to answer.

To students who advocate the pursuit of open-mindedness
for its own sake, 1 recommend thinking. The mind is not

meant to serve as a canal in which ideas constantly flow
through without making any lasting impact. The mind
exists to accept ideas, reason through them, reject most, and
defend those which stand thc test of continued scrutiny.

For those who arc constantly subject to thc self-righteous

preachings of the "open-minded" I recommend intolerance.

Force those "open-minded" students to submit their ideas to

the tests of reason. Challenge them to consider the

implications of accepting ideas for their own sake. Make
them aware of the dangers of supporting highly committed

fanatics like Mussolini, Hitler, and Quadafi.

All students would be well served in considering the

premises which underlie most of their beliefs. Over the

long span of history the basic drive which motivated

philosophers, scientists and all free thinkers has been the

desire to discover universal truth. That search is not likely

to ever be fulfilled. But pursuing the truth goal is surely

preferable to deciding that truth cannot be discovered and

abandoning the quest for human perfection to pursue instead

Alcohol Awareness Week

Lee's Liquor
We promote responsible drinking

We would like to thank all our reliable

G.C. students for their business

Past and Future -

Rainier Suitcases $6"

Kegs from $30"

Matilda Bay 4ltr.Box $3'° ^st29

All CC. Students 5% Discount with CC. I.D.

520 - 9907 502 W. Colorado Ave

&AV' .
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A Salute To American Invention
By STACY STANFORD

It's Friday afternoon and you're still recovering

from the shock of having nothing imperative to

do in the next five minutes. Both mind and body
wobble from being immobile, lacking an
obligation to move impulsively toward. Get a

grip on reality. Unwind with the beverage of

your choice and good friends.

Eventually, the question of how to fill a free

Friday evening arises. It's only second block, so

the standard options of on/off campus parties,

Poor Richard's, or star-gazing haven't lost their

appeal. But you'll want to stave off the invasion

of monotony, which creeps in quietly. This calls

for a completely off-the-wall activity to replace

what occurs weekend after weekend, the whole
year round. The Colorado Springs Symphony
will do the job; it takes the challenge. Give it a

try tonight.

This month's performance commences with a

composer who, unlike the majority of classical

musicians, didn't enter life in Salzburg, Bonn, or

New York City. Samuel Hall is a native to

Colorado Springs, leaving only temporarily to

attend Pomona College and Boston University,

and currently performs, composes, and runs a local

business. His piece A Salute to American
Architecture will premiere this weekend.
Perhaps the mountains, which inspire nature

lovers and relate to the subject of his piece, have
played a part in his musical development. Like
the mountains that tower above us, the modem
day skyscrapers also puncture the sky and
present themselves so stoically, qualities

The Colorado Springs Symphony

reflected in Hall's strong and introspective

works. However, Hall has not specified the form
of architecture to which his piece pays homage,
so my grandiose comparison is only one possible

interpretation.

The power of the instrumental ensemble
embodies the musical theme. Three bass choirs,

with cymbals and timpani, sound the score. To
further emphasize structure, the bass choirs form
a triangle on the stage. Listen to the pattern of

the composition because it is also ordered.

After being the first to lay ears on this

significant work by Samuel Hall, you will hear

music by two revered masters come to life.

OS
u

Stephanie Bryson senior Sociology
Patti Smith Dream Of Life

Kathleen Rolinson junior Drama
Yaz Upstairs at Eric's

Deena Patal first year student undecided
Depeche Mode Black Celebration

Lisa Rickenberg senior Romance Languages
The Wipers Over the Edge

ThadKing sophomore undecided
Grateful Dead Blues For Allah

Rob Burke first year student geology
Ocean Sounds "Cape Cod"

Jazz Lion Lets

Out A Dull Roar

Enjoy Beethoven's Piano Concerto No. 4
j

Major, Opus 58 (1805), which Dr. Woods of

Symphony's magazine says "yields a wondej
insight into (Beethoven's) tender side. The Pi

docs not do battle with the orchestra, as it do»
some of the other concerti." Stay for the i

piece to catch a glimpse of music after
1

Russian Revolution, of which Dm;
Shostakovich is said to be the first considcral

composer. Beginning in 1925, he created in

official capacity until Stalin viewed his opt
Lady Macbeth of Mtsensk (circa 1936). Stall,

filtered down opinion in Pravda read '

primitive, vulgar". The Spring's orchestra
«j

play Symphony No. 5, Opus 47 (193;)

Shostakovich's perhaps compromise
comeback. "It is a broad, expansive, lyri

dramatic symphony that combines the best of

nineteenth century traditions with the best of

twentieth," describes Woods. Stalin and
cronies were pleased as well. It sounds intrigui.

As a last word, if your Friday afterni

becomes pleasurably languid, stretch out
11

mode until 10:00 p.m. at the Symphony,
parties will just be starting after the last note,
sounded. Assuming you spend an exhilaratii

yet exhausting day in the mountains, what bell

way to normalize your heart rate withoi

deadening the senses. Don't despair if Fridj

night slips away minus a visit to the Pikes Pe;

Center. The Symphony will repeat ||

performance Saturday at 8:00 p.m., same time

Friday, and Sunday at 2:30 p.m.

Yearbooks are for sale !

$20°°-you can pay now
or

bill it to your C.C. account
(it will appear on

your 2nd semester bill)

r-
Name n>

Worner Box # Ext

Cash Check Bill My Account |—

|

Signature

By BILL SAIKI
Steve Coleman's latest

album Sine Die (Latin,
meaning without date...

without time... timeless...)

has a fantastic lineup of

young talent, yet falls short

of the musical potential this

group could realize. For those

who lean toward vocal jazz,

this album is indisputably a
classic. Cassandra Wilson's

entrancing voice provides a

long awaited creative spark
in a cappella singing, and
will surely cultivate a

profound change in the
direction of vocal jazz.

Wilson has a unique ability

to breathe new life into every

song. She offers creative

interpretations that provide

an explosive combination
when fused with her
seemingly unlimited

ID#
Return to Womer Box127

Steve Coleman

8:00 a.m.

9:00 a.m.

10:10-10:15 a.m.

11:00 a.m.

GRACE EPISCOPAL
631 North Tejon Steet

633-5529

Invites you to worship with us

Sunday Worship

Holy Eucharist:: Rite I & Sermon
Holy Eucharist:: Rite II & Sermon

Adult Education

Holy Scipture: Fr. Armstrong
Traditions ot The Church: Robert McJimsey
Christian Living: Sisters of St. Francis
Mew Members Class: Parish Clergy
Holy Eucharist:: Rite I & Sermon
Taylor Memorial Choir

12:15 p.m. Stewardship Luncheon
4:00 p.m. Taylor Concert

Tuesday Evening
5:30 p.m. Dinner and Bible Study for College Students:

Fr. Burton

Those interested in joining the Episcopal Church
are invited to attend an 8 week series on the basic

beliefs of the Episcopal Church during our Adult Education
time

The Rev. Donald Armstrong, Rector
The Rev. Kenneth Burton, Associate Rector
The Rev. Edward Hook, Associate Rector

Frank Shelton, Organist/Choirmaster

dynamics.

Steve Coleman has a htjj

of other musicians IHl

appear on this albutf

including (among other!

Marvin "Smitty" Smith <

the drums and Branfoi|

Marsalis as a guest on I

sax. Coleman and Marsafl

provide a powerful duo, I

only on one track. After lt\

the spotlight is held

Coleman and Wilson alonj

and this is what limits tj

album from the greil

potential manifested withif

the musicians.

The rhythm section ten!

to hold to a distinct, almaf

funk style groove, with I

or no improvisation,

songs lean toward a technial

display of skill with lili

musical depth. Almost
the tracks are in an odd If

signature, providing a

playground for Wilson]

creative words, bl

constraining the others froE

any personal expression

input.

Had the other musicisi

been given free rein, as j;

usually commands, th(

could have been an enornw

change in the impact of

album. The monster talenls'

the well established Smi<

Smith and the energel

passion of the great Branfo

Marsalis could immense-

add to the depth
richness of these tract

Combined inputs of all ll

lineup would not 0" 1

enhance the rhythm sec*

but also provide a great'

canvas upon whi c

Cassandra Wilson's creati'

talents could be hi"

explored. As it stands, thtj

talents are only names on

cover.
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Back
In

Anger

°P« CAREN CAFLAN
The first Theatre

artment production of

school year goes up this

]<end and it's one you

lid not miss. Look Back in

j r by John Osborne,

. co-directed by Professor

Malcolm and Visiting

es5or Richard Seer, whc
directed Fifth of July

year.

„i Back in Anger was
staged and cut by Jim

:olm who invited Rick to

ircct upon his arrival

nd block. Rick sees his

as basically that of

ig coach. "I discuss

ivation a lot. The play is

ky because it's

ihological drama. Their

Sis arc somewhat obscure."

It's what makes it fun for

hoiioaudiencc. This play docs

thiHlay it all out.

Host of the action takes

[e in subtext," Rick tells

I Osborne was one of the
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Behold The Antistyle
by KRISTIN THOMSON

What do you get when you combine Armenian guitars,
Chinese dialect, long sideburns, polyester bellbottoms and an
insatiable curiosity about music? You get David Lindley. And
if you add a Puerto Rican bass player, a Cuban percussionist, a
keyboardist named Smitty who was in Blood, Sweat and Tears,
and a Californian guitar gun, you get El Rayo X. Throwing
these both into Armstrong Hall this Sunday, October 23 at 8 pm
could be more fun than a linoleum floor covered with Puritan
oil.

As we all know anybody who wears rayon and bellbottoms
now is either suffering from terminalis seventy-itis, or they are
totally in. And David Lindley has been in all along. His
clothing and music reflect an antistyle that every bohemian
and trendsetter could admire. His latest album, Very Creasy
exhibits his burning passion for both hard driving rock and roll

and every kind of international music that one cares to name.
They do classics like "Papa was a Rolling Stone" and Zevon's
"Werewolves of London", injected with modern vivacity
through Lindley's much touted guitar style and the
conglomeration of ethnic styles supplied by El Rayo X.

But Very Greasy is only the latest venture in his long and
lustrous musical career. Lindley grew up in an LA suburb,
constantly listening to his parents' Middle Eastern, Oriental
and Caribbean albums as well as R&B on the radio. As a teen
he devoted his time to expanding his musical knowledge,
developing an interest in bluegrass, folk and flamenco, and
began to collect exotic instruments from all over the world.
After learning the traditional techniques for playing these
instruments, he would often take his new knowledge and apply
it to other instruments, expanding their musical possibilities in

the process.

After a four year stint with a bluegrass band called the Mad
Mountain Ramblers during the 60"s, Lindley formed
Kaleidoscope, a wildly eccentric band that specialized in the
world beat, before anyone could even define what the world
beat is. They released four albums before disbanding, leaving
Lindley free to play as hired guitar guru on many other albums.
Since 1970 he's contributed to recordings by James Taylor, Linda
Ronstadt, David Crosby and Graham Nash, Rod Stewart,

Warren Zcvon and Ry Cooder, but he's probably received the

David Lindley- the origi

most recognition as an essential member of Jackson Browne.
In 1981 Lindley and bassist Jorge Caldcron, also of Jackson

Browne, formed El Rayo X, and since then they have been busy
recording albums and conducting three international tours. Even
though he has a band of his own, Lindley continues to work
with other artists like Andreas Vollenwcider, The Bangles
and on the soundtracks for Vibes andYoung Guns.

This is an artist that refuses to be mundane, or even
conventional! From his obsession with eccentric instruments to
his always-yet-never-in style clothing, he is definitely sel
apart from the mainstream rock world. Yet, even with these
quirks, Lindley is much in demand as a studio artist, having
much to offer with his impressive guitar mastery. His primary

mode of expression at the time is with El Rayo X, and thei.

collaboration has proven most successful, with Very Greasy
climbing the charts as we speak. Better yet, David Lindley
and El Rayo X, toting a vast array of bizarre instruments-from
Oriental jumbush to Caribbean bongos, will perform in our very
own Armstrong Hall this Sunday night at 8 pm, sponsored by
Livesounds. Tickets are a definite bargain at $3 for student
and $8 for general public, and are available at Worner desk.

men" plays, imbued with

tangible kitchen sink
realism. Professor Malcolm
says that it is "specifically

of its time. It's not

necessarily dated, but it

introduced an angry
perception of the class
system, among other things."

It is a young play born of

young ideas, as John Osborne
was only twenty-seven when

he wrote it, speaking out of

photos by Patti Mclaughlir

Tom Cramer and Celia Brooks

personal experience and
beliefs.

This play is important

because it marked the

beginning of a new era in

playwriting and
performance. No longer were

actors relegated to the more
mannered, stylized type of

theatre available in Britain

until that time. Realism

found its place and
drastically changed what

was "acceptable" in theatre.

Look'Back in Anger was an

important catalyst.

Make a point of catching

this show. It is a time piece

while remaining timeless.

Look Back in Anger plays
Friday and Saturday nights

at 8pm, Sunday at 2pm and
again on Monday at 8pm.
Tickets available with your
activity card at Worner
Desk.

Seers of the use of subtext,

bi Echnique Harold Pinter

B! « on to perfect. "This was
, i

K of the first plays where
1|' the characters are

iai
l,kln g about is not

jiiKcssarily what they're

... n to get." The play,
produced in 1956 in

ion has been described as
f'rst of the "angry young

'Do What U Can, with what U have,

where UR"
- Theodore Roosevelt

U.B.U. -- November 10, 1988

3:30 - 5:30

I'}£[tRp'DUCI'H§

in

Benjamin's

BREAD BYTES
a little like a muffin with just a little more "Byte!"

Try one of the many varieties of

bread bytes offered daily:

Blueberry, strawberry, bran, and pumpkin

Hi 10 1 10~}
/~ Present this coupon I

OFF when you purchase a bread byte OFF
|

from Benjamin's and receive i

1/2 off I

the reg. purchase price.

Limit five bread bytes per coupon '

l_.
Offer expires October 28, 1988 I

.J
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What's Shakin\..Oct. 21 through Nov. 1

FILM:
Aria- Ten different directors each give their own
demented versions of the world's famous operas.

Poor Richard's

Friday, Oct 21-Monday, Oct 24

7&9pm $3.25

Halloween Double Feature- Gothic, a film about

five friends who retreat to a spooky castle to perform
seances and story telling, only to find the distinction

between reality and horror becoming blurred. Followed
directly by Nosferatu, a contemporary adaptation of

the classic Dracula story, on an obsessive drive to find

the perfect victim, leaving death and pestilence in

his wake.

Poor Richard's

Tuesday, Oct 25- Monday, Oct 31

7&9pm $3.25

Dr. Zhivago- This epic love story set amid the

Russian Revolution, stars Omar Sharif, Julie Christie,

Geraldine Chapman and Alec Guiness.

As part of the Classic Film Series

Fine Arts Center

Tuesday, Oct 25

8 pm $2.50

The Moderns-As part of the International Cinema
Series, this avant-garde film is the story of the

moderns who left the 1920's America for Paris in

search of a more artistic, fulfilling life.

Fine Arts Center

Friday, Oct 28 and Saturday, Oct 29
7&9.-30 pm $2.50

And at the Peak...The Great Outdoors, starring John
Candy, and Big Business with Bette Midler and Lily

Tomlin.

The Peak Theatre

7&9pm
As always both of these classics for $1

DANCE AND THEATRE:
Look Back In Anger-This dramatic play, written

in 1956 by John Osborne, focuses on lower class struggles
within a hostile society. Guest director Richard Seer
oversees the student cast.

Armstrong room 32

Friday, Oct 21 - Monday, Oct 24
8 pm free

coming soon... The Real Thing

ART:
The new show at Poor Richard's features the paintings
of John Odlin, from his Junk Yard Series. There will

be an opening reception for the artist on Sunday, Oct 23
from 7-9 pm.
Poor Richard's

Oct 23- Dec 3

MUSIC:
Funk/blues masters, David Lindley and El Rayo X
promise to rock the house down with their guitar
wizardry and world beat.

Presented by Livesounds

Armstrong Hall

Sunday, Oct. 23

8 pm $3 with CC ID $8 for general public
tickets at Worner Center desk

The Colorado Springs Symphony, conducted by
Harold Farberman, will perform works by Beethoven,
Shostakovich and an American premiere of local

composer Samuel Hall's pieceA Salute to American
Architecture. Misha Dichter on piano.
Pikes Peak Center
Friday, Oct 21 and Saturday, Oct 22 at 8 pm
Sunday, Oct 23 at 2:30 pm
$4 with CC ID at Worner desk

The world renowned Vienna Choir Boys is a five

hundred year old choral tradition that has
produced the likes of Mozart, Haydn and Schubert.
Through its world tours, it has preserved many
sacred songs, and continues to perform tire major
choral works.

Pikes Peak Center
Friday, Oct 28

8 pm tickets $6-$12.50 at Pikes Peak Center

Block Break Bonanza-If you feel like cruising up to
Denver, you can check out Soul Asylum on Wednesday
night at The Broadway, and The Feelies the following
night. Devo resurfaces at the Glen Miller Ballroom in
Boulder on Sunday, Oct 30, followed the next night by
the Butthole Surfers Halloween party. Manitou
reggae rocker John Bayley will be at Franklin's on
Friday, Oct 28. This is only a partial listing of all

the fun things going on, so get out there and enjoy
yerself, ya hear?

coming soon.. .Electric Third Rail, Contraband, AC/DC

THE CATAlV t FKJP

Put Your H,

In Your Han
..and turn up the

vfi\

By BEN GILBERT
The Band Anthrax

song called "|(
(|

Thrashing Mad" but ijet
telling you right now,
don't know what thra'a

metal is all about. pai

if they listened to the

entitled "X2" on the Hj ast v

To cassette, they mighty llegf

to understand. This
j

thrash metal! Now \
any of you metalheadsl
there get to thinking

this is like Slayer

Krcator, thro

Oi

s r

MM

Tig'

conceptions of metal right

the window. When I des

"X2" as thrash

literally mean Thi

metal! Sounds like brea

glass, pieces of j

colliding against cont

walls, gravel and rocks h J
ers

'

smashed about-the

son

inst

;ers

day

0UIK

urda

ivertim

Junior

ke tl

of

ing I

seri

mc-w

The Boulder bluegrass band Hot Rize

delighted listeners last Friday

night at the Fine Arts Center

"X2" and "X2 reprise" are

perfect "songs" to plaj

high volumes if you ha 1

hard time getting out of

in the morning ( also

high volumes at any tin*

the day, for that mal

"Incindiarics" sounds lil

drum slowly being bci

although it isn't,

includes a guy's

exhorting displeasure at

fact that he's getting hi

shrapnel. "Scissorsoum

sensory overload ( 'nufls

"Decomposition" parts 1

what Pink Floyd wi

they could have done

"Shine on You
Diamond" parts 1-VI,

were unable to achii

Metal thrash, man! Lot

produced and suppr*

Hands To and other Bigl

Parts cassettes arc avail]

at Recycle Records, Bin

Records and from Jeph )l

Independent Annex.

elow

ictorj

e ev

th."

Coach

eason ;

!

Y EARS AHEA D
I N

HAIR DESIGN
We're Inviting you to experience a new and unique approach to
the fine art of hair design. ..from contemporary to high fashion

FREE CONSULTATIONS

PLUS
2 FREE TANNING SESSIONS.

Refer a friend and receive 4 more

15% discount with CC. ID

118 N. Tejon Suite 301 (Above Old Chicago)

635-5552

A Play On Words -if

By MARIA REARDON U JIMBl*" an audience its down to a Tom Stoppard play, it can expect to see an exq«Ke

U
)

relates the7f l"*^ "nd
?m°n°n ,Currently running in London's West End, his tfTCn i

relates the life of a single mother to relahvity and quantum mechanics. Last year the Coltf Tl
College community enjoyed Travesties, in which historical figures existed in the mind of

P "''

aging, eccentric man. Now we have the chance to experience Stoppard again

Ai^Sji r*S? *&*
thiS

J*
6* f0r

"
The Real ThinZ- an exemplary pilce of Stoppard's*

™J')' C
f
thy Hartenstem and assistant Ricki Spector. The play centers upon intelU.i«L

Da
7"

Fhe ?lt^
ng

°
m
?
ke

-

SenSC °Ut °f ^eir lives
'
A SrouP draw" «**« by a common Ind X?the entertainment business - struggles with comolex relationship »„H /rfu.iM. i„ „„ 9

a* ft

College (

1 Wash!
lal hon

!),„ Wt„;„- -r~-.-v"~ ""' "' " ,c" """. n group drawn together by a common intffl
he entertainment business - struggles with complex relationships and infidelities in an ei

to rind the real thing. The play combines its diverse mood perfectly. Dry humor
intellectual conversation blend artfully with emotionally charged moments. Language ij

play carries a lot of weight; the script does not allow the audience member to watch pass!
1 hilosophical monologues flow into normal conversation, leaving the audience to ponder in

fnWl^
S

JnH
SUag

«'
knTudge

J
and l0Ve

-
TyPical of Stoppard, the play appeals to bo*

intellect and emotions of the audience.
Performances will most certainly be outstanding. Rob Peck and Rachel Pollack head a s»|

wt . auu
mdud<? Karen CaP'an, Jonathan Knight, Kalle Matso, Laurie Buckley and Cor

White. Although the show demands dedication from both director and actors the hard
and endless nights invested in the production should make it exceptional.

The Real Thing opens November 3rd and runs the 4th, 5th and 6th. Performance begins at

in Armstrong 32, to start off the year of shows sponsored by Theatre Workshop of the Le*

,

Ti8e:
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rl-2 OT Victory
J;ives Hockey Split

hf Opening Series

fluetow: "This is as big a victory . .

| I've ever been associated with."

last weekend the Colorado coaching in the collegiate

|jege 1988-89 hockey ranks for 10 seasons compiling

son began on the road an impressive record of 234-

,ins t Michigan Tech. The 119-8. His last coaching job

ers lost the first game was at U.S, International

from where he has brought
three players with him.
Brent- Mowery, Joe Schwartz
and Matt Shaw all

transferred to C.C. this year

and they all scored their first

goals as Tigers last weekend
as did Freshman Chic Pojar.

Also impressive among new
faces was Freshman right

wing Steve Strunk who had
five assists in the two games.

Senior left wing Tim Budy
scored three goals within a

span of 7:24 giving him his

first hat trick here at C.C. .

The scoring spree upped his

«

in)ro

day night 9-5 but

nded strongly to win

urday's contest 3-2 in

irtime.

nior center Brent Mowery

ke the 2-2 deadlock at

| of the overtime period

ing the Tigers a split in

series. After Mowcry's
mc-winning goal, the

igers' new coach Brad

itow slated, "This is as big

ictory, at a crucial time, as

ever been associated

Willi"

Koach Buetow is in his first

Rson at C.C. but has been

SPORTSA,

Co-captain Tim Budy bagged a hat trick in

Michigan while... Media Guide photo

... fellow Co-captain Derek Pizzey turned
away 59 shots. Media Guide Pholo

career goal total to 43 to

match his assist total. With
86 career points he is the

current leader on the team.

Derek Pizzey turned in

another outstanding seWes,

saving 59 shots in the two
games. He is now 818 saves

away from overtaking Marty
Wakelyn as the Tigers' all

time save leader.

This weekend the Tigers
play the Fighting Sioux of

North Dakota who are 2-0 on
the season having beaten

Northern Michigan 2-1 and 5-

4 at home last weekend.
Although the Sioux lead the
series between the teams 95-

46-2, the Tigers can surprise

them. With dependable
goaltcnding and some fresh

firepower the Tigers can beat
the Sioux, who had to come
from behind both nights last

weekend.

Coach Buetow is optimistic

about his team's chances, "I

still don't know how good
this team is right now. I have

high expectations. They've
still got a long way to go, but
they really showed me
something tonight."

There are two games this
weekend Friday and
Saturday both starting at
7:35. Tickets are available at
Womer Desk at no charge for
students. Come see how good
this years team is and help
them start off their home
season with a sweep of the
Sioux.

Women's Soccer
Sweeps Virginia
Now Ranked 4th In Country

|Dave Santos attempts to elude a Thumper. Photo By Mona Jcrvay

Tigers Maul Bible-Thumpers
|jIMBOGRANTZand
M> tAWTON
"Jhe Colorado College

"ball Tigers crucified the
P'ess Trinity Bible
„

' Crusaders Saturday
Washburn field in their
a

' home game of the 1988
npaign. It was a gruesome
,afle from the beginning as
Tlgers dominated their

y opponents to the tune of
14.

jhawn Holt, continuing his

Ev
ly onslaught of

a'mess, spearheaded the
Jhty Tiger rushing attack,
yng up an impressive

|

,

of 103 yards. Holt and
shman sensation Steve

> ul
m both had tw0

chd°wns, one of Holt's
nS a fifty yarcj gallop

through a slew of crushin'

Crusaders.

Mike Ukropina also
improved upon his
impressive performances of

weeks past, in a perfect four

for four passing day.
Ukropina's finest toss of the

day, a thirty yard gem, was
hauled in by psychotic
senior, John Horning.

The Tiger defense beat the

Crusaders as if they were a

lot of red-haired, pimply-
faced step-children.
Freshman dough boy Mike
"Parice" Van Zandt, driven

by the love burning in his

heart, exuded a passion and
zeal for the game heretofore

unheard of i" ^Un «««aie nf

Colorado College football.

Christian Spesia, a junior

linebacker out of Joliet, III.,

wrought havoc on Crusader

ballcarriers unfortunate
enough to cross his possessed

and angry face. Bob Zierman,

the new guy, recorded his

first official NCAA tackle on
a brutal body blow to Bible

running back, Judas Preest.

The Tigers are now 4-2, the

best start since Nixon and
friends graced the big, white

cottage on Pennsylvania Ave.

They take their show of

tricks and wizardry on the

low road to Texas this week
to face arch-rival Trinity

University in homely San
Antonio.

By KRISTIN JOHNSTON
The women's soccer team

had an outstanding weekend
in Virginia, beating both
their top ranked opponents.

CC opened with George
Mason, a team they tied last

year, 1-1. This time,

however, the Tigers
dominated and played an
outstanding game.

Karla Thompson, who had
an extremely productive
weekend, scored first on a

header off a lovely corner

kick by Charry Korgel.

Midway through the first

half, George Mason got a

golden opportunity to tie the

score in the form of a penalty

kick. Most goalies have
almost no chance of saving

such a set-up, easy shot on

goal. But then, CC does not

have just any ordinary goalie

- the Tigers have Janine

Szpara. Janine reacted with

split-second reflexes to stop

the shot, thereby
maintaining CC's lead into

the second half.

Had the Patriots scored at

this crucial point in the

game, their attitude at half-

time would have been much
more optimistic; and a very

different outcome might have

been the result. As it was,

the Patriot's one goal in the

second half was not enough to

propell them on to better

things; and Karla sealed the

Tiger's victory with a goal

off a pass by Kcrri Tashiro,

ending the game 2-1.

The next day, the Tigers

faced William and Mary,
who arc currently ranked 6th

in the nation. The Tribe beat

CC 2-1 last year on the same
field - it was the Tigers' time

for revenge. For the first

twenty minutes William &
Mary controlled the game,
and it appeared CC was in for

a long 90 minutest However,
it seems the women just had
to shake off their jitters, for

once they got going, they

never let the Tribe back into

the game.

CC took six shots for every

one by the Tribe, but William

& Mary had hexed the posts,

and no less than seven of CC's

best shots hit and bounced off

the goal - denying the Tigers

the inevitable. CC could not

convert until the 2nd
overtime when, with 3:46 left

in the match, Karla scored

her third goal of the

weekend, giving the Tigers a

most deserved and very

gratifying win.

CC hosts St. Mary's and
Brown this weekend, on
Saturday and Sunday. Come
out and cheer your 4th ranked

Tigers on to victory!
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Intramural Mania
By PUTSKI PAPANOFF
The championship game of

the freshman flag football

league featured the passing
of ROTTEN TO THE CORE'S
Ian Dalsemer versus the...

well, to be honest, RASTA'S
had no redeeming qualities

on offense what so ever. I

watched the game with Moe
Rdyonovich and Jamie
Hurley, and Moe kept saying

over and over, "God, the

Rasta's offense has no
redeeming qualities
whatsoever." Jamie kept
nodding his head in

agreement and said nothing.

The game itself was fairly

uneventful, at least in the

first half. In the second half,

Rasta's scored a touchdown
when Ian Dalsemer threw a

pass right through Pete
Langdon's chest, the pass was
subsequently intercepted and
returned for a touchdown.
While Pete lay motionless on
the ground, I overheard Moe
say to Jamie, "Damn that Ian

can really wing the pigskin."

Jamie nodded his head in

agreement and said nothing.

With the score 6-0 in favor
of the Rasta's, Jon Gottesfeld

took over the helm and stole

the show. Gottesfeld,

playing quarterback for the

Rasta's, ran the wrong way
for what he thought was a

touchdown. In the end zone

he proceeded to spike the

ball, which resulted in a

safety for Rotten Too The
Core. Gottesfeld did this

three times in a row and
before he or anyone else knew
just exactly what the hell he

was thinking the score was
tied 6-6. Moe leaned over to

me and said, "Damn that Jon

Gottesfeld is Good. Three
touchdowns in a row!" Jamie

couldn't help but notice the

obvious flaw in Moe's
thinking, but he nodded his

head in agreement anyway,

Co-Ed Volleyball
Team
Kick "A" Hall
Super Six

Phantasmagorics
Delta Omicuon Gamma
We Slam
The Stones

Big Bubbas
Mathias Marauders
Pile Drivers

and said nothing.

The game went into double

overtime. Rotten Too The
Core finally emerged
victorious behind outstanding

line play and the passing of

Ian Dalsemer. Rasta's
blamed the loss on the

Referees Darren Schwartz,
Matt Birnbaum and Rick
Goldstein. Moe, however,
blamed the loss on the fact

that Jon Gottesfeld was
benched for the overtime
sessions. "Damn that Jon
Gottesfeld is Good!" Moe
said, "What do you think

Jamie?" Jamie nodded his

head in agreement, and said

nothing.

Win
2

2

2

1

1

1

Women's Competitive Volleyball
Team
Melba Toast
Dominating X's

Spiked Punch
The Henz
Hodge Podge

Men's Competitive Volleyball
Team
Mehoff's
Aspen Club
WFH
Hudy
Wastoids
Big Mac Attack
Maverick and Icemamteen idols

Upperclass Flag Football 'Finals'
Team
Aspen Club
Cy and the Family Stones
Cunning Linquists

Einhorn and the Army Ants
McGregor Mania

Upperclass Soccer
leam Wins

•(Maradona Division)*

LPB 3
Chet Loves Tiffany 2
Wyoming 3
No Problem 4
Sigma Chi 1

Shlubb & the Graphix

Team Wins
•(Pele Division)*

Fred and the Festers 5
Disciples of Zues 4
Beta 1

Back in Black 1

Purple Packers
The Terriffic Wonderful 1

Wins
2

2

1

Wins
4

2

2

2

1

Wins
4

2

2

2

Losses

1

1

1

4

5

Losses

1

4

4

5

4

Los
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The Tigers flew high against division one New Mexico.

Sundborn Leads Soccer Past New Mexico
y JOHN ROACH
Only one game was on tap

gain this week for the men's

icccr team, but it pitted the

igcrs against a Division I

pponent. The University of

^cw Mexico travelled north

n Saturday hoping to take

jvantage of a smaller CC
mad. The Tigers, however,

ere not intimidated.

She first half was
jminatod by a fired up Tiger

im. Andrew Dorsey opened

p the scoring with a nice low
irner shot with an assist

3Di Kristian Sundborn.
iter in the half Sundborn
Hied his own score after

caling an errant New
Icxico pass at mid-field,
ribbling down field and
:oring on a nice shot. The
st half closed at a 2-0 CC

advantage.

The New Mexico team
seemed embarrassed by their

first half --play and started

out strong in the second half.

They scored ten minutes into

the half to cut the CC lead to

a slim one goal. The Tigers

responded to the pressure by
reasserting their control of

the game. With momentum
on their side, CC closed the

door on New Mexico with
Sundborn's second goal and
third point of the game. The
goal was set up by Erik
Richardson, who drove up
the right wing from his

defensive position in a bad
angle rush and somehow
found Sundborn with a
crossing pass. It capped off a
satisfying 3-1 victory for the

Tigers.

While New Mexico may
not be the best Division 1

soccer program, defeating a

larger school will give the

Tigers much needed
confidence as they close out

the Season with two
important road trips. This

weekend the team will

travel to Las Cruces, New
Mexico to face Trinity of

Texas and New Jersey
Institute of Technology. The
NJIT game will be televised

in the East on a cable

channel. The other road triD

is a block break foray into

California. The Tigers,
bolstered with confidence,
need to perform well in each
trip to make the playoffs.

Good luck,

Farewell To a Tiger
By KEVIN O'CONNER
and RON LANGE
When the puck is dropped

at the Broadmoor Friday
night and the 50th year of
Tiger hockey gets underway,
one player will not be out on
the ice. There will be much
excitement, and hopes (after

last week's impressive
overtime victory at Michigan
Tech) that Head Coach Brad
Buetow may be able to

rekindle the flame of CC
hockey greatness. But one
player won't be a part of this

anniversary season. Because
at the end of Block 1, Junior
winger Paul Noad, #20, took
his Macroeconomics final,

packed his equipment bag
and left for Toronto.

Unlike most CC players,
he left without his degree,
and he also left without his

skates, thanks to an Athletic

Department decision to insist

that they be returned. Paul
didn't leave under pressure,
and he didn't leave with
bitterness. Having worked
out with the team for a
month, Paul said he thought
Coach Buetow was a good
coach and that there would
be dramatic improvement in

the team. He said that he
would tell any prospective
recruits back in Ontario that

they could get a fine
education at CC. When I said

good-bye to Paul the night
before he left, he was
wearing his CC Tiger Hockey
sweatshirt.

That night, I listened to

Paul explain that he liked

school and he liked hockey,
but getting up for class and
then practice five days a

week, every week, had
gotten to the point where he
wasn't enjoying cither school
or hockey and that it was
time to make a change. He
said he wasn't sure whether
he'd be going back to school

at York University in Toronto
or maybe taking advantage

of an opportunity to play
hockey professionally in
Europe or Australia.

You probably could have
listened to Paul and felt

pretty good about his
positive outlook and his

confidence that he had made
a decision he needed to make.
But the whole time I was
listening, I had that ringing
in your ears when you know
something just isn't right. So
now, on what may well be
the dawn of a new Tiger
Hockey era, it's harder than
ever to forget what was done
to Paul and two other players

after last year's dismal 4-33-

please see FAREWELLp.22
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Comm entary

Sports Fans Are Crazy
By PETER FOCHNA
I'm watching the fifth

game of the League
Championship Series

between the Mets and the

Dodgers. The Mets are losing.

The phone rings.

"We have to talk about

last Friday night," she says.

"Yes, I know," I say, "but

not now, the Mets are losing."

"So?"

"I'm just too tense right

now."

"Why?"
"Well, you see, if the Mets

win I can go to a World Series

game. It's been a dream ever

since childhood. I mean, it's

the World Series we're

talking about. You must
understand."

"Sure, I'll see you later!"

Click.

That night my father

called.

"I tried to explain, but she

doesn't understand," I say.

"After a while you
shouldn't even try to explain,

you'll just dig yourself into a

hole," replied the wizened
sports fan.

"Am I crazy?"

"Yes, we're all crazy."

Is sports mania a sign of

mental instability? Perhaps.

When sports maniacs
congregate in a stadium
setting they bring with them
a collection of brain cells

equal to that of a Cro-

magnum man. Mob euphoria

often incites such intellect to

throw beer, fight and
sometimes even to riot.

The sports maniac often

will avoid important
responsibility in order to

watch "the game". Such
sports fervor can reach the

point of addiction. "Yes, I

realize my marriage is

important, " says the man in

orange and blue, "but can't we
set up a small black and
white near the alter so I can

watch the Broncos?"

If anything, sports docs
give the fan an easy escape.

The sports fan can immerse

into the emotion of the

contest, into the emotions of

other people, and get carried

away with these emotions

while ignoring the sensations

of his or her immediate
environment. However, this

escape is, in a sense, an escape

into reality.

The sports fan's wonder
world involves real people

performing real actions.

Other popular escapes entail

drug induced mind
wanderings and tvorlds

created by actors and
Hollywood set designers.

Also, the avid fan becomes in

touch with an influential

aspect of the American
psyche.

Few people can forget the

1980 U.S. Olympic Hockey
Team that upset the Russians

and went on to win the gold

medal. This victory pulled

American patriotism out from
beneath the shroud of the

Iranian hostage crisis. It gave
the entire country something
to be proud of.

A sporting event again

excited a depressed people in

1985 when the the college

football Iowa Hawkeys were
battling for the country's

number one ranking. Curious

government policies had
devastated the economies of

many Iowa farm communities.

While seeing their
livelihoods diminish, Iowans
would gather around their

TV sets every Saturday for

three hours of solace as their

team stormed to victory.

At midseason, the

I Law keys toppled number two
ranked Michigan with a last

second field goal to solidify

their position atop the

college football world. The
football team lifted the

spirit of an entire state.

Spectator sports do have a

strong influence on our
country. Maybe us sports

maniacs are more in tune with

"the heartbeat of America"
than any other group. After

all, we hear it during the

halftime of every football

game. Or maybe we just like

to throw beer " and yell

obscenities at the opposition.

Either way, we are crazy; but

who isn't?

FAREWELLcont from p.21

1 season.

The story in the Gazette
Telegraph was the first news I

had that three Tiger hockey
players had had their

scholarships revoked in the

aftermath of the NCAA
record losing year. The
faculty was indignant, and
rightly so, that a student's
education was left to a

coach's decision. Some might
say that this outrage
contributed in no small way
to the vote to end
scholarship hockey.

Later last spring, it was
reported that one of the
players, Harris Marks,
would return to school but not
to play hockey. Another
student, Dan Cross, who
received the Most Improved
Player Award at the team
banquet after his scholarship
was cut decided to pass on his

senior year of eligibility and
study in France.

Paul eventually had 90%
of his scholarship restored
and the reports in the Gazette

were that he was coming
back to play. So, although
there was deep concern about
the original decision - Paul
had played for two weeks of
the season with pneumonia
and had lost his father
weeks before his scholarship
was revoked - there was in

some sense a vindication in

Paul's being allowed to return
and play on scholarship.

But maybe it was just

asking too much of him or
anyone else, to come back
here and play after what he
had gone through. And the
parting decision to make him
give his skates back may be
sadly symbolic.
Paul came to CC as the

leading scorer on his Junior
team in Ontario and an all-

star in the Metro Toronto
league. One of his friends,

Steve Thomas, turned pro and
is currently playing with the
Chicago Blackhawks. But
Paul decided to go to college
and he became part of a CC
team that advanced to the
second round of the WCHA
playoffs for the first time in
years by upsetting DU on
their home ice.

But maybe the most
memorable moments of that

season came against North
Dakota. That was the year
the Fighting Sioux were
everybody's favorite to win
the NCAA championship.
Even Ronald Reagan,
campaigning for the
Republican Senatorial
candidate in Grand Forks, .

was shown on national
television with the green and
White jersey of the Sioux.
Hobey Baker award-winner
Tony Hrkac, All-Americans
Bobby Joyce (Canadian
Olympic Team and Boston
Bruins) and Ian Kidd
(Vancouver Canucks) were

just a few of the feature acts

in what came to be known as

the "Hrkac Circus."

It is perhaps ironic that

the Tigers open against
North Dakota this weekend.
Because it was in the North
Dakota series that year, in

one of the most exciting
games I've ever seen, that

Paul Noad scored the game-
winning goal, off the shaft of
his stick and on his back,
stunning the number one-
ranked Sioux.

There is also probably a

video somewhere in the
Athletic Department of the

second round playoff game in

the Winter Sports Center in

Grand Forks, where the
banners, the seats and even
the fans were Green and
White. It was there in the

final game of the two-game
series that Paul Noad again
showed the kind of player he
was: confident, maybe even a
little cocky, but a player
with an instinct for the goal
and enough heart to believe

the national champions could
be beaten.

On the video, you can see
the replay of Paul - just a
freshman at the time -

showing very little respect
for the Hobey Baker award-
winner. Hrkac and Paul were
involved in a shoving
exchange skating up the
boards, but Paul's quick elbow
left the Circusmaster sitting

Outdistances
By YOSUF ISLAM
While the rest of the CC

student body spent last

weekend studying liberal

arts into the wee hours of the

a.m., the women's and men's
cross-country teams packed
into the infamous "Moon bus"

to journey to that Mecca of
Running - Salina, Kansas.
Coach Ted and Joani tucked
us in about 1:30 a.m., and we
drifted off to thoughts of
To to and Dorothy, Farm Aid,
and effortless running.

As wc arrived at the course
that next morning, whispers
began to circulate in enemy
running camps that CC was
heavy into steroids. This
suspicion was confirmed in

their minds when Erik "Tex"
Browning stepped off the bus,
flexed his bulging pecs, and
declared, "Eh, Sebby, it's

going to be a great day!"
Senior Craig Hcacock finally

calmed fears when he told

reporters, "We're clean - if

Nancy Reagan could run,
she'd be our role model...
here, I'll give you a urine
sample right now!"
As it turned out, CC's

extensive high altitude and
mountain training was
enough to effectively

outdistance the flatlanders

The women's team, led

sophomore Meg Stiff OiMcnci

overall), finished a stron

second in the meet, only

points out of first place

Strong performances by Kara

Endicott, Liz Arnold, Karii

Boes, Jessica Arbogast, an ELLE

Sara "Fruit and Fibei

Sellagrem bode well for ll

rest of the season. The men'

team started out in It

middle of the eleven tea:

pack, then slowly picked a!

the competition to take fin

place. "Tex" Browninj

outdistanced the field to wii

the five mile course in 2551

followed by Ben "Li

Benito" Harrison (eighth),

Craig Heacock (ninth), Paul

Koch (eleventh), Eril

Schroeder (twelfth), and Set

"Stool" Suhl (fifteenth). Tfe

placings of both teams wen

especially impresses
considering the women

'

Allison Scott and Darq

Rhodes at home, and the me

ran without freshmai

sensation Pat Judge.
Today both teams agai

sojourn to Kansas (Hays)

one more step on the road K

national qualifying
November.

on the ice. Fortunately, the
two-minute penalty did no
damage, and later in the
game Paul took a pass from
Doug Clarke in the corner,
beat North Dakota
goaltender Ed Belfour and
tied the game at 1. Paul's
goal set the stage for Scott
Schneider's game-winner
with 12 seconds left. There
weren't two dozen Tiger fans
in the 6,000 seat arena that

night. But we floated on a
stunned and silent sea of
Green and White, down to

congratulate Gene Hackman's
"Hoosiers," the boy David,
and Henry V's Crispin's Day
troops all rolled into one.
And even though North

Dakota won the total _

series, and went on to thi

NCAA title, it was the

of game you don't forget.
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pjjY continued

nico way of putting

When he was with a

t"
a

'

r old he was almost on

al terms '
He would reduce

If to a 12 year eld and

he was talking to

cbody older he was at

level. He had that

lliiy
to reach out to people

linv level, be considered as

h ai the group and not stand

rfas being somebody very

rior. i think that's what

Ije him more acceptable

|d likeable."

I'l can i

very cooly.he handed me the

flashlight and told me to go
out in the dark and look for

the pencil and bring it."

Gandhi let out a quiet

chuckle, "I must have
searched for that pencil for

two hours in the bushes and
then when I found it I showed
it to him and he said, 'I'm

sure you can still use this for

a whole week, you won't need
a new pencil. This is big

enough to be useful. I'm not

trying to be mean or anything

but there are millions of

children around" the world
who don't get even this much
facility to work with. Here
you are, being given these

things and so you must learn

to appreciate them and not

waste them. This can still be
useful.. . If you learn to look

CONTINUED/

emember when he

lKl to teach me the value of

fug
frugal, not wasting

ngs and trying to utilize

jLfhing that you have
1

perly. The incident was

I had a pencil to do my
,mns with and I threw it

£ because it was half the
after the sma11 thin8s then

m
I went and asked him V°u can

,

lo
,

ok after larSer

I a new pencil."

I'He said, 'Where is the

fccil you had yesterday?'

Id I said, 'It's too small and

lirew it away and I want a

things, also.'

"That message really went
home, from that day - I

couldn't stand the waste of

anything. I tried never to

even in the United States,

there is very little value, the

way people waste..."

"We walk around on the

campus and we have found
brand new, entire pencils and
pens just littered on the road.

In the whole year on campus,
I have not bought a single

pencil. ...And I use A LOT of

pencils to write."

This devout Hindu who
dresses in Western attire,

suddenly seemed out of place

to me, sitting on the orange
dorm couch I had assigned

him. I had been taken away
with him as he spun his

stories. I longed to learn

more and understand the

philosophies of peace and
non-violence. But the spell

was broken with the all too

familiar cry, "You have five

minutes, time to go."

Arun Gandhi has spent the

last year studying how the

American treatment of blacks

compares to the Indian caste

system. Gandhi plans to

write a book on the subject

So he said, 'But it
waste am/ food

'
take only as when he and his wife finish

ftv one.

t too small yesterday,

|w can it be too small

day?'"

look at his observation;

he remembered what my
Incil was the day before.

e said that I must get that

back again, and to

ke the flashlight and go
for the pencil and bring

back to me. With no anger

his voice, just very calmly,

SIXEY continued

mid be prepared to help
iters decipher the
(crences, if they exist, and
p writers learn how to

ipt to them. Molly

ngate, the Director of the

iting Center, and Bill

rter, a student tutor, will

rticipate in a round-table
cussion of this question at

: Conference on Peer
toring in Writing in
'aloga Springs, New York,
lober 28-30.

Vingate believes that this

the wrong question to ask;

Hything should filter back
wn to principles of good,
id writing. Since good
iters will generally write
od papers and bad writers,
' papers, regardless of the
scipline, the task of the
riling Center is to teach
»ple how to become better
Ntcrs. No definite answers
formulas exist for what
* department expects of

writers, since the
otcssors in a given

line cannot agree
™E themselves on common
Wards. Therefore, if the
""ng Center cultivates

people to know the value of

things. ...We find today in

the affluent countries, and

much as you can eat and
leave the rest of it. I think

that it is very necessary for

their research and varied

travels.

PREWITT continued

In 1987, Gandhi and his

wife began a study of

THF
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ft writers, they should be
t0 adapt their writing to

any.
Professor

F'Pline.

Shannon Callaway and
I'nerine Shelley, student
fors

, will also be presenting
rorkshop at the national
irerencc. They are
For>ng how tutors "Tiptoe
!
rough the Tutoring
F'°n" to give writers
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give
the

confidence in" their

"*h°rity
(
Oyer"their papers
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.

discrimination in the U.S.
and India. They feci the

U.S. is "tremendously
backwards" in the area of

human relations and lacks

"simple dialogue and
reaching out to minorities.

The majority must take the

initiative.

Various programs to

eliminate discrimination in

India. The first project

Gandhi described was
designed to help the poor
people living in the ghettos.

His group asked them to

make small sacrifices in

their earnings (a salary of

$65 to $70 per month). By
1976, they collected $11,000.

With that money ten power
looms were acquired.

Eventually the contributors

increased their business to

three factories with 150
power looms. In 1976, they

opened their first bank and

CAUFMAN continued

said. He explained many of

the common situations is

which codependency
develops. He encouraged a

movement toward a drug-free

society, not through
governmental coercion but

through education and
choice. "We consciously seek

a pollutant free environment,

avoiding herbicides that

pollutes streams and kill

AOTO continued

Certainly, Mrs. Bentson reflects her well-qualified

husband as she and her monumental hair wait in the wings
armed with a can of Final Net. Remember, our first lady's

hair has to stand up curl for curl with Raisa Gorbachev.
Never before have the hairstyles of our world leaders

been so crucial. Consider Margaret Thatcher, Donald Trump
and Bush's pal Noriega. All have big hair. Of course,

Mikhail Gorbachev doesn't, but he has that thing on the

side of his head, which counts. Therefore, in the interest

in maintaining our position as a world power, I beseech you
all to seriously consider the ramifications of a hairless

presidency come November 8th. And may the best hair

win.

23

they now have seven banks
with a twenty million dollar

profit.

In another program Gandhi
and his wife aided a village

of "untouchables" to start a

collective dairy farm.
Within eight years the farm

was economically stable.

Because of the improvements
that had taken place, an
"untouchable" was chosen to

take part in representative

government.

According to Gandhi, "Wc
have problems in the world
but by simple actions we can
reach out and build bridges.

This is the responsibility of

the young, the future leaders

of the world." To break the

vicious circle of hatred "we
must look at ourselves and
change our nature. Wc must
begin the change in

ourselves."

fish. Does taking a toxic

substance into your body make
any sense?"

Other activities during the

week included a becrtending

workshop, a bar training

session, a 5k fun run, and a

design-a-mocktait contest.

Tonight at Benjamin's,

BACCHUS and Kappa
Sigma will host a Soul Night
party with door prizes. The
fun begins at 9 pm.

JyUsborbTn
WdL

Just 10 Minutes Away!

Delicious cuisine
and excellent service

in an historic setting-

the

Stagecoach Inn^J RESTAURANT

,~ Suds 'urn

if-i\ Laundry & Cleaners

Unlimited© wash

with C.C. I.D.

1931 W. Unitah

1/2 Block West of King Soopers

(expires Nov. 15th)
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INTERESTED IN STUDY
ABROAD FOR SPRING
SEMESTER? Deadline for

Foreign Studies application

is November 1. Contact:

Professor O'Connor
(Armstrong 318), ext. 2624, for

any questions.

THE COLORADO
COLLEGE INTER-
FRATERNITY COUNCIL
would like to thank those

members of the CC
Community who- helped to

support our Safe-Sex Non-
Trivial Pursuit Bowl last

week. It was a lot of fun and
we hope that more people

will become involved in the

event in tine future.

HONOR COUNCIL
NOMINATIONS are

currently being accepted in

boxes at Loomis, Mathias,

Slocum and the Worncr
Center. Please nominate any
student, including yourself,

you feel would be an asset to

the 1989-90 Honor Council.

The final date for

nominations is Monday, Oct.

24th. If you have any further

questions feel free to contact

any Honor Council member.

THE POLITICAL
SCIENCE DEPARTMENT
invites all interested
students to a meeting about
careers at 3:30 pm Monday,
November 7, in the WES
room of Worner. Faculty

members will speak about
some of the career paths open
to people with backgrounds
in political science: law
school, graduate school,

practical politics, journalism,

public administration, etc.

APPLICATIONS FOR ACM
COSTA RICA PROGRAM
must be sent to Chicago by
November 1. This is early

decision for fall, 1989, and
regular decision for spring

1989. See Pro/. Barbara
Winternitz, Olin Hall, or

Prof. Knutsche, new science

building.

THE ASSOCIATED
COLLEGES OF THE
MIDWEST URBAN
EDUCATION PROGRAM
is pleased to announce the
1988-89 Bilingual/English as

a Second Language Teacher
Training Program
Scholarships. All ACM
students who meet eligibility

requirements, who are

'Cycles Peugeot"

The French Manufacturer
of the World's finest

bicycles since 1882!

19E Kiowa • Downtow
t? blocks south ol campus)

Phone: 634-4733

RICK WAGER—
'CC Class of '64 Proprietor''

actively pursuing a teaching

certificate and who are

interested in the many
possibilities of working in

bilingual or ESL education

may receive tuition and
housing stipends to enable

them to spend a term,

semester, interim or block

during the regular academic
year or over the summer in

Chicago participating in

B/ESL TTP courscwork and
working in Chicago public

and private schools. All

interested individuals
should contact the UEP
advisor on campus or the

Urban Education Program at

5633 N. Kenmore, Chicago, IL

60660, (312) 989-0751.

LEISURE PROGRAM
BLOCK III ARTS AND
CRAFTS CLASSES 1988-89.

Beginning Pottery. Mondays
and Wednesdays, 6:00-8:00

pm, $25.00.

Beginning/Intermediate
Pottery. Tuesdays and
Thursdays, 6:00-8:00 pm,
$25.00.

Weaving. Tuesdays 6:00-

8:00 pm, and Thursdays 7:30-

9:30 pm, $22.00.

lewelrymaking. Tuesdays
and Thursdays, 7:00-9:00 pm,
$22.00.

Tewelrv and Enameling,
Tuesdays and Thursdays,
3:00-5:00 pm, $22.00.

Papermaking . Mondays
and Wednesdays, 7:00-9:00

pm, $25.00.

Stained Glass. Mondays
and Wednesdays, 6:30-8:30

pm, $25.00.

Beginning Knitting.
Mondays and Wednesdays,
6:00-8:00 pm, $18.00.

Beginning Black and
White Photography. Tues-
days and Thursdays, 1:30 pm,
$22.00.

Open Lab Photography,
$14.00.

Spinning. Tuesdays and
Thursdays, 7:00-9:00 pm,
$22.00.

Batik, Mondays and
Wednesdays, 6:900-8:00 pm,
$25.00.

Open Studios must have
pre-approval by instructor.

Register beginning October

24 for classes starting October

31 (Block III) at th front desk

of Worner Student Center.

TO ALL CONCERNED
STUDENTS and members of

the CC Community. There
will be a memorial service

for the late Jim Lundberg on
Saturday, October 22, at 11

am, in the chapel.

NOTIFICATION OF LEAVE
OF ABSENCE AND
WITHDRAWAL
DEADLINES. Applications
available in the Dean's
Office, Armstrong Hall, room
213.

The deadline for
requesting a leave of absence
is November 1 for a leave
which begins in the spring
semester. Students are
encouraged to apply for a
leave even if they are
awaiting word of their

acceptance to a program. On
formal application, a leave
of absence will be considered
for one of the following
reasons: financial or personal
emergency, ACM programs,

the Washington Semester, or

study abroad.

The withdrawal form
must also be submitted by
November 1. All students

who decide to interrupt their

education at Colorado
College, and who do not

qualify for a leave of

absence, or who wish to

transfer to another
institution, are expected to

withdraw formally from the

College.

SHOVE CHAPEL - October

23rd, 10:45 am, Worship
Service, Shove Chapel.

October 23rd, 9:00 pm.
Mass, Shove Chapel.

WOMEN WITH BULIMIA
NERVOSA (binge-purge
disorder) are needed for a

research study conducted
through the University of

Denver at a Colorado Springs

hospital. Subjects will b e

paid for their participation.

All inquiries and information

will, be confidential. For
infetftriation please call Kate

Hcnnion, PhD candidate, at

471-0049.

OFF-CAMPUS
APPLICATIONS for second
semester are now available

in the Office of Residential

Life in Bemis Hall. These
applications are due
November 15th.

Seniors (26 units by the end
of block 2) may declare off-

campus status for second

semester by sending a written

notice to the Office of
Residential Life by
November 1st.

CAN YOU SEW? Do you

have a sewing machine? I

need help with a project and

will pay $. Call Keri, 473-

0876, or a leave a note in

WB127.
DO YOU VOLUNTEER?
What do you do? Let us know.

We are interested in creating

a Volunteer Center on
Campus. Contact: Suzie

Klein, x2325, or Lee
McDoanldx2282.

EXPERIENCED TYPIST
will type reports, papers, in

my home, $1.50/page, $2
rush orders. Phone 594-0433

(Myra).

CONGRESS OF THE
UNITED STATES
INTERNSHIP
You are invited to apply for

work with US Rep. Ben
Nighthorse Campbell, who

is recruiting interns in his

Washington, DC and district

offices for the spring

semester.

Interested students should

send a letter of application,

resume and brief writing

sample by November 15 to:

Lisa Spurlock, c/o The
Honorable Ben Nighthorse
Campbell, 1724 Longworth
HOB, Washington, DC,
20515, or call for more
information, 202-225-4761.

ART EXHIBIT: "Art and
Culture of fin-de-siecle
Vienna," Coburn Gallery,
Nov. 8-24, 12-5 p.m. (except
Sun./Mon.)

Lecture: "Alma Mahler and
her Vienna." Packard Hall,

Nov. 9, 7:30 p.m. Prof.
Alessandra Comini, SMU,

TX.
Reception for Prof. Comini

in Coburn Gallery, 9 p.m.,

Nov. 9, following the lecture.

TO DAVE AND CAROLYN -

I'm sorry, I'm sorry, I'm sorry,

I'm sorry, I'm sorry, I'm sorry,

I'm sorry, I'm sorry, I'm sorry,

I'm sorry, I'm OH SO VERY
SORRY, and I apologize for

calling you scum. I hope you

didn't take it personally - to

me. "scum" is a term of

endearment.

Sincerely yours, Kathy

P.S. Can I have the floating

pen now?

FRIENDS OF THE
LIBRARY PROGRAMS IN
NOVEMBER: Ruth Holley
Branch Booksale - The
Friends of the Ruth Holley
Branch hold a used booksale

on the first Saturday of each

month from 10:00 am - 2:00

pm at the Holley branch, 923
N. Murray Blvd. The next
sale will be on Saturday,
November 5.

Ongoing Booksales -

Ongoing used booksales are
held during library hours at

the East Library and
Information Center Friends'

Bookstore, the Old Colorado

the Colorado Sn
t

chorale, plus posters
programs, will be disp|

from November 2-30.

From November 2-3g

Julie Penrose Center'
display information

a

their programming
,v

addresses adult con*
ranging from spirituality

personal growth;
addictions; from won*
concerns to aging issues.

Ruth Hollev R .)

Library. 923 N. "ii^

Blvd.:

The Piecing Partners

display miniature on

quilted teddy bears andc
toys, and quilted

clotfc

from November 2-30.

HONOR COUN
NOMINATIONS f0I

1989-90 academic year

be accepted from Oct.
])

25th. Nomination boxes,

present in Loomis, Mai

Slocum, and the Woi

Center. You may no:

any person you feel won]

an asset to the Honor Coi

including yourself, by pi;

that na.m.e in any of

boxes. If you have any
questions, please contact

Honor Council member.

J's Motor Hotel

and Restaurant

Off Campus at 820 N. Nevada

Special Student rate including utilities

& sattelite TV

633-5513
City Branch, Broadmarkct
Square Branch, Monument
Hill Branch, Palmer Lake
Branch, and the Fountain
Branch.

EXHIBITS AND DIS-
PLAYS AT THE LIBRARY
IN NOVEMBER
East Library and

Information Center (ELIC),

550 N. Union Blvd.:

The Pikes Peak
Association of Museums and
Visitors' Centers will present

an informational display
with photographs of local

museums and visitors' centers

from October 17-November
14.

The Friends in Art, a group
of professional women
artists, will exhibit art

created in a variety of media
and styles in the Art Gallery

from October 24-November
12.

The Colorado Springs
Chorale will display a

photographic history of the

organization, and feature

information about their

upcoming Christmas concert

from November 1-30 in the

Art Gallery case.

"Winter Storms" will the

the theme of a display
presented by the El Paso
County Disaster Services in

the case near the check-out
desks from November 1-30.

"Collage" style art done in

a variety -of media will be
exhibited in the Art Gallery

from November 14-December
3 by Robin Cunningham.

Penrose Public Library. 20

N. Cascade Avenue:
A photographic history of

THE TRAFFIC COMMH
says: "Avoid hassles i

costly fines. Please re

your car (off-campus srm

too) and read your trafficj

manual. If there are any

questions please call x2!

THE CCCA STUD1

CONCERNS FORUM. cBsid

speak to one of the C( Drtgre

student conce

representatives ab

whatever may be on
j

mind concerning our can

community. Bring yourl

and you thoughts!!! N[»rT <;

12:30, CCCA office, Oct ^
20, November 3, Nove™
17, December 1, Decembe
BRAND NEW never I

used Sony Discman. $20

negotiable. Call Jameel

7188.

MUSIC AT MIDDJ
Lunchtime concerts by

students will be

Wednesday, October ti

12:15 in Packard Hall, t erfu

concerts are sponsored by "ifte:

Music Department and dg(

scheduled every th on

Wednesday of every b

Other concerts this seme

will be November 1*

Packard Hall and Deceit

14 in Womer center.

Music at Midday conj

are designed for intern^

and advanced- students

perform on a regular basis

be eligible the students

take private lesso

participate in the ensefl

program, and
recommended and coacfo

the music perform*

faculty.
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DukakisVows toUndo
Reagan/BushDamage

1,000 Angels" Wins $1,000
No

°1 ETe-
> ve[ irded
nber

'RISCILLA PETTIT
Cozine was
the $1,000

tindale Fiction Prize for

best writing by an
xgraduate student at CC.

eel Cozine wrote a novella
tied "Land of 1,000
Is". George Butte, Chair
the CC English

3Dj

by

artment said, "It's a
ty piece that ... .

erful rendering of the life

"titers, set in Tucson."
" ;es of the Martindale
°n contest were George

English Professor
Yaffe, Economics

essor Bill Becker and CC
™s Alan Prendergrast
who is a professional

i

ind

Q

• b

erne

1

writer and author of The
Poison Tree.

The fifteen entries for this

prize averaged forty pages. A
few writers submitted more
than one story so there were
actually thirteen writers
competing for the prize.

George Butte said he didn't

expect so many entries.

Butte and James Yaffe read

all fifteen. They compiled a

list of the top seven stories

which all of the judges read.

The judges went on to

discuss the strengths and
weaknesses of the top seven
storres.

Professor Butte noted the

judges had different values
dictating their choice. They

differed in their thoughts on

what makes a good story.

Some believe stylization is

most important while others

believe characterization
most important. All agreed a

certain balance between the

two is necessary for a truly

good story.

After much contemplation,

the winner and honorable
mentions were decided
through secret ballot. Butte

said there was a clear vote

for Cozinc's story as the

winner. Contemplation arose

when the judges realized all

the entries were extremely

high quality.

Three student writers other

See PETTIT, p.27

By DOUG HINKLE
In an effort to punch-up his

campaign, Democratic
candidate Michael Dukakis
paid a visit to Colorado.
Dukakis rounded out his two-

city stop with a visit to the

Pueblo County court house on
Wednesday, October 26,

This stop marked the first

time that a presidential

candidate spoke in Pueblo
since the days of Harry
Truman. Dukakis was greeted

with a hearty ovation from a

crowd of thousands which
typifies a democratic Pueblo.

Dukakis broke from his

traditional pep-rally speech

to attack what he called the

lies that have been spread by
the Republican campaign.

He clarified his stance on

gun control, stating that he

did not oppose private

citizens owning guns but he

did object to "kids running

around with uzis."

Dukakis also spoke on
Official English, a proposal

that has met with opposition

here in Colorado. The bill

proposes that English be
made the official language of

Colorado. Opposition states

that the right of due process

may be denied if the bill

passes. Emphasizing his

multi-lingualism, Dukakis
broke into Spanish on several

occasions to demonstrate his

opposition to the bill.

Dukakis also restated his

position on drugs and
enforcement of tougher drug

laws. He was also critical of

his opponent's record as the

so-called "Drug-czar."

Dukakis spoke on economic

matters as well, claiming

that the past eight years

have done little to help the

economy of Pueblo. While

citing as an example the

closing of the CF&I steel

mill, which put hundreds out

of work and seriously

damaged the economy, he

promised an increase in the

number of quality jobs.

He reiterated his proposal

for universal health care and
a national day care system

both of which brought a

cheer from the crowd.

The subject was then
changed to education.
Dukakis promised if he were

elected, everyone who
wanted it could have the

opportunity to go to college no

matter what their financial

situation. This, again, was
met with enthusiastic

applause.

Dukakis vowed to undo
what he called the damage
caused by the "Reagan/Bush

Environmental Wrecking
Crew". He said he would
start by appointing
competent people and not

those along the lines of James

Watt and Ann Gorsuch-

Burford.

Dukakis finally criticized

the "tax-cuts for the

affluent" proposal of Mr.

Bush. He stated the proposal

would only benefit the

wealthiest one percent of the

country.

After the rally, Dukakis

took time out to meet with

the drivers of the motorcade

which included CC students

Michael Bates, Jen Worthcn,

Doug Henklc and Gayle

Rcichcrt.

All-in-all, Dukakis
appeared as a man who has

found new confidence in his

campaign and in the outcome

of the election.

Watson Nominees
Announced...
See News, p. 3

Larg e Reaction to Feminist

Performance.
See Opinions, Pg s - , 12 •13

Hockey
Program

Rebounds!
See

Sports, p. 20
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Constitution
Committee is responsible for

chartering new groups on
campus and overseeing
student organizations in

genera]

The Food Service
Committee works to improve
the quality of the food and

CCCA to Select

New Members
Annual elections for the The Residential Life and

Colorado College Campus Housing Committee works

Association (CCCA) will be with the administration in

held December 6. Petitions making housing policy

for those interested in running decisions,

are currently available at
! liC

Worner Center desk. In

addition to a new President,

Executive Vice-President,

and Financial Vice-
President, nine members-at-

large will be elected.

CCCA is Colorado
College's campus government.

It addresses the issues that food program at C.C.

affect the entire campus. The Election/Publicity

With members from the committee coordinates the

faculty, the administration, CCCA elections and helps

Residential Life, and the publicize CCCA.

student body, CCCA is the And finally, the Student

only organization that Concerns Committee
represents all facets of the determines specific student

College. issues the entire CCCA
Recently, CCCA has begun should consider and designs

focusing more heavily on programs to foster

student concerns. It has communication between

sought to become more aware students and the

of issues and to do a better job administration,

of articulating these concerns Each CCCA member chairs

to students, faculty, and the or sits on at least two of these

administration. committees

CCCA is best known for its Students running for a
Budget Committee, which position on the council need to
allocates over $100,000 each collect 10 signatures on their
year to both student petition if they wish to be a
organizations and to special member-at-large and 20
projects that benefit the signatures if they wish to be
entire campus. However, this an officer,

work comprises only a small Petitions are due in the
portion of CCCA's CCCA Office by noon
responsibilities. November 23 (the last day of
The association is composed the block). Specific rules for

of six other committees the election are also located
which provide student input a t the Womer desk,
into all other aspects of

campus life. An informal, informational

The Committee on meeting will be held in the

Committees appoints students CCCA Office on November 9.

to the various student-faculty CCCA members will be
committees. These present to answer questions

committees formulate many and talk about campaigning
of the College's policies from strategies. All students

reviewing admissions considering running for CCCA
applications to selecting are encouraged to attend,
endowed lecturers.

THECATALVs
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Coste and Marcus Debate Electioi

GRACE EPISCOPAL
and

St. Stephen's Parish
631 North Tejon Steet

633-5529

Cordially invites you to a luncheon for college students
and faculty Sunday, November 6th at 12:15, Parish Hall

Bro. Robert Hugh, the order of St Francis,

will be our luncheon speaker

Sunday Worship

8:00 a.m. Holy Eucharist:: Rite I & Sermon
9:00 a.m. Holy Eucharist:: Rite II & Sermon
10:10-10:15 a.m. Adult Education

Holy Scipture: Fr. Armstrong
Traditions of The Church: Robert McJimsey
Christian Living: Sisters of St. Francis

New Members Class: Parish Clergy
1 1 :00 a.m. Holy Eucharist:: Rite I & Sermon

Bro. Hugh will preach at all three services
Tuesday Evening

5:30 p.m. Dinner and Bible Study for College Students:
Fr. Burton

'The Rev. Donald Armstrong, Rector
The Rev. Kenneth Burton, Associate Rector
The Rev. Edward Hook, Associate Rector
Frank Sheiton, Organist/Choirmaster

By Mike Shaver

The Political Union hosted
the second debate between
Bush and Dukakis partisans

Monday, October 31st in

Packard Hall.

With a format similar to

that of the presidential
debates, Chuck Marcus, co-
chair of El Paso County Bush
for President Committee and
Mike Coste, co-chair of the

Colorado Dukakis for
President Committee
answered questions presented
by a panel composed of two
students and two faculty
members.
Asking the questions were

Nan Wain wright, Jim
Burness and professors Bill

Hochman and Bob Loevy.
The questions were both

varied and far reaching,
ranging from the agenda Sen.
Bcnsten would follow if

Dukakis were to die while
president, to what states the
Democrats must win to take
the White House in 1988.

In answering Prof.
Hochman's question of why
"Dukakis 1

environmental
record is better than Bush's"

Coste presented what he
called "the facts on Boston
Harbor." He argued that a

number of requests to clean up
the harbor were ignored by
the Reagan/Bush
administration and the EPA,
thus make it hard to deal

with the problem.

Finally, Coste added that

the "environmental rapists"

appointed by the Reagan
administration completely
"gutted the EPA, making
enforcement difficult.

During his one minute
rebuttal, Marcus noted
several improvements in the

environment. He specifically

noted the decrease in air

pollution in Denver and
Colorado Springs. Marcus
stated this was possible only
because of the deregulation

that occurred under the
Reagan administration
making enforcement easier

and more effective.

Marcus mentioned further

examples including a
"dramatic decrease in the

number of air born lead
levels," and the "record
number of cases acted on by
the EPA."
Another area of debate

was the deficit. Marcus was
asked, "without major cuts in

spending or an increase in

spending how will Bush
reduce the deficit?"

Marcus first pointed out
that the inability to balance
the budget can be blamed on
the Republicans. He argued
that it is the
"Democratically controlled
Congress" who has control of
the "purse strings."

"The approach," Marcus
said, "should be to limit the

spending of Congress." This
could be done, Marcus
believes, with Bush's
proposed measures of a

Balanced Budget
Amendment, a flexible freeze

on spending, and the [I

Item Veto.

In response, Coste blai

the deficit on what he ci

"faulty economics."
highlighted Gov. Duka ;

record of fi<

responsibility, noting
Governor's past 10 balan

budgets. In addition, (V

stated that Michael Duki
also supports the line ju

veto.

In his closing statem,

and throughout the

Mr. Marcus spoke directly

the differences between
Democratic and Rcpubli
platforms.

He mentioned that he
tried to avoid what
called "unfortunate ncga
campaign tactics," and no|

that the Demo
platform is "Void of speci

issues."

Summarizing, Mr. Man
asked for people to sirm

evaluate whether or not

are better off today than

1980.

Coste concluded the dcbai

by discussing how Dukal 3U ndati
had been attacked, an

stressing that in response^

I can do is fight." He furlfc

stated that when he sees ll 'arch

Governor attacked, "I do n

think of niceties."

Specifically, he argu;

that "big government is

fact." The question, accordi- lizabetb

to Coste, is "does it work

Finally, he concluded t

saying simply, "Dukakis

running for America."

Colorado Republican Comments on

Presidential Campaign
By KRISTA D. CAUFMAN
Representative Joel Hefley

commented on his experiences

as a first term representative

and on the upcoming
presidential election during a

lecture last Tuesday night.

Hefley, a Republican from
the fifth district, found his

first term frustrating. "The
process is designed to put
power in the hands of a few.

The minority really has no
power," he said. The system
is based on seniority and
ideology, not competence,
according to Hefley.

"The seniority system is

tough for enthusiastic new
people. A single senior
representative can block
anything. If you really want
to get something done, make
friends with the Democrats.
The Democrats always steal

the good ideas," he
commented.

"In spite of all my
complaints, it really is the
greatest system of government
on the face of the earth. I

always believed that
academically, but now I

believe it emotionally,"
Hefley claimed.

Hefley predicts the next
four years will be stormy. He
believes that the Democrats

will gain a few chairs in both

houses, but the Republicans

will control the presidency.

He cited a few key issues in

this campaign. "Perhaps
most important is the

appointment of up to three

Supreme Court judges...[the

oldest three] would not be
alive today except for the

abiding hatred for Ronald
Reagan."

He commented on Dukakis's

intent to research SDI, but to

emphasize conventional
forces. "One billion dollars is

not enough money. We were
spending more on it before we
thought it was a possibility.

He might as well shut it

down."

He stressed the need to give
states more control in child
care, welfare, education, and
drug enforcement.

The homeless are not a
serious problem, according to

Hefley. "One-half of the
homeless people in America
are mental patients. We need
a different way to help them.
Of the other half, we should
help those situational
homeless who are simply
down on their luck, but we
should forget about the bums
who just like the lifestyle."

Abortion is not a
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presidential candidal*

personally - Dukakis as

professor at Harvard
Bush through l»

congressional duties. "The

is an extreme differed

between the two. They h»

very different ideologies.

He hopes and predicts tijtout 35

Bush will win.
Democrats can't

nationally. They're

liberal. The Republic

can't win in the states beca"

they're too conservati'
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Students Nominated for Watson Fellowships
wnmon Mrf^r>n wank tn «

NEWS/*

,J—*^&. ^^?Js5f^ ' Photos by Patty McLaughl

Watson Nominees Stephanie Bryson and Beth Skelton
(not pictured: Michael Wang)

STAARPREWTTT Raster said that Colorado expressed interest

..is past week four seniors College's selection

I nominated by Colorado committee, which included

-c to submit proposals to Professor Marcia Dobson,

Thomas J. Watson Professor Kathy Merrill, and

indation. The Watson Senior Katie Welch, tries to

owship Program is a mimic the national selection

onal competition which process,

ports independent foreign The committee assesses

arch and travel for recent how the individual projects

ege graduates. will relate to the candidates'

he four seniors selected personal growth as well as

e Mike Wang, Stephanie the project's creativity and

son, Shannon McGee, and feasibility. The committee

.abeth Skelton. According also interviews each
rofessor Keith Kester, the candidate and asks for names

ir of the committee, these of professors who would
lents best met the criteria support their endeavors.

ifne Watson Fellowship. Twenty to thirty students

Student Hit
nOIUTA ODLE
Gordon Scott, a CC
iphomore, was admitted to

inrosc Hospital Wednesday
lemoon after he was hit by
nruck while riding his

icycle

lie accident occurred far

f campus on Bradley Road.

was reported by a

orial Hospital staff

iber who saw the accident

loute to work.

Icott sustained minor
'juries including a broken
< He will remain at

Broso for about a week for

eatment. His comment on

| situation; "It hurts."

Dukakis Rally
Monday, October 24 at 1pm,
tout 35 enthusiastic and
edieated Pro-Dukakis
itizens attended a Pro-
™<akis rally held in Acacia

k.

Bearing "We're for the
™e

'
signs, they cheered at

•opriate moments while
Professor William

'"chman and CC visiting
rofessor Mike Coste spoke

lu
' why Dukakis should be
next president of the

"ed States. TV crews
"|ed the cheerful crowd as
as the speakers.

°cals picnicing with beer
*nted the only problem in

* ™ rm of meager "Go Bush"
J es at an otherwise sunny
P father subdued rally.

the

committee about the Watson
Fellowships this year, but

only twelve proposals were
submitted. Kester remarked
that this was one of the

lowest umbers of students to

enter but that the candidates

selected had fascinating and
complex projects.

McGee plans to travel to

Egypt to explore the
Fundamentalist Muslim
women's movement. Educated

Fundamentalist women are

returning traditional Muslim
customs such as veil wearing

at the same time they are

asserting their rights as

women. McGee wants to

examine how it is possible for

Fundamentalist Moslem
women to embrace women's
rights.

Stephanie Bryson is

interested in a cross-cultural

study of the open lesbian

culture that exists in
Mombassa, Kenya. She plans
to explore the nature and
impact of lesbian
relationships in the society
and compare it to the
experience of lesbian culture
in the United States.

Beth Skelton proposed to

explore the Waldorf schools
in Germany. These private

schools arc based on the ideas

of an Austrian philosopher
and arc creative and
revolutionary as compared to

western schools. She then
plans to study how this

philosophy has been applied
to the public schools of

Switzerland and hopefully
return with knowledge to

benefit American public
schools.

Michael Wang, a

percusionist of fourteen years,

plans to become a member of

the Taiko school of ensemble
drumming in Japan. Taiko
drumming encompasses a

monastic-type program
where he will learn
drumming in conjunction with

meditation and rigorous
exercise. He wants to explore

the discipline of Taiko
drumming both in the context

of Japanese culture and as a
performer.

The Watson Fellowship
Program is administered Nominee Shannon McGee

through fifty-four small
private colleges and
universities which nominate
seniors for the award. All
graduating seniors are
eligible to be nominated by
CC.
Fellows arc granted

stipends of either $13,000 or
$18,000 depending upon
whether they are
accompanied by a dependent.
The grants support a year of

specialized study in a field

which the candidate has
shown potential for

leadership.

The Watson Foundation
sees this opportunity as a
time away from formal
schooling during which the

recipients may reflect upon a

deep interest, test their

aspirations and abilities, and
view their lives and America
with a different perspective.

CC STUDENT SPECIAL

SATURDAY AFTERNOON CLUB - If you are 21 and have a valid I.D.

bring in 3 people during happy hour & we'll buy you

a nacho or cheesecrisp ! !
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Democratic Socialist Speaks Beyond Electio
By RACHEL BERRINGTON
AND MARK GLAZE
Michael Harrington, the

co-chair of the Democratic

Socialists of America, spoke

in Packard Hall last

Wednesday night to a

standing-room-only crowd.

Harrington is the author of

sixteen books on social

criticism, such as The Other

America, often credited for

sparking the War on Poverty

in the 1960s, The Vast

Majority, a study of the

Third World which was one

of the three finalists for the

National Book Award, The
Next Left, and his

autobiography, The Long

•Distance Runner.

Harrington was also a

congressman from
Massachussetts and is a

weekly commentator on
National Public Radio's

"Morning Edition." He is a

professor of Political Science

at Queens College.

"Beyond the Election: An
Agenda for America" was the

title of his lecture and he
opened it up by saying he was
not going to speak about The
Election to the delight of the

crowd.

"But I would be less than

honest," he said, "if I even
left the suspicion of an idea

that I am impartial. I am
not. 1 intend to vote in the

tradition of Irish Americans
early and often for Michael
Dukakis."

He went on to say that

Dukakis is not looking for an
endorsement from the
socialist party, "He does not

need my endorsement (or want
it). I listen to George bush
talking about this wild,
extremist, left-winger
Michael Dukakis and my
hopes soar!" Harrington
cited the use of the

Democratic party as "a

starting point" for socialism

in the two party system.

The ma jori ty of
Harrington's presentation
was an analysis of modern
American society. His
"Agenda for America"
included both domestic and
international solutions.

Harrington began his

analysis by saying, "I am a

socialist. I have a point of

view. In my opinion, anyone
who analyzes society has a

point of view. Because to

analyze society you have to

stand somewhere. And
where you stand will

determine what you see.

Although I come from the

middle class and have been

middle class all of my life, I

have tried to stand in the

shoes of, in the position of,

the poor and the working
people of the United States

and the world. I view society

from that vantage point."

In the period from 1945 to

1970, Harrington stated that

the American economy
operated in what was
believed to be a "virtuous

circle," in which investment
led to increased production,

which led in turn to greater

investment. Citing the

emergence of simultaneous

upsurges in unemployment
and inflation in the 1970s,

Harrington argued that a

shift in the economy from a

manufacturing to a service

economy revealed weaknesses

in the nation's supply-side

economic policies and we
seemed to shift into a

"vicious circle."

"What is the productivity

of a college professor?"

Harrington asked," Do you

measure it by full-time

equivalent students? FTEs?"

Under the Carter
administration, Harrington
explained, we created jobs at

a faster rate than under
Reagan and Bush. "But those

jobs, like the jobs under
Reagan and Bush, were
increasingly low-paid, low-
productivity jobs. We're
coming into a different

occupational structure in the

United States," he stated.

Harrington claimed that

the economic and social

policies of the 1980s,
particularly reliance on the

"trickle-down theory," will

see Ronald Reagan
remembered as "the worst
president of the United
States in the 20th Century."

Noting the goals of the

1981 Tax Act, Harrington
argued that taxes under the

administration have
decreased for the rich and
risen for the poor, and
claimed the tax incentives for

the wealthy have failed to

improve the plight of the

disadvantaged.
Those who have been most

disadvantaged since 1976,
noted Harrison, have been
the working poor, rather

Photo by Patty McLaughli)

Michael Harrington

than the welfare poor.

"There has been no increase

in the welfare poor in the US
since 1976," he said.

"What do the people at

the bottom do with the

money when you give it to

them?" he asked, "They eat

it. The reason is they don't
have enough money. But if

you give it to the people at

the top, they don't eat it,

they already have enough
food - they invest it."

Harrington said that a
census showed that in the
last eleven years, the

average US family's income
increased by $747. The top

1% of the American people
saw their income increase by
$134,500.

The speaker went on to

criticize the social reforms of

past administrations, noting

that the Great Society
reforms of Lyndon Johnson
yielded few benefits to the

poor.

The Democratic Socialist

co-chair continued by offering

a general domestic agenda for

social reform. Initially, the

CAREER EXPLORATION
LETS

U. B. U.
YOU BE YOU !

1988 CAREER SYMPOSIUM
THURSDAY NOV. 10 3:30-5:30 WORNER CENTER LOBBY

speaker called for
differential interest rates.

"If somebody is willing to go
into the South Bronx, or the

barrios of Los Angeles," he
argued, "give him or her

terrific tax benefits for

creating jobs and
productivity."

Harrington also called for a

reduction in military
spending, qualifying the

statement by stating , "If I

thought the freedom of the

United States were at issue, I

would be willing to make
incredible sacrifices. I think

some wariness is imperitive

in international affairs."

The speaker cited the
emergence of Mikhael
Gorbachev as an indication

that the Soviet Union, if not
a nation of "Ghandians," has
moved into a more moderate
military era. Specifically,

Harrington called for the

elimination of the Strategic

Defense Initiative, the rapid

deployment capability, and
the 600 ship Navy.
Harrington also called for

widespread involvement of

working people in business

decisions, citing the need for

democratization of economy,
as well as politics.

"When you automate, the

employees don't understand
the automation," he
argued,"Workers' knowledge
of the automation is going to

affect the authority of

management."
A solution to the inequities

of taxation, Harrington
stated, was offered by Jesse

Jackson in the 1988
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"I agree with hi s

revolutionary proposal
we return tax levels in «j

to the level that
oxj,

under the BoIsL
conditions of 1977. I

means taking billions

billions of dollars
[

welfare away from the
r

he said.

Harrington closed

domestic policy by say

"We are in dange,

becoming a more racist sw

than we have ever bee,

more sexist society than

have ever been. But then

thrust of our policy shoul]

be race or gendcr-spK
What we should bo f

raising up anybody
a|

bottom."

In offering an internals

agenda, Harrington
no

that the late twenti

century is a time

"internationalization of

American economy to

unprecendented degree,"

He argued that

"enemy" is the mo

national corporation, not

maquilador or the So

Korean worker. He poii

out that there

worldwide peopl

institutions or worlds

trade unions.

"We need to make
rights of working peoj

around the world a m
commitment," Harrinj

stated, "Any country I
uses force to stop

organization of unions

its working people shouli
1

declared that that is

unfair trading practice

any product made by woi

who can't belong to a unit

not welcome."

Harrington also stret

that environmental
should become inter natit

issues. Most crucial to

future in all

Harrington stated,

"commitment
internationalization,'

politically and economics

Following a question

answer period, Harring

concluded by arguing thai

United States "has

having the wrong debale

years - debating whether

not the US government sht

intervene. That question'

answered fifty years '

The issue is who
government is,, and who

government will interval!

behalf of."

Harrington stated ]

although his goals would

be accomplished in

lifetime- Harrington is civ

of cancer- a life dedicate^

an ideal is a "life of

Harrington appealed I

young people of the audi8

to adopt an ideal.

visionaries who "marry

visions," he argued,

bring reform to a s0CiHl33()
which resists change.
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Itudents Offer Substantial

put into Tenure Decisionsn

-jLt PORTER

id Finley, Dean of the

e,
addressed the issues

Ending student input into

ty
tenure decisions at

November 1st Colorado

,qp Campus Association

[a) meeting.

Lng both last semester's

uproar over the

,01 riring of popular

L professor Joanne Klein

cnt CCCA survey

l^jng
facuity tenure

jions as a prominent

^n t
concern, CCCA

M Dean Finley to

the College's

fcdure for promoting

to members.

nley asserted the

edure for reviewing

h
nstu

works well" and is

tutcd thoughtfully."

has not changed
Itantially during the last

ity years. Moreover,

>y saw a tendency to

isc the review procedure

with the judgement the

[edure yields. "Often,

procedures are a handy
bgoat when one doesn't

with the outcome," he

In accordance with

•ecommendation of the

dean Association of

University Professors, Finley

explained, the
administration conducts an
extensive review of each

faculty member during their

sixth year of teaching at the

College. This review process

ends in either a tenure
contract or a one-year
terminal contract for that

professor. Finley

emphasized the review
procedures include "very
substantial student
participation." The faculty

member's department solicits

written comments or oral

interviews from a broad
sample of the students who
have had that professor in

class. Finley estimated that

50 to 100 students are

contacted for comments.
However, Finley also

emphasized, while student
input is an important element

in the process, "it is by no
means the only element." To
conduct a truly thorough
review of a faculty member,
Finley believes, "it is

necessary to also solicit the

opinions of faculty colleagues

and peers and the opinions of

people outside the College."

Thus, the review

procedures also mandate
evaluations by tenured and

non-tenured members of the

department and by faculty

members outside the

department who have
worked with the professor.

The Dean's office also

collects comments from 50 to

100 alumni who have had
the professor in class.

All these evaluations, as

well as the student comments,
are summarized by the

department chair and sent on
to the Executive Committee
of the Division with a

recommendation. The
Executive Committee reviews

the evaluations and
recommendation and
recommends a decision to the

faculty Committee on
Committees, which in turn

makes a recommendation to

the Dean of Students. The
Dean then advises the

President of the College, who
then makes a

recommendation to the Board

of Trustees for final

approval.

Finley acknowledged the

procedure is "long and

cumbersome," but argued "it

is designed to have checks
and balances."

Career Symposium Provides
Advice and Answers

By COURTNEY MURPHY
If you have seen the

advertisements around
campus which sport the

phrase "U.B.U." rest assured

it's not an ad for Reebok
athletic shoes. On Thursday

,

November 10, in Worner
Lobby from 3:30 to 5:30,

alumni from a wide range of

fields arc scheduled to carry

out this year's Career

Symposium theme, "Careers

Should Let You be You."

The Symposium is designed

to provide, "an opportunity

for students to talk with

alumni about particular

occupations, majors, graduate

schools, etc.", according to

Junior Stephanie Trovas who
works in the Career Center.

Trovas also added, "Alumni

provide excellent resources

because they have made the

transition from C.C. to

careers."

While the annual event

was once co-sponsored by the

Alumni Office and the Career

Center, it is now organized by

Career Center Director,

Nancy Nish, the Assistant

Director, Kim Grassmcyer
and a committee of students.

The symposium has become
increasingly exciting each

year according to Grassmcyer

who believes that the help

of student input and
evaluations is responsible.

Symposium participants
come from a variety of fields

and backgrounds. The
diversity is not by accident,

says Grassmcyer, "We have
made a conscious effort to

target alumni represent the

range of careers our students
enter." This year's alumni
who represent a variety of
career choices, participants

include: a symphony
operating manager, an
environmentalist, an energy

consultant, a public relations

director, and a curator of

photography. These arc just

a few of the many fields

represented.

The Symposium is not

aimed strictly at one group of

students. Grassmcyer
emphasized, "there should

be something of interest to

students of every major and

every class level."

Its a Factfrom Harper's
Index
Hours the average
American worked each
week in 1973: 40.6

Percentage of unem-
ployed Americans who
receive no unemploy-
ment benefits: 75

Percentage of fast-food

workers who say they
are satisfied with their

jobs: 61

We're packing over to GRAND WEST for

the Great Annual C.C. SPECIAL

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 11th

A very special Evening Sale

for COLORADO COLLEGE Students

and Faculty ONLY I

I.D. required

Grand UJcsi
OUTFITTERS

J 330 North Academy Blvd.
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Colorado Ballot Measures: Beware Cryptic Wording about Abortion, Taxes

By COURTNEY MURPHY
With the General Election

just four short days away,
Colorado residents are
gearing up to fill in their

ballots. While visions of

Dukakis or Bush dance in

their heads, ballot proposals

inevitably, fall by the

wayside.
The 1988 Colorado ballot

issues have been discussed

and debated heavily in the

media in the past few
months. In spite of this,

numerous people fear the

wording of ballot proposals is

misleading and potentially

harmful.
Junior Keri Culver, a

Colorado resident believes,

"The ballot amendments for

this election are extremely
cryptically worded, even to

the point of deception. The
ballot question dealing with
public control of tax increases

is circuitous and confusing.

Often a yes vote will

actually be a vote against the

proposal or vice versa."

Three of the major ballot

issues appear here in their

original form (as they will

appear on Election Day) and
in an explanation form
provided by the League of

Women Voters.

Ballot Proposal No. 1

Shall there be an amendment
to the Colorado Constitution to

Declare that the English
Language is the Official

Language of the State of
Colorado?

• Declares that the English
language is the official

language of the State of

Colorado.

Those in favor Say:

1. English as the official

language of Colorado will

ensure that no other language
becomes official, that the

business of government will be
conducted in English, and
that English will be
preserved as our common
language.

2. "Official English" will
not prohibit the use of
another language at home, in
private business, in religious

ceremonies or cultural

functions, as an academic
subject, or when public safety

requires the use of another
language.

3. Colorado has always
prided itself on the unity it

has achieved in a pluralistic,

diverse society. A common
language is one of the

strongest bonds to tic society

together.

4. Increasingly, government
has given status to languages
other than English, and
groups have sued to extend
government use of other
languages. This amendment
will prevent challenges to

English and preserve it as the

language of government, both
state and local.

5. Fourteen states have
enacted such laws.

Those Opposed Say:

1. The primacy of the

English language is not in

danger. There is no evidence
that our stability and unity is

threatened by non-English
use. The proposal repudiates

the ideals of tolerance and
respect for diversity and is

unnecessary.

2. In practice, English is

already Colorado's dominant
language. It is the language
of government, courts, and
schools.

3. Non -English-speaking
people in Colorado presently

recognize that English is

necessary for full
participation in our society.

4. Bilingual services do not
discourage the assimilation
of language minorities in

Colorado and, in fact, help
assimilate minorities into
society. The proposal does

nothing to increase language
proficiency.

5. The proposal is vague,
leaving to the courts and the

Legislature the
interpretation of the status of

bilingual programs.
Ballot Proposal No. 6

Shall there be an amendment
to article x of the Colorado
Constitution to require voter

approval for certain increases in

state and local government tax

revenues, to restrict property,

income, sales, and other taxes,

and to limit the rate of increase

in state spending?

•Require majority voter
approval for future state and
local tax rate increases and
repeals 1988 tax increases.

• Requires a two-thirds
voter approval to incur future

state or local governmental
debt that extends past the

fiscal year in which the debt
was incurred.

•Limits residential
property taxes to 1% of
assessed market value, plus

voter-approved debt.

• Limits each district's

property tax revenue growth
to inflations plus local

growth (new construction or

higher school enrollment)
unless voters approve
otherwise.
•Reduces the limit on state

income tax from 5% to 4.5% of

taxable income unless voters

approve otherwise. All

taxable income shall be taxed

at one rate.

•Limits future growth in

state government spending to

the combined increase in

inflation plus population,
unless voters approve
otherwise.

Those in Favor Say:

1. Voter approval should
be required before tax rates

can be raised. Citizens will

have a greater voice in

deciding how much
government they can afford.

2. This proposal makes
modest tax reductions in order
to achieve a more reasonable

tax level and to control
government spending.

3. This proposal
establishes flexible
guidelines for future increases

in revenues and government
spending.

4. The 1% limitation on
residential property tax
prevents senior citizens and
others from being taxed out of
their homes.

5. Allows government
entities to raise taxes in an
emergency situation but
permits voters to repeal or
keep the tax at the next
election.

Those Opposed Say:

The CCCA announces spots to be filled on four committees:

The Endowed Lectures Committee
This committee works throughout the year choosing distinguished speakers to come to

Colorado College the followingycar. It also organizes the visits of these selected lecturers. There
are two spots open on this committee and the term will run until the end of block 8.

The Symposium Committee
Three students are needed to sit on the Symposium Committee. On this committee the stu-

dents will be involved in every aspect of the symposium, from topic and participant selection to
logistics. The terms will run from block 5 to the following block 5.

The Computer Issues Committee
This new ad-hoc committee needs three student participants and will act as an informal

advisory board to the faculty/administration composedComputer Policy Board. Amore formal
integration with the CPB may occur in the future. A large variety of issues will be discussed
including the question of word processing availability, the place ofcomputers in the curriculum
possible campus networks, and more. The terms will run concurrent with the school year.

The Elections/Publicity Committee
This CCCA committee needs two non-CCCA students to participate in the layout and

counting of the ballots for the upcoming CCCA elections. The applicants may not be running forCCCA in this elcctionand the selected students must be available during the evening of
December 6th.

° °

Applications will be available today (November 4th) at the Womcr Desk and will be due
Friday, November 11th. Interviews will occur during the third week of this blocka nd the
selections willb e announced after the interview process has been completed. Applicants for the
Elections/Publicity Committee need only to submit name, address, and phone number since
hen"names will bedrawnout of ahatforimpartiality. If anyone hasany questions, pleasecontact
Jim Bumcss through the CCCA office in Worncr Center (x2627) or at x2201

1. This proposal takes the

authority to fix tax rates

away from state and local

elected officials, thus
lessening the power of
representatives in Colorado

2. This proposal will

impose restrictions on the

government's ability to

reform and modernize the tax

structure and to provide
equity among tax payers as

changes occur in the state's

economy.
3. Insufficiently revenues

are already making it

difficult for the state to fund
needed services.

4. All new taxes or tax

increases first effective in

1988 without approval by
voters would be repealed.

This may have an impact on
Colorado's new School
Finance Act.

5. All future government
and government-based debt
would need a two-thirds
voter majority. This is

contrary to democracy; it

establishes the will of the

minority over the will of the

majority.

Ballot Proposal No. 7

Shall there be an amendment
to repeal article v, section 50 of

the Colorado Constitution and
to provide instead that the state

and its agencies, institutions,

and political subdivisions shall

not prohibit the use of public

funds for medical services for a

woman solely because of her
choke of whether or not to

continue her pregnancy

•Repeals the existing
prohibition on use of public
funs for abortions for poor
women.
Comments:
In 1984, Colorado voters

approved a constitutional
amendment that forbids the
use of public funds for
abortions for poor women
except in the case of the
imminent death of the
mother or fetus.

In 1973, the U.S. Supreme
Court determined in Roe v.

Wade that a woman's right
of privacy encompassed a

woman's decision to
terminate her pregnancy.
The court also asserted that
government could place
constraints on the use of
public funds.

Those in Favor Say:
1. The prohibiting of public

funding is extreme; there are
no exceptions for victims of
rape or incest, cases of sever
fetal deformity, teenage or
pretecn pregnancy, when the
health of the pregnant
woman is endangered, or
when the pregnant woman
has AIDS.

2. Abortion is legal in the
United States, and the use of
public funds for it is also
legal. Should the
Legislature appropriate the
funds, the Colorado
Constitution should not
prohibit or restrict the
funding of this legitimate
procedure.

3. Without public funding,
poor girls and women with
unwanted pregnancies do not
have the option of abortion.

This discriminates against
the indigent.

4. When the vote to

prohibit public fundin,

up in 1984, those in
j

prohibiting funds staj

public funding was
to the taxpayer,

fy,"

the average cost
abortion is less tha

while prenatal
delivery, and

v

payments average $jji

5. The language
initiative was approS
the Ballot Title I"

reviewed by the
Supreme Court, whicf
it satisfactory and

refl

of "the true meani
intent of the pr ,

amendment."
Those Opposed Say;

1. There is no reasorit irlboro;

this proposal becau*

prohibition of the
u

public funds for

working as predicted

number of abortion
decreased since Januarv

and there has '

increase in maternal de

2. Passage
c

amendment would set

policy for the stale
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public funds are to be sp entinie

abortion procedures.

3. Present law do

prohibit a woman
exercising her private

to an abortion. Howet
woman's freedom of

does not carry u

constitutional entitles

the financial resouro

avail herself of the

range of protected dj

(Harris v. McRae)
4. There are no eeofces just

benefits to allowin;

funded abortions
human worth canni

equated with a dollar

Even if all publicly fit

abortions were carrii

term, the cost of del

support, prenatal and

natal care would only

to a small fraction I

entire state budget.
5. The language

amendment is delibs

deceptive. The officii

of the initiative dot

actually contain the

abortion.
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uenas Bias from Buenos Aires: Travel Tips from Tulio
jmlO BROWNING

r
eentina, Buenos Aires, South America; What do these places mean?

othing
specific in the US of A, one has to admit. All the countries down here tend to

lumped together.

st
remember, Argentina's at the bottom, almost to the South Pole. Brazil is the one

, the big river where they speak Portuguese, not Spanish. Chile is to the northwest of

entina
and they just voted "no" to the death squad SOB we Americans helped put in

,er,
Pinochet. Peru is above Chile and Bolivia. Paraguay and Uruguay are

jwiched between Brazil and Argentina, more or less. Uruguay is important to the

p)e of Buenos Aires because it has the best beaches for surfing.

;tually, they don't really care too much for surfing here in Buenos Aires; they're way
. into skateboarding. Tacky skate fashion is displayed in many shop windows, but

jdy I've met wears it. They generally stick to pretty simple fashions - a lot of blues

blacks, not many bright colors.

n weekends, however, it's a different scene. Buenos Aires is a big city and big city kids

love lookin' sharp. The boys are sportin' their button-ups and jackets and the women
seriously steppin' out in black and white' with just enough red to match their packs of

arlboros.

[d they stay out late here. Nothing much goes on during the weekdays but come
ay it seems like the whole city's walkin' the streets at 4 a.m.. In the downtown area

streets are packed till at least 3 a.m.

hought I was being cool when I told my Spanish teacher I got back at 5:30 a.m.

rday. She shook her head and said this was early. And she's over forty,

ley're not really "parrying" here as we know it; they're just hanging out, dancing,

Wng, eating, whatever. There's always a place open for chow at any hour. (Most
tie theaters have a 1-1:30 a.m. showing on weekends and nightclubs don't open till

12.)

er here is actually not that good. The Brazilian beer is much better and most
ntinians will tell you so. The wine, however, is good and very inexpensive compared
I.S. Coke and other soft drinks, which are pretty steep. So is chocolate and ice cream.
ice cream here is very good and more like Italian gelato. Although soft drinks,

colale and ice cream are expensive they are all still very popular,

s important to remember that Buenos Aires was very strongly influenced by Europe,
daily France and Italy. Pizza is very popular here and is better than the comparable
an fare. You can find a cheap pizza anywhere, anytime.

id then, of course, there's beef. Meat here is really inexpensive and really high
ity. For three dollars you can get an amazing steak platter. The top of the line (as in
very best of the city) steak is two to three dollars more - tops, and is perhaps the best
le world. So you can eat well here for a minimal price, but that's if you have a job.

le economy here is hurting. Inflation is high enough so that you need monthly salary

is just to keep up. This creates a vicious cycle. Since the currency is so developed,

y prices are quoted in dollars. Likewise, people expect inflation and worry more about
drop in their wage increases than the drop in prices on the street - a self-fulfilling

ihccy.

)st of this inflation is due to their "External Debt" or interest they owe on borrowed
ey they can't possibly return. Many South American countries have this problem and
real complicated one - so complicated, I'm dropping the subject like a hot potato.
hat Argentina lacks in economics it makes up for in other departments. One can walk
igh virtually any part of the city safely. There's a fair amount of theft, especially
cars, but violent crime is really low for a big city. Public transportation is excellent -

s run twenty-four hours a day and are quite cheap.
e youth here have a positive outlook despite discouraging employment options.
i love to have a good time but don't get "wasted" on as regular a basis like we
irican kids do. Peer pressure is virtually nonexistent in terms of alcohol. And, of
"se, one has to be mellow around the cops.

on't forget the military dictatorship here ended only a few years ago. Most people
8 someone who "disappeared." It's a democracy now, so the cops are only as bad as
-dorado Springs' ones.
t the strongest feature of people here is the family unit. Many people live at home

|
longer; much more time is denoted to the family. Other events don't conflict with

ly outings or evenings because almost everybody spends more time with the "folks."

: parents are in closer contact with young people and vice versa, there's much less of a
Mation gap.

-3£Sfe«,
3K*pd6i«$r?T

luch

mil)

The art scene is also quite healthy here - very open and lacking
the overkill chic-ness of most American and European scenes.

They're not afraid to have fun with art. One show I visited had a

totally dark corridor with black lights and phosphorescent strings

to play with - the closest thing I've ever encountered to Space Gig
in an art museum.

"I thought I was being cool when I

told my Spanish teacher I got back at

5:30 a.m. Saturday. She shook her
head and said this was early. And
she's over forty."

There's some excellent Argentinian films. "The Internal Debt" has

been nominated for an Oscar and is definitely worth seeing.

Well, I could go on and on but I hope this short sketch of Buenos

Aires has shed a bit of light upon "that other country down under."

Hasta Luego!

'aPact fromllarper's

wiber of jobs the av-
'ge worker has held
age 40: 8

™ber of homes the
Mage person lives in
er a lifetime: 30

ars the average
meless person lives
the street: 7

jmber of wild mus-
'gs m the American
pt: 51,880

Rentage of Ameri-
s who cannot name a
intry 'near the Pacific
ean*: 42
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HAIR DESIGN

We're Inviting you to experience a new and unique approach to

the fine art of hair deslsn...from contemporary to high fashion.

FREE CONSULTATIONS
PLUS

2 FREE TANNING SESSIONS.

30 DAYS UNLIMITED TANNING
$30

15% DICOUNT WITH C.C. ID

118 N. Tejon Suite 301 (Above Old Chicago)

635-5552

iGUNX
TRAVEL SYSTEM, INC.

GOING HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS ?

GET A FREE PERSONALIZED

LUGGAGE TAG WHEN YOU BUY

YOUR TICKET FROM US

409 N. TEJON

635-3511

BRUCE MAHNKE, PRESIDENT. C.C. CLASS OF 66
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The Tao Of Powder Skiing
By MATTHEW WILSON
Once again, as the heavens

open up above Colorado and

release precious precipita-

tion, I think of the joys of

powder skiing in the Rocky
mountains.

Often this summer; while

rafting on the Arkansas
River, I would look up at the

Sangre Dc Cristos and dream
of winter months to come on
the slopes of the mountains

high above.

The river can be a

magnificent instructor for the

ardent skier, as the rhythm
and flow of the river are akin

to the rhythms of powder
skiing in the mountains. The
human being must learn to

flow with, not against, the

natural elements on the river

or certain disaster will

strike.

Although the meaning of a

skiers' personal world is

difficult to convey with mere
words, the movement of the

body in tune to the rhythm of

the natural world is one
which can be appreciated by
all people who love being in

the wilderness. Thus, the

intimate contact of the skier

with a mountain and the

natural rhythms of the

environment becomes a purely

human experience - an
expression of being in

harmony with the natural

world .

On a clear, crystal blue,

winter morning at the top of

the Colorado Rockies, one can
breathe deeply the fresh air

and scan the horizon for

miles in every direction.

Preparation for a descent into

the personal world of beauty
known by the powder skier

has begun.

The commitment of the

body to the fall line of the

slope and the release of the

ego to the limitless

boundaries of the mountain
lead to a great sense of
satisfaction and freedom.

The exhilaration of making
such a commitment is a rush

that reaches into the very

heart of being and brings

about the tangible reality

that the earth is more
present and we, mere mortals,

are present in a total

awareness to the subtle

realities of nature.

The mountain even seems to

communicate as we flow

along the slope and allow

the snow to move our skis in

negotiation of the path we
see before us. We no longer

exist alone in the world we
have known, rather, we are

an integral aspect of the

mountain and are entering

into a realm of community
and cooperation with the

natural world.

The earth is more present and
we, mere mortals, are present

in a total awareness to the

subtle realities of nature.

These feelings of freedom
and a sense of communion
with the earth are certainly

not everyday events for the

powder skier - rather these

are moments which require

cultivation and
acknowledgement from the

individual . Unfortunately,
it is very common that we
refuse to let these feelings

into our conscious thought.

For example, often I have
found myself full of personal
anxieties as I ski and refuse

to let natural rhythms enter
into my way of being on the

mountain. These are the
moments when I have made
critical errors or had
difficult runs down the
mountain. The joy is within
reach, but I just can't grasp it.

It is at exactly these
moments when I remember
that skiing is not a path in

itself. Rather, it is a vehicle
for experiencing a closeness
with the natural cycles of
the earth. The connection
must first be envisioned, and

finally practiced by the

individual in an entirely

personal relationship with

the mountain. At such a point

the skier seemingly floats

effortlessly over the snow
and dances a dance to a tune

only themselves and the

mountain can know.

Thus, as ski season

approaches, I remember how
fortunate I am to live as close

to the mountains as I do. The

hubub of the airports is

avoided and the crash of the

crazed tourists is out of sight,

out of mind, as I ascend

highway 24 in a caravan of

friends toward the joy of

another day in the

mountains.

These mountains are good
friends, and when things get

hectic down here in the

commercial hub of the world,

I know there is always a

place where I can retreat and

find the happiness to be had

when I slip on my skis and
hit the slopes for another

day of experience in the

mountains of Colorado. Colorado Springs Kids Dress Up For Halloween Party

,

Kids Are Alright House on CC Campus

Student Awarded $10,000 Scholarship

HAMLINE
UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF

LAW
Saint Paul,

Minnesota
Presents

"The Law School Experience"
an Informational Program

Denver Mariott Southeast
(I 25 and Hampden Avenue)

2:30 p.m. Saturday • November 12, 1988

For more information or reservations:

Admissions Office
Hamline University School of Law

1536 Hewitt Avenue
St. Paul, Minnesota 55104

(612) 641-2463

By HILARY GARNSEY
Let's talk percentages. Say

you were one of 1200 students
applying for six spots to a
national scholarship fund. To
some, the outlook, not to
mention the possibilities,
may look grim. However,
Giancarlo Small, a junior at
Colorado College, displayed
his exceptional talent as he
outshone the competition in
winning a $10,000
scholarship from the Kraft
Company.

The scholarship, which is

reserved for upperclass
students, is to be used towards
Giancarlo's last two years of
college. It is specifically
directed towards students
pursuing business,
engineering, sales,
marketing, manufacturing,
and financing careers.

Giancarlo looks back on the
application process with
much excitement and
satisfaction, but he also
admits that the time spent
waiting was tedious. Last
August, he filled out an
application through the
local Urban League office
becoming this region's
candidate for the
scholarship. Based on an
essay and superior academic
record, Giancarlo was chosen
as one of 25 semi-finalists to
be flown to Los Angeles for an
interview.

The ability to remain
poised and sophisticated
while being interviewed by
the presidents of the Kraft
Company and the National
Urban League sounds extreme
to ask of a student, Small,
however, obviously
impressed all as he was
awarded one of the six
$10,000 scholarships.

The money part of the

award cannot be shirked, of
course, but Small admits that

one of the most exciting

aspects of the award will be
the scholarship given in his

name every year to an
outstanding student from his

high school. The "Giancarlo
Small Scholarship" will be
awarded annually at
Mitchell High School in
Colorado Springs.

Along with the
scholarship, Giancarlo was
also offered a summer
internship in the business
office of Kraft and a job
opportunity at the company
after he graduates.

iris No
jhomo

story/

BricC

iquc t

obust.

Giancarlo hopes to alb »t for I

law school at either Yak and 1

Berkeley Universities,; reates a

then perhaps work as a

advisor for Kraft. A
with a plan! He is curra

a Political Science major.

Giancarlo deserves ml

applause for
accomplishment. As
to those who also wish

tackle difficult odds hes

"If you put God first, bel

in yourself and stick will

you can accom
anything."

Journal Entries Fron
[)

A C C Volunteer
The following is an excerpt from a journal of a Colon

College student who volunteers at a nursing home in Color)

Springs:

"I, e, no... nonono no, up theere. aaa Absolutely not!'

slapped her hands on the metal wheelchair. She wanted
say something but the words would not come out. Slap,
slap. The long wrinkled fingers insisted on movement. "Ni

had had..." She pointed at my hair. What this wor»

wanted, I had no idea. She seemed to notice something on'

face. As she leaned forward her hands and my *

contacted. Her fingers stroked through the red strands >

her face softened. All at once she let out a big puff of'

"Beautiful!""

This column is sponsored by a group of students dediol
to volunteerism. They, along with other interested fat*

and staff are forming a collusion of all people involved
volunteer activities on campus. Their future goals are to m>

volunteerism more accessible for students and organizations
If your organization or an individual is interested in

Volunteer Network Center, please contact: Leigh McDoi
at ext. 2282, Jim Marshall at ext. 2298, Nurhan Gecgil at

2243 or Suzie Klein at ext. 2325.

The Volunteer Network Center, invites you to send in >

journal entries or any other memorable volunteer experien1

you have for publication.

TW<
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Double
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Vhat Is Your Favorite Dairy Product ?
Compiled by PATTY
Mclaughlin and
damien raffa

eRibera

rking f°r cc for 5 years

Cottage cheese. It's not

[rich. It goes with fruits,

;
and peaches, and I like

taste of it.

Noel Lanski

Fourth-year

Classics

Gorgonzola cheese. Lots of

active mold cultures and it's

high in fat. One time I wrote

a paper about cheese in The
Odyssey.

iris Norrdin

ihomore

itory/Philosophy

Brie Cheese. It has a very

ique taste. Brie is tasty,

obust. it leaves you with a

it for life because in this

ind life, brie cheese

ales a sharp and valuable

itrast.

Soph'

Peter Bovingdon
Sophomore
Undecided

Milk. I'm not that fond of
ice cream. 1 don't like milk
by itself, but with cookies,

it's pretty good stuff. But I

don't like skim milk, that's

bad stuff.

Katherine Leadbetter

Sophomore
Ice cream. I grew up with

it. I have to have it every
day. Vanilla is my favorite

flavor.

THERE BACK

49$ NOID®
TOYS*

(COLLECT ALL THREE) While supplies last.

Nov 7th - Nov 20th

*

Jackhammer

'

Start Collecting

Nov 21 si -Dec 4th

WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY PIZZA ione per order)
Dec 5th - Dec 18th

30UBLES.
TWO CUSTOM-MADE PIZZAS
FOR ONE SPECIAL PRICE.

TWO CHEESE
PIZZAS

$549$£
plus tax ^^^^

roles otter good in Colorado Sprir

99

Yes, you are seeing
DOUBLE, go ahead and
order more items on your

pizza because it's only

$.59 per item per 10"

pizza and just $.79 per

item per 14" pizza.

Additional Items
Pepperoni, Mushrooms.
Ham, Onions, Green Pep-

pers, Black Olives, Sausage,

Ground Beef, Jalapeno Pep-

pers, Pineapple,

Double Cheese (2 items),

and Extra Cheese (1 item).

Specialty Items

Bacon, Green Olives.

ExtravaganZZa
Offers you limited portions

of more ingredients (9) for

the price of 4. Pepperoni,

Ham. Sausage, Beef,

Mushrooms, Black Olives,

Green Peppers, Onions, and
Extra Cheese
(No substitutions,

limited portions)

GUARANTEED
PRODUCT AND SERVICE

If you are not happy II youf pizza does nol

with your order, call I He arrive within 30 minutes

Slore Manager (or a new Irom the time you

P2za at no extra charge wder. the driver will

or receive a lull refund refund $300 off your

order

For safety reasons, if

roads are icy & snow
packed, add 15 mmules
to our guarantee
p£m No coupon is

iTW012oz.CANSOF

Two 10" @
ExtravaganZZa $10.21
Two 14" @
ExtravaganZZa SIS 31

Prices do not include tax.

WITH ANY
PURCHASE

OFFER NOT VALID WITH

ANY OTHER COUPON

OFFER EXPIRES

Nov 30th, 1988

631-1511
801 N. Tejon

DOMINO'S PIZZA DELIVERS® FREE.
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Feminist Performance Inspires and Upsets Students

By MIKE SHEA
"Why do women have

three holes? So men can carry

them like a six-pack."

The joke is common, and also

one of the many sexist jokes

played from a cassette player

at Worner Center during the

Feminist Performance on
Monday, October 24.

The performance was put on
by the eleven members of the

Feminist Performance class

taught second block by Joanne
Klein. The entire
performance included a

pornography slide show,
posters of statistics about
women in modern society,

pornography collages and
various skits.

Perhaps the most shocking
aspect of the performance and
the part that inspired the

most comment was the door
that read "Dyke Go Home".
The door represented a

combination of "Nigger Go
Home" and ''Fucking Dyke",
both of which have been
written on CC students' doors.

of women and to drive home
to CC students that
oppression does exist at CC,"
according to one member of

the Feminist Performance
class.

As can be expected, the

reactions to the door were
quite diverse. Several
students found the door
offensive and embarrassing.
First year student Joe
Hutchinson said, "The door
obviously meant something
for the feminist group but not

a whole lot for everyone else.

It was disgusting to look at

and I would have been
embarrassed to have anyone
outside of CC see it. It went

well with the performance
but it should have been taken
down when the performance
was over."

"It was disgusting to

look at and I would
have been
embarrassed to have

anyone outside of

CC to see it."

-Joe Hutchinson

•These are two of the more
blatant examples of racism
and sexism at CC but by no
means are they isolated.

The purpose of the door and
the performance in general

was "to show the oppression

"The violence against

women is an extreme

situation which
warrants an extreme
response."

-Shannon McGee

More extreme opposition to

the performance and to

feminists in general was
displayed in the anti-

feminist fliers posted around
campus the next day. The
fliers proposed a facetious
Radical Feminist Week with
a different activity every
day, including taking a
feminist to bed ("even though
you won't enjoy it") and
shooting a feminist.

The violent attitude and
ignorant nature of the fliers

are indicative of the kinds of

oppression women are
subjected to daily.

Senior Shannon McGee
said, "The violence against

women is an extreme situation

which warrants an extreme
response. The performance
wasn't violent. Women
expressing their anger is not
violent. It's a very non-
violent way of responding to

the violence women
experience every day which
ranges from the subtle images
of violence against women in

the media to the fact that a

woman is raped every six

minutes."

"I thought it was
modern art."

-Conan Bliss

She added that she, "came
away really disconcerted
with the lack of
understanding of what this

acceptance of violence
against women means to us as

human beings. It is

dehumanizing to both men
and women."
However, many students

who didn't see the door in

connection with the
performance didn't realize

what it was. First year
student Conan Bliss said, "I

thought it was modern art".

Perhaps the saddest
response to the door and the

performance was from people
who knew what it was about

and were completely

By COUKTNEY RUDD and
STEVE MILLER

Originally this article was
intended to be a non-partisan
summation of the
presidential candidates
records concerning
environmental issues and
what they propose to do in

the future. Unfortunately,
Dukakis does not have a
campaign headquarters in
Colorado Springs and the El
Paso County Republican
Headquarters were unable to

provide any substantial
information. Eventually we
did locate a few non-partisan
articles as well as a packet of
information from Dukakis
workers. In a year when
environmental concerns, such
as worries about the
greenhouse effect have been
so prominent in the news, we
find it appalling that
neither candidate is making
environmental concerns a key
issue.

Last September, George
Bush made a speech in which
he claimed, "I am an
environmentalist." But in an
election in which Bush is

riding the wave of Reagan's
successes, he must also be
prepared to wipcout over
Reagan's failures. Over the
last eight years, President
Reagan and his
administration have

Photo By PattyMdauJ
This simulated grafitti was one of the objects of criticisma?

the Feminist Performance October 24th.

apathetic. They simply the same premises by 1

1

shrugged their shoulders and people are prejudice towf
decided it didn't pertain to race, religion, nation!
them. and sexual preference,;

It does pertain to everyone, which, in one way or a

though, for the premises by affect everyone,
which people are sexist are

Environmental Issues Examini
managed to put together one
of the worst environmental
records ever. When Bush
claims to be such an integral

part of the Reagan
administration where was
his "environmentalist"
influence? His past record
also shows a complete lack of

concern or interest in the area
of environmental issues. In

1968, while a congressman in

Texas, George Bush
introduced legislation to

preserve Big Thicket
National park and fought to

stop channelization of the
Buffalo Bayou near Houston.
Then in 1981, he headed the
Task Force for Regulatory
Relief. This Task Force made
reforms affecting the EPA
and other federal agencies. It

was for relaxing the
deadlines for phasing out
lead gasoline which has been
proven to cause serious
health hazards; lead causes
physical and mental
retardation of children and it

affects pregnancy. This
reform was rescinded shortly

after pressure from
environmental groups, public

health officials and the EPA
opposed it. In this election,

Bush is now "claiming" credit

for continuing phasing out
lead from gasoline. The task

force also proposed a 2 year
delay on standards for diesc1

exhaust and suspei

regulations for cleanin|

toxic wastes before dum

into water supplies. He

also been chairman o

inter-agency task f

promoting alternative

use and has been an a

lobbyist for the Aqi

Resources Trust Fund, v

is for restocking s

fisheries.

Dukakis has been pla|

by Boston Harbor. He pi*

necessary clean up in

during his first term

governor and then alten>;

to blow it off again in

because of high cost. The

to clean up the harbor in

would have been undo

billion but now it will

over $6 billion. He
attempted to turn 50 a<

fragile wetlands W
shopping center in 1985.

proposal was rejected tyl

EPA. He has also attetf|

to get permits to dump
off the NJ coast. But on

whole his environrtf

record has been fairly s&

Dukakis requ' 1

Massachusetts industry"

emissions that cause

rain. He created the

state superfund progr^i

clean up toxic waste sit#|

Continued on next page-
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Election '88: The Environment, The Candidates, and You
fjntinued from page 10.

E banned cancer causing

ticides that have been

,tovcd by the EPA. He's

Khed a state wide

„ram to promote
.reliance with auto

'Jtons standards. Dukakis

passed appliance

jciency standards to

|Serve energy. He also

sed the largest open space

uisition act in the history

the US. This act prevents

li land areas from being

chased by developers and

v jng land for farming.

<akis has maintained the

ches and coastlines of

ssachusctts. He has

scd a law speeding up
laities on industrial

.lutcrs, forcing the

ustry to pay for clean-up.

i most importantly, he

evented off-shore oil

lling on the continental

If. off the coast of New
land. He also prevented

Seabrook Nuclear Plant

in opening because of

ccrns over safety and
icuation procedures,
kakis has taken a strong

nd on creating
ironmental laws but has

n less than impressive on
lally implementing them
ause of lack of funding,

kakis' appointments for

[portant environmental
isitions have also been less

President next Tuesday, is

going to have to face and
confront many pressing
environmental issues. Based
on each candidate's
campaign statements the
following are what they
consider to be the most
important problems and
what they propose to do
about them.

Acid rain: Dukakis - cut 12

million tons of SO2 emissions

and 4 million tons of nitrogen

oxides.

Bush - unspecified cuts of

^'millions of tons" of SO2 and
substantial reductions of

nitrogen oxides.

Stratospheric ozone:
Dukakis - eliminate use of
CFC's (found in most
styrofoam and in freeon) and
make other industrial
nations cut CFC use.
Bush - wants US industry

to find alternatives and use
them, move toward phasing
oulCFCuse.

Global warming: Dukakis -

increase energy conservation
and efficiency, promote
renewable energy
technologies especially solar
energy.

Bush - wants to host an
international summit to
address issue; review
alternative energy sources.
Nuclear power: Dukakis -

opposed on the grounds of
safety and concern for waste
treatinent.

Bush - favors using nuclear
power with the highest
safety standards.

rcsticides: Dukakis -

accelerate testing of
pesticides now marketed
without complete health
data.

Bush - predicting that
advancing technology will

find non-toxic substitutes for

pesticides.

Toxic wastes: Dukakis -

enforce laws governing
handling and disposal of
hazardous substances.

Bush - Also enforce laws
for toxic waste disposal and
clean up.

"We believe that
Dukakis has more
constructive ideas
for solutions for the
problems that must
be dealt with
during the next
presidency."

Offshore oil drilling:

Dukakis - opposes offshore

drilling; opposes intervention

in Alaska National Wildlife

Refuge.

Bush - supports offshore oil

drilling.

In looking at this article, it

might seem as though we are

being unfair to George Bush.

[hoto of the Week

However the voting records
of both candidates arc such
that every major
environmental group in the

US has come out endorsing
Dukakis. We believe that

Dukakis has more
constructive ideas for
solutions for the problems
that must be dealt with
during the next presidency.

The Reagan legacy of
environmental incompetency

cannot be allowed to continue.

A choice must be made
between creating a good
environment for
unadulterated industrial
progress or creating a good
environment for ourselves and
our future generations.

Its a Tact from Harper's Index

Number of "telephone-related" injuries in 1985:
11,000

Percentage of American 13-year-olds who think it

is illegal To start a third political party: 58

Percentage of Americans who invent a job or
college degree for their resumes: 10

Chances that a male North Dakotan is an Elk: 1 in
10

J^L-SdorbTri
ecuemmbem

Just 10 Minutes Away!

Delicious cuisine
and excellent service

in an historic setting-

il_ the

cSta&ecoach Innv RESTAURANT

THE WASHINGTON INTERNATIONAL STUDIES CENTER

STUDY IN

OXFORD, ENGLAND

Sever.il colleges of Oxford Urn

(WISC) to recommend qualified srudi

Junior status is required, and graduate

colleges anB receive transcripts from tl

U.S. college in Oxford. Oxford colle]

accept students with Guaranteed Stui

activities are offered, and cultural tot

directed by WISC.

Academic Program
ty have invited Hie Washington Inierii.in I Studies Center

ne year or for one or two terms. Lower
Students are directly enrolled in their

i\ this is NOT a program conducted by a

by the U.S. Dept.of Education to

ii national student housing and social

by WISC. A special summer session is

INTERN IN

WASHINGTON, D.C.

Pre-professional Program
The Washington International Studies Center offers summer internships with Congress, with the

White House, with the media and with think tanks. Government and Journalism courses are taught

by senior-level government officials, who are also scholars, and by experienced journalists. All

college students with a 3.0 GPA or above are eligible.

WNSC
For further information, please write

The Washingt
!14 Mas

International Studies Center
Massachusetts Ave.. N.E. Suite 230

Washington. DC 20002 (202| 547-3275
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Letters
Ignorance

Annoys Dean...

To the Editors:

I was depressed to encounter

some unpleasant slander this

week, directed against the

Feminist cause and
apparently posted in men's

restrooms around the campus.

Illiterate, anonymous
ridicule is a rather
contemptible way to discuss

social issues, certainly

unworthy of this college. 1

hope the perpetrators will

reconsider their approach.

David D. Finlcy

Dean of the College

And Student
To the Editors:

I'm pissed off. I suppose I

shouldn't bother. Perhaps I

should heed the advice of

friends - feminists and non-

feminists, gay and straight-

and ignore it. But I can't seem
to shake my anger,

amazement and sadness at

the fliers that went up
Tuesday after the Feminist

Performance class did their

presentation in Worner
Center.

The "Students for

Intolerance" (I'm taking the

liberty to correct their

misspelling of the name of

their own alleged
organization) represent the

antithesis of liberal arts and
are the most pathetic
example of the syndrome so

prevalent in our society:

"Thinkus with Dickus".

Dear "students for

intolerance";

The presumption that

overrides all else in your
immature babblings is that

any person involved in the

Feminist movement is a

lesbian. What an absurd,
naive assumption. First of
all, there arc plenty of men
interested in the recognition

of women as fully capable
beings equal to men. By
definition, it is impossible for

these men to be lesbians.

Let me assure the members
of "students for intolerance"

that if you would bother to

open your eyes, so long
constrained to tunnel vision,

you would see the countless

numbers of women, gay and
straight, taking notice of the

oppression built into our
society which so clearly

caters to middle class white
men. It is no wonder you refuse

to see the obvious - that

women and men are equal and
that your secure position at

the top may no longer be so
secure merely by virtue of
your pigmentation and
genitals.

Your assumption that all

feminists are lesbians was
carried even further on the
flier with the clear
implication that all

^ OX. LEO SEE.

SWIRT, RWS, ALL W
L£TTER5 [ NEVER AN^JEREU,

r TCOTHBROSrl,

READING ASSIGNMENTS fW*\
'

ALL VHCLP&&.,

F> ..EflWK UNDERWEAR

,

CALENDAR UA1H MY GRWDPWENTS

NRWDWS CLtflRLV MN*£D,

RffiUfF, /.IF ICANRHrJ

I HOPt WRE I MY vorefl'j

NOT GOING TO \REGI9TRATI0N

TAKE A GWLT TRIP.

feminists need is a "good

fuck" and then we'll all

become obedient pawns in the

game of your presumed
superiority. I don't need your

penis in order to see the

reality of our society. And
sleeping with you will not

persuade me to cease working

toward a better world for all

of us.

To address your point on the

draft, I ask you but one

question; who has developed

all the laws on the draft and

military policy? I'll give you

a hint: their anatomy is

amazingly similar to your

own.

Plenty of feminists, myself

included, believe that

registration for the draft and
our present military policies

are absurd. But we recognize

the need to be as equally

susceptible to the draft

registration as men our age. I

am willing to serve in the

military, although I am
fiercely opposed to it's

present structure, alongside

my brothers who are coerced

into registering. The majority

of feminists would agree with

me.

I also believe feminism
transcends the issue of

whether or not women should

be drafted. We would like to

think feminists and others

look beyond the issue of who
gets drafted or who doesn't

and question war as a whole.

In speaking of equality for

all, we believe everyone has

the right to live.

As a liberal arts student, I

beg you to please attempt to

learn what liberal arts means
because your pitiful attempt

to align yourself with the

rest of us is disgusting.

Liberal arts necessitates an
open enough mind to listen to

and to attempt to understand

differing points of view. To
irrationally strike out at

that which you do not
understand is a sign only of

your resistance to even begin

to become educated.

You seem unable to think of

any other alternatives to

deal with your lack of

understanding of feminism but
to "shoot a radical feminist".

I have a few better ideas for

you. Read a book. Go to a

Feminist Collective meeting
and ask questions. Take a

Women Studies course. Talk
with someone with a wider
world view than your own.
The Feminist Collective is

open about where and when
they meet. My name appears

at the end of this letter. The
students of the Feminist

Performance class were open
about their views and who
they are. It is striking the

"students for intolerance"

aren't proud or secure enough
in their views to even put

their names on their fliers. To
borrow one of your witty

phrases: "What's wrong, Got
no balls?"

Michelle Chalmers

Performance

Praised...

To the Editors:

Bravo to Joanne Klein and

the Feminist Performance

class. The issues concerning

women, feminism and men
brought forth in the Monday,
October 24th performance are

important and affect all of

our lives. We should learn

from and use this lifelike

display of the problems we
all face.

Some who viewed the

performance felt offended

and taken advantage of. The
issue, though, is not whether

the performance was gone
about in the "right" or

"wrong" way, nor if the

performance was too forceful

or vulgar. Don't let yourself

off the hook so easily.

Simply because you may not

have liked what you saw
doesn't mean you don't have
the knowledge to derive

something positive from it.

Granted, it may have
imposed on you for minutes of

that lovely day; it imposes
on many every day. Look upon
it with learning and positive

eyes. Men, look at your
women friends, women look at

your women friends.

Appreciate this performance,

accept what you have seen

and do something about it.

Millie Gwiazon

Susy Levin

And Questioned
To the Editors:

I walked in to the Worner
center on Monday, October 24
at noon, and walked out 45
minutes later thoroughly
confused by what I had
witnessed.

A group of about 10 people

were surrounded by a much
larger group of students,

faculty and staff.

Immediately audible was a

recording of voices stating, in

most cases, what they hate

about society and the variety

of -isms- which it houses.

I then made my way
through the crowd to see

what everyone was
watching. Upon seeing 3-5

people doing some sort of

dramatic dance, I didn't

really understand what was
happening.

As I continued to wander
curiously I noticed some
pornography stapled on the

CCCA bulletin board. It

wasn't just women in lace,

either, these were hardcore
close-ups of vaginas, penises,

breasts, and of course kinky
underwear. I wouldn't even
comment on those tasteful

pin-ups except that on them
were handprints and smears
of some thick, almost
coagulated, red substance.
HMM!?
What is this and what

docs it mean? Becoming
simultaneously more confused
and enlightened, I turned to

the North windows to read
some statistics that seemed
in some cases superficial,

inaccurate, and irrelevant.

But I can't be sure of the
source of context.

Suddenly, from the middle
of the crowd, about 5 people
stormed toward Benjamin's
yelling something about
aerobics. Following them
toward Benji's I came across a

"display" that peaked my
confusion and at the same
time, thoroughly
enlightened me.

I saw a woman in what I

would call a "birthing"

position, her knees extending
upward and outward, sitting

outside, and to the left of
Benjamins' entrance. She was
wearing white pants and a
sort of white smock/shirt
over a black, leatherish
thing around her chest. She
was also wearing a black
hood, somewhat like an
executioner's. In front of her,
was a real sink on the ground,
stained with some thickish
red substance. I think I

understood what was
happening, but I couldn't be
sure.

As I stood there pondering
these events, this woman
pulled her shirt down,
exposing her bare back and
shoulders. Written on them,
in the same red stuff I had
seen before, was some short
profane phrase. I don't
remember the exact words,
but it seemed as if, and I

figured that, she
representing, or symbolic

or dramatizing ci|)

menstruation or abortion.

Anyhow this is basii

what I saw while I
j

there, and despite
confused state w|

watching it, I think it

fairly objective account.

So does anyone on c

side of the issue or s

viewpoint understand
j

this event confuses me so?

Well, to me, it invol

theory and practice,

theory, I am bch

educating the public

most types of -isms- (rati,

sexism, cretinism, etc.). J!

although I am not a c

carrying member of

feminist organization

strongly support feminism.

I can't say that I

guiltless as far as

perpetuation of sc

ignorance goes, but whoa
Anyway the idea of hii

people harshly, loudly

real-ly over their head;

make them "wake-u

which I presume was

point of the event, is exa

what needs to be done,

why in such a negative

offensive fashion? I am

saying that I know of ah;

way, but, I do think I

must be one.

I'm confused about ivl

kind of response this gro

was trying to illicit;

whose responses they wan

I noticed many differ

types of reactions wh

ranged from enthusiasm

disbelief to confusion

disgust. Are these

reactions that wi

expected? Did this group

to predict what the peo

they wanted to reach wo;

think? It doesn't seem life

Consider the viewpoinl

sexist men. The very peoj'

hope, they are trying

reach. I saw many groups

men walking in and out,'

saw many of them react

same way. "PFFT: What

fuck was that?" "Man, th

chicks are warped" and

course "Dykes!"

As much as I hate this

of reaction, I have to

myself; what did tf

expect? A man or group

men, coming probably t0

errands or eat, who may

may not be sexist, l

immediately bombarded 6

tape of students hating

most ridiculous things. Si

as: "I hate my thighs,
\

nose, my breasts, my bi<*

etc. and a variety of ° l

socio-personal "sh°

comings."

I am not saying that &

comments arc not rele^
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Continued from p.12

problems within the issue of

ccxism, but I don't understand

why a portion of society

Which feminism assumes to

L aVe an elementary
understanding of feminist

issues (and sexism in general)

; s
confronted in such an

elementary, and almost

humorous, fashion by a tape

full of "hates" and a bunch of

people rolling around on the

floor in white costumes.

Honestly, I had a hard time

finding the merit of this

display and can only expect

others did too.

I also think that the

concept behind the

-

demonstration was
inherently self-debilitating.

Whose idea was it to combat

Ihc offensivencss and hatred

of sexism and racism with a

performance that attempts to

;ducate through hatred and
offensiveness. That's like

using guns to stop people from

using guns. In many ways the

demonstration provided (for

some people) more reasons to

mock the issues than to think

seriously about them.

Abortion and pornography
should not be spoken of and
displayed in such a fashion

:o promote mockery and
ridicule. They are serious and
personal issues. And blood
mngery does very little to

stimulate serious thought on
these issues.

I am not a woman, so I can't

say how the emphasis on
abortion affects one, but the

women I spoke to seemed
somewhat confused as to the

point of the demonstration.
I'm sure, though, that most
thoughtful watchers, male
and female, recognized the

jassion with which these
issues were being presented
and respected that passion.
But the same passion that
fuels the concerns of
humanists and feminists
should never deviate into
ate or any sort of reverse -

ism-. I think, in some ways, it

has.

It is impossible to teach
someone if they don't want to
listen; and therefore you
Mve got to present the
concerns in "their language."
the whole problem with this
issue is that it is only an issue
to those who care. And the
only way that feminism can
ever really work is to wake
people up - I agree. But if we
lry to wake people up by
giving a tightly clinched
ist of hatred and
'ffensiveness into their faces,
they will only go back to

sleep and when they do wake
up, they still won't know
why we were trying to wake
them up in the first place, but

they will feel a bruise!

Hesitantly,
Mike Saxton

Reactions

Disappointing

To the Editors:

Anyone who was in the

Worner Center around
lunchtime on the last Monday
of 2nd block was treated to an

experience likely to be
unparalleled by anything
else that goes on around here.

The students in Joanne Klein's

theater class gave a final

performance/ project that was

clearly the product of

tremendous amounts of

thought, care, preparation,

and hard work. The resulting

performance was a powerful
invitation to the entire C.C.

community to share in the

fruits of these labors.

Unfortunately, a significant

number of the "audience"

turned down this opportunity.

Let me say, before
continuing, that I am a firm

believer in the importance of

disagreement and conflict in

human interaction. Without
some forms of disagreement,

there would not be
intellectual discourse, and
hence no such thing as a

liberal arts college. I respect

and appreciate people who
make the effort to raise a

dissenting voice on any
subject, provided they are

willing to back it up with

serious talk. Having spoken
with a number of the

participants in Monday's
presentation, it is obvious to

me that one of the main
points of their work was to

stimulate just such a

discourse. To a large extent,

they were successful.

However, I could not help

noticing the many onlookers

who not only refused to give

extensive thought to the

project as a whole, but were

openly hostile and ignorantly

critical of it. I do not wish to

make any enemies by saying

this, it is simply what I

observed.

After the second of the two
brief performances, the

-rTfe-^SKTWTlnteS'
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participants invited any and
all people to discuss their

opinions/reactions to the

piece. In direct contradiction

of the spirit of a liberal arts

institution, many of the

people who had voiced the

most disagreement during the

performance did not take the

opportunity to engage in a

creative discussion. .1 find

this a disappointing state of

affairs, and a sad
commentary on the general

character of our student body.

If you have something to say,

please say it, but be prepared

to back it up!

Mike Mermin

Disturbed at

Lunch
To the Editors:

As we were recently asked

to be, we are angered. First,

allow us to make it

absolutely clear that we are

not anti-feminists, and we do
not favor the stereo-typing

of, the abuse of, the

degradation of, or the
discrimination against
women. We certainly view
women as our equals in

society.

However, we are appalled

at the immaturity shown by
the Feminist Performance
Class last week.

What was presented
cannot necessarily be
considered a performance, as

we, the audience, had no
choice whether or not to

observe the event. Rather,

we were accosted by tapes of

horrifying language at high
volume, slides of obscene
pornography, violent skits,

and posters covered with
dismembered pictures cut

from pornographic magazines

as we entered the Worner
Center to eat lunch. Some
men, contrary to the apparent
belief of this class, do not

purchase such magazines. We
personally were aghast as we
exited the elevator. Suppose
wc had had younger siblings

or our parents with us?

Wc believe that feminist

issues arc clearly presented

at Colorado College,
although usually in a more
mature manner, one which
makes us proud to be CC
students.

Instead, we are now
ashamed. Yes, this is an issue

of the manner in which the

performance was given. To us

it is not an issue of the

material presented.

Many among us were once
open to the ideals of the

feminist movement, and we
were anxious to learn more. It

is clear to us now that wc will

not be taking any classes in

feminism while at CC, solely

because of our reaction to last

week's ludicrous
performance, because we were

offended by the means of

presentation, which was not

educational. Instead it

damaged our views of the

goals ol the feminist

movement.
Peter D. Padilla

Richard F. O 'Donnell

Jayson Fclty

Faculty Member
Questioned
To the Editors:

While reading through the

Pro-Dukakis statements in

the faculty pole of the

October 21 issue, I came across

the simple statement "I hate

Republicans!" It saddens and
frightens me that one of our

elite faculty members can sum
up his or her political beliefs

with a generalization like "1

hate Republicans." To say "I

hate the Republican
Platform" is one thing, but to

say "I hate Republicans" is

quite another. Such a

statement is really no
different than saying "I hate

Jews;" it's hating someone for

their beliefs.

Mike Shea

Parent Responds

To the Editors:

The thought-provoking
feature article on Diversity

by Hightower and Schlig

(10/14/88, p. 8) issued a

challenge that must be faced

by all thinking members of

Continued on p. 16
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And Justice for All
By CRAIG HEACOCK experimentation. Gorillas for trophies.

Ahhh, winter and the holiday season is Dolphins for cheap tuna fish. Whales for oil.

almost here—time to see family, hit the And on and on. And these are the most
slopes, saunter down snow-covered streets, and intelligent mammals; the exploitation of

the time of the year when "lovely" fur coats "lesser" animals is too great to even attempt

come out. There is nothing like enjoying a cold to document.

brew in a firclit ski lodge, only to have I would argue that there is no black and

someone walk in with a reminder of the 17 white here. It might be better to kill for

million animals tortured annually for the fur science than for the newest rage in fashion, but

industry draped over their back. I don't see it is still killing, and sentient beings suffer for

people carrying around abortions in Mason Jars our indulgences. Perhaps the only real

-- it might be considered a little gross. But justifiable reason to kill animals is for food,

why do people wear coats made of animals but this is debatable, as our teeth (grinding

that suffered in miniscule cages for a year molars) show us to be natural vegetarians,

until diey had an electrode rammed up their Additionally, our digestive systems are not

anus, or spent their last days with a mangled well-adapted to carnivorous behavior.

foot caught in a steel jaw trap, or writhed in

agony as poison destroyed their nervous
systems? We have convinced ourselves that

animals are somehow "below" us, and that

they essentially have no rights.

As far as evolution goes, we are not "above"
any other animal species; we are not some
ultimate culmination of billions of years of

evolution. Rather, we are but one branch of a

large and intricate tree, intimately connected
to all other species. We are not better than
chimpanzees (who share 98% of our DNA);
Homo sapiens split off from the chimps a few

Aldo Leopold wrote of the need for an
environmental ethic. We now have the need
for an animal ethic, a mind-set towards
dealing with the countless other creatures

that share the planet. The rabbit in the

Proctor and Gamble laboratory, the veal calf

manacled in the dark stall, the coyote slowly
freezing to death as it tries to pull away from
the trap... so much needless suffering, for such
questionable ends. How many more fur coats,

brands of hypoallergenic cosmetics, redundant
experiments, and so on will it take until the

persecution ends? The river of their blood

million years ago, and each species evolved stains us, marks us, and eventually will slit

differently. "Different" is the key word here- the throat of our collective conscience,

it could just have easily been another species Where is our morality in dealing with
that dominated, but human differences were other species? Is not life somehow sacred in
advantageous enough to allow us to take and of itself, whether human or not? Is there a
dominion over the earth. difference in killing to eat, in killing for
One would assume that humans would be science, in killing for fashion? Does it matter

kindest to those species most like themselves, 'hat animals feel pain, that animals might
Bullshit. Chimpanzees for medical have feelings?

CoPir What???
ByJENNEIBAUER
No, it's CoPIRG. Just in case

you were not familiar,

CoPIRG stands for Colorado
Public Interest Research
Group - an environmental
Group that involves citizens -

imagine that!

CoPIRG is the state's

largest public interest
advocacy organization and is

dedicated to preserving and
enhancing the quality of life

in Colorado. The group works '

on issues that directly affect

Coloradans. Moreover, there
are a total of 27 PIRGs
nationwide so it is a good
chance there is a PIRG in you
home state.

Well, what do these PIRGs
actually do? The PIRGs
investigate consumer and
environmental problems such
as safe drinking water, clean

air, toxic waste, utility,

phone, and insurance rates,

conservation, and open
government.

So here we have it -
another one of those
environmental/consumer

groups trying to ensure a
better future for us. Wait!
CoPIRG is not just another one
of the 'liberal' groups (PIRGs
are non-partisan), but a group
that really works for us in a
productive way. CoPIRG,
like all PIRGs, represents its

mo in He nicir ivnd ui Ay muii't

citizen members in the
legislature. It is actually a

group that is working with
the government instead of

against.

CoPIRG's success rate is

inspiring. Most recently,

CoPIRG passed a safe

drinking water bill which
holds illegal polluters in

Colorado liable for the cost of

clean-up. In addition,
CoPIRG helped in the
passage of a diesel emissions

bill and the oxy fuels

program last winter.

This past spring the Office

of Consumer (OCC) was
renewed. The OCC scrutinizes

rate increase proposals on
behalf of residential, small
business, and rural
ratepayers, and then
advocates the public interest

before the state Public
Utilities Commission (PUC).
Currently, CoPIRG is working
hard on further toxic
reductions, an insurance
advocacy group (similar to

the OCC), and voter
registration drives (like the
drive on CC campus two
weeks ago).

We should all take a
minute and applaud the
PIRGs for their dedication in

serving the public interest,

that is you and I. With the
environment not looking so
great these days and the

See NETBAUER p. 27

Nurture

By TOM HACKETT
Get this: each year the

average American uses 580
pounds of paper; as a nation,

we use 67 million tons. Of all

this paper, a mere 26% is

recycled. This means
approximately 81 trillion

pieces of paper go to waste.

Where do they go?
The waste paper goes into

the earth, seeps into the

streams and contaminates our
ground water. The waste
paper is burned in
incinerators and eventually

goes into the atmosphere and
pollutes the very air we
breath. It mixes with toxins

which fall on trees and ponds
and kills them. Leftover ash
from the incineration gets

dumped on someone else's far

away doorstep. Is it really

all that bad? Hell, yes! Can
you do something about it?

Hell, yes! You can recycle.

Producing one ton of paper
from discarded waste paper
is a more ecologically and
socially sound procedure than

the process using virgin wood
pulp. The recycling process
uses half the energy and half

the water. There is 74% less

air pollution and 35% less

water pollution. The process

reduces solid waste, creates

five times more jobs and saves
17 pulp trees for each ton of

paper produced.

In the tropical rain forests

of South America, timber is

cut - usually clearcut - at a
horrific rate. Much of the

logging goes toward the
production of paper. The
United States ranks a close

second behind Japan as
consumers of tropical
hardwoods.
Now take a deep breath

before you read this; our
country imports
approximately 800 million

pounds of paper from
Brazilian rainforests each
year! The paper companies

support the Brazilians
because their paper is less
expensive and it's cost
effective - but is it earth
effective? Hell, no!

If you recycle you reduce
the demand. Buy recycled
paper and avoid Brazilian
paper. Write Co-op America,
an organization striving to
expand an alternative
marketplace based on the
principles of responsibility as
well as healthier

environment, self-reliance
and a peaceful world. They
will send you the latest
catalog of socially
responsible products for $1.
Our domestic forests are in

danger also. The phantas-
magoric forest service
subsidizes the use of virgin
wood pulp by selling timber
from Our national forests
below cost. They lease large
tracts of forest to the logging
industry each year regardless

Nature
of market demand. TU
reduces the price of virpj,

wood pulp thus encouragjJ
its manufacturing.

The phantasmagorj
service lost over 2 billjJI

dollars in sales over the
I

ten years due to iif

subsidization polii
Taxpayers, of course, covi,

the loss, effectively rcducin

the market for recycle

nipr

paper. They presently planllrtilizc

double the timber harvest tr

the year 2030. What Dview
nightmare! We should k jemen

saving our wild lands, ne 'ding

destroying them.
Trees are not the only one

in danger of the America

waste ethic. We afi

indirectly harming ourselve Daded

by not recycling. The amc*
of solid waste produced dafi

and its effect on Ik

environment is unreal. Wc
running out of space for oi

trash.

Here, in Colorado Sprinj

our current landfill is

near full. Who wants to O)

up a new one? One is plai

near Monument, far a

from the homes that prodm

the trash. Perhaps if i

landfills were closer to hoi

we might reconsider
waste production.

The solid waste probl

becomes a more imports]

issue each time the trash

taken out. One way of deali

with the problem has been

bum it in incinerators creatii

energy from the heat. Tf

of course, better than bu
the waste, but not by a

margin.

The incineration process

not efficient. Bestf

polluting the air w
nitrogen oxides, there

always the left over to

ash.. What do they do <"

this? The only thing we
be sure of is that there is a

ach be

ordc
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ECYCLE
ved in cardboard, metals and,

hopefully, in the near future,

(xamp lc is more piast jcs (jn wnton
NH, the community recycles
plastic milk jugs into a rot
resistant lumber!).
On campus, you can save

reeyclables and deposit them
in one of the three recycling
sheds located behind Slocum,
behind Mathias and in the
Bemis quad. Use the green

,ipment of

incinerator

ijected from

]j,ca
-Bissau,

J
Bahamas,

(Dominican

_
it arrived

Ifprctcnse of

ilizcr. One
ip's ash was

Hviewed as a

Rment tool,

foing holds
I benefits.
Each before the

s warned of its

i ordered the
oaded but the
gut at night

fflns of toxic

laitian soil.

"1 ease the
rip abroad, but

" ress the

Rior of such

'ecycling

fise the waste

twice as
fineration is

r^es more
irbside. Such
Jt effective
Jites fewer
Bp'dies than
pndfilling.

""gs, there

recycling

nidation is

"d is under
the Energy

irgy savings

,™nment, as

[

of Pride in
"«> producer

}, are the

_ lln
g- Please

Jpyclesowe

U a more
N- Recycle

barrels by the Worner boxes
for your junk mail.

If you really want to have
fun and see how part of the

recycling process works, come
help us recycle on Fridays at

12:30 at the Bemis shed.
Above all, come to Enact
(environmental action)
meetings each Wednesday of

the block at 7pm in the
Worner Center.Then you'll
really know what's going on.
(Thanks to the Earth Care

Paper Co. for the data.)

John Muir once said, "if one
tugs at a single thing in

nature, he finds it is attached
to the rest of the world." I

would add; if one finds a

single thing in nature to

nurture, perhaps it will help
nurture the rest of the world.

Addresses:

For the latest catalog of
socially responsible products,
send $1 to; Co-op America,
Dept. EC, 2100 M Street NW,
Suite 310, Washington, DC,
20063.

To find out more about below
cost timber sales, write to;

The Wilderness Society, 1400
Eye Street NW, Washington,
DC, 20005.

To find out more about
Wecycle, contact me via
Womer Box 387.

OPINIONS/is

-^MyJ.

Acid Rain:

A Global

Problem
By KRISTY RATLIFF

In the Adirondack
Mountains of New England,
1/4 of the lakes and ponds
are too acidic to support fish.

One half of Norway's fish

population has been wiped
out due to acid rain generated
mainly by industrial hubs
such as London.
Canada's Dept. of the

Environment reported that

14,000 lakes are almost
fishless, an additional
150,000 are in trouble.

Half of the acid rain
which falls on eastern
Canada is generated by coal-

burning plants in the US.
In the high alpine regions

of the Rocky Mountains
numerous lakes are being
killed by acid rain which is

caused mainly by the four
corners power plant in Utah.

Why worry about acid rain

and a few dead fish?

What are the causes of
acid rain?

Are there any solutions?

The lakes in the Rocky
Mountains have long been a

source of drinking water for

people, animals, and plants
all over the Western US. You
and I, like all residents of

Colorado, rely on a clean
water supply to live. It is

critical that the water in the

Rockies be kept clean and
free of pollution. Fish and
plants are dying in great
numbers. Soon, people will

beginning to die too. Despite

the "great" advances in

technology, no one has been
able to come up with a way to

make water from "scratch."

We are dependent on the

earth for our water supply,

we must keep it clean.

Unfortunately, water
around the globe is heavily
polluted and continues to

become more so with each
passing day. Acid rain is one
of the main sources of water

pollution. Acid rain is caused
primarily by electrical

power plants, factories, and
cars. Coal-burning power
plants emit large amounts of

sulfur dioxide into the

atmosphere; cars emit large

amounts of nitrogen oxide.

These chemicals combine
with oxygen and water in the

air to form sulfuric and nitric

acids. These acids are

washed out of the
atmosphere by
rain/snow/sleet, and return

to the earth. Acidic water

leaches, carries away,
important nutrients in the

ground upon which plants

depend. Acidic water also

activates heavy metals in

the ground such as cadmium
and mercury which
contaminate the water
supply.

What can be done to control

the emissions of these
harmful substances?
The most obvious and the

easiest solution is

conservation. We, people of
the US especially, must cut
down on the amount of
driving that we do. Public
transportation and car-
pooling must become a regular

way of life in this country.
Driving should be done only
when necessary and driving
alone should be avoided at

all times. In the US there are
1.8 people for every car; in

Canada there are 2.3. In the
US three billion gallons of
gasoline were wasted in 1984
due to traffic congestion.
Those figures are
embarrassing. The people of

the United States must learn

to be considerate of other
nations and their forests and
water supplies. Conserve, be
sensible.

Another solution is to

convert to solar power. The
politics of this country make
this hard to do. The people
who have a lot of money and
power in this country are

lobbying against solar power.
States where coal mining and
power plants are a major
source of income do not want

See RATLIFF p.27

Earthy Economics
By Linda Baynham
Granola. Earthy. What images do these

words conjure up in your mind? "Barefoot and
hairy?" Ragwool socks and hiking boots?

Nature loving hippie? Any of these

interpretations are limited stereotypes of a

legitimate concept, the result of the narrow
western mentality of our culture which does
not understand and therefore rejects foreign

attitudes.

American society is based on the western

value of "progress," which is systematically

put into practice through the use of economics.

This theory involves placing high value on
technology, growth, consumption of material

goods, and efficient use of time and space. A
land "space" under consideration, the

environment, is viewed in terms of its' natural

resources, recreational capacity, or the amount
of housing it provides.

In the western mentality there is little

appreciation for the ecological intricacies of

nature. It should not be valued simply for

economic and aesthetic qualities which
overlook the amazing plant and animal
balances which have existed in nature for

millions of years. Human cultures can fit into

this balance by acknowledging that we are

only a small part of it. Appreciation for the

use of a space in non-economic terms involves

slowing down, watching and listening to

nature. Where are these activities listed in

the CNP? They arc dismissed because of the

impossibility of placing a price on solitude

and serenity.

Even cnvironmentalism is approached with

a numbers attitude. The McConnell Economics

Textbook states that "Growth may mean only

the satisfaction of increasingly trivial wants

at the cost of mounting threats to our

ecological system." Pollution is a "short-

coming of the price system... a case of

spillover or external costs." The economic

solution to the complications of progress

involves placing a price on pollution, and

hoping that the money collected will be

funnelled into a clean air fund.

Conservationism involves the aesthetic

price of an area and the need to keep a piece of

nature for our children to see. But the value of

a wilderness area is one that must be felt as

well as seen. Real appreciation of the

outdoors and realization of technology's

impact on nature necessitates an understanding

of our place in it. The western approach to the

environment leaves us on the inside looking

out. In order to deal with our mistakes we need

to attack our problems with a different

mentality than the one which created
complications in the first place. The attitude
that some people stereotype as Granola or
Earthy is the typification of the correct
approach to environmentalism.
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our society. We a!l (even

students!) indeed exist in a

multi faceted populace. Yet,

not all of us have learned

how to handle our
differences, as was painfully

clear from the examples of

intolerance that were cited in

the article. In order for us to

survive as a nation, we must

leave no stones unturned in a

search for ways to eliminate

the racial bigotry and gender

suppression that have robbed

society of the talents of some
of its most creative

individuals.

As a parent, I am
delighted to see students at

Colorado College examining
the diversity that surrounds
them. Facing such issues

squarely will certainly lead

to more highly educated and
sensitive graduates. It is my
guess that grappling with
these issues will help CC
increase its standing among
the top 25 national liberal

arts colleges (US News &
World Report, 10/14/88, p.

C8).

But I did have one
philosophical problem with
the Hightower/Schlig
article. The authors have
failed to make a distinction

between two different
categories of diversity: those
of origin and those of choice.

These two types of diversity

require a very different

response, and failure to

differentiate between the
two can lead to the wrong
approach to the problem.

By origin I mean those
inherent features of a
person's being that are
beyond his/her control, e.g.

gender, ethnic background,
physical or mental
handicaps. Our response to

these differences must be one
of acceptance and support. No
government that has centered
its philosophy upon
persecution of groups based on
differences in origin has ever

survived (e.g. Hitler in the
30s). I am convinced that the

government of South Africa
in our own generation is

doomed to failure for the
same reason.

Facets of choice are just the

opposite. They involve areas

where we humans have some
degree of con trol over our own
destiny. Examples include

religious and political

preferences, spouses,
lifestyles, in some instances

even death. In contrast to

origin, decisions of choice

should be subject to intense

scrutiny and challenge at

every corner. Although one
should be free to make
choices for him/herself, one
must never be permitted to

bind those choices upon
others. But even this freedom

has its limitations when
one's personal choice has a

negative impact on the well-

being of others. Society has
laws and penalties to protect

itself from those who
exercise their freedoms to

harm its members.
Perhaps these observations

will spur comments from
others. It would be great to

sec The Catalyst serve as a

forum for debating this vital

issue -

Joe W. Hightowcr

Counterpoint
By MARK GLAZE
Aldous Huxley may have been right when he said that

rolling in the mud was not the best way of getting clean. As the

Presidential election of 1988 rolls to its conclusion, another rule

should be highlighted at CC - hurling political irrationalities

is not the best way of informing, or of becoming informed.

A perusal of recent campus publications will reveal just how
extreme many of us have become in our defense of a particular

candidate - or our hatred of another. An atmosphere in which
George Bush is referred to as a "Sleazy used car salesman" and
Michael Dukakis as an "incompetent idiot" needs a little

moderation. And in this case, there is little time remaining to

sort through the mess. This represents a final effort to purify

the mud.
The most frequent - and incorrect - complaint engendered by

students is that both candidates have run issueless campaigns.
To any American who has availed themselves of the
opportunity to watch the evening news, to read the papers, or
to glance at one of the two presidential debates, the idea of an
inane campaign loses some of its authenticity.

A variety of issues have been the center of hot, if not great,

debate: the environment, our level of national defense, crime,
taxation. If the number of areas of real contention are
insufficient to please the public, the following explanation has
been offered by political experts from both parties: at a time in
which the US is enjoying international peace and has seen
general economic improvement without a major domestic crisis,

the number of issues are destined to be relatively small.
On the other hand, George Bush presented probably the best

explanation for the issue problem in the second presidential
debate. Both candidates, he claimed, produce issue paper after
issue paper, but the networks - as well as the American public -
choose to focus on polls and personality. Bush said that "we can
all share in the fact that the message is not getting out." A
crucial part of that "all" is those for whom the issues are
available, but who enjoy complaining about the villainy of our
political system too much to notice them.

For those who dislike negative campaigning, I would present
the following unpleasant reality: negative campaigning works.
From the Democratic convention to Boston Harbor television
ads, the use of negative strategies has proven highly effective
in gaining political ground.
Some analysts argue that it serves another, more useful

purpose: it forces candidates to discuss issues which might
otherwise be only shallowly covered. The environmental
records of both candidates are important, and until the
utilization of negative advertising, little was said about
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George Bush's deregulation efforts or Mike Dukakis's
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purify Boston Harbor.

Similarly, advertisements brought intense scrutiny,

furlough programs of both Massachusetts and th c |

government, in short, negative advertising creates' /M^
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scientist Austin Ranncy, when he put a new twist on,
phrase: we have met the enemy and they are us. Mai*
complain about negative campaigning, but we all \VJ
and many of us vote in accordance with it. Neither ca

can be faulted for running to win.

Part of running to win is the selection of a vice pre;

candidate. Many critics have accused Bush of selccti

Quayle only to win crucial votes. Those critics are akl
correct.

Similarly, the reasoning behind Dukakis's solecij

Bentsen can be simply stated: Texas and Reagan Demr
Though Quayle's performance has allowed Dukakis -

- to tout thc qualifications of Bentsen, one political

undeniable - no matter who wins, there can be
oiifl

president. The second-in-command is chosen for

political reasons. The question of ability can bo ana
relatively simply. Lloyd Bentsen has served long and*
the United States Senate. If the endorsements of men ll

Kennedy and Henry Kissinger have meaning, Dan Quay
served as an intelligent and persuasive member of the Cor,

To speak as candidly as possible - Dan Quayle, untes "'P
3 '

national politics, has performed poorly as a candidal! "'

candidates, however, have performed well as legislate

an standard, that is what matters most.
What matters most to a man of ideas is winning,

j

those ideas can be put into action. Neither George Bid

Michael Dukakis are media experts - both are politiciarj

policymakers. When campus authors complain aboi

management and packaging of candidates by handlers,;

how voters can be satisfied with "pure image," they o

another rule of modern politics. The rule that before one

good ideas into action, one must be elected, and candidate

appeal to the voters to be elected. Simple cnougl

unfortunate fact of human nature is that voters don't ch[

elect great policymakers, they elect great ima^
Kennedys and the Reagans who win with warmll
idealism as much as with experience and leadership.

In 1988, neither candidate has the magnetism of some
past leaders. Both men are running on experience, and

the records of both Bush and Dukakis are open to sa

neither can be criticized for recognizing the need
sparkling persona. The issues are there. The packaging
there. The informed voter will realize the pragmatic ne

for both.

Finally, the complaint shouted loudest is least meanin|

them all. That complaint: neither candidate belongs
Oval Office. The rhetoric can be vicious; the truth is thai

candidates are as qualified as any we are likely ll

Neither candidate has the fabled Kennedy appeal

ability to inspire, but both are well suited to be the ju
™™

chief executive.

The Democrats offer Michael Dukakis, a man wh
governed the state of Massachusetts well and with dislii

His state experienced significant economic growth;
intelligent, and he is competent.
The Republicans offer George Bush, a man who sera

state of Texas in the Congress, who has served the counln

distinction in the United Nations and abroad, and

participated as vice president in an administration whij

preserved the peace and sustained a period of economic
|

of unprecedented length. He is intelligent, and he is comf Mr. Bl

Students who advise that we should picket election I

in order to exercise our right to be a "good leader," arc

themselves - and others - a disservice. Both catidi

represent political reality: similar goals, different wa

achieve them.
Critics complain - but have little to offer in the wa)

solution. Those who want a miracle candidate wh(

appeal to every American and offer pleasant and imi

solutions to every problem don't seem to realize H
nation is incredibly diverse; that for every fault one can'

the ideology of Michael Dukakis or George Bush,
|

individual will find an idea he or she can believe in. In

case, rolling in the mud of passionate self-righteousi
™r

-
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unlikely to serve any principle, real or imagined. The 4
" s !

will be over on November 8. The candidates are not ma!

they are qualified, and both represent a very d|
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Vote Duke
|

part QjaYue's RRST DaYaS PReSiPeMT
-MAXTKARZEN
If everything George Bush said were true, I

lyht consider voting for him on Nov. 8.

Kortunately for Mr. Bush, much of what he

5 iS not true.

h,e Republican campaign for the

, sidency has been based on a continuous

irrage of lies and misrepresented facts.

hile I do finc* this extremely disturbing, I do

| find it the least bit surprising. For over the

it
eight years, I have come to believe that

'

ne5 ty, integrity, and reality mean very

|e (o the Republican party. To list my
asons

for believing this would be to state the

,vious to some, and to invite an avalanche of

cuses from others. Therefore I will abstain

itri
doing so. Let it suffice to say that I am

widen! you have a solid idea of why I feel

; way 1 do.

What has surprised me in recent weeks is

way the media, particularly the

-spapers, have virtually ignored the fact

It the Bush campaign is built upon
•cciving the American people. Front page

ws focuses on the difficulty the Dukakis
mpaign has faced in responding to attacks

Mr. Bush. Tucked away, on page six or

en, is a small article reading something

ce this; 'By the way, Mr. Bush has been

Kng to you, and his attacks on Mr. Dukakis

|c based on 12% of the whole story'. It could
l compared to Sports Illustrated running a

Ever story on a Ben Johnson victory in Seoul,

Sd then printing a small article in the back

J the magazine reporting Johnson's
^qualification.

[The reason for this behavior escapes me
ilircly. While I understand and accept that

mpaign tactics are sometimes less than
hical (for both Republicans and Democrats),

do not believe that the level of deception
Bached by the Bush campaign is within such
fceptable limits. Perhaps the papers are in

Ivor of a Bush presidency, or maybe they just

pn't think much of honesty. Still more likely

I that they are more interested in creating
jws than in reporting it. Whatever the
[asons are, I feel compelled to illustrate

hat I believe to be a gross injustice inflicted

)on the American people and our political

stem by Mr. Bush.
There arc five areas where Mr. Bush has

an especially offensive disregard for
Ilher honesty, reality, or both. They are the
Bvironment, crime, drugs, terrorism, and

defense.

The environment
In the most recent Presidential debate Mr.
ph claimed credit for a "90 percent"
Auction in gasoline lead. The truth is that as
pd of the regulatory task force (of which he
"oke) Mr. Bush opposed regulations which
quired reductions of lead in gasoline. I can

jly assume that the statement made by Mr.
jfj was a flat-out lie.

lr. Bush has been relentless in his attacks
Mr. Dukakis regarding Boston Harbor,
wever, he neglects to state the fact that
Reagan/Bush administration had

and defeated efforts to fund the
up of water ways such as Boston Harbor,

addition, under the Reagan/Bush
tinistration, funds for water pollution

itrol have been cut by up to 43% (perhaps
' was done to pay for $640 toilet seats and
P hammers). If either one of the
ididates has a poor environmental record, it

Warty Mr. Bush,
rjrne

Bush has been particularly aggressive
Ws attempts to portray Mr. Dukakis as
it on crime. He assails Mr. Dukakis for his

fsoner furlough system, and he lays the
Bme for the Willie Horton incident at the
|anor's feet. What Mr. Bush fails to tell us
I'hat the federal government has a similar
B™ugh system, as do forty-five other states
rtuding California under Governor Ronald
|?gan).

P'her relevant facts that the Bush
ppaign conveniently omits are that the
W ^enusetts furlough program was created

a republican governor, that after the

K™1 incident, Mr. Dukakis revised the

Bin
aT

u
' n SUC^ a manner as t0 discontinue

If
Kns for prisoners such as Horton, and

that in the past five years, crime has dropped
thirteen percent in Massachusetts.
As an aside to this, it is interesting to note

that Mr. Bush opposes a seven day waiting
period for gun purchases. Supporters of such a
law include President Reagan, as well as a
vast majority of law enforcement agencies.
Noriega, Iran-Contra; you tell me who is soft

on crime.

Drugs
Mr. Bush claims that drug imports into the

US have dropped under the Reagan/Bush
administration. In fact, cocaine imports have
tripled since 1982. Indeed, the head of the
Drug Enforcement Agency recommended
dissolving the National Narcotics
Interdiction System, of which Mr. Bush is the

director, because "it had made no material
contribution" to efforts to restrict drug imports.

Mr. Bush has hardly proved himself capable
of curbing the flow of drugs into the US.

Terrorism

As chairman of an anti-terrorism task force,

Mr. Bush said "the US Government will make
no concessions to terrorists." Yet he
participated in meetings where the sales of

arms to Iran were discussed and approved as a

means to free hostages. This incident speaks
for itself.

Defense
Mr. Bush claims that a President Dukakis

would be weak on defense because Mr. Dukakis

would cut defense spending. The problem I
have with this is the pattern of extravagance
and waste which has symbolized the defense
budget of the Reagan/Bush administration.
The blank check given to the Pentagon has
resulted in the neglect of proven "work-horse"
weapons and a rush to accumulate more
expensive and questionable weapons, such as
B-l bomber and SDI.

Indeed, if the Soviets were to invade
Western Europe tomorrow, our conventional
forces would soon face a critical lack of

efficient weapons. To quote a recent New York
Times editorial, "Instead of first determining
national security strategy and then asking for

funds to implement it, Mr. Wienberger
(Reagan's first Secretary of Defense) just

demanded the money, as if big spending were
the only sign of strength that mattered."

Mr. Dukakis would begin his defense cuts by
eliminating waste. He has proclaimed his

support for increasing the strength of our
conventional forces. He is not weak on defense.

It is obvious that Mr. Bush thinks he must
deceive the American people in order to win
the election. Rather than run on his own
abilities and achievements, he has chosen to

distort his own record, as well as that of his

opponent. Mr. Bush has attempted to instill

an unfounded fear in the people, and then to

capitalize on such fear.

George Bush declined an invitation from
ABC to face Mr. Dukakis one-on-one for ninety

minutes on television. Why George? Why
don't you explain yourself? I know why. For if

you were forced to explain your twisted and
completely unethical behavior, you and your
campaign would be exposed as one of the

saddest and most dangerous examples of

American politics to-date.

Vote Bush
By RICK O'DONNELL
Since the beginning of the 1988 Presidential Campaign

Michael Dukakis has ignored the fact that he is a liberal. He
has allowed the Republicans to use the "L" word to create a
negative image of Dukakis. Now, in the final stretch of the
campaign, Dukakis says that he is a Liberal, in the tradition of
F.D.R., Kennedy, and Humphry. Yet he fails to mention that
his record is in the tradition of McGovem, Carter and Mondale.

If Mr. Dukakis is going to call himself a liberal, he should
also tell the American people the things that make him a
liberal:

•Government spending in Massachusetts under Mike Dukakis
has grown faster than any state budget in American history.
•Under Mike Dukakis, state spending from 1983 through 1987

increased 72%, four times faster than the cost of living and
more than three times faster than Federal spending.

•Dukakis has created more debt in Massachusetts than all

previous governors combined. When he began his current tenure,
the outstanding and authorized debt was $5.1 billion. It will
hit $10.2 billion in 1989.

•Dukakis opposes a federal balanced budget amendment,
saying, "Balanced budget amendments aren't worth the paper
they're printed on... There are a million ways to get around a
balanced budget amendment."

•Dukakis imposed the largest tax increase ($540 million) in

Massachusetts state history, raising taxes 20% during his first

term.

•In "Taxachusetts," property taxes are 81% higher above the
national average and income taxes are 65% above the national

average.

•Dukakis has no domestic plan of his own, but endorses "in

concept" regulatory licensing provisions of Dodd-Kildee bill

which discriminates against families, churches, synagogues,
and private sector institutions.

•Dukakis opposes the death penalty in all cases; pardoned
over 500 criminals, and commuted the sentences of over 50
murderers.

•Dukakis strongly supported the only prison furlough
program in the nation for first-degree murderers serving life

sentences without parole.

•Dukakis opposed the liberation of Grenada, the retaliatory

strikes against Libya and Iran, and the protection of US
flagged shipping in the Persian Gulf.

•Dukakis opposed deployment of both the Pershing II

missiles and Cruise Missiles in Europe. He attributes the
successful INF arms negotiations to new Soviet leadership not

American strength, resolve and patience.

•Dukakis has refused to set foot on the largest military base

in Massachusetts, Hanscom Air Force Base, despite invitations

from four commanders over a ten year period.

•Dukakis calls the Strategic Defense Initiative a "fantasy"

and opposes any deployment. Yet he says he will allow $1

billion in funding for SDI, a lot for what he calls a "fantasy."

•Dukakis supports outlawing the private ownership of

firearms (contrary to the Constitution). He has stated that his

goal is "to disarm the state except for police officers and the

military."

Nothing is wrong with being a liberal, but the question is do
you want someone this far to the left, estranged from
mainstream America, to lead and guide this nation for the next

four years?

As the polls indicate, America obviously doesn't want him in

charge. Please, vote on November 8th, for George Bush.

Its a Fact from Harper's Index
Average length of sexual intercourse for humans
(in minutes): 2
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Under a Multicultural Flag

By BETH BERRY
In November, Colorado

voters will find the following

constitutional amendment on

their ballots: "Section 30.

The English language is the

official language of the state

of Colorado. This section is

self-executing; however, the

General Assembly may enact

laws to implement this

section." Supporters of the

amendment say it is a

symbolic gesture intended

merely to unify the state; but

symbolic gestures do not

belong in constitutions, do not

need laws to implement them,

and do not create cultural

unity. Opponents of the

amendment acknowledge
English as our common
language, but we do not feel

that its position as such is in

any way threatened by our

multilingual culture.

We believe that English

will continue to be the

common means of

communication among the

various groups that make up
our state. The amendment,
however, does not ask us to

name our common language it

asks us to name an official

language. Before we take the

rather serious step of

amending the state

constitution, we must consider

the possible consequences of

declaring an "official"

language, and ask whether an

official language (mandated

by law) would really have a

more unifying effect than our

common language (supported

by custom).

First we must ask, "What is

the problem the amendment
is supposed to correct?"

English is not threatened as

the predominant language of

government, business,
education, or public life. It

would be difficult to find a

government office, a school, a

Dusiness where English is not

in use as the common
language. Many amendment
supporters talk of eliminating
bilingual education, bilingual
ballots, or other non-English
services provided "as
taxpaying Colorado citizens.
Furthermore, if bilingual
education or balloting
procedures need changing,
these issues ban being
addressed with specific
legislation. A blanket

amendment to the state

constitution, one with

countless other consequences,

is the wrong answer. Once the

question is examined, it

becomes apparent that the

only "problem" lurking

behind the official English

rhetoric is the cultural

diversity with which the

U.S. is particularly blessed.

We agree with Boulder

County Commissioner Buz

Smith who says "Official

English is a non-solution in

search of a problem."

Rather than solving non-

existent problems, the

amendment will create real

ones. In Colorado, English is

used predominantly but not

exclusively. The Official

English amendment would
dictate exclusive use on
English—a practice that

would cause more problems
than it would solve for many
Colorado citizens. Its

potential consequences are

severe; there is no telling

what might be justified as

constitutional with such an

amendment on the books.

What laws might the

General Assembly enact to

"implement" the amendment?
The Official English

amendment would make
English proficiency the

official pre-requisite for

services, jobs, legal rights,

and participation in public

life. It would be punitive to

virtually all new immigrants,

to residents in the process of

learning English, and to

citizens whose native
language predates English as

the language of this region.

Although proficiency in

English may enhance
participation in society, the

right of participation should
not be conditional upon
language proficiency.

Official English, by
mandating language
conformity, is an attempt to

reverse the progress made as

a result of our culturally

diverse history. It reflects

nostalgia for a past that

never existed; the U.S. is a

multicultural society and it

always has been. Only by
excluding diverse groups from
participation has it ever
achieved even the illusion of

one uniform culture. Surely
we can cultivate a more

you tumrn
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reliable source of unity;
mutual respect and
understanding.

Finally, and perhaps most
importantly, our nation is and
always has been multi-
cultural, and that cultural

richness is part of what
makes the U.S. unique in the
world. Arguing that the U.S.

should have an official

language because smaller,
more homogeneous nations do
so denies our unique history
and cultural heterogeneity. If

amendment advocates prefer
the linguistic homogeneity of
other nations, they are free to

emigrate. But this is the
nation of democracy, where
those fleeing persecution
wrote a constitution which
protects the few from the
many.
We are one people, but we

do not have to be uniform to be
unified; otherwise we would
have only one "official"

political party instead of
several. We would have one
official religion instead of
freedom of worship, and one

official governing race (as in
Nazi Germany or South
Africa) instead of equality
under the law. Yes, only in
the United States could a
collection of cultures more
varied than all the nations of
Europe be united under one
flag. Official English is un
American. Cast a vote for
American culture: vote NO on
Official English.
Beth Berry is a member of

Coloradoans For Language
Freedom.
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Todays Noodles

By CHRISTOPHER SCHULTZ
Well, the big election is only a few days away, and

suppose I should make some mention of it. The campai
were dismal, the media hype horrible (remember al

Republican convention, when for days the big news story 1
that there was no big news story?), and the choice betwi

our two fine candidates is, as Sarah Clcary (here on
American Studies program from Manchester University)

it, "about as significant as the choice between Coke
Pepsi."

It's been pretty disappointing to me, as this is my ft

chance to vote for President of the United States. I'ms«

some of you feel the same way. I've never had much intra

at all in politics, but once I received "the power of the
I started to feel like I wanted to know what was going
was eagerly anticipating watching the conventions, debate

and campaign coverage, naively expecting to hear power!

speeches, inspiring ideas, and words that would eventuil

become a part of history. I wanted to vote for a presided

would proudly tell my grandchildren about.
Instead, I got kitsch. That's a German word. There is

single-word English translation, but it means (according
Webster) "gaudy trash. Art, writing, etc. of a pretentious

j

shallow kind, calculated to have popular appeal." It's.
IE Rcn '

especially appropriate word to describe this yea

campaign strategies because it not only sums up the

imagc-no-substance candidates, but it comes from the vj

kitschen, which means "to smear," and there was ccrtaii

enough of that. I guess when image is all there is to

platform that's what you have to attack, but the kinds

comments and one-liners that were so prevalent in 8

campaigns were more appropriate to a comedy club than

podium. That's what happens when you have eight yean
an actor in office. A comic is the next logical step. Just i

until 1992 - we'll probably have an All-Star Wrcsll

running against an erotic dancer.
The worst part is that, if the polls have any truth to thj

at all, we eat this stuff up. What I can't understand is no

we manage to keep so much of it down. Maybe by the n<

election, voting booths will be equipped, like airpla*

with motion sickness bags.

One last thing: even though you may feel cheat'

repulsed, and insulted by the whole thing, and as <

grandmother said, "Bush would sell his soul to be Presido

and Dukakis has no soul," vote anyway. Like it or not.i

all we have right now. No matter how quiet or unheard it

don't throw your voice away. And keep you fingers crossed
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Swedish Baritone PreservesScandanavianSaga

5V
ALLEY ARMSTRONG

Jhen listing today's most

D
minent and accomplished

ssical vocalists it would
virtually impossible to

s5
through the "H" section

lliout
mention of Swedish
baritone Hakan

„egard. With a richly

onant voice and animated

jstic style HagegSrd has

some years been held to

B as one of the leading

al figures in concert halls

ring the past decade. This

indinavian star of stage,

ten, and stereo, having

Rriously performed at

Jorado College on several

asions, once again graced a

CC auditorium on Thursday,
November 3 at 8:15 in
Packard Hall.

In the United States
Hagegard is probably best
known outside of operatic
circles for his role as the
bumbling comical sidekick
Papageno in Ingmar
Bergman's film version of
Mozart's The Magic Flute. But
his impressive resume beyond
this single golden screen
performance is one that most
certainly deserves ample
notice and appreciation as
well. He has performed with
major symphonies and opera
companies across America,
has recorded, among other

works, a Grammy-winning
rendition of Brahm's Requiem
with the Chicago
Symphony, and has been
consistently heralded by the
critical audience as a major
musical force. In recent
months he has performed
with the Metropolitan
Opera in Cosi fan tutte and
toured the West Coast in a
chain of recital appearances.
His current and future plans
include a return to the Met in

Die Fledermaus, his debut in
the controversial production
of Tannhauser with the Lyric
Opera of Chicago, arid a jaunt
back to his native continent
for the performance of Don

see ARMSTRONG pgl6

Old World Paintings Travel West

'STACY STANFORD
fen impress !ve collection of

and ,7th century
irthern European paintings

come to the Fine Arts
titer. The exhibit opens
vember 6 and will be
:ompanicd by Eric M.
fran's lecture "The Golden

\
of Dutch Painting" at

m in the Fine Art's music

*lr. Zafran is the curator of

Renaissance and Baroque
'artments at the Walters
Gallery in Baltimore.

or to his position as
ator, he obtained a PhD
m the Institute of Fine Arts
NYU, did research for the
seum of Modern Art in
f York and was a curator
museums in Norfolk and
anta. He will, no doubt,
Wbute much historical
i>nt to the paintings and
artists who created them.
" Q works were
emulated by Sarah
mP°elI Blaffer, a womanK

i

grew up in a small town
l re*as. She hadn't seen

Rf art" until she took a

|
l0Ee trip to Boston.

|"al years later, she went

Pieter Claesz Dutch Still Life

from The Golden Age of Painting

l/ris on her honeymoon
W "ad a revclationary
|«>ence at the Louvre.
1°

,

or became a

lcl°,
nary" for art

'
She

|
emUed a collection by a

Yearbooks are for sale !

$2000 "you can pay now
or

bill it to your C.C. account
(it will appear on

your 2"d semester bill)

r-
Name

-*>

Worner Box #
\_

Ext

Cash Check Bill My Account |—

|

Signature

ID#
Return to Worner Box 127

Hagcn Hagegard

17th century Dutch painter

and exhibited it to people in

isolated areas. Judging from
the catalogue, the Blaffer

Collection, indeed, continues

to exhibit art to people who
would otherwise not see such
exhibits.

The group of Dutch,
Flemish and German
paintings portray a wide
range of subject matter,

including religious scenes,

mythic scenes, still lifes and
landscapes.

This exhibit is a great

opportunity to see the rare

apocalyptic scenes by
Heironymus Bosch (1474-

1516). Other noteworthy
artists featured in the
exhibit are Pieter Bruegel
the Younger from Holland
who followed in his father's

footsteps by painting
detailed landscapes and
people; Lucas Cranach (1472-

1553), a German who painted
mythic-religious visions
inhabited by distorted,
boneless bodies; Peter Paul
Rubens (1577-1640) who did
monumental and dynamic
paintings of landscapes and
allegories; Jacob von Ruisdael

(1628-1682), also a

landscapist who painted
Holland in a sombre,
unidealized manner; and
Pieter Clacsz (1597-1660), a

Dutch still life painter
whose works became more
elaborate as his career
progressed.

Come hear Eric Zafran
illuminate a period of art

known for its detail and
portrayal of obscure stories.

$169
LOADED

..— , .— u„

Try The New 6" Cold Cut Combo.
Laded wilh three kinds ol meal Bursting wilh lolso! (ret- lixin's

And awaiting assembly on Iresh naked bread at your nearest Subway
It's the Working Class Hero And you're gonna love the slicker price
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A Plav On Words
By KRISTIN THOMSON

The play The Real Thing,

written by Tom Stoppard and

directed by CC student Cathy

Hartcnstein, finds its

strength in words, it is an

intricate weave of human and

dramatic relationships-

bet ween playwrights and
actors, husbands and wives,

lovers and infidels- both on

stage and "on stage". The

relationships, often
abounding in snide remarks

and sarcasm, each express

how we all strive for idyllic

love yet we never seem to

grasp it. Tom Stoppard

concentrates on the power of

language to emphasize these

ambiguities and ever-

shifting relationships. For

some words are a wonderful

tool, able to be strung

together in boundless ways in

order to make profound
statements, but for others

words and correct grammar
can never express true feelings

and raw sentiments
adequately.

The Real Thing is not an

easy play to comprehend, and

I admire Cathy Hartenstein's

decision in choosing this

difficult text. As a viewer

one must keep straight the

relationships between actors,

who are also actors and
playwrights within the

play, how they are

interacting "on stage" and in

"real life", and how the

boundaries between their

stage characters and their

lives become less defined. It

is often not apparent whether

one is viewing a "scene" of a

play or a scene of the play

until the lights have dimmed
and the next scenario begins.

Throughout the play the

superficial and tne

meaningful are intertwined,

especially in the

conversations between
characters that hop around so

much that the subject becomes

absurd. The play is chock

full of sly puns, verbal

assaults and savvy
grammatical twists, making
the play laughable in many
parts-and a welcome break in

the tension.

I found the acting to be

very realistic and convincing,

especially Rachel Pollack in

the role of Annie. AH the

character appeared genuine

and comfortable within their

roles, and I was impressed by

Tom Cramer's hasty
appearance as Brody,
replacing Gordon Scott

who had an unfortunate

ARMSTRONG continued

Carlo in Geneva.

With so brilliant a career

behind and ahead of him, it

is little wonder that

Hagcglrd has cultivated not
only an intonation of famed
purity but also a broad
repertoire that ranges from
the classical to the
contemporary. Lately, he has
taken interest in
Scandinavian works and has
attempted to convert his

recitals from grandiose
performances to audience-
oriented "evenings together
with song." He encourages
his audiences to follow along
in the translations of pieces
sung in a foreign language and
is hopeful that they will be
well-acquainted with the
works before they attend one
of his concerts. These newly-
evolved characteristics of a
Hageg3rd recital were quite
apparent on Thursday night.

Accompanied by pianist
Warren Jones, a graduate of
The New England

Conservatory and a frequent

instructor at universities

across the country, Hagegard
performed works by Schubert,

Leoncavallo, W.
Stcnhammar, R: Strauss, and
Rossini. Translations of the

pieces were distributed to the

members of the audience, but
it was almost as enjoyable to

sit back and watch Hagegard
with his half-amused grin

and expressive gestures. His
voice was full and solid,

providing the listeners with

a sensation not unlike that of

threading taffeta ribbons
between the fingers. The
enthusiastic applause after

each piece was indeed duly
merited.

Hakan HagegSrd's
presence and performance
here at Colorado College was
a truly remarkable
experience for both followers

and non-followers of the

world of classical music. It

was very much "an event to

be anticipated and
treasured."

H4PPV
HOUR

i5 here

!

2.57. off all ice crca/A

4-6 PK,//von-fri
632-0299 Downtown on
Kiowa between Tejon and
Nevada

Open 1 1 a.m. to midnight
Seven days a week

photo by Patti Mclaughlir

Rob Peck and Rachel Pollack in The Real Thing
accident only two days ago
and was not able to play his

part. With very little

practice he picked up a

Scottish accent and
swaggered around the set

with shockingly appropriate

mannerisms. As usual, Karen

Caplan performed with
wonderful ease and
expression, making the

character Charlotte wholly

convincing. And Rob Peck as

Henry showed his theatrical

diversity as his character

evolves from a brash, «

playwright into a suspi^

dependent man who can

criticize. Overall the

was impressive, and flJ

designed by Giles Thorn?

was great.

Even with its intcll™

headincss and
intertwining scenarios,

Real Thing is not a hw

depressing, or ut|confusing play.
fl

Stoppard interjects onoi

sarcasm to keep thi

light, even though he

writing about the difficult ix^

in modem day relation^ ng

and the changing idea];

love and fidelity. I comns
both Cathy Hartenstcin,

assistant Ricki Spector,

the cast for tacklin^

difficult text, and encour<

everyone to go see it.
j

Real Thing will be preset

tonight, Saturday
Sunday night at 8:15

Armstrong 32.

an

Music By The Mile:
the woes of a roadie

By KRISTIN THOMSON
Have you ever thought, as you ogle your

favorite rock stars bouncing across the stage in
throes of musical ecstasy and inflated egos,
how much fun it would be to be a roadie? Just
imagine. ...hitting the open road with your
musical heroes, sharing greasy french fries,

staying in Howard Johnson's, comparing 7-11's
across the country-seeing a big slab of
Americana and getting into all the shows
free. It would be such a glamorous life,

hobnobbing with all those stars, tuning their
guitars, lighting their cigarettes. And you
would even get to don one of those funky
pocket passes that say "CREW", so everyone
would know you're "with the band". Can you
think of a more idyllic life? Not only do you
get to live and travel with your idols, see the
backside of America, but you get paid to do it.

Makes you want to drop out of school and pick
up a guitar.

But before you accost your esteemed
performers begging for a job, the myths
surrounding life on the road should be
revealed. First of all, it's hard work-I'm
talking physical labor. How do you think all

those amps and guitars get from one place to
the next? Well, that's a job for a roadie. It's

their job to unload the truck, wheelfif you're
lucky enough to have a dolly) or carry all the
band's equipment onto stage and set it up.
This may be complicated in numerous ways-
doors that aren't wide enough, requiring a
knowledge of trigonometry to get some pieces
into the venue, stages that are too small,
uncooperative sound people, band members
who decide on the spur of the moment that
they would like to play on the other side of
the stage that night, and essential parts of
the drum kit that some overzealous fan stole
the night before. In addition, you are usually
late, so you are expected to load in faster than
humanly possible while idle band members
tap their snakeskin-booted feet and tousle
their hair waiting for you to plug in their
amps.
Secondly, the band members (and you, too)

are at the mercy of the booking agents, who
sit in their comfy offices staring at tour maps
and plotting your next move. Often shows are
added or cancelled at the last moment,
requiring U-turns, logging hundreds of extra
miles on the tour bus-which, of course, you
drive-and a general feeling of disorientation.
When you ask a roadie where they were
coming from or where they are going to play

r>

the guitar is flung in your direction, ti

accompanied by shrieks of "Where's

Fender?!" and "Change it, quick!!"

smaller, more rowdy clubs, you may doub'

a bouncer, stretching your weary body a°

the monitors to hold back the roaring mas

And after the show you'll have to con'

with swooning fans who "just have to meet

lead singer". That's when you take you'

and say slyly, "Hey, how would you like*

a roadie?" to which the prodigies will ^
pass out with visions of hitting the road 1

their idols. And, leaving all the *

ringing and the strings broken, you toss t|

Haul keys to the wanna-be and say, "HJ

good time."
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the next night, most either cannot remembe
do not know. Usually an enigmatic voice

some pay phone will point the band in

right direction for the next gig, and then I

your job to drive them there. A roadie

David Lindley said once they were doinj

show in Providence, RI, and the agent I

booked them in Las Vegas, NV, two
after that. So after the show they loaded

and drove straight across the country,

think we stopped at a McDonald's in Ka

City for seven minutes, and we just bar

made the show." It would make you wondi

the booking agents are just throwing darts

big map of the United States.

Charlottesville, NC and then
Salem, OR. Call them up and tell them ak

the change in plans."

If the labor and the traveling aren't enoi

life on the road isn't all it's cracked up lo

You soon realize that this is a BIG country

500 miles of Nebraska plains at 2 a.m. isi

monotonous. Plus, you are often at the ml

of people you've never met for the next d;

gas money. When Dumptruck came to CO
year they asked to be paid their meager s

in cash so they could fill their gas tanksi

get to the next show. And, no matter t

much you like 7-11 burritos, forty-seven
j BERi

of convenience store offerings and fast foodi

be hard on the old stomach. This is assuc

that you have enough time to eat-sometii ulty,

dinner consists of a soggy rice cake pulled

of stagnant water in the ice chest that ort

the band members forgot about. And living

of a suitcase for more than four weeks can

rather smelly, as some band members WI

sure to point out to you in one of their
j

moods.
Yes, you will even become a su

ridicule and attack. When a string bre uencc
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Surfs Up!

he.

Patrick barber
Uutthole Surfers are a

I; / punk / death / noise

Sntet based in Austin,

They first came' into

ng sometime around 1981,

i after getting everyone in

tas to hate them, they hit

I road for California,

they unexpectedly

ided a record deal with

ternative Tentacles

cords, best known as the

of the Dead Kennedys,

ic Bultholes released their

EP in 1982, and did

[other record with
flernative Tentacles, a life

lied "PCPPEP," before

rjv.ng on to Chicago's Touch

H Go records. Under the

[idance of Touch and Go
;y continued to record and

heavily. For more
[srmation on the long,

ifusine. and surreal history
[he band, check out the

ccd Exposure issue with
ir 9-page interview, I

Be it's Winter 1986/87.

lie first time I saw the
thole Surfers was in 1984,

hen my old band Ante

| Blum played with them at

c infamous Packing House
ustrial Denver. Their

CI

assault, loud, live and
spontaneous, involving tom
up mattresses, foam, and a
huge megaphone. The end
usually saw the majority of
the band stripped down to

their oversized boxer shorts
and wrapped in toilet paper.

I didn't see them again
until April of 1987, and their

live performance had taken
some drastically hi-tech
twists. They still had the

megaphone and the volume,
but they had added two
projectors showing old scare-

tactic Driver's Ed films
(Mechanized Death from the

Ohio State Patrol) and
desert life movies. Plus
strobes, fog (that smellcd

like meditation incense), and
a nude dancer who was
quickly grabbed by one of the

bouncers and told to get
dressed. It was a truly
a significantly larger
audience, they almost
always stop growing. I guess I

should have known; with
their two most recent albums,
the Surfers have received
massive airplay and press
coverage, both in the United
States and Europe. They are

no longer considered a
hardcore band by most; now
they have fallen into the

convenient slot of
"college/alternative" band,
for better or for worse. And of

course they realize this, and
amazing performance.

So my expectations for this

year's Halloween Ball at the

Glenn Miller Ballroom in

Boulder were very high. I

figured they'd have all sorts
of new effects and songs, and
that it would top the last

performance in one way or
another. But this year's show
was almost exactly the same
as last year's. They had the
nude dancer (who got away
with it for almost a half
hour this time), the fog, the
massive sound system and
weird delay effects, and the
lights and stuff. It was really

no surprise. They didn't do
anything new at all, visually

or musically. In fact the songs
they played were almost
exactly the same: mostly
stuff off of Hairway To
Steven with a few tunes from
Locust Abortion Technician
and Cream Corn, the same
songs from those albums that

they'd played the year
before. For people who had
never seen the Buttholes
before (the majority, I think)

it must have been as amazing
as the last time was for me.
But I felt somewhat cheated.

I have this silly way of

expecting bands to grow and
change with time, even
though whenever a band gets

apparently based their live

show on the knowledge that

most of the audience would be
seeing them for the first

time. For old-time Buttheads
like me, though, the thrill

has gone far away, and
while I'll go see them for as

long as they continue to play,

my expectations will never
again be so high.

Exotic Dance Expresses
Ethnic Flavor

ftv then was a sweaty sonic
Jjj

leleve In £

The

Kockies \

O £

BERNADETTE SPARKS
aul Noel Fiorino, current
Per of CC's dance
"y, will be presenting
WCE IN FLIGHT at thi
r°« Fox Arts Center,
'ember 4th and 5th. The
sram begins at 8pm and
:mieres original
0re °graphy for
'ormance of classical
a

- with jazz and modern
,e"ces. Selections for the
Ung explore a wide range

f'f
and emotions, from

relationships between
"and mother, citizen and
" try to depictions of
8"= everyday life. The
potters include Paul Noel
no Lynelle Mossholder,
.Kersey Gould, and
Anderson. DANCE IN

'"' Promises to be both
PMe and inspirational.
"8 up later this month,
.

Wl " be presenting
°n*l works here on

f2

Soo Chung Senior Physics
Steve Winwood--/?o/7 with It

Camilla Cheshire Junior An History
Sade—Promise

Shi Swineford Sophomore Undecided
Cure-Kiss Me, Kiss Me, Kiss Me, Kiss Me

Jim Coury First Year Undecided
REM-Murmur

Virginia Duerksen First Year Physics
Musical Score fromG»y.y and Dolls

WILL BE COMING TO THE UPPER FLOOR

OF

THE WORNER CENTER
Nov' 14th 10:00 am - 1 :30 pm & 4:30 pm - 6:30 pm
Nov 21st 10:00am- 1:30pm &4:30 pm -6:30pm

Book now for Holiday Flights !

X-mas & Thanksgiving

Full service ticket delivery 10% student discount card
restrictions apply

CALL 260-0505

By STACY STANFORD
In Indonesia, dance is like language in that it expresses a

person's origins. This small, southeast Asian country ismade up of 300 islands and within each are many different
ethnic groups. They maintain their traditions through
dance. In a large city, such as Jakarta in Java, the dense
mixture of ethnic groups don't homogenize; people retain
their identities, in one way, by learning the dance of their
ancestors. Two Colorado College students Cri
Chandrariani and Panji Tisna, will be sharing' their
heritage through dance tonight at 7:30 in Packard.
Chandra has danced in the Jakartan and Javanese

traditions since she was seven. To master the Javanese
dance requires tremendous grace and discipline because the
symbolic movements are extremely slow Her first
performance, "The Golck," is in the classical Javanese vein
Princesses traditionally danced it to entertain elder
royalty.

The pace will quicken a bit in the two dances that follow.
"Ynpong" is based on Javanese dance, but the choreographer
skillfully incorporated Balinese and Jakartan styles
within it. Both are faster, while Balinese dance
concentrates on facial expression, and Jakartan emphasizes
body movement. The music is a combination of Javan and
Balinese.

"The Fan Dance" originated in South Sulawesi, an island
in the middle of the country. It is an old dance that has
been modified in the twentieth century. Both the
movements and music belie western influence.

Bali is Panji's home. His traditional dance is lively and
dramatic. The costumes and make-up are quite elaborate
and require about a half hour to adorn. The white face of
caked on powder draw attention to the eyes, which convey
most of the action in Balinese dance. The music of this
region is also agitated. Panji will perform four dances of
Bali.

I've seen both of these students perform and was truly
impressed. It's obvious that they've expressed their
traditions through dance for many years.

***M&—
GreatStart..

<3reatDeal

GET OFF TO A GREAT START

WITH A BREAKFAST SPECIAL FR0H BENJAIIIN'S

DURING THE WEEK OF N0VEHBER 7-11 FROH 7:88 TO 18.38 A. K.

BREAKFAST SPECIALS WILL BE SOLD AT THE SPECIAL PRICE OF

8 1.29

ALL BREAKFAST SPECIALS ARE SOLD WITH
HASHBROWNS AND BREAKFAST HEAT

and FEATURE;

HONDAY: FRENCH WAFFLES
TUESDAY: HUEV0S RANCHER0S
WEDNESDAY: BLUEBERRY PANCAKES
THURSDAY: BREAKFAST BURRITO
FRIDAY: FRENCH TOAST

r~ GETAGOODDEALMOREINI
• 1.29

BREAKFAST SPECIAL C0UP0K

"~l

I GOOD FOR ANY BREAKFAST SPECIAL HOH-FRI NOV. 7 THRU 11 I

I OFFER EXPIRES ll-ll-6a
|
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What's Shakin\..Nov. 4 through Nov. 10

MUSIC:
Colorado Springs own Bo'I Weevils will be
cranking out the tunes at the Deluxe Tavern
tonight (21 ID required).

Friday, Nov 4

9 pm $1

New Wave band Olngo Boingo is playing at the

Air Force Academy tonight Remember them?
Weird Science"?

Friday, Nov 4

Arnold Hall at the Air Force Academy
8 pm $13 and $15 tickets

Come DanceMIBoulder's highly acclaimed and
popular Electric Third Rail will be playing in the

Worner Great Space tomorrow night, sponsored
by the Worner Board and Livesounds. CC's own
Dogtooth Violet will kick off this all-campus

dance party.

Worner Great Space
Saturday, Nov 5

8 pm until midnight
free!!!

The Music Department presents the Chinook
Wind Quintet, appearing in Packard Hall this

Sunday afternoon. This classical ensemble plan

to perform pieces by CC professor and composer
Stephen Scott, Janacek and Hindemith.
Packard Hall

Sunday, Nov 6

3 pm free

Boulder hosts the Fourth Annual Colorado
Reggae Fest, featuring Aswad, Tony Brown and
Jafada and the Controllers.

Glenn Miller Ballroom
Saturday, Nov 5

8 pm $13 at Ticketmaster outlets

Warren Zevon and the Patrician Homeboys will

grace Denver's Rainbow Music Hall with their

werewolvish presence this Sunday night.

Rainbow Music Hall

Sunday, Nov 6
7:30 pm $15 at Ticketmaster outlets

Yellowman brines his high powered reggae to

Boulder's Coast for what is sure to be a hot
show.
Boulder's Coast (21 ID required)
Tuesday, Nov 8

8 pm $14 at Ticketmaster outlets

World Jazz musician Sun Ra and his 15 Piece

Archestra come to Denver for an election night

extravaganza sure to chase away those voting

booth blahs.

The Broadway
Tuesday, Nov 8

9 pm

Is it,.is it..Jimmy Page I see? NO! IfsThe White,
the next best thing to Led Zeppelin, returning to

the Springs next week

.

City Lights

Thursday, Nov 10

8 pm

corning soon....Arlo Guthrie(tickets go on sale on
Monday at 8 am at the Worner Center Desk!!),

Buckwheat Zydeco, Red Hot Chili Peppers,
Lamont Cranston Band.

ART:
Golden Age of Dutch Painting-EricM Zafran,
curator of European paintings at the Walters
Art Gallery in Baltimore, will give a talk on the
art styles prevalent in 16th and 17th century
Flanders. This discussion is a highlight of the

current exhibit, The Golden Age of Painting-

16th and 17th century Dutch, Flemish and
German Painting that is on display at the Fine
Arts Center.

Co-sponsored by the Art Department and the
Fine Arts Center
Fine Arts Center Music Room
Sunday, Nov 6
2 pm free

Art and Culture in Vienna, 1900-This exhibit
will feature many examples of art, literature

and music from turn of the century Vienna, ac-

companied by a film, shown every day at 1

pm. The opening reception will be held
Wednesday, Nov 9 from 4 to 6 pm, followed
by a lecture in Packard Hall at 8 pm by Ales-
sandra Comini, professor of Art History at

SMU.
Sponsored by Leisure Program, and the
German, Russian and Art Departments
Coburn Art Gallery
Tuesday, Nov 8 tlirough Thursday, Nov 22
Tuesday through Saturday, noon to 5 pm free

"Your Campus Travel Agency"

636-3871 818 N. Tejon

,^2 „
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FILM:
Barefoot In The Park-Robert Redford, Jane
Fonda and Charles Boyer star In this Neil
Simon comedy about a newlywed couple's

adventures living in a five storey walk-up
apartment.
Presented by the Film Series

OlinI
Friday,Nov 4
7&9:15pm $lwithCCID

The Manchurlan Candidate- Frank Sinatra

stars in this political thriller set in the Korean
War of a soldier who finds his comerade has

been brainwashed by the Chinese and is cautj

in a plan that threatens the United States. ^

Poor Richard's

Friday, Nov 4 through Monday, Nov 7
7&9pm $3.25

The Odd Couple-Jack Lemmon and Waller
Matthau play two completely incompatible
men, one a slob and the other a neat freak,

»(,

live together out of mutual necessity after they

are separated from their wives.
Presented by the Film Series

Armstrong 300
Wednesday, Nov 9
7&9:15pm $lwithCCID

Secret Honor-Just when you thought you'd
had enough of politicians—Secret Honor
presents Nixon as a ranting, babbling idiot wh

discloses his whole life to a portrait of Henry
Kissinger hanging on his wall.

Poor Richard's
Tuesday, Nov 8 through Thursday, Nov 10

7&9pm $3.25

Madame X will be presented as part of the

ongoing Classic Film Series.

Fine Arts Center
Tuesday, Nov 8

8 pm. $2.50

DANCE AND THEATRE:
The Real Thing- This Tom Stoppard play, di-

rected by CC student Cathy Hartenstein, focu

on the problems in modern relationships be
tween intelligent people who are trying to m
sense of their lives.

Armstrong 32
Friday, Nov 4 through Sunday, Nov 6
8:15pm free

Indonesian Dance Performance- CC studenlsl

Gusti Raka Panji and Cri Candrariani will per-

form their intricate and captivating native
dances tonight.

Packard Hall
Friday, Nov 4
7:30 pm free

Dance In Flight-CC artist-in-residence Paul
Noel Fiorino is the key dancer in this produc-
tion.

Aurora Fox Arts Center
Friday, Nov 4 and Saturday,Nov 5
8 pm $6

The Nerd- Theatreworks of UCCS presents lM

comedy about a Vietnam vet who was drag„-
to safety by another soldier. After twenty year*

this hero appears on his doorstep, and he is *
ultimate nerd. This loser then decides to mov«
in with the vet and wreak havoc on his life

Presented by Theatreworks
Dwire Auditorium
Every Friday and Saturday night through
November 19

8 pm $6 with CC ID
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jHockey
(Victorious
Beat Mich.-Dearborn 6-3

Rival D.U. Next on Schedule
ByMAKKTORGOVE
[This weekend offers- a CC quickly turned the game
perfect opportunity to come around, however, when Doug
Dut and see the "new" Tiger Kirton tallied a goal at the

ice hockey team as they face end of the period to give CC
off against arch-rival Denver the momentum going into the
University. I say new because locker room.

[his year's team has already In the second period,

won three games and two of Gustafson, in his first start of

their four losses have been by the season, shut out Dearborn
,ne goal. Last year the team while the Tigers scored three

w0n only four games all goa ls. The final goal came
ieason. when Freshman Colin
The Tigers are playing Aymond deflected into the
ith more confidence and

pride than last year's team. ne
\
a rocket slapshot from the

This reflects their new coach Poim bY Trevor Pochipinski.

Brad Beutow's attitude and This conversion, the first for

coaching philosophy. Beutow Aymond as a Tiger, put CC
says that there are "no stars"

ahead for good. The final

on this squad so the only way score was 6-3.

for them to be successful is
So far this year the Tigers

hrough "pride and hard have proved that they can

Jvork". This style of play compete with anyone. They
Hemands a team that is better Proved this when they took

conditioned both mentally North Dakota, the fourth

End physically than ranked team in the country,

Inybody they play. int0 overtime in a game the

This season the Tigers have weekend before block break.

eaten Michigan Tech, Even though the Tigers

linnesota-Deluth and, most eventually lost 6-5, they

ccently, Michigan-Dearborn. P,aycd an excellent game
The victory against Dearborn tnal bodes well for future

came on Monday at The confrontations with other

Broadmoor. WCHA powerhouses.

The Tigers opened slowly, Vital to tnc Tigers' success

'laying sloppily and falling has been th e play of

Jehind 2-0 when Dearborn Freshman standout Steve

winger Tim Osborn beat Strunk. Strunk has tallied at

joalic Jon Gustafson at 15:46
Ieast one PoirU in si* of the

)f the first period. ^en games this season. Also

Women's Soccer Rolls Into
'layoffs With 15-2 Record

Derek PUzey turns away a Fighting Sioux on a breakaway. The Tigers took 4th ]

eventually lost 6-5.

key has been the scoring and
leadership of co-captain Tim
Budy who, along with Junior
winger Chris Anderson, leads

the team in goals with four.

The Tigers are looking
forward to this weekend's
series with DU. Coach
Beutow says, "On paper, we
don't match up well at all. It

all depends on which DU
team shows up."

This year the Pioneers
have been up and down, often

in the same period. Their
inconsistency has lead them
to a 2-3-1 record. If the Tigers

can take advantage of the

down times and play tough
defense against DU's
powerful McBride line, they

have a good chance of being
5-4 on Monday.
Come out and root for the

Tigers against their arch-

rivals on Saturday. Game
time is 7:35 at The
Broadmoor.

See Hockey Stats p.26

nked North Dakota into overtime but
Pholo by Pdcr Pochiu

Guy Cadowsky faces off against Michigan-Dearborn.

ly KRISTINJOHNSTON
The Colorado College In the second half, Stacey

'omen's Soccer team Messer scored on a nice
inished out their season header off a corner kick,

nth some of the finest soccer assisted by Keri Schloredt.
^ey have played all year, Cissy Wafford scored fifteen

aining a spot in the NCAA minutes later off sophomore
"vision I Tournament
The weekend before block
Nk, the women played

last regular season
"me games, and pleased
|eir fans with two good
imes.

Saturday, CC hosted St.

Jen Rodi's free kick; and
Stacey Messer scored her

second goal off a touch by
Karen Willoughby to close

out the game, 5-0.

CC played Brown the next

day, and although the Tigers

won 2-1, it was an extremely
ary's College, a team that frustrating game. Brown
" been consistently played a defensively
proving their record, oriented style, which
ay>ng increasingly stronger enabled them to hold the
mes

- CC maintained their Tigers to a much lower score

than CC's superior skill level

should have allowed them.

Whenever CC gained
possession of the ball, Brown
would immediately pull

almost all of their players

back and into the middle,

which made controlled play

difficult. Add to this

Brown's choice of an offensive

tactic booming the ball

«P"ior level of play,
(icivever, and it was clearly
F Tigers' game from the
'Kkoff.

K«ri Tashiro started the

f
orin

g 30 minutes into the

Ime off an assist by Karla
P°mPson. Ten minutes later,

P rla scored a goal of herF w"h a flick shot fromNe the box.

upfield every time they got it

and it is clear why the Tigers

failed to defeat Brown by the

margin they deserved.

While Brown's technique

might possibly work against

weaker teams, it was obvious
that they did not even belong

on the field with such a

technical team as CC.
The goals were scored by

MaryClaire Robinson,
assisted by Kerri Tashiro;

and Tash, who was assisted

by Karla Thompson.
Over block break, the

Tigers faced two of their

toughest opponents to date,

and once again proved their

reputation as one of the

toughest teams in the nation.

Their first game was
against the University of

Connecticut, and it ended in a

disappointing 0-0 tie. The
freezing rain and foul

conditions that existed during
that game seemed to echo the

please see PLAYOFFS p.25

Sport Thoughts

Pool's Alot Like Life
By PETER POCHNA
Perhaps it's the thick,

stone pillars that hold up the

ceiling, or maybe it's the

deep, dark wood of the bar

and ceiling panels. Maybe it's

the classic Rolling Stones,

Janis Joplin and Traffic tunes

that fill the jukebox. Then
again, it could be the smooth
color of the beer lights that

hover over the eight well

kept pool tables. In the end,

it's probably a little of all of

these that makes the

Sundown Saloon in Boulder,

CO. the perfect place to

hangout and shoot pool if

your serious, but not too

serious, about your game.

I was shooting with my
friend, Todd, against two
Sundown regulars, Bubba and
Jake. We played eight ball,

of course, and Bubba, wearing

a white tee-shirt that

covered a protruding belly,

immediately sank two stripes

with an explosive break. He
downed two more before his

turn was up. My partner and I

faced an uphill bittle.

Todd downed three balls on

his tum, one on ar impressive

bank-shot. Todd is the master

of the bank-sl >t, enjoys

cheap beer and [links Lou
Reed should be ] i

-sident, all

pleases e LIFE p.26

Hair "Designersfor Men & *W/. men

Style cuts, Cellophanes,

(Perms & Color

Nexus and Tri products available for sale

Stop in or make, your appointment.

82 7 9{, Tejon at Cache La Toudre 632-3532
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Nightmare on Grid Street
Football Massacred Twice , 27-8, 21-3
By TED LAWTON and

JIMGRANTZ
The past two weeks have

been two of the worst in the

history of Colorado College

football. Spanning the

fruited plains from San

Antonio (TX) to Fayette

(MO) the Tigers fell victim

to a two-week debacle

resembling the Trail of Tears.

The nightmare began a

fortnight ago in steamy San

Antonio where the CC
gridders were reduced like a

pair of brown polyester bell-

was provided with excellent

scoring opportunities
throughout the contest, they

could manage only three

lonely points, a pathetic sum
by any standards. Adding
injury to the insult, starting

tailback Mike P. Ukropina

was literally blasted from

the field of battle and into

spectatordom.

The Tiger defense had a

respectable showing
considering the circumstance.

Trinity completed but' one

7 >'*j$p*\A

^r
- - v.*" W

Scott Robertson hauls in an opponent.

bottoms put on the blue-light

special sale at K-Mart. The
horror continued mercilessly

in lonely Fayette as the

Tigers were raped, ransacked

and stripped of all integrity

to the tune of 27-8 at the

hands of the unruly
Methodists.

In the nation's second
largest state the Tigers laid

the second biggest egg in the

history of the game as the

ill-mannered Texans laid

shellaley all over the lame
Tigers.

Although the Tiger offense

Pholo courtesy of Dave Moross

forward pass (albeit a

touchdown) and all-Texas

running back Jimmy Whitney
was held by Dewaine Neibur
and his posse of do-gooders to

a measly 46 rushing yards on
27 carries. In a scenario

reminiscent of the old West,
the junior Neibur rode into

town, killed the bad guy,
had a shot of Beam and rode
into the sunset with the

buxom babe. As Neibur
waved farewell to the little

town, however, he was shot

square in the face by a gang of

villainous hombres, and his

IT's A
PARTY

Come and see what the

Worner Center Board

is all about

We need your ideas on : -

O Music Nites

O Bands

O Entertainment

5:30 pm -7 pm Nov. 10th
Thursday Night, Gaylord
Worner Center

Pizza & Munchies Served

effort was moot.

Somehow, defying all logic

and natural laws, the

Colorado College football

squad laid an even bigger egg
in Missouri than was laid the

previous week in Texas. The
Tigers stumbled and struggled

like a barefoot infant

learning to walk on ten miles

of broken glass as the Central

Methodist Eagles spat upon
and ridiculed the pathetic

child like Norman Bates'

mother.

For the entire game, the

hapless Tigers offense could

amass only six first downs to

four interceptions! Go figure.

The offensive personnel

seems competent enough, yet

the unit sputters like a 1925

Model T Ford with a potato

in the tailpipe.

In the first half the Tiger

defense gave away points

and yardage like a bunch of

insane Santas on a generosity

binge. The capper of this

disgusting thirty minutes
came wun no time remaining
in the first half as Eagles
quarterback Gerald Green
scrambled like a rabbit being

chased by pregnant
elephants to launch 60-yard

Methodist prayer over and
through a porous Tiger
defense, and into the hands
of a teammate who skirted

and eluded feeble Tiger
attempts to bring him down
as he hauled to pigskin home
to paydirt.

The second half was a

different story, however, as

the CC defense abused, a

surprised Eagles offense to

the tune of a 3-point half.

The effort was too little

and too late, though, as the

Tigers learned a valuable
lesson. The moral: If one can
not play sixty minutes of

football, it is better not to

play at all.

Cathy CosteUol

V-ball Climbs to #4
By KRISTIN POULSON and
CURRIE JACOBUS
The Colorado College

Women's Volleyball Team
has been performing well,

and they are right on
schedule in their quest for the

National Championship.
They dealt a decisive blow

to #2 ranked Illinois

Benedictine College at the
Washington University
Tournament, where they
defeated them in a five game
match. This victory was the

key for C.C.'s latest climb in

the rankings to the #4
position in the nation. A bid

for the National
Championship was also
secured by this win.

Cathy Costello, a two time
All-American, leads the
team's quick offense in the
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middle with a .362 kil

percentage. Mary Thorn

pson, who also patrols Ik

middle, does her share
[ efflj

rendering opponent he 19

defenseless with a .319 kiflson c

percentage.

The team's setter, Emih

Smith, has compiled 76

assists, along with
incredible 39 service aces,

the outside, Kristin Poulsti

has pounded the volleyb;

for a .270 kill percentage.

The Tigers last horn

contest will be against If

Division I Jayhawks
Kansas University, Ihi

Sunday afternoon at 1:00 alE is a 0-

Pomar. This is your Is

opportunity to see the Lad;

Ninja Warriors in action

prior to the Nation;

Championships.

Soccer Falls Out of Playoffs
By JOHN ROACH
The men's soccer team was

dealt a devastating blow
over block break as they
came home from California

with a .500 record for the

road trip and without a

playoff berth.

California-San Bernadino
was the first test for the

Tigers. The game was
important because San
Bernadino was perhaps the

best team CC had faced all

season. The team came up
with a great effort and won
3-2 in overtime. Andy Dorsey
tallied 2 goals and John
Ahern had 2 assists. This
game was to be the last

victory for the Tigers on the

season.

Redlands figured to be the

easiest game on the trip. The
Tigers must have sensed this

and played a lackluster game

that ended in a 3-3 tie. With
a victory CC could have
almost wrapped up a chance
at post season play, but
they instead deferred the
chance to the final game
against Claremont-McKenna.

Trailing 1-0 with twenty
minutes left in the game, CC
had to find a way to score in

order to further their season.

The quintessential bench
speedster, Brian Joseph,
provided the necessary spark
as his aggressive play led to

a goal by Andy Schwartz
that knotted the game at one.

The Joseph/Schwartz
combination was the final

highlight of the season,
however, as Claremont tuned
up their play and won 3-1.

The loss left the Tigers at 14-

6-2 for the season. The won-
Ioss record was credible, but
with victories in the final

Iramui

leaf

mning

) Hall

The
lampio

two games the Tigers woi

have made the playoffs.

The final road trip was

frustrating one for 111

players, especially

seniors who were finishii

their careers at Colorai

College.

Senior Chip Sagal su

up the team's feelings t

muttering, "Bleep, we were:

close." Captain Andy Dors* rishij

echoed his sentiments I 'asi JS

saying, "The Claremont gan j*ccnn.

was key for numerous reason

playoff berths and won*

being most important. WeJ
neither.

The 1988 men's soccer te» |i
'1
"^c

did not meet their g
making the NCAA playoff

but it was a successful sea*

nonetheless. The K»< ftal

played well and save for

few let downs would haf

made the playoffs.
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Women Top #2 UMass
^YOFFS cont from p.23

[jllusioned play of the

jcrs.

rhcy appeared unable to

ilc
pull things together, as

|h their rhythm and

unection seemed to be off.

m played a good game,

rj the score could have been

q cither way; but the tough

%pt defense held firm, and

Scame away disappointed

j t h their tie, buf"

Bcrmined to do better

linst the University of

issachuscttes.

ftnd boy, did they do better.

I the weather again was

en as a reflection of the

»ers' play, the clear,

spness of that bright

nday afternoon says it all.

El the hard work and
Itcrmination that the

amen put forth all season

to a majestic
!lmination in that one
autiful, outstanding game.

Really it was that good.
UMass was ranked 2nd in the

nation, and the Tigers knew it

would take all their talents

to knock them from their

position.

The game began and it was
immediately clear it would
be close. Both teams were
playing well, and neither

seemed to be dominating.
Midway through the first

half, Karla Thompson was
taken down in the box and CC
was given a penalty kick.

Shelly Scparovich coolly

placed it in the corner, and
CC was up 1-0.

Before the half was over,

however, UMass had tied

the score, and the game
remained just as tight as

before. But that 1-1 tie was
as close as UMass came to

victory.

In the second half, CC rose

above their opponent and

Staccy M.

decisively proved their
superiority. Laura Jones, who
was playing with a jammed
toe, scored the Tigers' second
goal on a hard outside shot.

From there, CC just escalated

their domination.

Karla Thompson's
beautiful header followed to

give CC their third and final

'all Intramural Roundup
Final Soccer, Flag Football Results

CHIP BROSHOUS
he 1988 intramural soccer

son came to a successful

elusion early last week.
s year over thirty teams
e distributed among the

)erclass, coed, and
hman leagues. Last week
top two teams in each
gue battled for the
mpionship t-shirts.

he upperclass
mpionship game,
oming vs. Disciples of

turned out to be a
fensivc battle. The result

a 0-0 tie at the end of
lation time. Wyoming

(de their first shot in the
iuing shoot-off, winning
game when Disciples of
is failed to convert their

[or die attempt.

he coed championship
ie proved to be one of the

I Est exciting games of the
ason. The Festering Saddle
jes who had the best
Uramural soccer record of

I league kept up their
mining ways by defeating
»>Hall Sports 3-1.

The freshman
jmpionship game should

jMp gone straight to a
pool-off. At the end of
JHMation time the RastasM Slocum Slugs also had a

fie. After three attempts
c"m Slug, Warren
[ishige booted one past
sta s keeper Dave
«canco to win it for the
>s.

'hough there was room for
Movement first year
amural Director Tpd
raneda was pleased with
year's program. The

"mural department
uld like to thank all of
ottl <:ials, players, and

ftators who helped to

f
lnis year's season a

ductive one.

• • • •Freshman League Soccer
Team
Slocum Slugs

Rasta's

Team S.U.K.

As yet Undecided
Wild Things
Community Chests
Los Puto's

Late Nighters

• •
" • Co-Ed Soccer

Team
No Hall Sports

Festering Saddle Sores

Jr. Batmms
Anything
French House Freaks

Andy Fahland
The R.C. Destroyers
The Slammers

Wins Losses Ties

League Winners

SLOCUM SLUGS -

1

vs

Rasta's -

League Winners

FESTERING SADDLE SORES - 2

No Hall Sports -

• • • 'Upperclass Soccer
Team
•(Maradona Division)*

No Problem
Wyoming
LPB
Chct Loves Tiffany

Sigma Chi
Shlubb & the Graphix

•(Pelc Division)*
Fred and the Festers

Disciples of Zeus
Beta
Back in Black
The Terriffic Wonderful
Purple Packers

• • • 'Upperclass Flag Football

Team
Aspen Club
Cy and the Family Stones
Cunning Linquists

Einhom and the Army Ants
McGregor Mania

League Winners

WYOMING - 1

vs

Disciples of Zeus -

League Winners

ASPEN CLUB - 2

vs

Cy and the Family Stones -

5 2

5 1 1

5 1 1

5 2

3 4

2 5

5 1

6 1

Wins Losses Ties
7 1

5 2

5 3

4 4

4 4

4 4

2 5 1

2 6

Wins Losses Ties

4 1

3 1 1

3 1 1

2 1 2

1 4

5

5

4 1

1 4

1 4

1 4

5

Wins Losses Ties
4

2 2

2 2

2 2

4

goal, ending the reagular
season with a perfect
example of the quality play
CC can exhibit.

The play of each team
member was excellent, but
several players
distinguished themselves
even above that. The
strength and solidity of the

defenders, Robin Nciglel,

Tami Carteen, and Shelly

Scparovich was crucial all

weekend; Kerri Tashiro and
Karla Thompson showed
fierce determination and
hustle; and midfielders
MaryClaire Robinson and
Stacey Mcsscr played abso-

lutely brilliant games.

CC ended the season with a

record of 15 wins, 2 losses and
will play on November 13th

at 1:00 for a Final Four bid.

Not all

MBAsare
created
equal.

Often. the better the busi-

ness school, the better your job
opportunities.

So to increase your chances
of getting into your first-choice

school, call Kaplan. Enrollment
in our GMAT prep course has
more than quadrupled since

"MBA fever" struck 10 years ago.

Asa bonus, our GMAT prep
includes refresher math lessons

and business school admissions
information.

Call Kaplan. In the business
of business school prep, we
have no equal.

fKAPLAN
STAN1EYH KAP1ANEDUCAIIONAI CENTER 110

DONT COMPETE WITH
A KAPLAN STUDENT-BE ONE

GMAT
CLASS STARTING SOON
Free GMAT Diagnostic Exam,

Orientation, & Class Registration

THURSDAY. NOVEMBER 17th 6pm

CALL
635-3432

619 North Cascade Ave.

Colorado Spnings. CO 80903

Denver 303/761 -8904
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precariously. I walked
slowly around the table.

Everything is slow motion in

the Sundown. The Sundown
buzz: deep thought and a

smile. I analyzed the
situation.

Pool is a game of infinite

possibilities. Each shot must
lead to another, easier

conversion. One builds a

pyramid of angles that
hopefully will lead to the
fall of the eight ball.

Pondering future angles too

long, however, will set ones
focus astray, placing the

present shot in jeopardy.

I methodically lined up the

first solid, sighting down my
cue. I drew back my stick and
thrust it through the "V" of
my fingers. The solid
dissapeared and the cue ball

rolled perfectly into position

for a straight shot into the

corner pocket.

The light, hollow echo of

felt tipped stick against ball,

the violent shriek of balls

colliding, the plunk of ball in

pocket. Another ball down
and with a little backspin,
another step up the pyramid.

I was confident as I again

chalked my stick, maybe too

confident. In pool, one often

gets on a roll and forgets that

feel can't lead the way, it

must be preceded by
concentration. Feel takes over

at the moment of action, but

preliminary concentration

creates the correct feel.

I sank the next ball on an
easy cut but left a horrendous

set up. The final solid was at

the other end of the table,

three inches from the rail.

The black eight sat heavily

in between, almost kissing

the solid.

A confrontation with an
epic shot. Todd helped me
vital attributes in a pool
partner (especially at the

Sundown where Pabst is the

only beer on tap).

Jake, with a burly, brown
mustache hanging close to the

pastoral green table,

immediately retaliated by
sinking two stripes. He
eventually missed a tough
eight ball shot, leaving me
the table; four solids and
destiny.

With a cigarette between
my lips, I carefully chalked

THROW
APARTY

yi

my stick. The ash dangled

choose the angles, even Bubba
and Jake gave me some tips.

When such a shot is

approached, winning is no
longer the key, it is to make
or to witness a beautiful

struggle against the odds.

We came to a decision. I

had to bank the cue off the

far rail with subtle right

english that would carry the

cue at the correct angle into

the solid to bank it off the

right side, barely missing the

eight and careening back
down into the corner pocket to

my left.

I could also not even try for

my ball and leave Bubba
with a terrible set up on the

eight. At the Sundown,
however, there is an ethic

that one always goes for the
shot. It is the correct ethic. I

went for it.

I missed. Too much english.

Bubba sank the eight and the
game was over. I stared into

the green felt table. Oh well;

another pitcher of Pabst and
"rack 'em up".

Top 10 Tiger Scorers
Plaver GP Q A Pts Pen/M
Shrink 7 3 7 10 2/4

Mowery 7 3 5 8 2/4

Brown 7 8 8 8/11

Budy 7 4 3 7 3/(

Kirton 5 3 3 6 5/11

Block 7 2 4 6 3/1

Anderson 7 4 2 6 0/1

Zawatsky 7 5 5 1/!

Schwartz 6 2 3 5 1/!

Shaw 6 1 3 4 6/1!

WCHA Standings
Team (Overall) W L T Pts Gt
Minnesota (6-0) 6 12 27

North Dakota (4-2) 4 2 8 17

Michigan Tech (4-2) 4 2 8 29

University of Denver (2-3-1) 2 3 1 5 27

Northern Michigan(2-3-l) 2 3 1 5 22

Colorado College (3-J) 2 4 4 22

Wisconsin (1-3-2) 1 3 2 4 21

Minnesota-Duluth (1-5) 1 5 2 24

Last Week's Results
Colorado College 6-1, Minnesota-Duluth 5-3; Minnesota]
North Dakota 1-1; Wisconsin 7-4, Denver 4-4; NorlbJ

Michigan 6-4, Michigan Tech 2-6.

This Week's Games
Tues.-Colorado Col. 6, Michigan-Dearborn 3 (non-conferen«|

Colorado College at Denver (Fri.); Denver at Colorado Coll

(Sat.); Michigan Tech at Wisconsin (Fri.-Sat.); Minncso&l
Northern Michigan (Fri.-Sat.); Minnesota-Duluth at NC
Dakota (Fri.-Sat.).
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hfessor Speaks on South African Relations

CONTINUFO/27

rs
pectiv

[ D. PADILLA
tives on Southern

'was the topic of a

[con
discussion hosted

November 1st by
Political Science

sory Committee.
Hecox, who recently

Jthree months in Africa

Iching relations between
African countries,

lie guest speaker.

Idate of the discussion,

iing to Hecox, was

| as it was the deadline

uth Africa to begin

tawing its troops~from

i, an agreement not yet

\ the country.

k's report centered on

Lw of the transition in

between South

I and her neighboring

"South Africa is

|ng from political and

try to economic
nation," he explained.

Ithe government! are not

to change their

!S, only their patterns

Aiination."
.

Ilwo principal reasons

djustment in policy,

ling to Hecox, are the

J white lives in Angola

Re expense of continued

The adjusted policy,

|eels, is too late

uth Africa's best

'The South African

economy is in a severe
depression and it is not likely

it can pull out."

AH is not lost for southern
Africa, of course. The
"superpower" countries, the

U.S. and the Soviet Union,
are attempting to assist the

region, although the United
States is reducing it's support
for "puppet regimes".

Hecox is a part of this

effort, having recently
contributed to a report from
the Agency for International

Development, an American
organization working to

develop a strategic five year
assistance program for
southern Africa. "It is

important to note," Hecox
observed, "that this Droeram
is for southern Africa, not
South Africa."

As the nations in southern
Africa seek to reconcile
themselves and to recover
from economic depression,
they are forced to address the

issue of post-apartheid South
Africa. One distinct
disadvantage post-
apartheid South Africa will

have to face, according to

Hecox, is "American public
interest will disappear
almost overnight. Apartheid
drives our interest in the
region," although apartheid

is not the only problem faced

by the southern Africans.

Hecox concluded his
discussion by fielding
questions from the small,
active audience. In closing he

professed, "although US
interest is dependent upon the

state of apartheid, and our
actions are dependent on
those of the Soviet Union, it

is in our best interest to have
southern Africa ruled by the

black majority in South
Africa's "constellation
states."

PETTIT continued

than Cozine * received
honorable mentions: Scott
Love for "The Healer", Ellen

Calhoun for "The Stinkbug"
and Tom Waxman for "Call

me Pat".

Butte said the stories

submitted showed, "a lot of

intelligence and energy."
They also appeared to Butte

as products or, "people seeing

the world they live in and
interpreting it in wonderful,
observing manners with
intelligent commentary. They
showed lots of insight."

Butte went on to say the

best stories had a, "gritty,

vulgar, nervy, edgy and vital

energy." He believes the

stories went beyond formulas

and brought out true talent

through fresh ideas and new
styles.

The Martindalc Prize is

named after Robert
Martindalc who donated the
money for the award. He
"has had members of his
family attend CC, and
currently has a grandchild
here," said Butte.

NFJBAUER Continued
unbelievable power that the
corporations have in

representing private
interests, such a group should
be commended for their
continued efforts. Look up the
P1RG in your home state or
the one here in Colorado,
become a member or work
with them this next summer.
You will be amazed!

RATUFF Continued

that income to go away. If

this country were to use the

sun to its full capacity, a lot

of people would lose a lot of

money. For instance, the

power companies today

charge each home for the

electricity that it uses. No
one could be charged for

electricity if it was
generated by a solar panel on

top of their home. No one

could make a profit off of

electrical power if it came

from the sun. Solar power

goes against the grain of

capitalism: the American

way. Another solution is to

install scrubbers on
smokestacks which reduce
sulfur dioxide emissions.
Power companies argue that

these are too expensive and
they can't afford them. The
time has come to forget about
profit and expenses. We, as a

nation, must lcam to keep the

water clean, not just fill our
pockets with green.

PP :A

CRACKED
KEG

S 1988 Miller Breunng
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U.B.U. CAREER
SYMPOSIUM -Come talk

to alumni about life after

C.C. and how careers can let

you be you. Thursday,
November 10, 1988. 3:30-5:30

p.m. U.B. There!

COME DANCE!
Electric Third Rail, from
Boulder, and the C.C. band
Dogtooth Violet will rock

yer socks off tomorrow night

in the Womer Center. It's

free! The funs starts at 8p.m.

Sponsored by the Worner
Board and Livesounds.

ATTENTION ALL
SOPHOMORE ALPHA
LAMBDA DELTA
OFFICERS. Now that we're

all settled in, let's get

together and make a few
plans! Call Sue Willsie at

x2239 or x2240 and we'll set a

time to get together.

SAVE THE EARTH! Or at

least part of the Rampart
Range. Folks from the Earth
House and ENACT are
heading towards the
Rampart Range road to pick

up trash on Saturday. Before

we beautify the area we're

meeting at Bells Restaurant,

on Nevada and Monument,
for breakfast at 9:00 am.
Please come and bring a

vehicle.

POLITICAL UNION HOSTS
ELECTION NIGHT PARTY
The Political Union will be

throwing an election night

bash, open to all students

who wish to watch election

returns. The party, held in

the San Rafael lounge, will

begin at 8pm and will feature

food, drinks and lively

electoral entertainment.
Come and join in the last

election event of the year!

COLLEGE CITIZENS
ACTIVE FOR PEACE
meetings Mondays at 7pm in

upstairs Womer lounge.

COLORADO COLLEGE
COMMUNITY AGAINST
APARTHEID meetings
Tuesdays, 5:30pm, upstairs

Womer lounge.

AN EVENING OF
INDONESIAN dance
featuring Chandra and Panji

(C.C. students from Java and
Bali, respectively). 7:30
p.m., Packard Hall, Friday,

November 4. Free admission.

LECTURE. Professor Dennis
Showalter of the C.C.
History Department will

give a presentation on the

French-German history of

Alsace-Lorraine. German
House, Thursday, November
10, 7:00 p.m. Public welcome.
Refreshments served.

CLASSES STARTING
November 3rd. Open to
faculty, staff, and students.
Toi Chi, Mon & Wed, 5:30-

7:00 p.m., $45 for six weeks.
Pushing Hands, Tues & Thurs,
5:30-7:00 p.m., $45 for six

weeks. Chinese Massage, Mon
& Wed, 3:30-4:00 p.m., $4 a
class. Classes open to
community as well with
prices varying.

ATTENTION SENIOR
ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA
members: The society will
award 15 $3,000 fellowships
for graduate study this year.
Application are available at

this time in Kim
Grassmeycr's office in the

Career center. Application

must be post-marked no later

than Jan. 15, 1989. For more
information, contact Sue
Willsie at cxt. 2239 or 2240.

RAY SMITH is coming to

present a slide show and
lecture "A Journey Through
Time"~(Expedition down the

Omo River in Africa
sponsored by National
Geographic & Yale
University.) Tues. Nov. 8th,

7:30 p.m., Packard Hall.

RAY SMITH is giving a
short talk on "Preserving
Africa's Wildlands and
Wildlife." Wed., 12:00 noon,
Nov. 9th, Gaylord Hall.
Smith's visit is sponsored by
ORC, Extra Curricular
Comm., and Great Performers
and Ideas.

VISITING HUNGARIAN
WRITER GEORGE
KONRAD will give a public

address at the Tutt Library

luncheon meeting Thursday,
November 17, at noon in

Gaylord Room in Worner.
The address is entitled

"Reinventing Democracy in

Central Europe." Luncheon
cost is $7, and reservations

may be made by calling

x2670.

SONY DISCMAN never used,

for sale, $200 (negotiable).

Call Jamcel, 635-9188.

HUNGER AND
HOMELESS WEEK NOV.
13-19. Sunday-Arlo
Guthrie. Tickets are $5 for

students and $15 for the

public at Worner Desk.
Monday & Tuesday—Sign up
for Oxfam Fast. Thursday—
The Oxfam Fast. Light
Dinner to break Fast gently:

Rice & Tea. Shove Chapel, 6
p.m. Video: Business of

Hunger with speech by
Oxfam. Representative
Thomas Roberts, Shove
Chapel, 7p.m. Saturday-
Educational Rally for
Homeless Children, Denver,
12:00p.m. There will be two
vans leaving the Worner
Center at 10:00 a.m.

FELLOWSHIPS FOR
STUDY IN GERMANY.
C.C. sophomores interested in

applying for a full-year

scholarship for study at

either the University of

Gottingen or the University
of Regensburg in 1989-90
should see Prof. Wishard,
AH 359 for more details. The
scholarships cover tuition

and a generous stipend for

other expenses. Prerequisites

ar GR 305 or the equivalent.

Juniors may qualify under
certain circumstances.
THE 37TH ANNUAL BMI
AWARDS to Student
Composers competition will

award $15,000 to young
composers. The deadline for

J's Motor Hotel

and Restaurant

Off Campus at 820 N. Nevada

Special Student rate including utilities

& sattelite TV

633-5513
FULBRIGHT FELLOWS.
Four outstanding C.C. seniors

have applied for Fulbright
fellowships for graduate
study abroad. Dale Askey
hopes to spend a year in the
German Democratic Republic,

Christina Chamberlain, one
year in West Germany.
Richard Frohock has
proposed a project in Great
Britain, Elizabeth Skelton
intends to pursue studies at a

West German University and
in the alternative Waldorf
School system. For
information on Fulbright
programs, please contact Prof.

Wishard, AH 359.

THE COLORADO
SPRINGS
ASTRONOMICAL
SOCIETY invites you to join

us as we explore the universe.

All that is required is an
interest in what's up there.

No experience or equipment is

necessary. Meetings are held
in the WES room in Worner
Center. For more information,
call 598-8562 after 5.

YOU'RE INVITED to a
recital by the Chinook
Quintet Sunday, November
6th, 3:00p.m. Packard Hall.
Works performed will
include music by: Berio,
Brahms, Janacek, Jacob, and
Stephen Scott (chair of the
music department at
Colorado College). Special
guest artists Daryll Stevens
and Susan Grace will also be
featured. Admission is Free!

entries will be Friday,
February 10, 1989. Prizes
vary from $500-$2,500.
Contestants must be under 26

years of age on December 31,
1988. There are no
limitations as to
instrumentation, stylistic

consideration or length of
work submitted. Students
may enter no more than one
composition, which need not
have been composed during
the year of entry. Official

rules and entry blanks are
available from Barbara A.
Petersen, Director, BMI
Awards to Student
Composers, 320 West 57th St.,

NY, NY, 10019. Or call, (212)

586-2000.

NAVAJO RUG SALE AND
SHOW.
Traditional Navajo rugs

will be available to purchase

Saturday and Sunday,
November 19 and 20 from
10am-4pm at the downtown
studio of PPCC at 19 North
Tejon

Proceeds from the sale of

the rugs will go to the Dineh
(Navajo) weavers, women
who live in the Big Mountain
area who are opposing forced

relocation.

The event is sponsored by
the Colorado Springs Big

Mountain Support Group and
The Weaving Project.

For more information,

please call 471-0106 or 636-

2710.

PART-TIME HELP
WANTED at American
Graffiti. Flexible hours
needed. Call 578-8744.

SALUD FROM
GUANAJUATO! CC
PROGRAM IN MEXICO.
?Qui te pasa? Hi Pete,

Pete, Tony, Mark and to the

Fiji House - Jose (PS; Tom-
How about skiing first block

break?); Hi Dave, Sarah,
Chris, Lory, Carol, Laura and
Everyone! - Joanna (PS-Hey
KAPPA!!); Yo! MT, I've got

your Tequilla.'We drank the

water. AAH! Miss ya. -
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David; Hi Mark
Everyone, I miss

y
Michelle; Hi Nicol
Peter - from Paula;

Marisa Y Kim Crozijj

whoever else I know!
?|

estan? - from Lucia; (v
cool Delta Gammas,
you! My finger is "ha

in there!! - love Sarah.

Dani, Jess, So Yon, andj
- love Caryn; Hey v

Naomi, Molly, Laura

rest of you! Missing

Sandy
Drink the beer, n ni

water!
line:

DUE TO OUTRAG6
& DISGUST!
CIRCUMSTANCES
yearbook is in need of a

layout editor. If you
experience in any so

publication, compose
good eye for detail &

,

or even just a healthy

and ability to commit
aj

25 hours per week, pli

Keri Culver at 473-08;

632-4999 (o) or lea,

message in W.B. 127.
fl

a "stipended" position.

DO YOU VOLUNTE
What do you do? Let us S

We are interested in era

a Volunteer Center
Campus. Contact: S

Klein, x2325, or
McDoanld x2282.

der.
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udent Challenges
onor Council
diet of Plagiarism Stands through Appeal

The Colorado College November 11, 1988

COURTNEY MURPHY

st year student Jessica

eh chose to challenge an

or Council decision

icr this month. An
i] trial to reexamine the

was held on November
ore fifteen student jurors,

lugh was found guilty of

ving unauthorized aid:

iarism, first block this

and again in her appeal.

ie violation was brought

te attention of the Honor
ml by Hough's Computer

nee Professor, David
ler.

eder discovered that two
tis student's computer
pams ran almost exactly

lame way.

ark Claypool, Hough's
smate, apparently
Shed his project six days
'ly and saved it on a hard

All of the students in

class had access to

iooI's file.

ie program that Hough
Bnitted was,"almost the

§e as Mark's but with a

glitches", according to

strain who served as the
t Council prosecutor.

ain said the strongest
(ence against Hough was,
of the sections in Mark's
'am wasn't working out

Jje started a new section.

Bft some equations and
Ijbles jn me program by
Bent. There was no use
jthem and no apparent
>n. She [Jessica] had the

ft same variables and
'tions in her program."
ten jurors were selected
a randomly generated

' 100 names. While the
cil only needed twelve

lents to serve as jurors,

chose four extras to

guarantee they wouldn't
lose jurors to illness or other

obligations in the middle of
the trial.

Only fifteen of the students
asked to serve appeared at

the trial. All fifteen

students heard the
proceedings but only twelve
were able to vote. The
Council picked three names
out of a hat, and excused
those individuals from the
trial.

While the jury was
supposed to be evenly
distributed, only one first

year student served on the

jury.

The jury, by a vote of 11 to

1, found Hough guilty of

plagiarism. The guilty

verdict carries a no credit for

the class. The Honor Council

violation, however, will not

appear on Hough's transcript.

Normally, the names of

students accused of Honor
Council violations are kept

confidential. When a

student opts to appeal a

decision she or he gives up
the right to privacy.

One of the benefits to

appealing a decision is that

the defendant can find out
who their accuser is. In most
cases, students are already
aware of their accuser if they

are caught by a professor. For
those accused by fellow

students, the identity of the

accuser is more important.

In conclusion, Strain said he
was, "Happy with the way
the whole truth came out.

We did our job, the jury did

their part. The process
works."

Pholo by Patty McLaughlin

Professor Elizabeth Schmidt of Macalester College spoke to students, faculty
and the community on "Isolating South Africa: Colorado College aand
Apartheid," in Packard Hall last night. The lecture was sponsored by CCCAA
and the Political Union.

Human Rights Violated in Philippines

By M1CHELE SANTOS
"Peace as a value has no

frontiers," said guest lecturer

Zenaida R. Uy to her
audience Wednesday evening
in Palmer Hall. Uy, leader of
the Bayan political party in

the Philippines, spoke on
"The Philippines Today:
Human Rights Abuses and
the struggle over the US
military bases."

"Thirty months after
Corazon Aquino's
ascendancy... the social

structure is still the same. It

is as if (former President
Ferdinand) Marcos had never

left," said Uy. Poverty,
malnutrition, poor education

and political corruption still

exist and are the causes of

social unrest, according to Uy.

One percent of the Filipino

population controls the entire

nation's resources and all the

major industries are
dominated by foreigners.

Uneven land distribution and

the frequent emigration of

educated people and
professionals ("brain drain")

also afflict the Philippines,

according to Uy.

The ruling elite of the
country respond to the
people's protests with
militarization, the speaker
said. The creation of armed
vigilante groups under control

of the government has
escalated the violence. The
approximately 200 vigilante

groups were instituted to

fight the insurgency, and are
"killing in the name of
democracy and God," said
Uy. Last year, during her
campaign for a seat on

Approximately 200

vigilante groups were
instituted to fight the

insurgency, and are

"killing in the name of

democracy and God."

Congress, seven of her
campaign staff people were
killed and her family was
threatened. Two of her staff

members remain missing.

"Human rights violations are

worsening under the current

government," claimed Uy.
Uy called for reduction of

US military aid to the
Philippines and the closing

of the American military
bases. Clark Naval and Subic
Air Base back up the armed
strength of the ruling elite

and encourage prostitution

among the locals, said Uv.

Bayan, Uy's political

party, proposes a citizen's

army, governmental and
educational reform and an
end to US military aid to

begin solving the
Philippines' problems. Said
Uy, "Bayan attacks the
powerlessness of the people."

Uy concluded her talk by
asking for support from her

audience. "Maybe together

we can restore the humanity
my people have lost," Uy
said, and added, "There is

hope. We are a prayerful

country."

linger and Homelessness
Week... See News, p.4

What is Student Diversity?

See Opinions, pgs. 12-13

Arlo Guthrie Shares the

Personal and the

Political. ..See Arts, p. 15
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Computer Survey
Sent to Students

By NINA FARQUHAR

Last weekend, the

Computer Policy Committee
sent questionnaires to one
hundred students from each

class. The questionnaires will

be used to determine what
type of computer systems are

most needed on campus.

"In order to see what's

necessary, we need to know
what the current computer
situation looks like," says

Frederick Keller, Director of

Academic Computing.

With the questionnaire the

Committee hopes to find

what types of computers
students privately own so the

school can supply
appropriate support. "If a lot

of students' computers are

IBM compatible, we'll supply

different support, different

software and staff training,

than if most students own
Macintosh computers," says

Keller.

"We have no idea how
many students own private

computers," Keller says,
"without that information
we don't know what we, as an
institution need to do."

If the committee discovers

that a large number of

students own private
computers, the school would
try to provide more
sophisticated computer
systems - such as a graphic

work station, higher speed

processors and communication

systems that would have
access to computers outside

the campus.
The campus currently has

60 Texas Instruments, 24 IBM
PC Clones, 10 Macintosh lis,

and 5 Macintosh FE
computers. If only a small

percent of students have
private computers the school

will continue to focus funding

on these types of computers
instead of the more

specialized and more
sophisticated computer
systems.

Colorado College currently

has a computer purchasing
program that allows students

to buy IBM PC Clones at a

slightly reduced price.

Results of the questionnaire

will help the Committee
decide whether the computer
purchasing program should be

expanded.

The Committee is

negotiating a purchasing
program with Apple that

would give CC students access

to Macintosh computers at

reduced prices.

Although Keller says CC
will never require purchase a

computer as a part of their

tuition, as some Universities

do, he suspects that an
expanded purchasing
program would encourage
most students to buy their own
private computers.

Tutors Attend Training in New York
By SHANNON

CALLAWAY
Six tutors from CC's

Writing Center recently

attended the Fifth Annual
Conference on Peer Tutoring in

scenic Saratoga Springs, New
York. The main issue at the

conference, hosted by
Skidmore College, concerned

the differences in writing

across the disciplines, a

current hot topic in the field

of writing.

We explored varying views
on the extent of responsibility

that writing tutors have to

assist writers in mastering
the differences in preferred

styles of writing across

disciplines. Other sessions

included such topics as writer

dependency on tutors,

visualization, working with

minorities and
disadvantaged writers,

tutoring on computers.

Three CC tutors and the

writing center director

participated as well as

attended the conference.

Katherine Shelley and
Shannon Callaway directed

a successful workshop
exploring what they term

"the politics of a tutoring

session." Bill Porter and
Molly Wingate participated

in a panel discussion

the question of

differences
<

disciplines.

An equal number ofj

tutors and faculty mi

from more than twcit

schools were represen

the conference. The CC

learned a great deil

interacting with other

comparing and contrast;

program with those

other schools. In supp

their presentations,

Venture Grant Com
covered expenses for S

Callaway, and Porter.

Disciplinary Conventions Differ
By SUSAN BECK

Different disciplines have
different writing
conventions. What constitutes

and "A" paper in one
discipline may mean a "C" in

another.

Gregory Colomb, professor

and Writing Director at

Georgia Tech, spoke last

Wednesday evening to help

make sense out of what he
calls, "Disciplinary Secrets."

The talk forced the
audience to realize
differences in disciplines do
exist. Colomb suggested a

number of ways of dealing
with the differences.
Communication was a key
message.

According to Colomb,
professors aren't trying to

hide the processes, languages

or formats that are unique to

their field. Most often they

cannot recognize the things

that set them apart. There is

a reasoning behind the

different styles of writing.

Each specific form has
evolved with the growth of

the discipline itself and has

qualities which reflect

aspects of a particular field.

There is a "method to the

madness." Colomb suggests

that students must ask
questions of their professors

to properly understand the

specifics, the structures and
the confines of the

assignment.

An active feedback system

must occur so that needed
information can be
exchanged. Students enter

and unfamiliar country every

time they enter an new
classroom. Colomb believes

that professors must guide

students through their field

(country) and point out the

do's and don'ts.

Disciplinary differences

are not simple and straight

forward. They can not be
distributed in a handout.
However, Colomb suggests

that through communication,
it is possible to understand

and unravel some of the

secrets.

Its a Factfrom Harper's
Index

Percentage of fifth-

graders who say they
think a lot about hunger
and poverty in the
United States: 52

Total memory capacity
produced by the U.S.
computer industry in

1986 (in kilobytes);
449,600,000,000

Percentage of increase,
since 1984, in the num-
ber of job inquiries to
the Peace Corps: 22

Number of Russians
who subribe to the New
York Times: 7
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Hunger and Homeless

Week Arrives

Smith Lectures on

African Adventures
By SUSAN KERRIGAN
How about this proposal.

Have all the people who eat

at the Bijou Soup Kitchen eat

in the Rastall Dining Room
while all the CC students eat

at the Soup Kitchen for one
week. How many students
would complain about the

food in Rastall after eating in

the Soup Kitchen? For
Hunger and Homelessness
Week, Nov. 13-19, the
Colorado College
Administration has agreed to

this proposal.

Wow, what a stir this

would cause! During Hunger
and Homelessness Week,
imagine what it would be
like to not know where your
next meal was coming from or
how uncomfortable it would
be to sleep outside in the
middle of winter without a
sleeping bag, or in a crowded
room with 200 people. What
kinds of thoughts would run
through your mind? For 20
million people in the United
States, this scenario is a
reality.

There are three main
events during the week of
November 13-19. Starting
with the Arlo Guthrie

concert, where there will be a
clothes drive which will

continue for the rest of the
week. Even if you only have
an extra pair of socks laying
around, bring them to the
concert. Everything helps.

All the clothes collected
during the week will be
presented to homeless
children at a rally in Denver
on Saturday, Nov. 19.

Homeless children of
Colorado will speak about
their experiences. Vans will

leave from the Womer Center
at 10:00 a.m. to take people to

the rally.

Another major focus on
campus is the Oxfam fast.

Oxfam is an organization
which strives to alleviate
the problems of hunger
around the world through
grass root projects. This year
its main focus is Kampuchea
and Vietnam. Oxfam's goal is

to create self-sufficiency in
each village. Emergency aid,

education, and empowerment
of the village people are

,
Oxfam's goals.

Oxfam also provides U.S.
citizens with literature about
hunger problems. The group's
sole source of income is

donation.

On Monday and Tuesday,
tables will be set up in the

Sec KERRIGAN, p. 7

Security Alert, Oct. 7 - Nov. 5
By PAUL JONES
There have been a lot of

suspicious individuals
sighted on campus lately.

Keep your eyes open and be
aware. There is also a rumor
circulating about a bike theft

ring in operation. Be
especially careful to lock
your bikes!

October 7 - Locked bike stolen

from Bemis bike rack. Also,

three suspicious males on
Bemis roof. No description.

October 10 - Bike stolen from
on top of car, 921 North

Nevada. Also, yellow Peugot
stolen, 217E5R. Lock cut. Also,

maroon TREK 616 stolen from
Jackson House. Lock cut.

October 11 - Female student
followed by suspicious male.
She was walking from off

campus to Olin. Hispanic
male, 5'8" - 5'9", wearing
jeans. Also, car vandalized in

parking lot next to Sigma
Chi. Also, suspicious
individuals reported outside
Tutt Library. And, suspicious

individual seen around
Ticknor. White male, 5'8",

The Colorado College

Symposium on Intimacy

Wednesday - January 1 1th
8:00 P.M.

RICHARD DAWKINS
Soclobiologist

Oxford University

- will speak on -

"Ancestral Voices:

The Selfish Gene - "A splendid example ofhow-
difficult scientific ideas can be explained by
someone who understands them and is will-
ing to take the trouble."

The New Yorker

The Blind Watchmaker - "This might be the
most important book on evolution since Dar-
win."

The Good Book Guide

black hair, muscular build.

October 12 - Backpack stolen

from outside Worner Center
dining hall. Also, handbag
stolen in Mathias.
Unattended.

October 18 - Bike stolen from
Haskell House. Unlocked.
October 20 - White male
harassing students
Mathias parking lot.

October 22 - Purse stolen in

Benjamin's. Also, vehicle
vandalized. Stereo stolen.

Mathias parking lot.

October 23 - Bike stolen from
inside Wood House. Was
locked wheel to frame.

October 24 - Student slashed
with screwdriver. Student-
surprised an individual who

was trying to take the radio
and speakers from his car
west of El Pomar. Assailant
was described as
approximately 25 years old,
Hispanic, male, clean
shaven, short haircut, tan
pants and lace-up boots.

October 30 - Female student
harassed by white male on
Tejon. Followed her toward
Slocum Hall.

October 31 - Wallet stolen in
Worner Center.

November 1 - Two drills

stolen from Olin construction.
Also, suspicious person
reported in Cutler.

November 5 - Suspicious
person seen west side of
Packard. White,
approximately 27 years old'
collar length brown hair,
mustache, jeans, navy
sweatshirt.

By JORTTA ODLE
Roy Smith, most recently

affiliated with National
Geographic, presented two
lectures this week on African
wildlife and his journey down
the Omo River. Sponsored by
National Geographic, the
lectures were funded through
ORC, CCCA, and the
Extracurricular Committee.

Tuesday night's lecture and
slide show was entitled, "A
Journey Through Time: An
African Expedition Down the

Omo River Valley."
Smith's journey, which
covered 6000 miles, began in

Ethiopia and ended in

northern Kenya. He
discussed the way of life of

the remaining African tribes

and the problems they
currently face.

According to Smith,
overpopulation is the major
problem of the African tribes.

At four percent a year,
Kenya's current growth rate

is one of the highest in the

world. It is predicted that

the population will double in

the next 15 years.

Civilian awareness of
overpopulation has created a

problem in the cities, but is

virtually unnoticed by
outsiders. According to

Smith, lack of adequate birth

control induces a large number
of women to have abortions.

Many sewers become blocked
by fetuses, creating a major
sanitation problem for the

cities.

Wednesday a ( t
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by a previous marriage; a 32

year old daughter, a 30 year
old son, and two more
daughters aged 26 and 23. He
has two grandsons by his son,

two granddaughters by one
daughter and one more
granddaughter by another
daughter. His oldest
grandchild is eleven years

old.

Ellison's wife is a Nurse's

k; Security Officer Extends Warmth, Personal Concern to Campus Community
LjjjSCrLLAPETnT rape is a serious problem at their offer. He said he

^reno
Ellison emanates CC, many of the incidents are couldn't decide in one day and

_„th and joviality. His never reported at CC. Ellison thus ended up not finishing

% sparkle when he laughs, remembers a woman who his food service schooling. He
t, Ej, he does often. Hours go came down to Security a few hopes to finish those last

| ILnoticed as you become years ago. She told Ellison fifteen credit hours needed so

'^^••rated by Ellison's she had been raped eight he can graduate.

_ tcd and enthralling months before, but hadn't Ellison has been married for

jjs . He speaks about his reported it because her life eighteen years to a French

''Win Colorado Springs and had been threatened during woman. He has four children

jnany anecdotes he has the incident.

_umulated while working According to Ellison, there

what he calls his home is a new plan to add outdoor

iy from home, CC. lights to the CC campus. He
jlison is a security officer, says it's a good plan although

dally* the Assistant he thinks some dark areas

e [ of Security, at should remain since students

orado College. He has "want to smooch somewhere

fed with Security for the in the dark." He does agree

t len years with about four m0re lights will help tighten

re years to go until security around the campus.
Ijrcmcni; "I love it. I enjoy Security still keeps an eye on
lg around the students...I the especially dark areas Assistant at Prospect Lake

II this home." such as the football field and Nursing Facility. She's been

then Lee Parks, the Chief tennis courts. working there for about

When asked about some of sixteen years and still loves

his more memorable her
)
ob - she even goes to the

experiences at CC, Ellison Facility on her days off or

spoke of the Loomis Hall fire, whenever someone's out sick.

He calls that fire the most When Ellison first married

serious fire he's seen since his present wife, he says his

he's been here. He also mother was a little worried

speaks of graduation. and skeptical about marrying

According to Ellison, outside of his race. But after a

graduation always stands out while she said she had never

I've never worked for a jn his memory. He tries to seen a couple more in love or

ter guy. ..We're the same work at every graduation. He happier. Her worries started

says he likes to "make an
appearance to say good bye"

to the students who are

leaving. He remembers one
graduation when he was
saying good bye to a

particular student. He had -
, r -~ _

Idents on campus; most of his arm around the student's they go home together.

Ise by name. It makes him shoulder when the student's Not a day goes by when
ropy that people say hello mother took a photograph of Ellison wears his uniform
him whenever he's on them. He said he didn't know that he's not in a hurry to get

™Pu s she had taken a photo until here. He loves his job and he
Tie places an enormous she sent him a copy. He says loves the students here.

f
Security, is gone, Ellison is

next in charge. He loves

challenge the position of

lief" offers. He says he

ves on new challenges. He
ikes working with Lee

fks.

Bison says, "I've worked

h Lee Parks for eleven

s. I've had a lot of bosses

but he's like a father to

|the guys in Security...He's

iy you can depend on."

[any people depend on
,™jrity and Geno Ellison in

"ticular. He claims to know
least fifty percent of the

to disappear. Ellison says

they have never had any
racial problems.

Ellison and his wife work
the same shifts so after

Ellison leaves his shift at

11pm he picks his wife up and

PholoBy Pally McLaughlin

Geno Ellison, Security Officer at Colorado College

[ount of faith in CC
Bdents. He thinks if he were
ver in trouble on campus,

Bdents would come to help.

jt, in voicing characteristic

Jicerns, Ellison adds he

Iuldn't want them to help
ce they may endanger
mselves.

6'lison likes almost
veryone he's met here. Of
»urse, he adds, there are

he'll always keep that

photograph.

Ellison claims he knows
students here quite
well. ..well enough to

remember their likes and
dislikes when it comes to

food. He says he hears
students griping about Saga
food all the time and thus

remembers what they don't

like. Ellison is in the process
pays a few bad apples in of opening a sandwich shop in

Be bunch, but he's never seen Colorado Springs, close to
Student do anything "really campus. Because of his

IP" Most incidents knowledge of students'
jfOlving students getting in culinary tastes, he thinks
iuble are not serious at all - he'll be able to serve great
Pally fairly trivial. If the food to the students. He plans
|tion isn't serious, he'll give to work full time in his

|6 student a warning. He sandwich shop once he

|p
he likes to give everyone retires.

Pance - Ellison started a food
Jfclhson claims that most of management course a while

jjp

real problems encountered ago at El Paso Community
campus involve College, now the Pikes Peak

tsiders". More "non-CC Community College. He is

Bents" have been sighted fifteen credit hours away
1
year than before. Ellison from graduating. He quit

j
fraternities invite because he "got fed up with

siders to their parties and food service." When he quit

!

ls when problems occur, he was learning how to make
st of the time he thinks wine sauces. Marriot offered
•tents would rather call Ellison a place in their
ur"y when something training program but gave
Per<s than deal with the him only one day in which to
P em themselves. decide whether or not he
1 'hough students claim wanted to take them up on

He spoke of a time when he

was training some new guys.

He was telling them if they

encountered a fist fight on
campus not to jump in the

middle. Just then he was
called over to the old Rastall

Center where a fight had

broken out between three CC
students and three students

from another university. He
jumped right in the middle of

the fight because he saw
students getting hurt.

Geno Ellison obviously cares

deeply about CC and it's

students. He always makes
sure students are safe and will

even drive people home at

night if they live off campus.

His job means everything to

him and it shows. He is

warm, absolutely full of

character, and has a great

sense of humor. If you're

walking across campus in the

dark and you're a little

uneasy about being alone in

the middle of Armstrong

Quad, look for Geno Ellison.

He's the tall one wearing a

Security Officer's uniform

with a big smile.

Its a Factfrom Harper's
Index

Percentage of Ameri-
cans who believe that
crime is increasing in

the area in which they
live: 53

Estimated percentage of
missing American chil-

dren who havebeen ab-
ducted by strangers: 1

Number of murders the
average child has seen
on television by the age
of 16: 18,000

Percentage of newspa-
per stories that quote an
unnamed source: 33

Percentage ofNew York
City police officers who
fired their gtins in the
line of duty in 1985: 0.95

Percentage of Ameri-
cans who say they find
life dull: 6

The Colorado College

Symposium on Intimacy

Friday - January 13th

10:30 A.M.

ANNIE DILLARD
Pulitzer Prize-Winning Author

"Intimacy with Nature: A Reading"

Pllgram at Tinker Creek - "This book of wonder ls one
of the truly beautiful books of this or any other

season... which, on any page, offers a passage one can
scarcely wait to share with a friend. It is a triumph..."

Publishers Weekly

"She sums up herself and perhaps her species thus: I

am a frayed and nibbled survivor in a fallen world. '
But

what she has done Is bear witness to her mystery as no
leeched turtle could - In a remarkable psalm of terror

and celebration."

Time
An American Childhood - "By turns wry. provocative

and sometimes breathtaking... This Is a work marked
by exquisite Insight."

Boston Globe
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What's The Meaning of Life?
Compiled by PATTY
Mclaughlin and
damien raffa

JOE PICKLE
Professor

Religion Department
Life is a jelly sandwich. It

always lands upside-down.
The guru says, "go find out COURTNEY CUTTER

Not Pictured

HAELY PAUL
Senior

Political Science

The ability to get things

done while still taking a nap
every afternoon. It's to make
everyone do what I want

them to, while I laugh at
them. And it's surviving one
night without having myj
dog, Spatz, pee on the bed.

and come back and tell me." Senior

English

If I knew the meaning of

life, I wouldn't be in this

podunk town waiting to get

into a senior seminar.

JTMTRISSEL
Professor

Art Department
Life is its own meaning. We

are all creatures of
regeneration. The quality of

regeneration opens up
questions of the good life. It's

impossible to see ourselves
outside of being a social

animal.

Aikido Harmonizes
BY MARGO WFJSZ
We live in a world where

connect with other people's
energy. The word 'Aikido'

peace for ourselves means means 'harmonizing energy
overpowering the enemy, with the universe.'
The winner is the one who can There are no strikes, kicks,
conquer and dominate or punches in Aikido that are
physically, intellectually or typical of the martial arts
even monetarily. This yet it is still an effective
approach lends itself to a form of self-defense. The key approach' the worldshallow definition of peace, „ to extend the centered An active Aikido ti]for our peace can only be energy into strength and then exists on this campusgamed at another

s
expense. guide both you and your classes are held ted

meditative art that incM
flexibility, relaxalii

centering, and strength,

physical, spiritual,

intellectual. The goal
i

understand and control

healthiest part of yoursi

and,with this

MIKE TAFFE
Junior

Psychology

J
To have as much fun with

the least possible effort.

The Colorado College

Symposium on Intimacy

Monday - January 9 th
9:30 A.M.

VIVIAN GORNICK
Feminist Author and Journalist

- will speak on -

"Mothers and Daughters"

Fierce Attarrim Pntg .
"A fmei unflinchingly

honest book
The New York Times Book Review

"'Brilliant,' 'an American classic,' ... there are
only so many such words in the dictionary
with which to say how very good this book is.
Fierce Atrarrimpntg deserves them all

The Washington Post Book World

Aikido is a Japanese
martial art that offers a more
dignified and substantial
definition of peace. It aims to

resolve conflict by
harmonizing opposing forces
rather than overpowering one
of them and, thus, can be
viewed as the ultimate form
of pacifism.

Aikido is more than a form
of self-defense; it is a
philosophy of life that deals
with perceiving the world in
a non-violent, uncompetitive
way. By getting in touch
with the energy at the core of
our being, we can find a
strength much healthier,
more natural and more
powerful than the means we
use to achieve violent ends.
Aikido deals with finding
this energy in ourselves and
then learning to sense and

partner into a position of

safety. If your attacker

refuses to stop trying to harm
you, (even after you have
consistently led them away

from positions of conflict,

which is bound to detour
them) then there are moves
that enable you to escape
safely that may stall your
attacker but leave them
unharmed.

Aikido is an approach to
life that goes beyond
resolving direct one-on-one
human conflict, although
this is a part of it. The non-
violent philosophy
permeates every part of life.

It teaches one to understand
the natural flow of energy
that exists in everything in
the world, especially our
natural world. Aikido is a

'The

in Z

bad.

extr

neq

disc

tan<

educ

Photo By Eric

week. Beginners can come ac

Thursday afternoon at 4
""

McGregor basement to I

introduced to Aikido. M«

advanced classes take pl' !

on Sunday and Tuesday

7:00 p.m. at McGregor.
The classes are flexible ®

anybody is welcome to W
whenever they have ti*

They are also offered for'

adjunct credit if taken tj

times a block for any <j

consecutive blocks. Both!"

and women equallv take p

in the club and the 4
periodically sponsors sp*

events in Japanese culll

For questions, con" 1

Professor Noblett in »

Geology Department.

Phi
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Venture Grants Fund Students 1 Dreams

j^CHELE SANTOS
Take a walk on the wild

Ide,"
advised senior English

I jor
Colin Chisholm to

"Ldcnts applying for Venture

rants.
"The money is there,

g people should go for it."

Chisholm and twelve

ther
Colorado College

Lents had their Venture

.an t
fund applications

provcd at last September's

eeting of the Venture Grant

mtni-ttce.

Grant money comes in three

rms - for student research

ejects, for conferences and
visiting faculty.

[isholm and seniors Nelson

yoody" Stevens and Ben

ijssel are doing research

ejects.

The life conditions

Zimbabwe are so

ad. Poverty is

xtreme, there's

nequity of income,

Jisease, poor health

tandards and poor
ducation.

1 '

- Nelson Stevens

Stevens' project will take

i to Zimbabwe to study

unemployment problem
icre. "I've got a lot of

itercst in the Third World,"

lid Stevens, "and a lot of

eative thought about black

iprcssion. It's something we
ust overcome. Economics is a

able tool for developing
Third World." Stevens

ill leave for Harari,
mbabwe on October 27 and
>end 5 weeks there doing
search at the University of

imbabwe and federal
gencics, and perhaps, living

jjth a family.

Explained Stevens, "The
life conditions in Zimbabwe
are so bad. Poverty is

extreme, there's inequity of

income, disease, poor health

standards and poor education.

Maybe economics can change
some of that." Stevens, who
received $850 (the maximum
amount) in grant funding for

his project, encouraged other

students to apply. "The
school is^Willing to back you
up if your project has
potential."

Chisholm "got inspired by
talking to Woody (Stevens)"

and will be spending 7th

block in Kotlick, Alaska.

Kotlick is a small hunting
and fishing village at the

base of the Yukon. Chisholm
will be doing research for his

senior thesis, a creative

writing project about growing
up in the wilderness.

Chisholm's mother was half-

Eskimo and grew up in

Kotlick. He intends to

compare how she grew up
with his own youth in the

wilderness of Squaw Valley,

California.

Chisholm will fly into

Anchorage, spend a week
doing research there, then

charter a small plane to fly

him out to Kotlick, where
he'll stay with relatives for

two weeks. "I've never even

met my family there. I'll be

learning about the people,

the environment and what
my mother went through

growing up. I'd love to write

there. It's something I have

to do, with or without a

Venture Grant," said

Chisholm.

People who apply for

grant research projects,

according to Chisholm,
should do something
"creative, unique and

challenging, something
they're passionate about. It

makes it a lot easier if it is

personal."

"I've been printing

limited edition books
for 10 years, and I

decided I couldn't

spend my life being
an assistant printer."

-Ben Trissel

Senior Ben Trissel, an art

studio major, obtained
Venture Grant funds for

supplies for a book of stone

lithographs he will be
printing this year. "I've been

printing limited edition

books for 10 years, and I

decided I couldn't spend the

rest of my life being an
assistant printer," said

Trissel.

His book of illustrations

will "set up a story without

the use of words, just using

images and symbols." The
most exciting part of his

project will be "discovering

the design of it. I've got a lot

of surrealist ideas and ideals,

and those will probably come
through."

This is Trissel's second
Venture Grant. His first was
used two summers ago, when
he received funds to go to a

book arts workshop in

Washington, DC. "I had to be

a lot more thorough the

second time I applied," said

Trissel. Students who apply

for Venture Grants need to

"take it very seriously" said

Trissel.

CC's Venture Grant budget

is $38,000 yearly. Of this,

$1 6,000 goes for student

research projects, $7,000 for

conferences and $15,000 for

visiting faculty. For research

projects, the money is given
for travel and supply
expenses. Conference funds
allow students and faculty to

go to professional or academic
meetings, and visiting faculty

money brings guest lecturers to

the campus. The Venture
Grant committee must
approve all grants.

"We need to know
that the project is a

venture, that it

will advance their

personal, academic,
and future
professional lives."

-Victor Nelson-Cisneros

One-third to one-half of

all applications are turned
down, according to dean
Victor Nelson-Cisneros, who
oversees the program. A
well-written proposal, strong

letters of recommendation
and a good transcript are

important for research project

applicants. "We (the

committee) need to know that

the project is a venture, that

it will advance their

personal, academic, and
future professional lives,"

said Nelson-Cisneros.

The committee, made up of

faculty and student members,

meets on the third

Wednesday of every block.

All proposals and letters

need to be submitted to the

Dean's Office by 1 p.m. the

Friday before the scheduled

meeting.

"If you have a good idea,"

concluded Stevens, "Venture

Grants can open up some great

avenues."

KERRIGAN contused

Worner Center with
information and sign up
sheets for the Oxfam fast.

The fast will be from 8:00

p.m. Wednesday night to 6:00

p.m. Thursday evening. Fifty

percent of the money earned
from the fast will go to

Oxfam and fifty percent will

go to the local Bijou Soup
Kitchen.

Thursday night at 6:00 p.m.

in Shove Chapel, a light

dinner will be served to break
the fast. Thomas Roberts, an
Oxfam representative from
Boulder, will show a video
called "Business of Hunger"
and will speak on the issues

of hunger.

Come sign up and join in

with the spirit of the week.
Change comes when people
start realizing what the
problems are.

Its a Factfrom Harper's
Index

Percentage of Ameri-
cans who say they be-
lieve "most" or "all" of
what Dan Rather says:
81

Percentage of Icelan-
ders who believe in
elves: 5

Astronomers in the
United States: 3,650

Astrologers: 15,000

Number of Americans
who quit their jobs each
workday: 60,000

'hoto of the Week

The Colorado College

Symposium on Intimacy

Monday - January 9th

8:00 P.M.

ELLEN GILCHRIST
Novelist and Short Story Writer

- will speak on -

"Drunk With Love"

Victory Over Japan - Winner of the 1984 Ameri-

can Book Award for Fiction

"Ellen Gilchrist is terrific."

Norman Mailer

'To say that Ellen Gilchrist can write is to say that

Placido Momingo can sing. All you need to do is

listen... No kidding: Victory Over Japan is an
absolute knockout."

Jonathan Yardley
Washington Post

"A natural teller of tales."

Newsweek
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Students Choose Calvin and Hobbes Over Max Weber
By STEPHANIE CHING
What is on the bookshelf

in your room? The odds are

that you have at least one
collection of cartoons, right

next to that long row of thick

textbooks that are collecting

dust because the bookstore

won't buy them back. In fact,

four of the top five bestsellers

on college campuses around
the country are humorous
anthologies. And here at CC,
the top six bestsellers fall

into the humor category, more
specifically, cartoon
collections.

In the recent past, the

comic strips Calvin and
Hobbes, The Far Side, and
Bloom County, have grown in

popularity and climbed
bestseller lists to the top,

making their creators fairly

well-known. Cartoons are a
means of expressing social,

economic, and political ideas,

and poking fun at policies and

institutions, in a humorous
and acceptable way. The
gibes are often very thinly

disguised, but cannot be taken

as truly offensive because
they are recognized as an
exercise of free press and
criticism in an entertaining

way. Comic strips have
become a nondidactic way to

increase people's awareness
of controversial and changing
issues.

Aside from comics, a range
of books - including The
Power of Myth (how
mythology illuminates stages
of life), Patriot Games (CIA
confronts terrorists in
England, Ireland and

America), Fallen Hearts (a

woman's past catches up with
her), Presumed Innocent (a
blood-chilling depiction of

the criminal justice system),

Feeling Good (how to treat'

depression without the use of

drugs), and The Last
Temptation of Christ
(fictional re-interpretation of

the gospels) - round out the

top ten list of campus
paperback bestsellers across

America.

A diversity of fields are

represented by at least one

Enact Begins Wingcycle
BYTOMHACKETT
Will You Help?
If you read the article

"Nurture, Nature and
Recycle" in last week's
Catalyst you know the
importance recycling holds to

our future. We at ENACT try

to make your participation in

the process as painless as
possible. We clear the
recycling sheds weekly, and
are continually looking for

ways we can expand the
program. More, more and

more paper!

With the busy college
schedule it is difficult to take
a class and save part of the
Earth all at once. So if you
would like to help us with
campus recycling and you live

in a dorm please pay
attention to the next few
sentences.

Starting this week we are
enacting the pilot program
WINGCYCLE. We will be
placing a barrel for recycling
on many of the wings in the

^IGUID6
TRAVEL SYSTEM, INC.

Holiday Special
CC. Students

Travel Reservations
5% Discount in Merchandise
Information Available at
Conoco (J's College Mart)

BONUS - DRAWING FOR
2 - $100 CASH PRIZES

various dorms. Please use
these barrels for the disposal
of your waste paper, they
will be clearly marked as
paper receptacles. (We'd
better not catch anyone
putting trash in the damned
things!)

If you and your friends want
to help, you can be the people
on your wing in charge of the
barrel. The job entails
emptying the barrel to a
recycling shed when it gets
full. It will make you feel

right at home, its kind of like

taking the trash out once in a
while. Your small effort
really could make a
difference, so if you would
like to help out with a truly

worthwhile issue contact me
via Womer box 387. Write
your name and the wing you
live on and then I'll be in
touch when we get more
barrels. Please help out if

you can.

book. Other books which, of

course, are frequent buys, are

reference/study guides such
as Strunk and White's The
Elements of Style, and Kate
Turabian's Manual for
Writers. At Colorado
College, Introduction to the

Geology of the Colorado
Springs Region, by Jeff

Noblett, a CC author, is also

a common purchase.

The second category of

books that sell well at CC are

children's books. If You're

Afraid of the Dark,
Remember the Night
Rainbow by Edens, makes the

top ten. According to the

Bookstore, these are usually

bought as gifts for younger
relations, or roommates.
Concluding the ten topsellers

of Colorado College are the

fiction titles The Milagro
Beanfield War, The
Unbearable Lightness of
Being, and Heaven Cent, a

work of fantasy. Scienc,

fiction is also a populai

choice for independem
reading among many student

So if your bookshelf is bars

check out the books next time

you're in the bookstore h]

posters and candy, and (J
the reading majority.

Bestsellers at CC
1. Waterson: Calvin and Hobbes

* 2. Waterson: Something under the Bed is Drooling
* 3. Waterson: The Essential Calvin and Hobbes
* 4. Larson: Night of the Crash-Test Dummies

5. Breathed: Billy and the Boingers Bootleg
* 6. Breathed: Tales too Ticklish to Tell

7. Edens: If You're Afraid of the Dark, Remember
Night Rainbow

8. Nichols: The Milagro Beanfield War
9. Anthony: Heaven Cent

10. Kundcra: The Unbearable Lightness of Being
* Also appears on list from Chronicle of Higher Education

urolrfs
1 Jfr^ Happenings

^Ngw IntroducingIntroducing

The Breakfast Bisquit
A golden brown bisquit, sausage, and egg
A perfect meal for the breakfast on the run

Daily 7:00 -10.00 AM
Only 95fc

Have you had your muffin Today?
or any of the other delicious bakery
products served daily in Benjamin's
Try our selection of cinnamon rolls,

Bread Bytes & Shakey top rolls

(products are available by the dozen)

Benjamin's Weekly Special
When you buy a medium, large, jumbo
soft drink or iced tea you get 250 off

the advertised special of the week

This week's special:

The Cheddar Sandwich
Future weeks: 11/21 Bengal Burger

11/28 Deli Special
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ounterpoint
jyMIKHTREVITHICK

Debaters have- a bad

, utation
on this camPus -

5L are always arguing

Lut something. Most

udents would rather not get

volved in a discussion with

„e
or rnore debaters, they

Lv that any argument with

debater is likely to last a

ng time. So they prefer not

[argue,

51, why all the talk about

sbatcrs? I am a debater and

ish more people would
iarn to behave like

Abaters. Debaters are the

„l of people who look to

resolve any
agreement into a common
eposition which all parties

o
the

[bate/discussion/argument

in agree with. When they

:ach the resolution they

ave accomplished two

ngs: 1) they stopped

[rguing and 2) they found

bmmon ground for agreement

[n whatever subject they

Lcre discussing.

|So what is the big fuss

bout? It's about the future of

lis country. Most of the

udents on this campus, and
undreds of other campuses

ke this one, will, in the not

K) distant future, be leaders

i their communities and
tales and across the country.

Vhen that day comes, this

Duntry might not be in eery

ood hands if today's student

ctivists maintain their

mug, single-minded,
ncompromising, us-versus-

icm attitude.

The uncompromising
llilude of the student
ctivist takes many forms.

tudents mourn the victory of

resident-elect Bush.
tudents turn out in record
umbers to hear socialist

thinker Michael Harrington,
But refuse to even consider
attending a speech by
Republican congressman Joel

Hofley. These student
[ctivists are so self-righteous

Wat they are convinced that
Ihc-re is no need to give the

jpposition a fair hearing.
fhus, booing and heckling
speakers such as Barbara
Phillips and Dan Quayle is

»ot only acceptable-it is

psential.

Such actions are rude,
»ughtless and reactionary
'"d they threaten the
"tality of democratic
processes in this country.

Wf are a threat because
ffl prevent compromise and
?olar 'ze conflict. To
'"derstand the dangers of
*arizahon students neeed
n|v consider the intensely
'egative reaction to Jesse
a*son's candidacy or the
™*nt clashes between anti-

„

U
,

ear protesters and
i"«y authority.

no dangers of refusing to

"Promise arc less readily
Wrent. But the failure to
•"Promise is no less harmful

to society. Professor
Harrington's speech last

week provided a first-rate

example of this type of

problem. His call for giving
"terrific tax benefits for

creating jobs and
productivity" in depressed
areas like "the South Bronx,
or the barrios of Los Angeles"
sounds remarkably similar to

conservative Republican Jack
Kemp's proposal for tax
credits to create "enterprise

zonez" in highly depressed
urban areas.

The professor's speech was
full of proposals that were
remarkably similar to

legislation proposed by
George Bush, Jack Kemp,
Ronald Reagan and other
conservative republicans. But
Harrington's rhetoric and the
rhetoric of student activists

who were so enlivened by his

speech does not recognize the

similarities. Indeed, the
rhetoric explicitly denounces
the opposition with
pronouncements such as,

Ronald Reagan will be
remembered as "the worst
President of the United
States in the twentieth
century."

If this country is to survive

and prosper into the next

century, people with
different ideas and ideals

will have to be willing to

compromise for the sake of

the public good.

If compromise is possible

for politicians who were,
only a few days earlier,

busily denouncing each other.

And if it is possible for

debaters who are constantly

arguing, then compromise
should be possible for student

activists.

The next time a hated
conservative visits campus to

discuss ideas, more students

should go listen. Agreement is

not always possible. But
students can attempt to think,

challenge and consider these

opposing ideas. That is the

least that should be expected

from future leaders.

Campus Interruptus
By DOUG LANSKY don't go to class, why should
Since this is meant to be for we have to pay for it.

leisure, I'll do all of the BEER! Every time I go to a

thinking, especially since party at one of the various

I'll be referring to delicate fraternity houses on campus
mathematical terminology and there is a band playing

like adding and dividing and that doesn't have to warm-up
the world's most for 20 minutes between every

scientifically crafted
beverage: beer.

Let's just say that tuition is

roughly $10,000. This means
that every clock is worth
$1250 and divided by 18 days
per block it comes out to 70

bucks for every class. That
means that the one hour nap I

took in class yesterday cost

my parents about $35. I'm

talking about a major league

rip off. My roommate paid

$70 to see a two hour movie
called "Trojan Woman" and
he didn't even get popcorn.

Now if missed a few classes,

that would boost the price

per day up to $83. If I ever

have to pay that kind of

money to see a movie, I want
a custom fitted Lazy-Boy
chair, big screen TV, gourmet
meal, cashmere robe,
Lamborghini, 18 beautiful

women sitting next to me, and
one of those porcelain

Dalmations everyone gets on
the "Wheel of Fortune."

Here's a little quiz:

If Suzy skips 16 of her 18

classes and then invites her

pal Bill over the night before

the final, and it takes Bill

one and a half hours to teach

Suzy two vocabulary words,

and there arc 643 vocabulary

words. How long will it take

Bill to deduce that Suzy has

absolutely no brain?

This question has a lot of

relevance. How long are we
going to continue getting

ripped off? I propose that

every student be completely

refunded, without question,

for every class that they

miss. I figure that with this

tuition refund plan the

average student would pocket

about $5,000 by the end of the

year. After all, why should

we go to class when we don't

feel like it, and when we

Lee's Liquor
502 W. Colorado Ave

520 - 9907

We hope we can supply all

your Thanksgiving Party needs

16 gal Kegs from $3ff9

All other Wine & Liquor

as always 5% Discount

with C.C. I.D.

We thank you for your patronage and hope you

have a happy and safe Thanksgiving !

from all of us at Lee's Liquor

song, I usually find myself

dancing. And when the

caliber of the band is this

high, it means that half of

the people at the party will

also be dancing. So there I am
in a room the size of, say, my
closet filled mostly by
sloshed, sweaty, drooling

people swaying back and
forth with full cups of beer.

So what's the problem?
The problem is that I will

end up wearing more beer

than I ever intended to drink.

And I personally don't thing

"Lair de Beer" is a cologne

that makes a great

impression when hitting on
the person drinking it,

assuming they can manage to

eat their way through the

four inch layer of foam or

wait the three days it takes

for it to settle. If the beer

wasn't almost free, I'd have

to say that it tasted like

puke. So I guess the idea

would be to show up at these

parties already drunk so as to

not notice how bad the beer

actually tasted when waiting

around in the two month line

for the keg and shooting the

bull with friends and trying

to look really cool.

The reason why people can

stand around for hours and

shoot the bull with the same
people they've been talking

to all day and not get bored is

that they are drinking beer.

There are also, however,
stuck to the floor because

when beer, the world's most
amazing liquid, lands on the

floor, the assorted hair
strands and old pee already

there act as a catalyst to

change the beer into a weak
form of superglue and adhere

anyone standing in the same
place for mare than five

minutes permanently in

position.

Anyway, as we all know,
beer makes the same sex

interesting and the opposite

sex beautiful. I swear this is

true. Give a guy enough beer

and he starts hitting on a girl

that looks like Mohmar
Khadaffi. This is the main
reason why beer is the

American drink. The other

reason is that I am told so by

burly construction workers in

Budwciscr commercials. Beer

companies pay macho sweaty

guys a lot of money to

convince us that we need beer

to have a good time and pick

up members of the opposite

sex, which, I have found for

many people, is true.

So what is the moral of

this article?

well... It doesn't really

have one. If this upsets

anybody, they are perfectly

free to use their imagination

and make this article end

properly, which is, of course,

what I would have done if I

had been in the right mood to

do it.

Suds 'urn

Laundry & Cleaners

Unlimited© wash

with C.C. I.D.

1931 W. Unitah

1/2 Block West of King Soopers

Expires November 23, 1988

830 N. Tejon
Estampe Gallery

632-5882

(across from the College Pharmacy)

Offering 15% OFF on

all art and framing

purchases* made by

C.C. students and staff

O Posters & Prints

O Custom Framing O Photo Frames

O Artful Jewelry O Fine Art Greeting Cards

* No special orders
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Letters
response to the performance
will reconsider their decision
against taking courses in

Women Studies. They are
welcome in any of my classes,

in which all views are

heard, explored, and
developed by scholarship. I

cannot, however, apologize
for interrupting their lunch:
an act that pales by
comparison with the kinds of

interruptions (rape, for
example) that women must
endure and that were a subject

of the performance. Feminist
issues and theories are indeed
illuminating: one that is

central suggests that the
linear (in goal-orientation,
storytelling, lunch-seeking)
is a male venue, while the
experience and productivity
of women are founded on
interruption.

Sincerely,

Joanne Klein

Choice of Choices

Point of Performance

To the Editors:

Accountability was a
principal concern of the
Feminist Performance in the

Worner Center last block, so I

want to respond briefly to

some of the welcome
controversy in its wake. The
performance, which evolved
spontaneously from class

study of various aspects of
women in theatre, was
modeled on the tradition of
performance art. Students in

the class chose this mode of
performance because it

accommodated the range of

positions and abilities that

was present in the group,
which included a remarkable
and productive cross-section

of viewpoints.

Performance art is

essentially provocative,
intrusive, and opaque. The To the Editors:

recent visits of performance In last week's Catalyst Mr.
artists (Phyllis Jane Rose, Mermin asked for "creative
Vito Acconci, Mel Andringa, discussion." Right after his
and Vanalyne Green) have plea two responses to
publicized this form in the intolerance appeared. The
College community. Con- f'rst, "Disturbed at Lunch,"
fusion (hyphen intended) is a angered me while the second,
technique and cognition of "Parent Responds," made me
performance art. Actually, think twice about all of our
the function of most art (most angry responses to the
teaching?) is to disturb. Feminist Performance as well
Although the students as to the letters concerning

decided on performance art as those responses printed in
the medium best suited to last week's Catalyst. Dr.
their project, they addressed Hightower wrote that there
at length the issues of is a definite difference
accountability and intended between diversity by origin
audience in order to build and diversity by choice. For
these into the event. All of us example, I am a woman by
are eager to continue origin and a feminist by
discussion of those choices choice. People should respect
and to hear feedback in an my origin but they don't have
responsible forum. to respect my choice.

I do hope that the three Dr. Hightower wrote,
men who wrote The Catalyst in "Although one should be free

"^

Yearbooks are for sale

$20° you can pay now

bill it to your C.C. account
(it will appear on

your 2nd semester bill)
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THE
to make choices for
him/herself, one must never
be permitted to bind those
choices upon others. But even
this freedom has its

limitations when one's
personal choice has a
negative impact on the well-

being of others." (Catalyst
Nov. 4, 1988) the question is

where do these limitations

begin? Yes, people have a
right to express themselves
but we should continuously
question those expressions
and how they affect our own
choices. The three students
who were "disturbed" by the
Feminist Performance felt

that the feminists imposed
their views on them. The
performance had a negative
impact on their well-being, so
in anger they refused to
remain open to feminist
ideals.

Yes, I too was offended by
the performance and left it

angry. But, those women and
men had a right to perform it.

The question is did they
impose their performance
which was for a class on the
entire campus? And did the

EMPOWERS NEW CLOTHES
avoiding feminist classes
because of the Feminist
Performance - since when did
one "event" represent the
ideas of an entire group or
movement? It was not done by
the Feminist Collective or
directly sponsored by the
feminist movement. Some
feminists were even offended
by it. Aren't you here to
learn? Yes, I understand your
anger.

But your solution sounds a
little "juvenile." Instead of
"never taking a feminist
course or attending a feminist
meeting, come to one. Here I

agree with Mr. Mermin, "If

you have something to say,
please say it, but be prepared
to back it up!" Retreating
from the issue because one
performance associated with
it offended you doesn't help
anyone. Come to a Feminist
Collective Meeting (every
Thursday at 6:30 pm in room
213 Worner) and state your
views, talk to other
feminists, take a course or
audit one if you have time.

Also in direct response to

the other issues raised about

do something construct^
about things that anger 3

But we have limitations

When we decide to impoi

our feminist views
i

intolerant views on others

we are "out of line" J
"offensive." For instann
telling people "to shoot

feminist" or anyone elsei

offensive and dangerous. To

lesser degree the same thin

might be said about playing

tape about hate during
stressful period of the blod

But, I also wonder how mud
"choice" the offende,

members of the audiem
had? I left because tk

performance made me
during an already stress^

istur

the 1

I am
:ek's i

Lunch

itoria

ve litl

minis

adilla,

ate
".

eminist

avoi of

the abus

period in my life. Thus,

was not imposed on me.
This is a Liberal Ait

College where we as student

learn how to make choice

Isn't it about time we leameJ

the value of those choices'

Shouldn't we start askinj

ourselves a few mon

questions about what bote
us and why it bothers us a»l

what we can do about it?

people watching the intolerance and diversity by that what 'earning is il

performance choose to watch last week's letters - we have about?
it or were they forced to. In choices. We can choose to post ' would like to thank ft.

direct response to Peter D. pamphlets about how Hightower for his letter. It

Padilla, Richard F. "intolerant" we are and we |>rougn t up a very importail

O'Donnell, and Jayson can choose to perform in
issu e which we'vi

Fealty's statement about public. We can also choose to
over]ooked.

Sincerel

Chris Ud

BECAUSE GIRAFFES
DON'T BROWSE
IN A TEST TUBE...

join us in the best of all laboratories to study
real-world environmental issues including:
• Wildlife Management in Kenya
• Marine Biology in the Virgin Islands
• Tropical Rainforests in Australia
« Marine Mammal Behavior in Mexico
• Resource Management in the Circumpolar
North

and 14 other critical environmental issues
worldwide...

Financial Aid and College Credit availablefor all programs
For more information on Semester. Summer
and January programs, please contact us al:

THE SCHOOL FOR FIELD STUDIES
Box V, 16 Broadway, Beverly, MA 01915

OR CALL (508) 927-7777

PUT YOUR
COLLEGE DEGREE

TO WORK.

Aif Force Officer Training School
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Force Officer We offer great
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f-10
and Loathing?

(he
Editors:

I would like to bring to

Lht tne questionable

Lcment the Sigma Chi's are

Seising by th™wing their

ar and Loathing in Las

as Party-
'^ne D0°k ^eflr

loortinS !" Las Ve8as is a

Election of a trip, a drug

Las Vegas. Hunter S.

lompson the author,

pes the use of drugs and

ckless
behavior, while

oqucntly describing his

fences. I would like to

nk that, after the events

it
took place during Block 8

last year, the Sigma Chi

|USC would want to distance

e ]f from its association

ilh drugs. Obviously that's

| the case. I would like to

|nk that anyone attending

lis
par'y would seriously

insider this fact and realize

1 duality that still plauges

I Sigma Chi house.

Kenneth A. Becker

disturbed by Disturbed

the Editors:

I am disturbed by last

eek's editorial "Disturbed

Lunch." The writers of this

ilorial show that they

ve little understanding of

iminism. The authors
adilla, O'Donnell, Felty)

jate "...we are not anti-

iminists, and we are not in

Ivor of the stereo-typing of,

[e abuse of, the degradation

or the discrimination
jainst women. We certainly

jew women as our equals in

Iciety." These are noble
imments, but the authors

go on to do just what
ffiey said they were against.

1 1 thought people on the CC
ampus by now understood
•fat there are many different

jmds of Feminists, this was
Jvious even within the
{nail group of the Feminist
Mormance - we heard many
Bices and differing opinions
Si the tape and saw many
flferent aspects of Feminism
Pphasized. Padilla,
JTJonnell, and Felty seem to
hink that The Feminist
lerformance embodies all of
jihat the Feminist movement
jabout. Because they did not
fte the Performance, they
Est discard the Feminist
jovement and refuse to take
yoirien Studies Courses. Now
I ask you - Who is being
Nature? Since when do
O'elligcnt people judge a
pvement and a department
1%" on one performance?
Kurthermore, having been
|" of the performance, I

f'ue constructive criticism,
lowcver, to be called
Fmaturc," and "ludicrous"
(discriminatory, degrading,
r" abusive. Our voices were
I that tape, it was and is
Pw we feel. It is one thing to
V you didn't like the
F°rmance, it is another to

|P«
that because vou didn't

*ews
he

are
performance

'

fej
n». O'Donnell, and

|
ty rca»y feel that women
kvtT^ wh-y did thevKe " s by saying they

,e ashamed" of us. The

our
immature." If

performance tried to de-
construct violent and
degrading images of women
that saturate the media and
the world. Personally, I

would rather have my kid

see a performance that de-
constructs violence than to

watch TV today, which
constantly re-enforces racism,

sexism, homophobia, and
destruction. Why is it that

derogatory and abusive
images of women are
acceptable in our mainstream
media, but presenting a

negative assault on these

-linages isn't?

If the Performance
damaged your views of the

Feminist Movement, maybe
you should re-evaluate what
the movement is. The
Feminist Movement is about
change, about re-vising what
is "normal." The performance
was not supposed to maintain

the status quo, we put it on to

raise questions about what is

the status quo. If you were not

disturbed by it, you are the

exception; INEQUALITY IS

DISTURBING, I'm sorry if

your lunch was interrupted,

our lives arc interrupted by
sexism every day.

Wendy Stevens Gannett

Intolerance Abounds

To the Editors:

"Arbeit Macht Frei"...

"Work Makes Free." These
words were written above the

gates of a Nazi death camp
45 years ago. This was only
part of a stream of anti-

Semitic filth which befouled
the chalkboard in the Loomis
lobby over the last month.
Every day the material
differed; one day swastikas,

another day a passage about
the purity of Nazi youth.
These displays remained
undisturbed for hours.

...MY %M.-IWG

TTMWENPEP
wnvueusH...

that hundreds of people must
have passed by them on their

way in and out of the
building.

Chaverim is not only
outraged at the author of this

garbage, we are also alarmed
that so many students passed
by this exhibition of hatred
without even erasing it. Jews
are clearly not the only
targets of abuse on this

campus. These incidents in

Loomis follow a pattern of

intolerance towards blacks,

Chicanos, Jews, gays, women,
and many others at Colorado
College. Intolerance towards
any part of the community
hurts everyone. By not
actively protesting mindless
bigotry, no matter to whom it

is directed, we tacitly

approve it. Intolerance
towards any part of the

community hurts us all.

Don't make Colorado
College fertile ground for the

weeds of hatred. Only by
facing intolerance squarely
can we hope for its

destruction.

Chaverim

College Incornpliant

To the Editors:

Because my name appeared

in conjunction with Bill

Porter's article on student

input into tenure decisions at

the College (The Catalyst, 4

November 1988), I am writing

to correct the implication

that the safeguards described

by Dean Finley pertained to

my termination, which was
the result of a Third Year

Review. In fact, the

American Association of

University Professors
(AAUP) has notified

President Riley, in response

to my firing, that the College

is not in compliance with

AAUP recommendations
concerning due process for

Third Year Reviews.

The AAUP has urged the

College to create an appeals

procedure (none currently
exists) to hear my case and
the cases of any other faculty

who might be terminated
prior to a tenure review.
Despite such pleas by the

AAUP, College faculty,

College committees, and mc,
the College has refused to

hear an appeal of my review.

Furthermore, the
theoretical "checks and
balances" that are designed
to protect faculty under
review did not function in my
case. Student input, faculty

(on and off campus) input, and
committee input were all

controverted by the decision

to terminate my contract: in

my case, and potentially in

any other case, this decision

is the incontestable
prerogative of the Chair.

Neither Handbook criteria

(teaching, scholarship, and
college service) nor student

input were material to the

decision to fire me.
Sincerely,

Joanne Klein

Pay Once.
SkiTwice.
TWO TICKETS - ONE PRICE $30

(Valid Opening Day Thru November 23, 1988)

(Tickets available at front range tickers and Copper Mountain 968-2882)

<g COPPER MOUNTAIN RESORT
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Alternative Experiences

Offer Opportunity

ByMARISAAGUAYA .,

To me, the term "diversity" has always been
'°° easl

1

'>'

,

avo'ded -

ambiguous. When people cry for diversity of the
Th,S lack of intCTacn°n w«h People that are

Colorado College population do they mean different can lead, as we have witnessed on our
racial diversity? Cultural diversity? Economic own campus, to intolerance of diversity. Racial

diversity? Ideological diversity? Whatever the slurs shouted at the Assistant Director of
definition, I feel that we need diversity on the Minority Admissions, insults thrown at a group
CC campus in all of its potential forms. This is of prospective Chicano students, swastikas
why I have been involved with MEChA, the drawn on a Loomis chalkboard mention only a
Chicano student group on campus. In this way I few of the reported incidents that have occurred
felt that I would be able to promote and share on our campus that exhibit a certain retaliation

with CC students a cultural experience different against difference. Although some may claim
from their own. that events such as these are not meant to be

It has always disheartened me, however, harmful, they can lead to very serious
that many people do not feel the same necessity consequences. They perpetuate the idea that a
for diversity as I do. Very few CC students person does not need to acknowledge or tolerate

venture to events sponsored by any student group anyone that does not look act, think or believe
offering a different cultural perspective, the same.

Naturally, a person will feel more comfortable CC offers a quality education that,
around people or in a situation that is similar to nonetheless, suffers in a vital area in and
their own experiences. I will always feel more outside of the classroom. The majority of the
comfortable with people and surroundings that I students do not experience different cultural or
know, that I grew up with, and that pose no ideological perspectives or ways in which to see
threat to me because they are not different from the world. Cultural organizations such as
me- MEChA cannot assume the sole responsibility of
But when I come to Colorado College, I am presenting alternative world views. There are

forced to see things in a different way. There are too few students and too few professors that
very few students at CC that have grown up in a challenge the ways in which the majority of the
predominantly Chicano inner city neighborhood people think and react. The CC students, faculty
and that come from a family that celebrates its and administration as a whole must commit to
Mexican cultural background. I feel, think, and increasing diversity at the college. Otherwise,
react differently towards the events that shape the situation may lead to more incidents such as
my life because of where I grew up and due to the the ones cited above and the attitude that
culture that shaped my life. reactions such as these to anyone who appears
At CC, in unfamiliar surroundings and different are acceptable,

interacting with people that have experiences The only encouraging point is that things will
unlike my own, I have had the opportunity, the never stay the same. Things will always
luxury and the privilege of seeing and change, even at Colorado College. The situation
understanding how others think and feel about becomes urgent when we consider that the future
the world. In this way, I have grown as a human leaders of our country are now students at
bein& prestigious colleges like CC. They should have
Not all CC students, however, have this same the opportunity, the luxury, and the privilege of

opportunity. Most of them are already familiar experiencing, witnessing and learning to
with perspectives, atmosphere and experiences appreciate differences in people. They must be
encountered at CC. The majority of the students able to interact with many different types of
share the same economic, social and cultural people in our fast changing world. They should
backgrounds. In order to learn about other be confronted with racial, cultural, economic and
perspectives, they must interact with those that ideological diversity. Exposure to diverse
do not share their experiences. But where there experiences will help all of us to grow,
is no or little diversity, this interaction can be

Admissions Seeks Prepared Minorities

By LLOYD PETERSON,
Admissions
Many of my colleagues

across the country that work
in minority recruitment think
that I am in a horrible
situation. Why? Because I

share with them, on a regular
basis, how the interest and
concern has grown here with
regard to minority affairs,
which includes recruitment
and retention.

Friends that work in
minority admissions at
Haverford, Swarthmore,
Oberlin, Carleton, Grinnell
and Pomona would avoid,
like the plague, the swelling
interest (which often times is

followed by criticism and
aggressive recommendations
for action) from their student
body concerning minority
affairs, and especially
recruitment. I guess however
that I am of a different
professional persuasion
because I welcome and, to a

certain extent, relish the
attention I receive about this

growing issue, which has
dominated the higher
education community's
agenda for the last several
years.

Concern has grown among
students and faculty alike,

and should continue to grow
over the recruitment of
minorities. In the same way,
students and faculty question
Admission office efforts in

recruiting other "special
interest" groups, like
international students,
academically gifted students
(as evidenced by high grades
and test scores) and division I

athletes.

Efforts in recruiting ethnic
minorities have increased
tremendously, and are a

fairly young practice when
compared to foreign student
recruitment and the
recruitment of division I

athletes. The waters
however have been

unfortunately muddied, by
other institutions nation-
wide. I feel our practices are
questioned, in part, because
colleges and universities
"play the Admissions game"
by two completely different

sets of rules: one set is rigid

and asks for proof of solid
academic preparation, the
other is more subjective,
flexible and less rigorous, for

minority applicants.

I find this practice
unfortunate because it is the
minority student that suffers.
In effect, they are set up for
"academic failure" by being
admitted to an institution
that is academically too
demanding. They have
difficulty competing in the
classroom and wind up
leaving, often times with a
very bad taste in their
mouths about higher
education in general. These
students are admitted based
on "potential" and not solid

See PETERSON, p.13
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Practical and Mot, #n
By AMY HIGHTOWER and ANDREW SCHLIG
White institutions and the federal and state

SOv sUCr
must start to assume responsibility for the historical 1 'ffort
forces that have created imbalances for minority \

e

mouAmerican higher education. In the words of 0,"
t jc

McLeod, "Who could oppose diversity in this day and*

1

In a number of forums we have asked members of a,,.

College community why they want diversity. Not sm,
every answer given was different. We have found tb
not just one central reason for pursuing student divers
an individual level these inconsistencies are
acceptable. Naturally, it will take different facJrh.^^i *4;.„w0j».. :~,...~ l. :~iji~:J u_. u_ .

u
student diversity issue to individually motivate cm of th(

around the importance for achieving a diverse stufc
However, when you are dealing with a complex b%
such as Colorado College, it is imperative to fot»

specific policy from the top as to exactly why «,

institution, want diversity and how we are going to j* Iroup'
Surprisingly, CC has no such official policy. We b« '-

natic
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SS ;' tmS lack of P01^' CCs attempts at.
student diversity are meager at best, reflecting an uni

SSf
0f.P"0nty- Responsibility must begin with a fim,and widely circulated commitment endorsing diva

stating the institution's reasons, goals and means ton
In the words of Dr. Robert Glennen, president of Empo
University, "It's very important to have leadership!
top of the university... It gives a clear signal that this
priority. °

We feel that such an official Colorado Colleg
addressing student diversity should be based on

encompassing reasons for why we, as an institution, t,

pursuing issues of diversity. These are the 1) moralisri .u.u

pragmatic factors. A moralist might say: "Diversity is lion: "[

humanistic thing to do. Come on, it's 1988 - there's noo e the fi

racial intolerance. Isn't it time we learn to trust and ffl domino
each other and stop this senseless fighting? Minorif
suffered enough; they deserve an equal education, to

sake!" To further define the moralistic argument
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™~. n, 'uunci uciiuu me moralistic argument anu ire qu,
relates to student diversity, we summarize Professor riia." s
urhn caiH i^nnln^:..!!.. 1 ' . .. .1, J 1 ..

— *—"""J' "*• oul . ° •

who said, ideologically speaking, education is f»

equalizer." However, in reality, education only *i -~..w»m, nt icamy, euucduun umy * ""» ue
perpetuate socio-economic class inequality in this < rs,ther--r- ^«.iu-tvuiiuuuL class inequality in mis
Therefore, Colorado College must make a concerted
recruit minority students from inner-city schools rathei

limit itself to middle-class suburban schools. M mons .

statement is moralistically grounded because he, fo' 1 h" iss
reason than ethical responsibility, desires equal >'•

?
k — ;-

higher education for minorities.
A pragmatist might say: 'Yes, I hate niggers - can' 1

when they look me in the eye. When they look me i»

they're lookin' for trouble. I hate niggers, chinks and

hate 'em all. But damn it, as hard as it is to believe.
I'm gonna be the minority in this country in twenty*: c Cl

and they're gonna be the majority. They're gonna be I We
paying my Social Security check. So if they're not edut"

screwed." Theoretically, a pragmatist can be an extr<

and still be very much in favor of diversity. i —«
Pragmatically, let's take a look at the fate of liWjlro qu

proportion of youth will be close to 30%. Colorado
present minority rate is about 9%, significantly '
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Lns for Diversity

uch as Colorado College if we do not begin to make

rtorts to diversify our student body. We feel that one
6

ount reasons for achieving diversity encompasses

""tic
demographic trends predicted for the next

npmographics is a very powerful predictive tool, able

ost of the characteristics of the US population in

!Jv) ^thin 5%." According to Harold L. Hodgkinson,

iZ, for the American Council on Education, "the most

.institutions will be liberal arts colleges (like CO~
^elied on attracting a white, middle-class, suburban

J, (because, by the mid-1990's) there will simply not

of these
students to go around." Because the number of

'i white, suburban college-bound students is

\ who is going to protect higher education institutions

J,endous
decline in enrollment?

0Kraphic predictions point to minorities as the

oup'- m tw0 years tne proportion of minorities

the total population will be around 24% and the

United States population (see Peterson interview). So,

"out of sheer self-interest," perhaps Colorado College
pay more attention to these national and regional
"If significant numbers of minority students leave the
schools before graduation or graduate without the

tion for college, the potential decline in the college
" could reach as high as 48% for the nation in 1990.

f,
let's examine pragmatically the fate of our country if

lue of diversity is not taken more seriously. Put bluntly by
Laurel McLeod, "Who's going to be paying our Social
Ity when you're all at retirement age?" The remarks madeW Saxon upon leaving the presidency of the University
(forma in 1983 can also apply to the economic stability of
Won: "By the end of this century, California is likely to
je the first state in the nation whose population is made
fdominantly of members of minority groups... Intelligent
Icrest, the welfare of the nation, and justice all demand
p do something to make sure that the young people of the
pre qualified for an education at the University of
Pja" Similarly, in the words of Harold L. Hodgkinson,
P better start to think about "the future one in three of usP be non-white by 2010. If this third fails in large
fs, the social costs will be such that the future of whites
""finished as well. And for the same reason David
suggested - enlightened self-interest - independent
(tons of higher education need to work with this
i".y issue.
ls going to be paying our Social Security when you're all
ement age? (Dean Laurel McLeod interview, May 16,

f Saxon's remarks on leaving the presidency of the
S'ly of California in 1983 are equally applicable to
put higher education:

I
enc

f
of this century, California is likely to become the

i.
e ln the nation whose population is made up
antly of members of minority groups... Intelligent self-

' ' 'he welfare of the nation, and justice all demand that

j
metn'ng to make sure that the young people of the
qualified for an education at the University of

See HIGHTOWERP.U

OPINIONSA,
PETERSON continued

academic "preparation."
Fortunately, Colorado
College does not subscribe to

this set of practices. The
faculty and administration

are very adamant (and
proud) of our ability to find

and admit students based on
solid academic "preparation"

and not potential.

Yes, we do some special

things in the Admissions
office to attract ethnic

minorities. We have a

brochure we use for minority

students interested in us; we
"buy" names of minority

students that have taken the

SAT or ACT exam and
received a certain composite

score; we visit those regions

of the country with
concentrated groups of

minority students; we make a

special effort to get our

admitted minority students to

visit the campus (like many
of you did before you decided
to enroll); and as you know,
once a minority student
enrolls we try to create and
maintain a cultural and
social environment that
meets the needs of all

students, regardless of race,

religion, or sexual preference.

So no, it really doesn't
bother me that our student
body is committed and
concerned about diversity. As
a matter of fact, I hope the
interest continues to swell
because it has made a
difference. The college
community is proud of our
practices and the admission r^k

-

office will continue to make ^-^ J
decisions based on
"preparation" and not
"potential."

GALA Yells for Safety
By MARY, SUE and BOB

Due to concerns over personal safety,

the names in this article have been changed.

Mary - What is diversity really all about?
Bob - I'm not exactly sure. I think we talk

about it so much because there seems to be a
definite lack of it here at CC.
Mary - Yeah, there's a current movement on

campus that wants to get the admissions office
to create a more diverse student body by
attracting more minorities.

Bob - That sounds like a good plan, but I'm
not sure it would work for all minority groups.
Sue - Right, at registration when they ask

"are you a minority student?" what are we
supposed to say? We don't want to give those
poor unsuspecting people heart attacks, do
we?
Mary - Exactly, I have a hard time

picturing the "Check here for sexual
orientation" box on a student or faculty
application form.

Bob - It would be a bad scenario, anyway.
People could try and take advantage of a "gay
and lesbian quota" kind of like in that movie
"Soul Man."
Mary - At least it wouldn't be held against

them.
Bob - How's that?

Mary - The sexual orientation clause! Last
year, the "gay voice" was heard and sexual
orientation was added to the list of "We do
not discriminate against...." We've come
along way since someone, (President Womer?),
said there are no homosexuals at Colorado
College.

Bob - Too bad he's not around to come to a
Gay and Lesbian Alliance "straight night" in

Gaylord Hall at the building named after

him. But, hey, that seems like about the last

time the "gay voice" was heard by the entire

campus. It seems like the "homophobic voice"

is getting a lot more airtime lately.

Sue - For example, the lovely "students for

intolerance" anonymously plastered their

views all over the campus displaying their

heterosexist desire to take a radical feminist

to bed and save her "poor" Lesbian soul. Of
course here I go, giving their views even more
"airtime" - which they certainly do not
deserve considering their unwillingness to

claim their opinions.

Mary - If they had included their names I

wonder what the administration would have
done? We have rights...

Bob - It's well within our legal rights to

have and express our own sexual orientation,

but there's a whole other arena out there.

Sue - Right, beyond the legal arena there is

the strange fantasy of concensus that plagues

"mainstream" thought. Even though "the

law" says that we can have rights, the fears

of the majority certainly do not provide a

comfortable environment for our "rights."

Bob - I mean we all know that the number of

people in GALA is only a fractional
representation of our minority group on
campus.

Mary - True, but that statement includes a
lot: Those who don't choose to come to GALA,
those who are too afraid, those who have
other plans for Tuesday night-

Bob - Hey now, hold on! I'm just trying to

make a point. We've got a group of people
crying out for diversity, and an atmosphere
that is so hostile that one of the kinds of

diversity at CC can't even be realized. If

more people stood up and said-

Sue - "The personal is political."

Mary - Yeah, yeah, "Come out, come out

where ever you arc..." I've seen Harvey Milk,

but what is it exactly that keeps us so damn
closeted? I mean from ourselves, our peers, our

parents. . .

Bob - Fear of being different. Fear of being

individuals. Fear of creating diversity.

Mary - Whoa—

!

Sue - What about the fear of having the

shit beaten out of you? I'm sure that those

wishing to "shoot a radical feminist" would
have no problem transferring their violence to

Lesbians and Gay men.
Bob - There's really something to be said for

speaking out though, as much as it hurts. It's

still great to hear someone say, "Wow, You're

the first gay person I've over known." Maybe
just to show them that fust because you're gay

you're not necessarily a "fucking faggot."

Mary - It might be nice to hear, but you
know they've known other gays. One in ten.

But, until they figure out that there is all

kinds of diverse types that aren't green with

slime, or something, we're still in the same
place it seems.

Bob - But thafs the problem exactly! How
can the students at this college begin to ask for

more diversity when people trying to raise a

general awareness of the diversity - for

instance, putting up signs for Gay and Lesbian

awareness week - get bottles thrown their

way?
Sue - Even though the students asking for

diversity are not the ones throwing bottles,

there seems to be an institutionalized

hypocrisy that exists on this campus.

Mary - Right, how can we ask more black

students, or anyone for that matter, to come
here when we still invest in South Africa?

But it becomes a "chicken and egg" problem,

where do we start? Will more diversity

happen when we are more open, or will we
become more open as we get more diversity?

It's a whole "Catch-22" concept. The "gay

voice" won't be heard until more people are

yelling, but more people aren't going to yell

until its safe.
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California (ibid, p. 13).

The nation will be much more diverse in the future. And for
the same reason David Saxon suggested - enlightened self-
interest - independent institutions of higher education need to
work with this diversity (ibid, p. 13) issue.

In our opinion, higher educational institutions should want
diversity for both moralistic and pragmatic reasons, not one or
the other. We are strongly convinced that if you have a
passionate moral drive to pursue student diversity, the
pragmatic argument becomes that much more powerful. We
fully believe in the moral obligations to achieve equal
educational opportunities for minorities and socio-
economically deprived citizens of our country. But while these
moral reasons may prove strong enough to motivate some
individuals, realistically, the country (and maybe Colorado
College?) is not yet ready to motivate around moralistic reasons
alone and needs a swift kick. Pragmatic reasons for pursuing
diversity can provide that kick where it hurts most - the
pocketbook.

Harold Hodgkinson's demographic trends clearly illustrate
the fact that if we do not start educating minorities and soeio-
economically deprived individuals with the same vigor that
we are now educating middle and upper class whites, we are
facing a tremendous threat to individuals', small liberal arts
colleges' and the country's economic well-being.

do was hold her. There is no
question that if she had not
obeyed the rapist she may
have lost her life.

Believe me, this is a true

story. It is something that I

could never imagine making
up. The truly scary part is

that I know of another two

incidents very similar to this

which all have happened
ON CAMPUS in the last

three years. I'm positive

there have been others.

I believe that only one of

the three I know about was

THE CATATVcj

Today's Noodle
i

l

By CHRISTOPHER SCHULTZ
...a rose, By any other name would smell as sweet

Romeo and Juliet
So. Colorado, sorry, Red residents have voted to pas,absurd and rather insulting amendment number one Ja

makes English the official language of the state. What
cj!

mean, exactly? I don't really know. Am I just uninforrnj
seems like no-one in the news media really knows either to
the next election rolls around, the ballots will still h
lingual (English and Spanish), and although there has hi
little talk about making the written part of the Colora?
mean Red, driving exam an English-only text, I can't irm
that anyone would really be allowed to do that. The ideal

ever reported to security and someone would not be allowed to drive, simply because
il

the local police. After don't speak the "local" language is ridiculous. We
witnessing the fear and pain, Americans, certainly expect to be-able to rent a car and dri'

know why each of the in countries where we don't speak the language. Then
women want to forget the didn't imagine the amendment would pass in the first place

Rape On Campus
By JEFFREY STRAIN

It's strange to think how
accustomed I've become to

this school. After being here
for more than four years I

have come to a point where I

take many things for granted.

I've seen it happen to many
students on this campus. I

guess what happens is that

the days and months go by,
and being here at Colorado

parking spaces in the Loomis
or Bemis lots. Not something
which is uncommon, and not
unusual late at nieht. The
sorority parking lot wasn't
full so she parked her car

there. As she opened her car

door a man grabbed her from
behind and dragged her
between the Gamma Phi Beta

and Delta Gamma houses.

College provides a blanket of She was ^P^-
security which surrounds us .

This particular

from the "real world." That
is until the "real world"
decides to take advantage of
your basic belief that "it

could never happen to me."
It was 6:30 pm on a Friday

evening and there was no

woman
happened to be one of my
good friends. I have never
seen her, or anyone for that

matter, with so much fear

inside them in my life. I have
never before seen someone in

such mental pain. All I could

entire experience and have
refused to report what
happened.
When I walk home after

dark from any place on
campus to my room in the San
Rafael Apartments, I always
have my keys between my
fingers and my whistle in

hand. I see far too many
students, both men and
women, who walk unescorted
with an attitude that
nothing will happen to them.
Maybe it is because students
don't know that such things

happen on this campus. They
do.

Remember that it is the
right of every student to ask a

person who they do not
recognize to see their ID if

they are on campus. If you
ever see anybody who even
remotely seems suspicious,
call security. That is why
security is on campus
Finally, and most
importantly, please do not
fall into the false attitude

that being on campus means
that it can't happen to you.
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So English is official. We've all hear, of course, that we a,

attend Red College, located along Hide-the Powder $|I
(Cache la Poudre), with a second pseudo-campus at Bier.
(Bacca Grande) etc., but the offense goes deeper than

ih

Because of our "melting-pot" heritage, and because of the7
languages evolve, most of our given names are not of true AtJ
Saxon (which is really half French to begin with) dcrivat!
My name, for instance, would "officially" be, "'Christ-bcai

Sheriff-or-Magistrate-of-a-Small-Town," my first and Jm
names coming from Greek and German respectively. Hcrcij
short list of common names, and their official counter-parts,
apologize for not being able to include everybody, but ill
have an interest in finding out who you "really" arc as loJ
you stay here in Red, I'm sure there are name dictionaries
the library.

.. mo Roc<^ yoo'se J\sr cnur w^ine. ah/the s^t-uu

'VINTA&L CLOTHlN'sHoes .nMNTOU 6MN6S
-TME.E- 5Tpt,E.S Foft. G^S QNV VW& UBE Wr

AVM& ftNDxaN PUT iToNPOf^ PlASTiC-

^XrtA^MAE - oHjTAK£ ME, <°«V- ~W£ N\E T& W^NTCOO/

FEATURING i

c/or MENZ + uDorAEW
f.

VICTDft/W TD HbOiS ^
FofVML * Casual, c

GdlO/JS
,

SLUTS
, i

LITTLE 5LA4C SW&SStSr
e>veR-ams, HATS
LlWG,£foE =+ LACB. 1
a6°rOED 5wtATE*6 5
(CROWDS, PANTfS r
SILKS R6CADES,5HGE55

TTOASAWa OFJJEMS/VWWW
AT THESE STC«5S

WITH THIS COOPO|V

Firefly /Vnau£S
727 MrWiTOu AVE.

Tuccuen THE
LOOKING * GLA§»§
IO Ruxton Ne. Atanitou Springs
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Female
Ann (Hebrew): "full of grace,
mercy, and prayer"

Barbara (Greek): "mysterious
stranger"

Carol (French): "joyous song"
Christine (Greek): "fair
Christian"

Deborah (Hebrew): "the bee"

Elizabeth (Hebrew):
"consecrated to God"
Helen (Greek): "light"

Jane (Hebrew): "God's gracious
gift" (feminine of John)

Katherine (Greek): "pure"
Laura (Latin): "the laurel"

Mary (Hebrew): "bitter"

Melissa (Greek): "honey-bee"
Natalie (Latin): "child of
Christmas"

Pamela (origin

"loving; kind"

Rachel (Hebrew): "naive and
innocent; like a lamb"
Susan (Hebrew): "a lily"

Teresa (Greek): "the harvester"
Wendy (Celtic): "white-browed"

These names and origins are taken from the Dell Purse Bod

35000 Names For Baby, Dell Publishing Co., New York, 1969.

Male:
Arthur (Celtic): "strong as a rod

Benjamin (Hebrew): "son of q
right hand"

Charles (Teutonic): "man"
Dennis (Greek): "lover of fine

wines"

Eric (Teutonic): "kingly"

Frank (Teutonic): "free"

Gregory (Greek): "vigilant"

Henry (Teutonic): "home-ruler'

James (Hebrew): "the

supplanter"

John (Hebrew): "God's gradotu

gift"

Kenneth (Celtic): "handsome'

Michael (Hebrew): "God-like"

ncertain):

Nicholas (Greek): "victory of Ife

people"

Peter (Greek): "rock; stone'

Richard (Teutonic): "wealthyaK

powerful"

Stephen (Greek): "crown;

garland"

Timothy (Greek): "honoring

God"

)day

GRACE
and

St. Stephen's Parish
631 North Tejon Steet

633-5529

Sunday Worship

8:00 a.m.

9:00 a.m.

Holy Eucharist:: Rite I & Sermon
Holy Eucharist:: Rite II & Sermon

10:10-10:50 a.m. Adult Education

Holy Scipture: Fr. Armstrong
Traditions of The Church: Robert McJimseV

Christian Living: Sisters of St. Francis
New Members Class: Parish Clergy
Holy Eucharist:: Rite I & Sermon11:00 a.m.

Tuesday Evening

5:30 p.m. Dinner and Bible Study for College Stude*
with Fr. Burton

The Rev. Donald Armstrong, Rector
The Rev. Kenneth Burton, Associate Rector
The Rev. Edward Hook, Associate Rector
Frank Shelton, Organist/Choirmaster
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Arlo Guthrie: Striking A Political Chord
j{,iS Sunday, the Colorado

rings
Fine Arts Center will

Dvide
the stage for an

HiTiate
evening of songs,

lies,
and general good fun

th
singer/songwriter Arlo

rihrie.
The event is

„ns
orcd by Livesounds in

munction with the Shove

apcl Council.

"uthrie's roots in American

I;
music are deep. His

„ er/
Woody, the

rendary Oklahoma
[ibadour, remains one of

, most influential

ngwriters of our time. Arlo

rries on in the great

rfition of his father, and

jlinucs to delight audiences

lionwide with his

iceriry and his unique brand

down-to-earth humor.

rever hopeful, he declares

nfidently that "songs can

jnge the world," and

jvcs it in his performances,

rich seldom fail to evoke

[ting responses in the

arts and minds of his

jners.

Arlo's work has always

Black, White And U2 All Over
»y»BRIAN RULAPAUGH
Making a documentary (or

dumentary if you prefer) of

ie of the most popular bands
day is a risky undertaking.

s a director you not only
ant to maintain the
tegrity of the band and
eir music but also make

ilm which will exemplify
our talent. In U2: Rattle and

Phillip Jaonou does just

lis.

The majority of Rattle and
fat is shot in a grainy black
nd white film stock which
aptures the raw energy and
mplicity of U2's live shows.
2 is a simple band and upon

'ance it may appear
at Rattle and Hum is a
"iple film, but nothing could
t further from the truth.

Jaonou's first feature film

'Clock High won
jtical acclaim for its
'Uiant imagery and camera
ork. There is no doubt that
"He and Hum will receive
Mar praise.

What makes this film so
dazing is that the lighting
B only needed to be
leclive for the concert
™ence, but the film
pence as well. The band
fibers are often captured in
"toilettes and half-
Mows which gives them a
ystic and icon-like quality.
om our front row seats we
P« see that the band takes
lr m"sic seriously and
Dec 's us to as well. The
r* and white footage and
B* ups make for a more
"mate atmosphere which
rarely attainable in

ncert.

P;
ere are four songs which

bv'i c
in coIor from Sun

" Stadium in Tempo,
p»na. Here, U2 played for
cr°wd of 80,000, a show

which I was fortunate enough
to see. The color footage is

designed to capture the
excitement of a concert of this

proportion. What is

unfortunate is that after we
are pumped up by "Where
the Streets Have No Name"
Jaonou lets' us down with
"With or Without You." He
takes the audience on a

roller-coaster ride of highs
and lows through this color

segment. Since the purpose of

using color film was to

capture the excitement, faster

and more powerful songs
would have had a better
effect.

The concert footage is

interspersed with interviews
between Phillip Jaonou and
U2 which are unfortunately,

far from enlightening.
Jaonou's decision to include
these interviews (he did all

the editing as well) may
have been to show that the

band's music speaks for itself.

There is also an
unnecessary trip to Graceland
in which drummer Larry
Mullen Jr. reflects on the

effect that Elvis Presley had

on his career. It will be
difficult for the younger film

'

audience to relate to the
feelings that the band has for

Elvis and his music!
But make no mistake, this

is U2's movie. They put up
the 5 million dollars for the
production cost themselves
and retained creative control

as well. As Bono says during
one of the interviews, "Why
not capture this point of

time."

In keeping with this theme
the majority of the film is

new music. Older U2 fans

might be disappointed in the

lack of music from classic U2
albums like Boy and War.
There is however a moving
rendition of Sunday Bloody

Sunday, a song which has
received a lot of attention.

There are parts of this film

which sent chills down my
spine. The combination of
lighting, direction, and U2's
stage presence works
incredibly well. Two things
can be derived after seeing
this film. We have not heard
the last of U2, and as a

director Phillip Jaonou may

been both personal and
political. He doesn't think
music has to be "purely"
entertainment, and is

prepared to offend if needs
be. "If you don't offend
enough people in the world,"
he says, "you're not doing a

good job."

His first commercial success
came in 1967 with the release

of the epic story-ballad,

"Alice's Restaurant," a

humorously woven tale of

draft-resistance which has a

timelessly strong message.
Don't expect to hear it on
Sunday, though. "'Alice' is

nice," says Arlo. "We've got
the gold record up on the

bathroom wall... but
[performing] it takes up a

half hour, and that's a major
portion of show time."

Other well-known Guthrie

favorites include "The
Motorcycle Song", "Inch by
Inch", "Comin' into Los
Angeles", and "The Story of

Reuben Clamzo and his

Strange Daughter." His
biggest hit came almost 20

years ago with his version of

Steve Goodman's "City of

New Orleans."

Arlo is touring as a solo act

this time around, using only

O-Cair "Designersfor "Men & "Women

mmc
Styfa cuts, CeCfopfianes,

(Perms & Color

Nexus and Tri products available for sale

Stop in or made your appointment.

82 7 fA£ Tejon at Cactle La Touire 632-3532

be the "new kid on the block,"

but he's the kid that the "big

boys" are going to have to

walch out for.

acoustic instruments. He has

reportedly been trucking a

grand piano across the

country, in bold defiance of

traditional touring practices

as well as of some basic laws
of physics. We'll believe this

when we sec it. Why not just

use one of the fine pianos at

the Arts Center or Packard
Hall? No one is quite sure.

The secret of Arlo's personal

piano remains a mystery.

The concert comes at the

beginning of National Hunger
Awareness Week, and Arlo is

true to form in his
endorsement of this worthy
cause. The Shove Council has

planned a clothing drive, to

benefit the homeless people
of Colorado Springs, in

conjunction with the concert.

If you are one of the lucky

ticket-holders on Sunday, you
are urged to bring any items of

clothing that you can stand to

part with. Tired of that old

gray sweater that you never

wear? Got an extra pair of

jeans that just don't look old

enough to be cool? Have one

too many Patagonia jackets

for the winter? Bring it all!

There are lots of people who
need it, especially with cold

weather finally coming in.

Then enjoy this intimate

show with Arlo Guthrie at

the Fine Arts Center.

.V***

DOWNTOWN AND CITADEL

102A N. TEJON
I COLORADO SPRINGS. CO 80903 (719)520-1122 I

•C^Or) Ir#V jsoC'rrj/WWr'Wv

•-*5rW«H.o- oibCOWMPO <rry- t^-^fW^M
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What's Shakin\..November 11th through 17tM
FILM:
Auntie Mame-As part of the series highlighting
Broadway Comedies on Film, this movie is an
honest reflection of the moral freedom of the 20's
and the effects of the Depression in the 3Cs. Star-
ring Rosalind Russell, Forrest Tucker and Peggy
Cass.

Sponsored by the Film Series

Friday, Nov 11

OlinI

8 pm $1 with CC ID

The Beat Generatlon-This is a poignant docu-
mentary about the Beat poets and delinquents,
like Alan Ginsberg, Jack Kerouac and William
Burroughs, that rebelled against 50's culture.
Music by Thelonius Monk, David Amram and
Otis Span.
Poor Richard's

Friday, Nov 1 1 through Monday, Nov 14
7 & 9 pm $3.25

David Copperfield-As part of the Classic Film
Series, the next few movies pay homage to great
literature in film. An incredible cast, including
Lionel Barrymore,WCFieIdsandMaureenO'Sul-
Iivan, brings this Dicken's classic to the silver
screen.

Fine Arts Center
Tuesday, Nov 15

8 pm $2JO

Diva-This French film is a wonderful, twisted
story of a messenger boy whose infatuation with
a famous opera diva gets him involved in a con-
fused bootlegging scandal.
Poor Richard's

Tuesday, Nov 15 through Thursday, Nov 17
7&9pm $325

MUSIC:
The Colorado Springs Symphony features the
works of Mendelssohn, Barber and Brahms this
weekend, with special guest Ani Kavafian on vio-
lin.

Pikes Peak Center
Friday, Nov 11 through Sunday, Nov 13
8 pm and 2:30 pm Sunday matinee
$4 with CC ID

Get up and JUMP! The Red Hot Chili Peppers are
playing their unique funk/punk/rap in Boulder at
the Glenn Miller Ballroom on the CU campus. Sure
to be a sweaty show.
Glenn Miller Ballroom
Friday, Nov 11

8 pm $12 at Ticketmaster outlets

Los Reyes de Albuquerque is a well-known folklore
group from New Mexico that has been involved in
maintainingandperpetuatingtherichHispanicmusic
tradition for the past twenty-five years.
As part of the Folk Music Series
Fine Arts Center
Saturday, Nov 12

8 pm $12

Folk musician and poetArlo Guthrie will be a-strum-
ming and a-singing in a sold-out show, sponsored by
Livesounds and the Shove Chapel Council. His
appearance marks the beginning of National Hunger
AwarenessWeek, and concertgoersare asked to bring
any unwanted articles of clothing to the show for a
clothing drive.

Fine Arts Center
Sunday, Nov 13

8 pm $5 with CC ID at the Worner Desk

MUSIC(continued):
TheColorado College ChamberChorus, conducted)
by ProfessorDonald Jenkins, gives its first perform-:'!

ance of the year, doing works by Mozart, Debussy!
and Schumann.
Packard Hall

Sunday, Nov 13

3 pm free

The Colorado College Trio, comprised of Susan I

Grace on piano, Susan Smith on cello and Victor I

Lubotskyon violin, will give a classical concert, tea- f

turing the works of Mozart, Beethoven and Rach-

1

maninoff.The trio will be joinedbyPhillipTietzeon

viola, who is a member of the Denver Symphony
[

Orchestra.

Packard HaU
Tuesday, Nov 15

8:15 pm free

Everyblock,MusicatMiddayshowcasesoneofth(|
many talented student musicians on the CC cam-

f
pus.

Sponsored by the Music Department
Packard Hall

Wednesday, Nov 16
12:15 pm free

Just what does go on in the CC Electronic Musi' I

Studio? Students past and present have pushed I

pins,manipulated tapeanddistorted their voices to

create a sonic realm like no one can imagine. The I

best of these experiments will be presented in con-

1

cert next Friday night. It will undoubtedly provide I

interesting and varied answers to the question, 1

"What is music?"
Packard Hall

Friday, Nov 18
7pm free
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wanic Rhythms
In Art

What's Shakin 1
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Sue Hill and her Sun/Water

photo by Patti McLaughlin

KORHUMEL
coining weekend

the opening of a senior

libition by Susan Hill.

will be in the Bi^B
ard atrium and

for viewing
;ghout next week. The etchings vary in subject

consists of large pastel matter but all convey a sense
'of the mysterious through

their dark, dreamlike
imagery and appearance. A
unique and exciting aspect of

Sue Hill's show is the
inclusion of her metal
jewelry. The jewelry combines
the intricacy of hours of

ART:
Art in Vienna Around 1900 is the most recent
show on display in the Coburn Gallery. This ex-
hibit, sponsored by the German, Russian and Art
Departments, features examples of paintings,

music, architecture and literature from turn-of-
the-century Vienna. An accompanying film will

be shown every day at 1 pm.
Cobum Gallery through Nov 24
Tuesday through Saturday, noon to 5 pm
free --"

The Golden Age ofPaintingisan impressive col-

lection of 16th and 17th Dutch, Flemish and Ger-
man painting. The exhibit covers two centuries of
European painting rradition-an era of amazing
creativity and innovation that had profound ef-

fects on the direction of art in years to come.
Co-sponsoredby the Fine Arts Centerand the Art
Department
Fine Arts Center through December 31

Senior Art Studio major Sue Hill will hang her
pastel drawingsand organic etchings in Packard
Hall this weekend.
Packard Hall

Sunday, Nov 13 through Tuesday, Nov 22

and

Irful

ings, etchings,

jewelry.

e variety of large,
pastel drawings,

ing and turning in three-

msional forms are united
portrayal of organic

components. The

expert craftwork and the
design ingenuity of a talented

artist in the creation of
stunningly original earrings,

necklaces, rings, and pins.

The show is a rich mixture
of Sue's creative abilities and
promises to be of value as
both an aesthetic and
thematic accomplishment.

DANCE AND THEATRE:
CC artist-in-residence Paul Noel Fiorino will
dance some contemporary ballet works, choreo-
graphed by Denver artist Paul Conly.
Sponsored by the Dance Department
Armstrong Theatre
Thursday, Nov 17 through Saturday, Nov 19
8:15 pm free

The Nerd-Theatreworksat UCCS continue to run
this comedy about a Vietnam vet whose life turns
upside-down when the man who saved his life

during the war appears on his doorstep-the ulti-

mate nerd.

Dwire Auditorium on the UCCS Campus
Every Friday and Saturday night through Nov 1

9

8 pm $6 with CC ID

3

og

t

Jessica Arbogast 1st year student undecided
Cat Stevens Greatest Hits

Teresa Kugler sophomore undecided
Bob Marley Exodus

Jenn Neibauer senior poly/econ
Van Morrison mix

Steve Orth sophomore economy
Pink Floyd Dark Side Of The Moon

Aaron Singer senior art studio

Louis Armstrong A Decade of Louis Armstrong

Jeff Wing 1st year student physics

2 Live Crew single "We Want Some Puss/'

'

;*"

ItCRACKI
THEKEG
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© 1388 Miller Brewing Company
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Tinkle, Tinkle

Little Rings
By PAUL KUTSCHE
What were your first

reactions when you entered
the atrium of the new science

building, before the mobile
sculpture was installed? A
large majority of us looked
up, up, up, lifted our bodies
and even our souls to the
clean uninterrupted thrust of

it. And on the fifth or sixth

entrance, if we were not in too
much of a hurry, we began to

fill the space with our own
aspirations - scientific,

academic, personal,
whatever they may have
been. We filled it

individually, leaving it

clean and uninterrupted for

the next person through the

door, and the next.

The blank east wall
needed something that would
punctuate the gorgeous
upward life - some long and
soaring painting or sculpture

to accentuate one's reach, but
tight to the wall so as not to

interfere with it.

I expressed this opinion to

Carl Reed, chair of the
design committee, who
responded that I didn't
understand late twentieth
century art, which
emphasized "dynamic
tension." A flat sculpture, he
said, would be static and
dead. Dynamism and tension,

he added, were "What a

liberal arts education is all

'about."

Whoopee! We got
dynamic tension" filling the

space instead of our own
inventions. We got a light

wire and plastic mobile that

goes round and round,
shrugging with each breath
of air, each particle swinging
'n a vacuum. Its dynamism is

trivial, and tension it has in

no way.
Sculptor George Peters

showed the selection
committee (I was not a
member) samples of his .

previous work. They were

somewhat like the one he
did for us, but they were
erected in parks and other
recreational places, and were
designed to walk through,
touch, have fun with.

A Trio Of Talent
By KRISTINTHOMSON

This coming Wednesday
the Colorado College Trio
will give their first classical

performance of the season,
beginning at 8:15 pm in

Packard Hall. The Trio,

composed of pianist Sue
Grace, cellist Susan Smith
and violinist Victor
Lubotsky, plan to perform
some of the most well-known
and enjoyed pieces of chamber
music that exist. The
program will include
Beethoven's Trio in D major,
Opus 71, one of his major
compositions for a chamber
group, and Rachmaninoff's
Trio Elegiaque, a tragic,

melancholy work by the
heralded Russian musician.

V

We needed a

Georgia O'Keeffe.
We got a pop-
sophisticated

Norman Rockwell.

Maybe this sculpture
would have done well in a

living space or a performing
arts center. It certainly would
have been fun in a mall. But
it soars nowhere to nothing,
it lifts no aspirations. It

reduces the spectator to a

voyeur. To paraphrase Reed,
it is what artistic cliches arc
all about.

The American painter
Georgia O'Keeffe, whom I

was lucky enough to know one
summer long ago, asked me
about a new production at the

Santa Fe Opera, "Are the
sets pretty?" I was so
intimidated I couldn't
answer. The new science
building teaches me what
she meant: "Are the sets

pretty-pretty?" We have a
pretty-pretty sculpture in the

atrium, spoiling a building
hich is not pretty at all but Olin Sculpture-art or eyesore?

including the Grand T
Festival, Music at q

' It
and in the Soviet Uni -W t
China. But Grace do

c

confine herself
lo

classical genre-she
is

part of the duet Br,
Co

,

that explores "new" c |a ,

music, using the instnjj,

in novel ways
challenging listener's

ij

beautiful, even magnificent.

We needed a Georgia
O'Keeffe. We got a pop-
sophisticated Norman
Rockwell.

Cheer up, art lovers. The
sculpture didn't cost but about
$10,000, which is not much
out of a $9 million building
budget. And those in the
know say that in a decade it

will deteriorate. Then,
maybe, we can sell it or give
it to the Citadel Mall. You
know that center space, with
the fountains, where Santa
Claus sits every Christmas?

photo by Patti McLaughlir

Colorado College Trio

The ensemble will be joined

by special guest violist

Phillip Tietz of the Denver
Symphony Orchestra for

Mozart's Piano Quartet in E
flat major.

The musicians who make
up the Colorado College Trio

are all very accomplished in

their own rights. As well as

being a member of the CC
music faculty and a busy
piano instructor, Susan Grace

is the principal pianist for

the Colorado Springs
Symphony and has
performed solo recitals all

over the United States and
Europe. She has
participated in many
international festivals,

3

r

. . .With The Greatest Of Eas J

of musical boundaries.

Susan Smith
faculty member, and serv,

the principal cellist
f ,

Colorado Springs Synw,
and a member of Soio,^

an ensemble J
specializes
performance of content*

music.

Violinist Victor Lubot

studied at the Mos,

University until emigrji

to the United States in

and continuing his eduai

at the Julliard School

Music. Presently he is
[

violinist in the Dei

Symphony Orchestra,

Denver Chamber Orcht

and the Academy of

Wilderness, and begins

second year with the Trio,

Students are

attend this classical

by our own CC Trio.
]

performance is free,

begins at 8:15 pm in Pad

Hall on Wednesdi
November 15,

!.

B
Sarah Lawrence College

Academic Year in

arts
It semester or year of academic study for juniors
and seniors. Students study in small seminars and
tutorials with French faculty, and in such Parisian
institutions as the Sorbonne, the Ecole du Louvre,
and the Institut d'Etudes Politiques.
For information and an application, contact:

Sarah Lawrence College Academic Year in Paris

Box COP
Bronxville, New York 10708

Willamette University

College of Law

is Visiting CC.

November 17

Lennox Lounge, Worner Center: 3:00 info, session

3:30 -5pm appointments

Contact Career Center for appointments

By BERNADETTE SPARKS
Who is Paul Noel Fiorino?

If your answer is "I don't
know", then you're missing
out. Just arrived this fall,

this most recent addition to

the CC dance faculty will

only be around for this

semester. He's currently

teaching ballet, jazz
techniques, and repertory.

His accomplishments as a
dancer are impressive,
having performed with the

Dallas Ballet, the New
Orleans Ballet, and the
Israel Classical Ballet in Tel
Aviv. In the Springs area, he
was the first guest male
dancer to perform at the
Pikes Peak Center, and he's

worked with the Elite

Athlete programs at the
Olympic Training Center.

Equally impressive,
though are his philosophies
of education and dance. "We
are all dancers in our own
right," he asserts, " just

because our hearts beat." For
Paul, dance is not a removed,
isolated art form. It is, or
should be the foundation of
all movement, and
specifically athletics. Paul
was very involved in
athletics in high school and
junior high school. He didn't
begin dancing until junior
high school, and it was then
that he discovered that
when you get down to the

fundamentals, they arc the

fundamentals of dance.

Though Paul considers
himself first an educator and
a performer second, his

performances should not be
taken lightly. He puts much
into them, believing that

"...my programs have to

[MA
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9{eed

Howard. Students

encouraged to attend thisl

event, sponsored by theft
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Paul Fiorino

speak to people. ..movement
has to come back to

feeling....dance extends an
individual...," that's both
performer and spectator.

From Thursday, November
17th through Saturday the
19th, in Armstrong Hall, Paul
Fiorino will present
choreographed performances
for two original works by
Paul Conly, a Denver
composer. Selections for the
evening also include a piece
called "Twilight World" by
the band Swing Out Sister,

and "Horizon Storm" by Tom
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Application?; are
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omen's Soccer Shoots For #1

jpposes California-Berkeley In NCAA Quarter Finals

19

^STIN JOHNSTON
Women's Soccer team

their last home game

nday,

II

weekend, at 1:00 on

November 13. They

face the University of

jifornia, Berkeley in the

„a
rtcrfinal round of the

-AA Div. I tournament.

J£'s victory over UMass

Ji„g
block break secured

a bye during first round

lay,
which was held last

kend. Berkeley beat St.

ir
y<s 2-0 to advance to the

ia
rterfinals.

Other match-ups across the

ltion are as follows:

diversity of North Carolina

Central Florida,

diversity of Mass. vs.

'jsconsin, and North

,rolina
State vs. George

ason.

CC is currently ranked #3 in

e nation. Come out on

mday and give your support

Ihc team. Admission is

i.00 for adults and $1.00 for

jdents.

Denver
Sweeps
igers

lockey Loses
ly 8-7, 7-4

V MARK TORGOVE
Last weekend the hockey
am played the Pioneers of
mver University and lost
ith Friday's and Saturday's
imes. Even with the two
pes Tiger's coach Brad
plow remains optimistic.
blow said, "I thought that
I played well enough to win
J

Friday. We executed
flty good but whether it by
Puth or bad habits from
pore I think we showed our
consistency on Saturday.
Iturday was one of the few
pis in which we have had _

I
of those lapses. I'm not «>*»<. M

Pd or surprised at the losses
Kause I think we are really
Bong progress."
[Mutow continues to stress
'"onioning and hard work
1 a key for success this

;

as°n. Considering that the
8ers will have played 8

ff
in 15 days (more than

"s professional teams
a
y> 'S an indicator of their
Pmitment this season.

f a/ew breaks they couldW be 6-3 instead of 3-6
|tnow. Three of the losses
P been by one goal.
"day's contest in Denver
|
one of the best games the

I hams have^hadinalong

itm=. i
hou8h they were

kS* 'vize and

!

'
*-v- showed enormous

o erf P

in P '3yinS the
t-ers even through the

1 Period. DU's superb

1988 WOMEN'S SOCCER STATISTICS
(After 17 matches)

Player GP Goals Assists Points
Tsashiro, Kerri 17 15

. 5 35
Thompson, Karla 17 8 6 22
Robinson, Maryclaire 17 8 2 18
Wafford, Cissy 16 4 5 13
Korgel, Charry 17 4 3 11
Messer, Stacey 16 4 2 10
Jones, Laura 15 3 1 7
Willoughby, Karen 11 2 _ 2 6
Williams, Meg 17 1 3 5
Craig, Julianne 15 1 2 4
Schloredt, Keri 17 1 2 4
Carteen, Tami 17 1 2 4
Diaz, Angie 15 2 2
Maw, Cam 17 2 2
Neigel, Robin 17 2 2
Separovich, Shelley 17 1 2
Murphree, Jennifer 6 1 1

Szpara, Janine 17 1 1
Rodi, Jennifer 6 1 1

Bulger, Michelle 11

Plotkin, Nicole 6
Johnston, Kristin 6
Kinslow, Cathy 5

Totals 17 53 43 149

GOALKEEPERS
Plaver C,ames Saves G >als Saves% GAA
Szpara, Janine 17 71 4 .835 0.82 With three goals on the season, Laura Jones is a

defensive stalwart.

Sport Thoughts

Me And Chucky T

^MPW ARE
«•*»»*»,

*-J»*

cB
rid,

r'ght wing Daryn
e scored twice in the

...and dances with Chris Anderson.

first period and the Pioneers'

got another goal from junior

center Jim Hau at 11:50 of the

period.

However, the Tigers
controlled play for the most
part with three goals of their

own. Senior wing Tim Budy
scored twice and junior center

Brent Mowery scored in the

opening seconds of the game

which temporarily quieted
the 4454 fans in the building.

The two teams ended the
period in a 3-3 tie.

CC took the lead in the

second period on goals by
Chris Anderson at 5:30 and
Steve Strunk at 10:00.
Strunk's goal was set up by a

Photo by PdcrPochna

brilliant move by sophomore
Ed Zawatsky. Zawatsky
skated around the DU
defender then gingerly pulled
the puck back around another
Pioneer and almost beat the
sprawling DU goalie Lucien
Carighan. The puck deflected
off of Carighan and Strunk
was in perfect position to

pluck the puck into the goal
.vas credited with an assist

on the play. The period
ended with CC ahead 5-4.

The third period began
with CC on a power play due
to a bench penalty on DU for

too many men on the ice. CC
on the rebound. Zawatsky

Please see HOCKEY p.23

i offensive threat as well as

Photo Courtesy of Dave Morn

By PETER POCHNA
One steamy summer's day

in New York City, the kind of

city day when the smog and
noise and humidity push
one's body into the pavement
like a pancake on a skillet, I

went to a sporting goods store

with Mom.
I was searching for a

replacement for my old pair

of worn down, beat up
Reeboks. Mom was financing

the operation. We went to a

store called Paragons.

Paragons isn't actually a

sporting goods store. It's more
of an active wear emporium;
a metropolis within the

metropolis. Walking in from
the heat, the sweat
immediately freezing to my
body due to the arctic air

flow installed for my comfort,

I encountered a pair of armed
security guards. I did not

have a pocket book or a

shopping bag they could grab

from me and put in their safe.

They were angry. One of

them fondled his sidearm.
I quickly walked past the

third security guard,
electronic eye. The eye shoots

a death ray at any customer
that tries to leave the store

without having the
radioactive security tag
removed from his or her
acquisition.

Inside the store, relieved, I

became immediately lost

amidst a flurry of mad
shoppers who yelled at

everything and tossed around
multi-colored bathing suits,

skateboards, muscle shirts

and various other sporting

implements. A purple and
yellow Ncrf football hit me
in the head. I reeled but felt

a supporting hand at my side.

Mom, a New York City

department store veteran,

lead me briskly through the

mayhem. 'Following innate

knowledge, she brought me to

the athletic shoe
Please see CHUCKY T p.23

CC. DISCOUNT
Cruisers $30 to $40

Puch Mountain Bikes from $ 199

Bicycle Clothing - Parts - Accessories

Rustic Hills Bicycle Center

3912 E. San Miguel St. (at Academy) south end of Rustic Hills Man

550-1188
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NBA PREVIEW: A Changing Of The Guard
very far into the post season.
Look for Hershey Hawkins to

be rookie of the year.

These three teams should
represent the Atlantic
Division come April.
Without a dominant center
Washington will struggle to

compete although Jeff
Malone is capable of carrying
them on any given night.

New Jersey will be relieved
of their annual doormat
duties by the expansion
Charlotte Hornets whom
aren't worth talking about
until the nineties.

By CHIP ROEHRIG
As the National

Basketball League enters its

forty-third year, it is clear

that times are changing. For

the better part of the

eighties it has been
dominated by the Los Angeles

Lakers and the Boston
Celtics. In that time these

two teams have combined for

seven championships. (Los
Angeles 4, Boston 3). While
they are both still capable of

winning the title, their place

in the finals is no longer
guaranteed. Boston will be
pushed by the young, deeper
teams in Atlanta and Detroit,

while the Lakers will have
to fend off Portland, Denver,

and Dallas. Any one of these

seven teams is capable of

winning it all. Parody has
arrived in the NBA, and if

you're from Boston or Los
Angeles that's a shame.

EASTERN
CONFERENCE

Atlantic Division - It is

lucky for the Celtics that

they are in the Atlantic
Division. Once the strongest

in the league it is now the

weakest. This should enable
the Celtics to once again
achieve the best conference
record, thus obtaining the

home-court advantage into

the Eastern finals. Boston's
strength is their starting

line-up. Bird, McHale,
Parrish, Johnson, and the
loveable Danny Ainge still

comprise the league's best
starting five. They will be
good enough to easily win
their division but unless they

DominWue Wiiidns

get some serious help from - ... n - ^rtMa^- p^
rookie Brian Shaw and a thp

C S ^T" " ?'*
. ,,. . „ . , , ., the addition of Moses Malonebulked up Brad Lohaus they _„ j d „„ T , .,

•ii . .
]
r and Reggie Theus the

will once again run out of 4 n,„i, u iAtlanta Hawks appear
ready to move into the finals

this year. If their young
nucleus accepts these
newcomers they could be
ready to dethrone the Lakers
in June.

The Pistons, who are
quickly earning the
reputation of the Oakland
Raiders of Yore, did not
improve themselves much in

veteran acquisitions. Look for

a year of turmoil for Chuck
Daly and Detroit.

Michael Jordan will

continue to make the Bulls a
competitive team, but they
lack a supporting cast to move
them into the upper echelon
of the Eastern conference
teams.

Cleveland should be
improved with a full year
from Larry Nance and will

again make the play-offs
behind strong play from
Nance, Harper and company
but the competition is too
strong for them to make it

past the first round.
The aging Milwaukee

Bucks will be locked in a dog
fight with the improving
Indiana Pacers and possibly
the Bullets for the final birth
in the Eastern Conference
quarter-finals.

WESTERN
CONFERENCE

Midwest Division - Doug
Moe is the most innovative
coach in the league. His
presence combined with
continued excellence from Fat
Lever and Alex English will

take Denver 'to another
division title. They still lack
the dominant center that is

needed to pass the Lakers in

the conference
championships. They will
continue to be the most
exciting team in the league.
The Mavericks moved up

the ranks faster than any
expansion team in league
history. Unfortunately for
them, however, I think that
they have peaked. They
need to get rid of childish
Mark Aguire if they want to
go any further up the ladder.

Houston took the step that
Dallas must take when they
rid themselves of Ralph
Sampson. They are a very
talented team in a state of
transition. How quickly they
adjust will determine how far

Olajuwon can take them.
The Utah Jazz have an

excellent quintet of starters.

the off-season and should no L'ke the Celtics though,
longer be able to compete tneir bench is weak, and
with Atlanta once the won't take them very far.

Hawks adjust to their John Stockton feeding Karl

«Stt
DennUJotuuon Sport Mjgajj,, Photo

steam in the play offs.

With the acquisition of
Charles Oakley the Knicks
are a much improved team.
He and teammate Patrick
Ewing should present trouble
for opposing coaches. Mark
Jackson is the best point-
guard in the conference.

The Philadelphia 76ers
are at a cross-roads. They
must decide whether they
want to build around
sometimes troublesome star
Charles Barkley, or trade
him for future considerations.
He and Mo Cheeks are a
formidable duo, but they are
not enough to take the Sixers

ALL CHILDRENS BOOKS 10% OFF

COLORADO COLLEGE BOOKSTORE

Walter Davis Sport Magazine Photo

Malone's power moves is

worth the price of admission.

San Antonio will have to

wait another year for David
Robinson. Not coincidentally

they will also have to wait

for post-season action. Miami
should lead the league in one
category this year; drug
suspensions.

Pacific Division - If Pat

Riley wants the Lakers to be
remembered as the best team
ever they will have to win it

one more time. They might
have the firepower to do just

that. The Western conference

has not improved that much,
with the addition of Orlando
Woolridge they should
remain dominant.

Like Denver, the Portland

Trail Blazers are a talented

team which needs a force in

the middle to take them
beyond regular season success.

Kevin Duckworth is not the

answer.

Seattle instills fear in the

hearts of opposing teams.

They are a Jekyll and Hyde
team that is capable of

shutting down anyone.
Without Tom Chambers they

will have to rely too heavily

on the scoring of Dale Ellis. It

shoulder the load.

If Chris Mullen fina
|iy

his act together GoIden ,

will be the final piece

Western Conference n,

picture. He and not 2
Sampson will be the u
their success.

Phoenix, Sacramento
the Clippers will wage'i

own war for last »].

Despite the addition

Danny Manning, Los An«
should prevail. For .

franchise it doesn't
seem

matter who's on the J
they know how to lose.

This years finals shoulj

a match up between All,

'cre

and Los Angeles
f

l
e"

Atlanta ending the
Ei

ear!

West control of

championship. Let

remember however,
Robert Parrish has

problem with Moses Mai

The Celtics might
enough in their

last dance with

FBI

r>

The Catalyst
©0"

The Disparaging Eye

Cutler Publications is currently accept-

ing application for the position of editor for

either The Catalyst orThe Disparaging Eye

for Spring semester.

Applications are available at theWorner
desk. The deadline is M©v®riimIlB®r 2$'*.

Contact Jean Boyer ext. 2249 or Worner
Box 237 with any questions.
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s Hoops Faces Transition
By
PETER FOCHNA

'The
Colorado College men's

•sketball team enters the

088-89 season as an

experienced, unproven

Coming off their first .500

,ason in 25 years, the Tigers

re
without the head coach

r<i
three of the top four

corers
from that stellar

Coach Jim Cross left C.C. to

nrsue his career at Fort

ew is, a division two

rogram, while David

chroeder and Greg Fox, the

's number one and number

mr scorers respectively,

,ere lost to graduation.

jeff Moore, a senior and last

ear's second leading scorer,

.ft the team this season

fler one week of practice.

burned out," he said.

played basketball for

leven years and I felt it

|sn't
making me happy

lymorc." Expected to be the

jm leader, Moore felt that

he couldn't make a valuable

contribution in his state of

disenchantment.

So what's left? New head
coach Al Walker says, "we
have no depths and no
athletes." But still, he
sincerely believes the team
can repeat last years .500

performance. "The key," he
says," "is to rely on
intelligence. We must out
hustle and outsmart our
opponents."

Walker, a highly intense

individual, brings division

one experience to C.C. He
was an assistant at East

Carolina for two years and
then an assistant at Cornell

for two years. At Cornell, he
was part of a team that last

year won the Ivy League for

the first time in 35 years and
went on to the NCAA
playoffs.

The Tigers will certainly

benefit from Walker's
experience, but for them to

come close to .500 they will

have to get excellent
performances from their

returning players.
6'9" center Lynn Cherepy

(11.5 ppg, 4.4 rpg last season)

will have to single handedly
maintain the scoring from the

front court, being the only
experienced player there.
6'4" Jon Baranko (3.3,2.7),

thrust into the starting power
forward slot due to Moore's
departure, may have trouble

adjusting to his new found
playing time.

At guard, the Tigers count
on Steve Hammond (9.9, 4.4)

to handle the scoring.

Hammond, a sophomore,
moved into a starting role at

midseason last year and
showed potential in leading

the team on the court.

Filling out the back court
are Jim Grantz (5.0, .9), Mark
Perea (4.1, .8) and Toby
Johnson (1.0, 1.8). Grantz and
Perea both showed promise

fayhawks Top V-ball
Team Ready For Playoffs
STEPHANIE PEARSON

id CARRIEJACOBUS
Last Saturday, November
a tough blow was dealt to

e CC Women's Volleyball

am. The Lady Tigers,

nked fourth nationally in

CAA Division III, lost to

e Division I University of
ansas Jayhawks in five

lense games. This was a
lair-raising match,
peginning with an edge-of-
pe seat game which ended
15-13 in favor of KU.
In the second and third

James, the all-powerful
flocking duo of three-time
Nl American Cathy Costello

N Mary Thompson blocked
|d spiked their way to
'ictory, leaving the
a)*awks more than a little

'taken.

In the fourth game, the
•mbarrassed KU coach
"eatened to revoke all of
ler eight scholarship
%ers if they did not pound

p ball. Apparently this
weat was effective because
" came back from a 6-12
toc» in the fourth game,

pg the ball so hard that
te
y were grunting like the

^ animals back home.
Although the hitting
r°wess of outside hitters
^rea Sunset and Kristin
""son, as well as right-side
ter Teri Johnson, was

"galled by the Jayhawks,
ey somehow pulled from
'™n and won the match.

|"
ck| ly for Kansas this winm *at they did not have

to click their heels together

three times to get home,

at The University of

California at San Diego in

Regional Division III

competition. Co-Captain
Cathy Costello believes the

team is "much more talented,

evenly distributed in all

positions, and we're a good
team on and off the court."

Co-Captain Emily Smith
said that the trip to UCSD is

"a culmination of three

months of hard adversity,

blood, sweat and tears. The
This weekend, beginning

Friday, November 11, the

Lady Tigers will be playing

team, if we play together

effectively, is unbeatable."

Right side hitter, Teri

Johnson said the Tigers "are a

tighter knit group than last

year, we are experienced at

playing at UCSD, so we are

better prepared."

Andrea Sunset, outside
hitter for the Tigers, believes

the team is "really nervous,

but ready to go because at this

part of the season we should

be reaching our peak. Rock
On!!" Mary Thompson was
unavailable for comment.

Y EARS AHEA D
J_N

HAIR DESIGN
We're Invltlns you to experience a new and unique approach to

the fine art of hair deslgn...from contemporary to high fashion.

FREE CONSULTATIONS
PLUS

2 FREE TANNING SESSIONS.

75% DICOUNT WITH C.C. ID

118 N. Tejon Suite 301 (Above Old Chicago)

635-5552

last season and Johnson has
improved greatly in the off

season. Hopefully strength in

the back court can make up for

lack of size and depth up
front.

On paper, the team seems
to be in for a long season, but
coach Walker's experience
and dedication provide an
unknown quantity. He says,

"I'm not interested in

developing a mediocre
program.

"

He has already taken a

step forward by expanding
the teams recruiting program
from the state to the regional

level. He says he "can only

recruit from a division one
philosophy." This means
more hours and more travel

than past C.C. recruiting

efforts. Such a philosophy

should bring more talent to

the Tiger program.

When asked about the

future. Walker says, with

Head coach Al Walker enters his first

tcason with confidence.

Photo Courtesy of Dave Moroes

only a slight smile, "My
career goal is to make C.C.
into a great division three
school, to win 20 games and
eventually the national
championship."

While the 1988-89 Tigers
wont come close to any of
these goals, the unknown
factor provided by the new
coach may bring a weak team
on paper up to a respectable

level.

biWffci^emverecb
Just 10 Minutes Away/

Delicious cuisine
and excellent service

in an historic setting-

the

Stagecoach Inn
'"' RESTAURANT

SEE
TAYLOR
TRAVEL
NOW!!

DON'T
BE
LEFT
"BEHIND'

"Your Campus Travel Agency"
618 N. Tejon 636-3871
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HOURS:
|SUN.TOTHURS.10:30AMto1AM

FRI. &SAT. 10:30 AM -2 AM
591-5900

TWO GREAT PIZZAS...

ONE LOW LOW PRICE
591-5900

Try our Colorado College

ORDER BYNUMBER SPECIALS
JUST SAY THE NUMBER TO PLACE YOUR ORDER
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PORTIONS OF NINE TASTY TOPPINGS n rn
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FEAST
2 SMALL, 1 ITEM PIZZAS

PLUS 2 PEPSIS FOR
Add Items $1.00
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3 FOR 1
Everytime C.C.'s Hockey team
Wins a HOME Game it's 3 for 1

BUY ONE GET TWO FREE!

FAST&FREE DELIVERY Don
i
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tops that

ched half your leg in

[jfljCKYT cont from p.19

apartment.

The display was endless,

everything
from petite, pink

r
||(ing shoes to aircraft

Lier high

.ntre"cl

Prices ranged from

75-$500O. I didn't have to

ook long, though. I didn't

(an l
athletic shoes. I wanted

inea
kcrs.

1
approached a thin,

anicured individual

rearing , on his brown and

ilver stripped shirt, a name
that said, "Hello, my

lame is Stefan, may I help

Yes,
" I said firmly, "I

want a pair of canvas, high

,p Chuck Taylor Converse

Jl-Stars, off-white with

,e thin red stripe; size ten."

Pardon me," said Stefan,

taking a step back.

I
repeated my request.

jtefan dissapeared through a

black door.

I sat down next to Mom. I

ras excited because, well, I

was a Chuck Taylor virgin.

lecretly, I'd always known I

vould eventually get a pair,

mt until now, the time hadn't

icen right. I had needed to

nature and to solidify the

correct mind set.

"Why don't you get one of

hose," said Mom, pointing at

in aircraft carrier. "You know
'our ankles are weak."

I had to explain my
Miavcs. I wasn't sure if she'd

jnderstand.

Mom, you see, it's not

ankles or support we're
dealing with here. In fact, it

even goes beyond shoes.

What we're dealing with
here is ethics. Chuck Taylors

are erne of the last diehard

standards of ethics within
our culture. They don't need to

glitter or shout to show off

their quality. They don't

need to show off at all. In a

culture in which even the

cheeseburger and the french
fry have sold out to fast food
franchises, one has to hold on
strongly to anything that can
stand humbly, yet

' confidently, on its own."
I looked at Mom hopefully.

She smiled, resigned to her
son's warped idiosyncrasies.

"You seem pretty excited to

show off your Chuck
Taylors," she said.

"Don't confuse the issue
Mom."
Stefan returned from the

depths of the store, casually

carrying a box containing
America's standard. He set

the box at my feet and
walked away. He went to

help a girl dressed in black
who was admiring a pair of

mauve tennis shoes.

'Thanks Stefan," I said.

I opened the box. One shoe

lay on its side, the other

stood upright, its light

canvass high top flopping

over. I put them on. They fit

perfectly. The time was
right.

"Let's go Mom," I said.

We went up to a man
standing behind a glass

counter that covered sets of

neon shoelaces. He removed
the radioactive tag and
handed the empty box to me.

"I don't need this," I said.

"You can't leave the store

without it," he said.

Mom led me towards the
exit. I warily showed the box
to the electronic eye and then
handed it to the security
guards. They grabbed it

gratefully and put it in their

safe.

Outside, the weight of the

city blasted me, but I stood
firm in my Chucky's. They
were light on my feet, happy
to be free. Mom hailed a cab
and beckoned me towards it.

"That's okay. Mom," I said,

"I think I'll walk home."

HOCKEY cont from p.19

was not able to take
advantage of it however
because DU tightened up on
defense and killed off the
penalty. DU scored on a
power play of their own to tie

up the game at five apiece at

5:49 of the third period.

CC took the lead again on a
goal by Doug Kirton at 9:56

but DU tied up the game
again a minute later.

The Pioneers went ahead
at 13:45 as a DU player
passed a puck which
deflected off of CC
defenseman Alan Schuler's

skate past goalie Derek
Pizzey. DU scored again at

14:16 as McBride collected a

hat trick for the game. He
took the puck behind the

Chct and made a pretty
wraparound move after

drawing Pizzey out of the net

to make the score 8-6. CC
came back however with a

slapshot from the point
beating Carighan at 14:54 to

make the score 8-7. That is

how it ended although CC
had a few more good scoring
chances in the last minute. It

was a close game that could
have gone either way but DU
seemed to get the breaks
when it mattered.

Saturday's game at the
Broadmoor had DU scoring
three goals in the first five

and a half minutes of the
game, two of which were
power play goals. This
should have put the game
away for them, however CC
came back and scored two
power play goals of their own
to make the score 3-2. The
first CC goal was by Strunk on
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a rebound and the second was
by Shaw. Both goals were
assisted by defenseman Cal
Brown. The period ended in a
3-2 DU advantage.
DU came out strong in the

second period and scored
three goals while shutting
out CC. This was a letdown
period for CC because until
this point they had been
playing evenly with the DU
squad. They made some
mental mistakes and DU
managed to take advantage
of them.
The third period had DU

scoring again but CC came
back scoring two goals to
make the score a more
respectable 7-4. Even though
they outshot the Pioneers 42-

38 they couldn't seem to find
the net as much as would be
expected.

This weekend the Tigers
play Boston College on
Saturday and Boston
University on Sunday at the
Broadmoor. Both teams are
powerful in the eastern
collegiate hockey standings.
BC is ranked #6 in the country
and BU just missed being
ranked in the top 15. Coach
Beutow said, "I think we're
competitive but somehow we
have to prove we can win
consistently." That should

come with more experience

between the players and the

new coaches. Expect more
wins from a CC team who
according to their coach
"Made some big strides right

away, and now we just have
to make some little strides to

start winning. I think you'll

see a real hungry hockey
team this weekend."

rKDW TO SPOT THE NOID
ON YOUR CAMPUS.

VALUABLE OFFERS / END OF BLOCK SPECIALS

ONE 10 inch 1 item PIZZA AND ONE 12 oz. COKE

FOR ONLY $4.25
COUPON NECESSARY1/UUrUN NtUtOOMMY |

LATE NIGHT SPECIAL

ONE 14 inch 1 item PIZZA AND TWO 12 oz COKES

FOR ONLY $6.25
9:00 pm TO MIDNIGHT OFFER EXPIRES NOV 23, 88.*s.\j\j pin i w ivnunivji i urrcn iz/\rinizo nuv £.o, c

" ~FREE PIZZA PARTY
- '

REDEEM THIS COUPON UPON DELIVERY AND YOU
WILL BE ENTERED IN A DRAWING TO BE HELD ON
NOV 20TH FOR A PARTY WITH UP TO 10 LG. PIZZAS

NAME PHONE

ADRESS OFFER EXPIRES

NOV 20, 88

Beware The NOID, Itial bizarre
Cfle' that yuks pizzas , js out
*« somewhere on campus. He™'dl* disguised as anyone. A
;*'lock Psych teach Bowhead

n™ ^.' b '9 r,vals mascot. Bui
»l Italy, he's hangrng out, search-
"P'zza cause he likes lo trash

»saur;™;
ke,hecrusls°99* sPM-

n ihc
around the box and toss

'«emi,™r?,",!'
,edie" ls - bel0'e '1<J

I be SrS }"" "rang place so™ •« and cold when you gel it.

9et |uked. Give Domino's
a f|ng and some serious

THIS WEEKS FEATURED NOID
pizza - hot, fresh, made to your Our drivers carry less than $20.00.

order with the best ingredients - Limited delivery area. ^ _
willbeatyourdoormaominutesor HX*?-1k11 QH 1 M Toinn
less. Guaranteed. Domino's Pizza. QOJ I %J I I oU \ IN. lejOll
Nobody Delivers Belter?"

490 NOID®
TOYS * -

DOMINO'S PIZZA DELIVERS® FREE-

Nov 7th - Nov 20th
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APPLICATIONS ARE NOW
AVAILABLE for people who
wish to enter art or craftwork

in the Colorado College Arts

and Crafts Sale.

The applications can be
picked up at the main desk of

the Worner Center and must
be returned there by
November 18.

This year's annual sale

will be from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

on Friday and Saturday,
December 2 and 3, in Gaylord
Hall in the Worner Campus
Center. Items sold in the past

have included pottery,
weavings, jewelry,
photographs and greeting
cards.

A main criterion is that it

has to be hand-made. The
Arts and Crafts Committee
requires a minimum of three

slides or photographs that

are marked with artist's

name, depicting the type of

works proposed for sale, with
each application; also
include a self-addressed
stamped envelope so that the

slides or photos may be
returned. The committee also

receives 20 percent of all

sales, and in return provides
advertising for the event,
plus tables and cashiers at

the sale site.

Students, faculty and other

such members of the Colorado
College community are not
required to submit slides or

photos of their planned sale

items, but do need to file

applications. The committee
will collect 15 percent of sales

of these works.
For additional inform-

ation, call ext. 2677.

GOOD LUCK Allison
Scott, Darcy Rhodes, Karin
Boes, and Meg Stiff this

weekend at the Regional
Cross Country Meet in

Iowa!!!! Love. Your Sisters of
Delta Gamma.
THE WOMEN OF DELTA

GAMMA FRATERNITY
would like to congratulate
and welcome our wonderful
new pledges: Karen Anderson,
Alanna Brown, Cindy Cook,
Our S.P., Sarah Gauger,
Lynette Gudicello, Aubrey
Hord, Sarah Kimmett,

Please note that the
Protestant Services are no
longer being held on Sunday
mornings. Starting November
20th we will have Word and
Table on Sunday evenings at

7:30.

Monday & Tuesday,
November 14 & 15, Hunger
and Homelessness Aware-
ness Week, sign-up for

Thursday's OXFAM Fast
during meals at Bemis and
Worner.
Wednesday, November 16,

12:00 noon, Shove Council
Meeting, Shove Chapel
Office.

Thursday, November 17,
FAST - Proceeds to OXFAM
America. 6:00 pm, Shove
Chapel, Light dinner to
break fast. 7:00 pm, Shove
Chapel, "Business of
Hunger," Presentation by Tom
Roberts, OXFAM
representative.

Saturday, November 19,

10:00 am, Meet at Worner
Center to leave for Denver
Rally - for Homeless
Children. Transportation
provided.

COLORADO COLLEGE
COMMUNITY AGAINST
APARTHEID MEETINGS,
Tuesdays, 5:30 pm, upstairs
Womer Lounge.

THERE WILL BE A
MEETING in hopes of

organizing a Colorado
College Cross Country Ski

Team. If interested, go to

Worner, room 213, at 8:00 to

discover the new
opportunities! If you have
questions, or cannot attend,

call Jeff Brazil at 577-9714.

the Perpignan, France
program,, or not enrolled in a
Block V class who have also

notified the Registrar's
Office by December 21, 1988
of their intent to return to

campus later in the semester.

The Registrar's Office will

be open to handle class
schedule changes during the
Symposium week of January
9th-13th.

BIOLOGY SEMINAR -

Thursday, November 17,
12:00 pm Olin Hall, Room
185. Professor David W.
Inouye, Director, Mountain
Research Station, University
of Colorado, Nederland,
Colorado; "Long-term
Ecological Research: How
Long is Long Enough?" (with
comments about student
opportunities at- the
Mountain Research Station)

CARE FOR AIDS
CHILDREN NEEDED!!
There is a desperate need for

people in our community to

come forward to become
providers of day care and
foster care for our children

afflicted with AIDS. Having
special needs, these children

cannot be ignored and need
special help.

Please call 630-6789 for

more information-.
Individuals and families
will be reimbursed for their

help and expenses.

Your El Paso County
Department of Social
Services has many types of

special needs children.
Please help during this time
of crisis by calling 630-6789 to

find out more about what you
might be able to do.

publications in New York,
Washington, DC and
elsewhere.

Applicants must finish

their Junior year in college by
May or June, 1989, and be
heading for a full Senior year
in the fall.

The deadline for
applications is December 15,

1988. Applications and
information may be obtained
from the American Society of

Magazine Editors, 575
Lexington Avenue, New York,

NY, 10022.

BRAZIL EXPERIENTIAL
STUDY-TOURS, March 1-

10, March 17, 25, July.

Contact: Sabiad

Gamma Phi actives
great rush.

A SPECIAL THANKS
|

Fijis for an awesome n
last Friday!!! p

Political Union Men,^
General membership

mec|
.

Tuesday, November 15
Gates Common Room."i
Hilliard, member of Al>

conduct the discussion.

SEARCHING
fc

OUTSTANDING
CANADIAN STUDENT,
The Yale in Can,,

Foundation is searchi
"gfot,

CULTURAL HIGHLIGHT
OF RUSSIAN AVANT-
GARDE ART AND MUSIC
BY OKSANA ROSS, PHD.
Thursday, Nov. 17th,

Packard Hall, 2 pm, Slide

presentation accompanied by G*N BEHALF

CHEAP PLANE TICKET.
Denver to Atlanta. Good
Anyday before or one
Thanksgiving. Call Todd At
471-8872.

OF THE

Lounge.

J's Motor Hotel

and Restaurant

Off Campus at 820 N. Nevada

Special Student rate including utilities

& sattelite TV

music. TCA & refreshments MEMBERS OF K.E.EJ. (Kare

following. Sponsored by the Enough about Elderly
Russian Department. People), thank you for

COLLEGE CITIZENS supporting us in our efforts to

ACTIVE FOR PEACE raise money to fund a

MEETING, Mondays at 7:00 Christmas party for the

pm in upstairs Worner elderly people we are

633-5513

Katherine Ledbetter, Sarah
Murphy, Kirsten Nicolaysen,
Sue Papaccio, Bridgid
Rawley, Amy Rcmmert,

working with this year. The
caramel apple sale in October
was a big success; we sold a

total of 410 caramel apples!!!

Thanks again to the members
of K.E.E.P. for their time and
hard work in helping with
the sale.

Every month over 200
foster children are cared for
outside El Paso County
because we do not have
enough foster homes to
service our abused and
neglected children. The
numbers of children needing
foster care have increased
dramatically over the last

and Kathy

SPRING SEMESTER
REGISTRATION DATES -
Monday, January 9th, 8:30

Kristy Roser, Lucy Shemilt,
,anuar>' 16th

"
8:30 a 'm

- " 4:00 few years and is steadily
Maile Shimabukuro, Laura P

'T; . .
getting worse. These children

No registration will be and the Department of Social
done January 10th-13th. Services need your help
Students who fail to register . . . „ .

will be dropped from spring MAGAZINE INTERNSHIP
semester class lists after PROGRAM
January 20th. The American Society of
A Late Registration Fee Magazine Editors announces

of $25.00 will be charged to the 23rd annual Magazine
any student who docs not Internship Program,
complete the registration The program provides
process on January 9th or students with experience inS7 h fP"TI editorial departments ofmade for students: enrolled in r,, r( i„:„ = l:„r
ACM programs, enrolled in

P artlc>P a t>ng consumer
magazines and business

Tedeschi
Weaver.
THE WOMEN OF DELTA
GAMMA would like to wish
our two volleyball stars
Andrea Sunset and Kristin
Poulson the best of luck this
weekend at the Volleyball
Nationals in San Diego!!!
Give 'em *!@# !!!!!!

SHOVE CHAPEL -

Sunday, November 13, 9:00
pm, Mass, Shove Chapel.

"Cycles Peugeot"

The French Manufacturer
of the World's finest

bicycles since 1882!

19 E Kiowa • Downtow

Phone: 634-4733

RICK WAGER—
"CC Class of '64 Proprietor"

Foundation, PO Box 2021,
Corrales, NM, 87048, (505)
898-3628.

WOMEN WITH BULIMIA
NERVOSA (binge-purge
disorder) are needed for a
research study conducted
through the University of'

Denver at a Colorado Springs
hospital. Subjects will b e

paid for their participation.

All inquiries and information
will be confidential. For
information pleas© call Kate
Hennion, PhD candidate at
471-0049.

ASSISTANCE WITH
WINTER HEATING BILLS.
Applications are now being
taken by your EI Paso County
Department of Social
Services for the Low-income
Energy Assistance Program.
You may apply from now
until April 30.

Leap is designed to help
low-income people with
their winter home heating
costs. Assistance is also
available for weatherizing
homes and servicing furnaces
of eligible LEAP families.

An application must be
submitted to the Department
of Social Services to

determine illegibility for the
Program. Call 630-6970 to

receive an application, or
stop by the Department of
Social Services at 105 N.
Spruce Street. If you have an
emergency heating problem,
come to the Department
between 8:00-12:00 AM or
1:00-5:00 PM Monday through
Friday. Call 630-6970 for

more information.

CONGRATULATIONS to

the new pledges of Gamma
Phi Beta! Also Congrats to

outstanding Canadian siuj,

(junior, senior, or

graduate) at an Amen6

college (not Yale) to 1

honored by the Foum
and IB^M Canada

|
Nominees are needs

urgently. For informaii,

contact: Tiggy Shield

Worner 202A, x2802.

IRON SPRINGS CHATEAl
is holding auditions, forbol

up-coming 1"

Melodrama/olio productions

at 2 p.m. on Sunday, Dec, A

with callbacks followii

Monday evening,. Si

and six actresses necdi

Must bring two prcpati

vocal numbers, one balls

one up-tempo show tune,

wear hard-soled shoes li

dance audition. 0:

versatile pianist also needi

Must bring ragtim

Broadway and 60's piece

play. All positions salarii

444 Ruxton Ave., Maniti

Springs. For mi

information, call 685-5104.

lui

Co

iyCC

ioplx

ien g

ing

SCRIPPS HOWAW
FOUNDATION
sponsoring the Charles

Schulz Award for colli

cartoonists. A cash prize

$2000 will be awarded
'

first prize. Finalists ui^om (h

receive special recognition

excellence. For
information, write to Tl

Charles M. Schulz Awan

c/o United Media, 200 Pi

Avenue, NY, NY, 01066-003

cLcch

ceivei

im sti

otati

Mch I

omis

st we

BAY AREA INSTITUTE
give $5,000 for best tesl

controversial biologk^Etude:

theory. The prize will

awarded by the Institute

Noetic Sciences of Sausali!

CA, for the best sciei

test, conducted by a 5(11*

that either supports
refutes a controversial m

theory of biolo;

organization. The Institute

Noetic Science's Sheldra Affor

Prize will be awarded
student who conducts then*

rigorous and scientific' ve si

"elegant" experime' !edom
Entries will be accepted If iress,

(

ONGOING BOOKSAL0 edom
Ongoing used booksales*™^

held during library hours

the East Library '"'

Information Center FrW

Bookstore, Penrose P"'

Library Friends' Books!"

Old Colorado City Braf™

Broadmarket Square Brai

Monument Hill Bra*

Palmer Lake Branch
Fountain Branch.
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Students gathered in support of divestment at a rally held during a
rard of Trustees meeting in Armstrong Hall last Friday afternoon.

Controversy Surrounds Student's Dismissal

rem

f
COURTNEY CUTTER

Sophomore Ben Gilbert has

fit given the option of

mg a medical leave of

sence or being suspended
im the college, according to

an of Students Laurel
[Leod. Dean McLeod
sived several complaints
im students in response to

otations and comments
hich have appeared on the
oomis Hall chalkboard in

| weeks.

Students took offense to the
>rds of Karl Marx and Adolf
Her, among others. While
Ibert maintains that his
" 'n writing on the board

point out ignorance and
olcrance on this campus,

°P"lar opinion has labeled
»ma Nazi.

According to the 1988-89
'Minder (p.48), "members
the college community
P such basic rights as
«dom of speech, freedom of

freedom of peaceful
pmbly and association/
POom of personal beliefs,

and freedom from personal
force and violence, threats of

violence and personal abuse."

In the same article from the

Bylaw of the Board of
Trustees, the college has an
"obligation. ..to maintain an
atmosphere conducive to

academic freedom, social

responsibility and civil

order.. .in order to protect the

rights of all the members of
the college community."
A student in the residence

halls has an obligation to

respect the rights of other

residents when exercising

his/her own freedoms.
According to Dean McLeod,
this is where Ben is in

violation of school policy.

Because his actions were
disturbing to fellow students,

he was asked to refrain from
expressing himself in such a

manner within the residence

hall. Feeling that this was
in violation of his rights as a

student, he continued despite

averbal warning from Dean

McLeod. He then received a

letter reprimanding him for

defying the verbal warning.

Given the circumstances and
the nature of the complaints,

most of which are
confidential, Dean McLeod
felt she had no alternative

but to offer Gilbert the

aforementioned options. "The

students have asked for the

action," said McLeod. "I'm

the judge and nothing else."

She has an obligation, in

cases of "disruptive
behavior," to the majority.

This kind of behavior
"creates a problem for other

students."

A student whose case is

decided by an administrative

hearing has the option to

appeal the decision to the

Student Conduct Committee.
A committee hearing
ofGilbert's case scheduled for

today has been dropped.
Gilbert said he didn't feel

the appeal would make any
difference since he would not

See CUTTER, p. 24
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Trustees Conduct
Business as Usual

By AMY HIGHTOWER
The Colorado College

Board of Trustees met last

Saturday, November 12. No
surprising actions were taken

at the meeting.

Harold Price was sworn in

as a new member.
Additionally, seven people

(four women and three men)
were made full-time faculty

members for the 1988-89
school year.

Also, the Board approved
of twenty-four part-time
additions to the faculty for

the present school year (nine

women and fifteen men).

The Board accepted the

budget for 1988-89.

In regards to South Africa,

the Board of Trustees kept

with their decision made in

June 1988 which allows for

selective divestment.

The school has now
adopted "Procedures for

Evaluating Companies Doing
Business in South Africa," a

policy which governs
Colorado College investments

in South Africa.

There was one change made
in the policy, which the

Board drew up in June. In the

words of President Riley,

"The moratorium placed on
the purchase of stock of

companies doing business in

South Africa was dropped as

a result of the action taken

with regard to evaluating

such companies."

Basically, CC will continue

investing in South African

companies.

The investment manager, as

previously instructed, has
verified that all CC
investments only go toward

companies subscribing to the

"Principles for South Africa"

(formerly the Sullivan

Principles) and companies
which are rated lower than I

or IIA by Arthur Little and
Company.
Other decisions made by

the Board of Trustees last

week dealt with changes in

the Special Senior Status
program for faculty, the
pension plan for Support Staff

employees, and the Colorado
College group life insurance

program for the
Administration.

Tuition, Representation

Head List of Student Concerns
The CCCA Student Concerns Committee (SCC) has been

working very hard within the past few months in order to
continue the committee's belief (which was established last

January) that the various student concerns need to be ad-
dressed to the entire CCCA and the administrative members
of the Colorado College. The SCC's major project for the
fall semester consisted of a survey which was distributed
among half of the student body. One hundred of the nine
hundred and fifty surveys were completed and returned.

Students were asked to choose five concerns out of a
possible eleven concerns.

In addition, students had the option of telling the CCCA
about individual concerns not listed in the survey. As it

turned out, safety and security was a major concern among
students. In order to address this problem, the SCC is

sponsoring a forum on campus security on Wednesday, No-
vember 30, at 7pm in the WES room in Worner. Security
chiefLee Parks and Assistant Dean Paul Jones are scheduled
to speak about campus security issues and to discuss student

perceptions of security on campus, as well as their concerns
and ideas for improvement. see survey, p.

5

CC Expands Financial
Opportunities...

See News, p. 2

Rocky Flats,

A Radioactive Nightmare.
See Features, p. 7

Bread & Puppet
In Colorado Springs.

See Arts, p. 16
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CC Financial Aid
Opportunities Increasing
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By ANN EUDEIKIS
The determination of

student eligibility for
financial aid at Colorado
College is an issue which
may raise a few eyebrows of
faculty and students alike on
campus.

Js CC merely a private
college catering to the white
upper class family? Does the
school have any concern for

students from lower income
families? Welfare families?

According to Rodney M.
Oto, the CC's Director of
Financial Aid, Colorado
College is not the elitist

school many perceive it to be.

In a memorandum to the
faculty concerning financial

aid, Oto stated, "We have
made some progress in
enrolling students from lower
and moderate income
families."

Yet, the enrollment
statistics show the
percentage of students coming
from $6,000 through $11,999
income families has dropped
sharply in the past two
years. During the 1986-87
school year, twenty new
students from this income
range enrolled at CC; in the
current school year, only five

new students from this income
bracket have enrolled.

In response to these
statistics, the director
admitted, in a later
interview, he may have been
overly optimistic. "As a
general statement, we are at
the very least in a stable
situation in which we are
getting some students from
low income brackets. We are
not losing ground, which is

very important."
And, indeed, the college

does appear to be making
some effort to aid students of
lower income families. In a
deliberate action to encourage

these lower income students

to enroll at CC, the financial

aid program has enacted the
loan reduction program.
This program, generally

applied to those families of

incomes of $20,000 a year or
less, reduces the loans
students must take out in

order to attend CC. For
example, a student who
would normally require a
$2,500 loan per year would
find his or her loan reduced to

only $1,500.

According to Oto, the loan
reduction program is the most
significant progress made in

years. He admits the
percentage of students from
lower income families
enrolled at CC is still too low
but stresses that CC is

progressing.

How to continue the
progress sparked by this
program? Oto believes the
most difficult obstacle to
overcome is misinformation.
He states that high school
counselors often misinform
college prospectives about
the costs of Colorado College.
"We need to get the word

out that CC is possible," he
states. In an attempt to do just

that, Colorado College
invites high school counselors
from various schools
throughout the country to
visit Colorado College for a
week long visit.

Oto believes this effort
does help dispel many of the
misconceptions about CC, yet
admits the process is a slow
one; an average of five
counselors take advantage of
this program per year.
Ironically, the high schools
with the strongest
misconceptions about this
college refuse the invitation
to visit CC.
The process of diversifying

the Colorado College
community through the
award of financial aid for

See EUDEIKIS, p.3

Inouye Speaks on Ecological Reseamli

Last Thursday, November
17th, CC students joined
together to listen to Dr. David
Inouye share his personal
research experiences on
ecological biology.

Dr. David Inouye is

currently the director of the

University of Colorado's
Mountain Research Station

located at the base of the

Gothic Mountains, 25 miles
west of Boulder, Colorado.
The Mountain Research

Station provides
undergraduate and graduate
students the opportunity for

biological field studies in the
heart of the Rocky Mountains.
For the last sixteen years,

Dr. Inuoye has been
researching wild flower
phenology (the seasonal
events of flowering.) His
studies have focused on
observing the effects of ground
frost, snow fall, insects, and
seed predators on wild flowers

indigenous of the Rocky
Mountain Range. These
flowers include the larkspur,

the aspen sunflower, the
glacier lily and the monument
plant.

Inouye's many dedicated
years of research have
produced statistics that
explain the pattern of wild
flower population from year
to year.

The Mountain Research
Station is also one of our
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nation's few research
facilities which collects and
examines the atmosphere for
its carbon dioxide content.
The C02 level in the
atmosphere is directly
correlated to the green "house

effect.

Dr. Inouye emphasizes thil

CC students who
interested in biological rich

studies should write to j

Mountain Research Station.

The Colorado College

Symposim on Intimacy

Thursday - January 1

2

3:30 P.M.

ROBERT STERNBERG
IBM Professor of Psychology

Yale University

- will speak on -

"Intimacy, Passion, and Commitment"

The Triangle of Love: Intimacy, Passion, Commitment - "This
book is the result of a gamble I made in the early 1980's: that
I could turn my energies as a theoretician and researcher to
the study of love and come up with something that would be
neither trivial nor a rehash of what was already known... I

believe that there isa role for science in understanding love...
science can help us understand both the psychological bases
and dimensions of love, and why we love in the ways we do.

Administration
Meets the Greeks

BY BILL PORTER
Members of the

administration, fraternity
and sorority houses, and the

Colorado College Campus
Association (CCCA) Council
met with the Student Life

Committee of the college's

Board of Trustees last Friday
to discuss the Greek system
and other student concerns.

During the two-hour
meeting, the Committee
sought to define the
problems, if any, surrounding
the Greek system at Colorado
College.

Trustee and Committee
Chair John Chalik
emphasized that the Board
was merely seeking
information and has no
current plans to eliminate the
system. Nonetheless,
fraternity and sorority
rcprentatives said they feel

like they are fighting for
their very existence.

Inter-Fraternity Council
President Mark Scoggins
noted that the Greek system
has recognized the problems
it faces and has unified to
improve the entire system.
Other Greek representatives
commented that too many

people, especially faculty

members, refuse to see the

"good" aspects of the system.

Nearly every students at

the meeting belonged to one of

the Greek houses on campus.
No vocal opponents of the

system were present.

...they feel like they
are fighting for their

existence.
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March meeting when more
information would be
available.

Finally, CCCA President
Bill Porter presented the
Committee with a formal
report of its activities this
year. Most significantly, the
report contained the findings
of a recent CCCA Student
Concerns survey, and the

'

Committee directed several
questions to the CCCA
concerning the issues raised.

Chalik commended the
CCCA Council for their
"fantastic" work this past
year.

Kellerman

to Speak
By DAVE LOWLAND
Barbara Kellerman

graduate school dean a

Fairleigh Dickins
University and professor

Political Science, will spf

in Worner Center's Gaylon

Hall on Wednesday Konra

November 30 at 8:00pm. ft

title of her lecture is

Models for Tomorrow

Women Leaders."

Dean Kellerman
author or co-author of thj

books, All the Presided

Kin, Making Decisions, a"

The Political Presidency- i

addition, she has edited n lowev

co-edited three other wot

Leadership:

Multidisciplinary

Perspectives, Women
American Politics, n itinuec

Political Leadership

Source Book.

She received her PhD M
Yale University. She

known for her care'1

examination of polity

leadership and presider*

effectiveness. Her lecture

sponsored by the Leaders"

Program. The presentation

free and open to the pubjjja
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$iddoway Lectures on Poverty
Up LAWTON
E Sunday, November 6,

-g version of the

,,,5 Last Lecture Series

L°
s
opened and displayed

(ore a 5ma1 ' audience of

111 25 in the Loomis Hall

Lge. Mike Siddoway, a

L-year math professor

'at Colorado College,

heir showcase of the

erring-
He spoke about the

ilern of poverty in

jierica-

Notre Dame graduate,

Sdoway was influenced by

writing and works of

ialist Michael
irrirrgton.

fiddoway described his

si
experience of a city of

ver ty while at

irthwestcrn graduate

iool in Chicago as being

[lh "quite a shock for a kid

Eastern Montana" and a

sturbing thing as well. He
'Here I was not having

contact with these

'noverished people with

lorn I lived, and it didn't

well with me. ..I could see

hat they lived through but

could leave it anytime I

ranted. This was it for them,

ongh...no hope for going

He began a life of working

lensively with and for the

incr-oity poor of Chicago
id New Orleans as a

acher. He was often

uslratcd and sometimes
ireatened by his own

students who were entrenched

in bleak and hopeless futures.

It was here, in the midst of

the problem he developed
his theories concerning
poverty in America.

Siddoway described the

problems of poverty as "very

deep and generational things

now. [The problems] stem
from the leaving of poor
areas by the role models who
once lived there; the
professionals. Now the role

model is the drug kingpin.

Why should a kid stay in

school and risk his life

getting to school when he sees

a sixteen year old kid driving

around in a Mercedes?"

Siddoway went on to

explain popular
misconceptions concerning the

poor in this country, which
serve to further their

suppression here. He said, "I

never was around lazy
people; always people were
fighting to learn and survive.

When I was growing up I was
told that these people can
pull themselves up if they

want to - there is not a bigger

bunch of poppycock than
this."

Professor Siddoway went on
to propose improved child

care, Affirmative Action
programs and a restructuring

of the educational system as

three possible solutions to the

increasingly ugly dilemma of

poverty.

The problem, he explained,

"has to do with 35,000,000
people, half of whom are
working. This is just
ridiculous. I mean, if 157o of

your body is ailing do you
ignore it and take care of the

rest of your body as your arm
falls off? No, you take care of
it and nurture it back to

health."

Siddeway concluded his

monologue by re-emphasizing
a necessary restructuring of

the educational system;
"until money is pumped into a

system which provides the

same quality of education
unilaterally there will be no
hope of breaking out. It might
take a lot of money, and we
may make higher demands of

the students, but they'll

produce. If I could wave a

magic wand, everyone would
have the same education."

In the discussion that

followed, Siddoway invoked
people to get involved with
fighting poverty and injustice

here in the United States.

"It is meaningless
hypocrisy," he said with
reference to people devoting
all of their energies to

injustice in South Africa, "to

involve yourself in issues of

living elsewhere and do
nothing here where the

problems are very similar.

New Orleans is very much
like Cape Town."

umrad Discusses Central Europe

SUSAN ANDERSON
Hungarian writer George
anrad discussed
einventing Democracy in
itral Europe" at a Tutt
>rary luncheon this week.
s speech focused upon the
stability of the
vernmental structures in
stern Europe.
Konrad described how
w voices" are surfacing in
slern European countries.
°u will find people that
not very happy and will
"Plain on anything. People
1 more courageous and
castic," he said. He also
ate d that more
m°nstrations are taking
ace.

6

lowever, this movement is

not occurring in the working
class. "The new period is a
slow and almost irresistible

movement of the intellectual

middle class; it is very
modest and quiet," Konrad
reported. "Those involved
are academic people with
college degrees and modest
incomes. They have an
interest in the future, but
they don't want to become
politicians. They want to

represent and speak for

themselves."
This "very peaceful

movement" involves such
subtleties as small changes in

language and discourse. It is a

movement "of mind."
Konrad envisions a stronger

Europe in '92 with "a kind of

union" between its countries.

"Today, the Hungarians
are more normal than they
were some years ago because
they are not afraid," Konrad
said in his closing statement.
Konrad was forced to flee his

village at the age of 11

because of the occupation of
Nazi forces. He was later

arrested by Hungarian
officials for his writings. The
fact that the first novel he
had published in this
country, The Caseworker, was
rcc.ently published in
Hungary demonstrates the
relaxed censorship taking
place there. Konrad sees it as
a good sign that two more of
his books might also be
published in Hungary.

P
DHKIS continued

j^r income families is one

,

c requires patience and
P'nued attention.

~!° summarizes his
S1«°n on the matter; "I
Pe that the college
punity as a whole
relates our efforts. Our
Ipe for this program is

" students learn from

ffo

FS of backgrounds
P*M from their own. We

to create an environment

p students are able to do

Where the Aid Comes From:

55.5%-—Colorado College

1. Endowments
2. Gifts (benefactors)

3. Operating Budget
16.4%-— GSL
11.3%-— Outside Funds

(i.e.private

scholarships, etc.)

4.9%-—Perkins Loans
4.9%- work
3.5%-—Pell Grants
1.5%- —Colorado State

Government

Its a Factfrom Harper's
Index

Percentage of Soviet
children who believe a
nuclear war can be pre-
vented; 92

Percentage of Ameri-
cans who believe
heaven exist: 86

Percentage who expect
to enter heaven: 66

NEWSA
CC Soccor Shows

China Slides
By TOR PETERSEN
The Chinese have a phrase

called chiku which means "to
eat bitterness." On Monday
evening, the Colorado
College soccer team's slide
presentation of their trip
through China gave the
impression they had
experienced just a little bit of
this suffering.

China, on the whole, is

scenic and interesting country;
nevertheless, it can be a
difficult place to travel.

Last June, the team went to

the People's Republic of
China not only to play five
tough games of soccer, but also

to embark on an "arduous
outward-bound journey."

The trip involved eight
full days of travel. They
started in Beijing and went
through Xian, Chungking,
Wuhan, Changsha, Guilin,
Guangzhou and ended their
trip in Hong Kong. The
details and organization of
the trip were provided by the
Beijing Institute of Physical
Education.

The slide show presented
both beautiful and harsh
aspects of China. On the one
hand, they saw the Great
Wall, the Tarracota soldiers,

and the magnificent
mountains of Guilin, but on
the other hand, they saw the

harsh realities of the way
some of the Chinese live

their lives.

According to Horst
Richardson, Beijing was well

organized and the people
were more entrepreneurial
than poor; however, while on
a three day boat ride down
the Yangtse River to Wuhan,
the living conditions for the

Chinese on the boat were less

than third class.

Traveling through some
sections of the Yangtse
(Changjiang/ literally long

river) the scenery was like
looking up from the bottom of
the "Chinese Grand Canyon."
The landscape, however, did

not overshadow the view of
the industrial villages.

Wherever the team went,
they were not without
excitement, whether it was
shipping from the peddlers
on the street, skinny dipping
in the Yellow river, disco
dancing, or visiting a silk
factory in Xian.

During the trip, the most
thrilling occurrence probably
happened somewhere
between Changsha and
Guilin, when, after being
struck by a tractor, their bus
rolled over on its side into a
rice paddy. Even though they
were stuck in a very remote
area, people came from all

over to help these strange
people who were mud caked
with the yellow earth.
Luckily, another bus came by
and after a few hours they
soon arrived in Guilin.

Riding on the trains or the
"iron rooster," as some call

them, provided beautiful
scenery of the mountains and
glimpses of workers in the
terraced rice fields; but, the
heat, smoke, and sweat
inside the train was
unbearable, especially when
a few of their train rides
were more than 21 hours long.

On one 6 hour ride, short by
Chinese standards, the team
members had to settle for

"hard" seats, Steve Hcrzog
said that they were lucky to

get the scats even though
they had tickets. In the end
Richardson mentioned that

traveling in China was both
"exotic and nauseating."

All in all, the presentation

was both culturally
interesting and beautiful. It

was the kind of trip that

most people never get to take.

If you have any interest in

China, I would encourage you
to talk to any of the players

who went to China. In fact, if

you are really brave, study

some Chinese and take a trip

yourself.

The Colorado College

Symposium on Intimacy

Friday - January 13th

8:00 P.M.

UNCLE BONSAI

"Uncle Bonsai, a folk-pop trio from Seattle, performs funny

original songs whose exquisite musical detail and subtle

needling wit attain a level of craft not often seen in pop."

Stephen Holdcn,

NY Times

'The group has achieved an almost cult status ...delighting

audiences with such songsas'Cheerleadcrs on Drugs', 'Chubby

Wanna Sundae', 'BoysWant Sex in the Morning'... Their music

ranges from irreverent to ironic, from satirical to sad. And
despite the folk tag, their music defies catagorization as it

incorporatesclementsof jaz, pop,broadway, reggae, and clas-

sical."

Carlos Andreas Pedraza,

Associated Press
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Schmidt Speaks on Women in South Africa..,)
By MELISSA CRABTREE
On Friday Professor

Elizabeth Schmidt led a

discussion on African women
in South Africa. She began
by explaining the history of

women under the apartheid

system, a history that few
know.

"African women are
oppressed on the basis of race

sex and class. They are at the

bottom of the social and
economic hierarchy." Since

there is no social security

system, women without pay
bear the social costs of

production.

Schmidt stated that "prior

to the penetration of
industrialization and the

weakening of African social

structures, African women in

the rural areas fulfilled

vital economic functions.

While men hunted and raised

cattle, the women cultivated

and harvested the crops and
cared for the children and
the household. With the

erosion of the homeland
economy, and the outward
flow of male workers into the

"white areas," the social

status of the African women
declined, while their
workload more than doubled.

As the soil lost its fertility,

and the homeland
environment deteriorated,

the women's role as

cultivator and provider
eroded, and with it, women's
social status."

Rather than being major
contributors of the family,

the livelihood of women
became increasingly
dependent upon male
earnings. Of course, these

earnings were not secure. The
women were expected to feed

themselves which allowed
the mining companies to pay
the men less for their labor.

Schmidt then turned the

discussion toward urban
migration, saying," the land

shortage and deteriorating

productivity of the
homelands coincided with
the rise of South Africa's

manufacturing sector...

starting in the mid 40"s

onward—Africans left the

homelands to go to the

cities."

"Women worked as

seamstresses, laundresses,

beer brewers and street

hawkers and were frequently

omitted from censors
calculations." The women
were not granted social

security or unemployment
benefits.

Schmidt told the audience
that African women earn on
the average less that half

the wages of African men and
only 8% of white men's
average earnings. In rural

areas a woman is lucky if she
earns nine dollars a week.
Schmidt said that the

border industries are the

worst. "They are specifically

set up to exploit the labor of

women who are left behind in

rural areas. The 50 firms in

the Botshabclo area alone
are mostly Taiwanese and
Israeli owned. The women
are employed to dig toilet

holes at a rate of $1.70 a day.
At the present time, 60% of

the women are agricultural

workers who live on white
farms or work as domestic
servants. The servants live in

shacks in the backyard.
They are not allowed by law
to see their husbands and
lovers. These women earn 100

dollars a month and work 60-

70 hours a week.

Schmidt stated that the
women also have the burden
of raising their

children because they see
their husbands once a year.

Thirty to fifty percent of all

children die before their

fifth birthday in rural areas.
" Inequality starts at a

young age," Prof. Schmidt
pointed out. " All African

children are deprived from
education. The government
spends ten times as much on
white children than on black

children. African girls suffer

more then boys, having no
access to artisanal training .

Education is not free - so

families usually choose to

educate boys who will earn

higher wages than girls."

In the 1930's women began
to resist this oppression.

Many immigrated to the

cities and set up brewing
companies. The South
African government made it

illegal for the black women
to brew beer because it took

business away from the white

dominated companies. The
women held a protest outside

of Soweto and "beat up"
African men who bought beer

from white companies."

During the early 1950's, the

African women were a major
part of the bus boycotts.

In 1954, the government
decided to impose pass laws

on the women. The

Elizabeth Schmic

women immedia
protesting and delayed

imposition of the law
for

years.

"On the basis of race

black south African wo
suffer the same disabi

as African men. Becav

their sex, however, I

carry a double burde

Schmidt made it clear

African women have "

been passive victims to

plight.
' They have res.,

the Apartheid regime

their utmost."

Schmidt proclaim!

"Until apartheid has hi

dismantled, the conditions

the women, both as w
and as black people,

never be acceptable."

.and Comments on Board's Divestment Policy
By MELISSA CRABTREE
On Thursday November 10,

the night before the Board of

Trustees meeting, professor
Elizabeth Schmidt from
Macalister College gave a
speech on "Isolating South
Africa: Apartheid and
Colorado College."

Schmidt has spent the past
ten years studying sanctions
and divestment in Zimbabwe
and South Africa and has
written many United Nations

and Institute for Policy
Studies documents, including
"Decoding Corporate
Camouflagc:U.S. Business
Support for Apartheid."
During 1985 and 1986 Schmidt
spent one year in Zimbabwe
on a Fullbright scholarship
and wrote a U.N. document on
the Impact of Economic
Sanctions on Rhodesia.
Schmidt opened her speech

by stating "many Americans
still believe that when it

The Colorado College

Symposium on Intimacy

Wednesday - January 11th

3:30 P.M.

BERNIE ZILBERGELD
Psychotherapist and Author

- will speak on -

"Men, Women, Sex and Intimacy"

Male Sexuality - "The most humane, sympathetic, common-
sensical book on the subject."

Washington Post Book World

The Shrinking of America (Myths of Spychological Change) -

"Zilbergeld persuasively challenges widespread mythsabout
the need for practicability of personal change... By taking the
wind out of extravagant expectations. He points to a more
humane and realistic way of thinking about ourselves. I

heartily recommend this tightly argued, well-written book to
therapists, therapy-consumers, and others who are consider-
ing changing themselves.

Arnold A. Lazarus, Ph.D.
Author of The Practice of Multimodal Therapy

comes to black South
Africans, we know what's
best for them." Such people
decry sanctions because
"blacks will suffer most",
without stopping to consider
what blacks themselves are
asking for or what sacrifices

they themselves are making.
Schmidt went on to say

that Americans have chosen
to intensify the promotion of
the Sullivan Principles.
Using the research which she
found while working on
"Decoding Corporate
Camouflage", Schmidt
proved that these Sullivan
Principles are a farce- empty
publicity gimmicks that
allow management to chalk
up do-gooder points and
circumvent black trade
unions."

Schmidt said that the
fundamental question in
South Africa is not one of
housing and jobs, but of

political power. The goal is

not to make black life under
apartheid more palatable,
but to abolish the system
altogether. This task won't
be accomplished through the

desegregation of toilets, the
building of recreational areas
or even job training.

"Divestment is a good
alternative to the Sullivan
principles" Schmidt said..."

and divestment is not simply
a symbolic gesture with little

effect. For Colorado College
to divest is not the isolated

individual action of a single
college or religious institution

or pension plan. It is part of a

mass movement. Each
individual divestiture must
be considered as part of that

collectivity and judged
according to the effectiveness
of the whole and it is a
powerful force for change."
Schmidt then gave statistics

on the growing divestment
movement.

The Sullivan
Principles are a farce -

empty publicity
gimmicks that allow
managment to check up
on do-gooder points
and circumvent black
trade unions.

"By 1987 actions taken by
22 states, 14 counties, 130
colleges and universities and
religious organizations
resulted in the sale of billions

of dollars of stock There is

currently a bill for mandatory
sanctions before congress. It

would ban imports and
exports and investments in
South Africa in other
words, the U.S. anti-
apartheid movement,
together with other forces, is

having a major effect".

Schmidt claimed that full

sanctions do work in the long
run. She supported this by
explaining the effects of
sanctions on Rhodesia.
Schmidt reported that the
chamber of commerce of
Rhodesia said "sanctions by
themselves sooner or later

brim

tests t

intirr.

bion

sy

chard

lithor

[en C

forced a political decisii

No economy in the worldt ,en tc

exist under a sanctions Ij

situation for a long period

time. ..sooner or lal

something had to git

Ultimately the white
had to choose bctwet

financing the war at

financing the economy.
the long run econon

constraints, in the form

sanctions, shortened then

and thus, lcssent

bloodshed."
Schmidt said that

South African economy
even more vulnerable

sanctions then Rhodesia t

been in 1980." South Africa

in it's worst economic cm:

A newspaper editor in Sdj

Africa has expressed his It

of sanctions.... 'the west'

the power to do consideral

damage and if our economj

affected we will becot

increasingly politic'

defenseless.'"

Schmidt then addrei

CC's policy of selecli

divestment. "All of the

'

companies are upholding

apartheid regime
supplying the governt*

with computers, oil, etc. y
can you selectively d|

when all companies
J

helping the white a
country?" AH decisions

the Colorado College W
of Trustees are political

Schmidt ended by &]

"unless Americans join

South Africans in imp' 1

tough sanctions, their bit

will be on our hands."



Dorm Discussions
Preview Symposium

•ElAINE WALSH Also featured at the
BE THERE! What is that symposium is Uncle Bonzai, a
usivc slogan that's popping folk-pop satirical trio.

jail over campus and what The symposium will consist
ks it mean? of lectures, discussions and
EC is having a symposium coffee hours designed to

tout the topic of intimacy encourage open intellectual
jiuary 9-14 which will be discourse. During the coffee

Jen to the public. With an hours, people will be able to

10,000 budget at their talk informally with the
sposal, the college was able featured guest speakers.
bring in 22 distinguished Students can take advantage

icsts to speak about the topic of a rare opportunity to meet
intimacy. withCC's guest speakers by
Imong the participants of volunteering as student hosts,
e symposium will be Students can choose which
chard Dawkins of Oxford, visitor they would like to
Ihor of The Selfish Gene; host and their only duty is to
len Gilchrist, who wrote 'make them welcome at CC.

|
novel The Annunciation; The hosts can pick up their

P Paul Robinson from the guests at the airport, take
apartment of History at them out to dinner, or even
anford, who wrote The take them to Murph's.
okmzation of Sex. If anyone is interested in
BUtoer Prize winner Annie becoming a student host, or if

..

rd win speak about they need 'more information
timacy with nature, a about the symposium, they
Pe m her book Pilgrim at can call Katherine
~L£2£t Shelley, 635-2705.
'RVEF continued
>me of the other individual concerns:
raking popular classes more accessible
tetter access tor handicapped and disabled students on
•ampus
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LL not having
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,-r-SiSeryice Problems 7
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,^
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25
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NEWSA
Alumni Enlighten Students on
Challenges of Career World

By KATE ELDER
What can you do with a

Colorado College education?
Last Thursday about thirty

CC alumni came to Worner
Center for the 1988 Career
Symposium, to describe what
they have done since
graduation and to give
students advice on what they
can do at college and
afterwards to get employed.
Most of the graduates said

that their success was a
mixture of luck and
experience. Karen Conway
said she was "in the right

place at the right time" in

terms of getting her position
as Director of Public
Relations for Praco, Ltd. She
also stressed that "you gotta

get you foot in the door"
through internships and
volunteer work in the areas
that interest you.

When she was at CC,
Conway managed KRCC and
worked as a disc jockey at

KSSS, a local country music
station.

Conway says her
Philosophy major helped her
"to think, argue, convince
others. ..you are constantly
trying to describe
complicated matters in a

concise manner because you
are constantly fighting for

people's time."

Lynne Cribari, who
graduated with a degree in

Political Science, is now the

Editorial Director for KOAA
Television, an NBC affiliate.

She is responsible for

researching and writing
editorials about local or

national issues.

Cribari said the most
exciting work she has done
was six weeks in Seoul

Braun Wins
Las Vegas

Vacation
By STEVE BROWN
Last Week, the Sigma Chi

fraternity sponsored a

fundraiser which will send
senior Heather Braun and a

guest to Las Vegas for 24

hours with 100 dollars in

spending money.

Tickets for the drawing
were sold at Worner Center.

The drawing took place

Friday night at the Sigma
Chi house. The event raised

approximately 200 dollars

for the Wallace Village

Center, a home for

underprivileged children in

Broomfield, Colorado.

The campus was supportive

and the Sigma Chi fraternity

hopes for continued support

for charity fundraisers in the

near future

covering the 1988 summer
Olympics for NBC, an
assignment she got because of
"luck and a few connections."

Cribari agrees that "most
people are sorry if they don't

have some kind of experience
before graduation, in terms of

internships, etc..."

Scott Smith, who majored
in English, is now a

sportswritcr for the Gazette
Telegraph. He started
working at the Gazette part-

time his senior year and has
stayed because, "I knew I

liked to write and I liked

sports.. .and there was an
opening right after
graduation."

Smith says the
conservative paper whose
editorials "sometimes border
on lunacy," has to respect its

audience. For instance, he
says, "I hate the Broncos, I

hate pro-football, 1 hate
football. ..but your obligation
is to the reader..."

James Merrill has a private

practice specializing in

environmental law. After
graduating in 1975, he says,

"I wanted to stay here for two
more years but they said no,
you're outta here, so I sent the

check and took the damn test

[LSAT]."

Although he is

enthusiastic about his work
he is still interested in many
other areas. "I don't know if I

want to be a lawyer.
Sometimes I hate to try

cases. ..but you need the

experience and ability to

negotiate."

For those seniors taking

their LSATs and applying to

law school, Merrill reassures,

"I took them [LSATs] and

bombed thcm...nobodv's
asked me about my LSATs,
my GPA since then- it's

bullshit. ..your credentials
that matter are on the inside,
not on paper."

Most of the alumni say
their careers are not static in

any way. They all stress
openness to other fields or to

a transformation of their
present job.

Jose Barrera, who majored
in English, is now a Human
Relations Specialist-
Community Advocate. He
believes his openness to
change is a result of a liberal

arts education and the
"different classes and
perspectives offered at CC."
His job involves community

education about human
relations and advocating
rights for the disadvantaged.
He says the job is,

"flexible.. .there's no limit to

what I want to do,. ..the only
limit is my imagination."

Although Dr. Albert Brown
, a 1959 graduate in Physics,
is now employed as a

physicist, he asserts that his

education outside Palmer
(then the science building) is

what he is relying on now.
After spending half his

career as a physicist for

private industries and the

other half for the
government, Brown's position

has transformed into one that

demands advanced ability in

speaking and writing. He is

now in program management
which not only requires him
to have an understanding of

the scientific aspects of the

project, but also to write

concise briefings and create

arguments for the program for

funds.

The Colorado College

Symposium on Intimacy

Tuesday - January 10th "

3:30 P.M.

HARRY STEIN
Author and Journalist

- will speak on -

'The 'New' Man: Who Wants Him?"

One of the Guys - "Harry Stein is not afraid to lead with his

heart. That is what made his 'Ethics' column such a success in

Esquire, and that is what makes One of the Guys an honest

and poignant account of one man's path to adulthood."

Bob Greene, author

Good Morning, Merry Sunshine

Ethics (and other liabilities) - "Witty, insightful, thought-pro-

voking. His gift is raising issues to the reader's conscience

without preaching. Instead, he provokes thought."

Indianapolis Star
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Schmidt Speaks on Women in South AfricaJ
ffiU

By MELISSA CRABTREE
On Friday Professor

Elizabeth Schmidt led a

discussion on African women
in South Africa. She began

by explaining the history of

women under the apartheid

system, a history that few
know.

"African women are
oppressed on the basis of race

sex and class. They are at the

bottom of the social and
economic hierarchy." Since

there is no social security

system, women without pay
bear the social costs of

production.

Schmidt stated that "prior

to the penetration of

industrialization and the

weakening of African social

structures, African women in

the rural areas fulfilled

vital economic functions.

While men hunted and raised

cattle, the women cultivated

and harvested the crops and
cared for the children and
the household. With the

erosion of the homeland
economy, and the outward
flow of male workers into the

"white areas," the social

status of the African women
declined, while their
workload more than doubled.

As the soil lost its fertility,

and the homeland
environment deteriorated,

the women's role as

cultivator and provider
eroded, and with it, women's
social status."

Rather than being major

contributors of the family,

the livelihood of women
became increasingly
dependent upon male
earnings. Of course, these

earnings were not secure. The
women were expected to feed

themselves which allowed

the mining companies to pay
the men less for their labor.

Schmidt then turned the

discussion toward urban
migration, saying," the land

shortage and deteriorating

productivity of the

homelands coincided with
the rise of South Africa's

manufacturing sector...

starting in the mid 40's

onward—Africans left the

homelands to go to the

cities."

"Women worked as

seamstresses, laundresses,

beer brewers and street

hawkers and were frequently

omitted from censors
calculations." The women
were not granted social

security or uncmployiftent

benefits.

Schmidt told the audience
that African women earn on
the average less that half

the wages of African men and
only 8% of white men's
average earnings. In rural

areas a woman is lucky if she

earns nine dollars a week.
Schmidt said that the

border industries are the

worst. "They are specifically

set up to exploit the labor of

women who are left behind in

rural areas. The 50 firms in

the Botshabclo area alone
are mostly Taiwanese and
Israeli owned. The women
arc employed to dig toilet

holes at a rate of $1.70 a day.

At the present time, 60% of

the women are agricultural

workers who live on white
farms or work as domestic
servants. The servants live in

shacks in the backyard.
They arc not allowed by law
to see their husbands and
lovers. These women earn 100

dollars a month and work 60-

70 hours a week.

Schmidt stated that the
women also have the burden
of raising their

children because they see
their husbands once a year.

Thirty to fifty percent of all

children die before their

fifth birthday in rural areas.

" Inequality starts at a

young age," Prof. Schmidt
pointed out. " All African

children are deprived from
education. The government
spends ten times as much on
white children than on black

children. African girls suffer

more then boys, having no
access to artisanal training .

Education is not free - so

families usually choose to

educate boys who will earn

higher wages than girls."

In the l^Cs women began
to resist this oppression.

Many immigrated to the

cities and set up brewing
companies. The South
African government made it

illegal for the black women
to brew beer because it took

business away from the white

dominated companies. The
women held a protest outside

of Soweto and "beat up"
African men who bought beer

from white companies."

During the early 1950's, the

African women were a major

part of the bus boycotts.

In 1954, the government
decided to impose pass laws

on the women. The

Elizabeth Schn

women immediately
w

protesting and delays
imposition of the law ffl

years.

"On the basis of race

black south African M
suffer the same disabili,

as African men. Because'

their sex, however,
carry a double burde

Schmidt made it clear

African women have
been passive victims

plight. They have i

the Apartheid regime

their utmost."

Schmidt proclaim

"Until apartheid has b

dismantled, the con

the women, both as won

and as black people
never be acceptable."

...and Comments on Board's Divestment Policy
By MELISSA CRABTREE
On Thursday November 10,

the night before the Board of

Trustees meeting, professor
Elizabeth Schmidt from
Macalister College gave a
speech on "Isolating South
Africa: Apartheid and
Colorado College."

Schmidt has spent the past
ten years studying sanctions
and divestment in Zimbabwe
and South Africa and has
written many United Nations

and Institute for Policy
Studies documents, including
"Decoding Corporate
Camouflaged.S. Business
Support for Apartheid."
During 1985 and 1986 Schmidt
spent one year in Zimbabwe
on a Fullbright scholarship
and wrote a U.N. document on
the Impact of Economic
Sanctions on Rhodesia.
Schmidt opened her speech

by stating "many Americans
still believe that when it

The Colorado College

Symposium on Intimacy

Wednesday - January 11th

3:30 P.M.

BERNIE ZILBERGELD
Psychotherapist and Author

- will speak on -

"Men, Women, Sex and Intimacy"

Male Sexuality - "The most humane, sympathetic, common-
sensical book on the subject."

Washington Post Book World

The Shrinking of America (Myths of Spychological Change) -

"Zilbergeld persuasively challenges widespreadmythsabout
the need for practicability of personal change... By taking the
wind out of extravagant expectations. He points to a more
humane and realistic way of thinking about ourselves. I

heartily recommend this tightly argued, well-written book to
therapists, therapy-consumers, and others who arc consider-
ing changing themselves.

Arnold A. Lazarus, Ph.D.
Author of The Practice of Multimodal Therapy

comes to black South
Africans, we know what's
best for them." Such people
decry sanctions because
"blacks will suffer most",
without stopping to consider
what blacks themselves are
asking for or what sacrifices

they themselves are making.
Schmidt went on to say

that Americans have chosen
to intensify the promotion of
the Sullivan Principles.
Using the research which she
found while working on
"Decoding Corporate
Camouflage", Schmidt
proved that these Sullivan
Principles are a farce- empty
publicity gimmicks that
allow management to chalk
up do-gooder points and
circumvent black trade
unions."

Schmidt said that the
fundamental question in
South Africa is not one of
housing and jobs, but of

political power. The goal is

not to make black life under
apartheid more palatable,
but to abolish the system
altogether. This task won't
be accomplished through the
desegregation of toilets, the
building of recreational areas
or even job training.

"Divestment is a good
alternative to the Sullivan
principles" Schmidt said..."

and divestment is not simply
a symbolic gesture with little

effect. For Colorado College
to divest is not the isolated
individual action of a single
college or religious institution

or pension plan. It is part of a

mass movement. Each
individual divestiture must
be considered as part of that

collectivity and judged
according to the effectiveness
of the whole and it is a
powerful force for change."
Schmidt then gave statistics

on the growing divestment
movement.

The Sullivan
Principles are a farce -

empty publicity
gimmicks that allow
managment to check up
on do-gooder points
and circumvent black
trade unions.

"By 1987 actions taken by
22 states, 14 counties, 130
colleges and universities and
religious organizations
resulted in the sale of billions

of dollars of stock There is

currently a bill for mandatory
sanctions before congress. It

would ban imports and
exports and investments in
South Africa in other
words, the U.S. anti-
apartheid movement,
together with other forces, is

having a major effect".

Schmidt claimed that full

sanctions do work in the long
run. She supported this by
explaining the effects of
sanctions on Rhodesia.
Schmidt reported that the
chamber of commerce of
Rhodesia said "sanctions by
themselves sooner or later
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forced a political decisio
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No economy in the worldt )en t0
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situation for a long period

time... sooner

something had to gi
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Ultimately the white
had to choose betwe

financing the war a

financing the economy,
the long run econou

constraints, in the form

sanctions, shortened the

and thus, lesseni

bloodshed."

Schmidt said that

South African economy

even more vulnerable

sanctions then Rhodesia*

been in 1980." South Afrio

in ifs worst economic erur

A newspaper editor in Sot

Africa has expressed his If

of sanctions.... 'the wesl

the power to do consider)!

damage and if our economy

affected we will be*

increasingly political

defenseless.'"
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CC's policy of selcdi

divestment. "All of the I
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with computers, oil, etc 8
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helping the white ""

country?" All decisions

the Colorado College Bo!

of Trustees are political-

Schmidt ended by sajj
1

"unless Americans join h11

South Africans in imp"'

tough sanctions, their

will be on our hands."
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Alumni Enlighten Students on
Challenges of Career World

By KATE ELDER
What can you do with a

Colorado College education?
Last Thursday about thirty

CC alumni came to Worner
Center for the 1988 Career
Symposium, to describe what
they have done since
graduation and to give
students advice on what they
can do at college and
afterwards to get employed.
Most of the graduates said

that their success was a

mixture of luck and
experience. Karen Conway
said she was "in the right

place at the right time" in

terms of getting her position

as Director of Public
Relations for Praco, Ltd. She
also stressed that "you gotta

get you foot in the door"
through internships and
volunteer work in the areas

that interest you.

When she was at CC,
Conway managed KRCC and
worked as a disc jockey at

KSSS, a local country music
station.

Conway says her
Philosophy major helped her

"to think, argue, convince
others. ..you are constantly

trying to describe
complicated matters in a

concise manner because you
are constantly fighting for

people's time."

Lynne Cribari, who
graduated with a degree in

Political Science, is now the

Editorial Director for KOAA
Television, an NBC affiliate.

She is responsible for

researching and writing
editorials about local or

national issues.

Cribari said the most
exciting work she has done
was six weeks in Seoul

Braun Wins
Las Vegas

Vacation
" By STEVE BROWN

Last Week, the Sigma Chi

fraternity sponsored a

fundraiser which will send

senior Heather Braun and a

guest to Las Vegas for 24

hours with 100 dollars in

spending money.

Tickets for the drawing
were sold at Worner Center.

The drawing took place

Friday night at the Sigma
Chi house. The event raised

approximately 200 dollars

for the Wallace Village

Center, a home for

underprivileged children in

Broomficld, Colorado.

The campus was supportive

and the Sigma Chi fraternity

hopes for continued support

for charity fundraisers in the

near future

covering the 1988 summer
Olympics for NBC, an
assignment she got because of

"luck and a few connections."

Cribari agrees that "most
people are sorry if they don't

have some kind of experience

before graduation, in terms of

internships, etc..."

Scott Smith, who majored
in English, is now a

sportswriter for the Gazette
Telegraph. He started
working at the Gazette part-

time his senior year and has

stayed because, "I knew I

liked to write and I liked

sports. ..and there was an
opening right after
graduation."

Smith says the
conservative paper whose
editorials "sometimes border
on lunacy," has to respect its

audience. For instance, he
says, "I hate the Broncos, I

hate pro-football, I hate
football. ..but your obligation

is to the reader..."

James Merrill has a private

practice specializing in

environmental law. After
graduating in 1975, he says,

"I wanted to stay here for two
more years but they said no,

you're outta here, so I sent the

check and took the damn test

[LSAT]."

Although he is

enthusiastic about his work
he is still interested in many
other areas. "I don't know if I

want to be a lawyer.
Sometimes I hate to try

cases. ..but you need the

experience and ability to

negotiate."

For those seniors taking

their LSATs and applying to

law school, Merrill reassures,

"I took them [LSATs] and

bombed them. ..nobody's
asked me about my LSATs,
my GPA since then- it's

bullshit. ..your credentials
that matter are on the inside,

not on paper."

Most of the alumni say
their careers are not static in

any way. They all stress

openness to other fields or to

a transformation of their
present job.

Jose Barrera, who majored
in English, is now a Human
Relations Specialist-
Community Advocate. He
believes his openness to

change is a result of a liberal

arts education and the
"different classes and
perspectives offered at CC."
His job involves community

education about human
relations and advocating
rights for the disadvantaged.
He says the job is,

"flexible.. .there's no limit to

what I want to do,...the only

limit is my imagination."

Although Dr. Albert Brown
, a 1959 graduate in Physics,

is now employed as a

physicist, he asserts that his

education outside Palmer
(then the science building) is

what he is relying on now.
After spending half his

career as a physicist for

private industries and the

other half for the
government, Brown's position

has transformed into one that

demands advanced ability in

speaking and writing. He is

now in program management
which not only requires him
to have an understanding of

the scientific aspects of the

project, but also to write

concise briefings and create

arguments for the program for

funds.

The Colorado College

Symposium on Intimacy

Tuesday - January 10th

3:30 P.M.

HARRY STEIN
Author and Journalist

- will speak on -

"The 'New' Man: Who Wants Him?"

One of the Guys - "Harry Stein is not afraid to lead with his

heart. That is what made his 'Ethics' column such a success in

Esquire, and that is what makes One of the Guys an honest

and poignant account of one man's path to adulthood."

Bob Greene, author

Good Morning, Merry Sunshine

Ethics (and other Liabilities) - "Witty, insightful, thought-pro-

voking. His gift is raising issues to the reader's conscience

without preaching. Instead, he provokes thought."

Indianapolis Star
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What Do You Think Of The Tenure System ?

COMPILED BY PATRICIA
Mclaughlin and damien
RAFFA

T.K. BARTON-History

It is generally okay. It

allows you to speak openly

and vigorously without fear

of retributions.

I welcome the job guarantee.

CC salaries are good in

comparison. Beginning salary

is as low as about $28,000.

After 30 years (it is) $55,00-

$60,000 which is not a

horrible salary to bean
pickers, but it doesn't

compare to Yuppies.

The tenure decision came
about in the teens when
faculty members were being

fired for political opinions.

Yale was firing people for

political decisions in the

1930's, but Yale is a second

class university.

There are fights within the

faculty, so what else is new?
There is no organized group to

get rid of radical members.

JUDY GENOVA-Philosophy

It's an unavoidable evil. I

can't see doing away with it.

It can make people lazy, non-
competitive, but it usually

doesn't. Most of the businesses

will move a 50-year-old
around, but academia needsPH

youths. Many fine, wonderful
people come and we have to

let them go.

If you teach at one place
and don't get tenure, you'll

have a hard time getting
another job. You'd have to

replace tenure with long time
guarantees.

JAMES MALCOLM- Dr^

Everyone has gotten J
within the last ten

except two. The process

way it works, is designed

protect less than the best

it turns out good is the enj

of the best. My fear is

the tenure system is desii

protect the avera.

Committees should

DAN TYNAN-English
At best it's designed to

protect educational freedom,

but it becomes a way for

faculty to coast. Here that is

rare. The value of academic
freedom is so precious.
Anything that protects
freedom in inquiry and
expression I would support.

The tenure granting process

is very thorough; tenure must
be earned. The system is

designed to find 'the

outstanding teacher, not the

mediocre.

Ultimately, it comes down to

the possibility of making
mistakes. All tough decisions

involve human judgement.

protecting the college.

It's the Death
Salesman syndrome; what

you do, throw them outl
grapefruit rind? Maybe

tfe

should be a system of revi

for tenures professors they,

be tuned up when their ens

fails so they can stay
vit

There are faculty men*
who wish they were doii

something else. Oik

faculty say admissioi

should get better studem

We should get better

The sculptor cannot blameli

clay.

Stay tuned for an article

about CC's review and tenure
policies in the Dec.2 issue.
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How Many People Heard Us Screaming For Help Monday Night?
I know the people that

opened their door and shut it

again did. Later they told us

they thought it was just a

man yelling at his wife.

(Just??) Whoever opened a

window and shut it again
heard.

I know the maintenance
man who walked right by us
heard. I know because my
friend screamed, "I am
putting you on citizen's arrest

and that man (pointing to the
man walking not even 100
feet in front of us) is a

TheColorado College

Symposium on Intimacy

Thursday - January 12

1:30 P.M.

MOLLY HASKELL
Film Critic for Vogue

- will speak on -

"Intimacy versus Romance in the Movies"

From Reverence to Rape: The Treatment of Women in the Movies -

"Haskell is interested in women- how they are used in movies,
how they use movies, and how the parts they play function as
projections and verifications of our my tlis about women's lot
and woman's psyche and even lately, women's lib."

Jane Kramer, Village Voice

"[Haskell's] book is short on militant rhetoric and long on wise
constructive insight. She explores the tensions and potential-
iteies of heterosexual relationships, as portrayed in the movies,
with such humorous sympathetic skill that both sexes can
enjoy, and profit from her work."

J.M. Mclnerny, Best Sellers

witness. Sir, do you know the

number of the police? Call

them, please!" He responded
"What's the problem?" and
walked inside before he
heard the answer.

Two friends of mine and I

were walking a block away
from the campus discussing

Jeff Strain's article in last

week's issue of The Catalyst

when two men approached us

with "Hey Babies."
Frustrated, my friend replied

"oh, fuck off." The men sped
off in their car.

Minutes later we realized

they had followed us as the

shorter of the two men
jumped out of his car and ran

to where we were walking.

What followed was a loud

string of physical threats,

obscenities, and "I'm going to

ram a bat up your ass."

Bottom line; we are fine.

We managed to walk away
unharmed. But, I'm scared.
He was ready to "ram a bat"
up a woman's ass. Where in

Colorado Springs did he go
after he left us?

We have all heard worse
things shouted at us then
"Hey babies." If we had just

kept walking, he wouldn't

have followed us. So how far

do you go when someone
throws out a cat-call at you?

I learned a lot Monday
night; my body and my safety

are a hell of a lot more
important to me than my
pride. Next time, I'll keep
walking.

What makes me more angry
than being threatened is the

people that sat in their

homes and listened to me
scream. With three women
screaming wildly, it was
obviously not "just" a
domestic fight. We weren't
asking for anyone to throw
themselves in front of us, just

to pick up the phone to call

the police.

The CC security system is

strong, but you have to
depend upon yourself by
swallowing your pride and
asking for that ride home.
Right to the door. And never
hesitate to call the police if

you hear someone screaming
outside. It could be your
roommate.

Name withheld for security.

To 'Edit

The Catafyst

or

Ihz

'Disparaging

T,ye

Applications are

available at the

Worner desk.

The Deadline is

NOVEMBER 23
rf

.

Questions - contact

Jean Boyer

ext. 2249 or

Worner box 237.
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/[ Volunteer's

journal Entry
Lima, underneath the

^ clouds and in among the

its covered with a brown

, t
of dirt, oil and garbage,

!S a home for dying men. In

I
of ways it seemed like

insane asylum. I could

r
screaming coming from

uy of the rooms and

mcmbcr a man who walked

and down the courtyard

jning his hand up and down

^ stucco wall.

[ always used to think

jrsing homes smellcd

appealing because of the

iliseptic they used to cover

the smell of urine. Here

« didn't use antiseptic and

had to watch where you

•c stepping in the

rtyard.

would stand and watch

metimes from a room out

to the market and see

coplc buying and selling the

tolen goods for which that

tfion of town was notorious.

In another one of these

oms were children. We
crc first made aware of

em when the only one who
d freedom of movement, in

wheelchair, came around us

e first day we worked
lere.

There were four of them.

wo of the others were in

ibs and one was sitting

rapped in a child's seat

yith wheels that was tied to

ic iron bars of a window
rate. He had wet his pants

nd probably would not be
)le to get them changed
ntil later that day when the

wis would be able to take

me out to look in on them.

One of the boys was tied by
is wrists and his ankles to

ic metal side bars of his

*. He was about five or six

«d was very sick. He had
town up on himself and was

Qaning very lowly. I

sumed that he was tied up
"use his fever included
me delirium. Two of us
Hied and cleaned him.

Mother started to play
* the child strapped into
* chair. He would smile
was happy for the few

oments that one of us
y«i with him.
he boy in the crib we just

* out and held and rocked
J listened to his low

moaning. At other times we
ran the boy in the
wheelchair up, down and
around the sidewalks of the

courtyard. It made me
think later what their lives

were about. They didn't seem
to be living for much.
In the U.S. some- -ef the

mental and physical diseases

they were suffering from
could have possibly been
taken care of, but not here; not

in the third world. Even
today I wonder if those
children are alive.

I thought about them for a
long time, and I began to

realize that even if they
were shown love only for

moments each day either by
the nuns or by others who
worked there, their lives

were worth living. If those

same children were out on the

street they would definitely

not be alive.

I never thought I would be

able to give a person a bath 01

clean up vomit or change a

diaper. I was very
apprehensive about even
going down to Peru to work. I

didn't know what to expect. I

feel as though what I learned

from the people I worked
with taught me so much more
than I ever could have given

them.

Arlo Guthrie said last

Sunday, when you open up
your heart and your mind you
can make a difference. It

doesn't matter how small the

difference you make is. Even
if its working with children

here in town or helping in a

food drive or even giving
some one who's feeling low a

smile, you are making a

difference.

If there is anyone who
would like to relate an
experience about
voluntecrism please contact

The Catalyst. If anyone has
any questions or comments
about volunteerism here at

CC please feel free to contact

Suzy Klien x2325, Nurhan
Gccgil x2243, Leigh
McDonald x2282, Sue
Kerrigan x2297, or Jim
Marshall x2298.

Rocky Flats Spreads Cancer
Across The Front Range
By ANN MAYO and
SARAH KEEPERS
Rocky Flats, located

sixteen miles northwest of

Denver and twelve miles

south of Boulder, processes

plutonium for the production

of atomic triggers for nuclear

weapons. Plutonium is highly

dangerous in small doses,

causing cancer and brain

tumors when inhaled or

ingested.

The first Sunday of every

month, a group of concerned

citizens walks the twelve
miles from Boulder to the

gates of Rocky Flats,

protesting the contaminated
mess made by the plant. This

month, six members of the

campus group CCAP (College

Citizens Active for Peace)

joined in the walk. At the

entrance to the plant they

peacefully demonstrated,
weaving yarn through the

barbed-wire fences and gates.

The web represented the

ecological network of life

which Rocky Flats and the

nuclear industry are

destroying through their non-

sustainable practices. Strung

across the gates, the yarn was
also a symbolic blockade
against the shipment of bomb
parts, the careless storage of

nuclear waste, and the little -

publicized radioactive leaks

and spills.

Each year Rocky Flats

produces 75,000 cubic yards

of radioactive waste:
plutonium-contaminated

rags, machine parts and
liquids. In the past, it has

been shipped by train in

sealed 55-gallon drums to a

storage facility in Idaho. But

in October, Idaho's Governor
Andrus banned any further

waste storage in his state. A
train carrying 140 of these

waste drums was sent back to

Rocky Flats.

In the future, waste from

Rocky Flats will be stored at

WIPP (Waste Isolation Pilot

Plant) in New Mexico (the

waste will be trucked
through Colorado Springs on
1-25). But this facility is still

under construction and is not

expected to open until the

mid 1990s. So for now, the

trainloads of radioactive

waste accumulate at Rocky
Flats, surrounded by a

metropolis of 1.7 million

people, in buildings that

were not designed for long-

term storage.

Rocky Flats has a history

of unreported fires, improper
handling of stored waste,

faulty equipment, sloppy

work habits, and
inattcntivencss. As a result,

there have repeatedly been
leaks and spills of

radioactive materials. In

May of this year, a

the product of chemicals and
radioactive materials
released in spills, fires and
leaks. The cost of cleaning up
Rocky Flats has been
estimated at a minimum of

$755 million.

With all its problems,
Rocky Flats is an essential

link in the country's nuclear
weapons industry, for it is the

sole producer of plutonium
parts. Closing the plant

radioactive spill was
credited to defective storage

containers. The concrete
containers had deteriorated

to the consistency of

mayonnaise. In July, twelve
cubic feet of radioactive
waste spilled and plant
officials waited a week to

report it. On September 29,

three workers were exposed
to radiation as a result of

poorly posted warnings. This

final incident led to the

Department of Energy closing

one building of the plant.

There arc presently 107

polluted sites at the plant.

would halt the country's

relentless churning-out of

nuclear weapons and pose a

serious threat to the policy of

nuclear deterrence.

All those interested in

protesting are welcome to join

the monthly walks. It leaves

at 8:30 a.m. from the Loomis

lounge the first Sunday of

every month. CCAP meets

Monday evenings at 7:00 in

upstairs Worner.

The Colorado College

Symposium on Intimacy

Wednesday - January 11th

8:00 P.M.

RICHARD DAWKINS
Sociobiologist

Oxford University

-will speak on -

"Ancestral Voices" •

The Selfish Gene - "A splendid example of how difficult scien-

tific ideas can be explained by someone who understands

them and is willing to take the trouble."

The New Yorker

The Blind Watchmaker - 'This might be the most important

book on evolution since Darwin."

The Good Book Guide
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CCCAA Member Discusses Student Apathy
BY HILARY GARNSEY South African companies.

Right before many people's Senior Wendy Gannett, a

closed eyes, the CCCAA major influence within the

group on campus is taking CCCAA, finds this proposal

long, painful strides forward unacceptable. She feels that

in their fight against any company in South Africa

apartheid in South Africa, supports apartheid, so all of

The group, which recently them must be treated with

brought the movie Cry similar sanctions.

Freedom to campus dorms and Last Friday, the anti-

the speaker Elizabeth apartheid group arranged for

Schmidt to Packard, has been a rally. The rallying and
an active group on the CC singing began outside of

campus for years. Armstrong, and eventually

The main functions which made it's way to the Board

the CCCAA serve vary each of Trustees meeting. The rally

year as the members decide was not welcomed. The Board

what issues are deserving of found it disruptive and
the most attention. Currently, unnecessary. Gannett,

the group is working to gain however, has learned that

support and arouse awareness this is the only means of

on campus for their cause by communicating with the

educating people on the Board. She recalls the first

South African situation, two years as the group
Efforts are being made to played "solely by the book."

increase the number of South They wrote letters, presented

African classes to the petitions, and never received

curriculum, and to bring a significant response. It was
professors and students from not until the CCCAA held
Zimbabwe to CC. sit-ins and conducted rallies

However, the major focus of that the Board started giving

the organization at this time them any meaningful
is to persuade the Board of consideration. Gannett feels

Trustees to divest the school's that the Board set a negative the great amount of work
stocks from South African example by convincing the which this organization
companies. After many students that the only way to takes on. The group exists,
meetings, rallies, and get anything accomplished is says Gannett, not for
frustrations, the group heard to pull a lot of strings and amusement or image, but

talk loudly. Gannett replies because "they feel they can
that "we are taught that we make a change."
have a voice, but we can't Presently the CCCAA is at
seem to get the Board to a critical point. The

movement could cither die or

Gannett sees a great deal of

stereotyping occurring
concerning the CCCAA. She
feels that the group is often

accused of existing only
because being radical is the

"hip" thing to be. The
accusers lack knowledge of

last June that the Board wi

consider selective
divestment. That is,

receiving investments from

only a selected few of the listen.'

it could become stronger. The
question is whether people

will be satisfied with the

Board's proposal of selective

divestment, or in light of the

shallowness of this proposal,

people will be induced to

work harder. Gannet sees the

difficult part coming. They
are planning to research each
South African company
which CC owns stocks in, and
show the Board why the

school should not be
supporting it.

The CCCAA needs all the

support it can get. However,
Gannett is depressed by the

great amount of apathy she

sees throughout the campj

"If every student
involved in one movement
one organization it woiij

make a great difference:

Gannett admits that Q
itself will not change

|
disaster in South Africa, be

"within context of the whol

movement the school

actions can make a hi

impact."

The CCCAA could do

much more if the support an

the interest in the group jl

increased. Meetings are hell

every Tuesday at 5:31

upstairs in Worner. Thin]

about it. Your concern cai

make a difference.

$400
REWARO
AND THE CREDIT YOU DESERVE!

$400 CASH FROM FORD
AND PRE-APPROVED CREDIT FROM FORD CREOIT

(3) il you have a credil raM!
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Ford is yours

whether you finance or not Keep'

apply r) (o the purchase or leaseo*
1

eligible Ford or Mercury vehicle

For all the details, contact us <*

call Program Headquarters. loS "*

at 1 -800-321-1536.
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lage ol the ForaTMercury College

Graduate Purchase Program no"
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tudents Confront Reality
If Hunger, Homelessness
MATTHEW WILSON
lis week, an important

[ovcment is underway on the

dorado College campus.
mger and Homelessness

'eek, designed and carried

by a group of individuals

d organizations on campus,
bringing the reality of

iverty and hunger, with
gnity, into the consciousness

IheCC community.

The problems associated

th Hunger and
jmelessness shape the lives

many peoples across the

untry and around the globe.

Id cannot be externalized

lymore by individuals
ring in communities such as
irs. Yet, the subject is

ghiy emotional and
mands a great deal of
ignity and sensitivity when
jscussing the issues and
.oving into the realm of
Bon.

The subject is highly
motional and demands
great deal of dignity
nd sensitivity..

Hunger and Homelessness
|* at CC is the brainchild
students Susan Kerrigan

!

d Susan Klein in
Nation with the Shove
'Pel Council, Sheltered
'"'-'

i
i

and numerous
'duals who have

'voted their time and
r [

- Together, Susan
Fgan and Susan Klein
veloped the notion of a
6Gr and Homelessness

^reness week for CC
"S a conference sponsored
M* National Student

mPaign Against Hunger,
e
^conference was held last

m Chicago and,
0rd[*g to both Susans, was-

house of energy and

irn J
10n

" When thcY?Gd to CC, they were full
Las and the initiative to
Noughts into action.

Hunger and Homelessness
week began on Sunday,
November 13 with a clothes

drive during Arlo Guthrie's

concert at the Fine Arts
Center . According to the two
Susans, all clothes donated at

the concert on Sunday will be
presented to children at a

rally for homeless children

on Saturday, November 19 in

Denver.
Monday through

Wednesday of this week
were spent signing people up
for a campus fast on
Thursday. According to Sue
Klein, the fast is intended to

allow the reality of hunger to

enter into the lives of people
here in our community: a

fantastic method to aid in

the process of internalization

of the externalized problem
of hunger for a community
like CC. Approximately 550
students signed up for the

fast - a good number of

participants considering the

size of our school. A light

meal served at the Shove
Chapel Thursday evening
will break the fast, and on
Saturday all of the week's
efforts will culminate with a

rally for homeless children in

Denver where all donated
clothes will be presented to

the children. Buses leave the

Worner center at 10 am on
Saturday morning -Be there.

Thus, with the effort of a few

devoted people, an entire

week of action has been
initiated on the CC campus.

Yet, both Susans do not

intend for CC involvement in

the community at large to end
here. As Sue Klein states,

"we are part of the

community." They both
intend to develop and
initiate more projects in the

future. Susan Kerrigan would
like to see an adjunct class

taught at CC concerning the
problems of homelessness and
hunger in our society. Susan
Klein is working to develop a

Volunteer Network Center at

CC where people can go on a

permanent basis to see what
they can volunteer to do in

the Colorado Springs
community.
Both Susans are working

towards a community clean-

up day in April '89. Such a

day would involve students
volunteering three hours of
paid time to work for a

volunteer group of their

choice and then donating the

earned money to the- cause.

Two causes would be attained

in one effort: Money could be
raised, and energy could be
donated. With a little effort

and organization, CC students

arc making a difference in our
community. Lets give a big
round of applause for such
effort and hope to see much
more in the future.

BUY YOUR CO PLAYER NOW
Many Models To Choose From!

*&* SONY *„G
f\0* TOSHIBA '

5172 North

Academy
COLORADO SPRINGS

528-1300
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Sound Store For Enrerrainmenf Perfection
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By STEPHANIE CHINC
The Association of Students

Interested in Asia (ASIA) is a
group of students and faculty

here at Colorado College
who share an interest in some
aspect of Asia. The
geographical areas of
interest include any area of

the world whose people may
be regarded as Asian.

ASIA supports a wide
variety of intellectual
pursuits such as history,

philosophy, medicine,
politics, and economics, as
well as a better appreciation
of the visual and performing
arts, aesthetics, and religious

belief systems. Their goal is

to explore and discuss these

and other cultural, political,

and scientific aspects of Asia.

ASIA fosters an atmosphere
that will support campus-
wide exposure to Asian
culture.

Members need not be of

Asian background. ASIA is

open to all people and they
bring together a wide variety

of students. The membership
of ASIA contains, but is not

excluded to, the resource of

students who have invested a

part of their college careers

to study or travel in Asia.

These people are there to

advise or educate
prospectives, who are
considering future ventures, of

their opportunities, acting as

an informational source to

those who desire to study in

Asia. ASIA is both an outlet

for American students
returning from study in Asian

programs to relate their

experiences to those who are

interested, and for foreign

students to share their

cultures for the

enlightenment of others.

ASIA provides an
environment that furthers

people's understanding and
acceptance of Asia and
Asians.

ASIA has already begun to

sponsor events on campus of

pertinence to Asian studies.

Charles Hayford from ACM
spoke on studying China in

China last month, and
Professor Steve Nussbam

gave a slide show
presentation about the ACM
japan Program earlier this

month. These were opened to

all who wished to attend.

Horst Richardson's slide

presentation on the CC soccer

team's trip to China was also

open to the entire campus
community. It was a great

opportunity to see a first

hand look at China through
the eyes of a camera.
Another widely publicized

event of great interest and
impact on the community was
the chance to sec Arun
G h a n d i

,

Mohandas
Karamchand Ghandi's
grandson, and author and
journalist, speak. Panji Tisna

and Cri Chandriani's exciting

Indonesian and Balincsc

dances were also a big hit.

Today, November 18,

Rainbow Jam will take place

at 9:00 p.m. in Gaylord Hall,

Rainbow Jam is a party

where students gather with

their fellow students of the

world and share ideas,

culture, beliefs, food and a lot

of fun with each other. This

is a wonderful opportunity to

experience other cultures and
meet new people. The event

is put on by ASIA, BSU.,

Chavcrim, ISO, MECHA,
and NASA.. ASIA'S other

plans for the rest of this year

include, but arc not limited

to, Asian awareness week, an
Asian film festival in

conjunction with this, as well

as speakers on Japan, China,

and Korea, and other Asian

countries.

ASIA holds its meetings on
the first and third

Wednesdays of every block in

the WES room at Worner.
ASIA aspires to continue such

active programming as in the

past, while continually

seeding new suggestions and
ideas as to how they can more
completely meet the needs of

this campus.

Hair (Designersfor Men & lA/omen

mm
Style cuts, Cellophanes,

Terms & Color

Nexus and Tri products available for sale

Stop in or make, your appointment.

82 7 9{. ^Tejon at Cache La Toudre 632-3532
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Gilbert Defends Controversial Chalkings
By CARMELA LATHAM

Early last week I began to

hear strong conflicting

rumors: someone is putting

Nazi propaganda on the

Loomis chalkboard; some
students are trying to censor a

controversial student;

somebody unstable is scaring

his dorm mates.

Through supporters in the

center of this storm, I found

out his name - Ben Gilbert -

and arranged to get his story

firsthand.

I started by asking about

the comments that started

the storm...

C: This all started when you

wrote some things on the

Loomis chalkboard. Can you

give some examples of what

you wrote?

B: "Work will make you free"

written in English and
German, quotes from Hitler,

Charles Manson, Plato, Eric

Lunde, Jehovah, and
probably the thing that

sparked most controversy; the

swastika with the caption

"Behold the Sun Wheel."

Statements condemning
censorship, fascism and
ignorance.

C: Why did you write these

things? What did you mean
by them?

B: It first started when I was
reading The Iliad for Greek
History and Philosophy. I

had to read the entire book in

two nights, save a few
chapters. I was in my eighth

hour of reading and trying to

justify to myself doing all

this work. I was thinking of

the statement "Ye shall know
the truth, and the truth shall

make you free". It struck me
how similar that sounded to

"Work will make you free"

which was written on the

gateway to Auschwitz.

I thought of the irony that

entails, because of how "work

will make you free" played

to the herd instincts of the

Nazi empire and how it

eradicated thought and
questioning.

Today it seems the

statement "Ye shall know
the truth and the truth shall

make you free" is not

followed because no one

really wants to work for real

understanding and that

creates intolerance. Thinking

of the anti-intcllectualism

that exists today inspired me
to put these words on the

boards.

C: Are you an anti-Semite?

B: No. The statements were
not put up to offend or hurt

Jewish people.

C: Are you a fascist?

B: Absolutely not! Fascism is

what I am fighting against.

There were some people at

the beginning of the year who

Introducing

The Breakfast Biscuit

A golden brown biscuit, sausage, and egg
A perfect meal for the breakfast on the run

Daily 7:00 -10:00 AM
Only 950

Have you had your muffin Today?
or any of the other delicious bakery
products served daily in Benjamin's
Try our selection of cinnamon rolls,.

Bread Bytes & Sticky top rolls

(products are available by the dozen)

Benjamin's Weekly Special
When you buy a medium, large, jumbo
soft drink or iced tea you get 250 off

the advertised special of the week

This week's special:

Bengal Burger

Next week: 11/28 Deli Special

thought I was a neo-Nazi

skinhead, although once

they talked to me they found

out the opposite was true. By

the way, not all skinheads

are Nazis. Don't believe the

hype.

C: What was the purpose of

writing these things on the

board?

B: Someone eventually

figured out the statement I

put up was from Nazi-
Germany and decided to erase

it. I decided to put it back up,

along with other statements

and images, to examine how
people would react and to

prove a point: that many
people are intolerant, see

only what they want to see,

and they want to be as much a

censor and fascist as the thing

they claim to hate.

C: So after you had been
doing this for awhile,

several students complained

about you to the
administration, right?

B: And to the Hall Director.

C: What happened then?

B: The Hall Director came to

me and said some students

had been offended by what I

had put on the board and
asked me to stop putting

things on the board. I asked
why, and she said the things

I was putting on the board
were offensive. I said, who
are you to judge what people
should see? Is it right for me
to take down something
another person puts up
because I don't agree with it

or understand what it means?
Should I make a judgement
for people? I think people are

quite capable of doing that

for themselves.

C: You continued to put things

on the board and then what

happened?

B: Some people talked to me.

I was quite willing to talk

with anybody. You know,

that was my whole point; to

generate thought and
perhaps some discussion.

One person said they were

offended by what I was
putting up and thought it was
wrong. I basically stated to

her, well, I can understand it

might touch some nerves but

I'm trying to make a point

and I don't think I have to

stop doing this, for it would
weaken the point I was
trying to make.

C: What happened with the

administration?

B: Well, first Laurel McLeod
had me in a meeting and
asked what the deal was. I

explained what I was doing

and she said I was to cease

disruptive behavior. Because

I felt I wasn't doing anything

disruptive, I wasn't
physically assaulting
anybody or trying to

intimidate anyone in any
manner, I Said to myself,

well, I'm not doing anything

disruptive, so I continued.

I then put something on the

board again, and the Hall

Director reported me to

Laurel McLeod. She sent me a

letter stating because I defied

her order and because of

numerous complaints about

people being afraid of me and

complaints I had actually

threatened some people, I

might have a mental problem

that could prove physically

dangerous to people on
campus, which I thought was
absolutely outrageous.

She gave me the option to

either withdraw entirely, or

take a forced medical-mental

leave with perhaps the
h,

of coming back.

C: Do you intend
t ^

professional opinions ah!

your stability?

B: I have just been to
{

/fore]

Pikes Peak Mental
Heal

Center. I had a one h,

meeting with two peopj,,

determine whether I aQ.

dangerous, hostile
perso

'
5P

cC

who is a threat to myself

others and should jHEJori
admitted. They said

ni [el

there is no reason whatsoev iscrirr

to admit me.

I will be seeing anothf

psychologist tomorrow
f0r

longer evaluation

fragments they

administration] have

me on are just absolute

ridiculous.

C: Are you sorry you put%
things on the board?

B: I feel very bad that

being railroaded by ft

administration; that it ha

gotten to this point. I do

regret refusing to be censora

I feel now that I have!

defend myself. I feel I

to fight this injustice becam

if they can run over me the

can do the same thing

anyone else.

C: Any last comments?

B: It's hard to fully cxpres

the purpose of my writing

the board in an interview, fi

willing to discuss it wit

people. I do not now and hav

never posed a physic*

threat to anyone on campus

As for what th

administration may hai

told you, I could only respoi

as Public Enemy would
|

"Don't Believe The Hype!"

PHOTO OF THE WEEK
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etters
Discourage

Conformity

The Editors:

lately,
the

iversity

liege
campus has been a

trie ° f much debate, but

lore
people here pursue the

Initial search for- more

lltural,
ideological, and

.

Onomic
diversity, Colorado

ollege
should show more

i

spect
for the little

Lvcrsity
that already exists

ere
It is not just the

jnorities on campus that

tc l

the effects of

iscrimination at Colorado

OPINIONS/n

groups on campus and the

individuals who compose
them. Unless people become
more aware of the effects the

ollege-
Every group that can different types of

;
separated from the mass discrimination have on this

u a title or label feels the campus, eventually no one

fects of the intolerance that will want to participate in

vcnvhclms this campus. In any activity that can be

rdcr to ask Colorado College labeled. If expressing an
become more diverse, we interest means making oneself

aVe to establish a system subject to a negatively

hich encourages the stereotyping crowd, then
idividual to express his or people are going to seek

own individuality, comfort in apathy and
eSpitc the stereotypes that conformity. There is a

lay app'y t0 ms or her definite need for a larger

losen activities. diversity on this campus, but
The definition of before we attempt to find it,

tolerance cannot be limited we need not learn an
the attitudes people have appreciation for the little

jout minorities, because diversity we have now.
ilolcrance effects everyone

igardlcss of race, sex,

"gion, or sexual preference.

; problem stems from the

ommonly accepted labeling

stereotyping of

ndividuals who are
ffiliatcd with a group of

Sincerely,

Marina Lindsey

Insight Needed

To the Editors:

In response to "Intolerance

cople. One example of this Abounds" (Opinions Nov. 11)

the football player I would like to proclaim the

lereotype that has been used surprising lack of insight

lore than once to label revealed by this person. I

notball players as less thought that CC is supposed
cademically inclined men to be an institution of learning

/ho are always looking for a and discovery - something
. Although there may be Chaverim seems to have

lotball players who are forgotten in their abundant
ignorance. I would like to

address their near-
curately described by such
description, it is unfair to

ereotype every CC football

layer in this manner.
The same argument fits for
ny member of CC's Greek
pstem. Lately, every
>ntroversial incident that
volves a Greek individual
is been used as a tool to
tack the entire Greek
stem. Yes, there have been
cidents at Colorado College
jjjeh support the concept
at the Greek system is

scriminatory, but it is

mplctcly unjustified to
bel every Greek as a

Fiminatcry individual

p biased stereotyping also
ays a negative role where
"'ticalty active groups are
prned. Women on this
mpus who bring up feminist

j^
Cs are immediately

^led as militant feminists.
'the same level, it seems to
completely ignored that

«ncanbe feminists also, and
a
* their views on feminism
1 nothing to do with

'eir level of manliness,
^inists are not always
° lc men-hatcrs. They also

r
I10t always women.

Colorado College needs to
Rime its objectives, and its

rt to create a more diverse

\von

Us
'
We nced t0 st0Pcuing on stereotypes

inlJi!
discourage the

ntr,t>utions of the different

sightedness.

Consider what "work
makes free" means to our
society today; to me this is a

living ideology. Aren't we
urged to get a career and work
our asses off so we can retire

in peace and relaxation?
Then I see how "work makes
free."

Also, doesn't anyone
(especially Chaverim, since I

hope they know something
about Hebrew mysticism)
know that the swastika — a

Hindu word - is a solar

symbol? The representation

of the highest spiritual

attainment? I ask you - would
you think that this symbol,
coupled with the phrase
"behold the sun-wheel"
would specifically denote
Nazi support? Understanding
cannot be an overwhelming
feat for these so-called

intellectuals.

If you see a message that

there is going to be an Aryan
Youth meeting at Denny's,

does that mean to you that

this person is glorifying Nazi
Youth or merely stating

something. It does not say

"minorities not included."

Are blacks banned from
Chaverim meetings? No. At
least I hope not. If someone
gets pride in their heritage,

aren't they allowed to meet
with others of the same race?

(By the way, the writer of

the message is Syrian by
nationality. I think that is a
Semitic race.)

Personally I see the
hypocrisy of the writer of the

"Intolerance Abounds" letter

as this person is expressing
the intolerance this person is

supposedly reprimanding. I

do not blame all members of

Chaverim, but the letter was
signed 'Chaverim' so I have
no choice but to address the

signer. I hope that other
members of your justified

organization do not fall to

the petty lack of insight (and

will to understand) that this

person (or persons) seem to

exhibit. Did it ever occur
that the aforesaid messages
can be taken out of historical

context? I leave it to the

understanding of my peers.

Please, THINK.
Thank you,

Someone who thinks,

Kcary Suska

Column Clarified

To the Editors:

Due to the excessive amount

of rumors which have
evolved from the article Rape

on Campus I wrote last week,

I feel it necessary to clarify

some points.

The article was written
with the intent of letting

students know rapes have and
most likely will continue to

occur on campus, yet, for the

most part, students will never
hear about them. This is not
due to security, the
administration, or any other
college faction attempting to

hide or cover up that the

rapes have happened, but for

the simple fact most women
are too frightened, for a

number of sound and
legitimate reasons, ever to

report the crime.

Nowhere in my article did
I say the rape I described
occurred last week. In fact, I

state all three of the rapes I

know about have occurred "in

the last three years."

Frankly, I do not believe it

should make a difference.

The issue is rapes will occur
and nobody, except the
victim, will ever know about
the crime. With this in

mind, please be careful on
campus, even if you do not

hear about these incidents,

because they do happen.

Jeffrey Strain

Pay Once.
SkiTwice.
TWO TICKETS - ONE PRICE $30

(Valid Opening Day Thru November 23, 1988)

(Tickets available at front range Vickers and Copper Mountain 968-2882)

COPPER MOUNTAIN RESORT
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An Education Like No Other
By MIKE UKROPINA
On a typical Sunday morning during football

season I slowly crawl out of bed. After finally

making it to the refrigerator and grabbing the

two or three bags of ice 1 keep in the freezer, I

deposit my bruised body in a chair and place

the ice on my sprained ankle, sore snoulder or

whatever part of my body hurts. Eventually a

friend will come to drag me off to Wades, take

one look at me ask the question I've come to

grow used to. "Why Do You Do It???"

No, I am not masochistic, and I definitely do
not do it for the glory or recognition (some
people I'm fairly good friends with didn't

know I played football until this year!). It

seems that at various times in my life I've

answered my friends different ways. Now
that I will never again play organized
football, I'm able to look back on my
experience in retrospect and answer this

question once and for all.

Playing sports has been an education like no
other. They have given me experiences that I

can apply to every part of life. Not only have
I learned things about myself that I otherwise
would not have, but athletic competition has
taught me the real meaning of words like

determination, cooperation, discipline and
accomplishment. These may seem like

overused sports cliches to some, but to those
who have ever been part of a hard-fought
team victory orhave run that extra mile at six

in the morning to get ready for a season, these

words conjure up memories and experiences
that go far beyond the discomfort of a few
bruises on Sunday morning.

I have realized many specific benefits from
my involvement in sports. The one that first

comes to mind is the ability to go beyond the

physical and mental limits we impose on
ourselves. We put many constraints on our
abilities. The longer we leave them there, the

more real they become. Whether forced to

overcome them by a coach in practice (always
the one I hated most) or by pure determination
in the last few minutes of an important game,
the impetus and adversity that competition

provides taps something deep within that
didn't previously exist. Whether you're a rock
climber who made it over that ledge when you
thought you would fall, or a football player
who finished the game when you knew you
were too exhausted to continue, the memories
are still as fresh in your mind as if it had
happened yesterday.

These experiences, especially in team
sports, have helped to foster relationships
that I will always cherish. Something about
accomplishing a difficult task as a group bonds

its members together in a unique way. It

happens in that one moment where you cease

to be conscious of yourself as an individual and

completely equate your goals with the goals of

your teammates. This phenomenon is a rare

one and I can remember every time I've felt it.

I have heard it described as a moment of

selflessness or that one split second where
everyone on the team looks at each other and

knows they'll win. The friendships born in

that moment last forever.

Sports have affected me in many other

ways. Athletic competition is one of the most
emotional experiences that you can have. One
of my teammates said before our last game,

"I've had my highest highs and my lowest

lows playing football." It is so true. When you
play a sport and you put everything you have

on the line to win, it is an unbelievable

emotional drain. You see feelings and
frustrations pouring out of people that you
never knew they were capable of displaying.

There is something unexplainable that

happens when you give all of yourself in

achieving a victory. The closest I can come to

describing it is that, after the game is over,

you leave part of yourself on the field.

I could go into the fact that sport has been a

great mental release from my studies or that it

has kept me in good shape but those are only

the superficial reasons why anyone plays

their sport. It's all about learning about
ourselves. Isn't that the reason we pay a lot of

money to come to CC? And sports are more than

See UKROPINA p. 15

Division I
By PROFESSOR
MCJIMSEY
At its March meeting the

faculty, by a vote of 55 to 27,

passed a resolution to

discontinue participation in

intercollegiate athletics at

the level of Division I. What
follows is an effort to reflect

on one aspect of that debate,

the relationship between
athletics and the liberal

arts.

We should consider our
Division III inter-collegiate

sports program in light of a

couple of aspects of the

contemporary sports scene.

We must be under no illusions

about the demands of

intercollegiate competition.
A Division HI program
involves more than the
provision of professional
staff of coaches, equipment,
facilities and a competitive
schedule. There is also a

commitment to excellence in

performance. Even in high
school, sports camps and
weight programs make
training a year-round affair.

In Division III expectations

of excellence and levels of

commitment have risen.

Colleges also support
Division III sports with
record keeping, sports
information services, and
extended travel
opportunities. More recently

seasons have expanded, post-

season play has become
possible, and vacations are

given over either to

tournaments or to training

time.

If we wish to *
fairly between Di,» ,

and Division I, ,Ve
'

recognize that ii%~
competition at

requires
institutional su

PPoit
must also acknowl,

jr

men

of tin

properly run DiVj

program does
„f|

essential i nce(

satisfactions and rem !r or
It™ L^ik *lh„ — it ^ r,

nnel

m,
have

iim;

lo 1

(for both the colleg
t

participants) of

collegiate sports.

Is a Division
IJj

program compatible,

liberal arts? If one

that athletics beloni

other activities

legitimate way to pug

express excellence,

is no problem in prj

any friction arises
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organization and coi

the program.
The common pu

excellence does
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stresses and strai

common tension con^Hvlete

the competing
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upon the student's
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academic program. Or
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on our staff than w

frustrated teachers.

This settlement infi

the academic program

clad. Students
participate in Divis

athletics meet the

Sports Upho
By GINGER MORGAN
Ginger Morgan is the Assistant Director of Admm

member of the class of '86.

I have heard through the grapevine that the ongoii(

about whether or not it is appropriate to have i

athletic teams at a small liberal arts college is goings nth

I have refrained from comment in the past, largely

anyone who knows me knows I am biased. However,!

to the conclusion that my biases are as legitimate

others I have heard voiced.

Let me begin by stating that I am a graduate of theC

am also (and have been for the last seven years) al [cialh

women's soccer fan. I also plan to pursue an advancil

and devote a good portion of my life to teaching"

education. My point very simply is this: this collegt'

graduate men and women in touch with a broad sp«

knowledge and ideals., equipped to think imaginative
1

honestly and decisively, and to live freely according'

imposed discipline." That is our stated mis* 1

institution. That mission and the presence of *

athletic programs are not mutually exclusive.
To take our mission one step further: should wl

imaginatively, live freely according to our own selfi

discipline? Too often I hear the comparisons made 1

Colorado College and places like Carleton and

While these schools are both fine institutions, if 1"

sight of what is excellent and unique in us we are lost-

division athletic program brings a dimension to l|

that only a handful of institutions (John's Hopkins bei*

them) enjoy.

There are a number of specific concerns/criticis"
heard and would like to address. It has been statu)

financial costs of the division I program are too g'
el

judgment is a relative and subjective one. To my knovj Ij* I

College is not in dire financial straits; the Colleg' jjj]™

designated areas in the budget to be reduced becau*

financial failure. I do not want to imply '|

responsibility should be set aside, simply that the

concerns voiced seem to be a matter of what our priom

ndci
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Ch CllletlQed Athletic Commitment Strengthened
^—

'

H17 PETni? pnruM* .—
L admission and

Wd as
.

do
fff

kCy
remain at the

„der the same
which define

r
„ academic

,£d acceptable

jr ail students.

tl,ey have every

merit to take

( the full range of

[c
program. If my

nnell should go

udy, the coaching

have no reason to

lim; nor would he

(0 be under any

ibligation to the

5tay on to play

understandings

CC. The same
applies to

inder the rules of

coaches, alumni

nissions officers

a variety of

ilh prospective

iletes. In other

coaches recruit

the same way as

Jar admissions

Division 111

I
liberal learning

jy
policies which

rmer the servant

derstand these

t a Division 111

ate in a position

e its differences

ision I program,
rams provide
)liday and post-

lay, qualified
quipment and

facilities. Both set standards
of excellence.

One difference is cost. A
combination of a somewhat
larger coaching staff and a
schedule which involves
national rather than regional
travel makes a Division I

program significantly more
expensive. The funding of
scholarships to recruit
players provides an
additional expense. Rather
than generate revenues
which support itself and
other sports programs, our
Division I programs cost the
college in excess of $300,000
each year.

These particular costs,
however, make up only a
subset of the main points
which distinguish Division I

from Division III.

An additional set of goals
justifies a large cash outlay
for Division I sports. The two
most obvious goals are
national recognition and
financial gain. The
attainment of national
recognition entails a national

travel schedule, against top
flight competition. The
recognition itself involves
front (sports) page publicity,

the 'promotion of a special
school identity, and the
creation of a particular focus

for school spirit and alumni
support.

My criticism of this goal
concerns its relevance to our
role as a liberal arts college. I

teach in a department which
includes colleagues who have
national and international

See MCJIMSEY p.23

liege Mission
lease, I dare say, there are a variety of opinions and
among the College community about how resources
[re) arranged. That discussion is endless.
»sions within the College attributed by some faculty
I athletics are not unique to the division I program.
Mh our need-based financial aid philosophy occur
ames scholars, but I have heard no cry to discontinue
™. What happens to Barnes scholars should they
jwo years that they would prefer to major in
• I'm sure a good answer will be forthcoming, but
of students at a liberal arts and sciences institution

icially supported for interest/strength in a particular
ls

'
it is a tension I believe we have decided is worth

In this comparison the difference, of course, is that
cmically-based and one is not.
make a distinction now that some people may find
While they are inextricably linked, I believe there

ice between the academic mission of the College and
onal mission. Our educational mission transcends
ens in the classroom. We emphatically state that
on we provide comes through three avenues of
academic, co-/extra-curricular, and residential.

™s at Colorado College wear more than one hat.
°se choices come under the guise of a division I

m
g to balance classes, responsibilities as an RA, and

P'ay (as I did—at times successfully, at times not) it

onsion: the balance between academic and non-
Wsuits.

i° remain the institution committed to educational

f experienced as an undergraduate, our vision
,

ns>vc enough to embrace people with a myriad of
interests, from the Barnes scholar to the division
person pursuing a military career—all of whom

j

m° 'houghtful educated members of our society. It

"sibility —indeed our privilege—to be able to
eademic and educational program guided by
"cellence to those students who walk through our
ve do not choose to narrow the door's frame.

By TETER POCHNA
CC president Gresham Riley wrote, in the

1988-89 CC Hockey Media Guide, that, "the

college's Board of Trustees and administration
have made a renewed commitment to the
hockey program." This was reflected in the

concerning CC's division one programs. At a
March 21 faculty meeting, the faculty voted
aye 55, nay 26, abstain 7 on the question of
whether CC should discontinue competing on
the division one level. Riley still went ahead
in trying to facilitate what he calls, "the

hiring of coach Brad Buetow and the addition rennaissance of Colorado College Hockey."
of a second, full time assistant coach
Buetow lead the University of Minnesota to

the NCAA finals in 1980-81 and 1982-83 and
was named WCHA Coach of the Year in 1979-

80. He has already instilled a dramatic
turnaround in the Tigers' quality of play. He
is an example of the new direction of the
entire CC athletic department.

Coach Buetow seems to be making this

"rennaissance" a reality.

Tabcr, who doubles as a chemistry
professor, has served as CC's athletic director
since 1982. He has successfully balanced CC's
sports with its high academic standards.
Moross says, "I think Dick Taber has had alot

to do with CC's recent upswing. He's
The "renewed commitment" that brought committed to excellence and he goes the extra

Buetow to CC has also enticed five other new mile for coaches and their programs."
head coaches to our campus over the past six Also instrumental in CC's athletic success is

months. The sports benefitting from the fresh Sue Bethanis, the assistant athletic director
acquisitions are men's and woman's tennis, and head coach of women's volleyball,
men's basketball, women's track and men's Bethanis has brought the volleyball team up
lacrosse. While in the past CC would persue to a consistently competitive level and was
top notch coaches but end up hiring lesser responsible for hiring Al Walker. She says,
candidates, this is not true anymore. "We (the athletic department) are putting
For lacrosse, CC hired Steve Bevell, whom, more emphasis on winning."

in his time, was "one of the best players in the She goes on to say, "Winning is part of a
country," according to CC's sports information quality athletic experience . . . post season
director Dave Moross. Bevell's playing talent play is one measure to help the kids strive for
should translate into expertise as a coach. CC excellence." Such a realization may be the
revealed its faith in Bevell, as well as its driving factor behind CC's turnaround,
desire to build a solid lacrosse program, by The idea that it doesn't matter whether
hiring Bevell as the Tiger's first full time you win or lose, it's how you play the game, is

lacrosse coach. true only up to a point. Vital to an individuals
In men's basketball, the new face is Al athletic experience is learning how to deal

Walker, who brings division one experience to

CC. Walker was an assistant coach last year
on a Cornell team that won the Ivy League
and thus gained a spot in the NCAA playoffs.

Walker says that, "CC can challenge as one of

the great division three teams in the

country." Such was not the ideology last year
when then head coach Jim Cross said, "CC
basketball will never develop beyond the .500

level."

The quality of the new coaches as well as

the excellent performances of this year's fall

sports teams, shows that CC athletics are on
on upswing. Influential in the development of

with pressure. Playing on a team that

consistently loses docs not expose an athlete to

the kind of pressure situations he or she would
experience while battling for a league title.

Also, one learns more about dealing with a

loss from losing a big game than one learns

from losing consistently. Losing consistently

creates apathy while dealing with a sudden
fall from stature builds character. Anyway,
it's easy to lcam how to lose, but learning how
to win and learning how to achieve one's

goals is what education is all about.

Dedication to a winning tradition creates a

positive academic enviroment. The "renewed
CC's athletics have been Riley and athletic commitment" of CC towards athletics benefits

director Richard Taber. the entire CC community.
Riley supported the athletic department

last spring when there was much debate

Liberal Arts, Athletics

Provide Balance
By KAREN WILLOUGHBY
Often smothered in the ideological debate

over the compatibility of division I sports at a

small liberal arts college are the benefits

these athletic programs provide. These
division I sports offer benefits to everyone:

Student-athletes, the Colorado College and
the community.

Why did I choose Colorado College?
Simple. I wanted a high-quality liberal arts

education. Not so simple. I also wanted to

continue competing against the best women
soccer players in the United States. That's

when I discovered Colorado College. No other

school could offer such a balance. An athletic

scholarship at Colorado College allowed both
aspirations. Our division I Sports provide
top-notch students-athletes with the
opportunity for excellence in both disciplines.

A capable student desiring a nationally

renowned liberal arts education and a national

caliber women's soccer or men's hockey
program finds just such an institution in the

Colorado College. Soccer and hockey athletes

are very fortunate for the opportunity to

attend such a college. Without Colorado
College, these student-athletes could not
continue pursuing a liberal arts education at a

small school and the highest level of athletic

competition in their sports.
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Gilbert Debacle

Pathetic
By AARON SHURE
The Ben Gilbert debacle is

the most pathetic event on
campus this year. This

student repeatedly wrote
fascist symbols and
statements on the Loomis
chalkboard, and then there

was a sudden rush of people

jumping on their own little

white horses, ready to do
battle in the name of their

causes.

One group charged into the

fray, under a banner which
read "Never Again."
Another rallied under the

cause of "Free Speech", and
yet another rode under "Due
Process." These are all causes

worthy of any Don Quixote,

but tragically, in their gallop

to fight the forces of evil,

each of these groups
trampled a lot of innocent

bystanders, missed each
others' points and then
skewered themselves on their

own hastily sharpened
lances.

In untangling this

imbroglio, we should start

with appearances. Swastikas

appeared on the Loomis
chalkboard. Perhaps you
can't understand what a

person can feel when
confronted by such a symbol:
perhaps you aren't Jewish or

gay or a gypsy or German;
perhaps you've never been
called a nigger, a spic, a

dyke, or a fag; perhaps you
just have a bad imagination
and can't take genocide
personally. But it all boils

down to a symbol that is a
visual assault, a slap in the

face to most people.

Regardless of whether the

legs on the swastika point in

the direction of an ancient

mystic symbol or not, some
people can still smell the

burnt flesh of twelve million

innocent citizens.

Those who have memories
are physically moved by the

sight of a swastika and
emotionally compelled to

respond. But how should one
respond, especially in this

case, where, of all the dirty

tricks, Ben Gilbert doesn't

actually seem to be a Nazi?

He was trying in some
monstrously inept, insensitive

way to make a point about, of

all things, tolerance. How
did he do this?

He victimized the victims

of oppression. He affronted

them with symbols of hatred

and then demanded that

they "tolerate" him.
Perhaps he had good
intentions, but his methods
were so combative, so
ambiguous, it was impossible

for most to understand.

It's like going to a street

corner and yelling "hey,

nigger, nigger" and then being

surprised when someone
punches you in the mouth,
despite your assurances you
were making an experiment in

tolerance and trying to defend
free speech.

Some people do feel, in

fact, that it is a question of

free speech. Even if he were
a Nazi, shouldn't he be
allowed to express himself?

Censorship is a fascist tool

and by employing it wouldn't
we be acting in a fascist way?
In this instance the point is

moot. BEN'S
CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT
TO FREEDOM OF SPEECH
IS IN NO WAY
THREATENED.
He publishes an

underground newspaper full

of vile images of mutilation,

not to mention a good dose of

satanic symbols. People

either buy this rag or they
don't. He's not censored in

that. If Ben really wanted to

march in Skokie, he probably
could.

But CC is a private
institution with it's own
standards. Ben does not have
the right to write whatever
he wants on private property.

He must live up to the
school's standards which
have to do with education
and constructive dialogue.

According to the
Pathfinder, a student's right

to free speech is "subject to

the obligation of the college

to maintain an atmosphere
conducive to academic
freedom, social responsibility

and civil order." The school
is obligated to protect the
rights of all the students,
including FREEDOM FROM
RACIAL HARASSMENT
AND FREEDOM FROM
PHYSICAL THREAT.
This does not mean only

"white-bread" niceties are

allowed. The Feminist
Performance class, for

instance, staged a disruptive

spectacle in the Worner
Center many considered
offensive, unproductive and
embarrassing. This
performance, however,

Quality Outdoor Clothing & Equipment
Since 1968

fytourijain Chale^ 226 N. Tejon
Downtown 633-0732

YAKIMA IS ON TOP OF IT.
The Yakima Family Ski Mount Is "King of the Hill" when 11 comes to carrying

capacity. Six pairs ol skis on onty half the rack leaving room for the extra accesso-
ries nueded to fill out your adventures. We also offer a Sport model for those who
carry four pairs of skis to the slopes. All Yakima ski mounts are available in
"same-key" versions so that your rack and ski mounts are secured with one key.
Between visits to the mountains, our ski mounts flip down out of the way for other
loads and a quieter ride around town. See your dealer before the snow fllesl

despite it's brazen and
alarming character, is

strikingly different from
Ben's scribblings in many
ways.

First, there was no question

of the alliances of the
feminist performers. When
Ben wrote free-floating

statements like, "Work
makes you free" (the slogan

over the gates to Auschwitz)
it was impossible to discern

his point.

Secondly, the feminist

performers were publicly

accountable for their actions

and willing to explicate

afterwards. Only after a

while, once tensions were
already high and people
were less able to see through

the heat of their indignation,

did Ben sign his attacks or

leave any sort of explanatory

text.

Finally, and most
importantly, the feminists

who wrote the performance

were writing about their

personal oppression; they

were the victims of the

injustice. They could claim a

certain right to comment on
their own predicament. Ben
is not a Jew and probably can
not claim to have any idea

what it means to be
systematically oppressed by
anything except his own
twisted sense of
sensationalism.

Ben's timing was
sirils

His well engineered |
came to a head right on

anniversary of Kristallra

in Germany, the night wi

the Brown Shirts went

and smashed store fro

burned books, and offirj

began the Holocaust.

Ben wasn't resurrecti?

long forgotten symbol
I

might spark new reflect!

the swastika
plenty of good use today

unambiguous fascists.

Fascism lurks in every

of us as the desire to destj

what threatens us, and I

is why we must respond

intolerance very carefully,

When Ben writes swastfl

on the board, they should

be erased. When Ben acts

ways we don't like, he shot

not be erased. Rather,

response should be made.

should try to understand

and try to persuade himofo

point of view. In t

instance, we should to

persuaded him of the fut

and childishness of

approach.

Indeed, many peoj

to convince him he wasbi

insensitive and hurting n

people than his chalkbo >ught

battle warranted. After media

he was writing virl le is n

face<
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URE Continued

nedoor, not lying in front

munitions train or

.testing massacre or going

freedom ride. But Ben,

reasons of his own,
isted.

don't know anyone who
ggests Ben should be
pelled for writing
astikas. Ben's swastikas

not as alarming as his

nbativc demeanor and
eoccupation with
tilation. Combine this

incorrigible
liffcrcnce to fellow
dents' requests, and you
'C a person who is

meditating a crisis of his

making. His offenses

e repeated and
ivocative, and they
alaled to a point where
dents felt personally
eatened. At least six

dents lodged personal
nplaints of such a nature
" the administration
,ught Ben might be an
nediate physical threat.
le is not being expelled; he
faced with a forced
peal absence. The anti-

"Wishment elements are
lck to jump on their horses
' claim he is being
'faded out on trumped up
rg« of mental instability.

P'e feel he is being denied

due process and
opportunity to defend
himself.

But Ben has lied to me and
other supporters about this

He claimed he could not
confront his accusers or read

the report from the Boettcher

counselor who spoke with
him on behalf of the
administration. In fact, Ben
was allowed to read the

psychologist's report, and he
was informed of the exact

nature of the complaints
against him; only a few
students who still feel

threatened by Ben remain
anonymous. The complaints

will not be made public to

protect Ben's privacy. If he
wanted to, he could have the

charges released,

About due process: there

was to be a Student Conduct
Committee hearing today,

but Ben, at the last minute,

declined this privilege.

The cheap script about the

free spirited hero who is

persecuted by the tyrannical

bureaucracy does not apply in

this situation. It is not a

question of free speech versus

censorship, fascism versus

democracy. Ben consciously

provoked the administration

and definitely intimidated a

lot of students.

Athletics Provide Holistic Balance

BY SUE BETHANIS
The primary mission of an

institution of higher learning

is to provide academic
opportunities through
coursework and research for

its students. Athletics and
leisure time activities (e.g.

residential life, sororities

and fraternities, intramurals,

campus social events, etc.)

play a significant supporting
role.

Education is a holistic

phenomenon, and athletics

plays an integral part in an
individual's development in

the psychomotor, cognitive,

and psychosocial domains.
From a psychomotor
perspective, college athletics

should be the forerunner of

lifetime fitness for its

participants. Additionally, a

student-athlete's kinesthetic

awareness can be helpful in

stress management.
In the cognitive domain, a

college student-athlete can
gain much which can be
applied to other parts of

one's life. For example, it is

important that as a student-

athlete becomes more and
more comfortable with one's

physical skills, this student-

athlete should be developing

critical thinking skills on the

court or on the field. The
process of improving one's

ability to analyze situations

in the athletic arena
certainly can be reinforced

and reciprocated in a student-

athlete's academic
endeavors. Also, many
college athletes spend
quality time mentally
rehearsing physical skills.

The process of imagery
training can be helpful in

other "performance-like"
experiences (e.g. speeches,
class presentations, job
interviewing) which require

mental rehearsal.

From a psychosocial
perspective, college athletics

should provide an
opportunity for each student-

athlete to learn diplomacy.
Also, athletics can provide a

means for building a person's

self-esteem, to better
understand one's emotions,
and to enhance achievement
orientation. Athletics can
provide a forum far

risktaking and striving for

excellence.'!

This "humanistic
approach" that I have
described—this focus on the

student-athlete's individual

development—certainly is

the backbone of my personal
coaching philosophy. And
this "Division III

philosophy" is what guides
Colorado College in making
its athletics policies.

If "individual
development" and the
"quality" of one's athletic

experience here at CC are the

goals of our athletic
program— goals which I

strongly support—then how
do I as the Assistant Director

of Athletics and Volleyball

Coach address the concept of

winning and losing? How
does this concept fit into the

Division III philosophy?
I have been involved in

Division III basketball and
volleyball programs as an
athlete and a coach for 10

years in three academically

demanding institutions. Some
benefits were reaped
whether our record was 0-19

or 40-10. Additionally, as a
coach, my job has never been
in jeopardy despite some
losing records.

It has always been the case

in Division III that the
players and coaches could
fall back on "Oh. ...it's not

whether you win or lose, but
how you play the game." An
irony to this statement is

that if a team "plays the

game" well—if each team
member strives for excellence

every game—most of the

time, this team will win.

Another problem is that by
not emphasizing winning and
losing, coaches and
institutions may have an
"out" if the team does not

win. This breeds mediocrity

because the use of creativity

to improve a program may
wane.

Striving for excellence at

the Division III level should

be taken just as seriously as it

is at any other level of play.

A dedicated Division III

athlete should not want to

win any less than a dedicated

athlete on another level.

Winning and post season

competition is just one
measure of excellence;
certainly it provides a goal
for our athletes which is

analogous to doing well on a

paper and getting a grade.

No matter on what level an
athlete plays, wanting to win
and hating to lose needs to

come from the heart!! For the

most mature athletes,
striving to be better than last

year or the last game, etc.

should be an internal

phenomenon and not be
influenced by outside
pressures (e.g. the coach, the

media, a pro contract, the

institution, etc.)

I have addressed this

subject of winning and losing

because of its tremendous
implications for the
development of achievement

orientation on and off the
court or athletic field.

Excellence in the classroom
and on the court is what I

expect of the members of my
team. I have termed
athletics as "in a supporting
role" to the academic
program; however, a student
athlete does not have to

sacrifice one for the other in

order to achieve excellence in

both.

UKROPINA Continued

just another class.

It brings our education from
the theoretical to the

concrete. Whether you arc

studying Nietzche and
human excellence, Confucius

and human relationships, or

Hegel and the unified

community, something in

athletic competition has
helped bring it together for

me over the years. I will miss

college athletics, but its

education will always live

within me as if I had played

the game yesterday.

Th^inm Jk«i.
633-058*

IN OLD COLORADO CITY
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Bread and Puppet: Theatre That's Larger Than Lif,

THE CATAly^ 0-

By JULIE SLOTNIK, PETER
MAURELU, and KRISTIN
THOMSON

If you have not seen some of

your friends lately or have

looked into the old Taylor

dining hall and noticed that

it looks like a museum of

colorful art; the reason is a

class called Experimental

Theatre. Taylor, which used

to be an empty void, a

storehouse for broken chairs

and extra tables, has been

transformed into a classroom

of the most bizarre kind.

Peter Schumann, founder and
director of the The Bread and

Puppet Theatre Company is a

guest professor this block

teaching the art of puppet-

making and prop design

within the context of

experimental theatre.

Students have been playing

with non-traditional forms of

Puppet Power!

vocal expression, movement
and group theatre, as well as

learning to build and operate

puppets, stilts and unique
musical instruments. This

class utilizes the block plan

to its fullest capacity. The
students are constantly

involved in rehearsals, set

and costume building in order

to prepare for their final

production to be held Monday
evening.

Peter Schumann created

Bread and Puppet Theatre in

1963 in New York City with a

presentation of the stories of

"Rinaldi the Beautiful" and
"King's Story" with use of

stick puppets. Since then

Schumann has experimented

with marionettes, hand
puppets, and masks and
puppets of life size and
larger. The theatre company

V ^5

We'll Do
Your Laundry!!!

WASHED
DRIED

FOLDED

Photo by Dam Jen Raffa

uses inexpensive and common
materials, such as
newspaper, cardboard, and
papier mache, to construct

huge puppets and props.

These creations, combined
with written text, Bread and
Puppet address large issues

and concerns, such as political

injustice and war. They often

perform in demonstrations,

street shows, parades, and
marches in order to involve

many people in the

communication and
production of their ideas. For

example, The Annual
Domestic Resurrection Circus

held each summer in Glover,

Vermont is an incredible

event that draws an
estimated 15,000 to 20,000

people to the company's farm

for a full weekend of

festivities.

Unlike any other theatre

company, the Bread and
Puppet also maintains the

tradition of baking fresh

bread for the production in a

hand-made oven, and serving

it with a special garlic

spread called aioli.

Schumann feels that bread
and theatre go together, and
that "theatre is more like

bread, more like a necessity."

Bread and Puppet also
participates in the creation

and selling of "cheap art".

The idea of cheap art was
introduced in protest and
mockery of the big business of

art, or is it, the art of big

business? Anyway, the

theory is that art shouldn't

be accessible only to the rich,

or created only by trained

painters and sculptors. Art

should be for anyone with the

spirit and imagination to

create, wealthy or otherwise.

Under the direction of

Peter Schumann and
Meredith Holch, one of t]ie

company's puppeteers, the

students in the class are

involved in the slow and
painful process of developing

new and alternative ways to

express ideas and images on

stage. The aim is to get the

class to think and act without

inhibitions, disregarding

conventional theatrical rules.

Concentration is on making
use of everyday activities.

noises and movements
well as extra ortf

activities like stilting

maneuvering larger than

size puppets. Like the
;

Bread and Puppet Th
Monday's production

5e
pete:

[STIM

lie S<

include bread baki '& ck
art, parading on stilt:

other interesting surprise

The production promistj

be like NOTHING
y

ever seen before. There

be a film at 5:30
p. ttl

Armstrong 300 of Bread

Puppets 1985 tour

Nicaragua. The film ser*

as an introduction

explanation of some of

amazing work the compa
n

docs. Fcstivitie

continue in the old Tayli

dining hall (attached

Bemis) at 7:00 p.m and

make their way by parac

over to the Armslron

Theatre at 8:30 p.m.
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he Big Business of

jeethoven
FTER d - FADILLA and

fSTlN
THOMSON

L Selling of Mozart to

.

ae l
Jackson" was the

I
( the Thursday-At-

L presented yesterday

Robert Winter. Winter

f
"music in economic

|eX
," and the changing

ionship between music

llic
consumer through

ory-

ccording to Winter,

iciaiis
were supported in

( three ways through the composer's responsibility to

Century: they were hire the orchestra, direct the

joyed by a church; hired rehearsal, provide room and

court; or were food for the players and the

lepcndently wealthy." audience, rent a performing

only the wealthy could area, sell tickets, and

„i to travel around publicize the event. The

orming at courts, music advantage,
.

Winter

a luxury available to as explained, was, "he [the

as eight percent of the composer] got to keep all of

mlation, he explained. the profits."

ie 1620's marked the When speaking of the

differences between art and
pop music. Winter said,

"There was no distinction in

the artist's mind at first

because both were originally

its for musical programs performed on the same

iented in public opera instruments." But a large

to anyone who could chasm developed between

>rd to go. These cultured music and pop.

lormanccs were not Today, "rock and roll is

iidized by individuals or performed with electric

ipanies as they are today, guitars and keyboards"; the

|Cr said. strings and wind instruments

tcr in the century, in arc heard predominantly

unction with the rise of a only in orchestrated music.

ire class, composers were Although there are obvious

inning of a radical change

he accessibility of music,

the first public

ahotises opened in Venice

Naples. Performers sold

Ethnomusicologist Robert Winter
, . Photo by Patty McLaunhli

able to support - '-

'selves through their
<s when there was a

™ for printed copies of
works. The new middle
of merchants had the
t0 practice and play

ic and the printing press

reasonably cheap to
hase sheet music.

this increased
lsure and marketability,
|sers had to learn to be
business people as well.
Ponsoring concerts in

their works were
°y hired musicians,

Nsers were able to earn

I «d gain more public
B"»tion. Winter
ln«i that during Ludwig
B«thoven's time,

,|s were not paid for by
°"s sponsors, but by the
h'mself. It was the

distinctions in style,

technique and listening

audience between art and pop
music, all of today's
performers and composers are

victims of market mentality.

Now, according to Winter,

performers and composers are

marketed and represented by
managers. The managers, in

turn, find room in the market
only for the "very best"

artists. This, he feels, is a

All of today's
performers and
composers are victims

of market mentality.

shame because there are

many other musicians in the

world who should be
recognized as well. "America

has more musical talent than

any other country in the

world," he lamented, "but

they fail to recognize the

artists."

Winter played some short

musical pieces on the piano

throughout the lecture to

illustrate some of his points.

Winter ended by
encouraging the audience to

support local musicians:

"Support the art that speaks

to you - the live arts. Go with

your hearts. There is only

good music and bad music.

Support the music that moves
you."

The Basement Tapes:
The Latest Sonic Experiments
from the Electronic Music Studio

By KRISTIN THOMSON
Lately I've noticed that there's no such thing as silence. We

live in a sound infested society, our cars receiving a constant
barrage of noise, from rushing traffic, to ringing phones, blaring
stereos, screaming children, sirens and trains. Even in the quiet
areas there's the hum of fluorescent lights, clanking radiators
and squeaking doors. In order to preserve our sanity, our minds
block out most of these sonic intrusions, allowing us to
concentrate on other things, like reading, or homework, or other
daily efforts requiring a semblance of concentration.

But there's one class at Colorado College where listening to
noise is your homework, in order to explore its musical worth.
The Electronic Music Studio class, taught by Stephen Scott,
questions the definitions of noise and expands the boundaries of
what is considered music. Your assignment is to find interesting
sounds that, once manipulated, combined and layered, will

barely resemble their natural form, thus transforming them
into something musically valuable.

So you set off into our noise infested world, tape recorder in

hand to collect sounds, which you then bring back into the
studio where you can tangle and mangle tape to your heart's
content. Fiddle with speed control, or make a loop, letting a
sound repeat itself infinitely. Or you can create echo effects, or
pan the sound around the speakers a la Led Zeppelin, or stack
noises on top of each other on the four channel recorder.
Anything goes!

But not all of the sonic material comes from the outside
world; some is generated in the studio on the somewhat dated
but lovable "Synthi". Now this is not your average Casio with
the samba beat at the touch of a button, it is a huge console
board of holes in which you place transistor pins to create,

with a little coaxing and a lot of luck, almost any imaginable
sound, from gentle, swelling tones to rapid machine gun fire.

The latest addition to the studio is the "Synclavicr", a more
contemporary keyboard synthesizer that operates on computer
disks and stores a variety of timbres in its memory. With these

and other electronic goodies like a vocoder and digital delay at

your disposal, the definition of music is only bounded by your
imagination.

Some of the graduates of Electronic Music Studio will be
giving a performance tonight of their most successful pieces
that evolved either in the class or from more recent
experimentation. Some of the pieces use only "found" sounds
that have been manipulated and combined in a myriad of

ways, while others were completely generated on the

equipment in the studio. A few of the works go beyond just

taped music, incorporating various visual effects or live

performance. In the past some performances have involved

audience participation, dancers, eating, body paint and slide

shows, and this recital promises to be just as interesting. The
Concert of New Electronic Music begins tonight at 7 pm in

Packard Hall and is free and open to all.

Yearbooks are for sale !
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Oksana Ross Relives and Revives the Avant-Garde
By STACY STANFORD
The Russian Avant-garde

integrated the full spectrum

of artistic expression. Dance,

music, theater, fashion, film,

painting and sculpture were

intertwined and brought to

the people. On Thursday,

November 17, Dr. Oksana

Ross provided a sense of that

collaboration in her talk

entitled "Cultural
Highlights of Russian

Avant-garde Art and Music".

Her presentation combined an

explanation of the artistic

movement with piano

performances of Russian

pieces corresponding in mood
to particular art works.

Dr. Ross' professional life

as an art historian, artist,

and pianist spans thirty two

years. In obtaining her

Ph.D., she attended
Columbia and N.Y.U.. Dr.

Ross has taught at many
universities in New York and

later in Colorado. As an

artist, Hans Hoffman and

Will Barnett were two of her

colleagues. She has

exhibited at Pratt Institute,

Hudson River Museum,
Woodstock, and the Colorado

Springs Fine Arts Center.

The slide presentation

began with an early Russian

Icon painting and briefly

progressed to the beginnings

of the Avant-garde. She

explained how the Byzantine

trend continued until the 17th

Century when Russian artists

copied Western Europe in

stylistic quality. The trends

preceding Avant-garde in the

19th century were
Romanticism and Symbolism.

The Romantics chose Titian

and Rembrandt as their

inspirations. Brulov and Ilya

Repin were the most notable.

The former painted his Self-

portrait(1848) in the

dramatic style of Titian and

Rubens. For example,
Brulov's pale face and hands

emerge from his dark
clothing that coalesce with

the setting. Ilya Repin

belonged to an art colony of

intelligentsia. He painted

historical portraits to

promote an intellectual

nationalism. Oksana
matched the romanticism on

canvas by playing
Tchaikovsky's "June", a short

piece he composed to pay his

monthly rent. His
romanticism is more evident

in the "Overture of 1812"

celebrating Napo lean's

demise.

The Symbolist Borissov-

1

u Pete Langsam sophomore undecided
i

Pink Floyd Dark Side of the Moon

Kelly Geehan junior anthropology

Jane's Addiction Nothing 's Shocking

s3
0£

Irene Lei junior political science
;

The Mambo
\

Dave Schuetze first year undecided

hat's

Turn

An Arlo Guthrie Bootleg

Monica Lichtner senior english
j

Joan Armatrading Show Some Emotion

Bryan Bredehoeft senior economics
!
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GRACE
and

St. Stephen's Parish
631 North Tejon Street

633-5529

Sunday Worship
00 a.m. Holy Eucharist: Rite I & Sermon

9:00 a.m. Holy Eucharist: Rite II & Sermon
10:10-10:50 a.m. Adult Education

Holy Scipture: Fr. Armstrong

Traditions of The Church: Robert McJimsey
Christian Living: Sisters of St. Francis

New Members Class: Parish Clergy

Holy Eucharist: Rite I & Sermon
Taylor Memorial Concert

Peggy Shivers, Lyric Soprano

Music of Handel, Schubert, Barber

and spirtuals

Thanksgiving Day
Holy Eucharist: Rite I & Sermon
Traditional Hymns of Thanksgiving

11:00 a.m.

4:00 p.m.

10:00 a.m.

The Rev. Donald Armstrong, Rector

The Rev. Kenneth Burton, Associate Rector

The Rev. Edward Hook, Associate Rector

Frank Shelton, Organist/Choirmaster

Mussatov admired Gustav
Morreau and painted
mystical, melancholy works
in green, blue, and grey. A
member of the Blue Rose

Group, Mussatov viewed life

in emotional terms. Oksana
performed Glinka's
composition "Life of the

Tsar" to reinforce the somber

mood.

Oksana Ross relates music

to paintings
Photo by Pally McLaughlin

Within these trends, the

stirrings of revolt against the

Russian Academy's realistic

standards arose in the 1860's.

Dissatisfaction with the

Tsar's dictatorship infused

their reactionary attitude.

This prevailed until the 1917

Revolution, which they

believed and propagated.

These artists were for the

people, as exemplified by
their push toward the

utilitarian and artistic

availability. A harsh

political climate served to

cohere the artists into tight

communities. They shared

closer tics than the artistic

schools in Western Europe.

The utilitarian ideology
gave Russian Avant-garde its

own identity. Stylistically,

Larionov, Goncharova,
Tallin, and Malevich were
initially inspired by the
Fauvist, Cubist, and Futurist

movements. Although some
of these artists were able to

travel, they were indebted to

two collectors who
appreciated the European
revolutionaries. Schukin and
Morozov exposed Cezanne,

Van Gogh, Degas, Picasso,

Bocchioni, and Matisse to

their eager audience.

Oksana emphasized
Schukin commissioning
Matisse to do a paintingr--

"Dancc", which now resides

in the Pushkin Museum. The
art revolution centered in

Paris was not scorned, but

celebrated, in Russia.

However, the inspired artists

were incapable of bland
imitation. European styles

were catalyzed into forms
fitting Russia's unique
situation.

Around 1908, Mikhail

Larionov and Natasha
Goncharova instigated the

first movement called Neo-
Primitivism. They were
lovers of different
backgrounds who met at the

Moscow Art School. The art

they developed was child-

like, unheroic, and brutish.

Folk art's "innocence" and
Fauvism's brilliant color

were inspirations.

The motion of technology

became an important theme
to these artists and it was
expressed in the Cubo-
Futurist movement. They
were the first to proclaim

"Art exists for it's own sake."

Picasso and Braque purposely

reviled color to emphasize
the analytical in their

works. Their works were also

static. The Russians liked

the constructivist aspect of

Cubism, but they fused it

with Futurisms appealing

color and imitation of

movement.

Malevich and Tatlin were

two other important figures

of the Avant-garde
former, propelled
Supremist school, and w
to nullify "the confront K^
with space," as

0k=
described it. He painty
geometric shapes defii^

color against a jfc

background. The epit0l^
Suprcmism was the

"White on White" in W]

we are sent into whiter^
This void manifested

Suprcmists drive to reach

ultimate aesthetic conchy
Tatlin parented

Constructivist

His sculptures made
mundane objects,

project

from the wall. His
intenti

was to puncture space.

also hung reliefs in ihec

of a room to distort
spa

Tatlin intend,
Constructivism to reach

masses.

Music, theatre, dan

and art were meshed
performances
encourage change.

The above artists cmbrai

the Revolution. Theymov

along with the forces if

brought Lenin to po|

Music, theater, dance and

were meshed in performs

to encourage change. On

Lenin's position was clinch}

they painted pro pagan

everywhere and participal

in Agitational Propagawl

In this capacity, the arti

travelled to towns, teachi hy,N

the good of Leninism throi

plays and posters. Lenii

true feelings toward

Avant-garde appeared ii

mid-20's, when their for

propagating was banned,

See STANFORD, p. 19

The art, literature, music and

architecture of turn-of-the-

century Vienna remain on

exhibit in the Coburn Gallery

until November 24th. The show

includes over three hundred

examples from this culturally

rich era in European history;

emphasizing the enormous
influence that Viennese
tradition had on the direction of

art and music. The Coburn

Gallery is open from Tuesday to

Saturday, noon to 5 pm, and an

informative film is shown every

day at 1 pm.
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What's Shakin\...November 18th through 25th

lj£ATRE and DANCE:
Ihy's

Foot, Hie fall dance concert features many

rQ's talented jazz, ballet and modern dance stu-

nts
directed by Alan Lomasson, artist-in-residencc

Slaughter and guest artist Paul Fiorino.

trong Theatre

iirsday,
N°v l7m through Saturday, Nov 19

j„m free with CC ID tickets at Worner Desk

e final
performances of the comedy The Nerd,

«nted by Theatreworks of UCCS will take place

s
weekend.

|te
Auditorium

day Nov 18 and Saturday, Nov 19

$6 with CC ID

iiideville Nouveau brings the American street

atrc onto the stage. It is a combination of tradi-

,a
|vaudcvilleanticsoftheearlyl900'sand modern

aire techniques and music. This will be the first

intin the Fine Arts Center Theatre Series.

\ Arts Center

jay, Nov 18

$12

• Experimental Theatre class invites you to the

I and Puppet Theatre and Cheap Art

le. At 5:30 pm there will be a film shown in

nslrong 300 documenting the Bread and Puppet
^Nicaragua in 1985. Then the festivities move

) Taylor Dining Hall at 7 pm, with a parade over

irmstrong Hall at 8:30 pm for the finale.

nslrong 300, Taylor Dining Hall, and anywhere
iclween

Siday, Nov 21

Opm

itporennialChristmasfavorite, theNutcracker

llet, will be prescntedat the Pikes Peak Center by
Tulsa Ballet Company. TheTchaikovsky master-

it is brought to life by the 26 company dancers
I local children performing as mice, soldiers and
els.

is Peak Center

lay, Nov 25 through Sunday, Nov 27
n and 8 pm $9 to $22

e Magic of David Copperfield appears at

Pikes Peak Center this Monday. He is well
«n for his illusions of epic proportions, like

ng Lear jets and the Statue of Liberty

|ppcar...maybe he'll attempt Pikes Peak.
K Peak Center

"day, Nov 28

1:15 pm $8 to $25

MUSIC:
Direct from the cutting edge...A Concert of

Electronic Music, with pieces composed by
Electronic Music Studio students, will change your
very conceptions of what you consider music.

Packard Hall

Friday, Nov 18

7-8 pm free

ASIA, BSU, Chaverim, ISO; MECHA and NASA
invite all the students to the annual all-campus

dance, Rainbow Jam. This year's dance will be
held in Gaylord Hall a.k.a The Great Space, with
music provided by Sapphire.

Worner Center, Gaylord Hall

Friday, Nov 18

9 pm to whenever

Queen Ida and the Bon Temps Zydeco
Band will cook up a musical gumbo that combines
Cajun traditions with reggae, calypso, and western
influences.

Sangrc de Crista Arts Center, Pueblo
Sunday, Nov 20

8 pm $10

Block Break Bonanza-Looking for some good
music during the break? CC'sown Dogtooth Violet
and The Circle invade the Deluxe Tavern on
Wednesday night. Scruffy the Cat will be at The
Broadway in Denver. The Volcano Suns will follow

them on Friday night. Was (Not Was) will be at

Boulder's Coast on Nov 27.

ART:
Senior ArtStudio major Sue Hill's showremains
on the walls of Packard until the end of the block.

Her largebiomorphicdrawingsand vivid colored

shapes deserve serious consideration.

Packard Hall until Nov 22.

The Golden Age of Painting, a collection

of Dutch, Flemish and German works from the

1 6th and 17th century, remainon exhibi t through

December 31.

Fine Arts Center

FILM:
Arsenic and Old Lace-The Film Series
presents Frank Capra's comedy, starring Cary
Grant and Raymond Massey, about a drama
critic who realizes that his two innocent aunts
have been tainting their elderberry wine
OlinI

Friday, Nov 18

7&9 pm $1 with CC ID

Cane Toads: An Unnatural History and
The Brothers Quay- This double feature

focuses on two off-beat films that combine
cinematic characteristics in novel ways. Cane
Toads is a combination of a biological
documentary and a casual social commentary
about intriguingccological issues. The Brothers
Quay is a collection of four short, vivid animated
filmsby twin film-makersTimandStephenQuay.
Poor Richard's

Friday, Nov 18 through Monday, Nov 21

7&9pm $3.25

Moby Dick-Orson Welles, Richard Basehart
and Gregory Peck star in this adaptation of the
classic Melville novel. Directed by John Huston.
As part of the Classic Film Series

Fine Arts Center

Tuesday, Nov 22

8 pm $2.50

Over Thanksgiving Brcak...The Fine Arts Center

will show the highly acclaimed Babette's

Feast, as part of their International Cinema
Series.

Fine Arts Center

Friday, Nov 25 and Saturday, Nov 26
7:30 and 9:30 pm $3.75

Art and Culture in Vienna, 1900-The Coburn
Gallery continues to display over 300 example of art,

literature, architecture and music from the culturally

rich heritage of Vienna. An informative film is shown
every day at 1 pm.
Sponsored by the German, Russian and Art
Departments

Coburn Gallery

Through Nov 24

Tuesday through Saturday, noon to 5 pm.

Fancy

ootwork
le Colorado College
cc Department invites
»°w to its fall concert,

f.

s Foot. This
""nance covers a wide

f
of dance styles, from

P1 to jazz and ballet,

I

mS CC dance students
'cvels. Professor Alan

§
as

T
SOn, artist-in-m Lynn Slaughter and

,att'st Paul Fiorino used
collective talent and

_„
r ' cn« i n the
"faphyoftheshow.

1 Foot will be
tonight and

irmed

,„
"gin at 8:15 pm m

t«»$ Theatre. Tickets

,„.
Wl,n an activities

Crr? Mailable at the

STANFORD continued

preferred Social-Realism
which wouldn't confuse the

masses.

Two Russian artists who
didn't jive with the dogma of

their colleagues were
Chagall and Kandinsky.
They excelled in lyrical,

mystical, and individualistic

art. Both settled in Europe.

Kandinsky joined the

influential Bauhaus group
and Chagall continued to

produce his dreamlike
paintings in Nice, France.

Oksana completed her

discourse by affirming that

the U.S.S.R. has opened the

vaults to allow these Avant-

garde works to be seen within

the country that they were
created.

Hove You Thought of

Editing

The Catalyst

The Disparaging Eye

Cutler Publications is currently accept-

ing application for the position of editor for

either The Catalyst orThe Disparaging Eye

for Spring semester.

Applications are available at theWorner

desk. The deadline is NcDveimlbffiir 23"*.

Contact Jean Boyer ext. 2249 orWorner

Box 237 with any questions.
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Berkeley Ousts
Woman's Soccer
From Playoffs
By KRISTIN JOHNSTON
The Colorado College

Women's Soccer season is

over. It ended on Sunday
with a 2-1 overtime loss to

the University of California,

Berkeley in the National

Tournament quarterfinal

round. The crowd was
terrific; according to the

paper, around 800 fans came
out to watch a soccer game
they knew would be of the

finest caliber. For those of

you who were there, you
know you got your money's
worth.

CC is an excellent team,

and without a doubt they

deserve their reputation as

one of the most talented and
formidable opponents in the

nation. However, Berkeley's

abilities are also not over-

rated, and on Sunday, they

proved superior.

It was an extremely windy
day, and with 15 seconds left

in the first half, MaryCIaire

Robinson found a way to use

that wind, as it carried her

chip over the keeper's head
into the goal. Her shot gave

CC the lead going into half-

time.

Early in the second half,

Berkeley scored a goal of

their own to tic the game.
The Tigers' tough defense
held throughout the second
half, as the Golden Bears,

their turn to be aided by the

wind, pounded the goal with
shot aiter shot. When

Browning
Qualifies For
Nationals

By X-COUNTRY TEAM
Erik Browning of Colorado

College led a contingent of

seven runners into the 1988

Regional Qualifying meet at

Waverly, Iowa. As Paul
Koch stated, "This was to be
an all-out effort!" The team
would cither end the season
or continue on to Nationals.

However, as the morning of

November 13th rolled around
an unexpected factor came
into play; it snowed
overnight, coating the
windswept course with a one
inch layer of slushy,
slippery and wet snow.
"Observing this the CC team
knew it would effect the
entire field of 19 schools and
135 plus runners, most likely

by spreading out each team's
runners," said coach
Castaneda.

At the mile, Erik Browning
was among the top seven
while Paul Koch was 31st,

Ben Harrison 37th and Sob
Suhl, Craig Heacock, Pat
Judge and Erik Schroeder
coming thru in the 50's.

By four miles Koch was
maintaining position while

regulation time had ended,

the score was tied 1-1,

sending the game into

overtime.

The first 15 minute period

was scoreless, and as the

second half wound down, the

Tigers began to prepare for

penalty shots. However, in

the last 2:00 minutes of play,

a gorgeous outside shot by

Berkeley ended the women's
hopes of a trip to the Final

Four.

The majority of the women
on the team had mixed
feelings regarding the season.

Without exception, the loss

was unexpected and
disappointing, but at the

same time, overall, the
season was successful. Junior

Shelly Separovich said,

"The three losses that we
had were to three of the four

Final Four teams - that says

a lot about the talent of our
team. Also, Berkeley was a

much better game than the

play-off game last year
against Santa Barbara.
Looking at our schedule, we
had a great year - but we had
hoped for more."

Kerri Tashiro also felt

that let-down. "This was a

disappointing end to a

successful season. We need to

carry the momentum we had
at the end of the season into

next year."

The Tigers have no reason
to hang their heads - they

Tami Carteen (15) and Shelley Separov

played well. On another
day, perhaps the outcome
would have been different.

The top teams in the country
have relatively equal skills,

and when they play for such
high stakes, it is the
seemingly minute details
that give one team the edge,
causing either a loss or a

victory. It is the intangible

qualities, those that a coach
cannot teach, and a player
cannot define, that
distinguish excellent teams
from the sublime. On Sunday,
Berkeley possessed those
indcfinables, and it gave
them the edge. Maybe next
year, it will be our turn.

For now, all that is left is

to look back on a successful

season and to begin to plan for

the future. Nicole Plotkin

emphasized this point;
"Losses are sometimes the

Photo by Kim

best lessons - this will make Without a doubt, CC

us more critical of ourselves come back stronger than

and give us more next season, and once aga

determination in the future." will be a whole new day,

Erik Browning runs through low

Ben Harrison drifted back to

42nd and the rest of CCs
squad was in the 70's and 80's.

However, CC runner Erik
Browning was dueling it out
with Luther's Paul Bunnell
and St. John's Joseph Bohike
as this pack of runners
established a lead of 100
yards on the rest of the field.

Maintaining this to the
finish the individual title

was won by Luther's Paul
Bunnell as he finished first

with a 25:53, Joseph Bohlike
was 2nd with a 26:01 and Erik
Browining came home in 3rd
with a 26:10. Erik thus
became the first individual
qualifer (not a member of a
qualifing team) and CCs lone
advancer to the Nationals
meet in St. Louis, Missouri.
CCs team finished 8th while
St. Thomas won the team
title with 81 points. As to

Erik Browning's reaction,
"Yaaaa... Hooo!" seems to

sum it up.

Top Teams
1) St. Thomas 81*

2) St. Johns 127*

3) Wartburg 157*

4) Luther 172*

5) Simpson 197
6) Grinnell 223
7) Cornell 235
8) Colo. College 265
9) Carlcton 267

10) Loras 269
'Qualified for nationals in

St. Louis, Missouri on
November 19, 1988.

Top CC Finishe

3) Erik Browning 26:10
32) Paul Koch 27:19
47) Ben Harrison 27:39

79) Pat Judge 28:35
87) Seb Suhl 28:52

88) Erik Schoreder 28:53
105) Craig Heacock 29:54

Hockey Falls T

Eastern Invaders
By MARK TORGOVE

Last weekend CCs hockey
team completed it's grueling

schedule of 8 games in 15

days. The last three games
were against opponents from
Hockey East. The Tigers
could have gained some
momentum but that did not

happen as they finished the

weekend with losses to New
Hampshire and Boston
College while skating to a tie

with Boston University.

On Thursday night the

Tigers played a New
Hampshire team that on
paper looked like an even
opponent. That was not the

case, however, as the Tigers

were shut out 5-0. The two
teams played to a 0-0 tie in

the first period with two
power play attempts for each
team.
The second period opened

up with the Wildcats scoring
one minute into the period.

The power play goal by
Flanagan from the slot

started an avalanche of
scoring. By the time CC
realized what was
happening the second period

was over and the Wildcats
were holding a 5-0 lead.

<

There was no scoring in

third period and the gi

ended 5-0. This was a (

that the Tigers could k

won if they had play

'

their potential.

Saturday night the f

College Eagles arrived

Colorado Springs and pi'!

the Tigers in a penalty
|

physical game. The Ha[

scored first at 17:21 of

first period. Steve Schei

took a pass from David E*

and put the puck past

Gustafson from the
|

face-off circle.

Emma picked up his sj

assist as the Eagles scf

the only goal in the s«i

period. At 9:50, Tim Sw<*

beat Gustafson from

crease while the Eagles*

on a power play. Al'l

the Tigers had outsho 1

Eagles 21-14 they still I"

themselves on the short 1

of the stick.

CC finally got on the W

at 17:00 minutes in'
..„,,

third period. Steve SI"
J, the

beat Eagle goalie W
Liftman from the rigW'

of the crease to p"l
please see HOCKE*j
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Hoopsters Look To New Season
. At loft, Todd Shaw hones his fool shot. Above, the women's squad scrimmages
in preparation for their season opener. The men begin at home tonight against
Western State. The women open tonight on the road at Fort Lewis College.

Photo by Patty Mclaughlin

)rediggers Bury Tigers

he

!c

IMGRANTZ and TED
VTON

Colorado College

ball Tigers ended the

campaign with a defeat

^ic proportions at the

ds of the Colorado School

vlines Orediggers. The
sion II Golden boys made
bones about making a

ilcte debacle of this

me after the Tigers

iriscd them with some
bom, inspired play in the

half.

the beginning, the big,

jicking nerds were
)led like a nuclear

sicist who loses the
entary school science

est to an autistic first

dor. All that the
diggers could amass in the

half was a poultry pair

lonely field goals as the

defense played with
proficiency and

malistic intensity. The
ible was that the Mines
mse was only the second

' reduced offense on the
as the Tiger offense

shone them in every
[gory of ineptitude.
tough the Tigers showed
'glimpses of prowess in
first half, displaying
'innate ability to
ally drive the ball on the
Nful Mines defense, they

| held to one meager field

1 the intermission,
™g 6-3, the Tigers were
"rustic that they might

[

e a date with a pretty

It

gal named Destiny; after all,

it had been nine years and
many tears since the Tigers
had danced with this fine,

buxom beauty queen. But alas,

Destiny once again broke the

hearts of the Tigers faithful

as it turns out she was just a

big ol' teasing, flirtatious

tramp. For in the third

quarter, the Tigers were
destroyed in a fashion of

biblical proportions
reminiscent of the Great
Flood. The Orediggers rolled

up four unanswered
touchdowns in this fateful

quarter, as they made the CC
gridders look like a bunch of

grade school wimps getting

their lunch money stolen by
junior high heavy metal
ruffians. The final score: 33-3.

It was an anti-climactic

way in which to end a season
that showed potential for

greatness at the midpoint.
The Tigers were off to their

best start in over a decade
when the perils of the road
reared their ugly heads. CC
lost three in a row away from
the friendly confines of

Washburn field, and they
lost them with vigor, ending
the season with a

disappointing 4-5 record.

Not a very fitting end to

the outstanding careers of'the

twelve fine seniors on the

Tiger roster. Chad Cavey,
Shawn Holt, and John
Horning were the stalwarts

of a talented backfield of

catlike quickness and striking

power. Mike Ukropina and

Charlie Ficco combined to
lead the Tiger offense from
their tailback position with
a style and grace unheard of
for years. Jim Roome and John
Cady were the spearheads of

a young offensive line of
misfits and mental oddballs
with no other business in life

than to forge the way for

swift Tiger ballcarriers.

On the other side of the

ball, Scott Robertson and
Chuck Puga led the defense to

greatness by imposing their

intense desire to excel on the

entire unit. Dave Greenwald
made an immediate impact in

only his first year on the

defense as he mauled and
pressured opposing
quarterbacks. Lonn
Clementson, Brian Ash, and
Bennett Stichman were
instrumental forces in the

country's top-ranked
secondary. These graduating
Tigers have forged a legend
and laid the groundwork for

great Colorado College teams
of the future. Their absence
will be felt greatly and their

presence will be remembered
with fondness and high
praise.

It's kind of like ca
t
ke.

Sometimes it tastes good, but

sometimes you eat too much
and get violently ill and start

to throw up. But when it

really comes down to the

nitty-gritty, it's better to

have had some cake rather

than none at all.

Somen's Club Puck Opens Season
Dorothy diggs andP CHENEY
"e Colorado College
jW's club hockey team
Pea their season last
«Wd against The Denver
"!'s. After only having
P'wd for a month, thl
V played exceptionally
or their first game

KMer. Denver played
I

usual aggressive game,
Pe experience of several
i ™ players, coupled
l*<= fresh blood of the
"bruits, helped to make

m, a " action packed
'Station between the

two rivals.

Denver came out strong by
scoring on two breakaways
early in the first period. The
CC Tigers could not connect on
any of their passes. Denver,
on the other hand, managed
to put a third goal in the net
before the period ended.

After some, points from
coach Gordie Kito, the Tigers
were determined to stuff one
in their opponents net. With
ten minutes remaining in the

second period, co-captain
Kim Keeley shot the puck
past the Bandits' goalie off a

pass from first year player

Jen Deeds.
Despite a strong effort by

the CC defense lead by
returning players: Martha
Deeds, Grctchen Smith and
Christina Chamberlain,
Denver managed to score two
more goals.

The Tigers' goalie, Mary
Cheney, turned away 37 shots

by Denver in what coach Tim
Mixon later referred to as "An
outstanding performance."
During the third period
neither team was able to

score, leaving the final tally

5-1.

SPORTS/,,
Spikers Lose In Playoffs
Costello And Smith Honored
By DAVE MOROSS
Two members of the 1988 SCCond team recognition.

Colorado College volleyball Colorado College concluded
team, juniors Cathy Costello
(Los Angeles, CA) and Emily

its season at the NCAA
Division III West Regional

Smith (Lajolla, CA), have las , weekend in San Dieeo
earned All-America honors losing 15-6, 2-15, 15-12 13-15
after helping CC claim its 12-15 to the University of
fourth consecutive NCAA
Division III playoff berth.

Costello, a middle blocker
who lead the Tigers with 411

LaVerne in a second-round
playoff match.
The Tigers, who finished

with a 14-9 overall record,
kills and a .359 attack were paced in the loss by
percentage this season, was Costello's 25 kills and
named to the American Smith's 65 assists
Volleyball Coaches Sophomores Kristin Poulson
Association (AVCAVRussell (Brccksville, OH) and Mary
Athletic first team for the Thompson (Centralia, WA)
third straight year. contributed 17 and 15 kills,
Smith, a setter who respectively, with Poulson

finished the 1988 campaign adding a team-high 28 digs,
with 872 assists, received

Final 1988 Volleyball Statistics
Player K V. TA Pet. A SA S_E RE DG. BS RA
Costello 411 87 903 .359 22 32 43 32 155 36 67
Poulson 199 65 515 .260 4 5 34 32 188 14 24
Smith 62 17 170 .265 872 44 21 1 109 in ?q
Sunset Vi 49 269 .089 16 10 24 36 111 5 10
Johnson 74 52 299 .074 32 28 35 43 113 16 46
Thompson 218 52 545 .305 8 27 36 58 141 78 48
Pearson bl 34 170 .100 5 11 26 14 55 4 9
Jacobus 3 2 6 .166 1 12 4 5 1 1

Gerwing 1 2 4 - 12-1
Valpey - - 1 - 4 2 5 3 19
Totals 1092 360 2882 .254 964 151 228 223 897 114 234

Snort 'TripJshiShorb (riv

Just 10 Minutes Away!

Delicious cuisine
and excellent service

in an historic setting-

the

Stagecoach Innu RESTAURANT

TRAVEL QUESTIONS??

Call Taylor Travel

Where's the

Airport?
How can I (ly my
"kitty" home?

"Your Campus Travel Agency"

818 N. Tejon 636-3871
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HOCKEY cont. from p.20

Tigers within one goal.

However, BC held off the

feisty Tigers and won the

game 2-1.

Finally, on Sunday night,

the Tigers managed to come
back from a 4-0 deficit and tie

the T rriers of Boston
University 6-6. BU scored
four goals in the first eleven

minutes including two power
play goals to nail the Tigers

to the wall even though CC
outshot BU 13-10.

Gustafson was replaced by
Derek Pizzey in the second
period and the Tigers found
inspiration as they began
their rally at 6:24 with a

power play goal by Chris
Anderson. Tim Budy scored a

power play goal at 11:35 to

make the score 4-2 and the

Terriers continued to bite

themselves as Cal Brown
scored the Tigers' third goal

again on the power play at

16:05.

CC opened up the third

period with a bang as Steve
Strunk scored one minute into

the period to tie the score at

4-4. Grant Block scored the

Tigers' fifth goal giving them
the lead at 454 of the period.

The Terriers were shaken by
this CC rally and Strunk beat

them again at 6:26 for his

second goal of the game.
BU regained their

composure at 7:57 as Joe Sacco
scored on a 3 on 1 and Shawn
McEachern did the same for

the Terriers at 9:16 to tie the

Intramural Volleyball Results

****Women's Competitive
Team Wins

• League Champs* 4

Dominating X's 2

15-13, 15-13 2

over 1

Melba Toast

Dominating X's

Melba Toast

Spiked Punch

| TheHenz
Hodge Podge

Derek Pizzey sprawls to deflect the puck.

score at 6-6. The game went
into overtime and neither

team scored as the game
ended in a 6-6 tie. The
Terriers' goalie kept them in

the game saving 41 Tiger
shots while Derek Pizzey
finished with a respectable

25 saves in two periods.

Coach Beutow said, "We

Photo by Peter Pochna

in assists with 14, and Tim
Budy and Steve Strunk, with
5 power play goals a piece,
are tied for second in the
league in that category.
Strunk also is second in the
league in scoring with 16
points. These statistics show
that this team is not
reflective of their 3-8-1

***Men's Competitive
Team
Mehoff's •League Champs*
Aspen Club Mehoff's

Hudy 13-15, 15-1, 15-8

WFH over

Wastoids Aspen Club
Maverick and Iceman: teen idols

Big Mac Attack

****Co-Ed League
Team
Kick "A" Hall ^ League Champs*
Phantasmagorics Big Bubbas
The Stones 15-13, 15-8

Super Six over

Big Bubbas Phantasmagorics

We Slam
Delta Omicuon Gamma
Pile Drivers

Mathias Marauders

Wins :

6

5

2

1

1

1

outplayed two of the top record and should be able to
teams in the country. That's get a few breaks and win some
encouraging. The guys are games soon,

doing everything I'm asking This weekend the Tigers
them to do. We've just had are in Wisconsin for a two
some bad luck." Fortunately, game series with the
the Tigers know bad luck does Badgers. The Badgers are 5-
not last forever and 3-2 overall this season and
eventually theirs will turn should be a tough opponent
around and they will begin to this weekend. CC did manage
win the close games. to win one of the games last

Statistically the Tigers are year in Wisconsin with a
playing much better then lesser team so hopes remain
they have in recent years, high for this weekend.
Cal Brown leads the WCHA

SPORTS CALENDAR FOR NOVEMBER
18 Men's Basketball vs. Western St., 7:30 p.m.

Women's Basketball at Ft. Lewis Coll., 7:30 p.m.

18-19 Hockey at Wisconsin, 7:35 p.m.
19 Men's Basketball vs. Wis.-Stevens Pt.,7:30 p.m.

Women's Basketball at Western St. Coll., 7:30 p*
21 Women's Basketball vs. Concordia Coll., 7:30 p*

25 Men's Basketball at Claremont College, 7:30 p.m-

25-26 Hockey vs. Minnesota (atAir Force), 7:35 p.m.

26 Women's Basketball vs. Tarkio College, 7:30 p"
Men's Basketball at Pomona College, 7:30 p.m.

29 Hockey at Air Force, 7:00 p.m.

30 Women's Basketball vs. Colorado Baptist, 7:30 p"

* Home games in bold
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I rly
reputations, who

[)CC „
recognized for

Lee in teaching and

| leaching supports a

number of

[disciplinary programs. I

>

a t a college which

i national recognition for

Bvative curriculum and

strength of its overall

Lc program. I teach

|ls drawn from the

and from overseas.

tudents have strong

,m ic
credentials and a

jy of talents, which

fljtite a bounty of richness

fcampus life.

•haps there was a time

J

ur Division I sports

am p
ut us on tne maP

rallied the students to

irta common cause. Now
jnder if mounting a

ion I program has the

c t it once may have had.

pect that students and

ni have many other

ns for valuing their

with us. I also suspect

if the values of a

Ion I program were
tiling, more colleges of

zeand resources would
ilo the act. The current

those that do, is small

nimprcssive.

scd to be argued that

ado College supported
vclopment of American
ickey players. It is now
that the significance of

ole has diminished.

Many schools now use their
regional bases and deeper
financial resources to
cultivate our national talent
for the sport.

I think this list pretty well
does it: national recognition,
school image, financial gain,
national duty. The
feasibility and desirability
of these goals is questionable.
What is not questionable is

the relationship of these
goals to the goals of liberal

education. Quite plainly
there isn't any direct
correlation. All the benefits
of sports to our liberal arts

program are available in the
realm of Division III. The
reasons for sponsoring
Division I competition relate

to a (questionable)
institutional policy, rather
than to any intention of
supporting liberal education.
This discussion has come

down to describing how
Division I athletics differs
from Division III athletics.

The point could have been
made by noting that most
liberal arts colleges ascribe to

the concept of Division III.

They do so for sound reasons,
many of them stated above.
Only one final reflection is in

order. I recall past alumni
sports banquets at Grinncll
College at which an alumnus
would rise to question why
Grinnell no longer engaged
the University of Iowa in
football. The answer is

relevant here. Time marches
on. The big schools with their

linancial resources and
regional bases move in and
take over. Accepting this fact

is no disgrace. The recovery of

a fading past entails the
recovery of those days m
which the life of the college
was other than it is now. The
world changes and we move
on. Let us do so gracefully.

WILLOUGHBY Continued

Where would I be today
instead? From a realistic

economical standpoint, I

would be at a state school.

And, I am not alone. Where
would most of the hockey and
soccer players have gone?
Again, they would have-gone
to state schools. Instead, we
are benefitting from a rather

unique education at an
equally unique school.

Division I sports also
directly benefits the school
itself. Shaped and molded
by ability, competition and
success against the highest
level in his or her respective
sport, the division I athlete
adds a special dimension to
the diversity of Colorado
College's student body—

a

unique dimension which
distinguishes our college from
other academic institutions.

This dimensions is also easily

visible and accessible at CC.
Whether discussing
Machiavelli, ripping a 30 yd
shot on the playing field, or
appearing in the The Gazette
or ESPN, we contribute to

SPORTS/23

Colorado College's
commitment of diversity and
excellence in a very unique
way.
How many students

personally know a soccer or
hockey player and get the
chance to see them perform.
Probably many do. I didn't
want to be another "number"
at a huge state school and
limit myself to a small range
of friends and perspectives.
At CC, I am not just a number,
and have come into contact
with and learned from many
kinds of people. Moreover,
they have come into contact
and learned from me.
Another invaluable asset is

spirit. Division 1 sports
heighten school morale and
pride like no other activity.

The ability of a small school
to successfully compete
against a much larger school
in any respective field is a
tremendous source of pride
and unification. Who has
seen CC battle the Tar heels
of North Carolina? Or CC
versus the University of
Minnesota? There is an
indescribable excitement in

competition that intense. CC
fans participate in that
excitement. The student body
and the CC community
demonstrate fanatic support
for the women's soccer team.
No other student body of any
size university we played in

four years displays the
affection and moral support
our CC fans demonstrate.

The Colorado Springs
community, too, rallies
behind our division I sports.
Local people not only help
financially support the
hockey program, but often are
the most loyal fans. It is

obvious the Colorado College
and Colorado Springs
community appreciates and
supports our division I teams.
Division I sports also

generate a great deal of
exposure and publicity for our
tiny liberal arts school.
Colorado College receives
nation-wide exposure and
coverage through national
sanctioned athletic
competition. This exposure is

enormous, providing
thousands of people and
countless prospective students
a glimpse of CC and the type
of student who chooses and
pursues this kind of academic
education.

Regardless of ideological
and philosophical debate,
division I sports offer
tremendous benefits to

everyone. These benefits arc
needed and desired by the
athletes and the student
body. Why deny a division I

student-athlete the
opportunity for excellence in

both academia and the
athletic world? Does the
pursuit of athletic excellence
nullify the importance of a
liberal arts education? Let
the opportunity stand.
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ARTWORK STOLEN. On
Monday night, November 14,

sometime after 9:30pm, a

sculpture was stolen from the

Packard Hall shop yard.

Specifically, the sculpture

was a pair of dice made from

six inch cubes of steel. THESE
WERE SOMEONE'S
ARTWORK! They were

expensive and very difficult

to construct. They took a great

deal of time and coordination

of resources that simply

cannot be repeated. Most

importantly, they, are my
own personal artwork and

conception. As silly as this

may sound to whomever took

them, they are just as much a

part of my life and person as

anything for which I care a

great deal. This makes them

extremely important, if to no

one else, at least to me.

Please, if you have them or

have any information about

them, contact Aaron Singer at

520-1663, or contact the

secretary's office at Packard

Hall cxt. 2365 or ext. 2375.

There will be no questions

asked, no implications made;

I only want them back. They

really arc important to me. I

hope vou will understand.

CHEAP PLANE TICKET.
Denver to Atlanta. Good
Anyday before or on
Thanksgiving. Call Todd At

471-8872.

SHOVE CHAPEL: Sunday,
November 20 & 27, 7:30 p.m.

Word and Table, an informal

worship service which
engages the concerns of the

CC community.
Sunday, November 20 & 27,

9:00 p.m.. Mass Shove
Chapel.
Please note that the

regular scheduled
Wednesday noon meeting of

Shove Council will not take

place on 11-23.

FILM/VIDEO WORKSHOP
will hold its December
meeting on Tuesday the 29th.

Anyone interested in working

with film and/or video
during the 88/89 academic

year is invited to attend.

Check this week for specific

time and location.

FLY TO TUSCON for

Thanksgiving. Round-trip

ticket leaves CS Thursday

am, returns Saturday, pm,

$200. Call Chris, 632-4784, or

drop a note in WB #114.

BIOLOGY SEMINAR. Mr.

James C. Lewis, coordinator,

Whooping Crane Recovery

any time alcohol is served at

a function, alternative
beverages must be made
available for people who
choose not to drink alcohol.

Our travelling Mocktail Bar
is a convenient way to meet
this requirement! We will

make and serve attractive

non-alcoholic beverages
("mocktails") according to

your specifications for a

small fee (One which
includes the cost of the

ingredients and equipment).

We will even do the
shopping!!! Most of our
servers have also passed the

Becrtending Workshop exam,

J's Motor Hotel

and Restaurant

Off Campus at 820 N. Nevada

Special Student rate including utilities

& sattelite TV

633-5513
Project, U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service, will

present his speech
"Perspectives on the

Whooping Recovery
Program" on Dec. 8th,

12:00pm, Olin Hall room 185.

TO STUDENTS AND
FACULTY, we now have a

female massage therapist

working at Boettchcr Health

Center, every other Friday

afternoon. Please make
appointments through the

health center.

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES in

Network Marketing. Call

528-1557.
PLANNING A PARTY? We
can help!! The BACCHUS
Bar is a service we will

provide to any organization

on campus that is sponsoring

an event which requires
refreshments. As you know,

THE
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so we would be more than

happy to assist in the serving

of beer as well. Just call me at

x2307 or contact Rebecca
Knight at x2250 three to four

days in advance, and we will

take care of everything else!

We can also provide a list of

mocktail recipes at your
request. Please do not

hesitate to call me if you
have any questions or would
like to reserve the

BACCHUS Bar for a party in

the near future.

Thanks!
Peter D. Padilla

ANTHROPOLOGY
ALUMNI-MAJOR CAREER
REUNION, December 2 and
3, 1988.

Friday, December 2, 12

noon, Bemis Exile Room.
Lunch, anthropology majors
with J. Bryan Page,
University of Miami Medical
School (drug and AIDS
researcher). Topic: How to

get an untraditional job in

anthropology. (This will be a

nuts-and-bolds workshop
session.)

•7 pm, Gates Common
Room. J. Bryan Page,
University of Miami, "How
You Shoot and Whom You
Shoot With." Page, Ph.D.
University of Florida 1976, is

a "non-traditional"
anthropologist whose career
has been in marijuana, drug
and AIDS research. He
presently works among
Cubans and Blacks in Miami.

Saturday, December 3, 12

noon, 213 Worner Center.
Lunch, anthropology alumni
and staff. Cost $7.25. Fill out
form and return with check by
November 28.

•1:30-3:30 pm, Alumni
Panel on Using Anthropology
in Your Career, 412 New
Science Building. Tentative
list of panelists: Joan Ludcke
'81, Ph.D. candidate, Iliff

School of Theology; Julie
Spradley '84, free lance
writer; David Murphy '68,

President, Financial
Marketing Services; Chris
Jones '83, former
anthropology

paraprofcssional,

Southwestern crafts; Jane
Day '51, Chief Curator,
Denver Museum of Natural

History; Kinzie Gordon '74,

contract archeology, banking,

mother; Carmen Atilano '81,

Executive Director, Chicano
Humanities and Arts Council;

Charles Lackey '70, family

practice in medicine, Frisco;

Bruce Kirchhoff '81,

corporate law.

3:30 pm, Tours of

Anthropology's luxurious new
quarters, followed by student-

faculty-alumni party,
Hamlin House, 1122 Wood,
hosted by Department.

• open to the general

public.

TO ANY STUDENTS who
may be interested in starting

up a Young Life outreach club

ministry at Palmer High
School in the downtown area;

please contact Pam Moore at

the Young Life office, 633-

3342.

RUTH HOLLEY BRANCH
LIBRARY, 923 N. Murray
Blvd. Handmade
gingerbread houses and
ornaments by Lanelle

Benscnberg and Stacy Smith

will be displayed from Dec.

5-31.

PENROSE PUBLIC
LIBRARY, 20 N. Cascade.

Porcelain clocks and useful

china painted in the "Nyon"
style (1783-1813) by students

at the China Studio will be

displayed throughout
December. "Winter Storms"

will be the theme of a

display presented by the El

Paso County Disaster

Services from December 2-30.

THE WORLD CLIMBING
COMMUNITY was
awestruck at the successful

"Cycles Peugeot"

The French Manufacturer

of the World's finest

bicycles since 1882!

BtCYCLt SHOP

19 E.Kiowa • Downtown
(7 blocks south ol campus)

Phone: 634-4733

RICK WAGER—
"CC Class of '64 Proprietor"

ascent of the Salathe" Wall of

El Capitan in Yosemite
Natural Park in 1961 by Tom
Frost, Chuck Pratt and Royal
Robbins. In 1985, world-class

climber Stefan Glowacz
declared that no free ascent

would be successful for at

least ten more years. But in

June 1988 Paul Piana and
Todd Skinner defied that

prophecy. At 7:30 PM on
Monday, November 28, in

Packard Hall, Piana and
Skinner will present the

slides and story of their

vertical expedition. Be there

to witness this tale of

throbbing joints, Super Glue,
and perseverance. Sponsored
by ORC and Mountain
Chalet.
INTERNATIONAL
INTERNSHIP PROGRAMS
Individuals are invited to

live with a Japanese »

family for one month
pursue individual obje^
Participants arrange

Jown activites whjL
Japan. ..this may

j n
.,

travel, studying lang^

81, learning a Japanese s
Port

art, or simply enjoys
with a Japanese family

For $1,500, each a
pp]

J
receives a homestay pjjl

meals daily for one
mi

with a possible extenj

orientation in Tokyo, m&

and accidental insurant
support material,'
"host" family,
participants are responj

for their own airfare,
Col

credit can be arranged
p(

certain criteria are
satisfi

Applicants can depart

anytime of the year.
Q,

with the Seattle office

further information;

Colman Building, 811
f

Avenue, Seat
Washington, 98104.

l.

333-2225.

1 BDR. EFFICIENCY,
close to CC. Within wall

distance, quiet resider

area, not furnished,

roomy, lease until

utilities incl., #225.C

Nice Backyard.

CONTEMPORARY
RECORDING ART]

oj
ov

,l
wl

had

]

term;

gl

ersity

trsl"i

orshi]

her s

I in

rman

ence

ROSIE, will give a con© irship

Calvary Chapel of Color

Springs on Sunday, Noven

27th, 6:30pm.

Calvary Chapel is loo

downtown Colorado Spr

at the corner of Vcrmijo

Nevada. Admission is

and child care will

provided. For furl

information, please call

(

1568.

CUTTER continued

have the opportunity

discuss the complaints

all those who made them

According to S.

procedures, "a student fa heinc

charges... has, except
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determined by the Dot

Students or the Commit

the right to hear

testimony and the rig!
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against him or her." In
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feel threatened by Ben

are not willing to testil

his presence, constitu

extenuating circumsti

according to Dean McLeci

When asked if he pi' 1

to return to CC after a 1

of absence, replied

"[doesn't] know at this?

The Catalyst apologia P»e 1
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omen Direct Talents

Dward Leadership
EBRA I- ROBISON

|t
when you thought

had the rights on the

"Just do it." Dean

ara Kcllerman comes

Herman is a professor at

eigh Dickinson
crsity and a scholar on

ership and Women in

ership.

her speech Wednesday

t in Gaylord Hall,

rman spoke to an intent

ence on the differing

rship styles of men and
en and her message was
women leaders should

e means necessary to

vc social change.

Herman has published

al books on leadership,

recently on leadership

negotiations in the

le East.

lerman started her talk

defining the meaning of

"Models for

rrow's Leading Women."
ssing the meaning of a

r Kellerman found two
a important: 1. Did the

bring about change? 2.

ie individual get others

ow?

lerman stated, "A
r is someone who can
shift in the status quo

et others to follow." She
quick to point out that

are usually negative
Nations about being a

ver and maybe that isn't

nodel is, by conventional
" someone we want to

ale
- However,

jrman felt role models
fomen are hard to find
Use there are so few.
pe are two views of

P leaders, Kellerman

|
The first is women are

essed and are trying to
tome their subjugation.
^ond, is women are

overcoming the odds and
accomplishing 'the task at

hand.

Kellerman went on to list

various women who,
throughout history have
achieved a change in our
society as a result of their

leadership - Elizabeth Cady
Stanton, Harriet Beecher-

Stowe, Sojourner Truth, and
Rosa parks came up as pre-

twentieth century examples.

Kellerman grouped
twentieth century women into

three different categories.

First, as women legalists, the

leaders of the Suffrage

movement were noted.

Problem solvers comprised

the next group, including

women like Gloria Steinem

and Margaret Sanger.
Finally, Politicians were
mentioned.

While Kellerman did not

list any particular women
politicians, she pointed out

that more women than ever

are involved in politics.

Although, at the state level

there are few female cabinet

officers and even fewer
women governors.

Kellerman also addressed

the differences between male

and female leaders. She said,

men tend to be more direct,

task-oriented, less
cooperative, and more blunt.

Women, on the other hand,

are considered flexible,

equitable, cooperative,
subtle, and integrative.

Gender related leadership

characteristics are
irrelevant, Kellerman said.

Real leadership belongs to

those who can overcome a

situation and rely on inter-

personal influence. Today,

however, few women in our

society have access to such a

woman leader. Therefore, a

role model has not been

established.

Photo by Patrici

Frof. Barbara Kellerman spoke to students on women's role models in society.

Kellerman left us with
three pieces of advice to

future women leaders and a

sentiment of optimism. She

suggested women study the

leadership of women in

history. Next, Kellerman
advised studying leadership

up close, in those that

surround you. Finally, she

recommended women practice

leadership. "Capitalize on
your energy and idealism...

Bring about the kind of

change you care about."

Kellerman pointed out that

models are not necessarily

other women, they can be men
as well. A leader has biases

specific to his or her
situation. A potential leader

therefore should strive to

achieve her own style and to

imitate parts of, but never all

of anyone else's style.

"Leadership is situation

specific," Kellerman stated.

She left us on that note and a

brief reminder that we
compete with everyone, not

exclusively men or women.

"What You Know and Whom You Shoot With*

By NINAFARQUHAR
Tonight, at 7 p.m. in Gates

Common Room, J. Bryon Page
will speak on "What You
Know and Whom You Shoot

With: Drugs and AIDS in

Miami."
Page received his Ph.D. in

Anthropology from the
University of Florida in 1976

and is currently a research

Associate Professor at the

University of Miami medical

school. He is one of the

countries leading authorities

on aspects of marijuana use,

and drugs and AIDS.

Page does his research on
drugs and AIDS among the

Cubans and Blacks in Miami.

He has found that although

intravenous drug users know
about the risk of AIDS, this

knowledge is generally not

reflected in their behavior
towards each other,

particularly the cleanliness

of their needles.

Page has also spent time in

Costa Rica studying the long

term social and psychological

effects of heavy marijuana

use. He says that he found
little difference between
social and psychological

behavior of marijuana
smokers and non-smokers.

Although Page will

primarily speak on drugs and
AIDS, Prof. Paul Kutsche

says, "I hope students will

also ask him some sharp

questions about his marijuana

research."

Page will also be present at

a panel discussion on "Using

Anthropology in Your
Career," 1:30-3:30 p.m.

Saturday in room 412 in the

New Science Building.

Panelists will include a

physician, a corporate

lawyer, a theologian, a free

lance writer and a museum
curator.

Both the lecture and the

panel discussion are

sponsored by the Department

of Anthropology and the

Venture Committee.

\ r \ r \

'Purity Meeting Reveals
1
Student Concerns...

See News, p. 2

Student Apathy -

Myth or Reality?

See Opinions, pp. 12-13

CC Linebacker Deemed
Best In Defense...

See Sports, p. 21
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Students Join in Fur-Free Friday
Bv CRAIG HEACOCK
Five CC students joined

over 100 protesters in Denver
on the day after

Thanksgiving as part of a

nationwide action against

the fur industry. Protests

erupted in 68 cities, and the

demonstration in Denver was
especially powerful.

The Rocky Mountain
Humane Society sponsored
the Denver protest, which
took place in Cherry Creek at

Jonas Furs and Evans Furs.

Animal rights supporters

carried signs with graphic

displays of trapping and fur

ranching atrocities, passed
out literature on fur, talked

with the media (NBC
Evening News covered the

event), and even staged a

mock trapping, in which a

woman dressed as a raccoon

was trapped and skinned for

her beautiful pelt (squirt

bottles of blood made this
particularly graphic).

Though a few people did
break through the crowd and
came out of the store with
new furs, many people turned

away, and much more
importantly, thousands more
saw the protest on television

and in newspapers and
perhaps got their first dose of

the animal torture supported

by fur coat wearers.

At the New York City

demonstration, 1500
protesters listened to Bob
Barker sum up the whole
situation when he said,

"There are two kinds of

people who own furs, either
they are ignorant, or they are
insensitive." Animal rights
supporters hope to educate
the ignorant; the insensitive

are, unfortunately, beyond
anyone's help.

ByJORTTAODLE
A panel discussion titled

"Nobel Prize Winners of

1988" took place December 1

as part of the Thursday-at-

Eleven series.

Organized by Professor Ted
Lindeman, the panel
consisted of faculty members
Christine Cremo (chemistry),

Charles Bordner (physics),

Esther Redmount (economics),

Ronald Capen (biology), and
George Butte (English), who
substituted for Mona Fayad.

This year's prize in

literature was awarded to

Egyptian writer Naguib
Mahfouz. This was the first

time that the prize has been
given to an Arabic writer.

Mahfouz's main interest as a

young man was philosophy,

and his first writings were
newspaper articles on
philosophy.

The 1988 prize in the field

of medicine was given to

Gertrude Elion and George
Hitchings, both of America,
and James Black of Britain.

The three conducted research

in cellular functions. Elion

and Hitchings developed two
drugs, one which is currently

used to treat leukemia, and
an immuno-suppressive drug
which allows organ
transplants to occur.

Black developed a drug
which is currently used to

treat heart-attack patients.

Studies have show
1

that

lh

jacin,

The st;

Jnforfl

Contti

ie
stude

mat

tlieabi

drug decreased heart

deaths by 25%.

In chemistry, the p^
awarded to West

Ce,

Johann Dcisenhofer,
j!

Huber, and Hartmui
f|(

During their stud,

photosynthesis,
became the first

p ej

crystallize one of the

involved.

After Deiscnhol
determination of the

cr

structure of the pro

three developed a

dimensional model
has led to a

understandin
photosynthesis in pla^

The prize in physi

to Americans Leon LcderMfitCoir

Melvin Schwartz, and

Stcinberger. During

study at Columbia Univi

of the weak interact^

subatomic particles,

three created an expert

which produced the

man-made beam of neuli

Their work paved the

for further study of rieul

and other subaii

particles.

In economic science

1988 prize went to Fl

welfare theorist Ma

Allais. Allais worked

area of market bchavioi

developed th

frontier" theory, a modi

the distribution of weal

an economic system.

Discussion Sheds Light on CC Security Concerns
By KRISTA D. CAUFMAN
Students aired their

questions and concerns about

campus security to a panel of

administrators at a CCCA-
sponsored townmeeting on
Wednesday.
The panel included Laurel

McLeod, Dean of Students;

Paul Jones, Assistant Director

of Residential Life; Claude
Cowart, Director of the

Physical Plant; and Lee
Parks, Chief of Security.

Robert Redwine, a member of

the Board of Trustees, was
unable to attend.

Students expressed major
concerns about the Escort
Program, and Jones, who
oversees the program,
admits, "It hasn't worked at

all this year." Suggestions
for improving the system
included extending the
operation hours, paying the

escorts, and restructuring the

entire process.

Jones indicated that a new
system will be implemented
next semester. Under this

system, a room in Palmer will

be converted into a

lounge/study area especially
for escorts who will spend the
evening on call. A student in

need of an escort can call the

room, and someone should be

readily available.

In response to earlier

complaints about the lighting

on campus, the physical
plant has requested $18,400
to install new lights in the

quad, in front of Palmer and
Armstrong, and on Wood
Avenue. In addition, the

physical plant has replaced

some lights with higher
wattage bulbs.

Students voiced complaints
of miscommunication and
withheld information. Jones
explained that all reported
incidents of theft, rape, and
harassment appear weekly in

the Catalyst's security beat.

"We report the information

what happened, where and
when but with no details like

names." Jones urged students
to report all rumors because
he and Parks personally
investigate every rumor they
hear.

McLeod clarified that the

administration would honor
the victim's wishes to keep
the information confidential

when the incident was date
rape. "Most of the rapes on
campus are date rapes

involving alcohol. Security

can't do anything about date
rape."

According to Jones, C.C.'s

security progTam is "one of

the best in the nation for a

college this size."

The panel answered
questions about the training

and qualifications of security

guards and the role of
security guards and the

Colorado Springs police
department on campus. CC.
employs 14 full-time and 10

part-time security guards,
and uniformed police officers

arc hired for Friday and

Saturday nights.

Security is the "top con

of the physical plant,

begins and ends

individuals," according

Cowart. Parks added,

hundred security guards

do a thing if we don't gt"

help from students."

Student Disputes Council Decisio

in this Year's Second Honor Appeal
By JEFFREY STRAIN

For the second time this

year a student has decided to

appeal an Honor Council
decision. It is every students
right under the constitution of
the Honor System to appeal a
decision of the Honor Council.
In doing so, the accused
student has the right to
"...have access to any and all

nformation pertaining to the
case which has been
presented to the Council."
That information was turned
over to the accused on
November 15th.

This appeal involves a
possible first Honor Code
violation which would carry
a recommendation of no credit
for the class from the Honor
Council if the accused is found
guilty. A first violation does

not appear on the student's

transcript or any official

school record. If found
innocent, all records of the

closed trial and the appeal
trial will be destroyed and no
record will be kept, even by
the Honor Council. The
accused in this case has been
charged with receiving
unauthorized aid in his third

block class.

As in the first appeal trial

this year, Professor Chris
Griffiths will be the
presiding officer. The Honor
Council has appointed
member Darren Schwartz as
the prosecutor in this appeal
case. The accused has the
right to counsel, but has not

contacted the Honor Council
at this time to who that will

be.

Fifty randomly g
names have been drawn"

Computing Services

twelve of those students

be selected to heat

evidence of the appeal 1

A three-fourths majority

from the student jutj

necessary for a vote of g
1

Unlike the Honor Coj

which assumes the acci

"...innocent until deten1

guilty beyond a reason

doubt," the student jury

only determine whether 1

feel the accused has viol

the Honor System.
The appeal trial is "P*

any member of the Colo'

College campus, and »*

held on Thursday, Dccf

8th, at 3:00 pm in Arm*
300.
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CCCA Candidates Illuminate Campus Concerns

president
(select one)

(photos unavailable)

JO01ES9

Lsdence

Lrf do you think are the top 5

^students right now?

"jeoirity
on campus.

>status
of Greek

lotions.
- communication with

of Trustees, the faculty,

'^e
administration.

formation about the,

k
down of where our tuition

^8°
, o < v

Continuing the diversification

|
student body.

yjhat do you think you could

L to CCCA?

jjperience, leadership, vision,

t ability to get things done.

ce of this can be seen in my

on the Food Service and

Committees as well as from

ffins as Member-At-Large and

cudve Vice President of the

i.

What activities and

filiations are you involved in on

lis?

icCA and STAR

pat is yourfavorite flavor of

nam?

his is the toughest questii

ably have to say Rocky Road.

M.Lhevine

I'd

tkalEconomy

Mat do you think are the top 5

sfacing students rightnow?

Tolerance

Diversity

Security

The Greek System

Greater Student Involvement

What do you think you could

tibute to CCCA?

>ce myself making three major

ributions to the CCCA: high

of energy and motivation

ed to accomplish the goals of the

l, a strong desire to make this a

school both in and out of class,

he knowledge 1 have gained

my involvement with many
lent committees and
mizations. I also worked as a

Heal activist for 3 months in San

losco.

What activities and
mizations are you involved in on
pus?

am currently a member -at-large

he CCCA, the chairperson of the

yential Life and Housing
pittee, member of the traffic

P» as well as a member of

Outdoor Recreational Committee

'tis your favorite flavor of

Annual elections for the CCCA Council will take place
all day Tuesday, December 6.

Each student will receive a ballot in their Worner box,
which should be placed in the ballot box at Worner desk by
7:00 p-m. Tuesday.

Students will be electing three new officers and nine
student members-at-large to the Council, as well as voting
on changes in the CCCA Constitution.

The CCCA Council is the governing organizaton for the
student body. It is composed of 12 students, the Dean of
Students, the Assistant to the Dean of Students, the
Director of Residential life and a faculty representitive.

The Council serves as a forum for ideas and student
concerns. Additionally, the Council draws on a $100,000-
plus buget to help promote worthwhile organizations on
campus.
Current CCCA Council members, whose names are listed

on the board in the Worner Center, may be contacted for

additional information.

Executive Vice-President
(select one)

Ryan Watlach

Junior

History/Political Science

i. What do you think are the top 5

issues facing students rightnow?

1. Security on Campus

2. The Greek System

3. Racism and Intolerance

4. Division I sports

5. The continuing decline in

Marriott Food

2. What do you think you could

contribute to CCCA?
Diversity and Experience. I have

served on the CCCA for a year now
and am well acquainted with the

procedures and politics of the council.

I represent many factions on campus

through my involvement in various

organizations. Many changes will

soon take place in the CCCA and the

need for an experienced yet diverse

candidate is essential.

3. What activities and

organizations are you involved in on

campus?

1 have served one year on CCCA. I

served on the Budget Committee,

Student Concerns Committee,

Committee on Committees and the

Elections and Publicity Committee. I

have also been a liaison between

Cutler Board and the CCCA. I am a

member of the Black Student Union,

Chaverim, Political Union and a

member of The Honor Council. I also

am an alternate on the Athletics

Board and play football.

4. What is your favorite flavor of

ice cream?

Watermelon sherbert

Bruce Casson

Sophomore

History/Political Science

1. What do you think are the top 5

issues facing students rightnow?

1. Campus apathy

2. Finding a definition of diversity

and intolerance

3. Future of the Greek System

4. Future in the job market

5. Boredom

2. What do you think you could

contribute to CCCA?
Fresh new leadership. Having been

a Senator and Student Body Officer

in high school, as well as on several

CCCA committees, I have an

understanding of what CCCA is all

about, what could make it more

effective, and what could get

students excited about it. I could bring

a dedicated new approach to the

council in solving its problems.

3. What activities and

organizations are you involved in on

campus?

CCCA Committees, Political

Union, Colorado College Choir,

Intramural hockey, volleyball,

soccer, and R.A., and a Varsity Tag-

Team Jello Wrestler.

4. What is your favorite flavor of

ice cream?

Peanut butter and chocolate or

Oreo.

Financial Vice-President
(select one)

Mark GlazeBob Zierman

First Year Student

Economics

1. What do you think are the top 5

issues facing students rightnow?

1. Safety

2. Health

3. Rising Tuition

4. Greeks

5. Alcohol

2. What do you think you could

contribute to CCCA?
I want desperately to enhance the

philanthropic spirit at CC and to

bring in more interesting speakers to

enable students to broaden their

horizons.

3. What activities and

organizations are you involved in on

campus?

I am a member of Political Union. I

play football and lacrosse. And, 1 am
a member of the Board of Beverage

Maintenance.

4. What is your favorite flavor of

I generally enjoy vanilla, however

when I'm feeling liberal I'll request

rainbow sherbert.

(Photos unavailable)

First Year Student

Political Economy

1. What do you think are the top 5

issues facing students rightnow?

1. Diversity

2. Campus security

3. Communication with school

administration

4. Involvement in CCCA by non-

members

5. Accountability in CCCA
2. What do you think you could

contribute to CCCA?
While I think my past experience

with student government finances

would be a good addition to CCCA, I

think the ideas I have about

increasing student involvement will

be my most valuable contribution.

With groups like Political Union and

CCCAA, we already have a lot of

participation here at CC. AS FVP,

increasing the diversity of that

participation, and keeping CCCA
responsive to students, would be my
biggest goal.

3. What activities and

organizations are you involved in on

campus?

I'm actively involved in Great

Performers and Ideas, Political

Union, and debate at CC, and I've

also been a regular contributor to T7i£

Catalyst and The Disparaging Eye.

4. Wftat is your favorite flavor of

ice cream?

White Russian • Josh & Johns

Members-at-Large
(select nine)

s M. Ching

J. What do you think are the top 5

•sues facing students right now?

1. Safety and security

2. Tuition stability and financial

id

3. CC investments

4. Medical Aid

5. Housing a

2.Whatdoyou think you could

contribute to CCCA?
I think that my experience

working with people - school

administration as President of

National Honor Society and

Treasurer of French dub, and

government officials as an Honorary

City Council Page - enables me to

bring proper representation of student

concerns to those in charge in an

effective and productive manner. I

know how to communicate well and

am willing to listen to all input. I

will also bring my own fresh ideas to

innovate the campus community. I

have all the time and am ready to

put in the extra clfort I need to do all

that I possibly can for you.

3. What activities and

organizations are you involved in on

campus ?

Writer for Catalyst, ASIA, ISO,

intramural sports

see CANDIDATES, p. 5

Hair 'Designersfor Men & "Women

Styte cuts, CetCopkancs,

(Perms & Color

Nexus and Tri products available for sale

Stop in or mafe your appointment.

^2^Iejon at Cache La Toudre 632-3532

Give the Gift of Life

This Holiday Season

GIVE BLOOD
BETA BLOOD DRIVE '88

MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY

DECEMBER 5-7

12:00-6:00

at THE BETA HOUSE

(SEE ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR DETAILS)
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NCR SALUTES:
THEWINNERSOFTHE STAKEHOLDER
ESSAYCOMPETTTION

NCR

"Progressive companies have begun

to think beyond the traditional

relationship ofthefirm to society

and have begun to manage all of
the relationships upon which they

dependfor survival. Firms that

don'tfollow suit may regret their

short-sightedness'.'

Murray B. Low, Winner

NCR Stakeholder Essay

Competition

Oome oftoday's most important ideas are

held in trust by the leaders oftomorrow.

More than 2,500 such leaders, college

studentsfrom all over the country, recently

competed in an NCR-sponsored essay

competition. The topic: "Creating Value

For Stakeholders In Corporations

AndlOrNot-For-Profit Organizations.

"

At stake: $300,000 in awards. And at

even greater stake: a chance to affect the

way the world does business.

NCR is proud to salute thefirst prize

winner, Murray B. Low ofThe Wharton
School, The University ofPennsylvania;

and the second prize winner, Ron Gilbert

ofThe University ofIowa. NCR also

congratulates the 98 national and state

award winners, as well as their schools.

Their names are listed below.

Our sincere thanks to all who entered the

competition. Their ideas promise a bright

future—for themselves, andfor business

the world over.

Stakeholder Essay Competition Winners
First Place
Murray B. Low
University of Pennsylvania!

Wharton School of Business

Second Place
Ron Gilbert

University of lotoa

National Winners
Scot Barenblat

University of Texas IAustin

Mark Christe!

University of Wisconsin

Scott Evans
Colorado Stale University

Kalyanaram Gurumurthy
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology!Sloan

Gregory Heyworth
Columbia University

Yen-Chi Huang
Stanford University

Darnell Hunt
Georgetown University

James Mahon, Jr.

University of
California/Berkeley

Amy Montgomery
University ofMichigan

State Winners
Kathryn Adam
University ofMinnesota

Sumy Ann
Northwestern University

Ajay Ahuja
University ofIdaho!Moscow
Bruce Alexander

Middlebury College

Roben Asseln

Yale University

Steve Atkins
University ofAlaska

Thomas Austin
University of Wisconsin/ Stout

jack Ballentine

University ofGeorgia

John Banko
University ofFlorida

Fred Bemsen
Rice University

Michael Blach
California Polytechnic

State/San Luis Obispo

Susan Bodenheim
Miami University

George Bohan
Case Western Reserve University

Mark CaJigaris

University of
Pennsylvania/Whanon
Marinilka Barros Carrero
Imeramerican University

Nikki Chong
University of
Pennsylvania/Wharton

Suzanne Chung
Northwestern University

Robin Clair

Kent State University

William Cowie
University of California!Irvine

Christopher Cunningham
Kansas State University

Howard Dewes
Trinity Bible College

Peter Donati
Cornell University/Oxford

Gerhaldt Douglass
University ofMiami
Timothy Duning
Purdue University/Krannert

Chris Dyke
University ofFlorida

Vanita D'Silva

Virginia Polytechnic Institute

George Ellis

University ofMichigan

Brant Enderle
Ohio State University

Judith Finestone

Drexel University

Duane Ford

East Texas State

Bruce Friedman
Harvard Business School

Eran Gartner

Cornell University

Marc Greidinger

University ofMaryland

William Hammer
Northwestern University

Philip Hutcheson
David Lipscomb College

Thomas Irwin

Hawaii Pacific College

John Jacobs
North Carolina State

Scott Johnston
Brown University

Stephanie Jordan
Appalachian State University

Andrew Scott Keating
Dartmouth College

Sonya Kelly

University ofNebraska

Charlotte Klaus
University of Denver

Gail Koren
Kent State University

Michael Kuhn
Washington University

Lawrence Kupers
U.C.L.A.

David Lambert
University ofFlorida

James LaPrath
Montana Slate University

Signe Larkin
Northern Arizona University

Leonard X Lee
Cornell University

Mark Lofstrom
Columbia University

Gary Mac Donald
University ofMichigan

Charles Marquette, Jr.

Louisiana State University

Douglas McMahon
University of Virginia

Russell Meier
Rice University

Susan Ann Milne
Willamette University

Brian Minney
University ofMaryland

Ernest Ndukwe
Michigan State University

Matthew CNuska, III

University ofNew Mexico

Etienne Weiss Ozorak
Earlham College

Elizabeth Parsons

Northeastern University

Bradley Pick

Northwestern University

John D. Powell

Louisiana Tech University

Bruce Rebhan
University of
California/Berkeley

Richard Reid
Harding University

David Boeder
Mississippi Slate University

Gordon Sargent

University ofKansas

Peter K. Schalestock

Cornell University

Justus Schlichting

Claremont Graduate School

Kimberly Schwartz
College ofSt. Benedict

John Schwerin
Christian Brothers College

Scott Shafer

University of Cincinnati

Brian Shaffer

University of
California/Berkeley

Angela Sizemore

University ofSouth Carolina

Julia Snell

Auburn University

Michael Solka

University of
Pennsylvania/Wharton

Lisa Stamm
Northern Kentucky University

Michael Strong

Monterey Institute of
International Studies

Ashu Suri

Princeton University

Brent Taliaferro

Oklahoma State University

Dianne Todd
Northwestern University

Jay Tompt
Monterey Institute of
International Studies

Hilary Turner
University of
Washington/Seattle

Curt Walker
Purdue University

Joji V&tanabe
University of Virginia

Gary Wiggin
Georgia State University

Robert Williams
Harvard Business School

Linda Gail Williamson
Carnegie-Mellon University

Stewart Wilson
Brigham Young University

MikeWindey.Jr.
University ofSouth Carolina

Gary Winger
University of Utah

Barry Wolverton
Millsaps College

NCR's Mission: Create Value for Our Stakeholders
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, of
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jother minority groups

[idership,
ranging from

ancnt in the presidential
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concern about student

on campus

[dudance of some to formulate

L an opinion (apathy)

tudent safety on campus

florls to attract a more diverse

(body.

Uhatdo you think you could

iCCCA?

^provides an essential

tion between the students and

Ministration. It is the

[jbJlityofaCCCAmember-at-

ofind out what the student

are and to act on them,

have acquaintances in

Afferent factions of the student

:onfident in my ability to

;e concerns which

nt students feel are valid.

the chance, I can make CCCA
i stronger vehicle for change.
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ected, I will primarily be

from leadership experiences

d in high school such as

ent of the student body.
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^g tuition and Zees

ealth care
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«to to CCCA?

f=

I could share a lot of

am and I would be a

ted member of CCCA. I'm

N in the council and am
t0 work on behalf of it.

ties and

you involved in on

member of Delta Gamma
Mam a student

Native on the Athletic Board
^member of STAR Core. I

J
intramural hockey.
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your favorite flavor of
faisv

'omy/Prc-Law
^available)

D you think are the top 5
- •tudents right mow?

"^Increases

"^'Security on Campus

3. Student/Faculty Relationships

4. Accountability

5. Student's Power to Cause
Change

2. What do you think you could

contribute to CCCA?
I think I can contribute a lot to

CCCA. I am responsible, with an
indepth background in

organizational and budget

leadership skills, and have the

motivation and empathy for other

students in order to get the job done in

an efficient and legitimate manner.
Most of all, I can contribute the

"Student's Voice" to CCCA which
should be the main reason CCCA was
originated: to protect the student's

interests.

3. What activities and

organizations are you involved in on

campus ?

As of right now, I am a Sigma Chi

pledge, a member of the Political

Union, a member of BAACHUS, and
the Budget Director and Associate

Editor for The Disparaging Eye. I

have also worked at the Bijou Mouse

throughout the school. This semester

I was also an Events Chairperson for

the Dukakis Steering Committee.

4. Wliat is your favorite flavor of

Mocha Oreo.

1. What do you think are the top 5

issues facing students rightnow?

I don't want to list issues. I feel

the most strongly about getting the

campus more involved in the

community. There are needs here at

CC as well as in Colorado Springs

that should be dealt with and
volunteerism and getting people

involved in issues such as

hometessness and the hungry and

lowcost housing would go a long way
toward addressing these needs.

2. WJiatdo you think you could

contribute to CCCA?
A person who could be available

to students and could understand and

convey their concerns to CCCA.
3. Wliat activities and

organizations arc you involved in on

campus?

Shove Council, Volunteer

Network, Baseball, Intramurlas,

some Catalyst articles.

4. What is your favorite flavor of

Chocolate Oreo

Rick O'Donnell

First year Student

History/Political Science
(Photo unavailable)

1. What do you think are the top 5

issues facing students rightnow?

1. Cost of an education

2. Campus grounds security

3. Intolerance among campus

groups

4. Student diversity

5. Administration reception to

student concerns

2. What do you think you could

contribute to CCCA?
The basis of the Colorado College

Campus is its tradition of Liberal

Arts education. Knowing that this

tradition must continue and be

strengthened at all times, my

decisions as a Member-at-Large

shall reflect this. As many
opportunities as possible should be

afforded to students for the increase

of their well-rounded education.

Thus, funds, time, space and publicity

should be fairly distributed among
various campus groups in order to

fully expose students to a wide range

of topics. The CCCA helps persons

promote their cause while insuring

others are not squelched.

3. What activities and
organizations are you involved in on
campus?

Participated on the Nugget staff,

written for the Catalyst, and
participated in various political

activities.

4. What is your favorite flavor of

ice cream?

It's a toss up between mint-

chocolate chip or french vartil

with little tiny bits of cocoa in

1. What do you think are the top 5

issues facing students rightnow?

1. Student Apathy

2. Organizational Complexity

3. Student awareness of policy

decisions

4. Student input on

Administrative decisions

5. Student Government

Accountability

2. What do you think you could

contribute to CCCA?
I think I have a real feel for

student concerns on campus. My
experience as Cutler Board member -

at-Iarge has put me in contact with

numerous students and their different

concerns. This is the experience I

would like to bring to CCCA.

3. What activities and

organizations are you involved in on

campus?

Currently, I debate for the CC
forensics team and act as membcr-at-

large- for the Cutler Board. I also

write for both The Catalyst and The

Disparaging Eye.

4. What is you favorite flavor of

Tough question. Probably Cookie

Dough

Giancarlo Small

Junk

Political S

2. What do you think you could

contribute to CCCA?
I believe I can contribute my

experience and knowledge, gained

while serving as a previous membcr-
at-large of CCCA, to further

accompli' a the goals of the

association; to better serve the

college community and to bridge the

gap between the student body and
the administration and faculty.

3. What activities and
organizations are you involved in on
campus?

I'm presently a member-at-large of

CCCA, a member of the political

union, an officer of the Black Student

Union, and a member of the Inter-

varsity Christian Fellowship.

4. What is your favorite flavor of

My favorite flavor of ice cream is

fudge swirl - "My mouth waters just

at the thought of it."

Lara Talbot

Sophomore

Political Science

(Photo unavailable)
1. What do you think are the top 5

issues facing students right now?
1. Campus Security

2. Tolerance Issue

3. Drinking Policy

4. Greek Relations

5. CC Divestment from South

Africa

2. What do you think you could

contribute to CCCA?
Diversity. I feel it is important

that the council accurately represents

CC's total population and I am
concerned with a wide range of issues

f.T-ing a variety of students.

1. What do you think are the top 5

issues facing students rightnow?

1. Campus social life and

activities

2. Rising cost of tuition

3. Security on campus

4. The controversy surrounding

fraternities and sororities

5. The new drinking age law

3. Wliat activities and
organizations are you involved in oi

campus?

Kappa Kappa Gamma, Womcns
Club Hockey, Volunteer Action

4. What is your f rite fa

Saga Swirl

Laura Tedeschi

First Year Student

1. What do you think are the top 5
issues facing students rightnow?

1. Tuition costs

2. Student power over

Administrative decisions

3. The Greek System

4. Student Homogeny
5. Opportunities for living off

campus

2. What do you think you could

contribute to CCCA?
An opinion.

3. What activities and
organizations are you involved in on

I work as a computer monitor.

4. Wliat is you favorite flavor of
icecream?

Hnagen-Daz Choco Choco Chip

see CANDIDATES, p. 6

IGUID6
^j. TRAVEL SYSTEM, INC.

Holiday Special
CC. Students 4$"

Travel Reservations
5% Discount in Merchandise
Information Available at

Conoco (J's College Mart) -

BONUS - DRAWING FOR *8fc
2 - $100 CASH PRIZES

Y EARS A H E A D
l_N

HAIR DESIGN

We're inviting you to experience a new and unique approach to

the fine art of hair design... from contemporary to high fashion.

FREE CONSULTATIONS
PLUS

2 FREE TANNING SESSIONS.

75% DICOUNT WITH CC. ID

118 N. Tejon Suite 301 (Above Old Chicago)

635-5552
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Love That
London Life?

Would you like to spend

the summer seeing London,

going to the theater, to dance

concerts, to art exhibits?

Would you like to improve
your writing and earn two
units of CC credit? All of this

is possible with the CC
Summer Session London
Institute: Writing about
Drama and Other Arts.

On Thursday, Dec. 8, at 3

p.m. in Worner Center 213,

Professors Ruth and Tom K.

Barton will hold an
informational meeting about

the institute. Since early

application for the program
is necessary, all interested

students are urged to attend.

The London Institute, now
in its seventh year, combines
theater-going in London with

work on developing writing

skills. The program, designed

for both beginning and
advanced students, attempts

to meet the particular

writing needs of each student.

Possibilities include
journalistic writing about
productions, scholarly
critical analysis, creative or

individual forms of response,

and comparative studies of

the arts. While the primary
emphasis is on theater,

students can also write about

film, concerts, opera, dance
and art exhibits.

London docs not slow down
in the summer: the Royal
Shakespeare Company and
the National Theatre are in

full operation, and many
other productions in all areas

of the arts add richness and
diversity. Students will also

attend performances in

Stratford.

Father Asks
for Action
Father Richard Rohr of

the Center For Action and
Contemplation in
Albuquerque, New Mexico
will speak at Colorado
College in the Gates Common
Room in Palmer Hall at 7:30

p.m., Monday, December 5.

The lecture is part of a

Catholic Awareness Series

sponsored by the Shove
Council and is tree and open
to the public.

Rohr will discuss the new
liberation theology that is

presently coming out of Latin

America. It is the first non-
European Christian theology

to gain attention in religious

circles. Rohr says that this

theology has the possibility

of radically reforming the

interpretation of the Gospels.
Because of the lack of

$15/hr

S.A.T. INSTRUCTORS
* part time (10-14 hrs./wk.)

* must have done well on S.A.T.

* must be enthusiastic, outgoing

Interviews:

Thur., Dec. 8th at Sch. of Mines
Tue., Dec 15th at Colorado College

For more information, see Job
Placement Center, or call 428-8000

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

The nemesis of standardized testing.

educated clergy in Latin

America, these new views are

coming from the common
uneducated people.

Rohr was born in Topeka,

Kansas in 194\ He entered

the Franciscan Order in 1961

and was ordained to the

priesthood in 1970. He
received his Master's DegTee
in Theology from the

University of Dayton, and he

did further study in Scripture

at the University of Notre
Dame and the University of

San Francisco. Rohr presently

directs a lay ministry center

in Albuquerque, New Mexico.

ORC Goes
to CCC
There will be an ORC skills

workshop at the CC cabin all

day on Sunday, December 3.

ORC leaders and leaders in

training who want to attend

the workshop should meet in

front of Worner at 8:15 a.m. on

Sunday.

After a brief stop at the

Donut Mill, the group will

spent a full day at the cabin

learning and brushing up on

leadership and outdoor

skills.

The workshop will include

discussions about equipment,

food preparation and
planning, camping ethics,

backcountry travel
techniques, map and compass

skills, avalanches and many
other fascinating topics.

For more information on the

workshop call ORC co-chairs,

Drew at 578-0623 or

Katheryn at X2271.

Sexual Self-
Defense
Discussed

John Potterat of the EI Paso
County Health Department
will discuss "Sexual Self-

Defense in the Age of
Viruses" at Colorado College
Thursday, December 8 at 11

a.m. in Packard Hall
Auditorium.

Potterat is the director of
the Sexually Transmitted
Disease/AIDS Control
Program. He continually
meets with groups interested

in learning more about STD's
and AIDS. He will offer self-

defense information and
action-oriented advice for

the person not currently in a
monogamous relationship.

Potterat recei
Ved

education at the
Uni

of California at Los 4^

and graduated with
ho,

1965 with a degree in?

He then served for

in the armed forces

becoming a public
advisor for the Los 4
County Health Dcp

ar
|

In 1972 he came to
Co'

Springs to serve
as

Director fo STD/i
Control at the county

i

department.
Several of p

0(t

original works
appeared in such

public

as the American
/0l(rf

Public Health, the ]oilTl

the American ^
Association, and the Jon

Sex Research.

Its a Fact From H,
Index

Percentage of Ameri
men who say they

si

in the nude: 19

Percentage of Worm

Percentage of libera

who say they've gon

skinny dipping: "

Percentage of consei

tives: 15

CANDIDATES, from p. 5

Andy Tull

First year student

Political Science/Economics
(Photo unavailable)

1. What do you think are the top 5

issues facing students rightnow?

1. Life and occupation after

college

2. Rising costs of

college/Financial Aid

3. Politics and the world situation

4. Social Life

5. Educational Opportunities

2. What do you think you could

contribute to CCCA?

I believe that I could contribute

new ideas, leadership, and

knowledge to CCCA.

3. What activities and

organizations are you involved in on

campus?

Intramural sports, Circle K,

Political Union, Mathias

Programming Committee, CC Mens
Club Volleyball.

4. What is your favorite flavor of

ice cream?

Chocolate chip

Bill Wagner

Junior

Sociology/Pre-med

1. What do you think are the top 5

ssues facing students rightnow?

1. Diversity

2. Divestment

3. Intolerance (we need tot

each others creativity rather

skeptical about our difference!

4. The environment

5. The treatment of fheCC

2. What do you think you,

contribute to CCCA?
I am willing to put myensj

rime into working for the

stated above. I offer a differs;

perspective than perhaps

c

my competitors.

3. What activities and

organizations are you invol

campus?

ORC Leader, Summerslail

Cross Country, Students for

Diversity, member of a gar;

Wild Cats (lead vocals, guitar

Squirrel Punting Club, CCCA

member-at-Iarge.

4. Wharfs your favorite fi

Velveeta

Proposed Amendments Improve CCCA
immediately.theIn an attempt to better President will be

serve the student body, the CCCA Office (upstairs,
CCCA Council completed an southeast corner of Worner
extensive review of its Center) from 12:00-1:00 and
Constitution this past 5:30-6:30 the day of the
semester. The Council has election to answer any
proposed four constitutional specific questions,

changes that, in conjunction The amendments are as
with changes made in its follows:

committee structure, should Amendment 1: Housecleaning
make the CCCA a more The CCCA Constitution
effective and stronger shall updated to reflect the
organization. way CCCA meetings are
Thus, four amendments to currently conducted,

the CCCA Constitution will Moreover, portions of the
also appear on the election Constitution shall be placed
ballot. The Council supports more logically (as shown in
each amendment the copy of the Constitution
unanimously, and urges at Worner Desk),
students to vote for their Amendment 2: Increased
passage. Student Membership
A copy of the Constitution - The number of student

showing both the old wording representatives on the CCCA
and the proposed revisions - Council shall be increased
can be found at Womer Desk, from 12 to 15. If enacted, this
Additionally, the CCCA amendment shall take affect

Amendment 3:

Parliamentarian

The office

Parliamentarian ski

elevated to a member

Council's Executive:

the Parliamentarian

chair the Conslil

Committee, n
Council office, f
minutes, handle

and serve
Constitutional author*

Amendment 4: Vice-

for Student Concerns

The office of
|

Concerns Committee

shall be elevated to %

of the Executive Boa"

Vice-President for
"

Concerns shall take d»

the CCCA in the &&
both the Preside" 1

Executive Vice-Pres*

)*

>

F

:«-.
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fiysics Prof Fuses Liberal Arts
vvith Atoms, Nuclei, Quarks
.flCHELE SANTOS
strongly believe in a

,.i arts education for
E^ 1 1 L 1_

dents
who plan to be

enlists,"
said the newest

Ler of CC's Physics

partment, Stephanie

-enzo.

,iCenzo came to CC
aigh t from AT&T
.oratories in Murray Hill,

t Jersey- She worked

fe
for 8 1/2 years, doing

earch in condensed-matter

lunger and Homelessness in a Capitalist Society

FEATURESA

Her work involved

jto emissions to study

ferent
materials, such as

ill
metal clusters and high

superconductors. Before

iking f°r AT&T, DiCenzo

I
her undergraduate degree

m Oberlin College and did

iearch work in nuclear

ysics at Yale.

Reasons for her move to CC
were "being tired of New
Jersey. We - my husband and
I and our two cats - moved out

to this part of the country
deliberately. I wanted to

teach at a selective liberal

arts school in the mountains,

and this is the only one," said

DiCenzo.

The new instructor has
mixed feelings about the

Block Plan. "For certain

courses, like the electronics

class I'm teaching now,
nothing could be better.

People can sit in lab every

day and^'of course, it's great

for field trips. It's also good
for me as a new teacher,

because I only have to

prepare for one .course at a

time. On the other hand, it

must be difficult for students

to absorb physics in only 31/2
weeks," explained DiCenzo.

She feels that students
here "are pretty bright, but
different than when I went to

college. Students may take

their work less seriously than

I seem to remember from my
time in school."

This is DiCenzo's first

teaching job. So far, she has

taught Atoms, Nuclei, and
Quarks and helped out with
Physics 142. Currently, she is

teaching Electronics.

DiCenzo "hasn't had time"

to miss her research at the

Brookhaven National
Laboratory this summer but
hasn't decided whether or

not she will go. "I expect not

doing research will gnaw at

me eventually," said
DiCenzo.

DiCenzo believes in the

liberal arts because "college

shouldn't be just pre-

professional. It should
encompass a wide ranee of

subjects. Contrary to what

most students believe, you

Photo by P.Hrkia McLaughlin

really won't spend the rest of

your life after college

working."

Commentary by
ATTHEW WILSON
jthough the nature of

lelessness and hunger in

erica is indeed a delicate

ject, it must be addressed

1 acted upon now by the

mbers of our society. We
i today in a culture where

ius is based primarily

the consumption of

terial goods. Thus, it is

the consumers of

lerica, who must raise our

sciousness and open our

the problem of

wing poverty and
nelessness that now
ifront our society. We
not rely on someone else to

t for us.

Is poverty inherent in the accumulate material goods
nature of our system? What and monetary surplus ,1 do not

allows poverty to confront belive that these are
thousands of our people fundamentals of the human
while the society at large condition. We cannot get off

continues to consume at a so easily. There is something
dizzying rate and noticeably dreadfully wrong with our
externalizes the reality of system and we cannot excuse
hunger and homelessness? ourselves by stating that it is

iwing

These questions are difficult

to raise and even more
difficult to answer, but we, as

members of American society,

must begin to ask today if we
are to arrive at dignified and
healthy solutions tomorrow.

Although some economists

and social scientists tell us

that the nature of humanity
is based upon a desire to

ONCE YOU HAVE
ONE OF THESE

IT'S AMAZING WHAT
DOORS WILL OPEN.

Bnr. GET $400 FROM FORD AND
PRE-APPROVED CREDIT FROM FORD CREDIT.

.=;;; ^'"f
n October 1, I9B7 ond

"ew'ii? E«
ap
P
rored aa£t

> v°u
t^^i^'iiLabie employment

Wta r^l
ase: (a

>
a MlarV su'fo"

p^a™ normal living expenses
™'Mvn.enl;end(3)ifyotJ

:

have a credit record, il must indicate

payment made as agreed.
The SflOO from Ford Is yours

whether you finance or not. Keep it or

appty II Jo the purchase or lease of an
jry vehicle.

Final!

Program Headquarters, ton tree, at

1-800-3Z 1-1536 Bui hurry. This
bmilfld lime offer r only available

between March 1 and December 31

1986, lake advantage ol [tie

Ford-Mercury CoBcgc Graduate
Purchase Program now

xcatJ

Ken Ellegard mmm
LINCOLN/MERCURY

simply due to human nature

,

Rather, we must look into

the nature of inequality

within our capitalist system

and confront the nature of a

mindset that bases the

fundamental nature of

humanity on the ability to

provide labor as a

commodity. What becomes of

those of us who cannot fit into

the system and cannot

provide ourselves as a

commodity? We become
expendable and fall by the

wayside. We are the

"unfortunate" and are

disregarded by the cogs of the

wheel as it spins along to

more efficient production and

bigger gains. Thus, I argue it

is not we humans who are

greedy and voracious by our

inherent nature, rather

inequality is to be found

within the system we have

created and have been
socialized to accept.

What, therefore, can be
done by those of us who do not

wish to see our society decay
from over-consumption and
disregard for its

"nonproductive" members
?The answer is to be found in

human DIGNITY. Dignity

must be maintained when
approaching any subject of

such a tender nature as that

homelessness and hunger . We
must have the dignity not to

allow compassion and caring

to turn into pity. We must
also grant those of us who are

shunned by the mechanisms
of our society to retain the

human dignity with which

they were born. A child is

pure and dignified no matter

the circumstances of birth and

must be allowed to retain

that dignity throughout life.

Thus, we can observe that the

nature of our society is to

blame not the nature of our

humanity. We cannot blame

poverty on any one

individual, the problem is

created by the collective WE
and the mechanisms of our

society.

Therefore, we must begin to

move beyond the boundaries

of charity and into the realm

of sustained action. We must

investigate the nature of our

society and discover what it

is within our society that

allows people to be perceived

as mere objects of production

and consumption. What has

become of human
relationships and
communication ? Have we
lost our touch? We arc not

victims of some kind of

Karmic predestiny, and it is

up to us to change the system

if we so desire. This

conception is not beyond
tangible grasp, in fact the

possibility for change is right

here and now with our daily

actions as active members of

society. No better place to

begin than with ourselves.

Ftoc PointA and fAmck b'ewy Welcome.! %

'•PIZZA HOTLINE" *

Benjamin's Benjamin's

If you like your pizza hot, but a traveler you're not, lake advantage otour

"Pizza Hotline. " Just pick up your phone whether you 're with company
or alone and let us know how we can create your "Wild Pizza.

"

DELIVERY DAYS:

MON-FR1

DELIVERY HOURS:

5-11 PK
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Is There Romance at CC?
BRAD EVANS
Junior

Geology

Hell if I know.

HENRY BEYER
Junior

Classics

I wouldn't know.

MIKE BROH
Junior

Theatre

Not for me.

Left to right: Jane, Sheila, Kathy, and Maile

Left to right: Brad Evans, Henry Beyer, and Mike

PETER MAURELLI
Junior

Theatre

There is romance but "date"

is a dirty word - everybody

hears it and goes, "Ooooh."

Under the Block Plan, I think

that a lot of people go into

class, hear the lecture and

don't interact much beyond
that. I think that CC proves

that friends can have sex.

There seems to be a lot of

group dating. Sex is in the air

but not in the bed.

SARAH CLEARY
Manchester University
Exchange Student

American Studies

Men in America seem less

mature about relationships

than men in Manchester.
They don't want to develop a

relationship. The men are

good friends but you don't see

signs of dating. Generally

KATHY WEAVER
First-Year

Psychology

There's romance, but it only

lasts one or two nights. The
guys arc just out for 100% fun.

I can handle that.

Peter Maurelli and Sarah Cleary

speaking, the first year in

England is spent assessing

your situation. The second
year, you find a serious
boyfriend or girlfriend. In the

third year, you live with
them.

compiled by patricia
Mclaughlin and
damien raffa

SHEILA RUMINER
First-Year

Undecided

No candlelights, no pioj
It's not the right envirorj
This is a Joe-laid-fc

school.

JANEJAGELMAN
First-year

Political Science

There's no dating,

scamming. People arej

interested in relationships,

think it's the same natio:

wide on the college campi

We want the three lone

guys.

MAILE SHIMABUKURO
First-Year

Linguistics

Not really. News trail

so fast on the campus,

do anything, your reputatic

is shot. It's such a

school. Everyone is friend

with everyone, so you don

want to get hooked up.

Taylor Travel
and

Santa's Checklist

I) Pick up air-

line tickets

2) Reconfirm air-

line itinerary

3) Pick up ski bag (for

checking your

skis)

4) and "Be Good!"

m

"Your Campus Travel Agency"

818 N. Tejon 636-3871

By JEN NEIBAUER
As you walk in the door you

instantly feel something
unique. Something very
different is going on here. You
do a double-take to comfort
yourself, assure yourself that

you indeed are in the right
town, the familiar town of
Colorado Springs. But the
store you have entered is very
unfamiliar and you feel as if

you've just walked into a
country in Latin America!
This is exactly what

happens when you come to

Los Niiios. Parrots are flying

around you, masks are
starring you in the face, and
many beautifully crafted
ceramic pieces displaying
whole villages are just some
of the spectacular art works
in the store. The sound of the
music makes you want to kick

off your shoes and join in a

Mexican hat dance!
Los Nifios, Inc. is a retail

store just down on Bijou St.

that supports an orphanage
in Guatemala. Los Ninos, Inc.

is a non-profit and non-

Photo by Patricia Mctaugl* *
political (imagine thai!

J>l

organization that revolv^w

around its store

educational resource cell iel

which began operation
j

:or

Colorado Springs about'

year ago.

So jump on your bikes a* j^

check out Los Ninos "

Christmas and other trea«

The holiday hours are M; »'

10:00-8:00, Sat. 10:00-51

and Sun. 12:00-4:00. IS

think, not only will y°u

giving a relative or frien ,^t

present, but also nee^c
children in Guatemala'

taci

el

»el
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\tnerican Spies Masquerade As CC Exchange Students in Germany
jj^NS KLEINSPINNE
Beaten and bruised, I

,
ta
ggered up -to the American

Ljress office in Hamburg,

Bfest
Germany and pounded

WJi the thick glass to get the

ittention
of the desk meister.

"I
lost rny traveller's

hecks
- thousands of dollars'

forth
- everything!" I rasped

fctween coughs. I was

welcomed by a cold, blank

stare;
it was painfully clear

ne that he didn't

understand a word of English.

quickly recalled the years

if German that had been

compressed into 3 1/2 week

segments and ingrained into

my
comprehension through

equally long sessions of

electric mind-cell
stimulation. Aware of the

fact that he was not hewn

from the same timber as I, I

deciphered the family crest

igraved on his tie tack and

knew he was from Stuttgart.

Ausneig! Branormale
lonebanstimmen - um wille zu

frieden zur macht!" I asserted

thick Wurtenburg
dialect. Again, the cold,

blank stare. I spoke in every

dialect and with every

obscure accent I could recall.

He was impervious to every

ittempt to communicate.
Spellbound by his idiocy, I

decided to play my last card.

'Becks" I said in a loud,

steady voice, suddenly it

appeared as if he knew
exactly what I wanted. He
landed me full

reimbursement for the stolen

traveller's checks, made me a

reservation in a nearby hotel,

ind called a taxi. The
:ommercial had been correct.

he only German word I

eeded to know was Becks.

I wasn't aware of it at the

lime, but the complaint of the

Taveller's checks would be
the last permitted English I

to speak during my stay

Germany, and any
Oughts thenceforth which
manifested themselves in my
|h language would be
'unished through the painful
xtraction of fingernails. So
v*s the case with the 10
thers undergoing life-

hreatening training in
northern Germany for the
evolution. We were
"structed to refer to our
pission as an "exchange

am" and that we were
Merits from Colorado
Mkge studying language
fid culture.

We were selected from a
Rid of 22, 621, mostly
Resisting of Soviet
Pysicists, 6-day bicycle
acers, and the thousands of
entists who don't recommend
u8arless gum for their
pnts who chew gum, as
e most resistant to mind-
P« torture. Despite the

f

el P from 18 Cray
^computers, 26 electron
T^oscopes and a 56 ton

hydraulic press, the
application process still

required years of unrelentless

testing. We were judged, in

the order of importance, on
the basis of: physical
strength, beard growth rate,

anaerobic threshold, and the

ability to look stylish and
maintain one's philosophical

standpoint through coherent

rhetoric while receiving
injections- of pork fat. The
field was slowly whittled

down to 20; the others were
deftly disposed of in

accordance with our mission's

necessity for absolute secrecy.

The training (which is

never for us simply a means to

an end - our genes have been

spliced to endure pain) is

equally strenuous. During the

summer, the drills included

skydiving without
parachutes (a development
used only by the weak) into

snowdrifts in the Ural
mountains, destroying small

villages with sheer
willpower and screams with
no less impact than the

ultimate destruction of the

Death Star, and military

pressing glaciers. Six of the

lesser died when we swam
under the polar ice cap, and
three more were promptly
eliminated for grammatical

errors.

Presently, we're stationed

in Luneburg, a small city in

northern Germany famed for

its beer and abundance of

Germans, undergoing
integration training. We're

living with host families,

whose records have carefully

been screened for previous

contacts with the opposition.

We have been given new
names, new passports and new
identities. We were
instructed to buy stylish

clothing and smoke, and are

being taught topics such as:

speedreading Medieval texts

written in the old script

while mentally correcting

article mist a ke s,

emphasizing umlauts to

intimidate interrogators,

sheepherding through
differential equations, and
Wurst analysis.

During one of our training

runs through the cobblestoned

streets, disguised as large-

breasted beer Fraus carrying

oak tables and barrels of beer,

we were forced to tackle 2

American tourists for taking

our picture and calling us

adorable.

Several recognizance runs

have been made to locations

as East Berlin, which also

served to plan a meeting with

the opposition alliance, and
Austria, for yodeling practice

and the purchase of knickers.

Although any information we
didn't know before our

training was surgically

implanted, there are certain

items which were
incompetently neglected.

The group, photographed by an enemy recognizance rabbit while undergoing
training for the Austrian Alp takeover are: (in their American identities)
Shannon Parsons, Seth Bossung, Michael DeBacker, Kara Wallar, Dale Orth,
Whitley Frost, Brian Buckner, Susanne Wunner, Phil Kramer, (disguised as
the tuba) Carolyn Simler and Lisa Roos (disguised as pine trees).

Hence, we have planned
informatory visits to our
allied espionage bases in

Bonn, Hannover and Cologne,

and next month are to cross

the Eastern border, disguised

as cows, to photograph
blueprints for the new
deuteruim - toroid conversion

velodromes in Freiheit, East

Germany and to work on
dipthong pronunciation.
Several individual missions

are required to secure other

allied installments and
survey invasion attempts.

Instead of feeding ourselves

the food of mortals (bread,

cheese, fruit and yogurt) our
diet consists of sand, leaves

and chain links. We drink

only unrefined oil sludge.

In late December, the

revolution will have been a

success, and our leaders will

require us to reconvene in

Northern America, where we
will undergo mind cleansing

therapy. Through the

injection of harsh chemicals

and strategic acupuncture, all

memories of the mission will

have been erased. In their

place, we will be implanted
with a meager command of

German and vague memories
of coffee drunk under a

German sun, in a wide alley

lined with brick storefronts,

and a forest carpet of wet
autumn leaves. The message

of our training will speak
clear and eternally: without
pain, there can be no
pleasure.

Deutschland Beckons
The popular CC Semester

in Luneburg, West Germany,
will undergo a major change
next academic year by moving
from the fall to the spring
semester 1990, blocks 5

through 8. The German
Department, in cooperation
with the University fo

Luneburg, expects that
substantial advantages will

accrue for CC students as a

result of this change. First of

all, a starting date of January
15 will bring the program in

more in line with the German
university schedule; this

means the CC students will

have an opportunity to meet
German students right from
the start. (The German fall

semester docs not begin until

October 20 so that CC

students have the campus to

themselves for the first six

weeks). In addition, CC
students will have an
opportunity to stay and
travel or work in Western
Germany after the semester

ends. By then they will have
gained greater proficiency in

the language along with
familiarity with German
customs and culture. An added
plus is the spring break
between blocks 6 and 7; this

can be a time to travel in

Europe or simply a ;chance to

relax from the pressures of

studying.

The spring program will

continue to incorporate
substantial field trips to

interesting places in West
Germany, the German

Democratic Republic, East

and West Berlin, Austria and
Hungary and a chance to

learn more about these places

and their peoples. The total

cost is not expected to rise a

great deal if the dollar

remains fairly stable. In real

terms, this means that CC
students can expect to spend a

semester in Germany at more
or less the cost of a semester

on the home campus.
Prerequisites for
participation in the program
are GR 201, good standing and
consent of instructor.

Registration will take place

in block 6. For information

contact Prof. Wishard, AH
359, Ext. 2520.
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The Editors of The
Catalyst extend their

deepest sympathies to the

family and friends of Dixie

Goodenough, member of

Colorado College's class of

1988, who died in Colorado
Springs Wednesday,
November 22, 1988.

Letters
Bookstore Prices

Justified

To the Editor:

Many people have been
complaining about the high-

priced used books in the CC
bookstore. While there is no
real harm in complaining
about or satirizing the

situation, and students
traditionally complain about
the bookstore as with the

food service, there is

obviously irritationality

underneath, sometimes
leading to worse consequences.

I am a senior and have
worked in the bookstore for

more than a year, so I am
highly familiar with the

used book situation. First and
foremost, you must keep in

mind that the bookstore buys

used books from students at

half price, and cannot
therefore be compared to Poor
Richard's, or other used
bookstores,who generally
pay only twenty percent of

the cover prices, and,
incidentally, use a higher
markup than we do at the CC
bookstore. We sell used books
at 75% of the new book price,

which give us a 25% markup.
This is easily justified by the

amount of labor needed to get

the books from the students to

the shelves. We buy back
books between one and four in

the afternoon, every day of

the block. This means that

there must be someone at the

service desk during that time,

and represents a considerable

expense.

From service desk to

shelves, an average load of
thirty to forty books can take
me anywhere from half an
hour to an hour, depending on
how many problem books I

find. The used books must
each be stickered, old prices

must be removed or blacked

out (to avoid confusion at the

register and complaints from
the selfish), and class
location determined for each
book. Next, all of the books
go onto a cart, accompanied
by a used book pricer and
pricing chart. When we come
to the class a book belongs to,

we look at the price of the

new books and any used books

which may be there, and
price the used books
accordingly. If the new books
for that class are not yet in,

we cannot price the used
books, but must leave them on
the shelves, and price them
when the new books arrive.

This is necessary because
publishers raise book prices

from year to year, and we
must maintain a consistent

pricing scheme.

The bookstore is not under
obligation to provide used
books for students at all, and
both used-book buyback and
providing used books for

classes remains a service, not

a profit-making endeavor.
The 75% price paid by KRCC has been developing

students can easily be intoa respectable public
compensated for by the 50% station serving most of

price we pay them. We could Southern Colorado,
start paying students less for Unfortunately, most of

the books, and diarge less for today's students are unaware
them, except that we pay of what the costs of this

used book companies up to transition have been.
67% of the cover price for KRCC's full history began
used books, and would then in 1944, with the public
lose money in this area address system set up by Prof,

rather than approximately Woodson "Chief" Tyree. It

breaking even. Besides this, was, for its first twenty-plus
fewer students would sell years of operation,
books back to us, and the principally a forum for

selection of used books would students who were interested

not be as complete.

The bookstore's drudge in

residence.

Karen Swain

KRCC Re-examined

To the Editor:

While perusing the most
recent issue of the Disparaging

Eye, my interest was piqued

by Doug Sandok's article

about KRCC. He has brought

attention to an issue that

concerns all members of the

CC community, and the

attention is long overdue.

We, the students, as paid

attendees of this grand old

institution, might do well to

examine more closely the

history of "our" radio station.

Over the last 20 years or so,

in trying out the world of

radio - a chance for students

to express themselves in this

exciting medium.
I was not yet walking upon

this earth during those years.

But I have visited colleges

across the country that have
radio stations which seem to

fit Doug's description of the

old KRCC. A notable
example is Macalester
College in St. Paul,
Minnesota, whose station is

run almost entirely by
students. Brown University
also comes to mind. These are

schools which are committed
to providing a forum which
reflects a "concern for
diversity of ideas and
people." Alas, KRCC cannot
be included in this bunch.

If the school were to take

over most of the funding for

the station, there would no
longer be a need to mold
programming to the overall

taste of half the state of

Colorado. This would,
however, probably cause a bit

of an uproar among current

listeners. Another feasible

option is for the school to

start another, smaller
station. This is an attractive

possibility for students (and

there are lots of them!) who
feel that KRCC is not truly

theirs. Interested? I strongly

urge you to read Doug's
article in the Eye.

Mike Mermin

Senior Yearbook Fee

a Disgrace

To the Editors:

Twenty dollars is not going
to throw me into bankruptcy;
however, the fact that
seniors have to pay for their

year books is a disgrace! How
is it possible with new
buildings, more computers,
higher enrollment, a tuition
increase and a Block less that

the school is in a financial
bind over $20 yearbooks? If

for nothing else I would think
CC would give the seniors
their yearbooks as a courtesy.

Insulted Senior,

Amy B. Mullen

The Worner Center Board

Presents . . .

Lunch
with

L.E.W. featuring

Scott E.
Improvisational

Flutist

Wednesday Nov 7th

11:30- 1:30 Worner Center

A. 'BOO'K. IS ft 'B'RZ.S'B'XZ JOU

HOLLYWOOD ANECDOTES by Boiler and Davis ($10.95)

DEAR MILI by Maurice Sendak ($16.95)

GROWLTIGER'S LAST STAND by T.S. Eliot ($12.95)

STILL LIFE WITH MENU by Mollie Katam ($21.95)

LAURA GILPIN by Martha Sandweiss ($39.95)

DICTIONARY OF CULTURAL LITERACY by E.D. Hirsch ($19.95)

SYMBOLS OF AMERICA BY HAL MORGAN ($14.95)

ANYTHING FOR BILLY by Larry McMurtry ($18.95)

THE FIRST SALUTE by Barbara Tuchman ($22.95)

Colorado
College
Bookstore
Worner Center x2394

Today's Noodles:

It's Not Just a

Supermarket,

it's an Adventure

By CHRISTOPHER
SCHULTZ

I came in here for a sped

offer: Guaranteed Personal

-The Ck
Some people hate

grocery-shop. I'm not one

!

them. First of all, I love foi

It's one of the greatest thir

ever invented, because

makes all five senses liapp

at the same time. Obvious!]

it satisfies the sense of tasl

otherwise we'd never

anything but wheat germ am

alfalfa sprouts, but it also

sounds good, smells good, an

looks good. Although il'

probably not quite i

appetizing an idea now as

was a little over a week ag(

consider the Thanksgivinj

turkey roasting in the oven

the aroma-filled kitchen,

the gratifying sizzle as il'

basted, the golden skin,

bursting with juices as yo

start carving it - boy oh boy.

A lot of foods even fe

good. The crisp softness of

loaf of French bread whe

you tear a chunk out of it, or!

big slice of New York style

pizza you can fold in halfanf

eat with one hand, and a!

the lovely textures that saw

SeeSCHULTZpJI

PUT YOUR
COLLEGE DEGREE

TO WORK.

Aif Force Officer Training School

is an excellent sfart to a
challenging career os on Air

Force Officer We offer great

starring poy, medical core, 30

(joys of vacalion with poy each

year and management
opportunities Contact an

Air Force recruiter Find out what

Officer Training School can meori

fofyou. Coll

303-343-9652 COLLECT
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rith all the

ties for vicarious

SJfLTZ Continued

^om a lifetime of Malt-O

111.

So
l

lortun

sure, how could anyone

slike
grocery shopping?

lV
bc it's genetic, or maybe
[k aS to do" with

,
jronment. Fruit stand.

tmer's
market. Corner

l
re .

All have a certain

,rm and
elegance, but none

compare to the vastly

Lrtaining, all -

composing, hyper-reality
1

tlic
SUPERMARKET.

i

etc
are those who prefer

of the other

Hernatives," especially

7-11 cafeteria-food

pplement shoppers, but the

permarket is a real

venture. So many things to

oose from. Such a wide

fay of styles and tastes.

id here is a place where

"looks good" aspect of

jd really comes into play.

talking, of course, about

arketing techniques.

Everything is so appealing

a supermarket. The way
sprinkler system

nlinually mists the fresh

uce makes it look like

me kind of Dew-garden of

|cn. The neat, even rows of

up cans and cereal boxes re-

slate a sense of order in this

hcrwise chaotic world. The

pately placed meat and

;h at the butcher's counter

mind us that we no longer

to rely on stone axes and

he luck of the hunt" for our

iily sustenance.

Not only is the food
displayed well, but the
packaging of it is beautiful in

it's own right. The reassuring,

mother-like face of Bettv
Crocker. The authenticity ot

a traditional name like

"Ragu," "Prego," or "Old El

Paso." Or the virility of a

Swanson "Hungry-Man"
frozen dinner. It makes me
feel as strong as a lumberjack

just looking at it. But the best

product by far is Mrs.
Butterworth's Pancake and
Waffle syrup. The bottle is

shaped like a statue of a

fertility goddess from ancient

Mesopotamia. What could be
better.

And the sales, specials,

trial offers... just shopping at

a supermarket is like being
the grand-prize winner on a

game show. And on top of

that, some of them even have
games of their - own, like

Safeway's "Bronco-mania."

Fame and fortune is only a

grocery bag away (first-half-

of-the-crowd: "PAPER!

crowd: "NO, PLASTIC!" It

really sets my heart a-

fluttering. And my land, the

tabloids. HOW BILL COSBY
CURED ME OF CANCER;
BIZARRE! WW2'S BEST
KEPT SECRET - HITLER
WAS A WOMAN!' SPACE
PROBE RECORDS VOICE
OF GOD.The voice of God, for

goodness sake, and right

there in the checkout line.

And some people still insist

they don't like it. What is

the world coming to.

OPINIONSAi
Man Wants to Unify Feminist Collective
By JEFFREY STRAIN

I am disappointed in the perceptions I have
of the Feminist Collective on the Colorado
College campus. I know that they have real
and legitimate claims at being angry. I

support the vast majority of the goals which
the Feminist Collective is fighting towards.
To be perfectly honest, I consider myself a
feminist. However, I am not a CC feminist.
There are a couple of perceptions which

come to mind immediately which discourage
me from being associated with the Feminist
Collective. First, as a male member on this
campus, I can do no right. I'm ostracized
because of my sex. Not only are men to blame
for all of women's problems, but somehow I'm
directly at fault. In fact, I've been told that I

am "sexist" and I "can't understand the
issues" because I'm male. This happened as
the result of being in several Sociology classes

is also obvious that the majority of Greek
members are neither racist or sexist. Should 1

view these organizations on separate terms? 1

think not.

Just as members of the Greek organizations
have chosen to be associated with their
houses, so have feminists chosen to be
associated with the Feminist Collective. Just
as members of Greek organizations must deal
with the perceptions that a few of the
members give, so must the Feminist
Collective. Just as the Greek system must
attempt to change the perception that they
only sponsor social events, the Feminist
Collect.ve must change the perception that
they are "male haters." It seems reasonable
to me that I can make the same leap in logic
about the Feminist Collective as the Feminist
Collective does about other campus
organizations.

"The point of this article is to dispel the feeling that many men have
toward the Feminist Collective."

and expressing views on how to initiate

changes different from those advocated by
some members of the Feminist Collective. I

know I'm not the only male on campus who
feels ostracized. This is the general
perception of most of my friends.

Undoubtedly this is not how all the

members of the Feminist Collective feel. I'm

sure that there are some who do not. Yet this

is what men on campus view as a real part of

the Feminist Collective, and therefore, there

is a problem.

Now people will complain that it is not
fair for me to make a judgement on the entire

Feminist Collective because of the actions of

a few of its members. However, most Feminist
Collective members feel that the Greek
system is inherently racist and sexist when it

The point of this article is to dispel the
feeling that many men have towards the
Feminist Collective. I do not want to be the
"enemy," and would like to work to make the
Feminist Collective a stronger and more
unified organization on campus. There lies

the second issue which discourages me from
being associated with the Feminist
Collective. How can I justify support for the
Feminist Collective, and attempt to help
them overcome a problem which is both real
and perceived within their organization
when the Feminist Collective is not willing
to do the same for other campus
organizations? I believe it's time to work
together to change both these organizations
for the better instead of pointing fingers and
dwelling on the past.

HOW TO SPOT THE MOID
ON YOUR CAMPUS.

Valuable Offers / Holiday Specials

• one small 10 inch 1 item PIZZA and two 12 oz. COKES •

FOR ONLY

Expires Dec. 31 st

$4.25
Coupon Necessary ',

LATE NIGHT SPECIAL

one large 14 inch 1 item PIZZA and two 12 oz. COKES

FOR ONLY

9:00 pm TO MIDNIGHT

$6.25
Expires Dec. 31st

Beware. The NOID. that bizarre

Racier that yuks pizzas, is out
fflere somewhere on campus. He
WulrJ be disguised as anyone. A
"laior jock. Psych teach. Bowhead.
tven y0uf big rival's mascot But
IJ^Uikely, he's hanging out, search-

; he likes to trash

lersi

0r> 'he wrong ingredients- belore ho
overrents n to the wrong place so

be good and cold when you get it.

p
u°n l get juked. Give Domino's
ISa ' a ring and some serious

pizza - hot, Iresh, made to

orderwith the best ingredie

will be at your door in 30 mi
less. Guaranteed. Domino':

Nobody Delivers Belter:"

THIS WEEKS FEATURED NOID

635-1511 801 N. Tejon

">g tor p

490 NOID
TOYS*

DOMINO'S PIZZA DELIVERS® FREE..
Dec 5th- Dec 18lh
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Afternoon Naps Plague CC Student Body

ByMARGOWFJSZ
My eyes flicker open momentarily and I stretch

my feet into the warm depths of my flannel,

down comforter. I furrow affectionately into my
mattress and . roll toward the wall (away from

my clock), trying not to slip back into sweet

slumber. It's 3:00 in the afternoon on Wednesday

and I have to write 'this' article for The
Catalyst, whip my housemate into writing her

article, call to make sure all the articles I need

are coming in, take my dog for a poopy walk, go to

the bank, buy a new lamp for my housemate (since

the dog ate through her last one), "bake my
brother cookies for getting into grad school, do my
reading and write a paper for class tomorrow and

... I curse and slip back into sleep.

What lies behind the plague of the afternoon

nap? Why do college students constantly

complain about being tired and unmotivated

when they are surrounded by all sorts of stimulus?

Why don't students involve themselves in groups

and activities that interest them? The reasons for

apathy vary.

College is a rich time for students to discover

identity and self. These terms are hard to define

as they don't miraculously 'appear' at a specific

time and some would argue they don't exist at all.

Yet college is a transition from dependence to

independence. Most of us have grown up turning to

our parents for approval and disapproval.

There are usually numerous times we break

from this parental dependency, but instead of

validating ourselves independently, we turn to

other external forces to validate ourselves, such

as friends, teachers, societal structures,

employers or romantic partners. We put ourselves

on an unpredictable roller-coaster of differing

expectations and often feel confused and isolated

in our pursuit of greater fulfillment. Our
dependency on external forces for validation work
against us in numerous ways.

As these external forces are often struggling for

'identity' just as we are,they are not divine judges

of good and evil. By looking on them as our

validators we put them in positions above

ourselves that are intimidating.

This leads to part of the 'apathy' problem. We
falsely assume others are more 'able' to hold

positions of authority or have something more
'substantial' to add to classroom discussion. The

more we give this power to others, the less

confident we feel ourselves and the process feeds

on itself.

For example, if I don't speak in class within

the first couple of days then that precedent is

usually set for the rest of the block. Yet, if I force

myself to speak then I realize how easy it is, how
nobody is really that concerned with the

intelligence (or lack thereof) of my comments, I

feel confident to speak again. The same process

works with campus activities. Confidence feeds

confidence as energy feeds energy.

There are other ways we deter ourselves by
looking to external forces for validation. We may
not want to carry the stereotype that goes along

with a certain cause and therefore fail to get

involved in an organization that could be

educating, supportive and enriching.

One may be curious about 'Feminism' but not

want to be marginalized as a militant, communist
lesbian. Or one may despise the injustices in

South Africa but not want to get involved and be

looked upon as a raving radical. But as we get

involved in these groups we often realize the

values the groups advocate are very similar to

our own and these stereotypes are false or even
superfluous to the issue at hand. We are educated

and able enough to judge causes for ourselves

without depending on others to give us the O.K..

Paradoxically, by depending on others we
isolate ourselves. Instead of forming a 'connection'

with others, dependence leads us to give them
the power we feel we lack^to place value on

things.

Boettcher counselors see people daily who feel

isolated from what's going on around them. This

leads to depression and exhaustion, or vice-versa.

Yet, this feeling of isolation is ironically

universal. Most of our feelings are universal.

People generally feel the same things, to

different degrees; we just encounter these feelings

through our own individual experience and thus

perceive our situation or emotions as unique. The
more depressed and isolated we feel, the less

likely we are to have the energy to 'get involved'

in the activities around us.

Some would argue feelings of depression and
isolation lead to alcohol abuse on campuses.

Students turn to alcohol as an escape. I would be

more inclined to believe people spend large

portions of free time drinking because it is an

activity that does involve any social 'risk'. The
activity is socially accepted and people don't

need a large amount of self-confidence to drink a

few beers. Alcohol is prevalent, accessible and

therefore attractive. I find (as Opinions Editor)

, that when I ask somebody to write an article for

me, they usually accept willingly (although a

little unsure of themselves). Yet people rarely

come down to the office asking what we need

written. This leads me to believe people enjoy

getting involved but are unsure about taking the

initiative. They involve themselves in what is

easily offered to them.

The block plan offers its own set of pressures

which make people hesitant to commit
themselves to any group or activity. Academic
and the general pressures of life as a whole can be

overwhelming and leave one with little time for

outside activities. Yet, I think outside activities

can work as an energizing diversion from the

class-study-party cycle, which leads quickly into

a rut. This school offers a wide array of clubs and
activities; most are open to everyone and exist

SeeWHSZp.16

U.S. Students Lack United Organization

By ELISE BRADBURY
and RICHARD BROWN of
the International Socialist

Organization
As the CC Board of

Trustees continues to support
the racist Apartheid state by
investing in South African
companies, and sexist bigots
post signs encouraging
students to "shoot a radical
feminist", student activists

committed to fighting these
injustices find themselves in a
minority confronted by the
apparent apathy of most
students. Activists face
difficult questions: why such
apathy, and, most
importantly, what will
motivate CC students, among
others, to engage in political

activity?

There are three main
reasons behind the passivity
of the majority of CC
students. First, most are not
motivated sufficiently by the
material conditions they face

to struggle for improvements.
Second, there is a void of
clear political ideas on the
student left. Finally, US
students (indeed, the US left

as a whole) suffer from a lack
of strong political
organization. The last two
factors are particularly
important as they restrict
many students from
organizing even if they are
discontent.

Historically, students
have often been motivated to

organize in opposition to

difficult material
circumstances. As members of

"knowledge factories",
which generally means
living on low incomes, facing

highly competitive
examinations, and being
subjected to the punitive
regulations of college
authorities, this opposition
is not surprising. Currently in

Britain, for example, student
activists are campaigning
against the introduction of
student loans which will

replace the less
discriminatory grant system.
In Paris in May, 1968, it was
the college authorities' ban
on female students receiving
male guests at their
residences which sparked off

the biggest student revolt in

history. And it is not just

student life itself which
forces students to mobilize.

Impetus can come from the

material pressures of society

off-campus. The US student
movement of the late 1960's

was largely motivated by
resistance to the Vietnam
War. Students facing
conscription obviously had an
interest in organizing against
the War.

Although it is clear that

students at CC are not at the

moment rising up to fight for

better conditions, some must
be in financial debt, and
many must tire of the
workload and petty college

regulations. Moreover, all

female students face sexual

oppression, a fundamental
part of capitalist society. A
significant minority of women
and men organize against this

oppression in the highly
visible Feminist Collective.

Despite the existence of this

organization and other groups
that actively fight on
political issues, the majority
of students are passive. Part
of their passivity must result

from the weakness of left-

wing ideas on campus.
Compared to the working

class (the majority of people
in society) students are in a

unique intellectual position.

They have access to a wide
spectrum of ideas and at a

liberal arts college such as

CC, they are encouraged to

question the prevailing
ideology in society. At times
the contradictions between
the values that the rulers in

our society espouse and the

material conditions they
enforce upon us cause students

to react militantly. For
example, many CC students
support the call for
divestment because they are

outraged by the college's

support for Apartheid,
although it claims to have a

liberal arts philosophy

Unfortunately, left-wing'

ideas (particularly Marxist
ideas) which can provide an
ideological framework for

activity have suffered
severely in the US under the

McCarthyite witchhunt of

the 1950's and with the

eventual defeat of the New
Left during the 1970's. As a

result most student activists

still orientate around the

Democratic Party, an
organization that has moved
rightward accepting large

chunks of Reaganite politics.

The Democratic Party stands
for capitalism; for the status

quo, it is completely opposed
to self-activity and militant

struggle. The predominance
of these ideas explains much
of the apathy among US
students. In the British

student movement, left-wing

ideas still have some
resonance, despite attacks
from the right. Consequently,
demonstrations, strikes and
picketing (the best ways to

activate students) are still

accepted as viable weapons.
The absence of a clear

political strategy partly
explains the lack of a strong,

united organization among
US students - a further cause
of apathy. Most US activists

are involved in small, single-

See BRADBURY p.15

What Sli

By CHRISTOPHER SOI

PATRICK BARBER
I have measured oil

spoons

So. Roughly 20 ta

deadline, I get a phone

"Hi," she says, "Listen,

an article on apathy for

"Apathy?" I say.

"Yeah," she says,

"Sure," I say. "I mean,

do you want it?"

"I don't know, a
]

"Single or double sp»

might not be the sameU

"I don't know, how Ion

It goes on for a white

on somewhere around-

up. I'm right in the d
life, but hell, what's anf

give my friend Pat a ol

"Hey," he says, "W" 1

"I'm just doing WJ

what I'm calling home*

"Oh. You wanna
Drink 3.2 beer, play f
some s**t-eating white 1

"Well, I'm supposed 1

apathy. You wanna cc!

"Okay, come over I*

cappuccino."

I'm at Pat's about

deadline. He's upstai"

We discuss the me"1

hardcore bands over t

In

fill

ch
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Social, Academic Apathy Stems From Student Frustration

^E UKROPINA
Hnident

apathy. The

t
usually tops the list of

Llaints made by unhappy

Hints and professors. But a

item has developed in our

jerstanding of apathy at

This complaint seems

^only used as a kind of

Lall for student

ittation when an issue

Jjrtant to them is not

jved or addressed in a

hjon that they find

jiute.
Observations about

}en t
apathy are thrown

u l in so many directions

i applied to such a variety

ssues that I become wary

never someone brings it

Although there is a

Hem concerning "student

thy" at CC, the phrase

is
dangerously close to

g any meaning it once

jessed in campus debate,

i
what is actually at the

of student apathy at CC?
iod place to begin defining

thy is with the

tionary. Apathy is

Ined as "lack of emotion or

ling," or, the "lack of

jest in things generally

nd exciting or interesting."

key in applying these

initions to CC lies in

;eting those areas we
mid generally be
rested in.

k are at CC for the

pose of getting a liberal

education so that we may
out into society and lead

lingful, productive, and
illing lives. It follows
there are two areas in

ch students should

definitely be interested in

the pursuit of their
education. First, students
should_be interested in the

way we organize our society.'

This category encompasses
how our society reacts to the
environment, how we deal
with othefsocieties, how the
members of our society relate

with each other, and so on.
After all, these are the
questions that will determine
the way in which we live.

Second, we should be
interested in our personal
development as students.

The first category can be
described as social apathy. It

is usually the subject of the
broad phrase "CC students
are apathetic." Social
apathy takes two forms. One
centers on the lack of student
activism and the other on
day to day social apathy.
The typical complaint that

there is no meaningful student
political activism on campus
because of student apathy
misses many underlying
problems. To begin with many
first and second year students
have not developed enough
personally to feel confident in

taking a stand on an issue and
actively defending it against
the complicated and
sometimes overwhelming
debate that accompanies it.

Other concerns that rise out of

the adjustment to college life

are of much greater
importance. The early years
of college are a time for self-

reflection. One cannot hope to

effectively and intelligently

debate or protest an issue
until they are secure in their

e Call this Thing?
of the sub-woofers. "You can't hear it," says
Pat, 'but it's there. Bass. You can feel it, but
you can't tell your friends about it." We go
downstairs. A guitar is leaning against the
wall in the hallway. I pick it up, and follow

Mm into the kitchen, diddling lines from
Dave Brubeck's "Take Five," and "The
Barney Miller Theme." Pat makes
cappuccino.

"Hey man, you're in the way." I am leaning
igainst the sink.

"Sorry." I drift around the kitchen while
he steams the milk. The pressure is sporadic,

and it's a long, hard battle to get the milk to

froth properly, but he eventually wins. I put
the guitar back in the hall. We sit down at

'he dining table and page through the
Weekly World News. The main headline
says Elvis had a twin brother who is still

alive. The article says his name is Jesse, and
he isn't as bright as Elvis was.
"Drink it before it gets cold," says Pat.

"So what about this apathy thing," I say.

"Well, I think it's better to be apathetic
than pathetic." I turn another page in the
News. There's a photo of a man with his hair
cu t to look like a hat sitting on top of his

head.

"No, seriously," says Pat, "I think the deal
|s that Americans in general, and CC students
"* particular, aren't apathetic so much as
they are selectively interested. We worry a
l°t about all sorts of trivial things, so that we
fee]

justified in not worrying about bigger,
m°re important things. It's like an escape.

see SCHULTZ p.15

own self-understanding.

Those who have gone past
this point and are ready to
participate in campus debate
and local activism are not
only small in number (only a
portion of our already small

campus population), but have
to choose between a multitude
of very important issues. To
compound the problem, the

demands of our academic load
make the amount of time we
have to spend being socially

or— politically active
extremely finite. It follows
that the active portion of our
student body is diffused and
weakened. The lack of the
number of activists and the
location of our campus lead to

feelings of ineffectiveness,
causing potentially active
students to pursue other
activities which yield
greater personal fulfillment.

Therefore, the lack of
activism on our campus
should not be attributed to

student apathy.

Day to Day social apathy
is a different problem that is

of greater concern because it

stems from pure laziness. This
can be generally attributed to

the lack of social awareness
throughout our entire society.

For example, each of us at CC
can make an effort in our
daily lives to do what we can
to minimize environmental
damage by consciously
boycotting products harmful
to it. After all, it will be our
generation that will have to

deal with the problems that

we create with the purchase
of every aerosol hairspray
and plastic bottle. It is when

students fail to become aware
of our social problems that

apathy hurts. Each one of us
could easily become much
more informed than we now
are, and we should do this not
as liberal arts students, but as
responsible members of
society.

Second, there is the
problem of academic apathy.
We all have an obligation to

ourselves and to our fellow
students to be serious about
the time we spend in our
academic pursuits. When a
student is academically
apathetic it hurts the whole
school. Have you ever sat

through a class where the
professor was forced to sit and
lecture because nobody had
anything to say? When you
come to class too hung over to

think or without doing the

reading you completely
remove yourself as a

contributing member of the

discussion.

Academic apathy at CC is

a definite problem. Because
of the small class size the

effects of participation, or
lack thereof, are accentuated.

Not only does intelligent

discussion rub off and
motivate the other students
in the class, but the professors

will also be more excited
about teaching if the students
are active and interested in

the subject matter. As
students, we have an
obligation to fulfill our end of

the student-teacher
relationship.

Student apathy in this

regard is even more criminal

here at CC than at other

schools. We have the means
to get much more out of the
professor than we now do.
One CC professor who taught
at another school for a year
commented that during his
office hours, he had a line of
students waiting to see him.
A line in front of a professor's
office, to say the least, would
be a rare occasion at CC. The
educators we have are so

accessible. My friends at
other schools always
comment about how great it

would be to have a class get-
together at a professor's
house or to talk one on one
with a teacher outside of
class. These are things that
too many students at CC take
for granted and if we continue
to, we risk losing good
professors and the high
standard of education we now
enjoy.

But what is really
troubling about daily social

and academic apathy is that

this lack of interest will only
get worse after we leave CC.

It is after graduation when
students go on to become more
harmful. While there are
many very aware and
energetic students at CC, we
are far from perfect. If we
don't get involved and become
aware now, society will

regret it later. Student
apathy at CC should not be
seen as the deficiency
creating a lack of effective

student activism, but as a

potentially destructive force

that detracts from our
education and hurts society.

Talking to Me?
By RACHELANN BELCHER and GRETA
HANSON
Upon receiving a BA degree, we are part of

an elite minority. Less than 10% of US
citizens graduate from college. This
distinction allows us the luxury of choice; the

choice to participate or not in the larger

whole. More often than not we are consumed
by indifference, finding it easier to ignore
problems rather than seek solutions. This is a
strange phenomena considering our
interdependence upon each other for the

effective functioning of the larger society.

The overwhelming influence of television

in our daily lives contributes to this sense of

apathy. It fosters reactionary passivity
which leaves us in a sedentary state.

However, the sole responsibility for this lack

of interest cannot be placed in the hands of

the media alone. Our own educational system
denies us an accurate account of the history of

our country, let alone an understanding of the

rest of the world. We tend to view ourselves

as individuals unaffected by the larger

whole. Neither media nor education, nor any
other social institution, can take full blame,
for in the end, we must hold ourselves

accountable.

Colorado College is not immune to

indifference either, for apathy pervades our
daily existence. In this bastion of a Liberal

Arts educadon, there is still an unwillingness

to actively engage in something outside of

one's own comfort zone, whether it's through

discussion, organizations, activism, or

academics. This is not to say that there aren't

students and/or faculty members who
participate regularly in the above, part of

the problem may be the block plan itself. It is

not conducive to continual commitment to a

cause over an extended period of time. If a

paper is due on Friday,k the Thursday night

meeting is lost in the shuffle. To a certain

degree then, the block plan perpetuates

apathy, yet sadly, neither academics nor

involvement seem to be top priorities to all

students. M*ast of us have not taken
responsibility for our self, our community, our

nation, our world. We are instead, much more
content to leave that to those who have no

choice.

Perhaps too many of us have guaranteed

jobs after graduation, so there is no need to go
out and save the world. Then again, maybe
my efforts won't make a bit of difference in

the whole scheme of things anyway. There

are of course, more pressing personal matters

that take priority over the problems of the

downtrodden. Since I am not guilty of this

present-day state of affairs, why should I

fight for the rights of women, people of color,

rain forests, whales, world peace, the

homeless, the poor, the differently abled,

lesbians and gays, the farmers, the South

Africans who live under the oppressive

system of Apartheid, energy conservation,

teenage mothers, nuclear disarmament,
friends, family, prisoners, drug addicts,

poets, artists, the earth, freedom to speak, to

cry, to communicate,...

"Who are you to say anything about how I

should live my life?"
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Campus Interruptus: Will Tom Cruise Come
Knocking on Your Door?

By DOUG LANSKY
It looks as though

feminism is a major issue on
campus, if not the major issue.

So what does this mean to

the CC student? It means
that each and every person
on this campus should have
an opinion on this topic and
his or her opinion, like mine,
should be backed up by hard,
decisive, substantial bull.

The way I see it, people are
getting all bent out of whack
over an issue that seems to be
steadily improving. Sure
there are still a few glitches,

but in time they'll work
themselves out. I realize
that feminism is a serious
issue and I usually do take it

seriously. It's just that...

well... I don't feel like taking
it seriously today.

Take the average all-star

wrestler - bulging wads of
cellulite, brains the size of
peas, outfits made out of
cellophane wrap, steroid
saturated, hairy chested...
and the men are even worse.
Seriously, though, women
have made an incredible
jump in society. Remember
days of yesteryear, when all

a guy had to do when he
wanted a date was find a
good, solid club, boink the

nearest girl he saw over the

head, and drag her off by the

hair. Nowadays women are

much more intelligent,
independent, and complex,
and require that we, men,
resort the modern version of

romance by way of "lots of

suave-as-hell guys hopping
into a car and cruising the

main drag of a cheezy town in

the hope of finding a lot of
hot babes, preferably drunk,
also cruising in search of a

partner with whom they can
spawn."

Is feminism the true belief?

I highly doubt it because
that question has the word
'true' in it, which is a form of

"truth," and if I remember
anything about my junior
year of high school, it was
having to write a 15 page
paper on the meaning of truth

and I'd hate to think I could
have saved all that work by
just writing the word
"feminism" on my paper.
Also feminism is another "-

ism," and I know for a fact

that there are too many "-

isms" circulating at this

school. For that matter there

are too many "-isms"
everywhere. Socialism,
Darwinism, Social
Darwinism, etc. are getting

on my nerves, mainly because

those "-isms" remind me of

"ology" which brings up
psychology and the thought

of millions of intelligent

college students across the

one word they may as well do
the whole bowl of soup. Sure
it would completely change
the entire English language,
but it seems like a small price

to pay for equality. Besides, I

Unsafe CC words
freshman

,

woman
human
person

female
Man hattan

M a n go
Mandarine (' Orange .

Dexter Ma n icy.

Harriet Tubman .

etc.

Safe CC Words
first year student

wocreaturc
Huwocrcaturc
perdaughter

feperdaughter
Wocrcaturehattan

Wogo
. Wocreaturedarine Orange

Dexter Wocrcaturelcy
Harriet Tubwocrcaturc

nation trying to teach rats

how to play with marbles. If

I had a rat, I would teach it

to say "freshman" except for

three things: 1) rats can't

speak 2) rats always pee on
me when I pick them up 3)

I'm not supposed to say
"freshman" anymore because
a select group of people
decided to censor the foul

language at this school and
changed "freshman" to "first

year student." That would
make the ranking much more
parallel: Senior, Junior,
Sophomore, First Year
Student. I figure that as long
as they are going to change

never got the hang of English
to start with.

The way I understand it is

that some of the feminists
feel angry about quite a few
things, one of which includes
having to look good; wearing
make-up, a bra, etc. So 1 guess
that they decided to rebel by
not shaving their legs, not
wearing a bra, not wearing
make-up, and letting their

armpit hair grow down to

their knees. Call me crazy,

but I highly doubt if Tom
Cruise will come knocking on
their door. It goes the other
way too. I also doubt if some
gorgeous girl is going to walk

up to a 400 pound, i

ridden guy with three It

and say, "Hi! I'm a _

elitist who will only besj

with people of my owns
rank, but I am will

jeopardize the reputation

took me an entire lifetime!

achieve because I am|

attracted to your pci

Arc you doing anyl

Friday night?" Hey!
its still a bit unfair anj

sympathize. But look a

bright side, women
traditionally have to

j

dates, often get doors opfl

for them, and wi"

have to experience gc'l

kicked in the balls. I resj

case.

Am I trying to m
point? Not really. I '

mind a good heated arguHj

and there arc many
j

points to be made. The oj

arc that a group of h'ffl

strung people arc go'^l

misinterpret this nrliclcT

dangle me over a roaring!

by my toenails and ma^l
say "Susan B. Anthony"''

I burn down to the sizejj

mutated raisin. But

column is meant to cnKr

'J
not anger, so if anyone ?T

pissed, hit the editors-
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Continued "Am I not caring about this

f we're worrying apathy thing?"

whole bunch of stuff,
As ' finish up, we are

st be
doing something sitting in the living room

tartt.
I g°tta wash the watching Stephen Wright on

the Letterman show. He is

wondering how much deeper
the ocean would be if sponges
didn't grow on the bottom it,

and trying not to crack a

smile. Outside, the 6000
million, million, million tons

of the Earth move around the

Sun with a mean orbital

velocity of 66,000 miles per
hour, and personally, I

couldn't care less. About the

sponges, I mean.

hmm," I say. I'm

about aliens on the

ng frantic SOS

| to Earth. I put down
• and step into the

Pat is up to his

in soapy water.

iny,"
he says, "it

i seem
like ten of one."

§, you got anything to

jon?" I s^
|e's a grey legal pad

,t
thing in the hall."

looking for it. It's not BRADBURY continued

I go to the bathroom, issue campaigns such as

divestment, student diversity
or" solidarity with
Nicaragua. The autonomous
nature of these campaigns
isolates different political

issues and prevents activists

from mobilizing students
with a wide range of
motivations into a united
struggle. In contrast, British

students have a National
Union of Students (NUS) in

which different political
groups, such as feminists,

environmentalists and
socialists participate. The
NUS is by no means perfect,

but it can be used to unite
different tendencies in
common action which, in

1987, involved campaigning
against education cuts, anti-

1 1 finish, I look around

J room for it. It's not

either. I return to the

L't find it."

Jre's a blue notebook in

ackpack. It's marked
lORTANT S"T
Ja)'."

j and get it, grab a pen

If the small pocket. A
Belt-tip. I go back to the

In and start writing.

In is dry. Pat tosses me
(ball Micro, and I toss

r in the trash. I start

;
in earnest. 15 hours

deadline. Pat is

j water out of his

liefrosted refrigerator.

s up. "Sorry," he says.

gay legislation (Clause 28)
and an attempt to limit

women's abortion rights.

Much of the strength of the

NUS lies in its close
relationship with the
British workers movement -

the Trade Unions and the
Labour Party. These
organizations have been
severely attacked during
Thatcher's leadership, but
they remain essentially
intact. Socialism, though
struggling, is still very much
alive in Britain. In the US,
by contrast, the unions and
left-wing organizations have
suffered repeated blows since

McCarthy's offensive. Their
reduced size and political

weakness has affected the
student movement which has
little to relate to off-campus.
Because activity is tough,
there is massive
demoralization; not
surprisingly, apathy is the
choice of those who see no
left-wing alternatives.

Although activists must
face up to the reality of
apathy, they must recognize
their own strengths. There is

a small core of committed
students at CC - feminists,

anti-apartheid activists, gay
activists, anti-racists and
socialists capable of drawing
larger numbers of students
into political struggle. More
students will eventually be
forced to join us through
material pressure or political

motivation, but activists will

OPINIONS/™
need the correct political must start to develop this
strategy, and above all the strategy and organization
best organization to ensure now.
successful struggles. Instead
of worrying about apathy, we
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Bread and Fuppet: Visions of the Modern Icaru
By STACY STANFORD AND KRISTIN
THOMSON
The whole time I watched the Bread and

Puppet show that the Experimental Theater
class performed at the end of last block, I racked

my brains to discover the theme. I spent most of

my time analyzing and interpreting scenes,

picking out themes like the evils of military

power, the plight of the homeless, women's
oppression and the like. But soon my brain was
overloaded with visions, and I couldn't connect

them to uncover the deep hidden meaning.
Confused, 1 found Stacy and we talked to some of

the performers about the significance of certain

elements, and a got, not one, but a myriad of

answers and explanations. There was the obvious

Icarus theme throughout the show, yet the

individual scenes were purposefully left

unconnected, allowing the viewers, and the

players, to interpret as they may.
"It is definitely theater for the masses," said

Julie Slotnik. Stripped of its traditional structure

and emphasis on cohesive meaning, the theater

experience takes on a fresh, simple and
uninhibited style that challenges the structure of

theater as it is today.

The Monday night performance was a five part

happening. It started with a cheap art sale in

Taylor -the walls, ceiling, and tables cluttered

with colorful slapdash paintings, clay figures

and monstrous paper mache masks with price tags

ranging from $.10 to $1. At these prices people
were almost fighting over some of the pieces that

one would expect to sec in a Soho gallery for

$1000. In the middle of this melee, visiting

professor Peter Schumann was spreading garlic

paste onto freshly baked bread, offering a slice to

everyone who walked by.

Qaddifi-like puppet and his stilt-walking,

music-making troops with a collective feeling of

absurdity. The procession was utterly euphoric

as we watched Major Blue come to life and
journeyed as a mob across campus. The excitement

mounted when Peter Schumann put a match to the

military figure. Then the crowd headed into the

theater for more skits involving very elaborate

puppets and painted sets.

This section of the event was extremely

hoisted a blue batik sail and formed a sto

a long piece of aquatically designed
i!j

Carter Pratt interpreted that we're J?
same oppressed boat, so to speak. Add iJ

the ship encourage a more envir ?
alternative to technology.

Although Schumann arrived with th
idea, the texts for the specific skits evoll
of the collaborative efforts of the J
through the three weeks. Guided by Sch

rhythmic. A sequence of four happenings were
repeated four times. Basically, each part focused
on the absurdity and oppressiveness entrenched
within the military and the surrounding society.

Women and the environment were victims in this

scheme. Soldiers also experienced oppression
because their lifestyle and individuality had to

conform to the authority's dictates.
Triumphantly, the stifling military figures were
blown away in the final mini-scene.

The actors danced out jubilantly and
participants followed. Once outside, they

h
Photo by Patty M4

theatrical vision, the bits and pieces slrJ

in place, held together by improvisalioi
subject to sudden bouts of free-spirit.

The performance on Monday was the lira

they had put it all together. With this |j

disjointed and improvisational ap
theater, the viewers are forced to cf

perceptions about the theater. Bread andPL
succeeds in taking art and theater oft of

pedestals and offers it again to the rj

leaving the viewers and the actors to form

own interpretations.

Cheap art cluttered

the walls. Photo by Patty McLaughlin

When' we asked some of the students about
what Schumann had expected of them
artistically, Damien Raffa responded, "Nothing.
All of the art was done in the spirit of creation,
as a way of breaking down our inhibitions."

"It made you feel good to do something silly,"

Julie Slotnik said. Schumann gave them no
formal instruction, only presented them with the
Icarus motif and let them expand on it as they
wished. On one of the first days Schumann gave
each student a lump of clay and simply said,
"Make a mask", leaving each to his/her own
devices, thus forcing them to rely upon each other
for suggestions and guidance, building a strong,
cohesive group.

The performance began in a dimly lit Taylor,
listening to the actors speak soliliquies and
incantations, play crude percussions, and blow
huge horns through the outside windows. They

seemed to be nuclear war survivors in the depth;
of NORAD, re-inventing their world

1

mythologically.

Horns announced the military's arrival, Ma)°r Blue
followed by a clamorous parade across campus to
Armstrong. We travelled with the huge

WE1SZ continued

partly to educate those

who are uneducated about
particular issues. There is

endless potential for growth
and enrichment in the

activities on campus. This
college loses thousands of

hours of student energy I

yearly to the plague ot tne I

afternoon nap. I think we I

would energize ourselves I

more if we would wake up to
|

the opportunities around us. |

DEAL OF THE WEEK
'years A H E A [

1 N

Photo by Patty McLaughlin
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HAIR DESIGN
Get a Perm or Professional Highllight and

receive a Tanning Package
$30 value

SAY IT..
WCB Sponsored

Freedom of Expression Day
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iano Fortissimo!
Two Musicians Combine Talents

tlA
KALEEMCVEAN

nr
.(ianded, Two-Headed Piano Pound

iter
Attacks Packard Hall! But don't be

c(j.
This ferocious fiend only tickles out

m05 t
tantalizing tunes.

Wsts Sue Grace and Alice Slayich will

j,jne
their musical precision and' talent in

upcoming Duo a Quattro Mani. For those

oU who haven't mastered Italian as your

language (or those of you who subscribe to

fficial English amendment), that

dates to four handed piano duo.

most dynamic duo since Batman and

[i
perform Tuesday, December 6 at 8:15 pm

ackard Hall

ese
world-renowned pianists have worked

lncr for three years. Since they can not see

other's hands, timing the musical attack

ro difficult. Through intensive practice,

have mastered subtle head cues and

se liming to successfully present a piece

ed simultaneously on two pianos,

selected the repertoire and it offers

something for every musical idiosyncrasy.
Bach's "Shafe Konnen Sicher Weidcn" starts
the odyssey calmly and beautifully.

From there, the program ranges through a
"likeable" Mozart sonata, experiments with
varying rhythms in the Ligcti pieces, and
florishes with a mass assault of sound and
melody in Rachmaninoff's glitzy "Symphonic
Dances."

They wrap up with a dazzling piece by
Lutoslawski, originally written as a nightclub
act in Poland. Quite an interesting array.
Both women engage in a fair amount of

country hopping. Grace, currently an artist-in-

residencc at CC, has performed solo across the
U.S. and Europe. She also earned recognition as
a chamber music artist in the Soviet Union and
China. She is very active in musical groups
throughout Colorado
Springs.

Slavich recently returned from a five week
tour of India, Thailand, and Malaysia. A

See MCVEAN p 20

he American Dream Come True

.

tflKE MERMIN
r longtime fans of Crosby,

;,
Nash, and Young, the

is over. The album is

It's called American
m, and it was worth

ing for.

deed, it's been a "long

comin'" for a

boration between these

men whose personal
rences have so often kept

part. The last time
t together for a full-

h studio record was in

and the result was the

classic Deja Vu. Various

and the rest is history.

The album covers a wide
range of musical styles, and
yet retains a sense of unity
throughout. Themes with
which rock-n-roll is familiar
- love, war, success, self-

discovery, the environment -

are given_ up-to-date
treatment. The cover art
suggests two sides of the
American Dream (which can
be roughly characterized as a
lighter and darker side), and
the songs reflect this
dichotomy. Diverse,
insightful, and often

Compass

I have wasted ten years in a blind-fold,

Ten-fold more than I've invested now in sight.

I have travelled bevelled mirrors in a fly-crawl,

Losing the reflection of a fight.

But like a compass seeking north
There lives in me a still, sure, spirit part

Clouds of doubt are cut asunder
By the lightning and the thunder
Shining from the compass of my heart.

I have flown the frantic flight of the bat-wing
And only known the dark because of that

I have seized death's door-handle
Like a fish out of the water
Waiting for the mercy of the cat.

But like a compass seeking north
There lives in me a still, sure, spirit part

Clouds of doubt are cut asunder
By the lightning and the thunder
Shining from the compass of my heart.

-David Crosby
ages such as Stills-

5. Crosby-Nash, and the
d«y CSN have
lea sporadically in the
™» but American Dream
rare treat from this

|y gifted foursome.
st of the basic tracks'
la 'd down in the
fade studio at Neil
|*. ranch in Northern
rnia

- It's no secret that
/eUows don't always
78 well, and Young
seer*s to have been the
nS force behind the
n, .nrst invited Stills to

jpch

fhini

>n late '87, to see
gs would work out.
a few weeks they

P*! by the other two.

contradictory images of the

USA are portrayed, and most

of the song lyrics are timely

and poignant. The music gives

depth and dimension to the

words, as can be expected
from great songwriters. In the

course of a first listening, my
mood went from rabid
excitement to quiet reflection

and back again. I've come to

expect emotional fireworks

from these guys, and on
American Dream they really

deliver.

The songwriting is shared

by all, and we are treated to

exquisite gems from each of

fourteen songs in all (a lot!),

and none less deserving of

inclusion than any other.

Graham Nash contributes
four tracks, most notably
"Soldiers of Peace," an
anthematic tribute to the war
veterans in the antiwar
movement - look for this one
to be centerpiece at
"superstar" benefit concerts of

the future. Nash also gives us
the haunting "Shadowland,"
a truth-facing look at
Vietnam and its lasting
imprint on American life.

"Clear Blue Skies" is classic

environmentally-conscious

Nash, and "Don't Say
Goodbye" is a touching love
song. Graham still has the

knack of writing sentimental

stuff while keeping a

straight face, which (as I can
attest) is hard for most
people to do.

Stephen Stills and Neil
Young team up for three
memorable tunes. The one
that stands out in my mind is

"Drivin' Thunder," a

blistering tribute to teenage
values which features Stills'

raucous slide guitar. "Got it

Made" is a modern-sounding
tale of friendship and
alienation in the yuppie
world, and "Night Song" is

an energy-charged piece

which invites favorable
comparison to the 1977 Stills

classic "I Give You Give
Blind." Stills also contributes

"That Girl," a fast-paced
rocker destined to become a

hit single.

Neil Young, perhaps the

most versatile of the bunch,

shines in the CSNY
environment. His four songs
are all exceptionally good,
each crafted to seemingly
effortless perfection (Neil,

who doesn't believe in

perfection, would most likely

disagree). An early favorite

of mine is "Feel Your Love,"

which exemplifies his most
mellow style (recalling the

"Comes a Time" album) - it's

a softspoken masterpiece.
Anyone who watched the

See MERMIN p 20

Sue Grace and Alice Slavich will perform next

Tuesday

Well, isn't that special ...

By ARWYN ELDEN

The Arts and Crafts sale

will be held this Friday and
Saturday, December 2nd and
3rd. The sale will be in

Gaylord Hall and part of the

main lobby of the Worner
Campus Center. It will

include pottery, weaving,
jewelry, baskets, stained

glass, and other handmade
items. Christmas shopping
made easy — here's your
opportunity!

The Arts and Crafts
committee sponsors this event
annually. The group is

evenly split between CC
students, faculty and staff,

and outside crafts people.

Tom Leech created the

posters and t-shirts. His
design comes from the

exterior decoration of the

original Van Brigglc
building. Homemade
refreshments will be
available for purchase
Please attend.

boncfcRfK tJbemmwerei

Just 10 Minutes Away!

Delicious cuisine
and excellent service

in an historic setting-

the

(Stagecoach Inn
*-* RESTAURANT

702 Manilou Ave. • 685-9335 • 685-9361
Banquets • Catering Receptions

Born To Shop ?
Worner Center Board

Presents

Vans to the Citadel

Dec. 9th from Worner Center

Leaves: Returns:

1 :00pm 1 :45pm
2:00pm 2:45pm
3:00pm 4:30pm
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Volcano Suns: Kings of Satire
By KRISTIN THOMSON

It took my left ear three

davs to recover. Sometime

during the first ripping

chords issued by The Fluid,

my left ear became the home
of an evil hum, brought on by

the wall of sound blasting out

of the speakers. But that

didn't stop me from having a

blast last Friday night as the

Volcano Suns and The Fluid

played at the Casino

Cabaret, nestled in the heart

of Denver's Five Points. On
their first extensive tour of

the United States, the

Volcano Suns stopped in

Denver for a couple of days,

soaking up its ambiance and

doing a ripping set on Friday

night. 1 was lucky enough to

share a few margaritas

before the show with the

Boston-based members at the

posh Satire Lounge on Colfax

to ask them a few questions

about their recent label

change, and their future

plans and life on the road.

Kristin-So you guys had a

nice Thanksgiving in Denver?

David-We did, actually.

Peter-We got to see Lair of

the White Worm..

Bob-Beautiful theater, the

Mayan. Excellent theater.

P- And we got our pictures

taken with a human turkey

at this place called Baby
Doe's..

B-...with orange tights on, it

was cool.

K-Did you go down
Broadway and check out all

the thrift stores, like Value
Village?

B-Yeah, we did that today.

P-The thrift stores were
pretty cool but a little on the

high priced side.

K-Really?

P-...yeah, we come from
Boston.

K- What else did you like

about this town?
D-We went to a disco that

was fun too-Rock Island.

P-David and Bob and Ryan
are great dancers.

D-We are, man.

B-The rhythm, the rebel.

D-We were partying out

there.

The Volcano Suns rose out

of the ashes of Mission of

Burma, an obscure but

amazingly important avant-

garde post-punk band
inhabiting Boston in the late

70's. When the lead
guitarist, Roger Miller,

discovered that he had a

chronic ear problem that

would lead to permanent
hearing loss if he kept
exposing himself to such loud

decibels, the band broke up.

In the summer of 1983
drummer Peter Prescott

formed the original Volcano
Suns, but that particular line-

thc revamped trio toured the

Eastern seaboard and
released their first LP, The
Bright Orange Years, in 1985

on the Homestead label. The

album received heaps of

critical acclaim for its

joyously agrcssive, noisy and

time buddies with Peter, so 1

joined this summer. I was

going to school and not very

happy about it, thinking

about switching schools so....

P-...so he checked into the

Suns school. .of life

experience.

Fhoto by Kristin ThomsonDavid and Bob of the Volcano Suns

slightly absurd style. This

album was followed closely

by another. All Night Lotus

Party, also on Homestead,
that rocked just as hard as

their first release. Then in

the spring of 1987 rumors flew

from Homestead that the

Suns had broken up. But no,

even though the bass and
guitar player took off to do
bigger and better things,

Peter refused to give in. He
once again went on a musical

search and discovered
guitarist Chuck Hahn and p-Yeah, Global Booking is a
bass player Bob Weston, who little more together. More in

were enlisted to carry on the tune to the situation.

D-I did my internship in New
York, you know, at CBGB's....

Everybody-aahhaah
...you know the post-punk

party surrealist band scene.

But this is good, it's working

out.

K-So now you're on SST
Records. Do you like that

better?

P-Better. Yeah it's better

because they get the record

out to a lot more places.

B-And the tour's better.

K-So you're planning on
recording another album
soon?

P-Yeah, that just came up
;

about two weeks ago. We're

probably going to record in

January with this particular

line-up, though David did

play on Farced. ..and so did

Chuck and so did Bob and so

K-And now the band
is...Peter, David and Bob.
B-Chuck.

K-No, Bob
B-Yes, yes. David's the
latest edition.

K-What band did you play in

before, David?
D-I was in a band with
Chuck, actually, in high

up dissolved during their school called Sorry. Chuck
first recording session, wanted to leave the Suns
Undaunted, Peter found a new because he wanted to finish
bass and guitar player, and school and I've been long-

Suns tradition. This power
trio released some fresh

vinyl, Bumper Crop, and
toured the East and West
coasts. Then early in 1988 the

Volcano Suns abandoned
Homestead and signed with

California based SST
Records, a label started by
Henry Rollins and Greg Ghin
of Black Flag that presently djol I,

supports such infamous bands
as fIREHOSE, Meat Puppets,

and Screaming Trees, to name
only a few. Only a few weeks
ago their fledgling vinyl

bearing the SST stamp,
Farced, hit the record stores.

But even since the recording

sessions, the Volcano Suns
have gone through yet
another line-up change.
Chuck decided to go back to

school, recommending an old

buddy, David, to step in for

him. This particular line-up

has been on tour for only two
weeks, and this was their

first taste of our fine Rocky D_And a C0UPIe other people,

Mountain culture....
t0°- !t

'

s PrettY much a iree~

for-all experience.

D-Yeah, it's funny. We all

listen to different music in

the van.

K-So what did you listen to

on the way to Denver?
D-Actually it was very quiet

on the way to Denver because
we came late at night and I

did the driving. We listened

to an excellent rap tape and,

oh, we listened to Black
Sabbath this morning, that

was essential.

P-Being the retro-man that I

am those are all childhood

things that I'm getting into

again. Alice Cooper, Black

Sabbath. Deep Purple's

another one..."Fireball". Our
musical tastes span thousands

of eras and many cultural

boundaries, from JP to

Somerville (Mass.), and, uh,

back again.

D-My childhood music is

mostly the post-punk stuff

that most people directly

associate with the band-

Wire, Gang of Four, The Fall,

Mekons...

P-That's stuff I loved, and
still love. Actually we're

playing with the Mekons in

Long Beach. And we're

playing with fIREHOSE on

the West Coast.

K-What bands have you
played with on this tour?

D-We've played with a lot

of good bands, Bar-B-Que

Killers...

P-...Half-Japanese...

B-...UT...

P-Yeah, UT-they're very

good.

B-I think they're from
England.

D-Well, they're originally

from New York. New York,

London. Really it's the same.

D-There have been other

good bands that are less well-

known..

P. ..the Magnolias..

D-...this band out of

Champaign, Illinois, Poster

Children...

K-Did you run across the

Happy Flowers?

B-No we haven't.

P-Actually it would be fun to

play with them. (Our styles)

are closer in a way than most

people think. Very childish.

And so are we. Well, so am I.

I know that David's a very

mature young man-

Peter enjoys a Longneck
at the Satire lounge Photo by Kristin Thomson

D-Well you know I am a

sophisticated...

P-...he's brought a new sense

of purpose and sophistication

to the band that we never
had before.

D-Right.

K-Responsible rock.

P-Yeah. (To David) That

sounds like a term you would
coin..."Responsible Rock".

K-So do you like the Casino

Cabaret?

D-It's great. Its looks are the

best part.

B-..with a cool balcony and a

dance floor..

D-If we could only play in

places like that every n,

,

P-If only there were pla<3
Boston like that.

D-It's true. There's no la-

fun, venue in Boston.

P-There are like three or

small clubs that we
basically fill, and the

jumps up to bigger places..

D-...the kind where Timb'u

would play.

B- And then you jump Up

the Orpheum.
K-And how about the Sal

Lounge?

B-We do like the

in here.

P-Perfect place for us
|

eating. (To waitress)
$

don't have T-shirts, do
y0l])

W-Not that I know of.
[

only worked here for abpu

week and a half so

haven't told me about it
ye

P- They were waiting

somebody asked.

"Nothing bi

sweater
but we're
going to

about that

roc

no

tal

D-What else can we l<

about? Oh, we're upset

the election.

K-Yeah, I was too.

B-Peter doesn't want tot

about sweater rock-

D-I wasn't going to talk aba

sweater rock-

P-that thing has been pull

so far past the point

making sense-

D-it has, but as you l

notice on my hidden agend

is way low. Only

interview that goes on (oi

while gets to that. 1

election comes first. W(

very upset about I

continuing of the Reaganei

P-We're all hoping privali

that it will be so horrible

Bush that he won't be able

show his face again. 1

Republicans have had

much undeserved power t

the past twenty years

incredible. It's becau

everybody's too chicken!

apathetic and chicken

take responsibility

themselves. They like

fact that these guys will i

over the government and
f

say, "shut up, don't W
about it. Trust me."

D-How did Colorado vote:

K-Very Republican.

P-Well there's a heavy
|

Democratic senate Jl

congress so hopefully
1

will make an impact.

D-I don't know. Some*

changes might go down 'n

Bush era..

P-Wha..what kind

changes?

D-Oh, you know, revolt

assassination at temp

overthrowing
government.... indie

fl

SeeTHOMSONP 1
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Nothing but

rock, but we're not

jng to talk about that...

iffo
waitress) I just love

Lt you've got "Satire"

[ten on your apron. Can

Bbuy Bosses?

(money keeper) No, we

Maybe snelI~ leave one

lehind.

yoU don t ask, you just

Bee.

.Yeah, David's kind of a

He doesn't know the

[ysYf the world.

i.\Vell that's really not

^c but I am nice.

Pete, now honestly, have

vi
been having fun on this

*jr?

fit course I've been having

It's much more fun when

/e're playing a lot. Y'know

hen we have a week when
play every night then

jve a few days off, then

u're usually so burned out

u just like to lay around. ..or

dancing,

aawwww
i-Hey, there's nothing wrong
|[h dancing.

You should have seen these

uys last night with their

annel shirts on the dance

oor.

I-Yeah, we looked really

mny-we should have been
'earing black- but we were
jogyin'-I'd say we were
Dogyin' harder than a fair

nount of the people out

icre.

You know, we always seem
sland out in a crowd.

Did anyone recognize you
the Volcano Suns?

That usually happens

trying to undermine the

whole guitar-bass-drums
hierarchy. Now with so
many line-up changes you're

undermining, like... the
whole role of everybody. So,

who knows whose playing up
there any more.

P-Wow. What did he say.

D-It's kind of like a club
where people join and then

they, uh, leave when they
don't feel like playing any
more. It is sort of a band
without rock stars. You're one
though, Pete.

P-Yeah, but we're only well-

known in the puddle.

ARTS/

want utter anonymity.
lat's why I'm in this band.

Bple don't even remember
/name...

People think you're Chuck.
Don't be ridiculous, John,

rcrybody-aaahaahh

Well I look at the whole
ne-up thing this way. You
>n get really theroretical
»ut it, but in previous bands
ou've been in, Peter, I won't
gntion any names, you were

Photo by Kristin Thomson
D-And that's another good
thing about SST. We know
we're not going to ever be
heavily commercially
successful because our music is

still pretty noisy...

P-Although there are bands
that are noisier than us-the

Butthole Surfers are noisier

than us-but they've gotten

popular because they've got a

real defined-

K-gimmick-
P-Yeah, when you've got a

gimmick or a real defined

category that you're sitting in

it's a lot easier.

D-But it's still very possible

for us to get popular on that

level, but that's still not..

P-No, I agree but I still don't

think we have the chance of

any kind of huge success

because it's too idiosyncratic.

D-But that's why SST is a

good thing because we can

make our records and play our

music and they deal with the

logistics. Ugh, I think I need
another margarita.

iimmmiii pmnmm
Have A Murray Christmas
ili !^frrri
By BRIAN UULAPAUGH
Scrooged is a take off of

Charles Dickens' classic A
Christmas Carol. Bill Murray
plays Frank Cross who is the
youngest man ever to become
the president of a television
network. Cross is the 80's

The ou tstandi
performance of the film is

that of Carol Kane who
plays the role of the Ghost of
Christmas Present. Kane is

well known for her role as
Ladca's wife on the TV sitcom
Taxi and has appeared in

version of Ebeneezer Scrooge several films. Her character
and is as unscrupulous,
demanding, and selfish as
they come. Within the first

half hour of the film Cross
fires Elliot Laberweight
(Bobcat Goldthwait) and has
him thrown out of the
building, tears down a
Christmas picture drawn by
his secretary's son, because
Mrs. Clause has one too many
fingers, and develops a promo
for the network's upcoming
Christmas special which
scares an old lady to death.

Cross is visited by the

ghost of his ex-boss (John
Forsythe) who died of a

heart attack on the golf
course and appears to have
been buried there.

Other ghosts appear one by
one, each an exciting
variation on the original

ghosts in the Dickens story.

Through them we get a

glimpse into the reasons why
Cross behaves the way that

he docs and what will

become of him if his behavior

continues.

Scrooged has a cast full of
television stars which
include Jamie Farr, John
Houseman, Lee Majors, and
yes, even the Solid Gold
dancers. This is largely due to

the film's biting satire of the

television industry but you
often wonder whether you're
watching a movie or a Love
Boat re-run.

The film has some
impressive performances.
Even Bobcat Goldthwait
(who I can't stand) is not
nearly as obnoxious as he was
in the Police Academy series.

It's Beginning To Sound A Lot Like Christmas

AILEY ARMSTRONG
"st when you thought the sudden deluge of shopping mall-inspired Muzak renditions of

Ma Claus is Coming to Town" were going to force you to recycle Thanksgiving dinner the hard

long comes the opportunity to experience two of the classiest - and classic - musical

'lormances to be given on the Colorado College campus this holiday season.
tomorrow night at 8:15 pm the Colorado College Choir and Orchestra will be performing
iydn's celebrated masterpiece The Creation, at Shove Memorial Chapel, and, as if one
{•Me feast weren't enough, faculty members Greg Brown and Sue Grace will perform on the

*?on and piano at 8:15 pm on Saturday, Dec. 3, in Packard Hall.

"•day night's performance of The Creation promises to be a magnificent melding of two of CC
Sttal musical forces. The 100 voice choir will sing an English translation of Hadyn's famous
>'orio, which depicts the electrifying power and divine glory of the Book of Genesis.

F>ugh often overshadowed by Handel's Messiah, The Creation is considered one of the most
*P°rtant religious oratorios by critics and laymen alike. It is divided into three parts and will

lture tenor Marc Acito and alto Heidi Boesch, both CC students, bass Herbert W. Bcaltie, an
Um"us, and soprano Martile Buckley Rowland, a professional opera singer from the Colorado

Pgs area.

'•wist Sue Grace and bassoonist Greg Brown will treat the campus to a taste of their talents
lth a musical sampling on Saturday, in the first of a series of faculty concerts. Together they

Perform Telemann's "Sonata in E Minor," Hummel's "Grand Concerto," Gustav Schrede's
'nata, op.9," and John Steinmetz's "Sonata."
°th the Christmas Concert and the faculty recital are free and open to the public.

in the film is reminiscent of
her role on Taxi but she is

much nastier.

When Cross meets up with
the Ghost of Christmas
Present they do a little dance
appropriately called "The
Ballbuster Suite," but their

sadistic relationship doesn't
end there.

The chemistry between
Murray and Kane is

spectacular. It is obvious that

the two either loved or hated
working together. If you see
the film you will understand
why I included "hated."

But the reason that people
will go and see Scrooged is not
because of Carol Kane but
because of Bill Murray. After
I saw this film I tried to

think of another comical
actor who could have played
the part of Frank Cross as
well as Murray does, and
couldn't. Surprisingly one of

the few problems with
Murray's performance stems
from the fact that he is so
funny.

Film audiences and critics

have had difficulty in the
past adapting to the serious
aspects of Murray's roles.

Critics pounded The Razors
Edge which was Murray's
first dramatic role, and some
of the same problems are
evident in Scrooged but not to

nearly the same degree.

Scrooged does offer the
audience a chance to sec Bill

Murray do what he does best;

the monologue. Some of the
most memorable moments in
films starring Bill Murray
involve him talking to
himself, iCaddyshack) or
giving a speech (Meatballs).
Murray delivers a monologue
in Scrooged which
immediately reminded me of
the "It just doesn't matter!"
speech in Meatballs. It

appears at the end of the
film and give you a good
feeling which continues even
after you have left the
theater. In this day and age
that is something rare to the
silver screen.

Scrooged is directed by
Richard Donncr and is rated
PG-13 but don't let the wimpy
rating scare you off. This film

is worth seeing not only
because it stars Bill Murray,
but because of the wonderful
performances of Carol Kane
and John Forsythe. Scrooged
is a fun film and perfect for

this time of year. Go see it.

GRACE AND ST. STEPHEN'S PARISH
631 North Tejon Street

633-5529

Sunday Worship

8:00 a.m. Holy Eucharist: Rite I & Sermon

9:00 a.m. Holy Eucharist: Rite II & Sermon
10:10-10:50 a.m. Adult Education

11:00 a.m. Holy Eucharist: Rite I & Sermon

2:00 p.m. The Christmas Revels!

4:00 p.m. The Christmas Revels! (all-Parish Christmas event

depicting the passing of time from darkness to light on

the shortest day of the year - celebration of the

Winter Solstice)

Tuesday

5:30 p.m. Dinner and Bible Study

The Rev. Donald Armstrong, Rector

The Rev. Kenneth Burton, Associate Rector

The Rev. Edward Hook, Associate Rector

Frank Shelton, Organist/Choirmaster

BE HEARD!
WCB Sponsored

Freedom of Expression Day
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What's Shakin'...December 2nd through 8th
FILM:
The African Queen-Katherine Hepburn and

Humphrey Bogart star in this classic film about a

trying journey tltrough the African jungle on a

riverboat.

Presented by the Film Series

Friday, Dec 2

Olin I

7&9:15 pm $1 with CC ID

AuRevoirLesEnfants-Winnerofnumerous
a wards, this French film dramatizesa youngboy's

experience during the Nazi occupation of France

in the 1940's.

Poor Richard's

Friday, Dec 2 to Thursday, Dec 8

7&9pm $3.25

Captains Courageous-As part of their series

onGreatLiteratureinfilm. Spencer Tracy, Mickey
Rooney, Melvin Douglas and Lionel Barrymore
contribute to this interpretation of the classic

Kipling novel about a Portuguese fisherman.

Fine Arts Center

Tuesday, Dec 6

8 pm $2.50

The Fine Arts Center is showing a number of

Sydney Pollack films this month. Slated for next

k are; The WayWe Were, Monday, Dec 5

at 10 am and Three Days Of The Condor,
Wednesday, Dec 7 at 1:30 pm. Best of all, they're

free!

Fine Arts Center

MCVEAN continued

musical prodigy, she entered Julliard at age
seven and has been storming the scene since.

This performance should prove colorful and
diverse. Tickets are available at the Worncr
Center desk. They are FREE with a CC I.D. and
$8 for the public. Exert your privilege — go see

this top-rate, never before performed show.
It'd be a "monster-osity" if you didn't.

Meat Puppets at Tulagi's in Boulder.

They're hot, I know. It's good, they told me so...

Roberta Spivak senior political science
David Broza It Will Be Alright

Geoff Kinsey first year undecided
Jesus & The Mary Chain Psycho Candy

ToddPrusin junior sociology
Travelling Wilburys Volume 1

'-

s

£
c X!
O -*-
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Laura Little junior

Neil Young Harvest

psychology

Charla Van Dyke sophomore undecided
Elton John Greatest Hits

ART:
The Coburn Gallery presentsacollectionofprims

by Shirley Scheier, a visiting professor from the

University of Washington. The artist will give a

lecture on the conent of her work on Tuesday, Dec 13

at 7:30 pm, followed by a reception.

Coburn Gallery

Through Dec 17th

Tuesday through Saturday 12 pm to 5 pm free

The Great Space in Armstrong will house an exhibit

of watercolors and acrylics depicting Irish

Landscapes by Colorado Springs artist Betty Ross.

A series of photographs by Stephne Sheatsley depict-

ing the same images accompany the paintings. The
exhibit runs from December 1st through January

13th.

Armstrong Hall

Through January 13th

Loooking for unique Christmas gifts? The Annual

Arts and Crafts Sale will take place this weekend
in Gaylord Hall in the Worner Center. All the items,

including pottery, jewelry, photography, weaving
and clothing, are hand-made by CC students and
local artists. Go early so you get the best selection!

Gaylord Hall

Friday, Dec 2 and Saturday, Dec 3

10 am to 5 pm

The Gallery of Trees exhibit at the Fine Arts

Centeropens today. The trees have been decorated in

keeping with the theme of Art Through The Ages by
individuals, schools and local businesses.

Fine Arts Center

Friday, Dec 2 through Sunday, Dec 18

The Golden Age of Painting remains on exhibi t

at the Fine Arts Center this month. This show fea-

tures famous works from the 16th and 17th century
Dutch, Flemish and German tradition.

Fine Arts Center

|

Through Dec 31

MERMIN continued
Farm Aid benefit concert a

few years back might
recognize the countryish
"This Old House" from that

show - a treat now with four-

part harmony. Also by Young
are "Name of Love" and
"American Dream," which is

probably already a hit

single. These songs are
vintage Young; examples of a

master at his best, and a

welcome change from the
often clumsy hard-rock he
has lately espoused. Thank
you, Neil!

David Crosby's
contribution consists of only
two songs _ which is one more
than he had on the last CSN
record in 1982. There is a
world of difference between
then and now in Crosby's life,

however. In the early '80's he
was down, almost beaten, by
his addiction to narcotics. He
was in and out of jail, in and
out of relationships, and
generally out of it. In late '86

he finally sought help, and
has been straight ever since.

He has also been busy -
getting married, writing his

autobiography, and making
live appearances around the
San Francisco Bay area.
Devout Crosby fans (like

myself) are thankful he is

still with us. "Compass" is a
cathartic rendering of his
darkest moments, with a

MUSIC:
Tonight the CC Choir will give its annual Chrisf

mas Concert in Shove Chapel, with Professor

Jenkins conducting. The full orchestra and 1 00 pj Cft,

choir will perform Franz Joseph Haydn's The G
Hon.

Shove Chapel

Friday, Dec 2

8:15 pm free

Fishbone returns to Boulder's Glenn Miller B,

roomfora partyata true-to-Iile Ground Zero. Tin

guys put on a really high energy show, so get ready

to rock.

Glenn Miller Ballroom

Friday, Dec 2

8 pm $12atTicketmaster '

SST recording artists Meat Puppets are playing

up in Denver tomorrow night. Seriously, this power

trio puts on one of the best live shows you will eVer

experience. Their albums only hint at their awesome
musical talent.

The Grove
Saturday, Dec 3

8 pm $12

Faculty members Susan Grace, piano, and Grej

Brown, bassoon, will givea concert tomorrow night

The program will include works by Telcmanii

Hummel, Schreck and Steinmetz.

Packard Hall

Saturday, Dec 3

8:15 pm free

Grea t Performers and Ideas is proud to presen t Duo

AQuattro Mani-Italianmeaningtwopianosand

four hands. This combines the talents of two accom-

plished soloists, Susan Grace and Alice Slavich. They

will perform selected works by Bach, Mozart, Ligeti,

Rachmaninoff and Lutoslawski in this new and ex-

citing style in the realm of chamber music.

Packard Hall

Tuesday, Dec 6

8:15 pm tickets are free and available at Womer

Center desk

Talkin' bout a new sensation... Edie Brickel and

the New Bohemians are playing at Boulder's

Coast.

Boulder's Coast (21 ID)

Saturday, Dec 3

7:30 pm at Ticketmaster

The Circle plays tonight and tomorrow night at

the Deluxe, and Jamaican Eclipse will be at

Renner's this weekend. Go supportyour local music

|
scene!

X

X-i

Is

powerful message of hope.
Neil Young's eerie harmonica
brings further grace to this

slow, enchanting ballad.
"Nighttime for the Generals"
is a scathing commentary on
the evil doings of military beens. This Is a group I

strongmen behind closed doors talented musicians who sf*

this one is reminiscent of thoughtful time in the stud'

Dream is a contemporar

piece, a 1988 record, and

stands with the best of then

This is not a typi«

"reunion" album by washed

p, money-grubbing liai

some of the more rockii

material from Crosby's early
career, and a good sign of
things to come for this

songwriting genius.

All told, it is fair to say
that C, S, N, & Y have
outdone themselves with this

one. The music is fresh. When
I first heard the title track on
the radio a couple of weeks
ago, I thought: "Wow, this

new band is pretty cool." I

didn't even recognize them! I

mean, it's really new. If

you're expecting a Deja Vu of
Deja Vu, you'd better change
your expectations. American

to put together a first-fll

finished work. The exquisin

harmonies are still there, 1^

ideas are fresh,

production is clean, and

"

spirit is willing. From '

perspective of someone «

grew up tunes like "Te 1

Your Children," "Helpje

and "Carry On,"

wholeheartedly recommf
this album to old fans.

connoisseur of contemf
music, I can say

conviction that this is one'

the best pop/rock records'

the year, and should not

overlooked.
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obertson Named
op Small College
jefender In Colo.
Other Tiger Players Honored

SPORTS/,

pETER POCHNA
enior

linebacker Scott

.hertson, who was in on 183

^es (more than 20 a game)

jjng CC's 4-5 season, was

oored by the Denver Post

the state's small college

fensive Player of the Year.

Robertson joined senior

fensive tackle Charles

ea as a first team selection

the Post's Colorado small

Hege all-star squad. Junior

fensive end Dirk Dykes
junior defensive back Jim

antz were named to the

cond team while junior

lebacker Chris Spesia

med an honorable mention.

For Robertson, the award is

the culmination of a

spectacular four year college

football career at CC. His
success was heralded from
the beginning when^^as a

freshman in 1985, he set a

Tiger record by making 20

unassisted tackles in a single

game.

The next season, as a

sophomore, Robertson made
an astounding 20 tackles for

losses, and as a junior he set

another Tiger record with 100

unassisted tackles on the

year. As team defensive

captain for the past two

seasons, Robertson has
anchored a unit that has
gained respect throughout
the state.

Tiger head football coach
Jerry Carle says, "In 35 years
of my association with the

college, I never had a harder
hitting, better reacting,
stronger team leader than
Robertson. His statistics are

overwhelming for a team
that spends so much time on
the field defensively. He's
just something else."

Scott Robertson displays the athletic skill that has made him one of CC's best
players ever.

PUe Photo

rowning 8th In Nationals

Is

X-COUNTRY TEAM
plus runners and 21

ms lined up at the 1988
M Division III 8k course,
»as time to let the elite

mers in the nation "Go for
On the line, were 25
America" spots and the
>>°nal Team Title for
8! Rain had soaked the
|e the night before and
1 45 degree temperatures,
ltcast skies, and light

p, the field was let

or CC's Erik Browning, a

j* 'o the first turn (300
ls

> was the first obstacle

j

e took the turn around
a"d began a mile of long

8,ght-a-ways. By the
deader around 4:42),

"ad flown to the front as
Was now among the "Top

f
4:48. "That was a

."sh, being up there
those guys," . said

Wning.

[

m>le two, Erik was
na"ng between third

and sixth as he hung with a

pack of eight runners. "Erik

was looking strong, running
well within himself," said

coach Castaneda.

By three-and-a-half
miles, Erik had moved up to

fifth. "I wanted to go for it so

much, but I just didn't have
it! I just concentrated on using

my head, conserving and

relaxing."

By four-and-a-half miles,

he had surged to third, then

faded to seventh, then back

to eighth which he
maintained to the finish. The

reward according to Erik,

"It's over; I'm an All-

America! It's a good way to

end my career!"

Erik was also the Central

Region's first male runner as

Michael Johnson of St.

Thomas was the next Central

Regional finisher in 19th

place (25:17).

The Individual Title went

to Augustana's David
Terronez who dominated the

male field with a 24:43. The
Team Title went to

Wisconsin-Oshkosh who won
with 66 points.

Top 10

1 ) David Terronez Augustana 24:43

2) AdamSuarez Calvin Co.. 24:49

3) Steve Sharp Wisconsin-Osh 24:52

4) Mark Gaffney SUNY-Cortland 24:55

5) Kevin Sullivan Hunter 24:55

6) Alan Smith Rochester 24:56

7) BradTodden North Central 24:57

8) Erik Browning Colorado College 25:03

9) Scott Steuernagel Wisconsin-Osh 25:04

10) JohnTrowse SUNY-Brockport 25:05

Sport Thoughts

Puppy Games
By PETER POCHNA

I spent Thanksgiving
hiking and biking in Oregon's

Coastal Range with my
sister, Melissa. The soft,

green slopes and spectacular

seascapes provided
exhilarating recreational

opportunities. The actual

athletic challenge of the

journey, however, came from
dealing with Keema.
Keema is my sister's five

month old puppy. Her breed

is as yet undetermined. She is

a black, hot dog like creature

with spindly legs and floppy

ears. Her big, brown eyes and
expressive face force gurglcy

baby noises from the mouths
of all observers. The
statement, "Ooooooh woofer

phuffer," followed by the

reply, "ruff," is typical of

many conversations Keema
and I had over the weekend.

The games began the first

night when I crawled into my
sleeping bag. Lying on my
stomach, I stared into

Keema's eyes. She lay inches

from my face, head between

paws, looking back
expectantly. "Play
caterpillar," said Melissa.

Oh. Caterpillar. I wasn't

sure of the parameters of this

event, but I went with my
instincts. I wiggled; Keema
pounced. The game endured
late into the night.

Whenever I tried to stop the

proceedings by going to sleep,

Keema would jump on my
head. It was a strenuous

contest.

The next challenge I

encountered was on the beach.

Melissa and I decided to

walk far out on a rocky point

to see the seals and feel the

sea spray. Keema followed.

The large, jagged rocks

proved too much for the dog,

and she was soon stranded on

a lone flat rock, whining
sorrowfully.

Melissa, after five months

hardened to the dog's cries

for sympathy, said that she

should learn how to traverse

rough terrain. We walked on.

The whining continued. I

couldn't stand it and I told my
sister so. "Then go carry the

dog yourself," she said,

spiteful of such a display of

weakness from her kin.

1 picked up Keema and
began the precarious journey

towards the point. Immense,
foamy breakers sprayed the

rocks, making them slippery,

so I slipped, and fell. Going
down, I hcroicly tossed
Keema onto a smooth surface.

She landed perfectly on all

fours. I landed perfectly on
my butt, incurring a deep
muscle bruise and brief

paralysis in my right leg.

Wagging her tail with new
found confidence, Keema
bound over the rocks after my
sister.

The final event of the

weekend, and the truest test

of poise in the face of danger,

involved trying to keep the

car on the road while
preventing the dog from
throwing up all over
everything. This was
Keema's least favorite

competition.

While banking skillfully

along a twisting mountain
road, heading towards the

Portland airport, Melissa

informed me about Keema's

propensity for car sickness. As
Keema was sitting in my lap,

she provided me with a large

bowl to catch anything that

might emit from the dog's

mouth. I watched Keema
nervously.

When it came, I panicked.

For some reason the bowl was
out of reach. All I could do
was mutter sadly, "She's

throwing up." Melissa yelled

at me to do something, but

there was nothing to do. The

Please see PUPPY p. 23
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Tiger Hockey Falls To
Gophers, Tops Falcons

ByMARK TORGOVE
The Tiger hockey team

played three games over the

last block break.
Unfortunately, they could not

manage an upset win in either

of their two games against

the second ranked Minnesota

Gophers and finished the

weekend 1-2 with a victory

over the Air Force Falcons.

These games followed a

very successful campaign in

Wisconsin the weekend
before. Playing before two

sellout crowds of 8,644, the

Tigers tied the Badgers 3-3

the first night. With 49 saves

by goaltender Derek Pizzey,

they managed a 4-1 victory in

their biggest win of the

season the second night.

Minnesota won the game
Friday night 5-2 in a game
played at the Air Force

Academy rink.

The Gophers scored the

first goal of the game at 7:24

of the first period as Dean
Williamson beat Pizzey from

the right side of the slot

with assists going to Luke
Johnson and Lance Werness.

They scored again at 13:29 of

that period with Randy
Skarda scoring from the goal

mouth. The period ended
with Minnesota holding a 2-0

advantage.

The Tigers played tough for

the first half of the second

period, but the Gophers' Tom
Pederson scored their third

goal at 12:33 of the second

period. Gophers' goalie Robb
Stauber made nine saves in

the period holding the Tigers

scoreless while the Gophers

scored again making the score

4-0 at 18:42 of the period.

Center Jason Miller scored the

fourth goal unassisted from

the right side of Pizzey to

close out the period.

The Tigers did not beat

Stauber until 9:25 of the third

period after the Gophers had

built their lead up to 5-0.

Sean Foley scored the Tiger's

first goal from the left side of

Stauber with the assists

going to Grant Block and Guy
Gadowsky. Tim Budy scored

his tenth goal of the season

with an assist from Joe

Schwatrz at 15:05 of the

period, but neither team

scored and the Tigers'

comeback attempt fell short.

Saturday night the

Gophers got an outstanding

performance out of Stauber,

again, as he turned away 40

shots, leading Minnesota to a

2-1 victory.

Steve Strunk opened the

scoring in the first period for

the Tigers at 10:29. He scored

his tenth goal of the season

from the front of the goal

with an assist going to Ed
Zawatsky. The Gophers tied

the game at 12:40 as Tom
Pederson scored his second

goal of the series with the

assists going to Ben
Hankinson and Grant
Bischoff. CC was man-down
at the time with Guy
Gadowsky in the penalty box

for checking from behind.

Freshman Sieve Strunk is tied for

third in the WCHA in scoring.

Media Guide Pholo

Minnesota took the lead in

the second period at 16:38 as

Peter Hankinson scored
another power play goal for

the Gophers. Gadowsky was
in the penalty box again, this

time for a holding penalty.

Stauber made 20 saves in

the period, frustrating the

Tigers. He made another nine

saves in the third period and
the game ended 2-1 in favor

of Minnesota.

In their only non-league

game of the weekend the

Tigers beat Air Force with

five players scoring in a 5-2

victory. Coach Brad Buetow
said, "It wasn't pretty, but

we'll definitely take it. Our
objective is to improve every

time we hit the ice, and our

fatigue prevented that from
happening...But part of the

credit goes to Air Force."

This weekend the Tigers

play a series at Northern
Michigan. Judging from their

impressive road record (4-4-

1) the Tigers could win one or

both of these games before

returning to the Springs next

week.

Unique training techniques have helped Women's Basketball attain a 3-1 record. Photo by Palty Mclaughlin

By JULIE E. MILLER
The prospects are looking

good for CC Women's
Basketball this year. The
Lady Tigers have started the
1988-89 season with an
impressive 3-1 record. Coach
Beth Branson says of her
team, "In my career as coach
it is our best start ever."

With the return of starters

Sally Bush, Heather Cowan,
and Debbie Cotten, in
addition to the return of last

year's injured players Paige
Lorimer and Jennifer "Spike"

Palmes, the team is

experienced and ready to win.
Expected to contribute from
the bench are freshman Lisa

Salvador, sophomore Carey
Jenkins, and junior Cherri
Hull.

The Lady Tigers started

strong with an impressive
victory over Western State.

Sophomore Heather Cowan
played an outstanding game
with 21 points and 13
rebounds. Fellow teammates
Sally Bush, Paige Lorimer,

and Lisa Salvador all scored
in double figures, proving the

balance of this year's team.
The team ran the fast break
effectively and capitalized
on some key steals to put
Western State away.
The second game against

University of Wisconsin was
a nail biter, yet the Lady
Tigers pulled through with a

victory. With four seconds
left in regulation time, the
Tigers down by one. Junior

Please see HOOPS p. 23
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Men's Basketba
Loses First Five
By PETER POCHNA
Wednesday night in EI

Pomar, the Colorado Baptist

University Eagles defeated

CC 79-73. The loss dropped
the Tigers record to 0-5 on the

season.

The Eagles entered the

game with a perfect 5-0

mark. While CC almost

pulled off the upset, in the

end they couldn't combat
CBU's strong front court play

and overall team speed.

The Tigers led 52-51 with

eleven minutes left in the

game. However, at this point

head coach Al Walker,
infuriated by a series of

questionable calls by the

officials, drew a technical

foul.

CBU sank both free throws

and then bagged a three

pointer in the same possession

to pull ahead 56-52. The
Tigers were never able to

overcome this deficit.

Coming into the game, CC
had dropped two tough
overtime games played in El

Pomar. They lost 75-73 to

Concordia College on
November 21st and then fell

92-79 to Tarkio College last

Saturday.

According to coach Walker,

the Tarkio loss was the

toughest to swallow. "Tarkio

was the one team that we

were evenly matched
he said. "We should
won that game."

Against Tarkio,

Cherepy, the teams' jJ

scorer on the season, 3

the Tigers with 24 p d
Baranko also had a st

performance, scoring 19 &

and grabbing 11 rebounds,

Lack of depth has pk

the Tigers in their h rst

games. Walker says,

don't have a player who

come off the bench and

us competitive, especially

the front court."

cN

y

Other problems have

inexperience and a ^
front line. Concerning

the

problem, Walker says,

have to rebound much i>

I don't know if we havt

physical talent to do U

Their lack of size
1

evident against

whose 6'5", 67", 6'5"
\i

line dominated the \

scoring many points

offensive rebounds.

Overall, the young Tij

should improve with ei

game. Their stro

performance against C

showed that the team

developing. Still, it to

like wins will be few and

between for CC hoops I

season.
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oflN ROACH

Ac
cording to many

.

t
ball fans, the best fast

I
j. (cam in the NBA is the

'

Angeles Lakers. While

^ay be true, after seeing

penver Nuggets battle

fjew York Knicks at

Nichols Arena on Tuesday

«
'

strong case could be

for either of these two

irtis.

jl,c
Knicks came into

.

er with a cockiness that

j|S
their identity as a

^g, skilled team atop the

lantic
Division with an 8-4

,ord.
After years as a

ing half-court team,

Knicks have been

nsformed by second year

Mi Rick Pitino into a

wing team similar to, well,

Nuggets.

Speaking of the Denver

,ad, their high-flying

ack had taken them to an

.ntical record of 8-4 while

ding the league in scoring

135.0 points per game. The

nning game has been a

t staple since Dug
)e's appointment as head

ich. Denver's dominance of

IA offensive statistics over

years is only now being

allenged by an Eastern

nference team with the

icks in the second slot. As
nn-ups wound down with a

inster Patrick Ewing dunk
i a silky Alex English

Hot Nuggets
SPORTS/,

fifteen-footer, it was clear

that this game would be
played at warp speed.

True to its billing, the game
started quickly with Denver
scoring the first nine points.

New York kicked their game
into high gear, however, and
managed to forge a ten point

lead. The see-saw first half

ended with Denver holding a

slim 65-64 advantage.

The half had been played
at pinball speed with each
team rarely using more than

15 seconds of the 24 second
clock. The highlight occurred

when diminutive Denver
guard Michael Adams
mailed a three point shot for

the 56th consecutive game, a

NBA record that he is

building upon,

Watching the first half

tired even the hardiest

spectators and beer sales were
brisk at the half. The Knicks

obviously didn't slake their

thirsts in the locker room as

the were bombarded by a

sixteen point Nugget run to

open the third quarter.

Although the Nuggets won
going away 139-119, the game
was enjoyable to watch.
Neither team let up its

relentless pace and the

scoring never stopped, even
when bench players such as

Wayne Englestad and Eddie

NUGGET STATS: - Single-Game Highi- -Average Per Game-
Player MIN KfcB AST SI TO BL PTS MIN REB AST STL TO BLK PTS
English 49 8 y 4 6 1 39 37.3 3.6 5.4 1.17 3.1 0.17 77 8
Lever 52 13 10 5 5 1 34 39.2 8.4 7.6 2.17 7.40 0.25 ?7 6
Adams 44 7 12 3 3 1 29 38.0 3.8 6.3 1.59 1.8 0.17 71 1

Davis 34 3 4 4 5 33 24.2 1.6 2.4 1.17 1.6 0.00 170
Schayes 45 14 4 2 5 4 31 29.1 8.5 1.8 0.67 ?.3 1.75 157
Rasmussen 30 6 2 2 2 1 24 16.3 3.0 0.7 0.50 0.3 0.50 73
Cooper 31 11 4 1 2 5 20 23.4 6.0 1.3 0.58 0.9 2.17 6 6
Turner 36 8 4 3 4 1 15 23.8 3.8 2.3 1.17 1.0 0.08 6 3
Lane 20 7 7 2 4 1 14 8.7 2.8 1.1 0.50 O.S 0.08 4 8
Hughes 17 2 2 2 1 1 8 5.6 0.6 0.9 0.44 0.3 0.11 7 6
Englestad 10 3 2 1 1 4 4.3 1.5 0.5 0.17 0.2 0.00 2.0

out a Nugget game is a fun
way to spend an evening. The
team is among the most
exciting in the league and
most likely plays harder
than any other NBA squad.
Seeing veterans such as Alex
English and Walter Davis
score 41 and 20 points
respectively at age 34 is a

treat. It is also nice to sec the

future of the game in young
players like the Knicks'
Patrick Ewing and Mark
Jackson.

The Nuggets are playing

well this year and have a

strong chance to defend their

Midwest Division
championship. The Nuggets
will give any team a test in

Denver this year and you are

assured of seeing a good team
effort if you make the trip. So
next time you sidle up to your
TV to watch a LA Law
repeat, think again and jump
in a car, go to Denver and
check out some of the world's

best athletes in a live

performance.

I

Hughes entered the game.
A trip to Denver to check

RCCCCC©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©
n>Ycont.fromp.21 couId not hold the safetyO

decorated my ski parka,
bow1

' Therefore, we placed ®
sister's leg, and the gear the bowl on the dashboard. <3

It. We pulled over to clean Whenever the dog looked ®
the mess. Keema slunk cxtra sad - Melissa would $ ©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©
Itily onto the road side. immediately release thefjHOOPS cent. from p. 22

high scorer with 16 points promises to be great and as

ick in the car, Melissa wheel and grab the bowl (J
Chem Hull sank both

arfd 13 rebounds and paige
tied telling stories about wh,le I swiftly took over theq freethrows of a one and one to

Lorimcr added w aJ5
the strange places in steering from the passenger3 place

>
the Trgers in the lead.

rebounds In %ddilion/

Alex English s s 2 of his 41 points aga York. Photo by Dan lunge

ich Keema had placed

form of bodily
ement. To puppy owners,

'h stories are cute and
W, but I don't own a puppy
' the cars newly acquired
>r was making me a bit

leamish.

kept glancing at Keema,
relegated to the back
Her head hung low as

brown eyes looked

position. .The University of Wisconsin

Three times we performedq attempted a last shot but the „ rebounds cc
us deft maneuver, swerving-^ Lady Tigers held their ~, . , J. ,this (

only slightly. Luckily, the^ ground and won the game by a

bowl only had to catch small^
drippings of puppy drool.

Heather Cowan chipped in

on top.

'^close score of 48-47. Paige

^Lorimer was high scorer with

'fa

:

we arrived at the airport, i^teammate Sally Bush
hugged Melissa and bidjJ contributed on defense with
farewell to Keema. "Ooooooh®

four blocked shots,

woofer phuffer," I said,<5 Over- Thanksgiving break

vvl_ „„ emotionally. "Ruff," replied® the women traveled to

in misery. Whenever I
Kc
f
m3 with a soft wag of her<5 California to play Claremont

ed forward at the road 1 tat' n j .1 . ® and Pomona. It was againstuiwaru at rnc roaa, i Walking towards the gate,/* „ . .. . .,
5

that, at anv moment a i .1 ul u •. n. . ™ Claremont that the women
,
<u any mumenr, a

j thought about Chnstmas,/% . ., . ,. . ,Wo puppy throw up was the ne
*

t time I would see? fP*™* their first loss

I
to splatter against the Keema . , pondered the® d"P lte

,
20 P°in

f

a"d
„
9

r (3 rebounds by Sally Bush.

The Lady Tigers travel to

Colorado School of Mines
today and then return home
Saturday to play Adams
State at 7:30. Excited by the

team's early success co-

captain Jennifer Palmes says,

"We are playing well, but we
have to take it one game at a

time." This year's team

Coach Beth Branson says,

"We are finally playing

basketball that is exciting to

play as well as exciting to

watch." Be sure to come out

and support your CC Women's

Basketball team.

•'

^ofmy neck.

we closed in on the
port, Keema's head sunk
|M and her eyes looked
Wr. To my horror, Melissa

"We have to get her
into the front seat, she

a )'s feels better up here."
'Sued vehemently against
idea but, being that my
' is older than I am, and
6 'hat it was her car and

'8. 1 didn't have much
did, though, insist on

Provision that the dog
<t sit on Melissa's lap".

5 created a situation
called for our utmost
ana

- concentration. As
Was driving, Melissa

necessary training techniques

I would need to pursue in

preparation for this

encounter.

® However, against Pomona
(3 the Lady Tigers were again

^ victorious. Sally Bush was

,U>
DOWNTOWNAND CITADEL

102AN. TEJON
[
COLORADO SPRINGS. CO 80903 (719)520-1122

Help Us Celebrate

(^\ii^M
- Futons

has re - located to a larger

showroom at

2215 W.Colorado Ave.

First 50 visitors receive

gift certificate ,^$C-fr<

520-9951 ^£$£$p
open Wed. »fy
thru Sun \

2215 W. Colorado Ave.

LONDON INTERNSHIPS

DESIGNED BY
American Association of

Overseas Studies

SUMMER INTERNSHIPS IN

LONDON, EUROPE A ISRAEL

FILM - LAW
BUSINESS - ARTS

COMMUNICATIONS - GOVT

Fall & Spring Semesters

Also Available

GRE, GMAT. LSAT. MCAT
Tutoring

Janet Kollek, J. D.

Director AAOS
liMW. 81 -NYC 10024

tf 212'724.0»3Olor

800> EDU* BRIT (outside NY)
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ACM LONDON/
FLORENCE PROGRAM is

accepting late applications

for winter-spring 1989-90. For

information and application

forms see History Dcpt.

office, Palmer 213, x2523.

JOHN POTTERAT FROM
CITY COUNTY HEALTH
DEPARTMENT will speak
Thursday, December 8th,

11:00 Packard Hall on:
"Sexual Self-Defense in the

Era of Viruses Way Beyond
Aids."
WHAT GOOD IS YOUR CC
DEGREE IN
ANTHROPOLOGY?

The French Manufacturer! Tomorrow, Saturday,

SHOVE CHAPEL - Friday,

December 2, 7:30 p.m., WES
Room, LAS MUJERES -

WOMEN, Common threads

between North American and

Central American Women.
Panel, sharing and reflection

commemorating Ita, Maura,

Dorothy, Jean and martyrs of

Central America.

Sunday, December 4, 2-4

pm, 8-10 pm. North Room,
Tutt Library, two films

"Cycles Peugeot"

of the World's finest

bicycles since 1882!

BICYCLE SHOP

19 E Kiowa • Downtow

Phone: 634-4733

RICK WAGER—
"CC Class of '64 Proprietor''

Arming Central America and
Fire from the Mountain.

Sunday, December 4, 7:30

p.m. Word and Table, an

informal worship service

which engages the concerns of

the CC community.
Sunday, December 4, (:00

p.m. Mass, Shove Chapel.

Monday, December 5, 12:00

noon. Bemis Exile Room,
Richard Rohr, Problems and
Promise of Community. Bring

your own lunch.

Monday, December 5, 7:30

p.m. Gates Common Room,
Richard Rohr, Theology That

Emerges From Latin American

Experience.

Wednesday, December 7,

12:00 noon. Shove Council
meeting. Shove Chapel
Office.

Thursday, December 8,

2:00-5:00 p.m. Shove Chapel
OPEN HOUSE. All students,

faculty, staff and
administration are welcome.
The Chapel will be
decorated for the holidays,

refreshments will be served.

PRESENTATION OF
HONORS THESIS IN
PSYCHOLOGY, December
7th, 7 pm, Palmer, rm. 232.

Senior Psychology major
Danny Hitchcock will
present his findings from his

Honors Thesis research

December 3, 1:30 to 3:30 p.m.,

Room 412 New Science
Building. A panel of

anthropology alumni (plus

one from English) will tell

all - about what their

undergraduate degrees have
done for them in their

careers. Two of them, Jane

Day, 1951, and Kinzie
Gordon, 1974, will discuss

alternative strategies for

women who want the whole
enchilada - careers,
marriage, children.

Names, classes, and
careers of the panelists

follow:

Joan Ludeke, 1981, Ph.D.

candidate, Iliff School of

Theology. (Ludeke taught a

course on witchcraft at CC
last year.)

Julie Spradley, 1984, free

lance writer and Iliff

graduate student.

David Murphy, 1968,

feeling is no different than a

pinch in the arm) and only

takes about half an hour.

Also, by donating into the

American Association of

Blood Banks, you and your

immediate family have
blood coverage and instant

credit if you should ever need

blood. So, please, if you meet

the requirements below, take

the time to sign up.

REQUIREMENTS:
-You must weigh at least 110

pounds

-Free of illness and cold sores

for one week
-Having taken no antibiotics

for two weeks

-No history of hepatitis,

heart, kidney, lung or liver

disease.

If you think you would like

to donate, please call

Boettcher Office Supervisor

at ext. 2384 or Dave Staver at

634-0697 to make an
appointment. If scheduling an

exact time is a problem,
please feel free to drop by the

Beta house (1001 N. Nevada)
at your convenience between
noon and 6pm on December 5-7

and you can donate then.

Trained personnel from the

three cooperating hospitals

will be handling all aspects

of the blood donating
procedure.

THE PERSONALS will be
performing live and in concert
at Benjamin's, Friday,
December 2, 9 pm - 11 pm. A

J's Motor Hotel

and Restaurant

Off Campus at "820 N. Nevada

Special Student rate including utilities

& sattelite TV

633-5513
marketing Services.

Chris Jones, 1983, former
anthro. paraprof., specialist

in Southwestern crafts.

Jane Day, 1951 (the
English major), Chief
Curator, Denver Museum of

Natural History.

Kinzie Gordon, 1974,
contract archaeologist,
banker, mother.

Carmen Atilano, 1981,
executive director, Chicano
Humanities and Arts Council.

Charles Lackey, 1970,
family medical practice,
Frisco.

Bruce Kirchoff, 1981,

projeTwith'thelnfamTfVom corP°rate law.

the CC Children's Center. THE FRATERNITY OF BETA
Sponsored by Psychology THETA PI will be holding its

Dept.

BEYOND WAR, December 5,

Dialogue with student group
at Colorado College,
"College Citizens^ Active For

Peace." Worner Center second

fifth annual blood drive on
December 5th, 6th and 7th in

conjunction with Penrose,
Memorial and St. Francis

hospitals.

Historically, there has
floor. For more information *,een 8reat need for blood
call Karen Hixon at CC, ext. during the holiday seasons.
225 1 With the full participation
PSYCHOLOGICAL of our campus community, we
SOCIETY MEETING, can help to alleviate this
December 7th, 12:00 pm shortage . For this re we
Paler, rm. 232. Lunch and ,-r, ,i,rl „ ~ i- -i_i

Presentation of Honors Thesis
aSk that every.ehg,ble person

by Danny Hitchcock on Infant
°" CamPus &ve the 8lft ° f

Learning. Sponsored by ' ?'

Psychological Society.
donating blood is

relatively painless (the

four person band specializing

in the classic sound of old
time "rock and roll." Free to

the CC community.

CC GRADUATE DAVID
MALPASS, Class of '76, will

be on campus December 5 and
6.

Mr. Malpass received an
MBA from the University of

Denver and is now Deputy
Assistant Secretary for
Developing Nations in the

US Treasurey Department.
Monday, December 5,

12:00, Brown Bag Lunch in

Gaylor Hall, Worner Center.

Topic: Careers in Government.
Tuesday, December 6, 3:00.

All Campus talk in Gates.
Topic: The Politics of
International Economic
Policy.

We are investigating NON-
TRADITIONAL AND
TRADITIONAL METHODS
OF HEALING. If you have
any experience with
religious, chiropractic,
holistic, osteopathic, New
Age, Native American, or any
other form of healing and
will be willing to talk to us,

please contact Bill Wagner
ext.2287 , Darcy Rhodes 471-

3079, or Susan Abe ext.2213.

DESPERATELY NEED A
ROOMMATE!! From

December 15 to June 1. Very

spacious, quiet 2 bedroom
apartment. $200/month
includes utilities. Preferably

female, but at this point

anyone will do! Call Karen,

578-9346, leave a message if

I'm not there.

There will be a general

information session for

STUDENTS INTERESTED IN
BECOMING RESIDENT
ASSISTANTS for this

summer and/or next year at

3pm, Monday, December 5 in

Loomis Lounge.

Applications will be
available in the Office of

Residential Life, Bemis Hall,

after December 5.

Applications are due no later

than 3pm, Wednesday,
December 21.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN
VOLUNTEERING? Positions

available: Volunteer Action

needs someone to drive a van

to pick up kids after school.

They also need more
volunteers to play with
children. If you are

interested, please contact

Scott Reynolds, ext. 2278.

Seekers is looking for

people to ride their preschool

bus. If you like helping kids

an helping bus drivers, please

contact Allison Knopf, 634-

6092.

Sheltered Lives needs
someone who has a car and
can drive to the Red Cross
Shelter. If you would like to

help teach English to

middle-aged people, please

contact Cathy Carlow, 635-

5978.

Enact needs volunteers from
Loomis, Mathias and Slocum
to take the recycle barrels in

each dorm to the Enact sheds
before 12 every Friday. If you
are interested, please contact

Ian Heffron, 630-1097.

VOLUNTEER HELP is

greatly needed at Head
Start. Opportunities for

career development,
internships, job exploration
and personal enrichment are
provided.

The Community
Partnership for Child
Development/Head Start,

serves 274 four-year-old
children and their families
from low-income homes in

Colorado Springs, Widefield,
Fountain and Security.

Join Head Start in this

effort. Volunteers are needed
in the classroom, on buses and
on advisory councils. Clerical

assistants, babysitters and
partners for Head Start
parents are needed. For
information and a list of
many more volunteer
opportunities, call 635-1536.

STUDENTS who are
Colorado residents may be
eligible for Colorado Merit
Scholarships again this year.
Forty-one scholarships in the
amount of $1,000 each will be
awarded to recognize students
for outstanding academic
achievement and for
extracurricular contributions.
To be eligible, a student must
be a resident of Colorado,
must have a grade point
average of 3.6 or higher, and
must be a full-time student

THE CATAlw

Offi

who has been at CCa?
one semester. Appij c

''

are available after DeceJ
9 in the Financial Aid 0[
and at the Worner Dest
deadline for submissie
January 20, 1989. p°"

submit applications
to

Financial Aid
(Armstrong 219).

EVERGREEN SALE
YMCA. Christmas trees

be on sale at the yu.

Garden Ranch Q
November, November
through December 24 fro

a.m. - 9 p.m. The sale I

benefit the Y-Indian Cn
parent/child program.

Wild Douglas firs,
ua]1

firs,-alpine firs, and Color
blue spruce trees will be s

'

in the parking lot of they

2380 Montebello Drive ly,«
Prices will range from $9.5

For more information
(

Cindy Krcbs-Heritace
si

9622

oh

l«i

bi

all

.

ODN SEEK
CONCERNED
INDIVIDUALS

BO

BIKE-AID '89 to

awareness and fundi
global hunger and poverty

This coming summer..
Overseas Develop^
Network (ODN) will

sponsoring its fourth anni

cross-country hu
awareness bike-a-thon, Bi

Aid '89, to raise awarent

and funds for self-he

development projet

overseas and in the US.

Bike-Aid '89 will begin

mid-June from four Westco

cities - Seattle, Portland,!

Francisco, and Los Angeles

shorter ride will origin

from Austin, Texas beginni

in mid-July. The ride will

completed in mid-Augi
when cyclists from the

routes converge
Washington D.C.

People of all ages

background are encourage!

apply. Closing date fori

application is the Feb™
15, 1989. All interest

should apply immediate

It is very important thai I

necessary preparations

the ride begin as soon

possible. For mo

information, contact - Bil

Aid '89, The Ovetsa

Development Network, f

Box 2306, Stanford, CA 9t

Tel: (415) 725-2869 or 1

0802.

the

2409 W. Colorodo A*

Colorado Springs

Colo. 80904

475-8589

Old Time Bike Shop Tfo

all our friends at Coto

College for their suprx"

1988

In order to show our

gratitude

we announce our llfh^
December Sale
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ual Self-Defense

roper Precautions
Key to Prevention

STEPHANIE CHING
arlicr this year The
fiifysf

printed an article

lorting there are five cases

sexually transmitted

eases treated at Boettcher

ilth Center per day. This

why it was very
appointing to see so few

Dple take the time to

end yesterday's Thursday

Eleven on "Sexual Self-

fense in the Age of

uses."

John Potterat,
emationally known author

24 articles in magazines,

rnals, and textbooks, spoke

thirty people about the

asexual marketplace,

blterat, and other health

irkers, are much more
icerned today than they

re fifteen to twenty years

;
"Gone are the days of

sexual candy store," he
>. "It is no longer socially

:eptable for a person to

ve as many sexual partners

they can."

gpS has come to the
eground recently, pushing
the background many other

leases people are either not

'are of or do not seem to care

Dut. People are not taking

proper precautions.

Potterat told the audience,

"The thing we are.working on
now is prevention."

In recent years there has

been a shift in infectious

diseases from the bacterial

type to the viral type. There
are antibiotics to defend the

body against bacterial

diseases, but unlike bacteria,

viruses do not have a true cell

wall. Thus, medicine has yet

to find a cure for viral

diseases.

The prevalence of viral

diseases tends to be
cumulative; it grows in

geometrical proportions.

Other disadvantages to

viral infections are, "once you
acquire a virus you keep it for

life, and every single virus is

associated with a cancer."

Abstinence and
masturbation are the only
activities which carry no risk

of contracting a sexually

transmitted disease. The
Colorado Springs Health
Center wants to educate
people on the magnitude of

risk they take whenever they
engage in a sexual activity.

The people at highest risk

of contracting AIDS are those

who frequently participate in

Photo By Patricia McLaughlin

Condoms, not John Potterat, should come between men and women.

passive anal intercourse. The
oral tract is heavily
defended against foreign

objects entering the
respiratory and digestive

systems; the vaginal tract is

protected by a self-cleaning

system and is relatively safe

if it is free from small cuts;

the anus was designed to be an

exit, so • it is virtually

defenseless against entering

infections.

"This is the age of

condoms," Potterat says.

"The use of condoms has got to

become normative. In

Scandanavia they are

teaching their children how
to properly use condoms in the

sixth and seventh grades.

Here we are just getting

around to being able to talk

about them and put
advertisements about them on

television."

If used properly, condoms
are 95-97% effective.

"Mentors are the best condoms
on the market," says Potterat.

He advocates the use of this

brand because they are latex,

See CHING p.2

ek's annual blood drive ended last night with the

^tional "Blood Bash."

And the Winners Are...
By BILL PORTER
By a slim eight vote

margin, Paul Lhevine was
elected the new CCCA
President during Tuesday's
election.

Voters also elected Ryan
Wallach as Executive Vice-

President and Mark Glaze as

Financial Vice-President.

The following candidates
were also elected to member-
at-large positions: Johanna
Bond, Stephanie Ching,
Chuck. Cole, Gia Crecelius,

Jim Marshall, Giancarlo
Small, Lara Talbot, Laura
Tedeschi, and Bill Wagner.

Nearly 850 students, an

increase over last year, voted

in the annual election.

Outgoing President Bill

Porter attributed the high

turn-out to the increased

visibility of the CCCA this

year, an easily-completed

ballot, and the seriousness

with which candidates took

their campaigning.

Additionally, four
amendments proposed by the

CCCA Council were passed.

Thus, the number of student

Council members will

increase from twelve to

fifteen, and the Student

Concerns Committee Chair

and the Parliamentarian
will become members of the

Executive Board. Amendment
3, which elevated the

Parliamentarian, faced some
serious opposition, but still

passed.

Votes were counted by five

CCCA Council members and,

as mandated by the CCCA
Constitution, three non-
members: Chris Pounds,
Michelle Barlow, and Mike
Thompson. For the first time,

a computer program designed

by Chris Pounds was used to

help count the ballots.

CC Tenure System
Summarized...
See News, p. 3

Toys! What's Hot
& What's Not...

See Features, p. 6

Goals For Glasnost.

See Sports, p. 21
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Social Stereotypes
Restrict Women
By DEBRA ROBISON
Tuesday evening Colorado

College students passed up a

chance to hear one of the most
articulate and intelligent

speakers on the subject of

women to ever grace our
campus. Astonishingly, of the

two hundred people notified

and campus-wide
advertising, only four people
attended. The college
embarrassed an accomplished
and excellent speaker.
Fortunately the speaker
continued and a few
individuals received a

quality experience.

Claire Jerry is an assistant

Professor of Speech and
Communications at The
University of Denver.
Professor Jerry has received

degrees from Miami
Uni versi ty

,

Butler
University, and The
University of Kansas. She
has conducted the majority of

her research on women in

politics.

Professor Jerry conducted
her talk on the restrictions of

women in politics in regard to

the social stereotypes women
face. Women in our society

have traditionally been
expected to stay at home, be
nurturing, and be the
"administering angel" to

their family, stated Jerry.

While men on the other hand
were encouraged to establish
a career, be seen in the public
eye, and engage in politics.

Jerry explained that
women in politics have
learned to appeal to these
traditional roles or
circumvent them in some

manner. Women politicians

have used the power of the

spoken word to gain office,

she contended. They have
achieved having a family

and a career as well. Often

women politicians will have

a family and move on to a

career.

Jerry illustrated women
who have surmounted the
stereotypes including Nancy
Kassebaum, Geraldine
Ferraro, and Patricia
Schroeder. These women are
often cited and all three
have not allowed themselves
to be dominated in a

predominantly male career.

Probably the most vivid story

referred to Patricia
Schroeder. Jerry told a tale of
how when Schroeder was a
junior representative she was
asked at a press conference
how she could be a mother
and a career woman.
Schroeder replied, "I have a

uterus and a brain and I plan
to use them both."

Photo By Damicn
Rjjfl

Iff

"I have a uterus and a

brain and I plan to use
them both."

-Rep. Pat Schroeder

Jerry concluded her talk
with a brief summary and
encouraged women to enter
the field. She pointed out
that women must surpass
stereotypes and at the same
time become more aggressive
and use their speaking
abilities to achieve success in

politics.

Father Richard Rohr and Giancarlo Bizzaro

Liberation Theology Redefines
Success through Viewpoint of Poor

riches and other people's lne problem. Both
poverty." totalitarian, both

The key to discovering this
ch^nS UP

[
he P°°r

connection, he says, lies in

redefining success and
security. The primary thing
we're addicted to in ths
country is our explanation of

reality. We agree on a lie and
then try to convince ourselves
that it's not, like the story of

CHING continued

and,,„ u 1.1. j • ,.k, promiscuous

? ,?l'
he

»..
m

J "
N " condoms."

polysyllabic 9 and they A stud „ bei conducted

One must.be extremelygX^^A"sclecti about sexual
partners. It is not just AIDS S*?*^! CarrierS ° f the

people should be worried ZJi JSX TT" "Cn
'

*i
r

. rr* ,. smart enough to know vour

fw^.%i7V
e
h
re arC d 'scas« °Ut ^xual orientation. ScT be

SSlfWi hT Ta y e" Particularly careful, because
identified, detected or even £ iruses are ve

~
:reated. "It is suicidal to be opportunistic."

By JORITA ODLE
Richard Rohr, an

internationally renowned
lecturer and Scripture
scholar, spoke to an audience
of about 75 Monday night in

the Gates Common Room.
His presentation, entitled,

"Theology That Emerges
From Latin American
Experience," discussed the
development and meaning of
the "liberation theology" of
Latin America.
Says Rohr, "Liberation

theology is the rereading of
the word of God from the side
of the poor, particularly
looking at our own experience
of oppression."

The first-world counterpart
to the liberation theology of
the third world, according to

Rohr, is the recognition of the
dysfunctional family and the
"connection between our

the emperor's new clothes.

We are so subservient to the
system that the gospels are
no longer the judge of the
nations, but the nations are
the judge of the gospels."

A major emphasis of Rohr's
speech was on the ideas of
charity and justice. "If 'the

nations had believed the
gospel, there would have
been no need for the Russian
Communist Revolution.
America and Russia share

Throughout hista

nations have divided o

two things: power and rij

If only once we'd divii

over who's feeding the poo

better."

According to Roh
issue now moves from charih

which "far too often simp

placates our sense of guilt,"

justice for the poor. "The rxvt

are not only those who In

economic means, but [ho

who lack the means to II

end of what human I:

should be, anyone who
called evil by the system.

"Somewhere in your I

you must make a concre

commitment to one perso

who isn't succeeding like yo

are. Stick with them, an

part of the responsibility for God will take it from there.'

Security Beat, Nov.ll-Dec.3

wnth

1
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The following incidents
were reported to Security
from Nov. 11 to Dec. 3.

Nov. 11-Radio and
cassette player reported
stolen from a professor's car.

The professor does not
remember if the car was
locked.

Nov. 11—Student reported
stereo speakers stolen from
his car. The student believes
the thief pushed the wing
window of the car open to get
inside.

Nov. 13-Student near
Slocum approached in the
late evening by a male who
asked for money. Man was in

his 20's, long blonde hair,

5'H", 160 lbs., wearing jeans
and a blue coat with a fur-

lined hat.

Nov. 16-Three female
students reported being
accosted on the night of Nov.
14 in 700 block of North
Nevada. Two males yelled
obscenities at the students,
and one of the students began
yelling back. The two males
then got into a car and
followed them down

Nevada. When the vehicle
caught up with them, both
males got out of the car and
began swearing at them. The
three students began yelling
for help; although some
people heard them, no one
came to their assistance. One
student reported that one man
passed by them and went into

his house, but did not call the
police. By this time, the
students were near the
Imperial 400 Motel, so they
ran inside and called the
police. CSPD arrived ten
minutes later and took a
report.

Nov. 18-Student's car
reported stolen from the 100
block of East Uintah.

Nov. 19-Student reported
that someone took $25 out of

his wallet. He left the
wallet either on his tray or
on a table while eating in the

Worner Center dining hall. It

was returned to him before he sfudems and ff
-

|ca5C ta~
left the budding, minus the

care jn ,ocking J doors
j

M„ IT T .
tnCir rO0mS and °'"1Nov. 22-Two students Sccurit als0 ts ,W

reported being approached in -

the late evening by a male

lal

•P

who started cursing them. I

was described as HispanK

5'11", 170 lbs., mustaek

black collar-length hail

wearing dark clothin|

Students ran from l&

individual when they

first approached and calls

Security.

Dec. 1—A resident of |

Fiji house reported a cifii

block was thrown throol

the glass door on the so"'

side of the building eil

1

during the late evening'

early morning.
Dec. 3-A resident of *

Wood House reported I"
1

windows were broken in'

student's room sometime

the early morning. A he

bottle and a rock were (pi

lying on the floor of the roo«

No one was in the room wS

the incident occurred.

Security also rep orti

numerous unlocked doors'

campus and rcqucs

ing

eh

ijgr

f

a*

;Ul

locked building doors not

propped open.

vel

ill
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Lasury Assistant Examines

Shape of World Economics

Faculty Review, Tenure System
Functions with Loose Guidelines

U UKROFINA
afternoon in Gates

,„ Room, David
" the Deputy
L, Secretary for

Nations spoke on

j ltjCS of international

EV Colorado

jj,
graduate, received

J,BA from Denver

jsity in 1978 and now
directly under David

}rd the Assistant

|ary of the Treasury

went.

an example of how

ts and international

omic policy are

related, Malpass
the annual meeting

lri e
International

lary Fund (IMF) and the

i Bank held in Berlin

the last part of

mbcr.

wing from his personal

riences as a

entative of Nicholas F.

the current Secretary

i Treasury, Malpass

ded the audience with

iidcr's perspective on
Berlin Meetings." He

' to describe the

lie aspects of the

and how economic

ts slowly evolve out of

negotiations.

: IMF and World Bank
both organizations
ned to stabilize the

alional economy. The
receives contributions

industrialized nations in

lo smooth out
ilaritics in the trade

of less developed
tries. The World Bank

s an agency which loans

iy to third world
ties who need capital to

re and hopefully reverse

Economic difficulties.

i meetings consist of
ing speeches by chief

isentatives of each
n, early meetings within
roup of Seven Industrial

ms (United States,

ritain. West
any, France, Canada,
Wy), minor conferences
specific economic

ions, and simultaneously
ring bilateral meetings
*n individual nations.

'pass stated that the
ng of economic policy is

ply evolving process

il

tin;

,

world, trade policies and
protectionism, the
continuation and
implementation of current

policies, and the deepening
coordination of the Group of

Seven Nations/The specific

political situation in each

David Malpass spoke
on international
economics in Gates last

Tuesday.

country helps to fashion their

respective economic policy
objectives. For example, the
United States was concerned
that the meetings go
smoothly so not to effect the

election. The Canadians, also

in the midst of an election,

attempted to achieve a

visible environmental
initiative.

Although each country
attempts to use its influence
to structure future policies,

all parties are concerned
with international economic
stability which usually
translates into continuity of

IMF and World Bank policy.

Policy changes are therefore

very gradual.

Malpass answered
questions such as the effects

of the US dept on the world
economy and debt forgiveness

by US banks in order to ease
political instability in less

developed nations. He ended
by saying that, although
there are many concerns by
both industrialized and third

world countries concerning the

economic outlook, the world
economy is on pretty firm
footing.

NEWS/.3

By KATIE WELCH and
PRISCTLLA PETTTT
Although the Colorado

the standards which regulate

academic life.

AAUP guidelines address a

College's faculty review and myriad of issues which affect

tenure system is based upon
certain standards and

professor's relationship

with a college. These

procedures outlined in the guidelines include statements

Faculty Handbook, the °n dismissal proceedings,

system in actual practice renewal of appointments and

responds more to individual professional ethics. In some

cases which rely on a loose cascs
'

'he AAUP assists a

interpretation of these college or university in

principles. This system can implementing these

both be an advantage and a principles,

drawback to college faculty. According to Dean David

according to several Finley, a former president of

professors on campus. lhe local chapter of the

"Our (tenure) process is AAUP, "No institution is

typical - standard and fair," legally bound by the

said Professor Judy Genova of guidelines from the AAUP.
the Philosophy department. An institution may interpret

"Does it guarantee fairness? or disregard them as it sees

No, it never does. No process fit. CC reserves the right to

can ever do that." decide what
Colorado College's faculty recommendations to adopt."

review system, like many The AAUP proclaims itself

others, has "checks and an organization for the

balances," but, as Genova protection of the standards of

described, it is "a system on academic life rather than an

paper." The College's policy organization which
follows the recommendations represents individual

of the American Association interests. Its "Statement on

of University Professors Procedural Standards in the

(AAUP), a national Renewal or Nonrenewal of

organization begun in 1915 to Faculty Appointments", for

assist universities in example, expresses AAUP
organizing and developing See WELCH, p.6
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December Special

With This Ad
2 for 1 dinner entrees

both entrees include salad bar

Any Tuesday & Wednesday

5 p.m.-lO p.m.

You buy one item off of the dinner menu,

we'll buy the second of equal or less value!

Please present coupon upon ordering.

(One Coupon Per Couple)

Offer expires December 28. 1988.
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Step right up for a real hot time! Saucy Meatball. New

spicy Texas-style Barbecue. Or hearty sirloin Steak &
Cheese. Steamin'hot on fresh-baked bread and stuffed

with the free fixin'syou ask for. Now that's the ticket.

HOT! HOT! HOT!
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MediaDoorsOpenfor Worrit

a

By DEBRA ROBISON
Last Thursday Holly

Ornstcin, a Colorado College
Alumnae, gave the second
lecture in the Women in

Leadership Series. Her topic

was "Women in the Media:
An Insider's Perspective." Ms.
Ornstein was a 7985 graduate
of Colorado College and
currently serves on the
Editorial Board of The New
York Times.

The challenges facing
women in the news media are
difficult but Ornstein did not
wish to discourage women

Holly Ornstein is anAssistant on^the'Edito'rTaT
f™ Tl^^u f

ield
'
She

c . ,, , ., -. „ . „.
.•»«•«• seemed to think that progress

Staff of the New York Times

is being made in the field and
changes demanded were
expected too quickly. Doors
have been opened in the field

and men and women are
sensitive to what changes
need to be made. Ornstein
noted that a strong sense of
confidence would be required.

On the downside several
instances present themselves.
The generation gap is one.
Since the industry has been
dominated by men in the past

and at the higher levels are
men who have worked their

way through the system for

thirty or more years. Another
problem is the "wage gap." In

the industry women
a ,anywhere from ls_3j„

than men. Ornstein
arj

that women not
seij

this. She also notc</
there are currently

s
lawsuits against newsJ
for this discrimination

In closing o rns

reminded Colorado Colt
the unique opportunity

they have and how
shj,

are prepared for the in,),

CC_ builds a sens;

inquisitiveness, confide,

sense of adventure
feistiness. She conclud'

s

encouraging all of us
|

after our dreams

What the Hell Do You Do With An Anthropology Major?
By ANDREW SCHLIG
What the hell can you do

with an anthropology major?
Much more than you might
think, to the relief of
Colorado College
anthropology majors
attending Saturday
afternoon's panel discussion,

"Using Anthropology in [or

as] Your Career."

The panelists included a

theologian, a free-lance
writer (and research
assistant), a business person,
a salesperson, a physician, a

museum curator and a mother
of a nine month old baby girl.

They are all alumni of The
Colorado College
Department of Anthropology^
The diverse panel

addressed three major
concerns aired by
anthropology majors during a
meeting two months ago:

1) What can you do with an
anthropology degree within
the field of anthropology?

2) What can you do with an
anthropology degree outside
the field of anthropology?

3) How can women juggle
the responsibilities of raising
a family and continuing their

education or securing a job?

Panelist Joan Ludeke, class

of 1981, earned her master's
degree in anthropology from
the University of Colorado at

Denver. She is currently a
PhD candidate in theology at

the Iliff School in Denver.
She said that her
anthropological training
gives her the crucial ability

to approach and communicate
with people outside her own
culture. Ludeke is known,
affectionately, as "Biker
Mama" by a motorcycle gang
in which she studied Satan
worship. New York
authorities called on her to

investigate the role of
Satanism within a violent
drug trafficking ring. She
said, anthropological
training "can be applied to
any field you could imagine."

Julie Spradley, class of
1984, is a science fiction and
fantasy writer. She
explained how anthropology,
as the study of culture, is the
perfect creative springboard
for "fantasizing whole new
cultures and even planets."

Anthropology teaches

detachment from self as a

method to both "see and
respect the huge variation in

world-wide adaptation to

living." Spradley claims this

ability adds tremendous
depth to her writing.

David Murphy, class of

1968, earned his master's in

international business from
Columbia University. He is

currently a successful
business-person.

Murphy said that his
liberal arts education
(emphasizing his degree in

anthropology) taught him
how to locate, analyze and
solve problems - key
ingredients for a success in

business. He paralleled- the
study of culture to the study
of business. An anthropologist

studies culture by taking it

apart for analysis and
putting it back together, in

order to achieve greater
understanding of the whole.
Murphy explained that he
approaches business in much
the same way, replacing
cultural categories of art,

religion, gender role, custom,
and socialization, with
business categories of product,
cost, distribution,
advertising/promotion and
sales.

Murphy told us that all too
often business failure is due to

tunnel vision.
Anthropological training
taught him the importance of
a "world view," which he
applies to business. In

business you strive, not to be a
jack of all trades, but rather
to become master overseer
with an ability to
orchestrate parts for a
predictably successful whole.

Chris Jones, class of 1983, is

manager of sales for a Native
American arts and crafts
store. He sees this as "a
natural progression from
training in anthropology."
Jones is able to tell a
potential buyer about the
artist, where the piece was
made and how it was made.
His understanding of Pueblo
Indian culture is invaluable
to his position. "I know better
than to conduct business with
Pueblo Indian artists on a
feast day..."

Chuck Lackey, class of
1970, a medical practitioner,

itially used anthropology
as a tool to gain entrance to

increasingly competitive
medical schools (non-
traditional majors such as
anthropology, complemented
by a pre-med track, are more
and more desired by medical
schools). Undergraduate
anthropology also solidified

his desire to work with
people. He became more
appreciative of different
"styles of living."

As Lackey became
established in the medical
field, he developed an
interest in how different
cultural perspectives affect

people's health and people's
interpretation of their own
health and how the medical
field can address these cross-
cultural inconsistencies. He
has also applied his cultural

"flexibility" to the study and
appreciation of non-
traditional medical
techniques such as
acupuncture, chiropractic,
behavioral modification and
meditation.

Jane Day, class of 1951,
addressed the issue of women,
family, education, and
employment from an
ethnohistorical perspective.
During the mid-to-late
1940's, Day explained that
women were not expected or
encouraged to go into higher
education. If women attended
undergraduate school at all,

they were expected to marry
and start a large family
immediately after
graduation. Day was, at least

temporarily, an exception.
After graduating from
Colorado College, she
studied English at Oxford
University on a Fulbright
Scholarship. However, with
the onslaught of the Korean
War, she chose to marry her
fiance, postponing her
education. After raising four
children, she started
volunteering at the Denver
Art Museum. Her work
inspired her to return to
school. She earned her
master's and PhD in
archeology from the
University of Colorado at
Boulder. She is currently
Chief Curator for Denver's
Museum of Natural History.
Day feels that there is not,

nor should be sequencing to a

woman's pursuit of family
and education/employment.
"It's not sequencing, it's what
you're doing [with your life]."

Ludeke interjected,
"[Women.] When you're
ready to do it [enter the job

market or return to school], do
it. Go for it!" Day admitted
that the time she spent
raising her family gave her
the maturity, the self-

confidence, and the financial

and familial stability that

she needed to do well at the

graduate school level and
beyond.

Panelist Kinsy Gordon,
class of 1974, (in partnership

with CC anthropology
alumna, Chris Kranzush)
founded a successful contract

archeology corporation. After
liquidating the corporation,
with its fine reputation and
profit intact, she worked her
way up the corporate ladder
of banking to become
Assistant Vice-President for

Commercial Real-Estate,
earning a "high five digit
salary." (yes, all on an
undergraduate degree in
anthropology) She said that
both positions had
everything to do with
anthropology - archeology,
business ethics, client
relations.

Gordon did sequence the
conflict of raising a family
and holding a job. At age 36,
she decided to have a child.

She has been out of wort

approximately one year.

admits that at times its

difficult transition
|,

holding a prestigious,

paying corporate posil'io

sitting around the house.

now I'm raising a little
li

and you certainly can't

price on that." She 1

strongly that a coll

education, emphasizing
training in anthropology,

several years of 9

experience will make h

much better mother thai

could have been ten to fill

years ago.
There are not too many

listed under "Anthropoli

in the classified seel

However, respect

anthropology, a relati

new discipline, is growi

non-anthropological fii

such as medical resea

social services,
enforcement, communicab

and business. In 1977, dui

similar symposium, pane

grimly concluded that it

necessary to sell yoursd

employers who couldn't

spell anthropology, leti

know what the discij

could offer ll

organizations. J.
Bryant

a PhD in Anthropologyl

the University of Flo

said that in 1988, word is

and more employers

know what anthropoli

can offer.
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tfhere Do We Go After We Die?
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'

lA
UGHLIN

^lENKAFFA

-Guns 'n Roses

"Sweet Child o' Mine"

i

ENTRISSEL

ior

Studio

White Plains, NY. I read it

novel. I think the bad

Eiople go somewhere else,

ke Las Vegas, NV where
aybc their souls are in the

jhtbulbs.

JILL STAR
ighth-year Senior

Chemistry

How about staying here

nd getting less organized?

k don't have a spirit -

fe're less highly-structured,

here is no difference

ctwecn your spirit and your

ody, so expecting to find your
pint when your body is gone

g too much. I'm

'oking forward to being in a

it of different places at one

^SCHMIDT
«nior

Gnomics

Really far away from

P- There's lots of soft

pting,
g00d books, and

fheap entertainment. Only
°con majors go straight to

leaven and all philosophy
fcs disinvent heaven and
ICcon^ wormwood.

STEVE RIZIKA
Senior

Anthropology

Everybody ends up in Utica,

NY at a small Italian

restaurant called "Joe's" and
in there a waiter comes to

your table and he looks a lot

like Harvey Rabbin. You
suddenly realize you should
have gone to church more
often because you realize that

you are definitely in hell.

However, the fried peppers
very tasty.

JULIE SLOTNTK and KYLE
STOKES
Seniors

Sociology and Comparative
Literature

Wherever we go we want to

be together.... And there had
betfer be plenty of acrobatic

men. We are much too

involved with this life to

worry about the afterlife. K:

We go to the center of truth.

J: Back to my homeland.
Jerusalem or South Central

Newark.

JENNIFER ADAMO

Senior

Romance Languages

I don't think there is an
afterlife. With all the

mysticism and seances, I've

never heard of anyone letting

the living know about
someplace after death. We
know so much about
everything in this world -

historically, scientifically -

but nothing about the

afterlife. I don't think

there's an afterlife because

I'm making the best of life

right now.

MTKEMERMTN
Junior

Philosophy
We become one with the

cosmos. Either that or we
become wormwood. To
Hamlet there is a

quintessence of dust, but I

don't think these two views
are incompatible. As dust we
are cosmically beautiful.

Don't listen to econ majors.

SUZANNE LEAHY
Senior

Sociology

Most of us go in the ground.

I don't believe in heaven and
hell and someplace you go

after you die. Heaven or

hell is somewhere you live in

while you are alive,

something you create for

yourself. When you are dead,

you are dead, and people

remember you or they don't.

That's why I tell myself to do

as many things as possible to

help other people's lives.

That's the only way you can

live on.

RESERVE OFFICERS 1 TRAINING CORPS

YOUR FIRST STEP TOWARD SUCCESS IS

THE ONE YOU COULD TAKE THIS SUMMER.
Aimy ROTC Camp Challenge. It's exciting and it may be your

last chance to graduate with an Army Officer's commission.

This summer you can be one of the Colorado College Army

ROTC students who meet this challenge head-on. It may be just

what you need to reach the top.

Find out more. Contact Mark Widmer. Colorado College

Army ROTC. Department of Military Science, Room 419, Main

Hall, University of Colorado at Colorado Springs, 1420 Austin

Bluffs Parkway, Colorado Springs. Colorado 80933-7150. Or

call (719) 593-3236.

ARMY ROTC
TO SMARTEST COLLEGE

COURSE TOD CAN TAKE.
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Yes, Virginia, There Are Cabbage Patch Preemiesl

By KRISTIN THOMSON
As yet another holiday

season rolls around, we are

once again subjected to the

market forces and media blitz

that direct our Christmas

desires. Television has
taught children to grow up
faithful consumers, creating

trends in toys that shape
wish lists. Curious about
what was hot and what was
not in the toy empire, I made
the rounds of the local

toystores...

At Kaybee Toys and
Hobbies in the Citadel, the

clerks said that the hottest

item was definitely LazerTag
- an action game involving

"tagging" your enemy with

infra-red signals that are

emitted by lazer guns and
picked up by electronic

sensors.

"We've sold two thousand
kits since Thanksgiving,"
replied a clerk, "and we can

barely keep them in stock."

Although the basic gun and
sensor kit only costs $19.99,

there is a myriad of

accessories that every
intergalactic warrior cannot

do without. You must also

purchase a StarHelmet
(futuristic headgear), a

StarVest to hold the sensor in

place, a StarBase to

"defend", and StarTalk
walkie-talkies. Plus you can
upgrade your weapon of

choice to the SuperLazer that

can kill at up to three

hundred feet! The whole
shabang costs about $60.

Another big sale item for

almost all the toystores arc

the Nintendo' action games.

This entertainment system is

an evil reincarnation of

Atari, complete with a gun
that you can shoot at your
television screen in certain

games. The basic system costs

$99.97, but there is an

enormous selection of games to

play. The most popular
games, according to Circus

World employees, are Super

Mario Brothers and The
Adventures of Link, while

Spy Vs Spy and The Legend
of Zelda top the sales at

Kaybees.

Holiday Barbie is another

big seller at all of the stores.

In fact, she's so popular that

when I asked to see what the

familiar fashion plate was
wearing this season, I was
disappointed to find that

Circus World was fresh out.

But I hadn't seen anything

until I went to the brand new
Children's Palace o n

Academy. My God! It's like

Cub Food for kids! Games,
toys, stuffed animals of every

known variety shot up in

towering stacks towards the

warehouse ceiling. I was
overwhelmed by the

selection; not only did they

have every trendy toy, from
Talking Pee-Wec dolls to the

Jem Tourbus, but they also

stocked the more traditional

things like Lincoln Logs and
the 72 super-box of Crayolas.

The scariest thing I saw was
a mechanized game show
host named Gus Glitz,

sporting a plastic pompadour
and a cheesy smile.

While wandering in a daze
through this warehouse of

fun, I met a little girl named
Leslie, who was kind enough

to give me some shopping tips

and had some insight about
the significance of dolls.

Leslie said she wanted the

"Cricket" dress-up doll, and
L'il Miss Make-up, and more
Barbie stuff and more
Cabbage Patch dolls for

Christmas. "How many dolls

do you have already?" I

asked her. "One hundred,"

she replied. "Don't you think

you're exaggerating a bit?"

"Well, it might be between 23

and 100," she admitted. I

asked her why she liked

dolls and she said,"Because

they're sweet, and I'm an

only child."

A clerk at the WalMart
next door had other thoughts

on this year's toy trends. "It's

a very traditional Christmas

this year," she said. "The

girls want Barbie and
Cabbage Patch Primies,

while the boys like Nintendo
and Micromachines," which
are these highly-detailed,

miniscule cars. 1 asked a

clerk at Lionel Playworld
why these useless auto
replicas were so popular.

"Beats me," she replied,

"Probably because they fit in

their pockets." Damien
Raffa pointed out that they

were also small enough to

swallow, and hypothesized
that many young stomaches
arc probably trying to digest

these little novelties right at

this moment.
All the stores note

that gory and slimy things

like My Pet Monster, a line of

mutated stuffed creatures

with missing eyes and teeth,

Kooshballs, ET dolls,

Ghostbuster ghoul figures,

photo by Damien Ri

Leslie dwarfed by towers of toys at Children's Palace

and Teenage Mutant Ninja

Turtle Bigwheels are also

very popular. Tim, who
works in the Lionel

Playworld stockroom, says

that it takes him longer to

put on all the Ninja Turtle

stickers than to actually

assemble the Bigwheel.

I never remember seeing all

these ugly toys during my
youth, so I asked an employee

at Levine's downtown about

this surge of grotesque t

"I don't know why they lilJ

them, but the uglier they a

the better. Maybe it's a fac

that only a kid could love,"

So it looks like another sal

and-violence-ridden wish|

list from our youngsters!]

year, with Barbie andl

destructive video games!

scoring the most popular™

points. Should this worry us!|

Nah.

WELCH continued

guidelines in a general
fashion. The organization
suggests and outlines
standard elements of
procedure-the institution of

a probationary period for

newly appointed faculty, and
an appeals system for review
and promotion decisions, for

example-while at the same
time enables a college to

structure and tune these
procedures to its own needs.

Institutions such as Yale
University do not comply
with AAUP standards. They
create their own standards
and procedures. A professor
may teach for ten years at

such an institution without
tenure, as opposed to CC's
system which makes a sixth-

year tenure review standard.

Professors at CC know, once
they have taught here for six

years, they will either be
tenured or not. There are
exceptions.

The college can choose to

award tenure at any time
during the probationary
process, according to
individual criteria and
situations.

Yet the system at CC is

still a procedural system of

guidelines, which are subject
to human error. According to

Genova, "Guidelines help
prevent injustice but don't
guarantee that because of the

intentions of people who are

manipulating the system.
Any system can be dismantled
by people...For the most part,

" the system is working well,

but one should never be
complacent."

Colorado College hires new
faculty who have completed
a PhD at the level of
Assistant Professor. Upon
hiring, the faculty member
carries full privileges but his

or her contract is subject to

yearly review. The faculty
member's contract expires
yearly and must be renewed.
According to the Faculty
Handbook, the department
chair and colleagues are
primarily responsible for
organizing and directing this

continual review.

The Handbook also states

that aa more formal review
process must be made during
the faculty member's third
year. The Divisional
Executive Committee (one

each for Social Sciences,

Humanities, and Natural
Sciences), the respective

department chair and the

Dean of the College review

each non-tenured, full-time

member. Primarily, this more
thorough review exists to

provide an extensive
assessment of a faculty

member's teaching, research

and faculty contributions.

As the supposed halfway
mark in a new full-time

faculty member's
probationary period, the

third-year review also

focuses on any problems

which may have arisen since

the time of hiring. Both
negative and positive third-

year review reports are taken
into consideration when a

faculty member comes up for

tenure(usually three years
later), but a positive third-

year review never guarantees
a favorable tenure decision,

according to the Handbook.
Commented Genova, "The

third-year review is a mid-
point discussion about your
possibility for tenure after

three years. It's meant to

See WELCH, p.15

A Volunteer's Notebook!
BY SUZIE KLEIN

JOE: What? Who are all of these hypocritical do-goodf
Fast for the day, give your extra clothes away? They mus
some guilt-ridden rich kids who think they can save

world. Aren't we aware enough? We have Central Ameri(

Awareness Week, Holocaust Awareness Week, all we need|

one more worthless Hunger Awareness Week.
TOD: Wait a minute, slow down. What is all this ai

about?

JOE: I just don't see why we have to get accosted for

whole week about how much food we waste and how so!

scumbag in some stupid country thousands and thousan
miles away doesn't have any food? Can't I just enjoy my
in peace?

TOD: Sure, go ahead.... Really, it's not that complex. Yt

either give up a meal, a shirt, or some spare change. Why
you feel so guilty about giving? You either do or you dr

nothing more than that.

JOE: Charity is a waste of time. You just perpetuate
system, create leeches, people who hang on for nothing.
TOD: That could be in some cases, but, like it or not, charil

saves lives. Giving that one shirt or pair of pants helps #
person back on their feet. Some people fall through
cracks and they need help.

JOE: Fine, but why do I need to help?
TOD: Guess what? If you don't want to help, you don't ni

to help. If you get a guilty conscience by walking past so

box in Worner Center that has a sign above it, "Clothes

the Homeless," that's your problem. Giving is not t^
1

complex. You don't need to ponder over the subject for ho" 1

"

and hours. You either do or you don't.
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Through Rain, Sleet or Snow, Loomis Ladies Can Operate

ySTErHANIECHING
When you say Colorado

-
U ege is closed, that

terncnt doesn't have
to do with the

*
lything

switchboard. Fourteen
people patch through calls to

and from the college twenty-
four hours a day, 361 days a

year. In the winter, when one

crew is snowed in and they

either can't leave the college

or get out of their homes,
they have been known to

work three shifts in a row.

"This is my umbilical

chord," said Earline Crochet,

indicating her headset.

"This may sound corny," she

continues, "but I try to keep in

mind that I am often the first

impression that people will

have of Colorado College, so

I try to keep a smile in my
voice."

Renatc Vaughn has been

working at CC for seventeen

years. Originally, she
wanted to go into hotel

management and didn't plan

to stay here. However, she

liked it so much that she

never got around to quitting.

Her favorite part of her job

is the contact she has with

students. She has gotten close

to quite a few of them and is

especially touched when
they stop by and visit on a

return to the Colorado
Springs area.

Approaching twenty years

of service, Julie Anderson
agrees that the personalized

service she is allowed to give

is what has kept her going.

"Every year is different,"

Julie says about the students

at Colorado College. The
students change, and this

year is no exception; "The

freshmen are more demanding

and impatient," Renate

states, who sees even greater
t0 Place student calls. "I

change in the future. don '

f know how wc did it"

Earline observes that, "the JuIic slatcs
- because, "the

students are not as self-
work hasn>i slowed down."

reliant," though the mix of
ThcsQ women also used to sort

"conservative people, who the mail ancl Put il in tlic

don't want to make the break, Loomis mailboxes, which
and independent people will'

thcy miss because they got to

always be there." know students better when
Renate knows she has been lnov sor'cd the mail.

accused of being grouchy, but

Julie points out that she
cannot be nice all the time.

Earline adds, "Students
forget that wc didn't make
the rules, wc only enforce

them, and there is nothing we
can do about them."

Renate gets especially

irate when she knows she is

being lied to. Her pet peeve is

"students who spell names
like 'Smith' and 'Fox' for me
when asking for their phone
numbers."

Julie would like students to

"leave their full name and
extension when leaving a

message off campus," though
she admits there have been
calls for professors who
didn't do the same.

"The directories are a riot,"

Renate says. "Thcy arc not up
to date by the time thcy come
out." Earline recognizes, "it

is easier to pick up the phone
and dial '0' than to look the

number up in a book." And
Renate admits, "to be honest,

I wouldn't carry the book
around cither."

The Loomis operators used

"We could tell a lot about
the kids from the mail thcy

got. Some of them would
receive mail two to three

times a week, while other
student boxes would remain
empty," Renate says. "We
used to buy candy bars and put

them in the mailboxes so

they would have something,

though thcy never knew
where it came from."

Earline says the students

would just hang around and
talk because they were so

lonely.

Sometimes students ask

them unanswerable questions.

The #1 stumper they've had
over the years is, "When does

a hill become a mountain."

The students arc not the

only ones the 'Loomis
operators' have helped.

They sometimes take in

people over the holidays.

Thcy also show lost visitors

around the city.

Not to be forgotten are the

afternoon and night-shift

operators: Cel Chappel,
Hcrminc Wise, Becky Fredell

and Dcnnie Wade, who
SeeCHING,p.8

YOUCM STILL HAVEANINE-BLOCKYEAR
(or even a 10- or 11-blockyear)

COME
TO THE
SUMMER
SESSION

Block A: June 19 -July 7

Block B: July 10 -July 28

Block C: July 31 - Au«. 18

For More Information:

Call extension 2655 or

Come talk to us in the

SUMMER SESSION
OFFICE
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All Dressed Up and No Place To Go:
The Story of CCs Underground Rock Scene

Dogtooth Violet
BY RACHEL BERRINGTON

I talked to Dogtooth Violet

when they were fervently

practicing for a gig that

eventually got cancelled. In

the dank bowels of a cellar

that was never meant to be a

practice space, the members
of the band were waiting for

Doug "Gator'Torbes to get

back from one of his hour-long

breaks.

The funniest thing about

this basement was that if you

are standing upright you can't

see anything else because of

the beams in the ceiling.

ugly being beautiful. We like

the color purple. {Denver - I

liked Oprah in it).

Let's say the talent scout from

Michelob came to you
tomorrow and asked if you
would do a commercial for

them. Would you do it?

Yeah, we would do a mime
troupe if we got signed by

Michelob. {Denver - Dry
mime, never mime, mime in a

bottle. If I could put mime in

a bottle. John- Mime after

mime.) We'd put subliminal

messages in the commercial -

smoke pot, commit suicide by
Everyone has their own slot drinking Schaefer till you
to stand in and you have bend choke on your own vomit, just

over to make eye-contact

with someone else.

While the rest of the band
complained about the missing

guitar player, I had a few
intimate moments with CCs
rock goddess, Kristin

Thomson.

Rachel: Kristin, how does it

like Jimmy - all of them.

What would be the name of

your first album?
Flush Me Back to Jeff City.

Who is your all-time

favorite rock star?

The guy with the Pcked-up
teeth in MC5. Something
Sonic Smith.

feel to be the only woman What's your favorite Guns N'
musician in a campus Roses song?
dominated by male bands? "You're Peking Crazy"
Kristin: Well, I don't know, What do you sing about?
I'm just using these guys as Good times, bad times,
stepping stones for my ponies, guns, monkeys, teeth,
rocketing career. I want to be showers, peace, war,
the next Mama Cass. dinosaurs, roommates,
The rest of the band, after phencyclidine, elementary

an embarrassed silence, began school.

t0 talk - What's your worst song?
Why the name Dogtooth They're all equally bad.
Violet? Probably "Fossil Fuel" - our
It means Fawn Lily. Trouble, newest song.
It's like yin and yang. The What's your fantasy gig?

CHING continued

answer those vital calls a lot of lives. They really

which stream in from 4:30 to appreciate a "thank you"

11:30pm. All-night operator once a while when they

Evette Lundstrom, who works nave been of service,

the "graveyard shift," from Renate states, "The bottom

11:30pm 'til sunrise, often line is we try as best as

also lets in stray students possible, but we can only

who stayed out too late from handle one call at a time.

Loomis Hall. This is a good job if you like

These women have touched it- And I like it."

Publication:
Needed : 1 member of the student body
interested in filling the position of

Member-at-Large .

You can not apply if you will also be a

section editor on any of the publications.

The position offers the opportunity to a

student to unreservedly represent the

student body's opinions, and concerns

regarding the operations of the campus
publications {The Catalyst, The Disparag-

ing Eye, The Leviathan, and The Nugget]

Please submit yourname and a briefpara-
graph explaining why you are interested

in the position to Jean Boyer, Worner Box
237, by Wednesday, December 14th

.

I

photo by Kristin Thomson

Dogtooth Violet: (From Left to Right) William Newbill, John Gill, Kristin
Thomson, Ted Miller, Doug Forbes, and Dennis "Denver" McPherson,

ith The CirclePhi Delt

opening for us.

What's the Dogtooth Violet

philosophy?

We are arrogant. We didn't

even want to do this

interview. We just wanted a

big picture.

What's your favorite chord?

Umbilical, Willy the

Dischord, re-cord.

Do you have a Christmas

song?

No. Well, "Smile." Our
songs are like Jinx's -it's

Christmas all year long.

What's your most
embarrassing moment
collectively?

John took a picture of Teddy

taking a shit the other day.

Kristin and Teddy stole

Doug's van and he called the

cops. There's a warrant out

for his arrest, too. He's

wanted in five states for

taking dumps on the side of

the road.

We have a feces fixation.

If you had loads of money and

made a video, what would be

in it?

Chicken Dog, just Chicken

Dog. Teddy playing drums in

a revolving cage, Doug Forbes

falling into a coffin, Two
Forks dam, Teddy's family on
Easter Sunday, and Kristin

barefoot. We come alive

inside of a video game. Road

Blaster!!

Doug came back from
his

errand and tells me [ha

crystals "are the best o

rock." {Teddy - They helpa

my kidney stone once.
.

placed it there. Will

Denver - They're great bu

they keep you up.)

As I'm leaving, they shou

some final comments to me,

-"You're f*cking crazy."

-"We love the Block Plan.'

-"Doug Forbes breaks more

strings than any band on

campus!"

-"We have an impressive hal

collection."

Pistol Divorce
I saw Pistol Divorce at a

very crowded Tequila

Tuesday party this week.

They have probably played

more than any other band on

campus. You may know them

as The Glue, Bicycles for

Afghanistan, or, most
recently, The Borrowed

(named so because they

borrow other people's
equipment).

After a smoking set

including "You Shook Me All

Night Long" and "Hotel

California," they talked to

me, sweat on brows, during
their break.

What would be the title of

your first album?
"Eat the Glue"

What do you sing about?

Oh, about fifty decibels.

Would you do a Michelob
commercial?

No, not Michelob, maybe
Karlsburg, but not Michelob.

{John - Schaefer for me).

What's your favorite chord?
D Minor - It's the saddest

chord. ( John - What's a

chord?)

What's your all-time worst

song?

photo by Damien Ra*

Pistol Divorce: (From Left to Right) Craig HeacocK

John "Spike Nebula" Goldstein, Erik Schroeder,

Kevin Murphy, and Doug Sandok. Not pictured:

Tim Linneman.

Lawrence Welk's "Waltz in

B."

Your most embarrassing
moment?
"Message in a Bottle" -

Second Block, Pub Club.

Let's say you got a huge
inheritance and you decided
to film a video, what would
it be like?

Darkness, dancing plasn^

donors in cages wearing D&1

Crockett hats, and a clip a]

the end of us out on the beacft

With Bon Jovi and ^
Baghwan.
What's your fantasy gig?

The soccer stadium in Brafl

with The Jiz opening'

Actually, just getting paid-

crt

e
}

lit
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Ve're a Garage

jand. We Come
?rom Garage
and.

Mfn iHdpingsticf^
fl,j S

band has definitely

I Ihe most names since the

Ling of the year. They

™j
e

called themselves

jvecta Underground,

s l„ r
Oil Slamdance,

ocessed Cheese Product

y) Dean McLeod, BAM
I BAM RIGHT IN YOUR
[CE,

Henry; You're an

shole, and Apathy - Who
res.

1 met Mr. Helpingstick at

lir "house," which is

King to be described. I

K never seen anything

e it. Complete sensory

irload. In the living room,

o gigantic paintings that

re made for an opera set

ey were transported by

ni) lie up against the wall

iran original 1960s banner

testing Kent State. Bobo
stuffed orangutan jeers at

u as you enter the room and

changes glances with a

ry scary clown. Anyway,
house is packed full of

;e treasures. Brad
mmed it up when, as he set

(he Twister mat, "I can't

lieve I live like this."

Yet, Mr. Helpingstick fit

rfectly in the visual and
tile melee. They greeted

! in Flying Karamazov
others outfits. The labels

id "By Tina: Nightlife."

hat would be the title of

i first Mr. Helpingstick
mm?

Asked for Fudgie the

f
and We Got F*cking

pkieface

a life-size Elvis poster with

Jim Morrison's phallus taped

on to the appropriate spot.)

"Dig, man, we just

wanna reach out and
grab ya...We're gonna
do something real

heavy, don't think
we're crazy, or losin'

our minds."

What's your favorite Kiss

song?

-"Parasite"

-"Christine 16"

*•••

ho is your all-time
'orile rockstar?

ere he is. (Derek points to

Lee's Liquor
502 W. Colorado Ave

520 - 9907
Old Milwaukee, 6-pck. 12 oz. cans $2.09
Old Milwaukee, reg. & lite, case $7.89
Rainier Suitcases $7.51

Large Selection of Imported Beer's

J Roget Champagne, Pink, Blanc de Noirs, Brut, Extra Dry
s sPumante $2.99

Imported Wine's
Le Sable, Chardonnay & Cabernet Sauvignon $2.99

M alilday Bay & Dry 4 Itr. Box $3.10

C|Wstmas Bonus Special from 12-9 thru 12-20
Rainier & PBR 1 6 Gal Keg's $29.99

nank you all for your patronage and hope you have a safe

IJ^PPyholiday season. See you in 1989.

photo by Kristin Thomson

Mr. Helpingstick: (From Left to Right) Paul "Codpiece Face" Campbell,
Derek "Maestro" Levy, and Brad "Einstein" Evans.

Would you do a commercial
for Michelob?

Dig, man, we just wanna
reach out and grab ya. With
Michelob, we just can't do
that. We're gonna do
something real heavy,, don't

think we're crazy or losin' our

minds.

What's your worst song?

Our. only song. Man, we've

been working on "Unbroken

Chain" but, uh, we just can't

"We sprang from a pre-

destined pissed-off
child."

ccrcatc Studio Dead. Who
do you think we are anyway,

The Circle???? Be kind to

Ben or die.

What's your most
embarrassing moment as a

band?

One time we couldn't make a

gig at the Ancient Mariner

coz we held up Maureen
Stapleton.

What's your favorite chord?

Urn Oh, I know. BONK!
You know, BONK chord.

What's the Mr. Helpingstick

philosophy?

We sprang from a pre-

destined pissed-off child,

from Elvis' gyrating you
know. We dug Catcher in

the Rye.

What do you mostly sing

about?

The transcendence of the

comical, all-pervasive,

dogmatic, Amerikan car. And
girls, you know, like Bob
Sccgcr, or Pete Sceger,

whatever...

Let's say you just won MTV's
Basement Tapes and you
made a video, what would it

be like?

Black and white, lots of

water, hot chicks, well -(or

poorly) groomed hair. You
know, REM type crap.

Is facial hair in style, or

what?
sing, omuse,

of the tantric scruff -

James Biron in the buff

Looplooplooplooplooploop

Estampe Gallery
830N.Tejon r v 632-5882

(across from the College Pharmacy)

Offering 15% OFF on

all art and framing

purchases* made by

C.C. students and staff

O Posters & Prints

O Custom Framing O Photo Frames

O Artful Jewelry O Fine Art Greeting Cards
* No special orders

DISCOVER THE NEW NAVAJO HOGAN
A Colorado Springs Tradition Since 1935

Colorado College TIGER HOCKEY Is Back And So Is

THE NAVATO HOGAN
To celebrate, we have a TIGER DISCOUNT
on our Hogan Enchilada Special. Only $4.95

all day Sunday and Monday for C.C. students,

parents, alumni, faculty and staff. Just show

your student ID or let your waiter know of your

C.C. TIGER connection

Enjoy our authentic Tex-Mex Menu
the real stuff - not fast foodplus live

entertainment nightly Monday thru

Saturday from 8 PM.

Come Enjoy A Colorado Springs Tradition At

2817 North Nevada

634-3865

Opens 11:30 AM Daily
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photo by Patty McLaughlin

The Jiz: (From Left to Right) Jimmy Jiz Biron, Steve Grill, Doug
Mann, Terry Lynch, and Russell Cochran. Not pictured^ Keith

Edwards.

The Jiz
Jimmy 'Jiz' Biron is one of

the most well-known campus

rock personalities.

Why 'The Jiz?'

Because it feels good.

If Michelob looked you up

and wanted you to do a

commercial for them, would
you do it?

No, we would not play for

Michelob, we would only do

a contraceptive company.
Instead of Live Aid, we'd do
Aids Aid.

Who is your all-time

favorite rock star?

Divine.

What would be the title of

your first album?

Waking Up With The Jiz

What would be your fantasy

gig?

The Monsters of Jiz World
Tour at Stonehenge with
Herb Alpert and the Tijuana

Brass.

What's your worst song?
We're working on it

What do you mostly sing

about?

Heartbreak in the big city,

scandalous relationships,

appearance vs. reality,

mystical love songs...

What's your favorite chord?

Extension chord, cord of wood,
G-string, Jiz chord, funk
chord...

What's the scoop on facial

Jiz" written on the side flying in the
background. And, of course, Jizwear. We
would stress education for the good of the

community and advocate safe sex. We would
appeal to a younger audience (between 9 and
10). The song might be "So Bad, So Young, So
What."
What's Your Favorite Jethro Tull song?
Who's he? Is that the guy who was on the

"Beverly Hillbillies?"

The Jiz is the only band that I talked to

that actually has a gig coming up. They're
playing at the Arthur House on Saturday at

about 10 o'clock. And don't forget, they are

selling their famous "Jizwear."

<WiC(t Oats

hair?

Everybody's growing it this

year. (Jimmy -Will is my
evil twin. He has the goatee,

I have everything else.)

Speaking of style, we will be

selling "Jizwear" at our next

show. We do our own
coordination.

Why no elves?

What?? We have elves.

Terry has an 18x18" hat with

Stonehenge framing his face.

The elves (those little

plastic ones with the blue

hair sticking up) hang off the

hat.

Where do you practice?

At the A-Hole (Arthur House
basement).

What's your most
embarrassing moment as a

band?

Jimmy making out with a

woman in a bikini while we
were playing "Free Bird" for

the first time.

Do you have a Christmas

song?

"You're a Mean One, Mr.

Grinch" and "We Wish You A
Merry Jizmas."

Let's say you just won lotto

and you decided to make a

big-time video. What would
be in it?

A lot of big, tall things,

beautiful women, the

Goodyear blimp with "The

Wild Oats: (From Left to Right) Rob Wheadon,
Kimbrough, and Bill Wagner.

Stuck For
Oft Ideas?
You'll find a stack of
gift ideas at the CC
Bookstore. And some
bargains, too...

Dec. 10-10% Off CC Mug & Glass-

ware
Dec. 12-15% Off Art Supplies
Dec. 14-15% Off Backpacks & Bags
Dec. 16-15% Off Stationery & Cards
Dec. 17-15% Off Games
Dec. 20-20% Off General Books
Dec. 21-20% Off All CC Insignia

Items

Dec. 22-20% Off 1989 Calendars

The Colorado College
Bookstore, Worner Center

Wild Oats definitely has

the nicest practice space of

those I visited. Heavily
carpeted and tapestried and
with a real heater, it was
comfortable and warm after

my trek through the blizzard

on Wednesday. They even
have a Lazy-Boy in their

garage. They played a "La
Bamba/Twist and Shout"
combo and stopped to talk to

me.

How did you get the name
'Wild Oats?'

It's as in "sow your own."We
looked through a Dictionary
of Cliches and found the best
ones. We're a health-
oriented band. We were going
to be the Leaky Shack Band
because the garage leaks.

What would be the name of
your first album?
Wild Oats' Greatest Hits

What's your fantasy gig?
The Silverdome in
Westcliffe, Colorado. It's a
geodesic dome and bar. We'd
want to play with Doc
Sevrinson's Tonight Show
band with Dan Quayle
singing "Moondance" by Van
Morrison.

What's your worst song?
'Convoy" by C.W. McCall -

the truckin'classic. It's our
best and worst song. We
originally wanted to do an

all-truckin' set. If we played
in Westcliffe, we'd do
"Convoy" over and over.

What topics do you usually
sing about?

Bill's old girlfriend, love and
environmental pollution.
We're not a rebel band, but
we're making a statement.

(Wild Oats then played me
their own original - which
was pretty hot I might say-
called "I Don't Want to Live
in a Molybdenum Mime." The
lyrics were:

I don't want to live in a

molybdenum mine.

I don't want to live in a

molybdenum mine.

Getting acid rain on me
all the time.

Seeping heavy metals
in the water line.

Climax Mountain
people ain't no friends

of mine.

I don't want to live in a
molybdenum mil n?.

Repeat as necessary)

Who's your all-time
favorite rock star?

We all have totally

different tastes. Pete
Townsend, Van Morrison,
Elvis, of course, Doc
Sevrinson, and John Bottom.
Would you do an ad for
Michelob?

No way. Only if Neil

photo by Rachel Berringta

Matt Kennedy, Kell

Young did it with us.

What's your mos

embarrassing moment as

band?

Keller.

What's your favoiil

chord?

Vocal chord, accordiM

and C#M7thDim played
j

an out-of-tune guitar willii

saw.

What's your favorite R<)

Orbison song?
Definitely "PrellJ

Woman."
Let's say you sold a ton

Amway products and mi*

enough money to fill"

video. What would It bt

like?

We'd go to Tibet and to«

all the monasteries and $
lots of monk footage.

What's the Wild 0>8

philosophy?
Be all that you can be. All

Grasshopper, is not If

ocean much like the sty

only wetter. A don" 1

without a hole is a danisk

Wild Oats now has eigW

original songs and

cornucopia of covers. TW

have lots of tentative g"

but so do all these bands,

»

we can all just hope to S3

them at a party someday*

m
-o«l

or we can go over to

cozy garage and hang

during a practice session-
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Letters
Qilbert Responds

the Editors:

The intention of this letter

to clear up some factual

^stakes that were written

ibout my 'situation' with

,cho0 l in last week's

atalys t, as _ well as

{[dressing some "of Laurel

tfcLeod's comments in

"ourtney Cutter's article and

esponding to Aaron Shure's

rticle.

Concerning Courtney

filer's article: DKarl Marx

not one of the people

(a t I had quoted on the

lomis chalkboard.

2)Has "popular opinion"

illy labeled me a Nazi? I

ily doubt that to be the case

{ut if it is, it's only because

lost people have not gotten

ieir facts straight.

Personally, I could care less

•hether people who would

ioosc to judge my character

'ithout having talked to me
rst think I am a Nazi. I

mst admit, though, that I do

:ome a bit concerned when a

mall group of people who
lither don't know who I am or

lon't agree with my views or

icthods can result in my
sponsion.

3)Thc letter I received from

aurcl McLeod did not

:eprimand me for defying a

verbal warning. The letter in

essence, reiterated that I was
put on "disciplinary warning"

stated that I had seen Bill

Dove for a one hour
consultation, stated that,

according to CC policy,

students have the right to be

free from violence and
threats of violence (two
things I have never subjected

any CC student to ) and,
lastly, it stated if complaints
irom students and "disruptive

behavior" did not cease,

Laurel McLeod would
consider a recommendation
for my suspension.

The moment I received the
letter I ceased all chalkboard
Wions in order to find out
what exactly are our rights

f students at CC as well as
[lnding out my legal rights
before the situation could get
°ut of control.

Obviously, in Laurel
jfcLeod's eyes, it was too late
to rectify the situation in a
instructive manner. McLeod
lhe* stated to me that
bt*ause I defied her verbal
Earning to cease disruptive
benavior and because she
:°*Hinued to receive
^Plaints about me, there is

Pattern of behavior" in my
lctl°ris lhat raises the

:

0n«*n in her that I may
,
Ve a mental instability

nat could prove physically
e^ous to other people.

She gave me the choice
between withdrawal from
the school or taking a
"medical leave" for the rest

of the academic year. In

other words, I was given the

choice as to how I would be
kicked out of the school.

I was going to appeal the

decision but McLeod told me
directly I would not be able to

see or hear verbatim the

written complaints lodged
against me, nor would I be
able to cross examine those
who have accused me of

having physically
threatened or intimidated
them and therefore would not

be able to prove that the

concerns raised about my
actions were actually gross

misunderstandings and that

the accusations lodged
against me were trumped-up
lies.

The appeal would have
been like me being a black

man being tried for the rape

of a white woman in the

reconstruction era south with

an all-white jury hearing the

case. I would be able to

defend my philosophy and
reasons for writing on the

board but I would not be able

to defend myself against the

accusations of physical

threats. The appeal would
have been useless.

4) Laurel McLeod stated

that I am in violation of the

school's policy because my
actions were "disturbing to

fellow students". Is anything

that is considered disturbing

to students grounds for
" suspension" or even
"disciplinary warning"? The
feminist lunchtime
performance was disturbing to

students so how is that not a

violation of school policy?

Just because some students

(actually only one hall RA)
asked me not to express

myself in a certain way does

not mean I am disrespecting

their rights. I may have
brought up issues that effect

people intellectually and
emotionally (emphasis on

the latter) but I have
discriminated against no one.

As for Aaron Shure's

article, I could defend myself

against each paragraph

point for point as I feel his

article riddled with

contradictions and slanderous

lies. Instead I will briefly

mention a few of his

accusations.

You say I put out a

magazine that is "filled

with vile images of

mutilation not to mention a

good dose of satanic symbols."

That statement is an outright

lie! I doubt you have ever

read a copy but if you care to

attempt to find and point out

these "images and symbols"

to me or anyone else you are

more than welcome.

You claim I have a

"preoccupation with
mutilation" and that this

should alarm people. What
exactly do you mean by a

preoccupation with
mutilation? Are you saying

because I have interests in

tattooing, body piercing and
ritual cuttings that I am into

mutilation? Are you saying

that because I have a

fascination with the extreme
cruelty and pain people can
subject upon one another and
that because I choose to

investigate and understand
how atrocities can happen,
that I choose to understand
the criminal mind and how
different environments/
upbringings allow it to form
that I have a preoccupation

with mutilation? Do you
equate a doctor who examines

a cadaver as being the same
type of person such as Ed Gein

or Dean Carll? At best, your
mutilation comment was trite

and only furthers
misconceptions in some people

as to who I am as a person.

You said I had lied to you
about my not being able to

confront my accusers or hear

the complaints lodged
against me. I told you I was
informed to the nature of the

complaint lodged against me
but that I would not be able to

hear the specific details. I

never said that I could not
read the report Bill Dove
wrote. You say only a few
students who feel threatened

by me remain anonymous. You
may know who the
complainants are but I sure

don't because only one person
who expressed disagreement
to my actions ever confronted

me. The complaints lodged
against me are not being
made public to protect the

complainants privacy not
mine.

I never lied to you. I told

you everything I knew
concerning my situation with

the administration. Get your
facts straight before you go
accusing people of having
lied to you.

If anyone has concerns
interests or questions
regarding my situation and
side of the story please feel

free to come talk to me (I'm

not that hard to find).

Ben Gilbert

Alumnus Defends

Phi Delta Theta

To the Editor:

Before the internment of

Phi Delta Theta Fraternity,

I, a Black alumnus of CC,
would like to shed some light

upon a positive aspect of its

existence which has not been
revealed during its

castigation. In order to
accomplish this, I must first

offer my perceptions of my CC
experience which will differ

from 92% of the typical CC
students.

Not a day passed during
my 31 blocks at CC during
which I was not the victim of

some slight, pjorative
comment, or of having
someone falsely assume my
needs and or political

allegiance, merely because of

my complexion. It is just as

offensive having someone
assume that I am not up to the

challenge and need a support
group as it is to have he or
she assume my blind support
of liberal and left wing
political policies as he or she
attempts to start a

conversation with me.
Yes, I am Black. One need

only ask and I will gladly
expound my opinions. This is

where the Phi Delta Theta
Fraternity tics in; it was my
only sanctuary. Among its

members was the only place

where I was judged for what I

said, thought, and for how I

acted, without all the
assumptions and
misconceptions that were

See PHI DELT p.14
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Student Traces Community's Visfl

Bfta©m:
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By LINDA BAYNHAM
My first experience with the outside world's view of CC

occurred on a mind-expanding bus ride to the Citadel

freshmore year. A fellow passenger turned in his seat and

fixed me with his wide-eyed gaze.

"You look like you're from CC, aren't you?"

I answered with a mere squeak of a "yes," while

disappearing into my seat, hoping that my answer somehow
sounded like a "no." He proceeded to inform me of his opinion

on a school filled with greasy-haired hippies, communists
and elitist intellectuals. As I watched him begin to foam at

the mouth I realized that this man was stuck in a time warp
from the McCarthy period. I found myself using the high

percentage of business and econ-type majors at CC as examples

of our immense practicality.

However, I must admit that my housemate's explanations

that we all function in a miniscule part of our complete entity

and that we validate ourselves by external forces makes me
realize that my friend on the bus had a good point. Maybe we
should all go clean chimneys for a few years as part of our

education.

With this experience in mind I took my notebook and mace
and headed out into Colorado Springs for an in-depth study of

CC's effect on the community. My first interviewee, an
employee of Poor Richard's, and a soul of sounder mind than

my last encounter, blew any thoughts of our being liberal,

open-minded idealists out of my mind with the words
"Reagan Youth."

"But the polls said we voted for Dukakis," I insisted. "And
there's not a high percentage of econ or poli-sci majors,

really. Anyways, conservatism is a trend in the US, and as an
up and coming school we have to lead it."

He then proceeded to call CC an "aristocratic breeding

ground," a phrase that demanded further explanation. We
conglomerate from all areas of the US, integrate for four

years almost exclusively with CC students because of our
common situations and education levels, and ultimately

marry a fellow student or wander into society to breed with a

f

f

3d

member of our common
by clean teeth, clean nails,

This Colorado Springs
'

Cons
-

up the attitude towards
the

price of CC with the "check

time you made out a $.50 chJ

often at Poor Richard's, tV
most penny pinching clientele

It seems the the view of Qr

our education deals with faj

obtain a license to earn monev

My next stop was Palmer

seniors and our near
pCors

However, my only contact

random stares out of beefed,

In an attempt to accom
investigative reporting, I si{J
Friday night in order to trap?^

"Excuse me, sirs. May I hav;

"Hey, hot legs."

"Ooh, baby - what're yoU i

"Call me momma," I yelled

offended.

Needless to say, this task

heightened my impressions
Jmy surprise they were not!

youths, but just plain old

"Hey kids! Say I'm fromCC

"Where?"
"Oh, the community collect

"Yeah, I know the place,

around it."

"Who cares?"

"I don't know anything aboi

I tried another tactic, the a

"Can you pick us out on the

"Yeah - you look like collegj

CC Students Measure Up
By DAVID UKROPINA
My perception of the

Colorado College is largely

based upon my experience at

Stanford university, the
school I attended before
coming here. My memories of
Stanford provide me with an
added dimension with which
I can look at this school.

Stanford answers the
question of what happens
when an academic institution

selects for its student body
only those high school
students with the highest
grades and test scores, this

country's future movers and
shakers. If this nation is to be
led by the kind of person I

met at Stanford, I have
serious worries for the future,

as if I didn't already have
enough. While any
generalization is poor,
including that one, I do feel

justified in qualifying the
average Stanford student into

two groups.

The member of the first

group is characterized by an
extreme case of
preprofessionalism, usually
accompanied with a powerful
desire to make as much money
as possible. While I do not
believe that the desire to
make money is necessarily an
evil, an all consuming
obsession with the dollar is

one of the saddest afflictions

which pervades the present
day American college
student. This malady does not
stop short at Stanford.

However, it is the second
group which worries me most.
The average member of this

group is an extremely driven,
motivated individual with
absolutely no idea where he
or she is bound. These
students drive themselves at

a frantic pace, but they
probably could not tell you
why. Although I am not
critical of goals or
achievement, I am extremely
concerned with the kind of
tunnel visioned, fanatical,

all consuming drive for
progress which accompanies
this brand of student.

George Orwell once wrote,
"Put a pacifist in a bomb
factory and in two months he
will be devising a new type of
bomb." This is not to say that
Stanford students are bomb
makers, or pacifists for that

matter. It does point out,

however, the extreme
dangers of progress without
direction. The unbounded
drive at achievement for its

own sake that is found among
many Stanford students,
parallels the kind of baseness
in our society of technology
out of control, but in the name
of progress. This is life out of
balance.

I would like to add that I

did actually know several
people at Stanford who did
not conform to either of these
groups. Generalizations are
necessarily dehumanizing.
However, I have needed to

make these categorizations in

order to make some points
about Stanford which I feel

are true and need to be
addressed.

This brings me around to my
perception of the Colorado
College. The natural place to

start in my assessment is with
the student body. During my
brief stay here, I have found
most of the students to be
kind, intelligent and humane.
Kindness is not something I

take for granted. Although
my memories of Stanford are
growing more vague, I retain

the perception of an inherent
meanness in most of the
students I met there. There
was nothing insidious among
these people, but just a
general unkindness which
often comes with rigid
individualism.

Intellectually, there is no
doubt in my mind that the

people here are smarter than
those at Stanford University.
This opinion stems from my
definition of intelligence,
which runs roughly along the
lines of the famous Mark
Twain quote which we've all

heard a thousand times, "I

refuse to let school interfere

with my education." Those
I've met at CC are much more
educated while those at
Stanford are extremely well
schooled.

Finally, people here seem
very humane. I believe that

this results from a school
which provides an
atmosphere for constant
discussion, both in class and
out, of the important moral
and ethical issues of our past,

present and future. I feel that

by dealing with these
elements of society, elements
that one could easily miss in

four years at Stanford, a

student tends to become more
compassionate and
sympathetic to others. As is

evidenced by some of the
students here, this does not
always happen. CC is not a
perfect place. However, I

have noticed these tendencies
much more than at Stanford,
or in other realms of society
for that matter.

For those familiar with
Allan Bloom's recent book,
The Closing of the American
Mind, I would say that my
beliefs frequently resemble
his. As Bloom argues, The
American college or

university used to be a place

where students pursued uV

most important problems am

questions of both the preseri

day and of existence

the institutions of higher

learning in America have

become launching pads

careers and professions, a

malaise which needs to be

cured. Considering till

importance of America's

in the world today,

considering the key role our

universities and colleges play

in shaping our country, to

issue of the direction o'

American upper level schools

should be one of our nation's

paramount concerns.

For me, CC fares well
|

providing what I believe is

the true definition °j

education. I have heard

those who believe otherwise

After both an experience

Stanford and an object^

assessment of the Colon*

College, my own perception

of this school is that

provides, through its class*

students and added elements

the most important thifl

that any modern America}

college or university shoo"

provide. This includes
j

concern for the ethical a"

moral dilemmas wW
surround us and an interest'

dealing with the probM
we face in our nation and o

world

i
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By MICHELE SANTOS
Perspectives change with

time and with experience.

Faculty members Mona Fayad
from the English Department
and Herving Madruga from
Romance Languages shared
their views on students'

academic and political

motivations, on the
administration and faculty

and of the "^general
atmosphere on campus.
Madruga's and Fay ad's
opinions are affected by the

amount of time they have
spent at Colorado College -

Madruga has been teaching

here since 1958, while this is

Fayad's first year as part of

the CC faculty.

Concerning academic
motivation, students here

"are not as career-oriented as

other students I have
taught," said Fayad. She
formerly taught at UCLA,
the University of
Washington in Seattle, and
at the University of Illinois.

Continued Fayad, "Students

here tend to be interested in

developing more than one
aspect of their personalities.

You can talk about issues that

aren't directly related to the

course. It's refreshing."

Levels of intellectual

motivation have varied over

the years. Explained
Madruga, "The ideal period

was in the late 60's and early

70's. Students were motivated

by intellectual interest. Then
in the late 70's and early 80's

students were very
motivated, for grade reasons

only. Now it's getting better -

the selfishness, hunger for

money and yuppie attitude of

the Reagan Era are beginning

to change, despite the

election of Bush." In

addition, Madruga said

students are more interested

if they take the course
because they want to and not

just for a requirement.

Politically, students lack

motivation, Madruga and
Fayad, agree. "Students are

still quite inert. Again,
motivation was better in the

late 60's, but worse in the

early 80's," said Madruga.
According to Fayad, "You're

(students) not committed in

any way to taking specific

political stands. There is a

vague interest, but no real

will to do anything. You're a

happy-go-lucky kind of

people." Fayad was
concerned, however, that

students need to learn about

"poverty and violence in the

outside world. CC has a bit of

a sense of an ivory tower."

The atmosphere at CC
"has been the same since I've

been here, despite the sexual

revolution and drugs. The
campus is average in terms of

not being all Greek system

and not having a very

intellectually-minded

campus either," said
Madruga. Fayad felt that

the CC campus is "much more
relaxed, much more intimate"

than others she has seen.

"There isn't as much of a
frantic sense, and there's a lot

more emotional involvement.

Students support each other

here."

Administrations are
"similar everywhere," said

Fayad. But the one at CC is

"more efficient and more
helpful than administrations

at large universities. There's

not a sense of a vast machine

working." Madruga said that

this administration,
although more bureaucratic,

is making more attempts to

communicate with the
faculty than previous
administrations have.

The faculty "have become
by force or by choice more
dedicated and more
hardworking since the

implementation of the Block

Plan," said Madruga. He
explained that originally

the switch to the Block Plan

17 years ago made it possible

for faculty members to

"expand their horizons,
create new courses, team
teach and grow
intellectually." Now,
however, Madruga feels the

system is more stultified and
is pressuring new members of

the staff to publish and teach

under a more rigorous system.

Fayad is "very impressed
with the faculty. They're
warm and concerned about he

students. They don't have
this 'leave me alone I have
my research to do' attitude

that occurs in other
universities."

Madruga and Fayad
offered different perspectives

on student motivation,
atmosphere and the faculty

and administration.

Who is Gresham Riley?
ByKRISTAD. CAUFMAN
Students at Colorado College have opinions

about everything, and those opinions span
the entire spectrum of conventionality.

A survey of random students revealed an
overwhelming perplexity about the
administration's role on campus. As
Freshmore Lynn Richardson explains, "I don't

know that the administration exists because

I've never seen them but I know they must
exist because there is a lot of bureaucracy
around here."

Sophomore Julie Nash gives, "a great big

raspberry to the administration. They're

becoming an entangling, suffering

bureaucracy."

A general question, "Who is Gresham
Riley?" earned a response, "He's the

bumblebee at Convocation."

The general impression of. the faculty is

mixed. For Nash, "The faculty is the saving

grace," while transfer student and sophomore
Sonja Silva is, "not impressed by the

professors at all."

Overall, students indicate that, "the

people make the difference." Freshmore
Kraig Uhl says, "You meet a lot of weird

people." Other students explained, 'The men
have long hair and the women have short

hair but hairy legs. You can't tell if people

are male or female."

One group of students asked, "Why is

everybody always drunk? Is it like that all

over?"
Silva, a transfer student, had a different

perspective; "When I first came here I knew
it had a reputation for being a wealthy

school. Before I got to know people, I saw

snobs everywhere. Once I got to know them,

though, I found people just like me struggling

to get through. People here are so much nicer

than in the East. I like to say 'hi' to someone

and have them say 'hi' back."

The intellectual environment generates a

variety of responses. Some students find the

block plan "very stressful" while others

think everything is "very relaxed."

Sophomore Cyndee Haun believes, "Science

on the block plan should be abolished. It's

pure hell." Freshmore Kirsten Nicolayscn

enjoys the atmosphere; "It's a great place to

leam. The intellectual environment is nice."

Junior Rebecca Knight commented, "There

are many opportunities for educational and

personal growth. The school as a whole

seems to be concerned with the students as

individuals and concerned about their

personal growth. They provide a variety ot

educational experiences beyond academic

learning."

Many students, however, believe they are

paying too much for the education they are

receiving. Samara Ferber says, "The school is

a money hungry institution." Most students

agree they have had an "overall good

experience."

And, as Junior SueAnn Martin says, "CC

looks like a park, and the snow in the trees is

just so beautiful."

All Artwork by Lisa Stegall
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Letters
PHI DELT Continued

prevalent throughout our
privileged campus. If the Phi

Delta Theta Fraternity had
not existed, I surely would
have transferred.

I was not the only minority

student fortunate enough to

enjoy Phi Delt brotherhood.

There were three other

Blacks, several Polynesians,

several Asians, several

homosexuals, many Jews, and

at least one Christian
Scientist. There was even an

attempt to initiate a female

student. We are not the

closeminded mob we have
been accused of being,

especially when compared to

CC's absent ethnic diversity.

Sure there were some
administrative problems,
they arose as our members
slowly but surely matured. As
those problems never proved
seriously detrimental to

anyone, I am still incredulous

that we have been banished.

I am sorry that our house no
longer exists, it is where I

grew up. I am sad to say that

aside from the remaining
Phis and a few professors, I no
longer have any ties to your
school.

Cordially,

Devin S. Standard '87

Hairy Men
Defend Collective

To the Editors:

Dear male population of

Colorado College,

First of all, we'd like to

say that we are men, hairy

men. In fact, we have been
told that we resemble Tom
Cruise. Secondly, we do not
feel ostracized by the
feminist community. Rather,

we feel like ostriches because
we lay big eggs. But that is

beside the point. The point
we'd like to make is that we
are sick of the incessant
high-pitched whining noises
coming from some members of
the male community
concerning their problems
with the Feminist
Collective.

There's nothing wrong with
dialogue. This letter doesn't
mean to trivialize men's
efforts towards understanding
human issues. But just

complaining for
complaining's sake solves
nothing, and reinforces the
very alienation that you
apparently feel.

We have never felt that
we could "do no right"
because we are men. On the
contrary, we are quite
confident that the very
opposite is true (heh, hch).
Speaking as a couple of
Ostriches, we've taken a look
at both sides of the issue; we
say: our necks are tired. So
feel good about yourselves
this Holiday Season. There's
nothing wrong with having a
few people considering your
views on Feminism as being

*AB

incorrect.

Love and Kisses,

Sand Sheff and
Steve Rizika

Lansky Roasted

over Fire

To the Editors:

Doug was right. The odds
are that a group of "highly

strung people are going to

misinterpret his article." The
bonfire commemorating Susan

B. Anthony has been
scheduled for Tuesday,
December 20. Rabid
humorless feminists will be
roasting marshmallows and
dancing around the fire nude
(armpit hair and all) with

eight foot fertility Goddess
masks. However, the
highlight of the ceremony
will be the dangling of Doug
Lansky (yes, by his toenails)

over the roaring fire.

We will not have to bother

ourselves with the frivolous

concerns of feminism as

Security and the Escort

Service will be present to

insure no one is sexually

assaulted (Doug will not be a

problem as he will be tied

up). Nor will the focus be on
the feminization of poverty,

female genocide, eating
disorders, incest, or domestic

violence, among other petty

topics. Even Doug won't be
bored as we will rage about
the meat of the issue: bras,

make-up, and shaving.
Women's illiteracy rates and
lack of funding for women's
health programs will be
thrown to the wayside in the

fervor of the crowd
nominating the woman with
the longest armpit hair! If it

reaches her knees she will

receive a dinner for two with
Tom Cruise and a year's

supply of "Hair-Gro." For the

finale, women will pause for

a quiet moment to

contemplate their greatest "-

ism."

Actually, are equality and
justice really worth the fuss?

Naw... Are we trying to make
a point? "Not really." The
quality of people's lives

makes for "good heated
arguments," but when it comes
right down to it's all just

semantics. We mean, well you
know, oppression is as painful

called by any other name.
Don't worry Lansky, we're

not laughing at you wVre
laughing with you! Tee hee
hee...

Shannon McGee and
Jean Halley-Maxfield

Say 6edrge, Dontcha wonder why he's mot at home celebrating the mm

Strain's

Perceptions Absurd

To the Editors:

I too, am disappointed in

the perceptions Jeffrey Strain

possesses of the Feminist
Collective of Colorado
College for they testify to his

ignorance of the organization
and of feminism as a
philosophy.

Strain claims he is a
feminist but disassociates
himself from being a "CC
Feminist." He then explains
his disillusionment with "CC
Feminism" by relating some
of his experiences in the
Sociology Department, an
academic area completely
separate from the student

initiated Collective. This

should give Strain the idea

that "CC Feminism" does not

exist, nor does any one
feminism.

From the basic premise
that women are entitled to

political, economic, sexual,

educational and reproductive

liberation, feminists all over
the globe engage in struggles

most appropriate to their

lives. The Feminist
Collective practices this

encompassing aspect of

feminism in the many
programs we sponsor each
block; this year speakers
discussed wife abuse, women's
economic status, spirituality,

gender communications,
women's literature and film.

150 students associate
themselves with the
Collective, men and "Greeks"
included.

Strain's shallow
perceptions of feminism hit

an absolute absurdity with
the statement that feminists

"blame all men for their

problems." Feminism
empowers, emancipates and
discovers pathways for
positive change. To blame
men for societal problems is to

attribute to men an incredible

amount of power. Does Strain

believe that the vast
amounts of feminist
scholarship as well as the
discussions in CC's Women
Studies courses pertain to men
and "women's problems?"

Feminist progress comes
from and through women. If

Strain and these "many men"
he speaks of are concerned
about the strength and future

of CC's Feminist Collective I

suggest that they attend a

weekly meeting, Thursday
nights at 6:30, and ask some
questions. More importantly,

I suggest he listen, for the

feminization of poverty, rape
and equal opportunity hold
much more significance for

feminists than the ostracism
of men.

Christine Mack

A Call for Answers

To the Editors:

Although I don't want to

fall into the trap set up by
the Worner Board of starting

a controversy over the

graffiti that appeared on the

walls, windows, and tables of

Worner Center this past

week, I will stick out my
sacrificial neck in the hope of

re-directing what I regard as

some misguided efforts.

The "freedom of
expression" project which the

Worner Board sponsored
seems to parallel efforts of

other action-oriented groups
(such as the Feminist
Performance class, Students
for Diversity, etc.) on campus
recently. A common focus of

these efforts has been to point

out the problem of intolerance

(whatever that is) on
campus. Unfortunately, I feel

the approach that has been
taken is seriously flawed and
is actually counter-
productive.

I think there is a

misconception about student

views on the intolerable

aspects of society (ie.

inequality of women, racism,

etc.). People who get into this

school are intelligent and
involved enough in the world
to realize that there are
problems (be it homophobia,
sexist language, etc.). In the

majority of students, naive

ignorance is not the problem.

Students know the
problems exist and have
heard and seen more than
enough evidence to convince
them of the extent of these

problems. As a matter of fact,

we have heard too much about

the problem and not enough
about answers.

The people who come to CC
have the abilities to find

answers to the many problems
of society and bring about
change. However, by

continually dwelling on the

problem, our community
propagates the cultural
fallacy of "this problem is so

pervasive, so big, that my

efforts won't help soil

ignore the problem,"

apathy is not naiveh

rather a state

discouragement
hopelessness which

encouraged by the con

portrayal of the pr<

What is missing is hope.

If we as a community

want to encourag

constructive engagement

these problems,
realize that it is

harder path than thi

which has been opte

presently. We need to

others that there areai

and that their effort

make a signili

contribution to the an

There is much wisdo
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overcome by evil,

overcome evil with got

other words, don't dw

the evil, but respond

what is right and b

predominance of good

will be abolished.
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effective,
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Apathy Stifles

Efforts to Inert

Diversity
To the Editors:
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Rowing with CCCA
J ._ i commend your
'° '- recycle, but after

serving
the consistent

'

Ics of CCs apathy, I

11 that those CC students

are too lazy to vote for

oWn student government

v the time to think about
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»' s Probab'y I
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convenience that the

iCT barrels are located

they are. Sorry the
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article, however, is
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remaining in this
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alf this campus does not

know what diversity is.

almost ridiculous for me
te writing this article since

se of you who this article

rected towards obviously

lot read the Catalyst, since

have no idea what
irsity is or that it has
i an issue on this campus. I

i this surprising
tially since some of you
me that you feel that

amongst other issues
e been "beaten into the
and."

ell, are you deaf, blind,

umb? How come you still

I know what diversity
know there are different

lions on what the term
ides, but I never thought
ents at CC would be
ent defining diversity as
ifference between things"

diverse." Does CC
E a problem with
ranee as well as apathy?
realize there are several
»ps on this campus that
instantly bombarding CC
tnls for opinions, support,
'it, the reason why
' pleas continue is
|ise all the political

Sty on this campus falls
»e shoulders of a small

f o( people. It gets
ating for those of us who
more support than we
re.

'Position is not even the
'em. I expected to hear
onses against increasing
IBty at CC, and Students
diversity wants to hear

responses. But, it's
•nses such as:"If people
1 stop worrying and
aining about stuff like

"en they might be more
* Tell me, what sounds
same here: Students
^Apartheid, Students
," st Drunk Driving,
en's for Free Speech,
*nts for Diversity?"
makes me sick.

1988 OPINIONS/is
ty$+*H<#L

NO, I NEED To X HOLD ON K S£C
MAKE SOME ROOM \ I'LL BE RIGHT
FCR f\E, 50 1 WANT I BACK UTH MY
TO PUT Ttf DRTV PtuT/GQ&ER COWTER
ON THE FLOOR.

support we did get, and for

the arguments against us. But,

for those of you who ignored

the poll, and those of you
who replied with apathetic

one liners and sarcastic

attempts to devalue a valid

concern at CC, maybe you
should snow some interest in a

little more than the mirror.

Students for Diversity

wants student input on what
you think CC needs to do to

become more diverse. We are

not an affirmative action

group. Increasing diversity

will not jeopardize CCs
reputation. There are plenty

of people from different

racial, cultural, economic,
and religious backgrounds
who are qualified to meet
CCs standards. The problem
is letting them know about

CC. But if people here attack

the issue of increasing

diversity by saying, "Christ

the whole question of

diversity is stupid" and "I

would rather see more people

with the same views - I have
had enough arguing with

those who won't listen on the

other side." - then maybe CC
should just rot in a

homogeneous pool of ignorant,

apathetic, miserable excuses

for students. There is an
alternative, however,
Students for Diversity (or

those who would just like to

discuss the issue) meets at

8:00 every first and third

Tuesday night of the block

upstairs on the couches in

Worner.

Marina Lindsey

WELCH continued

help a faculty member
improve. A negative
assessment doesn't
necessarily mean that you're

an idiot, but maybe that

you're not fitting into the

department as well as you
could."

According to Dean Finley,

"The third-year review is a

procedure CC adopted not to

replace annual reviews but to

supplement them."

The sixth-year review is

the next period of formal

assessment of a faculty

member's performance and
contribution to the college,

but after this review,
Colorado College is obligated

to retain the faculty member
as an Assistant or Associate

Professor only upon the grant

of tenure.

The Faculty Handbook
holds that a department
chair is responsible for

initiating tenure procedures

the spring prior to the end of

the respective candidate's

probationary period, by
approaching the Dean first

and then reviewing the

procedures with the tenure

candidate.

The criteria for both tenure

and promotion responds
closely to those of the third-

year review: mainly the

candidate's strengths and
abilities as an instructor and
scholar, and as a contributing

member of the faculty.

Depending upon the college's

current situation, however, it

may also consider
aministrative or cirriculum

concerns, such as college

Nk you for the little

GUID6
TRAVEL SYSTEM, INC.

STOP BY OR CALL FOR
LOWEST HOLIDAY AIRFARES.

ASK ABOUT THE DRAWINGS
FOR $100 CASH PRIZES

409 North Tejon

Colorado Springs CO 80903

635-3511

finances, departmental
balance or current course

offerings.

Generally, a faculty

member's review for tenure

remains individually
specific, because a

candidate's quality rarely

responds to an objective set of

standards or rules. A sixth-

year review, then, depends
upon a system in which
information is gathered from

many different areas, and his

or her performance is assessed

both professionally and
personally, within and
without the college.

The department chair must

obtain recommendations from

both tenured and non-tenured

faculty of the particular

department, and interview

and solicit recommendations

from students. The Dean may
also contact graduates who
are familiar with the

candidate, or scholars at

other institutions, should

their opinions be warranted,

as explained by the

Handbook.

The process then goes into

the hands of a Divisional

Executive Committee, which

reviews the candidate's file

and makes a separate

recommendation. It then turns

the file over to the

Committee on Committees for

assessment. After meeting

with the candidate, the

Committee on Committees
makes a recommendation to

the Dean, who then makes
the final recommendation to

the President. The tenure
candidate may also meet
separately with the Dean
and the President.

According to the CC
Faculty Handbook, if the

President decides not to

award tenure, he must meet
with the department chair

and the chairs of the two
committees to review the

decision, and then meet again

with the candidate.

The President and the

Board of Trustees retain the

final decision of employment.
CC maintains that a

faculty member must be
notified in writing about the

termination of appointment
on indefinite appointment.
This notification includes the

cause of termination. The
appointee, states the

handbook, has the right to a

hearing if desired, and may
be represented by counsel.

The Board of Trustees then

confers with the Committee
on Committees, primarily,

along with other pertinent

committees, faculty members
and administration for

advice on the matter at hand.

All of these procedures,

guidelines and standards

See WELCH, p.24
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Campus
Interruptus
The Architecture:

A Guide to CC
Buildings

ByDOUGLANSKY
Worncr Center: Home of

Rastall's and Benjamin's -

conveniently named after Mr.

Benjamin Rastall. The
famous CC bookstore also

reside here where students
world wide spend lots of

money. Also home to the

Worner Boxes where one stops

to make sure that they can
clearly see the light at the

end of their mailbox. The
Worner Center looks new.
Armstrong Hall: This is

where one goes to hear the

Registrar say, "We're sorry

that you didn't get into your
first choice class and also

didn't get into any of the 16

waiting lists you were on.

You'll just have to graduate
in five years."

Tutt Library: It is disguised

as a maximum security prison

complete with a high tech

alarm device that hits most
people just below the waist
when they try to enter or

leave.

Bemi$:This is a place to eat

with a nicer ambiance than
Worner Center. It looks like a

Bemis.

Loomis: Loomis has a big
lounge.

Boettcher Health
Ccntcr.This is a good place to

avoid when you get sick. The
building also looks really

ugly.

Palmer: This is the epitome
of a cool college building. I

like it.

Pub Club (Beta): This is the

place to be on Thursday
nights.

Shove Chapel: This is not

rifote w\ch one of ins*mm of nuqaar vopr raiMft
^*

15 wm HfcU> UP BfcCNl&OF etWlROHNlTOU concbns:

\WWW& SAW BfcW

($) ABCW& 6&UNP INm% BOXCARw vmurn wsvKuw ms&
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the place to be on Thursday
nights.

Slocum: In Swedish,
Slocum means, "to run around
drunk and naked and act like

first year students." I live

here.

Kappa Sig, Fiji, San Rafael:

They look like giant shoe
boxes.

Russian House: I've never
been there.

College Radio Station: This
place is smaller than a one-
car garage. I applied for a
volunteer job here and they
told me that I had to pledge
money to become a member of

the station before they would
even consider my application.

I told them where they could

tr

... for families in need

Your contribution of non-perishable

food items for Care and Share and
Bijou House will brighten the holidays

for many local families. Please give

generously during our campus campaign,
December 2-18.

Donation boxes are located at the Bookstore,
Tutt Library, and the desks of Loomis, Mathias
and Slocum and all academic departments.

Sponsored by Interfraternity and Panhellenic Councils, CCCA and
College Relations.

stick my application.

Arthur House: I went to a

party here once. It was
crowded.

New Olin: It's very new.
French House: I took four

years of French in high
school and I slept through at

least three of them. 1 figure

that any country that has
something as stupid as French

as its national language
should be avoided. And for

that matter so should any
house that tries to pretend it

has something to do with
France. No offense intended.

Mathias: All of the floors

look the same.

El Pomar Sports Center:

This place has just about the

wimpiest weight room I have
ever seen. Yet there is a far

larger problem. It is a

problem that has been on
everyone's minds lately. It

has come up in all

intellectual conversations.
And it was the prime
objective of 99% of the
elected CCCA members. The
SQUASH COURTS are in

DIRE NEED of being
REDONE. I realize that this

does not come as a surprise,

but worry not, I have heard
good news. It was rumored
that CC's division I teams
will be terminated so that
funds may be allotted to

REFURBISH the SQUASH
COURTS. Thank God for
small favors.

Its a Fact From Ham
Index

Average number of wives

burned to death by their

husbands each day in Del

India: 2

Gang-related homicidesin

new York City in 1985:5

Number of the 68 cxecutio

in the United States since

that occurred outside the

South: 5

Armed robberies in the

history of Iceland: 1

k

What About Responsibility!

hen

By MICHAEL WANG and
JEFFREY STRAIN
We have constantly heard

students on this campus
complain that since they are
now in college, they deserve
to be given more
responsibility. As far as both
of us can see, most students
have no right to complain. It

is a rare incident when we
have seen students take
responsibility for their
actions. Everyone has an
excuse, and the excuse never
involves themselves.

The excuses surface in the
simplest actions. For
example, let's look at the
things students excuse
themselves from due to the
effects of alcohol: careless
sex, vandalism, rude
behavior (i.e. being an
asshole), etc. The actions
listed above arc not a direct
result of drinking alcohol.
They are a direct result of the
student's choice. It's obvious
that there is a need for

students to take
responsibility for these
choices.

One of the reasons we have
an Honor Code on campus is to

promote academic
responsibility. As far as we
can tell this responsibility
has not been upheld by many
students. The Honor Council
has been flooded with cases
this year, and we realize

that many others will never
be reported to us. We are
concerned about the rising

case load and its implications

towards student
responsibility.

Lastly, let's hash out, or

might we say rehash out,

this issue of campus security.

Having a secure campus is

enviable, but realistically it

is impossible. The college can
not scare away all of the
slime that oozes onto our
campus. Yet students continue
to be careless and then blame
security problems on the

school. Doors remain

unlocked, whistles are

carried, and the escort sen

is not fully utilized. (At

the escort service, we *^
discuss that whole sa

another time.) Students

not even attempt to pref

themselves for seem

situations. For install

attendance at self dsil

classes is minimal.

CCCA Security Forum had,

best, sparse attendance. |
responsibility of the stude

to help improve security^

inform the administ'jj

about their concerns. I

have.
Students complain W)|

showing any initiative

responsibility, and why 1*

it's soooo easy. Frankly;

'

are tired of all the I"

excuses that nobody
stand behind. We sure!

that the college does

have to continue to spoon

responsible ideas to

students because in lhc

world" there are not

many spoons or nannies.
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Schier Creates an Everchanging World

Schier's works displayed in Coburn

Tjzi CONRAD
nCxt

time you check

»x in Worner take a

from the blizzard

and wander "In the

u in the Coburn
I You'll be viewing a

y.one piece collection

Rings, prints and works

per created by Shirley

Scheier, Assistant Professor

of Art at the University of

Washington in Seattle.

Content, process and form

blend together in Scheicr's

work. Physically each work

is a series. Following the

initial covering of the

working surface, it is

reworked and rearranged,

adding new and varying
layers. Her finished work
exemplifies the process, not

just the result, which the

viewer sees through the

varying patterns and

textures. This type of

modification takes place

within the content of her

work also. The primary

subject matter is often given

more complexity through the

addition of related myths.

As both content and form

deepen through the addition

of layers, her work becomes

EGAN MCCONAGHA
NN FUCHS
y Ross, a painter and
me designer from
ido Springs, is currently

an exhibit consisting

eries of watercolor and
c paintings that were
during a two week trip

land. Ross claims that

paintings are not
of all her work, some

lich has been exhibited

fiver's Inkfish Gallery,

Jneson Fine Arts in Vail

he Madison Gallery in

son, Connecticut. Ross
rticipated in the

Peak Artists exhibition

{as held last May and
the inauguration
Ion at the Business of

enter in Manitou.
5' watercolors focus on
fish landscape and were
Dy completed while

outdoors observing
uiTOundings directly. In

small scale paintings,
Manipulates washes of
to outline her abstracted
of rolling hills, bodies

a[cr and meandering
The paint is often used
flapping transparent

but Ross also
pates the paint more
7 in certain areas to
de an element of depth
"work.

j? acrylics are much
in scale than her

colors. Their size and
abstracted forms may be
u" of the fact that they
completed in her studio

P of directly from
F The medium that she

p work with makes the
* aPpear flatter and she
,.

to manipulate the
"c colors to create an
Rent feeling of depth.
obvious brushstrokes

provide the work with a

sense of movement. Unlike

the bright emotion evoked by
the watercolors, the muddy
painterly style of the acrylic

paintings makes the viewer
reflect on the quietness of

solitude within nature.

Ross explains that her

work should speak for itself,

and it does just that. She
creates two very distinct

moods through the two
different mediums, yet

through all of her work it is

easy to see how she uses

painting as a means to

creatively express her love

for Ireland. To highlight the

importance of differing

perspectives of the same
subject, the photography of

Stephne Sheatsley is

included in the exhibition.

Sheatsley is a professional

photographer from
California who traveled

with Betty Ross on her trip

to Ireland. Sheatsley used a

"widelux" camera to capture

wide angle images of scenes of

the Irish landscape that are

very similar to Ross'

watercolors. The
photographs capture the

countryside and water and
appear to concentrate on the

effects of light during certain

times of the day. The series

of photographs provide a

successful compliment to the

paintings.

Together the two artists

give the viewer a strong

feeling of Ireland. In addition

to the three mediums of

visual art that are presented,

there is also an interesting

selection of poetry that

introduces the exhibit and
enhances the feeling of the

show. The work will remain

on display in Armstrong Hall

until January 13.

more complex.

The works of Scheier

which incorporate two
human forms focus upon their

interaction. Their constant

exchange presents the viewer

with contradictory
impressions. They attract

and repel one another
simultaneously, at once
reaching to embrace and
slipping away. But just as

form and content blend, so do
these variant forces, cycling

constantly toward and away.

Anyway, it's a pretty

interesting show. As the title

suggests, Scheier sets her

figures in an organic setting .

The human figures
themselves curve and flow,

lacking any type of sharp
edge or angle. These
qualities engage the viewer
both visually and
emotionally. Shirley
Scheicr's work appeals to the

senses in a variety of ways.
Tho collection will remain
on display through December
17th, and the artist will give

a descriptive lecture next
Tuesday, December 13th in

Gaylord Hall.

An Artistic
ledley of Ireland

Photo by Damien Raf

Heidi Salisbury's impressive beadwork was only one one the many
artistic mediums on display at last weekend's Arts and Crafts Sale
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Music On A Long Thin Wire
By KRISTIN THOMSON

As many of us stumble

across dimly lit rooms,

fumbling with bothersome

alarm clocks and cursing that

it is, once again, 7:30 am, a

small group of students is

already sweating over an

open piano. The New Music

Ensemble, is already hard at

work, diligently rehearsing

and learning how to play the

bowed piano.

The NME is made up of

nine dedicated students who,

under the guidance of CC
professor and composer
Stephen Scott, brandish

tongue depressors and rosin-

covered fishing line, dipping

into the inner workings of the

innocent, yet exposed, piano.

As well as being a member
of the CC music faculty,

Stephen Scott is an
internationally heralded
composer in the new music

circles. He is renowned for

his innovative work with the

bowed piano, a technique in

which the lid is removed
from the basic nine foot piano

and the 88 strings are played

with tiny "bows" made of

tongue depressors and fishing

line. The piano takes on a

completely different nature

with this treatment,
changing it from a keyboard

instrument into a chorus of

resonant strings. Bowing a

piano uncovers incredible

musical potential and
produces a variety of pitches

that sound wholly foreign

photo courtesy of John Katsnasis

The New Music Ensemble in action

number graduate every year,

it also allows a fresh batch of

students to participate in this

unique musical field.

When choosing members
for the Ensemble, Scott

emphasizes general
musicianship. While they
needn't be music majors,

previous ensemble experience

that required adjusting tempo

from its source.

From the beginning, Scott

has enlisted the talents of

interested students to play

his pieces for the bowed
piano, instead of relying on
professional musicians or a

permanent ensemble. While
it does create some problems
in maintaining group
coherence when a certain

and balance is essential,

whether it was an orchestra,

band or chamber group. They

must also be able to read

music and count in

complicated rhythms. But

one the the most important

factors is a commitment to the

group, because if even one

person cannot come to

rehearsal the ensemble
cannot practice.

Beyond the obvious
emphasis on musical
technique and memorizing

the pieces,"a lot of rehearsal

deals with traffic patterns,"

Scott said. Many people who
have seen a New Music
Ensemble performance say

that it looks like a

choreographed dance piece,

with the players fluidly

shifting positions around the

piano and gracefully drawing

the long fishing line bows
with well-controlled arm
strokes. But Scott

emphasizes that it is

choreographed essentially

for musical reasons-creating a

plan that allows the players

to get to their respective

positions around the piano as

efficiently as possible.

Previous versions of the

New Music Ensemble has

toured successfully in the

United States, Europe and
Australia, playing in such

impressive venues as the

Sydney Opera House and
Town Hall in New York City.

Its worldwide recognition is

aided by the success of the

,J P «,

recording New ^
Bowed Piano which

re-issued in Febr
Uj

compact disc includi

track called "An
current grou
embarking
American tour tlii s

break, performing
tWo

composed by Scott

"Minerva's Web" and

oLNiobe". The
ton

include appcaran
CC]

Chicago, Florida,
St.|

New York, CincinJ
Providence, Rhode

,s] ar

The amount of
practi(

ncedememorization
perform on the bowed
requires a dedication,

almost any other
C3

activity. Although
l ej

to commit to a group

important lesson in its*:

rewards for being a k

the New Music Ense

extend far beyond this.

The members of the

group realize that then

that they are explorin

at the forefront of newj

and that their action

shaping the directio

music in the future. Plu

NME travels to many;

places to give concerts

participates in recording

is really a thrill to gi

there and perform,"

Scott, and the amount of

and dedication it takes

a part of the New I

Ensemble makes
worthwhile.

Techno-Wafers Hard To Swallow
By KATIE WELCH
A few weeks ago while I was in

Independent Annex, the clerk asked if

I wanted to hear a record by a band
called "The Hated." I had never
heard of them, so of course I was
eager to give it a listen. As I was
asking the clerk where they were
from, he had gotten the album out
and come around to the front of the

cash register. He then lay the album
on the ground and sprinkled gray,

dusty stuff on it from a plastic bag.
He got down on his hands and knees
and scrubbed the LP on the floor,

turning it over once or twice in the
process.

I asked him if he was going to play
it now.

"I just did," he said, with a touch of

scorn in his voice. "You're not
supposed to play it. It's an anti-

record." He handed me the plain
white album cover. It said in capital

letters, "THE HATED.
INSTRUCTIONS: YOU MUST POUR
DIRT ON THIS RECORD."
Anti-record. Anti-CD? It just isn't

the same.

The existence of Compact Discs
never used to bother me. But a month
or so ago on National Public Radio, I

heard some music industry magnate
boast that, within a few years,
Compact Discs would make LP's as
obsolete as LP's had made 78-specd
records. Technology had triumphed,
he said. CD's are space-saving,
durable and provide continual,

distortion-free sound. Such
technology was a sure sign of human
progress and advancement. Compact
Discs had made the world a better

place to hear music .

I will not argue against the

advantage Compact Discs have in

sound quality. What I will argue
against is the blind elimination and
disregard of the record album, a

scenario which instills fear in my
heart and sadness in my soul. Only
the LP can fully encompass the ranges

of emotion and creativity which go
into making music, generating
feelings and ideas, and then share

those experiences with others.

Especially within the wide range of

sounds and styles which have
emerged in the thirty-or-so-odd

years of rock music.

One area of impact the album has
over the CD is its artwork. However
good or bad an album cover may be, it

can only lose when it's reduced to 5

1/2 x 4 7/8 inches and encased in a
plastic box.

The cover of Sgt. Pepper, for
example, was designed to take the
listener through a quirky maze of
cultural icons, an exploration of faces
and figures which directly relates to

the themes of the music. It's

virtually impossible to view the
artwork in detail at CD-size, much
less to fully absorb the impact of this

brilliantly-designed album cover.
And one has only to recall the
infamous "dead baby" cover of

Yesterday and Today to further

understand the visual and symbolic
effectiveness of an album cover. Both
the band and the album made
history(not to mention the album's
collector's value).

Another joy of record albums is the

liner notes, which seem to be the

blank sheets of paper
upon which artists pour out

what's left in their

souls which didn't make
it into the grooves on
the vinyl, or else reveal

their unpublicized

talents as poets,

photographers, pranksters,

doodlers, or scrawlers.

Whether the liner notes include
the lyrics or doesn't is irrelevant;

they are much more valuable in what
they reveal about an artist's opinion
of their own album. Ones written
entirely by hand seem to signal
casual or humorous disassociation
with any message or theme. Record
sleeves with glossy, "candid" band
photos signal arrogance. Ones with
long lists of people whom the artist

thanks signal nervousness. Some
album jackets are covered back to

front with copy, which you can never
read or understand fully in one
sitting. Every time you play an album
with one of these, it's like opening up
an old book.

They vinyl itself can be a piece of
clay upon which the musical artist

extends his or her feelings about the

music. "This record makes me so
happy," commented a friend this

summer, about Plasticland's album

Plasticland. "It

looks like so many
people's compressed

^^Thc

0^01loc

unc

j,

a

:

bubble-gun

The vinyl on

particular album 1S n

pink. Some other

pleasers are Simple Mi

tortoise- shell New Cold

Dukes of the Stratospk'

purple Psonic Psuvsfb.

Halo of Flies' Gartojfl

which looks like a flattened'

gray-marbled bowling ball,

limited editions of Split Enz'1

Colors, which feature laser

geometric figures on the black vij

Speaking of black vinyl, did j&:

ever explore the smooth ij

ring which circles the label on U*

suggest you do; they're usual'

home of stock or factory p'eS

codes, but sometimes they !

interesting statements
unexplainable messages. On*

copies of Adam and the Ant's
"

the Wild Frontier, the

"Antmusic for ^~,Sexpe»

is appropriately '^Ogg^l- M
in that space. <lt>t And

forever wonder

Give

engraved "Hi r3u°

' on my copy of The

'Em Enough Rope-

see WELCH

!Val
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Raveling WilburyS: A Collection Of Legends, Past And Present
. Wilbury Tom Petty, composed a song

*

and people who claim that °y himself, and helped out on a feu

19

aware of all the phenomena others. He tied the knots that were

,

often accuse the young

jjLjes of living in the past. The

of today
often dress, act or do

that is closely related to certain

periods of the past. One of the

influences on this type of

jor is the current popular music.

current pop music is taken into

in t it is no longer surprising why g£

;Hs are behaving in this manner.

about it, is pop music doing us

1? In the year 2008 are the kids

be listening to Debbie Gibson,

\t
or Van Hagar? Is a kid then

,ask me, you, or anyone what

dike to be at a Tiffany show, or

3fge Michael concert? When I

hem I saw Def Leppard, or

eGuns N'Roses, are they going

with intent interest, or are

ig to say, "Really? Why did

Was it funny or did you win

ckets?"

children, last month
essed the release of an album

ivill do our pop music and your

!cr proud. The Traveling

urys' Volume One is a record

[ which you'll be able to say,

(i, I remember when that first

out." No two ways. The

idary members that make up the

p were smart enough to

wratc on all ten songs.

Lynne, who was in Electric

Orchestra is now working as a

Licer. The names, Tom Petty, Bob

n, and Roy Orbison should be

y familiar; and George Harrison

na band during the sixties. The
Travelers melded their styles

her to create a hybrid that is

lie on each song.

locations of collaboration can

und in the guitar work, the

and the vocals. The hip,

£, contemporary, rebel-of-a-

The Traveling Wilburys
courtesy of Time

left loose by the older Wilburys. His

"Last Night" is a nice Caribbean

number that addresses the

relationships rock stars have, with

various women, on the road. Roy
Orbison, the most seasoned veteran of

the troupe, lets loose the vocal sound

that helped score hit after hit in the

late 50's,and 60's. He sounds as good
as he ever has and uses his ice

strumming for backup. He can still

get the tears rolling and "Not Alone

Anymore" gets all the emotions to

show their faces. With his sporty

pony-tail, he's prepared to make his

mark on the ever passive eighties

folks.

Jeff Lynne, who co-produced the

album, has a nice showcase on his

own "Rattled." It seems as if he has

shed his E.L.O. approach for a nice

rockabilly sound. At times his slick

production does get in the way, but

not enough to disturb the flow.

"Rattled" is highlighted by
Harrison's solo on his trademark

Gretsch guitar. George Harrison, the

one who got the Wilburys together,

co-produced, and has a couple

numbers of his own. The first single

"Handle With Care", "Heading For

The Light", and "End Of The Line",

prove that the Dark Horse still has a

sweet voice and a gift for nice,

tasteful passages on the guitar; be it

straight or slide. It appears that

George used Volume One as an outlet

for the better work he has produced
recently.

Bob Dylan, the man for all

seasons, delivers his best work
definitely since Infidels and perhaps
since Desire. In "Dirty World" he
uses a "Memphis Blues" hook to sing
about sex and what it has become in

the recent past. On
"Congratulations" he approaches the

subject of heartbreak and rip-off

relationships. On this number George
has a guitar line that harkens back to

"You Really Got A Hold On Me" from
the album With The Beatles.

"Tweeter And The Monkey Man"
could be the best song on the album

and/or the best Dylan song in quite a

while. It could be a Highway 61

outtake written in 1988. It has the

rambling story telling approach
punctuated by a chorus sung by all the

Wilburys. Here he sings about the

relationships between drug peddlers
and the law enforcement-real
touching.

Most of the numbers seem to have
one main singer, presumably the

lyricist, and 100% help by all the

other folks. A few cuts appear to

have been worked on by a few
Wilburys at a time. "Margarita" is

the cut that was probably written by
all five of the guys. It opens with a

'New Wave' type of synthesizer and
visits all the neighborhoods that

each member represents.

As one can tell Volume One is a

must. The buyer will not be sorry.

The personnel assemblage is

unprecedented. The guitar work is

dudane. The vocal harmonics are

beautifully crafted. The record may
take you back to the past, but it will

definitely take you back to the

turntable to flip the record again.

The longer one makes great music,

the more susceptible one is at

becoming a legend. Roy Orbison made
great music throughout his whole
life. It is a tragedy that he passed
away on Tuesday night at the age of

fifty-two. He was at his mother's
house in Hcndcrsonville, Tennessee
when he suffered from a severe
coronary. He was a Sun Records
original and one of the greatest.

Many still do not know who he is, but

for those of us who do, it will be
understood why he will be missed so.

Volume One was his final work and
thankfully it is such a nice piece. He
lived a sweet life that had its share

of trouble; his first wife and two
children both passed away before he
did, and in 1979 he underwent open
heart surgery. He did leave his mark
on the direction of music. I was
fortunate enough to see Roy live on
stage billed with another great, Carl

Perkins, in the summer of 1987. An
audience member in Atlanta yelled
"Get down and stay down Roy!" Roy
rocked on and got down just as he was
told. Kicked ass. Perkins commented
Wednesday by saying that Roy was
"the sweetest little fellah. The kind
of guy you'd want to live next door to

ya." No two ways. By the record. Do
your mamma proud.

Concert
j Early

iglish

usic
ls Sunday, December

Oft

Jim Garrigan

Van Halen

sophomore poly/econ

OU812

Kathleen Boyd 1st year anthropology

U2 and others Christmas For Friends

Debbie Cotren senior math
Erasure The Innocents

Justin Broce sophomore psychology

feCo'lTe^uirrMusicum ~"t *H Frank Zappa You Can't Do That On Stage Anymore

»sent its winter concert "t* Zj
John Walch junior anthropology

Rolling Stones Out Of Our Heads

Aard Hall at 3:00 pm.
a,ternoon is entitled
Make we Merth" and

»e sung in English. The
e8'um Musicum
i!<zes in music from the
eva l, Renaissance and
u« periods.

ensemble is composed
"dents, faculty and
"' who sing or play an
PM of the period. The
gmm Musicum is

!
lzed and directed by
,

Booth and the
P ensemble is directed
'"cyEkberg.

"•ay afternoon's concert
* an exciting mixture of

mbining voices, lute,

and early wind
^ents. The composers

r. Vd, Dowland,

7b 'e, Henry VIII,
7"W, Purcell, Wilbye,
'g others.

.Sh
Julie Jack senior sociology

Lloyd Cole and the Commotions Rattlesnakes

Hair (Designersfor Men & 'Women

zm<
StyCe cuts, CeCCophanes,

Terms & Color

Nexus and Tri products available for sale

Stop in or make your appointment.

82 7 9{. lejon at Cache La Toudre 632-3532

$15/hr

S.A.T. INSTRUCTORS
* part time (10-14 hrs./wk.)

* must have done well on S.A.T.

* must be enthusiastic, outgoing

Interviews:

Thur., Dec. 8th at Sch. of Mines

Tue., Dec 13th at Colorado College

For more information, see Job

Placement Center, or call 428-8000

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

The nemesis of standardized testing.
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What's Shakin 1

... December 9th through 15th

MUSIC:
Contemporary folk singer and guitar player

Claudia Schmidt is the next artist featured in

the Fine Arts Center's Performing Arts Series.

She has been a frequent guset on "Prarie Home
Companion", and her albums have received

much critical acclaim.

Fine Arts Center

Saturday, Dec 10

8 pm $12

The Collegium Musicum, directed by
Martha Hopkins Booth, will give its 20th annual

Christmas concert this weekend, entitled "Now
We Make Merthe". This choral group, made up
of students and faculty will perform music from

the Middle Ages, Renaissance and Baroque

periods.

Packard Hall

Sunday, Dec 11

3 pm free

Then^ou can troop over to Shove Chapel for the

Festival of Lessons and Carols, a holiday

event that has been celebrated for the past 25

years. The Chamber Chorus and the Collegium

Musicum will perform several anthems by
Mozart and some Christmas carols.

Shove Chapel
Sunday, Dec 11

6 pm free

The Music Department sponsors two
Lunchtime Concerts this block, showcasing
the musical talents of small student emsembles.
Worner Center Wednesday, Dec 14

Packard Hall Thursday, Dec 15

12:15 pm free

ART:
The Cobum Gallery showcases the work of visiting

artist Shirley Scheiers. The exhibit, called In the
Garden contains paintings and prints in a strong

naturalist theme. The artist will discuss her works
in a lecture on Dec 13 in Gaylord Hall at 4:30 pm.
Coburn Gallery

Through Dec 17

Tuesday through Saturday 12 pm to 5 pm free

The watercolors and acrylics of Betty Ross
depicting Irish Landscapes are hanging in

Armstrong. These works are accompanied by vivid

photographs of Irish scenery by Stephne Steatsley.

Armstrong Hall

Through Jan 13

The Fine Arts Center continues to host the

Golden Age of Painting and The Gallery
of Trees exhibit. The trees have been decorated
in an "Art Through the Ages" theme by local

schoolchildren, businesses and artists.

Fine Arts Center
Through Dec 31

FILM:
The Last Picture Show is a film about the

life and death of the American Dream in a

dreary Texas town. Starring Timothy Bottoms,

Jeff Bridges and Cybil Shepard

Presented by the Film Series

OlinI
Friday, Dec 9

7&9:30 pm $1 with CC ID

Outrageous Animation is a new collection

of some of the most progressive, bizarre and

demented cartoons being made today.

Poor Richard's

Friday, Dec 9 through Monday, Dec 12

7&9pm $3.25

In their continuing presentation of innovative

roles and treatment of women in film the

Women's Film Series will show Three
Women.
Armstrong 300
Monday, Dec 12

3 pm free

A Boy And His Dog-This freaky film set in a

post-nuclear wasteland features Don Johnson in

his first starring role, cast opposite a scruffy

mutt named Blood. It's kind of like the Mad
Max stuff but much more sardonic.

Poor Richard's

Tuesday, Dec 13 through Thursday, Dec 15

7&9pm $3.25

A Tale of Two Cities-Ronald Colman,

Elizabeth Allan and Basil Rathbone star in this

classic 1935 adaptation of the Dickens' novel, set

in the French Revolution.

Fine Arts Center

Tuesday, Dec 13

8 pm $2.50

The Fine Arts Center continues to host some of

Sydney Pollack's greatest movies. They will

show Absence of Malice on Friday, Dec 9

and Tootsie on Tuesday, Dec 13. Mr Pollack

will lead a brief discussion following the movie
on Tuesday.

Fine Arts Center

Friday, Dec 9 and Tuesday, Dec 13

1 :30 pm free

and at the Peak....it's Crocodile Dundee II

and Willow. Huh, those are pretty good,

especially for a dollar.

DANCE AND THEATRE:
Star Bar Players present The Dresser,

thest^B
of the warm, personal relationship between

a
once-heralded and respected Shakespearean
actor, and his long-time dresser.

Lon Chaney Theatre

Friday, Dec 9 through Sunday, Dec 1

1

8 pm with a 2 pm matinee on Sunday $5

The Pikes Peak Community College presentsa
repeat performance of Peter Shaffer's play

Equus.
Aspen Building -Campus Theatre

Friday, Dec 9 and Saturday, Dec 10

8 pm $1

A Series of One Act Plays, directed and
pe.r.

formed by students and faculty, will be per-

formed next week in Armstrong. Stay tuned
to

this space...

11Ag
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HAIR DESIGN
We're invltlns you to experience a new and unique approach to

the fine art of hair design. ..from contemporary to high fashion.

FREE CONSULTATIONS
PLUS

2 FREE TANNING SESSIONS.

75% DICOUNT WITH CC. ID

118 N. Tejon Suite 301 (Above Old Chicago)

635-5552

WELCH continued

You can establish a real relationship with

record albums. They're substantial. Prowling
through the bins at a record store is to explore

terra incognita. You can never tell what's
going catch your eye or why. There are so

many different areas with potential: the

import section for those rare indies, the 12"

and 45's for obscure B-sides, picture discs,

oldies with psychedelic covers and hard-to-

find tracks. Albums can freeze a moment in

history like nothing else can.

I find it difficult to concentrate while
clacking through the rows of new compact
discs, safely bound in their white plastic

packages. I find no excitement peering at used
CDs through glass cases. I cannot imagine

gaining pleasure from a collection of Compact

Discs, neatly slotted away into natural.,

cases to be displayed on a wall.

Perhaps it's because I can't see

can see a record on a turntable, that li
( j th

disassociated with the music when
CD. Perhaps it's the hum of the dra»

the player pulls the disc deep j

mechanical self, and then flashi

appropriate numbers on the digital d

For some reason, this leads me to belieu

I'm not really listening to a recording

actual band at all, but to arlilj

produced sounds on some space-age, rair

colored-candy-coated- techno-wafer,

looks like it belongs in Silicon Valley

Christmas tree instead of an object

make me groove to the beats of Ig

Raw Pouter.

Someone recently criticized me forbeii

enchanted and distracted by the girnmit

albums. She claimed that I didn't tnil|

about the music, the only important

and Compact Discs had enabled the m«

come through in its purest,

unadulterated form.

I do believe the music is most imporlai

music has proven unable to exist in a vat

If it did, then we would be buying our a!

(and CD's) in plain brown wrappers,

artist is talented and cares about

integrity of his or her music, then that

naturally extend to how that mus

packaged, and will often lead to a t

creativity and fun in the process. Ana

rarely sells simply because of its cover,

often in spite of it. The final value

musical artist always comes down It

music.

I hope that this article does not soon to

an eulogy for the record album. But I an

preparing muself for the days when

walk into Goodwill and find worn copt

my favorite albums in bins marked

right next to the boxes of 8-track tap*

for the day when I open up The Cfl/ffl

find the column marked, "What's in

Discman?"
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Just 10 Minutes Awayt

Delicious cuisine
and excellent service

in an historic setting-

the

&ta£ecoach inn
*-* RESTAURANT

PUT YOUR
COLLEGE DEGREE

TO WORK.

Air Force Officer Training ScW

is on excellent slarMo a

challenging coreer as on A"

Force Officer We ofler great

starting pay. medical cm-~t

days ol vacation with pay^
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/(oscow Invades
Colorado Springs

uSsians Defeat Tigers 9-4

SPORTS/21

^ARKTORGOVE
L Wednesday night the

,ers
hosted the Moscow

Lwo team from the

$ Union. A prime talent

ply to the USSR's

jonal team, the Dynamo

ne into the game following

0-3 trouncing of the DU
ncers.

^e Russians, long known

their exceptional skating,

jjjng, and shooting skills

into the game playing

if the CC team had been

that German kids'

L which buzzed the

!mlin last year. Showing

|c
regard for diplomacy

d the overmatched CC

Photo by FITTER POCHNA

m, the Russians played a

pygame resulting in over

minutes of combined
ilty time in the first two
iods alone.

Contributing to this huge
lount of penalty minutes

the Soviet referee who
iously was feeling very

lomatic as he repeatedly

called "ticky-tack" penalties

and whenever possible called

matching penalties on both
teams. Unfortunately this

still put the Tigers at a

disadvantage because of the

vastly superior skating skills

of the Russian team.

The Russians scored the

first three goals of the game
with scoring from
Galchcnyuk, Tatarinov, and
Leonov before CC could
manage a power play goal at

9:28 by Ed Zawatsky. The
Soviets scored twice more
(once of the skate of a CC
defenseman) to close out the

penalty filled period with a

5-1 lead. Pizzey made nine

saves in the period.

The second period opened
up just as the first had closed

with two quick penalties

being assessed to the

Dynamo. CC took advantage
of this and Chris Anderson
scored the Tiger's second goal

at 3:13 with assists going to

Bruininks and Mowery.
The Soviet official, getting

subliminal messages from the

Dynamo coach probably
regarding how the blizzard

here in C. Springs was
nowhere near as cold as it

would be in Siberia, quickly

whistled the Tigers for two
penalties giving the Russians

a 5 on 3 man advantage. They
capitalized on this early

Christmas gift by scoring two

goals in eight seconds at 5:21

Freshman Steve Foley gracefully blasts the puck past Dynamo goalie Anatoli S

and 5:29 to build their lead

up to 7-2.

The Soviets scored another

power-play goal at 14:41

with Trevor Pochipinski in

the box for charging.

The scoring in the period

was closed out by CC as Sean

Foley scored the Tiger's third

goal at 14:58 with the assist

going to Colin Aymond. Guy
Gadowsky was called for an

invisible tripping penalty at

19:15 of the second period but

the Russians failed to score

before the period expired.

Goalie Jon Gustafson played

the period for the Tigers and

made 8 saves on 1 1 shots.

The story of the third

period, and possibly the

game for the Tigers was the

stellar play by Jim
MacDougal, in goal for the

Please see HOCKEY p. 23
Sophra°r

.

c J™ Mcdou6al raa
^f

onc of his " 8

r play in his first appearance of the season.

i during a stellar period of

Photo by PITER POCHNA

Men f

s Basketball Tops Gold For First Win
PETER POCHNA
'he Colorado College

Basketball team
ned there first victory of
season Wednesday night,

; the UCCS Gold 72-

he Tiger's victory over
lr cross town rivals was
> by (on Baranko, who

all scorers with 23
Ms, and Mark Perea who
'ed 20 points with the

P of a 6-9 mark from three
nt range.

Wn by 14 early in the
on <l half, CC seemed
!(led towards its sixth
sautive defeat. However,
"'gers quickly pulled

'"selves together and tied

8ame 65-65 with 2:21
fining.

: the turnaround,
fwtf coach Randy Rahe

Our intensity level
way up and we played
* more intelligent
ense."

5

"inch time, Baranko
£ed two key hoops and

Perea sank a free throw with

five seconds left to ice the

victory.

The game was, according to

Rahe, "Without a doubt a big

win. The kids now know that

they can win."

Baranko sympathized
with this sentiment, saying,

"It's about time we won, after

all those close games. We got

the city championship too."

The Tigers next challenge

will be two games against

strong RMAC competition.

They play New Mexico
Highlands on November 16th

and the Colorado School of

Mines the next night. Both

games will be played in El

Pomar. The win over UCCS
should boost the teams

confidence going into these

games.

Colorado College 72

UCCS 69

Colorado College (72)

Perea 7-11 0-0 20, Cherapy 7-20 6-9 20, Hamman 1-4 3-4 6,

Baranko 10-12 3-5 23, Shaw 0-1 0-0 0, Johnson 1-1 1-2 3. Totals

26-49 13-20 72.

UCCS (69)

Robinson 2-5 3-4 16, Falagrady 3-4 0-1 7, Morr 0-6 0-0 0,

Bcntien 3-5 2-2 10, Hoburg 2-2 0-0 4, Steward 3-7 1-2 7,

Williams 4-7 3-3 11, Jackson 4-6 6-7 14. Totals 24-43 15-19 69.

Halftime - UCCS 42, CC 32. 3-point goals - CC 7 (Perea 6,

Hamman 1), UCCS 6 (Robinson 3, Falagrady 1, Bentien 2).

Rebounds - CC 22 (Cherapy 5, Baranko 5), UCCS 22 (Stewart 5,

Williams 5). Assists - CC 2, UCCS 8 (Falagrady 3). Total fouls

- CC 20, UCCS 19. Technical - CC 1 (Perea), UCCS 2

(Falagrady, Stewart).

I7t£ Leviathan is

Interviczvinglll
Applications are now being acceptedfor

an assistant to the Photography 'Editor.

All Interestedplease callLisa 'Betty at

635-3086 or Stephanie Bryson at 634-

7191 by December lSthl

On Kiowa between

Tejon & Nevada 632-0299

11 a.m.-Midnight

7 days a week
its

Holiday Gift

Giving Ideas

Gift Certificates-Any amount of money or

quantity of ice cream. The perfect stocking

staffer. Mugs & T-Shirts also available.
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Men's Swimming 3rd
By JAKE and ELWOOD
The CC swim team swam in

its first meet this weekend at

Colorado University. Ending

the meet in third place, the

Tigers received strong
performances from the divers

and a large nucleus of

freshmen.

The Big Cat divers, led by
new head coach Tom Wier,

established their dominance
in the front range league.

Captain Tom "Whipped-
Cat" Smith soared to second

place in the 1 meter diving

followed by Wild Will

Hessick's fifth and John
Stever's seventh place

finishes.

Their prowess was once

again proved on the second

day of competition. Hessick

"became one with himself,"

let himself be the board and
twisted, contorted, and
flipped his way to a third

place on the 3 meter. Tom
Smith and John Stevers

placed fourth and fifth,

respectively.

The Big Cat swimmers,
dragging their toned and
tanned bodies through the

unfriendly elements (water),

also faired well at the CU
Buff Invitational.
Unfortunately, Metro State

was a little more toned and
tanned, placing first. CU also

edged out the young Tiger

team. CC did manage to

pummel Colorado School of

Mines and Wyoming.
While Roger Denny pulled,

contorted, and spurted to

second place in the 100 yd.

Butterfly, several Fresh Cats

struggled to emulate his stud-

like performance. Joe

"There's no place like home"
Hutchinson flopped his way
to one 4th and two 3rd place

finishes (not bad for such a

skinny, little redneck - we've

been feeding him Joe Weider
Protein Mix and expect to see

results soon). Mark Hummels
also performing well in his

Speedo, managed to snatch a

3rd and two 4th place

finishes.

Other strong showings were
given by Tom Mcfarlane,

Warren Cruze, Ty Minget,

John Dorsch (who did a lot of

scouting from the stands),

"Hot Rod" McCauley and
Dirk Dykes (also known as

the dynamic duo), and that

darn Chris Lorson kid. Team
Captain Tom Hackett missed

the meet due to a field trip. A
long list of Fresh Cats were
also significant factors in the

outcome this weekend.
When asked about the

Tigers performance, head
swimming coach Jerry Lear

was quoted as saying: "A
really solid performance by
our entire team. We did well

considering our short practice

period."

The Big Cat strokers will

swim again today at 4:00

P.M. The meet will be held at

the Schlessman Pool. The
Tigers will face one of their

toughest opponents in a dual

meet with Metro State.

w>°
DOWNTOWN AND CITADEL

I
102A N. TEJON
COLORADO SPRINGS. CO 80903 (719)520-1122 I

GRACE
and

St Stephen's Parish
631 North Tejon Street

633-5529

Sunday Worship
8:00 a.m. Holy Eucharist: Rite I & Sermon
9:00 a.m. Holy Eucharist: Rite II & Sermon
10.10-10:50 a.m. Adult Education

The Gospel According to Matthew-The Recotor
Traditions of The Church: Dr. Robert McJimsey
Family Lite Skills: Sisters of St. Francis

New Members-BishopEdward Turner
1 1 :00 a.m. Holy Eucharist: Rite I & Sermon

5:30 p.m.

Tuesday
Dinner and Bible Study

The Rev. Donald Armstrong, Rector
The Rev. Kenneth Burton, Associtate Rector
The Rev. Edward Hook, Associate Rector

Frank Shelton, Organist/Choirmaster

Lady Tigers Drop Record To 4

By JULIE E. MILLER
This last week has been a

rough one for the Colorado

College Lady Tigers. The
team, who lost to Colorado

School of Mines and the

University of Southern
Colorado and beat Adam's
State, now holds a 4-3 record.

Yet, the team's prospects are

still optimistic. As co-

captain Sally Bush says,

"We had a tough week of

games, but hopefully we can

learn from our mistakes and
continue to improve."

The team traveled to

Golden last Friday to play

Mines, yet it seemed that

nothing could go right for the

Tigers. Plagued by turnovers

and foul trouble, CC was
unable to win. Paige Lorimer
was high scorer with 21

points and 12 rebounds, and
teammate Jennifer "Spike"

Palmes chipped in with nine

points. Both Sally Bush and
Heather Cowan had 10 and 8

rebounds, respectively.

However, the following

night back at El Pomar the

Lady Tigers were pumped and

ready to play. The team
executed well on offense and

played effective defense. For

CC, Sally Bush had 16

points, Heather Cowan
chipped in 15 and Paige

Lorimer had 11 points all

contributing to defeat Adams
State 61-56.

Last Tuesday night the

Tigers fell to the University

of Southern Colorado at El

Pomar. Again the Tigers fell

victim to excessive turnovers

as well as trouble on the foul

line. Also, with a strong game
inside, USC was able to out
rebound CC 41-31. Despite an
outstanding effort by Paige
Lorimer with 26 points, 8

rebounds and 3 assists and
teammate Sally Bush with
17 points, 11 rebounds and 6
assists, the Tigers were
unable to pull out a victory.

Also contributing to the Tiger

offense was sophomore Carey

emerging from the bench

shoot 4 for 4 from the field.

The Tigers have two J
home games be/oi

Christmas, Friday Decei

9 against Mesa College,

Friday December 16

Incarnate Word. The It]

will remain in Colorai

Springs over Christmas bi

and host a tournament.

Despite this last rol

coaster week things are

positive for the team.

coach Beth Branson sa

"We've won some games Ui

could have easily been los

and we've lost some
|

that I expected to win.

all, we are doing better thai

expected to be doing wki

scheduled the games li

spring."

These Lady Tigers hi

worked hard and are provi

themselves to be

capable of coming out wiS

winning season this year.

Player

Bush
Cotton

Cowan
Hull
Jenkins

Lorimer
Palmes
Salvador
Babcock
Anzelc
McFrlan
Scanlan

1988-89 CC Women's Basketball Statistics

(after 7 games)

GP FGM FGA PCT 3FT FTM FTA PCT TP PPG RF.B RPG A S.

Total

Opp.

41

4
22

11

11

41

12

17

1

1

4

94 44
22 18

76 29

34 32
24 46

85 48
38 32
49 35

165

164

0-3

5-7

2-13

26

12

18

14

2
36

9

14

4
2

1

58

42

56

36

50

97 13.9 71

13 1.9 17
54 7.7 58
27 3.9 15
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Women Swimmers Drown In Opening Meet

Courtesy of DAVEMOROSS
Although the women did

not fare as well as the men,
head coach Joani Schofield
was impressed with her
team, as they placed sixth
this past weekend at the Buff
Invitational.

The Invitational was a
championship format meet
with Division I and Division

II teams participating -

something the Lady Tigers

are not accustomed to for

their first outing.

The highlight of the meet
proved to be the elevated

competitiveness of the
women's team, as they beat
their best times of last year
in 14 of 17 events. There was
also a particularly strong

showing by the freshman

medley team, as »

overpowered the senior If

by 2 seconds.

The Tigers, who lost bf

points to Metro State, "1

ready for revenge,

host the Roadrunners
J

Regis College in a tri-i™*
1

Friday at 4 p-"1

Schlessman Pool.

<-• d (
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abrawl filled game. Dynamo player Yuri Lconov tries to sucker punch

juPraznik using the old "Look, Elvis!" trick. Praznik doesn't fall for it

1".
cs his demand for the Russians to give back Cuba.

Photo by PETER POCHNA

|ckey Loses Two At N. Mich e

jycontfromp. 21

|s for the first time this

Striking fear and

a tion into the Soviet

in a "Rambo-like"

MacDougal turned

12 of 13 shots in the

period allowing only

ial on a shot that was

cled by a Soviet player

front of the net.

icDougal saved shots on

k-aways, screens and
at one point blocked a

with his face-mask. He
clearly the fan favorite

got the quieted crowd
in the game behind the

cam. The Tigers scored

last goal to make the

score 9-4.

is unfortunate that the

was marred with the

ilties and many
lages of play because it

ns a joy to watch the

it team skate and pass,

ffi point it seemed that

were trying to make as

'possible passes before

shot. Watching their

i and calm style it

(1 as if you could hear
talking to themselves
would have been

ijing a cheery tune as
skated around in circles

pose) and effortlessly

impossible passes to

«nman.

was well at the end of
ame as the two teams

I

hands and skated off

peacefully. An
m* of how athletics can
k°ve ridiculous politics

**" as defenseman Cal
traded congratulations

Us °wn stick with Soviet
Nan Yuri Vozhakov
hares the same number
!cl position as they
off the ice.

Preceding the Dynamo
game, the Tiger hockey team
travelled to Northern
Michigan last weekend to

play a two game scries.

Although the Tigers had a

winning record of 4-3-1 on the

road this season they could
not manage to win either of

the two games. They lost

both nights by scores of 6-2

and 9-3.

The disappointing fact

about the losses was that the

Tigers gave up 15 goals in two
nights of play. The Northern
Michigan squad is very good
and has scored more goals

than any other team in the

VVCHA, yet CC should have

been able to make a more
respectable showing.

In Friday night's game,
forwards Tim Budy and Chris

Anderson scored the only two
goals for the Tigers while

goaltender Derek Pizzey

made 19 saves on 25 shots on
goal. Saturday night the

Tigers got goals from Matt

Shaw (2) and Sean Foley

with Pizzey made 14 saves

before he was replaced with

Jon Gustafson who made 15

saves.

Coach Buctow was mildly

upset with the entire team in

the losing efforts and said,

"It's a team game and I can't

point my finger at any one

individual. Everybody has to

play better defensively."

Despite the losses over the

weekend, the Tigers continue

to improve from their

lackluster play of last season.

They now have scored 30

power play goals in 19 games
so far this season. They only

scored 34 in the entire season

last year.

Much of this production

has come from freshman

SPORTS/23

Sports Commentary

NFL Stumbles Towards Playoffs
By JOHN ROACH
December is a month with

different meanings for
different people. To some
folks, it is a time to enjoy
family and the holiday
season. For others, it is time
to frolic in the snow and go
skiing. To most Americans,
however, the final month of

the year is devoted to

football.

December is the apex of

both the college and
professional games. Sure,
many of the important
college bowl and pro playoff
games will take place in

January, but this month is the

month when the all

important planning occurs.

Because the ever expanding
college bowl scene dilutes
that facet of the game, the

pro side of football will be
discussed here.

The National Football
League (NFL) has a proud
heritage dating all the way
back to the Canton Bulldogs.

If the same Bulldogs could see

the league today, they may
demand that the name be
changed to the National
Follies League. Of course the

game has changed and the

payers are better, but there

are no dominant teams
anymore. The dream of Pete

Rozelle, a league of parity

where the "On any given
Sunday..." legend is true, has
been accomplished.
As the playoffs approach,

there are few certainties

about what will happen once
they start. Perhaps it would
be easier to go through the

divisions and set up the

picture.

Starting with the NFC
East, it seems the Giants will
climb back atop the division
after relinquishing that post
last year. This is not the
same Giant championship
team of 1986, but rather one
that has struggled even with
the help of a last place
schedule. Teams lurking
behind the Giants are
Philadelphia, Washington,
and Phoenix. Don't look for

them in the playoffs.

The NFC Central may
have a changing of the guard
this season. The Bears,
winners of five consecutive
division titles, will play
second fiddle to Minnesota if

each team wins next week
and the Vikings win the
regular season final between
the two. At any rate, these

teams are in the playoffs.

Over in the NFC West, San
Francisco and New Orleans
should make the playoffs
with the Rams left out of the

action. The Rams have been
almost as inconsistant as the
orange team up on 1-25.

Moving to the AFC East is

easy. The Bills sewed that

division up weeks ago but
have slipped recently.
Anyhow, Buffalo will be the

only team to reach the big-

time from this division.

It is fitting that the AFC
Central should be the only
division to send three teams
to the playoffs this year.

Here one could see at least a

little solid, entertaining
football. Cincinnatti will

win the division with
Cleveland and Houston
playing in the Wild Card
game.

All those with weak
stomachs leave now. Last
and least, we have the AFC
Worst. How this division
dropped from the best in
football to the worst in such a
short period is an enigma.
We have three strong
mediocre teams tied at 7-7 for
the lead. Seattle, Dcn\
and the Raiders have shown
no one wants to go to the
playoffs and cmbarass the
division. The Raiders seem
to have the inside track on
the division although they

would probably rather give it

to someone else.

There we have it, a

perfectly vague look at the
NFL playoff picture. It has
to be vague to allow for the
type of season it has been. I

can't gage the playoff
possibilities after not being
able to guess weekly games on
a regular basis.

An example: two weeks
ago, Denver blows out the
Rams; one week ago the Rams
blow out the Bears. Most
math classes I have taken
state if A>B and B>C, then
A>C. Even after living in

Denver for eight years
would not claim Denver to be
superior to Chicago this ye;

Example #2: Buffalo
clinches their division early

and becomes the new media
darling, a favorite for the

Super Bowl. Buffalo hits

parity reality and falls to

Cincinnatti (a legitimate
loss) and TAMPA BAY! (Not
legitimate). If you really

want a prediction out of me,
there is only one possible

reply???

standout Steve Strunk who is

in the running for the WCHA
rookie of the year.

CC's penalty killing has

also improved dramatically

having allowed only 23 short

handed goals in 105

opportunities for a success

ratio of 78:1. In the weekend
series against Northern
Michigan they allowed no
goals in 11 short handed
situations.

The Tiger's head to Grand

Forks, North Dakota, after a

weekend off to play the

Fighting Sioux. North
Dakota is in sixth place in

the WCHA this season and
hopefully the Tigers can
steal a couple of victories

over the Sioux and improve
their record to 7-13-1.

"UM Continued from page 13

Jail, r ve come t
s that we simply don't
much c

'

dorado

tfori

Springs society,

early September
'ike thieves prowl

as we all know from
JPathy articles last

p- students on the
Pjn simply don't have
" ao more than study -
q P"* up a Catalyst and

read it I hope? Well, if you
could do that much, then you
can get involved and change
our stereotype, or lack of, in

the Springs. And after all, if

you've read this far, you must
care.

"Really comfortable, kind
of granola, and with
backpacks," answered a

female student. She glanced
at my makc-up-lcss face,

holy jeans and Goodwill

blazer.
,r

You're pretty dressed

up for one."

So we are visible.

Merchants near CC sec us all

the time. We integrate

completely into the

community. CC students need

to buy books and paper at

lower prices than the

bookstore's, so we're forced

into occasional jaunts to the

Outer World.

WHAT'S A DEGREE GOOD FOR?

( ) PRE-APPROVED CREDIT FROM FORD CREDIT

( ) $400 CASH BONUS FROM FORD

(]/) ALL OF THE ABOVE AT

Ken Ellegard

Ken Ellegard mm
LINCOLN/MERCURY
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Due to circumstances beyond

our control, THE HONOR
COUNCIL APPEAL TRIAL
scheduled for yesterday

afternoon (Thursday 12/8),

had to be postponed over the

weekend to Monday afternoon

(12/12) at 3pm in Armstrong

300. This is a public trial:

anyone and everyone is

welcome to attend.

The Honor Council

'THE PENAL COLONY', a

student movie by Garie

Leatherman. Based on the

Franz Kafka short story.

8pm, Thursday, December

15th, North Video Room,
Tutt Library.

GERMAN HOUSE
CHRISTMAS KAFFEE
KLATSCH at 3:30 in the Max
Kade Haus. Coffee and cake

will be served and a short

Christmas play will be

performed. Join us in front of

the fire for a "Gemutlich"

afternoon.

DECEMBER 13 AT 7PM IN
THE GATES COMMON
ROOM, PROFESSOR TIM
CHEEK will lecture on "The

Importance of Asia in

American History."
December 14 at 7:30pm in the

Loomis Lounge, "Asia

Through American Eyes, a

forum of CC students who
have studied in Asia will

relate some of their most

memorable experiences. Both

of these events are sponsored

by A.S.l.A.

FESTIVAL OF LESSONS
AND CAROLS, Shove
Chapel, December 11, 6pm -a

Christmas candlelight
service of readings, carols and
choral selections modeled
after the traditional service

at King's College,
Cambridge, England. Open to

the entire Colorado College

community.

Sunday, December 11, 9pm,
Mass, Shove Chapel.
Wednesday, December 14,

noon, joint meeting of Shove
Council and Chaverim in the

Chapel Office.

ATTENTION ALL CC MEN...
Fraternity RUSH will be the
first weekend of fifth block,

January 20-23. Registration
for RUSH is open to all

eligible Colorado College
men. It will be the third
week of fourth block,
December 12-16. The
registration table will be in

Worner Center during the
lunch and dinner hours each
day. Late Registration will
be January 16-18. Sign up and
find out what the Fraternity
System is truly about.

ATTENTION!!! Confidential
Condom Delivery Service.
Two condoms for $1. Thursday
12/8, 7pm, to Sunday 12/11,
12pm. Delivery on or off
campus. 520-9150.

HOUR FOR PEACE
MEDITATION set for
Saturday, December 31.
Colorado Springs community
to meet at 4:45am at Calvary
United Methodist Church,
4210 Austin Bluffs Parkway.
A breakfast will follow the
service at 6am.

ANY JUNIOR INTERESTED
in participating in the

leadership America Program

next summer should see

David Lowland in the

Leadership Program Office,

Cossitt Hall or call ext. 2674

for more information.

Applications are due January

24, 1989.

additional work, if needed.

££TMv

FROM THE CATALYST
STAFF - THANKS, GENO!

OVER $11,000 IN PRIZES
WILL BE AWARDED to the

best 152 poets in a major

contest sponsored by the

American Poetry Association

to discover new talent. The

Grand Prize is a trip to

Hawaii for two, and the First

Prize $1,000. Other prizes

include cash awards and

publication. The contest is

open to the public and entry is

free. The deadline for entries

is December 31.

Poets may enter the contest

by sending as many as five

poems, each no more than 20

lines, name and address on

each page, to American

Poetry Association, Dept. CT-

5, 250 A Potrero Street, PO
Box 1803, Santa Cruz, CA,
95061-1803.

Each poem is also

considered for publication in

the American Poetry
Anthology, a leading
collection of contemporary
verse.

ASPEN MAGAZINE IS
OFFERING an editorial

internship program to

qualified undergraduate and
graduate students with an
interest in magazine
journalism and a strong
background in writing and
research skills. Interns will

work on three four-color

publications including: Aspen
Magazine, Aspen- Snowmass

"Cycles Peugeot"

The French Manufacturer
of the World's finest

bicycles since 1882!

19 E Kiowa " Downtown
(7 blocks sou/ft ol campus)

Phone: 634-4733

RICK WAGER-
"CC Class ot '64 Proprietor"

Anytime, and Continental
Express Anytime.

Interns will work
approximately 20 hours per
week, with pay depending on
skill and ability. We require
a minimum commitment of

four months, but prefer longer.

Interns are responsible for

finding their own housing,
which can sometimes be
difficult. We will assist in

the search for housing and

J's Motor Hotel

and Restaurant

Off Campus at 820 N. Nevada

Special Student rate including utilities

& sattelite TV

the local AAUP d^>
approach the „*
Association with
problem involvi

n .

probable cause of viofj

standards of ac

freedom. If the Ass,

assesses that the

support the all

">ili,|

will contact the nsp,

633-5513
college or uni Ve

'

t!

administrative offj Ce

order to establish
'h,||

The next internship begins

April 1, 1989, though we are

also encouraging applications

for future consideration. The
application deadline for the

next term is January 15, 1989.

Please submit a resume,

writing samples and one

written recommendation to:

Caroline Dougherty,
Managing Editor, Aspen
Magazine, PO Box 1814,

Aspen, Colorado, 81612.

THIS SUMMER THE
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF
BUSINESS at the University

of Chicago will offer full-

tuition scholarships to two
Colorado College Juniors to

begin work on a Masters of

Business Administration
(MBA) degree.

Designed specifically for

liberal arts students, the

Chicago Business Fellows
program offers exposure to

graduate coursework and job

opportunities in the Chicago
area. Weekly corporate
visits and management
seminars make the summer an
exciting and rewarding
experience. Juniors with
strong academic and
extracurricular records are

encouraged to attend an
information session December
12th a 3pm in Palmer 121 or

contact Professor Griffiths at

ext. 2417.

EASY MONEY!! I will pay
$30 for your phone book. Call

Lee Ramsey collect at: 615-

577-7237

THE AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION OF
UNIVERSITY WOMEN,
Colorado Springs Branch,

will meet at 9:30am,
December 10, Saturday, in

the Main Ballroom of the

Broadmoor Hotel for their

Annual Holiday Brunch.
Members are requested to

bring donations of clothes,

toys or cash for the Domestic
Violence Center. Tickets for

the Brunch are $12.50 and all

to attend. Please call Vicky
Collier, 597-5220, for further

information or reservations.

COLORADO
UNDERGRADUATE
MERIT SCHOLARSHIPS.
Applications are now being

accepted in the Financial Aid
office for approx. 41 awards
(not exceeding $1000 each).

Eligible students must be
residents of Colorado, 3.6

GPA (special consideration
offered), and currently a full-

time student. Past award
winners are also eligible.

The deadline is 20 January
1989. For more information,

see Nancy Kent in the
Financial Aid office.

WELCH continued

have been adopted and
finetuned by CC over a"~

number of years. "We try to

devise our own procedures -

they must be approved by the

Board [of Trustees], said Dean
Finley. "We set them up as

we see fit under the authority

of the Board. These
procedures have been
developed over years of

college operation."

Chemistry Professor Bill

Champion, the current

president of the local AAUP
chapter, commented that the

President, Dean and Faculty

of the college generally

support AAUP guidelines,

and the college's policies

generally follow them.
"Very few faculty [here! are

members on the national

level," he said. "In the late

'50s and '60s many were
members. It fluctuates

according to problems faculty

members have with the

college."

Champion added that

were CC, or any college, to

ignore a concluded violation

of procedure brought forth by
an individual or committee, a

report would be sent to the

national AAUP chapter.

According to the AAUP, a

faculty member, department
chair, faculty committee or

s

position of medial
which it can offer reso|

a

to the complaint,
J.

"investigation into a

the AAUP is warranto)

if an institution fails

active steps toward rey

the problem.

The Committee
Committees, response

keeping track of and ui

the Faculty Handbc
currently conducting

rea

on the college's
it

system and app

procedures, in respoj,

faculty questions

suggestions raised
it

Committee last year.

Committee is looking

CC's compliance with A

guidelines and will

considering changes
ij

handbook's proce

regarding third-year rti

The system by whicl

makes so many decii

about its faculty is a sy

of procedures. It is as)

similar to many other cc

systems, and must tei

flexible in order to ji

serve individual needs.

these procedures
sometimes fail. When

do, "They want to belie

was the fault of the syslf

procedural failure,

the checks and bala

didn't work. It

everywhere," said Genot
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Chemicals Blamed for

Armstrong Illnesses

fessors Jeff Noblett, Ed Langer, and Judy Genova
hursday-At-Eleven.

computer model to

demonstrate one way in

which the earth acts as a

living organism. The "Daisy

Model" is an example of how
the earth can regulate

temperature. Daisies, a

passive little flower, can

perform environmental

wonders. This plant reacts to

increased sunlight by
selectively producing lighter

colored daisies which serve

to cool the daisy world's

environment. One year ago
this hypothesis proved true.

A certain form of sea algae

reacts to temperature changes

to regulate climate.

The hypothetical study
also showed that a more
diversified flower and
complex surrounding
variables created a stabler

regulation system. This
shows that any interaction

among organisms and
atmosphere are a small part

of a whole system of checks
and balances. Nature takes

care of herself.

These reactions would
reverse the greenhouse effect

if it was not such a sudden of

occurrence, escalating in only

UNDA BAYNHAM

lia, the concept of the

h as a living organism,

presented by geology
'essor Jeff Noblett at

erday's Thursday-at-11.

ipecific aspect of this

', eco-feminism, was
ribed by philosophy
essor Judy Genova, and
iics professor Ed Langer
sented a scientific rebuttal

is the scientific

onse to the changing
udes in environmental
s

' The spiritual aspect
Gaia involves the
Mings of civilization,

societies were
riarchal and nature
nted.

^|U scientific backings of

concept consist of an
^nation of all sciences,
their interactions with
other. To understand the
s proper functioning
mans environmental

u
P fion, Gaia is a much

,

approach than the
!,Cat scientist's isolated
ratory experience,
lessor Noblett used a

discussed Gaia

a century. The natural

reactions take thousands of

years.

The greenhouse effect is the

result of rampant scientific

and industrial growth
without thought to

environmental impact.

Genova and Noblett
explained that the mindset

responsible for many of our

problems are a result of the

white western male's

attitude towards nature. The

subject/ object observation

techniques and empirical

information gathering have

not helped the environment

because it distances

humankind from it's

elements. We understand

more scientific facts but also

believe that we can control

nature, and are above it, not

an integral part of a larger

system. The eco-feminist

aspect of Gaia attacks this

point and goes beyond to view

nature in spiritual terms.

Langer agreed that the

Gaia approach would allow

for a kinder, more humane
world for the future. But he

does not consider this model

See BAYNHAM, p.5

By FRISCILLA PETTTT
In the past three months

some people who work in the

basement of Armstrong Hall

have been getting sick. No
one knows exactly what is

causing the illnesses yet, but

many people arc suffering

from similar symptoms. Some
employees claim they have

suffered from these same
"recent symptoms" for as

many as three years.

More frequent occurrences of

these symptoms in the past

three months lead many
employees and
administrators alike to

wonder if any of these

illnesses are related to the

1984 asbestos clean up of

Armstrong.

According to Thomas
Wenzlau, Vice President for

Business and Finance/

Treasurer at Colorado
College, about three weeks are catering to the ongina

ago CC sent a sick employee dcsiSn of the building; these

who works in the basement of desi6ns show no ofhccs in thc

Armstrong to an occupational basement. The engineer

health specialist. Symptoms suggested adjustment even

included eye irritation, rash thouSh Armstrong complies

and nasal congestion. The with standards

employee had suffered from The firm of industrial

most of these symptoms for a hygienists has recommended

couple of years. a thorough cleaning and

The consultant who adjustment of the ventilation

performed the examination system in Armstrong,

recommended removing the The current theory

employee from the work explaimng thc illnesses does

environment, i.e. Armstrong, involve the ventilation

Once removed, the system and chemicals related

i •,- e ,,mrif^mc to the asbestos clean up.employees symptoms r
r j Dunne the summer of 19

hygienists in Denver to assess

the problem. They will

present a report on or before

December 20. The hygienists

are searching for patterns in

employee illnesses. Until

their report is issued,

Wenzlau said CC is keeping

in daily touch with them.

Thc County Health
Department ran air quality

tests in Armstrong. Thc tests

were performed to determine

levels of carbon monoxide,

carbon dioxide, oxygen and

formaldehyde (used in

several fabrics and
materials). The tests

indicated Armstrong air

quality is well within safety

standards.

Thc college brought in an

engineer from Denver to

assess air circulation within

the building. The findings

indicated ventilation settings

1

During the summer of 1984,

Sinc'rihen, four other Great Plains Asbestos

who work in encapsulated the asbestos in

chemical

improved.

Since t

employees ..

Armstrong have been Arrnstt^ong with

"temporarily relocated" due called Pyr-Coat. The process

to illness. Four of those involved spraying this

people, all suffering from chemical on to the asbestos,

similar symptoms, work in
inevitably, when the

• I. \ t A™ c t..„,i„ spraying occurs, the chemical
the basement of Armstrong. *t

One works in the Cashier's

office on the first floor.

"We do think we have a

problem," said Wenzlau. CC
has contacted a firm of

certified industrial

lands on other hard surfaces.

Eventually the chemical

hardens and falls off. It then

oxidizes, turning into flakes

of sodium silicate. Once the

See PETTIT, p.5

America Craves
Addiction...

See News, p. 3

Can You Buy A Grade?

See Features, p. 8

Behind The Scenes With
Sydney Pollack..^

See Arts, p. 16
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Photo by Kym Janzik

Gresh.m Riley (right) talked to students, including Jim Burness (center,

Thursday at Arthur House.

Will Arthur House Be Axed?
By NINA FARQUHAR
President Gresham Riley

met with students, primarily

Arthur House residents,

yesterday to discuss the

possible conversion of Arthur

House into office space for

admissions and financial aid.

Aurther House resident Jim

Berness instigated the

meeting after hearing about

the possible conversion at a

Marriott food service
meeting.

Riley insisted that at this

point, "No definite decisions

have been made about
anything [concerning the

relocation of admissions.]"

The primary concerns that

have prompted the
administration to consider
Arthur House as an
admissions building, Riley

explained, are "the divided
nature of admissions now,
with some offices on the first

floor and some in the
basement, the desire to

combine admissions with
financial aid. ..and the desire

who work in Armstrong have

been complaining of

sicknesses -see story) has

"not been a part of the

decision at all."

A new admissions building

would be centrally located

and be big enough to

accommodate both
admissions and financial aid

offices. "Because of it's size

and location Arthur House is

a possibility," Riley said.

The Biological Sciences

Curriculum Study, B.S.C.S.,

House is also under
consideration as a new
admissions building.

The B.S.C.S. building,
located at 1115 N. Cascade,
will be vacated anyway in

January, since it is too small
for the B.S.C.S.'s needs.

Unfortunately, the building
may also be too small to

accommodate admissions and
financial aid.

"The size is less of an issue
here [in Arthur House,]"
Riley said. "Intuitively I

think this space would be
to move admissions out of the large enough. Although I

institutional setting of think it would be more
Armstrong since prospective expensive to renovate than
students' first images of CC B.S.C.S."
are formed from contact with There have not been any
the admissions office." proposed uses for the offices
Riley said the "sick that will be vacated in

building" syndrome (people Armstrong. Since there is

pressure from anyone moving
into the offices, Riley said

there is "no urgency" in

making a decisions about
when and where admissions
should move, "except the

housing office needs to know
whether Arthur House will

be available for residence in
'89-'90."

Berness pointed out that

converting Arthur House into

admissions would cause
parking problems, and
eliminate the "only all-

male, non-Greek small house
on campus." He said that

since "many people complain
that the Greeks dominate the

social scene on campus," it is

important to keep "Arthur
house as a non-Greek social

alternative."

Riley said he is "aware of

the distinctive features of

[Arthur House,]" and would
take them into consideration

when a decision is made
about the conversion.

Riley reemphasized that
no decision has been made -

the possibilities, costs and
problems are still being
researched. He said when
the move is more seriously

being considered he would,
"create a forum so those
people interested can express
concerns."

THE CATA I.v

Sophomore Acquits
in Honor Appeal

*

By J. SCOTT ROBERTSON
After hearing four hours of

testimony on Monday,
December 12, a randomly
selected jury of 12 persons
acquitted James Wilharm of
violating the CC Honor
Code.
The jury took well over an

hour to come to the verdict of

not guilty and was a mere one
vote shy of the nine needed to

convict. ~
Upon hearing the verdict,

Wilharm, a sophomore, was
visibly elated.

Wilharm's relief was
understandable considering
the penalty of a no credit

imposed upon him by the

Honor Council on November 2

after they convicted him of

turning in work that was not
his own. Professor Sam
Williams, chairperson of the

religion department, brought
the case before the Honor
Council after noticing
similarities between the
take-home exams of
Wilharm and another
student in his class.

During the trial, Darren
Schwartz, a senior Honor
Council member representing
the Council in the role of

prosecuting attorney, tried to

establish that Wilharm had
had the opportunity, and
motive to cheat and that he
in fact did cheat.

Wilharm had motive to
cheat, Schwartz said,

because the
difficult and Win,
knowledge of the Bihi
meager. Finally,

S
J

tried to establish
Wilharm had

ac|
cheated through pi

examination
f

^

similarities between
exams.

Fortunately
f 0r

defense, Schwartz
an

exan

evidence were not (convin
enough for they jury

|

q

the three-quarters m a
_

needed to convict.

Micheal Trevithiek
very convincing, pl ayin
role of defense attorney

Trevithiek used his e | e

years of public spei ]

experience to „„
Wilharm's innocence.

Repeated objectii

sustained by econo,
Professor Christop
Griffiths re veil

Trevithick's knowledw
the law. Schwartz, on

other hand, did not
|

object.

Trevithiek used
students as chant
witnesses and explained

similarities between
exams.
By the end of the trial

defense had succeeded
establishing at leasl

inkling of doubt in then

of four jurors concern

Wilharm's guilt and he i

declared innocent.

Ex-Hockey Playe
Scores a Rhodes

Paul Markovick, a 1988 CC
graduate and former varsity
hockey player, has been
selected as one of 32
American Rhodes Scholars
for 1989.

The Rhodes Scholarship
covers all educational,
living, vacation and
traveling costs for two years
at Oxford University in
England.

"I'll be going to Oxford in
October, but first I plan to
study Russian in Moscow,"
Markovick said on Monday
by phone from his parents
home in Grand Forks, North
Dakota.
Markovick has been

studying Russian at the
University of North Dakota
in Grand Forks since he
graduated with a political
economics major last May. He
will study at the Moscow
G.V. Plekhanov Institute of
National Economy from
February through May. Then,

October he will begin

Oxford's program
philosophy, politics (

economics.

Markovick said he did

apply for the Rhodes in

Fall of 1987, his senior
j

at CC, "because if 1 hadb

fortunate enough to

been chosen, then, ...1 kne

wanted to go on with

Russian studies, first."

Markovick is the seco

member of the Class of

to become a Rhodes Seta

the first was Todd Breyi

from Lafayette, Colorado,

Markovick was

defenseman of the CC hod

team his first, second

fourth years, sitting out

third year due to a l«

injury.

British philanthropi

Cecil Rhodes established

Rhodes Trust in his will

1902. More than 2,500

college students have 1*

named Rhodes Scholars s*

the first selections inOi-p^ — — '" wctoDer ne will begin me nrst selections in i? 1

Donnell Clears Up Christian Confusion
By KATIE WELCH He is the author of the
Was Augustine a volume on St. Augustine in the

Christian? According to Twayne Great Authors Series,
Professor James O'Donnell of and is currently working on a

University of multi-volume study of
the

Pennsylvania, one must
address this question with
the question, "What was a

Christian in Augustine's
time?" in mind.

O'Donnell spoke on this
topic last Monday in Gates.

y
Augustine for Oxford
University Press.

The confusion regarding
Augustine's Christianity,
according to O'Donnell, stems
in part from the time span
between his conversion

experience in the year 386 and
his retelling of that
experience in his Confessions

approximately 12 years
later. After his conversion,

Augustine embarked upon an
active career in the church,

becoming a priest at Hippo in

391 and a Bishop four years

later. He wrote and travelled

extensively , preaching and
speaking out against heresy

during this time. Why then, yes, but not
was there no mention of his Christianity," he said,

dramatic experience of O'Donnell illustrated
1

conversion to Christianity point by creatin

the imaginary scenario bel»'until he
Confessions? himself and his

O 'Donnell said that ancestor," a fourth-ce»"

scholars often take up Irishman. If he and '

Augustine on the question of ancestor were to meet in

doctrines and texts, present, as two Christ

"Doctrines and texts are a what elements would
large part of the question, see WELCH P

r

P
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Just 10 Minutes Away!

Delicious cuisine
and excellent service

in an historic setting-

the

Stagecoach Innw RESTAURANT

Leadership Opportunity
Offered to Students

America Craves Addiction
ANA FARQUHAR
ve heard of alcoholics

drug addicts. But how
iut workaholics?
laholics? Sex addicts"

I Addicts? Compulsive
[biers? And relationship

ids? Addiction is a

ular topic, and addiction

is spreading beyond the

iilional areas of drugs
alcohol.

his country
oinotes addiction in a

at many ways."

his country promotes
iction in a great many
s," said Diana Fuller as
began her talk on

jtion, sponsored by the
s are All Right" House,
iday night in Worner
[213.

tiler teaches a class
Hed, "Addictive
sty" at Colorado Springs

Ut (a local prep school)
a private counseling
pe, specializing in
ction, and is a counselor
wttcher Health Center.
ie word "addiction" used
2 used primarily in terms
jphol and heroin, Fuller
ped, but now we are
IZ|ng that excesses in
T areas can be just as
£rous, and just as fatal.

^ess in other areas
be just as

ngerous, just as
al.

P said that "People die
p40s due to overwork,"
excessive gamblers can
pot only all their money
«nulies, but also their

5.

'ddictive relationships
r when "people are

f dependent on each
r/ Fuller said.
Really people in

addictive relationships
have no other real

relationships in their lives."

Fuller said addictive
behavior is often, "a way to

escape, it's a way to escape
feelings most people don't

want to have - anxiety,

loneliness, anger..."

Most addictions are
characterized by health
problems, stress problems,
money problems, and "in

general, there are problems
with relationships," Fuller

said, "because something else

comes before their

relationships - their
addiction."

Fuller also discussed
alcoholism, the only
addiction that is now
officially termed a

"disease." You know someone
has a problem "when
drinking causes problems in

their life," Fuller said. For

instance, when someone is

caught for drinking and
driving, "most of us would
change our behavior. But if

someone is caught again for

drinking and driving, then

chances are very good they

have a problem."

Addictions tend to follow

the same basic stages. The
first stage is "learning the

mood swing
experimentation." This is the

normal stage of just seeing

what it feels like (to be
drunk or stoned or
whatever._ The second stage

is "seeking the mod swing -

more regular use." At this

stage the person buys his/her

own supply of intentionally

goes out to get drunk, but the

use is still under control. The
person is a "social" user. The
third stage is "preoccupation

with the mood swing." This

is a dramatic shift from the

second stage. The person
thinks a lot about the
addiction. With help,

someone in the third stage

can still drop back into

"social" use. The fourth stage

is "using the mood swing to

feel normal - addiction." The

person is strongly addicted
and must use the addictive
substance just to feel normal,
to prevent withdrawal.
The classic characteristics

of addiction are compulsion,
obsession, problems,
tolerance, and denial.

"The best treatment for

addictions is abstinence,"
Fuller said. "Except for

eating, of course, which
makes eating addictions
hard to treat."

"...they're a lot of fun
on the way...but once
you get there, it's hell."

"The thing about
addictions," Fuller said, is

"they're a lot of fun on the

way... but once you get there,

it's hell."

Fuller will lead another

discussion on addiction,
particularly in terms of

society and family, on
January 23.

Leadership America, the

major national leadership
development opportunity for

collegiate undergraduates, is

seeking applicants for its

third session this summer.
Students who will have
completed the junior year of

their undergraduate studies

by June, 9, 1989, are eligible

to apply.

Again this year 50
outstanding men and women
from campuses across the

country will be invited to

spend ten weeks
strengthening their
leadership skills. You are

encouraged to become one of

them. The objective of the

program is to prepare these

students to accept major
leadership responsibilities

earlier in their careers and to

handle them more
effectively. This summer's
session takes place between
June 9, 1989 and August 17,

1989.

Participants in each of the

first two sessions have been
unanimous in their
endorsement of the program.

Like them, you will be
excited by the increased self-

awareness and surprised by
the enhanced self-confidence

you will gain. You will better

understand leading in a group
setting. You will find the

program's emphasis on global

awareness and changes in

technology invaluable in you
development as a leader.

Leadership America
includes one week in North
Carolina, one week in the

Rocky Mountains and three

weeks in Dallas, Texas. It

also includes a four-week
internship in business,
government, or community
service followed by a closing

session in Washington, D.C.

Students incur few expenses

in Leadership America since

most costs are underwritten

by corporate sponsors.

To be eligible for selection

to Leadership America, a

student must be currently

enrolled in a four year (or

more) undergraduate program
and have completed the

junior year of this program
by June 9, 1989. The primary
criterion for selection is that

the student have an
"outstanding potential for

leadership." Selection will

begin in February 1989, and
invitations will be extended
in mid-March.

For additional information

about Leadership America,
contact David Lowland, Box
100, Armstrong or old
Outward Bound Office in

Cossitt Hall, x 2674.
Applications for this

program must be returned to

the campus representative no
later than January 24, 1989.
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Cheek Chides American Attitudes

Photo by Damien Raffa

Tim Cheek explained the difference Between
America's perception of Asia and the realities of

Asia in his talk Tuesday, "The Role of Asia in

American History."

By TOR PETERSEN
Last Tuesday at 7:00 in

Gates Common Room, Tim
Cheek, Assistant Professor of

History, spoke on The Role of

Asia in American History.

Cheek began by stating the

overall importance of Asia in

the world today.
Economically, Asia has
become increasingly
important as a major producer
of world goods. Politically,

Asia has been in the midst of

world conflict and social

unrest for the past century in

struggles such as the Vietnam
war, the Korean war, and
World War II. Historically,

Asia has had one of the

richest and longest living

traditions.

According to Cheek, there

are three important
contemporary issues
confronting Asia and
America. First, Asia has
effected us whether we are

aware of it or not. Second,
there has always been a

strong contrast between
American images of Asia and
the realities of Asia and
Asia's cultures. Third,
understanding the history of

American/Asian relations is

important if we wish to make
positive changes in the
future.

From the time of the Ming
Dynasty, European
missionaries were the West's
only contact with Eastern
customs and traditions. The
Chinese model of rigorous
education and scholarly
excellence was taken back to

England by missionaries and
influenced the English school
system. The ideas taught in

Bicentennial Blast Begins
By Nina Farquhar

In 1789 the French people
revolted against the
monarchy of Louis XVI. One
of the results of the
overthrow was Las
Declaration ies Driots-de-

I'Homme et du Citoyen, (the

Declaration of the Rights of

Man and the Citizen,) which
was much like the American
Declaration of Independence
that had been created a

little over a decade before.

Marcelle Rabbin, Chair of
the Romance Language
Department, has planned a
series of events starting on
January 16 and ending May 4,

to celebrate the bicentennial

of the French Revolution.

"We would like to show
some of the philosophical
ideas born in the American,
and continued in the French
Revolution," says Rabbin,
"particularly concerning
human rights."

Rabbin says she thinks the

events will "change some of
the stereotypes of the French
Revolution. Wc will speak
about the terror, but also

about the more I

philosophical aspects of the [

Revolution."

All of the events of the

Bicentennial Celebration
will be free and will begin at

7 p.m. The events scheduled
for January are:

January 16 - Film "Start

the Revolution Without Me."
Preceded by a short
introduction to the
Celebration and followed by
a discussion. Armstrong 300.

January 17 - Lecture Susan
Ashley: "The French
Revolution: What Happened
and Why?" Armstrong 300.

January 24, Film "La
Marseillaise" followed by a
discussion with Ashley,
Rabbin and other members of

the Romance Language
Department. Armstrong 300.

January 30 - Lectures by CC
professors Owen Cramer:
"Respublica Into Repub-
lique." John Sheridan:
"Revolutionary Roots."
Sarah Simons: "Democrat-

ization of Language." Gates
Common Room.

The Eiffel Tower was built

for the Centennial of the

French Revolution.

the schools were Western, but
the attitude toward study
was Chinese. This contact
also developed European-
Asian-American trade routes
which introduced Asian
goods such as tea and silk to

America.
Cheek discounts the theory

of purposeful Asian
isolationism. Asia
traditionally was not a
merchant trading nation but

an agricultural nation. This

type of economy would not
have favored contact with
the West. Thus, Asian-
Western relations were
limited to the experiences of

a small group of missionaries.

Cheek then explained that

historically, Americans
have either created idyllic

or negative images about
Asia. Neither show any
depth of understanding about
Asia and its people. For ages
the West has believed in the

doctrine of "manifest
destiny" and has attempted
to Christianize heathen
lands and ensure democracy
in the world. In short, the

West felt that it was their

moral duty to save these

people and make them more
like Westerners. As a result,

negative images of China
appeared, such as "Godless
Despots," "sub-human filth,"

"yellow peril," and "Fu
manchu and the dragon
lady." On the other hand,
some missionaries returned
from China and imagined
China as a land of perfect

social organization and great

wisdom. The result was a

conglomeration of tainted

images about Asia.

The last section of rij

presentation was Jj
"Problems and Opponi
He stated that Asia da
need salvation. Am

Crij
full of incomplete aniji

conceptions about who A,

are and what they
Until the West can

shod

It

f

--r—— —--- .'" irav

destiny and join with
(

to battle the larger

that face u

misunderstandir
continue.

Cheek said, although I

has been able to makeuj
Western tcchnoh
genius, America has

little use of the Easl

genius of human organic

and psycholoi
sensitivity.

According to Check,

in the 18th century wa'si

to better organize its peo

and create a more harmoni

and stable environment

live in than Europe d«

the same time period

suggests that the West

has a great deal to learn f

the East.

Cheek added a bright

when he mentioned
America, in light of A

fierce economic
technological competitici

not a declining power bu

awakening one.

For far too long Ante

has turned internally

answers to world probli

and has failed in fori

relations by seeking

impose and dominate ra

than join and unite.

Whoopers Still

Hanging On -Barel

By CRAIG HEACOCK
Jim Lewis, project

coordinator for the US Fish
and Wildlife Service
whooping crane recovery
project, spoke Tuesday on the
struggle to bring back this

magnificent bird from near
extinction.

Whooping cranes stand up
to five feet tall and have a

seven foot wingspan. These
impressive creatures were
almost killed off by the
1940's, when only 16
remained. Widespread
destruction of America's
wetlands and wanton hunting
were to blame for their rapid
decline.

Only recently, with the
establishment of wildlife

reserves such as the Aransas
National Wildlife Refuge on
the Texas coast (home to the
largest wild population), and
the investment of money and
technology for captive
breeding programs and basic
research, has the whoopcr
made significant gains.

Today, the world

population of whoopers

205, and it is slow

increasing. But with

constant threat of oil tank

spills in Aransas, I

potential of Two Forks D

to wipe out key NcbrasI

wetlands, and recent stud

illustrating the ge»e

difficulties of m
populations, the outiook

whoopers is not bright.

The fate of these birds

the eventual fate of counrt

other wild species, if hunl

influences do not cease.

The whooping crane, a'

ecological indicator sp»

and a fragile link in '

biotic web, is a good s'

the condition of

environment... and W
ain't lookin' too sweet.

LC
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| j5 in the ventilation

L ;( is able to circulate

*-
the offices. This

nica'

inant.

the

is a potential

Kin

s

ndustrial

e
nist firm's

^endation, CC called in

l(iy
sical plant to vacuum

f the Armstrong

}ation
system. High

„ vacuums
were brought

the
basement, ceiling

^ere removed and the

Has started.

fortunately, this job was

during regular 9-5 work

s
The vacuuming stirred

large amount of dust.

re
reactions occurred.

]
yees began to complain

lC
adaches, nausea and

„ess.
Dust masks were

itd out, but the masks
neffective and
is started to leave.

dually, the entire work

the basement was

to go home.

e Post Office, Central

ices, Computing Services,

lissions, Payroll - all

down early yesterday

use of employees'

iical reactions to the

t,
Wenzlau said

ything in the basement of

strong will probably open

irmal today. The clean up
now occur only on

lends during winter break

night.

fices pertaining to

issions and personnel,

inally located in the

ment, have been moved

lin and Womer due to

ibyee illnesses.

ite a few employees who
k in the basement of

istrong are very
htened. They see their

s leaving the offices on
lor's orders without
wing what is causing the

isses. A few refused to

comment, afraid of revealing

incorrect information or,

worse, afraid of subtle

discrimination based on their

potentially negative reviews

of the situation. One
employee, "Smith", spoke of

the situation only on the

condition that his/her name
be withheld.

Smith's comments
explained the employees'
perspective, much of which is

tinged with anger and fear.

According to Smith,
employees - are, "really

getting nervous," since no one

knows what the problem is.

Anger was further stirred by
the untimely vacuuming that

aggravated everyone's
symptoms. Smith called the

vacuuming during regular

,work hours a, "really stupid

thing to do."

Smith feels there is not

enough adequate ventilation

in the basement of Armstrong,

possibly because it would cost

the school a lot of money to

properly ventilate the area.

But, "$10,000 [spent on new
ventilation] is better than

tearing the building down."

Many think the root of the

problem lies in the

ventilation system.

Most frustrating is

employees have been
smelling fumes and suffering

from certain symptoms for

many months but did not

know what to do about it.

According to "Smith",

"People with headaches and

other symptoms, including

me, think, 'maybe it's just me.

Maybe I'm not getting enough

exercise or enough vitamins.'

I had chronic headaches for a

year and I went to a doctor."

But, as "Smith" points out,

employees usually do not

discuss medical problems so

no one knew many people

were experiencing the same

illnesses.

A meeting was held with

the employees of Armstrong
Hall to discuss the problem.
"Smith" remarked, "When
they asked how many of us

were experiencing
headaches, everyone raised

their hand ... People are

becoming aware now because

everyone is coming up with

similar symptoms"; a

possible reason for the peak
in illnesses occurring or being

reported in the past three

months.

"Smith" articulated
frustration; "I know a person

[who works in Armstrong]
who was sick for three years.

They tested this person for

Lupus, cancer, everything.

The mental anguish this

person went through!"
"Smith" added that now this

person is out of Armstrong,

he/she knows what it's like

to feel healthy for the first

time in three years.

In describing his/her own
symptoms, "Smith" said,

"It's almost like something

attacking the nervous system.

I had to get out of there... I

was tested for one of my
symptoms. I was taken out of

Armstrong. I went back and
the symptom returned. I have

to go back to Occupational

Health."

Betty Halle, Director of

Support Staff Personnel,

echoed Wenzlau in saying

five or six people have been

temporarily removed from
Armstrong, but she added
there are more with sick-like

symptoms.

Halle described some of the

common symptoms:
"Weakness, severe
exhaustion, headaches,
fainting spells, dizzyness,

nausea, irritableness, spacy

feelings, chest pains, throat

problems such as raspy

throats and inability to

concentrate."

CH continued

incommon?
ne thing he would
'inly recognize is the

1 gesture of the sign of

toss;' O'Donnell said of

fictional ancestor. From
O'Donnell went on to

*in the importance of cult

[ity , a continuing
[nce in Christianity and
nething shared by all

stians," he said.
Ws says something about
"stine's experience,
("Jiell said, it would be
Augustine's time, as in

eW times, the role of

is a large one in
Btianity.

** Place of liturgy in
stianity is still a hard

'o nail down,"
|nnell conceded. Modern

|

lars have no books
tfn by a Christian of any

who wrote down
P what it was like to go
[lurch.

f
ere exists some

[
atl°n, but it's always

extra-liturgical," he said.

Church is meant not to be an

event about which narration

is written."

"The absence of such texts

makes it difficult for us to

find out what everyday

Christianity was like, even

the everyday life of a great

saint," O'Donnell said.

As an example, O'Donnell

handed out a paragraph from

the ninth book of Augustine's

Confessions. He pointed to a

passage where Augustine

speaks about baptism. The

clause is subordinated to the

rest of the sentence. Although

the paragraphing of the text

is modern-about 300 years

old, O'Donnell estimated-

baptism, for Augustine, was a

major threshold. Why, then ,

the subordination of the

clause in the text?

O'Donnell took this as an

example 'of the Christian

reluctance to talk about
sacraments outside of those

who had been initiated into

She claims the ventilation

is, "highly inadequate,"
expressing a rather common
viewpoint among employees
who work in the basement of

Armstrong.

Halle said, "I haven't been
in Armstrong for two weeks. I

went to the basement today
[Thursday]. ..I was there for

ten or fifteen minutes and 1

felt as if my esophagus and
chest were closing up on me."

Halle thinks the college is

definitely doing a good job in

dealing with the problem.

"Smith" expressed dismay
at the college's reaction to

the problem. "Smith" claims

a person from the physical

plant, when first confronted

with the issue, said it was
just a bunch of "menopausal,

hysterical women" and all

Armstrong needed was a new
coat of paint, implying that

would solve the problem.
"Smith" said everyone was
furious about that attitude.

But many also feel that,

finally, people are beginning

to take the complaints
seriously. "Smith" said, "I

wouldn't be surprised if

people say I won't come back

till this gets resolved." With
more and more complaints

surfacing and more people

leaving Armstrong, "Smith"

said, "I think now they'll

have to do something about
it."

Thanks to Katie Welch,
Bryan Bredehoeft and Ginger

Morgan for their help.

BAYNHAM continued

to be "good science". He
considered Gaia too vague

and complex to be a

legitimate concept as it

currently stands.

All three professors agreed

that Gaia is a paradigm, a

model of the future. It is not a

concrete hypothesis which
has a true of false answer. It

is based on a new type of

science. It is a way of looking

at the natural world that

acknowledges human
interaction and impact.

the Christian religion.

"The sermons for people

who are to undergo baptism

are the first sermons that you

hear explain ritual," he said.

As for Eucharistic ritual, none

of those sermons exist. We
have hundreds of sermons

from Augustine, but none on

that."

"The degree of emphasis on

the baptismal event, the fact

of it, and the fact of

Augustine's long hesitation

before he underwent it all

indicate on some level that

he had done the essential

thing."

He had to memorize a

creed, and a body of

propositions as part of the

ritual preparation for

baptism. This ritual

preparation, O'Donnell

explained, ensured that

Christians would know some

minimum of doctrine , what

see WELCH page 23

To The Catalyst Staff...

A very special thank you to Rachel,

Sarah, Margo, Nina, Kristin, Stacy,

Peter, Patty, Damien, JoRita, Scott,

Bryan and Mattfor the endless

hours, the weird times, the many bad

jokes, the hard work and, most of

all, for your supreme efforts to do a

goodjob - it worked.

The most important part of a news-

paper is the staff... We had one hell

Ofa newspaper. Priscilla and Katie

JUBILEE: (joo b<*le); n;

1. a big party

2. a joyous event happening every fifty years

3. much fun had by all who attend

4. THE COLORADO COLLEGE
WINTER FORMAL

It's Coming ....

Friday, January 27, 1989

9:30 p.m. - 1:30 a.m.

The Broadmoor Hotel Main Ballroom

( and it's not the Symposium)
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What Does It Mean?
compiled by patricia
Mclaughlin and
damien raffa

DAVE HOLLORAN
Senior

English

It's the ultimate blind date.

WILL SAUNDERS
Manchester University
Exchange Student

American Studies

It means that kissing with
paper bags is difficult. It

means don't have sex with
someone with a bag over your
head. It means lack of
communication - "fuck first

and ask questions later."

Those surrealists, they were
kinky dudes. I think
Magritte was a great painter,

but he was obsessed with
paper bags on heads.

JONATHAN McMURRAY
Senior

Religion

I think it shows the
ridiculous desensitization of
personal relationships in
this technological era.

Eduors-in-CMef
PRISCILLA PETTIT, KATIE WELCH

News
NINA FARQUHAR

Features

RACHEL BERRINGTON
Opinions

SARAH DOUGLASS, MARGO WEISZ
Arts

STACY STANFORD, KRISTIN THOMSON
Sports

PETER POCHNA
Photo

patty Mclaughlin, damen raffa
Business Manager
SCOTT REDICK

Typesetters

BRYAN BREDEHOEFT, LINDA IMHOFF
Copy Editing

KRISTA CAUFMAN
Associate Editor

1QRTTA ODLE
The Catalyst welcomes letters to the Editor as well as articles. Letters
should be no more than 500 words, double space typed or neatly written
Longer Opinions articles are also welcome. All letters/columns must
include the author s name and phone number.
Address arttclesto The Catalyst, Worner Center, 902 Cascade, Colorado

College, Colorado Springs, Colorado, 80946. Or pieces may be dropped
.? f^ " a

i TSe c"»!y"t *<« located in the basement of Cossitt Hall
onthe Colorado College Campus, (719H73-2233, ext.2675.
Opinions appearing in The Catalyst are the opinions of the designated

author and not necessarily those ofany other Catalyst staff member.
The Catalyst is published by Cutler Publications, Inc. The Catalyst is

printed tri-monthly from September to May, except during holiday
periods Cutler Publications, Inc. does not discriminate on the basis of
race, color, age, religion, sex, national origin, physical disability or sexual
orientation in its education programs, activities or employment policies

RACHEL GUTLBEAU
Sophomore
Philosophy

It makes me think of All

it looks like they're trying

avoid getting diseases fi

one another. It kind of so

me, like it's saying, "don'l

this."

JENNIFER
HILLEBRANDT
Junior

Sociology

It implies that people don't

communicate with one
another - they're blind and
deaf to what's going on with
others around them.

JASON BELKNAP FLIT*

Senior

Art Studio
It means wear condone

think it should have W
something more beautiful

think it's a blasphemy'

don't think Magritte m»

that.
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0les, Audibles Top List of Springs Holiday Gifts

store this

That was
•n I was told to find

f

cfEPHANIE CHING
^hat is the bestselling

m * y°U\
[iday

season

.qucstioi

"gn5vver
to this week. So,

. weekend I dragged a

n£j
downtown with me and

some SHOPPING! What

eat job- My mom thought

u just using it as an excuse.

t
this is legitimate, and

despite having targeted a

store further down the block,

stopped in to talk. He
reported that (surprise!) skis

and snow boots were selling

well this season.

Reaching my goal, Santa Fe

West, a southwestern arts

store, I spoke a woman who
said, "Are you ready for this?

Lizard lights. They are

plastic lizards that light up,

bet she still won't believe and we're out of them

, eVen when she sees this

Be in Print - f
was a warm

nter
day The

s
shining, and the?

I was just

-inning to

In.

V stop

Hmmmm. . . interesting.

Moving on, I went into

Teddy's Hallmark Store

where I bought some needed
wrapping paper. I was
also informed that ornaments

were a popular gift item,

nd the "traditional

cards always
d o well here."

Turning around and

heading back

towards CC,
(It was getting

dark, and my
friend who
had so

valiantly

volunteered

to accompany

was starting to

'feel chilly). I

smelled a delicious

scent wafting in the

air and had to stop to

fir:

as at

Lotus Eater,

miscellaneous

ulique. I bought a

[hday card there

id I found out that

rings and scarves

ig well

"And, as

vays, incense and

xinsc burners

e added.

Continuing

own along

ejon I passed a sporting^iwestigate. I found myself

Dods store, Blick's, and outside of Michelle's.

Upon entering the woman at the register

told me "Everything is going like

crazy. It is unbelievable."

Here, was also the only place

where the manager came out to J

grace me with his presence.

"The bestsellers are the

traditional favorites: English
Toffee, Truffles, which come in

up to 13 flavors at Michelle's, fudges,

and chocolate-covered nuts and cherries.

Also our own unique satin, hand-pulled,

ribbon candy. Stocking stuffcrs are going well"

too." I thanked him and went on my way

Turning off on one of the side streets off Tcjon

with a string of little shops I walked into

Canterbury Cheese. It seems that the

traditional arc the bestsellers here,

too. "Blue cheese sells. And
assorted gift baskets are big

gift items," he managed.
"Talkative", I have in my
notes (I think I was being

sarcastic.)

Ironically, less than half a

block away, bright lights and

a Santa on a trapeze, greeted

my eyes. Needing to warm up
a little, and be amused, we
entered Zeezo's - a magic,

novelty shop. When asked

"What is your best selling

item this holiday season?",

the answer I got was "Me."

Real comedians here.

"Truthfully, magic kits,

scotch and soda, and juggling

items/' Then he
demonstrated the Magic
Coloring Book to me. He

EATURES/7
Warren

reluctantly
models
his fashionable

holiday

"Raindog" gear.

At Johannes Hunter jewelry

store, I was informed that,

along with diamond
anniversary rings, diamond

,
,

, .. tennis bracelets were the most
nipped through it and at the

j „ni ,, j popular items,
magic words Please and r r

"Thank you," the once white MY last stoP was C J- Kard,

spaces were colored. To prove where I needed to get some

that "Peanut butter" and candy canes and Christmas

"Spaghetti" were not magic cards. "The trend in

words, even the black lines Christmas cards is that the

disappeared. But the traditional ones go first,

brightly colored pages because those people tend to

returned on uttering the magic bc morc organized. Then the

words once again. All in all humorous, morc risque ones

it was a pleasant though will start to sell when the

definitely very weird less organized get around to

experience not at all ready lhcir shopping. Buttons arc

for the cold air that greeted als° Soing by lhc handful, to

me. "Remember, the real bc uscd as stocking stutters.

value in magic items are And, this really surprised

their secrets," were his me, but we can't keep raindog

parting words. cars in the store."

Committee Strives to Recruit Female Faculty, Set Up Women's Center

KMICHELE SANTOS
"The Women's Concerns
ammittee (WCC) enables

omen of the community to

iprove the climate for

Dmeri on the campus," said

iith Kester, chemistry
ofessor and chair of the

CC.

Committee members
present administration,
ilty, students and support
If. They advise the
esident of the College on
'men's issues and are

le to hear and counsel
lividuals. Issues include

cruitment, retention and
amotion of women at

ilorado College, services for

men, and the college's
'ysical and psychological
imate.

Recruitment of female

faculty is the major concern.

In 1987-88, only 4 of the 64

full professors at CC were

women. Women make up only

23.6 percent of the total

faculty here, while a

majority of the students are

women. "Ideally we would
like the situation to be
equitable, for the student

population to be reflected in

the faculty," said Kester.

"But," he continued, "It's not

easy, and we have to go yet in

hiring."

Members of the WCC
influence hiring by
participating and attempting

to monitor the individual

search committees. Each

WCC representative is

limited to one committee.

"We want students to become

involved in this process,"

said Kester. Such students

would look at the folders of

the incoming candidates,

attend each candidate's

presentation and give their

input, along with other

members of the search

committee.

The WCC has two major

goals concerning recruitment.

One is to increase the number

of female faculty, and the

second is to make sure that

"whatever the gender of the

candidate, to hire people

sympathetic to women's
issues," stated Kester.

Another goal that the

WCC has is to establish a

women's center on campus,

perhaps situated in one of the

houses, that would host

programs dealing with

women's education and safety

and "generally be a focus for

women's issues," said Kester.

Plans for such a center are

still tentative, and the WCC
is hoping for more student

support for the venture.

The committee has only

existed for about 5 years.

Since its foundation, the

WCC has established the

daycare center, generated

more financial and
administrative support for

Women's Studies, and begun

research on how to enhance

the current Affirmative

Action program.

Kester explains the

apparent irony of his position

as a male chairing the WCC

as "symbolic of how women's

concerns arc important to

everyone. " He was selected

in part because female

candidates for chair were

"under the strain of going for

their third-year review (for

tenure)," said Kester.

Apathy of some female

students towards women's

issues may be explained by

the fact that these students

"haven't really experienced

the injustice of certain power

structures." For many women
concern doesn't occur until

they have to deal with

entering the work force,

Kester said.

Kester concluded,

"The improvement of

women's conditions benefits

the entire community."

Tk
^iiinm Ik€.

633-058*

IN OLD COLORADO CITY

PRIMITIVE & ETHNIC ART,CLOTHING « 7EV7ELRY
FROM SOUTH AMERICA . AFRICA « ASIA

2510 W. COLORADO AVE. COIO. SPOS

HON- SAT. 10-6
"

SUNDAY 12-6
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Can You Buy a Grade? The Scoop on Mail-Order Papers

BY RACHEL BERRINGTON
AND KATIE WELCH
Have you ever seen the ads

in the classifieds of every

major magazine that

say,"NEED ASSISTANCE?"
and have a picture of a

tormented student agonizing

over an impending deadline?

If you bother to read the

fine print, the ad will tell

you that these agencies offer

"research" assistance only on

term papers, reports and

theses. The funny thing is,

they will send you a catalog

listing over 16,000 detailed

descriptions of specific paper

topics, complete with page

numbers and number of

sources. They can also be

mailed to you overnight,

provided you have
Mastercard or Visa.

You can find a paper
on anything from
Aborigines to
Zoroastrianism.

^jT- aiprX'^ff^ p<^l*^

Such an easy solution to

those impossible-paper-blues

seems like a procrastina tor's

dream come true. We
recently ordered two of these

fine academic specimens to

see if they were really worth
considering for submission at

a small liberal arts college.

Authors' Research Service,

Inc. can send you a paper on
any topic ranging from
Aborigines to Zoroastrism to

the tune of $5.90 per page
(plus postage and handling).

"If you can't find a paper in

the catalog that satisfies

your needs, we can produce
custom (original) research,

specific to your needs." They
will even send you "thesis-

type" papers which include

"proposal development, data
collection, research designs,

and statistical computation
and analysis."

ARS guarantees that "all

orders are absolutely
confidential."

Before you order, you must

sign a disclaimer that says,

"I, the undersigned, declare

that the research material

purchased from ARS will be

used for research purposes

only." When you receive

your paper, you will find

that every page is neatly

stamped with the words,"For

Research Purposes Only.'"

We ordered a five-page

English paper entitled, "Fire

Symbolism in Gravity 's

Rainbow by Thomas
Pynchon" and a history

paper called "Humanism in

the Renaissance and
Reformation." We gave
them to members of CC's
English and History
departments to read and
grade.

The papers we received

were a mess. They were
badly copied, with countless

grammar and spelling errors.

Some of the corrections were
penciled in. For a company
that is supposed to specialize

in writing papers, we were
disappointed. They looked
like real papers turned in by

Y EARS AREA D
I N

HAIR DESIGN
We're Inviting you to experience a new and unique approach to

the fine art of hair design. ..from contemporary to high fashion.

FREE CONSULTATIONS
PLUS

2 FREE TANNING SESSIONS.

75% DICOUNT WITH C.C. ID

118 N. Tejon Suite 301 (Above Old Chicago)

635-5552

students who had then sold

them to the company.

The faculty members did

not know they were grading

mail-order papers, and were

asked to assess the writing

quality and content. None of

the papers were given flying

colors, but most professors

would have passed them,

under the condition that they

were to be re-written.

Professor George Butte said

of the Pynchon paper, "The

writing is often pretty good
here, and the use of

Pynchon's text (which I know
pretty well) is good, though

the writer's metaphysical
assumptions (and conclusion)

seem to reach well beyond
what the novel justifies.

..Given the difficulty of the

novel, I'd probably grade

this at a B to B+."

Professor Thomas Mauch
dismembered the writer's

paragraphs with circles,

question marks and slashes.

The writer used the verb, "to

be " in almost every sentence-

-an English professor's

nightmare. He complained

about the sloppy intro,

vagueness, lack of
development and "lifeless

style." Mauch found it

"inflated at the end." He
added that despite the poor
writing quality, that this

was a typical example of

what he usually receives.

Professor John Simons also

had problems with the

grammar and vagueness of

the paper. He also found it

awkward in parts and too

abstract.

"Avoid deadwood phrases
like, 'It should be noted
that..,'" commented Professor

Ruth Barton, "and avoid
generic masculine. If you
mean 'people' or 'human
beings,' say so."

The history papers were

equally mediocre. The five-

page paper was too scanty for

such a broad topic as

Humanism in the
Renaissance and
Reformation.

"You certainly didn't

get your money's
worth."

Professor T.K. Barton

criticized its vagueness, and
commented, "Write about the

subject, not about your paper."

He suggested the writer "try

a verb other than 'to be,'"and

to "avoid abstract sentence

subjects." He also noted that

the writer's discussion of the

"ancients" influence upon the

Renaissance showed
ignorance about what the

ancients were and the Middle
Ages' role in preserving Latin

texts.

He gave the paper an
overall grade of "B,"

however, noting that the

paper showed intelligent

aspirations but naivete of a

first-year-student. He added
that he would never assign a

paper on such a broad topic.

After finding out that the

paper came from a mail-

order company, Barton
suggested that the numerous
spelling errors may have
been left in to make the

paper seem more authentic.

Professor Robert Mcjimsey

was less lenient, giving the

paper a C+. "The writer has

too much to do," he said.

"The predictable result will

be a hit-and-run set of

references to a lot of topics

with no development of any
one of them. Also the

definition of humanism used
in the first paragraph
relates to our present day
understanding of that term.

Since Renai s

scholarship used the tem
a different way, the rea/
not prepared for what
follow.

"This paper does not
fc

a clear thesis...Informal
diligently recorded, ^
lacks any point. The

W]

has the intelligence

needs more guidance
strategy," Mc]^
concluded. When told

paper was purchased

,$5.90 per page, he ad,

"You certainly didn't get,

money's worth."

"Given the difficulty

the novel, I'd probat

grade this at a B or B

Although neither

received a failing
g ra((

Colorado College p
seem to be used to associali

a paper with a person,

upon a specific course rath

than general subject math

Most professors said

they would have asked for

re-write. This suggests th

the professors are mo

concerned with what

student learns instead

what he or she turns in.

So, if you ever find yours

in the position of the stude

in the ad in the back

Rolling Stone, with y(

head in your hands and yo

brow full of sweat, remembi

IF YOU ORDER ONE (

THESE PAPERS AND TUE

IT IN FOR CREDIT, YOU?

CHEATING,GODDAMMn

This report will brn.il i iniv :.<ij!il,.' (he- symbolic use of fire and thirif

related lo firels) in Thomas Pynchon's novel. Gravity's Rainbow. It shou!

be noted that while the novel is Admittedly brilJiajM-.itjs^ilso frequently

/>**«) *)
SymbolJSO^w^^^

|
suggested that there^JcitTeasuine hundred othef^ymbolic themes mat

r*3ccur throughout the storjTbf note(arejne Rocket, lire. Hansel and Cret

Traditionally, fir^js usedVlo symbolize such things as catharsis, rebirth

(especially the Phoenix), and ritual purification So toolsfius^ in (gravity's

Rainbow Fir^j£used>in several ways in the text, not the least of which is as a

symbolic punctuation mark. Characters are frequently lighting cigarettes

(ihere^&rejhore than 60 references to the ritual of lighting a smoke; lt(jt)in

this instance, a unifying element that brings together and unites the many

unrelated characters. For an example, see page 592.) With the preoccupation

of the characters iutt^ird Iu-rocke [-firings, w<

"T—^r-rtTvvvtA
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>parated At Birth? The Claus - Garcia Connection

bRyaN
bredehoeft

[iter
pondering my

ild
hood fascinations of

Qaus, I decided I was

j of just sitting on his lap

| him all the things I

„ted for Christmas.

lead
of wondering what

|as really like, I jumped

action. My quest: to find

l|a
I trampled through

! snow to find the jovial

„in red at The Citadel.

fcow is Mrs. Claus?

[Oh, Mrs. Claus is doing

ly
well. If it wasn't for

r
I
couldn't get through

listmas.

And Rudolph?

Rudolph is fabulous as

B: And Frosty-the-Snowman?

S: Frosty is really just a

distant friend of mine. I don't

see him very often. But the

last time I saw him, he was
doing just fine.

"One has to remember,

.

'Magic doesn't stick.'"

B: I phoned the North Pole

last night and no one
answered. Why?
S: With everyone calling,

the microwave circuits were
overloaded.

B: So, I gather you are up on

technology

S: Computers, microwave
communications—the works.

Ski Report -^
IAPAHOE BASIN: $28

Tola! Depth of Snow :
31"

lifts
open : 4/5

Condition : Packed

Powder

IROWHEAD: $19

Opening to be announced

iPEN HIGHLANDS: $33

Total Depth of Snow :
20"

jli/teopen : 7/11

Condition : Hard Packed

Powder

IPEN MOUNTAIN: $35

Total Depth of Snow :
20"

lifts open : 7/8

Condition : Hard Packed

[AVER CREEK: $35

Total Depth of Snow :
20"

lifts open : 7/9

Condition : Packed
Powder

1ECKENRIDGE: $31
Total Depth of Snow :

23"

'lifts open : 12/15
Condition : Packed
Powder

UTERMILK: $33
Total Depth of Snow :

16"

lifts open : 6/6
Condition : Packed
Powder

OPPER MOUNTAIN: $30
Tola/ Depth of Snow :

23"

Ufa open :9/20
Condition

: Packed
Powder

ttSTED BUTTE: $20
T»W Depth of Snow :

20"

Lifts open : 6\11
Condition

: Hard Packed
Powder

°CHARA VALLEY: $14
r»'«I Depth of Snow :

16"

lifts open : 2/4
Condition: Spring
Conditions

l"0RA MOUNTAIN: $17
T°M Depth of Snow :

24"
ti

f's open : 2\6
Condition

: Packed Powder
TESTES PARK: $16
°Plns Saturday.
EVSTONE: $30
°W Depth of Snow :

20"

J*
open: 9\14

u"dition
: Packed Powder

LOVELAND BASIN: $15

Total Depth of Snow :
29"

Lifts open : 6\7

Condition: Powder/Packed

Powder
MARY JANE: $17

Total Depth of Snow :
30"

Lifts open : 4\5

Condition : Hard Packed

Powder
MONARCH: $20

Total Depth of Snow :
28"

Lifts open : 4/4

Condition : Packed Powder
POWDERHORN: $22

Opened Thursday.

PURGATORY: $24

Total Depth of Snow :
22"

Condition : Packed Powder

SILVER CREEK: $18

Total Depth of Snow :
20"

Lifts open : 3\4

Condition : Packed Powder

SKI BROADMOOR: $10

Total Depth of Snow :
18"

Lifts open : 1\1

Condition : Packed Powder
SNOWMASS: $33

Total Depth of Snow :
16"

Lifts open : 9/16

Condition : Hard/Packed
Powder

STEAMBOAT: $27

Total -Depth of Snow :
25"

Lifts open : 14\20

Condition: Packed Powder
TELLURIDE: $20

Total Depth of Snow :
21"

Lifts open : 5\10

Condition : Hard Packed

Powder
VAIL: $35

Total Depth of Snow :
19"

Lifts open : 19\21

Condition: Packed Powder

WINTER PARK: $17

Total Depth of Snow :
23"

Lifts open : 11M3
Condition : Hard Packed

Powder
WOLF CREEK: $22

Total Depth of Snow :
43"

-Lifts open : 5\6

Condition: Packed Powder

My memory is the worst, and

on top of that the elves are

worse than me!

B: Has your sleigh ever been

stuck? Or have you ever been

stuck in a chimney?

S: Never. One has to

remember, 'Magic doesn't

stick.'

"I am apolitical."

B: Did you vote in the

election? Are you a Democrat

or a Republican?

S: Of course not! I am
apolitical. George and
Mikey did well in their

campaigns. They are both

good people.

B: With all the air traffic

and SDI these days, have

you ever hit anything?

S: No, not yet. But I wish

everyone would stop

polluting the skies.

"I saw Jerry once in

concert... I fail to see
the connection."

Santa takes time out of his busy day to speak
to Catalyst typesetter Bryan Bredehoeft.

B: What's your favorite

food?

S: Mexican food.

B: What are your favorite

type of cookies?

S: I love all cookies but my
favorite is white chocolate

and macadamia nut.

B: How do you feel about your

striking resemblance to Jerry

Garcia of the Grateful Dead?
S: Well, I saw Jerry once in

concert and everyone told me
I resembled him. I fail to see

the connection!

Aside from being one of the

cutest people on earth, Santa

seemed more human than 1

expected. For my Christmas

gift, I asked him for a trip to

Tahiti. I may have to wait

until next year for that trip,

but Santa is probably the

most caring and giving person

I have ever met. I think

he'll come through. Oh... his

last words were, "Merry

Christmas!"

Friday Photo
II

DOWNTOWN AND CITADEL

102A N TEJON
COLORADOSPRINGS.CO80903 (719)520-1122
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Santa from the land of

snow
Where whales and

sealbeaters rule

the icefloe

Commissioned the

elves

"Bribed them," some
say

To bring you joy in your

HOL-I-DAY
-Kristin

santa at the citadel
listening to constant
kiddie-tell

what would happen if

he fell

into the bowels of
holiday hell?

Rachel: So what should we do to fill up all this blank sp.

between all these pictures?

Katie: Gee, I don't know . How about captions for »"]
photos?

Rachel: Yeah, right. Here's santa with a little girl on his I

Here's Santa giving toys to little kids. Here's Jinx's, in !•*

downtown Colorado Spr...

Katie: OK, OK, how about a sappy Christmas poem-
Priscilla: I'm done!!! I'm DONE WITH MY ARTICLE!!
Katie: Great, and it's only 5am!
Rachel: Yeah, way to go. Now about those blank spaces-
Kristin: How about a Catalyst Harper's? Number of i"1'1

written by Priscilla Pettit.

Number of hours Bryan spent in front of a computer. Av«1

number ofpanic attacks per issue.

Rachel: No, I want poems...we all have to write one...
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ymposium Poll
^dents Share Comments,
jticisms
fflf^olls dibtributecT'to student mailboxes

H
polls returned

YES NO
you p'an t0 attend the

^.posium on Intimacy?

VE5,
why?

jesting Speakers

^ Advertising

lellectually stimulating

jested in topic

Dthing
better to do

quired togo

(5 maybes)

her
(COMMENTS)

lhance to soak

owledge. No pressure to

erate it-

figure I probably helped

for it and I'll get some

; out of my education in

eral. The ads almost make

'not want to go. To take

1 the 'papermaking' in

nstrong was an

mination. I will continue

hrow wet things at these

>e and stupid signs.. .the

-ertising has been
:done.

or one thing, I'm on the

iposium Committee, so I

'e to be there. But, more
idamentally, I;m on the

nmittee because I strongly

eve in the Symposium. I

ik it's a wonderful idea. I

going to relish attending

se intellectually
mlating events with no
sure of grades, obligatory

Endance, tests, outside
iding or conflicting

nands on my time (like

sses). And I think the
ek will be very exciting as

have dynamic and
wned participants and
e will be ample
Ttunity to get close to

^ and converse with

pat was done as far as

advertising was
testing and eye-catching,

: there was not enough
scific information
liable early enough to

'Vince students to come

gj I think people should
°ff Eli Boderman. Maybe
re hasn't been enough
tent involvement in the

•sion-making but that can
changed in the future.
^rman seems to have put
lether a really interesting
nPosium. I'm afraid,
)u§h, people are
gaining too loud and too
lch

' putting other students
ft would be much more
^jve to praise Boderman
"is time and effort and

|

n r*quest a bigger role in
aecision-making process

'he future. If this
^Posium is not supported

a

,he student body, there
y^ot be future symposiums
*" ;vhich students could
rk and design. We're not

going to get a ninth block back

so take advantage of the

educational opportunities

offered - you'd think we
didn't have any at all. Eli

Boderman's done a pretty

remarkable job on this - I'm

really excited - why isn't

everyone else?

9 Since we lost a block at the

same time that tuition

increased. It's also

economically the right thing

to do.

• Because learning should

and can take place outside

the classroom. Losing a block

would not be such a big deal if

people would realize this

fact. Also, there is a lot of

money going into the

Symposium and it should

reflect the quality of the

speakers.

9 Last year herelCan't miss

this (I'm paying for it).

9 Want to see what a

symposium is really about,

f I'm so sexually frustrated

these days. I'm looking for

answers and a playmate, too.

Plus, what a primo learning

opportunity.

If NO, why? (COMMENTS)

• I have better things to do.

If I do go it would be

because it would help a little

to make up for the ninth block

I should have got as a Senior.

The movies would be fun. I

think the topic is kind of

unintellectual. I mean I could

read a book by Leo Buscaglia

on my own. I wish it were on

something I knew very little

about and have a hard time

understanding, like the

situation in Central America

or the Middle East or the US
government or the economy or

interior decorating or NA
Indians' past and present or

ESP or Tactics of War or

anything besides something I

could easily discuss among
friends.

9 Did not publicize early

enough. It wasn't until after

most plane reservations

needed to be made that it was

possible to decide if it's

worth it.

wl live 1,100 miles away,

have not been home yet this

semester and am very

homesick. If I can get an extra

week with my family and

friend I'm eoing to take it.

^The topic leaves a lot to be

desired. I have other topics

of personal interest that I

could study and make better

use of my time. The groups in

the Symposium will be too

large, not enough discussions

will take place.

% I have already been to two
meetings/symposia on
interpersonal relationships.

9 Taking second semester off.

Because I want to party and
go skiing over that week,
Dude.

% CC has way too many
stupid programs like this and
should spend money on
Division I Basketball.

• I would prefer to spend
more time with my mother
and strengthen our
relationship.

ft I dig long xmas breaks.

% Want to spend extra week
at home with family.

% My plane tickets were
made very far in advance and
can't be refunded.

ft Because I am from out of

state. I would rather spend
my vacation at home or clos

to home, i don't want to come
back for something that I

don't get credit for.

• On vacation.

r, I'll be in another country

studying.

% Skiing.

9 I've never really been
interested in going to lectures

and such. I guess I never saw
them as something
interesting to do.

• Few interesting speakers.

Didn't hear too much about it

until too late. Cheery topic.

• Need to spend time at

home. Need to love family

and friends. Need to earn

money.

9 I'd much rather have a

longer Christmas break at

home than spending the time

in lectures.

9Because it's a completely

bogus waste of my time.

• I have to work and earn

money.

9 I'd rather be some place

else.

% Because intimacy is a

stupid topic. Why not stuff

like a political topic. PLO,
Israel, Star Wars. Interesting

topics with good debates.

9 Who are you kidding? I'm

not giving up a week of skiing

to come see this Symposium!!

• Sounds boring. Would
rather ski.

• It sounds like an excellent

topic, but the time is all

wrong. I'm just not willing to

give up a week of my
vacation. If it were
incorporated into the first

week of fifth block it would

get the exposure it deserves.

9jl'm planning to ski with

friends in Utah. I'm a senior

and think I was cheated a

block and feel sorry for

incoming freshmen. I hardly

think a symposium is

equivalent to the block we

have lost. Must we have a

Symposium on Intimacy?
Maybe a world problem or

something with more weight
and importance. With all the

problems in the world why
not a topic like global

warming with views from
scientists, economists and
social scientists on the effects

and causes?
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ItalianEspresso Coffee Drinks I

\

• ESPRESSO
• CAPPUCCINO
• CAFE LATTE
• CAFE MACCHIATTO
• CAFE MOCHA
• CAFE VIENNESE

•
• • CAFE BREVE

Gourmet Desserts
& Homemade Natural Baked Goods

• BULK COFFEE & TEAS
• BOOKS

CARDS • HOLIDAY GIFTS^

7am-Mldr\ight Sun-Thurs

7an>1:30am Fri&Sat

320 N. TEJON 577-4291
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5OT
StyCe cuts, Cetfopfianes,

Terms & Color

Nexus and Tri products available for sale

Stop in or maks your appointment.

827 9{. lejon at Cache La Toudre 632-3531
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Old Boys Network Flushes Justice Down the Toilet:

THECAT^

CC Senario Reflects "Real World"

By LISA J. BETTY were therefore obligated to cover

The following are excerpts each other's asses for life, or

from my mind (in italics) as until death do them part. The

precipitated by specific trial took place and the accused

events (in plain typeface). walked away with a slap on the

This is a story about ethics, hand.
honor, corruption, myself, A little bird stopped by the

Michael K. Deaver, C.C. honorous one's apartment
person X, Dan Quayle, C.C. several days later to deliver this

person Y, Bobby Knight, Drexel news of which the bird had

Burnham Lambert Inc. and the learned straight from the

Honor Council, some of which source. The honorous one's

have a lot more in common heart was broken, her faith in

than one might think. people shattered and her

Once upon a time, a student transcript marred with a No
enrolled in a liberal arts college Credit as a result of the accused

in Colorado. She signed a one, and his/her friends, who
pledge, as did all of her upset the curve of the class,

classmates, upon dooming her to, perhaps,
matriculation, promising to missing convocation this

uphold a law of the land called Spring.

the Honor Code. * September 23, 1988/
This code of honor enabled jhe New York Times:

her to take unproctored exams "Michael K. Deaver was
and write papers in the comfort rined $100,000 and placed on
of her own home. When she probation for lying to a
signed this pledge she Federal grand jury. Deaver
committed herself to a college wjn perform 1,500 hours of
career that was cheat-free. She community service. This he
felt moral and protected and wi \\ fuIfiiI by counseling
pure, and oh-so-good. other alcoholics."
When she learned from a Alcoholism is not a substantial

friend of hers of a incident of excuse for perjury, and neither
cheating in one of her classes, j$ protecting someone because
she reported it to the Honor you went to prep sch00l with
Council. The Honor Council them. "Mr. Deaver," the
took her hand and helped her

j
ucjge who tried his case

onto the white horse upon warned, " remains as
which they all sat. Into the accountable as anyone,
horizon they all rode, until they afflicted or not, for having
reached the doorstep of the testified untruthfully."
accused. An accusation was federal cases come in all sizes, I

presented and the trial date set. thought. President Reagan, a
The honorous one's friend good friend to Deaver, must
agreed to testify to aide her in have been disappointed; I know
her fight for justice and peace on how he feels, but at least
earth. Reagan seems to have greater

The day before the trial the capacity for forgetting. I will
honorous one's friend visited never forget that my friend
the accused and discussed a

strategy for the following day's

trial. This was bad. It seems

they "prepped" together and

disappointed me, by aiding and

abetting an alleged lying,

cheating...prep school buddy.

* December 12,

1988/The New York Times:

"Few industries are as highly

regulated as the securities

business, where companies
must comply with rules issued

not only by Federal
authorities and the stock

markets, but the 50 states as

well." We are all shareholders,

of sorts, in this school—this

corporation. Consider the

Honor Council the Securities

and Exchange Commission
(SEC). When someone violates

a law at this school they should

have to fret "facing civil

lawsuits by their investors and
their shareholders " much in

the same way as Drexel
Burnham Lambert Inc. has

been ever since the Government
has been investigating their

firm for evidence of
racketeering. And although

C.C, in many ways, doesn't

have as much to lose as Drexel

Burnham or E.F. Hutton,
whose cheating left them with a

$23.5 million dollar tab to pay
and which led them to their

downfall and eventual
takeover, C.C. stands to lose a

lot more ( ie- its repor, and its

freedom and trust in its student

body, which, of course, has no

price tag.). "The damage can
go far beyond lost revenues."

The business of cheating is not a

lucrative one, as E.F. Hutton,

to whom (according to their

advertisements) everyone
supposedly listened until 1985,

might advise C.C. students.

*November 10,

1988/The Stamford
(Connecticut) Advocate: A
New York City based satirist,

Calvin Trillin, recently wrote of
an imaginary summit meeting

between Mikhail Gorbachev
and Dan Quayle, who, in

Trillin's account, assumed the

position of President when

George Bush resigned to drive

an IS-wheeler. And, because

Dan Quayle reminds me of

C.C.-person-X who lied in the

name of his ivy-covered alma

mater, I bring this column to

your attention. Throughout
this imaginary summit
meeting , Quayle, Trillin

imagines, leaves the room
frequently to phone his dad.

In addition, "Mr. Quayle, to

the astonishment of

American reporters,...quotes

Bobby Knight as saying that

a good offense always wins'".

Hmmm. Sounds like

something C.C.-person-X
might say. Finally, Quayle
greets the Soviet leader with

"Hi, guy. Where'd you
prep?"

The prospect of a Quayle-

Gorbachev summit meeting
scares the author, as it does

many of us. And as I read this

article I couldn't help but be

slammed over the head with the

obvious parallels to my own
situation. The person called

upon to testify with me against

the accused , J was told, also

phoned his dad in New York

for advice, just as Quayle did in

Trillin's article. And here I am
thinking that we are all

rational-minded, decision-

making adults. This
information sent a chill

through me as I recalled that

his dad is an executive at a

Manhattan brokerage house,

but I can't seem to remember if

he works for Drexel Burnham,
or E.F. Hutton?

The Honor Council, I have
tremendous faith in; you, the

students, I am not so sure

about.

Try

Ethics

and
th]

Stude

The Education Game Breeds Cheaters
By SARAH DOUGLASS for "success." Therefore, Riley believes, "to

Most students, at some point in their some extent the cynicism and discontent with
academic careers, confront the temptation to our society promotes cheating." The
cheat. That anyone would devote the time reasonably founded idea that society is

and money necessary to attend a school like systematically stratifed into haves and have
CC and feel compelled to cheat raises some n0,s ar|d that education is a means of
interesting questions about the way we view relegating people into either category creates
higher education and the educational p^^ess. an atmosphere in which cheating appears
Here at CC, those who knowingly break the legitimate. People are socialized throughout

honor code run the gamut between people who 'heir lives by maxims like "nice guys(people)
maintain little or no commitment to the honor finish last." If there is a price to pay for
code, to those who have a relatively strong honesty, then rules against it seem unfair and
commitment to the honor code. Some people ''fe< or education in this case, becomes a
may cheat at one time or another in their life contest to pull the craftiest bamboozle,
because of conflicting values such as pressure m an egalitarian society, people might feel
to please their parents.or maintain a good more of a commitment to the rules and
GPA in order to go to graduate school. regulations of that society because they feel

Repetitive cheaters, however, may be a 'hey are just. A belief in the ultimate fairness
reflection of an attitude that education is a or any system fosters a deeper commitment to
game. Sociology Professor John Riley i''s founding principles by allowing people to
elaborates, "Some see education as a union identify with and benefit from it's guidlines.
ticket, a way in which society is stratified, a Riley offers two ways which might reduce
way in which we assign people different cheating on campus. One would be to
ranks and teach them that they know more or "convince people that the rules of the game
less according to their rank." For these people are just." One way to emphasize the fact that
education is merely a credential, a means by you do not have to cheat to win, would be to
which society establishes hierarchies of give people opportunities to do well that are
importance. presently unavailable. For example, students
someone who envisions education might be allowed to make up exams that they

credentially is likely to have a cynical view have failed if the professor felt they had a
of the educational process. Ultimately it is sufficient grasp of the material,
not knowledge and learning, but a diploma Another avenue would be to allow people to
which provides one with the tools necessary make up a "No Credit" by doing extra work

over the summer. Opportunities like these
help dispell the notion that one has to cheat
in order to win.

The emphasis on individual achievement
also contributes to a mentality conducive to
cheating. A shift toward emphasis on
collective learning might encourage students
to place more emphasis on learning rather
than achievement. "When students start
teaching other students", says Riley, "then
they are able to involve themselves in the
educational process in a more serious way."
Group work places more emphasis on process
and thought rather than product and grades.
Ultimately, the decision to cheat or not to

cheat depends on the meaning that the
individual assigns to the behavior as well as
the extent to which signing one's name to an
oath is a meaningful experience. This
meaning is contingent upon who is assigning it

and results from the experiences that have
shaped her or his development. As Riley
says, "For some people the meaning is T have
jumped these hurdles or made these
accomplishment and I've done it in a way
that I can be proud of. I'm improving as a
person; I'm learning.' others might say 'I've
buffaloed those people that were trying to put
me in my place, that were trying to prevent
mc from earning a good living.' A good
sociological question might be "how do people
sort themselves out into those different
groups?"

AND THERt
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CC Honor System in Flux
By ANDREW COZINE
What is the Honor Code? How did it get here and what good

does it do? Why have we all agreed to live by the tenets of an
honor system, and how many of us realize the implications?
More importantly, how well does it work, if at all?
The honor code at the Colorado College, if evaluated on the

most fundamental and idealistic level, is the ultimate test of a
personal code of ethics. Having lived by the code for the last
three and a half years, both as a student and as a council
member, I am convinced that - since the passing of the Phi
Delta Theta brotherhood - it is the strongest standing
representation of this school's integrity and individual
character.

The honor system here was instituted to instill a greater
sense of pride, honor, and integrity among its students, to teach
those values and to live under them. Incoming first year
students, after signing the Code, must at least be dimly aware
of these significant aspects of the Honor System; there are
other key principles and philosophies, however, basic to the
system.

Students here are not just passive subjects, they live with and
by a code composed for their benefit. By deciding to go to

TQOfly Colorado College you have agreed to live with and by these
' tenets. You -are given the choice of whether or not to cheat,

S E IE instead of being forced not to cheat; the honor system is, by this

juF
definition, the most personal form of self-discipline. The
process of learning honor is internalized - to at least some
degree - by all students. Personal freedom is the key aspect of
the Code.

Resulting benefits to the individual student are obvious.
Doing away with proctored exams relieves much of the stress
involved with test-taking. The stressed confidentiality on a
first violation assures the guilty party freedom from
discrimination and prejudice in dealings with members of the
faculty, the administration, and fellow students. When a
decision made by the council is disputed, our appeal process
guarantees a second evaluation by random members of the
student body, i.e., rather than turn the decision over to the
administration - a process antithetical to the ideals of the
honor system - the operations of the Code remain in the hands
of those who have elected to live within its tenets. Most
important, the CC graduate enters the outside world, ideally,
with a stronger sense of self.

The honor system is the most centrally defined and regulated
code of ethics by which this student body operates.

Ideals and fundamentals aside, however, the most important
criteria for an honor system at an individual school is the
extent to which it successfully upholds, its represented code of
ethics. At an honor symposium at Princeton University last

spring, representative from nearly forty universities and
academies (CC among them) met to debate this question and
others in relation to their own respective honor systems. The
simplest outline of established criteria for a given system reads
like this:

Does an honor system a) guarantee student honor, b) teach
student honor.

While evaluating the success records of the other academic
institutions represented at the conference, it became
increasingly apparent to me that our student body falls far

short of many others in regard to one, if not both, of the

aforementioned objectives. The student body in general at
Princeton, for example, expressed a strong respect and fierce
support for their honor system; even in the first year student
dorms, almost all of the students seemed well-versed on the
rules of their constitution and placed great emphasis upon
adherence to the principles of the Code. Washington & Lee
University sets an even higher standard, in an article by
nationally syndicated columnist Michael J. McManns, the
president of the W&L student body is quoted telling incoming
first year students; "If you do not believe in honor, you have the
option to excuse yourself from the university." Later in the
article, the benefits of this code and its standard of regulation
become obvious: "The stores in town don't ask for an ID when
you cash a check (and) professors don't supervise classes taking
exams," according to a W&L first year student. "Bikes and
computers can be left anywhere." James Socas, of the Honor
Committee at the University of Virginia, states in the article
that at UVA... "A student has made a contract with his (sic)

fellow students he (sic) will not lie, cheat, or steal. To do so is

to forfeit the right to be at the university." The article also
quotes the Executive VP at Mutual Insurance of New York, an
alumnus of W&L, stating that if all colleges had an honor
code... "integrity would be come a norm of the society."

Obviously, this individual has never visited our humble
abode at the foot of the Rockies, or come into contact with many
alumni. (This leads to the question: Do any of our alumni ever
find real jobs?). No one here travels anywhere - even on campus
- without identification. No one leaves valuable belongings
anywhere on campus without expecting them to disappear;
stealing personal property, in some circles, resembles a sort of
accepted diversion from academic rigors, sort of like golf or
tennis. And, of course, there are many students here who
believe that take-home or unproctored exams are open
invitations for cheating.

There is one obvious explanation for these widespread
indications of low moral standards among the CC student body.
Our honor system is considerably younger than many of those

represented at the conference; while others approach
established traditions, ours is still a noble experiment. The two
hundred year old systems at Princeton and W&L have now
become a part of school heritage, and command a great deal
more respect. An academic code of honor requires more than a

couple of decades to establish itself in the hearts and minds of

a campus community.
While writing this article, for example, I talked to a fellow

academician who informed me that "the Honor Code is a joke."

No one respects the code, he told me, and everybody cheats.

During the same conversation - a short one - he went on to

assert that no one has heard of CC and that our national

ranking is an embarrassment. Both statements, of course, are

only partially true, but they appear to be a case of cause-and-

effect. When one ponders the national ranking of Princeton,

W&L, or UVA, there seems to be some correlation between
student conduct and a school's national prestige. There are,

admittedly, other factors at work here, but the question

remains: To what extent is our reputation governed by the

standards we set for ourselves?

On a more positive note, we have had increasing numbers of

student accusers in recent years, and non-toleration is the most

obvious sign of a healthy code. This movement indicates that

See COZINE p. 15
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yes, cheaters win. If you don't

they don't. But I think our
culture is such that we're not
raising and developing
people with strong
principles. I hate to say it,

but I think its true.

C: What do you think we
can do here, with the honor
system, to help? Can we do
anything?

R: Here are a few
thoughts... my first response
is no, nothing really. This is

a very wide issue of the

culture at large and the kind
of human being our culture is

developing. The drastic
overemphasis on external

goods, the lack of emphasis
on the internal life of the

mind and internal
experiences foster such
external strategies as

cheating to gather external

goals. There's no way around
it.

Personally, in my classes I

never give an assignment on
which anybody could cheat.

C: What is an assignment

on which someone can cheat?

R: Basically, paper topics

which involve some degree of

creative thought, such that

you cannot go and find

answers in any secondary

sources, and answers from
other people will look like

they are answers from other

people, rather than having

one's own creative and
critical touch within them.

That works for philosophy

very easily, it wouldn't for

some other subjects here

is the problem that I am
struggling with right now: I

firmly believe that thinking

and learning are a communal
activity as much as an
individual activity, that

people learn best working
together in classes and
outside of classes, talking

with one another. I want my
students to talk with one
another, to take a paper
topic, a test assignment, and
talk about it, go through the

questions, learn from one
another as much as possible.

The honor code fails us if it

cuts down on communication
between students for fear

that they will be violating

the honor code.

C: Do you think a great

number of students actually

pay a great deal of attention

to the honor code? I remember
a survey a few years back in

which some thirty percent of

students said yes; I cheat, I

violate the honor code.

R: That's very sad, because

it doesn't speak well for

those people. Those people

are geared to a degree toward
lives of unhappincss.

C: But you feel that a

reasonable percentage of

students are affected by the

honor code.

R: To tell the truth, it's not

a matter of very much'concern

to me.
C: Why not?

R: I have a number of aims

in teaching, but probably my
primary aim is the teaching

of thinking: how to think,

what the nature of thinking

is, the joys of thinking. The

honor code basically has to

do with pretending somebody

else's thought is your
thought, which is the

farthest thing from thinking.

;/ you will, the emphasis 1

put in what I teach is on how
one gets to an idea rather

than whether the idea is

right or wrong. Violations of

the honor code tend to be

more prevalent when there's

a right and wrong answer and

you have to put forth the

right answer.

See LATHAM p. 15
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Trial a Travesty

To the Editor:

At Colorado College, where
a number of institutions have
recently come under fire such

as the Greek system, the

Feminist Collective and
Division I athletics, one has

remained entirely unscathed.

I had the displeasure this

Monday of attending an
appeal by a student on an
Honor Council decision, and
was treated to a trial that

made "Divorce Court" seem as

if it were the Supreme Court.

My problems were not with

the outcome or even the

evidence, for I was merely an

observer, having no biases,

just curious about how the

system operated. What I soon
discovered was major flaw in

a system that the college

depends on each and every

day it operates; a system
which could use a great deal

of fine tuning, perhaps even
an overhaul.

I can comprehend when a

student requests an appeal,

the Honor Council encourages

the student body to witness

the appeal to observe how
the system functions. This
does not provide an
explanation for the hundred
or so Macintosh bold lettered

fliers that were dispersed
around the college. It is a
most serious process and
should be dealt with in a

most serious manner. The trial

should not have been
conducted just to provide some
excitement in an otherwise
uneventful Colorado College

day.
Secondly, I felt I was at a

media event rather than a

trial. There were tape decks,

video recorders and
microphones. 1 was surprised

not to have seen a "Fax"
machine. Every ten minutes
the trial was interrupted to

switch tapes, often
interrupting the course of the

trial as well. This would
have been comical if the
subject had not been so serious.

Perhaps the most
discouraging parts of the trial

occurred when a witness was
questioned about one of his

previous Honor Code
violations, a violation that
was, by policy, to have been
kept in the utmost
confidentiality. This blatant
violation of policy enraged
nearly everyone present and
perhaps raised some questions *

about those involved on the
Council.

The goals of the prosecutor
could have been just as easily

accomplished without
violating a policy that in
this student's eyes is just as
disgraceful as violating the
Honor Code itself. One must
have faith in the Honor
Council for the process to
work but when actions such as
these occur, it reflects badly
not only on the members of the
Honor Council but on the
college that depends on this

system every time a student

turns in a piece of written

work.

I sincerely hope that the

Honor Council reexamines its

actions and practice what
they preach. I would like to

think that each time I pledge

"Honor Code Upheld", it is

not a mockery of a system
that in theory was brilliant

and innovative, but in

practice has become pompous
and misused.

Michael C. Gross

Just Say " No"

to MTV

To the Editors:

Imagine yourself a visitor

to Colorado College. You
enter the fabulous, new and
exciting Lloyd E. Worner
Campus Center expecting to

find the quintessence of the

liberal arts experience. As
you walk through the
majestic shopping-mall
doors, you see tie-dye clad

students in waiting-room
chairs, and you think
contentedly, "WOW! This
must be the place
Suddenly, you are bombarded
by a cacophonous onslaught
of shrill and violently
pulsating noise. Turning, you
try to locate the source of this

atrocious din. Seeing the

television, you think "Oh no!

It's ... MTV!" Imagine your
disillusionment.

Imagine our
disillusionment. Here we are,

paying tons o' money for the
privilege of attending this

outstanding liberal arts

institution, expanding our
minds and broadening our
horizons. We can't help
wondering how things like

scantily clad women in cages
or a barn full of terrorized
pigs fit into the world of
higher academia. Sure, you
say, it's relaxing. It gets your
mind off of the daily stress of
the block plan. Well, sure,

we don't mind a music video
or two, once in a while. But
the sad fact is that the
constant presence of MTV in

the Worner Center is

annoying as all hell!

Cable TV is provided in

the student center as a source
of diverse and otherwise
unavailable programming.
Can't we, as students, come up
with alternatives to a

station which specializes in

the objectification of women
and the glorification of
materialistic, consumption-
crazed, techno-pop ideals?
Come on folks, let's leave the
MTV at home.
Next time you're in the

Worner Center, consider
exercising your freedom of

choice. Change the channel.

We don't want you MTV,
Courtney Cutter

& Mike Mermin

SAY bOSS. YOU'RE NOT GONNAEOE VHtt 3UST HMTO

Campus Interruptus

That X-Mas $pirit
By DOUG LANSKY
Everyone knows that without Christmas,

America would crumble up and fall over. If

someone loved and respected, like, say, Morton
Downey Jr. declared that Christmas was
cancelled this year, the Dow would drop about
1000 points, people would evacuate the country,

and President-elect Bush would find a new wife

that didn't look like his great grandmother.
Thank God this will never happen.

Instead, our economy is stimulated by way of

everyone in the entire world rushing to the

same mall I decide to go to, parking 3 light

years away, and spending 5/6 of their hard
earned money to get their kid a GI Joe action

figure with his personalized rocket-
hydroplane-helicopter-tank-thermonuclear
warhead launcher that is guaranteed to work
until at least noon Christmas Day. This is why
companies like "Mattel" and "Worlds of
Wonder" (inventor of the talking stuffed bear)
have gross national products comparable to the

Soviet Union and most of Europe.

Kids today are so much more toy-smart. I was
over at a friend's house this summer watching
"Strange Brew" (a classic in its own time) and
playing with this thing that belonged to his

little brother called either a "Gobot" or a
"Transformer" or something like that. Anyway,
it starts out like a car, and by just moving some 3
trillion parts precisely into order, the car will

become an amazingly ugly robot. It took me
almost an hour to figure the thing out. And then
my friend's little brother waltzes in and does it

in 29 seconds (Not that I cared enough to time
him or anything). I asked him what he does
with the thing after he changes it from a car to

a robot. He matter-of-factly replied that he
would change it back into a car. I assume that

parents think that changing this Gobot back
and forth will keep their little youngsters busy
until they graduate from Med school. They
don't figure in the boredom-factor. The
boredom-factor basically means the kid is going
to get tired of it after 10 minutes and throw it

into a closet filled with millions of other toys
that originated from - you'll never believe this

- Saturday morning cartoon shows.

During this past month we've been
bombarded with five zillion commercials that
had something to do with the holiday spirit.

My personal favorite commercials are the ones
that advertise hardware like, chainsaws,
axes, sanding machines, etc. They show some
goofy looking guy named Rusty pointing to
these household staple items while the chorus

of "Frosty the Snowman" is softly playii

the distance and Rusty says, "Hey kids, 5

about getting your dad that chainsaw

always wanted, (like your dad actually wa

a damn chainsaw) If you kids want yourfal

to speak to you ever again, you'll be sure

buy him this for Christmas. Now just $44]

Then they have the audacity to show a pit

of a rugged father-type person cutting down]

with chainsaw and enjoying it thoroughly.

here's this kid thinking that if she dot

come up with $44.95 by the end of the ra

she'll be condemned for life. So the kjd

Mom for the money, who of course gladly lo

it up, and proceeds to buy Dad this chains

The kid is happy that she didn't have to spt

her own money and is still able to speak to"

Mom is happy that her daughter is hap

And Dad acts very happy, sticks the chains

in the garage, goes inside, and falls as!i

watching football and drinking beer.

!d:

The thing that bothers me most about

holiday season, though, is that people buy

of these really obnoxious lights and oversir

wreathes and then don't take them downui

labor day rolls around. Also, these decorate

remind me of seeing my relatives (whor

dearly love) and trying to come up with so

original conversation topics and then realii

that they know absolutely nada
something like Vertebrate Zoology befor

resort to the classics.

Me: "So Aunt Elma how would you f

the removal of the Celiacomesentaric Artery

most amphibians?"
Aunt Elma: "You know, these cookies

aren't as good as the ones I used to makes

when your Uncle Henry was on the Ta|

Patter Wolo Neam."
Me: "Aunt Elma, I think you meant to sa)

was on the National Water Polo Team."

Aunt Elma: "Don't you speak back to

young man."

Me: "So how's the weather?"

Aunt Elma: "I'm glad

asked (endless)."

I often find myself backed into convi

that I do not want to be in, like when Undo

decides that I need to know every detail o

three week plan to remodel his living roofl

a case such as this, I do what any

respecting nephew would do - 1 excuse my!

get some egg nog.

Anyway, have a happy holiday-

wishes.

la

<

m
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}resh Receives

CC Credit
MICHAEL WANG and all eat) at least once a block

pjjy STRAIN and sit down with a group of

[e
feci credit should be students he had never met

,n v*en
credit is due. One before and talk about what's

jie
first columns we wrote on their minds. In fact,

. on Gresham Riley and Gresham did this just

lack of visibility on yesterday.

us . Of all the columns we He also came to the

;
written since then, he is basement of Loomis and
only one to confront us watched the World Series

sonally in an attempt to with a group of students who
|ve the problem. were down there. This is all

| both have the utmost the more admirable due to

M for Gresham these the fact that we made our

I Unlike every other challenge to the student body
„p or person we have to resolve the perception, not

OPINIONS/15

HOT ENOUfcri Tint N THE My To DtU(tR TtfOJE mKfjm fjSISlS
7

PRiO€

icized this year, he made

back up our criticism by

king an appointment with

and asking us to help him

h the problem of lack of

ibility we perceived he

on campus. It wasn't that

believed our article was

tect in its analysis. In fact,

strongly believed the

cle was a "cheap shot".

:
Gresham had the

turity to put his personal

erences aside and work
us to try and resolve this

;ption.

rcsham's attitude toward

loving this perception

n't been a token one. We
up a plan where he would
le to lunch in the Rastall

ing center (yes, where we

Gresham. Guess how many
students accepted our
challenge? Right on - the big

zero.

As for every student who
believes Gresham is "the

bumblebee at Convocation",

you may want to take another

look at yourself in the mirror.

This idle complaining by
students can no longer be

justified. Gresham has done
his share and if you, as a

student, feel it isn't enough,

it's time you got off your lazy

butt and show some
initiative. Gresham has

passed the test with flying

colors; the students are

staring at the big NC.

&d>

&

LATHAM Continued

C: But as an ethical

thinker situated in this

community, you must have an

opinion of the honor code for

the community as a whole -

you think it's good?
R: Of course, it's good.

C: Why is it good?
R: Because it's the right

value. That is to say, the

honor code says "You are no
longer a child who needs to

be monitored, you are an
adult." To not hold the honor

code is basically to say "We
will not graduate adults, we
will graduate little kids who
need to be monitored."

I'm not ready to say that

yet. I guess when I'm ready to

say that I'm also ready to

leave college education. At

that point we need more
therapists than college

understood, and college
education makes very little

sense.

C: Do you see a time when
you will say that, when the

honor code will be a farce, a

trend in that direction?

R: The most disturbing

thing I've seen is a lack of

responsibility for doing the

daily reading, which
prompted me to ask more
questions which can be right

or wrong, just to see if you're

doing the reading. Honor
code violations are more of an

issue with nuts and bolts,

did-you-read-the-stuff

assignments.

C: So in your particular

realm you do see a trend for

the honor code to be more of

an issue?

R: I don't think it's strong

enough to say it's a trend.

teachers, and philosophy, Maybe I just want to be blind,

and what philosophy means, but I'll just say I've had
simply can no longer be trouble in recent years with a

GftAJtP PALM
1

-

lack of student preparation
for class.

C: And if the honor code
becomes impossible?

R: Then what we are doing
here becomes impossible. It

sets an ideal for the kind of
scholarship this place stands
for - CC has at least one split

personality: whereas our aim
is to educate, we exist because
we are an important
institution for upward
mobility, which is located in
the solid transcript.
Education really has very
little to do with that. If

students get oriented too
much into the transcript part
of the college, and decide
that cheating is permissible
insofar as it helps achieve a
more substantial transcript,
the educational function of
the college is no longer
tenable, and liberal
education dies.

IHNE Continued

Code is growing in popularity and is beginning to establish

tlf in student life. There has been a natural anti-

Carlhyist type of reaction towards non-toleration, and this

ds to the question, "Is there a difference between honesty

i honor?" Why can't the individual adhere to his/her own

itiplcs and let others govern themselves?" The answer lies.

to fundamental principle of the Honor System: certain

Wuals are going to cheat, and anyone claiming to respect

honor code carries the responsibility of upholding its

'Is. Toleration is not a code violation at CC; unless we
Jw our own rules, however, we do not deserve the privilege

elf-government. To carry this argument one step further, any
ividual who breaks the rules set forth in our Constitution is

Flitting an offense against every member of our community;
ou consider that individual a friend, what kind of friend
|d put you in this position?
Ev«al Honor Council applicants this year intimated during

|
interviews that they tolerate cheating as students, but

'dnot as Honor Council members. This is, in my opinion, the

Me >n hypocrisy. If the obligation to uphold our honor
ten is relegated to fifteen persons, less than one percent of

indent body, what chance does it have?
' other words, the obligation belongs to all of us. Do not
ft yourself: don't sit on top of someone else in an exam just to

,e your loyalty to the code. We will not insult your
l^ly by making rules on test-taking; make your own rules-

simply avoid situations which might be construed by a

* student as questionable.
fejly, if you don't feel you can live under the system of

I
-,

if you can't handle the freedom, then please leave,

'"duals who attend CC and don't feel they can abide by
™"or code have been dishonest with themselves, and have

F™ the trust of the community by signing the pledge. The
violation is meant to serve as a warning, and as a tool for

"g, but it really should not be necessary. Hopefully, with

j-

as'ng awareness and a growing respect for the Code, our
'system can make the all-important transition from noble

Pment to CC tradition.

COPPER
MOUNTAIN

$24 lift tickets plus SPECIAL Savings on
ski lessons ONLY available at Front Range

dickers®

<S COPPER MOUNTAIN RESORT
For Information 1-800-458-8386 (extension 5)
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Behind The Scenes With Sydney Pollack
By BRIAN RULAPAUGH
Sydney Pollack is highly respected in the

film industry and has worked with some of

American's finest actors and actresses. Pollack

has made fourteen films including: the Way We

Were, Jeremiah Johnson, Absence of Malice,

Tootsie, and Out of Africa, and he also recently

produced Richard Donnor's new film Scrooged.

After completing high school he left his home
in Indiana and went to New York where he

attended an acting school called The
Neighborhood Playhouse. After graduating he

was asked back to teach and soon began to direct

in television in 1961. During his four years in

television he directed eighty programs and

received a number of Emmy's. When he was

asked to direct a film titled The Slender

Thread, starring Sydney Poitier and Ann
Bancroft, his career in film began, and still

continues today.

I had an opportunity to talk with Mr. Pollack

during the filming of a television promo he was

doing for the Fine Arts Center. I also got to hear

him speak for my class in creativity and after

the showing of Tootsie at the Fine Arts Center.

A few of the questions in this article were asked

by CC students during these two presentations.

Have you been more influenced by television

rather than other directors and their films?

I learned from television. I'm sure that I've

been influenced by every director I've ever seen

whose work I liked, and there have been many.

Many people don't think that I am
conscientiously aware of how the scenes from

these films and mine are similar.

What made you decide to make the jump from

television to film?

I didn't decide that, the industry decided to

offer me a film. Almost all television directors

hope to make films. There are occasionally a

few who find a home in television and prefer to

stay there, but for the most part television is a

transition into film.

Where do you get the ideas for your films?

Well, they come from various places.

Sometimes people submit copies of books that

are about to be published. Sometimes people

will send me a script. Sometimes an actor will

come to me with a script. Sometimes it's an

article in the newspaper. Sometimes a writer

will write a script on speculation and send it to

me. Sometimes a play that someone has seen in

New York will be bought by a studio. There are

various ways that the ideas happen.

Now that you have had commercial success

with your films do you now wish to expand into

different film genres?

To make a film that's successful commercially

doesn't necessarily mean that you have to check

your brains at the door. I have made pictures

that have not been successful commercially, but I

have been lucky in the sense that most of them

have made business. It's not that I don't like

films that are unsuccessful commercially,

because I think that there are bad pictures, but

there's something wrong in making pictures that

you know people won't go see... I work in this

area because that's what I do. I couldn't

suddenly decide to run off and go do an art film.

Robert Redford has starred in six of your

fourteen films. Why is that?

I'm not sure I really know the answer to this

question but I think I've made up an answer

because I've been asked this question so often.

Externally Redford has the earmarks of the

"golden boy" but he is actually quite dark

inside. I guess metaphorically he is like

America to me. We also get along well and that

makes things easier for both of us. But like I said

before I don't know whether that's the real

reason or whether that's the answer I've come

up with over the years.

photo by Damien Raffa

Are there any actors you would like to work
with in the future?

Yes, I've never worked with Jack Nicholson, -

I'd like to work with him. I've never worked
with Marlon Brando, and I'd like someday to

work with him. I've worked with an awful lot

of good actors but there are still several that

I've never worked with before and would like to.

How do you feel about the video cassette

market that has recently opened up?

I don't like it, but what can I do? With the

new market production companies don't have to

make their money on box office sales alone. It's a

great way for them to make a profit. The
problem with it is that you only get about a

third of the picture on the television. Tootsie

was the last film I did on the large screen

format. With Out of Africa I knew that it would
eventually be shown on video and I didn't want
it to end up looking like my other films look on
the television.

You played the part of Michael Dorsey's

ils

2pi

;

' agent

(Dustin Hoffman) agent in Tootsie. How
J

that come about?

That was due to Dustin. One of the pi

he and I had working on that picture J

finding a reason for Michael Dorsey to put
onif

dress. If you've ever seen the movie Some
Life

Hot, Jack Lemmon and Tony Curtis put on dress

because they've witnessed a murder and

going to be killed if they are caught. Theyh

machine gun pointed af them and we needt

"machine gun" for Tootsie.

I had originally cast Dabney Colman
fr

part but Dustin said, "Dabney is a peer of mjn

and if he said to me, 'You're never going to wof

in this business again' it wouldn't make me
on the dress. But if you said that to me I would;

Well, I told him that I hadn't acted in 3

years and wasn't about to now. Besides playin

the part would mean that I would have total;

an hour out of the production of the picture an

go put on the make up and costumes,

enough stuff going on and didn't want to have

worry about doing that.

So he and I argued back and forth and didri

really get anywhere. So in the weeks followm

he started sending me flowers. A dozen roses

so with a card attached saying, "Be my
Love Dorothy."

Dustin and I had the same agent at the tin]

and he kept asking me to reconsider, and th

roses kept coming so finally I agreed to doit.

What do you enjoy most about beii

director?

Finishing a film.

What projects are you considering for the nei

future?

Well, I'm developing a lot of projects at th

moment. I'm looking for another picture todi

with Redford. I have an espionage story

perestroika and glasnost which is set partiall

in Moscow that we've been talking about doinj

I'm developing a Jim Harrison novella, but

haven't picked the next film yet.

Is there any advice that you can give

students who are interested in pursuing a caieei

in film?

I don't believe in giving that kind of advice

students. Everyone does it differently. You hav

to find your own way. I did it my own wa

through television. If I were starting all ovb

now I would say goto film school. There weren

film schools 25 years ago. Television was m

film school.

Getting back to video, now that video

are so cheap it's an inexpensive way to make

film. I would make some sort of visual artwi

that I would show and present and then try to

film school. But I don't really know and df

think that you can really give that kind

advice. You just have to go out and find your

way.
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Silent 9{igfit?? Not In The New Age
urKE MERMIN AND
gflN THOMSON
Mike, what do y°u

J f the music playing on

speakers downtown?

"&, Kristin, every one of

se
songs brings back a

ria
l
memory for me.

^en I was down there I

,d
"Hark The Herald

-els
Sing", "Partridge In A

', Tree", "Joy To The
fa and "Oh Come All Ye

l
hfu1

"'

^ yes, truly memorable

j]^
but the sound quality

L something to be

jjed. It needs more treble.

j the last vocal stanza

tad garish...

don't know about that, f

see the effect they were

ng to achieve, striving to

w the listeners into the

[e so they really get

lived and appreciate the

|
quality of the choir.

Veil I can see that aspect,

In the "Holly And The
I've got to add, there

some terrific solo work, I

eve from the alto section.

j the baritones were also

strong on the whole
mtown tape. "The First

|" was a highpoint,

ecially since they
iided all twelve verses of

Christmas stand-by.

ind I must say the
hestral accompaniment

quite impressive. It must
e been quite a large
harmonic

* yes, nothing but true
essionals.

finitely.

p only the best for
"town Colorado Springs.
nd the vivacious
gmas spirit of this town
flected in the amount of

M purchases at local
rd stores. Down at The

J
de Cameron Beattie

I that the Windham
Please Winter Solstice is

Mason's best seller.
neheim Stump-er-
^oller is also doing
as "is Sylvia Woods'
'wrps For Christmas,
wistmas With Placido
ln
i°- You can run the

|

cal gamut with this

,

s selection. Open-
l*d and culturally hip
pe into New Age
7* Hill kind of stuff,

ESfcc, to reggae...

jazz fusion,

a K
1C-You can even
hardcore Christmas.

K-That's right. I think They
Might Be Giants does one
about Santa's Beard.

M-Oh, and one of my all-time

favorites would have to be
"Fuck Christmas" by
Boy, that one
warms the
cockles of my
heart.

K-I asked
Phil at Recycl
Records about
his favorites

and he said "Do
They Know
It's Christmas?
Do you remember
that one from a

couple of years ago?
M- Ah yes, with the
big all- star cast.

K-And Connie Joiner
Meeker Music said it was a
tough decision, but her all-

time favorite was Carols For
Choirs. But she buys a new
Christmas album every year,

so she's got a really big
collection. Also doing well at

Meeker's is the Windham
Hill stuff, Manneheim
Steamroller, George
Winston's December. This
must be the New Age kind of
town.

M- Well I think it's a New
Age kind of country. It's.,

it's., overwhelming us.
There's no way around it.

Pretty soon New Age will be
ruling all the holidays.
There's going to be no escape.

Soon we'll be having
Michael Hedges' Day,
Willie Ackefman

Day. It's just

terrible, really.

I think New
Age is a fascist

institution at its heart.
I think it's something

we all need to be wary of

so when you're buying
albums this Christmas

remember, New Age
can be dangerous.

K- That's right.

Instead go to the

Independent Annex
and pick up
something more

entertaining like the
Firestone Christmas Special,

including such superstars as

Julie Andrews, Vienna
Choirboys, James McCracken,
or maybe something like

we're listening to right now...

Tennessee Ernie Ford's Star

Carols.

M- Oh, and there's no one
like Ernie for the holidays,

let me tell you.

K- But you can get The
Jacksons, Barbara Streisand,

"Grandma Got Run Over By a

Reindeer" by Elmo and Patsy.

M- That's exciting.

K- 1 mean, you can even have
a Country Christmas.
America's the Land , of the

Free... "Freedom of Choice,"

as Devo says, "is what you
want."
M- And "Freedom from
Choice is what you got." Or is

it the other way around? In

any case, people should
always be free to choose their

own Christmas music.

K- I agree... The most classic

response to our favorite song

survey was from Tim at the

Comic Book store downtown-

Jason and the Straptones
with "I Found The Brains Of
Santa Clause." What are
your favorites, Mike?

M- Well,

growing up as a kid

in Atlanta, GA, which I

consider another land of

Christmas in and of itself, I

grew up with such classics as

Harry Belafonte's Christmas
and Mahalia Jackson. Those
are both like getting mowed
over by a reindeer.

K- Well as Cameron Beattie

down at The Prelude was
saying, Christmas is being
milked for all it's worth by

the music industry. Since
everyone likes to think their

tastes in music are very
individual and eclectic, you
can get jazz, a veritable
plethora of ethnic renditions

of old favorites, novelty
items like Jingle Bell Jazz,

with McCoy Tyner and
Dexter Gordon and reggae,
and a wide range of vocal
recordings. Plus the old
stand-bys- like Johnny
Mathis, Andy Williams and
Frank Sinatra.

M- Oh, let me mention one of

my all time favorites, which
would have to be the
Chipmunks' Holiday Album.
K- You, too? I have it on disc.

M- Ah, wise choice. I really

think the CD would
highlight the clarity and
the sound quality, because we
know Wilbur Chipmunk, who
produced that album, really

did an extra-special job. He
was, in fact, one of the

pioneers in digital recording
back in the late Seventies.

K- So Mike, I think we could
recommend some Christmas
discs for those who are

getting their new CD players

this year. Mario Valdez,
KRCC station manager, says

from Ralph and Tony
"I despise Christmas songs/'

but he did say the Winter
Warnerland disc is truly

special. Actually, I like the

album version of Warner's
Winter Warnerland because
it's pressed on sparkling green
vinyl. But the disc itself is

quite appealing. It's got

some snowflakes and a
candle...

M-Hmm, nice cursive
lettering. Everything looks
very authentic. Looks almost
hand-painted. 73 minutes
and 53 seconds of winter joy.

K- And on the Warner
Brother's sampler you can
hear holiday greetings from
Ophra Haza, Lou Reed, Julie

Brown with "Ways to Save
Monev This Christmas."

M- There's a rumor, actually
that Pee Wee Herman may be
replacing the late Roy
Orbison in the Traveling
Wilburys.
K-No
M- This has yet to be
confirmed by experts in the
industry, but the rumors are
flying.

M- You can also hear the
fabulous Randy Travis doing
"How Do I Wrap My Heart
Up for Christmas?" That's
the kind of thing that puts
me in that festive, joyous
mood that only comes around
at this special time of
year.

K- And for those of
you who don't want
to get tangled in

this contemporary
stuff-say you'd
like to stick to

the traditional

renditions, or say

you're just

regressive-you can
pick up things

like Ralph
Young and Tony
Sandler doing

the True Valut

Hardware Holiday Album
at any local used record store.

M- Let's give this one a

listen...

K-My goodness, these guys
sing in two languages at the

same time.

M- I'm so impressed! What
language is that, Kristin?

K- "Sousa Ninna/Silent
Night" is the name of this

cut. It must be Spanish.

M- Is this guy Ralph, or is

this Tony?
K- I think they're one and
the same. I think it's a

blending of... of...

M- (flipping through the

liner notes) ...of ..."two voices

in the sort of beautiful music
that the world seems to have

forgotten."

K- Hallelujah! No "English

Only" for this duo.

M- No siree. These guys have
better accents than Mike
Dukakis. They would be

campaigning away were they

here with us. Gosh, if only

their pictures could speak.

K- If only we could touch

their sideburns...

M- rub their bald spots, shine

their shoes...

K- Nah, their shoes are

shiny enough already.

M- Or... or... or... hem their

lapels.

K- But we don't have to limit

Our Christmas listening list to

Ralph and Tony. I mean
there's so much great music

out there.

M- Here and now! Right on

our CC campus, there's a

significant amount of good
music available for the

Christmas season.

K- Hey, and didn't you find a
really hot tape at the
bookstore?

M- Oh, yah! Our own CC
Bookstore came up with this

special classic. It's a ninety
minute tape for only $3.98.
What a bargain, folks. And
it's from the Classics For )oy
series... as opposed to the
Classics For Sorrow series...

K- ...or Classics For Hatred...

M- ...yes, those come out at

different times of the year to

coincide with all the
holidays. Classics For Joy
includes such memorable
songs as "Away In A Manger,"
"Born On Earth," "The First

Noel," and of course Benjamin
Britten's "Ceremony Of
carols" - all of which are
adapted very nicely, I think.

K- A flurry of Christmas joy.

M- A spirit and a barkening
to a brighter, simpler time.

K- Wait, listen to this-the

flutes, angels from above, the

harps, it's so spirited. How
about that lilting soprano
voice? And that booming

choir gives a solid base for

the soloist.

M- And the tinkling bells in

the background. Why... it

almost sounds like Santa
coming!

K- And how about those CC
bands like The Jiz doing,

"Have Yourself a Merry
Jizmas."

M-Just the kind of thing you
need to brighten up your
holidays.

K-And at KRCC they've got

gems like Leon Redbone's
Christmas, Odetta's
Christmas Spirituals_from
Africa. Just two of many
expressions of international

harmony and peace on Earth.

M-And look! Bobby Timmons
doing "White Christmas".

How do you compare that to

Pee-Wce Herman's version on

the Warnerland disc?

K-I think Pee-Wee's scores

higher on the spirit scale.

M-Yes it does have the

spunk, although it is

relatively short.

K-Hmm, Pee Wee is rather

brief, but he does get the

message across.

M-Don't forget Chuck Beryy's

Christmas! His "Run
Rudolph Run" is truly a Rock

and Roll classic that has been

covered in the past by such

greats as Grateful Dead,
which is important to all of

those CC students out there.

K-You don't get any better

than that. But Bob Burke at

KRCC was lamenting the

other day that his all-time

See M AND K p . 19
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CC Closet Check...
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ALEX
Baggy. Comfort doesn't matter, as long as it's

loose. I was thinking the other day that I'm

taking up more space than I already have. We
(Americans) use a lot of space, the way

we move and the clothes we wear. ... I try to

look as little as possible like the frat boy I am.

JULIA HANSEN
I buy what I think is trendy. It deperid Soi

weather. ... Since I'm from Germany, U
clothes in Europe. ... Ultimate granolas I

annoy me because they're trying to
i

statement. Bui actually, they're just foliJ

a trend. I don't really care about the
g rJ

thing, I just laugh at it.

ROB WILSON
I'm sort of split. I'm

functional and efficient but
horribly romantic. 1 like a

certain sense of adventure,

you know leather. Style is

your shoes. I'm a spontaneous

shopper I don'tshop for a

certain style, I shop for a

sense of adventure.

SOJNA SILVA
I don't have a style. I hate

trendy fashion. What people

wear should reflect who they

are.

MIKE RUPENTHAL
Style is more than clothing. It is the way I

carry myself and the way I interact with

people. When I have the money, I love to shop

for clothes. If 1 had loads of it, I'd shop and

Laurence Covel. Instead, I buy from the GAP,
and various other stores, no place specific.

TOM COFFEY

I don't have a style. I wear
clothes for comfort. ..I don't

buy my clothes anywhere..

I

either borrow or steal them.

photos by Damienl

and Pally McUi

MARI GUSTIFSON
My style is anything.

some of my clothes on

street in Denver. My 1

are Wax Trax and 4

What I wear effects the

I act. I plan what I'm g

wear the night before.

of my clothes are off i

people.

r

b

Scheier's Prints Hang On CC Walls And Roll Through Trie Press

By STACY STANFORD
Shirley Scheier's art

expresses her interests in

mythology, the experience of

being a woman, and the

intereaction between artist

and audience. Initially,

printing visual books was her

art form. In her presentation

on Tuesday evening she

explained why she likes that

medium "The viewer could

move through the transition

(of the book) and handle the

piece." Scheier is quite

aware of her audience and
appreciates their active

participation.

Literature, especially by
female authors, has been an
inspiration and she combined
talents with a woman poet
and a typogropher to create

books revealing woman's
consciousness. After breaking
from the group, Scheier
printed visual books
portraying females from
mythology. She considers
myth to be a powerful force in

our lives and thinks that the
roles of women and men still

being dictated by these
ancient stories.

Another theme she deals

with is duality. Frequently,

two non-interacting human
figures are portrayed in her

early works to represent life's

double nature. The
Divided Woman", a piece

photo by DamienRaffa

An intense session in

Scheier's print workshop.

she did this year, embodies
duality in one figure. The
female is split in the middle,
her upper body painted in

pinks, black and gold, and
the lower half colored in

earthy reds and greens. She
could be interpreted to

symbolize the two conflicting

options that a woman must
choose between ~ career or

family.

The female form in her art

encompasses the experience of

all women, as well as holding

a personal significance for

Scheier.

After attending a print

workshop in Scotland a few
years ago, she moved to the

Northwest and is teaching at

the University of
Washington, Seattle.
Scheier began printing single

works in bright colors and
with textured surfaces. Her
art differed in several other

ways. You can observe these

developements in the Coburn
exhibit.

The human figures interact,

although they rarely seem to

be communicating positively.

The creative process also

evolved. She began painting

on the finished print and
composing works solely with
pigments.

For a time, the three
dimensional picture plane

dominated her style. (Note
the piece "Descension", 1987

in Coburn) But she soon

realized her preference for

the more abstract, flat
surface and returned to it.

The earth has become a

strong element in her recent
works. The human figures are

"crawling, stooping, and
have an alignment with the

ground." Gardening is a
longtime hobby, and she
incorporated it by xeroxing
pictures taken from organic
horticulture books and
arranging them into the
prints and paintings.
Eventually, she photocopied
real vegetation and planted
them into the composition,

"Scheier liked the collage

process and began
experimenting. She would
tear a composed screen
printing on canvas and
rearrange it. "Psyche's Fall"

is the first piece composed in

this manner.

Due to her dissatisfaction

with the static rectangular

frame, the collage process

was furthered by rearranging

the torn pieces of the original

composition into various
shapes. "Shaky Legs", 1988

is a humorous example.

may notice traces of

inhabiting the wobbly lii

The Eros and Psyche

pervades her current

Scheier appreciates

relevance to contempt

relationships. Set

Colorado College stud

are helping her print

'

twelve plates depicting

theme.

Scheier values

experience of working*

community of artists-

situation creates a dyt1

atmosphere which,

feels, stimulates the CJ

process.

She and the students

be working on the Eros

until the end of the W*

you get a chance, Sche^

welcomed the c

community to take a

the printing process

don't all go at once.

ih
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11 Work And All Play
ARTS/i,

Uria reardon
[you've passed by the

stage
door of Armstrong's

, stage lately, you may
„ experienced a touch of

Hammering and

Uing
noises along with

,js of wet paint and

My cut two-by-fours fill

You may have to

several catatonic

fes
with wrenches tied to

,

persons and tape

sures in their hands,

tiering
something about

Bing
and needing to find a

^TJl (whatever that is).

tops you
encountered a

tic
stage manager who

Ijcen calling cues in her

P
for days, or a nervous

;c tor
who looks like

[ken Little waiting for

;ky to fall. An actor may
, wandered through

I a pained expression

juse he can't find his

nme trousers amid the

ilruction. At any rate, you
I a taste of what
laration for the Drama
ulmcnt's December show
scries of one-acts to be

ormed this week - has

i like.

learly, an enormous
lint of work was required

pull off such an
crtaking - and because of

c dedicated people, it

Wendy Abtams and Adam
has been accomplished. All

ten one-acts - each directed

by students and faculty,

designed and performed by
students - have individual
sets that must be stored

onstage during all

performances. Over ninety
people have contributed to

the show, many of the
workers assuming several jobs

in order to get everything
done and putting in countless

hours.

Seeing all ten shows will

take some planning on your
part. (This is complicated, so

pay attention.) The plays are

grouped into three sessions -

A, B and C. Friday night, sets

C and A will go on, then

Saturday B and C will pair

Wendy Hodgson. Newsboy,
directed by Pete Maurelli.
American Dream, directed by
John Gillis.

Group B: Why I Live at the

P.O., directed by Pam Riley.

Selections from Adult Orgasm
Escapes from the Zoo, 'Woman
Alone', 'Dialogue for Single
Voice' directed by Laure
Warner-Munroe. Stoncwater
Rapture, directed by Chris
Schultz.

Group C: Catastrophe,
directed by Herving
Madruga. Mating Game,

Mishaga in The Newsboy directed by Celia Brooks.

ihoto by Damicn Raffa

directors, but each should
retreat, wet and weary,
knowing full well that all
the work was worthwhile.

lie Dead Re-Joyced

jy Huston
ftCHRBERRTNGION
hn Huston's 1987 film, adapted from James Joyce's short

ry The Dead, is, in one word, beautiful. Yet, for those of

who didn't like My Dinner With Andre , or other "dining

Krience" movies, you may find it boring. I saw it a couple of

eks ago with a friend; he fell asleep within the first

em minutes and I was enthralled.

le movie takes place in Dublin in the early 1900s. It is

elfth Night, the Feast of the Epiphany, and the Morkans
rs are holding their annual family dinner. The guests
rty arrive and one is immersed in analyzing these unusual
'acters through their conversations during the party. One
s like a voyeur, walking through the rooms of the house,

wing,

p Dead takes a turn at the last scene, as Gabriel Conroy
his wife leave the party and go back to their hotel room.
ha shows emotion for the first time as she suddenly
embers a disturbing element of her past that she has never
her husband. The scene is deeply moving and the final

>
es of Ireland in the winter, as Conroy speaks his last

|s, really make the movie worthwhile.
"link the adaptation from story to film is very well

; Huston, with great care, preserves some of the best

l
es of Joyce's work. In one scene, Gretta (Anjelica Huston)
lught by her husband (Donal McCann), in a trancelike

I listening to a guest sing a love song in another room.
n characters just stand there, motionless, one spying on the

I think Huston accurately captures Joyce's theme of

* and longing.

"Wca Huston is by no means the star of this show. Marie
"and Donal Donnelly play a mother and her alcoholic

'eddy. Donnelly does an excellent job making a fool out
>mselp-

!kan is

oiself in the family's eyes. The woman who plays Julia

also wonderful as the elderly woman who has lost

ano voice, but is forced to sing a party song for her

And Donal McCann stands out in the cast as the pre-
yed husband, always trying to create order. Every
*r is equally important and equally well-played in

'he last of John Huston's films.
'

n
°n81y recommend this film if you have any taste at all.

"""
will piay at Poor Richard's Cinema starting today

- Monday. Shows are at 7pm and 9 pm and it's only

Everything's set in Armstrong

up. the first set each night
begins at 6 pm, the second at 9
pm. For you hard-core
theatre-goers, Sunday is your
day; all shows will be
performed, from A to C, at 2
pm, 5 pm, and 8 pm. Now
that you have all that
figured out, the shows are
grouped in the following
way;

Group A: An Actor's
Nightmare, directed by

Danny and the Deep Blue Sea,

directed by Tom Cramer.
The shows should prove to

be interesting. The hard work
put in by all involved is sure
to yield good results. The
production demonstrates a

substantial slice of CC talent.

It may be necessary to wheel
techics and designers away
on stretchers and to have
buckets of ice water ready for

comatose performers and

M AND K continued
favorite "Merry Christmas
Baby" by Elvis-"the long,
long, long version"-wasn't
even available at the
station. What a crime. I

mean, how can we celebrate

Christmas without Elvis?

M-Although I heard on
KKFM that Elvis is alive, as
reported by a former-ex-
fiance-in-law who saw him
in a laundramat.
K-I heard that Elvis is

posing as Santa down at the
Citadel.

M-Ooohh. Probably had to

dye his hair for that one. 1

heard another rumor that

Elvis is posing as Todd Prusin
for an entire four-year stint at

Colorado College. &

K-Quite possible.
Hey. ..What's that sound on
the roof?

M-..it..it sounds like. .a

ramshakle sleigh and eight

tiny reindeer! Could it

be.?..could it be...?

STOMP STOMP STOMP
CRASH!!!
Santa!

No. .Elvis?!

Jerry?!

Happy listening!

Coloado Colkge. 'Bookstore,

holiday Tarty

Monday, December 19

9:00-4:00

Author Appearance - 11:00-2:00

lemi Xjiapp: 'TUT, CjOSSAMEXfTXFE-

(ill. by Craig Mcfarlartd 'Brown)

'" Agreatgiftforyoungfriends and relatives
'"

'
' JZ.yXZSTtM.'ENJS

' '

' 'DOO'KjmZ/ES '
'
' SCUTES

' '

' TW-T. glTTItWT

10% 077ALL Q-£9&'RAL BOOKS A^T) 'M'E'RC'HA^piS'E

Bookstore Closed. - Dec. 23 through Jan. 2

MKPPyXOLl<DAyS{roni the Bookstore Staff
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What's Shakin\..December 16th through 21st

THEATRE AND DANCE:
Ten One-Act Plays, produced and per-

formed by CC students, will be presented over

four nights this week. The plays are grouped in

three sections, each being performed three

times. Included are works by Samuel Beckett,

Eudora Welty, Dario Fo and Edward Albee.

Sponsored by the Drama Department

Aifnstrong Hall

Friday, Dec 16; set C at 6 pm, set A at 9 pm
Saturday, Dec 17; set B at 6 pm, Set C at 9 pm
Sunday, Dec 18; set A at 2 pm, set B at 5 pm, set

Cat 8pm

The Nebraska Theatre Caravan presents a

lavish musical adaptation of the Dicken's classic

A Christmas Carol. Much of the novel's

text has been interwoven with traditional

English Christmas carols, but the 36 member

company adds a modern twist with the meticu-

lous costuming and large puppets.

Pikes Peak Center

Tuesday, Dec 20

7:30 pm $11 to $16

Peyote In

The Wind
By KERI CULVER
New Age music is so often

sterile, consumed as it is with

its own notion of newness; its

pure and cleansing style fills

my dreams with visions of

hospitals and health food

stores that only sell bottles of

vitamins. Blue Coyote, the

new release by Larry

Brannon, Phil Rogers and CC
professor Devon Pena, is a

marvelous juxtaposition of

Old and New Ages. It is the

New Age with History of

ART:
This is your last chance to take a stroll In The

Garden. The large-scale paintings and prints by

visiting artist Shirley Scheier are only on exhibit

until tomorrow.

Coburn Gallery

through Saturday, Dec 17

12-5 pm free.

A painting and photo exhibit of Irish Land-

scapes by Betty Ross and Stephne Sheatsley

remain on display in Armstrong Hall until January

13.

Colorado Springs artist Chip Shaw III displays

some of his paintings, drawings and photography

at the Downtown Studio.

Through January 25

MUSIC:
The Colorado College Jazz Ensemble,
directed by Mike Brumbaugh, will give a concert

this Monday. The Ensemble will be performing

works of Colorado Springs composers, and will

feature Ray DeWitt on tenor saxophone.

Packard Hall

Monday, Dec 19

8:10 pm free

Colorado Springs Chorale presents its annual

Christmas recital, this year entitled Deck The
Hall.

Pikes Peak Center

Friday, Dec 16

8 pm $5 to $12

This weekend—Check out the Bijou Street Blues

Band at The Deluxe Tavem, or skank on down to

Jinx's, where ifs always Christmas, forJamaican
Eclipse.

BLVE C0Y0*E
A Journey Into Southwestern Wilderness Jazz'

back-up vocals. It is New
Age with Culture sitting in on
vibes.

Blue Coyote plays to many
different dimensions of my
spirit, bringing back sounds
and smells, tastes and visions

from my time in the
Southwest. "Moonwater
Falling", the first track,

actually sounds like the moon
skinny dipping in an alpine

lake in the Sangres; the flute

drips trickles of water down
the guitar's back and the

guitar sits straight upright

for a moment. "Sipapu" is

host to some of Devon's quiet

background vocals which counterpoint to the Mexican

pluck of the guitar. The light

J
drum rhythm in some of the

I tracks feels like the earth's

w own heart beat. The strong

^ ^^ bass line in other songs has

.j^M X, the distinct feel of a frog-

chirp, the smell of animal-

i fuck and life. Fire dances

\ through these songs on Pena's

guitar strings. Air wisps
through Brannon's flutes and
carries the smells and sounds

to the water. This music
holds mortality upright and
taunts it; owls hoot and
prairie dogs grumble and
children do fire dances to the

delight of the people's
storytellers. Souls take

flight into the smoke above
the fire and the poetic

ramble of words finds

"coyotes stalking wind and
moon".

The music is both inventive

and harking, contemporary
and primordial. We hear the

fusion of blue corn and
synthesizers as humans
grapple with their
sometimes uncomfortable
placement between the two
worlds.

Taste peyote in the wind.
The tape Blue Coyote is

available at the CC
Bookstore now.

FILM:
As the final film in a monthJong series of SyiW
Pollack films, the Fine Arts center is showing jJ

latest box-office smash, Out Of Africa, star-

ringMerryl Streep and Robert Redford.

Fine Arts Center

Friday, Dec 16

1:30 pm free

Guess Who's Coming To Dinner? Cecil

Kellaway puts her parent's liberal beliefs to the

test when she-brings home her black fiance,

played by Sidney Poitier.

Presented by the Film Series

OlinI

Friday, Dec 16

7&9:30pm $lwithCCID

As part of their International Film Series, the Fuk

Arts Center presentsWings Of Desire, a

German/French production about an angel from

Berlin who longs to become a mortal when he

falls in love with a trapeze artist.

Fine Arts Center

Friday, Dec 16 and Saturday, Dec 17

7&930pm $3.75

The Dead-John Huston's final film is based on

the James Joyce novel, The Dubliners. It is the

story of an intimate supper party to celebrate the

Feast of the Epiphany, hosted by two elderly

sisters on a snowy night in tum-of-the-century

Dublin.

Poor Richard's

Friday, Dec 16 through Monday, Dec 19

7&9pm $3.25

Song Of India is the next feature in the Fine

Arts Center World Horizons Film Series. The

film captures the scenic wonders of the mystic

land, from Dehli to Madras.

Fine Arts Center

Sunday, Dec 18 at 2&4.-30 pm
Monday, Dec 19 at 2&8 pm
Tuesday, Dec 20 at 2 pm
$4.75

The Beatles star in their own animated trip to

Pepperland aboard their Yellow Submarine,

to battle the music-hating Blue Meanies. I still

burst out in tears at the Nowhere Man scene.

Poor Richard's

Tuesday, Dec 20 through Thursday/Dec 22

7&9pm $3.25

whisper in ancestral flavors

to the ear of the earth.

Throughout the tape I

smelled the vital incense of

the Southwest; pinon, pine,

sandalwood, mesquite and
sage. Cactus and com stumble

around the music as the crazy

coyote. Bull snakes and
rattlers and lizards add their

glide and hiss and stalk to

the sounds and sights of life

in the primal world. The
music carries with it the dust

of the earth, and the pittle of

rain displacing the diet. The

saxophone provides modern

OS

Dante DiTomasso senior math
Toots and the Maytals Reggae Grades

Ronald Ramirez first year student E

Christine Siu The Life of Rose

Heather Berberet sophomore undedded

Amy Grant's Christmas album

Jameel Webb senior art studio
Barbara Streisand A Christmas Album

Miranda Wilson junior music
Gordon Lightfoot If 1 Could Read YourM
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Hull whips a pass by a Metro State defender.
Photo by Kim Janzik

flesa State Storms Back To
bpple Women's Basketball, 71-61
PETER POCHNA

ast Saturday at El Pomar
CC Women's Basketball

m lost to Mesa State

lege 71-61. The loss

jped the Tiger's record to

on the season.

d by ten at the half,

!5. Their opening surge

1 by Paige Lorimer,

) tallied 13 of her 17

its in the first session.

he Tigers couldn't hold

their lead, however, as

a outscored them 46-26 in

second half to gain the

ory.

side from Lorimer, CC
received stellar

formances from junior

:er Sally Bush and junior

rd Cheri Hull.

Jsh scored 11 points and

grabbed a game high 14

rebounds. Her 11 points gave
her 972 points for her career.

Hull was 2-2 from three-

point range, giving her 10

points on the evening.

The Tigers next contest is

tonight at 7:30 in El Pomar
against Incarnate Word
College. After losing three of

their last four games, the

team hopes to gain some
momentum from this game to

help them in their upcoming
Auld Lang Syne Tourney
which they will host

January 1-2.

Concerning this, co-captain

Bush said, "Those losses were

tough but we think we can

pull together as a team to win

this tournament."

er, Sally Bush,
entire Metro State

of her game high 14

Photo by Kim Janzik

/letro Dunks Men's Swimming
RODNEY MACCAULEY
DIRK DYKES
I was an act of God!-Joe
Ainson. "I dpn't know, it

ft my fault."-self
»imed stud muffin Steve
los

- The quotations,
Wnts, and criticisms go

JM on, but the stroking
swore forced to do some
'searching after their

f meet last Friday
rat Metro.

jjU Claus or Saint Nik,
,e still not sure who it

Qme early to the homes
'" 'he good little Metro
'and left only coal in the

W» stockings. OK, OK,
Wtom line is that we

"c's some of the details
»0u diehard swim fans,

p "Beefy-Cat" Cruze
'"Planed to a second

|
"Wish in the 50 yd.

g™, followed by Andy
p' Kane (hey, lighten
j'

s Christmas).
6
,
^ats Tom MacFarlane

'°hn "The Word Man"
P Proved to be a potent

for the Tigers

throughout the meet.
MacFarlane, still recovering

from an injury sustained

while battling for the "save

the hand-woven Guatemalan
wrist bracelets" campaign,
finished second in the 200 yd.

individual medley. John
Dorsch, proving that

symbiosis docs work and
increasing his stamina and
strength week by week,
rigorously flopped his way to

third place on the heels of

MacFarlane.
Activating their wonder

twin powers through a

strange and little known
phenomenon brought about by

a mystic ritual of Specdo
swapping, MacFarlane and

Dorsch overpowered their

foes by finishing 1st and 2nd,

respectively, in the 200 yd.

backstroke.

The Big Cat divers once
again provided a big boost to

the swim team's effort. Tom
"Oh boy. ..12 days 'til Karen
comes home-I wonder if I can

make it that long" Smith

dominated a strong field of

divers on the 1 meter board,

taking 1st place. Will "the

Wanderer" Hessick and John
"The Jungle Man" Stever

placed 2nd and 4th,

respectively (I'm sure John
felt at home, resembling
Tarzan as he maneuvered
through the thick, tropical

rain forest simulated air that

we have set up in the famous
L-shapcd Schlessman Pool).

The three divers also had
stellar performances on the 3

meter board. Led this time

by Will Hessick's acrobatic

leaps and bounds (which
gave him a first place),

Stever finished 4th and
Smith finished 5th.

Roger "I want to know
what love is" Denny skipped

like a scratchy cinder block

across a deep shag carpet,

placing 3rd in the 200 yd.

butterfly.

Fresh Cat Joe "Joe
Hutchinson" Hutchinson,

Please see SWIMMING p. 23
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College Bowl Preview
By JOHN ROACH
The 1988 collegiate

football season will end in

the period from December 23

to January 2 with bowls
ranging from the
Independence Bowl in

Shreveport, La., to the all

important Fiesta Bowl in

Tempe, Ariz. Each of these

games have some significance

but only two games are of

national championship
stature.

As hard as it may be to

believe, there are only two
teams with undefeated
records this year: Notre
Dame and West Virginia.

The Fighting Irish of Notre
Dame have become the

media darlings of this

campaign after victories over

Miami, Fla., and USC on
national television.

Coach Lou Holtz has made
good on his promise of

returning a sagging Notre
Dame program to national

prominence after only a few
years at the helm of the

program. West Virginia's

Mountaineers, on the other

hand, have been in relative

obscurity for the entire

season. The only time West
Virginia has been in the

national eye has been an
ESPN appearance against

Syracuse which they won
handily.

The matchup seems feeble

to most observers simply

because of the notoriety that

Notre Dame possesses. The
game opened with the Irish a

six point favorite but the line

has dropped to four and a

half points. The key
matchup of the contest is

between the quarterbacks,

Tony Rice for Notre Dame
and Major Harris for West
Virginia. Whomever keeps
his team on the field longest

against fearsome opposing
defense may win the game.
As simple as it may seem,

the winner in the battle of

undefeateds may not win the

national championship.
Sure, if Notre Dame is

victorious they will the win
the title. If West Virginia

wins, however, the scene
becomes complicated.

Sandwiched between
Notre Dame .and West
Virginia is the second ranked
team of Miami. The
Hurricanes, defending
national champions, have
only the blemish of their 31-

30 loss to Notre Dame on
their record. Some voters feci

that jf West Virginia
defeats Notre Dame and
Miami is victorious over
Nebraska in the Orange
Bowl then Miami should
garner the national title.

If this scenario unfolds it

would be a farce for Miami to

win the title. Should West
Virginia be victorious, they

should be champions not only

by virtue of beating the

number one team in the land,

but also by being the only

undefeated team.

Serious matters aside,

there are a few bowl games
with regional importance.

The Freedom Bowl will pit

Please see FOOTBALL p.23

CLASS OF '88
YOU'RE INVITED TO ATTEND
A COMMENCEMENT EXERCISE

WHERE: Ken Ellegard

WHEN: MARCH 1, 1988-OECEMBER 31, 1988

FOR: • PRE-APPROVED CREDIT FROM F0R0 CREDIT
• $400 CASH BONUS FROM FORD

exercise a! Ken Ellegard
may quality lor S400 irom r

pre-approved

Motor Credit Company. To qualily

tor pre-approved credit, you need

(1 ) verifiable emptoymen! begin-

ning mthin 120 days alier your

vehicle purchase. (2| a salary

it too iving

For all th

Headquarters, li

-800-321-1536

Bui hurry This limiled til

advantage ol the Ford/Mercury
College Graduale Purchase
Program now

Ken Ellegard
LINCOLN/MERCURY

B k'»];l»1
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Rested Hockey Team
Looks To Improve Record
By MARK TORGOVE
The Tiger Hockey team is

playing on the road in North

Dakota this weekend with a

chance to start redeeming

some of their losses from

earlier this season.

For about two months the

team played games each

weekend and many
additional games during the

week. This superhuman
amount of game time had

taken its toll on the players

and coaches and recently

they have seemed to lack the

physical energy it takes to

play with the aggressive

style they want to. This lack

of energy led to an

inconsistent level of play.

Earlier this season coach

Brad Buetow said, "I thought

we played well enough to

win... but whether it be

youth or bad habits from

before I think we showed our

inconsistency..."

Now that they have had a

week off from games they

should be rested and ready

for the two games against

North Dakota. In two earlier

Gay Gadowsky stealthily moves up ice. Photo by Peler Poduia

games against the Sioux the

Tigers were unsuccessful.

They did take the first game

into overtime but lost it and

then fell 5-2 the next night

to the North Dakota squad.

The overtime heartbreak

was just one of many close

fought games the Tigers have

lost by one or two goals.

When addressing this subject

Buetow remarked, "I think

we're competitive but

somehow we have to prove

we can win consistently."

That has been the biggest

hurdle for the team to clear

in this year's WCHA race.

They are not stocked with

the amount of talent that

some
1

of the other teams are

so they must play at a

higher level of intensity in

order to be successful in the

strongest league in college

hockey. When you put out
110% one night and lose by
one goal, it is quite hard to

come back the next night

with the same emotion.

At the beginning of the

season Buetow stated, "I

have high expectations.

They've still got a long way
to go, but they really showed
me something tonight." Mind
you, they still have a long
way to go but the climb now is

not quite as steep as it was at

the beginning of the season.

The players are becoming
more comfortable with the

new system and each other

resulting in better played
games. With only three

seniors on the team
leadership is coming from
the whole squad. Hopefully
they can rekindle the
competitive flame and create

some upsets during the second
half of the season. •

Women Swimmers Resurface
Courtesy of The Women's
Swim Team
Although many people

thought they had drowned,
the women's swim team
resurfaced to face their arch-

rival Metro College and
Regis. Last Friday's meet

was filled with hope,

excitement, and fast

swimming.

The meet began with a one-

two Big Cat finish in the 400

medley relay, ten seconds

ahead of Metro, but
unfortunately one of the

relays was disqualified.

The Tigers bounced back in

the 200 freestyle with
outstanding swims by Julie

Arnott (2:10.38) and Layla

Johnson (2:11.37) pulling in a

second and third place finish.

The 50 freestyle followed

with another CC Victory as

senior co-captain Chris
Luttenegger had a speedy
time of 26.72. Joy Hanks

added more excitement to the

80 race by improving her time

from the Buff Invitational

and placing third for the

Tigers.

Another close race was the

200 individual medley with

Jennifer Rucci Finishing hard

to win the event and Trish

Franciosi pulling in a close

third.

Our lone, but faithful diver,

Marron Lee scored well for

the Tigers in both the one and
three meter diving.

In the grueling 200 butterfly

Ann Walsh and Denise
Collins demonstrated their

stamina by placing 2nd and

3rd respectively. Our'
backstrokers Gina Olsen and
Julie Knowles kept their faces

dry and pulled in another 2nd

and 3rd place combination.

The breastrokers, Franciosi

and Rucci met the same fate

again scoring 2nd and 3rd.

The 400 freestyle relay

brought in some fast splits by

the teams of Alison
Wolfinger, Katherine
Aquavia, Arnott and
Luttenegger placing second

and the team of Hanks,
Natasha Mader, Karen
Nickerson, and Julie Jacobs

placing fourth. Since the

Women's team has such
depth this year, the fast

swims that scored were also

accompanied by some
outstanding exhibition races.

The final score of the meet
left CC with a one and one
record. The Lady Cats
drowned Regis and treaded a

close second to Metro. Since

many of the teams the Big

Cats compete against are

division II and have been
training since August, the

forecast for the rest of the

season is one of confidence and
optimism.

Ed Zawatsky, who has 13 points on the s blasts i slap shot.

PhotobyPeiaPa

CC Hockey Statistics

[All Games]

Flayer EE £ A Pts EaS
Strunk 19 10 13 23

Budy 19 11 9 20

Brown 19 1 16 17 1!

Anderson 19 7 8 15

Mowery 19 5 10 15

Shaw 18 6 7 13 1

Zawatsky 19 2 11 13
1

Kirton 17 4 6 10
!

Block 19 4 6 10

Schwartz 18 3 5 8 11

Pochpnski 19 2 5 7 J

Schuler 19 6 6

Gadowsky 19 3 3 6

Foley 15 3 1 4

Bruininks 15 1 2 3 ;

Lee 5 1 1 2

Manthey 14 1 1 2

Pojar 19 1 1 2

Duryea 19 2 2

Wilharm 3 1 1

Olsen 2 1 1

Aymond 4 1 1

Braznik 6

Crum 1

Gustafson 5

Pizzev 17 1 1

Totals 19 66 116 182 a
Opponents 19 89 139 227 IB

Goaltending Statistics (Overall)

GP W-L-T Minutes GA Avg. S_ayeji

Pizzey 17 4-11-2 969:55 72 4.45 468

Gustafson 5 1-1-0 195:33 15 4.6 _JL

CC totals 19 12-5-2

Opponents 19 12-5-2

1165:28 87 4.48 511

1169:27 66 3.39 573

WCHA Hockey Standings

Team (Overall) W L T
Minnesota (14^) 13 3

Northern Michigan (12-6-1) 12 6 1

Univ. of Denver (11-8-1) 10 8 1

Michigan Tech (10-9) 10 9

Wisconsin (7-7-4) 7 7 4

North Dakota (9-10) 8 10

Minnesota-Duluth (6-11-1) 6 11 1

Colorado College (5-12-2) 3 12 2

Last Week's Results

Moscow Dynamo 10, Denver 3 (exhibition); Moscow Dyna"1

Colorado College 4 (exhibition); Michigan Tech 4-6, Wis*

3-5; Northern Michigan 4-6, Minnesota-Duluth 2-5; Denv*

North Dakota 6-3; RPI 7-3, Minnesota 4-9 (non-leag*
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O
jjhoughts

[hen Ws And Ls Are Out Of Balance

'

fE
TER TOCHNA

iz\m my blke back

the
library, under a

J.gray
winter sky, I

Idn't get
tne book off my

For my alternative

•attire
course I had been

story about a
ding

taese
woman driven mad

prejudice, war ' and

session. The book

Llessly detailed an

lence of constant fear,

living home, I walked

of the
cold into my house

ind my two housemates

thing CNN. Voices

led
from the glimmering

, "Shamir's fundamental

it
was that no matter

Arafat says or does,

el will never talk to

Due to inadequate

strategies doctors are

terming open air

rotations and even brain

,ery in the streets of

lenia... The US has the

test teenage pregnancy

and teenage abortion

of any developed

intry"

turned away from the TV
gazed into the black and

te of The Denver Post.

[safety check turns up 32

problems, 6 serious... IBM
550 jobs in Springs plant

ire." I dropped the front

page onto the floor and
quickly flipped to "Sports
Today".

"Nuggets sink Rockets 126-

101" Sweet Nug's. Adams
extended his three-point
streak to 64 games. Calvin
Natt, back from knee surgery,

played for the first time this

season. "The crowd of 12,005

extended a warm, standing

ovation welcome." The Nug's
are going far this year. If

they could beat LA then...

"NFL Statistics". Three
columns of names and
numbers. Cincinnati is the

only team with two players

leading a statistical

category. Boomer Esiason

leads the league in passing

and Ickey Woods leads the

league in scoring. Ickey has no

touchdown catches though.

Too bad. Just think: "Boomer
to Ickey, TOUCHDOWN!"
Could carry the Bengals to

the Super Bowl.

I read an article a while

back that said nicknames
were gradually leaving the

sports page. The author
talked about all the great

names of the past. His
favorite was Bob "Death to

flying things" Ferguson, a

baseball player in the early

'20s. The author wondered

why New York Yankee Dave
Winfield didn't pick up this

tag when he creamed a

pigeon with a thrown ball in

Toronto.

"Standings". The NHL's
Calgary Flames, at 21-5-5,

have the best record of any
team in the sports section.

They've given up only 83

goals. The next best team has
given up 95. They say defense

wins The Cup.

There's the worst team, the

NBA's Miami Heat at 0-17.

It's more comedy than
tragedy, though. One of the

best loved teams in sports

history was the 1962 New
York Mets, and they posted

the worst record in baseball

history. Funny thing.

Kalamazoo of the
International Hockey League
is 14-lO^J. Ft. Wayne notched

the W last Sunday, however,

topping Kalamazoo 6-5 in

OT.

There are lots-of Ws and Ls

in this section. In fact, you get

a W for every L. It doesn't

seem to work that way in the

rest of the paper, though.

Everybody seems to have a

losing record. How could that

be. Maybe its a misprint.

Winter Sports Schedule
(Home Competition in Bold)

December 16 Women's Basketball vs. Incarnate Word College, 7:30 p.m.

Men's Basketball vs. New Mexico Highlands, 5 p.m
16-17 Hockey at North Dakota, 7:35 p.m.

17 Men's Basketball vs. Colorado School of Mines, 7:30 p.m.

27-28 Men's Basketball at New York University Tourney, TBA
29, Men's Basketball at Hunter College, 7 p.m.

29-30 Hockey vs. Wisconsin, 7:35 p.m.

January 1-2 Women's Basketball, CC Auld Lang Syne Tourney, 12:30

Men's Basketball, Colorado College Tourney, 8 p.m.

6 Hockey at Providence, 7 p.m.

7 Women's Basketball vs. Chadron State College, 5:30 p.m.

8 Hockey at Northeastern, 1 p.m.

10 Men's Basketball at Adams State College, 7:30 p.m.

Women's Basketball at Adams State College, TBA
12 Hockey at University of Lowell, 7 p.m.

13 Men's Basketball at Colorado Baptist University, 7:30 p.m.

Women's Basketball at Colorado Baptist College, TBA
Women's Swimming vs. Regis College, 5 p.m.

13-14 Ski Team at Steamboat

14 Women's Swimming at ISL Relays, 12:00 noon

Men's Swimming at ISL Relays, 12:00 noon

Hockey at University of Maine, 7 p.m.

19 Women's Basketball at Metro State College, TBA
20 Women's Swimming at Univ. of Northern Colo., 5 p.m.

20-21 Ski Team at Purgatory (May attend race in Laramie)

Hockey vs. Michigan Tech, 7:35p.m.

21 Women's Swimming vs. Univ. of Colorado-Boulder, 1 p.m.

Men's Swimming vs. Univ. of Colorado-Boulder, 1 p.m.

SPORTSA,

Will Hcssick displays the form that

SWIMMING cont from p.21

while relaxing before the
meet with his favorite

pastime, a competitive game
of speed twister, pulled a
muscle in his car and was not

able to swim at full

potential. Graham "Lee"
Roy helped pull up the slack

by swimming some tough
races.

Cal "Sand Man" Rogers
hypnotized the audience
with his graceful, water
ballet-like stroke and
flogged the water as he
gyrated to and fro (he
finished 5th in the 200 yd.

backstroke).

Randy "My girlfriend is in

the stands so I better swim
really well this time"
Benzel, looking much like an

the three meter event.
Photo by Kim Jan 7.ik

aquatic version of the
Stcallh Bomber, propelled
himself in a swift, frog-like

motion to second place in the

200 yd. brcaststroke. Steve
Bartos and Tim Johnson
followed behind Benzel
placing 4th and 6th,

respectively.

Well, that's the meet in a

nutshell. The Big Cat
swimmer's next meet will be

the second weekend of 5th

block against Colorado
University. We have seen

some good results with the

Protein Mix and Joe
Hutchinson, so we plan to

make it a mandatory team
ritual. Look for a bigger,

faster team to emerge from
the jolly filled Christmas
break.

FOOTBALL cont from p.21

the Buffaloes of Boulder

against Brigham Young
University's Cougars.

The CU program has been

on the upswing lately, with

top 20 rankings at various

times this season making the

point. A loss in the Freedom

Bowl wold put Colorado, a

four and one-half point

favorite, a few years back in

their program and hinder

their California recruiting.

The game will be played in

Anaheim.
The Holiday Bowl will be

a Cowboy shootout. The
Cowboys of Oklahoma State,

featuring Heisman Trophy
winner Barry Sanders, will

face the Cowboys of

Wyoming on December 29.

The contest should be a wild,

high scoring affair between

Wyoming's offense and

Sanders.

Once again the college

bowl scene should be a fan's

delight with sixteen games
on tap. Let us hope that

politics will not obstruct

justice and that the winner of

the Notre Dame - West

Virginia game will emerge as

the national champion.

,CH continued

f were supposed to
Ve

- and how they were
Posed to pray, these

were especially
'0rta nt to a largely

society, O'Donnell

,
' 0r Augustine's

essions
, O'Donnell also

ugu stine's commentary
^parents, the centrality

"rament, and the deep
anstic imagery in the

work. O'Donnell surmised on

Augustine's feelings about

being a "vehicle of holiness."

He said that he did not

believe Augustine meant his

writings to represent or stand

in for church-going, but

rather, to go along with it.

In the same respect what

we know of Augustine from

his writings is "not the

whole of his life, or even the

whole of the Confessions, but

simply that part of his life

which got down on paper."

O'Donnell concluded that

"We must leave a hole in our

recollection of Augustine's

Christianity. For all we know
about Augustine's life and

religion, we must leave a

blank space for whatever else

was going on, something that

we'll never get to but that we
must recognize."

"Christianity has been

defined in doctrinal terms ,

from the historical approach,

but there arc other questions

of both Christianity and

theology," he said. There is

an important place for books

and doctrine in Christianity,

because the Christian cult

travelled so well.

The larger question remains

as to "Why early

Christianity decided to

become a religion of cult in

the way it did, for it seems

unlikely that the early

society would foster such

rituals, large church
buildings, etcetera."

With the ritual of early

Christianity still somewhat
of a mystery, O'Donnell

summarized that yes,

Augustine was a Christian,

but "...yes with as asterisk,

yes with an exclamation, or

yes, probably."
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MISSING: Shcpard/Husky
puppy Warren. He's tan and

has a black snout and the tip

of his tail is black. No collar.

We miss him very much. If

you have any info, please

call 635-5954.

WELCOME TO THE FUTURE
- 1992...We are having an End

the War Week to express to

the new President-elect

Whuihs we do not like the

wars on Central America and

the planet at large President

Bush declared and former

President Reagan had greatly

escalated. We will begin on

Monday after winter break

and symposium with a

remembrance of Civil Rights

activist Matin Luther King,

Jr. and all those who have

died since. We will continue

the week with a map of the

effect of the last minute of

the last nuclear bomb
"accidentally" detonated by

our government and a

reenactment of the Battle of

Freedom. Please join us

Friday, January 20 at noon in

the Worner Center for the

memorial service for the 83

Colorado College alumni

killed in action to date in the

Central American conflict.

DON'T LET THIS BECOME
OUR FUTURE! Let's stop this

now in 1988 before it's too

late.

College Citizens Active for

Peace is planning a Peace

Week. It will begin Martin

Luther King, Jr. Day,
Monday, January 16 and end

Friday, January 20. The
theme is exploring different

ideas of peace and ways to

achieve it on personal and
global levels. Events to

include - a candlelight vigil

in honor of Martin Luther

King, Jr. and a talk about

him; an evening of meditation

on peace; a poetry reading; a

Non-violence - Conflict

Resolution Seminar; and a

dance in Gaylord Hall to end

the week with live CC bands.

Watch for posters with dates,

times and places.

Come explore alternatives

to the above scenario.

SHOVE CHAPEL EVENTS
- Dec. 17, 12:00, Midnight
Mass. Dec. 21, 12:00 noon,
Shove Council Meeting.

MIDNIGHT XMAS MASS
Saturday, 17 December,
Shove Chapel. Please bring a

toy for a poor child. Everyone
welcome.

FACULTY SNAILS VS.
HANSON BROS, hockey
game. Wednesday, 12/14,

9:30 pm. 1st regular season

game!

A HEBREW ADJUNCT
course, for both beginners and

more advanced students, will

begin on Wednesday, Janaury

18, at 7:00 p.m. in Armstrong
259B. Class will meet three

Wednesday evenings per

block. Students who pass an

entrance test will receive

adjunct credit. For
information call Sam
Williams, ext. 2617.

THE COLORADO
COLLEGE CAMPUS
ORGANIZATION KEEP
(Kare Enough about Elderly

People) will hold a

Christmas party for senior

citizens (age 60 and over) in

Colorado Springs on Friday,

December 16. This free,

community-wide event will

be from 6-8 p.m. in Gaylord

Hall, Room 118, of the

Worner Campus Center (902

N. Cascade Ave.).

Refreshments will be

served and music will be

provided by the Coronado
High School Christmas
Choir and a local band led by

Ray Snow.

THIS CAMPUS LACKS any

practical ramp entrance on
the east side, and I hope it's

to going to take a death or

maiming to get something

done about it.

A stub of San Rafae! used

to afford smooth bicycle and
wheelchair access, but in its

place is now a standard curb;

and the two eastbound
sidewalks are blocked by
parked cars more than 50% of

the time, day and night. We
have at least one
wheelchair-bound student

who is reduced to rolling west

down San Rafael to the center

Nevada, then proceeding
against traffic on Nevada's
west lane in order to enter the

new freight loop driveway,
the only break in 3 blocks of

curb!

Please, let's ramp those

sidewalks and post them "no

parking." I'll volunteer some
time to make it happen, if

need be. This is or should be
one of our highest traffic

priorities.

Thank you.
Ted Lindeman

COMING UP NEXT
BLOCK! Intervarsity
Christian Fellowship's
"Alternative!" Friday,
January 20 at 7:30. Come hear

a talk on real love.

REMINDER: The hockey
team will be playing the
University of Wisconsin on
Dec. 29 & 30, at home. Tickets

will be available until Dec.
22 at Worner Desk and after

that through the Athletic
Dept.

REGISTRATION FOR
DANCE CLASSES at

Colorado College will be
held Saturday, January 14
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at

Cossitt Hall Dance Studio,
located northwest of the
Womer Campus Center.

The classes for children and
adults are open to the public
and cost $64 for the 16-week
semester course to be held
January through May. The
classes include ballet,

modern, jazz, creative dance
for children, and pre-ballet

(4 years and up).

For more information call

Ursula Gray at 632-9503,
Esther Geoffrey at 635-8183,
or Colorado College at 473-

2233, ext. 2459.

PI GAMMA MU
CERTIFICATES and keys
are now available in the

Political Science Office,

Palmer 221 for those who
have paid their membership
fees.

OPERATION
CROSSROADS AFRICA,
INC. The Caribbean

program: Offers high school

students the opportunity to

live and work in Caribbean

nations for six and one-half

weeks on community service

projects. This year we are

developing projects in the

Caribbean for college students

as well.

The Africa Program:
Groups of eight-to-twelve

live and work side by side

with their African
counterparts on community
development projects which
the villagers have identified

as essential to their

development. Participants

must be at least 18 years of

age.

The James H. Robinson
Internship in International

Development: A n
opportunity for minority

graduate students to gain

valuable experience working
with Private Voluntary
Organizations in Africa for 9-

to-12 months.
Group Leadership

Opportunities: We are also

recruiting qualified persons to

lead our groups in the

Caribbean and in Africa.

Individuals 24 years of age

and older are encouraged to

apply. Leaders are
responsible for a group of 8 to

12 participants. Travel and
living expenses, as well as a

small honorarium, are

provided for leaders.

Interested applicants
should apply immediately.

Please write or call for

applications. 150 Fifth

Avenue, Suite 310, New York,

NY 10011, (212) 242-8550.

"Cycles Peugeot"

The French Manufacturer

of the World's finest

bicycles since 1882!

BICYCLE SHOP

19 E Kiowa • Downtown

Phone: 634-4733

RICK WAGER—
"CC Class ol 64 Proprietor"

CARNEGIE'S LIBRARIES,
a retrospective exhibit, will

open Saturday, January 21 in

the Palmer Wing of Penrose
Library, 20 N Cascade Ave.
The exhibit consists of 68
photographs and panel text

examining the final products
of more than $56 million
donated by Andrew Carnegie
to construct free public
libraries throughout the
country.

Also, leather and
beadwork on cattle skulls by
Daniel Montero will be hung
in the Art Exhibit area from
January 4-31

2 BEDROOMS available in a

6 person house. $200 a month.

Huge rooms. Corner of

Monument and Wahsatch.

Hardwood floors,
washer/dryer. Call 633-1151.

A PHOTOGRAPHIC

EXHIBIT from the Pioneer's their January thru
Museum portraying popular sessions,

types of architecture used Dance classes are on
locally in the early 1900s

; n America q
will be open for viewing Traditional
during library hours from associated Roun
January 4-February 19 at the two-step, polka,

Ea
-

1"i|

J's Motor Hotel

and Restaurant

Off Campus at 820 N. Nevada

Special Student rate including utilities

& sattelite TV

633-5513
Center, 5550 N Union Blvd.

Also Joel Martone will

display sculptured and
vintage bears handmade
from old fur coats in the Art

Gallery case from January 3-

31.

Watercolors and pencil

drawings by Lindsay Ray
will be exhibited December
27-January 14 in the Art
Gallery.

An exhibit of pastel

artwork by Lucille Damico
with adobe buildings as a

prevailing theme can be
viewed in the Art Gallery

from January 16-February 4.

KILN-FIRED GLASSWARE
made by Hilda Walton will

be displayed from January 4-

31 at the Ruth Holley
Branch Library, 923 N
Murray Blvd.

RUTH HOLLEY BRANCH
BOOKSALE - Used booksale

on the first Saturday of each

month from 10am-2pm at the

Holley Branch, 923 N
Murray Blvd. Next sale will

be January 7.

THE LONE FEATHER
COUNCIL of Colorado
Springs, a non-profit
organization for the native

American Indians, is holding
their annual "Christmas
Pow-Wow", on December 17,

1988 at the Town
Hall/Community Center in

Green Mountain Falls.

Dinner will start being
served at 5:00 p.m., and the

Pow-Wow Dance will start

around 7:00 p.m.

The general public is

invited to attend and the cost

is a Donation.

For further information
contact: Chester Trigg, Chief,

at (719) 635-0640.

"FUN FINDERS"
PRESENTS a square dance

for charity.

The Fun Finders, a
traditional square and round
dance group, and the Penrose
Profile Fitness Center, will

host its 14 th annual New
Year's Eve dance and party

for the needy from 8:30 to

11:30 p.m., Dec. 31 in the

Margery Reed gym, 2215 N.
Cascade Ave.

Admission is a $5 non-
perishable food donation per
person and a contribution to

the party snacks for the

event.

For more information, call

Dean and Peg Edwards at

597-8888.

"FUN FINDERS"
ACCEPTING
REGISTRATIONS:
The Fun Finders and

Penrose Profile Fitness Center

are accepting registrations for

Appalachian Clogging.

The classes are held
in

Margery Reed gym locate

2215 N. Cascade Ave.

Call Peg Edwards,

8888 or the PenroseL
Office at 630-5157 for i T]
information.

CC FOLK CONCH
January 18, first Wednes

of fifth block, Pach

7:30pm. Featuring:

Mermin, Sand and

Kimberly Murly, Kathai

Hufford and others

FOR YOB
CONVENIENCE
American Cancer Sociel

thrift store, the TurnSl

Shoppe, has extended

hours to Monday throi

Saturday from 10 to 5,

the shop for your hoik

needs. You'll find Christ:

cards and ornaments, H

Country cookbooks, ant

good selection of winter cc

and other clothing. The si I to

is located in Showcase
"'

at Palmer Park

Academy. For
information call 637-90 aye<

That's the TurnStyle Sho

- the American Cancer
f

store!!

A SPECIAL THANKS
KRCC for carrying us thro

the evening.

CONGRATULATIONS
to Courtney Murphy, K

Editor-in-Chief of 1

Catalyst; and Prom

Chatterji and M»

Gustafson, New Co-Editoi

the Disparaging Eye.

The Catalyst S

MINIO"SATAN'S
PRISCILLA
RACHEL, -tfmiKRISTIN, PETER, SAK' .

BRV* "*

STACY, DAMIEN,
MARGO, SCOTT, LlN

NINA CONGRATS!
THANKS for all f

creativity, en ''j

commitment, and time-1^

e:

01
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eid analyzes
ukakis campaign
EBRA ROBISON
R.Reid, the Rocky

Bureau Chief of The

ijjjwn Post spoke to a

crowd in the WES Room
Wednesday, January 25,

lunch. The prominent

an and author of several

spoke on his experience

jg die Dukakis campaign

all. Reid included several

:s and analyses of the

in his talk.

1 Reid first started

ing Dukakis last spring, he

that for the first time

s life he would cover a

ig candidate. Qukakis had

going in his favor. The

had left Atlanta ahead in

polls and was riding a

'successful wave. Bush, on

other hand, had been

ayed as a wimp bom with

rer spoon in his mouth.

luch to his chagrin, the

lost and Reid's editors

"We told you so." As the

lion drew nearer, Reid
ized the campaign was
ily influenced by the polls

that that mayhave been
downfall. Reid remained

mistic up until election

eid has spent time since the

lion trying to assess why
Duke lost the race. He
ned several theories during

P«ch. The first assessed
n

No Democrat was going
*at George Bush." Reid

'

to Reagan's ability to

Hain his popularity despite

shortcomings and that Bush

5 that out. Bush stated

Micept best with the phrase

"continuity plus."

A second theory was that

Dukakis had a mismanaged
campaign. This theory,

however, contradicted Dukakis'

style. If anything were the

Dukakis trademark, it was good

management. A third theory

concluded that the American

people wanted to perpetuate the

status quo and saw Bush as the

candidate who would do that

best. Reid went as far to say

that the American voter is not

willing to address the budget

problem. He stated that,

"adults are mortgaging your

future."

After assessing the election,

Reid addressed numerous
questions concerning the

candidates and Sam Donaldson.

He also discussed the changing

leadership in our society. The

public is starting to allow the

president to have enormous

control and influence in

American politics.

Another issue Reid addressed

was that of polling in the

elections. Polls tell us so much

that candidates tailor their

campaigns directly to what the

polls reflect. Reid stated, "We
will never be surprised again [in

an election]." The technology of

the eighties may be more

damaging to politics than

expected. He ended the

afternoon on a good note after

enlightening the students of

C.C. on many issues.

The event was sponsored by

The Political Union, The

Leadership Program, Great

Performers and Ideas, and

C.C.C.A.

%^

Armstrong offices are currently scattered across campus. photo by Andrea Rex

Armstrong offices relocate
Chemicals endanger employees' health

By PRISCFLLA PETTIT
Speculation continues to

abound about the "Armstrong

Illnesses." In an interview

yesterday, Tom Wenzlau, Vice

President for Business and

Finance/Treasurer at Colorado

College, said the alkaline

encapsulating chemical, Pyr-

Coat, sprayed on asbestos in

Armstrong in 1984 and 1985, is

still the primary suspect for

the illnesses although this is

yet to be proven.

About three to four weeks

before Winter Break CC sent a

sick employee, who worked in

the basement of Armstrong, to

an occupational health specialist

following many months of

undiagnosed symptoms. These

symptoms included eye

irritation, rash, and nasal

congestion. The employee, upon

the recommendation of the

health specialist, was removed

from Armstrong. Once

removed, the symptoms

improved. This incident was the

first of many to follow.

The initial illnesses occurred

among employees who worked

in the basement of Armstrong.

Later, an employee working in

the Cashier's Office on the first

floor of Armstrong contracted

symptoms similar to those of

some of the ill employees from

the basement. Employees in the

Business Office, also located on

the first floor, have been

effected as well. Recently,

three people who work in the

Registrar's Office on the second

floor have come down with the

Armstrong-related illnesses.

The El Paso County Health

Department conducted air

quality tests in Armstrong in

December to determine levels

of carbon dioxide, carbon

monoxide, oxygen and

formaldehyde (used in some

fabrics and materials).

Occusafe, Inc., a Denver based

firm of industrial hygienisls,

conducted an environmental

evaluation of the building.

During the holiday break, all

Occusafe, Inc.
recommendations mentioned in

their December 20lh report

were carried out.

Upon this firm's

see ARMSTRONG, p. 3

_

outh Pacific island nations seek economic independence
'SCOTT ROBERTSON

Monday, January 16,

!™ and approximately

P other C. C. students
™e<i to the warm South
™ Islands. Or at least our
*did. Dr. Nancy Pollock,
'°s anthropology graduate

| c
- led the tour. Her

n,e
. "Pacific Islands and

"Mency: Are Aid and Trade
0n|

y Alternatives?" was
™ on years of field research

'egion.

'"""g the period from 500

f

l0 "50 A. D. , when the

Europeans arrived, the

Pacific Islands were autono-

mous. They had no need to

trade outside thier own island

chains because they were totally

self-reliant. The Islanders

lived relatively simple, worry-

free lives- until the Europeans

came.

European pirates, business-

men, and missionaries arrived

on the scene seeking to force

their lifestyle on the islanders.

More than anything else, the

Europeans impressed upon the

natives their protestant work

ethic as a means to salvation.

To supply the islanders with

work they didn't have, the

newcomers introduced new
crops that would flourish in

the southern Pacific climate.

These crops, quite valuable to

trie Europeans, combined with

the new emphasis on working

hard led to the establishment of

a cash economy in the region.

This is where the problems

for the Islanders began. Their

economy became entirely based

on the export of cash crops to

more powerful nations and

importation of staple crops and

other necessities. The islands

became reliant on outside

powers for survival.

In 1962, Pacific Island

Nations began declaring inde-

pendence from their European

captors to gain more control

over their respective economies.

Unfortunately, their plight has

not improved. The islanders are

not politically sophisticated

and have been unable to find a

niche in today's complicated

world economy.

According to Dr. Pollack, the

island region faces two alter-

natives today Either they can

continue to accept aid from

more powerful nations, increas-

ing their debts, or they can

improve upon their trading

position in the world market.

Acquisition of more aid is

not a viable solution, Dr.

Pollack says, because it only

increases the islands dependency

on other nations, which encour-

ages those other nations to

make decisions concerning the

islands without consulting the

islands themselves.

Trade would be a better

solution, but not a perfect one.

The islands simply do not have

see PACIFIC, p. 3
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Bush stresses

national unity

in inaugural
address

By LENNY LEVINE
Friday, January 20, marked

the end of week long pre-

inaugural parties, and the end of

an eight year reign under

President Ronald Reagan. It

also marked the beginning of

the Bush-Quayle
Administration.

In his inaugural address to

the American public, Bush

spoke of an America that is at a

"moment rich with promise."

As in most inaugural addresses,

Bush steered away from any

clear-cut promises and focused

primarily on the political

rhetoric.

As a whole, Bush recognized

that, as high minded American

citizens, people must become
involved in each other's lives.

Using his abstract principle of

the "thousand points of light,"

he pointed toward a future

where Americans will band

together to overcome hardships.

Bush was quick to point out

that even though the nation has

"more will than wallet," will

is enough to carry the country

through difficulties. For Bush,

these American hardships and

difficulties include a serious

drug problem, homelessness,

and balancing the federal

budget. Bush also vowed to

carry on positive
Soviet/American relations. »

Colorado College Political

Science Professor Bob Loevy
expressed his belief that the

number one priority in the Bush
Administration will be to

"maintain the gently expanding

economy" that was brought into

being largely by the Reagan
Administration. As a second

priority, Loevy believes that

maintaining a strong defensive

posture and keeping up
Soviet/American relations will

loom largely in the mind of

President Bush in h is four

years ahead.

Bush has been characterized

by many in the press as a

President who wishes to

involve the American public in

the molding of the future. He
has been quoted as referring to

the White House as, "the

people's house."

Dolphins ruthlessly slaughtered
By DAVID LEONARD

This past Wednesday in the

Gales Commons room, ENACT
presented lecturer Sam
LeBuddie of the Earth Island

Institute (based in San
Francisco). He spoke for nearly

two hours on the danger that

the tuna fishing industry

presents to the world's dolphin

population (we're talking real,

honest-to-God, air-breathing

dolphins here folks, you know.

Flipper). The lecture was well

attended (although there was a

conspicuous lack of faculty

members, at least none that I

could see).

Most of what he said was
not new to a lot of people, but

as he said, "knowing and not

doing is not knowing." He did,

however, clarify a lot of

popular misconceptions. One,
for instance, is that dolphins

feed on the tuna and are netted

purely be accident. This just

isn't true. According to

LeBuddie, who spent a month
on a Mexican tuna boat, in fact

it is just the opposite.

It is the tuna who follow

the dolphins. Apparently they

prefer schooling beneath surface

objects, and dolphin herds

(sometimes numbering into the

hundreds) are just the thing.

Tuna boats, called Super-Seiners

(after their method of netting,

called "purse-seining"), actively

seek out dolphin herds,

knowing a school of tuna lies

beneath. Not all tuna school

beneath dolphins, only the large

(and valuable) yellowfin,
which turns up in your store as

"light tuna."

The dolphins are corralled

using helicopters, speedboats,

and explosives (one charge is

the equivalent of two or three

M-80's and sometimes several

are taped together). Then nets

are strung around the herd and

sharks who follow q,

boats.

fly-wheel (an iron wheel maybe
two feet across and five or six

feet high) and crushed.

LeBuddie himself was
interviewed in the videotape and

at one point he says "the first

,,,, suu.. t , <- - - dolphin I ever saw in my life
,

the tuna beneath. Often the left me bloody up to my dolphins in tne bastem
^

dolphins are allowed to escape, elbows. I kept thinking, while
p
?
c
if"\

(wnei? most of
(his

< - _,.,.,., ;„ lh - the slaughter was going on, °\jl! 1"*Lk *LP a
.

ceU
that if mankind had discovered

By comparing the
Dd1

of dolphins netted
each

with the known populay

Sometimes, however, in the

interest of time, they are

dragged aboard and cut out of

the net.

LeBuddie had videotape,

taken aboard the Mexican Tuna
boat and aired on the Australian

Sixty Minutes which
graphically illustrated the

scenes just described.

been concluded th
nau uiscuvcrcu , . , . .

l"d ' e

the dolphin on another planet, ""i1
* 1" ,'.

n *at *"» h»lr
. . .

v
. np.ttpA at least nnr.

it would be

historical thing... here's our LeBuddie also snob ,

only chance of not being alone- Ae difficulties they haveh
on the planet, and we're optima the rtr,ini,;n ...i

destroying it."

One of the ridiculous things

is that all these dolphins are

getting the dolphin pro,,

In the first two
yeajs

purse-seining techniq
ne

utilized, a half-:

The pictures were difficult

to ignore, or forget; dozens of

dolphins drowning under a net

in a space perhaps fifteen feet

across, the water churning as

they try to get their blowholes

free of the water; dolphins

hauled out of the water,

snagged on the nets by the beaks

and flippers which, unable (and

never meant) to support the

dolphin's weight, simply tear

off. A single dolphin, firmly

tangled in the net is then

carried up to the net retrieving

dolphins were massacred

first nothing could be doae

no one possessed any evi&

(except the tuna fishermen

they weren't talking). ^
due to the efforts of

LeBuddie, the govern,

agreed to place a ceiling „
number of dolphins

U.S. fishing boats every
y^

was also decided
government observers woili

placed on the boats to

«

dying in a process that produces sure those quotas were

only five-percent of the worlds exceeded,
canned tuna.

Even when a dolphin is freed That ceiling is prese

from net, which quite a few 20,500 a year, and there b

are, the combined effect of the question that it is b(

explosives on the dolphin's exceeded. The goverai

sensitive hearing (remember, observers, when they

we're talking about a quarter- present, are activ

to-half-stick of dynamite, and intimidated, and threale

sound carries sixty-percent with violence. One observe!

better under water), and the his entire record of dolpl

trauma of being netted leaves killed during the voy

the dolphins stunned and thrown overboard (voyages

helpless, easy prey for the up to as long as four 10

months) by the captain as I

pulled into the harbor.
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Jews for Jesus: Converted or completed?
By JON GOLDSTEIN

At 7:30 in the evening on

Tuesday at Packard Hall, a

small but interested crowd
came to see Yadean Goor speak

on his experiences with

Messianic Judaism.

Messianic Judaism is a

movement composed of
converted Jews, which holds

that Christianity is the

completion of Judaism, and
which actively attempts to

convert Jews.

Goor, a Jewish Colorado
Springs resident who was

converted to Christianity when
he was in the Navy and was
active in Messianic Jewish
groups for a year after his

conversion, has since rejected

Christianity and is now a

religiously practicing Jew.

During his year in the

Messianic Jewish movement, he
actively and successfully

proselytized other Jews.
Drawing on this first hand

And when the Earth Isl

Institute was finally able

thousand passages which make
appear before a congressio ical

up the the Hebrew Scriptures:

Jews that

committee, next to nothing

done (it turns out that oik

the riffhtf 1

tne c 011101 *1166 members

.ism hp «m ™fi
ved nearIy totey-m

dollars in campai

contributions from the I

to convince
Christianity is

extension of Judaism. He said

these passages are deceptively

used out of context, and even . ,
,

distorted, to convince Jews that
Io
h
bby

'
an ™gnificant m

by accepting Christianity they ?
h
f

°
f

ne r

f1
ahz

f

es *ala
J

aro. nnhiftllv rnmnlAtini l0ad °f yeUowfin tuna dt -completing
nearly a million dollars,

LeBuddie closed by urgii

GUID€
TRAVEL SYSTEM, INC.

409 n. tejon 635-35 1

1

STOP BY OR CALL US FOR PRICES
ON SPRING BREAK GETAWAYS -

MEXICO, HAWAII, CLUB

;

i#ifo

are actually

themselves.

Goor blamed the success of
experience, he explained what Messianic Jews on the poor job boycott "of" all""tuna
he felt were the deceptive that Jewish families are doing the ma jn ffenders b<

in giving their children a solid piUsbury, H.J. Hienz,

Jewish education and pride in Ra ist0n Purina (specif*

their tradition. Starkist, Bumblebee,
He also noted that various chicken of the Sea). AM

groups spent more than one tuna while caught i»

hundred million dollars in the
traditionaI methodj should

past year to convert American be boycottedi
-
to gel

*e" s -

, . . message across." For the I

Goor took pains to point out
tuna junkie _ who just car/l

that he was in no way attacking
without he reCommende<i t

Chnst.an.ty as a who e, just which can be bougti

Messianic Jewish proselytizing

tactics used by such groups,

His main problem was that

Messianic Jews were
specifically trained how to

make friends with prospective

converts and how to use this

friendship as a tool to convince
them to convert. How honest
is friendship which is so
cynically based, he asked.

Goor was also wary of
Messianic Jews' use of some
three hundred passages, out of

the more than twenty-three
see MESSIANIC, p. 3

the butcher's section.

Nothing that could ft

here is as effective as wall}

those videotapes. I recoup

ENACT show them at W*

the next time SAGA sej

tuna melt.

If anyone out ihe/e

concerned enough to have 1"

it to this point in the arUd

urge you to attend the c

ENACT meeting at 7:00 P

in Womer 216, and find

more, 'cause there's a lo1

J
where this came from- W

uoir

iled
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jinstrong health hazards
STRONG, from p. 1

ffleI)
dalion the heating and

Lion system was
According to an

fice
memorandum from

Wenzlau entitled

ong Hall Basement-- A

Lome Saga" and dated
e

9 1989, after the

ling of the ventilation

"Fresh air introduced

c. building increased from

10%- The entire duct

for ventilation was

j'd
with high power

I cleaners."

ier
steps have been taken

scover
the cause of the

ses ,

Wenzlau wrote, "An

quality test based on

national Safety and Health

OSHA) protocol has been

otmed." Western
omental. Inc. is in the

ss of analyzing air and

samples. The National

ate of Occupational Safety

lealiti (NIOSH), a federal

lization that evaluates

eamental problems will

n [he problem and make

imendations. The Workers'

leasation Bureau will also

ti and recommend.

e memo also noted that

employees, as of January 5,

the recommendation of the

rational health specialist,

returned to Armstrong

meat to test the

onment. These employees

previously been removed
their work place dup to

s. According to Wenzlau,

supposedly improved

onment failed its test."

ptoms returned to all of

our employees within an

and, in addition, four

s experienced "significant

ical illness." All were

ated.

essianic

ws
SIANlCfromp.2,

^

Since January 9 five other

employees who complained of

symptoms have been sent to the

Colorado Springs Medical
Center for testing and have been
relocated.

All of the testing has been
done at the Medical Center by
Peter Brumlick, the
occupational medicine
specialist, and Dr. William
Truit.

Most frustrating is that the

problem is no longer isolated

to the basement. As mentioned

before, the first and second
floors have been effected.

Recently a professor, whose
office is on the first floor,

visited the Medical Center for

blood tests to determine if her

eye blisters were related to

contaminants in Armstrong
(other employees, who have
been relocated, have experienced

eye irritation and eye blisters).

This professor has been told to

stay out of Armstrong. One
student, who worked in the

Armstrong Post Office, has

been effected and relocated.

Yet Wenzlau emphasizes
there is no reason to be
frightened about long term

effects. The blood tests

administered at the Medical

Center have been analyzed in

depth and all results are

normal. There is no evidence of

anything other than transitory

effects. In every case, "the

person, in a sense, recovers in a

few hours or a day or two,"

said Wenzlau.

The most recent action taken

was "patch" tests, administered

by Peter Brumlick. Five
employees who had experienced

"significant symptoms"
volunteered to be tested.

According to Wenzlau,
"Initially, these tests indicated

that encapsulant dust was a

major factor. However, later

tests [which included a placebo]

did not corroborate this early

hypothesis in a conclusive

fashion."

As time passes and no

definitive results arrive, more

and more people arc getting sick

and many are becoming
frightened. Armstrong is still

waiting for the help of

specialists from the Workers'

Compensation Bureau and the

National Institute of
Occupational Safety and Health

(NIOSH). No results have
arrived from the air and dust

tests taken by Western
Environmental, Inc. either.

Optimism is also wearing
thin and is gradually being

replaced by frustration and a

sense of helplessness. "We are

confounded by [the problem],"

said Wenzlau. "Not knowing is

probably the most frustrating

part."

Many offices have been
moved due to these problems.

Following is a list of the

relocations:

The Registrar's Office has

been moved to Palmer Hall

room 232; the Mail Room is

now located in the Worner
Center basement; a campus copy

center has been set up on the

second floor of Worner Center

near room 205; the Cashier's

Office operates at the Loomis
Hall front desk from 8:45am to

noon - afternoon service is still

provided in Armstrong from 2

to 3:30; the Payroll Office,

Admissions Clerical Offices

and the Personnel Office are at

1115 North Cascade next to

Southwest Studies; Audio-
Visual Services is in 328

Armstrong; and Administrative

Computing and Operations

Staff moved to the New Science

Building along with the

Secretary for Computing
Services.

These relocations are expected

to remain in effect until the end

of the school year or until the

problem in Armstrong is

solved.

A contingency plan for

moving everything out of

Armstrong has been created

although many hope such a

drastic step will not be

necessary. But the longer the

wait, the more likely it

becomes that Armstrong Hall

may be completely shut down.

"lues. He quoted several

"stream Christian
mizations who also
pproved of Messianic
sh methods.

to question and answer
>d covered a very wide
ty of topics, ranging from
kwish view of the afterlife
r«ponse to which, Goor
tf a famous rabbi: "Who
S -

B

). to whether would-be
J-ners are anti-Semitic (To

|
Goor replied that he felt

1

Proselytizers act from a

p belief that they are
""8 Jews, not out of

I,m s parting wish was that
! a»d Christians would
,cl with each other in an
'Were of respect towards
'.other. While the writer
e'heartedly applauds
s sentiments, he could not
noticing the words on a

.'" pamphlet which™ed from the pocket of
the Messianic Jews in

'Whence. They read, "How
?" friends." The crusade
wtues.

Trade problems

riddle South Pacific

PACIFIC, from p. 1

a wide selection of goods to

trade. Most of the islands have

already, or soon will have

exhausted their mineral

rescources. And other tradeable

goods are not selling as well as

they used to . Cocunut cream,

for example, has lost its appeal

to western cultures because of

its high cholesterol content.

The development of the

tourism industry is also a poor

solution. To supply rich West-

erners with the luxuries of

home, which they must have

wherever they go, the islands

would have to import more

goods, only compounding their

original problem.

The best solution Dr. Pollack

suggested was increasing pro-

duction in the fishing industry.

To accomplish this, the nations

would have to keep foreigners

(especially Austrailians, Amer-

icans, and Japanese) from

illeagally fishing in waters

within 200 miles of any

particular island nation.

Presently the islanders have no

way of stopping this activity,

and until they can, they will

continue to suffer econom-
ically.

Dr. Pollack concluded her

lecture by emphasizing the

availability of programs, espec-

ially masters degrees, through

the University of Hawaii.

Interested studets are encou-

raged to cousult the C. C.

Anthropology department.

Snorb TritJZfShorbXrw

Just 10 Minutes Away!

Delicious cuisine
and excellent service

in an historic setting-

the

Stagecoach Inn
'-' HEST41/R4/VT

FUTONS

!

Best Quality - Lowest Prices

Reg $258
7" FUTON AND FRAME

Futons-N-Foam

597-4375

FREE DIAGNOSTIC EXAMS

MCAT
GMAT
GRE

Saturday

February 1

1

10:00 AM

Sunday

January 29

9:00AM

Monday
Janaury 30

6:00 PM

TAKE KAPLAN ORTAKEYOUR
CHANCES

Stanley H. Kaplan Ed. Ctr.
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Environmentalist lectures
By K. DICKINSON

Dr. Mark Meier - Director of

the Institute of Arctic and

Alpine Research in Boulder,

Colorado, filled the Biology

seminar room with faculty and

students to address the topic of

"Global Climate Change."

Because of the renewed interest

in the declining state of our

environment this was a timely

and interesting topic.

Dr. Meier began with the fact

that "global nature is changing

before our eyes as it never has

before." He projected a positive

image of science and its

evolution. Meier stressed the

idea that "science has begun to

reach across the disciplines,"

striving for a global approach

rather than a reductionist view

of the earth's changes. This

interaction across the many
fields of thought and
technology, combining physical

and biological viewpoints has

truly changed the way we look

at the world.

After this uplifting and

optimistic introduction to

global science, Meier continued

with the not-so-optimistic

changes of the global climate.

He addressed the Greenhouse

Effect first. Meier explained

the idea that 'greenhouse' gases

are increasing in the

atmosphere. In simple terms

these gases are pulling a "lid on

ihe atmosphere" thai could trap

radiation, thus warming the

earth and cooling the

stratosphere. Deforestation and

the burning of fossil fuels put

more carbon dioxide into the

atmosphere each year. Sadly,

the amount of carbon dioxide

has "been increasing for a long

time." The product of these

gases "will cause global

warming," according to Meier.

We may have a three to four

degree increase by the year

2050. Even if we stopped

burning half of all fossil fuels

tomorrow (which is more than

impossible) the process will

only be delayed, not prevented.

Addiction in society
By JENN BALL

If you were sitting home on
Monday, January 23, you
missed an intriguing discussion

on addiction in our society lead

by Diana Fuller, psychologist

at The Colorado College and

the Colorado Springs School.

Sponsored by the Kids Are
Alright House, the discussion

was part of a monthly series.

Fuller began ihe discussion

with an exercise; the group
divided into smaller groups and
discussed how certain aspects of

our society commonly cause
traits of an addictive
personality. Media, patriarchal

society, industrial technology,

traditional manners and reliance

on expert authority were each

mentioned as contributors to an

addictive personality.

James Lynum, from the

department of social services,

spoke last week, tying in

addiction with abuse in

families. In the case of incest,

perpetrators are treated as

sexual addicts.

As another part of the series,

the Kids Are Alright House is

arranging to have Reverend
Leon Kelly, the leader of the

fight against gangs in Denver,

speak. They are currently

looking for money to sponsor

the lecture.

Rev. Steve Harrington will lead us is

A Celebration
of Communion

"Through the eyes of Intimacy

A time for praise and worship

sharing the Lord's supper

All are welcome. 824 N. Tejon

Tuesday, 6:30pm

tfoe seeteRs

Suds 'urn ^

Laundry & Cleaners

Unlimited

wash

with C.C. I.D.

1931 W. Unitah
1/2 Block West of King Soopers

(expires Feb. 14th)

PEACE WEEK EVENl
By CHRISTINA JACKSON
On the evening of January

sixteenth, an impressive number

of faculty and students turned

out for a peace walk honoring

the sixtieth anniversary of the

birth of Dr. Martin Luther

King Jr., the first event of

Colorado College's "Peace

Week" The candle light vigil

was sponsored by College

Citizens Active For Peace, the

Black Student Union, and Shove

Chapel. The procession

ncluding well over one
hundred people carrying

Meier concluded with
statements about global science.

He reported that the problems

are immense and require all

disciplines to study and attack

them. Solving these problems

is no easy task. We
traditionallly have kept the

sciences very separate from each

other and now we need to

combine all of them. As a

planet we must work together,

but that is easier said than done.

"Obviously it is easier to clean

up your own backyard," but this

problem involves everyone's

back yard.

candles, gathered at the Womer
Center flag pole, walked down
Cascade, East on Cache La
Poudre, through Slocum Hall,

and into Shove Chapel singing

"We shall overcome,"
Amazing Grace," and "Gentle

Angry People," with passers-

by joining the parade as they

went.

After a few minutes of

silent tribute in Shove and-some

heartfelt remarks from the

participants, Lloyd Peterson

(Director of Minority Affairs

on campus) closed the gathering

with a few brief words.

Peterson, who was living in

Washington at the time of

King's death and whose family

played an active role in the

Civil Rights Movement,
vividly described the racial

riots of the late sixties. Despite

the progress that has been made
since King's death, Peterson

reminded listeners that racism

is still rampant in the United

States today. He noted,

however, that king would have

been impressed however by the

large and diverse turnout at an

event such as this one.

By ERIC YARNELL
During the middle

r

Week, on Wednesday
i

11, the founders of *
i

resolution institute
!3'

»i

give a workshop. The;
is named the Colorado |'BT'
for Conflict ResoluJ
Creative Leadership (ni

The founders are

couple who
i, VtJ

Switzerland for a
p er

:

" time. Their names are bJ '

.'

Janae Weinhold. both h

!

Ph.D.s.

Their workshop fotus

correcting world problem

personal level. They
principles of aikido

Tom Crum), me,^
exercises, past

sucti »t"

(including two
|

international conferences

sponsored) and other
wa

fixing problems by, as ibe

it, "withdrawing your

hidden negative energies,

the system." They handed

step-by-step process

leadership and problem
set

The institute can be

at 634-5654, and has a

located at 330 West
|

Suite 171, in Colorado S§

Student activism needs boos
By T. COFFEY
A discussion of Student

Activism began at 6:15 on
Tuesday, January 24, in

Gaylord Hall. Jeff Livesay,

Professor of Sociology and
Dana Wilson, Head of

Residential Life, interpreted

their experiences as student

activists in the 60s. Five

students then shared their

experience as activists in the

80s.

Livesay belonged to the

Students for a Democratic
Society at Harvard during the

60s. Wilson witnessed The
Kent State massacre her first

year of grad school.

Livesay and Wilson acted

as bait for students interested

in Activism. The lure worked.
Between 50 and 75 students

attended. With a little bit of

ice cream to soften people up,

today's student activists went
about their business of

enlisting people in their

causes.

Five organizations: Enact,

Sheltered Lives, Volunteer

Action, Habitat for

Humanity, and Seekers
presented what they do.

Today's student activists

radiated a sense of

accomplishment, power, and
pride. Instead of the political

involvement of the 60s, these

Prof. Jeff Livesay

organizations deal primarily

with social services.

These five groups are a clear

indication that the legacy of

the "new left" and of student

activism is alive and well in

the 80s. These groups
represent approximately 250
students on campus. But, they

all have plenty of room for

more.

In her discussion of the

Wilson emphasized the

of community
empowerment stud

activism offered,

described the 60s a<

"kaleidoscope of diffe

sensations". She remem

her activist career a

celebration rather thai

protest.

A self described redr

radical from Alaba

Livesay saw the stu(

Activist movement a!

liberation from

preexisting "psycho-so

moratorium". Stud

activists develoj

organizing and networl

skills. The movement car

over. Today the lef

the "new left" lives,

five exciting organizali

invite you to learn organs

skills, build closer ties to

community and
students, and feel a reals*

of empowerment. Discard

threadbare cynicism of

eighties. Get involved

student activism,

Bomb threat forces Fijis out in cold

By PETER MAURELLI
Last week while most of us

were tucked safely into our
beds, the C.C. switchboard
received a phone call of a very

serious nature. At
approximately 12:45 a.m. on
Friday, January 20, an
anonymous caller informed the

operator that there was a bomb
in the Fiji house.

The operator contacted
security and the Colorado
Springs Police, who evacuated
the building before the 15

minute warning elapsed. After

a thorough visual inspection and
a briefing on what to look for,

members of the Phi Gamma
Delta fraternity were allowed

to return to their rooms.

Although there are no
suspects, the casual reference to

the Fiji house causes authorities

to believe it may be a student
or someone with C.C. contacts.

If the investigation reveals any
evidence of student
involvement, the school will

execute disciplinary pro"

Because of the rea '

potential dangers of *W

of threat, students W|

information about this *

are urged to inform s««J

When asked for her

to the bomb threat,

McLeod, Dean of SI*

said, "bomb threats i

of passive - a£

cowardly behavior. I

such behavior <tl

unanimous condemnau

our students."

J

J

"8

m



FlORUM
ace Week lacks punch

SvANTAGE point
14 astweek'sPeaceWeekactiviueshaveleftusratherbaffled.

Certainly, many of the week's activities were provocative

—

especially the graphic War Memorial of names. However,

1 most of the activities failed to affect many students. The

figures scattered around campus only made sense to those few

L who found the information at the Peace Week desk in Womer.

many of ^e week>s activities were not easily accessible to students.

,£ most of the events were not participatory; students had to merely

ndlookat pictures. Unfortunately, few students were willing logo

far
out of their way to think about peace.

year we hope Peace Week more actively promotes the idea of

More events that involve students, rather than ones thatjust make

ients,
should be planned. The Martin Luther King March was an

llent way to inspire students and make them think about peace.

seizing peace is important, and we commend College Citizens

ye for Peace (CCAP) for planning this week. With this group's

jnued diligence, C.C. students should become more involved in

ine the world a little less violent.
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New Catalyst Editor shares goals

GUEST COMMENTARY/By Courtney Murphy
hey say some of the best staffs manipulate the final

T editorials are short, so I will

try to be brief.

The Catalyst is once again

under "new management."Every
semester, like clockwork and

the changing of the seasons,

Cutler Publications chooses a

new editor (sanity test not

required).

Many times, the Catalyst
name is the only constant from

one semester to the next. Some
editors emphasize political

issues or humor, while others

place an emphasis on the arts or

opinions. No two Catalyst's

are the same; the different

outcome of a publication in

distinct ways.

My goals for the

Catalyst are simple. 1 want to

promote general excellence

consistently throughout each

issue. All aspects of the paper;

reporting, writing, copy
editing, layout and design are

vital to the construction of a

quality publication.

Last semester the Catalyst

had a very strong political

voice. My wishes for this

Catalyst include fairness,

clarity, accuracy, and
consistency.

The members of this

semester's publication are all

hard-working, motivated
individuals who strive for many
of the same goals that 1 do.

The staff members were chosen

on the basis of their desires and

skills. They were not chosen

for their political views or

dispositions.

I hope that the C.C.

community is pleased with

some of the changes we have

made. Wc welcome a n v

comments or suggestions you

may have - cither through

letters to the editor or in

person.

ust when you thought it was safe... CI is back
MPUS INTERUPTUS/By Doug Lansky

>| o now weVe back-
L

tanned and rested-at

THE Colorado Col-

lege ready to think,

tytogetliberal.ready tothink

*%, and ready to present

ty elected President George
fe faithful sidekick, Boy

'J'e, with a one way ticket to

"loon, which, by the way,
1 still thinks is made out of

p. Notice-our Vice Presi-

ftas the same initials as Dairy

!? Thank God the Vice
hernial position is not a real

border for Quayle NOT to

*««tofWashington,hewill

% have to:

J Stay in focus while on
nsion,

K^P his palms from

politicians. Ben Jones, better

known as Crazy Cooter on the

"The Dukes of Hazzard", has

just been elected Representative

of Georgia, despite his recent

bout with alcoholism. He
arrives in the House just a few

years after Fred "Gopher"

Grandy, The Love Boat's

bumbling flunky was elected

in Iowa. Jones will also be

joining Sony "I've Got You
Babe" Bono who is now the

Mayor of Palm Springs. Not

to mention Clint Eastwood,

former Mayor of Carmel.

And we cannot forget the man

who paved the way for it all;

the man who went from the set

of "Bedtime for Bonzo" to the

Oval Office, our very own
Ronald Reagan.

Meanwhile, it has come to

H sweaty while shaking my attention that people's

with equally boring political views are much more

from other important on this campus than

they should be. I hear things

like, "That's Biff. He'd be

pretty cool if he weren't such a

conservative." or "That liberal

over there is really stinking

ugly." We are, after all, at a

Liberal Arts school, which is

"ician

.
„ree with Bush-on

Wting.

I

long as I'm discussing
pent positions, I should
,"0n 'he latest induction inh elite ring of celebrity

Swedish for "liberally jerking

around at a selective college for

a couple of years and getting

whacked in the head with stupid

political schemes." I wouldn't

even be surprised to hear one of

thosd 10 o'clock news anchors

say, "a plane full of THE
Colorado College students

crashed into THE Monument
Creek. Nine conservatives and

44 liberals are dead. Four

undecideds are suspected

missing. Divers are still

searching the dangerous

waters."

Anyway, I trust that

everyone had an enlightening

vacation; seeing friends back

home, grazing through the

fridge, and watching plenty of

television. So without further

adeiu. I present THE TOP 10

REASONS YOU SHOULD
NOT HAVE COME BACK
FOR SECOND SEMESTER.

10) Having to eat entrees no

larger than a postage stamp.

9) Having to put a 4 inch

layer of toilet paper on the seat

every time you go to the

bathroom.

8) Feeling like it is your civil

duty to "boo" some of the

entertainment on steak night.

7) Noticing the transparent

packing slime on the deli meals

and then eating it anyway.

6) Having to flush the toilet

with your foot to avoid

contracting the ungodly diseases

on the flushing mechanism.

5) Realizing that many of the

symposium lectures were just

as boring as normal lectures.

4)Having a psycho-towny in a

green Chevy Nova come at you

going 70 mph with his door

open as you cross Cascade.

3) Freezing the back of your

mouth off because you took a

massive gulp of frozen yogurt

before sticking your cup on the

scale at Benjamins.

2) (guys) Going barefoot to

the bathroom to take a piss and

having to stand four feet away

from the urinal to avoid

stepping in old pee.

1) Having repeated

nightmares of being mugged in

the quad and getting all of your

flex points stolen.

TOP TEN REASONS YOU
CAME BACK ANYWAY

10) Getting tired of

convincing your parents that

your grades will improve

vastly second semester.

9) Committing T.V. Guide to

memory
8)Finding out that you were

replaced by a foreign exchange

student.

7) Knowing that at CC you

could go on a late night five

mile jog and make someone

from the escort service go with

you just for fun.

6) Having mom say you have

to be home by midnight.

5)Having all of your high

school friends go back to

college a week before you.

4) Having your parents push

you out the door.

3) Gelling sick of explaining

to everyone that Colorado

College is not in Boulder.

2) Seriously considering

going back to your old high

school to scam on members of

the opposite sex.

1) Realizing that you were

watching the Dukes of

Hazzard-- and enjoying it.
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Capital punishment
is a dead issue

WHATS WHAT/By Joe Hrbek
By JOE HRBEK grotesquely out of proportion

The prisoner's breakfast

tastes as cold, hard, and

metallic as the chains

which circle his wrists.

He doesn't taste the food, how-

ever; other issues dominate his

thoughts. Soon he will become

another victim of his state's newly

instituted death penalty. In a few

short minutes, two thousand volts

of electricity will course through

hisbody making hiseyesfirstbulge

then burst. His brains will resemble

the fried eggs on his plate. The
mushy hashbrowns will look like

his tongue.

"YEAH!!!!," say many
conservative, pro-death penalty

people. "That's the way it

should be! Let the bastards

fry!" This attitude is

understandable. More than

likely, the crime the prisoner

committed was even more
grotesque. He might have raped

a seven year old girl and then

cut her limbs off. Or maybe he

shot each member of his

family,, later only to bash their

heads in with a Louisville

Slugger, Jose Canseco model

with black offenses. At a time

when our nation professes

greater minority rights, its

actions profess just the

opposite. Execution of the

death penalty law is devaluing,

the very people struggling to

achieve the equality our

government already boasts to

exist.

The death penally serves no

purpose. Its proponents contest

it deters future crime. This just

simply is not true. Look me
straight in the eye and tell me
that a psychotic murderer who
cuts off the limbs of his

victims and puts them in

freezers will weigh the costs

and benefits of his actions at

the moment of the crime.

"Well, let me see. I've just

killed this twelve year old girl.

I desire to gouge her eye out,

but in doing so, I quite

probably will receive the death

sentence. This possibility

opposes the opposite. If I

refrain from doing so, I will

only get four hundred years in

prison without parole. Hmmm,
I think I'll hold off..."

Pro death penalty people
number pr3785.^Yeah, that's the ^g^ f^g ^ bastards saves

our judicial system a lot of

time and money. No statement

is more comical; the opposite is

true. Ted Bundy has spent
nearly eleven years in the

appeals courts. The number of

way it should be. Let the

bastards fry. An eye for an eye.

But Whoah Nellie!!! Hang
on for just a minute. Let's

discuss the death penalty, its

pros and cons, and effect on

society before we embark on a doilars ^ death u ,aw
senseless killing binge of our ^ cost our governmem ^ ^
own! There's a lot more to the

death penalty than just frying

bastards who rape children.

"There is a lot

more to the

death penalty

than just frying

bastards who
rape children."

Let's look at the first and
most obvious drawback of the

penalty. What happens if the

convicted criminal is actually

innocent ? This happens a lot

more than you'd like to think or

be willing to believe. A
number of persons killed via

this law were later cleared by
confessions by the people who
actually committed the crimes.

One expert on the subject. Watt
Espy, is convinced that ten

innocent men in Alabama alone

were killed wrongly. What
happens when the mistake is

discovered after the execution

takes place? What do we^ell
his or her children? His or L

spouse? Do we write an!
apologetic note on the
tombstone? "Ooops. Soiiinii -

eeee."

The exercising- of the death

penalty is racially
discriminatory. Nearly nine out
of ten executions are of black
southern men, a majority

case (and many others just like

it) runs into the hundreds of

thousands and even millions.

Just one of those years in the

appeals courts could have
funded the maintenance of
several jails for numbers of

prisoners. Show me one study

that says the death penalty

saves Uncle Sam dollars. I'll

turn around and show you ten

more that refute it hands down.
I agree with just about

everyone in the nation who
feels that Bundy should be
fried. Unfortunately, there is

more to the issue. The existence

of a death penalty will insure

our government will murder
innocent people in the future, it

will institutionalize racial

discrimination in our governing
body. It will prove very costly

(here I'm talking dollars and
cents, for those to whom it

matters). Furthermore, except
for momentarily quenching our
ravenous rages for revenge, it

serves no positive purpose.

Consider this: if y'all are
looking for the proper
punishment for these sickos,

why not keep them in jail?

What could be worse than
facing seven hundred and eighty

six years in Canyon City
(behind bars, no less) eligible

for parole only after year three

hundred??? I'd rather have two
thousand volts coursed through
my body, making my eyeballs
first bulge and then burst, and
my brain looking like
Marriott's fried eggs.

Joe Hrbek's column on
political events will appear

once a month.

1» H^OflAi**.

ClAo. Sfox^l, CO

Smoke is no
j ke

To the Editor:

I'm sick of it. Sick m
of breathing nasty snJ'
has been in and out

f

lungs. Supposedly
educated, well-ua
student body. We

"nil;,.

[0

JON

Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the address

above. Letters should be no longer than 400 words. The Forum
staff may be edit letters for clarity and brevity.

The Catalyst does not accept responsibility for the views

expressed in any letters it receives. It does accept responsibil-

ity for giving them a chance to appear.

Food fight fine

appalls student

what smoking does
bodies, as well as whatt^
hand smoke does

t

around us. We also unr«

that all individuals

personal rights, such
right to walk

ho

Hi, b»s<

»i« sty

To the Editor:

At this point in my
Colorado College career I will

be extremely happy to be a

graduate of The Colorado
College. No, it is not because I

will be proud to be a C.C.
alum, it is because I am tired of

being treated like a child. A
recent incident has really

irritated me. Just before
Christmas, on December 19,

after dining in Worner Center,

my friend and I got up from
our dinner, put our trays away,
and left the dining area. As we
walked out the door, a food
fight began. Disgusted, we left

and as we walked home, we
wondered if graduate students

were going to be any more
mature than our fellow
students here. We certainly

hoped so.

Much to my dismay, on
January 18, I received a notice

in my mailbox informing me
that I had been identified as one
of the people eating at Worner
Center on Monday, December
19. My account had been billed

$25 for damages incurred in an
event in which I had not
participated. It is not as if I

chose to eat at Worner Center
that night; rather, I am required
to eat there because I live on
campus, and if I choose to eat

before 5:30, my only option is

Worner Center. I am also
encouraged to turn in my
fellow students who started
the whole thing (as if I had any

idea). I feel as though I am
being bribed to turn in the

responsible (or irresponsible)

party. I am being held
accountable for the behavior of

my peers and this does not seem
like the way to run a college,

let alone one of the caliber of

C.C.

I am curious as the amount
of damage done and the number
of people who had eaten, or

were eating dinner at Worner
Center that night. At $25 a
head, it only takes 100 people

to raise $2500.

Another interesting twist to

this whole thing is that the

letter which we all received

invited us to come talk to Dean
McLeod or Max Taylor
regarding this event. When I

attempted to make an
appointment with Dean
McLeod, I was told that they

are not hearing personal student

appeals regarding this incident.

My only option at this point is

to submit a written appeal or

wait for those who participated

to accept the responsibility.

I am insulted that C.C.
chooses to treat its students as

kindergartners to be punished as

a group. Many of us are

individuals who are mature and
responsible. Whatever happened
to "innocent until proven
guilty?" Perhaps I have just

been here too long and it is my
time to move on from college.

Andrea Bom

Armstrong Hall
polluting their bodies

w|J
smoke of people who

don"i

a dam about their own
fo

I am not trying to une

the rights of the smok,,

they want to destroy
the^

bodies, that is their rig^

it is not their right to 1
impact the health of the „
around them. Any smoked
smokes in an area ihatj

s

occupied by non-smoke,
blatantly and rudely

viol

the rights of the oihcr peop .
i

Solution: All of^
buildings on the C.C. ca
should be designated

smoking areas, except
I

small smoking area in
i

building where smokers

drown themselves in <

other's smoke without viok

the rights of the non-smol

In return, the non-smokeis

attempt to refrain [

blowing any fresh

smokers.

Colin Chisk

Marriott tries

Dear Editor:

I am a first-year student

works in Rastall Dining I

I take great pride in my
j

The Marriott Food Service

done everything in its pow
satisfy the students and

customers. There is

serve machine, a hamburger/

dog/Mexican bar every we

at lunch, and twenty diffel

types of cereals at breakfast

I find it very upsetting

some people do not appreoBiger:

these conveniences. I sine

hope that the next persons

thinks about starting a lo

fight will "think again!!" i

were Gresham Riley, instead

fining almost 375 people,

would have the "exln

(toasters, microwaves,
serve) taken away.

Angela D. Jackson
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[dis'kors] n. communication of ideas, information, etc.; ability to reason

Last week, President Riley notified the approximately 30(A
students who dined in Rastall Dining Hall on the night of De- By BILL GLAVES
cember 19 - the night ofthe food Tight - that their accountshad

|

Jbeen billed $25. Is the administration justified?

"FOOD FIGHT!!!"

So
[0
NMcMURRAY

do not believe that it

is
the intent of the ad-

ministration to make a

hor
rendous profit from

mK0flhefoodJ-.EhLC.C-s

en7
has been vandalized,

„i any property owner

u [he
adminis-tration is

jisesiai in provoking the

isinto coming outinto the

lightand
paying forthe con-

ences of
their immature ac-

far as the innocents

werecaughtinthemidstof

[vent are concerned, they

t
absolutely nothing to fear

^ould protest the billing of

,'

accounts by providing an

|t alibi and/or any other

matron which will help the

inisirauon narrow the field

aspects. ^
jifor the participating ma-

i of those billed, who are

ng in silence hoping that the storm will blow over leaving them

,
they are only fooling themselves. The administration

wisely noted that the only way to inspire people to act

nnsibly is to hit them

ire major criticism I have heard since the billing is that the

linistration will never be able to pinpoint the instigator. This is

iheapparent objective of the administration's actions. Anyone

Itirew as little as one item must share the responsibility for the

rage which occurred. For if the one person who hurled the first

een ignored, there would have been no "food fight," only

embarcassed individual.

,new oftwelve wonderful student employee volunteers, many

tan had final exams the following day, undertook what would

!0 to 25 unbudgeted labor hours spent scrubbing the slimy

lie from the walls, floors, and ceilings. The carpet had to be

lessionally cleaned in order to assure customer satisfaction for

who would be dining in the facility the following day. Despite

liar opinion, these charges were not included in the price of the

Iplans.

Hat it all boils down to is that the vast destruction of property

•"cool," "neat," "traditional," or "justifiable" in any situation.

neither innately human nor collegiate to hurl food at complete

igers with malicious intent nor is it a Neanderthal tradition thai

ntist upkeep. Perhaps a more appropriate way of venting frus-

onswould be todo something constructive for a change! Think

»l it! In the meantime, admit your guilt and pay for the conse-

**s of your actions.

CON

photo by Andrea Rex

py tfty BfiKTLEl

he administra-

tion's response to the

latest food fight is in-

teresting. They have

charged everyone present at

dinner, regardless of participa-

tion, $25 to pay for damages.

Why is this interesting? Dam-
ages totaled about $2000.

Approximately 275 people at-

tended dinnerthat night. At $25

per person, some easy multiply-

ing shows that Marriot and the

administration rake in about

S6875, a 343% profit of $4875.

Hmmm, that is a tidy sum.

Assuming for one moment that

the administration is justified in

charging everyone, a fee of

S7.27 would cover all the dam-

ages incurred during the food

fight.

How can the administra-

tioneven think of making such a tremendous profit at the obvious

expenseofstudentswhodidnotparticipate in the food fight? I have

been told that they are hoping to smoke out the real culprits. My
guess is that probably will not work. Just a guess. Also, they have

high hopes of deterring students from ever having another food

fight. Now, I do not advocate childish activities such as food fights,

but I am resigned to the fact that they will occur. The administra-

tion's attempt at teaching us students a lesson is a typical parental

response which we left home to escape.

Charging students money for lack of participation is inevitably

the wrong solution. In this country, people are innocent until

proven guilty. That is the law everywhere, exceptapparently atThe

Colorado College. The laws in this country do not punish innocent

bystanders who refuse to speak out. The administration's KGB
tactics only serve to alienate the student body. Instead of helping

solve the problem, the tactics promote

more problems. As the saying goes: Two wrongs do not make

a right.

How else could the problem have been handled? Well, I am a

mere student, but offering a substantial reward would be one

possible solution. Students are motivated by money. Somewhere

out there a student would jump at the chance to gain $100 for

pointing the finger, which is the administration's goal.

The damages caused by the food fight must be paid for, but not

by the innocent Nab the immature, guilty parties and charge them

appropriately. But do not ever make a profit off the adults who

chose not to participate in the food fight.

ifMS iS^eVWA MDFI6H1
Qf EPIC PKAPOftTlONt.

t\lb MIND fiNDMUDON
HIS FfiCZj PROHPIVI „
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Is CC justified in

fining students $25
for the food fight?

"Definitely, a food fight

is repulsive in any
circumstances. It's only fun

and games until someone
gets hit with a really hard
Marriott tomato. The fines

should be more."

Ted Lawton, 3

"I don't think the

administration has any
grounds to bill everyone
who ale at Worncr that

night. This type of food

fight has gone on for years

here at CC. It's a tradition

that should live on."

Mike Kerwin, 1

"People ate and left

Rastall for 1/2 hour before

the food fight. Only people

who entered during die last

fifteen minutes were present

during the fight. It's harsh

for being fined for just

eating in the cafeteria."

Graham Roy, 1

"How much money was
lost as a result of the food

fight? Realistically, would

the expense of cleaning the

cafeteria and loss of food

cost more than $50.00?

How much more money
docs this school feci it

needs? I realize the

monetary emphasis in

politics today, but wc
support that system by

suffering through paying for

the quality of food at Saga?

Wc arc showing respect by

having only one or two food

fights a year."

Robin Post, 3

"The administration's

procedure of charging

everyone $25 present at the

'food fight' was a

miscarriage of justice.

These kind of ridiculous acts

should not be tolerated and

really chap my ass. I was in

the corner with a tray on

my head. If this stands up,

People's Court should be

brought in and televised live

with Judge Wopncr, Doug,

and Rusty the bailiff.

Brian Weslar, 3

"They want us to narc,

the attractive benefit is that

it is a way to cover our

asses."

Addison Diehl, 2

"It's a tough call as to the

morality of the billing.

The fine is too high, but if

it prevents food fights in

the future, then I think we
can afford to sacrifice a few

bucks."

Rick Goldstein, 4

"The fine is much to high

- but in order to prevent

food fights there needs to be

some sort of penalty to

those involved. If I would

have been there and if I

would have thrown food

then I would pay it. They

should use the honor code to

find those involved."

Beth McMillan, 2
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Cutler Publications

Publisher of

Catalyst

Disparaging Eye
Leviathan

Nugget
is now accepting applica-

tions for the Member-at-
Large position on the

Cutler Board.

For more information call

ext. 2675. Applications are

available at the Womer
Desk.

ACM YUGOSLAVIA
PROGRAM

* * *

FALL 1989

INFORMATION SESSION

WITH
ELLEN ELIAS BURSAC
ACM REPRESENTATIVE

MONDAY JANUARY 30TH

WORNER316 2:00PM

CALL X2365
FOR BROCHURES



It A Glance
[
w to survive off campus

OUTLOOK

aria GADD and

|;INA
BLAIR

|nt
to make your

idling
buck go further?

l
to shop where free

abound, grapes run

aid there is no purgatory

in the checkout lane?

no longer,

de
Realized Ultimate

jty
Shopping Experience is

; at one of the top four

j areas in the Springs:

'soopers, Safeway,

rtson's, and the mighty

__rj on location, price,

lion, and free samples, we

come up with a

irehensive guide to enrich

shopping experience and

ase your grocery bill. We
:King Soopers, "where the

|e make the difference," as

of our first

ionomic sally, mainly

use it was close and we
hungry.

. we entered through the

maelstrom of the "heat

[' door at King^ Soopers,

sheer brightness assaulted

optic nerves. This is one

supermarket, with a

ic decor and enough aisles

keep even the most
iming yuppie in gourmet
m. The store stretched for

KHball field, from the

n yogurt machine to the

iier deodorant stand.

e needed some kind of

live criteria on which to

scientific survey.

ery price has a definite

:l on the Essential College

'al Food-list, but what
factors are at work?

na fell that her last ten

were somewhat
tentative of the typical

ge nosh, but I felt that

: juice was atypical to

wtreme, while she found
insatiable forays into the

m bin repulsive,

iced with radically
[gent buying and eating

patterns, we established the

Frequency of Use Index
(FOUND). We plugged this

complex formula into

spreadsheet on my portable

computer. Finally, after we
spent half an hour grazing in

the produce section it spit out

the fact that Spaghetti was the

most prevalent meal, followed

by 14 other imperative college

staples. The FOUND also

declared Ragu the most used

sauce, and lo and behold, King

Soops had a buy-one-get-one

free special. Only $1.59 bought
64 ounces of prime red goop,

good for everything from
smothering bagels to tie dying

In fact, anyone who can come
up with a really deviant use for

spaghetti sauce can win a free

quart. Send suggestions to the

Catalyst. Anonymous is fine.

Our survey went from aisle

to aisle, impeded only by
frequent return trips to the

cookie bin. Raging on sugar, we
cranked through the remaining

aisles at a frenzied pace and

came up with the following

hard and soft data.

Ragu Spaghetti Sauce, 32

oz., $1.59.

Schaefer (Chcz-fwa), 12

pack, $3.17.

Pace Picante, medium-sized

jar, $2.05.

Haagen Dazs coffee ice

cream, one pint, $1.93.

Uncle Ben's Natural
Wholegrain Rice, $1.29.

Lender's Onion Bagels, six

pack, $.99.

Red Delicious Apples, one

pound, $.79.

American Beauty Spaghetti

one pound, $.99.

Campbell's Chicken Noodle

soup, one can, $.45.

Smucker's Natural Peanut

Butter, $2.27.

Our cereal selection

represented the

predominant political forces at

see CAMPUS, p. 16

CC—Zimbabwe connection opened
Program to begin this summer at University of Zimbabwe

By JONATHAN
MCMURRAY

The Colorado College, in an

effort to expand its horizons

and strengthen ties, will be

offering a nine week Summer
Institute to be taught jointly

by faculty from both Colorado
College and the host University

of Zimbabwe in Harare,

Zimbabwe.
The Institute will be co-

directed by Professor Solomon
Nkiwane, the Deputy Dean of

the Faculty of Social Sciences at

the University of Zimbabwe
and present visiting professor at

C.C., and Professor Joseph
Pickle, a professor of religion

in his twentieth year at C.C.

Held from June 19 through

August 18, the institute will

provide the opportunity for

approximately 1 5 students to

observe and participate in the

primary stages of development

in one of Africa's youngest

independent nations by
becoming directly acquainted

with the political, economic,

religious, cultural, and
educational issues which face

Zimbabwe today.

The Summer Institute will

provide an interdisciplinary

approach to understanding the

political, economic, and social

tensions and conflicts which

confront a nation in the early

stages of establishing its

independence. The participants

will be exposed to the history,

language, religion, industry,,

agriculture, and social structure

of the land and people of

Zimbabwe by utilizing the

resources of the facilities at the

University of Zimbabwe as

well as undertaking numerous

field trips to important

historical and ecological points

throughout the land.

The summer program will

be divided into three three-week

sessions. The first course will

be the "Political and Economic

Issues in Development" to be

followed by "Cultural Identity

in Independent Zimbabwe". In

the final three week session, the

students will have an

opportunity to undertake a

guided independent project of

their choice to do an in-dcpth

investigation of an aspect of

Zimbabwean life which is most

religion in the self-proclaimed

Marxist-Leninist state, or

meeting with new African

friends, the modern city of

Harare has plenty to offer the

Professor Solomon Nkiwane and
Professor Joseph Pickle discuss the

Summer Institute.

photo by Eric S. Kos

significant to them. The
students will work closely

with the faculty at the

University of Zimbabwe and

have opportunities to meet with

present and future government,

religious, and educational

leaders to discuss the future of

the newly formed land.

Institute students will be

housed with various
Zimbabwean families living

near the University in Harare -

offering a chance lo be part of a

family and participate in the

daily affairs of a community of

approximately 500,000 people.

The institute will be held in

the heart of the second term of

the University's school year

giving the students an ample

opportunity for cross-cultural

exchange with the African

students. When not discussing

the impacts of colonialism,

African socialism, the role of

students and keep them occupied

in their observation of

Zimbabwean lifestyles.

For more information,

contact either Professor Pickle

or Professor Nkiwane and

attend the informational

meeting lo be held Tuesday,

February 7, al 7:30 p.m., in ihe

WES Room.

Wisconsin professor speaks on women's history

CHRISTINE
'RESEN
Ma Lerner, professor of

^ at the University of
psin, gave a talk titled

N. Religion, and
Wood" to a full crowd at

^ m January 19. She

P as part of the Abbott
PM Lecture, named for
C-C. professor Douglas

p's current book and
*als W i[h the

"
rise of

I
* l consciousness, or

,.
ll0w women survived as

".n 8 creatures." This
consciousness is

' of the struggle for

authorization, inspired speech,

the right to learn and teach, the

ability to define as a group, and

the formulation of a vision of

an alternate society.

Lerner began her lecture by

explaining what she called

"societally induced
backwardness." Women through

history were denied access to

historical knowledge, and

therefore isolated insights

among individual women were

often lost. Women were

"forced lo reinvent the wheel

again and again." For men,

information was passed from

man to man, with each

"standing on the shoulders of

their predecessors, but always

starting where their

predecessors left off. Women
didn't have that." Consequently

women struggled alone, and for

nearly 1,700 years few records

of women writing, thinking, or

teaching exist.

Much of Lerner's talk

centered on women creating a

sisterhood based on

motherhood. "Marriage and

motherhood were the sole

means to economic access.

Wifehood means competition

with other women for men, and

divides women one from

another." She then stressed the

"unifying potential" of

motherhood. It is "a fate and

experience they could share

with other women, [and] the

only basis on which a

sisterhood could be

conceptualized."

This same sisterhood based

on motherhood, in the form of

twentieth century feminism,

will insure the "survival of the

earth, men, women, and

children." she stressed that

"today still more people are

living like that; for them the

definition of feminism begins

with motherhood which must

be respected." The solidarity of

motherhood has been
downgraded and not

understood, and now wc must

"open up our minds."

Further, the "us is belter

than them" essence of patriarchy

will no longer solve society's

problems. "Difference denotes

dominance," and this has become

"counterproductive and
dangerous; it's not working, not

distributing resources
adequately." Lerner received

wild applause in response to her

statement, "Patriarchy is

finished, essentially." today

"men do not protect women and

children, or provide them with

resources. For 2500 years

see WOMEN, p. 16
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Tormented by food
By BETSY GAINES

Eating disorders have become

a rampant problem with college

women today. Obsessions with

eating and weight control,

whether associated with

bulimic or anorexic behaviors

or not, are evident on the

Colorado College campus. It is

a problem that needs to be

taken seriously, by both those

that are afflicted and those that

are not.

Statistics show that almost

everyone knows someone,
actually a few "someones,"

with an eating disorder.

I was a bulimic for six

years, during which I faced

depression, feelings of self-

worthlessness, and several

physical problems. I didn't

want to admit there was a

problem, nor did I want any

help, until I was pushed into it

by concerned friends. Through

the help of counselling and the

support of family and friends, I

was finally able to recover.

Eating disorders are

extremely easy to develop. The

pressures women face to be fit

and trim in today's society can

causes tremendous anxieties.

Food and eating become an

enemy, a tormentor. Instead of

simply eating when hungry and

stopping when lull, people

with eating disorders will

either not eat at all, or eat way
too much. They will think

about food all the time, talk

about eating and dieting

constantly, and condemn
themselves for being
overweight whether they are or

not. Granted, these types of

comments typified many of my
freshman wing conversations,

but these can by the indicators

of a serious problem.

My concern with weight and
food grew to an obsession and
finally resulted in a period of

several months when I would
vomit at least five times daily.

I thought about my weight and
body constantly. When I ate

too much, not only did I want
to purge myself, but I also

wanted to punish myself by
subjecting myself to the pain

and humiliation of self-induced

vomiting.

I would like to stress that a

person with an eating disorder

needs help. Such a person is

incredibly self-destructive and

needs reassurance. I look back

now and see what a disgusting

and warped thing I was doing

to myself. I understand how
awful it must sound to

someone who has never been

afflicted by an eating disorder,

but I implore you to look past

the twisted behavior to the

person screaming for help. Self-

starvation and self-induced

vomiting are forms of self-

mutilation; an eating disorder is

just a manifestation of a buried

problem. Reach out if you

recognize a person who needs

help. It is something that

cannot be beaten alone.

Boeltcher is beginning a

therapy group that will have its

first meeting on Tuesday
afternoon, Jan. 17, from 12:00 -

1:00. The group is designed for

people with eating disorders as

well as their friends and

family. Eating disorders are not

a joke, they are potentially very

dangerous. It is so easy to

perceive vomiting and
starvation as easy and quick

methods for weight control.

The hazardous effects, both

physical and mental, will catch

up to you. I am so willing to

talk about it with anyone who
has questions. I understand the

frustration someone with an

eating disorder feels, but I

promise it can be stopped with

a little help and determination.

Rocky Mountain
Rehabilitation Center is now
offering a support group for

overeaters to promote a healthy

eating attitude. The focus of the

group is to discover why we eat

and overeat and how to cope
with those reasons in" a

healthier manner. The group

will work on changing basic

attitudes toward food through

handling emotional and learned

eating habits.

The overeater support group

provides the atmosphere and

support leading to that

understanding and eventually to

meeting our weight loss goals.

The OSG will be held each

Tuesday from 5:30 to 6:30 PM
at the Rocky Mountain
Rehabilitation Center. The fee

is $20 per session and
registration is open through the

month of February.

Mary Heintz, MA, a

psychotherapist at RMRC will

facilitate the group. Mary has a

strong background in working

with all types of eating

disorders.

For more information contact:

Rocky Mountain Rehab, Mary
Heintz, 473-3475.

Deal of the Week

;y E A R S A H E A Di
N

; HAIR DESIGN
a

I
Have a Tan on Us !!! :

j 30 DAYS $30.00 :

The
Ruins

Though many considt

graffitti an eyesore,

troublesome mess, or

form of vandalism;

has become a legitimal

form of underground ait

The Ruins, nea

Manitou Springs

functional art;

provide a home to tin

homeless, as well as

canvas for the world.

All pnotos by Jim Grotf 1
*
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Students reflect on symposium

By DIANNA LITVAK
Student opinions about

symposium were generally

positive. Most found the

theme of intimacy to be

exciting, and felt that it

stimulated a lot of good ideas

for the week long event.

Others, however, thought

the topic was too narrow and

consisted of a lot of

information already known,

intuitively or otherwise. Some
students felt that too much
emphasis was placed on parental

and child or male and female

relationships, and not enough

on such relationships as

intimacy in friendship,

homosexuality, or nature.

For instance, RomanOvsky
and Phillips, a homosexual

singer-songwriter duo, were

invited to perform a concert,

but not to lead a formal

discussion concerning the

complex, intimate relationships

of gay and lesbians.

Furthermore, one lecture,

"Intimacy in the Age of

AIDS," was cancelled, and no

other lecture was offered

dealing with sexually

transmitted diseases or birth

control. Thus, it seemed to

some students that the college

was overlooking a timely

opportunity to educate the

campus on these important

topics.

Annie Dillard, who read

some of her prose in a lecture

titled "Intimacy and Nature,"

was the only lecturer who
touched on intimacy with

nature. Her reading was very

enjoyable, but some students

found it disappointing because

it seemed she was much better

at talking directly to the

audience than readine from her

book.

Other favorite speakers were

Robert Sternberg, who spoke

about "Intimacy, Passion,

Commitment: The Triangle of

Love," Richard Dawkins, whose

lecture was titled "Ancestral

Voices," and Bernie

Zilbergeld, who spoke on

"Men, Women, Sex, and

Intimacy: Different Strokes,

Common Misunderstandings."

Students enjoyed these speakers

because they were very frank,

and had a close affinity with

the audience. They didn't speak

on dead topics, but offered new,

exciting information.

Everyone enjoyed the movies

and concerts. The entertainers,

Romanovsky and Phillips,

Weeden, Finkle, and Fay, and

Uncle Bonsai, added an element

of fun to the sometimes tedious

events during the day. Having

movies was a great idea, but

some students suggested that

there be more movies shown at

different times during the day,

perhaps as an alternative to

every lecture.

Even though every event

during symposium was packed,

much of the audience consisted

of alumni and community
people, not just students. Only

a small minority of students

elected to return, but they were

very visible during the week
long event. Theoretically

symposium is for students, as a

substitute for ninth block.

Perhaps more students next

year will take advantage of the

symposium if they can plan to

spend the week here, and not at

home or skiing. Hopefully,

with better planning and

greater interest, student

attendance will improve.

The poll results are in

By NICOLE CONDIT

Early this week, the

Symposium Committee sent

out an evaluation to students,

faculty and support staff.

The survey asked questions

about attendance at various

events as well as suggestions

for improving the Symposium
in the future.

Overall, those responding

to the survey, gave the

Symposium high marks in

overall quality as well as

organization and thorough-

ness of coverage.

The lectures and pre-

sentations by the participants

were the most attended

events. Several respondents

mentioned Annie Dillard,

Bernie Zilbergeld, Vivian

Gornick and John Lahr as

favorites.

The opportunity to meet
and talk with the
participants at the coffee and
conversation sessions rated

well as one of the primary
benefits of the conference.

The concerts also ranked high

on the list of favorites

because of their

entertainment value.

A majority of those

returning the poll indicated

that they would attend the

Symposium again next year

although the topic picked

would influence their

decision.

One frequently repeated

criticism of the Symposium
was the failure of the school

to inform students of the

nature of the subject until

many had made alternative

plans for the vacation. Most
proposed that more
information be made
available earlier regarding

next year's Symposium.

Only 11 of the 115 of the

respondents had not attended

the Symposium. The foremost
reasons given for not
attending were the timing

and the topic of the

Symposium.
Overall, those attending

the Symposium felt that it

had been a resounding success.

The most often repeated

complaint was, in fact, that

the Symposium had been so

popular that there was not

room for everyone who
wanted to attend.

Women and mei

in Symposium
By SUSAN ANDERSON
When Harry Stein thinks of

little boys, he thinks of a

combination of "swagger and

bottomless need." The
formulation of gender
characteristics emerged as one
of the few tiring aspects of the

Symposium.
Bernie Zilbergeld, for

example, based his speech upon
the premise that women like to

talk to their friends and lovers

while men like to relate in

other ways; the husband who
washed his wife's car to

demonstrate his love was
referred to often during the

week. To Zilbergeld's credit, he

did emphasize that "we're all

in this together," but his speech

still sounded unfair to those of

us who have already gotten past

these rather superficial

divisions. Although lots of

women spend time discussing

their relationships while lots

of men play basketball or

compute on their calculators,

these women are not necessarily

sharing their innermost fears or

thoughts about life, and there

are as many men who will do
this as women. The position

that women always want to

talk about their emotions also

did not ring very true, as

evidenced by the female line of

an Uncle Bonsai tune that runs

"I love you, I love you, I'm
trying to read."

Concerning exceptions
between men and women, recent

studies have proven that the gap
between women's verbal skills

and men's mathematical skills

has become very small. So
female chemistry majors and
male English majors may soon

no longer be exceptions. And
Harry Stein's complaint that

men feel so much pressure to

dop

tel

succeed has, for our generaii

become true for women also

Students seemed 10 like

speakers who were funny

gregarious, almost regardless

what the speakers hid

contribute. One of tlie i

animated speakers, Gem

Grisez, gave one of the b

speeches. In it he descrit

how the greatest, most

intimate relationships ro

when the people in them

working towards someli

they feel is important for

community, such

volunteering, raising chilli

or doing research. Only in I

type of a relationship are pa

able to get to know each o'

L

During the symposium,

Richard's played an intrijn

movie about many of *

issues, titled "Wings

Desire." It centers upon a

»

angel who wanders the &

and knows everything, »
woman who seems 10 w* 1

do- the same. The won*

trapeze artist, can never K

get into her own life heO1

she is always aware of "w

picture." In the end, the l!

gives up his wings and te

the woman, coming fro 1*

same confused direction, >

themselves to fall in '""

take their place in the W
of speaker Richard Da*

"A's" and "B's". One oi

great features of this i" *

in the fact that it emp»»

the similarity of the ma»

female mind. Althoug"

and women will always fc

take on different biol<

roles, in certain areas

women and men are sear

for meaning.
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Was it more than just

? S? sex? cf

[timacy issues left

addressed by speakers C.C. neighbors get intimate with students

WJRTNEY JACKSON

g Colorado College Symposium on Intimacy proved to be an

jug and provocative forum. The week-long lecture series raised

;al
questions and provided some intriguing answers. A few issues,

>r were not directly addressed by the speakers. Given that it would

year to cover all of the aspects of intimacy, it is still worth

ioning the important ones that were forgotten.

/ between nations was not addressed anywhere; it seems as

rh this lopic would be an important area to cover, especially in this

of nuclear weapons. It should be a simple concept, nations cooper-

and getting along, but, relationships between nations are much more

ilex.

aspect of intimacy that was not discussed is intimacy between

its. Sibling rivalry is certainly a common phenomenon, and the

that siblings feel for each other is not found in any other kind of

onship. Siblings have a bond that is not easily understood.

any of the speakers admitted that understanding gay and lesbian

onships is an important part ofunderstanding intimacy, but the focus

talk was going to be on heterosexual relationships. While this

aimer was necessary and appreciated, why did no one talk about gay

esbian relationships directly? Gays and lesbians make up 10 percent

e population. Therefore, for every ten speakers, there should have

ist one gay or lesbian speaker. Of the twenty speakers and

tainers, only one dealt with the issue of lesbian and gay intimacy

U
[any of the speakers alluded to the fact that relationships between men

men are never easy and take a lot of work. If this assertion is true,

to people continue to pursue such difficultand emotionally exhaust-

ilau'onships? Richard Dawkins gave a sociobiologist's answer to this

ion: Human genes demand that people reproduce. It would have been

tsiing to hear some explanations from the other psychologists and

IS.

lihough sexual relationships are considered by many to be the

aieform ofintimacy, otherforms of intimacy can bejust as powerful.

sex friendships are extremely important as well. It is fairly common

eople, if forced to choose between their best friend and their spouse,

loose their best friend.

ecause the majority of the speakers focused their topics on relation-

ibetween men and women, the slogan "Intimacy, it's more than just

rcmaines questionable.

fepite the fact that there were issues left unaddressed at the end of the

the Symposium ended with feelings of satisfaction as well as

tlion to continue questioning the nature of intimacy.

wing the success of this year's symposium perhaps more students

rcbim next year to pursue knowledge for knowledge's sake alone.

By JULIE INGWERSEN
If you noticed more than a

few unfamiliar faces at C.C.'s

Symposium on Intimacy earlier

this month, you were not alone.

The very visible participation of

Colorado Springs residents was
an impressive and perhaps

unexpected success of the

Symposium. On a campus that

frequently finds itself isolated

in this city, the week's events

provided a welcome forum for

community involvement.

"I was delighted that they

included the neighborhood in

the Symposium," remarked
Spot Holmes, a retired

educational counselor. "We [in

the community] gain from the

people the College brings in."

Jeanne Crawford, a nearby

neighbor of the campus, added,

"I am absolutely overwhelmed
that citizens are invited to

come. I would have paid any

amount of money to go."

Due to the Symposium's
daytime scheduling, the people

who were able to attend the

greatest number of events were

generally retired residents of

the city. Many of them had

enjoyed Symposia in years past,

before the series was cancelled

in 1970. The strong reputation

of those earlier programs
brought these people back again

this year. "I went to the

originals," says Gordon
Ingraham, a retired architect

who has lived in Colorado

Springs since 1949, "and I

really liked them."

The kickoff event with

Vivian Gornick and John Lahr

got strong reviews from

everyone, notably from

Holmes, who suggested that

"they should have had a bigger

billing in the main program."

The Crawfords, both admirers

of Annie Dillard's poetry,

mentioned Dillard's appearance

as their favorite. "She is so

people-oriented, so warm and

so bright," said Mrs.

Crawford. The Crawfords also

appreciated the chance for

"Coffee and Conversation"

with Symposium guests, where

"you had a real intimacy with

the speakers."

I'm absolutely

overwhelmed that

citizens are invited to

come. I would have

paid any amount of

money to go.

Disappointments in the

program were Ellen Gilchrist

and Richard Dawkins. Although

Mr. Crawford credited

Gilchrist with the best legs of

all the participants, Holmes

said "I was surprised at Ellen

Gilchrist. I don't know why

they asked her for the Demarcst

Lloyd lecture. I felt she was

shallow in that role."

Mrs. Crawford was very

direct about the simplistic

nature of Dawkins' lecture,

saying "I thought that talk was

an insult." Overall, however,

Mr. Crawford seemed to speak

for the majority when he said

"I enjoyed most all of [the

program si."

Mr. Ingraham thought "the

exploration of the varieties of

feelings and altitudes towards

people... was the purpose."

Mrs. Holmes remarked that

examination of the concept of

intimacy "is a very needed

thing, with tiic change in sexual

morals today. Especially for

young people... not just in the

narrow scope, but in the long

range of their lives...."

However, Mrs. Crawford
emphasized that "the lack of

intimacy in modern times" is a

problem for all people today,

and not just for younger
generations.

The Symposium benefited

members of the community in a

variety of ways. "Being my age,

I did not learn as many things

as I might have, had I been

younger," noted Mrs.
Crawford. "But I did learn

three new things, and to learn

three new things in a week is

wonderful." Mrs. Holmes
stated "1 don't think 1 learned a

lot. ..but 1 thought back
through many things in my life.

It was very stimulating.... I

was interested in what people

had to say." Mr. Crawford

explained "I'm a competitive

sort. I think most men are. I

think I'm especially

competitive, and as a result I'm

not very intimate with my men

friends." But from now on,

Mr. Crawford claimed that his

friends would witness a

"kinder, gentler me."

Hopefully, the wide range of

speakers in this year's

Symposium helped participants

to reach a middle ground in

their thoughts on the subject of

Intimacy. The community

strongly encourages C.C. to

continue with the January

program. "We'll start a riot if

they don't," said Mrs.

Crawford.

Symposium Budget Breakdown
r

Speakers and performers

Transportation

Brochures, Posters, Murals

Publicity (Catalyst, GT)

Dinners, Complimentary Coffee, Cookies

Miscellaneous (not completely tabulated yet)

$40,000

$7,500

$6,500

$4,500

$6,000

$5,000-10,000
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YOU CAN STILL HAVEANINE-BLOCKYEAR
(or even a 10- or 11-blockyear)

COME
TO THE
SUMMER
SESSION

Block A: June 19- July 7

Block B: July 10 - July 28

Block C: July 31 -Aug. 18

For More Information:

Call extension 2655 or

Come talk to us in the

SUMMER SESSIOM
OFFICE

HOWTO SPOT THE NOID
ON YOUR CAMPUS.

Register to win 4

FLEX PASSES
worth approx. $33.00

from DOMINO'S
PIZZA. Just return

the entry blank to

your driver to be
entered in the

drawing to take

place Feb. 5th 1989.

PLEASE I'RINT

Name :

A dress i

Phone .Number

Worrier Box

:

1

Beware. The NOID, that bizane
character that yuks pizzas, is out
there somewhere on campus. He
could be disguised as anyone. A
major jock. Psych teach. Bowhead.
Even your big rival's mascot. But
most likely, he's hanging out, search-
ing (or pizza 'cause he likes to trash
em out - make the crust soggy, splat-

ter sauce all around ihe box and loss
on Ihe wrong ingredienls-belore ho
overnights il to Ihe wrong place so
il'll be good and cold when you gel il.

Don't get juked Give Domino's
Pizza* a ring and some serious

pizza - hot, fresh, made to your
order with the best ingredients -
will be at your door in 30 minules o
less. Guaranteed. Domino's Piz2a.
Nobody Delivers Belter? 635-1511 801 N. Tejon

2 free 12oz.

Cokes
with any purchase

$ 1.00

offer expires 2-9-8!

DOMINO'S PIZZA DELIVERS FREE.
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)rvey studies class

•ntf,
GADD

folk back along the long
" avoluted corridors of

mind to Freshman

"niauon.
Remember sitting

Armstrong Hall, probably

perfect Colorado day,

., out a survey with

tods of questions ranging

«gow many brothers do

have: lo "How many hours

Lie do you party?" What is

Rata used for, some kind of

isier
Big Brother purpose?

The survey is administered

nll„
by the American

Lj| on Education and the

liversity
of California at Los

Mies. Colleges and

ietsities across the country

nicipate and pay a fee to

jive the data from their own

j
national schools. John

idenvagen, an admissions

[ter at C.C., oversees the

llalion and use of the data.

of 1992
His primary use for the survey

is to gain a candid insight on
the incoming freshman class and
to keep track of any major
shifts in the reasons students

choose Colorado College over

other institutions.

The survey contrasts C.C.
first-year students with
national norms for four-year,

nonsectarian, very selective

schools (NSVS) and also four-

year, private, nonsectarian

schools (PNS).

In the section titled "Student

rated self above average or

hightest 10 percent in," 94
percent of the men felt that

they were strong academically,

as opposed to 87 percent of the

women. But, 39 percent of the

women achieved an A or A+
average in high school, while

only 31 percent of the men did.

The gender gap continues all

the way through the 15

questions with only one
exception - the drive to achieve.

While 74 percent of the men
felt they had a strong drive to

achieve a full 81 percent of the

women felt they had the same
drive.

In light of the Intimacy

Symposium, some of the data

on how C.C. first-year students

feel about homosexual behavior

was especially relevant.

Approximately 12 percent of

the female respondents wanted
laws to control or prohibit

homosexual behavior,
contrasted with 30.7 percent of

the men. This statistic indicates

a definite intolerant attitude

towards some forms of
intimacy, but is still lower

than the national average of 50

percent at PNS. A 60 percent

majority of first-year students

felt that sex was acceptable if

people liked each other and 13

percent felt that a woman's
place was in the home.

Politically, 1.2 percent

classified themselves as far

left, 37.7 percent as liberal,

43.9 percent as moderate, 15.9

percent as conservative, and 1.2

percent as far right, with the

men ranking themselves a little

more conservative. However,

77.9 percent agreed strongly or

somewhat that abortion should

be legalized. Almost 93 percent

C.C. students
revealed as select

group -academically

felt the government was not

doing enough to control

pollution, but only 32.7
percent agreed strongly or

somewhat that the death
penalty should be abolished.

C.C. students are an

K C.C. truth found in shampoo
AARON SHURE
Shampoo seeps through my
lip and into my cerebral

where it interferes with

I thoughts. They say, "You

iv it's working cuz it

les." I know it's working

it hurts like hell. I know
: working cuz they put Ben

iy in it. You see, I have the

oicc of clean hair or a sudsy

En, It's no joy to spend the

lire day thinking nothing but

pi, rinse, repeat. Lather,

ise, repeat." But Nietzsche

iiild've liked this shampoo.
I think this shampoo

ually explains a lot about

[at C.C.

There is a distinct

iundancy here at C.C. I've

ticed this because, in the

ids of Daniel Pinkwater, I've

tfiaged to squeeze four years

college into five, and I see

j

cycle repeating itself. Yes,

w is a definite pattern of
tonal Reoccurrence. Lather,

, repeat. No doubt,
tosche came up with the

'tight when he was teaching
the University.

The first reoccurrence is the

*k of students who like

Hzsche, even though they
|t decide how to pronounce

his name. I've heard him
pronounced to rhyme with

'peachy' or even just 'peach;'

others finish his name as though

they were being punched in the

gut, 'Neeech-UHH,' I prefer to

pronounce it 'Neech-uggh' or

'Neech-hack.' Despite all this

confusion, he remains popular,

because, if you read him in just

the wrong way, you can hate

your parents and feel

philosophical about it.

Nietzsche created the idea of

Eternal Reoccurrence, mostly

because he found it to be the

most horrible idea he could

imagine. (He had a lot of

horrible ideas.) Woody Allen

summed up the horror of this

concept by saying, "Eternal

Reoccurrence means I will have

to sit through the Ice Capades

again."

That's not all you have to sit

through, though. You also have

to sit through the hordes of

incoming students. (It's fitting

that the word 'incoming' can be

equally applied to first year

students and mortar barrages.)

They arrive fresh, crisp and

over-dressed, like a salad bar

come to life. First-year men can

be particularly eternal, as they

doming Soon
by SHANNON McGEE
The Women's Film Festival continues this semester with the

"~an Polanski film, "The Tenet." The film tells the story of a

f
living in Paris whose apartment was owned before him by a

toan who had attempted suicide. In attempting to understand
T reasons for wanting to die, he visits her in the hopsital and
6 film shows how he progressively absorbs the woman into

Nlf. The film raises questions as to how women are heard

ld the notion of a woman's voice. The film, like all the films

**, is followed by discussion with various C.C. faculty. All

: films included in the festival are shown on the third Monday
toe block at 3:00 p.m. in Armstrong 300. All are welcome to

tend.

Monday, January 30 3:00 p.m. Armstrong 300

"The Tenet" a Roman Polanski film

Monday, February 27 3:00 p.m. Armstrong 300

"The Vagabond" an Agnes Varda film

Monday, April 3 3:00 p.m. Armstrong 300

jRosa Luxembourg" a Margarethe von Trotta film

academically select group. In

high school, 62.5 percent
managed an A- average or belter

against 28.1 percent at PNS
schools. More than 90 percent

plan to get a B.A. versus 79.9

percent at PNS schools.

The statistical profile of the

first-year students, as they

appeared on their first day at

C.C. shows percent planning

to major in statistics, 60
percent are more than 500 miles

from home, 79.3 percent drank

beer before coming to C.C,
82.2 percent stayed up all

night, 4.6 percent smoked
cigarettes, 27.1 percent felt

overwhelmed, 5.2 percent spent

more than 16 hours per week
partying, and only 0.2 percent

feci they will fail a course.

When based on statistics,

generalizations about a group

ignore the individual, but the

class of '92 docs not fit neatly

into any one political or social

category.

sometimes spend their tirst

semester trying to live out the

script to "Porky's Five." They

put scantily clad women on

their walls, not realizing the

law of nature which states,

"Men with sexy women on

their walls rarely have them in

their rooms."

The next most salient

reoccurrence is the BIG
CAUSE. The big cause changes

every four years or so, but there

is always one. It used to be

divestment, but the

administration managed to put

up enough smoke screens

through apparent compromise,

so that the movement lost its

steam. The American system

avoids revolution by allowing

for the citizens to change the

President every four years. In

colleges, the President remains

the same and it's the citizens

that change every four years.

Most college administrators

live by the following maxim:

Ignore the problem long enough

and it will graduate.

This was the policy with the

eight-block year, a plan which

will not be assessed until all

the students who remember the

previous system have either

graduated or are too busy trying

to live the life of "Porky's Six"

to really care.

Now the big cause is

feminism. This issue can be

particularly redundant because

ignorance springs eternal.

Almost every year, someone

thinks it's funny to do a send up

of non-sexist language. And
every year, that person feels

original, while not even paying

attention to the blatant sexism

that surrounds us all. Just three

days ago, I heard a couple of

pieces of the salad bar

complaining because their

physics teacher is a woman.

These vegetables would
probably be the first to laugh

heartily at the idea of feminists

having long armpit hair. Lather,

rinse, repeat. Lather, rinse,

repeat.

IS ENROLLING
IN ARMY ROTC
DIFFERENT

FROM ENLISTING?

Few times are you given the

chance to try something for two years

without obligation. Army ROTC
is one of them.

Your freshman and sophomore

years are an introduction into the life

of an Army officer. You'll attend

classes that are taught by full-time

Army officers who'll train you to be-

come a leader. Teach you ethics.

Land navigation. Small unit tactics.

And help you develop the initiative to

Youdon't have to makea comrrut-

ment unti your junior yc ar. 1 f you do

decide to become an c Ihcf>r in the

United States Army, y 3U'll receive

advancec training in the le idership

skills it ta <es to succeec 1.

And
nave ear

when you gra

ned an Army Lietitenant's

gold bar s well as a college degree.

With this competitive edqe you can

increase your chances lor success

either in a civilian caree •wh le fulfill-

ing your commitment in he I .S.Army

Reserve or National G lard or as a

career of icer in the Ac lve Army.

Arm} ROTC, You cantry it out for

two years , but if you sti(;kw th it, the

payback can last a lifetime.

For more informa tion contact

Mark Widrner, Color ido College

ROTC, Department of Mil tary Sci-

ence, Room 419, Main Hall Univer

sity of Co lorado at Colo rado Springs

1420 Au stin Bluffs Pa kw« y, Colo

rado Spr ngs, Colorado 80S 33-7150

Or call (719) 7150.

ii^S^i

a*
Hfl ^ss

ARMY ROT
RESERV OmCIRS' TR5 IN1N G CORPS

THE SMARTEST C0I.I.EGE

COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
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Get a free banana
CAMPUS, from p. 9

C.C.
Captain Crunch (Consumer

Reports hates it), S2.95.

Early Bird Granola
(fundamentally bird seed),

$3.29.

Tostito's Chips, one pound,

$2.48.
Oreo Cookies, which are

comparable to Crack, 20 oz.,

$1.99.

Candy's Tortillas, 10 big

ones, $1.35.

As we neared the checkout

stand, we realized that

hamburger really is a college

essential despite vegetarian

radical politics, and rushed back

to find cellophane tubes of

meat at $.99 per pound.

In order to measure some

qualities not evident in just the

grocery bill, here are the

VITAL STATISTICS:

Distance from C.C: 2.13 miles,

including the parking lot.

Number of Aisles: 20.

Total Grocery Bill: $22.75.

Quality and Quantity of

Samples expressed as a ratio of

the nearest non-integer squared,

from 1 to 10: 9.

Overall ambience for C.C.

students expressed on the above

scale: 8.37.

John, head of the King

Soop's night shift, was way
peeved over the post-midnight

dearth of samples for his night

crew, but other than that,

employee conditions seemed

adequate.

Once our diabetic seizure

wears off, we plan to head for

the store where "You Get An
Honest Deal." Safeway is the

oldest and somehow most
respectable place to go

shopping, the kind of

environment you can bring the

kids to. Stay tuned for next

week's episode, where we will

give out a secret recipe for mega
muffins and also disclose the

Safeway/Oliver North lettuce

connection.

!! News Flash !!

"King Soopers has
bananas today." In fact,

bring this article in for

one (1) FREE tasty

banana!!

Y EARS AHEA D
l_N

HAIR DESIGN

Get a Perm or Professional Highlight &

receive 10 FREE Tanning Sessions

Tanning Package available with Perm or Highlight ONLY!

FREE CONSULTATIONS

15% DISCOUNT WITH C.C. ID

118 N. Tejon Suite 301 (Above Old Chicago)

635-5552

Solution found
in sisterhood
WOMEN, from p. 9

women gave up sexual freedoms

for protection and economic

resources." Lerner believes this

is no longer the case.

She went on to assert that

"feminism is the only theory

that can work." All other

known theories are outmoded

for current society, in the

"stalemate created by the

nuclear age." Lemer believes a

"theory based on
transformation rather than

overthrow is necessary." There

are too many conflicts to avoid

change, but both sexes need to

work at "transforming
consciousnesses."

Beyond her design for the

future, Lerner pointed out the

role religion played for women
on their road to "feminist

consciousness." Early mystics

established "direct contact with

God, bypassing clerical

authority," and gave up normal

womanhood for asexual

sainthood. Motherhood proved

that since women could give

and shape life, they were moral

creatures. Mother- goddess

religions celebrated this ability

to create life, and the Christian

mystics "revived it in images of

the Virgin Mary." Shrines were
built to her, and her role was
elevated and deemed worthy of

worship. She was to right the

wrong of Eve, "virgin atone for

virgin." "Women could feel and

share Mary's experience as

Mother." They understood her

submission to God's will as

that of women to their

husbands, and they could feel

for her loss of her son.

During the late 12th century,

Mary was invested with power
in her own right, and emerged

as "the Virgin triumphant."

With her shift in presentation,

women could no longer identify

with the immaculate
conception, nor aspire to her

divinity.

The Protestant Reformation

was then the "watershed for

women. Each soul, male or

female, could directly relate to

God through faith without the

mediation of clergy. Men were

also accountable for the

education of all members of

their family." Women were
finally able to read and teach

their children.

By the 17th and 18th

centuries, feminists were
finally defining women as a

coherent social group, but it

cenj

was an informal

network and not a coh''

sisterhood. The 19th "

saw women begin to

and sisterhood becai

central issue of fen,

thought. They could L
society as such a group.

For this century,

feminist agenda has been \&

"on the common experie^.

mothers." Lerner asserts
\

this sisterhood will \
succeed when women

are

forced into marriage

unwanted pregnancies.''
rjj

then with the necessary %,

and economic condition;

place will theories be gene™ Jalv

for the better of all. "There
i

lowest common denomina

among us; we all need

protect children. Begin J

that, and use it to talk to

people."

"The issue is in

*

womt

history. We are not equal m

learn our history i

understand where we co rvoi

from." People need to reali

the "difference history makes

people's experience and g

they deal with reality." \ve

dealing with the "skewdness

what we consider a cultu

product." Lerner hopes

learning the truth about
t

past will free both sexes.
"

ai

tstic

SENIORS !

COLORADO COLLEGE CLASS OF '89

&&0>^
CELEBRATION ^^ *.

JW ,<r

Wednesday, February 1

5:30 - 7:00 p.m.

Gates Common Room^ l
0^

Palmer Hall ' V
. ^

Remember to join fellow Seniors to kick off the Class of '89

Annual Fund Giving Program

Memories, beverages, and a bountiful buffet will be served !

<^ We look forward to seeing you there ! /J^. /
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SUMMER JOBS

4UR GUEST RANCH
This exclusive guest ranch, located high in the

San Juan fountains of Colorado, is nor accepting

applications for eiploynent for all positions for

the 1989 suiaer season: taitstaff, cooks, kitchen

help, ranch hands, child counselors, iranglers,

groundskeepers. Spend your suiaer in the beautiful

Colorado Rockies! (or intonation and application,

call (719)658-2202, or Kite': lock Sieoson,

Manager
,

4111 Guest tench, Creede, CO 81130
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Evador Dali dead at 84
CHRISTOPHER SCHULTZ
fte only difference between me and a madman, is that

not mad."

Salvador Dali, surrealist, exhibitionist, and brilliant

| died Monday in the Spanish town where he was

m and raised, of heart failure and pneumonia. He was

dthough he continued to be a presence in the art world

,js style changed and matured, he is best known for his

realist
paintings of the pre-WWII era. A piece like

sistencc of Memory (1931), with clocks dripping over

jnt-inhabited desert dreamscape, is familiar to almost

ryone.

lie
Surrealists, a categorization which includes such

[i artists as Marc Chagall and Joan Mir6, believed in a

later reality" beyond the logical, conscious, physical

They strove to express "the real functioning of

ht without any control by reason or any aesthetic or

rai
preoccupation." Dali associated himself with the

ip in 1929, and became one of its leading advocates.

formerly a man who maintained a high profile with

h antics as arriving in New York aboard ship inside a

stic egg which he claimed represented the womb, or

ving to deliver a lecture in a Rolls-Royce filled with a

usand cauliflowers, Dali, already ill, became a recluse

years ago, following the death of his wife. He never

in appeared in public until his funeral, which took place

dnesday. His body is entombed in the Dali Museum in

(heastern Spain.

ARTSESH '89 opens with all-campus exhibit

Anyone on campus could display work in the ARTSESH '89 exhibit. Photo by Andrea Rex

By SUSAN ANDERSON
ONE FISH TWO FISH RED FISH BLUE FISH, the newly-formed student Art Committee, bcgar

its ART SESH '89 Sunday, January 22 with a diverse exhibit in Armstrong Great Hall.

The exhibit, which remains open until Sunday, January 29, features a variety of paintings,

photographs, and sculptures. No restrictions were imposed upon contributors.

Seniors Nick Bischoff, Audrey Manley, Samantha Silver, and Aaron Singer arranged the exhibit,

which was the beginning of two-week's worth of events. "We're trying to promote creativity on

campus," said Manley, a member of the fifteen person Art Committee. Sophomore Christy Baker

said, "I'm glad to see they're doing a lot of what we had wanted to do with the Fine Arts theme

house."

The ART SESH continues next week with artisuc short iilms and a closing ceremony.

A Fish 'fesses up
By AARRON SINGER
One Fish, Two Fish, Red

Fish, Blue Fish was conceived

to provide artists, art

historians, and anyone who
loves art, a collective voice

with which to communicate
to the C.C. community the

love and excitement we feel

for the one thing we all have

in common, the need to express

our thoughts and perceptions

of the world we live in.

The group formed last

November as a sort of senior

art major conglomerate. As we
discussed, tin those
developmental moments,
what we felt needed to be

accomplished by an
organization such as this, it

became clear that our

responsibility would be to

make known to the Colorado

College community what the

art department of this

institution has to offer the

intellectual development of

our school and those affected

by it. In the past, the art

department has existed as a

somewhat enigmatic presence

somewhere on the south end

of campus. Our objective is to

make that presence known.
As our philosophy, we

developed what we call our

"Six Manifestos" reminiscent

of the Futurist Manifestos

that began the period of

DaDa and surrealism after

World War I, although they

are hardly as political as

that. These are as follows:

1. To unify the art

community of Colorado
College, reaching out and

A 'New School' of Fish at C.C. Photo by Andrea Rex

bringing new and progressive

thinking to this campus.

2. To establish an

awareness and desire for the

freedom of thought and

action.

3. To establish creative

expression as a viable

channel for new learning.

4. To support the personal

initiative of the artists,

historians, and any person

who seeks art as a way of

seeing.

5. To promote the

experiential nature of the

creative process through

interaction with the object

itself.

6. Simply, to convey art as a

way of being.

As a collective, we feel

these ideals arc important

and easily achieved. We only

wish to assume an active role

in this college's pursuit of new
knowledge and the perfection

of the old. We envision art as

being an individual, fun way

to do it.

The purpose of the 1989

ArtSesh arts festival is to

see FISH, p. 18
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Buddy Guy brings R&B to C.C.
By DAVE LEONARD

Chicago blues guitarist and

former Muddy Waters
apprentice Buddy Guy showed

up last Friday night and, much
to the dismay of the

maintenance department, peeled

the paint off the walls of

Armstrong Auditorium in one

of the most energetic concerts

in a long, long time. (On the

bright side, any remnants of the

poison gas in the basement were

probably blown out of the

building.) Usually touring

with master harpist Junior

Wells, he took time out on his

present tour with John Mayall

to appear here with his own
back-up band, the names of

whom Mr. Guy's management
apparently felt weren't

important enough to merit

mentioning in their press

release.

He opened with an original,

and apparently untitled, R&B
stomper, before dipping back

into blues history so deep, as he

said, "you can smell it," and

testing the audience on their

knowledge of old blues ("Name

That Tune" for blues

aficionados).

After a brief question and

answer period, and a lot of

fooling around, he kicked off

the show in earnest with a fiery

version of his hallmark "Knock

On Wood." A flamboyant

guitarist in the style of B.B.

King and Elmore James, and a

powerful vocalist in his own

right (often singing without

the aid of a microphone), he

alternated mournful, low

volume traditional blues with a

lot of wild R&B. He climaxed

the first set by plugging a four

mile cable into his guitar and

playing in the lobby. Yes,

Albert Collins did the same

thing last year, but that doesn't

make it any less cool. After

that he took well deserved,

albeit slightly long break.

Highlights of the second set

included "Mary Had a Little

Lamb," "Fever," " Hooch ie

Coochie Man," and an Encore

performance of " Knock On
Wood." What made the concert

so amazine wasn't Buddy Guy
himself, but the sold-out

audience that watched him ply

his trade. As he said at one

point, "How come you guys

didn't call me sooner? You're a

great audience and I would've

done it for free. Why'd you

wait so long?"

There's nothing better than a

concert where the performer is

having fun. Usually it's just a

job, but on one of those rare

nights when it transcends that,

a concert can be an amazing

experience. During the first

part of the show, with this

unwritten review very much in

mind, I found myself
comparing Buddy Guy's show to

Albert Collins' show last year.

It was tough to call. Although

he isn't as talented as Collins

(not many are), the energy was
unbelievable. Everyone there,

band and audience, had more fun

than human beings should be

allowed to have with their

clothes on.

According to a press release

dated April 21, 1987, Buddy
was working on a new album
with Jeff Beck, Ron Wood,

w<*°

DOWNTOWNAND CITADEL

102A N. TEJON
I COLORADO SPRINGS.CO 80903 (719)520-1122

SNOWBOARDS &
MOUNTAIN BIKES

««/© sp**

SALES & RENTALS

KEMPER
&

K2 BOARDS
GIANT & GT
BIKES

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

MOUNTAIN TOUR CYCLES
1813 N. CIRCLE 389-0780

Carlos Santanna, Stevie Ray
Vaughn and possibly Eric

Clapton. There's no release date

mentioned and I couldn't find it

in stores, so one can only

assume it isn't out yet. Look

for it.

For those of you who were

there, and for some strange

reason find yourself reading

this review, congratulations,

not only did you see a great

concert, you helped make it that

way. And for those of you who
missed it... what can I say?

You're hating it.

Violin and piano concert a classic
By JON FEIGES

The piano and violin concert

by Susan Grace and Victor

Lubotsky on Monday, January

23, was like a lesson in calculus

to an algebra level student. Not
all of it went over the heads of

the audience, but at that level

of expertise I felt as if I missed

most of the message. This is no

fault of the artisans, however,

who showed great enthusiasm

and joy for their work. They
were clearly masters.

The performance opened with

a four-part Sonata by J.S. Bach.

Initially, the whole piece

sounded a little heavy with

long crying violin notes and a

curiously light piano part that

would surface to carry the

audience to the next violin part.

The next section had a lot more
jump to it with the different

melodies chasing each other

throughout the section. The
third part was again slow, but

this time the violin was not as

heavy but was just as sad.

Lubotsky would trill the note

and change it from a mournful

sob to a bittersweet cry. The
piano again raced around the

violin part, and carried the

music into another Allegro

part. The melodies of the last

section worked with each other

to push the song to its end.

The second piece was a

Sonata by Beethoven. This piece

illustrated how much people

stole from the classics because

the first movement sounded
just like the soundtrack to a

Bugs Bunny cartoon. Not to

make light of a serious piece of

music, but it is a tune well fit

to the bashing of brains by the

ever cool rabbit. This piece was
more entertaining than the first

with its floating violin and

dancing piano that effortlessly

changed leads and tempo. A few
surprise chords in the middle of

a gentle passage shook all the

lightly dozing folks so that

they would not miss any of the

music to come.

The third piece, by Mozart,
lulled the audience with its

downward trend. Whei

Diversity of music
that transcends

the current trends

friTfegp|TJbrift

COMPACT DISCS, RECORDS,
AND CASSETTES

VIDEO RENTALS & SALES

3030 E. PLATTE
473-0882

123 E. BIJOU
520-5111

Hair 'Designers for *M.en & "Women

mm
StyCe cuts, Cettophanes,

Terms & Color

Nexus and Tri products available for sale

Stop in or maks- your appointment.

827 9{. Tejon at Cache La Toudre 632-3531

music took off again,

audience was left far \^
Some of the subtle

setij

were lost in seemiii

overdone crescendos
betw

the meatier pieces.

The last piece

excellent selection. This one

Edvard Grieg had an

down tempo that danced
aro

a very strong, bold theme

the violin. After such
J

expressions, the piano

come out and play hide and

notes with the violin,

this came to a sharp end

left the audience applaud

loudly, and the perforn

smiling brightly.

1 FISH,
FISH, wei

received, reai J
for more
FISH, from p. 17

introduce this new
the campus and hoped

establish a tradition

celebration in the thing I

is art. So far, the campus

been wonderfully respond

to the events that have l>

place. The art exhi

currently showing
Great Hall at Armstrong

over 80% work submitted

non-art majors, represenl

almost every departmenl

this college. Even m

pleasing is that the wo]

all very high quality. 8

interest has also to

expressed for the films h

shown as part of

festival's even

particularly, the fr'

Zappa film, 200 Hotels,'

the many art shorts be

shown throughout the b»

Also, the art happen'"

such as the sidewalk «

drawing and the

"happening," have gene"

much enthusiasm are'

campus. We have »

extremely pleased wiB

festival's reception.

We hope everyone w|B

a chance to attend some' 1

festival events. If any *

interested in being a P

One Fish, Two Fish.

Fish, Blue Fish's activ*8'

just being part of tw

please join us. Watc^

upcoming events thisyea

years to come, and

ArtSesh '89. ONE TWO

BLUE!

|nl;

rigl

Sal

sv
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ilm Reviews: Talk Radio and Mississippi Burning
k Radio

|AVE
LEONARD

rore we start, we should

w explaining the rating

I am using a six-pack

„' tanging from no beers

*j best films, to six for

Torst-
xhe logic behind this

il,8
better the movie, the

»{, the buzz you need to

Jr
instance, a no-beer movie

tlassic,
usually a complex,

„tic film that any sort of

ul
alteration would spoil

iK„ Kane" would be a

t
example.) This type of

j6]
fortunately or

Bu'nately. depending on

rpoint of view, are few and

between.

, ihe other hand, a truly

clous
movie ("Rambo III"

igs
immediately into mind)

jjjes an entire six-pack and

I

some to sit through, and

eiimes even that isn't

ow, the system isn't as

! as that, sometimes a

ie needs a good beer or two

be fully enjoyed.

islbnsters" is such a movie,

Spinal Tap." In the end, it's

y subjective, a matter of

(ul buzz management and

1 taste.

e this is our first time

nd, we chose to review two

rate films (*read: we didn't

r act together in time),

isissippi Burning" and "Talk

I

.1

1 ,/

Six beers for this one

Iver Christmas break I had

displeasure of seeing Oliver

it's newest, "Talk Radio."

: just say right now (in

you hadn't already

ssed), that I don't like

'er Stone much. I thought

iloon" was all right,

iinly undeserving of all the

ntion it received (the

>me of the right place at

right time), and I found
Street" pointless and

:ulous. "Talk Radio" is

tog I expected and less.

'alk Radio" began as the

nchild of actor Peter
osian who stars in the
ie and co-wrote the
enplay with Stone. He
ploped the concept
Inally as a one man off-

idway play. I think it

ild have stayed that way. To

give the film Stone's patented
"topicalness," the screenplay
centered around a book about
Alan Berg. Writing for the big

screen gave Bogosian room to

do a few things that had
obviously been on his mind for

a while.

The movie centers around
two shows with a weekend in

between when Bogosian's
acerbic talk show host, Barry
Champlain, is on the verge of
being picked up by a national

syndicate and beamed across the

country.

The first show is the best

part of the entire movie. It

spans the range of people radio

talk shows attract: the isolated,

the lonely, the stoned, the

threatening, and the weird.

Champlain is vulgar. He
tells one caller, who eats

dinner every night with his cat,

to "forget the pussy and go find

yourself some." He is also

funny and outrageously
outspoken. He advocates the

legalization of heroin (among
other things), and once, when
confronted by the absolute

spiritual poverty of a shut-in

caller he had previously
insulted, there is a sense of

guilt. His mask slips just a

little, revealing a kind and
considerate side that disappears

as quickly as it appeared, never

to be seen again.

We also see his dedication to

his show, which is graphically

illustrated by his opening a

suspected bomb on the air, and

his absolute refusal to

compromise the character of his

show to fit in the corporation's

guidelines.

But after that, the movie
goes downhill fast. There's the

totally unnecessary sub-plot of

Champlain's love affair with

his producer (a twisted

relationship in it's own right),

and then there's an even less

necessary flashback scene

V\
dorado Springs

Original

Futon Shop

Sale on 3 piece set

includes-

1 600 Futon

Virion Sofa-Bed Frame
td Color Cover

Double Queen
$275 ^ $300

lasting nigh on thirty minutes.

It deals with how Champlain
got into the radio business

(from selling suits) and it

details the break-up of his

marriage. I'm sure it's

something Bogosian has had in

mind for a while and felt was
necessary to the story, but he

was wrong. The only thing it

does is needlessly recap things

already said earlier (and better)

in the film and interrupt it's

flow.

But that's not all. The
characters themselves are

totally unlikable. Now don't

get me wrong, there's nothing

wrong with an unlikable

character, but every single

person in this movie is

worthless. The men are all

jerks and the women are below
contempt. Champlain's exwifc,

(played pathetically by Ellen

"Little Shop of Horrors"
Glenn), who ended their

marriage on the grounds of

adultery, comes crawling back
to him at the end of the movie.

His girlfriend puts up with

treatment that would anger the

ASPCA.
Champlain himself is just as

big a jerk off the air as he is on.

It's amazing he could get a

girlfriend, let alone a wife.

The fault does not lie solely

with the actors. Stone's

direction is the worst kind of

music video/Miami Vice
garbage, treating us to lots of

exciting close-up shots of

Bogosian's lips as he insults

callers, as well as eighty-five

million slow motion shots of

the "on-air" light coming on

and Bogosian lighting a

cigarette.

And the worst part is that

anyone who's ever heard about

Alan Berg already knows how
it's going to end. No amount of

beer could help this film. Wait

till it hits the dollar houses,

watch the first half hour, then

STUDY FOR ONE YEAR OR FOR ONE OR TWO TERMS IN

OXFORD
Several colleges of Oxford University have invlled The Washington International Studies Ceniet

lo recommend qualified si.nlents lo <ludy for one year or (or one or two lerms. Lower Junloi

status is req^'red. and gri.'ia.e thirty is- available. Sludents jti dlrectlj iwnHcd in iheircullegc;

andrecelv ir .iscnnrsff.- < i-ii C. t«rd : llcee: this Is NOTaprngrarr. conducted by a US Col

lege In Oxford. A sp .^ sum ner session is directed by WISC

INTERN IN
WASHINGTON, LONDON

WISC offers summer Internships with Congress with the White House, with the medii

with think tanks. Government and Journalism courses are taught by senior-level govern

officials, who are also scholars, and by experienced Journalists Similar opportunities In public

pollcv Internships are offered (with academic credlll in London (Fall. Spring and Summei

WrfSG
The Washington in ternationaJ Studies Center

214 Massachusetts Ave. N.E. Suite 230.
Washington. DC 20002 1202) 547-3275

Mississippi Burning
By ROBERT RIFKIN

Mississippi, the summer of

1964. Three young civil rights

activists, one of them black,

were missing somewhere near a

small township teeming with

pretentious bigots. The federal

government investigated.

Though over a hundred agents

and National Reserve men were
on the case, little was turned

up thanks to the fierce bonding

of the tight-lipped, Ku Klux

Klan townspeople.

Director Alan Parker's

"Mississippi Burning" a searing

film about the two FBI men
heading up the search, is alive

with volcanic tension, red-hot

images and smouldering words.

Willem Dafoe plays the

conservative, by-the-book
college man, a Northerner who
is determined to bring the

whole town to its knees if he

has to. But he goes at it like a

Yankee, straight, honest and to

the point, instead of playing the

pay-off games which were more
common in the Deep South. He
questions in public whomever
he wants, and later finds those

same good souls being hurled

from zooming cars as the town

pays its respects. He's polite,

he's respectful, but no one in

the town will go near him for

fear of suffering at the hands of

the wrongdoers. He gets

nowhere.

Enter Gene Hackman. He's

Dafoe's second-in-command, but

he grew up in Mississippi.

Before joining the feds he was

the sheriff of a town much like

this one. He knows their tricks.

He is as dead-set as his boss,

but he'll go around the rules if

he has to.

Baring his teeth to the

baddies but grudgingly stepping

aside for his more-experienced

subordinate to take charge,

Dafoe's green, moral-torn good

guy is on target. Hackman,
however, is a bulls-eye. In his

best role since the formidable

Lex Luthor. he gives us a hard

edge and a soft interior. He is a

man not to be trifled with in a

bad situation, but he is also a

man capable of real emotion.

His years in Washington have

tempered him, and the

characteristic closcd-minded
snidencss of the South that used

to be a part of his life now
stands in his way. This
infuriates him. He is disgusted

at his superior's inability to

learn Clue 1, and he is sorry

and tender toward the battered

young wife of the local deputy

sheriff. When he lakes the reins

from Dafoe, watch out. That is

when this already fast-paced

flick really turns on the

afterburners.

Chris Gerolmo's fiery

screenplay cuts to the bone, and

Parker's eye for striking visual

effect has never been sharper.

He can make you hate the good

guys as well as the bad guys,

alternately and at will. He can

make a church exploding into

flames look less like the

Sunday Night Movie and more

like an act of God.

"Mississippi Burning" is a

glowing ember in today's pile

movies that in comparison are

long-gray ashes.

For

Good Time
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New music for new people
Sponsored by Independent R ef^lds

By CHRISTOPHER SCHULTZ

VIOLENT FEMMES
3

At last, at last. A new one

from Violent Femmes. There

are three members in the group,

and it has been three years since

their last release, but 3 is their

fourth album.

The last one, The Blind

Leading the Naked, saw the

introduction of a rhythm

secion, "The Horns of Dilema,"

led by keyboard virtuosso/

experimenter Sigmund Snopek

III, and "the Horns" return

again on 3 to add an extra

dimension to the sound.

3 retains the tight

arrangements of The Blind

Leading the Naked, but it also

brings back some of the

unpolished rawness of the first

album, Violent Femmes, which

brought them such popularity

with songs like "Blister in the

Sun" and "Add it Up." After a

three year haitus, and
writer/singer Gordon Gano
releasing "The Mercy Seat"

with a gospel group, it's good

to know the Femmes still

sound like the Femmes.
All the cuts are good, and the

song, "Dating Days," which has

already had some play on

KRCC's Free Form show, is

sure to be a party favorite with

lyrics like, "It seems that no

matter how much I drink, I

still seem to stay sober."

If you like Violent Femmes
even a little, you'll dig 3 a lot.

HOTHOUSE FLOWERS
people

Back in October, I met a guy

from Dublin, and asked him in

passing who the next big group

from Ireland was going to be.

Without hesitation, he

answered, "Hothouse Flowers."

If people, their first U.S.

release, is any indication, he

was right.

To say they have a "pop"

sound would be doing them

great injustice, but without it

being a dirty word, ler. me say

they have a great pop
sensibility. They mi?; soulful

vocals, tight beats, and

traditional Irish folk

instruments (along with

traditional rock instruments),

to create a musical style that is

both familiar and fresh. I'm

over-simplifying, but they

remind me of so many different

things, without getting bogged

down in one area. I'd like to

say they combine the variety of

Elvis Costello with the

complex orchestration of The
Waterboys, but that's not quite

it.

The songs range in feel from

the slow, moody "If You Go,"

to the upbeat, motownish "I'm

Sorry," but they manage the

diversity easily - without

sounding eclectic. It would be

hard to listen to when trying to

do homework, as the songs are

catchy - and they kind of force

their way into one's head.

However, this would be a

perfect tape to listen to driving

hundreds of miles in the dark at

90 mph.

Uncle Bonsai
gets intimate

By ARUN JACOB
It was Friday night, and

after a week that revealed all of

my attempts at intimacy as

pitifully shallow, inept, and

narrow minded (i.e. my love

triangle was all passion and

nothing else), I limped into

Armstrong, numb and confused,

begging for mercy.

I didn't know what to

expect. I mean, the name
"Uncle Bonsai" got me
thinking of those little Japanese

trees, and the old guy in

"Karate Kid". Things got more

weird when the lights went out

and they started piping "You
Light Up My Life" over the

speakers, but the crowd was

singing along. I began to feel

better, as though we were all

on some sort of cosmic journey

and everything was going to be

all right.

The lights came on, and no,

it wasn't the old guy from

"Karate Kid" pruning a little

bush: It was two women, Arni

Adler and Ashley Kristin, one

man, Andrew Ratshin, and a

guitar. They got right down to

business, singing a song about

Elvis. I have to be honest and

say that at first, Uncle Bonsai

sounded like a lot of high

strung canaries at the pet store

getting territorial about cage

space. The lyrics were hard to

make out.

Intimacy, as Uncle Bonsai

understands it, is a universal,

multifaceted thing. They sang

intimate songs about American
Midwestern marriage,
liposuction, diners with orange

Naugahyde upholstery, the

sexual advantages of

overweight men, and even love.

My personal favorites were

two songs about a guy named
Doug, one from "The Doug
Trio" and the other from "The

Doug Suite". Even when their

guitar strings snapped, the

group sang on. Their a cappella

version of "The Star
spani

Banner" had to be heard

believed!

After a week of more or

serious discussion about the

word. Uncle Bonsai h

things into perspective, T

humor helped people digest

of the concepts they had

force fed during the prev

five days. The group was

the Alka-Seltzer of

Symposium, a welcoi

reprieve from intim

indigestion.

calendar
of

EVENTS

The Colorado College

Winter formal at the

Broadmoor Hotel

January 27, 9p.m.-la.m.

$5.00

1 Fish, 2 Fish, Red Fish,

Blue Fish

Various events

throughout the week.

Consult publicity flyers

FREE

Denver Art Museum:

Toulouse - Laulm'

Paris: The Baldwin

Collection

February 2 - Marc

(free)

Colorado Springs F

Arts Center:
Arts for the Park

Paintings of our

National Park

System
Through February;

Photography Elk

Keith Grove,

photographer for III

National Parks Sp

Through February

Fine Arts Reperl

Theatre:
"One Flew Over it

Cuckoo's Nest"

February 17, 18, 2*

at 8:00 p.m.

February 19 and »

2:00 p.m.

$10 in advance, SB

the door

Colorado Springs "'

Theatre presents:

Susan Marshall'*

Company
Friday and Salurdaj

January 27 and 28

»

8:00 p.m.

Armstrong TheatB

Poor Richard's CineW

"The Last Temp"

of Christ"

January 27 throug?

February 2 al **

9:00 p.m.

at All Soul's Un»

Church

(comer of Dale

»

Tejon)

11

Ur:



SlPORTS
[thletic Shorts
|cent

Results

nrKF.Y
: Men's varsity lost two of their last three games, including

SL Cloud State last Monday.. .Men's Club improved their record to

lwitha7-3
rompoverC.U. last week...Women's Club fell 10-3 to Vail.

RlOPS :
Both the men's and women's varsity teams finished second in

9 Auld Lang Syne Tournament over Winter Break.

jcoming Games
iCKEY: Men's varisty travels to Minnesota this weekend to face the

place Golden Gophers, leaving C.C.'s vast Minnesota contingent

a serious case of conflicting loyalties...Women's Club will play

ivals C.U. and C.S.U. on Saturday and Sunday at 12:15 atHonnen.

fjops; The Lady Tigers meet Colorado Christian College tonight at

latEl Pomar, followed by the men's team at 7;30. The Tiger men also

Western State on Tuesday, January 3 1

.

a broader horizon...

ase observe amoment ofrespectful silence for the untimely demise of

1^ Nuggets guard Michael Adams' record-setting 79-game three-

a shot streak. In fact, mourn also for the severely slumping Nuggets

jselves...For those who missed it, a dramatic last-second field goal

KlIedBudpastBudLightinBudBowlI last Sunday. May future Bud

* prove as exciting.

uper Bowl wrap up
\otes on the Miami shootout
RICK GOLDSTEIN
The Good Lord above has

tally answered my prayers.

Sunday morning, I. clutched

y pigskin crucifix and
udweiser rosary beads with

ily fervor, with the divine

ipe [hat this year's Superbowl

Quid not be another ho-hum
avid and Goliath
iDfrontation that has plagued

iperbowls past. And while

iperBowl XXIII started out a

?gish, the game was
impetitive and ended in an
citing and dramatic fashion.

This game was played the

ay football contests should be
ayed: a close game that was
tided by a climactic, Iast-

iiuue, game winning drive
at enabled the San Francisco
^ers io defeat the Cincinnati

engalsby a score of 20-16.

Throughout the first three
lers, play was so tentative

11 it appeared that the game
1
being squeezed in between
Hitchcockian drama of Bud
wl I- Before the final 49'er
Ve

. both offenses seemed
lten t with simply getting

I scoring position and
N up the field goal. The
X thus traded two field
,s apiece through most of
third quarter.

pncinnati went ahead 13-6
w end of the third quarter
an electrifying 93-yard

:koff return by Stanford
pgs,

rai
) Francisco wasted no
wever, in tying up the

minute later on a 14-

£
conneciion from Montana

"ice.

Kicker Jim Breech put the

J
a's ahead seemingly for

!6-13 with 3:20 left in

the quarter. Breech had MVP
written all over his toes. It

wasn't to be for Breech or the

Bengals, however, as the 49ers

became hungry.

The 49'ers down by a field

goal, started at their own eight

yard line and marched down the

field, thanks largely to the arm

of Montana and the hands of

Rice. The drive culminated in a

10-yard pass to John Taylor

with just :34 seconds left on

the clock. The World
Championship belonged to the

49ers.

Cincinnati, ahead for most

of the game, lost because of

their game plan. On Sunday,

their offense had as much attack

as the killer tomatos. The
Bengals had reached the

Superbowl by running the ball

with rookie Ickey Woods and

quarterback Boomer Esiason

throwing long to wide receivers

Eddie Brown and Tim Mcgee.

The Bengals, for some
reason, abandoned their big-play

offense. Basic medium range

passes allowed the 49'er

safeties to cheat up to the line

of scrimmage and stop the run.

Now, football analytical

dorks like myself tend to point

to one play in a game that wins

it for a team. In this game,

however, it wasn't one single

tackle or pass or run that

turned the 49'ers into winners.

The most significant play

occurred early in the first

quarter when Bengal's Pro

Bowl nose tackle, Tim
Krumrie, went out of the game
with a broken leg. The Bengals

pass rush was non-existent

throughout the game, especially

during that final 49'er drive,

which enabled Rice, the game's

MVP, to materialize downfield

in a place far, far away from

the Bengals' defenders.

On the warpath: Freshman winger Steve Strunk earned photo by Andrea Rex
WCHA Co-Player of the Week for his stellar road play.

Tiger hockey dominates
ECHA over winter break
Strunk and Budy Inspire C.C.

BY ED COHEN
While most of the school's

population enjoyed Winter

Break R&R, the Colorado

College Tiger hockey team

streaked undefeated through a

four game eastern road trip.

Battling four lough Eastern

Collegiate Hockey Association

(ECHA) rivals and the stigma

of a losing record, the Tigers

surpassed all expectations with

a 3-0-1 performance, and
elevated themselves to a new
level of respectability in the

process.

In their first game, the team

went to Rhode Island to play

Providence University. The
Tigers played well, taking an

early lead on the strength of

Joe Schwartz's (Jr. RW) two

goals, but proceeded to

struggle later in the game as

Providence tied the game late in

the third period. In overtime,

the Tigers managed to hold on

to a 4-4 tie. Senior Forward

Tim Budy saw this game as,

"The key to the whole trip.

When they came from behind to

tie us, it taught us a lesson, and

we really came together as a

team after that."

Budy was also instrumental

in the success of the team in the

next game against

Northeastern. Behind Doug
Kirton's (Jr. RW) two goals

and Steve Slrunk's (Fr. RW)
goal and two assists, the Tigers

held a slim 4-3 lead. That was

until Budy broke open the third

period with a hattrick to end

the game with a 7-3 win. For

his performance, Budy was

named Western Collegiate

Hockey Association Player of

the Week.
From Northeastern, the team

travelled to Lowell to play a

perennially excellent team.

Behind the outstanding

goaltending of sophomore Jon

Gustafson and offense from

Chris Anderson (Jr. LW) and

Budy, who each had a goal and

an assist, the Tigers went on to

a 5-3 victory.

The highlight of the eastern

road trip was the game against

the Maine Black Bears. Prior to

the game against C.C, Maine

enjoyed the reputation as on of

the hardest hitting teams in

college hockey, as well as the

number five ranked team in the

nation. Furthermore, the Bears

had a 17 game winning streak

on their home ice, a streak that

dated back to February 1988.

However, they did not count on

the powerhouse play of the

Tigers. Behind Budy's two

goals, Strunk's two goals and

two assists and Brent Mowery

(Jr. C; two goals), the Tigers

skated to a 7-4 win to end the

road trip.

For his five goals and lour

assists on the trip, and his

excellent play against Maine,

Strunk was named WCHA Tri-

Playcr of the Week. Other

standouts on the trip included

Budy, who had six goals and

six assists, and Gustafson who

was in net for all three

victories on the trip.

It's apparent that the team

attitude, and not the play of

individuals, was the key to the

trip. Cal Brown (Jr. D) felt

that " the team worked hard at

winning, instead of just

working hard and hustling. The

team played with a lot of

confidence and we finally came

together as a team on this trip

Its been a hard season, but it

feels like we have come over

the hill." Coach Brad Buctow

went further to say, "I thought

that this was the best road trip

in my 14 years of coaching. I

am excited in how solid we

played against nationally

ranked teams." Hopefully, the

Tigers will have some surprises

left in them as the season

progresses.
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Varsity Icemen split weekend series with Tech
By ED PELLS Olsen cranked a slapshol past

Home sweet home. This Tech goalie Rhodes to tie things

phrase has haunted The at one. Only 19 seconds later,

Colorado College hockey team, CC took the lead when first

a squad which has had minimal year winger Steve Strunk

success at the Broadmoor slapped another past the

World Arena over the past two flustered Rhodes,

years. But when the Tigers Buoyed by their early

returned home from the East explosion, the Tigers continued

Coast with a four game to out hustle Michigan Tech

winning streak, there was with 19-9 shots on goal

reason for optimism. advantage in the second period

The Tigers played their best although Tech tallied the only

hockey of the season out East goal to tie.

over break. Additionally, CC. When CC came out in the

faced a 13-13-0 Michigan Tech third period they continued to

squad, a team that the Tigers play the game in Michigan

had picked up an opening night Tech's part of the ice. Trevor

overtime win against back in Pochipinski put the Tigers ahead

October. The Tigers proved that with 12:27 remaining in the

they could match up with the third period when his slapshot

.500 Huskies; now it was left from between the circles

to be seen if CC. could turn deflected off a Tech defender's

their road magic into success at stick and into the net.

home. However, only 13 seconds

Out of 15 league points the later, Tech scored off of a clean

Tigers racked up coming into slapshot from above the right

the Tech series, 14 of them (six point. This momentary lapse

wins and two ties) had been cost CC the lead and sent the

compiled away from the game into overtime. The Tigers

supposedly friendly confines of outplayed Michigan Tech for

home. The Tigers hit the ice the remainder of the third, but

Friday night with the goal of despite a 19-12 shots on goal

proving themselves at the advantage, CC. was forced to

Broadmoor. settle with a 3-3 tie after

The Tigers outshot Tech 19- regulation.

15 in the first period, a trend CC, after being tied in a

that would continue throughout game where they had played

the weekend series. Behind 1-0 superior hockey throughout,

early, CC. pressed hard, showed no letdown as overtime

playing a lot of dump and chase began. At 3:15 in the overtime,

hockey, and more often than which the Tigers had dominated
not, beating the Huskies to the from the beginning, defenseman
corners to control the puck in Alan Schuler got the first

the Tech end. quality shot of the period. CC
The Tigers benefited from kept control of the puck after

their aggressive play. With Schuler's shot, and when Chris

8:57 left in the first, Mark Anderson found himself

unmolested with the puck
between the circles 15 seconds

later, he made no mistake,

placing it just over the left

shoulder of the beleaguered

Rhodes. CC got out of

Friday's game with a 4-3 win,

their first WCHA home
victory in over a year and a

half.

On Saturday, the Tigers

continued to play well, but

could not stuff the puck in the

net despite a 37-29 shots on

goal advantage for the game.

The Tigers, after falling behind

2-0, kept things close, and
midway through the second

period, they tied the game at

two. The superb play of Tech Thanksgiving, the Tigers pi*

goalkeeper Rhodes highlighted tough against Minnesota,
j

the night, however. When despite always staying ij|

Rhodes was credited with an striking distance, ended
i

empty net goal toward the end series with two close

of Saturday's contest, it Given C.C.'s unexpected suets

finished a 35 save, one goal, one on the road this year, the

assist night for the second year could stand a better

goalie, and capped a 5-2 Huskie average shot at picking up

win. couple points over the weekeu

On the whole, Friday's game More important, however, wi

was a confidence builder for the be how the Tigers play

Tigers, a team which is still for the remainder of the seen

playing excellent hockey CC finishes out the '8S-'l

despite the loss on Saturday. campaign with five out of si

CC travels to Minneapolis at home, a place that III

to face the first place become somewhat sweeter

Minnesota Golden Gophers in a come back to for Coach BueKr

Friday to Saturday set. Over and his squad.

636-2112
Weekdays 4 PM Till A
Saturday 11 AM Till fc AM
Sunday 11 AM Till Midnight

Delicious Handspun Pizza

with only the freshest ingredients

delivered ^fv^ to your door.

Our 18 Special Features include:

Pepperoni

Sausage

Canadian Bacon

Ground Beef

Mushrooms

Green Peppers

Jalapeno Peppers

Anchovies

Double Cheese 12 items)

Black Olives

Onions

Tomatoes

Shrimp 12 items)

Oysters

Cheddar Cheese

Thick Crust

Extra Cheese 1

1

Pineapple

TWO - 14"

Cheese Pizzas
for only

$8.98 *P|US tax)

Bonus! for CC StudentsI

Order two or more toppings

on each pliza and receive

a two liter bottle of Pepsi.

Limited Delivery Area

Not Valid with any other offer

Offer must be requested when ordering

TWo - 10"

Cheese Pizzas
for only

$4*98 (plus tax)

Bonus! for CC StudentsI

Order two or more toppings on each pizza I

and receive 2 - 16 oz. bottles of your I

favorite soft drink
Limited Delivery Area

3t Valid with any other offer

Offer must be requested when ordei

Moonlight
Madness
8 p.m. - 1 a.m.

One - 12" one topping pizza

plus

2 - 16 oz. bottles of

your favorite Soft Drink

for $4.97 (plus tax)

Additional toppings $.63

VISA & MASTER CARD ACCEPTED ON ANY SIZE DELIVERY ORDER

.ZFREE DELIVERY— — FREE DELIVERY^.

JU

Con

[lei

a,

eke-

iod
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;hris Spesia: A big

ime guy with a dream
,v)|HY GRANTZ and

{"lAvVTON

flie
heralded and much-

ued debut of the Weekly

g Feature, we had the

rtunity
to catch up with

c l,a t with stand-out

all
linebacker and human

Chris Spesia, a junior

,« major from Joliet,

iis.

iiumy
and Eddy: "What did

ihinlc of your performance

jontribution on the gridiron

an?"

a: "I think that the key

„„, describing my season is

iisiency'- Ya know, I'm not

I and I'm not fast. But I'm

jen. All of the sudden, I'm

I makin' the play, doin'

^ioin' that. Ya know, BIG

|! This kid is big time.

| ihe little things and

ing
consistent ball - that's

lime."

and E: "How can you claim

e 'big time' when, in fact,

are slow, small, weak and

of the worst athletes on the

pesia: "Football is a

lique game, ya see. It's

iig. It's one of the only

| you can play with little

:lic ability. Though I do

I

I

am an average to above

age athlete. Like I said, I'm

in

In."

and E: "What do you think

e pervasive campus attitude

:erning athletes here at

pesia: "That's a hairy

lion. We feel as if we're

ed down upon. You know

I different, we're slime,

we're mutants. We're
;e, we're not the run-of-

mill, and we don't wear
shirts or tie-dyes. When

bit the town we hit it hard.

we like to consider this

pus 'our house'. And we like

Kk our house every once in

hile. There are some bad
s but I think that can all be

with a little respect

appreciation for all that we
crazy world that we

in, but if we all join hands

we can change things and make
it a better place."

I and E: "That is very poetic,

Spesia. Do you consider
yourself a poet?"

Spesia: "A poet, no. A lover,

yes. I think I'm a people person.

I like strange things. Life is

amusement and self-amusement.

If you can amuse me, maybe be
disgusting, I love that and
that's what I'm all about. I'm a
down-to-earth guy who just

likes to hang out with the

boys."

--"That is very
poetic, Spesia.

Do you
consider
yourself a
poetl"
—"A poet, no.

A lover, yes. I

think I'm a
people person.

I like strange
things."

J and E: "Who are some of

those who have influenced you

and molded you into the man
you are today?"

Spesia: "I'd like to thank my
family. Hi Mom. Hi Dad. I

think Jesus is a big part of my
life. Ya know, I'm Catholic

from a really traditional

Catholic background. And
although a lot of times I might

fail as a person I also know
there is something for me to

fall back on. And that is God.

Jesus is the reason for the

season. A little Ralph Waldo
Emerson quote kind of sums up

my life, because perfect I am
not. 'I am defeated all the time,

but to victory I am borne' I've

had a lot of downfalls, oh sure

I've done some bad things, yet

I'm born to victory and

success."

J and E: "Are you on the

make for a girlfriend?"

Spesia: "No comment."

J and E: "What are the

qualities you look for in a

woman?"
Spesia: "I like a woman

about 5'9", great figure with

breasts optional. She should

have, ya know, all the

essentials. A good sense of

humor and personality - those

are the keys right there. Also,

she should be able to hit the

three-pointer and if she could

maybe do a lube job on my car.

Sigh. She should be able to skin

a beaver, and be able to go out

with me one day and just

slaughter some rabbits. I'm

talkin' about a rugged woman;
sensitive, but rugged. But
marriage is a long way off for

this cowboy!"

J and E: "If you could have

three wishes, what or who
would they be?"

Spesia: "My first wish

would be a bowl of the

nastiest, hottest, tangiest chili

with Ritz crackers sprinkled

lightly and onions and cheddar

cheese. My second wish would

be Vanna White dipped in

mayonnaise and rolled in baco

bits on a bed of lettuce. My
third wish would be peace in

the great world of ours. Chili,

Vanna White and world peace."

J and E: "What is Chris

Spesia's take-home message?"

Spesia: "I think E.E.

Cummings said it best when he

said that 'to be yourself in this

ever-changing world is to fight

the hardest battle a person can

fight and never stop fighting.'

And that's how 'd like to be

remembered. But it's in the

troubled times that I realize

that it's the Lord that truly

carries me."

^d period lapse costs Tigers

JULIE INGWERSEN
"Oming off of a three-week

p Vacation/Symposium

J-
^e C.C. Women's Club

;fcy team played two strong
!^s before losing to the
11 Breakaways 10-3 last

p night in Vail's Dobson

Jomen f

s club hockey travels to Vail

scored early in theVail

['' but C.C. quickly
KMed with a goal by
nm

i hockey veteran Laura
,Wn

- Though C.C. took a
°M goal before the period

Vail had also scored two
R umes to leave the score 3-

Coalic Dorothy Diggs played

a flawless second period, and

thanks to some strong skating

and shooting by Brown and

sophomore Laura Jenny, the

Tigers were holding on to a 3-3

die at the end of the second.

Unexpectedly, the Tigers fell

apart in the third and Vail

steamrolled the hapless

collegiates with a seven-goal

rally.

Despite the outcome, the

Tigers were pleased with the

strength they demonstrated

early on in the game.

"Considering the little practice

lime we had after the long

break, as compared with Vail's

Christmas season, and also

considering that we were

playing with some new lines, I

thought we looked good,

especially in the first two

periods," remarked a C.C.

senior forward.

This week the Women's

Club will be building its forces

back up for a two-game

weekend. On Saturday, the

Tigers face their infamous

rivais from C.U.-Boulder, and

then Sunday they will meet up

with the Women of C.S.U.

Both games begin at 12:15 MST
in C.C.'s own Honnen Rink.

Don't miss this competitive

spectacle on ice.

Women swimmers
get "flurried"
Eight train at Olympic Center

By JOANI SCHOFIELD, Becoming involved

Head Coach research has dual benefits for

For three years now the Lady both U.S. S. and for C.C. It is

Big Cat Swimmers have our way of contributing to the

enhanced their training and Olympic Movement and also

competitiveness by serves to inspire and build

cooperatively participating in confidence in our training

performance testing and program. Recently, three time

research in conjunction with Gold Medalist Janet Evans

United States Swimming, the swam a workout at C.C

Olympic Governing Body. Last Schlcssman Pool. The women
block, eight of the women were fo"nd ncr remarkable to observe

selected to participate in a as she swam her warm-up faster

research project of which the lhan most of our women are

findings will be presented at capable of racing at peak
the 1989 FINA Conference in performance.

London. C.C.'s training program is

The women had a rare developing tremendous
opportunity to swim in the momentum with the
'flume' or a swimming opportunity to swim beside the

treadmill, at the International world's best, and being witness

Center for Aquatic Research at to the most recent research in

the U.S. Olympic Training swimming sport science. Second
Center in Colorado Springs, year assistant coach and U.S.S.

The treadmill, dedicated in Sports Medicine Research
early 1988, is the only one of Assistant Sheila Arrcdondo
it's kind in the world. It gives tests the C.C. women every

scientists and coaches the four weeks to determine

ability to control swimming training effectiveness and to

speeds and also allows for develop new paces for

simulated altitudes of sea-level workouts. She has become the

up to over 12,000 feet. Use of teams 'resident physiologist'

the flume enables sports Where we once swam over

scientists to record data and do 10,000 yards a day, we now
laboratory analysis of an average only 4,000 to 6,000

athlete's physiological and yards and arc assured of gelling

biomechanical characteristics, maximum benefit for our

With this information one can training. The elimination of

better determine specific 'garbage yardage' is certainly no

training and competitive great loss. The tendency toward

standards that will improve injuries and burn-out is greatly

swimming performances. reduced.

Call r

DIALogue 89
Join us,

The Student Development Committee,

for Colorado College's Annual Phonathon

to raise money for The Annual Fund.

Call C.C. Alumni and win prizes

(lots of prizes)

and eat FREE FOOD

(lots of food)

and have a good time!

FEBRUARY 14-23

5:00- 10:00pm

WES Room, Worner Campus Center



ANNOUNCEMENTS
Opportunities

Applications for the German

Semester in Luneburg in the

spring semester 1990 are now
available in the German
Department. Deadline is March

1.

If you are interested in

studying abroad for a full year,

check Professor O'Connor's

door, Armstrong 318, for

advice from appropriate faculty

advisors. Application for Fall,

1989 is due March 1.

Cycles Peugeot"

The French Manufacturer

of the World's finest

bicycles since 1882!

BICYCLE SHOP

19 E Kiowa • Downtown

Phone: 634-4733

RICK WAGER—
"CC Class ot '64 Proprietor"

January, 29, 4:00 p.m.:

Installation Service for

Colorado College Chaplain,

Bruce Coriell. Open to public.

Shove Chapel.

February 1, 12:00 noon:

Shove Council meeting. Chapel

Office

For Rent

Clean 1 Bdrm. basement

apartment. 5 Blocks from CC.
$225/month (utilities

included). Rents until June.

634-2305.

Chicago Housing: Furnished

North Side studio sublets,

renovated building, train and

bus routes. Near lake. Feb. to

Apr. $325 sing./$350 doub.

Urban Educ. Pgm, 5633 N.

Kenmore, Chicago, IL 60660.

312-561-6606.

Contest

Contest for the bicentennial

of the French Revolution,

organized by the Club Francais

D'Amerique, Accueil France

Famille and the French

Government Tourist Office. 25

prizesinclude trip to France.

Info: Marcelle, AH 322.

New Republic: 2 internships;

June to Aug., Sept. to May, for

jrs. and srs. Apply by March

1/May 1. Letter, resume, 2

recs, 3-5 writing samples.

Intrns, New Republic, 1220

19lh St. NW, Sle. 600, Wash.

D.C. 20036

The Dow Jones Newspaper
Fund is offering 10-wk.
internships to minority sophs in

the summer of 1989. For info

and applications write: Dow
Jones Newspaper Fund, Inc.

P.O. Box 300, Princeton, NJ,

08543-0300.

Registration for spring

classes at Bemis Art School

ends Friday, January 27.

Classes will start January 30.

For information and schedules,

call Bemis at 475-2444.

Events

The Kappa Sigma Round
Table on Humor, with

|

Professor Jim Malcolm,
women's basketball coach Beth

Branson, and Aaron Shure, is in

Gates Common Room on
January 31, at 7:30 p.m.

Russian Tea, Tuesdays in

Russian House. All welcome,
call ext. 2835.

Free Workshop on Tax Laws.
East Library, 5550 N. Union.
February 1, 7-8:30 p.m. Video
available for 2-day checkout.

Call Jeanne Bruckner, 531-

6333.

Mass, Shove Chapel: Sunday,

January 29, 9:00 p.m.

For Sale

Mountain Bike, Giant AT
750, 1988, 20", full Deore

equip, Tioga T Bone stem,

Biopuce, Ground Control Tires,

bottle cages, and mountain tow

cup. Perfectly maintained,

asking $549.00. Call 687-1349.

Couch and rocking chair,

$100; maple bookcase headboard

and frame, $100; rollaway bed,

$25; kitchen table and four

chairs, $50. Call Linda Boyles

at 635-9604.

General

A support and education

group for Food, Eating, and
Weight problems, with Diana
Fuller and Nancy Wilstead,

meets every Tuesday at noon in

the Boettcher basement to

discuss F.E.W. problerfis and

healthy eating.

The "Carnegie's Libraries"

exhibit runs through Feb. 19 in

the Palmer Wing/Penrose
Library, 20 N. Cascade Ave. It

examines the products of over

$56 million donated by
Carnegie to build public

libraries through the U.S.

The second annual Gamma Phi

Beta Computer Cupid is back

and it's better! Questionnaires

are free in Worner, Bemis,

Mathias, Loomis, and Slocum.

Due by Feb. 3. Results sold

for $1 Feb. 13 and 14. Proceeds

to Easter Seals.

"Fun Finders" offers

traditional square, round dance

classes on Jan. 22, 29, and Feb.

5 in the Margery Reed
Gym/Penrose Hospital, 2215 N.

Cascade Ave. For info call Peg

Edward, 597-8888 or Penrose

Profile Office at 630-5157.

BAGEL BREAKFASTS are

on sale during lunch and dinner

until January 30. Prices are

$1.50 and $2.25 with lox.

Orders delivered to your door
February 5. Contact liana

Steinberg at ext. 2294.

A meeting for all interested

in organizing the 19th
celebration of Earth Day, April

20, will be held in Womer 216
at 7:00 p.m. January 31. Call

Arden Trewerth at ext. 2338 or

Eril Young at ext. 2218.

Personals

Required: Knight Errant to

melt this Ice Maiden's heart.

Vanquishing dragons, aiding the

Maiden when distressed, and
bed warming abilities desired.

Experience preferred.

Wanted: Cute Stress Monster
with neurotic black cat to fill

vacancy in another stress

monster's heart.

Found (but not wanted):

Conniving trollop in black

mini-skirt. Ability to scam on
taken men deplored.

Wanted
Students for piano lessons, $8

weekly, 1/2 hour lesson. Start

immediately. Experience

preferable, beginners welcome.

Contact Dan Wience at ext.

2236, or leave a message at the

Music Library, ext. 2560.

Typing, Call 531-0939.

Wanted: Best friend
answering to nickname similar

to that of little blue creatures.

Must have preppy to the max
wardrobe and be thoroughly

fantastic.

Wanted: Intermittently dizzy

blond with adorable disposition

even when blu. To babysit and
befriend brown-eyed, bush-

tailed brunette.

Rockin': Roadkill for a

rommate?!?

Wanted: One hole and one
dolphin for Scott.

Desired: Good friends, a

bottle of Vodka, a football

field, and a starry night.

Desperately Seeking: a 90 yr.

old in a young bod. To spend
quiet evenings cuddling and
talking about garlic.

Busy blonde (?) seeks new
"thez" with shiny red bike

and cool black fenders to buy
tigers, go to Venice, and do
other assorted odd jobs.

Reply in person as time

allows.

Apologies
and
Corrections

Due to a rushed layout of J
Symposium publication

0J
Friday night, January 13th,

accidentally mixed up a part

Marc Acito's article about

Romanovsky & Phillips with

Doug Mann's article about

Germain Grisez. Both events

deserve the ample and correct

coverage, thus, with heartfelt

apologies to Marc Acito and

Doug Mann, the articles are

available in the Catalyst Office

in their entirety.

Priscilla Pettit

Catalyst
is looking for

an insight co-editor

Experience is preferred but not necessary!

Please contact Courtney Murphy

for more information at

x2675 or Worner box 165

Lee's Liquor
502 W. Colorado Ave 520 - 990

1989

We wish to welcome all students back, an

hope everyone had a merry Xmas

& a Happy New Year. You have been

missed. Please come on in and check

special prices/discounts with Student I.D

Kegs available from 31 .99

We promote responsible drinking^-

un

In

dot

J's Motor Hotel

and Restaurant

Off Campus at 820 N. Nevada

Special Student rate including utilities

& sattelite TV

633-5513
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Last Temptation" draws protest
ilm offends religious sensibilities

Bv
Michele Santos

id Ray Bartlett

iod is going to send you

lake of hellfire if

continue not to trust Jesus.

I he comes every one shall

and confess that Jesus is

God of Gods."

-protester at The Last

Temptation of Christ

yhy shouldn't I see this

Because Christ is being

wn as a sinner?.. .1 don't

| seeing the movie will

nge my

absorb

orb."

beliefs. I'm going

what I want to

-Kristin Norberg,

sophomore, C.C.

oor Richard's showing of

Last Temptation of Christ

All Souls Unitarian Church

I January 27 through

iruary 2, generated these

ilraversial quotes. The film

directed by Martin Scorcese

stars Willem Dafoe as

fist and Barbara Hershey as

photo by Andrea Rex

Protesters congregate outside All Souls Unitarian Church.

Mary Magdalene. It is based on

a book by Nikos Kazantzakis.

Last year, when the movie
was released, the subject matter

- Christ's struggle between his

divine and human selves -

created heated controversy

which led to many theatres

banning it across the nation.

The film is still generating

protests and rallies in the few

theatres in which it is playing

today, such as All Souls

Unitarian Church. On opening

night, members of the

community protesting the

movie's showing met the line of

viewers waiting outside of the

church.

Consisting mainly of born-

again Christians, the protest

group carried crosses and

candles as they sang hymns and

spoke or shouted to prospective

viewers. Protests ranged from

the mild pamphlet offers of

housewives to vengeful screams

of damnation and eternal hell

from young radicals.

"This movie portrays Christ

as a wimp undecided about his

deity. This is not true.. I'm here

for Jesus. The movie doesn't

rench Revolution celebrates bicentennial
mguages of Revolution" Impressions on the Revolution

By Bill Glaves

languages of Revolution," a

ndtable discussion, took

Monday night in front of

capacity crowd in Gates
mmon Room. Faculty,

[,
and the Colorado Springs

tic made up a great majority

He audience. The student

•out was disappointing to

ihe least.

'rofessors Owen Cramer,
™ Sheridan, and Sarah
•rnons presented interesting,

provoking facts about

e. Professor Cramer's
tussion centered on his

cialty, classical history, and
le language played in the

city-states, especially
Wa.

ssor Sheridan discussed
*d usage before and after the

|tb Revolution to show the

pi changes which ocurred.

Revolution brought a new
t and new ideas to France,

"onarchs were kicked out,

I with their feudalistic.

aristocratic language. Streets,

calendar months, holidays, and

almost anything else with a

name were renamed. Virtue,

spirit, work, reason, liberty,

fraternity, and equality all

became important. Renaming

was, in effect, a purging of the

religious symbolism and

oppression of the past.

Professor Simmons built on

this, but went further by saying

that language was used as a

weapon in the French

Revolution. The democratiza-

tion of the language enabled

everyone to feel as if they were

a part of society. "Citizen"

came to signify more than just a

member of a city. A citizen

became a participant in the

sovereignty of the government.

A main point of this

discussion on the languages of

revolution was to remind us of

the power and ever-changing

meaning of words. Renaming

still takes place today. Lew
Alcindor became Kareem Abdul

see LANGUAGE, p. 4

tell the truth, the Bible does,"

said Julie Brandon, a member of

Mountain Shadows Christian

Church.

Tensions ran high among both

the protesters and those

standing in line - insults were

tossed back and forth,

sometimes bordering on direct

confrontation.

Said one upset viewer, "What
arc you doing here? You're just

giving people a hard time."

Another viewer said, "1 was
bom once and that was enough

for me!

"

None of the protesters had

seen or planned to sec the film.

Said one protester who wished

to remain anonymous, "I don't

have to subscribe to Hustler to

know that it's pornography."

He then added, "I admit 1 am
trusting someone to tell me
what the movie's about."

As protester Roy Lowry put

it, "The movie about John

Lcnnon (Imagine) was rated

PG. This movie is about Jesus

and it's rated R. They (the

makers of the film) arc saying

See "TEMPTATION," p. 3

Student
dies

By David Wagner

Despite the fact that Louis

XVI scantily referred to it as

an "insurrection" in his daily

diary, the storming of the

Bastille on July 14, 1789, was

one in a series of events which

catalyzed a movement that

radically disrupted traditional

France for close to ten years,

and has since intrigued

historians for two hundred

years.

1989 marks the bicentennial

celebration of the French

Revolution, which C.C. is

commemorating with a series of

films, lectures, and roundtable

discussions addressing various

aspects of the historical event.

The commemoration began

with a lecture by Professor

Susan Ashley, entitled "The

French Revolution: What
Really Happened Anyway?"
Ashley was asked to recount

events of the French Revolution

which most people have

forgotten (since high school

history, anyway). However, as

anyone who has had a history

class with Professor Ashley

knows, no event is so simple

that it can be merely recounted.

In fact, critical observers saw

the magnanimity of the

revolution, and they lauded the

inauguration of a new world in

which the Old Regime had

perished and liberty had

triumphed. Not all historians,

however, agree with this

interpretation. Most do

acknowledge that the French

Revolution initiated something

new, but there is no consensus

as to what actually changed.

The summer of 1789 saw the

construction of a new order and

the destruction of the old,

feudal order. By August, with

the distribution of The
Declaration of the Rights of

Man and Citizen, the French

ended the regime of privilege.

The nobility lost such

privileges as exemption from

taxes, right to special pews in

see REVOLUTION, p. 4

By Christopher Schultz

Thomas Arlan Waxman, a

senior English major from
Manhattan Beach, Cali-

fornia, took his own life last

Thursday, January 26. He
was 22.

Waxman was a gifted

author, and won an honorable

mention in the Martindale

Fiction Contest last semester

for his story, "Call Me Pat."

His work has also appeared

in the Leviathan.

Chaplain Bruce Coriell

will be holding a small,

informal gathering for

students who wish to share or

discuss their feelings about

Waxman at 4 p.m. on Sunday,

February 5, in Shove Chapel.

Dean McLeod has also

expressed her willingness to

talk with anyone and the

Counseling Center at

Boettcher is available 24

hours to help students cope

with Waxman's death.

I

^sw social columnist,

Leonard Marc, critiques

Winter Formal, page 8.

Forum

Abortion poll results

revealed, page 10.
Theatre Workshop
presents Painted

Churches, page 13.

Arts

C.C. hoopsters crush

Colorado Christian

College, page 17.

Sports
*
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New chaplain seeks unity and spirituality

By Aaron Moore

A changing of ihe chaplains

occurred Sunday, January 29, in

Shove Memorial Chapel. A
substantial installation service

was held to welcome Bruce R.

Coricll, who will replace Rev.

Kenneth W.F. Burton as

chaplain for The Colorado

College. Rev. Burton was
chaplain and professor at C.C.

for 26 years and is now
retiring to take a part-time

leaching position with C.C. He
is currently Assistant Director

at Grace Episcopal church.

The service included hymns,

prayers, scriptural readings by

members of Chaverim and

Shove Council, and an anthem

sung by The Colorado College

Chamber Chorus. President

Gresham Riley introduced

Chaplain Coriell, who pledged

his service to the campus.

Various members of the

Colorado Springs religious

community and Dr. Gail Beatty

of Pikes Peak American Way
then greeted Mr. Coriell. These

greetings emphasized the inter-

denominational support of The

Colorado College's religious

and service programs from the

Colorado Springs community.

Dr. W. Fred Lamar, Chaplain

and Professor of English at

DePauw University, presented a

sermon discussing the role of

religion and metaphysics in

academics today. He warned

students not to replace spiritual

Bruce Coriell installed as new chaplain of the college,

pursuits with material

interests. He also stressed the

importance of community
service to education, and related

to the audience many of his own
rewarding experiences in

community service.

Two short speeches by Vice

President Maxwell F. Taylor

and Professor Joseph Pickle

about the duties of the chaplain

followed the sermon, and the

new chaplain gave a brief

response affirming their ideas.

At the same time various

members of the campus
community presented Mr.

Coriell with four handmade
Guatemalan stoles, each with a

different symbolic meaning, to

be worn on various occasions.

There was a reception in

_ Pilgrim Chapel after the service

so that everyone would have a

chance to welcome the new
chaplain.

Unfortunately, the turnout

for the service was meager.

Many of the participants joked

that there were more people

taking part in the ceremonies

than people attending the

service. The new chaplain,

however, saw the lack of

attendance as an opportunity to

enlighten the campus
community to his duties.

Mr. Coriell feels that he

plays a unique role on this

campus. He is not an

administrator or a professor,

but rather a counselor and an

active sponsor for the many
religious and community service

groups present on the campus.

He plans to support what
currently exists on this campus
and will attempt to fill in any

gaps that become apparent. He
hopes to help coordinate many
educational activities, both

interdenominational and non-

denominational, by acting as a

bridge between groups.

Chaplain Coriell is full of

enthusiasm and energy, and

promises to play an important

role in helping out students.

But the students must also take

an interest in him. Max Taylor

advised students that the

chaplain is a resource, and that

it is up to the students to fully

utilize this resource.

You Too Can
Run the

Machine!
The CCCA is openin.

new positions for
slJ,

interested in making
jn

,

e

changes in living anan.,'^
at C.C.

8 '*

If you are repulsed
by

food that you have been L
at Bemis or at the \y?

Center and think you car I

better job of raaJ ,

Marriott Food Services t 11 *
Here is your chance, n
positions will be offers'

students on the Food w
Committee. The position

«j

students the potential
i „ jial

major changes in the way^
food service is run.

If the residence area
[ha[,

have lived in at C.C

provoked your concern, njj

now something you can

CCCA is opening two sp»

for students who would
lite

help make decisions on c

housing policies. Poljc

concerning grievance proced,

room draw, off camn

housing, theme houses,

other concerns will be decij

in this committee.
\

committee meets 2-4 hours

block.

A sign-up sheet for stadj^ikel

interested in making decisit

on either of these commin

can be found at the Won

Desk.

Weather dampens Greek Conference
By Joe Hrbek

The C.C. campus played host

to students from five states

this past Saturday. Fraternity

and sorority members
representing Colorado, Utah,

Wyoming, Nebraska and
Montana trekked through the

Rocky Mountain snow to

attend 1989's version of the

Front Range Greek Conference.

This annual event serves to

unify greeks throughout the

region. Presenting discussion

of issues which press the

organizations is also a key goal.

The site of the conference

changes yearly among member
schools, and 1989 marked
C.C.'s turn.

Because so, representatives

from C.C.'s eight fraternities

and sororities were responsible

for the program. Their efforts

were spearheaded by C.C. Greek
Advisor Theresa Poff.

Poff and her associates first

fashioned the content of the

conference. Next, they
undertook a nationwide search

for experts in the field.

The result was a line-up of
entertaining and up-to-date
programs concerning today's

fraternities and sororities.

Oregon based and nationally

renowned speaker Will Keim,
for example, was solicited to

speak on "De-mythologizing the

Animal House Reputation of

Greeks." Other topics such as

leadership, positive pledge
programming and minority
relations were also scheduled.

The conference was a success

in all other respects, however.

Despite poor road conditions,

over 100 of the 300 previously

registered participants attended.

Moreover, the speakers were

interesting and constructive.

Said Rene Husa, a Theta from

C.U. Boulder, "We enjoyed our

stay here. C.C. really put on a

good show."

C.C. Inter- Fraternity
Council (IFC) President and

Kappa Sigma Mark Scoggins

echoed these thoughts: "Ya
know, people hear the word
'conference' and immediately

dry connotations ensue. But I

learned so much today-and I

even enjoyed it. I wish I wasn't

a senior so I could go to next

year's conference too!"

Poff summed up the day's

mood: "Of course the weather

and relatively low turnout

"We enjoyed our
stay here. C.C. really

put on a good show"
—a Theta from C.U.

disappointed us. Considering

the circumstances, however, we
can feel nothing less than

excitement when looking at the

positive results of the day."

Poff noted she will invite Will

Keim back later this spring.

Greek representatives of all

schools throughout the front

range are welcome to attend.

The down note of the

conference was Saturday's

inclement weather. The day's

snow restricted the arrival of

many north based (Boulder,

Greely, Wyoming etc.) greek

representatives as well as

scheduled speakers. The
greatest frustration of the day

arose when the much anticipated

Will Keim discussion had to be

cancelled due to a foot of snow

over Stapleton's runways in

Denver. Kcim's plane was not

allowed to land.

Comedy is

not pretty

By Bill Porter

Comedian Jackie Mas

captured center stage during

Kappa Sigma Roundlable

Humor on Tuesday night

Rather than engaging in

lively discussion that usua

accompanies these Roundlabl

participants watched a videi

of Mason's hour-long coi

routine..

"Watch this and make

your own mind about

said Drama Professor Jm

Malcolm, who introduced

videotape.

Mason's humor is offens

to some people. He has e

been labeled an anti-Sem

according to Malcolm.

But, explained Malcolm,

think almost all humor is

on cruelty of some kind. 1

lev

*PPi

Man

eih

lud.

h
ion

K7

ryi

smile is almost a grimace.

Mason, who also serves a|

synagogue canter, plays up

Jewish heritage and

stereotypes associated wiui

"Everyone knows there
jj

difference between Jews (

Gentiles," Mason claims.

repertoire pokes fun at

^
these groups. His humor

|

includes commentaries

Italians, Puerto R' cal

politics, and married life-

Malcolm described Mf
comedic skill as "brilliant.

"This man is hip

intelligent. Most good con"

is intelligent," he said.

Malcolm also reflected

the recent success of wo"101

comedy. "But," he adds,
]

have to be like men 'n

attack. Maybe the nat>tf

comedy will change as

women become comics

perform on their own tei

ore

tic]

erj
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V journalist gives Media Committee lecture

fir

,
Kevin Drennan

newly formed
:munications Media
m

tt ee. Cutler
mini

and The Catalyst

]com

Stations ana me ^ataiysi

Somed Andy Lyon, KOAA-

CjffS director to a sparsely

n£
)ed

lecture in Gaylord

Wednesday night. Lyon's

was the first in a proposed

,
s

f lectures designed to

interested students to

sibilities of a career in

reporter. He worked as a

reporter, writing and editing

his own stories, for five years

until he was promoted to news
director six months ago.

During his talk Wednesday
night Lyon stressed the ability

to write well as one of the

W
yon "told the group of

flve
students that he got his

t in
broadcasting during

,501 at a small F.M. radio

Jj
on at Fort Lewis College.

jen he
grew tired of spinning

;otds,
Lyon took a job as a

fnercial copy writer at a

^ngo radio station. It was

er this job in advertising that

returned briefly to

jduate school where he

nlinued to work in radio.

M some point in 1984 Lyon

;ejved a call from KOAA-
3C in Colorado Springs

levision's 98th largest

irkeO and was hired as a news

in

photo by Emily Vogt

Andy Lyon gave the CMC
lecture on TV journalism.

most important prerequisites to

a career in television

broadcasting. As news director

of KOAA he has stressed the

importance and the need for a

higher quality of writing in

television news.

As a new news director Lyon

feels that one of the main
responsibilities of his

department is to give the

viewers what they want. In

other words, show them the

stories that they turned on the

television expecting to see. As
a rule Lyon tries to avoid

sensationalism and present

stories with substance and
emotional content. Lyon
indicated that television news
walks a fine line because it has

to try to appeal to its viewers

and sell itself as a market
while presenting responsible

news stories at the same time.

Lyon ended his talk by listing

a college degree as well as

writing and speaking abilities as

the attributes that he looks for

when hiring a reporter for

KOAA. C.C.'s future
journalists may rejoice. The
college's lack of a journalism

program does not exclude you

from a possible career in the

world of television
broadcasting. All you have to

do is look for the announcement

of the Communications Media
Committee's next lecture on

journalism and attend.

lass agents prepare seniors for fund drive

By Beth Mullins

Ipproximately 150 members

[he senior class came
eiher Wednesday evening in

les Common Room lo kick

[he Class of '89 Annual

i Giving Program. The

iiu'ng was sponsored by the

lor Class Agents and the

Dual Fund Office to

reduce the seniors to the

flrtance of supporting the

inual Fund at Colorado
lege.

majority of the seniors

I
drawn lo the event by the

emories, beverages, and (the)

intiful buffet" promised by
invitation. While enjoying

beverages and bountiful

let, everyone gathered
to listen to the Senior

B Agents talk about the

Class of '89 Annual Fund
Giving Program. Some key

points covered included the fact

that Colorado College is an

independent institution and

therefore does not receive

funding from the state and the

fact that tuition covers only

70% of the cost of a Colorado

College education. Since the

Annual Fund helps to make up

the difference, the Class of '89's

participation in this year's

fundraising efforts, along with

that of the 17,000+ C.C.

alumni, is crucial.

Students received the message

and the evening festivities

favorably. Many seniors were

already familiar with the idea

of supporting their alma mater,

having been introduced to this

concept by their private high

schools. In addition lo the

Annual Fund message, a video
'

production of photographs from

the Class of '89's 3 1/2 years at

C.C. with music produced by

senior Cal Gates was presented.

While Matt Neuhoff and Anj.

Gardner responded positively,

"It brought back a lot of good

memories, dude!", other

students felt the photographs

submitted did not accurately

represent the entire senior class.

The evening ended with a

challenge presented by the

Senior Class Agents and

Officers to reach a goal of 89%
participation in this year's

Annual Fund. Overall the

evening accomplished the goal

of uniting the Class of '89 in a

social atmosphere to recognize

their future as active C.C.

alumni.

Controversial film shown in town
IMPTATION," from p. 1

I Jesus was a bigger pervert

Uohn Lennon. America had

repent."

taiy members claimed to

| read portions of the script;

,ev«, it is uncertain
c'ner these excerpts are
l«ded in the final version of
film.

'iewers varied in their
""is for wanting to see The
"Temptation of Christ.
1 m here basically because
'Jthing i' ve seen f this

* has the Chrisrihat I've

"it supports the image of

N that I've always had,"
Wf Hill.

,e*er Ann Perier said

Jy. "Willem Dafoe is a
al ac'or. I'm just going to

movie."

"nrroversy in the Colorado
lnEs community began even
Me dim's opening.
'chard Skorman, the owner

_ T Richard's, received
,'al letters and a petition

I B him not to show the
•to last year. "As soon as

I got the letters I wanted to

show it, as a First Amendment
freedom thing. I think it's

important for people to see it,"

said Skorman.

Skorman encountered his first

problem immediately. Poor

Richard's rents its space from

the First Christian Church.

The owners refused to allow

the movie to be shown inside

the store. Although "it wasn't

necessarily a consensus of the

whole congregation" to keep the

film away, the situation

worsened until a lawyer from

the church threatened Poor

Richard's with eviction.

The problem was solved

when leaders of the All Soul's

Unitarian Church offered to

show The Last Temptation of

Christ in their building.

However, almost 1200 pounds

of equipment still had to be

moved, reassembled and

adjusted to the new space.

Skorman received several

bomb threats before the film

was to open. "The police said

that they probably weren't

serious. We did searches, but if

we cancelled the show there

would be bomb threats every

night." He then added, "I'm

still here!"

Despite the hassles. The Last

Temptation of Christ has done

extremely well. Skorman had

invested in an expensive new

projector and other 35mm film

equipment earlier in the year,

and the sold-out shows have

been just what he was hoping

for. "It's been doing really

well. We spent 7000 dollars on

equipment. We were hoping for

a film that would cover the

expense and this is going to do

it. It's been a good gamble."

Members of the audience

seemed pleased with the movie.

"I liked it. I admit I came to

see it out of curiosity," said

Judy Johnson. Added Bobbie

Schmidt, "I read the book and

they did a good job. It's a hard

book to convey on film."

From the angry protesters to

the curious viewers, reaction lo

The Last Temptation of Christ

has overshadowed the movie

itself.

Just 10 Minutes Away!

Delicious cuisine
and excellent service

in an historic setting-

the

Sta&ecoach Innv RESTAURANT
702 Manilou Ave. • 685-9}35 • 685-9361

Banquets • Cotcrine. • Receptions

.v-***
I Fall/Winter W7j .^L^^^ Fall/Winter

40-50% OFF « ^^^^^ 40-50% OFF
|

|
Clearance

^^^^
Clearance

DOWNTOWN AND CITADEL

102A N. TEJON
I COLORADO SPRINGS. CO 80903 (719)520-1122 I

SUMMER JOBS

4UR GUEST MUCH
This exclusive guest ranch, located high iu the

San Juan fountains of Colorado, is noi accepting

applications for eiployient for all positions for

the 11B 1

) suuer season; laitstaff, cooks, kitchen

help, ranch hands, child counselors, wranglers,

groundskeepers. Spend your 6umer in the beautiful

Colorado Rockies! For intonation and application,

call (719)658-1101, or write: Rock Sienson,

Hanager, 4UR Guest Ranch, Creede, CO 81 130

Y EARS A H E A D

HAIR DESIGN

Get a Perm or Professional Highlight &

receive 10 FREE Tanning Sessions

Tanning Package available with Perm or Highlight ONLY!

FREE CONSULTATIONS

15% DISCOUNT WITH C.C. ID

1 18 N. Tejon Suite 301 (Above Old Chicago)

635-5552
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Groundhog
says, "Winter

is over!"
On Thursday, February 2,

Mrs. and Mr. Groundhog
ventured from their warm, snug

den. According to an

anonymous disc jockey at 96.5

F. M., ihe happy pair saw their

respective shadows in

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

This startling apparition

frightened the happy pair back

into their home, signifying six

more weeks of terrible, nasty,

frigid winter.

On the sunny side, the

Colorado Springs Groundhog

pair did not see their shadows

(probably because it was below

zero and snowing) and stayed

outside, signifying two weeks

until Old Man Winter gives

way to spring.

French Revolution events continue throughout semester

REVOLUTION, from p. 1

church, right to bear a sword

and hunt rabbits, right to

punishment by guillotine

instead of hanging, right to

charge feudal dues, right to

require peasants to use a lord's

wine press and bread oven and

to charge user fees, and the

right to a privileged legal place

in society. While they may
seem trivial, these rights were
once basic to the social status

of the nobility.

August of 1792 marked the

end of the limited monarchy
and the advent of what is often

called the Second Revolution.

The new government dethroned

the king, ended rule by the

propertied, and created a

republican assembly. Despite

the seemingly positive nature of

such an assembly, the new
government faced a triad of

serious crises. Financial ruin

and civil war were the most
prominent of these. In an
effort to end the war, promote
consensus, and stabilize the

economy, the Assembly
declared a state of emergency,
from which Robbespierre and
the Reign of Terror emerged.
The Reign of Terror saw

harsh punishments for crimes

such as suspicion of treason, and
it began to founder when
Robbespierre turned on his

supporters. The Reign was
replaced by the Directory in

1794, and the conductors tried

to steer between royalism and

Jacobinism by creating an

assembly controlled by both

the nobility and the

bourgeoisie.

One question remains: What
really did change in the French

Revolution? After ten years of

revolting, France still had a

Bourbon king, a highly

centralized government, a

narrow central elite with

power, and a high percentage of

the population that worked the

land with medieval tools. On
the other hand, by 1815 the

king ruled under a constitution

which established privilege on

the basis of money rather than

blood. Hence the revolution

ended absolute monarchy,
instituted equality before the

law, and ended privileges for

the nobility.

In conclusion, Ashley noted

that, although some historians

interpret the French Revolution

as the end of abolutism and
arbitrary monarchical power
and others see it as the advent

of bourgeois capitalist society

and the destruction of the fabric

of the feudal society, no social

revolution occurred. She
stressed that the idea of a social

revolution having occurred is a
myth and a reinvention of the

past to serve the twentieth

century. In reality, the king
kept the people subordinate.

Yet, the power of the French
Revolution may lie in what it

tried and failed to do. The

myth (radical social change)

associated with the French
Revolution is a powerful image

that compels humans to act.

The power of the revolution is

encapsulated in such a myth;

that is, it gives humans the

capacity to create change. It

conveys the sense of the

possible which is close to our

sense of place in the world.

On February 2, Professor

Armin Wishard presented a talk

on the German reaction to the

French Revolution in the Gates

Common Room. In introducing

his lecture, Wishard commented
that the early stages of the

revolution evoked sympathy
from many German
intellectuals, but, by the same
token, those same intellectuals

hardly desired a revolt of that

nature.

The Germans regarded the

revolution in France as

inevitable. What the French

had received by force, the

Germans were determined to

accomplish through freedom of

intellectual thought. Wishard
noted that the Germans were
not averse to the principles

embodied by the revolution.

They merely pursued change
through gradual reforms, rather

than spontaneous political

upheaval.

Germany was also confronted

with -a different political

situation than that of France,
and so had a different
perception of the French

Revolution. The revolution

also did not have an immediate

impact on Germany.

The C.C. series on the French

Revolution is proving to be

interesting. Anyone interested

in the French Revolution

should make an effort to attend

the diverse presentations. On
February 14, at 7 p.m., the next

event will be presented in AH
300. Professors Michael Grace

and James Yaffe will present a

lecture entitled, "Beaumarchais,

Mozart, and Figaro:
Revolutionary words and
music." Refreshments will be

served.

Language
evolves
LANGUAGE, from p. 1

Jabbar for religious reasons.

Prisons are now called

correctional facilities to

downplay the punishment
aspect. Most recently, blacks

have become African-
Americans, attempting to

recapture their heritage and
focus less on the color of-their

skins.

Professors Cramer, Sheridan,

and Simmons, and members of

the audience all pointed to the

obvious fact that words are

powerful, and language does
have force; but they reminded
us in a unique, scholarly, and
interesting way.

Think Spring!

'Tour Campus Travel Agency"

Taylor Travel •^636-3871

Fraternit

Rush
comes to

a close

By Dill Porier

ver:
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Wednesday hera

official end of 1989 Fraj

Rush. Inter-Fraternity rj

(IFC) President Mark sJ—
estimated that 130

'

participated in the process

Numbers were slightly
|,

than in past years. Scot

attributed this to the fiR |

of a completely dry i

"People didn't come just [|

parties; everyone going n,,
-

this year was pretty interest ^
he said.

IFC Advisor Theresa
[

mentioned the smaller
size

this year's first-year cla

another possible factor.

Nonetheless, Fraternity

drew more participants

Sorority Rush, which

place during second block 3

Fraternity Rush remains]

structured and regulated
1

Sorority Rush. Wb

Fraternity Rush parties a
last Monday, interested

I

had until this past Wednes

to accept a bid and pledgi

house.

Surprisingly, the ret

speculation on the future

fraternities at C.C. and

problems surrounding the

Delta Theta house seemed

have little impact on this ye

Rush. Indeed, Poff commet

the houses "for supporting

another" throughout

weekend.

Moreover, she saw "a

more creativity and a lot!

one-on-one rushing,

"I think more people were

ease with themselves and

others - and without alcol

Poff concluded.

The Feminist Collective

up fliers encouraging womei

boycott Rush parties, but 1

fliers were soon torn d(

Nonetheless, some frater

members noted a decrease 8

number of women at

weekend events.

There'sjust no r
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than beautifulflow®

from

Skpctaci

& cIurni

FTD Flowers

Roses

jht,

M

Love is a Wonderft 1

Arrangement

508 N. Tejon

632-3194^.
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death cannot be ignored
L fed that, as a newspaper, we are obligated to report the

i e. any significant happenings that relate in some way
. C.C. community. This past week the Catalyst has

flooded with phone calls questioning our intended

age of Tom Waxman's suicide. Admittedly, a

w's suicide is a touchy subject. But we simply cannot

Lre the event; the paper stands as a record of history. We
»ld

never glorify or exploit such a tragedy, but we still

st
mention its passing. Furthermore, we feel denial is an

Liely unhealthy solution.

dumbs down for "Movie Night"

j, st
week, Marriott served up an excuse for poor food

;y called
"Drive-In Movie Night." Very few students

b ever been impressed with Marriott's much-

bhooed "Theme Nights," and this one certainly took

.proverbial cake.
:

Drive-In Movie" Night featured hotdogs, hamburgers,

ncorn, cotton candy, and other such food with the

[itional value of a doorknob. And it's not as if we
get our fill of most of this junk at lunch each day.

treover, the dark "theater" atmosphere proved

lliersome to the many students who see meals as a time

relax and socialize with friends.

darriott has been excellent in responding to student

inions about its food service. We hope they seriously

evaluate the horror flick that was "Drive-In Movie
," and offer us no more re-runs.

C.C. students not fit for Honor Code
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TOWN CRIER/By Jeff

I
tis easy to cheatat this school

and never get caught. It

doesn't take much more in-

telligence than that of a rock.

A student basically has to be com-

pletely incompetent to ever be

brought before the Honor Council.

You may think I'm joking,

but I'm completely serious. The
Council never hears cases where
students accidently forget a

footnote. It hears cases where
students copy their entire theses

word for word from one book,

or where students steal other

students' papers and try to turn

them" in for credit as their own.

And these students do not

believe that they will be

caught. Students who get

charged with a Honor Code
violation deserve to be

dismissed from school for being

so unintelligent they can not

even cheat.

The sad part is that 50% of

the students who are brought

before the Honor Council will

never receive an Honor Code
violation, even though I know
90%, a conservative estimate on

my part, of those students are

guiltier than sin. How do I

know so many are guilty?

Because nobody would accuse a

student of a violation, student

Strain

or professor, unless they were
positive that the person was
guilty. Would you?

It still amazes me how
evidence which could prove a

student innocent mysteriously

disappears, or how best friends

have the same story for an
incident, word for word, which

happened a month ago without

ever talking to one another. The
best stories arc the students

who arc consistently talking

with each other during a test,

but only about the lime and the

weather. So the students walk

due to lack of evidence.

Here's another good one;

people argue that our Honor
System is good because we give

students a second chance if they

make a mistake. What a bunch

of crap. The only group of

students who deserve a second

chance, and the only accused

students that I have ever had

any respect for in my dealings

with Honor Council, are the

ones that admit outright that

they have cheated and plead

guilty without a trial. At least

they are honest, and I might add

in an extreme minority.

What it comes down to is

that the Honor System is a

complete farce. One has to

wonder a bit when only two

cases wore brought to the

Honor Council four years ago

for the entire year, but thirteen,

including two appeals, have

already been brought to the

Council in the first semester of

this year alone. We're fooling

ourselves if wc believe that the

Honor System promotes
responsibility, as I once
believed. All that it promotes

is another way to try and beat

the system and feel good about

it when you do.

The Honor System can work

with some drastic changes. But

it would lake many more
changes than the small facelift

of the Honor System
Constitution that I helped

rewrite last semester. It would

take responsibility (I'm sorry,

docs that word scare you?) on

the students' part. That means

respecting the system, i.e.

turning in those who violate

the Code even if they happen to

be friends, etc., along with

upholding it yourself. How
many of you have the honesty

to do that?

There is only one relevant

fact that I've gained for all the

effort I've put into the Honor

System; at this time, the

students of Colorado College

dn not deserve one.

ixam with "Dr. Jellyfingers" proves hellish
MPUS INTERUFTUS/By Doug Lansky

don't have to go in there, 1

Brought to myself. Maybe I

« just sit here for a while

;
»d then tell Mom a little

"e lie. Suddenly, a little boy
K out of the doctor's office

|8
over a new set of stitches

PB a wound over his right

I

ls "rather walked alongside
Ported him to the family sta-

»agon.

n lot going in there. I hate

J

,ots
- Pictures flashed

u8ii my mind of some
r* tying to give me a

,

" s shot and missing the
' Place four or five times

|
Uie syringe before finally

PS die serum. Well, come
P*°f it, it's only a check-

I might not even be due

for a shot. It's not like they're

going to amputate my arm with

a rusty saw and let leeches suck

the stub.

I finally went in. A homely

looking receptionist greeted me
before the door had a chance to

shut.

"Good afternoon," she

blurted. "Do you have an

appointment?"

"No, there wasn't much on

television today so I thought

I'd swing by and see if someone

felt like giving me a shot," I

replied sarcastically.

"What's your name?" she

demanded as her voice took on

more of a business-like tone.

"Akeem Mohammed
Alajakbar, but my friends call

me Doug."

I knew I was being a smart-

ass, but I could really care less.

"I have you signed up to meet

with Dr. Rosenstein at 12:30.

Have a seat in the waiting room

and she will be with you

shortly."

SHE!!?? I started to panic.

What happened to male

doctors? My mind went wild. I

didn't know who she was but I

knew I didn't want her hands to

go wandering down my pants

cpitrrhine fnr "Mr HaDDV."

But as I turned toward the

waiting room, all thoughts of

Dr. Jellyfingers were blasted

from my mind. There were

about two zillion kids going

berserk in the waiting room. It

looked more like an insane

asylum. Legos covered the floor

and drool covered all the Legos.

Four or five babies were

screaming at full force while

other infants were randomly

crawling the floors. A boy and

girl were off in the corner

playing house half naked and a

few others were running around

madly, playing an intense game

of lag. The most astonishing

thing was that the mothers

were all sitting quietly, reading

the latest issue of Family

Circle, seemingly oblivious to

their kids.

I sat down near the mothers

and picked up a 1982 issue of

Sports Illustrated and started

to page through the out-dated

pictures. I couldn't have been

reading for more than three

minutes when a building block

came soaring through the air

and hit me in the gonads. I fell

off my chair and rolled myself

up into a pretzel hoping it

would stop the pain. It didn't

work. After a minute of

incredible agony I stood up,

picked up the block, walked

calmly over to where the kids

were playing, and yelled at the

lop of my lungs, "Which one of

you little shits threw this!" as

I held up the block ready lo

throw it at the firsl thing that

moved. The kids all looked at

me like I was some kind of

monster. Then a flock of

mothers enclosed me and made
me put it down and suggested I

return to my seat. I told them

that their kids were a bunch of

genderless schumcks who didn't

deserve medical attention but I

doubl that they listened.

TUNE IN NEXT TIME...

For the exciting conclusion of

Doug Lansky's experiences with

the dreaded Dr. Jellyfingers.
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Where are the fans? In My Opinion

Letters to the Editor

Cossitt Basement
Colorado College

Colorado Springs, CO

80946

To the Editor:

"Even if you're on the right

track, you'll get run over if you

just sit ihere."

-Will Rogers

Being on the extended five

year approach to college, I have

seen a number of things change

here at Colorado College. Some

things have become better,

others worse, and there are even

those that have gone off track

but are making their way back.

My case in point is the men's

varsity hockey team. Since my
first year here the team has seen

some tough times. But, as is

evident from their games over

the Christmas break, they are ^^—^~^^^~~
ma

u
n

was
C

°i^cre^ibie to watch First-years: Note Gay/Lesbian Week

Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the address

above. Letters should benolongerthan 400 words. TheForum

staff may be edit letters for clarity and brevity.

The Catalyst does not accept responsibility for the views

expressed in any letters it receives. It does accept responsibil-

ity for giving them a chance to appear.

them stun the standing room

only crowd in my home state of

Maine as they snapped the

University of Maine's 17 home

game winning streak by

winning 7-4!

But even though the team

seems to be back on the right

track, there still remains one

problem; the fans. What
happened to the fraternity guy

who led the crowd in yelling

T-l-G-E-R-S! after each goal?

And what about the hats that

listed the names of players who
had made hat tricks which were

thrown onto the ice when
another hat trick was
completed? the crowd at the

Maine game reminded me of

these old C.C. traditions. Their

fans were amazing!

While we as fans cannot do

the work for the players, we
can help make the difference by

standing behind the team. So
the next time the team plays at

home bring your noise makers,

your cheers, your chants and

your support to encourage the

team to get back on the right

track! At this school a certain

degree of self-centeredness is

necessary to get our work done,

but let's come together, have

some fun, lend our support and

get a little school spirit going

again!

Dorothy Diggs

To the Editor:

Last week's Catalyst printed

an article revealing statistical

data on this year's freshmore

class ("How much do you

party?", Catalyst, Jan. 27,

1989), that was compiled by

the American Council on

Education (A.C.E.) and
U.C.L.A. The most revealing

and disturbing statististics

dealt with the entering

students' attitudes toward
Lesbians and Gays.

According to the survey,

"approximately 12 percent of

female respondents wanted
laws to control or prohibit

homosexual behavior [sic],

contrasted with 30.7 percent of

the men." This comes out to be

an overall 20.1 percent of

1992's class. People who desire

"laws to control or prohibit"

the rights of Lesbians and Gays
represent an extreme in the

varying levels of homophobia.

Because of your homophobic
and heterosexist attitudes we
invite you to participate in the

Third Annual Gay and Lesbian

Pride/Awareness Week, April

2-8. We encourage you to

attend the Gay and Lesbian

Alliance "Straight Night"
discussion of Gays, Lesbians,

and Christianity on February

28th, as well. Better yet, come

Unite and banish the Yuppies
To the Editor:

It hit me like a skimpy plate

of seafood ravioli with sun

dried tomatoes. And then it all

came crashing down around me.

"Thirtysomething." "The
Wonder Years." "China Beach."

They weren't meant for me;
they were created for some sick

retro-narcissistic need of those

Baby Boomers (As if I hadn't

heard that term enough - as if it

hadn't been stuffed down my

and early eighties (pre-

"Flashdance") create our own
identity? Can't we stand up and
band together and create our

own message to repeat over and

over again on inane retro-

narcissistic television shows
when we're in our mid-thirties?

Men and women of my
generation - you know who you
are. We're not yuppies, and we
puke bile at the thought of even

remotely being considered part

see the Academy Award
winning film "The Times of

Harvey Milk." A discussion of

homophobia and anti-gay

violence on Wed., Feb. 15th

will follow at 7:00 p.m. in

Womer 213.

10-15 percent of the

population is gay. This would

mean 180 lo 270 CC students

are homosexuals. In other

words, every 25 person class

has at least 2 or 3 gay students

in it. Moreover, there are an

estimated 45 to 70 Gay and

Lesbian members of the class of

'92 (some of them may be your

friends).

Even so, lawbooks in twenty-

six states prohibit Gays and

Lesbians from expressing

themselves sexually. These are

frequently called "sodomy
laws."

The homophobic attitude

exhibited in the A.C.E. survey

concerns us. People who attend

Gay and Lesbian Alliance

sponsored events will tell you
they are unconfrontational-and

even fun! If you accept our

invitation you may be
pleasantly surprised. Gays and

lesbians are normal people who
do not bite.

Paul McCarty and

Karen Hixon

CORRECTION:
The food fight photo

appearing on page 7 of last

week's Catalyst was
incorrectly attributed. Emily,
Vogt was the photographer.

Women should decide abortion

He then addedTo the Editor:

On the eve of Bush's election,

I was at a party. After a few

beers I found myself speaking

intellectually with a male

friend of mine about abortion.

He told me that he was

adamantly anti-choice.

I was immediately reminded

of a past friend who was also

that
j[

girlfriend got pregn an[

would be his responsibly,

much as hers and they J.

have [he child.

I interjected "what about

woman? What about the

months of hell she has
j,

through, not to mention

trauma (although it is ^ \

anti-choice and who never very beautiful experience)

during the inlro to every new
TV show. But what about my
music? What about the music of

my generation? What about...

or... wait a second.

What is my music?
I remember "Gilligan's

Island" and "My Three Sons,"

but even those were reruns

from those damn Baby
Boomers. Can't they leave any deprived us of our own causes,
thing for us? Must we always our own identity and soon our
life in their ominous shadow? own television shows. Unite
Can't we as the people who and be free,

grew up in the late seventies John Anklow

bothered to use any means of

contraception. He was Irish-

Catholic and had been
programmed by his parents to

believe that abortion .is

immoral. Unfortunately, he

was unable to give me a valid

explanation for why he felt

this way. When I asked him

why he never used
contraceptives, he told me that

he felt it was his partner's

responsibility. I told him his

explanation was lame, and

asked him to do better.

His response surprised me.

He told me that he was always

very careful to use some form

of contraception. He also said

that he would not sleep with

anyone unless she was
responsible enough to (A) deal

with the fact that she could

become pregnant (if she was

mature enough to engage in sex,

she was mature enough to

handle the consequences) or (B)

she was also responsible enough

to use some type of

contraception. He said that he

did not sleep with someone

unless they shared mutual love.

birth? It lakes a lot of matiij

and responsibility to ha<t
child. "Should there be a cm
that excludes sick women J
victims of rape and incest'

asked. My male friend shrug.

his shoulders and stamped
j

angrily - he had talked enough

With George Bush as ourne

president, we have to deal t|

this issue. Bush is adamani]

anti-abortion due to his ot

personal experience of losin)

child in infancy because
(

illness. What lengths u

Bush go to in attempting

stamp out abortion entirely

once again making aboru'e

illegal? Surely there will &

underground abortion clinic

that charge an arm and a leg a

that will once again resort

using unsafe apparati. Is this

solution?

My point is this: why shoul

President Bush have tb

jurisdiction to make such

important decision? He is not

woman, therefore, he coul

never feel the pain of such

important choice.

Blythe Bam

Smokers respect non-smokers

throat by every kind of media of this inane, brain-dead, MTV-
tool known to the world, like watching, lycra-sniffing,
some sick weird pink pasta dish demented high school
that's covered with marinated generation we see bubbling up
walnuts). beneath us like some yak-

I like Diana Ross. I don't guacamole stew that gets served

even mind her being played at some Tibet/Mex place on the

To the Editor:

I'd like to reply to Colin

Chisolm's letter of January

27th. Contrary to popular

belief, some of us with the

filthy smoking habit deplore

people who smoke in

"designated non-smoking areas"

as much as the non-smokers. It

is this type of disregard for

others that causes problems for

smokers who don't indulge in

their habits around others.

However, until the signs were

put up in Armstrong, Palmer,

etc., most smokers didn't

realize that these were non-

smoking areas, especially since

people witnessed professors

"lighting up" in the halls.

Some of us try our best to—l

appreciate other people's view

not smoking in their car

homes, or general vicinities.

fact, many smokers can be see

braving the freezii

temperatures outside to avoi

inflicting our habit on often

The problem is that not

people are motivated to go

«

to smoke on cold days, and III

administration has sail

neglected to provide indoo

smoking areas.

Until they do, feel free to k

rude to the smokers who »

violating your rights, but doa'

get on your high horse and it

sarcastic about those of us win

respect your wishes.

Lome SatB

Art by Mark Fiat I

ITS STILL

THERE...

Upper-West Side.

Yes, we have a choice. We
have a voice. We're the ones
who listened to Pat Benatar,

Blondie and the first B52's

album. We must unite and
ignite our souls to banish and

break away the dark shadows of

yuppiedom that have hovered

over our whole lives and
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ISICOURSE1
[dis'kors] n. communication of ideas, information, etc.; ability to reason.

Are stricter admission standards

affecting C.C.'s quality of life?

PRO
By Jon-Mark Patterson and

Elizabeth Skelton c

Three years ago the CC admitted 48 % of its applicants. Last

year's acceptance rate was only 37%. Many fear these more

selective standards are decreasing C.C.'s unique quality of life.

CON

By Tim Lambert

W:
e sure do like the first-

year C.C. students.

They're bright, nice, and

creative in a way that

looks good on admission applications.

They've got talent, 'diversity', and

enough righteous indignation to keep

tie-dyesand shanty-towns around for

years to come. But there's a missing

edge. When we started at this school,

C.C. had a comfortable (at times uncom-

fortable) share ofoutright loons. We had

flakesasthickasproblemdandruff. You

know some of these folks had nothing

going for them but the most wigged-out,

creative essays ever written. The Ad-

missions Office had a few spots for risks,

so they let them in. Thanks to Dick

Wood and friends, these students were

given the opportunity to make an impact

onC.C. Oh sure, some of them ended up

in jail, in drug treatment centers or on

D

Are first-years making granolas an endangered species?

Photo by Andrea Rex

o you still tell people that

you got a lower score on

your SAT's than you really

did? Do you tell people that

you partied last night when in reality you

were sunk deep into your homework?

Did you go out with all your friends,

puke in a dumpster, and still amaze them

by "aceing" the Physics midterm? Do
you blow off the fact that you just an-

swered ten straight Trivial Pursuit ques-

tions by saying you were just "lucky?"

Well maybe so, but let's face facts. We're

all intelligent! ! We have to be, quite sim-

ply, ouierwise we wouldn't be at C.C.

As a member of the freshman ciass, 1

think this precedent can be best defined

with the classof '92. Don'tgelmc wrong.

I'm not saying that our elder college-

mates are less knowing than we arc, but

I am saying that college qualifications

have become more indeplh.
Wall Street, but some of the risks paid off. They gave C.C. a creative feel, a sort of

mental texture. They brought ideas in from left field, and a few of them were good!

Our experience was richer because some of the people here were downright weird. Today's foremost colleges are looking for students who are more qualified, more

K some of the new folks are off-the-wall, too. But these modem youngsters diverse, and better exposed to the world around them. Accompanied with a dramatic

are consciously nutty They relish the image and the aura of "diversity" (C.C.'s increase in college applications and a general realization that a college education is

hallmrt this year, and certainly one of our favorite watchwords) they carry. The needed hi today's competitive world, the selection process by the colleges has

dorks (and wc often put ourselves among their number) we started with were becomeaverytightbattlezoneforhopefulappl.canls.This.shappen.ngatC.C.,and

oblivious when they got here. Weirdness wasn't a choice, or an inclination, or a

phase: it was a way of life!

As the number of applications for C.C. ' s few and select spots increases each year,

the places for the risks are drying up. Where would C.C. be without men in skirts,

women with shaved heads, and a group of Trekkies on a weekday afternoon in

I say the tighter the better for the benefit of the college and the students.

Things cannot but improve on the campus as better "acceptees" filter into Tiger

life. Class discussions will intensify, student government will become more com-

petitive, vociferous and influential, and doesn't it give you a good feeling to be able

) walk across the quad knowing that if you meet a fellow student that that person

LoomisHallfWefearthatthese-special-peopleareararecommodityinthenew ^y^^^^^^^m
n

mi^^^^^^^^^
, , will boost the reputation of the college in the graduate school and business worlds

Theclassof 1992isimmenselyable,butitseems.oresemblemoseofomerhighly because of this simple equation: better^ •****$**
J^^eton

selective schools in the nation. The statics tell us that this class is the most people where you went to coUegeand you say thatyou r"" *'^^™ ett>n
'

"diverse" in years, but that's just our point: we're losing something the statistics they don't say, "Oh, wasn't that before its repuiauon became so respected,

can't measure. There is a peculiar C.C.-ness you can feel in your bones and it runs
ml9iified" as concerning

deeperftanamutuallovefortheblockplan,Pike'sPeakandPoorDick's. Wecan't Please nouce that before not only did I say ™<*^? *s »ncermng

wLrlfcanmar academics, but I also said "more diverse and belter exposed. You can interp ci

Dt'S^rambUngsofacoupleofgrizzledoldseniorstooseriously. We're ^^«y™^»^™
â*£^£%££,

gemngsentimentalandnosmlgicinourlastmonthsatthisfineinsUtution.Wewant ^<>^^^V^ 1^^^^.^^^^^^^
wha,weloveofC.C.toremain,evenasthesehool"changesandgrowsintheliberal ^^^f^^^^^^^^^^Z^l^

Class of 1992, you are smart and ambitious. Find the nuts among you, run naked and pat their heads AT THE SAME TIME. The list goes on.

across campus, hold impromptu theater performances in the middle of Nevada, do

the unexpected. Get the Gazette Telegraph to write crusty, indignant editorials about

you. These should appear with photos of you playing frisbee-golf which bear

captions like, "Young communists frolic while nation suffers from cutbacks in

defense spending."

You have the potential and our confidence. Keep C.C.'s loony edge razor sharp.

HOTO SURVEY: Do you see a difference between the senior and freshman class at C.C?

So maybe higher qualifications aren't all that bad. Please don't count this class of

•92 as a bunch of brainy, book worms. Craziness comes with age. Don't worry

seniors-we'llkeeptheadministrationshakingtheirheadsafteryou'regone.Wemay

still have people running nude across the quad; only now, wc might be carrying our

books.

by Patty McLaughlin

ft

b four' ,__,

j.,'
1" Incoming freshmen as"

ldaled and scared, and different.

, Judith Roorda-
*!s|stant director of the annual fund

;ay they are becoming i

"lie pool is more selectlv>

intellectual differenci

party difference. The summer
rtied a lot more than any other

Joe Hrbek-Junio

of a long

:. Whethc

it's 'the administration, the applicant

pool, or changing times, C.C.'s

atmosphere has changed, and I l>

the scruffincss of days past.

Melissa Collin

ng for

bit of realism. The Juniors ai

The sophomores are faceless. The first

year students are realistic with a tad of

granola. But we are all a little Oaky.

Rosemerry Wahtola-First Year Studenl
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Formal features fantastic fashion faux-pas
SOCIETY'S MARK/By Leonard Marc

"It doesn't matter who you

are, its what you wear; I mean,

who really cares who you are

anyway?" -Anonymous

How true this adage is!

Unfortunately, some

poor souls weren't

aware of this as they

chose their dates and dressed for

the Winter Formal. Many a couple

paraded as a fashion faux pas,

wholly unaware of the stir their

lack of taste caused.

The attire of many fine guests

deserves attention, though.

Notably absent from the

affair were the President and
Mrs. Riley, but a fine

appearance was made by Dean of

Students Laurel McLeod,
who wore an elegant black
dress with a beautiful gold
brocade across the chest. Her
date, Bob, sported less formal
preppy attire.

Other notable guests were
Assistants to the Dean Helen
Mulhern and Theresa
Poff, who each wore appealing

dresses, fit for the occasion.
Rumor has it that Theresa had
to drag her date, Mark
Scoggins, from an undesirable

bar after he had overstayed his

welcome at happy hour. We
won't comment on the social

implications of that.

True to the black tie and
evening gown occasion, couples
Cameron Grant and
Wendy Burcb, and Dale
Peterson and Elizabeth
Jones presented themselves

marvelously, not only with

stunning garmets, but with

graceful dance steps as well.

Less graceful at the dancing,

but equally poised were Chris

Burns, a scruffy "GQ" look,

and Liz Stanton. After being

tripped by her date, Liz

recovered gracefully, no doubt

aided by that splash of purple

in her ensemble that

highlighted the flush of her

cheeks.

Among the gentlemen were

seen splashes of teal, the major

men's accessory color this

season. Bill Porter, Eric

Kos, and Steve Smith all

sported either a teal tie or bow
tie. John Williams and
Lisa Seed were a delightful

couple of matching teal. One
young genteleman was spared an

embarrassing evening by a polka

dotted teal tie that saved his

sorry ensemble, tacky as the tie

was.

Had they met, Jeff Strain

and Susan Greensher would

have made a cheerful couple,

Jeff with a bow tie and
cummerbund adorned with

tropical flowers, and Susan

with a tasteful tropical design

at the waist of her dress.

Beautiful cloth designs were

also noted on Chris
Andresen, who wore a

beautiful hand woven
Indonesian scarf off her

shoulder, and on Shahira
Kamal, whose stunning

cashmere dress was adorned

with an embroidered silk rose

pattern.

Often present at these gala

affairs, the Air Force Academy
cadets were a picture of

etiquette in elegance. Its hard

not to go wrong when your

clothes are picked for you, but

the crisp dress blues were

impressive. Brecken Chinn,

wearing a deep blue satin and

black velvet gown, was a

lovely complement to cadet

Ryan Mantz.
Reminiscent of the Romantic

era was Maria Reardon's
floor length gown, a deep satin

rose with lace chest. Beth
Skelton , escorted by Bill

Porter, charmed us all with an

elegant full red velvet skirt and

matching ribbon in her hair.

Of course, no affair is

complete without mentioning

those who took fashion risks,

some succeeding, others not.

Addie Mullinex should be
congratulated for her taste in

choosing a faux leopard skin

and sequin dress that was on the

cutting edge. My only advice,

honey, is that you should wear
it like you mean it!

Anne Shirky's leather

miniskirt was a breath of fresh

air amidst the dozens of full

length dresses. Honey Hogan
had an admirable sense of

humor, decorating her leg cast

to match her beautiful white

lace gown.

One of the highlights of the

evening was a lady wearing a

rather gauche silver sequin dress

that turned more than one head.

One guest commented, "Its

tacky, but at least she knows

how to handle it." If someone

had put a baton in her hand she

would have been right at home
with a high school marching

band.

The less serious

side of more

serious news

Debuting the only set of

"f**k me" pumps at the ball

was a lady who tried to pull

off some sort of ordeal with an

outrageous satin cape, no doubt
covering a revealing dress. We
are sorry to say, she was out of

her element.

It was the fashion fiascos

however, that took the evening
by storm. To spare those who
were their owners the
embarrassment that is due
them, I will refrain from
naming them.

The disgusting parade of gold

and green lame" was enough to

scare anyone. One green lam6
dress was dubbed "Splash-the

mermaid dress". No doq|

green scales and algae

have looked better. One coo

went so 'far with the la

crime that the gentleman hi

tie and cummerbund to mat

his date's dress. I hate 10

you people, but lam6 is

In fact, it was on its way oil

it was coming in two years i

One sorry couple wis

misplaced duo that should h

gone back in time he in a revs

black and white disco lu»

and she in a drab pink seven

prom gown. Another poor

tried to pull off a dress

had waist ruffles of black

white plaid and check!

Unsuitable for the ball,

dress would have made a pen'

picnic table cloth.

A few "crunchy" »"

rudely interupted the ambnj

of the ball, but what cm

expected from those so bell

receiving attention?

We hope that, come i

social season, some of

guests will have acquirer) s

taste, or at least coruW

ignorance and asked those

"

know better what to wear.

Clearly the place to be all

be seen, the Winter Formal

a refreshing outlet fro"1

rather predictable social sc

of The College.

SOCIETY'S "j
appears whenever an til

topic is of note. The com
written by Addison Diem

the name Leonard Marc
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The question of abortion is a

sensitive issue which evokes

strong reactions. Proponents of

either position - self-named

"pro-life" and "pro-choice" -

find little room for'

compromise . with their

opponents; each side feels its

position is fundamental to right

perspective on life -itself.

In insight this week you will

find articles about the

monumental 1973 Roe vs. Wade

decision, a poll of C.C.

students recording their

positions on abortion, and a

series of personal reactions to

abortion.

The makeup of the selections

within is heavily pro-choice.

This reflects the submissions

we have received from the C.C.

community; it is not necessarily

a Catalyst staff opinion. We
welcome, as always, thoughtful

letters in support of either

position.

- insight Editors
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Roe vs. Wade revisited

By Julie Green

Jane Roe, a 22-year-old

single, pregnant woman, could

literally not afford to have a

child. She had a tenth-grade

high school education, was

jobless, considered
unemployable, and could not

face the "social stigma of

having an illegitimate child (J.

Claude Evans, Christian
Century, January 22, 1973.

"The Abortion Decision: A
Balancing of Rights")." Roe's

home state of Texas denied her

the right to a legal abortion and

since she could not afford to go

out-of-state, she had the child

and promptly put it up for

adoption.

Despite the birth of the child.

Roe was convinced that Texas

had denied her "constitutional

rights to privacy and liberty in

matters related to family,

marriage and sex (Evans,

Christian Century, Jan., "73)"

by denying her abortion, and

that she "was being forced to

relinquish her right to

determine when and how many

children she would bear {Evans,

Christian Century, Jan., "73)."

When Roe appealed this to the

Supreme Court they revised the

previous act, which permitted

an abortion only when the

mother's life was in danger, to,

in essence, basic legalization.

The decision of abortion must

be made by the doctor and

woman except in cases where:

"the mother would be in direct

physical danger if the pregnancy

were continued, if the ensuing

birth would cause her

psychological harm, or if it

"might force upon [her] a

distressful life and future

(Evans, Christian Century, Jan.,

"73)."

J. Claude Evans, of the

Christian Century believes that

"[Roe vs. Wade] is a decision

both proabortionists and

antiabortionists can live with,

as it leaves the decision up to

the individuals most closely

involved." However, the

antiabortionists did not and do

not see it this way. John

Cardinal Krol, president of the

National Conference ot

Catholic Bishops called it an

"unspeakable tragedy for this

nation" and President Nixon

insisted it was "an unacceptable

form of population control."

The general belief about the

legalization of abortion is that

it will cause the downfall of

American morality. Others

CATALYST POLL
Abortion

786 people responded

48% male
52% female

Support legalized abortion?

92% yes
8% no

Support funds for poor?
53% yes
47% no

Influence vote in election?

57% yes
43% no

Would you have an abortion?
40% yes
7% no
53% depends

Would you encourage your
partner to have an abortion?

27% yes
21% no
52% depends

Cyril Means, a lawyer
ior

National Association

Repeal of Abortion
^

insists the decision
j s

milestone-one of the
grei

decisions the Supreme Conn

fear an overall carelessness

about contraception and sex

education. "Some women, for

example, might prefer to have

an abortion every three months

rather than take a pill every day

'Science News, January 27, ever rendered. (News,,,

1973. Abortion: Court February 5, 1973,

Decision Removes Legal

Uncertainty)."

The Feminist Movement,

however, welcomed the decision

with open arms. "This shift is

paralleled by a change in the

status of women in

contemporary culture in that

rights of personhood are, ever

so gradually, being judged

superior to rights of sexual

identity. (Science News, Jan.,

'73)." Women are now legally

allowed to decide what they

want to do with their own
bodies, instead of having choices

designated by the male courts.

Termination of an Unwaj

Pregnancy is up to the Wo prod

and her Doctor")." Supn tali

Court Justice Blackn

finalized the Roe vs. ty [e (

decision by stating thai

need not resolve the diflii

question of when life beg

When those trained in

respective disciplines

medicine, philosophy,

theology are unable to arm

any consensus, the judiciary

this point in the develops

of man's knowledge, is no:

position to speculate as lo

answer."

Supreme Court

prepares ruling
By Michael Trevithick

Ronald Reagan may have left

the White House, but his

administration could win one

last victory when the Supreme

Court rules on the

constitutionality of a Missouri

abortion law in the case

Webster vs. Reproductive

Health Services. The high

court, with its Reagan-
appointed conservative
majority, may well uphold the

constitutionality of that law

and reverse the landmark ruling

ot Roe vs. Wade.

The Missouri law, which

defines life as beginning at the

moment of conception, bars the

use of public funds for abortion

counseling, prohibits the use of

public hospitals for abortions

and prohibits public employees

from assisting with abortions.

These are relatively mild

restrictions compared with

earlier Missouri abortion laws.

Missouri officials are assisted

by the Reagan administration's

filing of a friend-of-the-court

brief, which urged the high

court to reconsider and overrule

Roe vs. Wade. These officials

are aided even more by

President Reagan's conservative

judicial appointments.

In order to combat the

influence of the Reagan
administration, pro-choice

advocates are gearing up a

massive lobbying effort. The
National Organization for

Women is planning a huge
march in Washington on April

9th. Other groups are eliciting

friend-of-the-court briefs from

bar associations, civil rights

try

»li

•t I

Bill

i
:

ffpri:

m
Mar

groups, senators

congressmen.

The most controversial

of the pro-choice lobby

effort is a mailing camp;

directed at the Supreme Coi

Leaders of the movement cb

that the court, is a pal

institution, susceptible

public pressure. Ola!

disagree. Many lawyers com

that letter writing may w

with Congress or a si

legislature, but may bad

when aimed at the judic

branch.

In addition to the obvi

choices of upholding the

and overruling Roe vs. Wat

sticking with precedenls

invalidating the law, the tc

has a variety of other opu

available. For example,
»'

the court rules in June, il c

uphold some of the 'I

restriction without oven*

Roe vs. Wade.

Many analysts agree lM

pivotal votes will be J» S

J

O'Connor and Kennedy,"

conservative Reagan appo*

Justice O'Connor has a w
voting record on abortion

Justice Kennedy has no %

record at all.

Regardless of the sp«

outcome, the case is lixely

a landmark ruling.
"

conservative court declare*

Missouri law invalid, »
right to, an abortion

become a firmly estabWj

constitutional principle-

the other hand,

restrictions are upheld.^

without overruling Pre

precedents, then abortion

become a privilege subje"

variety of restrictions
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feminist visits Right-to-Life convention
ity

Christine Mack

[u .workers bought floral

I dresses and donned large

gjjjes; coming from 12

1 f Catholic
schools, I felt

Lent and just left my
Listocks at home.
'

i ri„g
the 10-foot high

1 1„ the lobby, I registered

I
[|,en joined about 6,000

feicans in prayers, pledge of

..jance and enthusiastic

I of "Stop the killing!".
"

annual Right-to-Life

Jvention had begun and I

{[ the following three days

j "undercover agent" for a

loductive rights and

alion organization.

j01
years ago the Right-to-

[t
Convention drew only

Healed optimists and would

| been considered innocuous

pro-choice groups. But today

Christian right is credited

Ji
substantially influencing

[political arena and no where

il been more vocal than in

— anti-abortion movement. In

try year of his presidency

[lid Reagan addressed the

lifers on the anniversary of

i V. Wade and President

sh continued the practice the

I
after his inauguration.

tlilical observers had to

jamine the strength of the

life contingent when
[publican presidential

§ndidate Pat Robertson

iprised election analysts with

[second place showing in the

[a caucus last spring.

Many women's health clinics

re felt the heat of the

ivemenl, too, as they have

come sites for abortion

Jests. Calling their effort

[eration Rescue," pro-life

demonstrators, armed with

funding from Rev. Jerry

Falwell, the U.S. Conference

of Catholic Bishops and others,

have made headlines for their

arrests and sit-ins in which they

utilize passive-resistance

methods reminiscent of the

Civil Rights movement. The
protesters frequently call on

the Civil Rights theme,
claiming that a fetus (in their

terms, the "unborn") deserves

full legal rights as a person and

demanding that the 1973
Supreme Court decision. Roe V.

Wade, be overturned.

With this as its goal, the

National Right to Life (NRL)
held workshops, speeches,

sponsored films and booths for

its members to become effective

organizers. Although NRL is

the largest pro-life faction, the

American Life League and

Concerned Women of America

contribute to the cause through

their publications and "kitchen-

to-kitchen" lobbying. These

groups also work against sex

education and evolution

teaching in schools, the "Gay

Lobby," the ERA, federally

funded child care and
contraception distribution,

while the NRL is dedicated

solely to the abortion issue.

Seamless Garment, whose small

membership is mainly young

and Catholic, adheres to a

"consistent life ethic" in which

they rate politicians' stands on

capital punishment, nuclear

deterrence, and the environment

as well as abortion.

Kristen Luker, for her book

Abortion and the Politics of

Motherhood (University of

California Press), accumulated

data to create a portrait of the

"average pro-life activist."

Luker describes this "average" as

a 44-year-old woman with

three or more children, who has

completed some college.

Married at 17, her husband is a

lower level while collared

worker who earns $30,000 a

year; she is not in the paid labor

force. She also attends church at

least once a week.

The NRL Convention crowd

fit comfortably into this mold,

although men were equally

represented. Baptists and

Catholics dominated the

membership. NRL has formed

"Teens for Life" and those

represented at the convention

all had pro-life activist parents

and attended either state

universities or Christian

colleges. Black Americans for

Life also falls under the NRL
umbrella; although there were

less than 10 blacks at the

meeting, one of its members,

Kay James, serves as NRL
spokesperson and is recognized

as one of the most persuasive

and articulate speakers in

Washington.

According to a 1985 Gallup

poll, 55 percent of Americans

never question their position on

abortion. With this in mind,

right-to-life groups target

people who have not had a

firsthand experience with

abortion and young people,

most of whom have had access

to contraceptives, with their

information, hoping to

influence their view on the

issues.

Pregnant women considering

abortion as an option, however,

are the focus of NRL activists.

Recently over 2,000 free clinics

offering "abortion counseling"

have sprung up nationwide.

Women are given a pregnancy

test and then asked to see a

short film in which women
talk about considering suicide

after their abortions and graphic

rooms resembling garbage

dumps of bloody fetuses flash

across the screen. Some states

have restricted these clinics

from advertising under

"Abortion Services" but the list

of these clinics is growing.

Misinformation permeates

NRL publications. In one,

entitled "Who Killed Junior?",

Dr. John C. Willke, NRL
president, writes, "abortions are

more than twice as dangerous as

childbirths" and "one in three

teenage abortions have
complications which prevent

the girl from having children

again." Currently, anti-abortion

groups are rallying around

"post-abortion stress disorder,"

an ailment, according to NRL
psychologist Dr. Wanda Franz,

related to the delayed stress

disorders war veterans feel.

Surgeon General C. Everett

Koop released a letter on

January 12 stating "the

scientific studies do nor provide

conclusive data about the health

effects of abortion on women."

After Koop made public this

statement many experts in

reproductive health and

psychology questioned Koop's

conclusion. Dr. Elizabeth M.

Whelan, executive director of

the American Council on

Science and Health, stated in a

New York Times interview that

"there has been quite a bit of

data in the last eight years on

this and, while there can be

problems and physical

complications, most of them

are minor. In general, however,

current data indicates no long

term physical problems
resulting from abortion."

While right-to-life groups

will continue working on this

issue two more immediate
controversies have entered their

campaign.

One is the development of

RU 486, an antiprogestcrone

steroid that makes the uterine

wall inhospitable to a

fertilized egg, thus allowing

women to merely induce

abortion with a pill under a

doctor's direction. The French

pharmaceutical company that

developed the drug has faced

problems in France over the

release of RU 486, and
reproductive technology experts

in the U.S. expect difficulties

in releasing il here due to

opposition groups. Richard

Glasgow, education director of

NRL, admits, "We'd lose some

of our best arguments" if the

drug was introduced into the

U.S. market.

Everyone concerned about the

abortion issue is looking

towards this summer when the

Supreme Court will hear

Webster V. Reproductive

Health Services, a case

concerning a Missouri statute

that declares that life begins at

conception. Justice Harry

Blackman, author of the Roc
opinion told a group of law

students last fall, "I think

there's a very distinct

possibility that it (Roe V,

Wade) will go down the drain

this term."

If the 1973 decision is

overturned this year the issue

goes to the slates and the

showdown between pro-life and

pro-choice groups will reach an

all time high.

Roe vs. Wade: New debates begin

Miranda Zola

[midst the hubub of the
ion's changing of the guard,
»8e Bush's declaration of a

pM, gentler administra-
tes been overshadowed by

"turn of Roe vs. Wade to

r

j—ltgal battlefield.
if "Jibe President's announcement

desire to reverse the 1973
Mdment has caused both pro-
,|ce and pro-lifers to gear up
what might well prove to
*6 most consequential round
"e abortion debate. Ronald
Ws recent appointment of
Supreme Court Justices in

potion with 20 federal
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*"' soon give anti-
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*li* S^a woman's right to
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Court is split in its

Pott °f the overturning.i "* me uvci mining,

|
">e undecided Justice

Per holding the decisive

Background

The origin of the landmark

case stems back to 1969

Georgia, where 21 year old

Norma McCorvey (later

referred to as Jane Roe) was

gang raped by three men and one

woman. The unmarried woman
sought an abortion in her home
state of Texas, where her

request was denied on the

grounds that the mother's life

was not in danger. The case was

taken through the judiciary

ranks, until it was settled in

the Supreme Court in 1973.

The court ruled that the state

could in no way regulate a

woman's decision on whether to

keep or abort her pregnancy.

The ruling divided the term of

pregnancy into three trimesters.

During tie first trimester the

mother's rights are primary.

During the second trimester the

state can intervene only if the

woman's life or health is in

serious danger. In the third

trimester the State's rights are

paramount, and an abortion is

unlikely to be granted.

The Debate

The court is now
requestioning the
constitutionality of the

"privacy interest" on which the

ruling of Roe vs. Wade was

based. This privacy interest

essentially states that there are

implications in the Bill of

Rights that insure individual

privacy despite state interest.

Several judges contend that the

privacy interest is not a valid

right and represents a much too

lenient interpretation of the

Constitution. They assert that

such a broad interpretation

renders the judiciary a super-

legislature, thus over-stepping

its legal bounds.

The People

Although the recent changes

in the judiciary have imbued

Roe vs. Wade with new

immediacy, the power behind

the debate lies with the issue's

emotionality.

Seeing the new administration

as a chance to win their 16 year

struggle to overturn the

amendment, pro-lifers have

rallied full force in order to

end what they see as an

infringement on human rights.

"This is not a feminist issue,"

states Bonnie Spencer, staff

worker for the Intervarsity

Christian Fellowship at C.C.

"It is an issue of the sanctity of

human life. Abortion violates

that sanctity and is

fundamentally wrong."

Many advocates of pro-life

not only view abortion as

murder, but as physically and

emotionally scarring to the

mother.

Advocates of pro-choice

believe the overturning of Roe

vs. Wade would do little to

discourage abortions, but would

cause women to seek illegal

means. According to Planned

Parenthood, prior to the 1973

law, an estimated 750,000

illegal abortions were

conducted nationally on a

yearly basis. Planned

Parenthood explains that risks

are greatly increased in illegal

procedures. Abortions arc often

performed by unqualified

persons, sometimes friends of

the mother, in unsanitary

conditions. Yet Tina Proctor

from the Denver chapter of

Planned Parenthood stresses the

emotional consequences of

illegal abortions. "Often young,

vulnerable women arc taken

advantage of by people

interested in the profit of an

underground or illegal abortion

network."

Proctor also emphasizes the

guilt and fear involved in

committing what would be an

illegal act that would plague

women seeking illegal

abortions.

Despite anti-abortionists'

assertions that legal abortions

are dangerous, Proctor states

that, although there are risks,

abortion is "one of the safest

surgical procedures, [ft is] seven

times safer than childbirth."

Whether pro- or anti-

abortion, the stage is set, the

lines are drawn - now it is

simply a matter of waiting out

the battle.
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Matt Kennedy
Sophomore

"I think that it is a

scientific question, rather

than the political one

everyone makes it out to be.

The real issue is in what

state the fetus is when
aborted."

Karl Krahmer
Sophomore

"It is the woman's

choice, but it should not be

funded by the state."

Kight to Lite

A woman is not a pear tree

thrusting her fruit in mindless fecundity

into the world. Even pear trees bear

heavily in one year and rest and grow the next.

An orchard gone wild drops few warm rotting

fruit in the grass but the trees stretch

high and wiry gifting the birds forty

feel up among inch long thoms

broken atavislically from the smooth wood.

A woman is not a basket you place

your buns in to keep them warm. Not a brood

hen you can slip duck eggs under.

Not the purse holding die coins of your

descendecB till you spend them in wars.

Not a bank where your genes gather interest

and interesting mutations in the tainted

rain, any' more than you are.

You plant com and you harvest

it to eat not sell. You put the lamb

in the pasture to fatten and haul it in

to butcher for chops. You slice

the mountain in two for a road and gouge

the high plains for coal and the waters

run muddy for miles and years.

Fish die but you do not call them yours

unless you wished to eat them.

Now you legislate mineral rights in a woman.

You lay claim to her pastures for grazing,

fields for growing babies like iceberg

lettuce. You value children so dearly

that none ever go hungry, none weep

with no one to tend them when mothers

work, none lack fresh fruit,

none chew lead or cough to death and your

orphanages are empty. Every noon the best

restaurants serve poor children steaks.

At this moment at nine o'clock a partera

is performing a, table top abortion on an

unwed mother in Texas who can't get Medicaid

any longer. In five days she will die

of tetanus and her little daughter will cry

and be taken away. Next door a husband

and wife are sticking pins in the son

they did not want They will explain

for hours how wicked he is,

how he wants discipline.

We are all bom of woman in the rose

of the womb we suckled our mother's blood

and every baby bom has a right to love

like a seedling to sun. Every baby bom
unloved, unwanted is a bill that will come

due in twenty years with interest, and anger

that must find a target, a pain that will

beget pain. A decade downstream a child

screams, a woman falls, a synagogue is torched,

a firing squad is summoned, a button

is pushed and the world bums.

1 will choose what enters me, what becomes

flesh of my flesh. Without choice, no politics,

no ethics loves. I am not your cornfield,

not your uranium mine, not your calf

for fattening, not your cow for milking.

You may not use me as your factory.

Priests and legislators do not hold

shares in my womb or my mind.

This is my body. If I give it to you

I want it back. My life

is a non-negotiable demand.
'

Marge Piercy

Shannon McGee
Senior

"Our bodies, our

lives, our choice! The US
government should not be

making decisions as to what

is legal for a woman to do
with her body. Because it is

a woman who gives birth to a

child and takes primary

responsibility for raising the

child, she should make the

choice about her

reproduction.

Rob Burke
First year

"Abortion should be

legal. It should be the

woman's choice as to

whether or not she wants to

have it or not. I don't agree

with anti-abortion groups

that bomb clinics. They
should be put away.

"

photos by Gwyn Maurilz

Student fears

abortion ban
By Betsy Gaines

With the threat of abortion

being made illegal by the Bush

administration, it is time to

consider the repercussions of

this action. The horrors of

illegal abortions need to be

reviewed. The increase in deaths

from sepsis as well as from

actual childbirth ought to be

looked into. The drastic rise in

teenage mothers and unwanted

children must be taken into

account. The negative effects of

outlawing abortion will be

staggering.

The U.S. Supreme Court

made abortion legal in 1973.

Prior to this ruling many
women, unwilling to have

children, would opt for illegal

and very dangerous methods of

abortion. Women douched with

bleach, turpentine, and quinine.

Coat hangers and other metal

objects were inserted into

vaginal cavities. One woman
recalls her abortion in 1963,

induced by a saline injection.

The shot left her in agony for

several days, and finally she

aborted the fetus, while

bleeding profusely, in the

loneliness of her dorm room. "I

remember that the contractions

were getting more and more
frequent, five minutes, four

minutes, three minutes and then

there was a lot of blood and

then there was a fetus. I was
really beside myself and
terrified. I didn't know what to

do. There was more blood than

1 ever imagined. I used a metal

wastebasket we had in the dorm

room and I remember it being

filled up," she said. The woman
bled for months after her

trauma but was afraid to seek

medical aid and be charged for

illegal activities. The shattering

experience still haunts her

today (Ellen Messer and

Kathryn E. May - MS. July

1988).

It is estimated that as many
as 1,200,000 abortions took

place prior to legalization. 1.3

million abortions occur

annually today. It is naive to

believe that women who have

lived in an era when abortion is

a right will not continue to

seek this service after it is

banned.

Abortions will become
incredibly pricey as compared to

the $200 average charge at

present. The projected fatality

rate with illegal abortions will

increase 30%. Sepsis, a

condition causing sterility and

sometimes death, which has

been virtually non-existent for

the last 20 years, will be on the

rise. Not only will

complications with teenagers

giving birth increase (neo-natal

death, premature childbirth),

but so will the number of

unwanted children and the

horrible problems surrounding

this unfortunate situation for

both mother and child.

A student at C.C., who had

an abortion at the age of 17,

shared her impressions about

the possibilities of changing the

abortion laws: "Well, I

definitely would have had one

anyway. I mean people are

going to. By making it against

the law, they are putting a blob

of bloody cells rights ahead of

women's rights. It's so idiotic

and unfair. I'd say it's a pretty

big step backward."

The bottom line is that

women, regardless of whether

abortion is legal or not, are

going to continue to have them.

The sad irony is that abortion,

if made illegal, will be so

expensive, that only women
who can afford the high price

will be able to gel them. The
poor and teenagers, the ones

with the biggest disadvantages,

will have to have the unwanted

child, leaving both the mother

and child to suffer. Disease,

death, sterility, and the deep

rooted emotional problems
associated with "coat hanger

abortions" are all going to be

tremendous contenders if

In July the Supreme

will reconsider the lanjj

Roe vs. Wade decision

legalized abortion in 1973

people everywhere who H
woman's right to obtain

a
s

legal abortion, the
situaiio

not good.

Former President

jnstalled three justices
»

eight year term, most
rece

Anthony M. Kennedy

February 18, 1988.
J,

Kennedy filled a key

vacated by former Justice b.

F. Powell. Powell, a cei

was often the tie breaker
j

decisions of the ideologi

split court. Kennedy is

position to break

Although he has not made

opinion on abortion known

tendencies are more toward

conservative end . of

ideological spectrum. There

very real chance, therefore,

the court will split accoi

to ideology and Row vs.
j

will be overturned. If R«

Wade is reversed, it is

that the decision to illr

abortion will move 10

individual states.

The time to act is
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Itushstrokes Susan Marshall and Company
weave dance into fantasy

Photo by Andrea Rex

ipty Head creates degener-art

ByOBO

Si, I'm sitting, typing, listening to the Butthole Surfers, while

leone cuts pieces of metal on a table saw. The sounds just fit.

jebest way to recycle is to reuse. Full Moon/Empty Head. The

Ktswe possess are the secrets everyonepossesses. Art does nothave

s pretty, art can be destructive. Creating from its decomposition.

iswedrove thevan onto the sidewalksomeone shouts thecommand,

oa'tthink!" We are not to think. Some one else cries, "Oh no, I just

ill thought..." This is a joke; this is serious. Here we are with a van

STUFF. The object is to create a sculpture, an environment, a

(ormance piece-installation; something very open-ended.

Five people united under the name of "Empty Head." Five people

th five different ideas as to how the pieces should go together.

taaline pumping, hearts beating, we set up the sound system. It's

ly loud, and we put in the tape of decoded sounds; children playing

sprinkler, a choir, people speaking. There are so many layers that

sound is terrific white noise with this great bottom end that

Dipresses my rib cage. Two jump out with the carpet and spike it

impounding outpolyrhythms. Then come the chairs, the television,

stereo. Then stuff gets tied to the tree... the painting is strapped to

Inmk. Things are beginning to degenerate. Two take the cement

and ram it through the television. Tomorrow is the Super Bowl,

dom thought.

He spray paint fumes are thick, and we are all quite light-headed.

edances around the lampshade and the rest ofus watch and applaud,

ople walk by us; ignoring us, ignoring the sounds (Chewing hides the

lid.).Why did we do it? All ofus are still figuring that out. Someone

led some beer bottles to it, someone played basketball with the cans

Die lampshade. Others have put in their two cents of disgust or

usement... I guess that's what it's all about.

By Laure Warner-Munroe

Last weekend The Colorado

College was fortunate to host

the Susan Marshall and
Company dancers. Their

performance was nothing less

than spectacular.

The company has been touring

in the U.S. and abroad since

1985. The group, made up of

four men and three women
provided two evenings of

enchantment on Friday and

Saturday. They performed five

separate pieces. Each was

unique, enticing, and
choreographed by Susan
Marshall.

The performance began with a

duet entitled, "Arms,"
choreographed in 1984. This

piece was a study of the variety

of possible arm movements.

The isolationistic dance drew

the audience in through its

intricacy and precision. Susan

Marshall and her primary male

dancer Arthur Armijo
performed the dance brilliantly.

The second dance,
choreographed in 1988 and

entitled, "Excerpt from

Interior with Seven Figures,"

left the audience speechless. The

dance consisted of a mother,

father and two sons. Ms.

Marshall stresses relationships

in her choreography and this

dance shows it well. The
movement and music created a

troubled yet caring mood.

"Companion Pieces,"

choreographed in 1987, was a

delightful section of three

separate dances. The casualness

and freedom of movement was

charming. Each section dealt

with the relationship between

young adults and their love.

The set consisted of a large

floor rug and a sofa. The

dancers, Susan Marshall,

Arthur Armijo, David
Dorfman, Jackie Goodrich,

Eileen Thomas, Andrew
Boynlon and Jeff Leopore really

had fun with the dance. This

enchantment and excitement

rubbed off on the audience, who

chuckled and relished the

moments created for them.

The most unique dance of the

evening was "The Kiss." This

dance with Arthur Armijo and

the primary female dancer

Eileen Thomas was performance

without respect for gravity.

Both dancers were hooked to

overhanging ropes and when

prone were about four feet

above the ground. They twisted,

twirled, and gracefully glided

across the stage in a beautiful

romance. Dim lights and an

incredible rapport between the

drawing by Pat McShane

dancers completed the fantasy.

Closing the evening was a

ballroom dance, "Arena,"

choreographed in 1 986. It was a

humorous and entertaining

piece. Three couples danced on

and off the stage changing

partners, making faces, and

doing solos. Each dancer had a

particular idiosyncrasy which

made the performance all the

more fun. The audience was

delighted and stayed with the

dancers all the way.

Except for technical

problems, which delayed the

performance for half an hour on

Friday, the evening was pure

enjoyment. The CC community

was privileged to sec

enthusiasm, technical expertise

and unique choreography in one

evening. Susan Marshall and

Company is one company not to

miss.

V

heatre Workshop paints a successful production

By Thad Robey

"'ting Churches has finally

to The Colorado College.

fetor, Maria Reardon,
' the entire summer
*ng for a copy of this

p demanded, yet elusive

Ji and as a result of her
"s

. she now presents
"Is and faculty at The
"ado College the
Bltaity to see one of the

Popular plays available

T1*
em*'

I

' story in Painting
"ches, written by Tina

's simple. An elderly
}k plans to move to a new
Their daughter, who only
once a year, returns to
"iem pack. During her

i .''lie, she paints their

B"- The plot actually
M&s a character study,
than a series of events.

B Performance, the actor

and actresses develop their

personalities with a well-

balanced blend of humor and

tenderness; the strong writing

coupled with the impressive

acting promises the audience a

stimulating evening filled with

entertainment.

Rob Peck creates a comic and

slightly tragic image of

Gardner Church, the senile poet

laureate. He flashes hilarious

expressions, speaks with a

detached voice, and wanders

about the stage as if in an

imaginary dimension. Laure

Warner-Munroe complements

him superbly as his wife,

Fanny, who tries to take care of

him while directing the task of

packing and moving. She plays a

harsh realist, but she constantly

reminisces and seemingly longs

to join Gardner in his realm of

creativity. Katie Grant arrives

as the artistic daughter

determined to paint a

masterpiece of her parents. Her

modern, energetic personality

dramatically explodes in

contrast to the reserved, old-

fashioned style of her mother

and father. When these three

diverse characters interact,

ooooooooooooooooooo

g What-.Painting g

g Churches §

1 5

g Where: "The §

g Workshop" g

§
(Taylor) g

gWhen Feb. 2-5,
J

8:15 p.m. !

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO l

arguments ensue, contradictions

abound, and the audience can

only choose to laugh.

Painting Churches weaves

subtle humor with several

serious topics. The play

investigates communication

gaps between generations and

between married couples; the

parents and daughter rarely

listen to each other, and the

husband and wife often fail to

comprehend one another. The

play questions truth and

reality. Which of the characters

is right? Are all three correct?

When Mags completes her

portrait, has she mirrored

reality or has she manipulated

the facts to suit her beliefs?

The questions delve deeper, and

the drama gains emotional

intensity, but it wouldn't be

fair to say more. The beauty of

the play rests with the inquiries

it generates and the feelings it

invokes. Watch the play and

form your own questions,

opinions, and conclusions.

Painting Churches opened

Thursday night and will have

shows every night at 8:15

through Sunday in Taylor Hall.

Early arrival is suggested,

because seating is limited.

Incidentally, while this all-

student production is not the

first Theatre Workshop show

to be held in Taylor Hall, it is

the first to appear there since it

officially became a permanent

T.W. space, tentatively titled

"The Workshop." In addition,

sophomore Ryan Capp plays

original music that he composed

specifically for the

performance. Come witness

these historic events: Painting

Churches has arrived!

Thad Robey's review of

Painting Churches is based on

Tuesday night's previewldress-

rehearsai.

inside:
recordings, p. 14

film review, p. 14

calendar, p. 15
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The Accidental Tourist gets mixed review
._ t __,._ o_- . «*..,;„! ,„hn awtntnallv Hraes waiting for a significant, Hitchhiker's

By Dave Leonard

and Robin Rifkin

Travel writer, Macon Leary

(William Hurl), is devastated

by the death of his child. In the

aftermath of this trauma, his

wife Sarah (Kathleen Turner)

leaves him. He drifts for a

while, moving back in with his

family, before he meets an

outgoing dog-trainer, Muriel

(Geena Davis). Muriel pursues

Macon, using his recalcitrant

dog Edward as a means of

keeping her foot in the door.

After a reluctant courtship,

Macon moves in with Muriel

and her sickly son Alexander.

Things appear to be all right for

a while, until Sarah attempts a

reconciliation. The resolution

of the movie involves Macon's

decision between the two

women.

Robin says: —
The Accidental Tourist is the

most aptly titled film in recent

memory. Because that's what

this film is: pure accident,

accidents, like this film, have

no rhyme or reason. They

simply occur Accidents have no

soul, no being. An accident just

Macon Leary's books for

business travellers are as

unemotional and uninteresting

as his life. While concisely

written, his books discuss only

how to avoid unplanned

difficulty while away from

home. A journey abroad for

Macon is a bothersome

necessity instead of a

pleasurable experience, and that

comes across in his duly quoted

travel guides.

Macon is the only one of his

parents' four children to have

left the nest, though all the

kids are middle aged. But when

his wife leaves, Macon rejoins

the rest of his inept family: his

sister keeps house for his two

brothers, one of whom
manufactures bottle caps, the

other of whom gets lost daily.

The pantry in their house is

organized (hold tight)

alphabetically. Dijon mustard

under D, elbow macaroni under

E, and so on. Ths sister cooks

the Thanksgiving turkey at 125

degrees (to preserve the

juices?), so everyone is afraid to

eat it. They all spend their time

playing cards together at night.

They buy groceries, they get

lost, and they play cards. That's

it. Macon's family is absolutely

pathetic.

The psycho dog trainer

Muriel who eventually drags

Macon into a relationship is

even stranger than the rest. She

wears purple lipstick, leopard-

patterned silk bodystockings,

and high heels to work. She

clicks her tongue. She pursues

Macon so relentlessly that

when he finally agrees to a

date, I wonder if it's not just to

get her off his back.

Muriel is supposed to be the

spark that ignites Macon's

dreary life. But I don't see

intrigue, I see only bizarreness.

Had I lived for twelve years

with Macon's wife, the only

straight character in the movie,

I wouldn't go near this girl.

She is completely wrong for

quiet, boring, unemotional

Macon.
For me, the whole film was

like that. Everything that

happened just happened, and

none of it was for a reason.

When Macon's wife leaves, he

doesn't put up a fight. He
resists Muriel fervently, but

all of a sudden he's enjoying

himself. He leaves her when his

wife comes back and seems

happy there. Back and forth, and

since the audience never gets

into Macon's head, never even

sees external reasons for his

actions,we tend to wonder

what's going on and why. I kept

New music for new people
imnnBDB
G3EJESHI3

BILLY BRAGG
Worker's Playtime

Elektra Records

By Ivan Locke

Somebody told me today that

Billy Bragg, before starting a

live performance, is the kind of

person who would say,

"Capitalist swine, are you ready

to be saved?" Pretentious or

not. Worker's Playtime is an

enjoyable album. I had never

heard Bragg before, and I liked

his style instantly. And he does

have some intelligent things to

say.

A little motto on the cover

reads "Capitalism is killing

music." Now, everybody in

their right mind knows that. I

have a deeply-rooted fear of

going into the record store to

look for albums these days,

because I know that I'm gonna

be disappointed. What ever

happened to those nicely

stocked Import sections that

used to abound? I can't afford

to go to Denver's Wax Trax

every time I'm in the need for

something different, lid be nice

if those guys came down here.

When Chris said to me, "Here,

listen to this. You might want

to write something about it." I

was a bit skeptical for fear of,

once again, being disappointed.

Not so!

You might have already

known what Billy Bragg is

Diversity of music
that transcends

the current trends

COMPACT DISCS, RECORDS,
AND CASSETTES

VIDEO RENTALS & SALES

3030 E. PLATTE
473-0882

123 E. BIJOU
520-5111

like. I didn't. His lyrics don't

match up to the melodies

themselves. Unconventional

love songs. British is the word.

His easy going voice falls

somewhere between Tracy

Thorn's imposing but beautiful

voice (Everything but the Girl)

and Morrisey's nihilistic pop

(yes, the same, you Smithies). I

apologize if I'm wrong.

Whoever took an interest in

reading this is probably saying

to themselves, "who is this

asshole?" Who needs
comparisons, right?

What does he sound like?

Catchy, good, clean guitar

backgrounds that take the

folksy sting out of it and make
you want to really listen.

Sometimes I wish his voice

didn't drown out the rest of the

music, but that is a minor

complaint. Another is that he

could do without the

background vocals. It's sort of

like when Allison Moyet went

solo. Some singers don't seem

to realize just how good they

sound on their own, without a

lot of crappy support. Bill, we
will forgive you this time.

If you like to sit at home and

stare at your plants, buy this

album. If you like to whistle,

buy this album. If you like

football, buy this album (it

might help you). "The chase is

always better than the kill,

love." Hell, who can refuse

lyrics like these?

waiting for a significant,

rational plot development. And

I was still waiting when the

credits rolled. The film was

just like Macon's books;

-Sjiiie,
Vonnegut, but Accideni^i

beyond that.

Yes, this movie is sfe

But it's about strange J!

avoided all troublesome Every person in this j|
jjK

situations and proceeded devoid eccentric (especially vht | J. 1

of feeling to an illogical so- family). Macon himself, ,™ '

called conclusion

I have to be fair. The acting is

good, even excellent on the part

of Hurt (as Macon), Davis (as

Muriel), and another man
whose name I can't recall, who

plays Macon's nervous and

flitty publisher. But the

characters, plot, and message

were nil. The Accidental

Tourist is a strange flick about

strange people in boring

sane enough to escape th^
family rut, is still a ti(

soul. He's a man whosi

reaction is to retreat, gjl

And that's what Acciden
about.

Muriel is Macon's one
c|

to move forward. Sure

weird, but that's her
ti;

She's open and frank
i

everything, sometimes
if

embarrassing degree. M

[o:<

situations. Recommended for helps Macon to open up,

Hitchhiker's Guide to the begin to grow up.

Galaxy and Kurt Vonnegut fans

only. Four and a half good

beers'll get you through

unscathed.

Dave says: jjj

Robin is wrong.

His view is valid, but it's

wrong. Granted, I like

Things don't "just happg

this film. Kasdan's direciii

deliberate and flawless,

movie is carried alor

characters who don't
|

situations, they live them.

This movie is terrific

you'll be really sorry if

miss this.

Reviving the Renaissance

The Consort of Musicke roque

4 •**& jgm

see RAPEMAN, p.15

By Aaron Moore

The flavor of the Renaissance

was keenly resurrected last

Thursday night in Packard Hall

by the Consort of Musicke

Trio, a concert presented by the

Great Performers and Ideas

committee. This English group,

comprised of two singers, a

soprano and a bass, and a lute

player, claims to cover all

major compositions from the

200 year period (1450-1650) of

the Renaissance.

For Thursday night's

performance, the group

concentrated on 17th century

English and Italian pieces. The

trio was careful to include

selections from both the secular

and non-secular repertoire, and

even performed a few earthy

barroom ditties. While the lute

accompanied the singers for

most of the pieces, the lute

player did play a couple of very

beautiful instrumental suites.

The English pieces focused on

the works of John Blow and

Henry Purcell, two
predominant 17th century

composers. The songs of Blow

and Purcell were designed as a

means of storytelling, and at

least in Thursday's program, as

a means of retelling biblical

stories. The dynamic music and

colorful lyrics, however,

allowed the performers to

exhibit much of the passion and

energy that some storytellers

lack.

The Italian works came from

a variety of composers,

including Giacomo Carissimi,

Agostino Steffani, and
Michelangelo Galilei, who is

the younger brother of the more

widely-known Galileo Galilei.

There was no particular theme

to be found in the Italian

selections, but all had inspired

lyrics and melodic music.

The performers exhibited

incredible brilliance and grace

in their presentations. The lute,

a formidable-looking
instrument with 13 pairs of

strings and bearing a

distant resemblance to

better known guitar,

adeptly played by Anil

Rooley, founder and

the trio. The lute offered a

and refreshingly subdued

that is not often found in mi

circles, even though it was

most popular instrument du

the Renaissance. The lute's

sound was brought to

the instrumental arrange™

and its melodic sound and q

resonance effectively drew

audience into the music. |
Kirby and David Thomas!

soprano and bass, an inleres

and highly musi

combination. Their

ranges and incredi

virtuosities made for

powerful musical performau

The trio has done a lot

research on their subject.

performance concentrated

only on the music itself

also on the history of

music, of the composers, of

performances, and of

performers. Before each n

the group told the audia

interesting historical facts

that the concert seemed Ij

half musical performance,

music history lesson.

The members of the trio t

also worked at putting

music back into the Renai'"

context, finding out the

and views that inspire*1

composers. Anthony

talked of attempting to "

his music in the modem set

not as a museum piece

!

all

m

(

anachronism, but as an

that is living and

people today. They were ap

present their music as I'

life, and just as enjoyi

listeners today as U '

those who listened

centuries ago.

Pianist Jeffrey Kaha»'

visit The Colorado CoWV

February 28 as l»e

performer in t

i

i

Performer's Concert

Gil

Series- [
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ver Art Museum
'ItseLautrecS Paris:

"jo/dwm Collection

L touts and lectures

* 2-Mar. 26
B"'

(303)
575-5928

d-e
Arts Center

for (te /"<»* exhibition

'•— from the National

Acadamey for the Arts)

lough
Feb. 26

ijO (std.) FREE Sat. mom.

1RTSESH '89

Steins
Ceremony.

m
all-campus event.

K Feb 5, 6:00 p.m.

ling
mask, costume, musical

1!tru
nients, and anything

jl
burns.

Poor Richard's Cinema
Powaqqatsi: Life in

Transformation (sequel to

Koyaanisqalsi. Music by
Phillip Glass.)

Feb. 3-9, 7 and 9 p.m.

$3.75

ARTSESH '89

Movie Marathon including

Seven Samurai, and film

shorts.

Feb. 3, 12-6 p.m.

Armstrong 300
FREE

Music:

ilms:

p Series

3, 7 and 9:15 p.m.

JlinI

1 or Film Card

Colorado Springs
Symphony
Classical Concert No. 4

(includes works by Berlioz,

Copland, Rachmaninoff)

Feb. 3,4, 8 p.m.

Feb. 5, 2:30 p.m.

Pikes Peak Center

$5-$20 ($4 w/ C.C. ID)

633-0333 or 520-SHOW

The Auto-No (Feb. 10)

The Personals (Feb. 11)

9 p.m.

The Deluxe Tavern

$1

Dissent w/Expatriate,

Soak, and Again!

All Ages, no alcohol.

Feb. 11, 6 p.m.

The Grange (La Port, CO.~
N. of Fort Collins)

Pete Bardens and Mick

Fleetwood
The Speed of Light Tour

Feb. 5, 8 p.m.

City Lites

$8 adv. ($10 d.o.s.)

Tix. avail, at Independent

Records and City Lites.

Mollis Gentry
(jazz saxophone)

Feb! 10,11, 8 p.m.

Fine Arts Center

$10

Box Office: 634-5583

Theatre:

Fine Arts Center

$10 adv. $12 door

Box Office: 634-5583
:

_
Pikes Peak Center
The Mystery of Edwin
Drood
("Who Dunnit" Musical.

Audience picks the

ending.Winner of 5 Tony
Awards)
Mon. Feb. 26, 8 p.m.

$8-$25

633-0333 or 520-SHOW

Theatre Workshop
Painting Churches

Feb. 2-5, 8:15 p.m.

Taylor Hall

FREE

Broadway Theatre
League (Pueblo)

Boy Meets Girl (comedy)

Presented by The Acting

Company (on tour for the

John F. Kennedy Center)

Sunday, Feb. 12 only.

$6-$22

Box Office: 542-1211

FAC Repertory Theatre

One Flew Over The Cuckoo's

Nest
Feb, 17,18,24,25, 8 p.m.

Feb. 19,26, 2 p.m.

photo by Gwyn Maurltz

tfEMAN: New effort from former Big Black-er Steve Albini
:MAN from p. 14

MAN
Urn and a Pack Mule

and Go Records

By Fletch Neeley

PEMAN, as it was
ined to me, is the

cated Japanese evil twin

of Mighty Mouse. His

on in life is to do just

viciously lollygag around

Tokyo and rape women.

As is par for the course, Albini

with his Two Nuns and a Pack

Mule is feeding us some pretty

sick imagery, even with the

name of the band. I'm not

really sure what Albini is

trying to tell us. Probably

nothing.

Anyway, RAPEMAN is:

Steve Albini, ex of BIG
BLACK, i.e., the blistering

libidinal vitriol nightmare-

through-a-metal-pedal from

just outside of Chi-town. Dave

Simms and Rey Washam, ex

rhythm section of SCRATCH
ACID, the Blanco Muerte

Berzerker monstrosity from

some hellish pit of inequity in

some fried Southwestern desert.

Both of these bands belong to

what some, not I, call the

Noise sub-genre (Butthole

Surfers, Killdozer, etc.). To the

uninitiated, both of these bands

are very hard to listen to, and

take a very dim view as to just

what the answer to the human

'wm\ mwr.^

V&UBfifay

nature quesuon is.

Unfortunately, comparisons

of the new band with the old

ones are inevitable. I like the

fact that Albini decided to go

with real drums instead of a

beat box. Makes it a little

more human sounding, you

know? No, the songwriting and

effects are not all that

dissimilar from BIG BLACK,
but yes, the Albini style (it's

just so creepy, she said) slashes

the nerves and derisively evokes

31 km WermT?
'

W

3^ rW ffMgtfTT

_"Wr

i

;abl:|

MM.-

SicA/
nikr fioOfNiH&l

YOU'RE
MAK/M& TOKE5
fiSOOT SOME.

, ,,

SOV'5 VErXTHl/ VI0LEMT
" T^ATH«25

JHfflSDBf&&/

emotions and desires that lots

of people have, but don't like to

talk about 'cause they're just

plain nasty, sick and generally

unpleasant. Then again, we
must always remember Albini's

twelve gauge cynical humor

with lines like "I suppose I'm

not so threatening now. But

wait ... Wait 'till I start

Nautalis" (from "Up Beat," one

ragin' number) coupled with

songs like "Kim Gordon's

Panties" (like that title!) or the

evil 22 Top cover "Just Got

Paid." Anyway you look at it,

this offering is a helluva lot

better than the "Budd" EP
(don't buy that 'cause it

SUCKS'.).

Whatever the hell it is that

these sardonic drug/beer nuts

are trying to do, I think it

comes off okay. Yes, the wall

of overdriven sound, the

blasting bass and the afflicted

cymbals and toms are still

there. I just wish to high

heaven that they would print

their lyrics! Look, if you're an

Albini-head, want to be the

hippest thing that ever hit the

college radio scene, or are just

plain looking for something

new and different, you'll be

money up on the deal. You

might not see God, but you may

see Sigmund Freud. I just don't

know. My frontal lobes say I

wouldn't Touch and Go this

thing with a ten foot Armalite

18. My cortex tells me that

Steve Albini has based his life,

sex, and eating habits on the

study of nineteenth-century

Viennese Jewesses. Hence, he

will be writing the same sort

of songs until he gets out of

analysis. God knows when that

might be. Put it this way, if I

see it in the used section I

might pick it up.
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.' HAPPY 115th BIRTHDAY v
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' COLORADO COLLEGE! .

•

James G. Dougherty
First Colorado College President

Reverend Jonathon Edwards
First professor and executive officer

Reverend Thomas N. Haskell
Representative of the Congregational Church in

the founding of Colorado College

William S. Jackson
Member of first board of trustees which

established Colorado College

"The first meeting of the board of trustees was held in Denver

on February 3 and 4, 1874. A charter dated February 4 was

adopted stating that the corporate name of the college was

'The Colorado College' and that its object was 'to locate and

maintain at Colorado Springs under Christian auspices an

Institution of Learning on the college or university plan.' The

charter was filed with the territory of Colorado on February 9,

1874 . .

."*

•Colorado College: THE FIRST CENTURY 1874-1974, J. Juan Reid
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herepy scores 46 as Tigers crush

Colorado Christian College
By Ed Cohen unsuccessfully through the

game finally began lo take its

toll on the Tigers, resulting in

a number of turnovers.

At the 5 minute mark, the

Mountaineers had pulled to

within 2 points of C.C. and the

two teams fought back and

forth from that point on. C.C.

never relinquished the lead. In

A struggling men's
basketball team met the

Colorado Christian College on

Friday evening. To the delight

of Tiger fans, the team whipped

C.C.C. 84-66 at the El Pomar
Sports Center.

The Tigers were led by senior the waning seconds of the game

center Lynn Cherepy, who the Tigers were struggling lo

broke a school scoring record hold onto an 84-82 lead when

with 46 points. This tops the Pcrea was fouled. He hit 1 of

previous record of 42 points set his 2 freethrows to give C.C. a

by former Tiger, Terry Brennen, three point cushion with just 6

in 1979. Cherepy also dragged seconds remaining in the game,

down 14 rebounds in the game. When the Mountaineers lost

He leads the Tigers in scoring possession of the ball with 2

this season with an average of

22.1 points per game.

Other standouts in the game

were Jon Baranko (sr. F), who
had 16 points and 8 rebounds,

and Mark Perea (so. 01, who
had 8 points and a season high

of 9 assists. The win raised the

Tigers record to 4-12.

The next game for the Tigers

was a heartbreaking loss against

the Western State

Mountaineers. An uneventful

first half revealed a consistent

Tiger team ending the period

with a 50-45 lead. The opening

minutes of the second half

looked like a duplicate of the

first, with both teams playing

good basketball.

With 10 minutes left in the

seconds left, it looked as if the

Tigers had the game wrapped

up. However, the in-bounds

pass was intercepted by

Western State's Gilbert Bramc

who proceeded to sink a half-

court shot with no time on the

clock. That tied the game at 85-

85 and it went into overtime.

The overtime was marred by

Perea fouling out early in the

period. Because of the Tigers

small bench, the loss of Perea

and three others to foul

trouble, the Tigers were left

playing at a 4 man lo 5 man
disadvantage. This proved to be

too much for C.C. to handle,

and the Mountaineers cruised to

a 100-87 overtime victory.

Team leaders in the game

eshman Mike Shaw pulls up for the jumper against

otordo Christian College.

photo by Andrea Rex

same the Tigers had a 10 point were Perea, with 21 points, and

lead but then the Mountaineers Cherepy and Baranko, who each

gained momentum. The full had 19 points. Baranko led the

court press that the team in rebounds with 19, The

Mountaineers had been using loss dropped the Tigers lo 4-13.

fail hosts the world
By Mike Larkin

to the hills, there's

[t lo be found. That's right,

World Alpine Ski
fpionships are being held

H the next two weeks at

Weaver Creek, Colorado.
65 of you who were around
pis ago (the last time the

"Pionships were held in

Wo) may recall such
es as Zeno Colo, who won
Nil's downhill in 1950.
everyone was fortunate
Wi to be around in those

I
but now it's names like

Jta, Zurbriggen and Tomba
larc today's skiing greats.

|I the ladie's skiing, names
F'gini, Schneider, and

..'"ley are especially
Ble,

r *ell will the American
fair in the World

J'P'Mships? Well,
fca

'

s best hope for a medal
."""a McKinney. In the
w°rld Cup she won the

overall title, and she should

fair well in the slalom and

giant slalom this year. Behind

McKinney are a number of

women, all capable of pulling

off an upset. Edith Thys and

Diann Roffe are both excellent

skiers who will hopefully have

a good showing. On the men's

side of "the competition,

America's top three hopefuls

are Felix McGrath, Tiger

Shaw, and Troy Watts. All

three are capable of the upset,

but it will be difficult to

overcome the European

stronghold on many of the

skiing events.

Those who go to the ski

events will be among 150,000

people expected to attend.

Those who are not able to make

the journey this time don't need

to worry about missing Ihem

entirely: This year ESPN and

ABC are sharing Ihe honor of

covering the events on

television. In this year's

competition there are 14 events

being broadcast, from the

opening and closing ceremonies

to men's and women's Super G,

not to mention the prestigous

downhill events. They will be

aired Saturday and Sunday,

February 4 and 5.

On Sunday, the women's

combined slalom was run. The

leader was Vreni Schneider, of

Switzerland, who won with a

time of 1:18.58. In second

place was America's own

Tamara McKinney, finishing

with a time of 1:18.70. (12

seconds out of first place).

Following them, with a time

of 1:19.54, was Mateja Svel, of

Yugoslavia.

Monday, January 30, started

off on a tragic note. Prince

Alfonso de Borbon, from Spain,

was killed while skiing the

downhill course. At the end of

the run, Alfonso ran into a

wire holding up an advertising

sign. The wire cut deeply into

Alfonso's neck, severing his

carotid artery. He was declared

dead on arrival at the medical slalom was scheduled for

facilities in Vail. Alfonso de Monday but the downhill

Barbon was not an official skier competition was scheduled for a

for the Spanish team, although later date. Unfortunately lor

he was authorized to be on the both skiers, it was a day of

course. Because of this fatal surprises. Olc Christian, ol

accident, race officials will Norway, won the event in

wear black armbands and flags 1:36.89; in second place was

w O-R-L-D SKI
CHAMPIONSHIPS

Sweden's Jonas Nilsson, with a

lime of 1:37.66. Marc

Girardclli took third with a

lime of 1:37.65. America's top

finisher was Bob Ormsby, with

a time of 1:38.63. This lime

put him in 12lh place, right

behind Primin Zcrbriggen, who

skied to a time of 1:38.47, to

pul him in 11th place.

Over the course of the

Switzerland" Championships, there will be

many more events and much

more great skiing. The

festivities will draw to a close

on Sunday, February 12th, with

a formal ceremony.

will be flown at half mast

throughout the rest of the

event.

Later in the day, Ihe men

took to Ihe slope. The event

was the men's combined slalom.

The race took place at the

Beaver Creek ski area, and

matched two of today's finest

skiers, Marc Girardelli, of

Luxembourg
Zerbriggen

Girardclli has been dominating

this cvcnl recently, but

Zurbriggen's experience

definitely qualifies him as

stringent competition. The

Pirmin
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Priapism center, Steve Suslow. apparantly doesn't see
photo by Dave Corne,|

the puck as he blasts Scott Billingsly in the midsection.

Slocum rivals battle on the ice

By Doug Lansky

and Mike Kerwin

Honnen Ice Rink became the

battlefield Monday night as

Team Snatch dominated the

Priapisms in a 2-2 tie.

The history of this bitter

rivalry dates to second block.

The long awaited game has

kept millions in suspense.

Tempers were flaring in the

locker room before the game
even began.

Jeff Voss, a Priapism

scumbag, opened the high

scoring game with a lucky

goal.

"I'm a total stud. I know it.

You know it. It's a fact. That

goal was incredible by any

standards," yelled Voss as he

took time out to inform the

capacity crowd of his

greatness.

Shortly after John Ahern,

of Team Snatch, silenced the

delirious crowd with a

blistering slap shot past

goalie Gordie Aamoth, to tie

the game.
"That Ahern guy is

amazing. I couldn't even see

his shot. I didn't have a

chance," uttered Aamoth
after the game.

Early in the second period,

Priapism Steve Suslow

received his first of four

major penalties when he

intentionally tripped Team
Snatch's star right winger,

Josh Durfee, on a break away
headed toward a sure goal.

Durfee had to be carried off

on a strecher. Although

Durfee only packs 112 lbs.

into his 6'2" frame, he is

considered to be a "brute" by

all who know him.

Meanwhile, as Durfee was

being escorted by rink

attendants to the local

hospital, Team Snatch had

jumped Suslow and were

rapidly beating him to a

pulp. This, in turn, incited

the Priapisms to join in,

resulting in a complete bench
clearing brawl that lasted

well into the third period.

Priapism strongman Carl

Rhodes had to physically

remove frustrated teammate
Suslow from the ice.

Suslow was quoted as

saying ,
"1 want Ahern's ass,

and I want it now!" as he left

the rink with a severly

pulled groin.

Not to be outdone, the

Priapisms struck back.

Oversized Dean Malott held

Team Snatch's Junior

National goaltender, Ben
Peery, in the corner while

teammate Troy Balling

scored on an open net to put

the Priapisms ahead once

again.

Team Snatch was out for

revenge. Trooper Sanchez,

the Mexican sensation

drafted all the way from
Peublo for the game,
provided the needed spark as

he flew up the ice on his

ankles and dished off a

perfect pass to set up Ahem.
Ahern responded by
pretending to catch his left

skate in a groove just feet in

front of the net to distract

goalie Aamoth.
Team Snatch's potential

rookie of the year, Brian

Rulapaugh, read Ahern's

signal, pulled the puck from
Aamoth's fingertips,
manuvered right, and
wistfully caressed the puck
into the net with just seconds

remaining in the game.

The crowed answered by
doing the wave and chanting

"Snatch! Snatch!" Police

had to be brought in with

full riot gear to calm the

situation.

Varsity hockey

humbled by
Gophers

By Eddie Pells

The Colorado College

Hockey team learned a great

lesson last weekend: Avoid, at

all cost, the Minnesota Golden

Gophers on their home ice.

Considering the Tigers' road

success as of late, C.C. could

afford to look toward last

weekend's matchup with the

Gophers with some optimism.

After consecutive 7-1 and 6-3

losses to the W.C.H.A.

leaders, however, the Tigers

were brought back to reality.

C.C. entered last weekend's

play with a 7-17-3 conference

record and, more importantly, a

four game road winning streak.

Their matchup with the number

two ranked Gophers would be

the perfect test to see if their

road magic could continue deep

into January against one of the

hockey powerhouses.

It took a while for C.C. to

find out that winning in

Minnesota, hockey country,

would be much more difficult

than their venture back east

earlier in the month. After

Chris Anderson took feeds

from Cal Brown and Matt

Shaw to tie the score at one,

5:07 into the period, the Tigers

looked like they had a chance to

stay close.

The Gophers shattered the

dream however, when they

struck for two quickie goals

towards the end of the first

period.

With a 3-1 lead in this, the

series opener, the Gophers

started things up. Goals at

7:48 of the second period and

4:00 of the third put the game

out of the Tigers' reach. C.C.

was now playing out of

frustration. When Steve Strunk

got nailed with a questionable

spearing call towards the end of

the game, it put the cap on a

tough night for the Tigers. A
7-1 loss was the result. This,

plus the loss of Strunk for his

third period misconduct and no

hope in sight for the return of

injured center Guy Gadowsky

left the Tigers looking for

answers on Saturday.

The Tigers opened Saturday's

game defensively. Short on

OS

a
vi

manpower, C.C. was f0It
,

hold back and pi a
y

checking, defensive
bocki

paid off in the first

Buoyed by the solid goa

pi fourth-year man
Pizzey, the Tigers cnd«

first period with a 0-0
iie

After playing a scored

minutes, C.C. hoped

capitalize on their
defer

gameplan. Defense was m
word, however, for a 17 se

span early in the second
p*

Three breakaway goals

scoreless battle into
a

Gopher lead. When Tin

scored, unassisted at ilie

mark of the second, C.C

tied and looking to lake

Goalkeeper Pizzey coali

withstand the barrage ol

in the second, though, and

Minnesota took the lad

1:41 left in the period, ii

a three goal, 19 shot eipl

in the second for the *
_

Clearly C.C.'s undent

squad was getting i

Minnesota went on to add

more goals in the third to

off a 6-3 win. The Gophe;'

24 shots on goal advanugi

a good indicator of the ly

game C.C. was forced lo

on this night. Unfoilui

for the Tigers, a defensive

plan wasn't the formula lo

one of the best teams ii

country.

Deal of the Week

:Y EARS AHEA D:
I N

HAIR DESIGN

Have a Tan on Us !!!

30 DAYS $30.00

9-Cair Designers for Men & 'Women

mmc
Style cuts, Cellophanes,

(Perms & Color

Nexus and Tri products available for sale

Stop in or make your appointment.

827 ${. Tejon at Cache La 'Poudre az-isn

"Avoid at all cost

Minnesota Golden

phers on their k

ice."

With the losses

Minnesota, C.C. finis!*

out-of-state schedule to

season. The Tigers I

weekend in last place »

conference, two games lr

seventh place Duluth,

faces Northern Michiga

weekend in the hope of I

up some ground and top-

avoiding the Golden Gop»

the playoffs. By han«

Tigers two convincing »

Minnesota has sent C.C.

message that they won 18

to beat come play ''

Now it is up to the W
climb out of the Wfi

cellar and away '«*

frightening possibility ol

Minnesota when *
season rolls around.
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jtello and Smith: Thoughts on a starry, starry night

jimmy Grantz and

Ejdy Lawton

jins

vjsil
10 the baccalaureate

f
A14-American

,
v
ballers Cathy Lou
L and Emily "Flea"

. „e had an opportunity to

3tlj
have a plumb nutty

w ith the two superstar co-

js.
Costello and Smith,

junior art majors from

L California, exuded-an

f
femininity heretofore

n to your faithful

doiinds.

lW and Eddy: You two

been playing together for

years. Do you have a keen

[or the other's game?"

,jly:
"Totally. We're like

is
There was one point in

jason when I set Cathy a

and she didn't like it and

missed it and I got mad at

Hi she yelled right back at

We're comfortable enough

each other to not take the

(personally."

Ihy: "We are volleyball!"

md E: "Describe the heart-

irauma of losing in the

lA regional tournament."

Cathy: "It sucked. It was

pure hatred. I've never felt

more anger and more hatred

toward anything in my life. I

was angry with myself, the

coaches, the players - everyone.

I'm not usually a

demonstratively angry person,

but' I was really pissed. We
worked so hard and everybody

was so dedicated and we were

embarrassed. Then, we were not

volleyball anymore."

Emily: "We were slime,

sludge, scum, shmuck and

gross."

J and E: "How do you like

those tight shorts you wear for

uniforms?"

Cathy: "They're groovy.

They're good, functional attire

and are much more comfortable

tban Dolphin shorts. Dolphins

hike up your butt, your

underwear hangs out. I think

our team is about the best

looking team in bun huggers, ya

know. They're not supposed to

be cute. What do you guys

think of them?"

J and E: "We rather like

them. But seriously, if you

were a car what kind of car

would you be?"

Emily: "I'd be a convertible,

laid-back and comfortable. A
Mercedes. You drive it and you

can't tell it's moving. It's

smooth and 1 try to be smooth.

I'm like a smooth, older model

Mercedes. Kind of an antique

like in 'Ferris Bucller's Day

Off."

-"What about
guys?"
--Guys are

great . They
have lots of
good
attributes.

They have feet

and hands."

J and E: "That's nice, Emily.

Cathy, if you were a painting,

seeing as you are an art major,

what would you look like?"

Cathy: "I think I'd be an oil

painting that's been worked on

for many years, changed a lot.

It would be a nude of ." (I and

E: "Good, excellent, go with

it!") "I would not have a

volleyball in the picture and it

would not be a vulgar pose."

J and E: "If you gals could

wish anything for a friend what

would it be?"

Emily: "I wish for one of

Cathy and my friend's father to

get better because he's really

sick."

Cathy: "I would wish that,

too. But 1 would also wish that

all of my friends know how

much I love them and I'm there

for them whenever they need

J and E: "Sigh. That's

beautiful, girls. Now about

guys. What about guys?"

Emily: "Guys are great. They

have a lot of good attributes.

They have feet and hands."

J and E: "How would you

describe yourself in the social

domain?"

Cathy: "Mysterious. Kind of

intriguing."

Emily: "Drunk."

J and E: "What is the favorite

part of your body?"

Cathy: "My hamstrings

because I've heard they're very

appealing."

Emily: "My hands because

they're small but strong."

] and E: "What is the take-

home message with you girls

and what arc the three words

which describe you and your

message in the most fitting

light?"

Emily: "Howard Jones once

said, he's a musician you know,

'Don't try to live your life in

one day. Don't go speed your

time away. Play the flute and

dance and sing your song.' And

I agree with that. But I also say

you have to have a little humor

along the way. The three words

that describe me are 'humorous',

'sensitive' and 'hot', very 'hot'."

Cathy: "To quote Annie

Savory (Susan Sarandon) from

"Bull Durham," 'Long, slow,

wet kisses that last three days

are essential to life.' And the

words that describe me are

'passion', 'dependable' and 'sexy'.

Groovy. Rock on."

GUID€
TRAVEL SYSTEM, INC.

yn. tejon 635-3511

DON'T MISS OUT ON SUPER

SAVER AIRFARES FOR
SPRING BREAK!

""CALL US NOW***

iliM
T H E

IMAGE

SENIORS: ONLY (101 DAYS) LEFT

NTILYOU ENTER THE REAL WORLD.

PROFESSIONAL IMAGE
PREPARATION

WITH LINDA CRADDOCK

SERVICES AVAILABLE :

Clonal seminars Makeup based on personal coloring

"*«llzed Image consultation Wardrobe/closet inventory

" »nal shopping service Proportional analysis

Color consultation

Jowntown (at Theodora) 125 1/2 N. Tejon

635-4764

COPPER
MOUNTAIN

$24 lift tickets plus SPECIAL Savings on

ski lessons ONLY available at Front Range

Vickers®

COPPER MOUNTAIN RESORT
For Information 1-800-458-8386 (extension 5)



Cycles Peugeot"

The French Manufacturer

of the World's finest

bicycles since 1882!

BICYCLE SHOP

19 E Kiowa • Downtown

f7 blocks south ol campus)

Phone: 634-4733

RICK WAGER—
"CC Class of '64 Proprietor"

Opportunities

E^T CETERA

Catch the C.C. Semester in

France. For applications and

information see Professor

Peterson at Armstrong 360.

National Park Service

conducting preemployment

tests Jan. to April for summer

lifeguard jobs in New England

and New Jersey. Write: Surf-

guard program, Gateway

NRA Headquarters, Brook-

lyn, N.Y., 11234.

Summer Career Institute in

Public Relations offered

from June 12 - June 30. Write:

New York University, School

of Continuing Education Man-

agement Institute, 48 Cooper

Square, New York, New
York, 10211-0152.

Meeting for all students

interested in the ACM
Florence and London and

Florence Programs, in Palmer

216 on Feb. 15, 3:30 p.m.

Applications at Palmer 213,

ext. 2523, due March 6.

The Dow Jones Newspaper

Fund's 1989 Minority Repor-

ting Intern Program offers 10

week paid summer intern-

ships to minority sophomores.

Applications are available

in the Catalyst office.

2 New Republic intern-

ships for jrs. and srs., June to

Aug., Sept. to May. Apply by

March 1, May 1. For info,

write: Intms, New Republic,

1220 19th St. NW, Suite 600,

Wash. DC 20036.

Student asst. wanted for

rewriting, revising Amer.

Gov't, text, library briefing,

editing, adv. research. Need

poli. sci., history back-

ground, research. Good pay,

If you are interested in

studying abroad for a

semester or full year, check

Armstrong 318 for advice from

appropriate faculty advisors.

Application for Fall, 1989

due March 1.

Bard College offering a

journalism course for exper-

ienced and novice college

journalists. Write Mary Back-

lund, Director of Admission,

Annandale-on-Hudson, New
York, 12504.

Applications for the

German Semester in Luneburg

in the spring semester 1990

are now available in the

German Department. App-

lication deadline is March 1.

Chicago Semester in The

Arts offers sophs, jrs., srs.,

serious exposure to arts.

Contact ACM, 18 S. Michigan

Ave., Suite 1010, Chicago, IL.

60603 or see James Trissel.

Deadlines April 1, Oct. 20.

Inside look at government

available through student

internships. Contact: Sen.

Tim Wirth, 830 N. Tejon,

Suite 105, Colorado Springs,

CO., 80903, or call Mary
Meilinger at 634-5523.

Big savings at Disney

World during March with a

college I.D. Students can save

almost half price on 2 day

tickets to Magic Kingdom and

the Epcot Center, or get one

day tickets for nearly $10 off.

Students for piano lessons,

$8 per weekly 1 /2 hour lesson.

Start immediately. Exper-

ience preferable, beginners

welcome. Call Dan Wiencek

at ext. 2236, or the Music

Library, ext. 2560.

Responsible student avail-

able for house and, or pet

sitting during the school year.

Call Kate at ext. 2240.

Send Love with carnations,

for friends or that special

someone. Proceeds go to

Sheltered Lives Homeless

Coalition. Make orders

Womer Center, Feb. 3-7.

Learning to play the guitar?

Elec. set-up for sale REAL
CHEAP! Peavy T-25 (Clapton

Style) guitar and Peavey

"Backstage" amp. $224.95.

(will talk). Also beautiful 65

watt bass amp $250. Call Bill,

ext. 2287.

Small Bible Discussion To the serious brunette u

groups meet Mondays at 8 Womer Tuesday morning

pm Mathias Conference you're interested in joining

Room. Call Rick, ext. 2258, or f°r lunch
- ™ me« m „

Deb, ext. 2226.
elevator on Monday.

All announcements must be

submitted to the CATALYST

3 p.m. on Tuesday. Annoum
ments should not exceed 50

words. Please include $1 wi

all personals.

(

Contest

Events

The Colorado Springs

Symphony will play on Fri.,

Feb. 3 and Sat., Feb. 4 at 8 p.m.

at the Pikes Peak Center. They

will also perform at 2:30 p.m.

on Sun., Feb. 5. Tickets are $4

at Womer Desk with C.C. ID.

The Colorado Springs

Symphony performs through-

out Feb. at Pikes Peak Center.

The Broadway Play, "The

Mystery of Edwin Drood"

will show Feb. 6, at 8 p.m.

Call 520-SHOW for info.

The University of Colorado

Program Council's 20th an-

niversary features the Annual

Trivia Bowl, this year on

Woodstock, from April 3-7 on

the Boulder campus.

A Mass will be held in

Shove Chapel on Sunday,

February 5, at 9 p.m.

Jazz saxaphonist Hollis

Gentry to give a benefit

concert at Fine Arts Center on

February 10 and 11, 8 p.m.

Tickets $10 at Fine Arts

Center and Prelude Record

Store, 128 N. Tejon.

For Sale

Nancy Bass's Typing
Service offers reasonable

GLAMOUR magazine hoi-

ding annual Top Ten College

Women Competition. Con-

tact: Linda Addlespurger, Ca-

reer and College Compe-
titions, 350 Madison Avenue,

New York, NY, 10017.

FOCUS (Films Of College

and University Students)

film competition. Open

to feature-length screenplays

or 16mm films.

DEADLINE: Apr. 28, 1989

INFO: FOCUS, 10 East 34th

St., 6th Floor, New York,

NY 10016; (212) 779-0404

"The Rolling Stone" Col-

lege Journalism Competition

offers $1,000 awards, Smith

Corona word processors to top

college journalists. For info.,

entry forms, see the Catalyst

Office in Cossirt basement.

The "Mission Earth Adven-

ture of Your Life Contest," is

offered by Bridge Publi-

cations. Entry forms are

available at bookstores

carrying the Mission Earth

Series. Deadline is Feb. 28.

Studies on the Gospel of

Mark on Tuesdays at 6p.m. in

Loomis 344. For information,

questions, call Cyndee at ext.

2252.

TONITE!
InterVarsity's Nite Life -

answering the question: "Does

God care for me?" from the

series "Give Me an Answer."

Bring your questions. Enjoy a

night out. Meet in Womer
lobby at 7 p.m. For more

information, contact Rick at

ext. 2258 or ext. 2490.

Personals

To Kathryn, Jon-Mark, Joe, and

all the others who helped out

last night. We never would

have made it without you!!!

Radiant Redhead seeks sex-

goddess blond, silken-haired

brunettte and a henna honey for

idle idyll in the mountains of

New Mexico. No experience

necessary. Must like turtles,

Mexico, the lap of luxury, and

a fantastic time.

To new Loomis RA,

swing on new wing.

Luck!!

Basketball-playing 5'8"
Sfl

Lovelander, C.C. senior
see

charming, well-groomed
s

discussions of Ulysses, ess

writing/proofreading, long

walks, cranberry tea, and

Nuggets games on KWGN

Must combine passion, sen:

adventure, and intelligence

solid grounding in uaditiu

Midwestern American valt

Love of Mozart and Johnso

Comer sweet rolls prefem

but not essential. Should

get pissed off if I decide

shave for a few days/monll

Please respond with simil

juicy Personal in this spate

And

esl

!»

Hopeful romantic seeks a

fellow lovelorn to share

«

blanket and hot chocolaie
J

front of a toasty fire on the

cold winter nights. Please

picture along with recordin

favorite love song to Worn

Box 32 or simply respond

'

Personals (RIP).

Valentines Special

GO FOR IT!

The look you've always

wanted is as close as our

salon! Come in and let

Soung & Betty

give you a new, u

image

^< Q *

Valentines

"HIGHUGHTING SPECIAL"

Reg. $40.00 - now - $28.00

with this ad _,

Artistic Hair Designfj

703 N. Tejon, Suite B

475-0679

Inttodudn^Matoc^n^Pau^ichelT

blks 6-8. Resumes only to prices. Office phone is 520-

ProfessorThomas Cronin. 6216, home phone is 632-7568.

General

1990 Symposium Topics v

being accepted. Please send all

suggestions for topics and

speakers to the Symposium

Committee, c/o Eli Boderman.

Special on resumes for The

Colorado College students.

Call Don at 473-8433.

J's Motor Hotel

and Restaurant

Off Campus at 820 N. Nevada

Special Student rate including utilities

& sattelite TV

633-5513



forum

Student urges

clar
ification of

feminism, pg. 6.

insight

New birth control

methods explored,

pgs. 10 and 11.

Arts

ACM sponsors

new program

in Chicago, pg. 13.

Sports

Ultimate Frisbee

Team off to flying

start, pg. 19.

arth Day 1970 becomes
larth Week 1989
By Eric Nickell

•On the seventh day

m rested from his labors,

tad the Earth was still,

J

jan no longer dwelt upon

the Earth

And it was good.

"

Audubon, July 1970

A group of University of

Wnsin students invoked

e words as dawn began on

lironmentalism's 1970

estone of Earth Day, a

ibnwide event that

light together people of all

suasions to discuss and act

in issues of environmental

lificance. Nineteen years

The Colorado College

commemorate the

[ion's commitment to

ironmental ethics during

week of April 17-22.

dents, staff, and faculty:

I Week 1989 is on its

I
What began as

sconsin Senator Gaylord

ton's idea for a day of

iet education about the

lie of environmental
lth in the United States,

amorphosed into a day of

lies and marches, clean-

i,and even recesses in both

«s of Congress.

The day also provided
my opportunities for

kspread criticism of the

w Administration. One
item university gave Kurt

hnegut, Jr. a standing

P'ion as he boldy
:laimed: "[The President]

said the other day that the

United States has never lost a

war and he did not want to be

the first President to lose a

war. Well, he may be the

first President to lose a

planet." {New Yorker, May 2,

1970) Overtones of the

conflict in Vietnam typified

many of Earth Day's

organizers and participants.

The war shook deep rifts into

the relations between workers

and students, and many
Americans credit April 22,

1970, for bringing both groups

closer in a common ecological

cause. The 25 year-old

Harvard graduate student

Denis Hayes catalyzed the

transformation of Earth Day,

the teach-in, into Earth Day,

a time for action. His team of

organizers helped fund and

coordinate protests and

marches in every state.

Interior Secretary Walter

Hickel's choice of Earth Day

to reveal approval of the

permit to build the Trans-

Alaskan pipeline prompted a

demonstrator to dump two

quarts of oil on the

department's steps in

Washington. .

Even more significant

overtures were made on the

part of the corporate world,

as utilities sent out some 2,000

managers and engineers to

speak in front of student and

community bodies, and Ford,

Mobil Oil, Montesanto, and

Proctor & Gamble offered

large donations to

Environmental Action

(Business Week, April 18,

1970). Hayes and his

companions refused the money

and directed the corporations

to clean up. their own
pollution first. To government

and big business, the message

being communicated was

laden with words of

environmental warning.

The Colorado College

version will attempt to

capture much of the Earth

Day 1970 spirit. The details

have not yet solidified,

notables ranging from David

Brower (Earth Island and

Sierra Club) to Paul Watson

(Greenpeace) are slated to

speak. There will be plenty

of bands with refreshments,

and an outdoor Earth Day

Fair. COPIRG will have a

chance to deliver their

"activism in the '80's"

message, ecofeminists may
well be on hand, and rumor

has it that the American

Cattleman's Association will

present their case. The

community and local high

schools will be invited, and a

barrage of activists on

bicycles will ride downtown

during the lunch hour to

promote the "Bike to Work"

paradigm. Talk about this

event with your friends-its

success will depend greatly on

the arousal of all you, known

to be umbered in the

thousands, who are

environmentalists at heart

Professors Hochman and Barton dress the part for the

Lincoln-Douglas debate. Ph°to by Andrea Rex

Professors reenact

Lincoln-Douglas debates

By J. Scott Robertson

History professors William

R. Hochman and Tom K. Barton

entertained and informed an

electrified standing room only

crowd in Packard Hall at this

week's Thursday-at-11. Barton

and Hochman acted out the

parts of Stephen A. Douglas

and Abraham Lincoln in a mock

debate.

The two Illinois politicians

battled each other in a now

famous series of debates which

occurred between August 21

and October 15, 1858.

While vying for the support

'of Illinois House and Senate

members, (state legislatures

were still electing United

States' Senators at this time)

the two men visited seven

different Illinois cities and

debated in front of crowds as

large as 12,000. Douglas won

the senatorial election, but the

issues Lincoln addressed in the

debates contributed to his

successful bid for the

presidency in 1860.

Barton and Hochman, dressed

in the formal fashions of 1858

(stovepipe hats, three piece

suits with tails, and bow ties),

discussed several questions vital

to American politics in the pre-

Civil War period.

In his opening statement

Barton, alias Douglas,

advocated the right of states

and territories to choose

whether or not they would

see DEBATE, p. 2

Sed :

a

Ve
e

pre= ™ do"^"?- environmentalists at heart. State, Senators at th.s t.me, _
illiams professor analyzes questions concerning parental surrogacy

•*
,, j ;„... „.,m;„ nnlirv that the Drocess be chan

I % Krista D. Caufman

^BThe availability of
"inductive technology is

j

m8 us to reconceptualize
">le of a parent," said

.'marie Tong, Professor of

['josophy at Williams
'£ during her lecture on

*y, February 15.

8 addressed the idea of
'll»e and/or Nurture: What
J* a parent a parent,"
prily focusing on the role

legacy in today's world.

JP* approached the topic from

"'losophical point-of-view

and presented the underlying

premises in various arguments

for and against surrogate

parenthood.

According to Tong, the

conservative arguments against-

the practice stem from Natural

Law and Kantian philosophy.

Liberal arguments mostly

support surrogacy, although

some liberals oppose the

practice. These arguments are

based in the utilitarian and

contractual traditions.

Feminist arguments primarily

oppose surrogacy, said Tong.

Liberal feminists argue that

women should be allowed to

use any tool at their disposal,

including their reproductive

capacities.

Marxist and radical feminists

oppose the practice, grounding

their arguments in the

dehumanizing factors. They

claim that surrogacy is

capitalistic, exploitive, and

degrading.

Tong discussed the legal

remedies that are currently

begin considered. One
possibility is to criminalize the

practice as Great Britain has

done.

Another option is to declare

servicing contracts unenforce-

able and against public policy.

In this situation, courts would

not recognize contracts between

a surrogate parent and the

potential parents.

According to Tong, certain

contractual clauses come under

attack. A specific performance

clause holds the parties to the

terms of the contract.

Abortion clauses that mandate

.an abortion in certain circum-

stances are often contained

within a specific performance

clauses. These clauses are

generally considered unenforce-

able because of abortion rights.

Some legal specialists urge

that the process be changed so

that it is more like a private

adoption with a voidable

contract, according to Tong.

She said, "Personally, I am in

favor of the adoption model.

It separates the best interest

of the child from the interest

of the parents."

She concluded, "Being a

parent will be more difficult

in the upcoming years. These

changes may strengthen or

may weaken intergenera-

tional relationships."
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Asian Awareness Month promises intellectual stimulation

By Matthew Muller

During sixth block the

Association of Students

Interested in Asia will be

hosting a number of events to

stimulate interest in Asia and

Asian affairs on the C. C.

campus. Asian Awareness

Month promises to be the best

ever, as many people have

made tremendous efforts to

bring speakers and events

that cover a wide range of

interests and topics. This

year two speakers will be

coming under sponsorship

from PICAS (Program for

Inter-Institutional Colla-

boration in Area Studies).

They are Mr. Sarry Sullivan

who will be speaking about

Pre-Civil War
debate reborn

Taiwan/PRC relationships,

and a Korean professor from

The University of Michigan,

who will speak about the

emergence of modern Korean

political and economic

institutions. Also C.C.C.A.

has generously provided

funding for Noel Miner who

will speak about Asian

American Women and their

condition in modern American

Society. A Chinese film

entitled All Under Heaven

will be shown at Tutt Library,

and a Lion Dance Troupe will

come to C.C. from Denver.

Everyone is encouraged to

come and learn more about

Asia and its importance in our

furture.

DEBATE, from p. 1

allow slavery or not. He held

that Congress should not

impose its will upon a state or

territory by forcing it to adopt

or reject slavery. By adhering

I to these views Douglas 'revealed

his preference for sectionalism

with respect to slavery.

Hochman.portraying Lincoln,

opened with an indictment of

Douglas's propensity to accept

absolutely decisions of the
' Supreme Court regarding

intense moral questions.

Hochman specifically mention-

ed the Dred Scott decision.

In their next exchange, the

combatants took up the subject

of equality between blacks and

whites. Hochman emphasized

that Lincoln was not in favor

of "perfect equality". But, he

said, Negros should not be

denied all the rights white men
enjoyed as Douglas proposed.

At this point in the debate

Hochman and Barton raised the

question of whether Jefferson

meant to include blacks when

he wrote "We hold these truths

to be self-evident, that all men

are created equal. . .

Hochman argued affirmatively,

Barton negatively.

The mock debate has become a

tradition at C. C. In an

attempt to catch different

generations of students, Barton

and Hochman have performed

the debate in approximately

four year intervals.

At the time of its inception

about fifteen years ago, there

existed a garden on the eastern

side of the Library where

students could gather to

witness the debate. When the

garden was changed to concrete

the professors began arguing in

the library itself. Finally, the

audiences became too large for

the library, and they moved to

Packard Hall where they still

reside.

ttair (Designers for Men & "Women

mhzGt
Style, cats, Cettop'fumes.

Terms & Cotor

Nexus and Tri products available for sale

Stop in or maki your appointment.

827 9{. lejon at Cache La Toudre 632-3531

Asian Awareness Activitie
Mnnday. Febra ary 20. 7:nn p.m.. GatesCommon Room,

Dr Noel Miner, former Professor of Chinese and Vietnamese History at C. U.

BouldCJ,w>Iigiveatetureentia^'T^atCanWeLcarnFromVietnairir'<C.C.C.A

Tii<*idav. February 21. 73fl P.m.,Worner Zt3,

Chris Goodwin, C.C. graduate ('86) and tuce Scholarship winner, will discuss
hi,

experiences in Indonesia. He spent a year there doing research on local medicine

and is currently enrolled inmedical school.

Wednesday, FebruaryM . 7-W p.m,,. I.nnmis Lounge.

Emn^BuAker,VisitmgftofessorofArt,wilUalkaboutthe''ArtoftheSilkKoi1 t{

Speech on theemergence of modem Korean political and economic culture.

(PICAS).

W«1ripsday. Match 1

Film: Alt Under Heaven. Tuft Library (CCC-A.) .

Thursday.March 2,8:00 p.m., Packard Hall.

Nationally renowned Korean lawyer, Ms. Oga Cho, will speakabout Asian-

American women, their problems, theirrole in fhe FeministCollective and C.C.Ci

Sunday. March 5. 2:00p.m., Cossit Gym.

Lion Dance Performance. Come see the colorful national dance of China.

Remember, ail events are free and open to the public. Invite friends and do not miss li

opportuntiy to leam aboutAsia from the experts.

DIALouge:
Calling all wallets

By Beth Mullins

"Success!" that's how Kevin

McTernan, Director of the

Annual Fund, describes the first

few nights of DIALogue '89,

which began in the Worner

Center, WES Room this past

week.

C.C. students participating in

the effort have received firm

pledges for C.C.'s Annual Fund

from 75% of the 700 plus

alumni contacted. McTernan

adds, "We still have over

3,000 alumni yet to be
contacted through DIALogue
this year, and at this rate we can

look forward to a very healthy

return."

DIALogue '89 is the major

undertaking of the Student

Development Committee each

year to contact C.C. alumni to

ask for their support of the

Annual Fund, which has a

dollar goal of $1.4 million this

year. The students who
participate in the calling also

receive an education as to the

significance of the Annual Fund

in the life of the College. "I

never realized that tuition only

covers about 70% of the costs

of attending The Colorado
College. With the help of the

alumni's financial support,

C.C.is able to offer belter

facilities and programs, such as

the new science building, the

Leisure Program, ... and guest

lecturers," explains sophomore

Laura Lantz, who is an active

member of the Student

Development Committee.

During this first week over

DIALogue participants solicit funds from alumni.

Photo by Andrea f

70 students have participated in

DIALogue '89. "The art majors

who live in Oregon are great

alumni to talk to and very

generous," says freshman Deane
Malott, "And fhe prizes are

awesome!" The incentives to

encourage students to attend

have been a number of prizes

provided by faculty, staff and
Colorado Springs merchants,

including Josh and John's and

Griffis/ Blessing (both of

whom are Colorado College

alumni).

Students have already won
lift tickets to Breckenridgc and

Purgatory, dozens of homemade
cookies and brownies, and gift

certificates to Finn's, and the

Ritz. In addition, the Kappa
Sigma House has won 20 free

movie passes, and 2 West
Mathias won a movie weekend
package, complete with VCR
rental and snacks.

Prizes still available to win
include 4 lift tickets to

Breckcnridge, dinner for f

the President and Mrs.

posters from the Fine

Center and the Boulder S

Gallery, body mas

certificates to Paul's flo»

C.C. Bookstore and

Prizes available for groups

call during DIALogue inclti

night at the C.C

complete with donuls W
Donut Mill, a SlOO

certificate to Pon*

restaurant, dozens of hornw

cookies and an oppwlurt

"stargaze" from t»e
,

science building with Pro"

Hilt.

DIALogue will ^
throughout next week «»

shifts available each »

Tuesday - Thursday, fro™

7:15 and 7:30 - 1<W»

Students are encouraged

'

by the WES room to pa<«

and welcome to take pa"

free food and prizes

Ihe calling effort.

.urto«»
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rhird World debt on the increase
wdcan official addresses implications

Bv Lisa Cain

Angel Gurria presented

lean
perspectives of the

.i World debt issue for

L chase Stone Memorial

Le last Tuesday. The

dcrsecretary for
'

,

rnational
Affairs in

Jance
and the Chief Debt

lotiator for Mexico, Gurria

fussed the history and

^uences of Mexico's $100

(ion
debt.

The Mexican economy is

straights, according to

gja .
The population is

0iving at 2.5 percent, while

I per capita income has

opped by 20 percent. Real

„es have dropped 40 to 50

Lit and the distribution

Wealth has become even

0Ie
concentrated in the

her income levels. Half of

population lives below

poverty level.

Although the debt crisis

J not officially declared

itil
1982, Gurria believes its

eds were sown long ago.

adilionally, the people of

txico had always been in

Kd of better housing and

lucation, better roads and

immunications; a better

mdard of living altogether.

iwever, the country lacked

: internal resources needed

correct the situation and

traditional resources

ailable in the World Bank

the International

inetary Fund (IMF) were

,ufficient.

Skyrocketing oil prices

ivided opportunity for the

sdcan economy. Gurria

plained that loans from

topean banks were paid off

' advance payments from

sales.

These loan contracts

ted on several assumptions.

fst, Gurria cited the

ntinued scarcity of oil and
! corresponding high
ices. Secondly, continued

Lee's Liquor
502 W. Colorado Ave 520 - 9907

Always happy to see you !

Discount to all with C.C. ID

Rainier is Back Again

6 pak special (New Item) $2.99

Superior Beer of Mexico
4 pak $2.49

Large selection of beer on sale all the time

Kegs & Party Balls in stock always

Kegs available from 31 .99

We promote responsible drinking^

and low interest rates were

crucial.

However, from 1979

through 1981, the industrial

countries that had entered

into these loan contracts with

Mexico began to focus on

inflation rather than

expansion. To bring inflation

down, they raised interest

rates and tightened credit,

without, Gurria believes,

concern for their debtor

countries. As the interest

rates rose, the oil prices

dropped, leaving Mexico

with an unmanageable debt.

As a result, Mexico has

been forced to restructure its

strategy and renegotiate its

debt through Gurria. Interest

alone is $10 billion per year,

approximately half of their

total exports. To alleviate

the crisis, Mexico has

increased their exports and

devalued their currency,

while keeping real wages low

and cutting government
spending.

These actions have led to

a zero growth rate.

Currently, Gurria and the

Minister of Finance are trying

to borrow enhancements to

increase their credit and

reduce the debt. This

involves "borrowing" U.S.

credit. That is, the U.S.

backs up Mexican bonds and

Mexico guarantees payment

by a certain date. In this

manner, they can "trade" the

new bonds for the old debt,

effectively reducing the debt.

According to Gurria, these

enhancements are necessary to

solve the debt problem. The

question remains whether the

U.S. and other industrial

countries will accept the

enhancement due to past

precedents. In addition,

Mexico is seeking new
opportunities with the IMF

and World Bank.

IMAGE

SENIORS: ONLY (101 DAYS) LEFT

UNTIL YOU ENTER THE REAL WORLD.

PROFESSIONAL IMAGE
PREPARATION

WITH LINDA CRADDOCK

SERVICES AVAILABLE :

Pofesslonal seminars Makeup based on personal coloring

Individualized Image consultation Wardrobe/closet Inventory

Personal shopping service Proportional analysis

Color consultation

Downtown (at Theodora) 1251/2 N. Te)on

635-4764

STUDY FOR ONE YEAR OR FOR ONE OR TWO TERMS

OXFOR
lold weather responsible for damages

Maska blaster' wreaks havoc on campus

•.RMS1N

D

By Linda Baynham

As many off-campus
pnts know, even a well-

Wated house becomes a
ft shell in the face of sub-
,0 temperatures. Even the

*>st ship of The Colorado
"ege did not survive last

*s weather without a few
Is.

The last block's arctic

jp caused slight damage in

""as, Wood House, and
,x Kade house. The
'Bbing department of C.C.'s™ca ' plant worked
"''miously through the
*»«nd on retaining pleasant
.."'lions in living areas and in

Hall, which suffered

broken heating coils.

Temporary heaters produced

enough warmth in the science

building for classes to continue.

The New Olin had a few

problems with it's sprinkler

system.

Most damage occurred in

the Worner Center, where both

Gaylord Hall and the WES
room were affected. A broken

furnace and burst pipes caused

the extensive damage to a wall

and floor in Gaylord Hall.

This happened on February 5,

and the hall has been drying out

for 10 days. Inadequate

insulation in li\e ceiling caused

the problem. In the WES room

warmer temperatures created

major flooding from melted

snow. Apparently, still frozen

storm drains forced an

overflow of water to pass

through drains in the WES
room. By the time the storm

drains were manually thawed,

six to eight inches of water

covered the floor of the rooom.

The drainage pipes have been

redesigned to prevent a similar

occurrence.

Total costs from the

damages have yet to be

tabulated because finished

reports are still coming to the

physical plant. The worst

problems were located in

Worner, which is a fairly new

building, and is still covered by

warranties. The rest of the

costs will be covered mostly by

insurance.

1v V.scni,'. fr.... .' rfi c. .I.Td.*» <b» l> NOT a program .im.lucirt by. U S Cc

.gc in O».ord. A .|> <£ »« "" ™'°" > dlrrmd by WI5C

INTERN IN
WASHINGTON, LONDON

WISC offers summer Internships with Congress wlih the While House.

wtthSi*^JtoCowmmeni and Journalism courses are Uughl by senior-level government

policy internships are offeredlwtth academic r n London (Fail. Spring *

WBSC
The Washington International 8tndie» Center

JMMaiaathuK.la Ave N E Suite 230

Washington DC 20002 12021 M7-3275
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Japanese trade imbalance discussed

Speaker offers possible remedies

By Will Gadd

The Japanese Department of

Transportation wants to send

ten million of its people away

on foreign vacations every year

by 1990. This and other broad

plans to solve Japan's trade

imbalance were discussed in a

lecture by Fumiaki Kuraishi

Wednesday night in Loomis

Hall.

Mr. Kuraishi is the

Executive Director of JETRO.

the Japanese External Trade

Organization. JETRO is a non-

profit quasi-governmental

agency that attempts to

expedite and open new trade

areas between Japan and the

United States, as well as other

nations. JETRO, with over 70

offices worldwide opened a

Denver office in October 1986

to promote trade between

Colorado and Japan.

The title of the lecture,

"U.S. - Japan Relations," was

reflected in a broad discussion

about the changing roll Japan is

playing in the world economy.

In the last two years, the yen

has risen 70% against the

dollar, resulting in Japanese

products costing
proportionately more in the

United States. The yen has also

risen greatly when compared to

other major currencies. The rise

of the yen has caused a mild

slump in Japan's economy that

is being solved through a re-

organization of import/export

balances and manufacturing

principles.

Japan has a large trade

Asian

influence

Kuraishi lectures

in conjunction

with Asian

Awareness

Week.

Photo by Gwyn Mauritz

surplus, with exports

tremendously outweighing

imports. According to

Kuraishi, Japan must reduce its

trade surplus by importing

more goods from foreign

countries, which will lower the

value of the yen and keep

Japan's and, by extension, the

world's economy strong.

JETRO has responded to this

need by moving from

advocating exports to striving

for imports ranging from
Colorado beef to American-

made cars.

The nemesis of importing

and exporting commodities is

trade barriers such as tariffs.

Kuraishi, sees the total removal

of barriers, creating what he

defines as a "borderless

economy," essential to free

trade and a vital world

economy. Japan is reducing

tariffs on a number of goods,

hoping to stimulate Japanese

consumers to buy foreign

goods.

The strong yen makes some

manufacturing industries

impractical in Japan. Kuraishi

pointed to Sony TV sets built

in California and shipped back

to Japan. By manufacturing in

the U.S., a Japanese company

can avoid U.S. trade barriers

and also reduce the expense of

-

shipping and paperwork. He
said the same reversal is

occuring with virtually every

sector of consumer and business

commodites, in the U.S. and

around the world.

Japan and the other Asian

countries have a combined

population of over three billion

people. Kuraishi said that

knowing about and
understanding newly
industrialized Asian countries

like Taiwan and Korea is

already important and will be

more so in coming years.

Kuraishi's advice to college

students seeking jobs was to

study Asian culture and

languages in order to participate

in the booming Asian economy.

Kuraishi also said to look

for more Japanese on Colorado

ski slopes. With a population

of only 126 million, Japan has

50 million skiers. Japan's

primary problem is reducing its

trade surplus, states Kuraishi.

By exporting cash and
importing goods, Japan has a

strong future with the United

States, provided trade barriers

are kept to a minimum.

„w,t vourself
to »

.
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Writing
Program
sponsors

prominei]

speaker
By Katherine Shell,

_ Do you dread putting J
paper or fingers to ,

processor? If you arc like

of the members of the k»|

world, you hate writing

than the Black Plague, b<

writing is painful.

Peter Elbow, guest lea,

for the Writing Program,
he

individuals discover and

the pleasant aspects of writ

by revealing "The Problem

Liking What You Write"
j

offering some solutions. 1

eminent writing scholar will

speaking in Packard Hall

Tuesday, February 21, at

a.m.

Elbow speaks as he writ

clearly, concisely, engagiitj

He concerns himself mail

with the writing process a

empowering writers to m
their highest potential

expression. Fearing the m

interference of the critical mi

with the creative

resulting in stunted expressit

he encourages free explorali

of ideas before taking a si

stance with pieces of writing,

Elbow considers that pe

of free play crucial
|

improvement in writing.

even embraces contradiclii

writers develop while they

formulating ideas, because 111

conflicts signify heall

growth. As writers

through their ideas,

contradictions work themsel

out or the writers find ways

bring them together, all

which develop import

thought processes and resul

better, clearer writing

m

i

Tortuous critiques

laborious corrections

technical errors aren't

Elbow's agenda for improvi

writing, however. In If""

Without Teachers he appeals!

a positive approach to tl

teaching of vvritin

concentrating on readc

responding to content «l

non-threatening g ene [

questions, instead of attack!

the writer with a barrage

technical errors and subject

comments.

Elbow's other publicatioi

include Writing With P'*'

Embracing Contraries,^ 1 '

Shifting Relationships M*'

Speech and Writing- "'

currently a Professor

English at the University'

Massachusetts and has been

Director of the W«u»

Program at SUNY
Evergreen State, Washing"

This dynamic speaker has

»

had extensive suc«

establishing writing potm

and seminars at universiues

with community groups
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Strain's resignation proves beneficial

COMMENTARY/By Michael Shaver

There are really two
schoolsofthought re-

garding ideas. One
insists that abad idea

isbetter thanno idea at all; while

the other maintains that, when
it comes to stupidity, silence is

golden.

Entertaining all ideas seems

the "liberal arts" thing to do,

but it becomes difficult at

times. Difficult, because

stupidity reaches critical mass.

Take a recent example, such

as Jeff Strain's article providing

an in-depth look into every

Colorado College student's

integrity.

Strain first offers his

conception of justice. It seems

that justice is not measured by

the amount dispersed, but by

the pure numbers caught up in

the process. In forwarding the

notion that we measure the

vitality of the Honor Code
through the numbers that escape

punishment, Strain takes step

one towards critical mass.

In his article, he first insists

that there are too many people

who cheat and succeed without

the Honor Council's

knowledge. This is clearly a

problem. He later explains

that the numberous honor code

violations brought before the

Council this year reflect on all

of our characters. This is

equally problematic in Strain's

mind. We have arrived at

critical mass.

Jeff has a secret. He has

unique vision. His tenure as

Honor Council member and co-

chair has given him the

unparalleled ability to

pronounce judgment on an

entire campus. Pronouncing

judgment isn't so bad. Holding

the trial in his head is heinous.

We still owe thanks to Jeff

Strain. He had to write that

piece. In writing it, Jeff has

given The Colorado College the

excuse needed to breathe easier

knowing he no longer sits on

the Honor Council. We thank

you, Jeff.

Dr Tellvfingers" returns: The Final Chapter
VI . J^llJ* - "fe chesL down,staringat..well...vouknow. "What s that you re ho)^^m^^^i^H a;_,au.o, j ... MMn'lhinui Al lh:ll mnmrnl C

WPUS INTERUPTUS/By Doug Lansky
wgsadventuresintheDoctor's - Thinking (hat she would enter

ttbegan in the last issue ofThe

eforelcould get to

my seatDr. Rosenstein

entered the room and

called my name. She

Wary as hell. She remindedme

tchet in OneFlew Over

Cuckoos Nestt. Following her

nions, I went down a long

ndor into a small area where

my height and weight.

a4at,sheledmeto"theroom."

^°ug, you can disrobe here -

feback in a few minutes," she

the room any minute, I sat down

and made myself comfortable so I

would appear cool and calm when

she entered. Five minutes passed

and she hadn' tcome so I got up and

went over to the medical drawers.

I opened them and stai :ed messing

around with the re Hex tester and

that thing they shove in your car.

Just then she walked into the room

and slammed the door - obviously

pissed that I was playing with her

equipment.

"Let's go... up on the table...

now:" She ordered.

I obeyed. She whipped out one

of those wooden popsickle sticks

fct

r-ditely. 0I mose woouen usjimh-m*, ouww
Wntinandeverythingwasjust an(j s|, ved it half-way down my
1^ remembered it. It was all ^at Being only human, I gagged

when she did it and a drop of saliva

flew out of my mouth and landed

just below her left eye. She look

out a handkerchief and wiped off

her face giving me a cold stare the

entire time. 1 was scared out of my

mind. She then proceeded as if

—" 'cmeiiiucicu it. 11 niu ""

1 sanitary. I looked at the high

* knobs and thought that they

f'l seem very high anymore.

* I walked over to the push-

^ waslebasket and tested it

'some reason it seemed amus-

I
s° I pushed it about 20 times.^i pushed it about zu tunes, mind. ;>ne men procceucu as u

that, I stripped down to my nothing had happened; she took

s- out her stethoscope and pressed it

against my bare chest.

"Jesus!"Iexclaimedasljumped

about three inches.

"Please try to refrain from using

profane language."

I wanted to call the whole thing

quits right there. What a bitch! I

hate her! I hate her! I hate...

"Is there something you'd like

to tell me?"

"No. Why do you ask?"

"Ju-t a feeling," she responded.

Great, I thought. Now she has

ESP. Things calmed down after

that and we went on with the liule

tests. After a while I noticed that

my sweaty legs were sticking to

the vinyl cover on the table. The

only reason I'm mentioning this is

becausewhen I got up, the unstick-

ing ofmy legs made it sound like I

farted. I chucked at how realistic it

sounded, but when I caught her

eye.I saw that she wasn'tlaughing

_ she thought I really farted. I

started to explain where the sound

came from but stopped for two

reasons. First, I realized it would

be a futile effort to convince her.

Second, she had just pulled down

my underwear and was kneeling

down, staringaL..well...you know.

I felt really awkward. I didn 'tknow

what to do with my hands.

"Cough!" she demanded.

"Hahhchchchtchthch"

"You call that a cough?" She

looked up at me.

"I'm, sorry. It's the besl I can do

under the circumstances."

"Well, the check-up is over,"

she said as she pulledupmy under-

wear.

"I can go home now?"

"Yes... right after you' tetanus

shot"

1 followed he; 10 the death lab,

where she lot'.ued the syringe.

Meanwhile, a nurse pricked my

finger, put a band-aid on it, and

handed me a Utile Tupperware jar.

I went to the bathroom, filled it,

and returned to find a gorgeous

blond-haired, green-eyed young

woman in the lab.

"Hi," she greeted me.

"Hi," I returned.

This girl was unreal. I looked

down at my shoes and lightly

kicked the wall next to me because

I felt pretty shy.

"What's that you're holding?"

At that moment I felt like the

biggest dork in the world. There I

was talking to the most beautiful

girl I had ever seen and I was

holding a bottle of my urine. I

turned a shade of red that would

would put a ripe apple to shame.

As if I weren't feeling stupid

enough already. Dr. Rosenbitch

cameout with a syringe that looked

like it could send an elephant into

a coma. Now, not only was I em-

barrassed, but 1 was petrified. I

couldn't let my fear show. With

complete control, 1 sat there and

watched the syringe draw nearer.

I flinched at first - I even

watched it slither through my skin.

But, to my complete amazement,

it didn't hurt at all. I couldn't be-

lieve it- il was over and I could go

home.The nurse handed mea piece

of bubble gum and I suavely un-

wrapped it and put il in my mouth.

"Wcren' t you scared?" asked the

incredibly gorgeous girl with ad-

v miration.

"No, not really," I boasted.

Lying can be such fun.
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Feminism stimulates

irrational attitudes

EVIL DAUGHTER OF EVE / By Shannon McGee

I
recently heard the story of

a woman at C.C. who dis-

likeda particularpoeman-

other person had written

because itreminded herof "femi-

nism".
Asa true evil daughter of Eve,

I gasped! What could possibly

be wrong with thinking of fenu»

nism? Mary Wollstonecraftwas

called "ahyena inpetticoats" for

recommending that women be

given the same rights as men
during the French Revolution,

but I thought those days were

over.

mart's dollar in 1989 and still

getting ghettoized into the sec-

ondary labor market. Women of

all ages, shapes, colors, sexual

preference, and socio-economic

backgrounds are still victims of

rape, incest and domestic vio-

lence.

Feminism as a whole is often

equated with irrational radical

separatists - who would want

that label? Bui, being afraid of

alienatingmenand being seen as

a wretched castrating wench is

also irrational. For if we reject

the richness of feminist thought

Analyzingthevariousfeminist because we fear labels, we are

philosophies -frorn liberal femi- immobilized to work against

nism to radical feminism tp

postmodern feminism -why, it

is almost as exciting as the good

old days back in the Garden.

These different schools of

thoughtformabriiliantdiscourse

offeringsmyriad ofdescriptions

and explanations for women's

oppression.

Heck, women are half the

population; did anyone really

expect women's voices to be

univocal? Feminism is such a

large body of knowledge - to

stereotype it as only one cate-

gory of radical extremist is

ludricrous. Because the term

feminismrneanssomany things,

the title "feminist" should noroe

disclaimed.

It just needs some qualifica-

tion.

Perhaps those grimacing at

thisnotipnofferranisrn(s)asstnrie

misogyny, sexual exploitation,

violence against women, state

control over women's Ixxiies,

discriminarionagainst the lesbian

community, the poverty and il

literacyofwomen, the paucity of

women in politics and econom-

ics, as well as the unfair sexual

division of labor that leaves

women with a double, day.

This fear of being radical is

trulyludicrous. Itstrikes me tha t

we could use some radical

change. We collectively create

oar world, and the power c iffer-

eptial between women and men
isahistorkai development, nota

natural inevitability. Women
must come together to claim their

equality and autonomy in order

tobuild a world inwhich weycah
survive and thrive in

If we were dose to attaining

those goals, ihr-n this issue of the

ment of the Wfjiys has taken care

of the really majorproblems fac-

ing women and all that is left is

an ironing out of minor details.

Yet,ifonelooksto theworld thai

hasbeencreatedsineeM-umtook
the rap for eating a piece of fruit,

one sees a world wherewomen
are consistently poorer, less;

healthy,lesseducatedandwhose

labor is devalued. As this is stilt

the reality, who would want to

deny feminism?

Who, then, is creating this

howling hysterical fuss and
whafs their problem? Is it those

ugly, hairy, radical, extremists

whojustcan't get adate ... again?

Even the pretty women are

making only 67 cents to every

historic interest. However, to

reject feminism now is to prove;

an unsophisticated andnon-criti-

cal approach to the world we
have Inherited from past genera-

ln My Opinion

Letters to the Editor

Cossitt Basement
Colorado College

Colorado Springs, CO
80946

Scandal re'- I

Honor Council

Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the address

above. Lettersshouldbenolongerthan400words. TheForum

staff may edit letters for clarity and brevity.

The Catalyst does not accept responsibility for the views

expressed in any letters it receives. It does accept responsibil-

ity for giving them a chance to appear.

Society's Mark
missed its mark
To the Editor:

,

After reading the feature small school those being

article "Formal features criticized could not help but

fantastic fashion faux-pas," realize their identities. The

which appeared in the 3 intent of our school paper

February Catalyst, we found should not be to slander those

ourselves deeply offended. We reading it. Such an article may

wonder about the literary merit be appropriate for a high

of such a barrage of insults. A society" trashy publication,

publication such as the Catalyst However, we are sorry to say

is not the forum for this to Leonard Marc, You are out

atrocity. We realize that the of your element.

writer's intent was not Rob Adtasson

malicious; however, in such a Naoml Cohen

Graduate criticizes Klein's treatment

Dear Dean Finley, decisions they've made, in spile

I have written, and of the opinions they have heard

encouraged others to write, on from students, alumni, and

behalf of loanne Klein and have members of the faculty?

received no reply or explanation For the record, I have taken

of what I feel to be an injustice Introduction to Music and

to Professor Klein, the theatre Electronic Music Studio with

y

the Women's Liberation Move- term feminism wouldonlybeof department, and the student Stephen Scott and feel that he is

body. I have been following the competent, intelligent

situation closely through accessible, and always prepared,

correspondence with the I would recommend him for a

Catalyst and others within the promotion.

C.C. community. I would like I know voices are not being

rions. Catherine Stimpson wrote to hear the "other side" of the heard in the case of Professor

i i i • sinl

February, 1989 issue, "Women
Studies has prod uced a body of

thought so big, complex, and

vital, that people who ignore it

should be sued for intellectual

and academic malpractice."

Anyone atGO who dislikes the

idea of feminism should defi-

nitely have a lawyer

Eml Dmghter of Eve will appear

monthly. Shannon McGee will

focus on feminist-related issues.

From Plavina Fast and Loose With Time and

Saace by P.S. Mueller. ©1989 by P.S. Mueller.

With permission of Meadowbrook Press.

Mimcx

story, if there is one. How can Klein and can only pray, for the

the administration claim that integrity and reputation of The

the students have a "right, even Colorado College, that this is

duty, to help in the evaluation an isolated incident which will

of faculty members whose be remedied,

courses they have taken" when Sincerely,

they fail to explain the EJ. Bemacki '87

C.C student complains:

"We need more people"

To the Editor: ask yourself, was the school

Hello! I am your typical, ever actually highly populated?

average, run-of-the-mill (This, obviously, is a

sophomore. Well, typical with theoretical question.) Which

the exception that I was a leads me to my idea! This place

summer start (a.k.a. "dumber does not have enough people, so

start"). I have been having sort we should ship some more in. I

of a dragged out day, so ... I mean, how many transfers do

decided in all my laziness to do we actually have? Six? Seven?

something a bit creative, like WE NEED MORE!! (And I am
take a poll. not alone in saying this).

Now, the Colorado We have plenty of room,

College has something like and if not, then build another

2100 students, right? And dorm! This school most

when we all arrived here as certainly has the bucks,

naive freshmen, we thought, I have decided to start a

"Gosh, this school is huge!" coalition to get this idea off the

Lately I have been doing a little gound - it's a new society called

calculating. it seems that SIGNOFF (Students in Great

wherever I go, I know or Need of Fresh Faces). If at all

recognize just about everyone, interested, please contact the

Chalk that up to popularity, or administration immediately,

to the fact that this school is Blythe Baten

just too damn small. (I think P.S. By sitting here for an

the second explanation makes hour, I saw 30 people, fifteen

way more sense.) You have to of whom I knew or recognized.

To the Editor:

I am writing in rcsp
„,

Jeff Strain's Town Crier >

which appeared in the FeJj

3rd issue of The Caialy
s, j

article attacks me and J
other student at the C ai

and it warrants a response

Although I have never 3
the Honor Council, I j^
that students who cheai

caught and are punished

believe that the Honor Cod?

constructed effectively to (J

those who cheat. If y
exists, then the blame

she

be placed on the Council

not on the code itself.

I have some verifiable
rj

that have helped me
this conclusion:

1) At the second
Hoi

Code Appeal trial of

academic year, the prosccu*

Council member asked

witness for the defense ah

the witness' previa

encounteres with the Hoi

Council. According to

student and "records" of

Honor Council, the prosect

could not have obtained

information without breaki

the secrecy of all Hoi

Council cases. It is

conjecture that the proseco

obtained this information fa

a member who was at the l

of the witness. In this ca

violation of the seen

occurred and hence some acl

should be taken.

2) At the beginning of

semester, an Honor Coun

member was suspended

giving advice to a candidate!

the Honor Council regaidi

the time commitment involv

with the Council. This pets

felt that the candidate's oil

responsibilities would

impaired if the candidate wi

to be an active member of I

Honor Council. The conclusi

I draw from this act is that I

Council does not want I

candidates to know what at

of commitment
expected from Conn

members. If this is the con

conclusion, then why boll

with the interview prooe

Perhaps my conslusion

incorrect, but why did they til

this action?

3) Finally, I wonder aboi

Jeff's problem with *

Constitution. If he helped

prepare the small changes in >

Constitution, then why wet

they incomplete? Why M
he make them so they would

effective? Perhaps this is P
of the reason why he is!

longer on the Honor Council.

I, for one, am glad that Je

is not on the Council

disgusted that he could rem:

on the Council when he »<

stated, "I know 90% ... (
ol

students brought before

Honor Council) are $<»v

than sin." Hopefully U" s

not the case with the reman™

of the Council, but how can

determine this?

Christopher Bruce Pg,

More "Letters

the Editor" can

found on page 8.
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DISCOURSE
[dis'kors] n. communication of ideas, information, etc.; ability to reason.

,hould C.C. be enforcing
Colorado's drinking age?

/rr«in- njn i«n . nr/ihihiic rnnciimniinn nf almhnlir heveraees for DeODlfi \ ^-i^-v».t

PRO

by Margaret E. McMillan

and Debra Robison

I

' n the beginning there was alco-

hol, abundant and plentiful the

drinking tradition thriving in

_ the "Animal House" era ofThe

Colorado College. But, alas, the leg-

islators and government officials of

the United States decided that even

though at 18 we are responsible

enough to fight and die for our coun-

try, we are not capable of being re-

sponsible in consuming alcoholic

beverages until the age of 21. As the

College is a law-abiding institution,

it maintains a policy of allowing

students over the age of 21 to drink

6.0% alcohol and those students who
fall with the "Grandfather Clause"

to consume 3.2% alcohol.

The question arises should the

college be enforcing this law and

policy since it is aprivate institution?

The college is subject to the same

laws and consequences as any other

private or public institution. There-

fore to protect its liabilities, it de-

mandscompliance from the students.

Unfortunately, ever prevalent social

Colorado law prohibits consumption of alcoholic beverages for people

under age 21. According to The Pathfinder, "The College is subject to

these laws and administers all policy in accordance with their current

interpretation and in keeping with the College's committment to respon-

sible behavior." Beginning this year, the College requires any organiza-

tion serving alcohol to establish the age of individuals being served. Is

this necessary?

by Ben Peery

Under age C.C. students recognize this collection as well as anyone,

photo by Gwyn Maurirz

olorado College today

stands at the threshold of

a new era - an era of the 21

. year-old drinking age.

Passed by Congress only a short

"tragic" yearago,thenew legislation

which changed Colorado's drinking

age has been all but popular with

freshpeople on campus. At a time

when campus parties and cheap beer

are still synonymous with fun times

at the College, it seems the new alco-

hol legislation and C.C.'s consequent

carding policy has made criminals of

us all.

Is Colorado College's carding pol-

icy justified? Obviously for insur-

ance purposes it is a necessary im-

plementation,and in accordance with

federal law it seems natural that a

carding policy be established. Yet

where carding students at parties to

weed out those under-age rebel

drinkers seems justified for adminis-

trative ends, its effectiveness and

importance can certainly be ques-

tioned.

normsdonotencouragecompliance,theCollegehasnootheralternativebut

to enforce the policy.

I
uuneu.

Under-age students at Colorado College drink regardless. At parties

everyone manages in some way to get their hands on a beer or four and

despite a carding policy that seems merely ritualistic none go thirsty. If the

who violate the law nor a police agency enforcing the law The College not worK
.

u » '
h

,

f weeks of biol or relalcd dass ,

therefore encourages safe, responsible drinking and does not go looking for drank. After a grueling th

^ ^^^ ncx , Wock .

violator? of the policy. Regulations that are set up enforce the minimum students nave to™« ' y*^ _r^._ ,,,„„„„, i(fori through a rousineviolators or ine puncy. ixeguiauuiia ui«i «>*- -.-. -r

standards allowed and give students freedom that may not be permitted on

other college campuses.

Colorado College gives students several options for the use of alcohol on

campus and these options all fall within the confines of the law. Alcohol is

sold on campus in Benjamin's. Students are allowed to dnnk alcohol in the

privacy of their own room, a privilege that is forbidden atmany universities

and colleges. Bemis Dining Hall, Bemis Lounge, and Taylor Dining Hallmay

have alcohol served in them if arrangements are made with the College

General Secretary. Other Academic facilities on campus are sub|ect to

similarrules,however arrangements mustbe made with the properauthon-

ties. Campus parties are allowed the privilege of serving alcohol provided

they have a designated server present. Finally school field trips can have

alcohol at the Professor's discretion. The College has clearly extended itself

to allow students the highest privileges that fall within the confines ot the

law.

students nave luieicaoc in*, p*.,.* -[..»" -

Does the administration expect to obtain the same effect through a rousing

game of tiddleewinks? Yes, it does in fact feel good to become intoxicated,

act stupid, and wake up the next day around dinnertime.

If then, students are going to drink despite Federal regulation and Col-

lege's carding policy, why go through the motions of enforcing such a pol-

icy7 While some may claim it is created in the interests of protecting the

students, this is in reality a crock. Granted, a degree of danger ,s added tea

fun-bent student when he or she is a bit tipsy, but is it the responsibility o

the administration to save us from ourselves? Clearly not, as many of us left

home at the ADULT age of 18 to escape from that same parental restnehon.

The carding policy then, seems to be created in the interests of protection

from liability Obviously the College could be sued by the parents of a

student,who while drunk wandered out into Nevada and was instantly run

over by a low-rider with pink fuzzy dice and shag carpet interior. The

carding policy makes sense in this light as it serves to cover the ass of the

administration and subscribes to Federal law.

What if any, is the alternative to an ineffective and pointless carding

oolicv7 Perhaps the first step that must be taken is to initiate trust in the

student body on the part of the administration. At some other comparab e

schools, this "crazy" idea of trust is upheld as students somehow manage to

drink without killing themselves.

The Colorado College administration must acknowledge that under-age

drinking does exist and federal regulations, short of a task torce of anti-

alcohol police, cannot be enforced,^e College must rnake concessions with

this realization in mind. For instance, a waiver could be given to all under

age students -hat simply states that although students under 21 cannot

fegalydrinkittheydo^theywillberesponsiblefor their own actions. Those

students who have signed the waiver and in the event of a drunken activity

ColoradoCollegeprovidesstudentswithoneofmemostlertientalcoho, ^^^^^^^SSS^^^
policies of colleges in the U.S. Students at CC should be aware that the Federa reSul^^ a

'

fut , le

P
H those students would act in the modera-

privileg MsaresponsibilitygiventothestudentsbytheschooLToexpec
The students,^not toa£ p ^

College to allow us any moreis goingbeyond the limits of the law and places tion and responsibility ot
g

The Col -ge in legal jeopardy.

The initial concern is safety, not only for

the consumer, but for fellow

students as well.

Of course we are missing a very obvious reason for enforcing the policy:

to preserve the general welfare of the student body. The initial concern is

safety not only for the consumer, but the fellow students as well. Students

who drink to excess and prevent others from studying, sleeping and

enjoying the environment provided are discourteous and obnoxious. Not to

mention, inebriated students actions may cause harm to themselves or

others.
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More Letters to Editor

Homophobia leads

to violence
To the Editor:

The last issue of the Catalyst

printed our letter, which

addressed some of the

statistical data on the first-year

class; in particular, data that

dealt with students' attitudes

toward lesbians and gays.

During the editing process, a

portion of the letter which

dealt with anti-gay violence and

homophobia was deleted. We
are talcing this opportunity to

resubmit that information.

Homophobia is an irrational

fear of gays and lesbians. It has

alternately been defined by the

poet Audre Lorde as "the fear

of feelings of love for members

of one's own sex and therefore

the hatred of those feelings in

others." The desire on the part

of 20.1% of the class of '92 to

establish and uphold laws

which attempt to control the

right of gays and lesbians to

express themselves sexually is

a homophobic response. Such

opinions can lead to more

extreme forms of homophobia.

District Court Judge
Jack Hampton
commented that the

light sentence... for the

killing of two men was
justifiable because they

were "queer."

Homophobic attitudes take

their most primitive and brutal

form of expression through

violence against gays or what is

more frequently referred to as

"gay" or "fag bashing." The
National Gay and Lesbian Task

Force documented a 42 percent

increase in reports of anti-gay

violence between 1986 and
1987.

Perhaps the most widely
reported recent occurrence of

anti-gay violence and the

institutionalized bigotry
surrounding it occurred in

Dallas, Texas this winter (Gay

Community News, "Texas

judge goes easy on killer of gay

men," Dec. 25, 1988-Jan.7,

1989).

This case made national

headlines when District Court

Judge Jack Hampton commented

that the light sentence, 30 years

in prison with the possibility

of parole in 10 years, which he

had given to Ricahrd Bednarski

for the killing of two men was

justifiable because they were

"queer." Hampton went on to

tell the press that he would

have sentenced Bednarski to life

in prison had he killed "a couple

of housewives out shopping."

The facts surrounding this

case show Bednarski, the 18

year-old son of a police officer

and first-year college student,

drove forty miles from his

home armed with a gun to

"pester" gay men.

This nice, young, suburban

kid, with good academic

standing in college, bragged to

his friends after the killings.

He explained that he had stuck

the gun in Tommy Lee
Trimble's mouth before

shooting him. When the other

victim, John Lloyd Griffin,

tried to crawl away, Bednarski

stepped on the man's legs and

shot him in the back several

times.

We are not trying to make a

direct analogy between first-

year males at C.C. and Richard

Bednarski, but the extreme
homophobic attitute exhibited

in the A.C.E. survey greatly

concerns us. Homophobia can

be treated. One people become
informed and begin to gain an

understanding of lesbians and

gays, they no longer perceive

Ihem to be a threat. We once

again invite you to attend and

participate in Gay and Lesbian

Pride/Awareness Week April 2

through 10. Remember, you

have nothing to lose but your

anxieties.

Paul McCarty
Karen Hixon

To the Editor:

"Home to the homeless,

canvas for the world." As I

quote from Jim Grossman's

layout on the Ruins I have to

laugh. What sad sap ideas! If

the Ruins were a person it

would spit at you. The Ruins

were a place for exploration,

release of frustration (banging

on the walls, breaking glass,

setting fires), band playing,

recording, and just reflection.

Now that it has become overrun

by news teams, proclaiming it a

Satanist and teenage hangout, it

has become a mockery.
Photographs of the Ruins are

useless and for the the most
part they capture nothing of its

essence. Romanticizing them is

an insult to me and to others,

who for years have traversed its

skeletal landscape. However,

Catalyst Friday, February 1 7, 1 989

No news is bad news
Are all of those Catalyst

polls getting on your nerves?

Well, maybe you should do

something about it, such as go

out and throw a major piece of

Colorado College "ait" in to

Schlessman Pool so that we at

the Catalyst can write a juicy

story about it

Then someone who is an

authority on everything will

write a letter to the editor

claiming that we have

glamorized this repulsive act.

This will, in turn, incite

someone else who is an

authority on everything to

write a letter to the editor

saying that the aforementioned

person should get off his high

horse.

Now about five authorities

will write letters to ihe

saying that the
sc

i

newspaper is not a place
io

on fellow students.

Then the Catalyst Stag

end up taking a poll on

of students to slam on
other in a major media

j

such as this newpaper.

You may think
ln„

Catalyst poll is inevitayj

view of the above scenario

loofat what was accompli
Four issues passed w

;th

enough room for a CaM
poll.

The Ruins are ruined
because of the recent media

hype, the police are patrolling

the area (more so than in the

past) and slapping on $150

fines. As for it being a "home
to the homeless" and a "canvas

for the world," there is only

one man who has made the

Ruins his home, he is known
by his garbage and a chance run

in. The graffiti at the Ruins is,

for the most part, ridiculous -

with the exception of a few

notable bands and poems, which

are eventually covered in junk

anyway.

As for the "romantics,"

who perhaps have gone to the

Ruins during a rainstorm: It

used to be a gold refining plant

and the soil is still polluted

with cyanide dust.

Go figure.

Linda Martinez

The Official George Bush
"Read My Lips" Contest

What is our illustrious, yet

sometime wimpy, Presid

saying?

Match your measly wits

against those of Doug and
Bill, and enter this

officially-sanctioned

Catalyst contest. First-prize

winners will be allowed to

print an article of any length-

uncut. Two second place

winners will be allowed to

join The Catalyst staff for a

Thursday night paste-up
session. All other entrants

will receive a free trip to

Mazatlan courtesy of The
Disparaging Eye*

Submit entries to The
Catalyst office in Cossitt or

Worner Box 2034 by Tuesday
at 3:00p.m.

*We're lying.

London School of Economics
and Political Science

A chance to study and live in London

Junior-year programs, Postgraduate Diplomas, One-

Year Master's Degrees and Research Opportunities

the Social Sciences.

The wide range of subjects includes; -

Accounting and Finance • Actuarial Science • Busi-
ness Studies • Economics • Econometrics •

Economic History • European Studies • Geography •

Government • Health Planning • Housing • Industrial

Relations • International History • International Rela-
tions • Law • Management Science • Operational
Research • Philosophy, Logic & Scientific Method •

Population Studies • Politics • Regional and Urban
Planning • Sea-Use Policy • Social Administration •

Social Anthropology • Social Planning in Developing
Countries • Social Work • Sociology • Social Psychol-
ogy • Statistical and Mathematical Sciences •
Systems Analysis •

iting whether undergra

L-LSE



With the occurrence

- of National Con-

dom Awareness

Week and Valen-

tine's day, the Catalyst chose this

relevantweek todevote the insight

section to contraceptives.

Inside insight you will find

the results of the poll taken

earlier this week. Are C.C.

students as "safe" as you

thought? A chart of the most

common methods of

contraception is provided in case

the list on the poll baffled you

with its length.

Boetlcher Health Center

offers services to students. "It

isn't widely known that

Boetlcher is fully equipped to

perform gynecological

examinations and checkups for

sexually transmitted diseases

(STD's). With such an easily

accessible resource, there seems

to be no justification for

irresponsibility with sex.

Just to keep you up to date,

we have included an article

about the new drug, RU 486.

If it were allowed to be

prescribed in the United Suites,

many women's lives would be

made a lot easier. At the same

time, it would induce a lot of

protest on the part of anti-

abortion groups.

Since many of the methods

involve placing foreign

materials into the body or

altering the hormonal levels, it

is important to think about

health risks involved with

contraceptives. Most people,

when worrrying about risks,

think about pregnancy or

sexually transmitted diseases;

it occurs to few that there may

be risks in the actual prevention

of these dangers.

As college students, it is

especially important to think

about safe, effective forms of

contraception. The risk of

pregnancy, as well as sexually

transmitted diseases, runs high

, without them. Comparatively,
'

college students arc a very

sexually active group. We hope

that this information will be

beneficial, as well as

entertaining.
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Alternative found in abortion pill

By Christine Mack

It is known as a "savior for

women" and an "assassin of the

newtjorn." It has been approved

by Britian, China, Sweden, the

Netherlands and has caused

riots in France. As the first

contraceptive option on the

market in the past 28 years,

gynecologists, feminists, the

World Health Organization

(WHO) and the Archibishop of

Paris are receiving it with

petitions, protests, acts of

smuggling and even more tests.

Its name is RU 486.

RU 486 ceases pregnancy by

blocking the progesterone

receptors with antihormones,

thus preventing the uterus from

retaining a fertilized egg.

Under a doctor's supervision

RU 486 (in pill form) is given

to a woman who suspects she is

pregnant along with a shot of

prostaglandin which induces

uterine contractions. What
follows is basically a

miscarriage. When taken two

months after the last menstrual

period, the rate of effectiveness

is more than 95 percent. Nausea

and cramps, due to the

contractions, are experienced by

about half of the women.

Developed in 1980 by Dr.

Elinenne-Emile Baulieu, RU
486 has been tested on women
in 20 countries. In a New York

Times Magazine interview last

Sunday Baulieu stated that his

interest in contraceptive

research is due to his concern

over illegal abortions. "Almost

50 million women have

abortions each year, and some

150,000 women die annually

from botched abortions. RU
486 could save the lives of

thousands of women."

Anti-abortion

movement

technologically

bypassed

WHO and the World

Congress of Gynecology and

Obstetrics welcome RU 486 as

a hault to the injuries and

deaths that result from illegal

abortions and sec it particularly

useful in rural areas where safe

abortions are almost impossible

to obtain. Financially, RU 486

is less expensive than abortions

which usually run $200 in the

US ; Roussel-Ucaf, the French

pharmaceutical company thai

distributes the drug, sells RU

Wrong colored rubbers may
rub you the wrong way

By Courtney Jackson

The message is found everywhere, "If you are going to have

sex, do it safely." It is not "in" to be irresponsible with your

sexual organs. With such' pressures hanging over the "sexual

being's" head, one must go to great lengths to inform one's self of

the latest methods in contraceptive mechanisms; it can be

overwhelming to say the least

For most people condoms seem to be the easiest thing to deal

with. Many people complain about the messiness and
inconvenience, but condoms are very simple and require little

thought. Or so it seems...

It used to be that the only consideration in condom purchases

was the brand one desired. But now, one must decide between the

options of spermicide, lubrication and "texturization" (for her

pleasure). Right next to this kind, is the kind that says it feels

just like skin. Trojan offers a variety pack for the people who
can't make up their minds.

lust to confuse people a little more, they have added colors

to the variety of condoms. That's cute, you can color coordinate

your penis with your outfit. I can see the advertising campaign
now, "For the man who really has it together, a condom to go
with every tie. You wouldn't want to be caught clashing, now
would you?"

Some companies have taken advantage of the fact that women
are now becoming sexually liberated enough to take responsibility

for condom purchases. Trojan offers "Lady Trojans." They are

exactly like normal Trojans, but they are packaged in a pink box
and cost a dollar and forty five cents more.

There are mail-away programs found in magazines for people

who are too embarrassed to actually go into a store and purchase

them in person. It would be kind of tough explaining that one to

mom. "Amy, you got a package, come open it and let me see what

486 for $80. Researchers also

see. potential uses for RU 486

in preventing breast cancer and

Caesarian births.

Last fall the French Minister

of Health, Claude Evin, gave

final approval to RU 486

causing anti-abortion protests

and condemnation from the

Catholic Church. Roussel-Ucaf

submitted to the pressure and

announced the withdrawal of

the drug a month after its

release. Immediately, scientists,

doctors and family planning

organizations launched a

counter-protest.

The French government,

which owns 36.25 percent of

Roussel-Ucaf. told the

company to put RU 486 back on

the market or else the patent

would be given to another

company. Two days after

withdrawal Roussel-Ucaf

released the drug again and is

now regularly distributing the

drug in French hospitals.

It could be 5-10 years before

RU 486 comes to the US.

Although enough studies have

been completed for FDA
approval, the government

would request additional

testing before releasing the

drug.
.

Political barriers stand in the

way of RU 486 distribution in

this country. The
Nati0r—

Right To Life Committee J
largest anti-abortion

grnil

'

n j
the US, has vowed to

any company which marked
486 and has already

on
(

members of Congress

issue.

In a Mother Jones intervjp,

last June, Debbie Rogo»
reproductive health analy

said, "the right has concent™

its fear of women's sexual

and equality on abortion. W
this thing [RU 486] hits

|

market, the movement
yjj

have been technological]

bypassed."

Richard Glasgow, educatio

director of the NRL, agree

"It's more difficult to make y

case that this is a developi

baby if you don't have pictuj

of a fetus. If you can she

people fingers and toes,
i

dynamite."
Those involved in the effo

to bring RU 486 to the US

confident that it will appear

the market but in the meanunt

activists on both sides of tl

contraceptive debate will ha

to wait for govemmi
approval and business suppa

before Ru 486 becomes

another option for Americ,

women.
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CONDOMS

The use of condoms is recom-

mended by the U S Surgeon

General in the fight against AIDS

and other sexually transmitted

diseases.

Observation made by poll responder:

"Those condoms are bogus" photo byAndrea Rex

)

I ^0TT°i <\0« "V Wilt., yucil-j

i _! I_l I - Li iDfP

JoVi no, rrw da-te. I isten, bu<J,

Would fl/p if ifS * ba<:

you got!"

Thank goodness we have condom machines in the bathrooms

of our dorms. There are no decisions to be made, you put your

money in and take what you get. The machines are the same f'

men and women. It is very discreet for the modest person;

someone were in there when they entered, they could pretend Ibt]

were going to use the toilet, and if someone walks in while in to

act of purchasing the condom, they could pretend they ihoui

was a tampon machine.

oh- here- you'd EerW

fake 4*5 -3^
...be caretu

Clf

tl
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Choose your weapons
mparing Contraceptive Methods

METHOD

gONDOMS
$5 for $2

DIAPHRAGM
jlOplusJetty

DESCRIPTION EFFECTIVENESS

PTOphylatics.rubber \

placed over erect penis

90%

SUPPOSITO-

RIES, JELLY

$lO,$7,$10

S IUD

JURAL FAMILY
PLANNING

"

Small rubber cup that
j

fits over the cervical
\

opening to act as a bar-

rier against sperm

HEALTH
CONCERNS

Perhaps an allergic re-

action to rubber

80-90%

Chemicals put into, va-

gina before sexual in-

tercourse

80-85%

None

STRONG POINTS WEAK POINTS

Cheap, widely available, Interrupts sex, some say

protects from STDs it affects sensitivity

Used only when needed. Some say it's hard to put

can be put in as much as in and take out, must be

two hours before left in 6 to 8 hours

Must be in no more than

Rare allergic reaction' Widely available, easy 20 minutes before,

maybe messy

Small device inserted
j

ratowombbyadoetor^
\

plastic and thread

96%

The regulation of

ovulation

THE PILL

E $13 a moms;

SPONGE
$4 for 3

;ervical CAP
$25

50-85%

Hormones that stop

ovulation

98%

May cause cramps,

bleeding, or infections

Left in for one to two

years, doesn't interfere

with sex

Failure results in

pregnancy

Sponge that fits over

cervix, absorbs sperm 85%

Small device placed

over cervix - acts as a

barrier

85-90%

Nausea, weight gain,

depression, risk of

blood clots, heart at-

tacks, and strokes

No doctors or drugs,

compatiblewith religions

Simple, doesn't interfere

with sex, eases cramps

Doctor is necessary, not

to be usedwith multiple

partners

Must chart discharge

(Jaily, in some cases

not as effective

Rare allergic reaction

to spermacide

Can be put in several

hours before and left in

up to twenty four hours

Can be put in as much as

None that are known \ ^^^ used

(only when needed

Must be prescribed and

taken everyday at the

same time

Risk of tearing when

removed,canmake sex-

ual intercourse dry

Is very small so it may

be difficult to position

tew methods in the making
'ill for men in planning for future

1 „..,:, „,. ™. ,„,ihnrti« I. is honed that a modern of the new techniques, dcr

Steven Kaali in New York. The
Bj Michele Santos device is a small electric

cylinder that would be placed

new in inside the cervical canal. A
Despite weak electric field is generated

What's

taception? i^^.,- wc_ _«,„,„ *««« .» &
Ms, the current selection tnat immobilizes sperm before

|h control devices leaves they reach the uterus. Kaali

to be desired. Side theorizes that the electricity

I, inconvenience, and changes the polarity of the

»se combine to make Sperm. When the sperm try to

p methods less than move through the field, "their

f- However, research is heads start to move differently

toe on new methods of ... they just sort of lie down ...

|wption. These methods and become still," said Kaali,

: the cervical cap, electric quoted in Discover magazine.

Is, vaccines, a "vaginal However, the electric field is

injections, and a "pill" still at least three years and

four million dollars away from

cervical cap was FDA approval.

N by the Food and Drug
'lustration only last June. „„!„„;„» inea* of rubbed or plastic,

bei

«
ch ^'the £*.

-Ae-shaped, is used with £emg
Universitv f

1h ™d 1S P ac^ over
Connecticut researchers have

H The cap u about as <£™™
[ contraC eptive

I as the diaphragm and «velop*°
r inea pigs . both

ewhat more convenient. »"?^3"
f__ guinea pigs

& around $25 and must be male ana Ic
' ';,„

b
c,„ilt/ed

'yanhvsician wcre temporarily sterilized

|
" pnysic an.

injection. The vaccine is a
"ore exotic new method aner njecuuu.

* control is the electric prote.n from th male sperm

>«i>>8 developed by Dr. which creates sperm-blocking

Ms

Ike

antibodies. It is hoped that a

similar protein can be isolated

in humans.

In related research, a

Northwestern University lab

'has experimineted with a

contraceptive vaccine for

baboons and projects testing it

on human women within three

years. Other vaccines are being

tested worldwide, but these

differ in that they kill the

fertilized egg. All these

vaccines must be reinforced

with booster shots.

The vaginal ring is a

contraceptive device currently

being tested at the University

of Southern California. Worn

like a diaphragm, the ring

releases steroids that block

ovulation, it is said to be more

comfortable than either the

diaphragm or the sponge.

However, the ring is suspected

of adversely affecting body

cholesterol levels. This

problem may delay FDA
approval for several years.

Injections may be the most

modern of the new techniques,

currently there are two

injectable contraceptives

available on the market. Depo-

Provera and Noristerat. The

injections contain progestin and

are effective for up to three

motnhs. An unpleasant side

effect of the injections is

menstrual irregularity;

however, reascarch is being done

on slow-release injections that

would last longer and perhaps

lack the side effects.

An unusally long-term

birth control method is

Norplant, available in

Scandinavia. These implants of

small hormone-releasing

capsules or rods are placed

underneath the skin and are

effective for five years. Then-

main drawback, like the

injections, is the possible

disruption of the menstrual

cycle.

Worldwide research is

being conducted in the hopes of

discovering a "pill" for males.

Gossypol is a cottonseed oil

derivative that decreased sperm

count to a contraceptive level,

but the possibility of sterility

from its use makes it

unpopular. Scientists hope to

develop an alternate form of

gossypol that lacks this

drawback.

Research at the University

of New Hampshire is looking

for help from an unusual source

- the starfish. Starfish produce

sperm only once a year.

Zoologists at the university

seek to isolate the chemical

responsible for the behaviors in

the starfish and apply it to

their studies of humal male

contraception.

Investigating everything

from electric fields to starfish,

scientists are looking for more

effective, safer, and more

convenient methods of birth

control. For the half-billion

couples worldwide whose

contraceptive needs remain

unmet, these studies and their

discoveries come not a moment

too soon.
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Boettcher offers

more than simple
cold remedies

By Christine Andresen

Contraception probably is not

one of the things most readily

associated with that "small

liberal arts college nestled at

the foot of Pikes Peak," but

C.C. students are hearty

contraceptive consumers.

Although data for specific

numbers of students using

Boettcher for contraception is

not available, Nancy Wilsted,

the Women's Health Nurse

Practitioner said, "We do a

pretty good trafficking in

condoms."
In addition, two-thirds of all

of Wilsted's weekly patients

are seeing her for birth control

related issues. "A lot are

going other places and plenty of

methods are available over the

counter," she added. Still,

Wilsted approximated that she

sees around 500 students yearly.

Wilsted, who sees only

women at Boettcher, cites the

Pill and the diaphragm as the

two most popular types of

birth control among students.

This coincides with Planned

Parenthood' s Clinic Assistant

Cathy Reilly's statement that

for college-age people the Pill

is "definitely" most popular,

with other barrier methods (i.e.

diaphragms, cervical caps, etc.)

coming in second.

Even with the recent

emphasis on AIDS and the high

incidences of sexually

transmitted diseases like

chlamydia and venereal warts,

students' primary concern is

still pregnancy. "I'm not

saying that's the way it should

be, but it is," Wilsted said. She

adds that "the consequences for

pregnancies are more graphic."

For students trying to deal

with increasing responsibility,

birth control is "one more

variable of things that can go

wrong."
When selecting a

contraceptive, Reilly feels "the

best method is one that they can

afford, feel comfortable using

and they can comply using."

This involves tailoring the

method to an individual's

special needs, health history,

and risk factors. Wilsted finds

that "so much depends on the

student, the relationship, the

values of the student, and

convenience."

Both women agree that above

all partners must be able to

talk about sexual issues.

Boettcher even provides a

pamphlet which offers

suggestions for mediating

condom use.

"No matter what method you

choose, every method has a

failure rate," warns Wilsted.

"The human body was meant to

reproduce itself. No matter

how clever we are, that's part

of the plan." Sexual

responsibility includes talking

about this possibility, and if

this is uncomfortable, then it

could mean reconsidering sex.

Reilly emphasized the

mistake people make thinking

that all forms of birth control

protect people from sexually

transmitted diseases. "There

really is no safe sex, but some

is safer than others." For this

issue, condoms are

recommended.

One controversial method

that gets little press is the

"Morning After Pill." "II

was designed for emergency use

only," stresses Reilly, "and is

meant for one-lime use." Both

Boettcher and Planned

Parenthood offer the service,

but medical history determines

qualification, and it must be

taken within 72 hours of a

failed method or unprotected

Even with the

recent emphasis

on AIDS and the

high incidences of

sexually

transmitted

diseases,

students' primary

concern is still

pregnancy.

intercourse. Wilsted adds.

"There are cases when it could

be appropriate. Everybody's

human. Everybody does things

that in retrospect they wish

they had done differently.

There are also date rapes and

forced sexual experiences.

Pregnancy is a pretty big price

to pay."

According to Wilsted.

Boettcher "promotes health

around sexuality and
reproduction. We try to get

people to acquaint themselves

with the issue and to take care

of themselves."

Besides inexpensive condoms
and other birth control,

Boettcher provides
gynecological exams, breast

exams, infection checks (those

related to sexual contacts and

general), tests for sexually

transmitted diseases, pap
smears, diagnosis and referral

of unusual lesions, as well as

counseling for birth control,

sexuality, and relationships.

Wilsted also does assertiveness

counseling to assist people with

sexual communication. Planned

Parenthood offers similar

services and can provide all

forms of contraceptive options

except sterilization.

Boettcher charges only for

diaphragms which cost $16
(free fitting) and tests for

chlamydia and gonorrhea which

cost $11.50. Planned
Parenthood charges a $32 flat

fee for a first visit and birth

control then costs extra.

CATALYST POLL
CONTRACEPTION

Respondents

Use contraceptives
.

yes

no
Purchaser

' male. .

female
:

both

Most common method .

abstinence

condom.
the Pin ';,:;;
sponge
diaphragm

;

cervical cap

withdrawal

Reason for use

prevent pregnancy

protection from STBs
fear of AIDS .

ali of the above

Use dorm condom machines

yes

no

Male
200

176
24

90
35
38

36
,'IIB:'.

: .53
4

~13

' T
11

96
6
7

77.

29
1.42

volume i

female

231

B

loc

F
»,

ocec'

feu*

f

rtrf

By Courtney Jackson

-inating facts about the of CC students. Condoms and the*'s poll provided some fascinating facts about the sex live

arc the most popular methods, followed by abstinence. Males and femates combined, 19% abstain fra

activity for a variety of reasons. Some mentioned morel reasons, another person wrote in beside th

abstinence, "not by choice."

Manyoftheresponders,who arcnot sexually active, whohavemade adecision toremain virgins unta™.

Wondered why this was not an option in thepol). Abstinence implies a briefvacation from a routine a

as if the writer of the poll assumed that all CC students arc engaging in sexual activities.

One man wrote 'It is against my beliefs as a Christian. I toveGod enough to respect His wishes regit*

premarital sex. I am pirated wiry this option is not mentioned."

There were some shocking "others" listed in the methods question. Fourmen wrote in that they u

baggies. Other, more retiabfe methods were mentioned, like foams, suppositories and ovulated reguli

One woman reminded us that manywomen take birth comrol pills not for the prevention of pregnane;,

gulate their menstrual cycle and to relieve cramps. \-

Eight women pointed outthc obvious advantage of being lesbians—contraception is not necesi

pregnancy is not an issue.

The condom machines were a well-intended addition to the bathrooms in the large dorms, but it does

appear ihatpeopleusethemtoo often.A few people said that the condoms sold in the machines were not pies

towe. Another said, "I tried putting mymoney in and gotnothing in return," Several students mentioned thef

thai there arenotmactrines in Bemis andMcCregor, the two dorms with the most number of singles. Sincebn

a single makes having sex easier, it would make sense to have machines in (hose two dorms.

Ail in all the results of the poll prove thatCC students are fairly smart when it comes to pra

Most of the people whoresponded'W to the useof contraceptives, later stated that they abstained frc

!»
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Just because it's safe

doesn't mean it's health
By Julie Green

Consider the major forms of

contraception: oral
contraception (the pill), IUD
(intrauterine device),
diaphragm, cervical cap, rhythm

method, withdrawal, sponges

and gels, condom, and
abstinence. Not all of these

carry with them the risks of the

trade: the rhythm method,

withdrawal, condom, and
abstinence are undeniably the

healthiest, effectiveness not

withstanding. The controversy,

however, surrounding the pill

and the IUD tend to outweigh

the health risks of all the

others.

The pill became a standard

form of contraception in 1960,

and since then scientists have

only conflicting information to

offer. Cancer is the main
concern. There is an increased

percentage of breast cancer in

women who have a family

history of the cancer. Some
doctors believe that pills with

a low dosage provide protection

against breast cancer, yet the

estrogen can promote the

growth of estrogen-dependent

tumors.

In a recent study (1983),

however, comparing 4711
women with newly diagnosed

breast cancer, to 4676 female

controls, all between the ages

of 20-54 years, doctors

determined that there was no

correlation between the use of

the pill and breast cancer. Such

things were considered as actual

use, duration of use, strength of

the dosage, age of patients, and

personal family history. This

still is not a cut and dry

example because "it may be a

decade or more before these

issues can be completely

resolved." (New England

Journal of Medicine, Aug. 14,

1986).

The bare facts of the situation

are that women on the pill have

5-10 times more blood clots

and 2-4 times more strokes as

women who are not on the pill.

Women who have high blood

pressure are recommended to

not use this method as it may
result in death. Heart attacks

are twice as likely, except of

course for women who smoke,

Si

I

their chances for a heart

are three times more like!

women who are not on

(Women's Health Si

Clinic). Other health n

gall bladder disease, sot

fatal liver tumors, and

depression. The

carries with it many dat

Occassionally it can be

through the uterine *»

possibly into the at

"

cavity. There is a

chance of infection who

cause tubal scarring

possibly prevent future

pregnancies. The IUD
|

effective, and many of

»

births are tubal, v*

definitely life threaten"

the mother and the

(Women's Health *

Clinic). It is because 01

risks that the IUD was 1

from the market, hi"

after not having "a°

redesigning, it is back

The major health ns».

diaphragm, cervical cap.

^

sponges and gels at'

minor irritation and i

Abstinence is, without a

the healthiest.. .am

most boring.
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flight of the Living Blues
Leal blues bands to perfotm benefit

i^ musicians will uniteone week fromSundayon Febru-

',?6 1989, »o present a concert of blues music with the

Leeds beiftg donated to benefit the Colorado Springs

Ud McDonald House.

F
^Colorado Springs' leadiftgMueSbandswiU perform

ihe Wight of tfwLwing Blues, including the Torpedos, Bijou

r^BiuesBand,Pereuade«s,andDr.pave andtheHouse*

L Concert will be held at Hot Rocks nightclub (210 E.

Ltron). Tickets for the event are $5.00 with the entire

fount going to the Colorado Springs Ronald McDonald

jmse. Ail tickets are fax-deductible. . .

jjany other area
businessesaredonating items to be raffled

Line the show. All themoney raised from these items will

w go to the Colorado Swings Ronald McDonald House.

|e
poster tor theevent is also available for a $5.00 donation.

jt Rocks nightclub is donating the use of the club, in

Hition so a portion of their proceeds for the evening.

Idsts canbepurchased inadvanceoratthedoor the night

teshow. AdvanceticketsmaybepurchasedatRiceMusic,

ysMusic Exchange, Hot Rocks, and Independent Records

aVideo.

hhat is Ronald McDonald House?

StonaldMcDonald Houseisatemporaryhomewhere ferni-

sof seriously ill children can reside in a bedroom of their

mi, close to the medical facility where there child is hospi-

ited of receiving treatment It provides a refuge for fatni-

5who are trying to cope with the physical, emotional, and

aanrial burdens of'having,a seriously ill child, .

The first Ronald McDonald House opened in Philadelphia

.1974, Frc-d Hill, then a football player with thePhiladelphia

igles,saw a need for such a house nearChildren'sHospitai,

here his daughter was being treated for leukemia, He

jjisted the aid of his team-mates and the local McDonald's

Sharants to raise the funds to purchase and renovate the

otHouse.

Roday more than 100 Ronald McDonald Houses provide

Siporary housing forabout450,000people a year through-

ui the United States,..Canada, Australia and Europe. The

oiald McDonald House of Southern Colorado, located one

lock south of Memorial Hospital, can accomadate nine

Mieschargingeachanominaltee. It was the 101st House

(open,

t-ftOoMMV and "RtmaldMiDaMUittovx- mbahnsi^eSHadeimrie.

Witt A Horn," cmrigUim, MtSamUs Corpamtm

Chicago Semester in the Arts

ACM offers new program
By Aaron Moore

Are you interested in the

arts? Are you an artist that is

bored with merely
manufacturing art? Perhaps you

are a non-art major that wants

to learn more about the field?

Or maybe just someone who is

tired of Colorado Springs and

wants to experience a real city

for a while. Well, beginning

next year, the ACM
(Associated Colleges of the

Midwest) is offering just what

the doctor ordered: The Chicago

Semester in Ihe Arts program.

This exciting program appeals

to students in all majors who
desire a little more cultural

enrichment.

Students participating in the

program will have the

opportunity to experience first-

hand the wide variety of artistic

endeavors for which Chicago is

so well-known. The program

offers study in both the

traditional and avant-garde

realms of theatre, visual arts,

music, dance, literature, and

architecture. Learning will take

place not only in the classroom,

but also in the places where

artists create, exhibit, and

perform their work, such as

studios, rehearsal halls,

galleries, and theatres. Students

will also be able to attend

numerous cultural events

representing the whole range of

artistic activity in the city.

Working professionals staff

the program, teaching

interdisciplinary courses that

expose students to all aspects

of the arts. Students will also

take seminars allowing them to

concentrate on their specific

field of interest. As well as the

extensive curriculum, students

will gain valuable experience

by participating in one of 100

different internships offered by

the program. These internships

offer students the chance to

work one-on-one with a

professional in the field.

Professor Jim Trissel, advisor

for the program, feels that it

offers undergraduates a

fantastic opportunity to escape

the "isolation from experience"

found at Colorado College. The

program will not only give

students an opportunity to gain

practical experience in the

world of art, but also the

experience of living in a

different cultural setting. He

feels the program is for any

student interested in learning

more about the theoretical and

critical aspects of art, and their

real world applications, rather

than just technical art

production.

While the program fees and

other expenses make the

semester in Chicago more

expensive than a semester at

Colorado College, there is

extensive financial aid available

to those interested in

participating.

For more information or for

an application, please contact

Jim Trissel at cxt. 2365 or

2376. Application deadlines are

April 1 for fall semester and

October 20 for spring semester.

ock-n-Roll dinosaurs not yet fossils

Dave Leonard

crowed the press

"It's true!" After that

etching opening, it went
'say that Yes's "core"

fre; Jon Anderson, Bill

Rick Wakeman, and
' Howe, with famed cover

. jer Dean, are back
lke' in the studio,

_ under a "major,
|»e long-term agreement"

VWsta records,
oonee

getting pathetic.

Excuse me. IS

P: Yet another of the

'.Dinosaurs, Superdomus
'' er eclus, is being
j*ted for yet another

J
8* album and subsequent

1
tour.

2 • I recall, wasn't Yes
''b'e for starting this

resurrection wave the first time

around? With their album

90125, in 1984, it became

apparent that there was still a

large market out there for

bands that had died artistically

long before their demise as a

group-
. . ,

This is a particularly painful

subject for me, since many of

these groups happen to be

personal favorites of mine. Yes,

for example, was one of my

favorite groups in high school.

When I heard that they were

recording again, I was overcome

with excitement. That is, until

I actually heard the album. I

was appalled at what I heard.

Remember ASIA? Not a lot

of people do. Well, it was a

"super group" made up of

members of Yes, King

Crimson, Emerson Lake, and

Palmer and ... the Buggies? At

first it was thought that ASIA

would carry on the noble "art

rock" tradition, such as it was.

What we got instead was a band

that aped the imitators of their

original groups, i.e. Journey,

Styx, Kansas, et al.

90125 was even worse than

ASIA. It was a while before

any other groups got up the

nerve, or needed the money bad

enough, to follow Yes's

example. But in the last two

years several other rock groups

have tried their hand, fostered,

I suppose, by the popularity of

Classic Rock stations. The list

is staggering.

Pink Floyd, the ultimate

dinosaur, was reformed last

year under guitarist David

Gilmour and drummer Nick

Mason. Conspicuously absent

was song-writer/bassist Roger

Waters. The new Floyd had all

the sound and none of the

substance of the old.

Little Feat regrouped

without the soul and

inspiration of Lowell George,

the band's slide-rhythm

guitarist, lead singer, song-

writer, and reason for being.

Little Feat's new album gained

enough airplay and recognition

on the strength of two singles,

"Let it Roll" and "Hate to Lose

Your Loving," which were cast

in the classic Little Feat mode,

to allow the group to stage a

minor comeback. The rest of the

record is a cross between James

Taylor and Alabama.

Crosby, Stills, Nash, and

Young had a lot of bills to pay,

and it was one of the rare

occasions Crosby was actually

dried out enough to function, so

why not? The ads for

"American Dream" compare it

to "Dcja Vu," their classic 1971

release. I fail to see the

parallels. Aside from the fact

that it's the same four guys,

there is no resemblance.

"American Dream" is probably

the worst of these three

albums.

And what do we have to look

forward to? Well, there's a

WHO stadium tour planned,

possibly with an album

promotion. Judging from the

strength of their last album

"It's Hard," they should just

tour, if that. There's also the

Rolling Stones. Rumors have

been kicking around for some

time now of a reunion tour, and

judging from the way Mick and

Keith were palling around at

their Rock and Roll Hall of

Fame induction, expect it soon.

Who can forget Eric Clapton?

see SUPERGROUP, p. 15
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Lona^^Rmcttwerch

Just 10 Minutes Away!

Delicious cuisine

and excellent service

in an historic setting-

Stagecoach Inn
^^ RESTAURANT

Y G A R S AHEA D:
I N

HAIR DESIGN

Have a Tan on Us !!!

30 DAYS $30.00

Y EARS AHEA D

HAIR DESIGN

Get a Perm or Professional Highlight &

receive 10 FREE Tanning Sessions

Tanning Package available with Perm or Highlight ONLY!

FREE CONSULTATIONS

15% DISCOUNT WITH C.C. ID

1 18 N. Tejon Suite 301 (Above Old Chicago)

635-5552

^GUID6
TRAVEL SYSTEM, INC.

409 n. tejon 635-35 1

1

DON'T MISS OUT ON SUPER

SAVER AIRFARES FOR
SPRING BREAK!

"*CALL US NOW*"

The Big Screen
Dangerous Liasons: "See it straight and sober.

they toss coins to beggars, they "»' muscles mhi

By Robert Rifkin admire each other. The
Marquise contrives to seduce,

bribe, or slander them all, and

she is smart enough to do it.

Her weapon is John

Malkovich, who plays the sly

and deceitful Vicombe de

Valmont. The Marquise

challenges him to sleep with

the young Cecille Valange,

fresh out of a convent. But

Valmont declares this too easy

i
task for someone of his skill

Let me begin by saying that

Dangerous Liaisons is a zero-

beers movie. I would go so far

as to say that the consumption

of any mind-altering drug

would detract from the film's

impactive power. This show is

so good, I even suggest you

make sure you've recenUy had a

full night's rest and a decent „

meal before attending. No and expertise; he wishes instead win-or-die games. Malko\i

distractions. to seduce the virtuous and '""

A quick bit of background. In married Madame de Tourvel,

our muscles
fingernails digging

inl0

"

fabric. Philippe Ron[|

extraordinary camera
taunts us with its omnj,

eye. And the perform
an[(

impeccably wonderful.
Sor

is going to win an

Award for this, n
Marquise de Merteuil

is

calculating. She is
gract

rotten and can both
outwit

outmaneuver even the

perceptive of players

prc-revolutionary France, a man
named Choderlos de Laclos

wrote a book he called Les
Liaisons Dangereuses, about the

unfathomable immorality and

sexual adventures of the super-

rich. It was recenUy brought to

the stage by playwright

Christopher Hampton. The
timeless story did so well that

Hampton wrote a screenplay.

The result of his efforts is

without a doubt the finest

movie of the year. Yes, it is

better than Rain Man.
Glenn Close is the Marquise

de Merteuil, a conniving rich

bitch whose sole pleasure and

favorite pastime is ruining

those around her. The people

who society condemns her to

associate with are stuffy, dull,

and overflowing with money.

They gossip, they play bridge,

played by Michelle Pfeiffer,

who has never had a sinful

thought in her life. An
agreement is reached. If

Valmont can provide written

proof that he has bedded the

innocent de Tourvel, thereby

corrupting the paramount of

purity, he will win a great

prize: a full night of

unrestrained passion and violent

lovemaking in the bed of the

Marquise herself. Hate, love,

lust, depravity and most of all,

deceit.

Hang on for a real ride.

Stephen Frears' flawless

direction keeps the audience on

its toes, but never leaves them

behind. The complexities and

convolutions of the plot are

neither predictable nor

confusing. Hampton's brilliant

dialogue and intense pace keep

Rise

first rate as Vicombi
Valmont, an artist in detei

He is smooth to the
p j

greasy, sharp like a razor

oh, is he clever. He can tirMjiii
most unlikely situation

ic

advantage, and he can do j

charm enough to make

swoon.

Dangerous Liaisons

delicious journey. It em]

immorality and rightcousi

deception and truth, affe<

and cruelty. I saw it twice,

to witness the craftsmansh

this film a second time. Ev

two viewings I could nol

fault. If you see one movi

winter, see Dangerous Liai

And see it straight and so

has earned seven '

nominations, including

Picture, Best Actress, arid

Supporting Actress,

best you will find in mw

cinema. That is a promise.

(lit*

tarsin

;inm

."ijiol

Ken

[tag.

ollei

|
one's

of

•ill

Professors stress Mozart appreciation

By Kathy Young

The products and genius of

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart and

Pierre Augustin Beamarchais

represent important parts of

musical and literary history.

As part of the series

commemorating the 200th

anniversary of the French

Revolution, Professors Michael

Grace and Jim Yaffe examined

the revolutionary tendencies of

The Marriage of Figaro , by
Beaumarchais, and the libretto

opera produced by Amadeus
Mozart and Lorenzo de Ponte.

Professor Yaffe began the

lecture by analyzing The
Marriage of Figaro , which was
written in 1778. He also

entertained the audience with

some of the history surrounding

the play and Beaumarchais' life.

Beaumarchais wrote The
Marriage of Figaro as a sequel

to his equally famous Barber of

Seville , which had been released

three years earlier. Yaffe

labeled the latter as a

"conventional romantic farce,"

and though its sequel embodied
a similar farcical air, it fell

short of being conventional. In

fact, the revolutionary and

liberal elements contained in

The Marriage of Figaro
provoked King Louis XVI to

ban its production in 1778 and

to exile the esteemed
playwright.

The king censored the play

for two reasons. First, the

story portrays the injustice of

the French social system. The
hero, Figaro, possesses

intelligence and drive while his

superiors do not, yet he remains

subject to them. Secondly, the

play includes a speech in which

a maid condemns men for their

conduct towards women. This

speech was so searing that when

the king finally allowed the

play to be shown in 1784, the

actresses refused to say it.

Professor Grace addressed

The Man-ja pe of Figaro as a

libretto opera, written by

Mozart and Lorenzo de Ponte.

Mozart composed the music and

differences between an

and a play. Because it 1

twice as long to sing somell

as to speak it, much of

original text in The Man

of Figaro had to be cut.

the central conflict

worthless upper-cl

dominating an actually supe

lower class remained.

Professor G

supplemented his discus

with two scenes from

Yaffe and Grace discuss The Marriage of Figaro

Photo by DaveCofJ

de Ponte wrote the libretto, the

story of the opera. Grace
elaborated on the difficulty of

de Ponte's job, as well as his

exciting, though rather strange,

life. De Ponte's life eventually

brought him to New York
where he sold groceries and
books, became an unpaid
professor of Italian Literature

at Columbia University (he was

allowed to pass a hat), and

raised money to build the New
York Opera House.

Grace pointed out the

opera. Grace claimed the

of the second act to be "o"

the extraordinary moment

western music

"If you haven't seen u.

added, "Go! Go to the ^

library and watch it. •

Marriage of Figaro.,
as a p

exempias an opera,

excellent writing,

action, music, and o

genius, including some °

political ideas which

became so intrinsic

French Revolution.

I
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REED

Records

THE REPLACEMENTS
Don't Tell A Soul
Sire Records

peler
Maurelli

[IIS GOD! What else can

[to What other ex-heroin

",'j
S still producing

1, works after more then

the business?

with the Velvet
Bis in

Sound in the 60's, Lou

Len there. He has been

ling,
developing, and

^siig in an understanding

,sic and what it can say to

ile
New York is a

ination of Lou's musical

rtise.
So if you want to

to this album, you'd

have the time. 58

to be exact. "It is

be listened to in one

_s though it were a

'or a book." Or, to put it

jllegiate vernacular, as

you were reading

ie's thesis.

of you real Lou Reed

„ hear elements of a lot

ail's other albums here.and

! songs still have the down

diny VU grind. You will

Lou talking to you, telling

where it's at, in songs like

Great American Whale,"

load of Faith," and "Sick of

this diverse format

iddresses not only social

for which he is famous,

also human issues. He
the album with "Dime

Mystery," an epitaph for

art hero and friend,

Warhol.

ten you read this review

it with a grain or

if salt, because I obviously

biased opinion. I cannot

you what you will hear

you listen to New York.

will probably hear each of

14 songs differently than
'

All I am saying is that

ler or not you are a

Lou Reed fan or you

know "Take A Walk On
Kid Side," go out and buy,

borrow, or tape this

aid listen to it. Lou has

ig to say to you.

By Jason Barbour

I've become used to my
underground sweethearts
breaking into pop radio, so

when I recently heard the new
Replacements single, "I'll Be
You," getting airplay, I was
actually glad. It's a strong

rocking pop ballad much in the

manner of past efforts by
Replacements' songwriter, Paul

Westerburg. With Slim

Dunlop replacing the

hedonistic, balls to the wall,

Bob Stinson on lead guitar, The
Replacements have Don't Tell a

Soul, a great contemporary pop

album. Encouraged by Dunlop,

Westerburg has followed his

own melodies and arrangments

more fully than he did with

Stinson. The songs, while still

possessing a quick, hard edge,

have pronounced melodies, and

the lyrics are eloquent.

Westerburg seems more
confident now, writing ballads

of open torment on songs such

as "Rock 'n' Roll Ghost."

Those familiar with the other

'Ments records will be

surprised by the lack of any

true blues/raunch/punk-tinged

rockers; in the end the album's

strength rests in the gentle

ballads and calmer, more
focused confidently-tormented

pop rock songs. Throughout

Westerburg's growth as a

songwriter he has dropped in

ballads, jazzy numbers, and pop

songs openly displaying his

fears. On Don't Tell a Soul, he

goes one step further by more

confidendy focusing on what he

wants to write.

Part of Replacements' fans

fascination with the band has

been watching Westerburg's

confidence in his instincts

grow. He has reached what he

has been aiming for for quite

some time: an album of

straight-forward, honestly

conceived quality pop rock.

Diversity of music

that transcends

the current trends

COMPACT DISCS, RECORDS,
AND CASSETTES

VIDEO RENTALS & SALES

E- PLATTE 123 E. BIJOU
520^5111

L to R: Ailey Armsrtong as Catherine." Mike Dolatta as 'Eddie.' and Helml

Shepdrd as 'Beatrice" in Theatre Workshop's A View From The Bridge.

photo by Dave Cornell

A ViewFromThe Bridge

sweeps audience along
By Susan Anderson

Arthur Miller's A View From The Bridge follows the disastrous effects of an Italian

immigrant's obsessive relationship with his niece. Sophomore Michael Dolotta gives a

particularly strong performance as the lead, Eddie Carbone, and the entire cast seems to

have a good feel for their roles. The play is set in New York City, in the 1950 s, and one

of the difficult tasks the actors must face is maintaining their New York/Italian accents.

Although they do tend to waver in and out of them, they manage to keep it believable.

The tension between Eddie, his niece Catherine (Ailey Armstrong), and her suitor

Rudolpho (Jay Marx), keeps the audience absorbed. It is difficult to determine whether

Eddie's judgements are correct or clouded. Getting caught up in the suspense is easy,

but deciding the question of what is "right," or "acceptable" is not.

I

The Theatre Workshop production, directed by senior Courtney Janak, runs through

Sunday at "The Workshop" in Taylor Hall. Curtain is at 8:15, and admission is free.

Seating is on a first-come basis, so plan to arrive early.

Supergroup's comebacks
just don't cut it
' „„ ~* n f rJH nnmilnr ham
SUPERGROUP, from p. 13

Not to slight any of his former

accomplishments, but me man

should have retired ten years

ago. Or Genesis? All one needs

to say is "Phil Collins and ..."

for everyone's blood to run

cold. The list just goes on, and

on, and on ... The Moody Blues,

the Beach Boys, Starship, King

Crimson, Emerson, Lake, and

Powell, Bob Dylan, etc. It's

like mass necrophilia.

The common denominator in

all of these comebacks is

money. An album by Pink

Floyd is guaranteed to sell four

times as many as one by David

Gilmour and Nick Mason. An

album by Crosby, Stills, Nash,

and Young is going to go gold

before anyone has even heard it.

There's a term I heard once

which economics majors will

recognize called "product

identification," and that's all

this is. The record companies

and rock groups are using the

names of old, popular bands to

sell records, even though only

one or two of the original

members are still in it, or even

alive.

The common
denominator in all

these comebacks
is money

If this keeps up, expect to see

the new Beatles album, with

George Harrison and Ringo

Starr, and don't you think for

one second they haven't

considered it. How about the

Jimi Hendrix Experience, with

surviving members Noel

Redding and Mitch Mitchell?

Or the Doors, minus Jim

Morrison. Don't laugh; they

actually tried this, but they

couldn't pull it off. And Yes,

the group that started it all, is

back for more. I guess the MK
II version just wasn't good

enough.

The pathetic thing about all

of this is, that it's working.

People are buying it. A lot of

it. And the really pathetic

thing about it is that I'm just as

bad. I mean, here I am
criticizing the whole situation,

and I bought "Momentary Lapse

of Reason." I went to Denver

to see their show last year, and

bought "Delicate Sound of

Thunder," which is, note for

note, what they played in

Denver, as well as everywhere

else, I imagine. I bought "Let

it Roll" and almost paid thirty

dollars to see Little Feat with

(shudder) Jimmy Buffet.

Thirty dollars. Just think of

it. Thank God I caught myself

in time.

Yes, it's true. Sad, but true.

And the absolute worst part of

it is, I'll probably buy the Yes

album, too.
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Arts Calendar
Art: Films;

Coburn Gallery

Carl Reed: Sculptures

through Mar. 9

FREE

Denver Art Museum
Toulouse Lautrec's Paris:

The Baldwin Collection

also tours and lectures

Feb. 2-Mar. 26

info: (303) 575-5928

Fine Arts Center

Arts for the Parks exhibition

(paintings from the National

Park Acadamey for the Arts)

through Feb. 26

$1.50 (std.) FREE Sat. morn.

Sangre de Cristo Arts

Center (Pueblo)

Quilt National '87

An international exhibition

of contemporary quilts

through Apr. 1

Mahlon & Maylan White

Gallery

FREE

Film Series

The Graduate

Feb. 17, 7 and 9:30 p.m.

Packard Hall

SI or Film Card

Poor Richard's Cinema

Vincent: the Life and Death

of Vincent Van Gogh

through Feb. 23, 7 and 9 p.m.

$3.75

Music:

Bullet Boys

Feb. 21, 9 p.m.

City Lites

$8 adv. $10 <to.s.

Tickets: City Lites,

Independent Records

also in-store appearence at

Independent Records (3030 E.

Platte) Feb. 21, 3 p.m.

Cheap Trick

Mar. 10

Mammoth Events Center

(Denver)

$16.50

Colorado Springs

Symphony
Mervyn's Family Concert

Feb. 19, 2:30 p.m.

Pikes Peak Center

$1

633-0333 or 520-SHOW

Cowboy Junkies

Feb. 24, 8 p.m.

Boulder's Coast (Boulder)

$12.50

Ticketmaster

Melissa Ethcridge

Mar. 11

City Lites

Info: 596-1112

Hothouse Flowers

Feb. 25

Paramount Theatre (Denver)

$12
Ticketmaster

John Prine

Mar. 3

Paramount Theatre (Denver)

$16
Ticketmaster

Night Ranger
Mar. 11, 8 p.m.

Air Force Academy
$10.25 and $12.25

AFA Box Office:472-4499

Michelle Shocked

Mar. 9

Boulder Theatre

$13
Ticketmaster

That Petrol Emotion
Mar. 3

Glen Miller Ballroom (C.U.

Boulder)

$10 adv., $11 d.o.s.

Ticketmaster

The Torpedoes, Bijou

St. Blues Band,
Persuaders, and Dr. Dave

and the Housecall

Night of the Living Blues

(benefit for Ronald

McDonald House)

Feb. 26, 7 p.m.

Hot Rocks nightclub

$5 (tax-deductible)

Tickets: Rice Music, Music

Exchange, Hot Rocks,

and Independent Records

Info: Walter Chase 634-3717

Theatre:

Denver Center Theatre

Company
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof
through Feb. 18

at The Space

$15-$20

Darkside

through Feb. 18

at The Source

$10-$14

Peter Pan
through Feb. 24

at The Stage

$15-$20

Ticketmaster

FAC Repertory TheatB

One Flew Over The CucC
Nest
Feb. 17,18,24,25, 8 p.w
Feb. 19,26, 2 p.m.

Fine Arts Center

$10 adv. $12 door

Box Office: 634-5583

Pikes Peak Center

The Mystery of Edwin

Brood
-("Who Dunnit" Musical,

Audience picks the

ending.Winner of 5 Tony

Awards)
Feb. 26, 8 p.m.

$8-$25

633-0333 or 520-SHOW

Sangre de Cristo Arts

Center (Pueblo)

Tealro de Danza Espanola

(Spanish Dance Theatre)

Feb. 22, 8 p.m.

Arts Center Theater

Box Office: 542-1211

The Second City

(comedy troupe)

Feb. 18, 8 p.m.

Paramount Theatre (Derive!

$12.50
Ticketmaster

Theatre Workshop
A View From the Bridge

Feb. 16-19, 8:15 p.m.

Taylor Hall

FREE

u.s
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s
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By Rick Goldstein

[thletic Shortsi
tj Suc^s Tonight, Broadmoor World Arena, 7:35,

-j„e say more?...
*

tm0utttaiti Swimming Championships, JM-
'

j Saturday, Schlessman Pool, Schedule on p. 19. C.C.

fts batt'e <-*u« D- U'' Metro State anli M 'nes
-
These

^,e swimming tough this year, so do not miss this

jiiating
event.

tiamutal action is heating up as the winter season

onward- Hockey, hoops and now indoor soccer are all

(.rolling toward heated playoff battles,

jj doesn't
it just do one's heart good to see the C.C.

'

]S
-at-largestayingathletically involved duringthefrigid

,a months? The intramural sports program keeps the

vlpumping, andfor that the Catatlyst sports page awards

Ik to Ted Castaneda and the rest of the intramural staff.

lout the S.l. Swimsuit Issue. . . What happened?

'•Cetafyst sports staff can only conclude that this year's

jit
represents a classic case of hype over substance. But

sjiKathy Ireland finallysmiles out froma long-awaited

t and then she only graces one page within. Surely sports

teerve better.

oes anyone remember when the N.B.A. Slam Dunk

,test was actually a big deal? Maybe it's time for another

jtarslamminghiatUs, asit may takethat long beforesome

jaidhoopster comes upwith a creative and/or interesting

Son on the standard dunk,

id finally, pro hoops fans, did'ia notice that Dallas sent

ikAguirepacking to the Pistons for A. Dantley and a draft

il A Maverick trade if ever there was one.

oposition 42 instated
ittoversy surrounds "racist" rule

claim that Prop 42 is racist.

The SAT and ACT tests are

considered culturally biased.

The vocabulary is geared toward

the upper-middle-class white

student. Society does not

prepare the low-income,

minority student for the test.

For example, an actual question

on the SAT is, "Runner is to

marathon as...oarsman is to

regatta." Fifty-three percent of

whites get this right while

only 22 percent of blacks make

the correct analogy.

Opponents to Prop 42 argue

that standardized tests can't

determine the potential of a

given student. They cite

examples such as Notre Dame
quarterback Tony Rice and Duke

basketball star Billy King, who

both had test scores of less than

700 and still earned degrees at

competitive schools.

The NCAA leaders who
passed Prop 42 apparently

intended to help the athletes by

assuring that they are literate.

Their main argument is that a

student who cannot meet the

requirements belongs in a junior

or community college. After

two years, the athlete can

transfer into a Division I school

and get the needed exposure to

be drafted by a pro team.

Some people argue that the

NCAA should not have a say as

to who colleges can admit into

their schools. Amidst the

numerous recruiting scandals

that have occurred as of late,

college coaches aregue the need

to set up programs that help

the academically struggling

athletes such as Georgetown's

John Thompson and Temple's

John Cheyney.

,_.. Johnson gets the ball

ft top of the key. Facing a

ble-leam, he fakes to his

dribbles right, cross-over

ibles to his left, and takes

above two other

onents as he lays a
moll softly in the basket

too points.

jlnfortunately, this is an
&e that exists solely inside

bd of Freddie You see, he

his chance at a basketball

ilarship because of a

icular test score.

I NCAA recently passed
(osition 42, a rule designed
lighten restrictions for

ilarships given to incoming

| athletes.

P 42 is an amended version

'"position 48, which went
«fect in 1986. Prop 48
* that student-athletes
1 «am a 2.0 grade-point

*Ee in a college-prep
Kulum in high school or

'minimum of 700 on the

p a 15 on the ACT) to
'"
e scholarships or any

,
[ypc of aid from the

pity for die firct year.

the adoption, ifai-re

}ts met either of the

^ements, they were
18(1 scholarships but were
jjMe to play varsity sports
"if first year. Now they
with. pew pe0pie have a

li[
" with the 2.0 G?A, but
*ndardized test scores

d protests,

s the wrath of this

-ty percent of the

affectted by Prop 48

ith the 2.0 G?A, but

lized te:

-^ protests.
[» feels

Ninety percent of the
1 affectted by Prop 48
.**. Many Division I

* and other major critics

Photo by Andrea Rex

The Tigers have already tripled their total wins from last season.

Varsity hockey to battle D.U.
Tigers attempt to secure seventh place in WCHA

By Eddie Pells

The Colbrado College

hockey team enters the final

weekend of regular season play

against the Denver Pioneers this

Friday and Saturday. The

Tigers, who are within striking

distance of seventh place in the

W.C.H.A., are looking at the

Denver series as a chance to

continue their rapid

improvement which began with

the hiring of Coach Brad

Buetow last summer.

C.C. comes off of a

weekend split with Minnesota-

Duluth in a rough and tumble

series highlighted by the Tiger's

6-1 win Friday night. The

Tigers host D.U. this Friday

before travelling up to the

Mile High city for their season

finale with the Pioneers.

The standings entering the

final weekend of play show

C.C. in eighth place, but

trailing Duluth by a mere two

points.

Coach B'jetow
acknowledged that his squad

still has "real life to yet into

seventh place. The ceam has

been playing great hockey

despite being banged up," said

Buetow, who refused to count

his Tigers out should they

finish in last place and be

forced into a matchup with

league champ Minnesota.

"We've played Minnesota tough

three out of four times this

year," said the former U.S.

International coach, "if we have

to play them we can compete."

C.C. could avoid playing

Minnesota if they can simply

tie Minnesota-Duluth for the

seventh place position. Due to a

positive goals differential

against the Bulldogs this year,

C.C. will finish ahead of

Duluth if the two teams finish

the year tied.

C.C. brings its tight

checking style of hockey up

against one of the least

defensive minded hockey teams

in the country: D.U. When

asked about the teams'

contrasting styles of play,

Buetow emphasized that C.C.'s

"defense has to be on top of its

game. This doesn't just mean

defensemen, but the whole team

playing with consistency."

The Tiger's game has

steadily become more consistent

as the season has progressed.

Coach Buetow can't help but be

enthused about his team's

chances. Additionally, Buetow

has nothing to complain about

regarding C.C.'s work ethic.

"The guys always play hard. I

can't get mad," said the coach

when asked if he had set any

rigidly defined goals concerning

his team's standing in the

W.C.H.A.
Buetow will coach his first

losing team ever this season,

but is more pleased with the

team's steady improvement than

concerned over records.

"When I was in San Diego

(with the U.S. International

team) we showed quicker

improvement and had a winning

record sooner, but this is the

W.C.H.A., the competition is

much better." Despite playing

in the toughest conference in

hockey, C.C. has nearly uiplcd

its total wins this season from

last and will come close to

quadrupling its league point

total.

Coach Buetow calls this

season a "learning experience,"

and indicates that this year is

merely the beginning of his

rebuilding program. Buetow has

never been associated with a

loser. The altitude change he

has instilled into the program

has already given concrete

results as far as wins and losses

are concerned.

C.C. eagerly awaits its

season finale against Dcnvcr-a

team the Tigers never have

trouble getting up for.

Buetow hopes to use the

D.U. series to put an

exclamation point on the

turnaround that has begun this

year. Success against the

Pioneers will contribute to

several causes for the Tigers.

Among other things, C.C.

hopes to restake their claim to

Colorado bragging rights after

two tough losses to D.U.

earlier in the year. More

importantly, wins this weekend

could help C.C. climb out of

the W.C.H.A. cellar, and will

definitely build momentum for

the W.C.H.A. playoffs, which

start a week from today.

Tonight's faccoff is at 7:35 at

the Broadmoor World Arena.

WCHA standings

Minnesota

N. Michigan

Wisconsin

North Dakota

Michigan Tech

Denver

Minn. -Duluth

Colo. College

w 1, T pts fi£ Ui
95 6 7. 52 147 88

18 1? 2 38 150 103

16 10 5 37 114 92

17 14 1 35 125 109

15 17 30 118 134

11 17 2 28 129 136

10 70 1 21 95 125

9 20 3 21 106 143
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Alumni respond

to negative letter

To the Editor:

Last week one of your letters

wondered about our absence

from the Broadmoor World

Arena this year. Were it not for

circumstances beyond our

control (too many credits so

they gave us diplomas), we

would still be attending hockey

games-and leading cheers and

wearing goofy hats. It's too bad

that others don't have as

legitimate an excuse: too bad

for the Broadmoor, too bad for

C C, and too bad for the

PLAYERS AND COACHES.
Yet it must be pointed out

that a lack of hockey fans is not

a new problem, it started with

the students in '86, got worse

in '87, and finally culminated

last season with markedly

decreased attendance by the

Springs' faithful public. Things

got so bad last year that

Wisconsin brought more fans to

the Broadmoor than we did.

The decreased attendance is

usually justified with a quick

"the team is terrible, so why

watch them?" Last year that

was true. The hiring of Brad

Beutow will change that. But

Coach Beutow will find his

task very difficult-not because

of player talent (which is

high), but because of a lack of

fan support. Go ahead and

laugh, but it's true.

The fact is, no player can get

pumped up for a game that only

100 people will see. But put

him in front of 4000 and watch

what happens! Before the

Minnesota series, the Tigers had

won four straight road games.

In the WCHA, road games take

you into the heart of

Hockeyland USA-Wisconsin,

Minnesota, N. Dakota,

Michigan, Maine, etc. Arenas

up there aren't empty; they're

sold out. And our Tigers know

that, so they skate their butts

off. And win!

Yet chances are high that the

Broadmoor will continue to be

empty. The Tigers already have

twice the number of wins this

year as all of last year (thanks

to Brad Beutow and a lot more

effort by the players!)-yet that

isn't bringing in fans. Nor is

their record getting any media

coverage outside of the Springs

(ever wonder how a 7:30 DU
game gets covered but a 7:30

C.C. game is a "night game?").

Student tickets are free (no

other school can claim that!)—

but that doesn't fill the stands

either. But if the fans don't

want to attend, we can't make

them. It's just too bad that the

TEAM is the group that

suffers.

Steve Geraghty

Todd Erickson

Class of "88

Swimmers cruisi

in California
By Dirk Dykes

After the destruction of

Colorado University, the Big

Cat swimmers rolled over their

three California opponents. The

odd potpourri of C.C.'s male

swimmers left Cal Tech,

Occidental, and Whittier

College in their wake as they

increased the record to 20-0

against these three schools.

CU came to The Colorado

College several weeks ago to

receive their schooling. By the

time recess rolled around, the

score was 162-51. "That's just a

plain slaughter," said

McCauley.
Things were a little closer in

California, but the Tigers still

hu-manhandled (so as not to

offend certain collectives) the

west-coasters. loe "Star for a

GRAND
OPENING
SKI SALE iSk

"HxAjuu^aJu

Jft .

40% Off All

KARHU Cross Country Skis

Karhu • Fischer

30% Off All Cross Country
Ski Boots
Asolo • Alpina

50% Off EG-Tech
Jackets
GoreTex/Thinsulate

50% Off 550 Quality North
Face Goose Down Guide
Parkas

day" Hutchinson managed, with

a little help from the drop in

altitude to break senior Tom
Hackett's previous record in the

1000 yd. freestyle. The former

record holder came back the

next day only to hu-mangle

Hutchinson's one day mark,

literally shattering the 24

hour-old record.

Diver Tom "Captain Tom"

Smith kerplopped from the

diving board and fell just short

of qualifying for Nationals.

Though he is still rated #1 in

the country for division III

divers, there was some
speculation that Smith's mind

wandered from his diving when

he realized just how far from

home he really was. Fellow

diver Will Hessick also fell

just short of qualification.

Despite the freezing cold,

Tom "Captain Crunch" Hackett,

newcomer Tim Kotowski, and

speedster Chris "ACK" Lorson

(streetname Abe) all i„

good swims
al

Occidental/Cal Tech meet

After gaining moJ
from the previous

slaughter, the Big Cats

able to enjoy a day in the

they pummeled
\yj

College. Tyler "The Con

Mingets finished first I
200 freestyle. Dykes recoil

first place in the 100 fl»

first and probably the only

he will see in his colle

career) as Rudder "Big

McCauley and Gii

"Cracker" Roy surfed his

to second and third

finishes, respectively. Fit

to first place in the 100

Mark Hummels just

touched fellow swimmet

Kane.

The Big Cats have nj

tanned (or at least not as

anyway), toned, and read

. their next few meets.

City plans sports aren
Potential new home for Colorado College hockey

LIMI1ED TO STOCK ON HAND
SEll ING ONIY FISST OUAl I!

Y

1776 WEST UINTAH
IN UINTAH GARDENS
SHOPPING CENTER

634-5279

Formerly: The North Face

By Mike Kerwin

A multi-use sports arena is

being planned for downtown
Colorado Springs. The preferred

site for the Arena is located

south and west of the Pikes

Peak Center and Centennial

Hall. It is bordered by

Colorado Avenue on the north,

Costilla Street on the south,

Sierra Madre Street on the

west, and Cascade Avenue on

the east.

The estimated cost of the

sports arena, based on the cost

of developing similar facilities

in other U.S. cities, would

range between 50 and 70

million dollars. The project

would be financed through a

combination of private and

public sources.

Phil Kendall, chairman of

Citizens for Multi-Use Arena,

stated, "It is our intention to

minimize costs to taxpayers by

raising as many dollars as

possible from the private sector

and from those who will either

use or benefit from
development of the facility."

The arena is expected to be

used for 154 events per year.

Projected bookings include

amateur and Olympic
competitions, high school and

college hockey games,
professional basketball and

hockey games, as well as family

shows and concerts. Attendance

at the arena is expected to

average 700,000 people per year.

Operating costs are expected to

range around two million

dollars for the first year.

The arena would feature

12,00© seats in a hockey

configuration, 5,000 quality

seats in a half-house concert

figuration, and a maximum
full-house capacity of 13,500.

In addition to this the arena

would offer a full size

Olympic hockey ice surface,

quality acoustics, and drive-on

access at grade for set up and

take down of events.

Colorado College would
benefit from the development

of such an arena. Men's ice

hockey, in all likelihood,

would play their home games at

the site. The new facility

would surpass the present

seating capacity at the

Broadmoor by nearly three

times. It would also provide

students with a much closer and

more convenient place to

hockey games. The Bra

World Arena is a ten to

minute drive from the

campus whereas the new

would be only a few

from campus.

The reality of such >

purpose arena is still a

way away. However, if

continue in the right diret

if the finances are raised,!

the public accepts the pit

the sports arena coul

operating within the nei

years.

jlurda

ntr;
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INTERMOUNTAIN SWIMMING LEAGUE
CHAMPIONSHIP
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

, February 17, 1989

2:00 p.m.

5:00 p.m.

|Wday, February 18, 1989

9:00 a.m.

11:00 a.m.

1:00 pJti

19

14

14

IS

16

17

18.

19

20

20O yd. Medley Relay

500 yd. Freestyle

200 yd. Individual Relay

50 yd. Freestyle"

15 Minute Interval

800 yd. Freestyle Relay

1-Meter Diving Prelims and Semis

200 yd.'Free Relay

400 yd. Individual Medley

100 yd. Butterfly

200 }d. Freestyle

100 yc Breasetioke

100 yd. Backstroke

1 -Meter Diving Finals - last 3 final dives

400 yd. Medley Relay

3-Metet Diving Prelims and Semis

1650 yd. Freestyle (Preliminary Heats)

1650 yd. Freestyle (Final Heat Only)

200 yd. Backstroke

100 yd. Freestyle

200 yd. Breaststroke

200 yd. Butterfly

3-Meter Diving Finals - last 3 final dives

400 yd. Freestyle Relay

Ultimate frisbee

gears for spring

season
By Steve Steury

end of the spectrum.

While highly competitive

play is encouraged, ii is never

The Colorado College "at die expense of the bond of

Ultimate team recently mutual respect between players,

competed in its first adherence to the agreed upon

tournament of the semester in rules of the game, or the basic

Laramie, Wyoming. Although joy of play." The integrity of

the team was defeated in all me game relics solely on each

three of its games, team Payers responsibility to uphold

members arc consoling

themselves with the knowledge

that at least they won the

parly

the "Spirit of the Game". For

this reason, Uicrc arc no referees

at any level of competition.

Depending on the weather.

The tournament pitied them the leam hopes lo continue

against teams from the playing for the remainder of ihe

University of Wyoming, semester. Three more

Colorado Slate University, and tournaments arc currently

Bozeman State of Montana. scheduled for the semester,

Although the Ultimate learn including a regional lournamcnl

is not officially recognized by with teams from Colorado,

the college, the team currendy New Mexico, Wyoming and

boasts 25 male and female Montana.

members. Ultimate is a coed

sporl and the team is always

looking for new players of

either sex.

Ultimate is played at all

levels, from pickup games lo

national and world

Pracliccs are held at 3:30

weekdays and 1 :00 weekends on

the Armstrong Quad. Anyone

interested in playing is

encouraged lo attend or contact

coach Brian Murphy at 635-

championships. The Colorado 2104 or Steve Steury at 389-

College competes at the lower 0485.

lttamural basketball standings

**»**A LEAGUE
(EAST DIVISION)

hikes of Dunk
le Alabama

tadbuslers

Suests

lie Freudian Slips

LOSSES

WEST DIVISION

Bros. Ukro
torn and the Happy Sticks

II My!

agabonds

) and the Homeboys

*****B LEAGUE
(BIRD -DIVISION)

"g Meat Barbeque
» S.U.K. -

fa-Josh

| Bookies

»Dude!

JORDAN DIVISION

Happy &. His Homeys
* Snatch

of Nations

im Slugs

•WOMEN'S LEAGUE

*» Kareem "Ninja" Abdul
»8's Kids

*> Slammers
'•O.A..W Babes

COPPER
MOUNTAIN

$24 lift tickets plus SPECIAL Savings on

ski lessons ONLY available at Front Range

Vickers
<g COPPER MOUNTAIN RESORT

For Information 1-80O-458-8386 (extension 5)



Etcetera
"Cycles Peugeot"

The French Manufacturer

of the World's finest

bicycles since 1882!

JaysBICYCLE SHOP

19E Kiowa • Downtown

Phone: 634-4733

RICK WAGER—
"CC Class of '64 Proprietor"

Opportunities

If you are interested in

studying abroad for a

semester or full year, check

Armstrong 318 for advice from

appropriate Acuity advisors

Application for Fall, ViW

due March 1.

Catch the CC. Semester in

France. For applications and

information see Professor

Peterson at Armstrong 360.

Applications for the

German Semester in Luneburg

in the spring semester 1990

are now available in the

German Department. App-

lication deadline is March 1.

Chicago Semester in The

Arts offers sophs, jrs., srs.,

serious exposure to arts.

Contact ACM, 18 S. Michigan

Ave., Suite 1010, Chicago, IL.

60603 or see James Trissel.

Deadlines April 1, Oct. 20.

Spend month in Belgian town

Havre'. Send name, address,

phone #, essay of intent (all

typed) and $100 check to

"UNO" to UNO-HAVRE', Box

1315-UNO, New Orleans, LA,

70148, by April 1.

Spend May 31 to June 24 in

Italian Alps castle. 3 credit

hours English available. Send

name, address, phone #, essay of

intent (all typed), $100 check

to "UNO" to UNO BRUN-
NENBURG at above address.

Bard College offering a

journalism course for exper-

ienced and novice college

journalists. Write Mary Back-

lund, Director of Admission,

Annandale-on-Hudson, New
York, 12504.

National Park Service

conducting preemployment

tests Jan. to April for summer

lifeguard jobs in New England

and New Jersey. Write: Surf-

guard program, Gateway

NRA Headquarters, Brook-

lyn, N.Y., 11234.

GLAMOUR magazine hol-

ding annual Top Ten College

Women Competition. Con-

tact: Unda Addlespurger, Ca-

reer and College Compe-

titions, 350 Madison Avenue,

New York, NY, 10017.

ODN holding cross-country

hunger awareness Bike-Aid

'89. Raise money & partici-

pate in hunger awareness

events. Apply by March 3 to

Bike-Aid '89, ODN, Box

2306, Stanford, CA, 94309.

Auditions for summer
"HAMLET" production to be

held Feb. 18 in Dwire audition

at UCCS, by appointment. Call

593-3232, bring two mono-

logues; one from "Hamlet," one

modem or Shakespearean.

New Republic: 2 internships;

June to Aug., Sept. to May, for

jrs. and srs. Apply by March

1/May 1. Letter, resume, 2

recs, 3-5 writing samples.

Intms, New Republic, 1220

19th St. NW, Ste. 600, Wash.

D.C. 20036

The Dow Jones Newspaper
Fund's 1989 Minority Repor-

ting Intern Program offers 10

week paid summer intern-

ships to minority sophomores.

Applications are available

in the Catalyst office.

"The Rolling Stone" Col-

lege Journalism Competition

offers $1,000 awards, Smith

Corona word processors to top

college journalists. For info.,

entry forms, see the Catalyst

Office in Cossitt basement.

Student/Faculty Committee

Applications are now available

at Womer Desk. Forms aTe due

at the Worner Desk by the end

of Block 6. For information,

contact the CCCA Office.

Asian Awareness Week

begins Tuesday, Feb. 21, with a

lecture by Chris Goodwin, a

CC. graduate and Luce

Scholarship winner, in Worner

213 at 7:30 p.m. He will speak

on his experiences in Indonesia.

In celebration of Denver Art

Museum's newly remodeled

Western and American Art

Gallery, admission will be free

February 26, 1989, noon to 5

p.m.

Student Conference on

Investigative Journalism to be

held March 18, 19 in Ramada

Renaissance Hotel, 1143 New
Hampshir Avenue, NW,

, DC, 20036.

Dr. Noel Miner, former prof,

of Chinese and Vietnamese

History at the C.U., will give

a lecture, "What Can We Leam

From Vietnam?" Feb. 20, 7:00

p.m. in Gates Common Room.

Sponsored by ASIA and CCCA.

Dr. Richard Beidleman will

address "Peanut Butter and

Jelly in the Sandwich Islands"

in Olin Hall, Room 1 on

Thursday, March 2, at 12:00

noon.

<i.

"Sex and the Single Primrose:

The Role of Breeding System

Changes in Plant Evolution" is

a seminar offered by the

Biology Department in Olin

Hall, Room 1 on Thursday,

February 23, at 12:00 noon.

Wednesday, February 22,

Emma Bunker, Visiting

Professor of Art History, will

give a talk about "Art of the

Silk Route." The lecture will

be in the Loomis Lounge at 7:30

p.m. Sponsored by A.S.I.A.

Member-at-Large wanted

to serve on Cutler Publications

Board for the remainder of the

year. Time commitment two

Mondays per block.

Applications available at

Worner desk or call Mike

Shaver at ext. 2280.

four

Any students even remotely

interested in getting together an

Asian theme house for the

1990-1991 school year (no!

next year, but the year after),

please contact Brecken Chinn as

soon as possible at ext. 2266.

Yearbook Editor for

1989-90 wanted. Applications

now available at Worner desk.

Any questions call Mike

Shaver, ext. 2280 This is a paid

position.

Nancy Bass's Typing
Service offers reasonable

prices. Office phone is 520-

6216, home phone is 632-7568.

General

Russian Tea, Tues ,|,

Russian House. All Wei

call ext. 2835.

Student Travel rj,

shows travel, work and,

opportunities oversea,

students, specials on m
lodging. Write: C1EE,

1

16, 205 E. 42nd St., New
N.Y., 10017.

Big savings at Dij
World during March

j

college I.D. Students c

almost half price on ;

tickets to Magic Kingdot

the Epcot Center, or
gt

day tickets for nearly $ijl

The "Carnegie's LitJ

exhibit runs through Feb,

the Palmer Wing/pe,

Library, 20 N. Cascade Ai
examines the products ofl

$56 million donated!

Carnegie to build
|

libraries through the U.S.

*MJ,C

Personals

first (

Studies on the Gospel of

Mark on Tuesdays at 6p.m. in

Loomis 344. For information,

questions, call Cyndee at ext.

2252.

A support and education

group for Food, Eating, and

Weight problems, with Diana

Fuller and Nancy Wilstead,

meets every Tuesday at noon in

the Boettcher basement to

discuss F.E.W. problems and

healthy eating.

The Homeless Coalition

thanks the Sigma Chi, Phi

Gamma Delta, and Kappa Sigma

fraternities for their fundraisers

1st semester. Proceeds went to

the Red Cross Shelter and

Homeless in Colorado Springs.

Endymion the (

You're the

know that doesn't ;

loved waking up

protection of your strong li

let's do it agaii

soon! Next time 1 hopej

won't be as sore! Andl

time only a couple of catsl

share the room with us. I

write, think of me once|

while.

Love Al|

thet

Help developing Third

World communities. On-site

interns available at La Paz,

Tijauna, Cochamba. Write

ODN, Box 2306, Stanford, CA
94309. Include self-addressed

envelope with $.45 postage.

Summer Career Institute in

Public Relations offered

from June 12 - June 30. Write:

New York University, School

of Continuing Education Man-
agement Institute, 48 Cooper
Square, New York, New
York, 10211-0152.

Events

The French Revolution's

Bicentennial Celebration

continues with the film

"Danton" on Feb. 21, and M.

Rabbin's play "Revolutions

Rapidement Revees" on Feb.

28, both in AH 300 at 7 p.m.

All interested in golf team

try outs must meet at El

Pomar Tuesday, Feb. 21, at

3:30, or call Coach Carle, ext.

2477, or Brian, 632-8156.

Important Homeless
Coaltion/Sheltered Lives

meeting , Tuesday, Feb. 21, for

everyone! Call Kathy

Carlow, 635-5978, or Andrew

Schwartz, ext. 2267 for regrets.

For Rent

Chicago Housing: Furnished

North Side studio sublets,

renovated building, train and

bus routes. Near lake. Feb. to

Apr. $325 sing./$350 doub.

Urban Educ. Pgm, 5633 N.

Kenmore, Chicago, IL 60660.

312-561-6606.

Clean 1 Bdrm. basement
apartment. 5 Blocks from CC
$225/month (utilities

included). Rents until June.

634-2305!

The "Mission Earth Adven-

ture of Your Life Contest," is

offered by Bridge Publi-

cations. Entry forms are

available at bookstores

carrying the Mission Earth

Series. Deadline is Feb. 28.

Bowl for Easter Seals in

RMRC's Feb. 18 Bowl-a-

Thon, 2 to 5 p.m. Bowl teams

are four members of varying

ability. For info, and

questions call 632-4486.

Small Bible Discussion

groups meet Mondays at 8

p.m., Mathias Conference

Room. Call Rick, ext. 2258, or

Deb, ext. 2226.

To the BasketballpliJ

5'8" SWM: I

description, and I think wel

have something here! I »T

man who know how to i

to the hole," as the saying]

but can still take a charge!

an 80's kind of «|
Ulysses? Well, OK, I

prefer Neitzche. I've f

midwestem values, havingl

in Michigan and Ind'JJj

Gosh, I'm even Rep"
1,

Mozart's alright, but

Copeland fit in better

1

tea & sweet rolls? S\v«

off my feet, Lovela

me away from

intellectual pretension an«|

place where real pwj
around in bib overalls anj

sugar beet prices over r

coffee and greasy don*

me in Benjy's at 12:00 sn«

Feb. 21 if you want toll

press to my c

Anonymous

Wanted

Responsible student avail-

able for house and, or pet

sitting during the school year.

Call Kate at ext. 2240.

J's Motor Hotel

and Restaurant

Off Campus at 820 N. Nevada

Special Student rate including utilities

&satteliteTV

633-5513
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A.S.I.A speaker discusses

Vietnam conflict
By Matthew Muller

Peter Elbow offered tips for writing improvement

in his Tuesday-At-Eleven lecture.nnis iu«»u«y
Photo by Andrea Rex

nowned writer explores

sitive writing approach

By David Leonard

h Elbow, a University of

achuisetts English pro-
' ' and renowned author,

Tuesday in Packard Hall

of C.C.'s fhursday-At-
'•« series. his lecture,

The Problem of

What You Write,"

gd some of the many
las commonly faced by
Is writers.

Program was followed

Eef question and answer

Although the Packard
ium started out full, by

Jl it was little more than

Audience members
om of the auditorium
'out the course of the

Particularly when Prof.

suggested a ten minute

|8 session.

'PPointment over what
Written is a frequent
in both analytical and
writing, according to

Another common
'"' he said, is to worry
.you actually like
lif|

g you have written.

Rested one way around

Ration: Write only about

to you.

This advice is fine for fiction,

but less practical for

expository writing. Elbow

acknowledged this, quoting

Robert Penn Warren: "It is as

difficult to write well in a

scholastic environment as it is

to play trumpet surrounded by

people sucking lemons." For the

troubled paper writer he could

offer little consolation. He had

no real method of enabling the

paper writer to suddenly

become fond of her/his work.

However, he did offer plenty of

benefits once that leap has been

made. He said that once you

could look at something you

have written and say "that's

terrible, but I like it," things

became infinitely easier.

Elbow reasoned that if you

like something, no matter how

bad it is, you will feel driven

to make it acceptable to others.

Criticism is easier to give and

accept when you like what you

have written. It gives you the

impetus to change your writing,

rather than to trash it outright.

Elbow added that liking your

writing has nothing to do with

whether or not it is good.

Feeling comfortable with it is

enough.

see ELBOW, p. 3

On Monday evening Dr. Noel

Miner started the second week

of Asian Awareness Month

with his speech, "What Can We
Learn from Vietnam,"

sponsored by ASIA and CCCA.
Miner explained that the

Vietnam conflict is a

controversial subject and is

difficult to summarize in an

hour-long speech. He cited

seven "lessons" during his

lecture.

1) "The U.S. should only

depend on war when clear-cut

national interests are at slake,

and popular support exists."

Vietnam hardly fits, as

American objectives and

methods were not clear, and

popular support for the war

was not present.

2) "If war is an abnormal

affair, then the U.S. should

avoid wars when there is

potential for prolonged strife

and confused issues." We
should stay clear of civil wars,

religious wars, and wars of

"national liberation."

3) "If war is abnormal, those

who fight need the support of

the public. War cannot be

relegated to secondary status as

a national priority." Dr. Miner

cited Lyndon Johnson's plan for

the Great Society as deferring

national energies away from the

war. In other efforts to lessen

the impact of the war on the

American people, soldiers were

rotated in and out of combat on

one-year tours. This had the

two-fold effect of diminishing

esprit de corps and decreasing

the desire for soldiers to fight

all-out.

4) Since war is considered

abnormal, we should fight for

our least common denominator,

where there is least risk and

greatest chance for victory. In

Vietnam, bombing was the

main strategy of the U.S.

Army. Yet, this bombing was

not supported by action on teh

ground. Certainly the

bombings slowed the efforts of

the Viet Minh, but, because of

the lack of U.S. ground support

the Viet Minh learned to avoid

or mitigate the effects of

bombing through
decentralization and rapid repair

techniques.

5) "Since U.S. Public opinion

sees war as abnormal, reporting

the war in the media is

difficult. The complexities of

war cannot be boiled down to a

two-minute 'Sound Bite' for the

evening news." The Tel

offensive of 1968 is an example

of the way the media influence

public opinion. Before Tct,

public officials were seeing the

"light at the end of the tunnel"

in Vietnam, and predicted

victory in a few weeks. After

North Vietnam's General Giap

launched the Tet Offensive, and

succeeded in taking numerous

South Vietnamese cities and

parts of Saigon, the American

public was shocked.

6) One main reason that Tet

was so effective is the basis of

the sixth lesson. "Though it is

said that those who forget

history are doomed to repeat it,

those who dwell too much on

history without taking other

factors into consideration may

blunder even more." America's

northern stronghold of Kcisan

was sieged by the Viet Minh, as

part of the Tct Orrcnsive. Not

wanting to repeal the French

mistake of Diem Bien Phu, the

Americans called in

reinforcements which left the

cities vulnerable to Vict Minh

attack.

7) "Wc must find a way to

counter Communist ideology if

we are to effectively contain it.

Communist strength is its .

careful use of organization and

terror." The Vict Minh were

certainly brutal in their tactics

against the South, but the South

Vietnamese government, under

President Diem, committed

numerous atrocities against its

own people. The Catholic

president used U.S. trained

troops in efforts to suppress

Buddhism in Vietnam, and there

were also no military or

agrarian reforms under the

Diem regime. These policies

served only to strengthen

support for the Viet Cong in

the South.

In summary, Dr. Miner

offered that perhaps the most

important lesson to be learned

from Vietnam is that nations,

like people, make mistakes, and

that we must continue to strive

toward improving the world

while we try to sort out the

lessons of Vietnam.

Alumnus relates Indonesian experience

By Will Gadd

Christopher Goodwin has no

idea how he managed to get a

Luce Grant, but is immensely

glad that he did. Goodwin

majored in Anthropology at

The Colorado College in 1986,

but planned to go to medical

school. These two interests

combined, creating a desire to

look at medicine in a primitive

environment. Goodwin then

applied for the Luce Scholarship

and was awarded full funding

to study rural health care in

Indonesia.

He spent a year in Indonesia

working for Central Services, a

branch of Hussanuddin

University. The Luce

Foundation paid for room,

board, and a stipend. In return,

Goodwin was expected to act as

a normal employee for Central

Services.

Goodwin stated that

Indonesia is the world's most

populous Muslim nation, with

an area larger than the U.S., but

few can locate it on a map. The

government is basically run by

the military, with the people

existing at a subsistence level,

although the country just

became self-sufficient in rice

production. Lately, the

Indonesian economy has become

extremely depressed, mainly

due to a radical drop in oil

prices over the last two years.

This has led to a major health

crisis with an infant mortality

rate of over 75/1000. The U.S.,

by comparison, has a rate of

only 13/1000.

Goodwin spent the first three

months in Indonesia trying to

figure out exactly what his

function with Central Services

was. While Central Services

had many projects on paper, few

were actually being realized,

with even fewer working as

planned. Latrines were being

built with the goal ol

see INDONESIA, p. 4
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Peterson denounces campus bigotri
iv

By Kathy Young

In a mocking, yet

disturbingly realistic character

portrayal, Lloyd Peterson,

assistant dean of admissions,

exemplified the mindset of a

bigot. Peterson, this month's

speaker in the Loomis Last

Lecture Series, addressed

various aspects of race relations

to a handful of students Sunday

night in Loomis Lounge.

Set in the year 2024, an

assistant dean of admissions

spoke on his Colorado College

admissions policy. Outfitted in

suspenders, a cigarette butt

hanging daringly from his lips,

the bigot, alias Peterson, began

his tirade. "Certain groups no

longer have a place at this

school," he said with an

effective accent, which he

utilized throughout the scene-

an accent that might be

comparable to a stereotypical

version of a backwards, black

Southerner.

The elderly and the young,

Jews, blacks, and Japs were a

few of the nineteen minorities

the fictional dean used as he

explained what kinds of people

he had stopped admitting to

C.C. "No bloodshed, I'm not

about bloodshed," he interjected

Assistant Dean of Admissions Lloyd Peterson is

disturbed by racism on the C.C. campus.

throughout, "but the Greeks,

all they like to do is get drunk

and throw plates... And those

Mid-Westerners, everytime

they come here, they bring their

bibles. They never want to go

to class, all they want to do is

preach about peace." He left

virtually no group untouched:

Scottish, Puerto Ricans, Irish,

Polish, Mexicans, Easterners,

and women were included. He

drew upon all the horrible, yet

prevalent, stereotypes that our

society has formed about the

oppressed, explaining that

"C.C. doesn't need people like

that."

Once the sources were

exhausted, the speaker admitted

his true identity. "There are

only two of us left nowadays,

and I don't like the other one

either. I'm the last of a dying

breed--a bigot." With that, he

took the suspenders down and

the cigarette out. As himself,

Peterson explained that he had

written the one act play as an

undergraduate at college. It

portrays bigots and their

mindsets in a simple manner -

because, "bigotry is that

simpleminded, ludicrous, and

stupid."

Peterson addressed some of

his personal and professional

reasons for working as a

recruiter of minority students

at C.C, and the importance of

educating people about race

relations. He said, a liberal arts

community should take the lead

in "helping and maintaining an

understanding of people and

their differences." Individuals

must not let their observations

about people who are different

from them be stained by

preconceived ideas. Once people

are educated about these

differences, society can move

from mere toleration of

differences to true

enlightenment.

Ten-percent of the C.C.
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Colorado College
welcomes Women's Week

By Caitlio Welsh and
Karen Dickinson

Women's Week is a

nationally recognized week

promoting the recognition,

celebration, and discussion of

women's achievements, roles,

issues, and their affectations

upon society as a whole. The

Feminist Collective and the

sororities of The Colorado

College are jointly sponsoring a

Women's Week for the campus.

This joint effort is a first for

these groups. It represents

women working together to

educate and motivate society

toward the direction of

awareness. The week will

address a broad base of women's

issues and related topics. The

lectures, films, and discussions

are designed as a means for both

men and women to come
together, to understand and to

discuss women's roles and

issues in society and how they

are affecting everyone.

Women's Week began

Thursday, February 23, and

will extend through Thursday,

March 2. The majority of the

activities will be scheduled for

Sunday through Thursday. The

next event will be a panel

discussion taking place Sunday,

February 26, at 7:00 p.m., in

Gates Common Room.
Professors Jane Hilberry, Keith

Kester, Barbara Whitten, and

Judy Genova will discuss the

"Changing of Gender Roles to

Mixer Madness Sale!

Jwoforone Mixers!
With Coupon

naturally homemade
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A Colorado College Tradition since 1986
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Promote Equality." Men and

women are strongly urged to

attend and participate in this

interesting and important panel

topic.

Other events that will

follow include "Abortion: A
Present Crisis," a lecture by

Patty Sitzman, of the National

Organization of Women. In

light of the recent political

controversies this lecture

should shed light on this very

delicate issue. Also, Mary
Fredrichs, a feminist therapist,

will discuss "New Perspectives

on the Psychology of Women."

Be sure to look for "Someone

You Know," a multi-media

date-rape prevention program

for both sexes. Brought to us

by DARE (Date Acquaintance

Rape Education) of CU-
Boulder, the program will be

presented by two students from

CU and will focus on male and

female perspectives of date

rape. This could prove to be an

enlightening and animated
discussion for all students, as

this issue affects virtually

everyone. The final lecture

will be by Ogo Cho, the legal

representative for the Asian

Community in Chicago
(sponsored by A.S.I.A.).

Along with these lectures the

week will include four films:

The Vagabond, The French

Lieutenant's Woman, Desert

Bloom, snf Swept Away.
Refreshments will be served at

all the events. Of course, the

experiences are FREE. Please

check posters, and flyers for

times, dates, and locations.

Women's Week Events

Sunday, February 26

Jane Hilberry, Keith Kester. Barbara Whitten. and Judy Cm-

Changing Gender Roles to Promote Equality

Gates Common Room, 7 p.m.

Monday, February 27

Patsy Sittrmn, ofthe National Organization i

Abortion: The Present Crisis

(iaylord Hall, 7 p.m.

Women:

fekii

Seta

Tuesday, February 28

Mary Fredrichs. afeminist therapist:

New Perspectives on the Psychology ofWomen

Ga> lord Hall, 7 pan.

Wednesday, March 1

DARE (DateAcquaintance Rape Education) of Cu-Bouldir

A multimedia date rape prevention program

WES Room, 7 p.m.

Thursday, March 2

Ogo Chu, Legal Representativefor the Asian Community w

Chicago:

Asian American Women
(In Conjunction with Asia Awareness Week)

Packard, 7 pjm..

Movies

Monday,,February 27

The Vagabond
Armstrong 300, 3.-00 pjit.

Tuesday, February 28

The French Lieutenant's Woman
Tutt Library South, 1 :30 p.ra.

Wednesday. March I

Desert Bloom
Tutt Library South, 1 :30 p.m.

Thursday, March 2

Swept Away
Tutt Library South, l-30pjn.

tilbi

lei

El

:.c

Sponsored by the Feminist Collective. Gamma PhiBW K®
Alpha Theta, Kapppa Kupjxi Gamma, Women's Film Pfs"S
Delta Gamma, Mellon Grant, Career Center, Leadership i

2M.ASJ.A.
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ivestment issue lingers on

farina Lindsey
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.^niiy Against

Ijj's roundtable began

^Thursday evening, I

1 10 myself, "Well, at

!

c
rj. is consistent in its

> Regardless of the

turnout, great progress

roade.
The lecture was

ally
organized to inform

jnpus about South Africa

C 0's
current investment

Hut the majority of the

faculty members, one

nistrator and twelve

who showed up, were

fully aware of the

, As a result many

|ye ideas were proposed.

all-college committee

sling
of three faculty,

students, three alumni,

dee administrators is in

lining process. It will be

jich committee that will

(gale C.C.'s $9 million

Utent in South Africa.

,gh CCCAA did not send

its members, who during

,ign time were so

sled in the issue of

intent, it is currently in

tocess of selecting from

campus three student

sentatives for' the

illee.

. committee should be

ive in finding a concrete

whether the

companies in which the college

has invested maintain behavior

that is in conflict with the

values of the college. Each of

these companies will be

researched individually, through

a process designed to question

whether they play a

constructive role in South

Africa, or bolster the strength

of apartheid through the

economic support they are

required by law to give the

South African government.

Several other productive ideas

were initiated, including an

ACM program on the African

continent (a summer program in

Zimbabwe is scheduled for

1989), bringing more African

faculty to C.C., and providing

scholarships for both black and

white Africans. There is an

ongoing project of sending,

which are nearly impossible for

Africans to obtain, to

Zimbabwe. However, only $200

has been donated to the fund to

send the books, which are

waiting to be mailed.

Further suggestions were

made to continue the past senior

class pressures to make C.C.

divest. Last year, the seniors

who chose to do so put their

first donations (the $100

deposit which is required when

a student first enrolls) into a

special divestiture account that

the school will have access to if

and when it completely divests.

This is an excellent idea, but it

would be more effective if this

year's senior class could put

their donations into a special

fund for South African projects

which are present concerns, such

as scholarships, the book

mailing, the ACM program,

etc.

Another issue raised was,

whether the school divests or

not, revision of C.C.'s current

investment policy. The school's

endowment dropped from $113

million to $109 million

between June 6, 1987 and June

6, 1988. This cannot be

completely blamed on the stock

market crash because there was

an average increase of 1.3% in

college endowments in the

United States between 1987 and

1988, despite the losses that the

rest of the country felt. C.C.'s

$4 million loss further proves

the need for C.C. to reevaluate

its investments, whether in

South Africa or not.

There is a large amount of

work that still needs to be

done. C.C.'s divestment may

appear to be a dead issue on

campus, but it is far from its

grave. You may never see the

oppression that goes on daily in

South Africa, but you are

attending a school that has $9

million invested in companies

which economically support the

South African government. If

you care to express yourself or

take part in any of these

projects, CCCAA's meetings

are every Tuesday at 5:30

upstairs in Womer.

Students and faculty gathered to discuss

campus volunteer programs.
Photo by Andrea Rex

Campus volunteer groups

receive recognition

By Kathy Carlow and
Suzie Klein
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The Advisory Board on

Leadership, Volunteerism, and

Public Service met with

Gresham Riley, Maxwell

Taylor, and members of campus

volunteer groups on Tuesday,

February 21. The luncheon,

held to recognize the

importance of volunteer groups

on campus allowed the students

and faculty to exchange ideas.

President Riley emphasized

the importance of volunteerism

in a liberal arts education and in

society. He pointed out that the

school itself is run in part by

volunteers. Volunteers on

campus and in society gTeatly

improve the quality of life for

everyone.

The reason for the gathering

of volunteer organizations on

campus was not only to

commend them but also to find

out what their needs are. The

Advisory board has, through a

grant from the Palmer fund

made possible the formation of

a volunteer office. This office

will hopefully be located in

Worner by next fall.

The Volunteer Network is an

umbrella organization for six

volunteer groups. Student

leaders from Circle-K,

Sheltered Lives, Habitat for

Humanity, Seekers, Volunteer

Action, and ENACT work

together to coordinate activities

which link the campus with the

Colorado Springs community.

Students in the Volunteer

Network would like to

establish a larger community

service program which would

make volunteering easier for

students and easier for their

organizations.

Tom Hackelt, the

representative for ENACT,
showed the need for a center.

"All I want is a phone. 1 go

into the Leisure Office to use

their phone and I wonder what

those folks think."

Other representatives

requested that the college

provide adequate transportation.

Organizations such as.

Volunteer Action need vehicles

to bring children onto the

campus and to take students to

the Red Cross Shelter.

The administration listened

to the arguments and

acknowledge the need for a

vehicle.

Finally, students called for

an easier budgeting process that

would enable them to provide

better services to the

community. Kim Grassmeyer,

the assistant director of the

Career Center, and David

Nestor, the associate dean of

students, both offered their

support for a unified budget.

The luncheon on Tuesday let

students tell the administration

their problems and it enabled

organizations to exchange ideas

for future programs.

Elbow breaks

writing barriers
ELBOW, from p. 1

One of the keys to liking

your writing is to enjoy the

writing process itself. Elbow

counseled students not to edit

themselves for first drafts.

While good writing is clean and

ordered, your mind isn't; one

can always revise what one has

written later. No matter what

you do, you aren't always going

to like what you write. "You

can't write something good

without writing a lot of

garbage." The trick is in

knowing what the garbage is.

But hey, that's why we have the

Writing Center, right?

In closing, Elbow said the

key to liking the process of

writing, and thus what you

write, is to actually write.

"Most of the time spent

writing a paper is spent not

writing, it's spent staring out

the window or at your wall. If

you keep your pen moving,

you'll cut your time in half."

He finished by equating the

word-processor to a safety net.

It's sort of a half-way point

between your mind and the

paper, he said. The words are

there, but they aren't as fixed as

they are when they're printed.

They are just electronic pulses,

as easy to change as your mind.
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Proposed plan will transport toxic waste through the Springs
*

. . .., „„„„,... ,.„o,„ na^ina rioht The team discovered that in removed, the dose rate I

By Sarah Keepers

In October, 1988, the

Department of Energy (DOE)

postponed the opening of the

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant

(WIPP), near Carlsbad, New
Mexico due to water leaks and

design faults.

WIPP is an experimental

permanent underground storage

facility of low-level nuclear

waste. The WIPP project will

cost $700 million in its five-

year test phase and will have a

thirty-year emplacement life.

This waste is to be trucked on

the interstate system, through

28 states.

Although the DOE hopes

to open the facility this spring,

critics say that the opening

must be delayed a year or two

in order to bring the facility up

to Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA) safety standards.

Colorado's 1-25 will carry 60-

„J% of the waste, passing right

by The Colorado College.

In August, 1988, engineers

and scientists from the DOE
and Brookhaven National

laboratory visited WIPP to

review a draft of the final

safety analysis. The facility

manager was unable to find

safety documentation assuring

that ventilation and elevator

shaft fire protection systems,

electrical circuits and waste

handling systems were

functioning and built properly.

Indonesian expert explains economic problems

INDONESIA, from p. 1

preventing the spread of

infectious diseases, but the

locals fell they were too

inconvenient. In addition to

Central Service programs

failing, Unicef was having a

disaster with pumps. Unicef

managed to install over 1000

pumps to provide sanitary

water, but neglected to supply

either maintenance or spare

parts. Goodwin showed

numerous slides of defunct

pumps being used for every

purpose but pumping.

The successful projects were

based on local involvement

rather than administration by a

distant agency. Deforestation is

a primary problem in Indonesia

and is mainly caused by cooking

with wood in ineffecient open

hearths. To solve this. Central

Services designed a small cook-

stove that could be made out of

local mud, and supplied a mold

to the villagers for no charge.

This proved to be successful.

The natives loved the

convenience and the reduced

effort involved in wood-

gathering.

The second half of the lecture

involved Susan Allen, a

recently certified physician's

assistant from Yale. Allen and

Goodwin did a joint survey for

the last three months of

Goodwin's stay in Indonesia on

a program that weighed

children at birth and through

the first 4 years of life.

Mothers would bring their

children in for monthly weigh-

ins, and then put the

information on a card that

defined normal growth ranges

for children. Goodwin and

Allen studied errors in the

program as well as successes,

and found that it was a simple

but remarkably effective

method for determining

problems with malnutrition or

disease in early childhood. Like

the cooking stoves, the program

involved the locals in a

program that was immediately

beneficial to them, rather than

relying on outside help and

western technology.

Goodwin closed his lecture

with an aesthetic slideshow on

an attempted ascent of Mt.

Trikora, a reminder of his ORC
days at The Colorado College.

COPPER
MOUNTAIN
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The team discovered that in

June, 1986, a joint pipe in the

central fire system ruptured

causing $200,000 in damage.

Independent scientists,

engineers and citizen's advocacy

groups question the safety of

the site itself and plans for

trucking the waste. Transuranic

waste (TRU) is proposed to be

buried 2,150 feet underground

in salt beds. Remote handled

TRU (RH-TRU) is high level

nuclear waste which must be

accessible, once emplaced, for

continual repackaging. However

the salt creep, the motion of

the salt formations, intended to

slowly seal in contact-handled

TRU (CH-TRU) is faster than -

previously thought, sealing the

rooms in 9 years.

Most of the TRU material

consists of laboratory

equipment contaminated by

plutonium. According to

Richard Phillips, an

independent scientist ingesting,

CH-TRU (maximum allowable

dose rate .02 rem/hr) is highly

toxic because of plutonium

particles. The maximum
allowable dose rate of RH-

TRU used to be 100 rem/hr,

now it is 1000 rem/hr.

However, when the RH-TRU
transportation containers are

removed, the dose rate f

casks soars to 20,000

The average American

,

.018 rem per year.
75

cause radiation sickness

In December, 19
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Campus Crime Be;

Stutrttsshoifld IwawarettfthafoBo

campus since winter break, ^^^^
1-15-89 Handlebars stolen, (brake cable cut) from mounlaM

locked in front ofBerrris.

1 -17-89 Student's skis stolen from ski rackon top of car—
Sj

parking lot,

1-18-89 Student walletstolen from Worner Center.

1-18-89 Student accosted on west side of Weber Street atl

Street Uquors—-escaped from alley after yelling. Please be I

"

take caution wberi'traveling at Right, and do not travel alone

1-19-89 Stndentgym bagstoIeninElPomar—-money andcredit

missing, j
1 -20-89 Two students observed two males walking in Loomsl

with bicycle wheels. Studente confronted males, who then ra»

'"Siting car, threw the wheels in the trunk, and raced off.

1-20-89 Student bike stolen by east sSdeafTickaor—notW

1-21-89 Students stopped twofeople in a truck checking on

racks at Montgomery and Bewis.Two stolen bikes were already

trunk

1-23-89 Satta! reportedmale in cat looking intoSlocutitwi^

with binoculars:

1-23-89 Student bike stolen from Ttcknor—locked to

and locks bod) missing. >

1 -2 7-89 Student at Conoco station (across from Slocun appro

by male reciting poetry. Male left written poetry on wtadshieW.

f -28-89 Two non-student females spotted a male masttrW

north side of Armstrong Hall. , ,

1-28-89 FemalesttdeaicrqssingCascadewteharassedbyiM
11

shouting obscenities from passing car,.

-. 1-30-89 Student's car window shot with BB gun—nearM<»

2-1-89 College computer stolen from second floor Worms
Cc

2-1 -89 Student wallet stolen from El Pomar,

2-] -89 Student backpack stolen torn outside Worrtci iaW

I ii.r found inu-.-i in wastcbaskei ol men' NHhrooin

2-3-89 Fire alarms vandaii .«, itGami • 1

2- i 1 -89 Suspicious non-student male loitering on east side ol

Hall. „,
2-13-89 Male non-student found lookingfrom car into SIC**

dows with binoculars. «*.»*
2-14-89 CmecasetmletpapeTstolenftomPa!merand3<)i<»

Kappa Sigma storage closet.

2-19-89 Off-campus female student reported a male lot*"*

apartmentwindow on North Nevada,
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sidewalks sideline safety

VANTAGE POINT

k, is it about mud "sidewalks" (if they can even be

Jthat) the College finds so appealing? And why has the

istration given us the wonderful opportunity to go ice

W. every morning as we maneuver to class?

i fall-out from Colorado's inevitable snow fall on the

fp-'s paths has again moved past simple annoyance.

muddy dirt roads and icy sidewalks we must walk on

genuine hazard.

t sad, and dangerous, state of affairs when we must

! whether to risk our luck on the slippery sidewalks or

,tie
puddles of mud and slush. Worse, some paths are

nlv
impassable.

realize these adverse conditions are created by the

i, f nature - warm days and chilly evenings, but we

| jjso hope the administration could realize this too.

dirt
paths throughout the quad should be filled in -

E even with black and gold mulch for school spirit -

indents can avoid the impassable puddles. And the

le can do a much better job to insure icy paths are

1 and the safety of students is not compromised.
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Honor Council seeking reforms

GUEST COMMENTARY/By Becky Sharp and Wendy Burch, for the Honor Council

I
t has come to the attention of

the Honor Council that there

are several varied, and par-

tiallyinaccurate, views ofthe

Council's approach id our current

constitution. We are now in the

process of reviewing our

constitution.

We have developed several

new ideas to, make our

constitution a more accurate

document which will better

clarify both student and council

roles. We are working in

conjunction with the CCCA
which has created a committee

to review the current system.

We invite both student body

and faculty input into this

process.

We will amend the

constitution according to

current guidelines. All

revisions will be presented to

the student body for a 2/3

majority vote.

One of the more controversial

topics under review is our

appeal process. The appeal

process is an integral part of

the Honor System at The

Colorado College, as it allows

for a system of checks and

balances. The current process,

however, is not as effective as

it could be. We are working to

create an appeal process that

maintains a body separate from

the Council to, among other

things, eliminate a public

drama.

Contrary to rumor, we have

taken and will continue to take

action against council members

who, in contradiction to the

spirit of the constitution,

display inappropriate behavior.

This decision is determined by a

majority Council vote. An

action such as "giving advice to

a candidate for the Honor

Council regarding time

commitment" as Mr.

Christopher Pounds theorized

in the February 17 issue of The

Catalyst docs not warrant a

suspension.

In matters both within the

Council and regarding the

student body we believe in

maintaining the strictest

confidentiality.

If any student or member of

the faculty has any questions or

input regarding the

Constitution of the Honor

System or other matters

concerning the Honor Council,

PLEASE do not hesitate to

contact any Honor Council

member. Thank you for your

interest in these most

important matters.

Becky Sharp and Wendy Burch

are current members of the Honor

Council. A complete list of Council

members can be found on page 6 of

this week's Catalyst.

adet criticizes crunchy college communists
MPUS INTERUPTUS/By Doug Lansky

recently spoke with an" Air we missed alt five MiGs and

Force cadet who alerted me hit Worner Center.

lothefactthat'Therearetoo General: Is tnat an,

_ many liberal communists lieutenant?

M around at Colorado Col- Maverick: Str, no sir we

also spotted a gathering of

quickly assured him that we liberal communists in the quad,

"•mists, would be starting sir.
d

rebellion against every General. What dia you

'Wist scumbag in the

Fty in a matter of days.
* as you can imagine, filled

with glee, as he now had
J

reason to accidently bomb

'

"Maverick: Sir. we blew them

up, sir.

General: Good job lieutenant

this incident will be cleared
•reason to accidently bomb mis ««.«•«»• •

[j

Colorado College on one from your record.

« routine passovers. just then the radio blurted,

w just picture the Air "congress has just passed a $40

trial after they bombed biuion Pentagon request to

build 150 Stealth Bombers. A

N«l: What happened contract with Martin-Marietta

teioni? was signed today.

Kfc Sir. Goose and I I leaned over and said in a

tint flying along, sir. soft voice, "Do you feel much

f
1 *< spotted enemy MiGs saier knowing uiai we nave

'Ktor. Sir, we proceeded these new weapons .'

fard deck in pursuit of "Yes." „_-,•>»

*>«•« and fired the ZX- "Does 'stealth' mean secret?

'hort range missies, sir. "Yes." .;„,„„:„- lom
are sorr], to report that "Could anyone be listening to

this radio station?"

"Yes."

"Are these bombers crucial to

our National Defense?"

"Yes."

"Is this of interest to the

Soviet Union?"

"Yes."

"Now let me get this

straight. This is a big radio

station. Every Larry, Daryll,

and Daryll in America is going

to hear this. Call me crazy, but

"Stealth Bomber" just doesn't

seem like an appropriate name

for a plane that everyone in the

Western Hemisphere knows

about. Boy, it's a good thing

our capitalist government

carefully allotted $40 billion

of taxpayers' money for these

'secret planes' so that a DJ who

makes five bucks an hour could

broadcast our nation's deepest

defense planes into every living

room, elevator, and bowling

alley in America.

Let's suppose a purely

hypothetical situation: every

Russian Spy in the country is

too busy seducing
Congressional representatives

or the spouses of Congressional

representatives for secret

information to be listening to

the radio. Nonetheless, you can

still count on Senator John

Tower to trade it away for a

stick of gum. "I'll bet you don't

feel so safe now, do you?"

Knowing he had been reduced

to snot by my Socralic logic, he

tried to throw a cheap shot at

me by saying, "Just how many

hippies do you have at THE
Colorado College?"

"They're not hippies, they're

granolas!" I returned.

"What's a granola?" he asked.

"A special kind of hippie that

only exists in Colorado."

He had that kind of puzzled

look on his face that only a

zoomie can get when he hears

the word "granola" so I tried to

put it in lay terms for him by

singing The Granola Song.

The Granola Song

(to be sung to the tune of "Do

The Hokey Pokey")

You put your tie-dye on

You let your hair grow long.

You take a puff on a bong

And you pass it all about.

You do the crunchy munchy

And you turn yourself around.

That's what it's all about.

(Yah!)

You put your Birkenstocks on

You wear Patagonia Jacket.

You go away for block break

And you ski all about.

You do the crunchy munchy

And you turn yourself around.

Thai's what it's all about.

I sang it out of tune, so he

probably didn't understand.

Anyway, as you may have

guessed already, I made up this

entire conversation. If I

insulted any zoomies or

granolas you can just come and

gel me. I have nothing to hide.

My name is Gresham Riley and

I can be found at...
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Ronald Reagan cam-

paigned for the presi-

dency in 1979 by thrust-

ing his Central Ameri-

can policy to the top of his agenda.

Rarely before had the region been

so central in North American

thought-

Unfonunately, these policies

failed miserably. Thenow dead con-

tra issue is one example, and the

worsened violenceand polarization

in El Salvador is a second. Further-

more, the militarization of both

Honduras and Guatemala has actu-

ally stirred revolutionary fervor

rather than quell it.

Reagan's ethnocentric policies

fueled Costa Rican unrest

WHAT'S WHAT / By Joe Hrbek

Reagan's neglect

of the democratic

state in favor of the

private sector has

been a major force

in stirring the coun-

try's unrest.

One would think the Republican

administration might have suc-

ceeded somebow-somewhere-in

Central America—maybein its for-

eign assistance program (calledUS
AID, short for Agency for Interna-

tional Development).But,eventhis

was a failure.

Let us consider Costa Rica, for

example. This tiny nation, sand-

wiched between drug running Pan-

ama and war infested Nicaragua,

has maintained a peaceful democ-

racy so stable it needs no army. Yet

Reagan's ADD program has slowly

picked away at the stability of the

country. Costa Ricais experiencing

unprecedented and increasing so-

cial unrest

The AID policy fails because it is

ethnocentric. Reagan's economic

philosophy compelled him to in-

fuse the money into private sectors.

What he forgot to consider was the

fact that the country's nationalized

banking system had been the de-

mocracy's cornerstone for nearly

forty years. He forgot that favoring

the private sectors might actually

chisel away at this cornerstone.

Here's what happened. Up to

1983, Costa Rican banks were all

state-run. Unfortunately, the price

of coffee (Costa Rica's main ex-

port) dropped in the world market,

while the price of oil (a costly

import) skyrocketed. To keep the

economyafloat, thesebanksthirsted

for US dollars. Reagan offered to

quench this thirst, but only on the

condition that the tiny country

legalize private banks. Costa Rica

had no choice but to comply.

Since then, Reagan's neglect of

the democratic state in favor of the

private sectorhas been amajor force

in stirring the country's unrest.

Because of the immediate strength

of these unprecedented private

banks, the small farmer can no

longerobtain credit Heisseenasa

poor financial risk. Worse yet, cur-

rent U.S. AID packages mandate

that Costa Rica grow capital inten-

sive crops, which make it even

harderfor the small guy. Becauseof

these changes, thehumble canvpes-

ino can nolongercompete. He sells

his farm and becomes a wage-la-

borer, seeking outaliving only ifhe

can find a job in a field. When he

finds there are no jobs, he blocks

highways and joins communist

parties.

The concentration ofland/wealth

is the root of Central America's

problemstoday.Social, politicaland

economic inequality create unrest.

OurPresidentssbould have learned

this by now. Unfortunately, (hey

continue implementing the same ill-

advised,uneducated.andblindpoU-

cies, granting financial aid to those

who need it least, the richest within

the Central American countries.

Letters to the Editor

Cossitt Basement
Colorado College

Colorado Springs, CO
80946

New facd
found off]
campus
To the Editor:

In response to Blyu,e 5,
letter last week concent,
need she sees for a ||

student body, I have
;

Pie«

Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the address

above. Letters should be no longer than 400 words.
TheForum

staff may edit letters for clarity and brevity.

The Catalyst does not accept responsibility for the views

expressed in any letters it receives. It does accept responsibil-

ity for giving them a chance to appear.

Baten 's call for more faces

creates uproar on campus
What about the other 15? Did

Editor's note: The
Catalyst received a d luge of

letters in response to Blythe

Baten's letter appearing in the

last issue of The Catalyst.

Rather than print all of the

many responses in full, we have

you make any effort to meet

them?

If you really had a genuine

concern about the lack of fresh

faces at C.C. then you would

have tried to do something

si

instead chosen wprintexcerpts. about it four months ago when

Students for Diversity started

According to Ms. Baten, asking the C.C. campus for

C.C. has more than enough SUpp0r t. The problem here is

space; I find the point arguable. not a
iac[; f fresh faces, it is a

And if it does, indeed, have

"plenty of room," I feel no need

to share it. Destroying the peace

the students now enjoy with an

influx of people would be

unpleasant, distasteful, and

undesirable.

Ms. Baten does have a few

alternatives. She need not

destroy C.C. or make her

fellow students miserable. For

Joe Hrbek's column onpolitical

events and issues will appear once

a month.

lack of diverse faces, and a lack

of motivated students to do

anything besides bitch about it.

Marina Lindsey

One of the reasons I, and

many other people, chose C.C.

is because of its low number of

students, as well as the

accompanying small class sizes

and low student/teacher ratio.

Blythe's request for new
instance, she could deepen her

stu(jents would destroy the

relationships with the poor, mtmlate d^s sizes for which
unsatisfactory people who are c c is s0 weI1 )movm.
now her friends. She could Blythe recommends building

j

attempt to meet the 15 ^g^^ aorm where? Has she
unknown people who walked by looked around campus lately? I

her. Perhaps she could actually guess we could baili a dorm
sacrifice the comfortable single over ,(,<, jntramurai fields and
she now enjoys in Bemis and cu, out intramurai sports . Or
move to a major dormitory now about „ dorm over lhe
herself. Or, of course, in search

f00tDan field? CU has
of great numbers of new people Williams village; C.C. could
with whom to develop shallow

b|]y me AnUer
'

s mi bus people
friendships, she may leave. One m class ^ carnpus is cr0wded
institution of higher learning enough ^ it js

Part of the experience

— 1?£ mkfvT
Of loSkRS

only a few hours north offers

tens of thousands of new faces

for her.

Rebecca G. McQuitty

In your post-script you said

you knew or recognized 15 out

of 30 people who walked by.

truly getting to know people,

instead of just being another

face on campus. Maybe Blythe

needs to re-evaluate her reasons

for coming to The Colorado

College.

Colin Chisholm

Abusive hockey players
discourage team support

MRU?*

From Plavina Fast and Loose With Time and
Space by P.S. Mueller. ©1989 by P.S. Mueller.

With permission of Meadowbrook Press.

To the Editor:

This letter is in response to

the article last week
complaining about fan support,

or lack thereof, at hockey

games. I think I may know why
some students do not attend

hockey games.

Would you drive to the

Broadmoor World Arena to

give your support to someone
who a week earlier had hurled a

bottle at your skull in a

stairwell without provocation?

Or, say you had just suffered "a

heinous, season-ending knee
injury," and were leaving a

party on crutches only to have

them suddenly yanked out from

under you, leaving you standing

there with arms akimbo,
wondering what you'd done to

cause such widess debauchery.

It's stunts like these

performed by various hockey

players that would make it hard

for me to root for the home
team. Maybe if they were

kicking butt on the ice then

their off-the-rink antics would

be a Iittie more tolerable, but

while they're still writhing in

the cellar of the league, I

would think maybe a little

congeniality might help their

cause.

Granted, the majority of the

hockey players are either nice or

just completely removed from

the campus, but there are those

few who do try to exude some

sort of machismo by attempting

to gather milk money from

students of an upper-crust

private institution where
disputes are setded by writing

letters to the editor.

Nathaniel James Acuff

construcDve criticism.

Any situation is exactly

you make of it. That i
taking an active role in chjj

what you dislike
about

situation around yon.
in

light I should like to apj

the effort you have rru5

overcome your "lazinei

writing your letter. 0.
other hand, I cannot advt

screwing up someone
|

situation to suit your nee

Personally, I am very

with the current size of C,(

was one of the primary
rea jol. H

I looked into the school.
\y

I admit that I am not in

same frustrating position as

seem to be, that of hoi Dissee

everybody, my suggests sons

still addressed to you. Cfc

your situation, not mine.

Though 1 do not know

area implied in "wherever

whether it means across car

or across town, I suggest
_

somewhere else. Of course

are going to run into som

you know at Benjamin's. Ii

not originally called The

to invoke a WesiKjiicati

atmosphere, but because ii

recognized as somewl

students will come
like the spotes of a wheel

not go instead to the

sandwich shop on Tejon

Pizza Plus, a bit further do

Both are places within

distance that will offer ri

from recognition

You might get involve!

off-campus activities. Do a gseqi

local volunteer work. Try

community theater sc

Enroll in classes at the h

Art School or at UCCS

you cannot take at C.C, Ci mpai

job (There is a position opa With

the Citadel to be a poll-li

imagine the hordes of new

diverse people you could

'

daily.).

My point is: Instead

making C.C. the extent of

world (as your letter impli

make it the center of
]

world, a hub of familiar a

to return to. Perhaps ttk

things into your own

will alleviate your ap|

boredom, and increase

self-esteem. I really doubt

are the "typical, run-of-

mill" "dumber start" that

make yourself out to

routine and familiarity »«]

simply greyed the distinct*

So change it!

Gwyn M»
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in>
[dislcors] n. communication of ideas, information, etc.; ability to reason.

Should Arthur House become the

new home for the Admissions Office?

80
By Bill Glaves

he first thing prospective stu-

dents see at Colorado College is

the mountains and incredible

scenery. The mountains make

vision for many people, including

_Lf on whether or not to attend this

M However, most people tend to be

teisive about college, and therefore rely

.other
factors to make their choice.

|e second thing that prospective stu-

issee is the Admissions Office. The Ad-

ams staff has a job to sell this school to

ihschool students from across the nation,

[orecruithighcaliberpeopleatthesame

| xhe Admissions Office prospective

dents now see is disjointed and often

jwded, and therefore it is crippled.

put to circumstances in Armstrong, the

npott staff for the office has been moved

iArmstrong basement to the old Bio-

jtal Sciences building. Obviously, this

sts problems for the staff because com-

inicatdon between members is harder and

5 efficient. A disjointed office does not

jk well; it is crippled.

Itemain reason the Admissions Office is

ippled, though, lies in its location. On

esident's Day and other days, a substan-

lamount of high school students come to

it. In such large numbers, they tend to

Stuck in cramped corners and hidden in Armstrong Hall, the Ad-

missions Office has consistently sought new, more distinctive quar-

ters. Recently, upon the advice of the administration, Admissions

began looking at ArthurHouse as a possibility. In many ways Arthur

House could be ideal forAdmissions, but, nonetheless, is the bestand

most practical choice?

CON
By Jim Burness and Mike Mishell

Ni

The calm before the storm: Who should live in Arthur House next year

upperclass men or the Admissions Office staff?

I
" photo by Gwyn Mauntz

ot too long ago, the Admissions

Office looked across campus,

saw Tutt Alumni House, and

, said"Ooh,wewantoneofthosel

Wouldn't a nice house provide prospective

students with a great first impression of our

school?!" And so they went in search of the

perfect place. It needed to have a historic

and majestic atmosphere, a lot of available

parking, adequate space, and it needed to be

easy to find and central to campus. In their

haste, the administration mistakenly thought

Arthur House was a suitable dwelling.

No doubt, the Admissions Officedeserves

a better place in which to conduct their busi-

ness. Theirallotmentofspacein Armstrong

Hall is less than adequate; but theirchoice of

Arthur House as a replacement is not well

thought out.

Primary to the needs of the Admissions

Office is an impressive facility. Arthur

House is definitely a fine structure, but its

present design as a residence hall and its

condition would make it far more cosdy to

renovate than many other fine buildings on

campus. In light of the current problems

with Armstrong Hall, an Arthur House re-

modeling would be financially irrespon-

sible.

The administration also misguidedly be-
limount ot nign scnooi siuuraiu wmv iu >

• . i
»..v»— — -- ~ - ,

Eg. This creates a bad appearance for visitors, and appearances are obviously Adm ssion
.

™e

'expressed concerns that vis.ung parents™^™™^"^

«telvneedtob«considered,butdoesnotpresentsufficientcausetoforgetthelocation.
across

I most vocal argument against Arthur House comes from stodene who wish-to hve
ofm ..^^ Hmse Admissions office" is the chm.nauon

I However, I believe that the overall benefit to the school outweighs the loss to a ^^jj^ allernative . For men who choose to avoid fraternity living, Arthur

mparatively few students. ., .„ „ irth„r House provides a unique living experience that cannot be found in either McGregor ot a

wSmeirmovauonandwork.likewhatwasdoneonureTuttAlumn.HoujA^ur ^isuite. EUmmaUonofstudenthousingalsoseemslobecontradictorytotheschool s

use could be a very nice, attractive location to greet prospective stude:nts. Th,e^nouse is

of^ a residentiai college.

I enough to centralize staff activities, making for a more efficient operation, it also v v

Ite much more room than Armstrong for meetings and conferences between admis- ^^ ^ Admissions requires a^m location. Unfortunately Arthur

personnel and prospective students ^ House is not an adequate solution due to expensive renovauon costs, a lack ot parking, ana

mill, Arthur House presents a better image of the school to incoming people anu no
eUmination {^.my.ylia!b\e housing.

tes the job of the staff easier.

Should Arthur House be

converted into the new
location for the Admissions

Office?

1 It's a great place for

Wch of guys who have
ttted to live together to

able to live together

hout having to join a

lernity or live in a largele

k

Obviously there's some-

thing wrong with Arm-

strong; the Admissions

Office cannot stay in there.

They have togosomewhere.

The people who live in

ArthurHouse won't appre-

ciate it, but what else is the

Admissions Office to do?

Angela Jackson
First-Year

Ed Brush
First-Year

Neg! The administration

has taken no consideration

for the logistics. There is

no parking here at all - ei-

ther along the street or in

the parking lots. We who

live in Arthur House can't

even find parking. Fur-

ther, it would be incredibly

expensive to renovate the

house into offices.

Besides, it has a great pool

table.

Mike Taffe

Junior

Absolutely not. The

ArthurHouse is a tradition

and is already set up per-

fectlyasaresidenthall. The

expense involved in chang-

ing it to Admissions would

outweigh the benefits.

Cutler Hall, however,

would be the perfect loca-

tion - especially now that

the Annual Fund staff is

moving out.

Brecken Chinn
Sophomore

We've been trying to get

out of this space in Arm-

strong for a long time. But

I doubt if we'll be moved;

it'll cost the College a lot of

money and I'm rather pes-

simistic about it.

With the problems in

Armstrong,the Admissions

Office is separated. I think

we lose out when visitors -

who have also visited such

schools as Pomona and

Carleton - come out to see

us. We can definitely use

more space and better

space.

We'll be glad to look at

any building.

Richard Wood
Director of

Admissions
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OluTLOOK
jsiting professor lends insight into

dian culture and issues

Elizabeth Skelton

Uneeta Dev Sen is visiting

Maytag professor of

,live literature from the

|pur
University in

,Jla
,

She attended

.cities in India, England

"l,e United States. In

|n to her full-time

jig job, she is a publishing

f poetry, fiction and

She will be teaching

n Comparative

jure: The Myth of the

Woman in blocks 7 and

Your courses will focus

i
Bengali woman's

—olive. Is there a

fait difference between

women and other Indian

<"'
, «

Actually, there is a lot ot

Ice between the different

of India. It is a multi-

iral and multi-lingual

By. There are a lot of

irences between the

enous cultures, but a lot in

.... in the Hindu-

lihical cultural heritage.

,1 is different, because that

iere the British went first,

igal, the ruling diety is

iuie-Shakti. This female

which means power,

ipposed to rule over the

Sli culture, but not over

tit of India. Also, all of

iws which liberated Hindu

were first passed in

ill in the nineteenth

iry. For example, the

Sati law, which made it

il for women to kill

selves when their husbands

md a law which made it

Visiting professor Nabaneeta Dev Sen ponders

universal harmonies.
Photo by Gwyn Maurirz

can write more freely about

their sexual relationships. It

would be a taboo for an Indian

woman to write like Shirley

MacLaine. Women in the West

can write soft-porn novels and

romance. Only in Tamil are

such books being published

under women's names. Often

women's names are used as

authors of such books so that

they can become part of the

text. It is more titillating to

have women write about sex.

Often Indian women write

about sex in English, because it

is more inhibiting to write in

an Indian language. Women in

the West are freer. They can

write "fuck you;" I can't.

"(In India,) upper

class women who
work earn as much
as their male
counterparts, but

peasant women who
work in others'

fields and women
factory workers are

not paid as much as

men."

legal for widows to remarry.

The first women's colleges are

also found in Bengal. Early

British education in Bengal gave

women more power. These are

many reasons why Bengali

women should be different. But

are they? That is the question I

wish to explore. _
Q: How do women wnters in

India differ from women
writers in the West?

A: Women writing in

English or Western languages

Q: You always write in

Bengali. How do you feel about

the recent translations of your

poems to English by Carolyne

Wright? What is lost in

translation?

A- She translated 58 of my

poems, while on a scholarship

to India. I have my reservations

about the translations. A lot of

the wit, irony, music, play on

words, and experiment in form

is lost in the translation. 1 am
very careful about the use of

language and I make up words.

That, of course, is also lost.

Carolyne is very conscientious,

but my problem is that she

will not allow me to leave a

single word out. There are lots

of things in Bengali which just

don't work in English. It makes

more sense to leave it out. it

should not just be a translation,

it must also be a poem. The
quality of culture must be

assimilated. Ultimately, I was

not very happy with them,

Q: Did you want the poems

translated?

A: I have a lot of friends,

who don't read Bengali and

wanted the poems translated.

But I didn't translate them

myself until I had to in 1986,

when I came abroad on the India

Festival program. In order to

give readings in Chicago and

New York, I had to do some

translations. After that,

Carolyne Wright came to

Bengal and did more

translations.

I Q-. On a different note, what

does the red dot on your

forehead mean?
A: Today it doesn't mean

anything. It is a secular form of

decoration and ornamentation.

Earlier, Hindu women used a

dot of vermillion between their

eyes and in the part of their hair

to symbolize marriage. If it

was just between the brows, it

didn't necessarily mean

marriage. Widows could not

wear the red dot.

See WRITER, p. 15

:.C. loses shot

t sudsy fame
Giancarlo Small

« November the ABC soap

One Life To Live"

'rcied a nationwide search

college campus and
nuiiity in which to film a

segment titled 'Fraternity

J
The segment is a soap

* a soap that deals with
!8c dilemmas, activities,

"ires and romances. It

*s on a fraternity house

i members.

"carlo Small, a CC junior,

1 to Richard Schilling, one
k producers of "One Life
Live." Small submitted

I* photos, a campus film,

fer pertinent information

P producers. After a

!% consideration of

|> nationwide, Colorado

_* made it into the final

B? f the decision.
"ever, during the first

was made and Duke University

was chosen as the campus

location.

"They (the producers) were

very pleased with Colorado

College," said Small. "They

really liked the campus, the

scenery, certain building

structures and the mountain

They (the "One

Life to Live"

producers) really

liked the campus.

London Calling
1

Summer Institute offers

drama and diversions

By Damien Raffa

and Melissa Collins

background. The producers

didn't tell me exactly what

made them decide on Duke, but

I feel the fact that CC even

made it into the final round

against all the other colleges

nationwide says a lot about our

college. And who knows,

maybe this exposure will open

doors for other opportunities n

the future."

Once upon a time there was a

program. A program that was

like no other program. A
program that was truly unique

and wonderful and extolled the

virtue that learning and fun go

hand in hand. The
aforementioned program is the

London Writing Institute,

which offers a rare opportunity

to study the arts and culture of

one of the most exciting cities

in the world.

The Institute focuses on

theatrical criticism, as well as

other aspects of the theatrical

arts. The curriculum offers

freedom for students to explore

other artistic media such as

photography, film, art, dance

and music. The focuses of

student projects are varied, they

range from performing street

artists, to a Man Ray exhibit,

to a Mark Rothko

retrospective, to a Peter Gabriel

concert, etc., etc.

The possibilities are endless!

Besides its internationally

acciaimed theater, London itself

offers a wide variety of

activities. While largely an.

urban world, London still

abounds in huge, grassy, parks.

Hundreds of movies, outrageous

art and music, and the bizarre

and macabre aspects of

cosmopolitan life all provide a

refreshing change from

Colorado Springs living.

Courtney Cutter, a senior

English major who participated

in the Institute last summer,

said, "The London Institute is

an opportunity that should not

be passsed up. There is no limit

to the wealth of experience

London has to offer. I had the

time of my life - every now and

then I miss it."

This summer's Institute will

be led by Ruth and T.K. Barton,

who are well-experienced not

only with good theater, but

also with the best of London

cuisine. The Bartons are

energetic and enthusiastic about

the program. Spaces are still

available, but limited. More

information is available from

the Summer Session Office.
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Spring Break poses

physical challenge

By Maralee McVean

AHH! The anticipation of

Spring Break! I can almost feel

beads of cooling sweat spring

forth from my body and glide

delicately down my sun-

warmed, oil-slicked body. I can

hear the crash of Pacific waves

beating a frothy frenzy against

the shifting, pristine sand. I can

see frolicking couples, bulging

muscles, bronzed
stomaches...thcn I try to

squeeze into last year's bikini.

It's a cute little Hawaiian print

that I once spotted Paulina

romping about in. ACK! I seem

to detect a few more oozes than

I previously dared take

inventory of on those winter-

hidden thighs. And when did

my rosy, glowing complexion

fade to such ghostly

translucence? HMM. This

seems to be a common malady

affecting us happy Colorado

College Spring Break goers. My
every conversation concerning

vacation plans to toastier

venues inevitably turns and

twists agonizingly around that

sad state of bodily affairs.

What to do with a mere one-

and-one-half weeks before our

flaws and flabs are exposed to

every stranger's prying eye and

every friend's mocking smirk? I

trooped across campus and the

Springs community,
interrogating likely health

gurus, in search of.. .The Spring

Break Self-Image Stress

Solution. The most common
response: eat less, exercise

more. Those words thump

familiarly on my eardrums but

somehow they never filler into

conscious efforts. But not

everyone is as apathetic as I.

As for dieting, many

subscribe to the "Hold It Back-

diet Simply put: Don't pig out.

In my case, you might sooner

hold back the tide I so dreamily

imagined earlier. The

motivation to abstain from

gourmet grease and culinary

chocolate stems from many

sources. Some people actually

like green vegetables and

grapefruit. Others state simply,

"The big T.' (exercise) is out of

the question," so their only

recourse to attaining a taut

tummy in twenty days is a

denial and forced celery

ingestion. Some try the self-

regulated home diet and others

seek professional help (always a

good idea to have some 90-

pound twig tut-tutting over

your shoulder). Weight

watching appears to be a grand

and idealistic goal for my
fellow trip-takers, but what

more can be done to insure a

lively, to-look-good-is-to-feel-

good break?

Our campus abounds with

energetic, athletic couch-

potato-haters. These are the

ones who bang on your door at

six a.m. after a raging all-

nighter and insist on treating

you to an invigorating jog up

Pike's Peak to start the day.

These people must reproduce

extensively two weeks prior to

Spring Break because a lot have

been sprinting by me non-stop

lately. Some masochists

anticipate the torturous

combination of group panting

(aerobics), grunt-heaving

(weight-lifting), and gut

scrambling (jogging). Where

can we find such comraderie?

My compatriot CC students

with empty bank accounts opt

for the school's aerobic

program. Julie Martin, a

bouncy aerobic instructor with

a marvelous pelvic thrust (from

all reports), noticed a slight

increase in attendance but oddly

enough, no corresponding

morale hike. There in sweat but

not in soul. Healthclubs also

boom as college students grip

their love handles with

distaste. CC students, ever in

search of the convenient and the

discounted, frequent the health

clubs nearest and cheapest. U.S.

Swim and Fitness is brimming

with friendly folks, high

quality equipment and
programs, and reasonable prices.

Our macho contingent favors

Gold's Gym with its extensive

free weights and weight

machines. Gold's is opening a

new facility soon which also

features an aerobics program.

There seems to be something

for every bodily need.

There is also a faction on

campus that I don't quite

understand. These people pay to

attain the main goal of Spring

Break before Spring Break is

even upon us. These people will

one day advertise Christmas in

July in their stores. These

people are the ones, of course,

who fake bake. You too can

achieve that radioactive glow at

a reduced rate. Years Ahead in

Hair Design Inc. adores CC
students and is admittedly

offering some real bargains

including 2 free trial

They are a friendly ere*

apparently hordes of CI

have swamped the place li

So hurry up! Get

and eat some bran, do

ups, and catch some tannin

rays. As for me, I think"

a piece of Mrs. Si

chocolate cream pie

somewhere. Oh, and diet

great documentary on

about remote control an

possible effect on muscle

loss that I simply must

And could someone please

the shades? I don't wail

sunlight ruining my Vicl

complexion. Why shoi

worry about looking _

Spring Break? I always hav

sparkling personality

Telemarkers find frozen nirvana

By Henry Lightcap

and Yosuf Islam

Over block break, 10 CC.
students ventured into the back

country near Tennessee Pass, in

search of deep orgasmic powder,

toasty naked saunas, and

hellacious ski jumping contests.

The ORC-sponsored
expedition combined telemark

fundamentals with avalanche

safety, while leaving plenty of

time for the usual decadent

block break antics.

Colorado Springs paramedic

and Everest veteran Rod "Ol'

Glacier Rat" Willard instructed

students in snow safety by

conducting a mock avalanche

rescue, using avalanche beacons

and search patterns.

Jon "Spike Nebula" Goldstein

proved to be the search and

rescue king, as he successfully

uncovered the first two
"victims."

Roy Wllliord explains snow physics to cold ORC-ers.

Colin "Jizz" Chisholm was

untouchable in the ski jump

festivities, as his gracetui

landings in the deep powder

amazed everyone, especially co-

leader Craig Heacock, whose

horrendous faceplants caused

distress to all even Rod, who

has seen a lot of gore in his

time. The nighttime activities

were highlighted by Charla

"Rollercoaster" Van Dyke
unveiling her swanky black

Liz "Hoop" Arnold and Meg
"Maneater" Williams were not

so fortunate at first, as Meg
wandered endlessly in search of

Liz, who had her beacon on

"transmit" instead of "receive."

But in the end, everyone caught

on to the procedure, and with

Karma "Sure, I'm Cute" Stryker

digging feverishly, all

avalanche "victims" were
recovered in the critical 30-

minute time period.

cowboy boots and waltzing

into the sauna; meanwhile Staar

Prewitt provided gifts of

goodwill to the thirsty crew.

The trip climaxed with a

sweet day of telemark lessons

it Ski Cooper, taught by Colin

ind Rod. Karen "Give Me a

3ackrub" Willoughby and Liz

\mold were the star pupils of

the day, while Craig Heacock
left giant butt craters over the

entire mountain.

As the tired but happy ski-

bums roadtripped back to the

Springs, Rachel Guilbeau was

heard saying "Give me a

cigarette," but was rebuffed by

violent anti-smoker Chisholm,

wielding a sharp ski pole. As

the CC. van pulled into

Armstrong parking lot, tired

yawns mixed with teary good-

byes, adding to the general

feeling of nostalgic about the

trip. Overall, everyone agreed

the trip was designed for "fun-

hogs" seeking a day in primeval

ecstasy.
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Is
relish orperish an issue at C.C.? Smprisingly.it seems that il is not. Professors claim there is no pressure to publish,

nor tatac aTp^rnTnt head leanmg ovTmeirshoulders pushing them to print THey have only personal mcentives and

unintentional pressures from colleagues to keep up in their chosen field, to be academically vital.

,h.™,™™ n„™
e Colorado College is very luly to be relauvely free of the publishing stress. At many large universmes, the pressure on

.rofessoWbuT.s veo high.Ts aresult, classes are ^ghtby gmduatesmdent^ while me mmn professor .s doing re^h. The

matoorofeor shows up^ the first day to introduce the course and is not seen again until the last day when he or she returns to

aTin
P"fnXl This situauon is a good experience for the graduate student, yet a poor experience for die students who

published is also included.
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Professor offers new
definition of problem
The distinguished scholar struggles

to do both publishing and teaching

with equal skill. It is not unlikely,

however, for one to overwhelm the

other. More often than not, teaching

is regarded as the recipient of the

proverbial short end of the stick.

By Mike Shaver

Dennis Showalter, Colorado College history professor has a dif-

ferent view—there is no conflict between teaching and

publishing. Following an address February 16th before the

Friends of Tutt Library, Showalter offered a new thesis regard-

ing the debate over teaching and other commitments.

Showalter offers a "limited view" for the purposes of defining the

problem, describing publishing as "a work of scholarship submitted for

extensive peer review exclusive to class preparation."

Hobby research—investigation in an area of interest; university re-

search—pursuit of extended levels of knowledge. In essence, research is

field specific, but exclusive to classroom preparation.

Showalter argues, "No longer does the dichotomy exist between teach-

ing and research as I 've defined it" Instead, there is an "overt emphasis on

teaching." This means the "criteria for quality classroom instruction has

expanded." There is an emphasis on "broad and deep learning."

According to Showalter, good teaching has come to mean: preparation

of material; breadth and synthesis of material; effective presentation of

material; and an interest in students as individuals.

Showalter sees theteaching andresearch environment as havingchanged

considerably. Specifically, he notes the "explosion of information tech-

nology."

Before this change, difficulty in obtaining information needed for

Publishing found
unimportant in hiring

research involved choices that could adversely affect the classroom J
given developments in communications technology, it is possihi

professors at the Colorado College to have access to libraries all

e

country. This means less "waste motion" in Showalter's words.

While the research is defined by Showalter as exclusive to cl^

preparation, it can still have a positive effecton classroom instruct
better professors can make use of such research.

Despite the significant developments that have made it easier, Shna

ter notes a number of developments that have brought increased

constraints to the classroom.

First, he cites the rapid decline of what he terms the "faculty spr™

The rise of the "two career family" has meant a substantial increase
i

professor's time commitment to family concerns.

Secondly, he sees an "exponential increase in institutional service/"

need has risen due to a number of external as well as internal factors

One of the key factors is the increased size of college and univei

faculties. The increased size has made them "more complex" and ere,

a substantial need forconsensus. Inter-campus functioning has comet

an important criteria in running a college or university.

Specifically, institutional service means serving on numerous coram

tees designed for the institution's improvement as well as to main

faculty consensus.

Still another factor is the increased need to compete at a national le

The college or university must devote more time attracting the stud*

that are the lifeblood of any school. This means a greater need for a gn

effort in developing programs and facilities that will enhance the ingj

lion's image.

"The end result is an exponential increase in college service tin

Showalter says. These additional developments have made it necessary

professors to manage their time still more effectively.

The problem area has completely shifted. It is not the burden of

laboratory that the effective professor must deal with, but the serv

required of the institution as a whole. Thus, Professor Showalter sees

laboratory versus classroom debate as a "red herring."

The old notion is"out-dated" and has not expanded with changing tin

Showalter sees the real debate between the classroom and the deman

placed upon the professorby institutional service. Understanding them

question at hand is the real key to solving any sort of sacrifice that

exist in today's college and university classroom.

$

By Linda Baynham
and Mike Lindenberger

The education we obtain at

CC can be attributed to the

deluge of enthusiastic,

intriguing and available

professors at our school. The
individual attention given to

students is due to the college's

emphasis on teaching over
research. Investigative
interviews of department heads

revealed teaching ability as the

main criteria in hiring new
professors. "The number one
factor in hiring is teaching

ability, performance and
enthusiasm," says chemistry

professor Eldon Hitchcock.

The number

one factor in

hiring is

teaching ability.

However, the consensus
among department heads is that

the enthusiasm for teaching

will hopefully not preclude a

professor's desire to learn more
about his or her particular

field. This belief assumes that

one's value as a teacher is

enhanced by one's active

participation in the field. Thus

scholarly activity is the second

criteria in hiring. This activity

involves developing new
courses, keeping informed of

the work of fellow scholars,

and presenting their own ideas

to peers for review in the form

of publication. Says
anthropology chair Paul
Kutsche, publication is "an

indication that anthropology is

not just a job. ..people who
publish want to get on stage

where the actual work is done."

Publishing or public speaking

are the principal manifestations

of one's research. As art history

head Ruth Kolarik says, "I

think if one's doing original

research, the only way to test

these ideas is to present it to

one's colleagues."

The general feeling among
professors seems to be that

continual research into one's

field enriches teaching content

and so is reflected on us, the

students. Thus any priority the

school may give to the

publishing among its professors

is given with the hope that it

may lead to superior teaching.

The driving force then behind

publishing invariably comes
from the individual professor.

In the final analysis, the

college's motto could be "Teach
or perish!"

By Julie Green

The subject of publishing,

getting the name in print, does

not come up all that often at

CC. As far as Political

Science Professor and former

Dean of Faculty Glenn Brooks
is concerned, the emphasis is on
keeping up in the chosen field:

the ability to reflect on ideas

with students, and teaching in

general. None of this adds up
to a "publish or perish" policy.

General scholarliness, as

described above, can be
maintained through such things

as research or attending

seminars, although not
necessarily through writing

with the intent to publish.

The Administration does not

state a formal policy pressuring

professors to publish.
Pressures received from

ola

to

ten,

fcsi

etx

jnli

Sol;

Professor Brooks reclines while conversing with o studer

Photo by Gwyn Mount!

Keeping up with the Joneses

colleagues, however, is

entirely departmental subjec

Many individuals also

pressure on themselves to
'

up with the Joneses

According to Professor Broofc

the myth of a specific Colore*

College policy is just that,

myth, like the theory that *

"Proctor and Gamble logc
"

Satanic symbol."

In reference to the new

block plan, Professor Bro*

feels that now there is

balance. Professors have »

time to maintain their prim"

commitment - that of teachu!

Some professors did want
j»

extra time essentially

research and event"

publishing, but tbat was

the general concern. "A [

C, the primary concern '

teaching, and if you can't cul

than no amount of publish'

will make up for it," 81

concluded. -

tn|
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Oo C.C. professors

feel the

pressure?

ean reflects on
lie tenure policy

By Courtney Jackson

a the "collegiate world"

lessors not only play the

[ ol teacher, but also

fatual authority, expected

tontribute to the general

Re's knowledge through

Rations. The pressure to

flish is enormous at some

ools, with the value of

lessors placed solely on

ilishing rates. Because of

| circumstances the concept

Wish or perish" has become
imon in the academic world.

ten of the College, David

ley, dislikes the phrase,

klish or perish," "it doesn't

| a place at Colorado
lege."

Active scholarship, however,

slave a place at CC." Finley

lessed concern with the

tow usage of the term
tolarship" and stressed the

ttence between scholarly

•iry and publishing. Too

I people assume that

slarship on the part of
lessors equals publishing
teals. "Some of our best

fasors don't publish, but

(been active scholars."

ley would like to see

Warship defined as:

^ialized research in a
jiflilar discipline, including

"Sogically oriented studies

ping methods], creative
*ies and performances." It

""Pwative that professors
Pup on new developments in
u discipline so they can
*°ve teaching ability. Some
foese things result in

"'cations, but formal

J" work is not necessary

scholarship" to occur,

lyfiy does recognize the
™ls of publishing for

T^ws. It is important to

^«s before colleagues and
' them to critical review.

"ey refutes the idea that

number of published
r*s or books plays a role in

The potential offerings

the candidates have to make to

CC are of most importance.

They are not "buying national

visibility" when they hire new
professors.

Publishing does not influence

the salary of new professors.

Every professor, when hired, is

put into a bracket with other

professors at his or her level.

In other words, if two people

are hired for associate professor

positions and one has published

and the other has not, they will

still enter the payroll in the

same bracket.

In most cases, faculty

members are reviewed for

tenure during their sixth year at

CC. The Faculty Handbook
gives guidelines for tenure. In

addition to quality teaching,

publications and respect of

students and colleagues, the

handbook states, "The faculty

member's aim should be to earn

the respect of students by

excellence as teacher and

scholar—as a professional man

or woman strongly grounded in

a chosen field, aware of the

limitations of all knowledge,

and concerned to provoke a

desire for knowledge in others."

The overall qualities of a

professor determine whether he

or she will receive tenure. No
one factor, such as publishing,

stands out from all of the rest.

The Eight-Block year was

partially designed with the

intention of giving professors

lime to research and do work

outside of the classroom.

Finley believes the change is

beneficial to the college.

A professor who has not

received tenure may feel

pressure to publish. If, for

whatever reason, a professor

decides to leave Colorado

College, he or she will enter

the "real World" where

recognition is a pertinent issue.

Publishing is one of the few

ways to make one's self known.

But, as Finley said, "the

pressure doesn't arise from

expectations for this college, it

is a self-imposed pressure."

PUBLISH OR PERISH
CATALYST POLL

Have Tenure

Yes 38

No 9

Books or Articles Published(Average Per Professor)

Books 3.2

Articles 8.8

Felt Pressure To Publish (Books, Articles, Etc.)

Yes 27

No 25

Published Something Since Tenure

Yes 35

No 3

Publishing History Played Role in Tenure Decision

Yes n
No 12

Don't Know or N/A 23

By Courtney Jackson

One hundred and thirty-seven faculty members were given the publish or perish poll, 47 of them

responded. It is seen ttat there is a fairly even split between the yes and no responses to fee ings of

pressure to publish. Many of those who responded "yes" to question #3, followed with a qualifier of

"persona) pressure." not pressure from the college.

Some of the reasons given by professors for publishing are as follows:

-scholarship is necessary to remain 'marketable'

-because Iwantto

-it is part of professional life

•it is necessary to hear peers' responses

-the need for something beyond the on-campus discussion of my subject

-fame, fortune and ego

-eh...truth and beauty
,

. . , ,

. I want to do research, I feel a responsibility to my discipline to share my research and feel

strongly that I am a beuer teacher because 1 do research, CC. students deserve to have profes-

sors who are active scholars.

.

,
fc
„ -*,

Many professors offered general commentary concerning publish or perish atu.u.

•"Publish or perish' has never been a policy «C.C.The essential test for tenure has always been,

can she/he teach? (r^she/te keep upvrtmher^^

^"^ehtwSTassume thalcreativity is resMcled to publishmg. I don't agree with this. There

are many forms of creativity; not just publishing books and articles."

-TT^isnopublish or perish syntanehe^

just have to stay nervous until tenure is decided."
„,„.,„ „,t,ii«h

Onlytwo 1^eSsorswhosaidmeydidnothavetenure,resrx»ded"yes"totJ
lepresSuretopiiblish.
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The C.C.' Bookstore stocks campus authors' books Photo by Gwyn Mauritz
The C.C. BooKSTore stocks uutupua mu« iw. » uv/^~..

Despite lack of pressure C,C. Has many authors

Compfletf By Julie Green

BAKt01i,RmiATrayeler-sGuidetoChildren'sUteratitre,Power,Gender.Vat«es (Contributor)

B]2ZAM0,Sar«a<ore: Historical DicliortaryofChik(e<L),PabloNeruda

CARTER, Harvey L.: Kit Carson, aPattemforHmm^m-K^m S. CuiM), O* IfraadTmes ofUUle

Turtle, First Sagamon ofthe Wabash

CARTER, JsckL.; TreesandShrubs ofColorado

CRONIN. Tania and Thomas E.: OX v. Crime in tke Streets

CRONIN, Thomas E4 DbmDemocracy:ThePolitksoflnuhti,e,ReJi*eadumandRecall, State and Local

PoUties: Government by the People (with James MacGre£or Bums ana I. W-Peltason)

PAGAN GeoreeV.: The Air Force Academy, an Illustrated History

FOX Douelas A-TheHeart ofBuddhistWisdon.' AtranslationoftheHeartSutrawithHtstortcallntrodttc-

lionandCommentary. MediiationandReality: A CriticalView. WhatDoYouThintAbout Gad?

FULLER, Tim (with Albert Seay): This Glorious and Transcendant Place

GENOVA, Tudy; Power, Gender, Values (edited)

HENDRICKSON, David C: The Fait ofthe First British Empire: Origins ofthe War of American Independ-

ence. The Future ofAmerica* StrategyRiming Defense: The State ofAmerican CivUMtlitary Relations

KONRAD, Georje; The Case Worker , The City Builder, The Intellectuals mine Road to Class Power, I he

KUTSCHE, Paul (with John R. VanNess); Cauones: Values, Crisis, and Survival in a NorthernNew Mexico

Village

'Karl
NOBLETT, Jeffrey, B.: Introduction to the Geology of the Colorado Springs Region

RICHARDSON, HotstFuclis (compiled, edited, translated): SeigHeil! War Letters ofTankGun

Fuchs,m7-mi
miEKJobrt: The Art ofEthical Thinking

SHOWALTER, Dermis.- GermanMilitary History 164&-1982: A Critical Bibliography, LittleMan, What

Now? DerSturmermtite Weimar Republic. Railroads and Rifles: Soldiers, Technology, and the Unifica-

tion ofGermany , ,

SIMMONS, George F.Jcutus withAnalytic Geometry, Differential Equations with Applications and lltstort-

calNotes, Introduction to Topology andModem Analysis, Precalculus Mathematics in aNtttshell: Geotne*

try.Algebra, and Trigonometry

STAVIG.Mark: John Ford and the MoralOrder. tisPhy She'sa Whore {editor)

STOLLER, Marianne L. {withThomas J, Steele, Ban. by Jose B, Fernandez); Diary ofthe JesuitResidence of.

Our ™
Cody ofGuadalupe Parish Conejos, Colorado, December Wl-December 1875

STO>u^Joan<«>MributorM^S»«*^?<»^^ Poetryfiom

Colorado

WEIDA, Wilham J.: The Political Economy ofNational Defense

W1SHARD, Armin (with Edward Diller): SpielundSprache: A First-YearMotivathnal Redder

YAFFE, James: A Nice MurderforMom

Editor'sNote: This list is not complete. Neither all publishing C,C. authors r

listed. Many of the publications are available in the bookstore.

rail C.C. publican

Faculty advise

professional

vitality to peers

By Eric S. Kos

The concept of publish or

perish and the problem of

publishing take on new

meanings at The Colorado

College, according to CC
professors.

"I don't think there is one [a

publish or perish policy]," said

Professor John Riker, chair of

the CC philosophy department.

It is more like "be vital or

perish," he said, referring to an

informal policy of being active

and involved with the college

community in a meaningful

way. Publishing at CC is

difficult because "CC is a

teaching-intensive place," Riker

said, professors "have very

little time to write."

Riker recently wrote a new
book. Human Excellence and an

Ecological Conception of the

Psyche. He is having a tough

time getting published because

it is an original piece of

philosophy, which makes it a

risk for publishers.

"Part of the reason I could

write it was because the school

didn't hold me to writing three

articles a year," Riker said.

"In general the university

system is insane in their

publishing policy," Riker said.

He believes the system

encourages young, inexperienced

professors to take time away

from their programs to write.

"People don't want to look at

promise but results," he said.

SENIORS: ONLY (80 DAYS) LEFT

UNTIL YOU ENTER THE REAL WORLD.

PROFESSIONAL IMAGE
PREPARATION

WITH LINDA CRADDOCK

SERVICES AVAILABLE :

Pofesslonal seminars Makeup based on personal coloring

Individualized Image consultation Wardrobe/closet Inventory

Personal shopping service Proportional analysis

Color consultation

Downtown (at Theodora) 1251/2 N. Tejon

635-4764

Can't Get

Started On

That Paper?

Come See Our Selection of Writing Books:

Elbow: WRITING WITHOUT TEACHERS
Hbow: WRITING WITH POWER
Strunk & White: THE ELEMENTS OF STYLE
Zinsser: ON WRITING WELL
Lewis: CORRECT SPELLING MADE EASY
Lanbam: REVISING PROSE
Hughes-Calero: WRITING
Baker: THE PRACTICAL STYLIST

Goldberg: WRITING DOWN THE BONES
Rico: WRITING THE NATURAL WAY

The Colorado College Bookstore
Worner Center

uesd

one
"Beling] up on your field

more the policy

according to Professor Thoi

Cronin, the McHugh Profc

of American Institutions

Leadership at The Coloi

College. "Writing and leach

go hand-in-hand," he said,

"good writing means

teaching." He believes

should encourage professoi

publish.

Cronin has authored,

authored, and edited more

ten books, has written coIimMk y

lectured, and appeared

television as a political anal;

"I love to write ... an

love to teach," said Crot

noting that he missed the

when involved with the oil

He said a publish or per

policy doesn't effect him but

is concerned that not enoi

funds for publishing

available enough for youi

professors.

like

isses

<mat

yo

n)
then

the I

trio

siing

."p

nher

"I think CC does

reasonably good job at liber

interpreting" a publish

perish policy, said Profc

Ted Lindeman, an assis

professor of chemis

Professors "should

encouraged to publish," he s

"I think, in a school like tl»

would be a mistake" tot*

publish or perish policy,

added.

"I have not been a PJ

machine," said Lindeman.

like [contributing] one bnci

an ediface" in science, s

Lindeman. One could wo*

years on a specialized wort

a miniscule audience, he sal?

In a big university V'
01®

can receive $250,000 for >

apparatus and generate

paper, said Lindeman. 1"

sense "originality can

bought," he said. , j

"A freshly hired p«»«

would have a better chaw

having the proP0531
,,

3^
and getting the grant' 6»

.

the university has made suj

big investment in him
"'

concluded.

,,».'
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areer planning
nxiety attack

Susan Anderson

I
jm writing this article

nse a book told me that my
"thwarts success."

all started when I ended

(j(l,
a little extra time on

hands this block. I hadn't

jd up for a lot of new

cities
because I wasn't sure

stressful my class would

Besides, when it actually

js down to putting money

one of those activities that

id so great in the catalog, I

nervous. I fear they might

like all those philosophy

iSes that seem really

Mating over the summer

j you actually get into one

i then vow to avoid any class

the
future that might even

| to Socrates. Also, I kept

jjjtg my mom's voice telling

,
"Photography? It's just

let phase you'll get tired

Dance? It's just another

ise
you'll get tired of." She

still holding against me my
Mhood days of quickly

itling a" those lessons.

Yet, as I tried to enjoy my
s afternoons, I began to feel

jlly for not spending that

le helping all the

inlrodden people of the

Ud. I spend a lot of my

| planning things: summer

lions, venture grants, next

semester, junior year

id, Settling back into my
for a little snooze, I

tame determined to forget

about all future travel plans

and simply have a good time

hanging out with people around

my dorm.

A sudden fear siezed me as I

began to pick my fingernails.

What was I going to do with

my life? How was I going to

help people? Would I graduate

from college and end up with a

horrible waitressing job like

the one I had last summer? I

rushed to the library, the most
comforting place to go in times

of panic because of its large

selection of books.
After plugging such

keywords as "LIFE," "WHAT
SHOULD I DO," and
"CAREER" into the CAT, I

finally stumbled across a book

entitled Career Planning For

The 80s by Reed Mencke and

Ronald L. Hummel. Flipping

it open to page eight, I found a

chart entitled "Styles that

thwart success." The authors

listed the number one
thwarting style as "Comfort:

avoids stress at cost of own
growth." Number two was

"Overplanning: spends much
time planning but seldom has

time to risk trying new
things."

Obviously this book was

talking to me. I checked it out,

even though the title was,

well, so embarrassingly

eighties-ish. It's not likely

someone ever wrote a book

entitled Career Planning For

The Late 60s.

After smuggling it back to

my dorm room with the title

concealed against my chest, I

decided to make the best of my

causes

situation by reading Chapter 1 1,

"Making Your Liberal Arts

Degree Marketable." Mencke
and Hummel labelled a

subcategory of this chapter

"Strategies For Choosing A
Liberal Arts Major." I was
curious as to what they had to

say about a sociology major.

My family seemed to have a lot

of words to say, including

"impractical."

First the authors expounded

on the benefits of majoring in

something "with a high

potential for developing you as

a human being." I waited for

the "but." "BUT," they stated,

"undergraduate degrees in

history, sociology, and
psychology are not
marketable." Not liking the

thought of taking out yet

another loan for graduate
school, I was back to square

one.

"So what," I told myself.

"I'll major in sociology, find a

job writing for a newspaper or

magazine, maybe join the Peace

Corps. I'm sure everything

will fall into place somehow."

Then I turned back to page

eight.

The third thwarting style

was listed as "External

control: leaves personal destiny

to chance or fate."

How? How would I stop

thwarting my success?

Listed under "Styles that aid

success" was "Accomplish-

ment: makes commitments to

activities and organizations."

So I joined the newspaper staff.

And here I am, writing this

article.

kngali writer teaches two blocks
ntlTER, from p. 9

Is there a strong women's
iranent in India today?

It has just started in a big

We are opening Women's
adies departments in

iversiiies all over the country

many women's centers.

jidemic work is just

laming. There are several

Hers for social work on
Men, which also publish

to with data and help

"en. lournals published by

women's movement are full

i»gon and angry speeches.

<y are read by women who
already aware. On the other

". commercial women's
'gazines simply appropriate

movement and stop it.

"!e glossy, attractive
gazines give information on
«ing and beauty as well as

to be a working woman.

S
ate meant for upper-class

|tn and I think they are

\ harmful to the women's
'Went. We need a magazine
'testing to the common
"•» which would at the
16 time make them aware.
all educated women are

j? and many uneducated

f»
are aware.

V What is the woman's
_"i™ in the family?

* I" the family, women
E an interesting position in

I When we are young, we
power. But in Bengal,

when women are 50, they

become matriarchs. In the inner

circle of household
management, women have a lot

of power to "remote control"

the husband and sons, and are

often unkind to their daughter-

in-laws. I can't understand why

they don't use their new power

to liberate the younger women,

instead of using it to repress

them. It's almost like taking

revenge. ^^^_^

"I think I am losing

my vocabulary as I

grow older."

Q: How do you find life in

the United States?

A: I've been coming and going

for so long that I feel very

comfortable here. The language

still frustrates me. I know that

I am not using the best word in

every situation. I think I am
losing my vocabulary as I grow

older.

Being in Colorado Springs is

like going into retreat. There

are days when the telephone

doesn't ring and people don't

tap on the door. In India people

are constantly coming by. My
life in India is very busy,

because I have a double career as

professor and writer, plus a

full-time job as mother and

daughter. I live with my
mother and look after her.

Q: Is it common for the

children to live with their

aging parents?

A: Until recently, yes. We
are just beginning to have old

people's homes. The joint

family has slowly broken up,

but the extended family still

exists. Parents still live with

one son or daughter and often

receive financial support from

the other children if necessary.

I gain a lot from my mother.

She is a constant source of

insight and emotional support

for me. I don't expect my
children to look after me. I

think I should mentally prepare

myself to be sent to an old

women's home.

Q: What final words would

you like to share with Colorado

College students?
A: I love to be with young

people. I am very happy to have

been invited here. I am excited

to hear the responses of Cc

students to my courses, because

it is not something they are

used to or know a lot about.

The College asked me here

because they wanted the

students to get to know
something about another

culture. This is why I am
offering courses about my
special background as a woman,

an Indian, and a writer.

m\L
Just 10 Minutes Auav!

Delicious cuisine

and excellent service

in an historic setting-

the

Stagecoach Inn
'J RESTAURANT

Ski Sale:

* Telemark
* Backcountry
* Touring

^L
KARHU

T+Q>x4JLb"ClAi

ASOLO

•All X-C Boots 30% Off

• All X-C Skis 40% Off

• North Face Womens' EG Jackets Now $175.00 retail 225.00

North Face Mens' EG Tech Jackets Now $125.00 retail 249.00

• North Face Stretch Wool Ski Pants Now $99.99 retad 230.00

• North Face Down Guide Parka Now $90.00 retail 180.00

• All North Face Down Vests & Jackets 20% Off

• Thermax Longies Now $18.00 retail 25.00 & $23.00 retail 30.00

• Polypro Longies Now $12.00 retail 18.00

• Mountain Bike Rental $16.00 per day

• 10% Off Regular Merchandise with CC ID

through Spring Break

• Free Slide Show, March 1st, 7:30 p.m.- "The Himalayas"

Now Locally Owned and Operated

LIMITED tO STOCK ON HAND
SEtLING ONLY FIRST QUAIITY

1776 WEST UINTAH
IN UINTAH GARDENS
SHOPPING CENTER

634-5279

Formerly: The North Face

YEAR S A H E A D

HAIR DESIGN

Get a Perm or Professional Highlight &

receive 10 FREE Tanning Sessions

Tanning Package available with Perm or Highlight ONLYI

FREE CONSULTATIONS

15% DISCOUNT WITH CC. ID

1 18 N. Tejon Suite 301 (Above Old Chicago)

635-5552
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HOURS:
SUN. T0THURS.1 0:30 AM to1AM

FRI. &SAT. 10:30 AM -2 AM
Free Delivery

after 9:00pm

591-5900

)j

Three Great Pizzas
One Low Price

591-5900
Sunday, March 5, 10:30 a.m. to 1:00

Free Delivery AH Day Sunday

Offer Only Good Sunday, March 5

lew Pan-tastlc Deep Pan
Coupon conditions:

One Coupon per order

Please inform us of coupon when ordering

Must present coupon when paying

Eg

Free 6-pack 16- si

With any order

JU roff of any Large pizza

Free Thick Crust!

FASTOFREE DELIVERY !
LIMITED DELIVERY AREA



Visiting director brings Brecht's

Brushstrokes \

Mother Courage to C.C

eler thinks college octors should tackle masterworks.

: Ph0tt> by Andrea Rex

)istinguished guest

etums to campus
By Catalyst Staff

ftat the Drama and Dance Department asked David Wheeler to

campus to direct Bertold Brecht's Mother Courage andHer

itoi, he wondered whether it was the sort ofa play ae'ottege group

aid tackle. He andhis wife, Bronia,who has been brought lo campus

3 Venture Grant to play the role of "Mother Courage," decided" Yes,

tadoCollege developsperformerswhocan handlea Brechtmasfer-

*" :-....'
: ,

Banuary, David and Bronia Stefan Wheeler arrived in Colorado

jigs, and since have been "enjoying the challenge of rehearsing

:r Courage*

id Wheeler has visited The Colorado College twice before, and

aved of his happy experiences, so Bronia was delighted this time

pin him as an artist-in-residence, "And he's right— it isa wohder-

jiace!" she exlaimed.

Wheelers come to C.C most recently from theAmerican Keper-

(u^eatreatHarWd, where be isResidentDirectot. Lastspring.lhey

iked on David Msmet's Adaptation of Chekhov's; Uncle Vanya.,

^Christopher Walker and Lindsay Crouse.

«h Wheelers have been on Broadway. David directed several

puedonswithAJP3cmoJnchidingr>avMRabe'sT/KS<iBa;Tr(W>tei

hib Huntmei, for which Pacino won a Tony Award.

Bronia had her Broadway debut in Alien Paton's Too Late for

mope., and later appeared in Alt The Way Home, under Arthur

dirci tton, before understudying Ann Bancroft in II:, Mira .

fer. She later starred in Gibson's play as "Annie Sulivan" in

ky and Melbourne, Australia.

Itat David Wheeler started the TbeatreCompany ofBoston, Bronia

_Sfcw York City to become his collaborator (and wife). For 12 years

| actors, later'to become famous, came to Boston to perform with

tomptiny. including Al Pacino, Dustin Hoffman, Robert Duvall,

mnin i ob t md ian Voods,an ha

"swhcelmhavebrought then-experience und energy toareceptive

tat cast at The Colorado Collage Mother Courage and Her

fen will showcase their combined efforts on March 2, 3, and 4.

Nil wiltbe holdinga workshop on "How toAudition" on Monday,

'-:'! id, in \ ,
• tnm 301

Dai

By The Catalyst Staff

The Drama and Dance
Department will present
Berthold Brecht's Mother
Courage and Her Children

March 2, 3, and 4 on
Armstrong Stage.

This production has

something to offer everyone. It

was written by a master

storyteller, one of the greatest

creators of modern theatre.

Brecht, in telling a war story,

makes it human and entertains

his audience.

Mother Courage takes place

during the Thirty Years War,

which engulfed Europe between

1618 and 1648. The play tells

the story of one 'canteen'

woman and her family, as they

follow the soldiers from camp
to camp, determined to wrest a

profit from the war.

The German-born Brecht

wrote this anti-war play in

1939, warning his audience of

the coming conflict. It was
first produced in 194 in

Zurich, then, under Brecht's

own direction, in Munich in

1948. Thousands of

productions around the world

have followed.

Director David Wheeler,

visiting the college from the

American Repertory Theatre,

where he is Resident Director,

challenges the audience to think

seriously about the role war

and thoughts of war play in our

lives, but notes that Brecht,

ever the poet and storyteller,

insists that they must be

surprised and entertained, as

well.

Brecht, author of Three Penny

Opera, employs music in much

of his work, and calls Mother

Courage a "play with music."

The music at C.C. will be

provided by The liz, a group of

five Colorado College
musicians, led by James Biron,

who composed the music with

the help of Russ Cochran and

M.J. Walker.

This production marks the

second performance of a new
translation by Tim Mayer
(1944-1988) and is dedicated to

his memory. This translation

of Brecht's classic is as yet

unpublished, and has been

performed only once before, in

Boston, with Linda Hunt in the

lead role.

The C.C. production features

a set designed by Dale Jordan

that combines a feel for the era

with a colorful, abstract

design, enhanced by period

costumes designed by Gypsy

Ames.
Tickets arc $3 for the general

public, $2 with high school

I.D., and free to C.C. students.

They are available at Worner

Desk.

J. \ 71

Bronia Wheeler, right, with members of cast of

Mother Courage Photo by Dave Cornell

Double Dancing provides superb performance

By Laure Warner-Munroe

Colorado College was host

to Double Dancing Feb. 15th at

8 p.m. The performers included

Judith Garay and Anthony
Morgan dancing in their own
choreography.

The show began with a short

introduction by Morgan,
making the performance much
more personal and intimate.

Each dance was explained prior

to its performance to allow the

audience insight into the piece.

The dances began with a

number choreographed and

performed by Garay. It was
entitled, "I Have A Little

Secret." This dance was divided

into four separate and distinct

sections, each representing a

different aspect of her

personality. The first section

was youthful and innocent, the

second a woman very aware of

her sexuality and the effect of

it. This piece was performed

under red lights with strong

sensual movements. The third

in the series was the most

ominous, representing the dark,

potentially evil side of a

person. The final section was a

cleansing dance. The struggle

between the good and evil

inside was handled
extraordinarily. The woman
was able lo cleanse herself and

was set free. The piece required

horrendous amounts of energy

and the quick changes from

personality to personality say a

great deal about Judith's

capabilities.

The second piece was danced

and choreographed by Anthony

Morgan, entitled, "Leys." "Leys

arc the mysterious conjunctions

of prehistoric and sacred sites

along straight lines in countries

such as Great Britain. They are

believed to mark and influence

currents of energy in the earth's

see DANCING, p. 18

jts Center Repertory Theatre presents Cuckoos Nest

By Aaron Moore

right, art buffs, here's

!°od news: yes, there are

cultural events gong on
e of C.C, and you don't

have to go very far.

""her the Fine Arts
" that place that you read
1 'n the C.C. promotional

f*t that is supposed to be
Ptal center of the Pikes

'egion? Well, it's still

Next door, and if you've
"^n, it's definitely about
"tgo.

I

Weekend, the Fine Arts

Repertory Theatre
J is presenting One

Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest, a

play by Dale Wasserman. This

play, directed by Peter R.

Brumlick, tells the story of an

outgoing young convict who
pleads insanity to avoid serving

a prison sentence, only to

discover that serving time in a

mental institution is a far

worse fate than prison. He
finds himself faced with a

tyrannical staff that intimidates

and bullys the patients into

submission. Despite his many
efforts, he cannot beat the

system, and he is ultimately

incorporated into it.

The play is a brutal tragic-

comedy about society's views of

insanity, and about the horrible

punishments inflicted upon

those who do not fit the molds

created by society. It portrays

the psychiatric institution, not

as a rehabilitation center, but

rather as an unshakable and

inhuman holding pen for social

"mistakes." While tragic and

chilling, the play succeeds in

maintaining a sense of humanity

and tenderness that hits with

great intensity.

The performance went very

well overall. The set and

lighting scheme was a bit crude,

but certainly adequate. I felt

that some parts of the

production were not as light as

they could be, and that some of

the characters were fairly

shallow, but that the incredible

raw energy exhibited by most

members of the cast really

carried the show. The
performance was incredibly

intense, and really drew the

audience into the story. Of
particular note were the

characters of the inmates. The

actors portrayed them as being a

bit out of joint, but filled with

life, energy, and emoUon.

"One Flew Over the Cuckoo's

Nest" was well done, balancing

irony, comedy, and brutality.

Such local efforts towards

serious theatre should

definitely be supported by the

C.C. community, and a visit to

the Fine Arts Center is always

interesting and enjoyable. If

you feel like getting away from

the C.C. scene this weekend,

take the opportunity lo see

"One Flew Over the Cuckoo's

Nest."

The production runs Friday

and Saturday night al 8 p.m.,

and Sunday afternoon at 2 p.m.

Tickets are $10 in advance and

$12 at the door.

The Fine Arts Center

Repertory Theatre Company has

jusi formed this season, and

they are full of promise. Next

season they hope to become die

resident theatre company at the

Fine Arts Center. Their next

production will be Cole

Porter's "Anything Goes."
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Visiting dancers here to teachl

Anthony Morgan Dance Company

is overflowing with enthusiasm
DANCING, from p. 17

crust but their purpose and

origin were lost in the era

before the Druids."

"This dance had beautiful and

intricate isolationistic arm

movements. It was very free

and interestingly never used

more than the center section of

the stage. The freedom

expressed in the performance

and the grandeur of the

movement along with

Anthony's strength and

complete concentration made

this dance fascinating.

The third piece was a world

premiere. "Dream Fragments"

was choreographed by the

Colorado College during fifth

block. This loving, romantic,

intimate duet was a pure joy to

watch. The unique lifts and

carries gave a strong sense of-

mutual support and
understanding between the

couple. Both dancers really

enjoyed the playfulness and

caring in the dance. We watched

with smiles and sighs as the

couple lived, loved ana played.

"Edge" was the next dance of

the evening, choreographed and

danced by Morgan. This dark,

painful dance was incredible to

watch. Morgan begins with a

rope tied around his torso

which he struggles to remove,

through kidding around and

melodramatic antics. They have

fun and the personalities

overflow with such vigor and

enthusiasm that one cannot help

but enjoy watching. The

audience laughed along as they

danced with invisible partners

and leased each other. What a

great ending for a phenomenal

show!

The show was presented in

Cossitt Gym which was re-

vamped for the performance.

Maria Reardon, Sandy Wolton

and their crews deserve credit

for their hard work.

The costumes were all

designed and built by Judith

Garay. They lent so much to

each piece. Judith absolutely has

the gift of finding the perfect

costume to fit movement,

music, and mood.

Overall, the evening was a

pure success. It was wonderful

Straps connected to his costume

between his legs severely

restrict his leg movements. He

is trapped. He manages to free

himself from the rope and

throw it aside only to be

trapped by a horrible knife. He
struggles to gain control and

finally does. He frees himself

of both rope and knife by

connecting them together. He
to see such devoted, enthusiastic

performers in such an intimate

environment.

Deadline for Literature

Grant approaching quickly

By Anita Cheng
and Laure Warner-

Munroe

"Even if most of our students

don't become dancers, they'll

take away something useful to

them in life, an awareness of

the body, even just in walking

down the street," explained

Judy Garay. Along with her

partner, Anthony Morgan, Judy

teaches and performs at CC
fifth and sixth blocks as guest

artists of the Drama and Dance

Department.

Both Judy and Anthony

danced with the Martha Graham

company in New York. Judy

was a principal dancer for ten

years before leaving in 1987 to

pursue her own interests. She

said, "I danced all the parts I

wanted to, it was a choice

between my own work or

money. There was no artistic

reason to stay."

Anthony now teaches at

Florida State University during

the Fall semester. His teaching

at CC reflects his belief in

positive reinforcement. He
states, "The students need more

confidence in the body. It's

where you live. Dance gives a

stronger sense of self." He
continued, "Class shouldn't be

just a workout." Taking dance

without wanting to be a dancer,

he explained, can be as useful as

taking molecular biology

without wanting to be a

biologist. Biology trains the

mind-dance is also a training,

on a more immediate level.

This idea applies directly to

Anthony's life-he has a

mechanical engineering degree

from Queen University in

Canada. Judy attended the «
Scotia College of Art

'

Design where she s(y
weaving and fashion.

This

helped her with cosij

designs, both monetarily

creatively.

They were both relative

comers to modern
dan

:

Anthony realized in his
j

year that he was spending

time dancing than anything d.

He started studying serionslj

22. Although Judy J
ballet lessons very young,

]

chose a modern dance cared

19. She believes that sheij
able to choose the diffij

career because "After
I

home I started to think

myself. I stopped being
1

child."

The two Canadians met wl

studying at the London Scht

of Contemporary Dance,

school based on the Grah

technique. There Judy danced.

Anthony's first choreograph!

duet—"Bricklaying," in f|

They have been together

since.

Anthony now heads

Anthony Morgan Dai

Company, which consists

seven dancers who perform

choreography.

"Sometimes an idea
|

come, and I'll say oh that'!

embarrassing," he laughs, "i

I was on a bus, passing a

of cows. They s

'Choreograph us.' I said

lost.' But they kept co

back to me like Joan of

and eventually I did it.

it's kind of a signature pie

the company." Double Da

take ballet classes

Alfredo Corvino, while in

York.

Hair Designersfor Men & 'Women

By Kristin Johnston

Time is running out for all

you juniors who are interested

in applying for the Awards in

Literature annual grants. These

awards, available for either a

block or the summer, let

students with an interest in

writing explore an experience

of their own creation.

It is^not too late for those

who did not attend a meeting

on February 16- This meeting

featured a discussion of last

year's winning projects and

information for prospective

applicants. Gail Thorns spoke of

her visit to Georgia, where she

researched the unconventional

Southern writer Frances

Newman. Chris Lloyd detailed

her summer trip to Wales
where she collected Welsh folk

tales. Rob Peck told amusing

anecdotes of the summer he

spent with his great-

grandfather, collecting personal

accounts of the Great
Depression era.

The professors involved

advised prospective applicants

to submit an organized, detailed

proposal, with an accurate

specific budget. They also

suggested that the potential

applicant carefully plan a

personal goal for the project.

Although the award does not

require any actual written

report, it is important to have a

coherent idea of the purpose of

the experience.

Applications are due in

Professor Neil Reinitz's office

(252 Armstrong) by 5 p.m. on

March 1. They are available in

the Humanities Office. See

Renitz, Dan Tynan, Joan Stone,

Ted Lindeman, Rebecca Warren,

Kristin Johnston, or Liz

Stanton, for additional

information.

Emergency testprep

help for the imminent

LSAXGMflX.andGRE.
As you see below, the exams

will be here before you know it.

And ifyour vital signs include

sweaty palms, a somersaulting

stomach, and shaky legs, you

need help—fast.

Check into a Kaplan center.

Our test-taking techniques and

educational programs have

helped lowerthe pressure and

boost the scoring power and

confidence ofover one million

students. We even have compact

classes so you can be ready for

this fall's exams.
So ifyou're getting ill thinking

about the LSAT. GMAT or GRE,

call Kaplan. We'll give you all the

"mental medicine" you need.

And a lot ofintensive care.

"KAPLAN
STMUiY H. K»Pl»H iDI)C»nON»l HNHB !TD

Style tuts, Cettofhants\

Terms & Color

Nexus and Tri products available for s

Stop in or maki your appointment.

82 7 9(. lejon at Cache La Toudre ggjgl

XfVUV-iXwit'

Colorado Springs Office

619 N. Cascade

Lower Level

635-3432

SENIORS: ONLY (101 DAYS) LEFT

UNTIL YOU ENTER THE REAL WORLD,

PROFESSIONAL IMAGE
PREPARATION

WITH LINDA CRADDOCK

SERVICES AVAILABLE :

Pofesslonal seminars Makeup based on personal c0 '
"

n|[<

Individualized Image consultation Wardrobe/closet Inv
"|

Personal shopping service Proportional analysis

Color consultation

Downtown (at Theodora) 1251/2 N. Tejon

635-4764
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*Jew Music foi

New People
The Burbs: Tom Hanks'
latest film no 'big' thing

Lcosterto

uner Bros. Records

New Order

Techniques

Warner Bros. Records

y Curtis C. Saolnier By Ivan Locke

ttis CosteUo began maturing

(EtfheiearoundGoodbyeCruel

ji His songs, still rough and

iligent, showed a man bewil-

'gj and lonely, angry at his

Uesas well as thoseofothers.

Change reached a peak with

lelease of King of America,

ih lacked his long-time back-

(BidThe Attractions.Though

released two albums after

with the Attractions, he re-

alone' on hisnewestrelease,

., and ho shows that,. though

(ischanged.he has lostnone of

|ifc>.

jlis lime Elvis has brought

some familiar faces to back

Paul McCartney. Roger

•Galon of the Byrds, Cbrissi*

Me, lire list goes on. .

ostello showsushe has gained

control of bis voice, as he

high above a variety ofcrys-

jfear arrangements. The melo-

iruicately weave inandoutof

pwhose ideas range from the

aic death of God ("Ood's

|ic"), to false, troubled reia-

C'Chewing Oum"), to

totals against capital punish-

ji Ctet Htm Dangle"). The
Hsbite, tram me bluer chorus

\t opening "This Town," all

»ay through to the loving.

Last Boat Leaving."

|be only mistakes occur when
jtDo seems to force a change
it melody, as in ""Sateiltte."

ksor-cesses far outweigh the

ttes,however,and nevermc*e
to when he lefts us, "One day
'ft going to have to face/A

j> dark iruthfu! mirror," The
sung with the conviction of

who has already looted at

pirror himself,and is trying to

'Si what he has seen.

Responsible for a good share of

synth-pop gems, like the early

"Perfect Kiss," "Bine Monday,"
"Sub-culture,"and l987's"Bizarre

Love Triangle," New Order has

finally hit rock bottom.

After therelease afBrotherhood

two years ago, not to mention the

excellent compilation Substance,

the band has lost whatever made
them tick. Forunknown reasons. It

seems that even the most aspiring

Techno bandsarcdoomed from the

startto become mediocre. After all,

there is only so much you can do

with computers and synthesizers.

The song "Tine Time" should

not even be on the album. It re-

mindsme ofQuick sand. Let ussee

how many beats wo can synchro-

nize to form a melody. Fine Time
indeed.

The set seems to improve some-

what as the songs get simpler, the

highlight being the slow "Love

Less," reminiscent of "Love Vig-

ilantes." The rest goes unsaid. If

you've heardNew Order you don 't

need any fancy interpretation of

sound. You know what they are

like. God. Ono song sounds like

The Cure's "Just Like Heaven,"

betfeveitornot C'monguys,leave

it alone. You don't come close.

If yon are one of the many who
bought the Substance double CD.

you mighLwant tobuy this babyon

CD.too—you can pot it right next

to Sigue Sigue Sputnik , Dead Or
Alive, and the Pet Shop Boys.

1 sure hope these guys have been

visiting Ian Curtis' (Joy Division)

grave and taking him flowers on

All Hallow's. They owe it to him,

at least out of sheer guilt.

It'stimcNew Order broke up- It

was a rumor, now it's a wish.

Diversity of music

that transcends

the current trends

COMPACT DISCS, RECORDS,
AND CASSETTES

VIDEO RENTALS & SALES

30 E.PLATTE 123 E. BIJOU

473-0882 520-5111

The rating system; Dave and

Robin maintain that with "skillful

buzz-management," any film is

worth seeing, i.e. the better the film,

the fewer beers needed to enjoy it.

The Catalyst, of course, favors

responsible drinking, so ifyou use it,

don't abuse it.

By Dave Leonard
and Robin Rifkin

It's a rainy afternoon, you've

just had three or four beers, and

you've got three dollars that are

sitting on your dresser, staring

you in the face. The question is,

what to do? You could play

video games, do your laundry,

or go see "The 'Burbs." Of the

three, while laundry might be
more practical, and in some
cases necessary, "The 'Burbs" is

a pretty good way to kill an

hour and a half, provided there

isn't a good game to watch at

Duds and Suds.

Tom Hanks plays Raymond
Peterson, a man with a wife

(Carrie Fischer), a kid, an ulcer,

and next door neighbors

straight out of the Twilight

Zone. Not that the rest of Ray's

neighbors are that stable to

begin with. There's Art, the

portly lout with an overactive

imagination (Ray Ducommun),
Barry, the neighborhood
militarist (Bruce Dern), and

Rickie, the neighborhood
metalhead whose parents are

perpetually absent (Corey

Feldman).

The action begins when Ray
notices strange goings on at the

Klopeks'—bright lights and
unsettling noises in the

basement, and nocturnal

excavations in the back yard.

Egged on by Art, the three

decide to investigate. They go

through garbage, peer into

windows with an infra-red

scope, and slide accusatory

notes under the front door, ring

the bell, and run away.

When the old gentleman

down the street disappears,

leaving the dog out, the TV on,

and his toupee on the stove, Ray

and the boys become convinced

something less than kosher is

happening on the Klopeks' side

of the fence. Are they just

being paranoid, as their wives

maintain or are the Klopeks up

to something?

You'll have to find out for

yourself, 'cause we ain't telling.

Our reaction to the movie

was mixed. We felt that, while

the concept held great

potential, it could have been

taken a lot further. Our
disappointment lay in the

ending. While the movie ends

with a spectacular explosion on

one level, it fizzles on several

others.

The Klopeks are every

suburbanite's nightmare. They

are the neighbors who don't

mow their lawn (the lawn is in

fact a desert), don't paint their

house, have a foreign sounding

name, act suspiciously, and

lower property values. We felt

the movie should have been a

parable of suburban paranoia,

casting well deserved aspersions

on the suburban American
mind-set. And while it comes
close to indicting the less than

honorable actions of Ray, Art

and Barry, in the end it backed

off and left us unfulfilled.

The movie's main strength is

that it doesn't take itself too

seriously. Much of the humor
is self-parodying. What the

script lacks, director Joe Dante

makes up for in revealing

details about the characters. For

instance, the Rambo-esquc
Barry munching animal crackers

(albeit only the heads) and the

revealing commentary of the

television; showing cartoons

when Art is in the room, the

Exorcist when suspicions about

the Klopeks deepen, and a

brilliant transition from an ice-

pick obsessed nightmare to Mr.

Rogers.

The biggest drawing card for

"The 'Burbs" is, of course, Tom
Hanks, who surprisingly takes a

back seat to the outrageously

moronic Art and the semi-

possessed Barry. Hanks is there,

he's funny, but he's just there.

It's really the secondary

characters that carry this film.

Art, Barry, Rickie, and the

Klopeks themselves, played by

Henry Gibson and professional

freak and Letterman regular

Brother Theodore.

Like we said, "The "Burbs" is

okay, if you don't have anything

better to do. But don't go too

far out of your way and

definitely don't pay full price.

This isn't "Big," folks, this is

"The 'Burbs."

Squndscapes creates worlds
with avant garde music

By Jon Feiges

SoundScape - that's just what

it was. Thursday the 16th's

chamber ensemble was a

soundscape; from order to

chaos, tension to peace, the

selections played kept my brain

working as fast as my ear.

The first piece. Holiday
Quickstep, by Charles Ives, was

like a romping picnic in the

spring. Piccolo birds sang in

the trees, and a beer sodden man
trumpeted to his friend to

throw him a frisbee - his

laughter was the melody. With

the mood set so lightly I felt

as if I was ready for everything,

and that is just what I got with

Notturo, or Nightsounds, by

Donald Martino.

Is it a mood, a feeling? If so,

what? Fear, horror, loneliness?

These thoughts bombarded me
as a staccato burst of flute

bounced against raps on the

backs of cellos, and plucks on

the piano - I look for an image,

and see a shipamight. The wind

is blowing hard through the

rigging as wooden spars above

creak and groan, a taxi cab

Local musicians perform modern classics

blows it horn... A taxi? The expectantly in the waiting

image dissolves. I'm thrown room for news of the birth of

into confusion, and look for his first child comes to mind,

some order to hold onto. More The music slows as the man

images flash in an out of my comes into partial control, but

head. They come and go so fast tangent thought sets him off

I can't even react much less

remember. The noises of the

night have had their effect.

Without even time for a

breath Sue Grace's fingers

flutter up, and down the piano

as she plays the third selection,

again at a headlong pace. It is

pulled to a close by a standing

ovation by the composer
himself.

The final selection began

with a smile by the conductor

as Appalachian Spring by Aaron

Tonala"Breve' by our own Copland took us through the

Carlton Gamer. Her fingers simple joy of snow melting,

seem to tie in knots in their and the active delight of the

reflection on the piano as the first buds. The whistling

discordant melody makes my melody left the whole crowd

guts tighten in tension. The smiling and rounded out quite

image of a man sitting an enjoyable evening.
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Arts Calendar
Art:

Coburn Gallery

Carl Heed: Sculptures

through Mar. 9

FREE

Denver Art Museum
Toulouse Lautrec's Paris:

The Baldwin Collection

also lours and lectures

Feb. 2-Mar. 26

info: (303) 575-5928

Fine Arts Center

Arts for the Parks exhibition

(paintings from the National

Park Acadamey for the Arts)

through Feb. 26

S1.50 (std.) FREE Sat morn.

Sangre de Cristo Arts

Center (Pueblo)

Quilt National '87

An international exhibition

of contemporary quilts

through Apr. 1

Mahlon & Maylan White

Gallery

FREE

Dance:

Colorado Springs Dance

Theatre
Airjazz

Mar. 3 and 4, 8 p.m.

Fine Arts Center

$14 (FREE w/C.C. I.D.)

Worner Desk

Films:

Poor Richard's Cinema

Track 29

through Mar. 2. 7 and 9 p.m.

$3.75

Film Series

What's Up Doc?

Feb. 24, 7 and 9:30 p.m.

Olin Hall

$1 or Film Card

Music:

Cheap Trick

Mar. 10

Mammoth Events Center

(Denver)

$16.50

Cowboy Junkies

Feb. 24, 8 p.m.

Boulder's Coast (Boulder)

$12.50

Ticketmaster

Melissa Etheridge

Mar. 11

City Lites

$12

info: 596-1112

Hothouse FloweFS

Feb. 25
Paramount Theatre (Denver)

$12
Ticketmaster

Jeffrey Kahane
Great Performers and Ideas

Series-pianist

Feb. 28, 8:15 p.m.

Packard Hall

$8 (FREE w/ C.C. I.D.)

Worner Desk

Little Feat

Mar. 21, 7:30 p.m.

Pikes Peak Center ^^k
$18.25

Independent Records

Night Ranger
Mar. 11, 8 p.m.

Air Force Academy

$10.25 and $12.25

AFA Box Office: 472^499

Jane's Addiction

Mar. 17

Glen Miller Ballroom

(Boulder)

$12.50

Indepentdent Records

John Prine

Mar. 3

Paramount Theatre (Denver)

$16
Ticketmaster

Obo Addy and Kukrudu

Mar. 14

Fine Arts Center

8 p.m.

S10
FAC Box Office: 634-5583

Michelle Shocked
Mar. 9
Boulder Theatre

$13
Ticketmaster

That Petrol Emotion

Mar. 3

Glen Miller Ballroom (C.U.

Boulder)

$10 adv., $11 d.o.s.

Ticketmaster

The Torpedoes, Bijou

St. Blues Band,

Persuaders, and Dr. Dave

and the Honsecall

Night of lite Living Blues

(benefit for Ronald

McDonald House)

Feb. 26, 7 p.m.

Hot Rocks nightclub

$5 (tax-deductible)

Tickets: Rice Music, Music

Exchange, Hot Rocks,

and Independent Records

info: Walter Chase 634-3717

Will to Power
Mar. 8

Shuffles

$4.98
Independent Records

Theatre:
C.C. Drama Dept.

Mother Courage and Her

Children

Mar. 2-4, 8 p.m.

Armstrong Theatre

$3, $2 (student), FREE
w/C.C. I.D.

Denver Center TheatrJ
Peter Pan
through Feb. 24

at The Stage

$15-$20
Ticketmaster

FAC Repertory Theatrl

One Flew Over The Cucteoi

Nest
Feb. 24,25, 8 p.m.

Feb. 26, 2 p.m.

•Fine Arts Center

$10 adv. $12 door

Box Office: 634-5583

Pikes Peak Center

The Mystery of Edwin

Drood
("Who Dunnit" Musical.

Audience picks the

ending.Winner of 5 Tony

Awards)

Feb. 26, 8 p.m.

$8-$25

633-0333 or 520-SHOW

Marcelle Rabbin
presents Revolutions

Rapidement Revees,

an original play.

Feb. 27,28, 7 p.m.

Armstrong 300
FREE

Theatreworks
A Moon for the Misbegoltd

Mar. 3,4,10,11,17,18,24,25,1

8 p.m.

Dwire Auditorium (UCCS)|

$7/$6(student)

info: 593-3232

I Ho'

(.ice

iY EARS AHEA D:
I N

HAIR DESIGN

Have a Tan on Us !!!

30 DAYS $30.00

Student feels criticism of 'Dinosaur

musicians was ruthless, uninformed

IGUID6
TRAVEL SYSTEM, INC.

409n.tejon 635-3511

DON'T MISS OUT ON SUPER
SAVER AIRFARES FOR

SPRING BREAK!

"XALL US NOW*"

Jk

^0^^m

To the Editor:

I am writing in response to

Dave Leonard's touching piece

on Rock-n-Roll Dinosaurs that

he apparently prefers were

extinct.

There are several rock

elitists like Dave who've been

bothering me for months now
with their criticism of new
music by old musicians (You

know who you are). I'd like to

know where many of you came

about these Absolute Truths

regarding the motives of these

new works. How, for

example, have you come by the

privileged knowledge that such

groups simply "needed the

money bad enough to follow

Yes's [comeback] example"?

And "The common denominator

in all of these comebacks is

money." Are you privy to an

underground industry
newspaper that discloses these

Sad but True lamentations?

Have you spoken to their

agents? Apparently you're

intimately connected with

Crosby, Stills, Nash, and

Young's accountants, as well as

David Crosby's personal

physician. What insider

disclosed to you of George and

Ringo's late-night musings?

How the fuck do you know all

of this??

The abject purpose of the

music business is business - of

course they're out to make
money - that's what they do.

You are certainly right in that

the industry's reasoning for

making use of "product

identification" is primarily

financial. But you don't know

the artists' personal intentions

for creating what they, no

doubt, feel are worthy pieces of

art.

Now I'd like to address what

I'll call (any sociologist worth

his or her pepper can make up

For those of
you who pine
over the plastic

wrap wasted on
these new
works, did you
listen to what
was there, or

what you thought
ought to be

there?

useful terms whenever
necessary) the "comeback
fallacy" into which you - and

many others - have bitten.

What is it, exactly, that you

expect from the reforming of a

group from the past? Surely

you are not so simple-minded as

to assume that whatever comes

of such a reunion would be

identical - or even similar - to

their creations of twenty years

I hate to burst

collective bubble, all ye oH

purists, but artists' «c

represent their patterns

thought here and now, not It

and then. What CSN&Y,

Little Feat, or anyone

you so thoughtles

slaughtered creates are

personal expressions dui

their most recent nights

passion which Ihey liked end

to put down on vinyl.

And each of ft

comebacks you so run*

maligned have merit and

«

and strength and weatots

just like albums produced

in the good 61' days. For «W
of you who pine ove '

h
—

plastic wrap wasted on

new works, did you UsW

what was there, or v*1

thought ought to be
1

And, to dump the fat in

flame, do you adore, revere,

exalt the older classics»
of actual musical wort".

because all your friends do

because Rolling Stone says

should? Do you trust

.

"authorities" to make si^

decision for you? Ajj; I

potent, part-time-tnt"

liberal arts students shoulj

able to discern what s

good to them; but does w
have the right, authority. H

or capability of •""»]

others of what's g°°

someone else? Of course '"I

Vpn vm



SIports
athletic Shorts

tjoCkeyt Like the Christians and the iions, the C.C.

. asand Ae Minnesota Golden Gophers battle to the death

^weekend. The best-or'-three series begins tonight. The

Jler advances to the W.CHA. "final four" while the loser

jces the skates until next season.

Las odds and the smart money both favor the Gophers

.x^r,yreasonablepointspread,butwhoknows?TheTigers

L ^ an ideal spot for some unlikely Androeles to skate

Lard and deliver them unscathed from thegaping Gopher

0d death. . .

[And Announcing: the Brst Annual Colorado College

Li-Campus Rtm-Jump-n-Swim Through the Muck Race.

L administration is recruiting volunteers skilled in canoe

Aidling torurt periodic rescuemissions in Armstrong Quag-

^ would those interested please contact the Catalyst

Lt seriously. Remember all the water that drenched the

mas from several hundred maverick sprinkler heads dur-

» first semester r The chickens have come home to roost.

Lady BigCats make waves

By Trish Franciosi and
Chris Luttenegger

The C.C. women's swim team

finished its best season ever in

style last Thursday, Friday, and

Saturday, placing fourth in the

conference meet ahead of

Metro, Mines, and DU.
Thursday morning began the

last meet ever for the team's

seniors, Denise Collins, Trish

Franciosi, Marron Lee, Chris

Luttenegger, Gina Olsen, and

Ann Walsh. Denise Collins

stroked her way to strong

finishes in Consolation Finals

in both the 400 IM and the 200
Backstroke.

Team co-captain Trish

Franciosi finished with flair in

the Finals placing 6th in the

200 breastroke (2:41.3) and 8th

in the 100 breastroke (1:13.9),

helping bring the team to a

solid fourth place.

Chris Luttenegger, the team's

other co-captain, sprinted her

way through the freestyle

events, winning the

Consolation Finals in the 50

free with a time of 26.1. She

also dropped four seconds off

her 200 free time in the

Consolation Finals.

Ann Walsh not only broke

the 6:00.00 to a 2:32.03 finish

in the Consolation Finals in the

200 Butterfly. Gina Olsen led

the team in spirit and brawling,

a true Big Cat.

The team's lone diver,

Marrion Lee, threw an inward

somersault, scoring sixes after

having never performed the dive

before. Lee added 14 points to

the Big Cat finish.

Following the seniors' lead

were juniors Joy Hanks, Jenny

King, and Alison Wolfinger.

Hanks brought home a fine

finish in the 100 back with a

time of 1:14. She also put in

strong swims for the 200 back

and 100 free which she swam
virtually back to back.

Swimming the 1650 free for

the first time, Jenny King

pulled in a respectable time,

although she was seen laughing

through much of the race. King

also dropped 10 seconds off free

time.

Cleaning up for the juniors

was Alison Wolifinger, who

see SWIMMING, p.22

Varsity hockey concludes

iuccessful rebuilding season
hers to face Minnesota in first round of WCHA playoffs

By Ed Pells

you want to be the best,

Ji got to beat the best."

I weekend the Colorado

fcge hockey team will try

End what it takes to beat the

last weekend's losses to

:nver, combined with

iinesota Duluth success

ainst Michigan Tech,
nailed C.C. in eighth place

the Western Collegiate

key Association. As a

judgment of referee Dennis.

LaRue.

When. DU defenseman Mike

Markovich kicked the puck past

goalkeeper Jon Gustafson and

into net, two minutes into

sudden death overtime, LaRue

should have called for a faceoff.

Instead, the official silenced

Tiger protests and allowed the

disputed goal, giving DU a 5-4

win and a sweep of the weekend

series.

Despite the loss, the Tigers

are encouraged about their play

last weekend. Down 3-0

Saturday night and playing

FINAL WCHA standings

esota (29-8-3)

Michigan (21-15-2)

isonsin (20-13-5)
nth Dakota (21-16-1)

tigan Tech (15-23-2)

»ver (19-17-2)

"in.-Duluth (15-21-2)
to. College (11-24-3)

•It, the Tigers must to face

11 Place Minnesota in the

"ring round of league

jpffs, beginning tonight in

*apolis.

^C. ended the regular season

today with a controversial
1 overtime loss to the DU
"Mrs. The Tigers fell behind

B in the second period, but

"" back to tie at three before
* officiating took control of

game.

"Tver's last two goals were

| disputed. The Tigers

'"came DU's first

*onable goal when John

fe flipped one past DU
Ipoer Lucien Carrigan. But
1 lie score tied at four early

"Mime, the Pioneers again

Wited from the poor

w L I Els G£ OA
7.7 6 2 56 156 91

70 13 2 42 163 110

17 n 5 39 126 108

19 15 1 39 131 119

15 19 1 31 128 150

16 17 2 34 143 144

17. 7,1 2 26 106 135

9 23 3 21 115 157

strictly for pride, the Tigers

worked hard and almost pulled

off an upset against the 16-17-2

Pioneers.

A Colorado College defeat

of the mighty Minnesota

Golden Gophers this weekend

would be classified a dramatic

upset, as the Gophers enter the

playoffs ranked second in the

nation with a 29-8-3 record.

Despite Minnesota's strength,

Tiger coach Brad Buetow

remains optimistic. C.C. played

the Gophers tough in three out

of four contests this season.

Only four weeks ago, the

undermanned Tiger squad took a

2-2 tie with the Gophers into

the tail end of the second

period.

Additionally, C.C. hopes to

Mugged: Tim Budy and an unidentified pioneer brawl in

front of the net while Steve Strunk looks to score.

been directly related to the

effectiveness of goalkeepers

Derek Pizzey and Jon

Gustafson. Both players have

shown signs of brilliance over

the '88-'89 campaign.

The highlight of Gustafson's

season came in early January,

when C.C. went 3-0-1 on an

Eastern road swing behind the

sophomore goalie. Meanwhile,

Pizzey dazzled crowds earlier

this month when he blanked the

Northern Michigan Wildcats at

the Broadmoor World Arena.

In this 3-0 victory over

Northern, Pizzey tallied CC.'s

first shutout of a W.C.H.A.

opponent in 24 years.

So, the Tigers must

Photo by Andrea Rex

get some injured players back

this weekend. The Tigers

entered the last week of regular

season play without the services

of defensemen Rik Duryea and

Brian Bruininks, center Guy
Gadowsky, and winger Joe

Schwartz. Coach Buetow hopes

to get at least two of those

players back for the weekend

best of three series with

Minnesota. Hopefully, for the

first time since January, the

Tigers will go up against the

competition with a squad full

of regulars.

Goaltending will also be

important in this weekend's

series with the W.C.H.A.

champs. Tiger fortunes have

concentrate on defense and

goaltending when they travel to

play the best the W.C.H.A. has

to offer. C.C. begins their

playoff quest tonight at

Mariucci Arena in Minneapolis

at 6:35. Games two and three

are scheduled for Saturday night

and Sunday afternoon. With a

series victory, the Tigers would

advance to the W.C.H.A.

"Final Four."

, While the future looks bright

for the Tigers, this weekend

will give the team a good look

at the present. C.C. hopes to

learn this weekend first-hand,

that there is no quicker way to

get to the top than by beating

the team that sits there.
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C.C. Hockey
Statistics

(Through 38 games)

£ A. Pts. Pen./

Min.

22 73 45 17/42

21 21 47 16/41

18 12 30 7/14

2 7.7 79 31/63

11 16 27 19/52

8 15 23 15/31

8 17. 20 26/53

4 14 18 14/31

5 17 17 11/22

5 9 14 19/46

4 in 14 25/66

4 5 9 11/22

9 9 9/18

5 3 8 18/36

3 4 7 8/16

2 5 7 10/20

2 3 5 15/30

1 7, 3 16/33

1 7 3 7/14

1 1 2 1/2

1 n 1 5/10

i 1 7/14

1 1 1/2

1/2

6/20

19/36

128 208 336 337/744

167 262 429 354/797

Tim Budy
Steve S trunk

Chris Anderson

Cal Brown
Brent Mowery
Doug Kirton

Matt Shaw
Ed Zawatsky

Grant Block

Joe Schwartz

Trevor Pochipinski

Mark Olsen

Alan Schuler

Sean Foley

Guy Gadowsky
John Manthey

Chic Pojar

Brian Bruininks

RikDuryea
Kevin Lee
Colin Aymond
JimWilharm
Derek Pizzey

Jon Gustafson

Others

Team

Totals
Opponents

Goaltending

Save

Player W-L-T Min, G_A AJX. Sai£Stalifl

Pizzey 6-18-3 1582:48 110 4.17 785 .877

Gustafson 5-5-0 673:36 48 4.28 327 .872

MacDougall 0-1-0 65:47 5 4.56 30 .857

Totals 11-24-3 2322:11 163 4.21 1,141 .875

Opponents 24-11-3 2327:15 126 3.25 1,147 .901

Fmture

Lynn Cherepy: Humanitarian!

athlete projects modest goals

By Jimmy Grantz and

Eddy Lawton

Once again, your faithful

newshounds would not be

denied. On a cold and

frightfully damp February

evening, men's basketball star

Lynn Cherepy was supposed to

meet and chat with us at

Benjamin's. He did not show.

The ensuing quest for Lynn

conjured up images of Ulysses

in his perilous traverses of the

stormy seas. We finally

tracked down the senior physics

deity from Tuscon in a secluded

cavern of Olin Hall. Words

were exchanged.

Jimmy and Eddy: "What's

the deal with the name 'Lynn?'

Isn't that a girl's name?"

Lynn: "Actually, uh, it's a

family name."

J & E: "Like your

grandmother's name or

somethin'?"

Lynn: "You guys are brutal.

This is the ultimate in trash

journalism, interviewin' some

washed-up Division III

athlete."

J & E: "What's been the

highlight of your illustrious

Ski Clearance!!
All Skis and Equipment 20% off

Kemper Snow Boards 20% off

Colorado Outdoor Exchange
403 N. Tejon

578-8744

FUTONS

!

Best Quality - Lowest Prices

Sale

$198
Reg $258

7" FUTON AND FRAME

Futons-N-Foam

597-4375

Lynn: "It's a toss-up between

dunkin' on Rodney Peete's bean

and scorin' 26 on Sean Elliott

while holding him to 6 [in high

school, of course]. And here, I

scored 46 and had 14 boards

against Colorado Christian."

J & E: "How did you decide

to come to C.C?"
Lynn: "No language

requirement. I took Spanish in

high school, didn't do any

homework, and got everything

wrong. And all the other

people recruiting me had

language requirements. So ..."

J & E: "What do you think

about the weather here, as

compared to balmy Arizona?"

Lynn: "This place can only be

described as a God-forsaken

frozen wasteland. I can't wait

to pack my (shit) and never see

Colorado again. Arizona is a

tropical paradise compared to

this place."

J & E: "How would you

compare yourself to, say, Larry

Bud?"
Lynn: "We're the same type

of player, slow, white, got a

sweet jumper. But I can play

with the bone spurs in my feet

and Bird can't."

J & E: "Could you take Bird

one-on-one?"

Lynn: "Bring him on."

J & E: "Your're a notorious

eater. Just how much can you

eat?"

Lynn: "Oh, I can eat steadily

for an hour. You know how

Waffle House has that $3.99

deal - all you can eat off the

grill? I had eleven entrees at

one sitting. My girlfriend was

with me and Hied to hang with

me for a while, but she ended

up booting."

- "Tomorrow
holds a great

decision. A
decision between

going to graduate

school and
getting a Ph.D. in

physics or being a

parts driver."

J & E: "Gee, Lynn, sounds

like a pretty hot dale.

Anyway, how do you like

physics?"

Lynn: I think I first chose to

become a physics major because

I don't have to write a thesis

and I don't have to take an oral.

All I have to do is take these

classes that are only hard for

the average man. I'm an above

average man. I'm one-of-a-

kind."

J & E: What's the weirdest

thing you've ever done?"

Lynn: "Well, one time I

went down to El Pomar in the

middle of the night, took off

all my clothes and played

basketball by myself naked in

the dark. I pretended
I

Kurt Rambis ... but this

;

the record, isn't it?"

J & E: Sure Lynn, whaiev|
you say. So, what dd
tomorrow hold for

Cherepy?"

Lynn: "Tomorrow h

great decision. A decisjL

between going to gradual

scho.Ql and getting a Ph.D I
physics or being a parts drivl

for a car dealer. [Newsho

respond with awkward

... laughter of disbelief..

No, seriously. I know
I

get this job and they hav.

sweet hoops team. We won

Tuscon car dealer chamions!

this summer. I even have

assistant. He's 52 and an

clone. His last name is

and he always walks a

singing these Elvis songs.
,

got black, greased-back hair

.

these long sideburns. We I

called the radio station becai

they offered a million doll;

for anyone who could

Elvis and they sent a guy

to check him out, but

decided it wasn't him 'cuz

was too tall. At least h

Elvis' twin."

J & E: If you could have

seconds on a basketball court

do anything you want, wl

would you do?"

Lynn: "We're pi
_

Georgetown at home and wi

; down by two. Ten seconds

the clock and El Pomar

rockin'. I've already scored

so they know the ball's goin
1

me. Georgetown puts Aloi

Mourning down under

basket so he can block ;

get boards, whatever. I gel

pass at half court, take il

and Alonzo goes up with me

bring it back down, dunk on

ass, break the board, and

fouled. Time's expired an

gotta go to the other end

shoot the throw. 1!

backboard's broken, Alonzi

dead, and I go down and hit

free-throw. Then I eo ho

with his girlfriend."

J & E: "What a vffl

imagination."

Lynn: "Thanks

Women swimmers place fourth in conference

Swimming from p.21

swam out of her mind,

finishing with a 1:09 in the 100

fly and placing for the Big Cats

in the Consolation Finals.

Wolifinger also split a 26.8 in

her leg of the 200 free relay.

Not to be forgotten are

sophomores Karen Nickerson

and Katherine Aquavia.
Nickerson finished with a time

of 2:58 in the 200 breastroke,

breaking her personal record and

earning the spot of second

alternate in the event.

Shattering her best time in the

50 free, Aquavia sprinted to a

time of 27.59. She also

finished strong in the 100 free.

Freshcats finished a long

season Saturday night as they

were dubbed big Cats by other

team members. The towel bags

have been retired until next

year's recruits come along.

Julie Arnott sprinted her way

into the Finals of both the 50

free (26.0) and the 100 fly

(1:03) for strong finishes.

Equalling her best time in the

100 free, Kathy Farrow placed

second in her heat with a time

of 1:17. Katrina Holcomb

swam her best time in the 200

backstroke, earning first

alternate in the event.

Layla Johnson stroked her

way to a 1:07 finish in the 100

back, while also scoring for the

team in the 50 and 100 free

with times of 26.3 and 57.2

respectively in Consolation

Finals. Katie McKinstry flew

through the 200 individual

medley with a time of 2:45.

Last, but by no means least,

Jenn Rucci won the Consolation

Finals in the 100 breastra

with a time of 1:14.77. M
also split a 29.2 in the fly

«

of the 200 Medley Relay-

Highlighting the meet

the record-breaking 400 "<

relay team of Lutieneggi

Johnson, Franciosi, and Are»

The team shattered a six-ya

old school record by '»

seconds, finishing with a l»

of 3:51. Once again, the sua

swim of the 400 free A
boosted the team into m
place ahead of E'-'

University.

The Catalyst sports

apologizes to the women s®

team for the lack of covemS'

the last three <«"!

Congratulations on a sued-

season finish.
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liens' basketball

ipsets division II

nearly

rival Regis
By Ed Cohen

Ion of the Key: Senior Center Lynn Cherepy scans the

court to pass as the hostile defense converges.

The Colorado College Men's

Basketball team finished out

the home portion of a

disappointing season last

Saturday with a loss to Regis

College. The Tigers lost their

17th game of the season as

Regis improved their record to

9-14.

The Tigers held an 11 point

lead at half-time, but the

Rangers rallied as Danny

Newton scored 18 second half

points to boost the Rangers

over the top, 63-60.

Although the 7-17 C.C. team

has not tallied many victories

this year, several players have

had standout seasons. Senior

Lynn Cherepy (C) leads the

team in scoring with 478 points

and set a team record for the

most points in a single game

with 46. Senior Jon Baranko

(F), leading the team in

rebounds with 177, has also

scored 352 points. Furthermore,

Baranko had individual single

game highs in rebounds (19) and

free-throws (11).

Sophomore standout Mark

Perea (G) has also had a fine

year. He leads the team in

assists (90) and steals (38)

while scoring 243 points,

making 35-99 from the three-

point circle and leading the

team in several single game
categories. Finally, freshman

Mike Shaw also had a fine

rookie season, scoring 138

points and pulling down 147

rebounds.

The Tigers' record docs not

reflect some of the excellent

basketball that they often

played this year. The team lost

five games by less than six

points, and lost two overtime

games that would have been

won had key players had

avoided foul trouble.

All season the Tigers battled

the two-headed beast which

coupled foul trouble with an

unusually small bench. When
more than a couple players

fouled out, there was simply no

one left on the bench to replace

them. As a result, the team

was forced to play with fewer

than five players on more than

one occasion. Meanwhile,

opposing teams exploited the

rare basketball "power play"

opportunity.

The team hopes than the loss

of Baranko and Cherepy will

not leave them unable to fulfill

next year's agenda of high hopes

for high numbers in the "wins"

column.

636-2112
Weekdays 4 PM Till ©
Saturday 11 DM Till < nWI

Sunday 11 RM Till Midnight

Delicious Handspun Pizza

with only the freshest ingredients

delivered ^% to your door.

Our 18 Special Features include:

Pepperoni

Sausage

Canadian Bacon

Ground Beef

Mushrooms

Green Peppers

lalapeno Peppers

Anchovies

Double Cheese (2 itemsl

Black Olives

Onions

Tomatoes

Shrimp 12 items)

Oysters

Cheddar Cheese

Thick Crust

Extra Cheese (I

Pineapple

L

Two - 14"

Cheese Pizzas

for only

$8.98 <p><" <•»*>

Bonusl for CC Students!

Order two or more toppings

on each pixza and receive

a two liter bottle of Pepsi.

Limited Delivery Area

Not Valid with any other offer

t Offer must be requested when ordering

Two - 10"

Cheese Pizzas
for only

$4.98 (Plus tax)

Bonusl for CC Studentsl

Order two or more toppings on each pizza

and receive 2 - 16 oz. bottles of your

favorite soft drink

Limited Delivery Area

Not Valid with any other offei

Offer must be requested when ordering

Moonlight
Madness
8 p.m. - 1 a.m.

One • 12" one topping pizza

plus

2 - 16 oz. bottles of

your favorite Soft Drink

for $4.97 (plus tax)

Additional toppings $.65

VISA & MASTER CARD ACCEPTED ON ANYJSIZE DELIIVEW OBDffl

SFREE DELIVERY FREE DELIVERY=



EItcetera

"Cycles Peugeot"

The French Manufacturer

of the World's finest

bicycles since 1882!

BICYCLE SHOP

19 E. Kiowa • Downtown

(7 blocks south of campus)

Phone: 634-4733

RICK WAGER -

"CC Class of '64, Proprietor

Opportunities

ODN holding cross-country

hunger awareness Bike-Aid '89.

Raise money and participate in

hunger awareness events nation-

wide. Apply to Bike-Aid '89,

ODN, Box 2306, Stanford, CA,

94309, by March 3.

Applications now available in

student center for 1989-90

Student Career advisor positons.

On campus employment com-

bines learning with earning.

Deadline for applications is

March 8.

Summer Career Institute in

Public Relations offered from

June 12 - June 30. Write: New
York University, School of

Continuing Education Man-
agement Institute, 48 Cooper

Square, New York, New York,

10211-0152.

National Park Service
conducting preemployment tests

Jan. to April for summer
lifeguard jobs in New England
and New Jersey. Write: Surf-

guard program. Gateway NRA
Headquarters., Brooklyn, N.Y.,

11234.

The Dow Jones Newspaper

Fund's 1989 Minority Repor-

ting Intern Program offers 10

week paid summer intem-ships

to minority sophomores.

Applications arc available in

the Catalyst office.

Bard College offering a

journalism course for exper-

ienced and novice college

journalists. Write Mary Back-

lund, Director of Admisston,

Annandale-on-Hudson, New
York, 12504.

Chicago Semester in The Arts

offers sophs, jrs., srs., serious

exposure to arts. Contact

ACM, 18 S. Michigan Ave.,

Suite 1010, Chicago, IL. 60603

or see James Trissel. Deadline

April 1, Oct. 20.

Spend month in Belgian town

Havre'. Send name, address,

phone #, essay of intent (all

typed) and $100 check made to

"UNO " to UNO-HAVRE',
Box 1315-UNO, New Orleans,

LA, 70148, by April 1.

Spend May 31 to June 24 in

Italian Alps castle. 3 hours

English credit available. Send

name, address, phone #, essay of

intent (all typed), $100 check

to "UNO" to UNO BRUN-
NEBBURG at above address.

Help developing Third World

communities. On-site interns

available at La Paz, Tijuana and

Cochamba. Write: ODN, Box

2306, Stanford, CA, 94309.

Please include self-addressed

envelope with $.45 postage.

If you are interested in

studying abroad for a semester

or full year, check Armstrong

318 for advice from appropriate

faculty advisors. Application

for Fall, 1989 due March 1.

Applications for the German
Semester in Luneburg in the

spring semester 1990 are now
available in the German
Department. Application

deadline is March 1.

"The Rolling Stone" Col-

lege Journalism Competition

offers $1,000 awards. Smith

Corona word processors to top

college journalists. For info.,

entry forms, see the Catalyst

Office in Cossitt basement.

Poetry West Contest:

Postmark deadline May 1,

1989. $3 per poem fee. Mail

to Poetry West Contest, P.O.

Box 2413, Colorado Springs,

CO 80901.

College Fellowship

Awards: 5 $1,000 grants

available to science majors.

Must be member of The

Planetary Society or nominated

by a member. Send 2500-word

essay on relevant topic to

Scholarship Dept., The

Planetary Society, 65 N.

Catalina Ave., Pasadena, CA
91 106. Deadline Apr. 15, 1989.

Contests

"An Evening of German

Leider," featuring professor

Carlton Gamer and soloist

Herbert Beattie will be

performed at Max Kade House

on Feb. 24, 7:30 p.m..

A Piano Master Class will be

held by Great Performers and

Ideas artist Jefrey Kahane on

Feb. 27, 7:30 p.m., in Packard

Hall. CC. students will

perform as well.

Student asst. wanted
rewriting, revising

t

Gov't, text, library
brief,!

editing, adv. research. (J
poli. sci., history back-groj

research. Good pay, blks f
Resumes only to profet

Thomas Cronin.

Wanted: Managers for

,

full time at Tiffany Sq„|
Movie Theatre. ApplicaiiJ

available during business h

Idenl

It. P'

For SaleA Negotiation workshop will

be held on March 25, from 8:45

a.m. to 4 p.m. and focus on

negotiation strategy and its

effectiveness. Call David

Lowland, ext. 2674, or drop by 6022, belt driven

the Leadership Program Office magnetic cartridge $75

downstairs in Cossitt Hall. Call Steve at ext. 2223.

For Sale: Turntable,

used, still in package. Sha)

2 New Republic internships

for jrs. and srs., June to Aug.,

Sept. to May. Apply by March

1, May 1. For info, write:

Intms, New Republic, 1220

19th St. NW, Suite 600, Wash.

DC 20036.

Inside look at government
available through student

internships. Contact: Sen. Tim
Wirth, 830 N. Tejon, Suite 105,

Colorado Springs, CO., 80903,

or call Mary Meilinger at 634-

5523.

Catch the CC. Semester in

France. For applications and

information see Professor

Peterson at Armstrong 360.

National College
Poetry Contest: Postmark

Deadline March 31. $3

registration fee for first entry,

$1 for each additional poem.

Send to International

Publications, P.O. Box 44044-

L, Los Angeles, California

90044.

GLAMOUR magazine hol-

ding annual Top Ten College

Women Competition. Con-

tact: Linda Addlespurger, Ca-

reer and College Competitions,

350 Madison Avenue, New
York, NY, 10017.

Meetings

Zimbabwe Summer Institute

Informational Meeting will be

held on Tuesday, February 28 at

7 p.m. in Worner 213.

Visiting Professor Solomon

Nkiwane and Professor Pickle

will answer questions and

discuss the program.

Small Bible Discussion

groups meet Mondays at 8 p.m.,

Malhias Conference Room. Call

Rick, ext. 2258, or Deb, ext.

2226.

Important Meeting
Dealing With Application

To Medical School:
Thursday, March 2, 1989. 3:30

p.m. in Olin 185. Any
questions - contact Dr. Eldon

Hitchcock (x2436) or Judy

Gibson (x2429).

Studies on the Gospel of

Mark on Tuesdays at 6 p.m. in

Loomis 344. For information,

questions, call Cyndee at ext.

2252.

Alternative Voices in

Latin America: A lecture

on recent Latin American

writing by Professor David W.
Foster of Arizona State

University. Tuesday, Feb. 28,

3:30 p.m. in the WES Room of

the Worner Center. Sponsored

by Dept. of Romance
Languages, Venture Grants, and

Sigma Delta Pi.

Asian Awareness Month in

3rd week. Jae Ho Chong, from

U. of Michigan, to speak Feb.

27 in Gates Common Room.

Ms. Oga Cho, Korean-Amarican

lawyer, to speak in Packard,

March 2. Both events at 8 p.m.

General

Events

Responsible student avail-

able for house and, or pet

sitting during the school year.

Call Kate at ext. 2240.

Students for piano lessons, $8

per weekly 1/2 hour lesson.

Start immediately, experience

preferable, beginners welcome.

Call Dan Wiencek at ext. 2236,

or the Music Library, ext.

2560.

Special on resumes for The

Colorado College students.

Call Don at 473-8433.

iUffl

o

I'll

If you are planning on tat

a semester away from

colllege next fall, either

personal or academic reasi

you must sumbit your intea

do so no later than March

Additional info and forms

available in the Dean's OfBci

Big savings at Disney Wi

during March with a coll

I.D. Students can save aln

half price on 2 day tickets

Magic Kingdom and the Ep

Center, or get one day lit!

for nearly $10 off.

Student Travel Cat

shows travel, work and s

opportunities overseas

students, specials on travel

lodging. Write: CIEE, Dept

205 E. 42nd St., New V

N.Y., 10017

Personals

Happy Birthday to

beautiful, intelligent wonM

Joanne Klein. Fn

Priscilla, Stephanie, and Bry;

Wanted

Mars Institute Contest:

Prize awarded for essay on

"Several aspects of a Mars
program may be analogous to

current Antarctic research

efforts, including:
international cooperation,

scientific field studies, human
behavior and adaptation, and

habitat design. Consider how
Antarctica can be used in

planning for the exploration of

Mars." . See "Fellowship

Awards" above for deadline

info and address.

Visiting Actress Bronia
Wheeler will be conducting a

workshop in "How to

Audition" on Monday, February

26, from 3-5 p.m. in

Armstrong 301.

Music at Midday, a Lunch-

time Concert by CC. students,

will be held March 1, 12:15, in

Packard Hall.

Tonight! Intervarsity's Nite

Life answering question "Does

God care for me?" Meet in

Worner lobby, 7 p.m. Call Rick

at ext. 2258 or 2490 for

questions.

At 7 p.m., Thursday, March

2, in Cossitt Hall, Roger

Shattuck, National Book Award

Winner, will direct a

performance of Ocean Letter, a

poem by the French avant-garde

writer Guillaume Apollinaire.

Seating will be limited.

If you are considering

adoption, we can provide a

loving, financially secure home

for a newborn infant. We are

both teachers who love and

understand children and hope to

share our CO home with a

special child. We promise a

conference, legal adoption with

all medical expenses pd. Call

ELLEN or RON collect at

(303) 499-8279, after 6 p.m.

Cuddly six-year

breathlessly anticipating a

of unlimited fun and f

with a dashing older m

Ecsatatic you decided to

don't forget the toys.

Let the farm animals *

Magic?

All announcements
must be submitted u

the CATALYST by 3

p.m. on Tuesday.

Announcements
should not exceed

|
words. Please

include $1 with all

personals.

k

J's Motor Hotel

and Restaurant

Off Campus at 820 N. Nevada

Speottl Student rate including utilities

& sattelite TV

633-5513
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joctors divided world-wide

I euthanasia ethics

By Will Gadd

Holland today, Active

jury Euthanasia (AVE) is

Hiced by hundreds of

Is and has become an

pled part of medical ethics.

T.S. medical community,

very unsure of its position

AVE, is in the grips of a

debate on the ethics of

I in a profession that

ilionally gives life.

ilish Doctor Raanan Gillon

Visiting Professor John M.

ley lectured Monday on the

forms of euthanasia and

'inherent moral dilemmas

lived.

iianley started the lecture

a brief history of AVE in

Netherlands, beginning

I Dr. Pieter Admiraal.

liiaal developed a set of

I for AVE in the early

|s that set stringent

dements for the use of

as a tool in a doctor's

jl against pain and
ring.

Imiraal's system had as its

requirement that the

flt be absolutely lucid in

:quesi to die, and that the

«si had to come from the

alone.

second stipulation was
Ihe request be durable, in

the patient did not

Hate in his request for

Other doctors then had to be

consulted, as well as the

hospital chaplain and an

attending nurse. Only when the

request met all of these

criteria, and everyone involved

agreed that it did, was

euthanasia an option.

Admiraal applied this system

to a patient and wrote on the

death certificate "Active

Voluntary Euthanasia" as the

cause of death.

The case went to court, where

Dr. Admiraal was acquitted and

AVE was accepted as part of

the medical profession, when

and only when applied in

accordance with Admiraal's

strict rules.

Gillon then described the

stance of British doctors, as

outlined in a British Medical

Association report. The BMA
came down against AVE in any

form, citing five major reasons,

starting with the definition of a

doctor's job being to save life,

not to take it. The report stated

any form of pain could be

controlled with the correct

pain-killer and therefore the

patient's suffering was not a

factor.

If AVE were allowed, the

report went on, patients would

begin to lose faith in doctors as

preservers of life, which would

have a demoralizing effect on

patients. Relatives could

pressure a patient into accepting

AVE before its time, or

doctors might want to free

hospital beds up by ridding

them of terminal patients.

Using AIDS as an example of

an epidemic that is draining the

resources of hospitals, Gillon

pointed out the economic

problems posed by terminal

diseases and the fear that the

health system might become

over-zealous in its application

of euthanasia as a solution.

Gillon felt the ethic against

killing is the strongest

safeguard in the medical

profession against atrocities

similar to those performed by

doctors in IJazi Germany. The

British medical community

formally opposes AVE and" is

currendy taking a "wait and see

attitude" towards Holland

before making any further

decision.

Stanley brought the

discussion back across the

Atlantic by outlining the

situation in the United States

today. Stanley divided

American doctors into four

camps. The first believes that

the subject is so dangerous it

should not even be discussed, as

discussion might lead to action.

The second group feels it

ought to be discussed, but not

done. Stanley stated that this

position reflects most

American doctors.

The third camp believes that

see EUTHANASIA, p. 4

roposed budget includes tuition hike

By Krista D. Caufman

"sident Gresham Riley's

I staff has recommended a

("cent increase in tuition

*tt year. The increase

"raise tuition costs $1,230

board of trustees

*«s the proposed budget.

j
ate a nationally ranked

Be that is trying to operate

regional budget. If we are

J
maintain the quality of

gram, we. ..have to

"end a 12 percent tuition

according to Dean
ir, vice president for

life.

w} believe it's a good
F'- It will keep us
Witive with the types of

institutions we like to compare

ourselves to," Taylor said.

"The median tuition for

comparable schools is $12,200.

At C.C. tuition is $10,200."

"You might ask how have we

survived so far. We use

creative and imaginative

solutions and we have drawn

down the unrestricted reserves

by $3.7 million to improve the

campus," he said.

Taylor cited increasing

expenditures as the cause for

the proposed increase. Sky-

rocketing medical insurance

will add $403,000 in expenses.

Other fringe benefits for the

support staff and some

administrative staff will also

increase operating costs.

Approximately $58,000 was

Colorado springs mourns

death of civic leader

allocated for academic pro-

grams, equipment, and new
personnel.

The proposed budget also

includes $772,000 in new

financial aid funds. Taylor

explains, "Financial aid

packages will be adjusted

accordingly. The people on

financial aid will receive

equivilent increases. The people

who will be most impacted are

those who don't receive

Financial aid."

The board of trustees will

vote on the proposed budget at

their meeting in late March.

Taylor said, "I don't think you

can say confidently that the

board will approve the increase.

It is quite possible that they

will not approve it."

By Michele Santos

William Thayer Tult, 76, one

of the most influential people

in Colorado Springs and a

brilliant civic and sports leader,

died Friday in a local hospital

after a long illness.

Tutt, more often known

simply as "Thayer," was an

honorary chairperson of the

Broadmoor and of the El Pomar

Foundation. He was largely

responsible for the

establishment of the U.S.

Olympic Training Center and

the U.S. Air Force Academy in

Colorado Springs. Tult also

organized the Pikes Peak or

Bust Rodeo and was president

of the Broadmoor Golf Club.

He was a fierce patron of

sports. Under his direction, The

Broadmoor was host to five

World Figure Skating

Championships and six U.S.

Figure Skating Championships.

He started the Broadmoor

Skating Program and Colorado

College Hockey.

"He created everything about

sports in Colorado Springs,

and people should realize that,"

said Carlo Fassi, director of

skating at The Broadmoor.

The Tult family's ties to The

Colorado College are strong.

Tutl's father was a trustee for

the college from 1934 to 1950,

and his brother, Russell Thayer

Tult, was chairman of the board

at C.C. unlil jusl four years

ago. Tutt's daughter, Eleanor

McCol, attended C.C. in the

mid-1950's. The house where

Tull grew up was donated to

the college and is now Tull

Alumni House and the library

is named for his father, Charles

Learning Tult, Jr. The El Pomar

Sports Center was made

possible by the El Pomar

Foundation to which the family

gives generously.

"The support of the Tull

family has been immeasurable.

It has been very important to

the history of Colorado

College as well as its

development," staled Marshall

Kean of the C.C. Development

Department.

At his funeral, held

Wednesday morning at the

Grace Episcopal Church, Bishop

Richard C. Hanifcn described

William Thayer Tutt as "a

leader, a kind man, an

influential man... who knew

how to be gracious."

Thanks to the Colorado

Springs Gazette Telegraph for

contributing to this article.
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Fierce competitors stand ready at their buzzers

during the annual Blue Key Trivia Bowl.

Trivia buffs bash

brains at bowl
By Maralee McVean

This week, Blue Key and

Worner Board sponsored that

favorite fiasco featuring

insignificant facts, sure-fire

figures, and indefatigable fine

points - the Trivia Bowl. The

Bowl attracted 20 teams, each

composed of four C.C.

students eager to display their

command of never before heard

and easily forgotten knowledge.

Prizes went to the top six

teams. Grand prize winners

were treated to a weekend in

Vail. Other enticements

included free movies, dinners,

and assorted objects from

Chili's, Red Robin, Meadow
Muffins, TCBY, Josh and

John's, Sound Warehouse, Mann
Theatres, and ZeeZo's Magic

Castle.

Last year's winners, "The

Smilin' Zeros," remained

skeptical about declaring

instant victory but felt

confident they had the

background and experience to

make a strong showing. Team

member Jon-Mark "the

elephant" Patterson warily

remarked that, "We're the old

guard and all those young bulls

arc out to get us." The runners

up, "Without a Clue," assumed

a stronger stance. Member
Dale Askey expressed a sincere

conviction that his team could

collectively overpower their

opponents. The showdown
began.

This year's pseudo-
intellectual intrigue began on

Monday with the defeat of a

team deftly named "The Nerds."

What is it like to be the Bowl's

first losers? Nerd Giancarlo

Small absolved himself of all

blame as none of his teammates

showed up. He quickly

recruited "some football

friends," and muddled through

the round. His only words for

posterity: "Answer the

question before it is asked."

The excitement involving

pertinent questions such as,

"How many indentations are in

Arnold Palmer's balls?" and

"Which metal glows red under

radioactive chromatographical

sub-light flame scanning?"

continued. Most replies left

emcee Dave Collins of KIKX
wincing and dejectedly shaking

his head. The brainstorming,

buzzing, and blurting of

answers ended Thursday.

Two virtually unknown
teams advanced to the finals.

Craig Heacock, Tim Metz, Phil

Horowitz, and David Ukropina

ecstatically pounded out

answers to inane questions and

clinched the trophy. In second

place, a team of first-year

students presented a

surprisingly masterful

challenge. Members Ray
Bartlett, Giles Custer, Jesse

Contreras, and Ian Wollett,

calling themselves WBCC,
will definitely be contenders

next year. The winners are

psyched as they pull into their

luxurious condo for a bit of

relaxation and raging. Who
thought irrelevant facts could

be so lucrative?

Probation officer discusses delinquencf °

By T. Coffey

Christie Wright, El Paso

County probation officer,

described juvenile delinquency

and the probation process in a

discussion sponsored by the

"Kids Are All Right" house,

Monday, February 27, at 6 p.m.

Wright said the most likely

juvenile delinquent is a white

male between fifteen and

sixteen coming from a

fragmented family and having a

poor self image. Crimes most

frequently attributed to

juvenile delinquents include

theft, burglary, possession of

drugs, assault, and sexual

assault. Technically children are

juveniles after their tenth

birthday and adults after their

eighteenth birthday.

Wright explained that

probation is the procedure

before jail and parole is the

procedure after jail. Probation

parents. Even if the juvenile's

parents are there, that

deals with juvenile delinquents

in an economical manner. The

state annually spends $860 to

keep one juvenile on probation

and $21,400 to institutionalize

that juvenile. -In the fiscal year

1988 410 juveniles passed

through the El Paso probation

system and gave $35,000 in

restitution.

Wright drew an interesting

contrast between the adult and

juvenile systems. In the latter

system probation officers ask

"What is in the best interest of

the child?"; in the adult system

they ask "What is in the best

interest of the community?"

When a person commits a

crime, newspapers usually

publish the person's name and

what they did; however, a

newspaper can not print a

juvenile's name in criminal

context. Juveniles also cannot

be interviewed by the police

unless accompanied by their

testimony can not be

court. Once a teei

arrested, the police
gjv.

teenager's file to the djsta
attorney who decides if ue t

$"'
should be pursued,

if

district attorney consents

juvenile is brought i

preliminary court. The
c,

usually plea bargains
with

child, asking for restitution

setting the terms of probaj,

The- terms of pr0Da|
depend upon the risk the t

poses to the community anj

child's personal needs. Ifj

two factors are high, the

could be required to visit

probation officer as mucl

twice a week and havi

monthly house visit. If j

two factors are low, the c

may only visit the

officer once a month.

Other terms of probation

include unwavering

attendance or admittance!

substance counseling. On

average, probation terms

for two years.
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Popular demand brings Negotiatioi

Workshop back to C.C.

By J. Scott Robertson

The Leadership program is

conducting a second workshop

on negotiation strategy. On
Saturday, March 25, from 8:45

a.m. to 4:00 p.m. , Louis

Larimer will lead a select

group of only 24 C.C. students

through a model of

negotiation strategy and a

series of mock negotiations.

The session which Larimer,

a prominant Colorado Springs

lawyer, headed up last

semester proved beneficial for

everyone who attended. This

semester's session promises to

be even better, thanks to

suggestions and evaluations of

last semester's participants.

These students praised the

seminar highly. One student

exclaimed, "The workshop

was extremely relevant

because this kind of class is

not offered in a liberal arts

atmosphere." Another

satisfied partaker said the

seminar was "helpful in

forming leadership skills".

For many students the one-

on-one simulations of actual

situations in which
negotiation skills are crucial

were the most informative

aspect of the program. In this

excercise, students were

designated to play opposing

roles in a typical business

situation. Students then

applied concepts learned

earlier in the day to their

benefit, earning or losing

points for specified

concessions or gains.

But the workshop was not

designed solely to address

negotiations in a business

atmosphere. According to one

student the experience

"helped form a clear idea of

how to approach a

negotiating situation on any

level." People are constai

negotiating in every aspec

life, and the semi

addressed this

Participants openly discus \ '

methods of negotiating i

parents, siblings, spou

friends, and day-to-

acquaintances ranging fro

used car salesperson, toar

carrier, to someone at Wot

desk.

Everyone quick enoug

sign up for and attend

workshop pronounced

worthwhile. This seme!

the spots will go even fas

Eight of the twenty-four

already taken. If you

interested in the

workshop, contact Da'

Lowland, Leadersl

Program Coordinator,

extension 2674 or drop by

office next to the Call1

office in the basement

Cossitt Hall.

Committee to revamp Honor Code
By Michael Shaver

and Mike Trevithick

There has been a tremendous

amount of discussion recently,

involving concerns about the

Honor Code. Students, faculty

and members of the

administration recognize that

the system is in need of reform.

Yet consensus on the type of

reform that is required has not

been established. There are

almost as many proposals for

reform as there are faculty

committees on this campus.

In response to these concerns

the CCCA has approved a

request for the formation of a

student committee to

investigate the Honor Code and

develop some proposals for

reform. The CCCA specifically

recognized the need for a broad-

based approach to this issue.

The committee will be

soliciting advice and opinion

from a variety of sources

including the honor council,

faculty members and interested

students.

Final authority for adopting

any reform proposals which are

submitted by this committee
rests with the student body.

The advice of faculty members
and honor council members
will be carefully considered.

But neither the faculty nor the

honor council will have veto

power over the proposals.

With an issue of this

importance, members of the

CCCA hope that many students

will take time to serve on the

committee, offer their opinions

at a public hearing, or, at least,

vote when the proposals are

submitted to the student body.

Applications for the nine

member committee are available

at the Womer desk and will be

due on the first day of seventh

block. Information on
committee hearings and the

election process will be

forthcoming.

Reform of the honor council

should be a vital concern for all

members of the student body.

Hopefully, students will act on

this concern and help protect

the academic standards of The

Colorado College.

A College Degree
and no plans?

Become a

Lawyer's Assistant

The UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO, offers an Inten-

sive ABA Approved post graduate 14 week
LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAM. This Program

will enable you to put your education to work as a

skilled member ot the legal team.

A representative will be on campus

Wednesday, April 19, 1989

12:30pm - 3:00pm

Worner Center #213

For more information

contact your career center at: 473-2426
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osh university professor puts poets in perspective

By Lisa J. Betty

he Lloyd Lecture Series

„tn Richard Sewall to

!
k^d Hall on Wednesday

"u where he spoke to an

fence comprised mostly of a

..student, non-faculty

Ration, on "The Odd

Lie: Emily Dickinson and

Kn Hunt Jackson." The
'

j ng achieved "not-to-be-

Ijjed"
status, especially for

s
„lish majors and poetry

Sewall's honest discussion of

lw0 writers, focusing more

,
[he Belle of Amherst than

(Colorado Springs colleague,

|1S
witty and scholarly--

iureso
the former than the

liter- .

Sewall gave the impression

1% has been speaking
1

on

js
subject quite a lot in the

jl
several years; and indeed he

iSi
as Professor Emeritus at

|t University. Not to be

lisconstrued as a classroom

(SSon laden with long-

Hedness; or as an evening

]led with prestigious East-

osi-college dry-wittedness,

(wall's delivery was quite the

tnlrary. It was brimming

lith
behind-the-scenes

iscellanea that piqued even the

mliterary types' interests.

Again, on Thursday, at

Itven, Sewall took to the

Yale Professor Emeritus Richard B. Sewall studies

his notes before his Wednesday night lecture.

photo by Andrea Rex

Packard podium and addressed

what looked like the same

audience from the previous

night, only a bit larger.

Thursday's talk, however, was

designed to be more of a panel

discussion which never quite

got off the ground.

Sewall, who represented, not

surprisingly, the Dickinson side
Itven, Sewall took to the inursuays un, i»™~i — ^i—--e,^. ~

South Korean economic
mtlook appears positive

ci^noH nn th* Asian landmass. level of work ethics. I

of the panel, spoke briefly

English professor and Director

of the Southwest Studies

program at C.C. Joe Gordon,

sat on the Hunt side of the

panel and offered sophisticated

insight into the life of this

Colorado Springs legend. John

Simons, also an English

professor, stood in as "referee"

but gradually showed his

colours as a Dickinsonian. All

three panelists skillfully

presented several bridges and

troughs between the two

writers.

By noon, however, it seemed

as though Emily Dickinson and

Helen -Hunt Jackson actually

had little in common. Their

common denominator, alas, is

the small New England town

of Amherst, where the two

were delivered by the same

doctor in 1830. Each followed

their different paths through

adulthood; Helen's took her to

Colorado Springs and Emily's

never left Amherst where she

was- to remain for the rest of

her life.

Their differences were "good

for each other," said Sewall.

Hunt was the first to recognize

the brilliance of Dickinson's

poetry, and Dickinson supplied

Hunt with strong, but

sometimes unconstructive

praise. After Dickinson read

Ramona she made a loose

comparison of Hunt and

Shakespeare. "Anyone who has

read Ramona is certain to see

how foolish a criticism this is,"

said Sewall, who finds it

interesting that brilliant

writers can be, and generally

arc, terribly critics.

Often the discussion of the

"Odd Couple" became two

separate discussions; one of

Emily Dickinson and another of

Helen Hunt Jackson. The
panelists were able to extract

the essencia of both writers

which never quite converged to

create a bond between the two.

Hunt's strength lies in her

being "so very American,"

concluded Gordon, "and her

facility to adapt and survive" as

a widowed woman writer.

Sewall, with dexterous assists

from Simons, concluded that

"Dickinson opened a spirit much
in the tradition of. Whitman."

Both have contributed equally

to the annals of literature.

As the morning wound down

to a close, it finally became

clear as to why Ihcy admired

each other so; Dickinson and

Hunt, that is, and why their

minimal cross-country
correspondence was so

significant. They recognized the

above qualities in one another

long before this week's most

distinquished Lloyd lecturer,

whose message was just that all

along.

By J. Scott Robertson

started on the Asian landmass,

moved to Europe, crossed the

Atlantic into North and South

America and now is beginning a

second wave in Asia,

particularly on the Pacific Rim
in places like China, Hong
Kong, Singapore, Taiwan, and

South Korea.

Statistically, South Korea has

Jae Ho Cheng, Ph.D.

mdidate at the University of

Michigan lectured to a sparse

inhering of C.C. students in

iites Common Room on --, ., ,

taday February 27. The title improved its per capita income

I his lecture was, "South every year since 1960. It has

State Department warns against

travel with illegal substances

A Rising Middle Power

World Politics."

In his introduction, Cheng,

bo speaks Korean, Chinese,

_»j English fluently, alluded to

k philosophy of Arnold J.

ioynbee. Toynbee suggested,

ing geopolitics as rationale,

II the shift of civilization on

world-wide basis follows a

rcstward pattern. Civilization

maintained an eight percent

GNP growth for twenty years.

These facts forced the task of

leadership among the developing

nations in Asia upon the

shoulders of South Korea.

South Korea has handled its

responsibility well. Cheng

gave several reasons for the

country's adeptness in Asiain

affairs. Koreans admire a high

to serve on Cutler Publications

Board for the rest of the year.

Time commitment will consist of

two Mondays per block.

Applications available at Worner Desk

or call Mike Shaver x 2280.

level of work ethics. They

work long hours with an

intensity rarely seen in the

United States. The savings rate

in Korea is high, allowing for

investment in capital and

research and development.

Also, the government
patterned after that of Japan,

has made several economically

smart moves.

The incredibly high literacy

rate in South Korea (97%) has

allowed the country to evolve

quickly through the various

stages of economic
development. South Korea

became independent in 1948. By

1961, Cheng said, the country

had evolved from an import

based economy to one based on

exports. In the first half of the

1970's, the South Koreans made

their first investments in heavy

industry. PresenUy the country

is investing in high-technology

corporations.

Politically, South Korea has

been navigating the road to

democracy. But the going has

been rough. After nearly thirty

years of constant political

turmoil, South Korea held its

first direct elections since 1971

on June 29, 1987. This did not

halt the dissidence. South

Koreans saw their chance to

voice their grievances through

the publicity which came with

the 1988 Summer Olympics in

Seoul.

In conclusion, Cheng listed

the successes of recent South

Korean foreign policy. The

country has recendy established

diplomatic relations with China

and Hungary, and even exporls

coal to Vietnam.

Released by U.S.

Department of State

Over 2500 American

citizens were arrested abroad

in 1988. More than 900 of

those arrested were held on

charges of using or posessing

drugs.

As we approach the busy

travel season, many
Americans are getting ready

for that long awaited trip

abroad. For some, the trip

will become a nightmare.

The global war on drugs is

heating up and there are

increased efforts by all

countries to stop the flow of

illegal narcotics. Those

Americans who assume there

is no real danger in buying or

carrying just a "small"

amount of drugs on their

overseas trip may be in for a

very unpleasant surprise.

Americans have been

arrested for posessing as

little as a third of an ounce of

marijuana.

Many travelers assume

that, as American citizens,

they are immune from

prosecution under foreign

laws. But the truth is,

Americans suspected of drug

violations can face severe

penalties, even the death

penality, in some foreign

countries. It is not uncommon

to spend months or even years

in pretrial detention, only to

be sentenced to a lengthy

prison stay without parole.

Once an American leaves

U.S. soil, U.S. laws and

constitutional rights no longer

apply. U.S. consular officers

can visit jailed Americans to

see that they are being fairly

and humanely treated, but

cannot get them out of jail nor

intervene in a foreign

country's legal system on

their behalf.

Travelers should be

particularly wary of persons

who ask them to carry a

package or drive a car across

a border. They might

unknowingly become narcotics

traffickers. If required for

medical reasons to take a

medication containing

narcotics they should carry a

doctor's certificate attesting

to that fact and should keep

all medications in original

and labeled containers.

Getting involved with

drugs overseas can do more

than spoil a vacation, it can

ruin one's life.
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News Briefs
Turn-of-the-Century Vienna art show and drama production set for April

The Colorado Coflege Russian and German department will sponsor a facsmule,rf show

tha documents the life of famous turn-of-the-century Austrian playwright Arthur Schnrtzler

n Cobum Gal ery in the Womer Campus Center April 1 - 12. Cobum Gallery ,s open Tuesday

hrough Saturday 12-5 p.m. The art show will document Schn.teler s development as aS wShe-century Vienna, his environment, his role in the Austnan hterary and

cultural scene, and the impact of his writings and plays.

Ad ama production entitled "Turn-of-the-Century Vienna: Scenes from the Works of

Arthur SchruW will be presented April 5, 6, and 7 at 8 p.m. in Cossitt Hall, Room C.

sVudentfof the IGerman department will present scenes from Schnitzlers plays,Retgen,

AmMe, and Licbellei. The scenes will be performed in German, and each will be mtroduced

in English.

CC Business Manager appointed Second Vice President of NACAS

Colorado College Business Manager David Lord has been appointed Second Vice President

of the National Association of College Auxiliary Services.

The NACAS is an organization of 1800 college and university officers who research and

discuss information about auxiliary maintenance that includes management of the schools

food services, bookstores, and student unions. ^„n„„ ;„food services

^ ^^ hjg A ^^^ from Ro„lns Co„ege ,n

Wintemark Florida. He has bin the business manager at Colorado College for two years where he

is responsible for auxiliary services, purchasing, benefits, .central services *nd payroll

Previously Lord chaired the Workshop and Program Committee of the NACAS. He also hosted

the ass™atio
y
n's Western Meeting in Colorado Springs last May. Lord will become president of

the national organization in 1992.

Writing seminars offered in spring
'

.

The Denver Women's Press Club announces its spring series of Writers' Seminars, offering two

seminars each Saturday for four consecutive weeks starting in April. The seminars are as follows:

April l-"The Craft of the Modem Poet" and "Newspaper and Magazine Feature Writing; April 8-

Tarkeung the Freelance Article" and "Wriung Children's Books;" April 15--"Poetry Workshop

and "Travel Writing;" April 22-"Finding Freelance Jobs" and "Selling Pictures with Words.

These mini-courses will be held from 9:30-11:30 at the DWPC Clubhouse at 1325 Logan (>n

Denver.) Cost is $10 per seminar. For reservations, call (303) 839-1519.

"Cruise Control: SafeBreak '89" program begins

The "Cruise Control: SafeBreak '89" program promotes safe driving techniques to reduce

alcohol or drug related deaths and injuries at Colorado ski resorts during the peak spring

break time period, March 2- April 9.

C C is one of 30 schools in an eight-state area that is promoting the program, not only to

students who plan spring break skiing trips to the high-country of Colorado, but to any

student who will be enjoying the rest and recreation of spring break. Crested Butte and

Winter Park ski resorts will reinforce the message with on-site promotions in bars,

restaurants and ski lodges.

"We want students to understand that spring break is an especially dangerous time tor

alcohol and drug related accidents. Students who agree not to drink and drive, to use

designated drivers, to practice safe driving techniques and to always wear a safety belt will

help to save lives,"said Gary Becker, Advisor to BACCHUS.

The program asks students to sign a pledge not to drink and drive, not to ride with an

alcohol or drug impaired driver, not to let friends drive drunk and always to buckle up their

safety belt, fitudents who sign a pledge card will be eligible to win a seven-day, all expenses

paid trip for two to Crested Butte ski resort or six days of free lift tickets, also for two, at

Winter Park. BACCHUS encourages students to sign up next week during lunch and dinner at

the Worner Center.

Gillon and Stanley discuss the ethical questions

surrounding euthanasia. photo by Dave Cornell

Experts debate euthanash
EUTHANASIA, from p. 1

AVE should be an option, but

only in an absolutely

controlled setting.

The final group, of which

Stanley is a member, is unsure

and would like more time to

assess the situation in Holland

before making a decision but

encourages open discussion of

the subject.

According to Stanley,

euthanasia is a de facto reality

in the United States today. The

medical community refuses to

publicly recognize this. This

leads to a system where no one

knows what is happening in

hospitals and doctors risk jail if

they perform AVE.
In Holland, the rules are

rigorous and doctors are closely

monitored. A doctor was

recently jailed for performing

AVE without meeting the legal

requirements.

Gillon suggested this showed,

a responsible attitude, rather

than a problem being ignored as

it is in the U.S.

Passive euthanasia, where the

patient does not request the

action, is illegal and opposed in

Holland. The patient must

arm

inoi

consent to the treatment,
ai 10

meet the other guidelines

well. Passive euthanasia, whi

the Dutch regard as murder,

prevalent in Americ

hospitals.

A "living will" is a win!

legal maneuver to circunwt

silent euthanasia. Paiiei

diagnosed with a seve

degenerative disease may writf

will requesting AVE wh

their case deteriorates beyr

certain specified point.

The debate, accordini

Gillon, hinges on defining i

function of a doctor in socieij

if a doctor's role is strictly

preserve life, then euthanasia

unethical. But if a doctor's roj

is to treat the patient for pai

and suffering, and the patiei

defines that, AVE represenl

moral and humane patient care.

Several doctors were in

audience and added lo In]

lecture with stories

euthanasia that they had seen

performed first hand. The ovi

riding view seemed to be th

euthanasia is commonplace

American hospitals and ofli

administered in a secretive ai

impulsive manner.

The Disparaging Eye

arrives today Buckle Up For Spring Break '89



F ORUM
Xed feelings over Women's Week

^VANTAGE POINT

[jis week's women's awareness activities

,e a bit of a let-down. The disappointment

j, the week was not because of uninteresting

,
akers but because we felt gypped. Two of the

takers were cancelled without substitution. We

|
planned to cover Women's Week extensively

,he Outlook section, with in-depth interviews

d
longer articles; we were unfortunately

fl
ble to carry out these plans.

jhe variety of speakers, however, was

lCO
uraging and demonstrated an imaginative

i relatively thorough planning effort.

The initiative and cooperation demonstrated by

I Feminist Collective and the sororities,

oWever, is long overdue and should not go

,noticed. These individuals should be

lirnended for breaking down some of the

jniers that prohibited prior co-operation.
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Open your ears, and you'll

hear some sour notes emanating

from the music side of Packard

Hall. Sure, we hear plenty of

piano preludes and sonatas being

sung - but where's our

orchestra and band? The Music

Department's one-track mind

has led to a one-track program,

and student musicians are

beginning to notice some

serious flaws. We'd like to

share them with you:

First of all, you can't get a

practice room unless you are

willing to pay for expensive

lessons that you don't want or

can't afford. Your only other

option, regardless of your

instrument, is to enroll in a

piano class just to be let into a

room. How are students with

little time or money supposed

to keep in practice enough to

ever be able to perform?

Next, if you don't already

own your instrument, don't

expect to find one in Packard -

at least not one that's in any

decent condition. Whether it's a

rotted bassoon or mangled

percussion equipment, the

department has consciously

neglected its delicate

instruments through the years.

Instead, their money is spent

on a brand new $60,000 grand

piano that is lauded as being

"meant to increase student

performance opportunities," but

in actuality, will almost never

be touched by student hands. It

seems more like a personal gift

to Artist-in-Rcsidence Susan

Grace, whose husband, Michael

Grace, has been known to have

his hands deep into the cookie

jar of college funds.

Ms. Grace (who,
incidentally, has a comfortable

office and professional salary,

though she has never taught a

class) also demands additional

student funds from the Great

Performances and Ideas

Committee when she performs

on campus. What is her salary

for? Aside from distantly

Clearly, the depart-

ment has tremendous
internal problems.

organizing a tragically weak

ensemble program, our Artist-

in-Residence offers only rare

performances, for which

students fool the bill twice -

once in her salary and also

through the Leisure Program,

whose money should be going

to bringing in new performers

that students want to see on

campus.

Not only she, but the entire

department continually drains

extensive funds from the

student Leisure Program for a

limited series of stuffy

Eurocentric concerts. Great

performances, sure, but where

are the gTcal ideas?

Finally, where arc the music

majors? Well, we can certainly

count them on our fingers, and

each one of the ones wc do have

focus only on voice or piano.

We had one instrumental

major, and the department

managed to chase him away.

They claim that scholarship

funds go first to majors, second

to those on financial aid, and

last to those who arc left over.

Our lone instrumental major

(who is on financial aid), was

given only partial funding -

while non-majors walked away

with pockets full. He had no

instruments, he had no money -

and was certainly not the first

to be chased away.

Clearly, the department has

tremendous internal problems,

but their political stronghold

on campus has insulated them

from being noticed. A
department that squashes

student interest in full

ensembles (whatever happened

to the marching band? or the

hockey pep band?) and, at best,

can only attract a handful of

majors can little argue the

merits of a purely theoretical

program. Simply put, most

instrumentalists have a hard

time of it at C.C. Wc thought

you'd like to know.
i!. |jun.ji„iL>

.

penormance uupoiiumu^, u„, —

'ersonaT letters demand immediate response
IMPUS INTERUPTUS/By Doug Lansky

'tar Doug,

It's so hard to find someone
'jo out with. It seems like

'« have to just about marry
' women here if you want to

1 "«t on a date with them. I

want that kind of
"tmiment. I'm not ruling sex

I
but I'd really like a friend,

"strated with Women at C.C.

If Frustrated with Women
C.C.,

! suggest you go to the local

fcal shelter and rjick out a

! dog. I'm sure it would
wide the kind of friendship

"excitement you're looking

>oug,

" so tired of pulling those

/issued form letters out of

I Corner Box I could puke.

Stiff Back

Dear Stiff Back,

You tell the Womer mail

people that I authorized them

to take all of those letters and

announcements and put them

directly into the brown garbage

can near the Womer Boxes

(which is where they are going

to end up anyway), making sure

to drop a few on the floor in

case anyone wants to read them.

Dear Doug,
You have absolutely no sense

of humor. Your articles suck.

An Honest Reader

Dear Honest Reader,

First of all, I'm not begging

you to read my articles. Please

don't. Second, I don't know

what your face looks like, but

I'm sure it would look a lot

better if you cut it off and

grew a scab in its place. Third,

a close personal friend of mine

saw your mother working at

Baskin-Robbins. He said that

he saw her pick her nose and

put the booger in a customer's

mint chocolate chip cone.

Dear Doug,

I purposely tripped and fell

on the sidewalk in front of

Womer Center so that this

gorgeous guy I like would come

and help me. He saw me fall

but ignored me completely and

walked away.
Hopeless

Dear Hopeless,

Ha ha ha hee hee ha ha ...

That's too bad. Maybe you

should try some breath

freshener ... ha ha ho ho ha ...

Dear Doug,

I work at Rastall Dining Hall.

Last week. I sneezed in the

Beef Macaroni entree while I

was serving. I have the flu.

Should I tell anyone?
Diseased

Dear Diseased,

Don't worry about it.

Everyone will find out soon

enough.

Dear Doug,

The Catalyst stinks this

semester.
Anonymous

Dear Anonymous,

So. What's your point?

Dear Doug,

I'm a typical C.C. student. I

just can't afford all of these

costumes for the different

parties around campus.
Broke

Dear Broke,

First, I have no idea what

parties you are talking about.

Second, no one says you have to

attend in costume. And third,

if you are the typical C.C.

student you claim to be, why

don't you just hop in your turbo

Saab, drive down to the

Goodwill, buy some clothes,

and dress up like an "under-

privileged" child from the

streets of Colorado Springs.

Dear Doug,

I read that article you wrote

on Feminism awhile back. I

was just wondering if you got

any sort of response.

Concerned

Dear Concerned,

It was nothing that a little

open heart surgery couldn't fix.
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"Liberal-artsy" events]

divert funds from

students' real needs

TOWN CRIER/By Jeff Strain

was talking with a friend a The administration's misplaced

I
couple of weeks ago about

the awful and inconsistent

trealmentshereceivedfrom

the nurses at Boettcher Health

Center when she had a 104 degree

temperature. I explained that be-

cause there is a shortage of quali-

fied nurses these days the college

gets what it pays for. By the end of

our conversation we both agreed

that The Colorado College is too

"liberal-artsy."

Now don't getme wrong. One of

the main reasons I decided to at-

tend this school is because it's a

liberal arts college. Liberal arts

events are crucial to the enrich-

ment of the campus.

I certainly wouldn't

mind missing a few

speakers next year to

have a safer campus

for the decades to

come.

The problem lies in the fact that

virtually every liberal-artsy event

someone comes up with receives

funding - whether it is worth the

money or not. Thus, many student

needs must fight for the small

remainder of money allocated in

the college budget

For example, The Colorado

College Symposium was a success

this year. Virtually every student

I've talked to who attended some

of the events enjoyed it and felt it

was worth their time. I went to

several of the events myself and

was pleased with the lectures and

discussions.

However, even though 1 did en-

joy these events, and no matter

how great students tell me the

Symposium was, it was not worth

$100,000 of the school's money.

Unlike theirpolicy with toomany

otherprograms, the administration

had no problem funding the Sym-

posium and has allocated another

$100,000fornextyear. Theyalso

note that this year's budget will be

very tight

priorities have led to the problems

at Boettcher. The college is cur-

rently considering hiring a part-

time physician's assistant for

Boettcher. The administration first

suggested we would need to share

thecostoffhephysician'sassistani

with U.C.C.S. because C.C. didn't

have that kind of money. Under

this plan, students from U.C.C.S.

could use Boettcher also.

Now the discussion is whether

or not C.C. has the money to hire

the part-time assistant on its own.

1 assume that a part-time assis-

tant job of that sort would not cost

the college more than $30,000 a

year. For the amount of money the

college is forking over for the

Symposium we could hire the

physician's assistant along with

raising the pay of the nurses to

attract well qualified ones.

Boettcher would no longer be a

student concern.

Or how about lighting on cam-

pus? A report was given to Presi-

dent Riley earlier this week esti-

mating the costofadequately light-

ing the campus will be somewhere

between $15,000 and $20,000. 1

certainly hope the money needed

for the lighting will be allocated. If

there is a problem because of a

tight budget I certainly wouldn't

mind missing a few speakers next

year to have a safercampus for the

decades to come.

Imagine if that $100,000 a year

was used exclusively to buy books

for the library? We could actually

have a decently stocked library.No

more driving to other libraries to

get needed books.No more receiv-

ing books from inter-library loans

aweek after you've finished the re

search paper. I would much rather

see themoneyspentonthingswhich

will be around for more than a

week.

Alas, the above mentioned op-

tion will never be seriously consid-

ered. The fact remains that liberal-

artsy programs always will getfirst

billing whether they deserve it or

not Liberal artsy programs have

glamour; basic needs do not

Letters to the Editor

Cossitt Basement
Colorado College

Colorado Springs, CO
80946

Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the address

above. Lettersshouldbenolongerthan400words. TheForum

staff may edit letters for clarity and brevity.

The Catalyst does not accept responsibility for the views

expressed in any letters it receives. It does accept responsibil-

ity for giving them a chance to appear.

Vandalism
threatens Bet
social events
To the Editor:

The brothers of Beta Theia

would like to discuss L
pointless destruction occurs,

every time we invite the —

w-

to attend our functions

We realize the vast

Baten responds
to personal attacks

To the Editor:

Let me clear a few things up:

First of all, the article "C.C.

student complains: We need

more people" was intended

strictly to be a humorous

letter. Apparently, it was not

perceived that way. That is my
fault and I'm sorry I created

such an "uproar."

When The Catalyst printed

responses to my letter, I was

flattered that people had taken

the time to read my writing,

and slightly amused by some of

the responses. However, the

first response written in last

week's Forum section, entitled

"Baten's call for more faces

creates an uproar on campus"

was completely unnecessary.

The first paragraph of Ms.

McQuitty's letter definitely

pertains to my letter and I

respect her right to critique my
article. I cannot respect,

however, the second part of her

letter. It was not a reaction to

my writing, but it was a

blatant attack on my character.

I'll admit it - I do not know

the woman, and she obviously

feels that she knows me well

enough to disclose my personal

life to the campus. I apologize

for having a nice room in Bemis

and not wishing to transfer to a

"major" dormitory.

It appears that Ms. McQuitty

has absolutely no right or

evidence to say that my
friendships are "unsatisfactory."

I have made some really great

friends here at C.C. and I do

not wish to jeopardize my
relationships with them.

Because of Ms. McQuitty's

letter, some of my friendships

have been unjustly jeopardized.

However, my dissatisfaction

with this whole situation is

directed more towards The
Catalyst staff for not using

discretion in editing techniques.

If there really was a "deluge"

of letters written in response

to mine, then the staff could

have chosen something that was

more an attack on my article

than an attack on me.
Blythe Baten

s:

K
01

C.C.
taste

student
in music

' camp,

•
,

,

- — majori

of the vandalism is caused
by

few rude indi vid ual

Nonetheless, if it continues,

extensive damage fines 'J

force us to cancel
soci

functions. Nobody wants

stop hosting social functioi,

we love being able to d
people come over to have a

time. But if our house
,„

treated with some respect, i

won't be able to extend

hospitality in the future.

For the brothers of B

Theta Pi,

Charles Hi.,

Chapter Preside

C.C. grounj

reeks of

mystery
Dear Editor,

We've got a question:

you explain why the area
i

front of the Fiji house

always smoking?

Not only does the smell i

burning grass permeate the an

at times, but on Tuesday, it J

making hissing noises.

Is it the landing spot of s

extraterrestrial ship? Is thei

an underground volcano wailii

to erupt? Is anyone eli

troubled by this?

Personally, if we were pa

of one of those tours
jj

prospective students, we'd

bit concerned. It's really ugl

We're worried.

M.F. Paull and S. Cora

defend

Dear Editor:

At the risk of appearing

belligerent, I wish to respond

to some of the accusations made

by Keri Culver in the February

24 issue of The Catalyst. I

think perhaps Keri missed the

point of my article, and I'd like

a chance to clarify my position.

I hardly consider myself a

"rock elitist," as I was labeled -

far from it, in fact. I don't

deny that some old artists can

still put out music that is

successful in today's market

without compromising what

they have done before. I say

some, because not everyone is as

good as they were twenty, or

even ten years ago.

New music from Lou Reed,

Peter Gabriel, John Fogerty,

George Harrison, and, to a

certain extent, the Grateful
Dead, is as powerful, and

sometimes more so, than what

they were doing ten years ago.

But for every artist who has

managed to stay vital, there are

dozens who have atrophied.

I think few people will

disagree when 1 say that Eric

Clapton has gone downhill,

that he has nothing left to offer

artistically. I am not so

simple-minded, as Keri

asserted, to assume or hope that

what he is doing now should

sound like what he was doing

fifteen years ago.

The fundamental difference is

what he did fifteen years ago

was groundbreaking and fresh,

and he stood out from the

crowd. Mr. Clapton's new

music could hardly be referred

to in this way. His most recent

album, August, is about as

fresh as stale beer.

But my opinions about the

artistic worth of Mr. Clapton's

new music weren't foremost in

What would The Who
be without Pete
Townsend? Answer:
Nothing.

my mind when I wrote that

article.

What I was really maligning

was, pardon me while I coin my
own phrase, the "resurrection

trend" in music today. I was

lamenting the fact that bands,

which for whatever reason,

split up and are now reformii

- but with fundament

differences. Often a group

become dominated by

individual member. 1 m 1

what would The Who

without Pete Townsenq

Answer: Nothing.

Such was the case with P"1

Floyd. Roger Waters wro

nearly all of their songs ft"

1972 until their break-up

1982. I think it is safe to I

that he was the heart of
|

band. How then can Davi

Gilmour and Nick Maso

release an album under them
Pink Floyd, and pretend

carry on the Floyd Ug«

without Roger Waters? W
would they even risk it? "

answer is, obviously, money.

It does not lake a lot

thinking to come to

conclusion. Any remote

aware individual could arn*

it. An album by Floya

see MUSIC TASTE. I

More "Letters

the Editor" can

found on page 8.

Have a nice day dear working in Artr-stror,; Hall

!
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should C.C. eliminate its more

expensive off-campus courses?

By Rick Levin

s

hould a price be placed on the

value of education? At the pres-

ent time, some of the college's

most innovative classes, such as

Diama Away in London" ana "Ecology of

Lvaii," may soon no longer be offered be-

[, se of the extra cost each student must

Hie administration believes these pro-

ems are unfair because disadvantaged

indents cannot afford to take part in them.

(oivever, the added burden placed upon the

anient is voluntary. The programs are of-

Iged lo enhance the learning experience.

Certainly these programs alienate certain

umbers of the student body. But should

indents who can afford to take part in these

ns - be it through the money they

„„„ working or their parents money - be

lived of the benefits of field study?

Tie miniscule budgets of too many de-

vilments on campus prevent them from ai-

ming the needed funds for these pro-

pis. The expansion of the science depart-

rat into its new facilities, for example, has

| little funding for programs such as

'Ecology of Hawaii." For these innovative

[logiams lo exist some costs mustbe passed

.i to the student.

The administration's attack of these pro-

[rams also questions the status of other

pograms involving extra costs to the stu

With its block-plan format, C.C. has traditionally offered

classes providing unique experiences than cannot be found on the

standard semester plan. Students can easily incorporate a trip to

another part of the world as just another class during the semester.

Yet, too often, these classes involve additional costs beyond the means

of many students. Because some students can not afford to take these

enriching, yet expensive, classes, the Committee on Instruction re-

cently proposed the College stop offering these classes until a way

could be found to offer these classes to all students. Is this the best de-

cision?

By Leon Waxer

Will Palmer Hall soon be the extent of exotic travel for C.C. students?
will run ,c

photo by Gywn Maur|(2

The block plan at The Colorado

College offers a very unique and

important opportunity for stu-

dents to participate in courses

that are taught partially, if not entirely off

campus. This opportunity is of critical im-

portance to the college and is a vital aspect

of what makes C.C. unique from other insti-

tutions. Because these courses are so vital to

the C.C. curriculum, a difficult dilemma for

sludcnls.faculty, and administrators has been

created.

Many of these off-campus courses have

additional costs associated with them. And

about 20 of these classes have costs which

exceed $100 for one block or $8,000 for the

semester.

Yet, not all students have the opportunity

to lake these courses. For students on finan-

cial aid, money is available lo help finance

Ihc extra expenses (uansportauon, etc.) of

these courses. However, because only 50

percentof C.C. students are on financial aid,

the rest of the students must come up with

the money themselves to lake these courses.

While this may not be a problem for some,

there arc many students who, although they

do not receive much aid from the college,

arc unable to afford the extra costs of these

courses over and above the costs of tuition,

room, board, and books.

The College's Committee on Instruction believes these courses are very important, but

too many students are excluded from them. The Committee behoves all students should

taveTe opportunity to parucipate in these rmportant programs. Thus the Commtltcc has

temSXApprove any more off-campus courses with associated costs greater than

SIM unul a solution to this problem can be found. The Commtttee strongly feels these

nrams involving exua cu^u, iu uu* auu-
, tt,„„

hi, such as fraternities, club sports, music lessons, and study-abroad programs. These

warns also alienate the less fortunate to a certain degree. While some of these programs

(.provide a means for less fortunate students to take part, this aid is limited It would be

fclous to destroy all of the extracurricular programs at The Colorado College because ^ _ ^ ^

[die unfortunate financial position of some of the students.
important to the college lhatthey should notdiscriminate against any studcnl

llwouldbeniceifTheCoUegecoufdaffordtocoverAeexpensesinc^edbylhestudents «"££ P
^ consideralions.

-eseprograms,bu.let'swakeuP andsmellmecoffee.Cons,denngihefinanc,alposmon me«aus^«^ d^ were reorganized so that their costs fell under

.(the College, it appears highly unlikely this can be done. Yet, at the same Ume, it is ™;™7M ff.camparses are available whose costs meettteccil.ng.and

tolerable to deprive those students who find a way to pay for these programs simply

*f
^ce^g^y

that if a course which exceeds Ihe ceiling is so important lo the

'raise of the unfortunate position of a minority of the student body. ™ to
men lhe Co]legc should find a way to make the

fteColoradoCollegeisaninsfimtionforhigherlearning,bu.*eacuonsofthadm,ni- ^^^aisaxleBa _

Won concerning this matter show a blatant disregard for the value of learning. course

Wj6ctions
Colorado College students express views on DISCOURSE topic

'IP

to!

It,

do it they should be

cation, like the mind,

bounds.

, good use of the block

Rick Vannoy, Senior

and Brendan

Bennett, Junior

Tell the administration

that they should think

about other wells at C.C.

they dump their money

into before they take

away the opportunity for

students to explore.

- Kim Fadim, First-

Year

classes give students a

chance to travel and get

"hands on" experience in

the fields of endeavor

that they might be

considering as a career.

This type of program is

what liberal arts is all

about.
"Tex" White,

First-Year

The so-calTtu

definitely not be eliminated. They may

cost students more, but that .s one of

the many appeals of The Colorado

College. Diversity in classes as well as

students is part of the C.C. experience.

. Carol Anderson

and Kelly Niquette,

Sophomores
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More Letters to the Editor

Different personalities

foster different music
MUSIC TASTE, from p.6

going 10 sell better than an

album by Gilmour and Mason -

no question. But do two,

undeniably lesser, components

of the band have the right to

pass themselves off as the real

thing? I think not.

I am not denying Mr.

Gilmour's right to record his

"most recent flights of

passion," or to make money

doing it. Far from it. I like

what he has done on his own,

and I think he should be able to

make a living doing what he is

good at: but I question the way

he is going about it.

As for the "inside

information" you so daintily

asked about; No, I've never met

Crosby, Stills, Nash, and

Young's personal accountants,

nor Mr. Crosby's personal

physician. Neither have I been

party to the late-night musings

of George and Ringo. Any

information I used was gained

in ways anyone with a third-

grade education and a modicum

of common sense would gain it-

by following the news.

In closing, Keri, it is obvious

that we disagree, but I think

you can assail my opinion

without assailing me. I resent

your characterization of me as

less than a "part-time

thinking," ruthless, simple-

minded, impotent drone, and I

fail to see the connection

between my musical taste and

my IQ. To read your letter, I

am a mindless, hulking, anal-

retentive brute, bludgeoning my

way across the face of modem

music, blunt object in hand, the

veins of my "ruthlessly

slaughtered" prey dangling

from my teeth. I assure you

this is not the case.

In the future, I think you

should show a little more self-

restraint. In saying, "In my

opinion you're wrong, and here's

why I think so," instead of, "I

don't agree with you. That

makes you wrong, and an idiot.

Fuck you," you will be afforded

more respect and people will

take what you have to say a

little more seriously.

I would have thought that

any semi-intelligent, liberally-

educated individual could

engage in an opinionated

exchange of views without

resorting to insult, but perhaps

I was mistaken.

Dave Leonard

Student responds to "quality

standards" of music
Dear Editor:

At the risk of appearing

uncompromising, I'd like to

respond to Dave Leonard's

response to my response. If

clarification is indeed neces-

sary, here's hoping I'll get to

that.

I am sorry if you took my
letter to mean you're "wrong,

and an idiot. Fuck You."

(Notice I did not say "I

apologize" - the manner in

which you take anything that

life deals you is your problem.)

But your response concerns two

distinct issues - the validity of

my argument concerning the

worth of later works and your

damaged pride in the wake of

what you saw as a personal

attack. Now, which one really

bothers you?

Let's deal with the first

question. When older artists

come out with new stuff, it is

just that. It is impossible to

"compromise" what they've done

before - time changes people and

the different albums are distinct

entities. Neither Deja Vu nor

Wailing for Columbus are any

less gTeat because American
Dream and Let It Roll do not

receive critical fanfare.

I'd be the first to disagree

with you regarding Eric

Clapton's having "nothing left

to offer artistically". Nothing

left? Nothing??? Do you have

a direct line to what's in his

heart his soul his fingers this

very minute? Of course not.

When you rate his "fresh"-ness,

his ability to "break ground",

whose scale are you using -

Richter's? I fear you may
subconsciously believe in the

tabloid assertion of neotenv or

death - aging and deterioration

are not synonymous.

Simply maligning the "res-

urrection trend", are you?

(Great coinage, by the way.

You could write textbooks.)

You make it sound like "copy-

cat suicide;" you ask what the

Who's existence would be

without Townsend, and answer

Nothing. Wrong. It would be

Something Different. Why
can't you appreciate difference

instead of making inert

comparisons?

.

The Pink Floyd
resurrection undoubtedly
emerged from many different

influences and nuances and

maybe even seances. Money
may indeed have been a force;

but you omnipotently assign

them this one and only one.

"No Bureau of

Musical Standards
exists to scrutinize

each demo
submitted and boil

it down to a solidly

rated numerical
scale."

You say you gained this

information "with a third grade

education and a modicum of

common sense. ...By following

the news." Here I go again,

dashing reality sauce on a

perfectly good dream-burger,

hold the kid-glove pickles.

There is no such thing as

objective journalism, Mr.

Leonard, they've been deceiving

you all along. You'd be better

served to search your own mind

for your own Truth About

Music rather than by scanning

Rolling Stone. And you'd be

best served by going to the pri-

mary source - the musicians

themselves.

Now for your allegations of

my ruthless libel of your mind

and status and pride. You
created in your mind those

images of Freudian and Stephen

Ktng-ian ilk, not me. And I

assert no connection between

musical taste and IQ - that's

exactly what I'm protesting.

Music is an emotional,

personal, psychological, even

physiological search for me. I

am not looking for the

Ultimate Greatest Music Ever

to whose elitist ranks 1 might

be admitted as an observer or as

a player. Are you?

No matter how whole-

heartedly the Prelude patron

weeps at Chopin, nor how
vehemently you defend the

music of the Woodstock days,

and never mind my voracious

enrapture with Traffic; if they

like Tiffany, you can't

convince them to do otherwise

without coercion. No Bureau of

Musical Standards exists to

scrutinize each demo submitted

and boil it down to a solidly

rated numerical scale. Music is

too evasive, too personal, too

complex for that. THE
POINT, Mr. Leonard, is that no

one piece or riff or rap or

movement or jungle tree-

slapping jam is more worthy

than any other for anyone

except the single, solitary

listener. I'm afraid you're on

your own.
Keri Culver

graphic by Pat McShan

The block plan stress

requires a spr

break cure

tic

The Forum Editors reveal the hidden purpose behind the Back Page,

By Tim Lambert - TTp#
I was wondering what the Back Page is all about. When I looked up "Back Page" in the dictionary. I didn't find anything^^^^^t^^-a^S^9

isall about-trying to create somemmgof interestfrom nothing ofsubstance. Accormngtom^^^

wilhacreativedimensionandahumoroustwist. "Is this in accordance with standard newpaperpracuces?" one^may ask The answer 's-^™
n̂^S3StnaBve

the Forum Editors call ordinary wit and analogies, as well as uninteresting graphics. With this clarificatton in mind. I think Bill and Doug have found an enjoyable alien,

the ordinary writing of largely syndicated papers.

hai



OUTLOOK
[OW speaker takes pro-choice position

omen 's Week lecture addresses abortion

Christine Andresen

Fitzman of the

„onal Organization of

Ln (NOW) delivered an

|lly
frank and entertaining

Ere titled "Abortion: The

eseIH Crisis" to a

jominanUy female audience

Oaylord hall on Monday

i**
.. i. .L Fitzman, the abortion

,e is the "critical movement

jtsy

of the women's movement,"

and one in which "we've been

throwing toothpicks at

icebergs." Her discussion

centered on the threats against

women's reproductive rights

brought on by the "anti-

movement" and what people

can do in response.

Fitzman, who has put in 15

years with NOW, set the mood
for her lecture by citing the 1.1

million teenage pregnancies

which occur every year, 40

percent of which end in

abortion. These girls aren't

typically 17 and 18 year olds,

but fall between the ages of 1

1

and 14. Only 2 percent opt for

adoption and less than 1 percent

are supported by the child's

father. "Adoption is a racist

argument," said Fitzman.

"Over 200 kids are available for

adoption in El Paso County,

but they're not blonde, blue-

eyed, and white."

Operation Rescue
creates an inner

circle for [the] folks

bombing the clinics.

Potty Fitzman of NOW makes her case.

Photo by Jessica Benson

The "pro-choice" position

that Fitzman advocates stresses

that, "Women have the right to

control their bodies, and

primarily in terms of

reproduction. I don't know the

reasons why women choose to

abort, but we [NOW] support

the woman's right to choose for

her reasons, and we support

programs for it."

According to Fitzman, the

crisis stems from those who

would take away a woman's

right to choose. The "baby

murderer argument" is based on

three premises: "the fetus has

more rights than the mother,

women's responsibility is to

first and foremost continue the

species, and women are

expendable." Fitzman

countered this claim by citing

the violence proponents of this

stance levy against clinics

Fitzman then answered

Reagan's concern with "post-

abortion trauma" with the

statement, "Any decision in

life can be traumatic."

Venturing out on a radical

limb, Fitzman also asserted

that in light of mechanization,

"men must control women's

reproduction because it keeps

them in the species." She then

humorously quipped about

sperm banks with 24-hour

service.

On a serious level she.poinled

out the importance of "Roe v.

Wade" (1973) for making

"abortions safe and legal." It

did not mandate funding but it

did supersede some state laws.

Fitzman emphasized that the

number of abortions did not

increase due to this legislation,

but 400,000 fewer women died

of unsafe methods in the 10

years following its passage.

are five reasons for a legalized

abortion. They arc: the physical

endangerment to the life of the

mother; the mental
endangerment to the life of the

mother; severe fetal deformity;

and rape or incest if the

abortion occurs within the first

trimester."

"Abortion will be

legal, but [juris-

diction] will revert

back to the states."

At present, the pro-choice

movement is threatened by two

factors. The first is Operation

Rescue. This group, which

formed around five white men,

creates an inner circle for folks

bombing the clinics in a

national conspiracy to slop

abortion. As cited by Fitzman,

their activities include training

people for clinic storming,

carrying off fetal specimens,

and lobbying to reveal

individuals' names and medical

information publically.

NOW charged them with

"Adoption is a

rascist argument.
Over 200 kids are

available for
adoption in El Paso~,r , *«.„,iM racketeering under ledcral law,

County but they re aucmpled murdcr, and

not blonde, blue- conspiracy, among other things.

pupA and white " N0W bclicvcs lnat lhe wa> l0
eyed ana wniie.

wjn ^ f
.

ghi is (hrough (he

courts. "Laws arc in. If we can

crush them, we can use their

- money." They arc also working

thanks in part to former on injunction orders essentially

Governor John Love, Colorado saying, "Don't come near

was the first stale to legalize „

abortion. "In Colorado there See PRO-CHOICE, p.

Tie Washington Sisters bring

he sound of music to Worner

By Julie Green and

Julie Ingwersen

As part of Women's Week,

Washington Sisters
'Hi Melanie Monsur
Bed to a large lunchtime

fence yesterday in the lounge

Worner Center. Their 50-

concert kept the crowd

S'ossed as the group

wistrated its far-ranging

Weal skills.

lie trio consists of Monsur,

| is from California, and

f sisters Sandra and Sharon

ington, who grew up in a

family in Ohio. All three

lnibers of the group are

vocally. In addition,

*on Washington plays the

"" and Monsur plays the

fa).

'he group's repertoire

'wies a number of musical
le s. including "revivalist

I jazz-swing, blues, and

folk." Occasionally delving

into the political realm, the

Washington Sisters devoted

two numbers in their

performance to social issues,

including the Nicaraguan

women's movement and global

apartheid.

The concert opened with

"Breaths," a song about the

presence of the dead in the lives

of the living. In their words,

"The dead are not under the

earth, they are ... in a woman's

breast." The performers added

live oceanic sound effects to the

song.

Left slightly breathless after

that song, one of the sisters

then asked at what altitude the

College rests. "Just curious,"

she continued. "We're from sea

level."

In their song, "Say No!" they

created a chilling effect, singing

the piece acapella. "Say No!"

expounds on various aspects of

apartheid, stressing the fact

that it exists not only in

SouthAfrica. One can find it

anywhere, even in one's own

back yard. The sisters

mentioned the Big Mountain

conflict, a specific example of a

prejudicial policy in the United

States.

The Washington Sisters

opened up the solemn and

mournful song, "Dear Friend,"

with the guitar as the only

accompaniment. The song is

based on a letter they received

from a friend involved with the

Nicaraguan feminist movement.

The friend wrote to say that she

was still alive. She said she

was proud that she had not

given up her fight, although the

Contras wanted her dead. They

had shot her companions, as

well as several children.

In the song, the group

discussed the writer's anger

about U.S. -trained Contras

carrying U.S. weapons and

killing people with U.S.

See SISTERS, p. 12

The Washington Sisters

musical dimension to

with Melanie Monsur added a

Women's Week programming.

Photo bv Irene Young
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Pagan traditions provide

spiritual alternative

By Julie Ingwersen

The idea of a pagan ritual

conjures up stereotypical images

of sacrificial altars and

mystical seers in the

unenlightened minds of most

students raised in traditional

Western religious backgrounds.

But a small number of C.C.

students who know better are

turning to pagan practices in

search of an alternative

spirituality.

Because of the personal nature

of the subject, and because of

the campus' propensity for

misunderstanding, few people

were willing to speak publicly

about their experience with

paganism. Two students,

though, did share some of their

insights into the subject.

One sophomore explained

that a series of rituals, based on

pagan tradition, were just one

facet of what she termed

'women's spirituality'.

"It's a way of getting back to

the cycles of nature. Every two

weeks plus a Sabbath here and

there, you get some friends

together and get in touch with

the Earth, and you have a good

time."

Another student noted that

the rituals represent "a coming-

together of people with other

people, and with nature."

Neo-paganism' and 'women's

spirituality' are both terms that

apply to a broad range of values

and practices which vary even

between individuals. Though

most all pagans share a

polytheistic conception of

divine reality, each person's set

of beliefs is unique. Likewise,

all personal histories with

paganism (or women's
spirituality) differ.

Pagan devotions to both local

and personal divinities allow

great room for individual

expression, as one sophomore

student noted: "I can have my
own truth, but I don't want

you. to follow it. You need to

follow your own."

The pagan spiritual schedule

corresponds to the lunar cycle,

and practices differ for new and

full moons. In preparing, the

group finds a secluded spot.

"We try to avoid buildings and

light," so that disturbances are

at a minimum. Once settled, a

group forms a 'moon circle' and

purines the ground with salt

water or sage smoke, and

invokes the forces of the four

directions.

"Every two weeks
plus a Sabbath here

and there, you get

some friends to-

gether and get in

touch with the

Earth."

The full moon ceremony

celebrates the fulfillment of a

natural cycle, whereas the focus

of the new moon ritual

involves reflection on the past

cycle and preparation for the

new.
Group rituals and moon

circles provide an important

opportunity for individuals to

join and share their truths. At

C.C, a handful of friends

started a group, which grew

into a larger number of both

women and men after the

Feminist Collective sponsored a

program on contemporary

witchcraft.

One student, though,

remarked that few people in the

gToup classified themselves as

actual pagans: "I like the ideas,

the myths and the traditions -

but I don't see those as things

to worship... I see [neo-pagan

ritual] as a really enjoyable and

healthy thing. But it's not a

religion."

"The moment you

say 'pagan,' people

equate it with devil

worship."

Nationwide,

students campaign

for racial diversity

DIALogue '89
A big Thank You to everyone who participated

in Dialogue '89!! You did a great job!!

The Annual Fund received tirm pledges trom

1 420 Colorado College alumni, totalling

$74,591.00!

A special Thanks to faculty, staff, alumni and
local merchants who contributed prizes to the

student calling effort. We appreciate your

continued support!!!! .

1/ , ^/***o**^

/in Mc Teman CS Jut

(NSNS| Student activists

at several major colleges

and universities in recent

months have waged
successful campaigns to

bolster their schools'

commitment to recruit and

retain minority students,

hire minority faculty, and

include multi-cultural
perspectives in curricula.

After twenty years of what

one activist called

"apologies and
commitees," students at

schools such as the

University of Wisconsin at

Madison, Harvard Univer-

sity, and Carleton College

are making changes by

taking a more aggressive

approach to the problem.

In the fall of 1987, at

Madison, the student
Minority Coalition drafted a

plan to address institutional

racial problems. The Holly

Report, as this plan was
named, called for the

creation sf a multi-cultural

center, minority student

recruitment and retentive

programs, a racial

harrassment policy, and
racial diversity for new
students.

In February of 1988, the

administration responded

with a $4.7 million proposal,

dubbed the Madison Plan.

It outlined a five-year

strategy to meet the goals

set in the Holly Report.

Harvard University had

found it difficult to attract

minority faculty until

students took action. Law
: students led the way,

organizing a sit-in at the

Law School's administration

building, in which student

leaders presented a list of

twelve demands. Harvard's

administration has .

acted on a number of

demands, particularly
or

plan to create a network
black professionals

improve the quality of

,

for minority faculty.

At Carieton Colle

students recognized thl

while increased minorij

hiring and retention is

important step agat

institutionalized racis

they also see it as a start]

point, not an end point.

Raynard Davis, executt

director of the Distric

Columbia Student Coalitii

Against Apartheid ai_,

.

Racism, says that, "For m jttl

lid

curriculum reform is tl

biggest long-term issu

The goal is to change t

curriculum from one whi

is Euro-centric ai

Western-biased, to o

which is multi-cultural."

A student-initiat

program adopted by tl

Faculty Council
February 14 will giv

students an education th

includes a range of cultm

perspectives. Th

Recognition and Affirmatii

of Difference proposal w

require students start!

with the class of 1993

take on inter-cultur

course as a curricul

requirement.

The new curriculum

intended to go beyond t

scope of traditional culturi

studies. It introducl

"courses that deal wil

racism and sexism, i

example, as opposed

regular Anthropology clai

about Pygmies in Africa iff

would get you acquaint

with another culture, b

only as an object of study.

h

Judith Roorda '86

Director of the Annual Fund Assistant Director of the Annual Fund

Not everyone is so open-

minded, however.
Misconceptions about women's

spirituality and paganism are

common. "There are so many
connotations [surrounding

paganism], like 'cult', or

'occult', " said a student. "We
started hearing rumors about

Colorado Springs police...

assuming people were doing

horrible Uiings. We're afraid of

misunderstandings. We're not

into devil worship or anything.

But the moment you say 'pagan',

people equate it with devil

worship."

Both students re-asserted the

holistic value of their

alternative spirituality. One
remarked "I like paying

attention to nature. I like the

awareness." She also noted

"there's a real good group

feeling that you get from the

moon circles - one of instant

acceptance that I've never felt

anywhere else." The other

student commented imply that

"it's a way of celebrating the

Earth."

BECAUSE GIRAFFES!
DON'T BROWSE
IN A TEST TUBE...

join us in the best of all laboratories to study

j

real-world environmental issues including.

• Wildlife Management in Kenya
• Marine Biology in the Virgin Islands

• Tropical Rainforests in Australia

. Marine Mammal Behavior in Mexico

• Resource Management in the Circumpo""

North
,

.

and 14 other critical environmental issues

worldwide...

Financial Aid and College Credit availablefor all P'og""*

THE SCHOOL FOR FIELD STUDIES

Box V, 16 Broadway, Beverly, MA Oi»

For more information on Semester, Summer and

January programs, please join us:

Thursday, March 2, 4:00 - 6:00 p.m.

Student Center

OR CALL (508) 927-7777
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circle K throws
fegas-style bash

Christine Andresen

|st Saturday evening Rastall

ame the setting for the 2nd

,ua l Circle K "Casino

pit."

fl,e
event, which raised

i,ey for Acts 19:11, offered

Klents a chance to gamble

lh
play money on Las Vegas-

,|e
gaming tables and to win

fees
donated by area

guesses.

j s
Circle K member

jqueline Cartwright put it,

Circle K is typically

jociated with community

Ijvice and we wanted to

Klly reach the campus and

,ve that contributing to

aiity can be fun." Jeanne

jE added, "Casino Night is

K perfect] opportunity to

wide an alochol-free campus

sut which also benefits the

mmunity."

With nearly 200 people

ting part in the evening,

|e K considerd the night a

jess. Secretary Judi Abeson

I "I thought it was very

tcessful. It was neat seeing

the people that had a good

last year back early this

The majority of the

tple came in the first hour

stayed." Blackjack dealer

totes Haines agreed, "Once

sat at the table they were

for the duration."

President Mike Ranney
ted upon the event with

at satisfaction. For the

orid year the event was well

rived by both the campus and

community. Ranney felt,

looked good to the campus

put on a very good event."

Hie Circle K folks weren't

only people pleased by
ino Night. The room was

of happy party-goers.

| Mishell, a second time

Oder, happily extolled, "It

i great. The prizes were
at, the craps and roulette

t great, and it was crowded.

»as a fun time." Jim
•ess, who walked off with a

hefty share of the prizes

exclaimed, "It was the best

three bucks I ever spent." An
anonymous respondent
remarked, "Great prizes, babe!"

Abeson believes people like

Casino Night because it is

something different than most

of the usual campus events.

Everybody can have fun and do

some good for others at the

same time.

The evening was full of high

points, but the humor was

centered on the prize drawings

led by Kinda Asher.

Highlights came during

drawings for a "Magic Is Fun"

Kit, a person-sized bag of

popped popcorn, a Barbara

Streisand minus Don Johnson

cassette tape, and a dog

backpack complete with

demonstration by Christina

Chamberlain.

The event raised money for

Acts 19:11, a therapeutic

horseback riding ranch for

mentally and physically

disabled children. Through

donations the club was able to

raise about $200, which goes

towards the expenses of

Jingles, the horse Circle K
sponsors. Acts 19:11 operates

solely on community assistance,

so events like Casino Night are

critical to its functioning.

Circle K would not have been

able to provide either of their

two Casino Nights without

extensive sponsorship and

contributions. Ace's Casino

Equipment provided the tables,

and additional assistance came

from the CCCA, Worner

Board, Marriot Food Service

Doug Wasson and the Rampart

Range Kiwanis Club, Castle

concrete, and Kinko's Copies.

Benjamins, Meadow Muffins,

Peak Popcorn, Pizza Time, and

Roadrunner Pizza donated food.

BACCHUS also presented the

BACCHUS Bar.

Prizes came from a wide

spectrum of community leaders:

Anthony's, Antonio's, Boulder

Street Gallery, The Beanery, the

Broadmoor Tavern, Bruce,

Bubba's Sports Emporium,
Budget Tapes and Records,

Canterbury Cheese, Corbin

Enterprises, Chili's, Coaltrain

Liquors, C.C. Tiger Hockey,

College Pharmacy, College

Shoe Shop, College Time Shop,

Colorado Springs Fine Arts

Center, Colorado Springs

Music, Dale Street Cafe,

D.A.M. Good Pizza, Estampe

Gallery, Fulla Ballooney,

Harlow's Hair Studio, J's

College Mart, Jan's Unique

Furniture, Knit One, Lee's

Liquors, Joe Loveless Florists,

McKinzey-White Bookstores,

MANN Theatres, Marie

Callendar's, Mr. B's Bar-B-Que,

Ponderosa Steak House,

Rapunzel's, Red Robin, Relic

from the Garret, Round-the-

Corner, Skodack and Turner

Florists, Spectrum Gems,
Taylor Travel, Tejon Frames,

Tiffany Square Theatres, Trunk

Gifts, U.S. Swim and Fitness,

Vallejo's, Video USA, Video

West, Wade's Pancake House,

Wave Length Salons, Years

Ahead in Hair Design, and

Zeezo's Magic Castle.

bMjfcRfri t(bmetnvtrei

Just 1 Minutes Away!

Delicious cuisine
and excellent service

in an historic setting-

the

Stagecoach Inn^^ RESTAURANT

Y EARS A H E A D

HAIR DESIGN

Get a Perm or Professional Highlight &

receive 10 FREE Tanning Sessions

Tcrnlng Package available with Perm o; Highlight ONLYI

. FREE CONSULTATIONS

15% DISCOUNT WITH C.C. ID

1 18 N. Tejon Suite 301 (Above Old Chicago)

635-5552

|)ean of Students issues

eminder concerning leave

f absence applications
surel McLeod, Dean of

dents, recently empha-
'' the importance of
'luce notice for all

_«nts planning on taking
tester away from cam-
'• Applications reques-
i, a formal leave are

e in the Dean's
ite.

The deadline for

"esting a leave of
'"ee was March 1 for a
'c which begins in the

the fall semester. Students

are encouraged to apply for

a leave even if they are

awaiting word of their

acceptance to a program.

On formal application, a

leave of absence will be

considered for one of the

following reasons: financial

or personal emergency,
ACM programs, the

Washington Semester, or

study abroad.

The withdrawal forms

must also have been

submitted by March 1. All

students who decide to

interrupt their education at

the College, and who do

not qualify for a leave of

absence, or who wish to

transfer to another insti-

tution, are expected to

withdraw formally from the

College. So stop procras-

tinating, and get those

applications turned in

before Break!

GUID6
TRAVEL SYSTEM, INC.

409 n. tejon
635-3511

Sunshine, Skiing, Surfing...

We'll get you where you want to go for Spring Break -

and at lower prices, tool

\ \Q Don't miss out on
' Super Saver Airfares

»»* CALL US NOW"*

Free airport parking

available
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Pro-choice advocate explains

goals, obstacles for movement

PRO-CHOICE, from p. 9

women who use these clinics."

The second factor confronting

the abortion issue is the latest

"Webster v. Reproductive

Rights Services" court action.

"It could impact in two ways."

It could either "pitch out 'Roe

v. Wade'" or "put major dents

in it. Abortion won't be

illegal, but it will revert back

to the states," said Fitzman.

This will happen in the next

two months, and with the fall

of "Roe v. Wade," abortions

will be immediately illegal in

Arkansas, Louisianna, Idaho,

Illinois, and South Dakota.

Many additional states will

restrict funding for abortions.

"This is a conser-

vative city!"

Fitzman wrapped up her

lecture by calling the audience

to action. People should write

to the U.S. Supreme Court and

other political figures; clinics.

Planned Parenthood, and NOW
always need volunteers to

march and do behind-the-scenes

work. On April 9, a march

will occur in Washington, D.

C. where Fitzman quipped

"we're expecting a half million

for tea." If you cannot do these

three things, Fitzman stresses

the need to keep talking about

Washington Sisters

for Women's Week

the issue.

Although many audience

members would like to march

in the Springs on April 9,

Fitzman responded, "We're

sending NOW people to

Washington where they want

bodies. We don't want to

scatter the energy. The anti-

choice people are very organized

in this town. I don't want any

woman in this town to get

hurt, or to go to jail." It is

difficult to get anyone but

youth out and "you [students]

are an absolute minority in this

town. This is conservative

city!"

"Please pay attention. Watch

what's happening." If we los

"we're back to zero again."

perform

SISTERS, from p. 9

bullets, while the President

ignores the issue.

The Washington Sisters

continued the concert with a

gospel medley, which included

the National Black Anthem,

"Lift Every Voice and Sing."

The singers remarked that they

had not heard the song enough.

They were also concerned that

too many people had never

heard it.

Next, they moved into a

stirring rendition of "Amazing

Grace," blended with "Mary,

Don't you Weep."

The enthusiastic crowd called

for an encore, which the

Washington Sisters sang with

style. They responded with the

energetic "It Just Ain't Right."

This song was by far the most

lively number, a true blues

vocal backed by both piano and

guitar.

The Washington Sisters with

Melanie Monsur performed

admirably, and one concert-goer

commented that, "The concert

was enjoyable, and it gave me a

different perspective of the

issues presented during

Women's Week."

Photo by Jessica Bens

Junior Sarah Teller demonstrates her dancing talent.

Coffee House performers

entertain students

The Performing Arts Wing in Loomis Hall is the sponsor

Loomis Coffee House. The second Sunday of every block

students display the diversity of their talents. Poets, singe

guitarists and a variety of others participate in thts month!

event All students are encouraged to perform. Intereste

students should call ext. 2246 for more information.

636-2112
Weekday* 4 PM Till Q _„
Saturday 11 fUn Till mm "HI

Sunday 11 WW Till Midnight

Delicious Handspun Pizza

with only the freshest ingredients

delivered |y# to your door.

Our 18 Special Features include:

Pepperoni

Sausage

Canadian Bacon

Ground Beef

Mushrooms

Green Peppers

lalapeno Peppers

Anchovies

Double Cheese |2 items)

Black Olives

Onions

Tomatoes

Shrimp 12 items)

Oysters

Cheddar Cheese

Thick Crust

Extra Cheese I

Pineapple

1

Two - 14"

Cheese Pizzas

for only

$8.98 to"*8 taJ°

Bonusl for CC studentsl

Order two or more toppings

on each pliza and receive

a two liter bottle of Pepsi.

Limited Delivery Area

Not Valid with any othet oiler

: requested when ordering
Offi ^JJ

Two - 10"

Cheese Pizzas

for only

$4.98 (Plus tax)

Bonusl for CC Studentsl

Order two or more toppings on each plizai

and receive 2 - 16 oi. bottles of your

favorite soft drink

Limited Delivery Area

Not Valid with any other otrei

OHer must be requested when ordering

Moonlight
Madness
8 p.m. - 1 a.m.

One - 12" one topping pliza

plus

2 - 16 oi. bottles of

your favorite Soft Drink

for $4.97 (Plus tax)

Additional toppings $.65

'

V.SA & MASTER CARD ACCEPTED ON ANY SIZE DELIVERY ORDE^

.1FREE DELIVERY^=-^=> FREE DELIVERY.



ARTS
brushstrokes^ Graphic Novels blend

fiction with 'serious' art
By Dave Leonard

: Photo by Andrea Rex

B of professor Cart nosers sculptures In Colburri Gatefy.

Studio art professor

exhibits works
ByBertTrissel

Thesucccss ofa painting isbasedonthelayout tand he design

» of die canvas space. Successful sculpture is the design of a

|e dimensional space. Ideally, sculpture can redefine and

design a space, so that the piece is not only looked at and

amined,hut the space it occupies is looked at and examined as

sll Car! Reed does this, although this isnot completely evident

omthe Coburn gallery space, with the exception, of the pieces

signed specifically for the space.

iMost notable of these is a sculpture made, like most of Carl

Kd's sculptures, of rough-cut wood and metal that surrounds

.exit door-way to the gallery, framing a sign that says; "this

sorrmct remainclosed." The piece hasa precariousbalanceand

svement to it that calls attention to the door and to the sign,

safkally,punctuating the irony of an impassible exit.

Other pieces in the show include several smaller wall hangings

iteremostlyexercises in found object sculptureorscuiptureby

sedation.These seem to rely less on their occupied space than

nlhe viewer, who must recognize the material and then recog-

e the transformation of the material. Without added paint or af-

tiafion, these pieces have a nice subtlety. '.

Perhapsmy favorite piece is not in the gallery, but outside the

Hiding, Just past the 'no exif doors,this is a pillar of wood and

liron circle balanced against ar.other arc of metal. The piece is

!l perfectly balanced, or seems not to be at first and causes the

swer's eyeto followitsmovement.Again, itdoesn't standasjust

ood and metal,but calls attention to its space, which is the back

Womerterrier,betweenWornerCenter and Packard, just west

fArm5trong,etc.etc.Kind6fI;urmy. .

."

«R<rfs scuiptureiscurmttlyon display inCoium Gallery.Keen

fessor of Studio Art at Colorado College,

Ok, it's Wednesday afternoon,

and spring break is only an

airplane ride away. You area

faced with a five-hour flight to

the island paradise of your

choice, or Mexico, or Detroit

or wherever, and all you have

to read is a copy "An in-depth

Study of Macro-economics in

Borneo," fourth edition.

"This is all right," you think.

"I'll end up next to some

fascinating, witty, absolutely

luscious babe/dude (choose

one)."

Wrong. You know that is not

the way it works.

You always end up next to an

old lady that smells funny, or a

harried mother of four with a

wailing, vomiting infant in her

arms. Her children will sit

behind and in front of you,

having a spitball fight, and

you'll be No-Man's Land.

You begin to fret, and you

know it is going to be awful.

But reading paperbacks next to

regurgitating toddlers gives you

a headache, not to mention what

it does to your digestion.

Relax, there is an alternative.

You can Find it in the science

fiction section of any

bookstore, usually. Comic-book

buffs call it a graphic novel.

Actually, it is a series of

comics, five or six, bound into

paperback form.

Right now, you are saying,

"Comic books? Give me a break,

I'm twenty-something years

old." Right? Despite all

skepticism, they are some of the

most interesting reading that is

likely to be found. And if you

are able to look past the idea

that you are reading a comic

book, you might really enjoy it.

If you are interested in more

traditional comics, try The

A SURVIVORS TALE

"Comic books for grown-ups," like MAUS ,
are In most

bookstores which stock science-fiction.

Dark Knighl Returns, by Frank

Miller.

The Dark Knight is a must

for any Batman fan, die-hard or

casual. Frank Miller is one of

the most innovative talents in

comics today, and what he does

to Batman is sheer genius. The

plot basically, deals with

Batman coming out of

retirement after a ten year

absence. Miller takes a lot of

the basic tenets of the character,

like the Batman/Bruce Wayne

relationship, and gives them

vicious twist. 77k Dark Knighl

is Batman for grown-ups. If

you only know Batman from

the Adam West TV show, you

are in for a big surprise.

Granted, there are a lot of

inside references that only a

loyal Batman fan will catch,

but the story is fascinating

enough that it will not matter.

To thoroughly enjoy The Dark

Knighl Returns, however, you

have to be ready to accept that

"a man can fly," as the saying

. COMIC BOOKS, p. 14
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fte Bobs and Christine Lavin to perform
College Relations

If you are going to be around

P spring break, or aren't

pig for a few days and are

'hig for something to keep

.self entertained, be sure to

p out The Bobs (a capella

frical/humor), and
I'istine Lavin (folk), on

fy.
March 10, at 8 p.m. in

Hong Hall Theatre.

F Bobs (Richard "Bob"

[*. Gunnar "Bob" Madsen,
Tjtew "Bob" Stull, and Janie

M Scott) are a locally

Fouled group who got their

J'»
1981, when Gunnar Bob

(Matthew Bob lost their

i singing telegram

JPany. They were
'"rating their

rJPloymemt by sitting

P1 a piano, singing songs

J other unemployed friends,

B they got the idea to start

Trapella group. Late in the

HE they drafted a classified

ad, asking all bass singers to

come audition. One person

showed up~Richard Bob. He

fit in perfectly with the other

two, and right away they

started harmonizing on such

favorities as Heller Skelter,

Psycho Killer, and Little Red

Riding Hood.

They gained some noteriety

around the San Francisco area,

and in 1982 ran another

classified ad, this time asking

for a low-voiced female, and

found Janie Bob. Soon after,

they landed a weekly spot at a

local jazz club, were picked up

by a record company, and put

out an albumn which was

nominated for a Grammy
Award in 1983.

Since then they have loured

extensively, starred in an hour-

long special on PBS, and have

appeared on The Smothers

Brothers Show and National

Public Radio, as well as at

Lincoln Center. The LPS

Angles Times has described

them as a "sort of cross between

Devo and The Mills Brothers."

Christine Lavin, who hails

from New York, offers

humorous and serious

observations about modern life

and romance, with strong guitar

playing that reflects her studies

with Dave Van Ronk. Xil£

<: vHnp y Morning Herald

(Australia), says, "Christine

Lavin has the vulnerability of

Janis Ian, the emotional honesty

and lyrical intensity of early

Joni Mitchell, and the wry,

self-effacing New-York wit of

Woody Allen."

Tickets for the show are $12

for the general public, and are

available at The Prelude (128

N. Tejon St.), KRCC Radio

(117 E. Cache la Poudre), and

the main desk of the Worner

Campus Center. Students with

a C.C. I.D. will recieve a two

dollar discount at Womer Desk

or KRCC.

Christine Lavin plays "thought provoking" folk music

photo courtesy of Phllo Records
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.The Big Screen fe

HAIR DESIGN

Have a Tan on Us !!!

30 DAYS $30.00

Cousins full of romance

wit, and just plain fun

#„ir -Designers for Men & Women

Styk cuts, Cittophanes,

Terms & Color

Nexus and Tri products available for sale

Stop in or make your appointment.

The rating system: Dave and

Robin maintain that with "skillful

buzz-management," any film is

worth seeing, i.e. the better the film,

the fewer beers needed to enjoy it.

The Catalyst, of course, favors

responsible drinking, so ifyou use it,

don't abuse it.

R27_ rt. Teion at Cache La Toudre 02-3Sn_

i
r%r%%%%r%%r%%%r%%%%%f%%

Weddings are gay occasions.

Often the guests are so happy

and full of love (and

champagne) that things get a

little out of hand. A hug here,

a kiss on the cheek there, a

pinch, and soon they're down

behind the bushes in the back

yard necking and giggling like

children.

Perhaps it doesn't happen that

often, but it happens. The film

Cousins, an American remake of

the French classic Cousin

Cousine, is a delightful happy-

go-lucky venture into the

world of extended families,

life, lust and love.

Ted Danson and Sean Young

are married, but she needs more

out of life than her husband

the ballroom dancing teacher.

So she starts up (at Danson's

uncle's wedding) with the

smarmy car salesman William

L. Peterson, husband to Isabella

Rossellini who is daughter of

the bride.

Get all that? Don't worry -

let's just say wife A is bopping

husband B, and husband A and

wife B are left to befriend each

other. Uh, that last couple

would be Rossellini and

Danson. Still with me? Okay.

These two decide to "court"

each other to get back at their

respective spouses, but they

will play hands-off; their only

purpose is to enjoy one

another's company and make the

cheaters jealous. Isn't this

simple?

This is a really funny movie.

The script is quick and smart,

with quips like: "I don't quite

know how to say this..."

"Words are good."

Or... "Have you ever cheated

on your wife?"

"Once. In Monopoly. I stole

all the best properties while

she was doing her nails."

Ted Danson's forever-happy

good guy is a riot. Sean Young

has the most wonderfully

expressive face I've seen in a

while: with a glance she can

communicate contempt, desire,

sarcasm or the most wonderl

snobbery since Thursl

Howell the 3rd. Williarnf

Peterson actually leaves a u

of slime where he goes,

Isabella Rossellini

enchantingly disarming.

Lloyd Bridges does a terr

turn as the lonely and evl

youthful father to Danson,

!

the kind of man who gives 1

grandson magazines calfl

"Girls with Big Jugs."

The grandson (Danson's

got it?) is played by Ke|

Coogan (of Adventures

Babysitting fame), and he rri

videos of weddings where L
people on-screen stuft ihl

faces and are juxtaposed wl

starving Ethiopians for effef

Marvelous family, really.

Quite seriously, I

recommend this film. It'sl

two-beer show, and it makes

lot more sense on the scie|

than in print, believe me.

is a "feel-good" movie, fi

Romance, charm, wit, and jl

plain fun. My only negalij

comment is a slight lagging!

the direction of the second hi

of the film: the pace slol

when things get a bit mil

serious. But for the most p

director Joel Schumacher i

only praise from me. Go seel

you'll like it.

out ot lite man ner nu*u<...u, ™ -~ .

Comic books come ot age
.__ . „:„i_ nf hie fnfh
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T H E

Free Mini

Makeup
Makeovers

with certified makeup
artist Becky Pribble

Available Mondays
thru March

Call to schedule an appointment

Up to 75% off selected Items

Other services available

Individualized Color Profile & Image Consultations

Gin CERTIFICATES,

Downtown (at Theodora) 1251/2 N. TejonDOW 1 1 1U™^,

aJ~,
,

ol^ _J_ie- tor cosmellcj and Iragrancei

635-4764

COMIC BOOKS, from p. 13

goes, since Superman plays a

key role.

If you find flying men from

Krypton a little too far-

fetched, try Watchmen, by

Alan Moore and Dave Gibbons.

It is part history, part Sci-fi,

part superhero, and totally

weird. It deals with the

superhero in the "real" world,

and is without a doubt one of

the best comics ever written. It

is a sight better than a lot of

straight fiction at that. The

title is taken from the epigraph

of the Tower Commission

Report, quis custodial ipsos

custodies, which, loosely

translated, means "who watches

the watchmen."

Watchmen blends sociology,

psychology, horror, apocalypse,

romance, and a dash of science

fiction to come up with a

disturbing portrait of the real

life reactions to "Costumed

Vigilantes," or superheroes. It

is chilling, and totally

believable, due in no small part

to the considerable talents of

the authors.

The art, by Dave Gibbons, is

superb. Rich in detail, it lacks

things like "speed-lines," those

little lines that indicate

movement, and sound-effects,

such as POW!, ZAP!, and that

sort of stuff, making it a lot

less "cartooney." If the art is

serious, the writing is doubly

so. Alan Moore's scripting is

brilliant. The plot, while

shrouded in mystery, moves

briskly, aided by Moore's

uncanny ear for dialogue.

Watchmen is dense and

complex, filled with

unexpected twists, it stands up

to, and almost requires

multiple readings. Watchmen is

truly a masterpiece, and to miss

it would be a crime.

All right, you are either

saying "Superheroes come on,

grow up," or you have quit

reading. If it is straight realism

you want, you have read Art

Spiegelman's Maus. It is so

real, you almost wish it were

fiction. _^_________.

MAUS is one of the most

fascinating accounts of the

Holocaust I have ever read.

It leaves Anne Frank in the

dust.

Maus is both biography and

autobiography. On the surface it

is the story of Spiegelman's

parents during World War II,

but it also deals heavily with

Spiegelman's relationship to his

parents, particularly his father.

The father's biography is a

compelling one, relating the

plight of Polish Jews during

the first stages of World War

II. The story changes rapidly

from an almost bucolic memoir

of "the old country" to the

stark reality of the Jewish

ghetto, before ending at the

gales of Auschwitz.

The relationship between

Spiegelman and his father,

developed between the lengthy

flashbacks, is warm, funny, and

occasionally disturbing. He uses

the vehicle of his fathe
(

recollection of the Holocaust

a way of coming to terms wj

the suicide of his mother,

for understanding

alternately loving

belligerent father.

Maus is a powerful laic

one of the most fascinau)

accounts of the Holocaust

have ever read. It leaves Ar

Frank in the dust. It is so

you sometimes forget the

characters are talking r»«

Maus is far more classy Ujj

many of the best sellers

much better written.

So, you are on the pla

has just heaved itself off

runway, and you have

thoughts of terrorist al«

faulty cargo doors, and ui

Air Turbulence comfort"!

out of your mind. The en

next to you, whose name

Skipper, is belching while

'

green bubbles. You reach «

your backpack and P»
U
J

Maus, or Watchmen, or

Knight, and open it «P

harried mother, twice-cre*

,

carrots dribbling down

right cheek, looks at you

sneers. You redden SUB 1

but just remember this.

nasty green stuff on her

going to be in Skipper!

Somewhere over Albul^ 1

and she has to change him

.

As you plug in your W»|

tuning carefully to *
J J

with the Zamfir retro
sp«J

you notice the sP'. ba% M
stopped. Maybe this jm
be such a bad flight after
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ew jlwulsic for

Hew People
First Senior Art Show Opens

9 ©
jgal Reins

<tsse,
thepleasure

tista
Records

By Aaron Moore

The Waterboys
Fisherman's Blues

Chrysalis Records

By Lauren Buckley

,„. „t read about a new college

Emoted as playing "highe-

M rock" with "alternative and

,mfly melodic rock edges," 1

interested to hear them. But

j listening to the debut album

K San Fransico based Legal

^couldn't help being disap-

jjle the band tried hard to

|i
innovative, they failed be-

sitbeir music is too structured

[^repetitive. The lead guitar,

jass, and particularly the per-

sionist all have their moments,

(Stwaenoae thinkstheband is

it to cut loose with a really

tolcomposiHon,theyfallftat

jeir (aces. The musicians re-

ijottesameunoriginal musical

ttmeswe baveallheanla tftout

limes before.; ", -.

Iteband triedhard to putalotof

Ssice and innovaoveness into

miusic through the lyrics. For

ips "Jealous Sage", a true

lyAout a teenager who shot his

[fend, is, if a little trashy, a

itiotran-of-the-miU, Other

( such as "Go Inside," about

ij'scamal relationships today,

Mmat and quite cleverly

bvocals, unfortunately, don't

ii fit well, with the music. The

^vocalist has neithera sense of:

Koremottoo. For example,!

c
.....;feelingthat

,,
Iea!ous

W tad anything to do with

labody ' s emotions becausel felt

|crergy in the music,

tietanddoes holdalotofprom-

Itowever. If they can let go

pikir music and really put a lot

prgy and emotion into it, they

ptte potential to create some

Bly powerful rock. As it

i, though, they are just an-

fa garage baacL

This new release finds its

strength miixreturntorusticrools.

The result is a soothing elixir for

those weary of the tecbito-pop

plague. The album's Celtic roots

create a refreshing folksy Irish

sound.

Vocalist Mike Scott's raspy,

almostquakingvoicemeshesbeau-

tifully with the raw scratch of the

fiddle and clean mandolin melo-

dies to form a powerful web with

an all-natural sound. The instru-

ments, ranging from the bouaoukt

to the accordian, create an amaz-

ingly distinct and soulful sound,

Thc lyrics are poetic; the meta-

phors rich in their simplicity ...

"Your coat is made o£ magic/and

around your tables angels play/I

will cry when ye go away."

Scott sings or simple sufferings

and modest aspirations like in the

title-iiack, "Fisherman's Blues:"

"Wish I was a fisherman tUtnbBn'

on the sea/Par away from dryland

and its bitter memories."

He also interjects "Blackbirds

singing itt the dead of night," his

voice nearing a whisper, in their

rolks\ remake ol Van Morrison s

"Sweet Thing," The album closes

with a haunting musical rendition

of W.B. Yeats' poem, "Stolen

Child."

Though these lyrics are simpler

than the lolly spiritual aspiration

expressed on Pagan Place (1984)

and This is the Sea, (1985) they

have not lost their spiritual reso-

nance. The music is soulful, and

flowing through it >s Scott's pro-

found hindsight, foresight, and in-

sight.

This roughbewh sound with its

rustic rhythms is powerful and at

times hypnotic. The Waterboys'

Fisherman's Blues is definitely

ouetogrowoni

Diversity of music

that transcends

the current trends
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COMPACT DISCS, RECORDS,
AND CASSETTES

VIDEO RENTALS & SALES

*E. PLATTE
J7M882

123 E. BIJOU

520-5111

Betsy Lohrer:
A senior from California is

showing her works in

Packard beginning March 6.

The exhibit, entitled,

Paintings and Drawings by

"etsy Lohrer", will run until

larch 10.

Senior Art Shows

Artist Dates Space

Betsy Lohrer March 6-10 Packard

Lisa Stegall March 20 - 24 Armstrong

Aaron Singer March 26-31 Packard

Nick Bischoff April 3 - 7 Packard

Margaret Kilgallen April 10 - 14 Packard

John Cooper April 10 - 14 Armstrong

Bennett Stichman April 12 - 16 Packard

M. Jameel Webb April 17 - 21 Armstrong

Kate Hodges April 18-22 Packard

Jennifer Murphree April 24 - 30 Packard

Ben Trissel April 24 - 28 Armstrong

Jayne Byrne May 1 - 5 Packard

Nell Gould May 1 - 5 Armstrong

Jennifer Hendrick May 6 - 10 Packard

Jason Flinn May 6 - 15 Packard

Cassie Wright May 6 - 10 Armstrong

Abby Jones May 11 - 17 Packard

Morgan Dewees Oct. 1 - 7, 1989 Packard
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Arts Calendar
Art:

A Photo Album ofldenlily

and Change: Women's

Educational Society Scholars,

mO's-1980's

Mon. - Sat 12-5 p.m.

FREE

Cobura Gallery

Carl Reed: Sculptures

through Mar. 9

Tue. - Sat., 12-5 p.m.

FREE

Denver Art Museum
Toulouse Lauirec's Pans:

The Baldwin Collection

also lours and lectures

Feb. 2 - Mar. 26

info: (303) 575-5928

Sangre de Cristo Arts

Center (Pueblo)

Quilt National '87

An international exhibition

of contemporary quilts

through Apr. 1

Mahlon & Maylan White

Gallery

FREE

Classic Film Series

His Gal Friday

Mar. 7, 8:00 p.m.

S2.50

Fine Arts Center

634-5581

World Horizons Film

Series

Bewitching Bavarta

Mar. 5, 2 and 4:30 p.m.

Mar. 7, 2 p.m.

S4.75 ($3 for students)

Fine Arts Center

Dance:

Colorado Springs Dance

Theatre

Airjazz

Mar. 3 and 4, 8 p.m.

Fine Arts Center

$14 (FREE w/C.C. 1.0.)

Womer Desk

Films:

Film Series

Diner

Mar. 3, 7 and 9:30 p.m

Olin I

$1 or film card

Music:

Chamber Orchestra of the

Springs Concert

Mar. 25, 8:00 p.m.

Fine Arts Center

FAC Box Office: 634-5583

Cheap Trick

Mar. 10

Mammoth Events Center

(Denver)

$16.50

Da Vinci Quartet

Mar. 12, 3:00 p.m.

Fine Arts Center

FAC Box Office: 634-5583

Melissa Etheridge

Mar. 11

City Lites

$12
info: 596-1112

Jane's Addiction

Mar. 17

Glen Miller Ballroom

(CU - Boulder)

$12.50

Independent Records

Little Feat

Mar. 21, 7:30 p.m.

Pikes Peak Center

$18.25

Independent Records

Night Ranger

Mar. 11, 8 p.m.

Air Force Academy

$10.25 and $12.25

AFA Box Officer 472-449?:

Obo Addy and Kukrudu

Mar. 14

Fine Arts Center

8 p.m.

$10
FAC Box Office: 634-5583

John Prine

Mar. 3

Paramount Theatre (Denver)

$16
Ticketmaster

Michelle Shocked

Mar. 9
Boulder Theatre

$13
Ticketmaster

Symphony Pops Concert

They're Singing Our Song

Mar. 4, 8:00 p.m.

Pikes Peak Center

520-SHOW

That Petrol Emotion

Mar. 3
Glen Miller Ballroom (C.U.

Boulder)

$10 adv., $11 tto.s.

Ticketmaster

Will to Power

Mar. 8

Shuffles

$4.98
Independent Records

Theatre:

C.C. Drama Dept.

Mother Courage and Her
|

Children

Mar. 2-4, 8 p.m.

Armstrong Theatre

$3, $2 (student),

FREE w/C.C. I.D.

National Shakespeare

Company
As You Like It

Mar. 17, 8:00 p.m.

Fine Arts Center

634-5581

Theatreworks

A Moon for the Misbegoiiei

Mar. 3,4,10,11,17,18,24,251

8 p.m. 1

Dwire Auditorium (UCCSI

$7/$6 (student)

info: 593-3232

photo of*e Bobs (see p. 13) courtesy of Scott CTMalley & Assocld
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[thletic Shorts
! 8ratulations to the 1988 Women's Soccer team. Colorado
!

",!>

s
Fall Season Division I team colectively garnered fifteen

*, individual honors, to addition to ranking consistently in the

!L of the Top Twenty National Poll.

Txigers fell victim to an early loss in the playoffs, tat their welt

j honors for individual achievement are listed below.

^jU^ f-rer Cnackes Ayariation of Amr.rim' s (Collegiate)

SRegion All-America Players

Lxeam: Janinc Szpara (Sr.)

Shelly Separovich (Jr.)

Maryclaire Robinson (Jr.)

Kerri Tashtro Or.)

Laura Jones (So.)

Team: Charry Korgel (Fr.)

Karla Thompson (Fr.)

[^National All-America Players

|i6Szpara

•Hey
Separovich

itaJoncs

Bowl Recognition Team

tunc Szpara

KnWilloughby

alkceper of the Year (Senior Award)

jine Szpara

intra! Region Coach of the Year

ijPibulvech (6th Year)

frfffil ff
^nrter Aswirif'"" nf America

nic All-America Players

Basketball reflects on season
New coach and new attitudes dominate rebuilding year

By Allen E. Dillingham

Ahh - college hoops! For

the 1988-89 Colorado College

basketball team changes

were everywhere. Things

seemed distant from the path

taken last year. A new coach,

a practically new team, and a

whole new style ol play

made the aura around the El

Pomar Sports Center a

different color.

Last year's coach, Jim

Cross, took the head coaching

job at Fort Lewis College in

Durango, Colorado, to start

the ball rolling. Coach Al

Walker, originally from New
York, took over the reins of

command this past summer.

He was the head JV coach at

the University of North

Carolina, and an assistant

coach at East Carolina and

Cornell University before

traveling to Colorado.

At each university he

worked extremely hard to be

the best he could, and gave

much to each of those

programs. This attitude

carried over to the men's

basketball program here. He
spends many hours scouting

teams, looking over

videotapes of opponents'

games, and calling on high

school seniors for recruiting.

With the help of Assistant

Coach Randy Rahe, much
work got done around here.

An amalgam of young

basketball talent made up

this freshman-dominated

team. The two senior

captains, Lynn Cherepy and

Jon Baranko, led the squad.

Other leadership was given

by sophomore shooting gods

Steve Hamman (pronounced

Haymon) and Mark Perea,

and the defensive deity Toby

Johnson. The freshmen

making up the remainder of

the team included Mike

Shaw, Kirk Solo, Frank

Bond, Todd Dewars, and

Allen Dillingham. Coach

Big Al Luzietti, the team

manager, also contributed

much to this year's program.

With a new coach comes a

whole new style of play. A
whole new offense, and a new

defensive attitude - a much

tougher hard-nosed atlitude

in general — became

prevalent in El Pomar gym.

Practices started off at about

four hours daily in October

and tapered off to two and a

half hours this past month.

The team worked extremely

hard all year long. The

intensity was definitely

turned up a notch from the

previous years.

Although the team had a

disappointing record (7-19),

each young player gained in

toughness and maturity. A
hard work ethic was also

attained, something that

will hold with these young

men throughout their lives -

along with a free pair of

Converse. Play hard, play

smart, and block out!

eason ends in Minnesota
hond ranked Gophers sweep Tigers

By Eddie Pells

111 when The Colorado

[kge hockey team's season

ni is a matter for debate.

who prefer literal

Vetation will say that

t's 7-1 loss Saturday night

Ik W.C.H.A. champion

esoia Golden Gophers
ped off a 2-0 series shutout

6e eighth place Tigers.

te logically, C.C.'s season

J about eight minutes into

I third period of Friday

is game, when the Gophers

fed a dramatic Tiger

tack at Marriuci Arena in

tapolis.

ft Tigers entered last

pad's best of three series

f
high hopes of continuing a

marked by steady

pement. After C.C. fell

1 4-0 in Friday's contest,

Wmld not have been

f'sonable to write the

«soff.

'"gritty" was the word to

fte C.C. on this night as

Isouad tightened up on

T^e, took a page out of their

1* Comebacks" playbook,

l»ade a run at the number

l">*ed Gophers.

Tigers fought back, and

Pby Steve strunk and Tim

I
tied the game at four

[» the third. Shortly after

T 1 equalizer, the Gophers

J
ahead 5-4. While the

1 plenty of time to try

P>t things up again,

*sota played some of their

The Tigers struggled this year against D.U. but still

managed to nearly triple their fatal wins from last season.

photo by Andrea Rex

best hockey of the series, and

some rough defense, and held

C.C. off for the final 11

minutes.

C.C. came into Saturday

night's game undermanned and

beleaguered after Friday's failed

effort. Game two of the series

was finished before it even

began. Derek Pizzey made 11

first-period saves prior to the

Gopher onslaught.

On this night also Minnesota

would take a 4-0 lead, but

never come close to

relinquishing it. Tiger

defenseman Chris Olsen s

second period goal, his sixth of

the season, cut the Minnesota

lead to three. The Gophers did

not cooperate with C.C.

comeback efforts, however, and

a 7-1 final was the result.

So, the Tigers end the 1988-

89 campaign with a cumulative

record of 1 1-26-3. Quite an

improvement over last years

record setting 33 loss season,

and also reason for

encouragement. First-year Head

Coach Brad Buctow has

instilled an air of confidence

into the club which has already

resulted in improvement in the

win-loss columns.

Spurring Tiger improvement

on the ice were seniors Olsen,

Budy, Pizzey, Shaw and

Gadowsky. These players'

college careers ended in

Minnesota, but their

contributions to the squad were

vital to the beginning of

Buetow's rebuilding program.

Gadowsky was lost to injury

in midscason, but his gritty

play was an inspiration for the

entire squad. Meanwhile,

Pizzey ended his career second

in all lime saves for Tiger

goalies. Budy finished the year

fifth in league scoring, with 22

goals and 21 assists. Shaw and

Olsen inserted the work ethic

back into C.C. hockey on the

defensive end of the ice, an area

where the Tigers concentrated

as the season progressed.

Now Buelow and Ins Tigers

will take a few months off and

look forward to the 1989-90

season. Next year effective

recruiting, the reluming core ot

an improving team, and Coach

Buetow's continued positive

outlook should help fulfill

C C hopes to continue the

climb up the W.C.H.A. ladder.

Just this season, the Tigers

nearly tripled their win total

from last year.

Next season Coach Buctow

and the Tigers hope to provide

an excuse for Tiger fans to

stand up and cheer a team

continuing on an upward spiral.
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Intramural hoops

begins playoffs

By DougLansky

and Mike Kerwin

Imagine Michael Jordan

playing Larry Bird one-on-one

to the death. Now multiply

this event by 20 and you will

find yourself in the middle of

this century's greatest match

up.

The Colorado College

intramural basketball B league

semi-final did not disappoint.

The Geology Professors (Dog

Meat Barbeque) squeaked by the

students of MacGregor (League

of Nations) last Tuesday night

at the El Pomar Sports

Coliseum 33-30 in overtime.

The spiritual leader of DMB,

Professor Paul "Too Tall"

Myro, started out on a foul

note and reeked of used sweat

socks by the end of the game

with a team record of zero

points, zero rebounds, zero

assists, and four air balls.

Myro was overheard in the

locker room after the game

muttering, "Dang, that sucks.
"

Luckily for Myro, his

teammates picked up his slack,

pulling team DMB to a 20-8

lead by half time. Beth

Branson, Sean"Air"Benner, and

Eric Leonard put in half of the

team's points or maybe even

more.*

After Benner scored his

second double reverse pump

fake windmill slamdunk that

broke the backboard, he

nonchalantly strutted to the

press both and announced, "God

I'm good. 1 should have myself

bronzed.
"

The League of Nations rallied

back in the second half lead by

secret weapon, Jose Trujillo.

Trujillo was heavily recruted

by Georgetown and North

Carolina, but opted for the

block plan instead. He poured

in 50% of his team's points,

playing blindfolded with one

leg tied behind his back "just to

make it interesting."

Mark Phillipart, Mike

Dolotta, and Will Bowman

dropped in the rest of League of

Nation's points with an

impressive second half hoops

exibition.

Late in the game Bowman

was carried to Boettcher Health

Center after Professor Myro

intentionally decked him in the

open court.

"I didn't even have the ball,"

whispered Bowman " to the

paramedics just before he

became unconscious.

After Myro's blatent cheap

shot. Leage of Nations thug,

Jon-Mark Patterson threw his

chair at the referee for not

calling the foul. The chair

missed the referee and caught

the scoreboard right between

"home" and "visitor". A tiny

chunck of Scoreboard dislodged

and nicked Myro's second

smallest toe. Grasping the

opportunity, Myro called for a

substitute.., | -.

The crowd of six became

delirious as Myro limped to the

bench, taking himself out of the

game. Dog Meat Barbeque's fan

Ap*|

be

pc

Etiii th

f final

lol-Jabl

B the
]

igieate

L jccoi

u could

Liball

I at it

l^oimar

soon.

A Leoque of Nations toward goes up for the layup

MeatBafbeque in one of the B-league seml-fmal gomes.
againt Dog photo by Mike KeiJ

club of one was, however, seen

being very sad at this time.

When the game resumed play,

the League of Nations had come

back to tie and send, the contest

into overtime.

Overtime was decided at the

freethrow line. Dog Meat

Barbeque capitalized on their

opportunities and put the game

out of reach. League of

Nations' Will Bowman slated

the obvious from his

comfortable bed in Boettcher,

"we missed and they hit."

Dog Meat Barbeque won and

assembled around mid-court to

shake hands with League of

Nations. The LeaguJ

Nations followed DMB'sT

and rambled out for the I

game sportsmanship riandslJ

•We didn't actually i|

the vast majority of this
g

well, we didn't attend i

than five minutes, but a n

source told us what happens

1

press both and announced, God, 8"""=. i^B "»~"—

Women's club hockey

takes two victories

By Julie Ingwersen

Despite warm and sunny

weather outside, the -C:C.

Women's Club Hockey team

spent last weekend in the cold

and dark Honnen Ice Arena. But

the choice proved to be a good

one, as the team won
consecutive victories against the

CU Buffalos and the Denver

Bandits, maintaining an

undefeated home record this

semester.

Saturday's game against CU-
the Tigers' perpetual rival-got

off to a positive start with a

goal in the first period by team

captain Kim Keeley. The

Buffalos tied it up before the

end of the first period, but

midway through the second a

beautiful shot by returning

hockey veteran Laura Brown put

C.C. back on top. A goal by

junior forward Julia Hansen and

another from Brown cemented

the 4-1 victory in 'ne tnir<1

period.

C.C.'s performance was

augmented by strong defense

and a solid performance in front

of the net by sophomore goalie

Mary Cheney, who was "really

glad to win."

Sunday's game with Denver

posed a bigger challenge; C.C.

had not beaten the Bandits all

year. But again, the Tigers" look

an early lead as sophomore

forward Martha Pelster scored

her first goal of the year with

two minutes remaining in the

first period. A goal by Laura

Brown in the second put the

Tigers ahead by two, and senior

goalie and captain Dorothy

Diggs held the Bandits scoreless

through the first two periods.

--"It's so

much more
fun to win"

The tension between the

opponents mounted, and it came

to ahead when a fight broke out

between Hansen and a Bandit

player. "It was all her fault,"

remarked Hansen equitable after

the game.

Apparently the rare outburst

of hostility shook up the

normally placid Tigers, as they

allowed Denver to score twice

in the first five minutes of the

third period, tying the score.

Women's lacrosse

gears for spring seas

With 2:08 left, the Bandits

took the lead.

_ As. the clock ran, C.C.

struggled to recapture the

intensity that had characterized

the first half of their game.

Then with 1:53 left, junior

Keeley came through with a

goal to tie the game again.

The Tigers played hard

throughout the final

minutes,and the work paid off

as Brown scored the winning

goal with just 1:01 in the final

period. The C.C. women
savored a 4-3 win over a very

competitive Denver team.

"It's so much more fun to

win," commented Coach Tim
Mixon from the bench.

The team's performance over

the weekend demonstrated

genuine progress over the course

of the season. C.C. will have

to retain the momentum of

their two game streak as they

move on to the final games of

their schedule.

This Saturday the Women's

Club takes on the notorious

Vail Breakaways, who served

the Tigers a humbling defeat in

their last encounter. The face-

off for this revenge match will

take place in Honnen at 2:30

Saturday, and the team should

be in rare form for their final

home game of the season.

By Margot Gray
and Donna Howland

Women's lacrosse is back and

this year's team looks

promising after a successful

preseason tournament in

Boulder last Sunday.

C.C dominated the field,

winning against C.S.U. 6-1,

D.U. 4-3 and tying CU. 3-3.

The 1-4 loss to the undefeated

Denver Women's Team, was

compensated by the fact that

C.C. was the only team to even

score on the Denver Women's

growling goalie, Scarey Buffy.

The 14-11 overall victory

pleased the team, especially

since preparation had been

minimum. Due to weather,

practices had been few. Another

problem the team had

anticipated was the small

of Sunday's team, with onj

sub, against larger comj

teams such as C.U., w'

players. However, team s

not deter the play.

Coach Michelle Giai

said, "Our core team is e

more consistent to wot

and on Sunday we prov«]

by working well together.

In all four games the
«'

with both veterans ar

experienced players,

well as a unit. Offense wl

by Susannah Lawson anoj

Carpenter. Also scoring I

for C.C. were Capia«"J

Slotnick and Donna H»<1

Howland scored her Mrs|

goals of the season. J
The C.C. women's «

team faces rival C.

Stewart Field next Sunuj

11 am.

"mint!]Get your name in

The Catalystis looking for a few good writers]

to cover spring sports events'. If interested

join and meet The Staff on Fridays at noon,
on

call extension 2675 anytime. Don't miss this

one-of-a-kind opportunity to expand both y"1*

cultural horizons and writing skills!
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Editorials

Why is it so hard to stay #1?

By Rick Goldstein

ime to say

oodbye to a

ports legend
ts

Editor,

Lgh college basketball is

K its fantastic finish in

ifnth of March, many of

H been witnessing a much

ier
and less spectacular

l
in the professional game:

final
season of Kareem

jilJabbar.

[the last twenty seasons,

neatest scorer of all time

accomplished everything

could be expected from a

eiball player. It is only

at the age of 42, that his

finance has come under

|on.

Hinted, the Lakers'

loraiance has not been quite

lo
their par of the past two

I but he is no longer a

(point of the offense. His

• down, as a result, but

he still remains capable of

controlling the lane on defense.

Like all defending champions,

the Lakers have found the

competition tougher, and

undoubtably will look towards

Kareem for leadership in the

playoffs. Perhaps this last

quest for a championship will

inspire the bespectacled future

Hall-of-Fame to nail a few

more skyhooks down the

stretch. Regardless, his presence

will be felt.

The respect and admiration he

commands has never ebbed,

among players and fans alike.

No matter how Kareem and the

Lakers finish this year, he will

be remembered as one of the

legends.

Ski Clearance!!
All Skis and Equipment 20% off

Kemper Snow Boards 20% off

Colorado Outdoor Exchange
403 N. Tejon
578-8744

"Sometimes it is better to

travel than to arrive."

Robert Pirsig. Zen and the

Art of Motorcycle Maintanence

The desire to be Number One

is what we all aspire to,

especially at the professional

level. We turn our lives over to

that exalted label so that our

attempt to be the best fills up

each pore, nook, and cranny of

our existence. Some even

make it.

But what happens once we

reach this plateau, this

destination? We don't remain

there. We fall from grace in a

fraction of the amount of time

it took to actually get there.

This concept envelops the

world of sports as much as it

does anything else.

One only has to look at

college basketball polls to see

that each week we have a new

Number One team. Now, one

could argue that the parity

today in college basketball

coupled with the difficulty of

beating a good team on its home

court explains this constant

changing of the guard. Still,

why do elite teams such as

Oklahoma, Arizona. Duke, and

Illinois only lose once they

attain their #1 ranking?

*.i>*H 1

If we look at professional

tennis, we see the same pattern.

John Mcenroe. Bjom Borg, and

Mats Wilander all ascended to

the pinnacle of the rankings

only to "bum out" once they

reign as king of the courts.

Moreover, professional

baseball, football, and

basketball teams rarely repeat

as champions. During the

1980's, only the L.A. Lakers

have been able lo do so. A
leading explanation for this

occurence is the fact that the

team which wins it all has the

majority of its players having

the best year of their careers.

Thus, in the next year

productivity from the players

can only decrease and they

therefore fall from the top.

Of course, exceptions exist.

Once in a while, a Rocky

Marciano, a John Wooden, a

Vince Lombardi, or teams such

as the New York Yankees or

the Montreal Canadiens come

along and claim the #1 ranking

as their home for awhile. But

these phenomena are as rare as a

Bronco Super Bowl victory.

Why is it so tough to stay

Number One? Professional

athletes spend all their waking

hours trying to be the best they

can be. Their desires, passions

and energies bum up every drop

of their soul while climbing

the proverbial mountain. When

those fortunate few finally

make it to the lop, Ihey simply

have nowhere else to go.

In other words, the desire to

be Number One is stronger than

the desire to stay Number One.

The mind - Ihc creative

process- is not interested in

products. Only the ego is

satisfied with accomplishments.

The creative process is

interested in the nature of the

accomplishment, not just its

explicit appearance. Perhaps the

creative process is a more

powerful driving force than the

ego.

Downhill skiiers will

empathize. When you're on a

slope, all your energies are

focused on the moguls, the

trees, the snow, and the like.

The excitement of soaring down

the hill is all that is inside you.

The best kind of skiing is done

when there is no "thinking" of

skiing but rather the "doing"

of skiing.

When you gel lo the bottom

of the hill, you are satisfied.

You are Number One. But how

long does that feeling last? The

skiing is now gone. You arc no

longer actually satisfied but arc

instead thinking satisfied. You

are no longer focused. Wow
that your struggle is over, so is

your passion to aspire. Without

this edge, you arc no longer the

best.

Sometimes travelling ts

belter than arriving.

,
International

Btadents: Prepare
Jfor exams such
|asTOEFL,GMAT,

andGRE.

phelp.

I ^ams s

: at Stanley H.Kaplan
ilp. Were the leading test

company in America,

aris test preparation« prepare students to take

: standardized exams used as

sions criteria for all levels of

education in the US
ams such as TOEFL. GMAT.

.MCAT, GRE. DAT, SAT, as

las advanced medical and
ing licensure.

fa student wants to further

!« her study in the US,
"llhen return home with
aler knowledge, please call

!<*eus. •

We've helped thousands of

"Sis' dreams come true.

fc,^"<AP!ANeAUTHOaZEpi

LANitersL —V" >. UPtlH EDUUH0HA1 aHra tro

or
»lorado Springs Office

tt
'. I 619 N.Cascade

I Lower Level

635-3432

1989-90
Yearbook
Editor

Wanted
experience preferred

but not necessary

Paid position

Great publishing

experience

Applications available at

WomerDesk

For further infontiatlon contact Mike

Shaver ext.2290

COPPER
MOUNTAIN

.«>/

$24 lift tiefcete plus SPECIAL Savings on

ski lessons ONLY available at Front Range

Vickers
<gCOPPER MOUNTAIN RESORT

R,r information 1 -800-458-8386 (extension^



E TCETERA
"Cycles Peugeot"

The French Manufacturer

of the World's finest

bicycles since 1882!

BICYCLE SHOP

19 E. Kiowa • Downtown

(7 blocks south of campus)

Phone: 634-4733

RICK WAGER -

"CC Class of '64, Proprietor"

$1,000 grants for The

Planetary Society members or

nominees. Send 2500-word

essay on relevant topic to

Scholarship Dept., The
Planetary Society, 65 N.

Catalina Ave., Pasadena, CA
91106. Deadline Apr. 15.

Mac McGlasson Memorial

Jounalism Scholarship. $500

scholarship awarded to student

pursuing a degree in journalism

or related field; must be

resident of El Paso or Teller

County. Contact Andy Lyon at

632-5030 or 475-2555 for

information. Deadline is April

28, 1989.

Any students even remotely

interested in getting together an

Asian theme house for the

1990-1991 school year (dju

next year, but the year after),

please contact Brecken Chinn as

soon as possible at ext. 2266.

Student/Faculty Committee

Applications are now available

at Womer Desk. Forms are due

at the Worner Desk by the end

of Block 6. For information,

contact the CCCA Office.

Applications available in

Career Center for 1989-90

Student Career Advisor
positions. This is on-campus
student employment helping

students to leant while they

make money. Deadline March 8.

March 28, 7:00 p.m.
Professors Madruga, S.

Simmons, and H. Rabbin will

offer commentaries on the film

MarallSade. in AH 300.

March 27, 7:00 p.m.

Professor Benjamin Barber of

Rutgers University will speak

on Rousseau and the French
Revolution.

The first annual Colorado

Poetry Festival and Book Fair

will be held April 7 and 8,

1989 on the Regis College

Loretto Heights Campus, 3001

S. Federal Blvd. For more

information contact Eleanor

Swanson at 458-4147 or Ray

Gonzales at 421-0363.

Wonen-.s Press Club Writing

Contest. Four Categories

(short story, feature article,

opinion essay, and poetry. For

complete rules, send a self-

addressed, stamped envelope to

DWPC Unknown Writers

Contest, P.O. Box 24128,

Denver, CO 80224.

The Men's Club Hockey Team

will compete against the

Denver Bisons this Saturday at

12;15 p.m. at Honnen Ice Rink.

The Women's Club Hockey

Team will meet the Vail

Breakaways at 2:30 p.m.

Saturday, at Honnen.

MATHEMATICS AND
THE FRENCH REVOLUTION
Professors Marlow andcrson

and John Watkins will discuss

Larange, Laplace. Legendre

and present a video, Paris and

the New Mathematics.. March

23 in AH 300, 7:00 p.m.

Contests

National College Poetry

Contest's deadline March 31.

$3 registration fee for first

entry, $1 for each additional

poem. Send to International

Publications, P.O. Box 44044-

L, Los Angeles, California

90044.

Poetry West Contest:
Postmark deadline May 1,

1989. S3 per poem fee. Mail

to Poetry West Contest, P.O.

Box 2413, Colorado Springs,

CO 80901.

Mars Institute Contest: Prize

awarded for essay on Mars pro-

gram analagous to current An-
tarctic research, incl.

international efforts, habitat

design, etc. For complete topic

info, see "Planetary Society"

above.

Meetings

Negotiation Workshop:
There will be a Negotiation

Workshop on Saturday March

25, 1989 from 8:45 a.m. The

workshop will focus on

negotiation strategy, and how

you can become a more effective

negotiator. Contact David

Lowland at ext. 2674 or stop

by the Leadership Program

Office in Cossitt Hall,

downstairs next to the

Catalyst. Space is limited; sign

up now!

Find out what the Bible has

to say. Find out about life of

Jesus, Mondays, 8 p.m.,

Mathias Conference room. Call

Rick, 2258.

Wanted

Wanted: The Princeton

Review, the nation's largest and

most successful test prep

program, is looking for bright,

enthusiastic people to teach its

SAT prep courses in Colo.

Springs. Will train. $15/hr.

Call 303-428-8000 for more

info. GRE, GMAT, LSAT
instructors also needed.

Managers are needed to fill

Part time/Full time positions

at local movie theatre.

Applications available at

Tiffany Square Theatre during

business hours.

Summer Jobs to save

environment. Earn $2500-

$3500. National campaign

positions to pass clean air act,

stop toxic pollution, tighten

pesticide controls & promote

comprehensive recycling,

available in 18 states. & D.C.

Intvs on campus 3/28, 29, 30.

Call Kate at 1-800-622-2202.

For Sale

For Sale: Sharp RP-6022
semi-automatic, belt-driven

turntable with magnetic

cartridge, never used, still in

package. Asking $75 OBO. Call

Steve Barbee at ext. 2223.

Carver Amplifier for Sale.

PM-175 professional magnetic

field amplifier, 175 walls per

channel, for $250. Call Bryan

at 633-4467.

Therapeutic massage
treatments available by

appointment in Boeltcher,

Monday through Friday. Call

ext. 2384.

Adoption: If you are

considering adoption, we can

provide a loving, financially

secure home for a newborn

infant. We are both teachers

who love and understand

children and hope to share our

Colorado home with a special

child! We promise a

confidential legal adoption

with all medical expenses paid.

Call Ellen or Ron collect 303-

499-8279 after 6.

ALL-CAMPUS MORNING
PRAYER MEETING Mon-
Fri., 8-8:30 a.m. Upstairs

Womer Lounge. Come join us

in prayer and meditation for the

campus and the world.

Questions? Call Rick x2258 or

Cyndi & Laura x2252.

Study the Gospel of Mark,

Tuesdays, 6 p.m., Loomis 344.

Call Cyndee, 2252.

See Karen Shimmey
Shimmey Karen Shimmey
Ready for some beach blank,

bingo? So ... what am I

Geuing for my birthday?

Dancing anyone? I ihink

I'll keep you. Yes, we
Bank Affair-A-Card.

MAZATLAN!

Two Colorado College

students were recently awarded

full one-year scholarships for

study in the Federal Republic

of Germany in 1989-90.

Susanne Wunner and Chris

Swanson, sophomore German
majors, will spend the next

academic year at the University

of Gottingen and the University

of Regensburg, respectively.

Anyone intersted in going to

the April 9 pro-choice march on

Washington contact Christina

Jackson at 578-9138 IMME-
DIATELY!

The C.C.C.A. will produce

its quarterly newsletter about

its activities. Get copies in

Worner, Slocum, Mathias,

Bemis and Loomis on March 6.

For questions call Stephanie

Ching, 2313.

CHESS! CC. to have chess

club. Formation meeting March

23, location TBA. All

experience levels welcome,
come to Icam also. BYOBoard.
For info, contact Miles White,

Womer Box 11, ext. 2287.

Students with pre-law

interests: contact Janet Enright,

ext. 2773, to get on mailing

list. Upcoming pre-law events

include guest speakers, the

Spurgeon/ McHendrie dinner,

and a pre-law symposium.

Personals

To the three men we
kidnapped: Let's Do the Time

Warp Again!

acccp.

See Nicole try to Shimmey
Try Nicole Try!

I know where you sleep

(most of the time). So whji

am I getting for my birthday

Hm, I guess I goiia. keep
you

Larry! UofA! 4 1/2 days

:

2000 miles. Keep smiling.

Senior Sentimentalist
sei

same to share in fond memori

wistful wishes for days gone

and tangible fruits of our
g(

times. Let's get it togcj

before we graduate, and re

our goal together. Look for

here next block.

BATMAN: How's life in

new place? Enjoying yourse

Work is so blah I could

scream! Could you whisk

away from it all? Join me fo

few beers or a Pee-Wee Hem

movie? The house is mine

CALL ME.

Welcome Back, Easser Bunny

To the girl whose porch

light's on but no one's home

Don't Worry - Blow Bubbles

LOST: All-gray cat, n

Unitah and Weber. If fon

please call 520-5243

To all the demi-goddesses

demi-gods (you know who

are): Just remember- S*

happens and if someone

like it, then tough banan

Hey, gel some sleep would

jlUB

Question to the stressed 1

wanna be: What's up Di

Anything? Perharps?

All announcements
must be submitted t

the CATALYST by 3

p.m. on Tuesday.
Announcements
should not exceed 3

words. Please
include $1 with all

personals.

I

Services

Typing: Call 531-0939.

Wanted: Subjects for medical

study to control facial blisters

during spring break. Incentive

if qualified. 303-468-4210
(Summit Country).

J's Motor Hotel

and Restaurant
Off Campus at 820 N. Nevada

Special Student Rate including Utilities

& satellite TV

633-5513
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Trustees vote during break

photo by Andrea Rex

Crews replaced old ceiling tiles in Armstrong Hall

with these new ones during Spring Break.

By J. Scott Robertson

t

^strong Hall is well on
way to recovery. Most of

employees who were
tered all over campus as a

"It of previously existing

p hazards in the building

already returned. The rest

te back by the end of next

fc ending a four month

} of absence.
;[|capsulant material used
years ago to cover asbestos

the apparant cause of
;s experienced by several

trong employees. The
ulant flaked off as it aged
found its way into the

Ration system. This
ato hydroxide compound
[bined with water and

fed a highly alkaline

S^ce to which mucus
'francs are highly sensitive,

fee late November, crews
hcen working to remedy
Problem. During the

By Don Strasburg

On March 11, 1989 the

Trustees of the Colorado

College held their semi-annual

meeting. Twenty of the

twenty-seven Trustees were in

attendance. The Trustees

approved a $1230 tuition

increase in order to meet the

schools rising operating budget.

In addition, a $75 increase in

room fees and a $105 increase in

board charges were also

approved.

Permission was granted to

upgrade the school's

telecommunication system. If

the upgrade proceeds as

scheduled, all dorm residents

will have a- private telephone

%
line, if they desire. Students

who wish a private line will

pay a $100 fee.

The Trustees approved a 7.6

percent raise in funds available

for faculty and administrative

salaries. A 4.5 percent increase

was granted in funds available

Chemistry, Stephen Scott, from
Associate to Full Professor of

Music, Sarah Simmons from
Associate to Full Professor of

"

for support staff salaries. The
faculty salary brackets for the

1989-90 year will be, $26,500-

29,930 for Instructors,

$29,940-36,980 for Assistant

Professors, $36,990-44,030 for

Associate Professors and
$44,040-70,125 for Professors.

Tenure was granted to

Richard Agec, James
Henderson, David Hcndrickson,

Theodore Lindcman, Bogdan
Swidcr and William Weida.

Promotions were approved

for Richard Agee, from
Assistant to Associate
Professor of Music, George

Butte, from Associate to Full

Professor of English, David

Hcndrickson, from Assistant to

Associate Professor of Political

Science, Robert Lee, from

Associate to Full Professor of

Political Science, Theodore

Lindcman, from Assistant to

Associate Professor of

Romance Languages, and Bogdan
S wider, from Assistant to

Associate Professor of Art.

Half year sabbatical leaves

were granted for William

Barton, Jane Cauvcl, Marcia

Dobson, Christopher Griffiths,

David Hcndrickson, Keith

Kcstcr, Louise Lafond, Hcrving

Madruga, Robert McJimscy,
Gale Murray, Ncalc Rcinit/.,

John Rikcr, Mariamna
Soudakoff and Bogdan Swider.

A one year sabbatical leave was

approved for Paul Kutschc, In

addition Paul Kucrbis was
granted a half year unpaid leave

and Jeff Noblclt a one year

unpaid leave.

No new action was Uikcn on

the divestment issue. The
Trustees arc waiting for the

selection of a Student, Faculty

and Administrator all-college

divestment commitcc, which

will review old policies and if

they deem it appropriate, will

suggest new policy.

Professor calls U.S.

government racist

Armstrong exile

lears end

By Will Gadd

Winter Break, the heating and

ventilation system was
rebalanced. Over Spring Break

they had the chance to proceed

at a much quicker rate than

during blocks five and six.

During the break, they replaced

ceiling tiles, used blowers to

dislodge the encapsulant,

vacuumed the resulting dust

with high-tech vacuums
designed to pick up even

asbestos, wiped all surfaces

down, and spray-painted them

with latex paint. A cleaning

crew then washed walls,

drapes, furniture, and rugs to

make sure none of the residue

remained.

The entire effort has cost

Colorado College approxi-

mately S75.000 since Novem-

ber. This figure includes fees

payed to Industrial Hygenists

before Winter Break for their

rcccomendalions on how to

solve the problem.

Source: Thomas Wcnzlau,

Vice President for Business and

Finance/Treasurer

On Monday, March 6,

Professor R.A. Olquin outlined

"injustices" suffered by people of

Hispanic descent [or Spanish

speaking people] living in the

United States in his lecture titled

"Communists, 'Wetbacks,' and

Bracercos: Immigration Law and

Labor Activism."

Olquin claimed that over the

last century, the FBI and the

United States government have

subjected Spanish speaking

people to deportation, racism, and

oppression.

Olquin stated that many U.S.

immigration problems erupt out

of a clash between an economic

desire for cheap labor and

attempts to control the politics of

that labor force. This clash leads

to a recurring pattern of Mexicans

entering the U.S. to work for

comparatively high wages, only

to be exploited as a worker

without rights. If a Mexican

group attempts to organize and

acquire rights, they and their

leaders are often deported under

the guise of being anti-American

or communists.

The foundation for deporting

Spanish speaking people rests

with the House Committee on

Un-American Activities.

According to Olquin, this

committee has an oxymoronic

title: if the United States really is

a free country, how can free

speech and organized labor be

anti-American? A leading fear for

the Un-American movement was

the specter of communism, a fear

realized in communist-bashing

McCarthyism. This fear

developed out of the cold war and

resulted in a general fear of

foreigners, on the basis that they

might be out to somehow
sabotage the American way

through communism. Olquin

stated that this fear led to a 1952

immigration law that made it

illegal for "communists, radicals

and Pro-world government"

individuals to enter the United

States, or, if already in the

country, to be called for their

deportation.

Armed with the 1952 law,

employers and the government

could then deport Mexicans who
were causing trouble such as

organizing a union to fight

exploitation of labor by

employers. Mr. Olquin

documented over 30 cases of

cither harassment or deportation

of Mexicans by the FBI, at the

request of an employer or the

government.

The American government also

used the 1952 immigration law

to deny entry to individuals or

groups believed to be too

dangerous to be allowed into the

country. Included in this list was

the distinguished Canadian

naturalist and author, Farley

Mowat. This action, staled

Olquin. represented the American

government's attempt to gain

control over what the American

public could view, and was a

violation of the sacred principle

of free speech. Guatemalan

refugees have also been denied

access because of their political

beliefs, along with Cubans and

other Latin American refugees.

Olquin blasted the U.S.

government for allowing what he

felt was blatant racism towards

Spanish speaking American

citizens. Using his own father as

an example, Olquin recounted

stories of Americans being

stopped on the streets of Los

Angeles and asked for

identification to prove their

American citizenship. If they do

not have the requisite documents,

they face deportation and legal

harassment, all for the crime of

speaking Spanish or not being

white. Along with deportation,

English only laws have sprung

up in some communities,

including Mcnlo Park in

California and in Colorado.

The U.S.-Mexico border

see RACISM, p. 4
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Gav & Lesbian Awareness Week Elections approacl
Friday, March 24 Jennifer Berezan Concert

Packard at 8:00 p.m. $4 with C.C.I.D.

Saturday, March 24 Gay Matinee - Parting Glances
'

Tutt at 2:00 p.m.

Sunday, March 26 G.U.S. Loomis Understanding Homosexuality
Poslponted until April 9 at 7:00 p.m.

Monday, March 27 Poetry Reading, Literature Discussion

Bemis Hall Lounge at 7:00 p.m.

Tuesday, March 28 Radical Gay and Lesbian Politics

Loomis Hall at 7:00 p.m.

Wednesday, March 29 Gays. Lesbians, and Christianity

With Bruce Corriel, Shove Chapel
Womer Center at 7:00 p.m. Room to be Announced

Thursday, March 30 Growing up Gay or AIDS
Sponsored by Slocum Hall Staff

Music Night at Benjamins at 9:30 p.m.

Friday, March 31 Denim Day Wear jeans, cut-offs, jean
jackets to show your support for the rights

of Gays and Lesbians.

By Karin Kinney
senior events and at

During their sen
reunions.

'""
year

It is time for elections of

permanent class officers for the

Class of 1990. Elections will

be held April 3 and 4 for

President, Vice President,

Secrelary and Treasurer. Anyone
who will graduate in the spring

of 1990 is eligible to vote.

The officers should have good
organizational skills,
enthusiasm and a strong desire

to create class cohesiveness.

Class officers are encouraged to

create a class identity before

graduation.

Class officers will be
representatives after graduation

and will help coordinate
reunions every five years. The
four officers should know a

wide variety of students so they

can encourage attendance at

planning committee
f

officers, class agents and
interested seniors win
monthly senior func/Si*'" 1

encourage participation ;„" *e

Homecoming celebration J W
on the Senior/Parent iZ

»""'

Dance and organize other snl
events fnr Ihp Harp ^events for the class.

_'. Any- juniors who
interested in running

f0r
office should pick
application at Worn

up

icr D e
Apphcauons are due at Wo r

Desk or Tutt Alumni House
Wednesday, March 29 by

p.m.

There will De
informational meeting
candidates at 12:00 noon in

W.E.S. Room in Worner Co
on March 29. Current

class officers will be availa

to answer questions.

A

-

U
mil

jtrs.

the

* Catalyst
* is looking
' for a talented

and energetic

I individual to

I help co-edit

i the

I ARTS
J section

contact Courtney Murphy
I at ext. 2675 or 2293 for

. more information.

Can you
afford togamble

with the LSAT, GMAT,
GREprMCAT?

Probably not. Great grades
alone may not be enough to

impress the grad school of
your choice.

Scores play a part. And
that's how Stanley H. Kaplan
can help.

The Kaplan course teaches
test-taking techniques, reviews
course subjects, and increases
the odds that you'll do the best
you can do.

So if you've been out of
school for a while and need a

refresher, or even if you're fresh

out of college, do what over 1

million students have done.
Take Kaplan. Why take a
chance with your career?

1KAPLAN
"ANlfYHKAPIAN EDUCATIONAL CFMTBI UD

DONT COMPtTE WITH
A KAPLAN STUDENT-BE ONE

Colorado Springs Office

619 N. Cascade
Lower Level

635-3432

Cronin to give L.L.L.S.
By Joe Hrbek

C.C. Professor Tom Cronin
believes you should aim for the

top—it's less crowded up there.

The McHugh Professor of
American Institutions is even
willing to help you find your
way there; Cronin will speak in

the Loomis Last Lecture Series

(LLLS) on Sunday, March 26 at

7:30 p.m.

The discussion, hosted by
Loomis' upper lounge, will

treat strategies for getting the

most out of your C.C. years,

improving your writing skills,

and taking advantage of the rich

cocurricular program at the

college.

C.C. students are fortunate

to benefit from Cronin's advice.

The highly sought after
professor has spoken to
students at over 200 colleges
and universities in 46 stales.

He has also spoken in over a

Professor Thomas E. Cronin

Photo courtesy T. Cronin

shows such as Night Line, r, ,
d

Today Show, and Late m '

America.

Cronin,

Prrar

p[i

aller

dozen countries including the
USSR, Japan, Germany and
Egypt.

In addition, he is a frequent
analyst appearing on television

former Whi

House Fellow has produc

many publications.

His most recent, Dit,

Democracy: The Politics

Initiative, Referendum c

Recall (Harvard Universi

Press), came out just I:

month.

The book is praised by mai

including Benjamin R. Barti

Rutgers University and Form

Editor of Political Theoi

"[This] is the most thoroiig

balanced, thoughtful

fairminded study
participatory democracy. ..I ha

read."

Cronin has advised C.

students in similar manne

before. Two years ago he spo

in the LLLS. He then

advice to last year's freshm

and this year's summerslarls

Slocum Hall. He entertain

packed houses each limi

Think or swim.

4 3A f

Northwestern University Summer Session '89

Think or swim.

2003 Sheridan Ro;id EvanMun (llinoh (tt)2lW-J(n(i

Save me a seat. Send me a free copy of the Summer Session '89 catalog with

financial aid and registration information (available mid-March).

Please send the catalog to my home. Q my school.

x%

wM
We give you credit for making tough choices.

r — • —i, -

Nairn

l choices. School Address

Cily Siaie Zip

Illinois, (312) 4914114.

Home Address

C't>' Slate Zip

pel

fed

'G

oner

Man

lion

(due!

V
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'hysical plant reveals origin of Frat Quad geyser
By Lisa Cain

my of you may have been

b by the mini-volcano

nving
steam, water, and ashes

jj,e
fraternity quad before

Anonymous sources say that

-Kappa Sigs were thinking

jDt
fencing off the area and

: admission. Jim

,ers, a member of the Kappa

,03 fraternity, entertained

curity by inviting them to a

jW jng. The Fiji house was

I to have been excitedly

gating the effect that the

"volcano" would have on their

Fiji Island Party.

This natural wonder of The
Colorado College campus
occured when the high
temperature hot water line

buried under the ground sprung

a leak, according to George
Eckhardt, the Assistant
Director of the Physical Plant.

This black steel pipe is the

supply-and-return line running

from the tunnel system to the

three buildings in the frat quad,

supplying them with "building

heat and their domestic hot

water supply" through heat

exchangers in the pit outside.

Mr. Eckhardt explained that

this thick pipe is "surrounded

with a water resistant, granular

while insulation material,"

called Gilsulate, to protect the

pipes from corrosion. The
section of the pipe where the

leak occured was resting on a

small support pad of poured
concrete. According to Mr.
Eckhardt, some sort of reaction

occured between the pipe and
the concrete that caused the pipe

to corrode leading to a "pencil-

lead size leak." The water in

the pipe is 300 degrees
Fahrenheit and under 150
pounds of pressure, thus leading

to what Mr. Eckhardt termed

"a small geyser" when the

water hit the surface. The ash-

like material surrounding the

"geyser" was the insulative

Gilsulate.

"The ashlike
material sur-
rounding the 'gey-

ser' was the
insulative Gilsulate"

There is still question as to

why exactly the leak occured.

Mr. Eckhardt explained that

the pipe was only replaced three

years ago, thus the corrosion
was "extremely unusual," In
addition, the installation of the
pipe was supervised by the
manufacturing representative of
Gilsulate. When contacted, the

representative had never heard
of such an occurancc. Mr.
Eckhardt suggested that the
high content of lime in the
concrete support perhaps caused
the reaction with the line. In

any case, the concrete was dug
up and the pipe is being
reinsulated. According to Mr,
Eckhardt, another concrete
support about 50 feet from the
first area will also be removed.

former Senator Proxmire to deliver annual Lopat Lecture
By College Relations

The man who put a spotlight

federal overspending with

"Golden Fleece" awards,

irmer Wisconsin senator

illiam Proxmire, will be in

dorado Springs on
alnesday, April 5, to give a

iblic talk on collective and
jividual debt issues.

Proxmire's talk is the annual

Lecture and is tilled "The

iallenge of Living Beyond
Means." It will be at 8

p.m. in Armstrong Hall.

"I haven't been to Colorado
since 1927," Proxmire said by
phone from his new research

office in the Library of
Congress, "and I'm looking
forward to this. My talk will

be about the debt problems-
those faced by American
households and businesses as

well as those of the federal

government."

The Wisconsin Democrat
served 34 years as a U.S.
senator (1957-88) in a

distinguished career. He
initially won a special election

f
E A R S A H E A Di

N
.

to fill the seat left vacant by
the death of Sen. Joseph
McCarthy, and subsequently
was reelected to consecutive
six-year terms, choosing not to

run in 1988.

"The Wisconsin
Democrat served 34
years as a U.S.
Senator (1957-88)"

A strong following and
public response came from the

"Golden Fleece" awards which
Proxmire bestowed monthly
upon a wide range of federal

agencies and departments for

HAIR DESIGN

Have a Tan on Us !!!

30 DAYS $40.00

T We'll Do
Your Laundry!!!

WASHED
DRIED

FOLDED

activities that, in his view,
constituted a virtual fleecing of

U.S. taxpayers.

The Fleece awards might be
revived: Proxmire says he is

now discussing with a news
syndicate the idea of doing a

weekly version of the Golden
Fleece recognitions.

A 1938 graduate of Yale
University, Proxmire earned a

Master's from the Harvard
Graduate School of Business,

cum laude, in 1940, and a
Master's from Harvard in

public administration. He has
chaired the Senate Banking,
Housing and Urban Affairs

Committee and served on the

Senate Appropriations

Committee and the
Congressional Joint Economics
Committee. He has authored
five books, including, "Can
Small Business Survive?"
"America's Military-Industrial

Complex," and "The Fleecing of

America."

In 1976 and 1982 Proxmire
accepted no campaign
•contributions and spent less

than $200 in each of those years

on his campaign.

The Lopat Lecture scries

brings political and public

affairs leaders to C.C. It is in

memory of Marianne Lannon
Lopat, a 1973 C.C. grad who
served as a political assistant to

President Gerald Ford before

her untimely death in 1980.

INC.
A WORKING STUDIO AND GALLERY

• Jewelry Designers

• Custom Wedding Sets

• A Fine Selection of Southwest

Jewelry and Weavings

We welcome your business

15% discount to all C.C.

students and faculty

with I.D.

731 N. Tejon 636-9393

One block south of C.C. Campus "
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Ex-socialist shares stories
By Susanne Wunner

Visiting East German poet

and short story writer, Gabriele

Eckart, spoke to a group of

students and faculty in the Max
Kade German House during

Wednesday's Kaffee Klatsch.

Formerly a resident of the

German Democratic Republic

(East Germany), Eckart moved
to Minneapolis in 1987. She

currently teaches at the

University of Minnesota.

The East German Government

permitted Eckhart to leave her

homeland and to travel into the

West. While on a trip to

Frankfurt, West Germany, she

decided not to return to the

East.

At one time Eckart was an

adamant socialist. However, her

philosophy studies at the

University of Berlin shattered

her belief in the system. She
explained that studying
philosophy in an eastern block

nation is synonymous with
taking a course in

Marxist/Leninist ideology. She
came to realize that the State

ideology could not possibly

justify the depressed reality she

saw all around her.

She added however, that if

conditions ever improve, she
will return to East Germany.
Eckart sees Gorbachev's
improvements in the Soviet
Union as a positive
development.

Eckart read from two of her
books, So Sehe Ich die Sachen,
a volume of short stories, and
Wie Mag Ich Alles Was
Beginnt, a collection of poetry.

Her works deal with average
citizens and the joys and
struggles they experience in a
socialist system.

9-fair (Designers for Men & Women

StyCe cuts, Ce-Ucphanu

(Perms & Color

Nexus and Tri products available for sal

Stop in or mal(e your appointment.

8279{. (TejonatC(icfteLa%)oucCre 632-3531

Sondermann Lecture arrives
By Lenny LeVine

On Monday, March 27, at

8:00 p.m. in Packard Hall,

Benjamin Barber will deliver

the annual Fred Sondermann
Memorial Lecture. The title of

Barber's lecture is, "The Anti-

Politics of Terror: Tyrannical

Imagination in the French
Revolution." The Sondermann
Memorial Lecture was
established in honor of former

Colorado College Political

Science Professor Fred
Sondermann, who died of cancer

in 1978. Sondermann was a
highly respected Colorado

College professor, and widely

recognized scholar of

international relations.

Political Science Professor

Glenn Brooks described
Sondermann as the embodiment
of what C.C. professors are all

about. He was, as Brooks
described, a "master teacher,"

who had an enduring influence

on his students and colleagues.

Sondermann demanded diligent

effort on the part of his

students and himself.

Benjamin Barber is the Walt

Whitman Professor of Political

Science at Rutger University. A
graduate of Grinnell and
Harvard University, Barber is a

T. R. Reid scheduled
to teach class

By J. Scott Robertson

Rocky Mountain Bureau
Chief of The Washington Post,

T. R. Reid will leach a course
at C.C. There are no
prerequisites for the course
which is scheduled for first

block next year. It is titled

Media and American Politics

and will address the role of
column, editorial, and news
writing with regard to print
and broadcast media. A natural

by-product of this discussion
will be the mass media's
influence in setting the policy
agenda for the nation.

Based on the lectures Reid has

given at C.C, and the

experience he has gained
through his position with the

Post, the class promises to be
an exceedingly valuable
experience. Reid has
extensively covered Congress,
national elections and national

public policy while with the

Post. He is the author of two
best selling books.

The course is not listed in the

current course list for next
semester. If you are interested

in taking the course, simply list

it on your personal course list

with points. The Registrar's

office will be able to supply
you with the correct course
number.

Racism accusation
from RACISM, p. 1

represents an artificial boundary
line, said Olquin, existing only
on paper and enforced only
sporadically. He stated that this

lack of enforcement is a result of
employers wanting the cheap
labor Mexicans supply. Noting
that there were plans on the
drawing board for a trench along

20 miles of the U.S. Mexico
border, Olquin pointed out the
tiny fraction of the total length
that figure represents. American
managers further demonstrate the

artificiality of the border
commuting to manage Mexican

factories while Mexican workers
commute to work in American
factories.

Olquin concluded that America
needs the cheap labor Mexicans
supply but does not want to
recognize workers beyond their

economic utility, and so deports
them if they try to gain power
through organization.
Deportation as a political tool is

nothing but institutionalized

racism and exploitation, said
Olquin, and must be abolished if

the United States is to uphold its

basic principles of freedom and
equality.

Too much to do ? Us too!
Write for the Catalyst. We are always looking

lor reponsible writers. If you are interested come
to our office Fridays at twelve or call ext. 2675.

preeminent political theorist

who is a genuine authority on
Rousseau. Barber has written

several books, and has taught

and lectured at Colorado
College for several years. He is

a strong believer in

participatory democracy.
Professor Tom Cronin, a friend

and colleague of Barber, says

"...for Barber, citizenship means
talking issues out," a strong

democracy requires a society

that participates in its politics.

As a scholar of French and
Swiss Political Thought,
Barber's lecture will be part of

the bicentennial observance of

the French Revolution.

Lee's Liquor
502 W. Colorado Ave 520 - 990
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your spring vacation!

Discount to all with C.C. ID

We have new beer on draft:
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Canadian Mist special 750 ml $6.99
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Kegs & Party Balls in stock always

Kegs available from 31 .99
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F ORUM
atalyst Editor
ddresses criticism

f
Music Department

h VANTAGE POENT/By Courtney Murphy

udy has this campus found itself in the type of

luoversy it did after the Catalyst's publication (March 3,

| of an editorial commentary by students Brecken Chinn

[Addison Diehl which was highly critical of the College's

^ Department.

je
tone of the article was harsh; the department and

«ral individuals were scathingly criticized. While I don't

ee with the article's language, I believe the authors

jressed some legitimate concerns about practice rooms,

jity instruments, program funding, and support for

dent bands.

jinn and Diehl expressed concern about a problem they

d many other students, faculty, staff, and administrators

| the Music Department's allocation of its substantial

js. They insist the funds could be used in ways that

better benefit music majors and the college

innunity.

ome of their valid points became shrouded in the

itroversy of their word choices. The authors used poor

flsing when they said Michael Grace had his "hands deep

le [College] cookie jar." They claim that they intended to

ply he was using College funds to support his educational

jida, rather than to imply illegitimate use of the funds.

linn and Diehl left specific facts out of their commentary.

ty say that, in spite of the lack of documentation, their

;is are backed up by reliable sources, and from personal

periences with the Music Department and the Great

formers and Ideas Committee. Regardless, their article

printed without the benefit of evidence to substantiate

Sir claims. Here the Catalyst erred by allowing the article

jppear without these facts.

While the Catalyst is responsible for the content of the

icles I allow to be printed, the views expressed in the

ram section are not neccessarily collective opinions of the

iff.

Time restraints at a college like C.C. often limit my
ilities to exercise prudent editorial control. I cannot

issibly review and edit every article printed in this

blication; for this I rely on my staff. I hope the College

mmunity will read the various responses to Chinn's and

ehl's article.

The Catalyst regrets any distress the article may have

used Michael and Susan Grace. In the future, I will

courage and practice more responsible journalism.

art by Mark Flore

Alumnae offers vision of happier life

GUEST COMMENTARY/By Ellen Stein

need an ear and I have distance between the people
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I
chosen yours. Listen,

and I truly hope you will

hear.

I write from my village of

1,500 people in Mali, West
Africa, where I am Peace

Corps volunteer of eight

months. I recently received a

letter from a friend in Boston.

She is working at a job she does

not like with people she

described as "healthy young
capitalists" desperately in

search of the "bottom line", out

to "kill the competition," find

their "break even point," and

"hold them under it."

Because she was unhappy, she

has decided to change her life

around. More power to her!

She is looking to really live.

She wants to wake up each

morning and feel connected to

how she passes her days and

makes a living - not just

financially. Money is a greatly

misplaced priority in people's

lives today and has been for

some time. Thus, herein, I

write on living.

Today, I see life in my
village. Backs and arms strain

as women carry water from a

pump or a well to fill up the

canneries where it is stored to

bath, cook with, and drink. It

is the dry season now; it has

not rained since October and

will not again until June. The

small creeks have been dry for

one month. Three more to go.

The harvest is over and until

the rains come they tell me
they don't work. Don't work?!

What do they consider pounding

millet or corn three times a

day, or hauling wood from a

three kilometer distance, or

washing clothes by hand?

They don't consider this work

because it is their life. A direct

connection exists between

person and earth. The structure

of the village was created from

the soil. The same is the case

with steel mined for lofty sky

scrapers, but there is too great a

who fill these buildings and the

earth.

Maybe this article is directed

at all those healthy young
capitalists who may soon ascend

one hundred stories and begin

the climb up the corporate

ladder. People should keep

their feet on the ground a little

while longer. Think about your

life and ask yourself if you are

pleased with how you have

passed your days. Do you feel

connected?

The earth is part of the

family here. Sadly, family is a

fading priority in our world.

Eac h one of us as an

individual has the ability to

affect change. I direct this

article to an educated audience

because of the ability we have

to think and to act and the

freedom we have to roam.

These people I live among are

bound to the one thing they

know works for them - the

People should keep

their feet on the ground a

little longer.

earth. They do not have

opportunity. Each one of us

does.

A friend recently wrote me,

when I was in distress, to

remind me that most people I

was with are here permanently

while I am not. Today, I

complain less about the

sacrifice I am making and

apppreciate more where I am,

and take pride in the country of

which I am a citizen.

I offer you the words of

George Bernard Shaw:

"This is the true joy of life,

the being used for a purpose

recognized by yourself as a

mighty one; the being

thoroughly worn out before you

are thrown onto the scrap heap;

the being a force of nature

instead of a feverish, selfish

little clod of ailments and
grievances, complaining that

the world will not devote itself

to making you happy.

"

This is the person you are

capable of being. You arc the

only one that can make yourself

happy. I have found, as I hope

others in search of their next

move may find, this can be done

by helping others. It is very

rewarding. Look outside of

yourself today and your
comfort and the little

community in which you live.

You needn't look far, only far

enough to leave yourself.

As young, liberally educated

people, we are more fortunate

than many Americans. We've

read theories about what we
need to do to make the world a

better place to live. " More
people should set out to do this

for themselves and for others.

To all the potential "healthy

young capitalists" that soon

may leave the shelter of a

college community to pursue

wealth and riches in business,

the odds are certainly in your

favor toward success. But

success can be measured in

various ways. Emerson wrote,

"...to leave the world a belter

place, whether by a healthy

child, a garden patch, or a

redeemed social condition...

that is success."

As a Peace Corps volunteer in

a gardening program, I have

planted a garden with the

village and it has grown. Next

year, hopefully, it will grow

better and feed more
malnoursihed children than it

did this year. With this garden

I too have grown. I am
somewhere strange and special

and different, and it is in this

place I live, think, and learn,

and work towards improving

life.

Ellen Stein is a 1987 C.C.

graduate. She is currently

working for the Peace Corps in

Bougouni, Mali, West Africa
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Accusations addressed
Students, faculty respond to Music Dept. criticisms

DISCORDANT
NOTES

Last issue's Guest Commentary opinion inspired an onslaught of responses from our readers. WrittenbT

Sophomores Brecken Chinn and Addison Diehl, the editorial attacked many ofthe policies ofthe College's Music

Department. Due to the importance of this issue and the complexity of the letters involved, we have chosen to

group the responses_we received together on this page. The letters include an official reponse from the Music

Department, a detailed anaylsis ofChinn's and Diehl's arguments by Chair Stephen Scott, and a rebuttal written

by four student performers.

Letters to the Editor, which normally appear on this page, can be found on page 8.

Department

responds

to attacks
To The Editor:

This letter is from the Colorado

College Music Department in re-

sponse to a Forum column by

BreckenChinn and Addison Diehl

in the March 3, 1989 issue of the

Catalyst. The authors of the col-

umn asserted that "tremendous

internal problems" exist in the

Music Department

We reject their allegations on

both factual and substantive

grounds. The judgments ex-

pressed and implied by the au-

thors regarding Departmental

policies were not informed by

responsible inquiry or objective

appraisal. Every specific criti-

cism they made was either erro-

neous or had already been con-

structively addressed by the de-

partment.

We are proud of the

contribution made by all

members ofthe Music De-

partment to students, the

College, and the Colorado

Springs community.

We are sorry that neither of the

authors has personally contacted

the chair of the Music Depart-

ment or the director of student

performances about any of the

issues mentioned in their column.

Their arguments are discredited

further by unfounded personal

accusations against two of our

colleagues.

We are proud of the contribu-

tions made by all members of the

Music Departmentto students, the

College, and theColoradoSprings

community. Weareproudalsoof

the growing number of talented

students who are involved in all

aspects of music study and per-

formance at The Colorado Col-

lege.

Sincerely yours,

The Music Department

Diana Anderson, Martha H.

Booth, Daniel S. Brink, Greg
Brown, Patricia Coke, Tania

Cronin, Jan Dell, Ray DeWitt,

Lyn Doyon, Guy Dulra-Silveira,

Nancy Ekberg, Elizabeth Fox,

Carlton Gamer, Michael Grace,

Susan Grace, Michael Green,

David Honig, Donald P.

Jenkins, Earl A. Juhas, Kay
Leatherman, Victoria Levine,

Victor Lubotsky, Jeani

Muhonen, Robert Murray, Chris

Nelson, Stephen Scott, Frank

Shelton, Susan Smith, Daryll

Stevens, Janine Seay
/

Student
performers
verify

opportunities
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Music Chair refutes allegations
To The Editor:

In a separate letter, I join the

rest of the Music Department

in rejecting the allegations

made by Brecken Chinn and
Addison Diehl in a Guest
Commentary in the last issue of

the Catalyst. Here, I would
like to address specifically the

areas they discuss in their

article.

Practice Rooms: The Music
Department had met prior to

the appearance of this Guest
Commentary and decided to

make practice rooms available

to students in general on a trial

basis. It is worth noting that a

special practice room was set up
for the exclusive use of

percussion students at the

beginning of this academic year.

Instruments: The College

has a limited collection of
string, wind, and percussion

instruments. These are

maintained as well as possible

and especially in accordance
with students needs.

New Grand Piano: The
article states that Department
funds were spent on the new
grand piano. In fact, absolutely

no music department or college

funds were dedicated to the

purchase of this instrument. It

was purchased through a special

fund-raising project supported

by friends of the Music
Department in the Colorado
Springs community and in other

parts of the country. The
primary purpose of this gift

was to enhance professional

performances by visiting and
college artists. For this reason,

there are restrictions on its use.

In response to the comment
that it "will almost never be
touched by students' hands,"

however, it should be noted
that in the last two blocks
alone it has been used for the

January and February "Music at

Midday" student concert, for

both piano and voice classes,

and for the student piano
master class with visiting artist

Jeffrey Kahane.

Ms. Grace: Although the
article states that she "offers
only rare performances," she has
already performed five major
concerts on the College campus
this year and there are three
more to come. In addition, she
has performed many times with

students.

She has neither "demanded"
nor received Leisure Program
funds for any of these

performances. An independent

professional ensemble of which
she is a member, the "Duo a

Quattro Mani," was invited and

paid by the Great Performers

and Ideas Committee to present

a concert as a part of the Great

Performers Series.

Ensemble Program: Ms.
Grace works very closely, not

"distantly" as the writers state,

with most student ensembles at

The Colorado College. She
auditions all students who are

interested in performing in

ensembles, arranges the actual

ensembles, helps select music,

coaches many of these
ensembles herself or arranges

for other faculty members to

do so when specific
instrumentalists are called for,

and arranges performance
opportunities for both advanced
and less experienced ensembles.

"Stuffy, Eurocentric
Concerts" The writers use
these words to describe concerts

for which members of the

Music Department have
requested Leisure Program
funds. This academic year, the

Music Department has (or will

have) received funds from the

Leisure Program to sponsor
three concerts. These include

the performance of a

contemporary opera by a guest
company, a concert of unusual
ensembles with guitar, and a
violin and piano duo (Ms. Grace
performed in the latter concert

but received no Leisure Program
funds for doing so). Last
academic year, members of the

Music Department requested
funds from the Leisure Program
for five events. These included

an avant garde pianist, an
Apache singer, and a Hindustani

sarod player.

Music Majors: Ms. Chinn
and Mr. Diehl comment that

there are not many music
majors at C.C. In comparison
with most other departments in

the College, that is true.

However, it should be pointed

out that neither are there many
music majors at comparable
liberal arts colleges in the

United Slates. This college is

not a university with a school

of music and should not be
compared with one. We offer a

major whose requirements are

diverse and which prepares
students for nearly any area of

music they may want to pursue.

Scholarship Funds: The
Music Department has limited

financial aid to assist students

who wish to take private

lessons and cannot afford the

additional fee.

In the fall of 1988, there

were not enough funds to award
scholarships to all applicants.

The Department presented this

information to the
Administration and received
approval to refer students to

the Financial Aid office for

additional scholarship support.

All students who were on
financial aid and had requested

additional lesson scholarships

were informed of this

opportunity. All qualified

students who applied to the

financial aid office were given

scholarships.

"Purely Theoretical
Program" After stating that

the Music Department
"squashes student interest in

full ensembles," the article

describes our program as

"purely theoretical." In fact,

the Music Department sponsors

many performance
opportunities, including two
choral groups, one new music
ensemble, one early music
ensemble, two jazz ensembles,
regular orchestral performances
with the C.C. choir, numerous
small ensembles, and in January
it helped inaugurate a concert
band in response to student
interest.

In addition, we offer direct

support to two civic orchestras

that specifically welcome
auditions by C.C. students.

Whenever pep or marching
bands have asked for reasonable

Music Department support, it

has been given.

Concerning the numerous
comments that impugn the

characters of Susan and Michael
Grace, we judge these to be
completely erroneous,
bordering on libel, and not
worthy of further comment in

this forum.

Stephen Scott

Chair, Music Department

To The Editor:

We are a group of real,
liv

instrumentalists here at C.C.

you know, members of tiJft He
poor oppressed group of peor

who "have [such] a hard urne

it," as revealed by Breck-

Chinn and Addison Diehl

their recent expose' of C.C,

Music Department.

Well, we thought you'd a

like to know that in readin

this sensationalist piece

"journalism" we barely eve

recognized the department

faculty described as our owi

As members of a woodwin

quintet/quartet, we have ha

extensive contact with the C.(

Music Department and we fes

that it has treated us wii

wonderful opportunities an

support. We truly appreciate I

role in enhancing our colleg

experience.

The beauty of the'departmei

here is that you don't have t

be a music major to benef

from the music program. Yo

just have to have a sincere loi

for making music and a litti

dedication. With these you ca

easily enjoy participating in

of the ensembles and you ca

expect the department t

provide valuable, if

unlimited, support.

For our group alone ih

department has expende

unusual effort to provide

with instruments for play'

without their own, and has pi

for our group to have coache

from the Colorado Spring

Symphony. Needless to say,

were surprised to hear Chin

and Diehl's complaints ab

instrument expenditures.

So you can see that not

instrumentalists have had

terrible experience with

Music Department. We

acknowledge that

department is perfect and the!

are policies which could benel

from constructive criticism, b

we disagree with Ljfl

unsubstantiated an

occasionally downright fi

accusations of Chinn and Die]

At this school music is wW

you make of it, and if vou m
an opportunity to do somelhirj.

with your music, C.C reall

can be a fun place to be

Mn
Lisa Davenpoi g0vt

Jeff Ken ft n

liana Steinber; fejgh

KerriTashi* Hcs

.
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oorse,
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[dis'kors] n. communication of ideas, information, etc.; ability to reason.

jnW sixty days old

(las Bush's administration stagnated?
>R0

By Eric Duran

w
NBC White House Correspondent Tom Pettit quipped to a con-

ference in Washington, D.C. last week-end: "I'd now like to talk to

you about the Bush Administration's agenda... but I don't know
what it is." Recently, both politicians and members of the press

have claimed the Bush Administration is "adrift" - that it has

failed to accomplish much of anything in its first sixty days. How-
ever, Bush assumes the office under very different conditions than

any of his modern predecessors. But is this really an issue? Should

we be expecting more from our new president?

ithin his first two months in

office, George Bush has

lived up to the public's low

expectations. His selection

tabinet members has been riddled with

^dal, and he has introduced faulty legis-

to gain popularity.

After being elected President in Novem-

Bush again was given the opportunity to

^e several selections for his cabinet. The

isinote-worthy were Jack Kemp for Hous-

ed Urban Development, Louis Sullivan

[
Health and Human Services, and, of

mise, John Toweras Secretary ofDefense.

The first, Kemp, a representative from

\ew York, was found to have accepted fees

« the $100,000 ceiling for honoraria.

eaip immediately returned the excess fees.

SaOivan,thenextappointment,didn'tfare

uch better as a nominee. He disagreed

ith Bush on important matters such as

tortion. TheAtlantaConstitutionTcpon&l

Sullivan believed that women have the

ghtto choose an abortion. Two days later

iullivan was singing a differenttune in front

[George Bush.

^woweelts later; Brady macle a shoot-

oni-the-lip remark on Meet the Press.

rady claimed a user fee of $.25 per $100

ould be charged to help bail out the Sav-

p and Loan Industry. Translated, this

rans more taxes for every American trying

isave money. Public opinion, as well as political pressure, led Brady to retract his

ilement.

The final example is Tower. After being nominated for Secretary of Defense he

mediately began making policy statements that were inconsistent with those ofPresident

ush. Aside from making his own policy decisions, there were allegations of conflicts of

Best. After chairing the Senate Armed Forces Committee, he worked for many defense

wac tors as an advisor. Slowly.otherallegations began to trickle inconcerning an alleged

tohol problem and womanizing. With all these facts, he became the first nominee to be

jected.

All of this came shortly after Bush called for a higher standard in government.

In an effort to save face over his problem-ridden cabinet nominations. Bush introduced

Station designed to get him back in public favor. George bush conditionally banned the

iportation of foreign assault rifles. This decision was made after Drug Czar William

kanett said such weapons were used solely in drug trading. This legislation is controver-

because 75% of all assault rifles in the United States are of American manufacture. The

does little more than give American companies a monopoly on the tools of the drug

fe

Since the public sentiment was for a ban, Bush hoped to revive his political appeal by

King this legislation.

Ifwhat we have seen so far from President Bush is any indication of what is to come, then

«tan take assurance in the fact that he is living up to our low expectations.

CON
By Bill Porter

Will the Bush Administration continue to face upsets such as the rejec-

tion of John Tower? compiled by Doug Lansky and Bill Porter

I
find myself rather aghast at having

volunteered—actually volun-

teered—to defend George Bush and

his administration. After all, this is

THE George Bush with whom wc all had so

much fun laughing at in last year' selection.

This is THE George Bush who came off as

little more than a one-dimensional, paste-

board Reagan clone in last year's election.

But, by stepping back and viewing the

administration with a more objective, and

certainly nonpartisan, perspective, one is

hard-pressed to fault strongly the direction

of Bush's administration; the new president

has only been in Washington for 60 days. At

this point, the press and other detractors arc

simply premature in condemning the Bush

Administration as "adrift."

Following Reagan's two terms, George

Bush finds himself in a unique situation. An
incumbent vice-president has not been

elected president anytime in recent history;

indeed, since the 1940s, one party has not

even been able to control the office for more

than eight years. But in 1988, voters rejected

Michael Dukakis—the Candidatcofchange.

Instead, they opted for continuity—for four

more years of Republican leadership.

Voters elected George Bush on the man-

date of "continuity." They decided they

wanted a president who would maintain the

Reagan agenda, but add a "kindler, gentler"

tone to it. Thomas Griscom, former White House Director of Communications, claims

"Bush brings a 'continuous presidency' to the office." He further explains Bush was elected

"to stay the course"—with a few "mid-course" revisions. His mandate is to make current

federal programs work better, not to create new ones.

Thus, Bush's new administration necessarily lacks the fire ofchange that inspired the new

administrations of Carter and Reagan—and would have for Dukakis. Americans who

elected Bush neither expect nor demand substantial departures from the policies of Reagan.

Rather than setting himself adrift, Bush is merely continuing many of the policies of the last

eight years.

George Bush has no contemporary precedent to guide hisactions as he assumes the office.

He is stuck with the dilemma of maintaining the Reagan agenda that elected him whilealso

implementing his own, long-held ideas. Many Americans have slowly realized Bush is

much more liberal than they assumed; he downplayed his modcracy last fall to get elected

on Reagan's popular conservatism.

Bush has been forced to begin his presidency much more conservatively and carefully

than his predecessors. Sudden breaks with previous policies—as would be expected had

another party captured the seat-are dangerous for Bush. As a fellow Republican—and one

even elected on Reagan's coat tails, his reviews and revisions of Reagan policies must be

slower and more thoughtful.

The stagnation many sense in the Bush administration is hardly stagnation. Bush is

"staying the course" of the Reagan agenda—as most Americans wanted; his revisions to the

agenda must therefore proceed cautiously.

f ''me

little disappointed at

it has taken to fill

^
0ns in the administration

to be expected when
Jfet high ethical standards
government officials. The
F|e he has chosen are people
ajBh integrity, particularly
I'-S and state."

Eric Kos, Junior

"I'm not sure the Bush
Administration is the problem.

The nation seems to have the

problem of paralyzing itself

with issues that are not

pertinent to the running of the

country. The administration is

not adrift - the nation is an

island of political apathy

watching the problems of our

time roll in and out with the

tide."

Debra Robison, Sophomore

"Bush? Is that who won?
We haven't seen him, have you?"

Tom McFarlane and Anne

Powers, Sophomores

"The Bush administration is

slightly adrift. I feel they're

having trouble getting Congress

on their side and are confused

about what to do."

Zack Rosen, First-Year

"This question stems from

the difficulty with the Tower
nomination, and this is an

illegitimate basis for an

answer. Bush has clearly

accomplished things without

the glamor of the Tower
nomination such as his

proposition to bail out the

savings and loan industry and

his trip to far east Asia."

Mike Shaver„Sophomore
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Eyebeam
missed

To The Editor:

Hey! What happened to

EyebeamV. As a loyal fan and

lifelong fan of the cartoonist,

Sam Hurt, I miss it! Please,

please, continue to print

Eyebeam in the Catalystl

Thanks.

Shannon Dillard Mitchell

Class of 1980

Asst. Director of Development

P.S. Sam and I grew up in the

same small west Texas town -

Midland.

In My Op nion ... (*"*%&

Letters to the Editor

Cossitt Basement
Colorado College

Colorado Springs, CO
80946

- -25
!

Rude dolphin savers

offend C.C. student

Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the address

above. Lettersshouldbenolongerthan400words. TheForum

staff may edit letters for clarity and brevity.

The Catalyst does not accept responsibility for the views

expressed in any letters it receives. It does accept responsibil-

ity for giving them a chance to appear.

Student enraged at First-Year C.C.
student's Spring Break hobo adventure

To The Editor:

When I first visited this

campus as a prospective student,

I was very impressed with how
outgoing and friendly everyone
seemed to be. I passed it off as

"admissions hype" at the time,

but now that I am a student

here, I have found that the

student body on a whole really

is that nice and outgoing.

Another thing I discovered
since starting here this fall is

that there is almost always a

group - the awareness groups -

in the spotlight, trying to do a
little good in the world.
During the week these groups

try to show everyone what they

are about. They usually choose

representatives to solicit

support from the student body.

One trick in trying to get

someone to join a club or cause

is to get them to like v

to like what you are Si

That is why I was So Sln
?

on Tuesday when
coordinators of the "sav
Dolphins" organization A
such rude people to rem-
them. VT
With so many nice peon

this campus, why djj
leaders of this organ iz ,

choose three young
iadje ,

had the gaul to tell m e>

on the ice and break
[aj

when I chose not t

something? I might have pa
this off, except that I ha
off-campus guest who was
me at the time.

What kind of impression

they want people to get

our college, anyway?
M. Lawdon

To The Editor:

Never have I been so

embarrassed to be a part of The
Colorado College as I was over

spring break.

After I had arrived home I

spoke with a professor from a

small state college in New
Hampshire. He mentioned that

he had been reading about C.C.

just the day before in the

newspaper. Keep in mind that

this paper is published far from

Colorado Springs. Naturally I

was all ready to hear that we
had make some top ten list of

similar schools or that an
alumnus had done something
noteworthy. This was not the

case.

It turns out that one of our

first-year students had been
arrested on a freight train in

Lincoln, Nebraska on his way
home from school. The
authorities in question were
attracted to this young man
because he didn't fit in with

(presumably) the usual train

riders. The police noted that he

was carrying little money, an

ATM card, writing materials

and a brand new camera. It

would appear that the student

in question was attempting to

write his own version of the

American novel.

It would appear that

the student... was
attempting to write his

own version of the

American novel.

Unfortunately, an act of this

kind serves only to patemalize

and romanticise the true plight

of the train bum. "Oh, ain't it

terrible how these poor blah,

blah, blah..." "I have now
experienced the life of poverty,

etc." Bullshit! A short term

journey of this type cannot

possibly acquaint one with the

hardship of poverty and
homelessness as, after all, one

can live without food for a few
days. It just makes Mom's food

taste all that much better, no?

Why in the hell must our

students be so blind to the

effects of their actions on the

casual observer? We must think

that everyone will see our

actions as we intend them and

support our little projects!

The professor with whom I

spoke was quite amused by this

whole incident. He wanted to

know if all my fellow students

were this stupid and if they

taught us anything here. (This

is from a professor whose
school routinely makes national

'

top-ten party school lists and is

noted for its idiot students.)

I had to admit that yes, the

student probably did learn that

this kind of folly would be
acceptable from here. This is

the great tragedy of our great

liberal awareness. It is so blind

and impervious to external

opinion.

Michael Taffe

i

sa

The

Clarification
Last issue's Catalyst featured a Pro/Con discussion ofCC'smorei

pensive field courses. We believe the headline ("Should C.C. elimin

itsmore expensiveoff-campus courses?")may havesomewhaidisior

the issue.

The Committee on Instruction fully realizes the importance of Uh

classes and has never proposed completely eliminating them. Inste

they have asked departments to temporarily stop offering them ui

funds become available to make them accesible to all students.

Committee member Leon Waxer writes, "The decision to place!

hold some courses is one which will hopefully make the extra fundi,

of these vary important courses a priority with the College."

^Leonard Marc experiences spring break flin

SOCIETY'S MARK/By Leonard Marc

LM:Since you changed the

face of the world - being the

first memeber of the elite

classes to sport a suntan, what

other revolutions have you
sparked?

Miffed, but tanned,

Mr. Marc has re-

turnedfrom his all-

expense paid exile

to the Bahamas, during which it

seems his editors fought legal

battles on all fronts - from libel

suits to charges of mental cruelty.

My, what a fuss over simple dis-

cussion of garments. Well, as Mr.

Marc has always said, looking good

always creates a stir.

Setting aside these little love

spats, Mr. Marc has a bit of
news from the tropics.
Vacationing in the cabana right

along side Mr. Marc was none
other than his dear, old friend

Ms. Coco Chanel. Not to let

this precious opportunity pass,
Mr. Marc engaged in lovely
mid-morning chat, over
mimosas, with the empress of
women's fashions.

Leonard Marc: Coco,
darling, you look wonderful.

Coco Chanel: I always do, Coco: My dear, 1 am a
and I make over half this world revolution in itself. Isn't that

look good too. enough? If it weren't for me,

Natasha Mader displays

'the legacy of Coco.'
Photo by Andrea Rex

women would be parading, to

this day, in green and orange
stretch polyester, thinking they

. .dually looked good. [A deep
draw on her cigarette] God, the

thought of it even scares me.

LM: Coco, since spending
my winters in Colorado, I've

noticed a truly frigthening faux

pax - winter whites. What can
we do about this awful crime?

Coco: Bum them all - not

just the clothes, but the

wretched dressers as well. Let

there be no mistake, white is

NOT to be worn until after

Easter. Now, we can tolerate a

tad bit of off-white in an early

spring, but winter whites are

just a no-no.

LA/:...Texans on the ski

slopes...

Coco: God, what is this

world coming to? If I hear one
more [mimicking] "Yeehaw"
from some uncoordinated
southern darling in a color-

coordinated ski outfit, I'm

going to punish the world by
introducing a line of cowgirl

outfits.

LAf :Please don't. Looking
around during this spring break

2?t3

t/*X

Dazzling Coco Chanel'
takes time from ier busy
schedule tc pose.

time, I notice women's bathing

suits are getting skimpier yet.

Coco: Revenge. Mark

words, it's revenge.

[Ralph Lauren] and his cro

are fed up with the fernii

movement. They just want

see how far they can

forcing women into th<

scraps of material. They m

be assuming this \

women back into their plac

But see [standing and mtint

don't have to worry - I lfl

simply stunning in one.

LM: Hmmh...

Thus, as couples stroll

tropical beaches. Coco an<

finished our leisurely ctl

Back in the State's, Mr- Mi

found society's best returni

from the popular beaches

Hawaii, Mexico, Florida.'

Southern France. - all °f *

tan, rested, and ready f° r

.

coming summer months. ^
Society's Mark is

*»'"

whenever a topic or eyo»

worthy of note. It is wriM*

Addison Diehl. under the W
of Leonard Marc. ;n

This is an imag'"

interview with Coco Chant
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By Christine Mack

y ^> leven million Americans practice vegetarianism

\\ today. While the word Vegetarianism might

1 V conjure up images of hairy, communal-types

during the Age of Aquarius, vegetarianism in Western

culture dates back to classical Greek times.

Anthropologist Claude Lcvi-Slrauss has

shown thata society 's cuisine is a language

that interprets society's structure. Consid-

ering the endless aisles of instant, mi-

crowavable meals wrapped in nonbiode-

gradable plastic packaging found in Amer-

ica's supermarkets, Levi-Strauss' asser-

tion is a lens through which Americans can

view their culture. Beyond the two-all-

beef-patiies, plump-when-you-cook-'em,

finger-lickin'-goodcompositionofAmeri-

can cuisine lies an alternative language

—

vegetarianism.

Pythagoras, a sixth-century B.C. phi-

losopher, is hailed as the "Father of Vege-

tarians" for his discourses on the cruelty of

killing animals for food. Three centuries

later in India, the great emperor Ashoka

decreed vegetarianism in his royal court,

and the practice still survives among mod-

ern Hindus andBuddhists.Even later, frag-

ments ofPlutarch's treatises conclude that

eating meat arose not out of necessity, but

out of "insolence and debauchery.
rt

Throughout theological and philosophi-

cal history, questions have arisen concern-

ing the ethical treatment of animals. Al-

though vegetarians and opponents argue

the interpretation of Biblical quotes and

debate utilitarian principles, the vegetarian

quandary usually falls under personal dis-

cretion.

Nutritionists have established five cate-

gories of vegetarianism, although vege-

tarians are known to improvise. Three of

the classifications have only minor differ-

ences: Lacto-ovo vegetarians abstain from

beef, poultry, fish, pork and all other ani-

mal meats butconsume dairy products and

eggs. Lacto vegetarians avoid meat and

eggs but eat dairy foods; Ovo vegetarians

accept egg consumption but not dairy or

meat eating.

Vegens, anothercategory ofvegetarians,

do no t eat any food ofanimal origin, includ-

ing animal fats and honey. They also re-

frain from using goods of animal origin,

such as leather, wool, glue, furs, silk, ivory,

down, and pearls.

The most extreme vegetarians call them-

selves fruitarians. They extend their phi-

losophy ofnon-exploitation to animals and

plants. They consume only those parts ofa

plant, mainly fruits, nuts and grains, that

are naturally cast off. In the early 1970's a

few court cases addressed social workers

who took custody of fruitarian children for

fear of malnutrition. State intervention in

commune practices eventually closed a

dozen fruitarian communities.

Advertisers claim "real people eat beef
and the paucity of vegetarian entrees on

American menus confirms this slogan. So
why do people choose vegetarianism?

From a worldwide perspective, the slo-

gan might change to "rich people eat beef."

The ecological consequences and the inef-

ficiency of livestock production also influ-

ence many Americans decisions about

vegetarianism.

The United Slates is involved in an agri-

cultural crisis that mostexperts believe will

continue. Halfof all of U.S. crops arc fed to

livestock, including 90 percent of the ce-

real crops. In the U.S. livestock consume

20 million tons of humanly edible and nu-

tritious protein annually, and only about

two million tons return to humans as meat

on their plates. Most of these crops could

be used to feed people. In addition, the fer-

tilizers ranchers use on grazing lands erode

the soil and pollute the air and water.

Vegetarians believe that the world is

facing a population explosion and increas-

ing famine. Consequently, they alter their

eating habits to avoid mass-produced meat,

but they include fish, and eggs and cheese

that come from family farms.

see VEGETARIANISM, p. 12
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Eating habits extend to
ecological questions

By Craig Heacock
and Colin Chisholm

"Beef—real food for real

people." . this an accurate

description of a beneficial

food item, or is it a blatant

lie cooked up by a powerful

industry bent on maintaining

its market share? Until

recently, beef has been as

American as apple pie and
corporate takeovers, but
sobering facts now point to

the beef industry as an
extremely destructive entity.

Basically, eating beef in 1989

has critical health and
ecological ramifications, and
those who eat beef are

killing themselves, as they

add to the now serious and
cumulative degradation of

the biosphere.
For about the last twenty

years, people have discreetly

suggested that the
consumption of red meat may
have an unhealthy effect on
our bodies. However, with
the beef industry's high
promotional budget, as well

as our own stubborn opinion

that meat is an integral part

of the four basic food groups
(an advertisement subsidized

by the beef industry), the

majority of Americans have
continued to live on a red-

meat centered diet. This diet

kills us as well as many other

people around the globe.

World health statistics

consistently show that the

countries which consume the

most meat have the highest

occurrence of heart disease

and cancer, and groups of
vegetarians in these countries

have the lowest rate of the

livestock consume almost
90% of all grain raised in the

U.S. If people ate this grain

disease. In America, the

largest meat-consuming
country, one out of every two
people will die of heart or

related blood vessel disease.

In societies where meat
consumption is low, heart

disease and cancer are
practically unheard of.

The Journal of the
American Medical
Association reported in 1961

that "a vegetarian diet can
prevent 90-97% of heart
diseases." By itself this is, to

say the least, a scary reality.

But when we add cancer,

kidney disease, gout,
arthritis, and poor health in

general to the list of red-

meat influenced afflictions,

we are dealing with the

single most important
health-related issue today,
excluding cigarette smoking.
Meat lovers and old school

nutritionists alike will argue
for the health benefits of red
meat. But without going into

a scientific argument about
the high cholesterol and fat

in red meat, all we have to do
is look around us... the

majority of people in America
are overweight, out of shape,

and generally eating their

way to an early grave.

The picture gets
exponentially worse. Eating
beef has massive ecological

ramifications, and cattle

production is arguably the
most important factor in the

destruction of the
environment in the U.S.,

Africa, and the tropics. The
entire scope of the beef
industry's rape of the planet
is too broad for this article,

but some of the major issues

can be addressed.

First, some pertinent and
sobering facts (from Robbins,
1987):

instead of livestock, 5% of

the grain would be required.

*Half of all water used in

the U.S. for human purposes
is used for livestock. It takes

2500 gallons of water to grow
one pound of hamburger, and
this water is heavily
subsidized by the
government, making the true

cost of hamburger more like

$35 per pound
*Three-fourths of the

topsoil in the U.S. has been
lost in the last 200 years, 85%
of which is directly
attributable to livestock

*260 million acres of U.S.

forest land have been cut to

date for grazing land; for

every person who eliminates

beef from the diet, 1 acre of

trees per year is spared
This is only a scratch on the

surface of the impacts of this

hoofed plague in the U.S.

The extirpation of the wolf,

grizzly bear, jaguar, mountain
lion, and wolverine from most
of the U.S. is directly

attributable to the beef
industry. Except for high
mountain peaks, every area

in the U.S. has been mowed
by cows, and desertification

and invasion of weedy exotics

has inevitably followed.

For every cow grazing on
National Forest land, or a :

wildlife refuge, a natural
herbivore is displaced, and
predators are hassled and
killed. Barbed wire,
sagebrush and russian thistle,

dust storms, coyote pelts and
wolf traps, ravaged riparian

ecosystems—these are the
realities of the cattle

industry in the U.S.

The consequences of eating

beef extends far beyond the

U.S. Each year, the U.S.
imports some 800 million
pounds of beef from Central

OC

America. The favo
technique of cattle

gra .

there is slash and bur,
rainforce is torched

cattle eat the next seas]
grasses, and then when
soil's fertility is spent
cycle is repeated, and L
rainforest is wiped out. t

"""

American taste for beef
destroying over 1 J
acres of Central Arneric,

rainforest each year.

It takes 55 square fey
rainforest to produce J
quarter-pounder. If the beet
American, it might ha
come from an Easle
stockyard, where the can

are shot full of antibioti

and kept in cramped
ai

filthy quarters until
thi

have a steel bolt ramm<
through their brains.

| PE
maybe it came from
Western cow, roaming

t|

range in Wyoming, turnir ilena

the arid grasslands
desert, while a coyote in ll

distance writhes in agony
Compound 1080 eats away
nervous system.

Five billion people a:

counting...the world is gettir

smaller, and everything s

do affects the biosphere lo a

even greater degree. Thi

steak is not only killing yoi

heart—it is slowly stranglitt

the diversity of life on oi «"
planet, and is using

valuable grain which coul

feed untold millions. It

hard to make the connectio

between something lik

McDonald's hamburgers an

C02 levels in the atmospher b '

and the extinction of wolve^taW'

but it is nevertheless there.

decision to eat beef is

conscious choice to hoard tf

fragile resources of the ear!

and, in doing so, a choice

die.

C.C. students comment on the topic
Vegetarians as well as meat-eaters contribute to survey

do

lessi

egei

flan

for

f.
asp

Josh Munson
First year

undeclared

I am a vegetarian because every

living creature on this great

earth deserves to see the light

of day, really. Animals are my
brothers and sisters, too.

I'm not a vegetarian. I think

vegetarianism is a noble cause if

one strongly believes in the

cause for animals. However, if

one uses vegetarianism for

reasons other than that and it

is harmful to one's health, then

I think it is wrong. One must
be sure not to go too far.

Liza Burke

Sophomore
Political Science

If people don't eat meat it

fine with me. Free speech,

diet: everyone chooses

themself. Also, I think if J

are going to mess with yoj

diet you need to be smart aw
it. Personally, I prefer not

J

be harassed by haugl"*

vegetarians for eating a"

bloody beef I want.

Angela Loihl

Sophomore
Psychology

I'm not sure vegetarianism
accomplishes anything but it is

a worthwhile effort at least

on an individual level.

Militant vegetarians baffle me.
They aren't saving the animals
by not eating them.

<SV^*
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TO EAT MEAT
OR NOT TO EAT MEAT

;hoices made about
jod affect health

By Christine Mack

^ health benefits of a meat-

;
diet are often proclaimed

vegetarians but without

jough nutritional education

nan diet can be

nful. If you are considering

tfenarianism, or if you have

Bine vegetarian in the last

years, it is recommended by

American Medical
fflciation that you consult

doctor about your eating

His to ensure that you are

ling enough nutrients.

major concern over

ilenarianism among health

fessionals is sufficient

|ein and vitamin B-12
fe.i. Animal flesh-

iaarily fortified with the

essential amino acids human
Igs need in their diets. A
;le vegetable source rarely

tains all ten nutrients but

:!nl planning can warrant

vegetarians get these amino
through a variety of

ile sources,

egetarians often lack
imin B-12, a deficiency

ch can cause severe anemia
i damage to the spinal cord

a period of 10-15 years.

[Marians who consume eggs
/or milk do not run this

|r.

Respite these risks
elarians do lead healthier

s than their fellow meat-

jjg
humans. Dr. David rush

[he Institute of Human

Nutrition at Columbia
University has pointed out that

the vegetarian Okinawans of
Japan, Otomi Indians of Mexico
and Vilcabambans of Ecuador
show few signs of obesity,

heart disease, or cancer. In the

United States female and male
vegetarians live about three and
six years longer, respectively,

than do other Americans.

In an attempt to kill harmful

bacteria, livestock are regularly

dosed with antibiotics, as well

as hormones to promote
growth. Trichinosis and
salmonellosis are also

transmitted" to humans through

meat consumption. The Center

for Disease Control estimates

that 2 million Americans are

afflicted by salmonellosis each

year, but the symptoms,
usually stomach and bowel

related, are often misdiagnosed.

Fish are usually regarded by the

public as safe and healthy but

actually are a storehouse of

envionmental pollution. Many
markets are labeling the water

source of fish for sale at the

request of consumers.

Dr. Philip White, former

director of the American

Medical Association
department of foods and

nutrition, said in a recent New
York Times article, "If done

carefully and well, a vegetarian

diet is not harmful. After all,

two-thirds of the world's

population subsists on a

vegetarian diet."

r

Rahul Kapur

First year

undeclared

I am a vegetarian because it is a

healthier way of living and

because I believe animals

should not be treated as they

-v,,.

jillctte

tomorc

red

with vegetarians who
1 not to eat meat on the

! of health. It is widely
1 that red meat is high in

sterol and fat, so that
8 reasonable. But, humans,

| as all other animals, are
11 of the food chain, which

J
We eat what we can get.

to animals is not

fNable, but feeding one's

Marriott provides a vegetarian sandwhlch alternative. photo by Andrea Rex

Veggie plate fails protein test

By Jeff Rydberg

When eating Marriott food

service, the menu seems to

accommodate vegetarians fairly

well. However, when a

vegetarian tries to make a

nutritious meal from the

options provided, they realize

that Marriott's philosophy is to

merely provide meals without

meat rather than to meet basic

health needs. Marriott food

service does not consistently

provide meals for vegetarians

that provide their body's need

for protein.

Proteins consist of long,

complex chains of combinations

of twenty different amino acids

which must be present to

synthesize protein. Of the

twenty amino acids required to

form a protein, the body can

produce twelve, called

nonessential amino acids. The
remaining eight acids, or

essential acids, must be

provided in a persons' diet. The

actual protein value of a meal

comes from the amino acids

present in the food. If these

proteins are not present the

body loses its capacity to grow,

to regenerate damaged tissue, to

synthesize essential compounds
such as insulin and adrenaline,

and to fight disease.

Additionally, without protein

the body cannot regulate its

water balance and its

neutrality.

A foods' protein value lies in

its amino acid content. Foods

that contain all eight essential

amino acids in sufficient

quantity to allow growth arc

called good or complete
proteins. Any food which lacks

one or more of the essential

Marriott food
service does not

consistently

provide meals for
vegetarians that

provide their

body's need for

protein

amino acids is called an
incomplete protein. Milk,
cheese, eggs, and meat all form
complete or perfect proteins.

However, many food
combinations also create perfect

proteins. Foti^xample, both

rice and peas lack some of the

eight essential amino acids

required to synthesize protein

but when eaufll together, these

foods compliment each other

and create a perfect protein.

Thus, a vegetarian must
combine complimentary food

items to create adequate
proteins for their bodies.

To form a perfect protein a

meal must be based on grains

and "beans." The grains can

include breads, corn, macaroni.

noodles, rice, or pasta,

general, wheat breads and
brown rice have more protein

and provide a more nutritious

protein combination. The "bean

portion of the meal can include

lentils, bean sprouts, lofu

green peas, green beans, nuts,

and peanut butter.

When the grain and "bean"

portions arc taken
complimentary combinations

with a ratio of about seventy

five percent Grain nnd twenty-
five percent "beans" the perfect

protein is formed. Marriott's

philosophy docs not provide

foods that create "perfect"

proteins rather, they provide

vegetarian entrees that sifnply

do not contain meat.,, For

example, their vegetarian

spaghetti consists simply of

noodles and tomato sauce.

While the grain portioa^t the

meal exists, the tomatfl&iBucc

does not provi

complimentary
supplement to make i

complete protein. One
uB:Jbrm a complete

from tomato sauce would be to

crumble lofu into the sauce,

Additionally, the CMajnon

"VtSggic pita" provfi

adequate grain but the alfalfa

sprouts do not compliment the

grain as well as bean sprouts

would. While some items

offered--such as cheese omelets

and baked potato bar~<Jo form

perfect proteins, these items

consistently have a lot of starch

or cholesterol that lead to

other health problems,
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Don't lose Your Wheels

or Pay High Insurance

coil 632-2238

Y EARS AHEA D
__ I N

HAIR DESIGN

Get a Perm or Professional Highlight &

receive 10 FREE Tanning Sessions

Tcrnint; Package available with Perm or Highlight ONLY!

FREE CONSULTATIONS

15% DISCOUNT WITH C.C. ID

1 18 N. Tejon Suite 301 (Above Old Chicago)

635-5552
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HOLUBAR
Spring
Clearance

65% OFF ALL
V RKIIS, POLES (FREE WITH PACKAGE),

E.G. TECH JACKETS,
TNF STRETCH PANTS,

50% OFF ALL
SKI BOOTS & BINDINGS,
WOMEN'S EG JACKETS,

TNF GOOSE DOWN PARKAS,
TNF BOILED WOOL SWEATERS

30% OFF ALL
STOWAWAY JACKETS, STOWAWAY

PANTS, GRIZZLY PEAK PARKAS,
MTN. LITE SUIT, MTN. SUIT,

TNF SWEATERS, TNF GOOSE DOWN
VEST, TNF PACKS (INT & EXT),

LOWE PACKS, TNF TENTS,
MEI TRAVEL PACK,

TNF TRAVEL LUGGAGE,
TNF NORTH SHORE CLOTHING,

TNF EXTREME POLYPRO
PULLOVERS, ALL NORTH FACE

SLEEPING BAGS

15% OFF ALL
TNF SPORTSWEAR, ALL ICE SCREWS,

SMC OVALS, SMC SNO-ANCHORS
1776 WEST UINTAH

IN UINTAH GARDENS
SHOPPING CENTER

634-5279

Formerly: The North Face

Avoiding
meat holrJi

a prominei
kT

place in
history

inioi

VEGETARIANISM. from

Another current trend thai

ences eating habits is ihe j,

liberation movement. Protests

the conditions of intensive

tory-style farms that subjectcl

ens to bright lights and tighi c jjoed

as well as isolate and force

young animals are increasing,

mal rights activists are well fm

and have lobbied successful

pass laws in Sweden and

U.S. states restricting the no

of factory-style fanners.

The final impetus for vege

anism is health. According m
rent research, Americans

cising more and eating less

Animal fats arc a main some

cholesterol and somepeopleel

nate meat to lower their cht

terol intake.

1
c

Oth

lerica

Engli

-,mca

Hebe

iji'Cl

C
Dtrici

iter h;

pre

shim

The reasons why one becon

vegetarian turn the eating habil

an "ism." Restaurants, cookbt

and organizations all celel

vegetarianism as a system of

liefs in reaction to the food ant

culture that stems from the bill

of burgers sold.

This offer made available by WordPerfect Corp. and Citadel Computers, Inc.

Citadel Comptuers 747 Citadel Drive East (719)591-1700
Mon-Sat 9:00AM to 6:00 PM, Sun 1 :00 to 5:00PM In the Terrace Shops at the Citadel

Citadel Computers offers a complete line of computer products. For information on other educational discounts available please call Citadel Computers.
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O UTLOOK
National essay contest
pinner discusses award

By Nicole Condit

j
)Dior

Bill Porter recently

1 second place in a national

contest celebrating the

jjh
anniversary of the

nfrican Presidency. Porter is

English major with a minor in

pyican studies.

| became interested in the

let after taking Professor

51
Cronin's class on the

ierican Presidency last year.

had written a paper for the

on the similarities between

presidencies of George

shington and Ronald Reagan.

award was presented by the

Bier for the Study of the

[ddency-

According to Porter, "The

Presidential leadership styles of

Washington and Reagan were

very similar. They both served

as more symbolic than

programmatic presidents. The

U.S. was unsure at what it could

expect from a president during

both of their terms.

Washington's and Reagan's

success stemmed more from an

ability to inspire the nation than

from an ability to propose needed

legislation."

Professor Cronin, having read

about the contest, suggested that

Porter might be able to modify

his paper to fit the contest

guidelines. With Cronin's help,

Porter set out to compact his

thirty page paper into the required

"It was difficult. I realized my
first paper really wasn't as good

as 1 thought. I had to give the

shorter paper much more of an

edge," relayed Porter.

Following the news that

Porter's essay had placed second

in the competition, Cronin

arranged for Porter to travel to

Washington, D.C. in order to

attend the conference being held

to celebrate that anniversary of

the Presidency.

Various speakers in the

government and political science

field addressed the student

symposium which was sponsored

by the Center for the Study of the

Presidency. Overall, Porter felt

that the symposium had been

interesting and informative.

"Still," he said, "I gained the

atalyst cartoonist makes
ational headlines during
pring vacation

By Julie Ingwersen

Andy Warhol theorized that

the future, everyone would

famous for fiteen minutes in

,ii life. First-year student

Catalyst cartoonist Ray
irlctt unexpectedly found

in the limelight of the

fatal media for a day over

ring break, following a

nowing journey home.

Hitching a ride north on 1-25,

nlett had little idea what he

getting into. 48 hours

i, he arrived in Cape Cod,

iving wandered through some

Denver's less-than-inviting

ighborhoods in search of a

station, jumped a

eight train headed for

ticago, flirted with

ermia on a flalcar,

feed a bust in Lincoln,

ibraska, hailed a Greyhound
going east, only to arrive

w to find his name in the

Sines of his local paper and

unassuming story picked up
a national news wire service.

MI I really

lanted to do

fas get home.

"

AU I really wanted to do
! get home," Bartletl

wined. Finding himself

"Mally drained at the end of
:"ock and in need of a means

ransportation to get to

^chusctts, Bartlelt decided

time was right to try

Ping a freight train. "It

s something I'd always

wanted to do, something I'd

dreamed about as a kid." In

preparation, Bartletl had spoken

with some contacts he had in

the railroad business, though he

was not sure what to expect.

Once he finally located

Denver's freight station late

Wednesday night, he spent four

hours by an underpass, waiting.

At 5:30 a.m., managing to

avoid the railyard's police,

Bartlett jumped a flatcar

carrying the trailer of an 18-

wheelcr. Once in motion,

Bartlett discovered just how
cold life becomes on an open car

speeding along in the predawn

hours. Bundled inside two

sleeping bags, he eventually

found refuge behind the truck

trailer's wheels and settled in a

for a sound three hours' sleep.

Bartlett awoke to a sunny and

clear morning in Lincoln, only

to be greeted by a station

patrolman. The officer checked

the young traveller for

possession of drugs, alcohol,

and weapons, then turned him

over to local police. In a great

stroke of good fortune, the

acting Lincoln officer let

Bartlett off with a mere
citation following his arrest,

reporting that Bartlett was a

journalism student working on

a project. A friend wired

Bartiett a bus ticket east, and

the unlikely adventure ended.

Once home, Bartlett learned

that the Associated Press had

picked up his story, and he had

unwittingly made headlines in

Cape Cod, Omaha, Lincoln, and

New Hampshire.

Bartlett has no regrets about

his travels, despite the

surprises. He found it to be an

enlightening experience: "The

biggest part was that it showed

[me] a very different part of

society. It's really scary out

there."

most from talking to the other

participants rather than listening

to the speakers."

Unfortunately, Porter related,

the rigorous conference schedule

prevented him from seeing many
of the sights or from visiting the

bars in Georgetown.

Porter says that he hasn't

decided what he's going to do
with the $150 prize money he

won from his essay but suspects

that he will use it to make the

remainder of the Spring semester

more enjoyable.

Leadership Program sponsors
negotiation workshop

By Julie Ingwersen

While most of us will be

spending Saturday sleeping off

Friday night's excesses, twenty-

eight C.C. students will spend

the day in Palmer Hall,

negotiating their way to a less

conflict-ridden tomorrow. The

College's Leadership Program is

sponsoring an all-day seminar

on Negotiation Theory and

Strategy, to be led by 1974

C.C. graduate Louis Larimer.

A Colorado Springs lawyer

by trade, Larimer has directed

many similar seminars for

managerial staffs of businesses.

This weekend's program will be

his second presentation at C.C;

his first student workshop took

place on campus last November.

C.C. Leadership Program

director David Lowland
organized the event, which he

predicts "will be more of a

practical course than many of

the other leadership programs

at C.C." As he described it, the

workshop will simulate

conflict situations and then

empower student moderators to

negotiate "not so that [they] can

get what [they] want and screw

the other side, but instead to

find a mutually agreeable

situation, a win-win situation."

The program attempts to

shift the concept of negotiation

from a simple manipulation

game into a communication

exercise. The skills involved arc

important. Lowland noted,

because "negotiation takes place

every day in our lives, more

often than most of us realize."

Although the program was

initially targeted at campus

leaders, it is open to all

students. Based on the success

ot last semester's program, this

second workshop attracted six

more students than November's.

Lowland, however, reported

that program director Larimer

usually prefers smaller groups

of 20-23 people in order to

facilitate greater personal

contact.

The Leadership Program is

sponsoring the negotiation

workshop as part of its goal to

provide additional training for

student leaders, and also to

help the larger student body "to

understand their positions as

both leaders and followers. We
all play both roles all the time

in our lives," according to

Lowland.

Women's Film Festival:

Biography features pioneering

German Socialist leader

By Shannon McGee

The film Rosa Luxemburg is

the life story of Rosa

Luxemburg who, at the tum of

the 20th century, was a major

political figure in Europe. As a

prominent journalist, political

leader, author, orator and

founder of German Democratic

Socialism, she stood beside

Bekel Laures and Lenin at every

major congress of the

International. Born a Polish

Jew, Luxemburg became a

naturalized German citizen.

As a socialist revolutionary,

Rosa Luxemburg was also an

ardent pacifist, causing her to

break with the German Socialist

Party which had chosen to

support World War I. She was

imprisoned during most of the

war as a "precautionary

measure." In 1918, following

her release from prison, she

relumed to Berlin where she

participated in the events

leading to the overthrow of Ihe

Kaiser, founded the Spariacus

movement with Karl

Licskrecht, and became editor of

its primary publication. The

Red Flag. The Spartacus group

founded Ihe German

Communist Parly whose basic

program Luxemburg created.

Rosa -Luxemburg was murdered

in 1919 by German soldiers,

members or the Anti-Bolshevik

League.

Margarcltc von Tratta. the

film's writer and director, was

referred to by Stanley

Kauffman of The New Republic

as "arguably the best filmmaker

now at work." Barbara Sukowa,

who plays Rosa Luxemburg,

won the best actress award at

the Cannes Film Festival in

1986. The film will be shown

Monday, April 3, at 3:00 p.m.

in Armstrong 300 as part of the

Women's Film Festival.
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Career Center offers solutions

to flustered job seekers

Career Center secretaries Carolyn Gianarelli and
Brenda Montague greet visitors.

photo by Andrea Rex

By Michele Santos

"The Career Center is

underrated around campus.

People need to realize.. .that it

has a lot to offer," said Craig

Laher, a sophomore and a

student career advisor at the

center, located on the upper

floor of Womer.

"It's the best feeling when

you know you've helped

someone," continued Laher.

Student career advisors help

other students explore their

educational and career options

with the use of the center's

resources.

Workshops and interest tests,

as well as a large number of

volumes dealing with majors

and career choices, can aid a

student in focusing his or her

plans.

With the help of a student

advisor, Career Center Director

Nancy Nish or Assistant

Director Kim Grassmeyer, ,CC

students can also put together

an effective resume. "The
resume is a tool everyone needs.

It's simply a professional

document of the person's

experiences and interests," said

Nish.

Three factors are very helpful

in leading to future success,

according to Nish. These
factors are good academic
performance, campus involve-

ment and an internship in the

student's field of interest.

"Our major assumption is

that if students are utilizing

their skills, interests and values

in a career they might be

happier than if they were not,"

said Nash. Because of this, it is

important for students to know
what they want and where they

wish to go. "Make an

appointment with yourself,"

advised Nish. "It's hard to use

the resources here if you don't

know what you're looking for."

CC students are interested in

a very wide spectrum of careers.

"People here ask about
everything, from how to in the

Peace Corps to how to make a

lot of money," said Laher.

However, the "hot " area

today is the non-profit sector,

according to Nish.
Corporations seem "too

massive and impersonal" to

many students, and areas such as

education, the environment,
civil rights and health and
human services are generating a

great deal of attention.

Current students are not the

only ones utilizing the Career
Center's services. Many alumni
come back, sometimes after

travel or graduate school, to see

if the center can help them find

employment. Alumni use is so

frequent that next year former
students may have to pay a fee

for use of the center.

According to Nish, the

Career Center isn't "pushing

anyone to stress for success."

On the contrary, many liberal

arts students "may feel both

limited and overwhelmed," and
the center may help reduce their

confusion.

Concluded Laher, "It's a great

place. ..do something good for

yourself. Come up and see

what's going on."

Upcoming events sponsored

by the Career Center are:

-A luncheon program on

Thursday, March 30 at noon in

Gaylord, featuring advertising

executive Ian McGregor, will

serve as an informal

information session for

students interested in

advertising.

-For students interested
community service

car
there will e a panel or*
speakers, all local professio

in the community service 1
speaking and answer
questions in Gaylord at 4
on April 5.

l

-An Earth Fair on Fri,

April 21 to cap
, f

"Environmental Earth \u
ri

will deal with environrnl
issues.as well as summer
and career opportunities
environmental studies.

i t

be held in Worrier
l0l)

between 11 a.m. and 4 p

-Finally, on April 29
Colorado Springs Job Fair

be held at the University

Colorado, Colorado
sprin

The event is sponsored
UCCS, Colorado College
Pikes Peak Community Coll

and takes place between 12

4 p.m.

5.

The/£,eviathan\ Album

LOOKING for campus bands

aqd musicians who are witerestf

recording original music

>r more information

call Daim^byAJafch 25th.

634-3184

01

la

636-2112
Weekdoys 4 PM Till

Saturday 11 AM Till A AM
Sunday 11 RM Till Midnight

Delicious Handspun Pizza

with only the freshest ingredients

delivered itw^ to your door.

Our 18 Special Features include:

Pepperoni

Sausage

Canadian Bacon

Ground Beet

Mushrooms

Green Peppers

lalapeno Peppers

Anchovies

Double Cheese (2 itemsl

Black Olives

Onions

Tomatoes

Shrimp (2 itemsl

Oysters

Cheddar Cheese

Thick Crust

Extra Cheese (I item

Pineapple

I

TWo - 14"

Cheese Pizzas
for only

$8.98 (p|u* ***>

Bonus! for CC Studentsl

Order two or more toppings

on each pizza and receive

a two liter bottle of Pepsi.

Limited Delivery Area

Not Valid with any other offer

Offer must be requested when ordering

TWo * 10"

Cheese Pizzas
for only

$4.98 (plus tax)

Bonus! for CC Studentsl

Order two or more toppings on each pizza

and receive 2 - 16 oz. bottles of your

s favorite soft drink
Limited Delivery Area

Not Valid with any other offer

Offer must be requested when ordering

Moonlight
Madness
8 p.m. - I a.m.

One - 12" one topping pizza

plus

2 - 16 oz. bottles of

your favorite Soft Drink

for $4.97 (plus tax)

Additional toppings S.65

VISA & MASTER CARD ACCEPTED ON ANY SIZE DELIVERY ORDER

.SFREE DELIVERY — FREE DELIVERY-
kit

anan
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brushstrokes

ophomore wins

laywriting contest

By Rob Peck

6

A year Theatre Workshop sponsors a playwriting contest for

«do College students; every year thejudges receive many good

I This year was no exception. Sophomore mathematics major

jiian Knight, of Austin, Texas, won this year's contest with his

rfe End ofBilly Prancer.

ight's play delves into the mind of a brilliant young artist, Billy

ff. who seeks the fundamental essence of death. Through his

jog, his paindng and his music, the protaganist intends to illumi-

l}us essence for the world. Knight filled the play with compcll ing

icresting characters and character relationships, as well as

able dialogue, The play, though difficult, is intriguing,

feplaywriting contest is unique because it emphasizes the writer

^performance setting. Throughout the year, actors, directors, de-

mand technicians all have the chance to workon theircraft.but

fes never do. In the production of this show Knight will have the

towork directly with actors, directors, anddesigners while his

Revolves through the production process. This unique opportu-

will let Knight do revisions and rewrites of his play as he sees

aspects work, and what aspects need work. This is an opportu-

»iiich few playwrights ever have.

^fortunately, not all the playwrights who entered the contest will

kit play produced. There were several good plays—all of them

different They ranged from an absurdist vision performance

it, 10 a self-reconciliation love story, to a hilarious view of the

(Band ihecfiscs ofthe modern agc'Spectal thanks'go to all those

submiued plays.

inter the direction ofChristopherSchultz, TheatreWorkshop will

toe the winning play. The EndcfBilly Prancer, to be performed

ihecndofeighmblcdc.Studentsinterestedmperformtngshould

Diss this chance to work with a promising young playwright on

low in progress.

ndinonsmllbeMondayandTue5day,March27&2$.from3.-00-

Ipjn. Sign upon the Drama caltboard inArmstrong Hall. A copy

kplay is on reserve in the library. For more information call

than Knight at X2269. or Christopher Schultz at 632-4784.

enior Lisa Stegall shows

fork in Armstrong

fc of the pelces on display Is a lizard made out

Marlboro cigarette packages. photo by Andrea Rex

|sa Stegall's sculptures and wall pieces

: showing in the Great Hall in Armstrong

'"ugh today, March 24.

'e next senior art show will be Aaron

r-ger's Cities, Fields, and Gamescapes,

|ch opens in Packard Hall the evening of

Itch 26.

Three Dancers Plus to

perform repertory concert

by Christopher Schultz

C.C. dance instructors Lynn
Slaughter and Alan
Lommasson, will be
performing with their company,

Three Dancers Plus, tonight

and Saturday (March 24, 25) at

8:15 p.m. in Armstrong
Theatre.

The concerts will consist of

dances that range "from

tuxedoes to unitards and

Mozart to Monk," and feature

the work of eight different

choreographers, including that

of Bill Evans, who teaches the

summer Dance Institute, and

C.C. junior Anita Cheng, who
will also be dancing.

Other performers joining

Slaughter and Lommasson are

Susan Roebuck Caligaris, Dawn
Moore, and well known
Colorado dancer Paul Fiorino.

Fiorino, a former guest artist at

C.C, will also be dancing a

solo of his own.

Slaughter and Lommasson
have danced together since

meeting in the Detroit-based

Three Dancers Plus will perform works by eight

different choreographers. Including a C.C. student.

photo courtesy of Three Dancers Plus

Harbinger Dance Company nine

years ago, and formed Three

Dancers Plus in 1986. The
company has since performed in

Colorado, Kansas, Oklahoma,

Illinois, Indiana, and Iowa,

attracting favorable notice from

the critics.

The concerts are suooorted in

part by a grant from The

Colorado Council on the Arts

and Humanities, in part by a

Venture grant, and in part by

Lommasson's Block 7 paycheck.

Tickets for the general

admission concerts are $5, or

free with a C.C. I.D., and arc

available at the door only

(there are no tickets at the

Womcr Desk), so arrive early.

Unconventional New Music

Ensemble "works" the piano
By Patrick Barber

The most significant problem

with unconventional
instrumentation is that

sometimes the musicians depend

on the novelty of their methods

for good music. But it's not that

easy. In order to be effective, the

musicians must treat their

"different" instrument as a

completely new instrument, with

its own unique abilities and

limits.

Fortunately, Stephen Scott and

his student musicians don't ride

on the novelty. They know they

are exploring new ground, and

they use their approach to make

music that stands on its own,

regardless of what instrument

they are playing.

The instunemt, incidentally, is

the bowed piano—a grand piano,

the strings of which are played

with "bows" of rosined fishing

line and cherry-flavored tongue

depressors. The strings are

sometimes plucked and strummed

as well.

The pieces presented on

Tuesday night were entrancing,

ambient works that started with a

whisper, built to a spastic hum-

thunder, and gracefully found

their way back to calm silence.

When the first piece,

"Minerva's Web," began with

two sparse notes, I realized that

while I was conscious of what

they were doing, I would soon be

lost in the depth of the piece. As

"it" unfolded, I was less aware of

my analytical impressions, and

more aware of: 1) The moods and

ideas that the rich, dreamy sounds

brought forth, 2) The visual

image of ten people, dressed in

black pants and color-keyed

sweatshirts, working a piano.

The musicians moved like Sonic

Factory Workers, going about

their duties with a brisk, almost

mechanical sense of purpose.

Several times during the

performance, the piano looked

like a giant twenty-legged

technicolor tarantula, trying to

masturbate. Arms and hands, no

longer connected to any one

person, pulled and flicked around

the inside of the piano, spraying

constant splashes of sound.

The second piece, "Tears Of

Niobe," began with a powerful

combination of bowed strings,

tongue-depressor pizzicato notes,

circular plucked melodies, and a

droning two-note bassline

thrummed on big, low strings. It

progressed slowly into another

ocean of dreamlike bowed notes,

then landed back on the

beginning and did the whole

thing again.

Both pieces were based on the

same minor chord, which held

them together as a performance

and gave soft fluidity to the

changes of tone and rhythm. The

performance was at its best in the

beginning of the "Tears Of

Niobe," when the instrument was

played with several different

sounds and methods. However,

the bulk of the pieces consisted

of long segments of ethereal

sound-swaths; segments which

tended to drag on, especially in

comparison to the recorded

material I've heard, which is more

terse and directed in shape and

diversity.

Overall, the performance was

enjoyable and fascinating, this

being my first time seeing the

New Music Ensemble live. The

sound was powerful and mystic,

and the acoustics in Packard Hall

are fabulous. I gotta tell ya

though. ..if I had ten willing

bodies and a grand piano to play

with, I'd use every inch of the

thing. Beat on the sides for

rhythm. Scrape the strings with

new things. Use more
combinations of different sounds.

Take the idea of playing a piano

(without the keys) to a fuller,

more diverse end.

The New Music Ensemble

recently performed, with great

success, in several "international"

cities: New York, Los Angeles,

and Sydney Australia, to name a

few. They have become
recognized and respected in the

new-music world. I do not

dispute their talent, creativity or

music; but I hope that their

technique grows and becomes a

more complete exploitation of

the piano as a "new" instrument.

As students, we are indeed lucky

to be represented internationally

by Stephen Scott and his New
Music Ensemble, and we are

incredibly fortunate to be able to

see their performances for free.

Take advantage of this.

Support music at CC, before it

gets world-renowned and you

have to pay thirty bucks for a

lousy seat to see a buncha guys

you went to school with.
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New Music for

New People

The Fluid

Clear Black Papa"

Sub-Pop Records

XTG
Oranges and Lemons
Geffen Records

By Fletch Neeley By Ivan Locke

Weli. gee, what can I say? The

Fluid is boiling and getting sorta

big. And to think they're from

Denver.

Let's face it, yoa folksy kinda

folks, The Fluid fucking rock. No,

ff\Buffy, it does not sound like

the new U2 Album.and.no, itdoes

not sound like a twin guitar chain-

saw assault with vocals that send

you screaming bloody murder,

although they are a bunch of old

punks, whatever that silly word

means.

Why shouldit?Why should they

sound lite everybody else? The

Fluid are a band to respect. They

have a sound that that, god that,

feels like your body is immersed

up to your neck in slimy, toxic

chemical solvent that makesifwant

to convulseintodoingsome sort of

aGratefulDeadishsortofamambo

at 78 speed, hence, spilling your

beereverywhere.AnaHze thatOne,

Kale. And, finally, yes, label

mongers, theyhave oeettinfluenced

(MC5, Stooges, VU. ETC!).
'

They actually havetwo"new*'

disksoutOmisClearBlackPaper

and one is freak Magnet. Al-

though certain bittersweet melo-

dies like "Halt o' Mirrors'* and

"It'sMy Tims" arc on both, 1 still

warrtyoutobovbothofthemNOW,

YOU BONEHEAD COLLEGE
PENCIL PUSHING

:
GEEK

SQUIDGRIND! Boy,f hearLittle

Feat rocked (ha ha), but if there is

one thingthat iscertam in Ihispost-

metaphysical world it is thai the

Fluid kicks ass on those prototype

REM, Creedence wanna be South-

em hippie burnouts. But I guess

yoa wbuid'm know that because

when they played bete last year

NOBODY SHOWED UP! GOD!

After a short period of

hibemation.XTC hasrelurtied with

a new release. The double album,

Oranges and Lemons has the urt-

canny ability to drift in and out of

one's "reality" without ever dis-

turbing the things there. Like baby

fmgerson glass. Ifyouare familiar

with Magical Realism, you know

that it emails the workings of a

fairly "real" framework that holds

its strength it) imaginary details.

XTC (some pronounce it Ec-

stasy) writes strange and some-

times silly allegories that never-

thelessmanage tocome across with

the band's characteristic angst In

Oranges and Lemons we find uni-

versalthemesIikeIoye,greed,dealh

and war.all shadowedbyPartridge

and Moulding's crazy lyrics. :,

Most of the album is very or-

ganic and plastic, like the
:
title.

Subtle word repetitions and sud-

den changesm rone strengthen each

SOng rs potential to cruise through

your brain lit.", a clump oi ;'•. jrm

ing tentacles. My favorite,

"Chafkhills and Children ." ranges

somewhere between a iutiaby and

a requiem. The words simply don'

t

connect but you KNOW that there

is something there, lurking behind

your ears , read y to scratch. I bet

that acid fiends have a much better

chanceofunderstajKlrngtheunder-

tones. Maybe its intentional;

XTC also re. otds psychedelia-

based rock ttnder toe pseudonym

The Dukes of Stratosphere, so

weknow that these boys have qui te

a bit of fuz/,v activity going ott in

their heads. Like! said earlier, you

don't have to worryabout it affect-

ing your own brain. That's the

advantage of playful terror. You
can't take it seriously.

Arts Calendar-
Art:

A Photo A%u^fBldenl«iy%^

and Change: WoJnen'sX

Educational Society ScHBlat:

I920
,

s-1980
,

s

Tues. - Sat. 12-5 p.m.

FREE

Music:
American String Quartet

"premiere chamber music"

March 30, 8:15 p.m.

— Packard Hall

- $8 (FREE w/C.C. I.D.)

Worner Desk

:

Denver Art Museum -

Toulouse Lautrec's Pari^

The Baldwin Collection^ .*

also tours and lectures ; ^
Feb. 2 - Mar. 26

info: (303) 575-5928

Senior Art Shows: ; f

Lisa Stegall

through Mar. 24

Armstrong Hall

;

FREE

Aaron Singer
'

CitieSj Fields, and Game?cape&>

Mar. 26-31

Packard Hall

FREE

Dance:

Three Dancers Plus

Mar. 24 and 25, 8:15 p.m.

Armstrong Theatre^.

$5 (FREE w/c.e:,-E

Tickets at the door..

Info: 473-8004:,

Diversity of music
that transcends

the current trends

COMPACT DISCS, RECORDS,
AND CASSETTES

VIDEO RENTALS & SALES

3030 E. PLATTE
473-0882

123 E. BIJOU
520-5111

Greg Ballard

•solo< piano: The Legend of

Sleepy Hollow

; Map 29, 8:15 p.m. -•

Packard Hall

FREE (w/C.C. I.D.)

Films:

Film Series

M*A*S*H
Mar. 24, 7 and 9:30 p.m
Olin I

$1 or Film card

Poor Richard's Cinema
Salaam Bombay!

Mar. 24-30, 7 and 9:20 p m l

$3.75

Chamber Orchestra of the

Springs Concert

Mar. 25, 8:00 p.m.

Fine Aits Center

FAC Box Office: 634-5583

Colorado College Trio

Easier Classical Concert

mth guest Phillip Tiene

Packard tsjl -rf*S^
FREE ^
David HOnig

leal Guitar

"arch 31, 8:15 p.m.

Packard Hall

FREE

Theatre:

Theatreworks

A Moon for the Misbegotta

Mar. 3,4,10,11,17,18,24,25,

;8 p.m.

'jjwire Auditorium (UCCS)

S7/S6 (student)

info: 593-3232
:

.
.

Theatre Workshop

Fefuand Her Friends

Mar. 30-31, 6 p.m:

Apr. 1-2, 1 and 6 p.m.

Gamma Phi Beta House

FREE—limited seating.

tport;

photo fc>y
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The Big Screen

Fletch Lives is weak oi

storyline, strong on gag
The rating system: Dave and

Robin maintain that with "skillful

buzz-management," any film is

worth seeing, i.e. the better the film,

the fewer beers needed to enjoy it.

The Catalyst, ofcourse, favors

responsible drinking, so ifyou use

it, don't abuse it.

Fletch Lives
Universal Pictures

gj r?gl Q
^9 ^3 ^3

By Robert Rifkin

Chevy Chase is back. To some
of you, this news brings a

smile. To others, it brings quiet

inner groans. But those of you

groaning needn't read further:

What lies herein is for Chevy

fans only.

Fletch Lives is the new
comedy from the director of the

first Fletch, Michael Ritchie.

Presumably, any of you still

reading know that Irwin

Maurice Fletcher is a Los
Angeles investigative reporter

with a penchant for playing

dress-up. He relies on phony
mustaches, fake names and

flying double talk in order to

get what his story demands.

Oh, and he usually catches a

band of evil criminals while

getting the scoop for a page-one

blockbuster-and the girl

(lulianne Phillips).

This time, Fletch has

inherited an immense and

apparently valuable Louisiana

plantation from a dead aunt he

never met (it simply wouldn't

do for the hero of a comedy to

be in mourning, now would

it?). Fletch flies south to see

the place, only to be stuck with

a murder charge, and an

overblown televangelist's offer

to buy the property, not to

mention some undesirable slime

in his new backyard.

Don't fret if the plot seems

unclear in this synopsis; the

plot of the actual Film is just

as discombobulated. In fact, I

couldn't say just what the bad

guys in the movie did wrong,

and I couldn't describe how
Fletch foils their dastardly

plans in the end. I couldn't say

because I don't know—it's that

unclear.

But then, plot is not what

matters here. Only the incessant

and fearless mouth of our

fumbling reporter counts. What
makes a Fletch film good is the

quality of Irwin M.'s

wisecracks and the creativity of

his spur-of-the-moment
identities. Fletch spoofs a Ku
Klux Klansman, a Harley-

Davidson representative, even a

corpse before this film is

Is

finished. Chase brings to e

of Fletch's innumerable alit

a freshness and a wry sara

that can be found in relati

few roles. This is someihit

think only Chevy Chase can

Fletch Lives is basicall

one-man show. There are pit

of other characters-then

Cleavon Little's lethal

plantation maintenance

who is definitely h

something, Hal Holbro

friendly and persuasive sonl

lawyer/gent, and of cot

Phillips' sexy belle, a

estate agent who is innocci

dragged into the whole m

But none of these pt"

further the movie much

have a particular purpose: nt

Fletch look funny and sraal

than-the-average-bear. Anil I

do a good job. While the I

line is weak, alnl

nonexistent, the f'lm

pleasantly and anna

entertaining, and the gags

in effect from a faint chucU

a full guffaw. Few fall na

I'll award the movie an

three beers. Not because

only an OK flick-it's;«

than that. A little. But t^

for a silly and foohsn
J

such as this, a fair alcor

buzz might enhance

viewing enjoyment,

comedic classic the fust

was, but it is worth a lo°K

Mi

tear

ill

te

dr

pre

It isn'[

tfli

*
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ihletic Shorts

89 NCAA Division I Ice Hockey
Championship Seedings

liKssL. NCAA East

ufchigan State (34-7-1)

jnesota (31-10-3)

ute Superior State (27-9-6)

|,rlhern Michigan (25-15-2)

loivling Green State (26-16-3)

ionstrl (23-14-5)

#1 Maine (29-11-0)

*2 Harvatd (27-3-0)

#3 St. Lawrence (29-S-0)

#4 Boston College (22-9-4)

#5 Providence (19-1S-2)

#6 St. Cloud St (17-14-2)

CAA basketball

irs C.C. student

By Rick Goldstein

intimity knocks just once.

i
it was, staring at me
smack in the middle of

puts page. On the eve of

greatest orgiastic

psoord sports has to

Ihe NCAA basketball

gnent, all my debts were

^^to be wiped out in one

Iwoop.

p there in the paper was

the odds of all the

s winning the tournament.

il seed, Arizona, was
at 5:1 or something like

And next to the mighty

ielon Tigers was printed

of a billion to one.

f every dollar I put down,

la billion clams shoved in

ucket. Oh sure, they were a

shot. Sure, their best

j would have trouble

<g my grandmother one-

He, And sure our own C.C.

ft (no relation) had beaten

soundly 109-34 earlier

Sear in the Big Apple NIT.

BILLIONTOONE!
this is the NCAA

lament. Anything can

I here. Just ask Mr.
simino or Mr. Valvano
'miracles.

after a collect call to my
1 over in Vegas, I sat

with my pitcher of
by sours and my
*ine-soaked potato chips

Prepared myself to watch

Wcious, man-eating Tigers

'inceton rip apart those

"'imps of Georgetown in

£akewalk to the Final

*[ the first half, I was

I counting the cars,

•as, and Broadmoor
ks that were coming my

r an onslaught of Kit

running left-handed
•> Princeton was up 29-21.

*as due to the Tigers

i'jm Georgetown to sleep on
f/iB* with their slow tempo

set, while giving the Hoyas

problems on defense with their

muscular, aggressive style. The

3-pointers Brooke Shields was

launching from the perimeter

were not hurting their cause

either. I was laughing all the

way to the bank.

The second half was more of

the same as Bill Bradley and

company kept the Hoyas at bay

with their scrappy play.

Georgetown slowly inched

their way back, despite the poor

performance of star guard

Charles Smith.

Then I was robbed; stripped

naked by those jerk referees

who decided Ivy Leaguers

belong on Wall Street rather

than on the basketball court.

First, Hoya center Alonzo

"Macho Man" Mourning
elbows a Tiger into submission

that goes uncalled by the

zebras. Then, Princeton gets

fouled on a last-second shot

that again is missed.

Georgetown wins and a billion

smackers oozes through my
fingers.

So now I watch with un-

bated breath as most of the

favorites waltz through the

regionals now that the

Princeton Empire has fallen. In

the round of 16, thirteen of the

top sixteen seeded teams are

remaining. Ho-hum. The
missing three consist of those

paisley, tofu-eating bozos from

Stanford who couldn't beat the

measlepox from Siena, the

Florida State Seminoles (who

plays basketball in Florida

anyway?), and the Iowa
Hawkeyes who never seem to be

able to win the small one.

My biased, ill-fated pick to

win it all is Syracuse, although

they never seem to be able to

win the big one. So look for

Oklahoma to surprise those

Pac-10 geeks from Arizona in

the grand finale. Duke, Indiana,

and Columbia may bother some

people along the way, but I can

hear those echoed chants of

Princeton now, "Wait til next

century...."

Sophomore letterman Sean Spuehler holds the number

two position on the squad.

Photo by Andrea Rox

Men's
swings

tennis team
into action

By Ed Pells

The C.C. men's tennis team

got their season underway last

Wednesday with a dual meet

against upstate rival, Metro

State. Despite the absence of

team leaders John Born and Bill

Pohl, and the unexpected loss

of coach Ken Bartz, the Tigers

began the '89 campaign with an

air of optimism.

The Tigers are led by first

year head coach Dave Adams.

Adams is a C.C. regular who
doubles as the coach at

Cheyenne Mountain High

School. Under new leadership,

the Tigers entered the '89 season

with the prospect of rebuilding

a program hurt by injuries over

the past few seasons.

The absence of Pohl left the

top spot to John Duncan.

Sophomore letterman Sean

Spuehler pushed Duncan for

number one, but setded for the

number two position on the

squad. The rest of the crew,

Steve Claypool, Mike Jacobs,

Jerry Cross and Jim Grantz,

form a talented but untested

core of the new look team.

Heated competition for the

six varsity spots highlighted

the preseason. The Tigers reaped

the benefits of tough intrasquad

play in their opener by clawing

out a gritty 6-3 win over

Metro. The next day against

North Dakota Stale, C.C.

proved their opener was no

fluke by blanking visiting

North Dakota Stale, 9-0.

With a 2-0 record, C.C.

entered possibly its most

difficult part of the season

with matches against Colorado

State, Northern Colorado and

Air Force. Ending out the

Spring Break weekend, the

Tigers found themselves with

consecutive 6-3 losses to CSU
and UNC.

After 10 days off, C.C. faced

Air Force, a long time NCAA
power who was smarting from

an earlier loss to Brigham

Young. The Tigers were

overmatched in this one--a 9-0

loss was the result. The best

match of this day involved

Sophomore Jerry Cross who
took a 4-1 lead in the second set

after winning the first, but was

eventually overcome in a

heartbreaking 6-4, 5-7, 1-6

loss.

Entering Wednesday with a

2-3 mark on the season, C.C.

took a 3-3 tic with the

Colorado School of Mines into

doubles play. Tiger doubles

teams appeared fatigued and

were swept by Mines. A 6-3

loss was the result. With the

loss to Mines, C.C.'s record

dropped to 2-4.

The Tigers closed the week

against Grinncll College from

Iowa, and now await next

week's road trip which lakes

Ihcm to a tournament in

Phoenix. There they go up

against the likes of Santa Cruz,

Clarcmcnt, and California-San

Diego.

The Tigers don't play in the

Springs again until April 5,

when they face archrival Denver

University. Right now, the

team hopes to break out of Ihe

slump that saw them lose four

dual matches in a row. The trip

to Phoenix and the change of

climate should provide a great

opportunity for the Tigers to

concentrate on tennis for four

or five days. Coach Adams and

' company hope that a different

setting will improve both

C.C.'s tennis and their fortunes

in the win-loss column.
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LESS THAN
3750

CHANCES
LEFT

TO CHANGE
THE

WORLD
Come find out why 6,000 Americans are working in Africa, Asia

and Latin America as volunteers:

FILM SEMINARS INFORMATION TABLE

Tuesday, March 28: March 27 - 29
— 12 Noon in the W.E.S. Room 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.

& Worner Center
—7 p.m. in the Gaylord Room
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Not everyone is cut out to chang

the world. After all, it takes educa

tion, skills and a spare two years

Also a willingness to work. Hard

This year 3,750 Americans will
j

the Peace Corps to do just that.

They'll do things like build roads,

plant forests and crops, teach

English, develop small businesse

train community health workers!

or even coach basketball. Howeii

what they'll be doing isn't half as

important as the fact that they"

changing a little piece of the wi

...for the better.

And when they return, these

3,750 Americans will find that

experience doing hard work will

have another benefit. It's exactly

what their next employers are

looking for.

So, give the Peace Corps your n!

two years. And while you're out

changing the world, you'll also bi

making a place in it for yourself

Ji ih

tUi

fjyi

at

s.

Irthr

ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

April 6 - 7

Worner Center

For more information, call 1-800-525-4621, ext. 218.

PEACE CORPS
STILLTHE TOUGHESTJOB YOU'LL EVER LOVE.
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len's varsity lacrosse

egins season in Florida

By Steven J. Einhom

lost

M

C.C. students either

beers in Padre or sip

,"jritas in Mazallan during

Break. However, your

Xiger lacrosse team flew

port Richoy, Florida to

some of the finest

-sse teams in the nation in

lighly esteemed "Sun Coast

lament."

Ihough the 1989 Tiger

ssse
squad may be one of

smallest since the start of

, they have the skill

jjercome this disadvantage.

(e first opponent the Tigers

,) was FDU at Madison. The

| offensive worked like a

honed machine in the

half, dominating by a

of 5-to-l. The Tiger

>nse is centered around

sned attack veterans Mike

[ailis,
Eric Petersen, and

Kruise. The middies

,ist of David Byron, Chris

and Darren Yates.

It Tigers unfortunately had

mental and physical

ikdown in the second half

Host 9 to 7. The breakdown

fc team can be attributed to

svere case of jet lag, along

1 the absence of assistant

ch and defensive coordinator

Gyory.

\'«l on the list of opponents

Swarthmore. The
arthmore team may have had

^yb-Sfwrbftiv.
r

bon(fcR(niomcrc(b

:ly l

:ie

Delicious cuisine

and excellent serulce

in an historic setting-

the

Stagecoach Inn
*J RESTAURANT

Admission Office Intern Positions Available

Applications are now available for Admission Office

Student Intern positions:

*Summer Tour Guide Coordinator Summer 1 989

*Alumni Affairs Intern 1
989- 1 990 year

*S.T.AR. coordinator Intern 1
989- 1 990 year

^Minority Affairs Intern I989-I990year

Applications are available in the Admission Office

Room 100, Armstrong Hall

Application Deadline: April 15. 1989

Please contact Lloyd Peterson at extension 2348

for additional information.

Battling In Florida over Spring Break, men's

lacrosse opened an ambitious season.

The following day, C.C.

faced an excellent Hampden
I S.A.T. scores, but their Sydney team c.C. gave the

skills proved to be no opponenl a g00Q nm in the first

;th for the Tigers. The half] but the deptn an(j

wrae Tiger defense, which experience of the Hampden
lie backbone of the team, Sydney team proved to be too

Swarthmore to only six mucn for the Tigers. This result

is in a significant 10-to-6 gave coach Beville the

lory.

k defense unit for C.C.

lists of Chris Burns, Steve

n, John Gottesfeld,

Aymond,Jose Trujillo,

Todaro, and Henry
bacher.

opportunity to play some
promising first year players.

Nat Hagerman, Bobby
Zierman, Dave Hamasaki, Tom
Schroedcr, and Henry Beyers all

received valuable playing time.

In retrospect, this spring

break marked a major step

forward for the lacrosse

program at C.C. First year head

coach Steve Beville commented

that "the trip was a complete

success. The trip established

camaraderie amongst the players

and gave them time to belter

their individual skills."

Hopefully, the hard work and

intensity put in by the learn

over spring break will lead

them to victory in the slate

championship, and give them a

shot al Hobart in the Division

III NCAA Championship.

alented baseball team
torms southern California

By Catalyst Staff

t C.C. Tigers baseball

broke for sunny California

te final day of Block 6.

a 2-1 record the Tigers

looking to take at least

ball games, hopefully all

s.

« Tigers lost a

leaking game first to a

i Occidental squad. Todd
'

36er pitched admirably in

iosing cause.

£ then went on to beat

Tech 12-9, riding the wave
pitcher Mike Rourke who
^ the game in the 5lh and

J

4 scoreless innings. This
"ed IheTigers to come back
a 9-2 deficit. The next

Rourke pitched another

holding the Pomona
IE»s to 3 runs in 7 innings.

jigers got out to a big lead

and were victorious by the
; of 6-3.

f
then went on to trample

"Workship Day!"
The Christian community at CC invites you lo join us in

combining worship and service on April 1
.
Painting the

soup kitchen will be an integral part ot our worship service.

Dinner and volleyball will lollow.

Meet at Shove Chapel at 1 :30 p.m. on April 1

;

we will go to the soup kitchen together.

* Please sign up with Linda Penuela, x2263,

or Kate Steele, x2274, by March 29.

Competing In California: C.C. baseball team
takes two of three,

P. Coast Baptist.

On the trip, there were many

key players, including the

unstoppable Mike Rourke,

freshman Carl Levy whose

baiting average is in the 370's.

whose balling over 400, and Ihe

swift fielding shortstop Russ

Salas.

The Tigers are now 5 and 2

(including the Air Force game)

and are in a posilion to be ihe

team Captain Charlie Carrol best Tiger club in a long lime



"Cycles Peugeot"

The French Manufacturer

of the World's finest

bicycles since 1882!

BICYCLE SHOP

19 E. Kiowa • Downtown

(7 blocks south of campus)

Fnone: 634-4733

RICK WAGER -

"CC Class of '64, Proprietor"

Young Life Leaders needed:

Young Life is recruiting CC.
students interested in volun-

teering their time to work in a

multi-ethnic outreach ministry at

Sierra High School. Contact

Pam Moore at 633-3342.

Earn university credit this from

May 30-Aug. 28 at San Jose

State U. Write Summer Session,

Office of Continuing Education,

San lose State University, San

Jose, CA, 95192-0135.

Reminder: Applications for the

ACM Chicago Semester in the

Arts program are due April 1 for

the fall semester and Oct. 20 for

the spring. Contact Jim Trissel

X 2365 or X 2376 for

information.

$1,000 grants for The
Planetary Society members or

nominees. Send 2500-word essay

on relevant topic to Scholarship

Dept., The Planetary Society, 65

N. Catalina Ave., Pasadena, CA
91106. Deadline Apr. 15.

4 $500 Japan Studies Scholar-

ships available for undergrads

from NV, UT, CO, Northern-

Cent. CA, studying Japan. Japan

Studies Scholarship Foundation

Committee c/o Japan Info.

Center, 50 Fremont St. Suite

2200, San Franisco, CA, 94105.

Sen. Tim Wirth will conduct a

seminar on changing relations

with the Soviet Union and

pollutants assaulting the

environment, April 19-22, in

Wash. D.C. Contact Jo Bryant,

303-866-1900, for info.

Heelings

E TCETERA
Events

Find out what the Bible has to

say. Find out about life of Jesus,

Mondays, 8 p.m., Mathias

Conference room. Call Rick,

2258.

Study the Gospel of Mark,

Tuesdays, 6 p.m., Loomis 344.

Call Cyndee, 2252.

Negotiation Workshop on

March 25 from 8:45 a.m. to 4:00

p.m. Workshop will focus on

negotiation strategy and how to

be a more effctive negotiator.

Contact Dave Lowland in the

Leadership Program Office, x.

2674.

Easter Mass in Shove March

26 8 p.m. Shove Council Meet-

ing March 29, 12 p.m.. Chapel

Office. Holocaust Lectures

Meeting 3 p.m. March 30,

Martin Luther King Lecture

Planning 12 p.m., Office.

The Loomis Last Lecture

Series presents "Aim for the Top-

It's Less Crowded There" and

other advice about your CC.

years by Tom Cronin Sunday

March 26, 7:30 p.m. in the

Loomis Main Lounge.

Luncheon w/ Susan Downes,

from College of Osteopathic

Medicine of the Pacific on

history and future of osteopathy,

admission to the College, &
clinical rotai'ons. Mar. 27, 12

p.m., Womer 215

Prof. Benjamin Barber will

give this year's Sondermann

lecture, "Rousseau and the French

Revolution," at Packard Hall

March 27, 8 p.m.

March 27, 7:00 p.m. Professor

Benjamin Barber of Rutgers

University will speak on

Rousseau and the French

Revolution.

The Music Department

presents a senior recital by Carie

L. Finegan on Tuesdday March

28 at 8:15 p.m. in Packard Hall.

The event is free and open to the

public.

The Student Loan Dept.

presents Managing Your
Money Without Mom and

Dad in the WES room (Womer)

March 29 1:30-3:00 p.m. Bring

your questions. For more
information call X 2698.

Arena Rally March 30, 11:30

1:30 p.m., City Auditorium, $5

at door. Sports celebs, displays,

live sports demos, souvenirs.

Arena food (HOT DOGS), sneak

preview at Arena model and

architect's rendering.

Pikes Peak Justice and Peace

Commission will present

"Central America: Presenter,

drama & music celebrating

Central America at All Souls'

Uniotarian Theatre, March 31,

7:30 p.m. Tickets $2-$5.

Foozeball Tournament Sunday

April 2, 12:00 p.m.. $5 per

team. All interested sign up at

the Fiji House.

CC. German and Russian

Dept. sponsoring exhibit of 135

facsimiles on life of Austrian

playwright Arthur Schnitzler,

April 4-14 in Coburn Gallery,

Womer Center.

Colorado Poetry Festival and

Book Fair April 7,8 at Loretto

Heights Campus, Regis College

Denver. Includes reading, writing

workshops. For info., Call 303-

458-4147.

American Lung Assoc., Pikes

Pk. Region, to present 1/2 day

progarm titled "Consumer Radon

Clinic: Facts You Need to

Know," at C. Springs Sr. Center,

April 8, 9 a.m.-12 p.m. $5. Call

578-3137 for details.

Reggae Benefit in Boulder for

Colorado Humane Society. Moja

Nya & The Samples with In and

Out & Partly Dave on April 16,

7-30 p.m. Tickets $6.50, $7.50

at door. Call 303-466-1048 for

concert site.

Tor Sale

Carver Amplifier for Sale. PM-
175 professional magnetic field

amplifier, 175 watts per channel,

for $250. Call Bryan at 633-

4467.

Anyone interested in going to

the April 9 pro-choice march on

Washington contact Christina

Jackson at 578-9138
immediately!

Pikes Peak Hospice will

sponsor 8 Week workshop

Wednesdays, 7-9 p.m. at All

Souls Unitarian Church, April 5-

May 24, for grief over death of a

teenager. Call 633-3400 for

information.

Women with bulimia nervo-

sa needed for D.U. research study

at a local hospital. Sub-jects paid

for participation. All inquiries,

info, confidential. For info, call

Kate Hennion, Ph.D. Candidate,

at 471-0049.

Typing: Call 531-0939.

Therapeutic massage treatments

available by appointment in

Boettcher, Monday through

Friday. Call ext. 2384.

Word Processing
in my home - no job too big

or too small.

495-2976

Personals

Senior Sentimental!

seeks same to share
sdj

memories of CC days
g {j.

Join me in celebration
ofl

Senior year, March 27-ApJ
I'll be in Worner Cenij
everyday!

To Slocum's Beautiful, L

Gamma Phi; I'm looking
i,,,

.

same type of relationship
as

Let's get together soon.

Nice Boy Next Door.
(p. s

already have the friendship.)
J

(
Frei

.(the

licyc

World Balance "Action to Save

Our Planet" Conference at

Snowmass Village, Aspen, June

2-4. Write World Balance, P.O.

Box 4897, Aspen, CO, 81612 or

call 303-920-3202 for registra-

tion form.

Contests

National College Poetry

Contest's deadline March 31. $3

registration fee for first entry, $1

for each additional poem. Send

to International Publications,

P.O. Box 44044-L, Los Angeles,

California 90044.

Poetry West holding 3rd annual

contest. Send entry fee of $3 per

poem, 40 lines max. to Poetry

West Contest, P.O. Box 2413,

Colorado Springs, CO., 80901,

by postmark May 1.

Wanted

Student Rep. wanted for

Stanley H. Kaplan Educational

Center. Take a free course of your

choice. For details, call 635-

3432.

IN OLD COLORADO CITY

PRIMITIVE & ETHNIC ART .CLOTHING

S JEWELRY FROM SOUTH AMERICA
./

AFRICA « ASIA

2510 W. COLORADO AVE.
mm- sat. lo-fe

.

suNom
u-t

Announcing!
The Colorado College Contestj

in Poetry and Fiction
***

The. Evelyn Bridges Poetry Award]
sponsored by the English Department

from One to Ten Poems
Submissions to Professor Ruth Barton

For more information, contact Professor Joan Stone or Rath Bah

**#

The Reville Prize for Fiction

sponsored by the English Department

from One to Three Short Stories

Submissions to Professor Mark Stavig _
For more information, contact Mark Stavig or Professor Jim til

General rules for Both Contests

1

.

Contests open to all currently enrolled Colorado College SIMM

and the work must be the original composition of the student.

2. All submissions must be neatly typewritten in proper form.

3. To submit: On your manuscript, include a pseudonym Then.

in a smaller, sealed envelope, enclose your real name alongm
your pseudonym, your address, and your phone number, ioiu '

name should appear no place else in your submission. Then, en-

close your manuscript along with the smaller envelope in a larg<

envelope and leave in the above mentioned place.

4. Deadline for all submissions: April 10, 1989.

5. Contests will be judged by committees made up from the Engl

Department.

6. In all contests, the winners will receive certificates and checks.

money at the Honors Convocation in May. $75 will goto are

place winners, $45 to the second place winners, and $30to uk '

place winners. Unless otherwise specified, winning entries wi»

published in the May issue of the Leviathan.

J's Motor Hotel

and Restaurant
Off Campus at 820 N. Nevada

Special Student Rate including Utilities

& satellite TV

633-5513
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rtunities

,ng Life Leaders needed:

g Life is recruiting C.C.

nls interested in volun-

j their time to work in a

i-elhnic outreach ministry

erra High School. Contact

Moore at 633-3342.

dents interested in living

(Russian House or Max
German House should fill

m application no later than

15. Forms are available in

language Houses or the

itment of German and

Events

r
indo de La Musica presents

kmerengue and disco music

[April 1 from 8:00 p.m. to

11a.m. at the Springs Motor

\ For information call 390-

iaiors! Seniors! Seniors!!!

Icoming! And you should

1 The Annual Senior Spring

Bis April 21. One more

| to look forward to before

nation! Details coming

panel discussion on LAW
)0L AND BEYOND: A
IICAL LOOK will take

on April 1 from 9:30a.m.

:00 p.m. For anyone
idering law school.
ler at Womer Desk.

\miiis

^̂^
\ <>

*>, ^

iSWfiS&b WE DEL1VER

Flex Points and Munch Money Welcome!

'PIZZA HfrTLINE

5-11 PM C
473-2233x2633

Great Pizza

Anyway \bu Sua In

Senior Recital by Marc
Acito, tenor, Seven Ages: An
evening of Songs , on Thursday

April 6 at 8:15 p.m. in Packard

Hall. Works by Schumann,

Debussy, Rotem and others.

Free and open to the public.

Fobzeball Tournament
Sunday April 2, 12:00 p.m.. $5

per team. All interested sign

up at the Fiji House.

The Music Department
presents a senior voice recital

by Elizabeth Jones, mezzo-

soprano, on Sunday April 2,

3:00 p.m. in Packard Hall. The

event is free and open to the

public.

Music at Midday Wednesday

April 5, in Packard Hall at

12:15 p.m. and Friday April 7

atT2:15 p.m. in Worner.

Sunday, April 2, 8:00 p.m.

Mass, Shove Chapel

World Balance "Action to

Save Our Planet" Conference at

Snowmass Village, Aspen, June

2-4. Write World Balance, P.O.

Box 4897, Aspen, CO, 81612 or

call 303-920-3202 for registra-

tion form.

j Sturdevant will speak
£ history of women in the

|est at the Aficionados (a

f
group of the Southwest

|s Program) noon lunch
'

10. Call X. 2649 by
>. for reservations.

I" Richards, 1966 CC

J will show slides of his

Imd speak on his work as a

. ;or and as artist-in-

•ce at the San Francisco

korium TODAY at 3:00

"Packard 23.

.
s Cantieri, a scholar on

pfiddle East, specializing in

pan politics, will speak

f" p.m. in Gaylord Hall.

: is sponsored by the

pon Department.

Pikes Peak Hospice will

sponsor 8 Week workshop

Wednesdays, 7-9 p.m. at All

Souls Unitarian Church, April

5-May 24, for grief over death

of a teenager. Call 633-3400

for information.

Women with bulimia nervo-

sa needed for D.U. research

study at a local hospital. Sub-

jects paid for participation. All

inquiries, info, confidential.

For info, call Kate Hennion,

Ph.D. Candidate, at 471-0049.

Rocky Mountain Rehab

Center will hold an open house

to provide the community with

information on their various

support groups April 8 from

noon-4 p.m. The Center is at

2501 E. Yampa.

Contests

NOW is sponsoring a

Women's History Month Essay

Contest on The Continuing

Struggle for Women's Equality

Info- NOW Foundation Essay

Contest, 1000-16lh St. N.W.,

Suite 700, Washington, D.C.

20036

Meetings

Wednesday, April 5, 12:00

noon, Shove Council Meeting,

Shove Chapel Office

Friday, April 7, 12:00 noon,

Holocaust Advisory Group,

Shove Chapel Office

Wanted

Need male roommate to

share three bedroom furnished

apt. with kitchen and outdoor

hot tub at 911 Wahsatch (the

Condos) with two others

during summer months.

Contact Dirk at 636-1178.

Personals

Jen, let's get together next

Saturday night

AH announcements
must be submitted
to the CATALYST by

3 p.m. on Tuesday.
Announcements
should not exceed
35 words. Please

include $1 with all

personals.

Announcing ;

The Colorado College Contests

:

in Poetry and Fiction :

The Evelyn Bridges Poetry Award '.

sponsored by the English Department

from One to Ten Poems
J

Submissions to Professor RuUi Barton

For more information, contact Professor Joan Stone or Ruth Barton
,

I

*** <

The Reville Prize for Fiction

sponsored by the English Department

from One to Three Short Stories
.

Submissions to Professor Mark Slavig

For more information, contact Mark Stavig or Professor Jim Yaffc

r.Tnpral rules for Rnih Contests

l Contests onen to all currently enrolled Colorado College students,
1

and me woTmStbe me original composiuon of the student.

2. All submissions must be neaUy typewritten in proper form.

4 Deadline for all submissions: April 10, 1989. .

5. Contests will be judged by committees made up from the English
;

Department. •

6. In all contests, the winnerswJKjt^^^SSnS '•

published in the May issue of the Leviathan.

J's Motor Hotel

and Restaurant
Off Campus at 820 N. Nevada

Special Student Rate including Utilities

& satellite TV

633-5513
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Women's lax shows its stuff

Spectator advises coachless Tigers

By Julie Slotnik

The Colorado College

women's lacrosse team trounced

its opponents from Colorado

Stale University by a score of

12-4 last Saturday on Stewart

Field. According to the goalie,

it was the best game she has

seen C.C play, both offensively

and defensively.

The CSU squad came out

strong, and had a few Lady

Tigers winded early into the

first half. However, C.C.

managed to keep their

momentum up and succeeded in

dominating the game.

Although the squad is

smaller than it has been in years

past, that factor did not hinder

performance on the field.

Making use of both first year

players and veterans of the

team, the offense and defense

were able to work together

efficiently.

Playing without a coach for

the day posed a problem, but

with the help of faithful

spectator Jeff Gaul--and the

captains calling for substitutes

and advice when necessary-

things went very smoothly.

The offensive power on the

team was based on strong

midfield connections from

center Jen Neibour and third

home Laura Jcnney, as well as

the creative and dazzling

Women's lacrosse stomped CSU 12-4 Photo by Andrea Rex

lost Saturday,

shooting abilities of Susannah

Lawson, who racked up a

double hat trick.

Also helping the offensive

team were freshman Beth

Carpenter with a consistent

performance at second home and

fourth year returning player

Cydney Dundon with her

incredible versatility at

positions of both attack wing

and center.

The defensive squad, led by

captains Margo Gray and Donna

Howland, proved their skills

and worked together better than

in the past. In a display of her

newly acquired talents at

defense wing and cover point,

rookie Joanna Bond aided the

defense in their spectacular

battle against the powerhouse

center from CSU.
Judging from the game last

weekend against Colorado State

University, C.C. women's

lacrosse is proving to be a

dominant force on the lacrosse

circuit this season. The next

game is against the Denver

Women's Club, a team which is

always most challenging

competition.

For what promises to be

some excellent women's

lacrosse, come down to Stewart

Field at noon on Sunday and

check them out.

Tapes and Records

Storewide Sale!!

iing>

Colo

,else

ivior

Wits

'

itkt<

,2 fa

bese

rsrs,
'

'

arc

Virtually Everything Marked Down E

Sale Runs 3/30 - 4/2/89

INC.
A WORKING STUDIO AND GALLERY

• Jewelry Designers

• Custom Wedding Sets

• A Fine Selection of Southwest

Jewelry and Weavings •

We welcome your business

15% discount to all C.C.

students and faculty

with I.D.

731 N. Tejon 636-9393

One block south of C.C. Campus

327 N. TEJON

COLO. SPRINGS

COLORADO 80903

471-4419

wou

(rise.

jnd 1

Oiair •Designers for Men & "Women

with certified makeup

artist Becky Pribble

Available Mondays

thru March

Call to schedule an appoint™9

Up to 75% off selected
item

Other services available

Individualized Color Profile & Image Consultations

GIFT CERTIFICATES

Downtown (at Theodora) 125 j/2 N.Tejon
"*

i/ pJ?..,„.„..,n jOU,ce lot cosmetics and trogtancos

635-4764 __^
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luggers start fifth season

Christopher M. Stutz

j„g fever seems to have hit

Colorado College already.

else
could one explain the

Lr of twenty or so C.C.

fenls
who gather four times

™
|[ to bash heads and fight

_
a fat, white football?

.
eSe

people are rugby

rs
or "ruggers" for short.

Tie practicing. The rugby

is underway.

i
by,

1 was completely

Le that C.C. had a rugby

„• you might lament, and

jould not be alone in your

,j Se.
The club has been

Ld for less than five years,

and is Fighting tooth and nail

for recognition even as I speak.

But is rugby worthy of the

attention of the C.C.
community?
"You bet! It's an exciting

sport for people to go watch on

weekends; I think it brings an

exciting new dimension to The
Colorado College. Besides, the

players sport an exciting

sartorial elegance the likes I've

never before seen on an athletic

field. It's really exciting,"

commented excited freshman

rugger and part-time fashion

critic Scott Kempers.

Led by senior captain, Ted
Anselmi, and junior, Chris

Dwycr, the club opened its

f?

Ihe C.C. Rugby team wins this particular

scrum against Mines.

season March 4th with a

disappointing loss to Colorado

School of Mines with a score

too terrible to tell.

"It was the first game for

about half of our team," said

Dwyer afterward. "We just

have to get some things worked

out."

At half-time in last

Saturday's game against Metro

State, it seemed that the Tigers

still had some working to do:

Metro was up by a score of 13

to 0. In the second half, the

C.C. ruggers took things into

their own hands. Veteran Tony

Lees started the scoring

rampage by making two kicks-

for-post (field goals) as well

as two trys (like touchdowns in

football), and two conversions.

Scott Sewell also scored a try

but had to be taken immediately

out of the game due to a broken

nose suffered during the play.

In the second half, Metro

State scored seven points; at the

final whistle, the score was

tied 20-20.

"This was good for the team,"

commented junior Dirk Dykes

shortly thereafter. "We learned

that we can play really well if

we get the right attitude. Those

guys were scared of us by the

end. They wouldn't play [an

optional] overtime."

The C.C. ruggers next game

is this Sunday, April 2, at

12:30 p.m. on Washburn field.

COPPER
MOUNTAIN

$24 lift tickets plus SPECIAL Savings on

ski lessons ONLY available at Front Range

®Vickers
$fCOPPER MOUNTAIN RESORT

R>r Information 1-800-458-8386 (extension 5)

Delicious cuisine

and excellent service

in an historic setting-

the

Stagecoach Inn
^^ RESTAURANT

Rev. Steve Harrington will lead us is

A Celebration
of Communion

Broken Bread
And Poured Out Wine

"Symbols of his death,

signs of his love."

All are welcome. 824 N. Tejon

Tuesdav, 6:30pm

tteseekeRs

Interstate Secure Storage
330 Karen Lane

633-0222

Electronic Alarms on every door

No Deposit Fees

1/2 First Full month's rent

Open 7 Days a Week

A safe, secure place to store your valuablesfor the summei

Call for sizes and rates

Share with a friend!

HAIR DESIGN

Get a Perm or Professional Highlight &

receive 10 FREE Tanning Sessions

Tcmino, Pcckage available with Perm o: Highlight ONLYI

FREE CONSULTATIONS

15% DISCOUNT WITH C.C. ID

118 N. Tejon Suite 301 (Above Old Chicago)

635-5552
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Athletic Shorts
Thewen's lacrosse team played two gamesover the last

week. On Saturday, March 25, they traveled nearly three

hours to Fort Collins to take on the Colorado State Rams.

This followed a loss to the revision I Air Force Falcons.

The first half of the CSU game was quite slow, ending

with the Tigers ahead by a score of 5-3. But as the third

quarter began, the defense slipped into its Jet-Eye mind

trick and slacked off abit. Only in the final quarterdid the

potent offense begin to light up the board.

Eric Petersen led all scorers with 5 goals and 4 assists,

while Chris Allison exploded for four goals of his own,

Tom Kruse also had an impressive game with 1 goal, 3

assists, and 10 ground bails.The final score was 16-9 in

C.C.'s favor.

On March 22, the Tigers traveled to Falcon Stadium to

play the Cadets. Thanks to Eric Petersen's strong moves

to the goal, C.C. led the Falcons 2-0 only 2 minutes into

the game. The Tigers then went ahead 3-0 on a goal by

Tom Kruse.

The game was only 6minutes old, but AirForce had 30

more players on the bench than did C.C. As a result, the

Falcons slowly assumed control of the game and went

ahead by a couple goals at halftime. The final gun saw

C.C. on the down side of a 10-4 tally.

The men's lax team has its first "real" home game

tomorrow, April 1, against rival Colorado School of

Mines at 1 p.m., and another home game on Wednesday,

April 5, at 3:30 p.m. against Denver University.

by David Byron

College basketball season t

conclude with Final Four

By Ed Cohen

As the college basketball

season reaches its climax in an

orgy of media hype thai has

come to be known as the Final

Four, it should be noted that

this year's NCAA tournament

stands to be one of the most

exciting in recent memory.

This year's semi-finalists

represent the three biggest

conferences in college

basketball; Duke from the

Atlantic Coast Conference,

Seton Hall from the Big East,

and Illinois and Michigan from

the Big Ten.

When weighing the teams

against one another, it becomes

very difficult to pick a favorite

to win the tournament.

Although every team in the

Final Four is strong player-

wise, there are some major

differences between them.

Michigan and Duke are lead

by high-scoring standouts,

while Seton Hall and Illinois

feature strong starting line-ups

with extremely talented

substitutes which have shown

the ability to wear opposing

teams down.

The first match-up this

weekend puts Michigan against

Illinois. Both of these teams

are from the Big Ten and have

met twice already this year,

with Illinois winning both of

the earlier games. Michigan is

led by forward Glen Rice, who

has been averaging more than 31

points per game, and shooting

better than 62 percent from the

field.

Michigan has been guided

through the tournament by

assistant coach Steve Fisher,
_

who replaced Bill Freider when
'

he accepted the head coaching

job at ASU. The team has

rallied around the new coach,

but they face quite a task in

playing the Fighting Illini.

Without a man over 6'8" on

the team, and the tallest starter

at 6'7" (Lowell Hamilton),

Illinois is a rarity in college

basketball. Without the now
obligatory towering center, and

the small quick point guard,

Illinois has been called the

team of "positionless clones"

for having eight similar

playing, and interchangeable

players. However, this

formula worked during the

season and in the tournament to

provide the toughest team under

the boards. An example df this

came last weekend
Illinois out-rebounded

a L
taller Syracuse team 38-291
The second game

I

playing Seton Hall. This

game of opposites. Duke ii

team with experience, hi
been to the Final Four thji

the last four years. T|l
only Seton Hall's

appearance in the Nrj

tournament, and their

appearance in the Final Foul
Duke has a POwcrhi

(nisi

I

six

SvtJ--;

offense led by forward _

Ferry, and Selon Hall
hi

defensive minded game
features no partid

individual. This should

methodical, well-execKpd
game, as opposed lo the

and-gun games that

Michigan and Illinois play,

If you were to think thai

key to winning the tournai

was experience, you would

Duke. If you are a believi

defense winning the big

go with Seton Hall. If

like the team with the

hand, follow Michi

However, if you are like

and believe in the team

shouldn't stand much i

chance, you've got to belie

Illinois. '

Tigers split doubleheader with Mines
Senior captain Charlie Ficco leads C.C.

<;ii<

ft*

Alai:

list

By Todd Hartley

There's a new word throwing

fear into the hearts of college

baseball coaches throughout

Colorado: Tigers. Yes, sports

fans, perennial powerhouses

Metro State and Denver, who
usually walk all over Colorado

College, are suddenly looking

for ways lo beg out of games

against Ihe Tigers, and with

good reason.

The C.C. sluggers recently

returned from a four game
swing through Southern
California, leaving behind the

battered and bruised squads

from Pomona, Pacific Coast

Baptist, and Caltech. Only

Occidental was able lo escape

with a hard fought 4-3 victory

that could have very easily gone

Ihe Tigers' way. The loss

overshadowed ihe fine pitching

of senior ace Todd Meisinger.

"Boy, he pitched a hell of a ball

game," Coach Steve Mandel

said, "It's too bad we didn't

score a couple more runs for

him."

Returning home to the

friendly confines of Spurgeon

Stadium, the club had to face

the ever-dangerous Orediggers

from the Colorado School of

Mines. In Ihe firsl game of the

twin bill, the Tigers showed

the effects of Iheir week-long

layoff by dropping a sloppy

Photo by Andrea Rex

Sophomore Inflelder Braden Hassebroek says he can't wait to play D.U.

and Metro.

contest to Mines by Ihe score

of 8-3.

In the second game, however,

C.C. showed up ready to play.

Buoyed by the inspirational

words of team leader and

captain Charlie Ficco, the

Tigers stung the ball for eleven

hits and cruised to an easy 8-3

win. Sophomore center fielder

Dog Drescher, who adapted

beautifully to Ihe number six

slot in the order, led

offense in responding

three key hits.

Ficco was asked after

game what he had said

inspire the squad, Ficco sir

responded, "I told them

were a better team than

team that played in the

game. That wasn't us. We

great ballclub, and we sh

start playing like one."

The league standings a(ierj

Mines doubleheader pro,

Ficco correct. Three Tig]

Carrel, Salas, and fresh

phenomenon Cash Levy

among the league's best]

hitting. Carrel and McBf

were tied for the league le»

triples, and Meisinger

Roark were challenging for

ERA crown. In the »jL

ahead, look for slick-field

Bruce Wallin, whose bal

really heated up, to j°in l

other Tigers at the lop ot

heap in the league batting ra

Currently, the Tigers a"

but with the talent they

combined with conn"

intensity, they could very ™

double last year's total ot &

wins. "Colorado CoIIeffl

finally getting some resp«j

baseball." Sophomore in"6

Braden Hassebroek said,

wait to play DU and Me

Maybe, Braden, but Du

Metro can sure wait to J

you.
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[nistry

land Of Rape And

^Records

djMari 23 arid David 93

.ctually this album has been

ifotmonthsnow (at least since

jute), anditsfirst smgle"Stig-

jj" hastily climed the "Alter-

jve Darice Floor" 40 (as op-

5dloTop40). Thistrack isthe

ijm's orgasmic savior, and is

oj io become a shrine foi dis-

Wof "new wove" club bfe (1

j(wl (he first time I heard it).

Slain Jorgcnson's (the creative

,61 behind Ministry) latest

aiion is a variation on themes

jiously explored on the album

,ii£/i, and in his collaborations

Itiic Van Acker, Richard 23

m 242c and tjn McK.iv

(nor Threat, Pailhead), but

iici cranes its electronic neck

lite cuts on The Land ofRape

Money more out of sentiment

habit than anything else. . . i

Mostof the tracks here develop

Isame monotonous percussion

tilling beneath jorgcnson's es-

iDgcd vocals,; only now it has

some intensified tothepoiniof

alrape. *

Srangely enough, the creative

lius of Jorgenson is no longer

khmganew "indusirial^edge,

(rather a sermon miming the

Kntty trendy-ized Skinny

|py,

Unfortunately most "progre

1° music these days is in imtta-

ii of one of four or so groups

fo will remain nameless), and

all sounds the same

Ssdly, Ministry hasbecome yet

inner victim in the war against

"Hip
ltd

pro

Soundgarden

Vltramega Ok
SST Records

By Kristin Thomson

Hey Zep Heads! Is yourcopy of

Housesofthe Holy wearing a little

thin? Listened io led Zeppelm II a

few too many times? Before you

shell out $15 for a glittering CD
copy oremnarkonaGiujsN* Roses

kick, check outSoundgarden.

On their first full length LP,aptly

named Ultramega OK, this Seattle-

based four piece rips tike no oilier

bandl've heard inalongtime.Their

tight, heavy guitar solid kiss,

thumping drums and rhythms thai

stomp all over time signatures con

jure sonic images of Led Zeppelin

meets AC/DC and Bad Brains.

But wauV Soundgarden is not a

Poison-like glani hand, of speed-

cbrelikeMegadeath, Althoughlead

singer Chris Cornell belts out the

lyrics in that, metal voice rivalling

Robert Plant in grit and guts, this

band is more interested in their

music,and their talent shows.

Some cuts like "Circle ofPower"

and "He Didn't"remindme ofGreg

Ginn'spost-BIackFlagexperimen-

taiion with difficult rhythms and

guitar distortion in his band Gone.

They toss in a few feedback inter-

ludes, a smattering of vocal distor-

tion and achanky cover of"Smoke-

stack Lightning" with some great

wah pedal workand aripping guitar

solo. And just so you don't take

them too seriously they end the al-

bum with"OneMinute ofSilence,"

credited to John Lenfion. which

consists ofKim Thayall unplugging

his hissing guitar.

So get the Led out! Go out and

pick up a copy!

Art:

Coburn Gallery

Exhibit on the life of Arthur

Schitzler, Austrian playwright

Tues. - Sat. 12-5 p.m.

FREE

Sangre de Cristo Arts

Center (Pueblo)

Wood, Paper, Clay

An exhibition of

contemporary crafts

through May 25

Hoag Gallery

FREE

Diversity of music

that transcends

the current trends

COMPACT DISCS, RECORDS,
AND CASSETTES

VIDEO RENTALS & SALES

E.PLATTE
473-0882

123 E. BIJOU

520-5111

Quilt National '87

An international exhibition

of -contemporary quilts

through Apr. 1

Mahlon & Maylan While

Gallery

FREE

Films:

Poor Richard's Cinema

Animation

Apr. 7-13, 7:00 & 9:15 p.m.

Music:

Colorado College Music

Department
Senior Voice Recital:

Elizabeth Jones

Sunday, April 2, 3:00 p.m.

Packard Hall

FREE

David Honig
Classical Guitar

March 31, 8:15 p.m.

Packard Hall

FREE

Colorado Springs

Symphony
Cafes Showtime Series

My One and Only

Pikes Peak Center

Sunday, April 2, 7:00 p.m.

Tickets $8 - $25

All-Orchestral Program

April 7-8, 8:00 p.m.

April 9, 2:30 p.m.

Pikes Peak Center

Tickets 633-0333

Colorado Springs Fine Arts

Center
Tom Paxton

Friday, April 7, 8:00 p.m.

Tickets $10

Dance:

Serendipity Dance
Workshop
Spring Dance Concert

March 31, April 2, 8:00 p,m.

Cossitt Gym
FREE

Theatre:

Theatre Workshop
Fefu and Her Friends

Mar. 31,6 p.m.

Apr. 1-2, 1 and 6 p.m.

Gamma Phi Beta House

FREE-limilcd seating.

German Theatre

Scenes from Reigen, Anatole,

Liebellei

April 5, 6, and 7, 8:00 p.m.

Cossit Room 'C

FREE

photo by Androa Rgx

tThe Big Screen^
Leviathan takes a nose dive:

But is still a good scare

The rating system: Robert

maintains that with "skillful buzz-

management," any film is worth

seeing, i.e. the better the film, the

fewer beers needed to enjoy it.

The Catalyst, of course, favors

responsible drinking, so if you use

it, don't abuse it.

Leviathan
MGM

By Robert Rilkin

Notice: I hereby give

Leviathan two beers on the

scary-movie scale, but a full

four and a half on the usual

chart. That is to say, see it for

the screams, not for the

outright quality.

George P. Cosmatos, the

director who gave us (yikes)

Rambo II, now brings to the

screen an adventure set three

miles beneath the waves of the

Atlantic. Peter Weller (of

Buckaroo Banzai and Robocop

fame) heads a team of silver

miners on the sea floor. The

cast is a faily good one: Lisa

Eilbachcr from Bevely Hills

Cop, Amanda Pays from Class,

former Ghostbuster Ernie

Hudson, and Richard Crcnna,

whose credits are far loo

lengthy to list. While their

characters arc a long way from

being "in-depth," (whoops, no

pun intended) we are caught up

in (heir plight. Unfortunately,

their story doesn't start until

almost Tiftcen minutes into the

picture.

The plot, when it comes, is

nothing terribly new or

original, but it stands up to go

another round just the same. A

Russian research ship

experimenting with human

genetic alterations was

deliberately sunk when the

tests (ugh) got out of hand.

Naturally, our macho miners

stumble upon this wreck on the

ocean bottom and ... well, use

your imagination.

A quick sidenote: in film,

there arc numerous types of

visual horror. There is the

chain saw-massacre-dismembcr-

menl type, the Freddy Krugcr-

clawing-flcsh type, and the

floaling-apparilion-or-ghost

type, to name a few. This

picture, however, is definitely

of the Aliens style oo/ing-

slimy-crcalure type. Seriously

revolting material, but I know

some people get into that.

Far and away the highest

marks in the movie go to the

special effects people. The

screams come often and they

come hard. The creature is one

bad dude, and he looks the part.

The underwater mining station,

though, is a masterpiece. But

to describe exactly what I'm

talking about would, I'm afraid,

give away loo much.

What we have, then, is a

picture that delivers what it

promises; it doesn't promise a

whole lot, so don't expect too

much. Scuba divers, especially,

will have some trouble with

the realism here. But this isn't

a movie for realists; it's a

movie for fans of fright flicks.

No laughs, no real drama or

suspense, and no song-and-

dance. Just some good thrills

and chills to help you lie awake

at night. As the ad goes, "How

long can you hold your breath?"



Brushstrokes

German department presents

evening of Austrian scenes

By Susairae Wunner

Turn of the century Vienna was a center of decadence, eroticism,

and intellectualism. No class exemplified litis better than the aristoc-

racy, composed ofeager pleasure-seekers reaching out fora fleeting

moment ofjoy and trying to make it last

Turn ofthe century Viennacomes to Colorado College in the form

of six scenes by the Austrian playwright Arthur ScJmitzier.

Six scenes will be performed, taken from the plays Reigen,Amtol,

and Liebeta, as well as the short story Fraultin Else. Each of the

scenes will be performed in German and will be approximately ten to

fifteen minutes in length. Introductions vs each scene "will bemade la

English, allowing thosewhoare less proficient inGermanto enjoy the

scenesaswell. ..; .

Enthusiasm m this year'sperfornianceis unprecedented. Interested

parties outnumbered the available roles despite the large cast The

performance features six Gorman majors, as well as students from

other disciplines. Also featured will be the campus renowned actor,

Thomas Cramer, last seen in Motlier Courage.

This yea''spraductioncontfnuesav«U.esiabHslied tradition inlhe

German Department. Starting in 1967, (he department has put on at

least one annual production, including such shows asBcrtott Brecht's

The Three Penny Opera and Guntber Grass' Tin Drum.

Music will bean added attraction this year. Mark Actio and Angele

Letbettcr, accompanied by Ryan Capp on the piano, will sing three

songs typical of the period.

Meanwhile, an exhibition of Schnitzlcr's life and work will be on

display to Oaylord Hall all of next week. The Austrian Institute of

New York sponsors the exhibition. .•...-...,.-...

SchnieterwasaJewish doctorwhose psychoanalytic writing style

was similar to that of his friend, Sigmund Freud. Through his plays

Schnirzler tried to pcnettaic the serene masks ol the arisuxrac\ and

expose their decadence.

This German DeparHnentpresentafionwUlbeperformed April5th,

6lh,and 7lh (Wed., Tburs., andFri.) in Room C pf CosstLHall. The

performances begin at 8 p.m. and are free and open to the public.

Innovative Thespians perform

Fefu and Her Friends

Si!

By Chris Burns

Director Laure Warner -

Munroe has brought a new

style of theatre onto the C.C.

campus.

Eight talented actresses are

performing Maria Irene Fornes'

play Fefu and Her Friends at

the Gamma Phi Beta House

(behind Loomis) tonight at 6

p.m., and Sat. and Sun. at 1

p.m. and 6 p.m. - two shows

daily. Refreshments will be

served, seating is limited, so

come early.

The play lasts 70 minutes and

consists of six scenes. The

audience is together for the

first scene. Then they split up

into four groups to watch the

next four scenes in rotation

throughout the house. Everyone

reconvenes in the living room

for the final scene.

This is moving theatre where

you follow the cast "through"

the house during the play.

In a closed doors conversation

with the director she told me
"Fefu is bringing a new, non -

linear, non aristotelian theatre

here to show people," (not just

men), "that women are subjects,

not objects"

I agree. Fefu entertains,

educates both audience and cast,

and gives women a chance to

perform together en masse.

It all happens at Fefu's house

when eight women who have

known each other since college

get together. We are

jurat'

Fefu and Her Friends takes place Indoors and out.

Becca Williams, sifting, performs a scene with Alley Armstrong.

photo by Paul Raphael

introduced to all types of

women who are "sensitive to

the differences inside of

ourselves and outside of

ourselves." We see the pain and

the joy shared between them.

"[They] are guardians to each

other and [they] give each other

love."

The play flows well and the

women perform best when they

don't "perform" but when they

simply talk to each other.

Munroe is successful in

moving her actresses from scene

to scene through the house. She

has created a believeable

sequence of events that kept me
asking what was going to

happen next.

The bonds that hold Fefu and

her friends together are

incredibly strong - like those

only women share. I woij

have liked to have seen tho

ties more clearly.

The last all-women stto

performed on this campus w

four years ago. Their Voic

were heard. Now the women

the campus today get to see a

hear a bit more with Fefu a

Her Friends.

I have been focusing

women quite a bit. It is a m

see for everyone . It is differ

theatre, with different ide

and should appeal to a w

range of students, faculty

community members.

Come see!

Special thanks goes to II

Gamma Phi Beta hon

Women's Studies, Them

Workshop, and the enli

running crew of the shew.

$1.97
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r
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Seniors Gregg, Singer differ in style,

compare in talent

Theatre Workshop looks

forward to a bright future

Blrthrlte' (diptych)

Will Gregg: "I was basically experimenting with the media. .

I had no real goal in mind. I only stopped when I thought

they were done." Gregg's show runs through today in Armstrong.

Aaron Singer: "My work is

about fun. . . celebration. . .

sight. . . truth. . . and,

hopefully, 'things to come'."

Cities, Fields, and Gamcscapes

runs through April 1, in

Packard

Detail from a piece In Singer's

show. Cities. Fields, and
Garnescapes photos by Andrea Rex

By Maria Reardon

Early last January, Taylor

Hall became Theatre
Workshop's first permanent

space. Theatre Workshop is the

student-run subsidiary of the

Leisure Program that hosts

plays produced exclusively by

students.

A major problem for the

group in the past has been lack

of space in which to show its

work; the limited areas were

shared with the Drama
Department. With its new
acquisition, Theatre Workshop

no longer needs to impose on

the department's space, making

it easier for both groups to

function successfully.

The procurement of the

expansive room, which was
previously used as a dining hall,

was a long, slow process. When
Rob Peck, then Chair of Theatre

Workshop, realized that the

space was available, he

introduced a proposal to secure

the area for the organization.

Along with David Nestor,

director of the Leisure

Program, he formulated strict

guidelines for the use of the

space, taking recognized

problems into consideration.

The proposal emphasized

using Taylor Hall as a theatre

to diminish the problem of

inadequate performance space

available on campus. It also

addressed concerns by the Office

of Residential Life, housed in

the connecting building, about

noise control. The guidelines

forbid any amplified live music

except for a student orchestra

in a production, and

construction of sets is allowed

only between the hours of 5:30

p.m. and 7 a.m.

The thorough proposal went

through all the proper

channels-Max Taylor, Laurel

McLeod, and Gresham Riley,

before it was finally approved.

Now that Theatre Workshop

has Taylor Hall, they have big

plans. A major renovation of

the space is on the agenda. A
new ceiling that can support a

grid for lighting instruments

tops the list, and the floor

surface will be replaced. Sound

baffles will improve the

acoustics and blackout curtains

will cover the windows. The

renovation will include a

sectioned-off area for building

and tool storage, and the

Theatre Workshop will

purchase its own tools, lighting

instruments and light boar

The complete renovation of ft

space totals approximate

$60,000, a figure that will ha'

to be accumulated gradual

over the years. A budg

proposal of $18,000 has been

submitted for next yea'

hopefully allowing t|

Workshop to begin W
transformation.

Even though the renovation

has not begun, Theatt

Workshop has already M
Taylor Hall to good use. «
Workshop had not securedJ
space at the time of its

jj|

production of the year, Jl

Real Thing, but it was uliua

in the following show. Pom
Churches. Part of the *l

space was painted and moveaoi

sealing was borrowed from U

department for this premiere.

Then came A View from '

Bridge, and the next snoj

Getting Out, opens
J.

Wednesday, April 5, and tvm

through Saturday, April 8. I

The agenda for next W|
includes the production ol "1

annual playwriting c0".]«

winner, The End of »"
Prancer, early in the year. J

Proposals for ol

J
productions will be accept™ «

the start of the year.
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Safeway beckons
bargain hunters

:»'

fi
AT A GLANCE, p. 13

vjie shopped for the same

ms that we had at King

j

pcrs in order to do an

Jurate
price analysis. Safeway

|ls
substantially more than

j Soopers for the same

;„tial food stuffs ($5.47

L), a difference that works

L to at least a lift-ticket at

,11
when added up over the

jjule
year. Here are the actual

ces from Safeway:

jagU
Spaghetti Sauce, 32 oz.-

,197

Schaefer (say "Chex-Fwa), 12

jolones-^.W
.

pace Picante. medium sized

,41.61

flaagen Dazs coffee ice cream,

S pint-$2.06

Uncle Ben's Natural

Holegrain Rice--S1.53

Red Delicious Apples, one

tnd--$0.'Z9

American Beauty Spaghetti,

Kie pound—SO.87

Campbell's Chicken Noodle

Soup, one can-S0.43

Smucker's Natural Peanut

Hter--$2.27

Captain Crunch Ccreal-S2.79

Early Bird Bird-seed/granola-

-$3.35

Tostitos chips, one pound--

$1.99

Oreo Cookies, 10 oz.-S1.99

Candy's Tortillas, 10 big

ones~$1.39

VITAL STATISTICS
(compared with the same

statistics for King Soopers)

Distance from C.C.: 1.98 vs

2.13

Number of Aisles: Less than

King Soops

Total Grocery Bill: $28.22 vs

$22.75

Quality and Quantity of

samples expressed sub-

jectively: 6 vs 9

Overall ambience for C.C.

students: 7 vs 8.37

A final consideration for the

carnivore: Safeway discounts all

meats that are close to their

expiration dates and throws

them in a big bin, resulting in

some real bargains for the cost-

conscious, cholesterol-oblivious

off-campus home-maker.

Housing lottery

not to be feared

Don't Lose Your Wheels

or Pay High Insurance

call 632-2238

Submitted by the Office of

Residential Life

It's that time of year again-

time to make housing

arrangements for next year!

The most important dates for

students to remember arc:

April 1-Housing contracts

and room reservation fees ($50)

are due

April 1-Off-campus appli-

cations are due (applications are

invalid without contract and

room reservation fee)

April 1-Scniors (22 units by

the end of block 6, 1989) must

notify the Office of Residential

Life in writing of their intent to

live off campus in the fall

April 27-Room selection-

Armstrong Great Hall

Room selection lottery

numbers arc computer
generated. Lottery numbers

range as follows:

Scniors-(22 units and up)

Numbers 100-199

Juniors-(14 to 21 units)

Numbers 200-399

Sophomorcs-(l to 13 units)

Numbers 400-699

On April 27, room selection

day, seniors choose rooms
beginning at 4:30 p.m. to 5:15

p.m.; sophomores from 6:30

p.m. to 7:30 p.m., and juniors

from 5:30 to 6:15 p.m. Be sure

to bring your lottery card to

room selection in Armstrong

Hall.

If you* arc a proxy for

someone on leave of absence or

unable to attend the room

selection process, the Office of

Residential Life will send you

the other student's lottery card.

You must bring that card and

the yellow copy of the proxy

form to room selection with

you. You would enter the

selection process for that

student under their number.

If students don't gel the

room of their dreams during

selection, they can stop by the

Office of Residential Life

beginning April 28 and fill out

a "grievance card." If any of the

dorms or rooms students put on

the card become available in the

summer. Residential Life will

move that person without prior

notice. Grievance cards will be

honored in the reverse lottery

number order (not first come,

first served, so don't line up

outside our door at 7:00 a.m.!).

The off-campus lottery

selection process is separate and

different from the room

selection process. All students,

except seniors as defined above,

arc expected to live in campus

housing. The Office of

Residential Life docs, however,

have an off-campus lottery for

juniors and sophomores. To

apply for Uiis lottery, fill out

an off-campus application form

(available in the Office of

Residential Life), and submit

it, along with a housing

contract and a $50 room

reservation fee to the Office of

Residential Life by April 1.

Any application submitted

without the contract and room

reservation fee is invalid.

Applications submitted after

April 1 arc considered late and

those students will not be

included in the off-campus

lottery.

If students have questions

about applying for tl special

aVca; rbArri selection, or off-

campus status, look for the

Office of Residential Life's

information table in Worncr

Center on April 6 and 7 from

11:30 a.m. until 1:00 p.m.

636-2112
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Delicious Handspun Pizza

with only the fr^shest ingredients

delivered |\^ to your door.

Our 18 Special Features include:

Weekdays 4 PM Till A
Saturday 11 MA Till 4fc nWI

Sunday 11 DM Till Midnight

Pepperoni

Sausage

Canadian Bacon

Ground Beef

Mushrooms

Green Peppers

lalapeno Peppers

Anchovies

Double Cheese (2 items)

Black Olives

Onions

Tomatoes

Two - 14"

Cheese Pizzas

for only

$8.98 <p|us **>

Bonusl for CC Students!

Order two or more toppings

on each pizza and receive

a two liter bottle of Pepsi.

Limited Delivery Area

Not Valid with any other offer

Offer must be requested when ordering

Two - 10"

Cheese Pizzas
for only

$4.98 (Plus tax)

Bonusl for CC Studentsl

Order two or more toppings on each pizza I

and receive 2 16 01. bottles of your

favorite soft drink

Limited Delivery Area

Ot Valid with any Other offer

Offer must be requested when ordering

Shrimp 12 itemsl

Oysters

Cheddar Cheese

One

8 p.m. - 1 a.m.

12" one topping pizza

plus

2 • 16 oz. bottles of

your favorite Soft Drink

for $4.97 (plus tax)

Additional toppings $.65

VISA & "S^TER CARD ACCEPTED ON ANY S.ZE DELIVERY ORDER

.-FREE DELIVERY

!

FREE DELIVERY^
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Student initiates new
course focusing on drugs

By Lisa Cain

This February, C.C.'s catalog

introduced a new class, General

Studies 141: Alcohol and Drugs

in American Life . Tony
Mathias, a junior here at C.C.,

proposed and initiated the

course. Mathias is the first

student in College history to

bring a new class into being.

The class will be an alternative

format class taught by

Professors John Riker and

Marcia Dobson, over blocks 1

through 4 next fall.

Mathias began work on this

class as the Student Concerns

Committee Chairperson for

CCCA last year. Last April,

under the advice of the

Administration, Mathias

initialed a student task force on

the alcohol and drug problem

on campus. Supported by the

rest of the task force, Mathias

decided that a class on the

subject would help educate the

campus. In August, Mathias

took the proposal to Dean

Finley and the Committee on

Instruction. Mathias said that a

since a student had never

proposed a class before, no one

seemed to know how to handle

the situation, consequently, his

proposal was temporarily

"pigeon-holed."

At the same time, the

Administration had started its

own Drug Policy Task Force, of

which Mathias was a member.

With the help of Dean McLeod,

the administrative committee

approved the class. John Riker

agreed to become the faculty

sponsor. At this point, Mathias

said he "met with people like

John Riley in the Sociology

department, and John Riker, and

At a glance:

Students rate Safeway
for prices and freebies

By Will Gadd
and Katrina Blair

A couple of Catalyst issues

ago, we presented a survey of

King Soopers and vowed to do
similar surveys on Safeway and

Cub foods. Our aim was and is

to give the C.C. consumer a

guide to grocery prices in

relation to the overall shopping

experience for the C.C. student,

based on everything from the

store's distance from C.C. to

the abundance or dearth of

samples. Having finally

recovered from the diabetic

coma induced by the samples at

King Soopers, we took a late

night tour of Safeway.

Safeway is the icon of

respectability among the big

time supermarkets in the

Colorado Springs area. Even the

unassuming but catchy name
implies that this is the place to

go if you want to shop the Safe

Way, kind of like safe sex. The
apples are guaranteed to be Alar

free, so no cancer for the kids,

and large signs proclaim the

produce section to be free of

Chilean fruit/cyanide. So if you
want your shopping trip to last

an hour, not a lifetime, this is

probably the place to be.

Safeway has multiple stores

in the Springs area, ranging

from the gleaming ultra-chic to

the unimposing if not slightly

dumpy store reminiscent of an

old Burger Barn building

located just a mile from C.C.
We chose the store located on
North Wahsatch, despite its

appearance. Not to be dissuaded

by a malfunctioning door (we
actually had to push it open),

we corralled a cart and headed

in for some bargain shopping.

Probably the largest plus at

Safeway after its safe policies is

the 5-cent sample bin area,

loaded with a quad-level rack

of low-nutrient value/high

sugar factor morsels. Pennies

also work here. Other than this

convenience, plus surreptitious

fast grabs at the salad bar,

samples were at a minimum
when compared to King
Soopers. Even the deli had no

grease-infested tidbits; just a

barren of plain stainless steel

covering a coffin of dead and

decaying animal products, some

of which looked pretty good if

you like road-kill.

Katrina had all kinds of

choice words about grain to

meat ratios and Central

America, but I'm sure the folks

at Safeway (remember, you get

an honest deal here) would
never serve rainforest beef.

Abandoning our inquiries into

the method of slaughter, we
headed to the produce section,

where all was serene and green.

Safeway really shines here,

from the apples to the lettuce.

Everything looked fresh and

well organized, and the produce

guy even knew where star-fruit

came from (The Virgin
Islands). He also explained that

other vegetables that looked

like direct orders from Hustler

were really just roots.

Meanwhile, Katrina began
pontificating about the value of

eating only raw foods. This

latest trend has something to

do with never eating any food

that has been cooked above 97.5

degrees. This alarming
philosophy seems to have
dominated several spring break

trips, with one individual

reportedly growing sprouts on

the front bag of her bicycle as

she rode the Golden Gate
Gallop.

see AT A GLANCE, p. 14

Laurel McLeod, and Bill Dove

from Boettcher Health

Center... .And we all kind of

revised my original proposal.

Other than the fact that it

became an alternative format

course for blocks 1-4, it

basically stayed the same."

"I want to make it

clear that the

purpose of this class

is...to give us the

opportunity to learn

how drug use has

affected our society."

In order for a new class to be

approved, the entire faculty

must vote on the proposal. In

February, Mathias finally

presented his proposal to the

faculty, six months after the

original proposal. The course

passed with a 28-25 vote.

According to Mathias, some
faculty members seemed to

oppose the class on the basis

that the judgment of social

issues should not be a concern

of the College. "I'm more than

curious to know why the other

[professors] voted against it. As

a campus community we all

Junior Tony Mathias anticipates the success of GS 141

next fall. photo by Dave Cornel!

"You have to go
through a lot of red

tape in order to get

something done on
this campus."

need to work together on an

issue like drugs in our society."

Mathias added, "I want to make
it clear that the purpose of the

class is not to preach that drug

use is bad, but to give us the

opportunity to learn how drug

use has affected our society and

will affect it in the years to

come."

Adding a new class to the

curriculum was not an easy feat

for Mathias. Although he

received the help and support of

some faculty and
administrators, Mathias
claimed that it was not easy:

"When you work with

administrators you have to bite

your upper lip and be willing

to compromise. But that's just a

part of life that you have to get

used to if you want to get

anything done to begin with.

You have to go through a lot of

red tape in order to get

something done on this

campus." But for Mathias, it

work paid off.

The class has been divide

into seven sections: "Genen

introduction to the nature <

addiction and its effects on it

self and others; If

psycho/social conditions

addiction-the dysfunction

family; the psycho-soci

conditions of addiction

American society; Paths

recovery; Politics, Economic

and the use of drugs an

alcohol; Ethical issues:

Alcohol, Drugs, and the loc

scene." Riker and Dobson hai

not yet decided

bibliography, but Mathias h

suggested When Sociei

Becomes an Addict, by Am

Wilson Schaef, and Natun

Mind, by Andrew Weil

C.C. senior garners

research scholarship
By Catalyst Staff

The National Endowment for

the Humanities (NEH) has

selected C.C. senior Katie

Welch as an NEH Younger

Scholar for 1989. Welch was

selected in a nationwide

competition of high school and

college students who submitted

proposals for independent

summer research projects in

history, literature, philosophy,

foreign languages and other

humanities disciplines.

Welch, who lives in

Portland, Oregon, is one of 91

college students and 66 high

school students to win awards

for 1989.

Under the guidance of C.C.

History Professor Carol Neel,

Welch will use the $2,000

grant to work on a project

entitled "Livy, Machiavelli, and

the Impact of Historical

Writing on the State." Awards
are $2,000 for college students

and $1,800 for high school

students, and each stipend

includes $400 for the project

advisor.

"The NEH Younger Scholars

program offers high school and

college students a unique

opportunity for intensive,

independent study in the

humanities," said Lynne V.

Cheney, chairman of the NEH.
"We are impressed by the

scholarly potential and
intellectual curiosity reflected

in the projects by this year's

winners."

At the end of the grant

period, each NEH Younger

Scholar will ubmil to l|

Endowment a substantia

research pape; in addition lo

final narrative report on ll

nine-week project.

The National Endowment B

the Humanities is a

independent federal agency Uj

supports education, researcl

preservation and P« b"

programs in the humanity

Students interested in apply"1

for the next cycle of Youngi

Scholars awards may reqne

guidelines, available in June

writing to:

Younger Scholars Guidelines

Room 316-MR

National Endowment for l"e

Humanities

1100 Pennsylvania Ave

N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20506

:>

:
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An Amerikan Tail

ft
Is
very long

Vj
ing

phalluses from bar towels

^boWellng malices of

u„als from bars

-eating romance from a frame

led on a mill

gating with a band

ilting for abortions

j,
phone call

,
I
presume my pity on the ugly

gul!

jjlroe unruly gruesome only

^how human soul

m "who will never really grow"

I gander and meander

jlhe half-deserted streets

'.(iiiiie
miles of Import away from

tot-grey,
Earle-grey, Steel-grey wiles

jes away from the men he meets

hi there's
a tight trainee on the bar

tonight

t(
peat things again with patience

ihe lemonade first In Shandee

S half-Inch head on Tennents Lager

^Snakebite, like Golden

fle
curve of unclrcumcizcd cock)

lid
change In tips at regular Intervals

i remind me when my face was fresh

Ifyie?
was halved every night

P I started wearing Boxer shorts

„iili Union jack design

[ken again 'til I perfected agitating

lips from pockets

fm extra wiggle of my bum
Barman's Body Included in

Cost of Drink

when I'm behind the bar

It vampires paid, go surrender

Kan wait so stay, get raped

y ravaged by BBC vultures and

jirrowing hawks of British Rail

[lolling on their tactless tracts

>cling young prey

jirlless In transit

[ros desiccated desert floor

V owner's got clout

[ken 1 can't get out

Smes to the back of his chambeiV

eyes hot

for the flesh bronzed for treasure

[wenty percent to drop 'cm

Sue my wherewithal for extra wealth

and miss the money anyhow

Bs hands grope and grovel down

my underpants

foe colonel carressing

Ihe white-meat chicken

Skedaddle?

'i' Stat and save the fare for home
'in or the bargain here's

ssearemy people

but don't I give in?

fringing out the lager from my socks

blsting out the bitter later

torn their ugly cocks

U Ihe while pissing out

Irequiem for Tom
Riomight as well have been a

box of rocks

totting off his rocks

111. Ptosfera tu

Isn't one lad in a thousand

worth a pound of tepid pepsI?

The incident was innocent

Inocuous enough, I thought

until he turns around and says

the devastating image

of the hollow eyes

that could be mine

He meant the eyes

with my poison behind!

Sure I am the vampire sucking

You a little virgin boy

You don't know any better, do you?

I'm using you, milking you

To suss out how I feel for him

But stay with me I know you said

until November 12th then gone

I am the vampire always sucking

Now with what can I leave you less

tangible than the marks of my teeth

little

pinching

crabs

On your ass or the phantom imprint

of my hand pushing hard

On the muscle of your stomach?

I can leave you nothing but I can

leave* -

Crawling down a grey wall

Black face first

IV. Eromenos

When every delicious peach is eaten

And even the greying Iris is plastic

It still won't ever end

My shoes are shiny black

Teeth, Clean, Hair, Cut

Alone

Undertaking the long walk home:

Oxford Road
Across from the cottage

that's under the underpass

Where cars slide In

up Manchester's ass

And men disappear for an hour

I kneel

Before the blue bench by the bridge

over the River Medlock

Where exactly I knelt

One day between Tom's thighs

Where exactly I held him and

repeated with moist eyes

The poem from Strato to Kyris:

You recline that magnificent pair of

buttocks

Against the wall...why tempt the stone,

which is incapable?

You entrusted those delectlble muscles

to the bench

You depended them

on the pew

You know I won't forget the world

that we went hairway 'round

The same snow melts on both our

tongues remember

I couldn't eat a Pomegranate

Just because I loved you

Its bloody fertile fruit

Too sweet

Too soon

V. The Calling

And the news of the world Is grim

When a woman wears a foetus

Like an earring at the mall

We are Sorrow's children

Impounded by walls of rain

Black

Atrophied

Emaciated nudes feigning terror

In pantomime

Don't let It end this way

In a warm and stagnant room

Let me have a man inside

And I'll surrender

I'll go slow, outside

To Cold Spring

Or the Brick Church

In New Hempstead

I'll go expected

When I know I've done my job

Oh let me have a boy inside

To remind me of Ace playing am
on the loft

And hint at how I've grown

Let me have a child inside

Let me have a baby naked

Let me
Let me

This Is my voice then -

Allen

To all the Happy Morons

Who live and let live

Punchdrunk from

Sudden-Death overtime

Blood and Cum and Bitter

Spilling through the sieve

And I find my volition

Vying for position in the Great

Gay Wasteland

Prying Into terror-weakened

waistbands

Waiting for a thaink-you or

at least a second choice

Visionary!

Madman!
Even the dreams are bleak

for the meek

I have no allusions

Of a Sucker to stop the tide

Of a Flounder to fill so wide a plate

As this whole brand of hate

Still someone has to stone the crows

And silence the call of the cock -

Someone has to firebomb the clergy

And the clock

fromDependere

by Ian Blake Newman

Women seek
solitude

By Sarah Keepers

Lesbian land communities

are all over the United
States. The intent with
which each community was
formed varies but there is a

common ideological thread

running through each
community, that of nurturing

a space to discover self-

defined lesbian identity.

Most of these community
owned land collectives are

not involved in agriculture

and cottage industry to the

extent needed to support the

community. Thus most of the

resident lesbians need to find

other ways to support
themselves, their dependent
children or an unemployed
spouse. As a result there is

often tension along class and
race lines. Ironically even in

an all lesbian community the

infighting revolves on who
has greater privilege in the

predominant culture.

Even given these
difficulties the women are

dedicated to finding ways -to

be self-defined. Communities
reject techniques of

domination of nature. They
are discovering herbal

healing, the power of making

ones own dwelling,
reclaiming logged land,

learning about their

responsibilities as an earth

centered, not an
anthropocentric, community.

One such lesbian land

collective is situated outside

Santa Fe, New Mexico. There

is a main house which
traveling women can stay at.

It is a small passive solar,

adobe house, with a wood
stove, no electricity and no

running water. There is a

small garden and a sweat

lodge. There arc many other

dwellings, a yurt, a tipi, and

a few hogans. The women

living here all year round are

either receiving
unemployment checks or work
jobs in town. In the past this

particular land collective

was much more communally
minded. Now it is much more
individualistic. In part this

is a response to the

ephemeral nature of who
lives on the land. Rugged
individualism is a way to

gain stability. And yet

community work days still

happen, as do sweat lodges to

which the lesbian community
at large is invited.

No discussion about lesbian

land can be complete with

bringing up the endless

debate on ideological purity.

Some communities use only

hand tools and soft

technology; others use
chainsaws and gas generators

and pesticides; some do not

allow boys; others allow men
who arc guests of a resident;

many do not allow boys older

than thirteen; some do not

allow alcohol or drugs in

order to create a safe place

for recovering addicts and
battered women and children.

Most collectives struggle

with legal issues. One
common way to be legally

recognized is to have
members own shares, which

arc bought and sold as

members come and go. Thus

the amount of money invested

in the land and the tax base

of the community will remain

stable. Another legal

difficulty is passing building,

health and safety codes.

While most of these types of

problems stem from houses

built in the 60's and 70's by

people revolting from

authority, non-conformity to

the codes is sometimes used

by outsiders and officials

who want to harass the

lesbians. Despite the

difficultics.some communities

have been going for twenty

years.

iisexuality invites variety to bed
By Eric Yarnell

Kiety is a seemingly random
j'e of contradictions. There

^spoken and spoken taboos

'st incest, homosexuality,
duality, celibacy, and being

% active.

te way to break out of the

fcles that society has so

ply set up for us is to

statement through
"lily. Men who choose
tocy face the strange
Men feeling that if they

'screw women they are not

'men." Th se who choose

Sexuality 'ce the notion

^en are ni upposed to be

late will men except

»gh do nani ; and
MUon.
°«icn whi hot • to be

lesbians commit the worst

blow to patriarchal society -

they leave men on the outside.

Personally, I find that one of

the best ways to break out of

patriarchal society is by
choosing everything.
Bisexuality allows sleeping

with or fooling around with or

just touching and generally

being intimate with anyone.

I'm not calling for

indiscriminate and unthinking

sex, but simply for much

greater freedom to choose

physical lovers, as well as

spiritual ones. Who cares what

taboo society has about who it

is okay to love? Love
whomever you want whenever

you want.

It seems a terrible shame that

so many of us choose to limit

ourselves so much. Men can

only love women, and only

"beautiful" women, and only

women of the same race, and

only women of the same class,

and so on - or so society would

have us believe. To think that

there are five billion people in

the world, and we limit

ourselves to a few thousand

possible people to love. It does

not make sense.

Small children, for the most

part, are bisexual. Little boys

and little girls hold equal

attraction for each other; sexual

experimentation by children

completely ignores gender. A
study showed that over 70

percent of all boys have a

homosexual encounter before

they are 12 years of age. Why
is it that we start off so open

and happy, and end up as sour,

close-minded laboo-acccpting

adults?

Society would be vastly

different if the majority were

bisexual. No longer would

strict gender marking practices

be carried out, for people

would not need to know the

sex of the person they loved.

Besides, who cannot lell a

woman from a man when

naked? We do not need make-

up and earrings and highhecls to

tell the sexes apart. If you

want to have a child, then

heterosexual intercourse will

be required. But other than

that, sex should be allowed to

be the incredibly enlightening

and wonderful experience that

it is.

Bisexuality is not the only

answer. Other forms of

sexuality arc just as

enlightening and wonderful,

including lesbianism,

homosexuality, and even

hctcrosexuality in the rare,

truly open-minded couple. It

should simply be that all forms

arc allowed, and none arc

depicted to children and adults

as "good," or "right" or

"accepted." Let the supposed

freedom we have in American

extend to sexuality.

So, until the next

Constitutional Amendment

allows for freedom of sexual

preference, let those who do

not conform to socially

compulsory hctcrosexuality

keep fighting for change, and

living their lives as they want
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Students discuss personal historic

Friends share detailed description of their

experiences

By Karen Hixon and
Paul McCarty

"For Christ's sake, open your

mouths; don't you people get

tired of being stepped on?" -

Bette Midler on lesbian and gay

rights

"Wow, I'm just kind of

surprised. I mean, you're the

first gay person I've met." I've

heard this too many limes when

I've come out to people, and it's

simply not true. Everyone has

met someone who is gay or

lesbian - they just don't realize

it. I used to think that I was

walking around with a neon

sign on my head that said, "I'm

gay." After I realized that I

wasn't, and was no longer

scared of myself and my
feelings, I realized the necessity

of being out (Paul McCarty)

In similar instances, I too

have felt a necessity for being

out of the closet. It began as a

need for people to know, and

love me for who I really am. I

now think it is also of political

importance. Lesbian and gay

rights will be more supported

when we're supporting

ourselves, friends, and

relatives. It is hard being out,

sometimes I know "Lesbian" is

emblazoned on my forehead.

(Karen Hixon)

Coming out can be

controversial business. Many

lesbians and gays have the

attitude, "Well, what I do in

my personal life is nobody's

business but my own." True,

what one does in one's personal

life is one's own business. But

there are many more issues at

hand than just that

"I don't know a gay from a

hole in the ground - in my part

of the country, we don't

havc'em." - Lillian Carter,

mother of former President

Jimmy Carter.

With as many people running

around claiming that they have

never met gays and lesbians,

coming out can be a powerful

and influential force. People

begin to say, "Wow, she's a

lesbian and she's really alright,"

or even, "Yeah, he's gay, and a

lot of the stereotypes don't

even apply." People begin to

see that lesbians and gays are

worthy and deserving of the

respect they give they give to

the rest of the world. But none

of this can happen until gays

and lesbians stand up and let

themselves be heard.

Beyond approval by 'straight'

society, coming out is self-

empowering. It is the act of

granting the humanity one

deserves to oneself. It is

standing-up and affirming

oneself in aspects that society

will not grant people.

"It's a wonder you have any

homosexuals in America,

because daily, the children are

bombarded with anti-

homosexual propaganda. You
even pronounce the word

differently than we do - you

give it a rather nasty sound." -

Robert Morley, English actor.

When I was closeted to the

majority of my friends, I

couldn't feel good being

myself. • First, I got

comfortable with my own
feelings, then I began to come

out to close friends. Even

when I was telling them, I felt

as if I would lose them as

friends because they wouldn't

"approve" of me. It took (and

is still taking) a long lime for

me to get over my own
internalized homophobia, my
own feelings of self-hate.

When you realize you are what

a lot of people hate, your self-

worth, and self-love goes right

down the toilet.

A lot of relations get tangled

up in issues, especially family

ties. Coming out to parents is

one of the hardest things I can

imagine. Being home for

Christmas, and hearing my

(ON

lepu

pity

folei

cce

father tell "fag" jokes w
real blow.

I think that I've gained

friends than I've lost by
bj

openly gay. It's p ut S(

strains on certain relations!

in my life, but ^
relationships have come thro

as being stronger in the
c

Today, there is a lot of cr;

won't take that I would hav.

the- past. I've got more
s

respect now because I k,

who I am. The first time
I

down and ate dinner with

other gay men, I felt like

really come home. I couii

believe it - people who c

really understand where 1

I've been fortunate with

parents, they've been a lot m
supportive than most parents

gays. (Paul McCarty)

Being openly lesbian or

can be controversial becaus

lot of straight people s

"Well why do they have to

around telling everyone,

dont' carry a sign saying, 'I

heterosexual.'" In our soci

it is already assumed t

everyone has the same sen

preferences. When our soci

stops making heteroses

assumptions and stops attack

gays and lesbians for be

themselves, gay and lesl

rights will no longer be-

Diverse population of gays

lesbians found at C.C.

and

By Karen Hixon

and Paul McCarty

"Are there gay men on this

campus? I mean, the lesbians

are a lot more visible." -A
member of the Catalyst staff

"Why is it that all the

radical political groups that

I know of are headed by
lesbians?" -Heterosexual

Peace Activist

"P.I.L.L. - Politically

Incorrect Lipstick Lesbian"

-Insecure Person

"Oh, my God, its another L &
G [Lesbian and Gay] couple."

-Berkeley Lesbian at a Gay,
Lesbian, and Bisexual dance

O.K., so what is going on
with this tie between sexual

preference and politics?

Harvey Milk made it clear

that to be "out" is to be
political - to stand up, and
fight. Taking the feminist

slogan from the sixties "the

personal lives of lesbians and
gay men have been announced
for the "benefit" of society,

and as support for the many
young lesbians and gays who
feel isolated and alone by
heterosexist culture. Probably
no other minority group has
such a strange thing going on
with public knowledge of

such highly personal

information. After all, does
anyone know what Malcolm
X or Ghandi did in bed?
When one's sexual

preference becomes
'political,' the word politics

changes its meaning.
Traditional party politics

take a unique twist. In the

last presidential election,

both traditional party

candidates carried
homophobic policies. I have

a hard time voting for people

who don't realize that I'm a

human being - regardless of

their other political

convictions.
As the stereotypes change

with the times, lesbians go
from being women with
motorcycles to Radicalesbian

feminists separatists with a

political agenda. Yes, what
you see around campus as the

'token' gay and lesbian

people are not the whole
truth, but certainly part of it.

Much of the gay and lesbian

stereotypes come from who is

out and who is not. The C.C.

campus has politically

conservative lesbians,
bisexuals and gay men as well

as Radical Fairies, Lesbian
Anarchist Feminists and
Bisexuals (with a whole
bunch in between). Because
"political" lesbians and gays
tend to fall into a more
radical range, the general

perception of lesbians and
gays becomes skewed on the

basis of whose out and whose

openly gay.

On this campus the number

of "out" lesbians in

comparison to "out" gay men
runs in the range of 4 to 1.

Explanations for this unusual

phenomenon run from biology

and psychological
evaluations concerning the

sexual development and
behavior of males, the

college age range, and the

wonderful C.C atmosphere.

...lesbians go from
being women with

motorcycles to

Radicalesbian

feminist separitists with

a political agenda

The small size of the

college adds to the conflict as

the C.C. Gay and Lesbian
Alliance figures out its role

and place. What is currently

called the Gay and Lesbian

Alliance would be more aptly

titled the Lesbian, Gay, and
Bisexual Alliance on the

basis of C.C. demographics.

With the whole idea of

the personal becoming
political, internal tensions

can be rough on the lesbian

and gay community. Lesbians

and gays who enjoy each

other's company and support

can fall under fire by being

tdrr

IPP

Sur

HI

referred to as "L & G coup

when encountering rad

separatists as the author!

this article discovered o

spring break.. Bisexuals

even in a more awkw

position when strictly &)Jm
lesbian community merr*

make statements like,
'

get over it and make up

mind," or 'Why don't you

come out?". Those who 1

just come out to themsel

can also feel tremendi

pressure when openly lesb

and gay community memli

push them towards

political stance. Even

University of California

Berkeley Gay, Lesbiaj

Bisexual Alliance is S
P>

into the "Women's PcJin

Caucus," "Gay
Alliance" and the "Bisex

Support Group." <" f

spelled out right there
-

who needs/does what

politics, alliances
j

support groups.)

A lot of what Harvey

stood for (and if you havi

seen The Times Of ffll

Milk, it's in the library-

still very valid '"

struggle for lesbian and
|

rights, but now there is a

more to consider - by non-

or lesbian and gav

lesbian alike. When
lesbians and bisexuals c

out, take a stand, fight 5

least get hit, we need to n

a clear sense of who we a

,t
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jOMOPHOBIA -intense, irrational fear of intimate relationships

with persons of the same sex.

HOMOPHOBIC LEVELS OF ATTITUDE

Upulsion

h

f
lerance

jcccptance

pport

jldmiration

Appreciation

-Homosexuality is seen as a "crime against nature. Gays are sick, crazy,

immoral, sinful, wicked, etc., and anything is justified to change them (e.g.,

prison, hospitalization, negative behavior therapy including electric shock).

-Heterosexual chauvinism. Heterosexuality is more mature and certainly

to be preferred. Any possibilility of becoming straight should be

reinforced and those who scream to be bom "that way" should be pitied,

"the poor dears."

-Homosexuality is just a phase of adolescent development that many people go

through and most "grow out of." Thus, gays and lesbians are less mature

than straights and should be treated with the protectiveness and indulgence one

use with a child.

-Still implies there is something to accept, characterized by such

statements as "You're not gay to me, you're a person."

-Denies social and legal realities. 84% of people believe being gay is

obscene and vulgar and 70% still believe it is wrong even between

consenting adults.

POSITIVE LEVELS OF ATTITUDE:

-Basic ACLU approach. Work to safeguard the rights of gays and

lesbians. Such people may be uncomfortable themselves, but they are aware of

the climate and the irrational unfairness.

-Acknowledges that being gay or lesbian in our society takes strength.

Such people are willing to truly look at themselves and work on their

own homophobic attitudes.

-Value the diversity of people and see gays as a valid part of that

diversity. These people are willing to combat homophobia in themselves

and in others.

-Assume that gay and lesbian people are indispensable in our society.

They view gays with genuine affection and delight and are willing to be

gay advocates.

Music collection

projects politics

Ldoption proves problematic

or non-traditional couples

By Michelle Chalmers

Often when people speak of

"gay music", or "gay &
lesbian musicians," they

mistakenly assume that

there exists a group of

musicians who sing only about

gay relationships and about

gay or lesbian people. The
boundaries between
politically conscious music,

women's music, and
gay/lesbian music are not

clear. The three types of

music frequently blur and
overlap in the repertoires of

many performers. It seems
silly and misleading to

attempt to judge the sexual

orientation of a performer

only on the basis of her/his

songs.

Politically conscious music

has been around for decades

in the United States. Folk

singers such as Woody
Guthrie sang of social

conditions and injustices.

Guthrie writes songs designed

to inspire people to join

together to make their

society better. A similar

political orientation exists

today in a new breed of

artists, including Michelle

Shocked and Billy Bragg,

who critique the injustices of

society. The range of topics is

as long as the list of social

disagreements.
and female

By Lynn Menefee

lesbian and gay couples

luting to have children face

ly difficult situations that

a product of the

tnvhelmingly heterosexist

ciety. Decisions regarding the

nhod used to have children

difficult and bring up many
bent issues that challenge

traditional, narrow view of

: family. Because society

K not provide legal access

lesbian and gay families and

« everything to stop them

1 forming in the first place,

Se rather complex moves
w be made by lesbian and

I parents.

Lesbians and gays can choose

become parents in a few

terent ways. The first is

Option. Adoptive families

'be formed through adoption

incies or through private

"yer-arranged adoptions.

sause lesbians and gays are

|n deemed "unfit for

Bnting" by homophobes in

Sety, the adoption process

fcn must be done with one of

Partners going back in die

d
i

Set. There are, of course,

;> Options. In 1985, joint

in-| Wons by openly lesbian and
1

| couples were approved in

11 Francisco. Also, adoptions

* internationally rather than

:
ot tally are oflen less

) h *lemadc. Once the child has

art * adopted, there is the chance

that she or he could be taken

away from the parents.

Lesbian couples often have

children by one or both of the

women becoming pregnant.

Artificial insemination is the

most popular method, although

some lesbians do become
pregnant through heterosexual

intercourse with a man chosen

just for his sperm. Artificial

insemination can be done either

through a sperm bank (although

there is a problem with being

certain that AIDS testing has

been done on the sperm) or

through a donor that is known

to the couple. The donor may

or may not be involved with

the child after its birth.

If the donor is involved,

legal agreements must be drawn

up that can somehow get around

the hostility toward lesbians

and gays in the legal system. If

lesbian mothers do desire to

have the donor involved in the

child's upbringing, they are

more likely to choose a donor

who is gay, so that in the casse

of a custody fight one parent

would not have an advantage

over the other.

Sometimes, a lesbian couple

will get together with a gay

couple that also wants a child

and the two couples will be co-

parents. Some lesbians

interested in having children

that are genetically linked to

both women will recruit the

brother of one of the women to

be the sperm donor to the other

woman. This is certainly an

the

These songs sing of real and
common occurrences, such as

gays and lesbians losing jobs

or being prevented from being

foster parents or adopting

children because of their

sexual orientation. Often
times these songs serve to

unify the gay and/or lesbian

communities against unfair

prejudices.

Beyond the social
criticisms, many of today's

artists sing songs of love and
friendship. The difference

between "gay/lesbian" songs

and more mainstream love

songs is that gay/lesbian, or

politically conscious, artists

don't exclude women loving

women or men loving men in

their lyrics. Some songs, such

as Ronnie Gilbert's "Simply

Love", or Tom Wilson's 'Two
men dancing", deal openly

with same-sex love
relationships. These songs
celebrate gay and lesbian

relationships, affirming

their beauty and the right of

men and women to be

homosexual.
Politically conscious or

lesbian/gay music is

certainly not always serious

or heavy. Plenty of

performers play in a hard

rock style, and a good number
have that country music feel.

Undoubtedly lesbian & gay

performers play in many
mainstream bands and on

mainstream radio.

interesting twist

"traditional" family.

Some lesbian or gay couples

have children from previous

heterosexual marriages if they

have legally been allowed to

keep their children after coming

out of the closet. In this case,

(as in the case of lesbian

couples with children from

artificial insemination or in co-

parenting situations between a

gay couple and a lesbian couple)

legal arrangements must be

drawn up to protect the

position of the non-biological

mother or father in the case of

separation.

While heterosexual couples

have the security of a legal

system that provides guidelines

for visitation rights and

financial obligations in the case

of divorce, lesbian and gay

couples do not.

Becoming a lesbian or gay

parent can be a painful and

lengthy process, but with the

current baby boom in the

lesbian and gay communities,

the ground is being broken for a

less difficult route to the

formation of families.

Hopefully, it will soon be

easier for children to grow up

in gay and lesbian families and

benefit from a loving and

supportive community. As

soon as homophobic fanatics

stop shouting about "saving our

children" and promoting only

the Leave it to Beaver

heterosexist and patriarchal

family, the world will be a

much better place for families

of all types.

Both male
performers frequently address Obviously, all lcsD.an or gay

domestic violence in their performers do not choose to

Obviously, all lesbian or gay

domestic .

songs. Tracy Chapman's sing about sexuality or social

"Behind the Wall" is a issues.

recent example of lyrics

aimed to increase public

knowledge of violence

against women.

For lesbians and gays,

intolerance and homophobia

are powerful, key issues.

Songs such as Jennifer

Berezan's "Teacher's Song,"

Romanovsky and Phillips'

"Homophobia," and Fred

Small's "Scott and Jamie"

touch a sensitive part inside

gay and lesbian people.

Colorado College will host

art array of politically

conscious musicians during the

next couple of weeks. The gay

duo, Romanovsky & Phillips

who livened up the

symposium with their

satirical commentary on gay

intimacy will return to C.C.

Saturday, April 2nd at 8 p.m.

in Packard Hall. Fred Small

will be making his third

appearance at C.C. Monday,

April 10 in Packard Hall.

Great Picks in Politically Conscious/Lesbian/Gay

Music:

Chris Williamson: The Changer and the Changed (Olivlea). This is

considered the first album of political "woman's music."

Jennifer Berezan: Eye ofthe Storm (Olivia).

Diedre McCalla: Don't Doubt It (Olivia).

Cassclberry and Dupree: CityPom (Iceberg).

Nancy Vogel: Fight Like a Dancer (Olivia). Country music.

Heather Bishop: WalkThat Edge (Mother ofPearl). She also sings

lots of children's m usic.

Diane Davidson; Breaking all the Rules (Olivia). Krally rocks out.

Holly Near: Don't Hold Back (Redwood).

Washington Sisters: Understated (Iceberg).

Ferron: Testimony (Redwood).

Tracy Chapman: Tracy Chapman (Elektra)

Alix Dobkin: Living With Lesbians (Women's Wax Works).

Judy Small: OneVoice In the Crowd (Redwood).

Meg Chrisutan/Chris Williamson: Live at Carnegie Kail (OH:

J Oth Anniversary Concert, 19S3). ___^



I

remember seeing the sign on the Slocum bulletin^

board the firstweek of classes my first year at C.C.

It caught my eye because there were two symbols

for "woman" side by side. I stole a very brief (did anyone

seeme look?) glance only to see some address off-cam-

pus I wasn't that crazy. After all, those people were

probably not at all like me ... Probably lurking in the

bushes orwanting to seduce some unsuspectingyoung

person ... like me ...

By Ginger Morgan

1 remember the first students at The

Colorado College who were "out" - at least

to their group of friends. We were all

drama students. I've never been certain if

the necessity for honesty and a willingness

to explore various aspects of human expe-

riencemake the theatreaplace wherepeople

can'l hide from themselves, or if it nothing

more than a superficial fad of "openness"

that makes it uncool to be intolerant of

gays and lesbians if you're "into" drama

(after all, doesn't it come with the terri-

tory?). Whatever the cause, I was grateful

for that openness. I could listen silently,

internally turning over my own questions

in the company of people who didn't seem

shocked, disgusted, or afraid.

We've come a long way since I began as

a student here in the early 80's. From the

lesbian support group that met offcampus

(you could find out about this group- from

Boetlcher Health Center) to the Gay and

Lesbian Alliance celebrating its third Gay

and Lebian Awareness/Pride Week. My
first affiliation with the gay and lesbian

community at CC occurred during my
senior year (yes, it was a long three years

from living in Slocum to "coming out" as

a senior) when some friends and I began to

contact those few we knew who were gay,

lesbian, or bi-affeclional. The interim

chaplain. Amy Morrison, volunteered

Shove Chapel for the meetings for "Out

and About" (a name that got scratched in

favor of the less ambiguous Gay and Les-

bian Alliance; certainly it was a misnomer

to imply everyone was "out," not to men-

tion "about").

There were some very important people

and events that made all the difference to

the lesbian and gay community at The

Colorado College. Earlyon, theBoettcher

staffwas open and supportive of individu-

als dealing with sexuality issues (and they

continue to beso). Moving from Boetlcher

to Shove reflected an important move in

our own minds about the places we could

occupy -andbe welcome. The final walls

began id crumble as individuals; both stu-

dents and faculty, began to realize the si-

lence had to be broken. With the first

showing ofThe TimesofHarveyMilk-ani

his call to "come on out," Iknew thejig was

up for me, and it proved to be so for many

others.

The Gay and Lesbian Alliance is greatly

indebted to Margi Duncombe and Bruce

Loeffler. We also realize that without the

personal support of somany friends,room-

mates, and others, the road would have

been a much more difficult one to travel.

Perhaps the least expected, butby far most

critical, support came from the Board of

Trustees in 1987, when sexual orientation

was added to the non-discrimination clause

of the Colorado College policy. Of the

many accomplishments of Gresham Riley

as President of the College, his support of

the lesbian and gaycommunity will always

be the one of which I am most proud.

A colleague of mine said in a conversa-

tion recently that heremembered when the

words "'gay' and 'lesbian' were only whis-

pered behind closed doors." I do, too. 1

hope for the entering class of students who

walk past a bulletin board and see poster or

sign for Gay and Lesbian Alliance and

want to steal a look, the road will be a little

bit easier.
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(ore Letters to the Editor

Itudent appalled at Kappa Sig's flyer

^ Editor:

j't
believe it. No, I guess

I can., that's what's so

about it. The fraternity

'are at it again.

L those members of the

community who did not

j
chance to see a copy of the

L Sigma weekly brag

.^newsletter, copies are

through me or

Lgh the Feminist

hjtive. In brief, the one-

, flyer contained six short

—graphs talking about the

nenings at the house; four of

entries dealt with supposed

y exploits of house

sbers.

|e
member of the house

I
telling me to "read it the

it
was written, it's really

intended to be offensive to

]en."
Bullshit!! How dumb

Du think I am? Apparently

[of you think that women

sex toys to be laid, fucked,

or scored on. Yes, I am
oded. More than that, I am

aus that you, members of

supposedly most well

educated class in American

society, are contributing so

blatantly to sexism and
violence against women.

It would have helped if any

of the few you that I talked to

would have even acknowledged

that the flyer was offensive.

Instead, three or four members

of the house tried to tell me
how offensive and terrible it

was for members of the

Feminist Collective to be

hanging up fliers around

campus.

If you are embarrassed by

your escapades, why do you

publish them to distribute to

all members of your house? If

you are not embarrassed, I pity

you, and I pity the women in

your lives.

It is the attitude displayed on

your flyer that perpetuates

discrimination, domestic
violence, and rape against

women and girls in so many
societies around the world. For

those of you who can't see the

connection between your pride

in allusions to child

molestation and rape from the

flyer and real-life violence

against women, I offer a few

suggestions.

Volunteer some time on the

Terros hotline and hear what

victims have to say; talk with

women and children at a

battered women's shelter; read

some statistics about the

number of rapes committed each

day in the United States. Did

you know that almost half of

all American women will be

victim to some sort of

nonconscentual sexual
encounter by the time they are

25 years old?

I hope that members of this

fraternity house (and any other

houses it might apply to) will

find a way to increase their

understanding of violence

against women, and put an end

to the degrading, offensive,

violent behavior that seems to

be quite acceptable within the

house.

Michelle Chalmers

Student praises Ray Bartlett's

excellent hobo adventure

/korrections •

Strasburg's article on

: Board of Trustees vote

is incorrectly "laid-out."

result, Professor of

iemistry Ted Lindeman
mistakenly named as a

ofessor in the romance
iguages.

<t£H*Lc^ Closing out all boards and equipment

including new Kemper models

Demo boards and boots

Goggles and gloves

at tremendous savings

589-0780

1813 North Circle Drive at Constitution Ave

To the Editor:

O.K., Michael Taffc. what do

YOU do on your spring break?

Sit in the sun on a Florida

beach? Fly out to Tahoc for a

little skiing with the folks? Or
did you spend your entire spring

break working in a soup
kitchen, or sleeping in the

gutters really getting a handle

on what it's like to be

homeless? You evidentially

know the world of the down-

and-out so well that you can

attack Ray Barllett's method of

exploring it as "Bullshit!".

You recommend that wc
judge our activities with the

yardstick of external opinion.

If we worried about external

opinion all the lime, we would

sit at home with the shades

drawn and do nothing except

worry if people thought having

our shades drawn was strange.

Your argument - that a little

press about a C.C. student

having an adventure made a

professor from a school that

you describe as routinely

making "national top-ten party

school lists and [being] noted

for its idiot students" call C.C.

a poor institution - carries

little weight. If this prof is

such an insightful kind of guy,

how come he is stuck at a top

ten parly school with idiots for

students, and not here at C.C?
If the idiots arc calling Ray

Bartlctt crazy, then perhaps wc
ought to listen to Bartlctt and

not the idiots.

In the end, Ray Bartlctt

learned something that we as

rich children playing at the foot

of Pikes Peak often have a hard

lime learning: It's scary out

there! I suggest that you

remove your head from the

rear-end of public opinion and

look around at the world before

you lose your sight forever.

In the meantime, 1 am proud

and not in the least embarrassed

to be at C.C. with people like

Ray Bartlctt.

Will Gadd

YOU CAN STILL HAVEAMME-BLOCKYEAR
(or even a 10- or 11-blockyear)

COME
TO THE
SIMMER
SESSION

Block A: June 19- July 7

Block 15: July 10 -July 28

Block (/July 31 -Aug. 18

For More Information:

Call extension 2655 or

Come talk to us in the

SIMMER SESSION
OFFICE
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Has the eight-block plan succeeded ?

p r This is the Hrst year Colorado College has used an eight-bloc^

iTO ""*
'

J
.... „„ti, for,,itvfplt nne bocks were

This is the first year Colorado College has used an eight-block

system. Changes were made because the faculty felt nine blocks were

too rigorous. Although registration for next year is now completed,

the process ignited some valid questions about the success of only

.eight blocks,

May we object?

With another difficult registration period completed, students

discuss the merits of C.C.'s new eight-block vear.^^
by^^ Rex

By Michael Trevithick

he proposal for adoption of an

eight-block calendar at this

school was a source of often

bitter controversy during my

fust year at C.C. Proponents claimed dial

the move from nine to eight blocks was an

absolute necessity. Opponents charged that

the move would compromise the college's

academic integrity.

Those questions are behind the school

now. The questions that remain are: Has

the eight- block year benefitted the college?

Has theplanentailedsignifrcantcosts? Have

students' needs been met?

The main reason for adopting the eight-

block plan was to give faculty members

more time to pursue their scholarship and

research interests. The success of the new

plan in meeting those needs cannot be evalu-

ated until after this summer. But, in many

other ways, the eight-block plan has proved

to be greaUy beneficial for the college.

The Symposium in January was a great

success in attracting higher than anticipated

student turnout and in strengthening ties with alumni and the local community. This year s

summer session promises lo.be the best in a long while, with a larger number and greater

variety ofcourse offerings. Finally, moststudents don't seem too upset about the extra ume

they'll have to search for jobs in the summer.

There are some costs associated with adoption of the eight-block plan. Alternate format

courses have not been very successful in providng an opportunity for students to "get their

9th block back." Too few courses have been offered. The alternate format courses that are

offered often do not meet student needs. Students find that these courses conflict with a

variety of class and extracurricular activities.

In addition, students who find that they need one more course to graduate with a full 32

units (i.e. summer starts or students who fail a block) are generally forced to lake courses

in the summer. Summer school raises the already high cost of iheir education.

The eight- block year review committee needs to seriously consider a proposal to lower

the graduation requirement to 31 units or offer all students a free block in the summer

session to alleviate the pressure caused by the 32 out of 32 requirement.

On balance, however, student needs appear to be met Most students get the courses they

need to graduate. Very few students cancel ski trips to participate in alternate format

courses. The Dean's Office shows flexibility in dealing with special circumstances.

The eight-block calendar year was not designed as a panacea for all the college's

academic needs. The plan, however, serves a very useful purpose in strengthening and

diversifying Colorado College's academic program. With some minor adjustments, I can

envision a day when students will protest any proposal for changing the eight-block year.

Con

By Elizabeth Skelton
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approaches, I find myself sti|

wanting to get more out o|

Colorado College. Unfortu-

nately, the eight-block plan limited ih(

opportunities of my last yearby one block

I can't imagine giving up four of my pas

blocks. The eight-block year- or the "less ii

more" plan - claims to create, not limil

opportunities.

But even if all of the asserted advantages

had been accrued during this year of experi-

mentation, the disadvantages would still fai

outweigh any advantages.

Many of the advantages apply directly ._

professors and only indirecUy to students

Granted, the professor workload atC -C

disproportionately high in comparison to

other institutions. Professors had littJi

to research or publish, much less maintain

high energy for eight blocks of classes. The,

eight-block plan has not changed that; pro-

fessors adm it the work load during the aca-

demic year has not changed much.

Proponents of the plan must now produce^,

evidence of improved courses and increased B£

publishing and research before these advan!

tages can be used as grounds to continue the experiment.

The few claimed advantages for students have quickly turned to disadvantages over in

course of the year. How many of us have summer jobs waiting on May 15 that wouldn'

have been available on May 30? "Getting out earlier" was simply aweak argument creata

to appease angry students.

Extended format courses fall into a similar category. Wanting to get the most out ot my

senior year I registered for two extended format courses. Meeting once every week of lit

block these classes quickly fell apart. If students had a paper or test in their regular blocl

course, they didn't attend the extended format course. Professors tind Selves forcd

to teach half a class each week, prepare make-up work, spend extra office hours with those

who missed, or review die following week.

Attempting to focus on a regular block course and an extended formal course i

antithetical to the beauty of the block plan for both students and professors.

The disadvantages many students and faculty predicted last year are now apparen

Students are unable to take a block off and find failing a block even more threatening than

before. Summer session is an option for those who can afford it - but it always has been

With four blocks fewer (a whole semester!), students must focus on a major sooner and plan]
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their C.C. careers carefully. Foreign studies or a semester abroad has become prohibiuvej

to many who want to graduate in four years. J

Proposed as an experimental solution to faculty problems, the eight-block plan is failing

to produce promised results. Other proposals, such as the 9-7 plan should be reviewed anj

considered in the near future; a capital campaign to increase funds for more professors

would allow C.C. to offer nine blocks to students, while asking professors to teach onlfl

seven, as they do now. I

To upperclass students who knew life under the nine block plan: Don't let the memory

fade away! Continue to argue for change. Under the block plan, less is not more!

It's neat, it's easy; you divide

the year exacUy in half. But

we've been gypped. Think of

all the classes we'll miss

taking. But I'm a sophomore;

there are always the first-years

who don't know what it's like

to have nine blocks. Soon, no

one will complain anymore.

I still think the the eight-

block plan puts students at a

disadvantage, but I suppose it

could be worse. I do Ihink the

new extended format classes

fail to do what they should as

far as types of opportunities

and quality of classes.

Reassessment should begin

now, not further down the

road.

Christine Andresen, Junior

The eight-block plan has

proven its ineffectiveness with

the teacher education program.

Thanks to numerous Colorado

education requirements and

C.C. major requirements,

students in the program must

take classes during the summer
or stay an extra semester. This

inequality must come to an end.

Walter Keller, Sophomore

I believe the eight-block plan

should be nuked entirely; I am
getting screwed royally.

Because I am majoring in

Southwest Studies, but also

want to teach social studies, I

will need to lake extra classes.

Without the nine-block year, 1

will need to attend summer
school in order to graduate in

two years. Needless to say, I

am thoroughly hacked.

Kamisha Begay, Junior

Ms**"

Because of the eigW'D

|
year, several English class!

need to fulfill my educa|

major requirements art 11

only offered every other yi

next year being an on 1
Even if I take summer i

it will be difficult to l
aa*

in four years.
. im(1

Sue Willsie, Sopho«1
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ecological

[bits defeat

.getarianism

fit
Editor:

(. coverage of the many

(ent
types of vegetarianism

points of view on the

;l
in last week's Catalyst

very informative and

Kiting. However, an issue

Kfl
unaddressed: the moral

ecological implications of

business farming that

jiarians often overlook

I choosing their dietary

B
tyle.

[cording to Stuart Mace,

|of the Board of Malachite

I Farm School, "All living

I belong to interlocking

$ that demand return of

|
gift we receive. If we

| cliese cycles, we destroy

balance of the systems that

urn us. Current agri-

iiess depends on misuse of

(ids,
excessive use of non-

viable resources, petroleum

| pesticides, fuels, and

pets." Many vegetarians

| aware of these practices

aren't ecologically sound

ensitive to the future of the

h; philosophy at Malachite

Ijistainable agriculture. In

(lion to methods of organic

irrg practices, the treatment

Eumals at Malachite Farm is

l'i
that would make any

neater proud. While being

I conscious not to eat meat

reasons of health,

^iitivity to treatment of

pis and the issue that

plaining livestock depletes a

jof agricultural crops,

llarians should be aware of

ly point is that

en one makes a

dee not to eat

at, one must be

are of the
blems and

actices of agri-

siness.

In My Opinion

Letters to the Editor

Cossitt Basement
Colorado College

Colorado Springs, CO
80946

Newsletter distributors

promote double standard

Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the address

above. Letters should beno longer than 400 words. The Forum

staff may edit letters for clarity and brevity.

The Catalyst does not accept responsibility for the views

expressed in any letters it receives. It does accept responsibil-

ity for giving them a chance to appear.

Frat newsletter reinforces

female sex role stereotypes

implications of the

lables they eat also. By
Uining from all meat
acts the average vegetarian,

t attempting to save a few

Jfc from slaughter, can do

J m damage to the ground

.patronizing King Sooper's

ible aisle.

is very difficult to eat

lically. It is both

isive and inconvenient for

1 students off-campus; it

possible while living on

However, if your
"ion is to be completely

togically and morally
"ions the answer is to eat

ically - not to be a meat-

or a non-meat eater.

ally, I do not eat

'tally, and I don't say that

I
Point is that when one

s a choice not to eat meat,

I must be aware of the

Ims and practices of agri-

Vegetarians: Don't

[""'selves off the hook so

Julie Slotnik

To The Editor:

We would like to clarify the

confusion caused by the Kappa
Sigma newsletters we posted on

campus. Our understanding is

that similar newsletters are

written on a regular basis by

some fraternities. Because they

are "secret" and only given to

fraternity members, the campus

population is largely ignorant

of their existence.

The letter in question is

available at Womer Desk for

anyone interested in reading it.

It was found in a Xerox
machine at the library. We
found it offensive enough to

warrant mass distribution. In

our eyes, it is is not a joke, nor

is it an isolated incident.

Rather, it is an example of a

literary genre popular among
some fraternity members. We
challenge anyone to defend the

newsletter against the charge

that it is offensive to women.

The point is that this is not

just one isolated incident.

Attitudes that produce such a

letter are reflections of larger,

societal attitudes that regard

women as objects. These

attitudes are directly

responsible for perpetuating

tangible issues such as rape,

inequality in the work place,

and sex role stereotypes that

keep women entrapped and

submissive.

We have heard some Kappa

Sigs defend the letter with the

claim that it is being taken out

of context. We are sure that

these Kappa Sigs have not

thought about the

objectification of women in the

larger societal context of rape.

If women are not thought of as

there-for-the-taking or

something to be "had," then

maybe a woman would not be

raped every 18 seconds.
,,

We cannot avoid the fact that

all decisions we make have

consequences. The fraternity's

decision to produce such a

newsletter is ultimately a

political one because it justifies

and perpetuates the systematic

societal oppression of women.
It is vital, if we are dissatisfied

with gender inequality (which

is made most obvious by the

fact that women still make
only 67 cents to every dollar a

man makes), that our personal

decisions reflect our
committment toward a more

egalitarian society.

This means you. Kappa Sigs.

If you men are appalled by rape,

then please see the connection

here. Do something that

promotes attitudes toward

women which treat us as

autonomous persons, not just

sex organs who exist for male

pleasure. Accept responsibility

for your actions rather than

running around trying to justify

the indefensible. The first step

to constructive change is

recognizing the problem.

If you do not understand why

this letter is offensive to

women please feel free to call

us and we will do our best to

further explain our position.

Christina Jackson,

Sarah Douglass

To the Editor:

We know that you are going

to be inundated with letters

concerning the uproar over the

Kappa Sigma newsletter, and

we would like to present the

viewpoint of two innocent

bystanders.

First we would like to make
it clear that we are not

presenting the viewpoint of any

specific group on campus, but

are simply relating our personal

opinions and observations.

Having heard both sides of the

argument, we think that the

entire episode has been blown

out of proportion.

Although we find the

newsletter offensive, we think

the situation was poorly

handled. Why were only

references to females' names

blacked out, and not males'?

We feel that perhaps an apology

is in order to all Uiose listed in

the newsletter. No one has the

right to divulge private

information to the entire

campus.

Not being members of the

Kappa Sigma fraternity, we
cannot understand how any non-

members can assume the intent

of the intra-fraternily letter.

It seems to us that the

newsletter was merely intended

to be an intra-house "razzing."

We think this molehill was

turned into a mountain.

Granted, this material is

offensive, but it is offensive to

BOTH men and women.

We don't feel that this

newsletter propagates or

condones deviant sexual

behavior. In addition, neither

Why were only
references to females'

names blacked out, and
not males'?

the acts mentioned nor the

discussions thereof are strictly

a male vocation. As a matter

of fact, we have often

participated in discussions wilh

other women about who is

sleeping with whom. (Gasp!)

Generally, these are taken in a

lighthearted manner - the same

way we feel this newsletter

should have been taken

(especially since the Kappa
Sigma' fraternity has in the past

supplied moral and financial

support to various women's
causes).

Sincerely,

Andrea Bom
and Lisa Cain

M TSf MMHO.
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Kappa Sigma reacts to newsletter

Phi Delts seek recognition

To the Editor:

We, the brothers of Phi Delta

Theta, wish to inform The
Colorado College community

of our efforts to regain

recognition on this campus.

This year our goals have been

singularly in the pursuit of our

re-establishment. During our

suspension, we have been

permitted to have one meeting

per month solely for the

purpose of working towards

our reinstatement.
Furthermore, we have expelled

several members who have not

exemplified the ideals of our

fraternity.

Our entire purpose this year

has been the production of a

proposal that would outline

major changes and reformations

in the Phi Delta Theta

fraternity. We were requested

to write the proposal for the

spring of 1989. This proposal

has been submitted to the

administration. It outlines

major restructuring within the

Phi Delta Theta house,

particularly in our relations

with the administration and the

campus.

Although mistakes were

made in our past, our wish is to

be given a chance to prove to

The Colorado College

community that we can be an

integral and positive part of

this campus.
Sincerely,

The Brothers of Phi Delta

Theta

To members of the college

community:
We, the brothers of the

Kappa Sigma Fraternity,

acknowledge that sections of

the newsletter recently posted

throughout the campus are

offensive; we make no attempt

to deny this fact. However,

we must also disagree with

many of the conclusions those

responsible for distributing the

newsletter have reached.

The newsletter is not a "brag

sheet," as some have asserted.

Rather, its contents are written

in a completely satirical manner

and are meant to be taken

"tongue-in-cheek." Its purpose

is to poke fun at individuals in

the house, not to glorify their

actions. Indeed, anyone who

has read the flyer can see we
"harsh" on individuals in all

sorts of ways. The same type

of kidding occurs all over

campus - among both males and

females; Housing's R.A.

newsletter even has a similar

gossip column.

All members of Kappa Sigma

understand the context in which

the newsletter must be read.

Those distributing the

newsletter have taken it out of

this context and drawn their

own unfounded conclusion. The

intention of the newsletter has

never been to condone the

sexual exploitation of women.

It is unfortunate those who
took it upon themselves to

distribute the newsletter did

not use more constructive

methods for advancing their

viewpoint. They may have a

right to be upset. But rather

than try to constuclively solve

the perceived problem, they

chose instead to sensationalize

it. They have prevented the

issue from being discussed

rationally.

Most important, those who

distributed the newsletter have

publicly libelled a number of

individuals on campus. In the

end, it is to these individuals

that we apologize for any

unintentional injury we caused.

The Brothers of

Kappa Sigma

More "Letters

the Editor" can

found on page 8.
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U.S. misdirects
war effort

drug

WHAT'S WHAT/By Joe Hrbek

,. fiaafih^K-thallstar criminals have proven equally
InMayofl986,basketballstar ^^ w fQrce

Un Bias died a eoeame re-
ea(er licipation in

lated death. One week later,
j^ dfug waf has failed

NFL defensive back Don
miserablv .

Rogers passed away under haunt- worse yet, our foreign anti-

ingly similar circum-stances. Then, drug efforts actually help

in October, 1986, Fortune maga- create the problem. Eradicating

zine included the names of two crops pushes drugs' costs up on

Colombiandrugtraffickingkingpins the world market, thus

in its list of the world's billionaires, stimulating greater production.

The equation is eerie: foreign U.S. intervention agnates Latin

drug lords amass tremendous

amounts of wealth for the same

reason our citizens die - the

illegal trafficking of drugs.

Americans deem this equation

intolerable. Never before has

public outcry against the trade

been so widespread.

Officially, the U.S.

government retaliates by

"attacking drugs at their

sources" - meaning the drug

producing countries around the

world. The rationale is that our

Americas' leftist insurgencies

associated with the drug trade.

These rebels protect the trade

by stirring anti-U.S. support

among cocaine producing

peasants to strengthen their

backing. Finally, our foreign

anti-drug efforts play havoc on

relationships with other

governments. Nations around

the world regret the fact that

we threaten their sovereignty

with such disrespect.

The resulting conclusion is
world, ine rauunaic ia umt vu» ———--«

drug problem is their fault. If that the foreign drug supply

foreign nations did not supply cannot be curbed. Because of

the cocaine, marijuana, and high profit incentives to

opium poppies, we would not producers and traffickers and as

consume them. long as Americans demand

Our foreign drug war is drugs, the supply will exist

fought on many fronts

Sometimes we spray poisonous

chemicals on crops in Bolivia,

Peru, Mexico and Colombia

If America is serious about

combatting it drug scourge,

then it must curb demand. This

process will be both unpleasant

Other times we detain alleged and politically unpopular. I m
,.,.- • . t ...II-;.-..-. iKnul HrnfJ IPCMnCr—at

foreign traffickers and

prosecute them in U.S. courts.

This process is called

extradition. Mainly, though,

we force governments of

foreign nations to do die dirty

work for us.

These policies might be

acceptable if they worked. But

they don't. Even in the best of

circumstances, only 7%-l0% of

the world's illegal crops could

be destroyed. Efforts to

extradite Ihe world's main drug

talking about drug testing—at

the work place, in the military,

in locker rooms of professional

sports teams, in colleges and

universities. Everywhere. The

only way to keep Americans

from snorting coke and smoking

pot is to make the consequences

worse than the high.

If we don't, the rich Latin

American drug barons will be

the ones laughing. We'll be the

ones dying.
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Spring brings fresh things

CAMPUS INTERRUPTUS/By Doug Lansky

Spring
comes. It gets W* 7Pa

wlth

warm. The snow disap-

pears. Romance lurks in

the air. The grass finally

becomes green. Hundreds of gor-

geous women flock to the C.C.

quad in bikinis.

The sprinklers turn on. The

grass gets soggy. The gorgeous

bikini women go away before

anyone gets a chance to see

them. The romance leaves. It

gets cold. The snow comes

back. And you can kiss spring

goodbye.

There are certain things you

just don't do on a hot spring

day, and sitting inside is about

nine of them. Have homework?

Bring it outside. Have to

exercise? Do it outside. Have a

date? Find one for me.

When outside, spring brings

out the best in everyone.

People's tans darken, teachers

give nicer assignments, and

frisbee golfers bean more cars

on Cascade. This is all .true.

(It just so happens that

authentic scientific research

concerning these facts has been

conducted by genuine scientists

with nothing belter to do -

except possibly study the

effects of Peat Moss on dead

frogs. They made these

conclusions in their spring

report which is submitted

annually to the Secretary of

Agriculture who, thinking it is

his W2 tax form, will use it to

blow his nose).

SUMMER JOBS:
I already have a summer job.

This is because my mother made

me send off applications just

after Christmas vacation. She

made me do this with her You-

Are-Only-Going-to-Be-Here-

Fpr-A-Short-Time-and-I-Don't-

Ask-Much-of-You-Guilt-Trip

voice. Along with the cheezy

applications I filled out, I was

also allowed to take a stab at a

few longshot places of

employment. Making a long,

and not all that exciting story

short, I landed a job at - this

is true - Late Night with David

Letterman in New York.

Needless to say, I was happy to

get the job - or rather

internship (which is a job that

'valuable experience" instead of

money) regardless of what I'll

do. I mention this, in part, so

you will watch all summer just

in case he (Dave) allows me to

do something on the show, such

as serve him coffee.

Dave: You know, Paul, I'm

thirsty. Where's our Coffee

Boy? (Cameras pan the studio

audience. I emerge out of the

audience, stage left, with coffee

for Dave).

Doug: Here's your coffee.

Mr. Letterman.

Dave: Thank you, Tom.

Doug: (whispering) That's

"Doug," Mr. Letterman.

Dave: That will be all,

Steve.

Doug: (whispering) That s

"Doug."

Dave: Right, right. Now stop

hogging the show. Bill, and go

find yourself a hobby.

Doug: Thank you, Mr.

Letterman. (Depart Stage

Right).

DOUG DECIDES TO
SHED HIS NON-
POLITICAL IMAGE AND
RUNS FOR-get this-CLASS

PRESIDENT

I'd like to state right off that

this section should not be

construed as campaigning;

rather think of it as

enlightenment. Since I would

have publicly laughed my head

off at anyone who ran for this

position, it is only fair that I

do it to myself.

After attending a meeting for

class officers in which only

three people showed up for four

available positions, it occurcd

to me that something was

slightly adrift. Moreover, I

discovered in this meeting that

the job of class president is

almost identical to that of Julie

McCoy, "The Love Boat's" pure

and admired cruise director,

with the only exception being I

would not have the "real life"

psychological support system

consisting of Gopher, Doc,

Merril, and his illegimate

daughter, Vicki. I must also

add that the SI 000 our class

a

isl

.11

la

h

ihe

trie

ma

ine.

ild

tire

(1992) is carefully allotted

in no way be spent on alc<

Many think that the lacl

"real beverages" would n

for cheezy parties in whicl

would play Duck, Duck, I

Duck (very popular at

year old birthday parties
.

the parents have absolutely

out of things to do. "All i

kids, Sam the Magician is g

to be a little late, so!

planned an exciting gam

Duck, Duck Grey Duck."

respond in unison "Yeeeeaaai

This is why you must vole

president with eno

creativity to pull off somel

like Ring-Around-the-Rosie

500 intelligent stud

without anyone
suspicious.

Doug's 1989 Spi

Predictions

1) I see prespeel

swarming to C.C. to roam

campus, getting drunk

puking their guts out while

laugh yourself silly. I

them asking the same questi

you did when you came to

C.C.

Typical Prespective Ques]

"Do you like the block plan'

Standard Response:

wouldn't know, I'm

visiting. I go to Harvard.

2) I see 29% more 1

cruising Nevada on Sat

night in souped up Trans

with pink interior carpeting

playboy dice dangling fror

rearview mirror, and spe

mounted on the outside of

cars blaring Debbie GibS'

latest release.

3) I see Dear* FrisM

popular but illegal hall si

decapitating four "
perspectives and their paren|

Slocum alone.

4) I see the sprinkle

erupting and flooding *e

part of Colorado in

sewer water.

5) I see a student wat

until everyone has left dinnr
-

Rastall, throwing a few'
c

and celery sticks, ana

watching the admims^

bill everyone $75 who a»

Rastall sometime during

last three months to cov

damages.

) fel
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easants took Rousseau too far
t
SOHDERMANN, p.

ent in all revolutions, the

Mi lo centralize power in

aCe
compromised the

Jocratic ideals of the

iiement.

final moment in the

£
ch

Revolution was the

ase ,
where public delirium

-
ad'ed

much of French

ue as the taboos of the past

I
smashed. This moment is

Lonly referred to as "The

L" and marked a dangerous

sover
where the eros or

| passions of the citizens

diced widespread displays of

lence. The release of erotic

s j
ns and violence during

:

final moment in the French

—olution compromised the

jjcal stability of the French

i
concluding his speech,

ays and
jsbians

How
lalcolm X's

dvice

GAYS, p. 1

the same is the thing we
in bed!" A speaker

ilioned that the only time

had felt totally

ifortable was when she

,i at ARSH, a lesbian

nmune. As she put it, "Your

rfon to me kissing another

an is your problem, not

le." She felt that she

ild only feel accepted and

firely at ease if she

irounded herself with

iple who had a similar

tsciousness.

One speaker summed up his

rcerience with the comment,

just want to be a nobody-
hated or condemned or

lerstood in the context of

sexuality."

Barber re-emphasized
Rousseau's position that it was

important to separate the erotic

passions of revolution from the

political apparatus. Even

though revolutions do perform

a liberating function,

rationality must take hold of

the citizens' erotic passions in

order to protect the democratic

liberties of the individual.

Professor Barber concluded that

democracy ultimately entailed

the restoration of legitimacy by

placing limits on revolutionary

expectations and desires.

IN OU> COLORADO CITY

PRIMITIVE & ETHNIC ART.CLOTHINS
S JEWELRY FROM SOUTH AMERICA

.

AFRICA « ASIA

(S3

2510 W. COLORADO AVE.
MOtt-SAT. IO-6_
SUNDAY
12-4

'Workship Day!"
The Christian community at CC invites you to join us in

combining worship and service on April 1 . Painting the

soup kitchen will be an integral part of our worship service.

Dinner and volleyball will follow.

Meet at Shove Chapel at 1 :30 p.m. on April 1

;

we will go to the soup kitchen together.

* Please sign up with Linda Penuela, x2263,

or Kate Steele, x2274, by March 29.

(The Student Development Committee salutes the individuals &

Colorado Springs area merchants who supported DlALogue 89

with quality prizes

David Armstrong
Arvonne Binkera
Buck Blessing
Martha Bootn
Boulder Street Gallery

Breckenridge Ski Resort
Brad Buetow

Richard D. Chamberlain
"hinook Bookstore
:atherine Clore .

iCoaltrain Wine and Liquor
The College Pharmacy
Colorado College Bookstore
Colorado College Library

Colorado College Physical Plant

Colorado Springs Symphony
Frank Colton
Concept Restaurants
Prof. Owen Cramer
Crested Butte Ski Resort

Prof. Tom Cronin

The Donut Mill

Robert I. Dunne
Fine Arts Center
Dean Pavid Fmley
Joy Fntz
Kris Fisher
Mary Gessley
Griffis/Blessing
JuleHaney vT
Prof. Walter Hecox
Chris Hein
Prof. David Hendnckson
Janice Herron
Margaret Hillrnan
Prof Richard Hilt

The Hilton Inn
Honnen Ice Rink
Charla Huckabay
The Hungry Farmer
Durelle Jones
Prof Harold Jones
losh and John s

Becky Kensingcr
King Soopers

KRCC
One

WE THANK YOU!!
Lane Supply Co

Marriott Food Service

Prof. Robert Mcjimsey
Laurel McLeou

Kevin and Vaughn McTeman
Michael's

Carole Mills

Shannon Dillard Mitchell
Jeani Munonen
Patricia Munson

Nancy Nish
Jo Ann Orsbom

The Pampered Palate
Paradise Yogurt
Shirley Paterson

Patsy's Candy Kitchen
Fayless Shoe Store

Paul's Flowers
Peppertree Restaurant
Peterson's Partyland

Prof. Joe Pickle

Pie In The Sky Restaurant
Pizza Plus

Plaza of the Rockies
Lorraine Pluemer

Poor Richard's Feedand Read
Purgatory Ski Resort

The Professional Edge in Word Processing
Pyramide Imports

Carl Reed
Dr. Judith Reynolds

Prof. Horst Richardson

President Gresham Riley

Rocky Mountain Chocolate Factory
'

Judith R. Roorda
Sue Buell-Schocnman

The Ski Haus

Skodack and Turner Gifts and Flowers
Elizabeth Stanton

Richard Storey
Beverly Stowell

Student Development Committee
Super Saver Cinema

Tejon Frames
Nancy Wolf

Bonnie Ximines
Barbara Yalich

5> We'll Do
Your Laundry!!!

WASHED
DRIED

FOLDED
kFast, Dependable Service

"\AtA Price You'll Love!

per
pound

with CC ID

exp. April 15th

Northwestern University Summer Session '89

Think or swim.

2003 Sheridan Road Bvanston, Illinois 60208-2650

Save me a seat. Send me a free copy of Ihe Summer Session '89 calalog with

financial aid and regislrallon information (available mld-Marchi.

Please send the calalog lo my home. my school.

Why settle for a grain of truth

when you can have the whole beach?

Mail this coupon, or call 1-800-F1NDS-NU; in Illinois, (312) 4914114.
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Candidates vie to lead

the class of '90
Vote on Monday, April 3, or Tuesday, April 4, at: „ ' .

,.

Armstrong, Palmer, New Seienee Building-belore class, Womer Cemer-durmg meah,

Tutt Library--8 pm to 10 pm.

GREG KEMPERS
President

Our senior year is not only a

lime to prepare for the future,

but also a time to finish up,

and I want us to have a blast

doing it. I am willing to take

the time and the effort to

plan activities that will

bring us together and to make

next year a memorable one.

JULIE MARTIN
President

To be truly involved in the

creation of a fantastic senior

year is something I find very

important! I possess the

energy and determination to

lead and develop an

innovative, fantastic

program for the class of 1990.

I am proud to be a part of this

class at C.C. and want to

contribute all that I can. I

want to do it all, and I will if

you choose to give me your
support. Let's be united and
unstoppable as the class of

1990.

GIANCARLO SMALL
Vice President

Why do I want to be vice

president of the class of 1990?

Because as vice-president I

would promote activities

that would make our last

year of school, undisputably,

our best year ever. I would
contribute the knowledge and

experience I have gained

while participating on other

student government
organizations to my office. I

would vigorously assist the

other class officers in

coordinating and planning

exciting and memorable
senior class functions and
activities.

Why do I want to be vice

president of the class of '90?

Because I believe our best

year is yet to come.

thus far, I guess I can't argue

with that. From celebrating

our independence upon our

arrival at C.C., to

congratulating ourselves for

actually completing a year of

college, freshman year was
one good time after another.

Sophomore year brought

bigger and better things—the

new Womer Center (how did

we ever survive without it?),

flex points, and the last 9th

block in C.C.'s history. Now
we juniors are quickly

becoming seniors, and we've

got only one year left to add

to the list. I would like to

help unite our class and make
next year the most fun and
memorable of them all. After

all, the best things come last.

Here's to you, class of 1990.

Let's go out of C.C. in style.

Vote Jenny Hustad for senior

vice president.

w*

Admission Office Intern Positions Available

Applications are now available for Admission Office

Student Intern positions:

*Summer Tour Guide Coordinator

*Alumni Affairs Intern

*S.TAR. Coordinator Intern

^Minority Affairs Intern

Summer 1989

1989- 1990 year

1989- 1990 year

1 989- 1 990 year

Applications are available in the Admission Office

Room 100, Armstrong Hall

Application Deadline: April 15. 1989

Please contact Lloyd Peterson at extension 2348

for additional information.

JODY HAUSER
Vice President

I am excited about planning

fun, bonding senior class

activities. I feel that I have

the leadership qualities to

both plan and implement

these activities. Not only

would I be responsible for

these activities during our

senior year, I would continue

to be dedicated after

graduation. Basically, I

would like to be a part of

making our senior year a long,

lasting memory.

w C.C.

ol
re

JENNY HUSTAD
Vice President

They say that college is

the best four years of your

life. From my experiences

RYAN WALLACH
Vice President

I was always told, "Your

high school friends are not

the ones that matter; your

college friends are the ones

you keep for life." Through
my three years at Colorado

College, I've come to realize

how true this statement is.

Living with and constantly

being around friends gives one

a new outlook on the meaning

of friendship. Problems arise

in this friendship when
everyone graduates and goes

off on their own way. These

are the times when someone
must step in and aid a group

in maintaining its close

bonds. This is the role of the

senior class officials.

Through correspondence,
activities and the five year

reunions, the senior class

officials revive the

experiences and friendships

one had during his college

years. With this
understanding I submit my
application for senior class

vice president. In this role I

will be able to perform the

duties required of a senior

class official. To aid the

president in any way, to

express ideas for activities,

and most importantly to add
my knowledge and experience

in the effort of maintaining

the "friends you keep for

life."

ROB SEIMS
Secretary

For most of us, next year

will be the only senior year

we'll get. Let's make the most

of it. "Live each day to the

fullest. Get the most from

each hour, each day, and
each age of your life. Then
you can look forward with

confidence, and back without

regrets."

ANDREA PETERSO
Secretary

I have been told that

college years are the 'b

years of your life," and

past three have certai

been wonderful. I think

senior year should be

best, the icing on the caki

the cherry on top. ..We h

a chance to become a stroi

united class and to make

one of the best years of

lives.

As secretary, not <

would I take and distrib]

minutes from meetings, bi

would also be involved in

organization, creation,

publicity of new sc

events. My experiences

sorority and student aim

offices have given me

inherent sense

responsibility so 1 can fj

the challenges brought to

If elected I will continue]

accept these challenges

responsibilities.

So, if you want your s<

year to be the best you've

here at C.C, vote for

Andrea Peterson, for set

class secretary.

Is p.

KRISTEN WHITCOMB
Secretary

Time art C.C. flies. As that

famous flier Johnathan
Livingston Seagull said, "I do

not exist to impress the

world. I exist to live my life

in a way that will make me
happy." For one last year, we
can soar beyond "the world"

and impressions. As
secretary, I want to make the

class of 1990's senior year a

"HAPPY" (and memorable)
one!!

DIRK DYKES
Treasurer

I am running for the sei

class office of treasurer. As]

active participant in cam]

activities, I feel that I col

be an effective senior ell

officer. I know a lot of

students in the class of

because of

extracurricular/campus

involvement. By orgarufl

social events and othi

activities for the senior

the ell

to

I could help bring

the qualifications

treasurer of the senior c

but, most importantlyj

would like to do the job. 1

I would be a g

representative of the Classs

1990. Vote Dirk Dykes

senior class treasurer.
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earing a heavy cross: gays, lesbians and Christianity

<

C. Chaplain Bruce Coriell took part in a discussion

,f
religion and homosexuality last Wednesday.

By Douglas Mann

_, a modern American trans-

j
on of the Bible it states

;
directly that "Practicing

joscxuals" can never walk

mce with a Christian God.

.j the cause of much pain

Isiruggle on the part of gays

|
lesbians who have accepted

sexuality without

cling Christianity.

Is
part of the ongoing events

frialcd with Gay and Lesbian

lateness Week, Colorado

lege Chaplain Bruce Coriell

I
others spoke on the subject

(ays, lesbians and Christian-

.The lecture/meeting took

in Loomis Lounge on

Jonesday, March 30, at 7 pm.

(lie first speaker of the

;
was Carol DuBois, an

kspoken lesbian who has

ached on behalf of Jesus and

|c»rrently involved with The

Peak Metropolitan

Mi, a Christian church open

i and lesbians. She spoke

Jill her personal struggles of

lonciling her sexual

face and modern Christian

llogy.

pBois stressed that though

! did indeed endure long

mons which were
liemning in their nature,

Canyou
afford to gamble

|iiththeLSAT,GMAT,|
GREprMCAT?

I Probably not. Great grades

pone may not be enough to

Jbpress the grad school of

(pur choice.

\ Scores play a part. And
'wis how Stanley H. Kaplan
an help.

I The Kaplan course teaches

^Making techniques, reviews
torse subjects, and increases

kodds that you'll do the best

Jto can do.

I So if you've been out of

fhool for a while and need a
j^esher, or even if you're fresh

pt of college, do what over 1

Jsillion students have done.
P<e Kaplan. Why take a
^ance with your career?

[KAPLAN
|

I DONT COMPETE WITH
I

I

KAPLAN STUDENT-BE ONE

IColorado Springs Office

619 N. Cascade

Lower Level

635-3432

there are organizations willing

to interpret the words of the

Bible in kinder ways.

At the Metropolitan Church

in San Diego she sang out her

praises to God with other gay

and lesbian Christians. DuBois

summed up the philosophy of

this church: "All are encouraged

to find their own walk with

God. God is loving; God is

love. It is the accepting aspect

of Christ which should prevail

over those who call on His

name to be mean, spiteful, or

anything negative. It is the

wonderful things which count."

DuBois said her logical and

spiritual sides came together

when she discovered that

modern translations of

scripture can often be twisted

in such a way as to be more

anti-homosexual then they were

originally intended. By
studying Greek and Hebrew she

has learned that there is as

much a place for homosexuals

in Christian grace as any other

seeking being.

Coriell stated that the

Church was suffering from

misdirected focus. He believes

that the central issue should

not be the existing relationship

between homosexuality and

theology but rather the broader

conflicts between spirituality

and sexuality.

"There are no
institutional ways to

support the things we're

asking for."

Bruce Coriell

"This issue is a major stum-

bling block with the Church,

and a variety of problems have

arisen because of this

irresolution. It is difficult for

a Christian, heterosexual or

homosexual, to experience grace

in relation to sexuality. It is

hard to feel whole about sex."

He went on to state that this

"wholeness," a connection to

what lies beyond the strict

confines of individual

consciousness, can only be

attained if one's sexuality be-

comes a further expression of

one's spirituality. The question

that the Church should be

asking is not "Why are you a

homosexual?" but "How can we

help you choose a partner who

is not going to disrupt your life

and by doing so, disrupt your

ongoing relationship with

God?"
Coriell expressed concern

that: "There are no institutional

ways to support the things

we're asking for."

He stated that both Hebrew

and Christian scriptures are

clear on the fact that God is on

the side of the oppressed.

Clearly, gays and lesbians form

an oppressed group in this rigid

culture. Though this is a

difficult situation, it could be a

very positive thing, especially

in terms of modern Christian

thought. Their exclusion from

mainstream human communities

provides gay and lesbian

Christians with a unique

perspective. Christ suffered

brutally as one who stood

against the prime culture. He

gathered about him prostitutes,

tax collectors, revellers, and

others who were on the far

periphery of society. It is

possible for gays and lesbians

to breathe new life into

Christian vision, because,

symbolically, they walk nearer

to the outstretched palms of

Christ the Savior than those

who arc safe and cozy in main-

stream society.

Various liberation

theologies have arisen around

the struggles which the

feminists, blacks, and Third

World people have undergone.

Coriell stated that such a

liberation theology, which docs

exist for gays and lesbians,

could provide solidarity and

strength. He believes that a gay

and lesbian liberation theology

should be one of great and far-

seeing vision, though he

admitted that he did not know

what that vision should be.

Gays and lesbians face great

difficulties today, must fight a

thousand battles a day, and

carry the heavy burden of their

sexual preference when they

decide to walk with God. They

have been told directly by the

Church to find other religious

persuasions, and many lesbians

have indeed turned towards

goddess worship to try to

provide a working spiritual

framework for themselves. The

prevailing message of lie

meeting was that gays and

lesbians can enjoy a direct and

meaningful relationship with

Christ, not in spite of Iheir

sexual preference, but because

of it.

Anyone interested in talking

10 members of the Gay and Les-

bian Christian Community can

contact C.C. representative

Tanya Hickcy, cxt 2266, Box

1081

or: Carol DuBois at the

Metropolitan Christian Church,

located at 730 N. Tcjon in the

Unitarian Church building.

Call 634-3771. There arc

meetings held every Sunday

evening at 5 pm at this

location.

CAREERS OUTSIDE CORPORATE AMERICA:

. A Panel of Professionals in

Public and Social ServiceCommunity
coordinate? of legal fro 9omo work

Hiediatcr tor A* Human lclatt«M Companion

*e«ce Corpt volui»Ieer/U«g"ag* t*ach«r

adoletccort covMielor

p«bKc ptychclogUl/B«rc«K>logbl

,.,„. I«,n. and «k l"'**"*™^
„„ „hy ,hey lo„ „. ,nd h„w4h.y pr«p«.d .or « f

WFpMFCriAv r
^ppii |L ^nn P.M., GAYLQRHHALL

FUTONS

!

Best Quality- Lowest Prices

Sale

Reg $258

7" FUTON AND FRAME

Futons-N-Foam

597-4375

QUESTIONS ABOUT THE MUSIC DEPARTMENT?

(Don't Be Afraid To Ask)

Professors Susan Grace and Stephen Scott

will be available

for questions and answers

about the music program at CC

OPEN TO ALL!

DO COME!!

TUESDAY, APRIL 4

6:00 p.m.

Music Library Lounge

Packard Hall
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Rutgers professor delivers Sondermann Lecture
hi

By Kyle H. Gray

Colorado College's observance of the French

Revolution's bicentennial continued last

Monday with Benjamin Barber's lecture.

Thoughts of revolution and

erotic passions awakened the

Colorado College community

Monday night. This rare

occasion was not provoked by a

Marxist symposium on

pornography but was a response

to Benjamin Barber's speech on

"The Anti-Politics of Terror:

Tyrannical Imagination in the

French Revolution." Barber's

speech was the 1989 edition of

the Sondermann Memorial

Lecture and marked the

continuation of the Colorado

College's year- long observance

of the French Revolution's

bicentennial.

Benjamin Barber, a Walt

Whitman Professor of Political

Science at Rutgers University,

opened the speech by explaining

the connection between Jean-

Gays and lesbians suggest separatism

By Will Gadd

"Don't say you like me any

less for being gay, and I won't

say I like you any less for

being straight!" The Gay and

Lesbian Alliance sponsored a

panel discussion on radical

politics on Tuesday, March
28. The discussion rapidly

turned into a round table

conversation on everything

from gay group consciousness,

to Malcolm X, to why
lesbians do not want to be

referred to as gay or

homosexual. The initial

discourse focused on the

nature of the Gay and Lesbian

Alliance.

The consensus was that the

group has three main
functions: to provide personal

support, promote political

action, and educate the local

community. The group
discussed at length the term

"homophobia," with the

conclusion that the term is

symptomatic of a straight

problem, not a gay problem.

This led to a discussion of

what the doctrine of

separatism means in a gay

context.

Gay separatism, according

to one speaker, is founded at

least partially on the

teachings of Malcom X, who
stated that black politics

needed to be about and
composed of blacks. Whites

could join in "moments of

mutual sincerity" but only at

the request of blacks. Whites

are theoretically able to

work most effectively for the

advancement of blacks from

within the white power

structure, a structure that

oppresses blacks. Blacks,

stated the speaker, have to

have a place to be black,

because the black
consciousness is fundamen-

tally different than the

white. An environment is

necessary where blacks could

sort out the issues of being

black without the problems
which a society dominated
by whites instills. For this

reason, whites were asked to

refrain from entering into the

black cause from within the

black movement.
Gay and lesbian radical

politics have taken this

concept of separatism and
applied it to the gay versus

straight struggle. Gays and
lesbians need to create their

own structures and methods of

understanding themselves

before straights are allowed

to interfere. Straights, if

they want to help gays and
lesbians, should leave gay
and lesbian groups alone and
work within straight society

for gay and lesbian rights.

The two groups could then

meet in "moments of mutual

sincerity," if necessary.

One participant in the

discussion made the analogy

that when a gay or lesbian

walked up to the straight

power structure and knocked

on the front door, the

structure merely strengthened

the door until there was no

way for the gay movement to

enter. What is needed,

according to the speaker, is a

group of gay and lesbian

individuals to just stop

banging on the door and start

dealing with what it means

to be gay or lesbian in a gay or

lesbian environment.

As one speaker said, "I

don't want to be tolerated; I

don't want to hold your hand

through your homophobia; I

just want to deal with my gay

problems!" Many of the

speakers felt the problems of

the gay movement were not

problems that gays had
created but problems that

straights had in dealing

with gays and lesbians. One
speaker commented, "This

situation is not a gay
problem; it's a straight

problem!"
The discussion moved to

how gay and lesbian

consciousness fits into what
being gay and lesbian means
as a whole: "Some people

would like to think the only

thing different about being

gay is the thing we do in bed.

Actually, the only thing we

see GAYS, p. 4

Jacques Rousseau, the French

Revolution, democracy, and

terror and violence.

Contrary to the opinions of

many western scholars, who

consider Rousseau to be the

father of the French

Revolution, Barber suggested

that Rousseau's writings did

not promote the terror and

violence that accompanied the

French Revolution. Instead,

Rousseau anticipated the

tenuous relationship between

waging a successful revolution

and adhering to democratic

principles. Professor Barber

supported this claim by

outlining the "four moments"

of the French Revolution and

the degree to which each of

these moments threatened the

democratic liberties of the

individual.

According to Barber, the first

moment of the revolution was

the resistance which represented

the gradual broad-based

populous movement or

rebellion against French

royalty. The royalty's failure to

justify their past actions of

f>!

oppression delegitimized th

authority to rule and provo]

rebellion among the citizens.

The second moment was
|

{
sp

restoration of the old ord
[iZC (

where the natural rights of

individual were held at

premium. During this mome

the newly-formed governm

worked to re-establish ;

protect the natural rights (

individuals possessed in a

of nature. This, in

legitimized governmen

authority. Professor Barl

emphasized that the first I

moments of the Fren

Revolution were necessary sl(

in the revolutionary process i~
embodied the democratic idt

that Rousseau professed

In contrast, Barber vie

the final two moments of

revolution as "dangerous,

third moment was charade

by governmental regulal

whereby the governm

attempted to centralize

power and authority. Allhoi

regulation is a necess

ishrr

;ilin

(I;

•oi i

on

ibly

:« U

see SONDERMANN,

American string quartet combine|

performance with lecture

By Jonaihon McMurray

This week's Thursday-at-

Eleven featured the highly re-

vered American String Quar-

tet founded at Julliard in 1974.

The quartet provided those

present an opportunity to

witness the agony and preci-

sion tuningwhich precedes the

actual performance of any

composition. The quartet

worked diligently on a com-

position by contemporary

composerGeorge Tsontakis

—

a piece which was written for

and commissioned by the

quartet. Following the com-

i poser's instructions'inscribed

upon their sheet music, the

members of the quartet would

play a fewmeasures, stop, and

discuss the various problems

including the composer's

usage of polyrhythmic con-

struction in the problematic

measure 72.

The members of the quartet

commented on the power of

the performers to sway a

composer in contemporary

chamber music. When asked

about the length of time r

sary to prepare for a piece, I

members of the quartet mi

Uoned that it sometimes tool

months of daily recitals unj

they felt they were ready t

publicly perform. There at

times, they said, when pe

formance teaches more abot

a piece than months of pra

rice ever could. The role of

performer isnot only to repri

duce a piece but to provid

his/her own solutions to tto

process of interpreting «

composer's original text. Tr

hour of recital in Packard
Ha

served as a good example i

the hours of tedious hair-pi'

ing practice which perfect,

performance.

The American String Q^
tet offered a rare opporWW

to see behind the scenes a

tuxedos which often makcj

performance seem so eft

less. Colorado College inviKj

the American String Qufl
to perform as part of the Orel

Performers Series.
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jmpns debates
nits of free speech

By Will Gadd

speech is universally

lized. "Congress shall

no law respecting an

ishment of religion, or

liling Ihe free exercise

or abridging the

of speech, or of Ihe

or Ihe right of Ihe people

ably lo assemble, and lo

ihe Government for a

of grievances." -First

dment of the U.S.

imtion.

speech was the topic of

ipcn panel discussion

by, April 4 in Gates Hall.

ially , Salman Rushdie's

has highlighted the

fcnee between what

lutes free speech in one

5 may be cause for death

[other. Locally, Ben

1's expulsion from C.C.

ul he contended was his

lo free speech, and the

:over the public exposure

j Kappa Sigma newsletter

[raised questions about the

of free speech at C.C.

UK

Panel members, selected from a

broad range of groups at C.C,

represented the differing

viewpoints of groups ranging

from the Gay and Lesbian

Alliance to Chaverim.

Grcsham Riley brought to the

panel his perspective as C.C.

president as well as a five

minute video-tape from the

Macncil Leher News Hour

commentated by Claircnce Page.

In the tape, Page used the

American Flag as a symbol to

illustrate the different

definitions of what free speech

may be. A Chicago Art

Institute student recently

placed an American flag on the

floor and invited spectators to

walk on it. War veterans and

patriots then held a massive

demonstration in front of the

institute, using their free speech

rights to protest the artist's use

of his. Page drew the

connection that while we

deplore Khomeni's death threats

to Salman Rushdie, the

American art student also

see SPEECH, p. 4

iommitee announces Award

Literature recipients

By Neale Remit/.

-Committee forThe Colorado College Award inLUerature has

fai summer grantsfor 1989 toC.C.juniors Marc Acito, Jonathan

ffl, Lisa Lane, and John Walch.

Acitowasawarded $1 500 to writesiories based on ihecreative

loses of day-care children. He will spend the summer at The

'ado College Children's Center and the Colorado Springs Day

ay. /-.>

aim DuPont received $2000. He plans to write natural history

ints of ihe island of St. John,based on a summer of field observa-

iVirgin Islands National Park.

sLancwas granted $2000. She willwork with the environmental

Went in Colorado, writing popular articles and children's poetry

i'| iwronmcnial issues.

Th >n Walch received $ 1200 10 complete a play, The Mystic Bond,

Ha lihehas already begun. He will be at his home rrt St. Louis.

>le < lihcgranisexccptforDuPonl'sincludedS1200forrelief frorn ihe

pul Sty ofa summer job.

«' i award was established in 1981 by an anonymous graduate to

feC.C. students in any major field to undertake literary projects

2"a is creative writing and criticism . Since 198 1 twenty-six juniors

u"' 1 «iiiihescgrants,mostofihemforthesummer,someofthemfor

s a" i blocks in their senior year, This year twenty-one students

ake a. No one-block grants were awarded.

tfoi ; members of this year's committee arc faculty members Dan

ivitt s (English), Joan Stone (English), Ted Lindcman (Chemistry),

uart Jeale Reinilz (English, Chair); studentsRebeccaWarren and Kris

Gre *»; and recent graduate and staff member Liz Stanton. There

^applicants for the awards. —

—
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The Beta Theta Pi house is under observation from Its nationals and the administration

Beta nationals suspend charter

By J. Scott Robertson

The Beta Theta Pi National

Fraternity has placed the

charter of its Colorado College

chapter under suspension.

According to Dean of Students

Laurel McLeod, the suspension

was the culmination of several

incidents, the last of which was

the accidental damaging of a

window in Shove Chapel.

The damage occurred when

two Betas were shooting BBs

at cans set up on the roof of the

Beta House. BBs which missed

the cans flew westward over

Nevada Avenue and lodged

themselves in windows at the

base of the Eastern side of

Shove, leaving small holes.

The chapter immediately

suspended the two members

involved.

The national fraternity has

taken control of things. It is in

the process of forming an

alumni commission which will

draw up a set of guidelines,

under which the chapter must

operate. These guidelines, said

Dean McLeod, arc stricter than

normal college policy regarding

Greek organizations. Those

Beta undergraduate members

wishing lo remain so were

required to sign a pledge

agreeing to live under the

guidelines for an undefined

period of lime.

The guidelines will include

more direct alchohol and drug

control and more frequent

visits from local alumni.

City defeats arena proposal

By Michele Santos

"Colorado College was never

involved in any way with the

proposed financing for the

downtown arena," said Thomas

Wenzlau, C.C.'s Vice President

for Business.

Questions of the college's

involvement in the arena became

moot with the sound failure of

the proposal on Tuesday. The

measure was defeated by a

margin of more than two to

one. The unofficial vote total

was 14,965 in favor and 34,527

against. (Statistics from the

Gazette-Telegraph.)

The only actions taken by

C.C. administrators in favor of

The arena proposal were a

personal letter from college

president Grcsham Riley to

faculty and local alumni

encouraging them to vole for

the facility, and a $1000

donation from C.C. to a

community group supporting

the initiative.

Riley backed up the arena

because "he saw die arena as a

means to revitalize the

downtown area of the city. He

felt that the long-term best

interests of the college would

be served by a strong and vnal

downtown," said Wenzlau.

No agreements had been made

about the C.C. hockey team

playing at the arena, said

Wenzlau. He added that

decisions the current

administration makes about the

Division I status of the hockey

team will not be affected in any

way by the failure of the

proposal.

However, it is true that

assumptions had been made that

construction of the new arena

would have led to the tearing

down of the Broadmoor arena

and the use of the new facility

by the hockey team. C.C.

Athletic Director Richard Taber

was quoted by the Gazette

Telegraph as saying, "The arena

would have been a tremendous

shot in the arm for our hockey

program."

Wenzlau concluded that

questions about the college's

support for the arena "are now

basically academic, since the

proposal was rejected."
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Proxmire examines effectsof delfJ

By Kyle H. Gray

On Wednesday nighc former

Senator William Proxmire

delivered the Lopal Endowed

Lecture on "The Challenge of

Living Beyond Our Means," in

the Armstrong Theatre. Senator

Proxmire opened the speech by

stating that the United States

faces an "unfinished agenda" in

resolving the economic

problems caused by the

tremendous national debt. Even

though America's five trillion

dollar economy is the largest

and most advanced in the

world, Proxmire cautioned that

the national debt could have

devastating effects on it.

The seventy-three year old

Senator recently retired from

his Wisconsin Senate seat after

serving the slate for thirty-two

years. The high level of voter

approval that Proxmire

experienced in Wisconsin

expanded nationally after 1975

when he introduced his

controversial Golden Fleece

Awards to the public. The

Awards acknowledged wasteful

spending practices within the

federal bureaucracy and

criticized agency programs and

studies that had little practical

value. Proxmire joked with the

audience, regarding an award

given to the National Institute

on Alcohol Abuse and

Alcoholism for funding a study

comparing the effects of tequila

and gin on the aggressiveness of

sunfish, by suggesting that the

agency could have saved money

by substituting the sunfish

with thirsty Colorado College

students.

The humor behind the Golden

Fleece Awards helped to

illustrate Proxmirc's overall

theme concerning the need to

reduce wasteful government

spending and the national debt.

The Senator then outlined the

historical growth of the

federal, household and business

debt in the U.S. The federal

debt grew from $900 billion in

1980 to $2.7 trillion in 1989,

while the consumer debt was $3

trillion and the "King Kong" of

all debtors. Big business had

$4.3 trillion debt in 1989. As

the former chairman of the

Senate Banking Committee,

Proxmire observed first hand

the devastating effect that

Leverage Buyouts had in

perpetuating the debt of

American business and

suggested that regulation of

these buyouts would foster

responsible monetary practices.

Proxmire warned that the

interest incurred on this debt is

growing rapidly and the federal

government can expect to pay

$165 billion in interest alone

this year. Interest is an

"absolutely useless" govern-

mental expenditure that

continues to grow each year and

yet it is the only expenditure

that cannot be cut. Unlike

expenditures for farm subsidies,

Medicare, and aid to the

homeless that can be slashed or

frozen, interest has to be paid

in full each year.

According to Proxmire, the

colossal debt that burdens our

nation can not be alleviated

through inflationary measures

that would artificially reduce

the strain on the economy.

Instead he proposed that the

nation should return to its

Puritanical heritage, and refine

the waste and excess that

hinders the economic efficiency

and competitiveness of

American institutions. By

encouraging responsible self-

regulation within each agency

of government to reform the

inefficiencies of the past, the

institution would reduce its

overall expenditures.

Proxmire also suggested that

debt reduction could be achieved

by increasing taxes or by

cutting governmental spending.

In Proxmire's opinion the

urgency of the debt crisis called

for the reduction of military

expenditures. Only through a

mutual and verifiable agreement

to reduce conventional military

expenditures with the Soviet

Union, would such a reduction

take place. The apparent

consensus on both sides that a

nuclear war can't be won gives

each nation the incentive to

reduce the present rate of

military build-up. By comply-

ing, each nation would receive

an infusion of new capital to

address pressing economic and

social problems (i.e. the

national debt).

In concluding his speech

Proxmire criticized the

irresponsibility of past

members of Congress and

presidential administrations for

approving large budget-deficits

without taking into account the

serious economic repercussions

OVER
$100 MILLION

SERVED
When it comes

to educational

lending, nobody

in Colorado does

it better than

United Bank.We've

given out more

than $100 million

in student loans to

more than 35,000

students— making

us the largest lender

in the Rocky Mountain region.

That experience means we can

make the loan process easier and

offer lots of choices. We can help

with all the government loans, such

as Stafford (formerly GSL), PLUS

and SLS loans.

We've even created a loan espe-

cially for families overqualified

for government

programs. An
Educational

Equity
TU

loan lets

you use your

home's equity to

pay for college—

and still get flexi-

ble payment plans

like the govern-

ment loans offer.

To get started,

call and ask for our free Guide to

Getting College Money. It comes com-

plete with applications and explanations

of all the loans available.

So call the Education Bank at

1-800-527-6859 and ask for your

free College Money kit today! When

it comes to money for students, we've

got more to give.

Free Guide to Getting College Money!

Call 1-800- J27-68J9 today.

t=l

United Bank

The^SKT^nBank
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iSenotor William Proxrr

that our nation faces tl

Proxmire believes thaj

entire nation should

responsibility for this final

debacle by acting now in]

to protect the future livclj

of our grandchildren,

nation, by making

economic sacrifices in thl

few years to reduce the
j

will insure the well-1

future Americans.
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Senator fields wi<

range of question^

By Thorn Federle

C.C. Professors Andrew

Dunham of the Political Science

Department and William Wcida

of the Economics Department

joined former U.S. Senator Bill

Proxmire in a question and

answer session to follow up the

Senator's lecture Wednesday

evening. The Thursday-at-

Eleven event took place in front

of a nearly packed Packard

auditorium.

Professor Dunham started Uie

wide range of questioning by

commenting on the amount of

wasteful spending in the

government and asking about its

relationship to our huge budget

deficit. Senator Proxmire

responded that in a nation such

as ours an enormous amount of

spending is needed. When
spending is in the billions of

dollars it is difficult to audit

and thus to avoid waste. Like so

many of our leaders and

experts, the senator was unclear

about a solution for our deficit

problem. However, he did

stress waste reduction as a

needed improvement

Responding to Professor

Wcida's question of whether the

president should have the

ability to spend and not spend

as he sees fit, the Senator said

that he favored a line-item veto

capability for the president that

would enable him/her to cut

specific items from a proposed

bill. This he argues would fight

waste in spending. Items of

legislation lacked on a bill by a

legislator in the interest of his

or her home state rather than

that of the nation could be cut

by the president. By cutting

tacked on "pork" items, bills

would be more cost efficient.

Professor Dunham then

changed the subject to the

Senator's career. He note*

the Senator was known

who had not followed

Washington rule that "one

go along to get along

asked if the Senator In

that he would have been

successful had he paid

attention to this rule.

Senator replied in advi

aspiring young politician

one is "more effective i

long run if he/she vole

merit not for 'good ole

whom you wish to win ov

The issue of the Vicui;

was raised next. The S^

admitted that he had m;

mistake in supporting die

He said that at the tiraj

believed that the U.S. was

in giving technical assisian]

Vietnam and in their desi

help the South Victnai

fight communism. The mi

he believed was that the

"exaggerated their showe

the number of people

oppose intervention

Nicaragua."

A question from the aiid

concerning the creation
<j

European community in I

followed. The Sej

commented on the nj

ethnicity of Europe and Pi

this as the reason that Eiul

new unity would not P<|

serious economic threat 19

U.S. .1
The session ended WW

Senator stating his behej

the world can enjoy PI

through strength. He sum

that the U.S. would be <M

off in general if the mij

were reduced. HoweveiM

stressed that this red*

must be done response*

that the U.S. mainiaii>l

capability of '" sl9
destroying its enemy- *W
enemy maintains this sn
too, peace will be secured-
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Lurer Dirk Dykes Treasurer Bob Zierman

arth Week arrives
jy Arden Trewartha

Fiji Volleyball Tournament

this Saturday » Sunday t2\00 Noon
SegvatraMon Saturday »l 11;00«m

tan dollar* par taam " Coma, and Rac. taagua

At! proceeds go to the Brian Rosenberger

Memorial Scholarship Fund

travel together,

ygers on a little

pp, dependent on its

,„ble reserves of air and

ill
committed for our own

to iis security and peace;

tied from annihilation

ty
the care, the work, and

\it we give our fragile

Adlai Stevenson

J environmental movement

irown since Stevenson's

speech to the United

,is.
However, with the

| of the movement, the

I of problems has

»ed so much that today

in danger of loosing our

pie craft". Between

forest destruction and

warming, ozone

eiion and nuclear

lilalion, even President

proclaims himself an

inmenlalist.

environmental movement

iaining strength as the

ul

problems hit closer to home.

The change in American

consciousness can be seen in the

produce departments of grocery

stores, in the rising protests

over pesticides and irradiation,

and in the media coverage and

concentration on environmental

issues. As Eric Sevaried

proclaimed the first official

Earth Day, April 22nd 1970;

"A Green Revolution is taking

place, this is Earth Day-The

Beginning.".

Earth Day-The Beginning has

likewise grown into a

nationwide Earth Week-The

Return April 17-22, 1989. The

original brainchild of The

Earthhouse, Earth Day has

grown to Earth Week,

encompassing ENACT and over

50 students, faculty and

administration in its planning.

The Colorado College is the

base for the city wide event.

Like the original Earth Day

1970, Earth Week promotes "an

awareness and celebration of the

Earth beginning with the

campuses." Earth Week serves

to expose the campus and

community to environmental

issues, opportunities,

philosophy, music, and more.

The Colorado College has

always taken a somewhat

tentative approach to

environmcntalism. With

increased interest on campus in

environmental classes,

envrionmentally oriented theme

houses, and environmental

majors. Earth Week hopes to

catapult C.C. into "The Green

Revolution."

Keep an eye out for Earth

Week and events April 17-22,

the first week of Block 8. As

Adlai Stevenson said back in

1969, we must work for our

"fragile craft."

Y EARS AHEA D

HAIR DESIGN

15% DISCOUNT WITH C.C. ID

with an additional 10% off all professional

perms and highlights

Tanning Package available with Perm or Highlight ONLYI

FREE CONSULTATIONS

118 N. Tejon Suite 301 (Above Old Chicago)

635-5552

j Tth Week events

lllDAY, APRIL 17th

to Quad: 2:00 p.m.--Sunset, BAND; sale of Earth Day teeshtrts,

"-suckersand cups , . .

«CommonRoom:8:0Opjn.—*DavidBrower,founderandchair-

i of Friends of the Earth, past president of Sierra Club, Keynote

Ian

Sen

Sera

ladi

he?

SDAY, APRIL 18th

Her Quad: 2:00 p.m.—Sunset, BAND; sale of Earth Day teeshirts

ii| ferstickcrs and cups

its Common Room: 7:00 pjn.—*Paul Watson, founder of Green-

land Sea Shcpart Society, Keynote speaker

The Student Development Committee salutes the

individuals and Colorado Springs area merchants

who supported Dialogue '89 with quality prizes.

We Thank You!

,we 1NESDAY, APRIL IStttt

F.S.Room:12:00nOon—Amy Svetnick.C.U. Boulder Acttytst will

EARTH HRST! film and lead a discussion on student activism

to Quad: 2:00 p.m.—Sunset, BAND; sale of Earth Day teeshirts..

Wickers and cups

Jlord Hall; 7:00 pjn.—RickMedrick and Judd Smith, Boulderand

wDeepEcologlstswill tead atalk on Deep Ecology

SSDAY, APRIL 20th
tS,RoomJ2;30p.m.-^-Mtateo,editorofEnvironmentalnBws-

i»
HighCountryNewswillleadaialkon-ReaUsdcApproachesiDuie

at u mmenialMovement"and"EnvironraentalJoumaIism": bring your

will ifer Quad: 2:00 pjn.—Sunset. BAND; sale of Earth Day teeshms,

=lic ' a slickersand cups

» 1: 7:00 p.m.—*William W, Kellog, retired senior scientistfrom

> will speakon Global Warming, Keynote Speaker

4Y, APRIL 21st

met Quart 11:30 a.m.-Sunset, EARTH FESTIVAL: tables with

auativos from Pikes Peace and Justice Commission, Malachite

I farm School, NCAR, COP1RG, EARTH FIRST!, Sierra Club,

'Peace Action, Audaboo Society, Green Party, Rainforest Action

P (R.A.G.), Student Conservation Association (SCA), Colorado

8 Beautiful Association, NOLS and more.

David Armstrong
Arvonne Binkero
Buck Blessing
Martha Booth
Boulder Street Gallery

Breckenridge Ski Resort
Brad Buetow
PamBuick .

Richard D. Chamberlain
Chinook Bookstore
Catherine Clore

.

Coaltrain Wine and Liquor

The College Pharmacy
College Shoe Shop
Colorado College Bookstore

Colorado College Library

Colorado College Physical Plant

Colorado Springs Symphony
Frank Colton
Concept Restaurants
Prof. Owen Cramer
Crested Butte Ski Resort

Prof. Tom Cronin
The Donut Mill

Robert J. Dunne
Fine Arts Center
Dean David Finley

Joy Fritz

Kris Fisher
Mary Gessley

Griffis/Blessing

Jule Haney
Prof. Walter Hecox
Chris Hein
Prof. David Hendrickson
Janice Herron
Margaret Hillman

Prof. Richard Hilt

The Hilton Inn

Honnen Ice Rink
Charla Huckabay
The Hungry Farmer
Durelle Jones
Prof. Harold Jones

Josh and John's

Becky Kensinger
King Soopers
KRCC

Knit One
Lane Supply Co.
Marriott Food Service

Prof. Robert McJimsey
Laurel McLeod

Kevin and Vaughan McTernan
Carole Mills

. ,

Shannon Dillard Mitchell

Jeani Muhonen
Patricia Munson
Nancy Nish
Jo Ann Orsborn
The Pampered Palate

Paradise Yogurt
Shirley Paterson

Patsy's Candy Kitchen

Payless Shoe Store

Paul's Flowers
Peppertree Restaurant

Peterson's Partyland

Prof. Joe Pickle

Pie In The Sky Restaurant

Pizza Plus
Plaza of the Rockies
Lorraine Pluemer
Poor Richard's Feed and Read
Purgatory Ski Resort

The Prof. Edge in Word Processing

Pyramide Imports

Carl Reed
Dr. Judith Reynolds

Prof. Horst Richardson

Rocky Mountain Chocolate Factory

President Gresham Riley

Judith R. Roorda
Sue Buell-Schoenman
TheSkiHaus
Skodack & Turner Gifts & Flowers

Elizabeth Stanton

Richard Storey

Beverly Stowell

Student Development Committee

Super Saver Cinema
Tejon Frames
Nancy Wolf
Bonnie Ximines
Barbara Yalich

|
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Your Laundry!!!

WASHED
DRIED

FOLDED
,., Dependable Service

At A Price You'll Love!

(1(1)
Laundry

Cleaners

Mm per

^g^ pound

with CC ID

exp April 15th

West German dignitary discus*

implications of EEC in 1992

By Don Strasburg

The Catalyst is looking for writers to cover campus

events and conduct interviews. Interested? Call 2675

Hastings Prize

for an Essay on Religion

Die Religion Department will award the Hastings

Prize (a cash award) for the best essay(s) in the

philosophical understanding of religion.

Essays may be of any length, but must be

typed. While essays may have been written

for a course, or prepared specifically for

this competition, they must address some

aspect of religion reflectively. Previous

winners have included essays in comparative

religion, ethics, and theological analysis.

All entries must be submitted to the Armstrong

Secretarial Office by 5:00 p.m. April 17, 1989.

Questions can be referred to Professors Douglas

Fox or Joseph Pickle.

On April 5, a relatively

small group of approximately

twenty people were privileged

to hear a lecture/discussion

concerning the European

Economic Community (EEC).

The lecture was given by Karl

T. Paschke, the West German

Minister of the

Plenipotentiary, at the German

House (the Max Kade House).

Pashckc also gave lectures at

the Air Force Academy and

UCCS, he seemed delighted by

the small, informal and

pleasant surroundings.

The EEC has a scheduled

target date of January 1st,

1993. As of Wednesday the

members of the EEC are France,

West Germany, England,

Ireland, Italy, Belgium,

Luxembourg, The Netherlands,

Denmark, Greece, Spain and

Portugal. Other countries such

as Austria or possibly Norway

may enter the community soon.

The objective of 1/1/93 is as

Paschke said, "for people,

goods, services and capital to

move freely through the worlds

largest single market." The

EEC will incorporate over 300

million people into one

community, far surpassing the

United Slates' population.

Paschke traced the beginnings

of a united Europe to the

Marshall plan. A plan intended

to rebuild Europe, create new

American export buyers, block

the spread of communism and

eventually create a united

Europe. Seriously conceiving of

a free united Europe in the

1940's was a new and bold idea

considering Europe's
tumultuous history.

Paschke discussed the

problem of American
apprehension. He noted that,

although sometimes at odds,

the nations of Western Europe

are America's closest allies,

they therefore take American

public (i.e. media and political

apprehension) quite seriously.

Paschke noted that much of the

502 W. Colorado Ave

Lee's Liquor

photo by Andrea

West German Minister of the Plenipotentiary

Paschke captivated his audience last Wednesda\
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media is quite skeptical about

the EEC. Many have refened to

post 1993 Europe as "The

Fortress Europe." He devoted a

good deal of time to this

problem in order to stem our

fears.

Paschke noted the past

recognizable failures of

protectionism. He stated that

Europe and especially West

Germany would have absolutely

nothing to gain from a

protectionist war over the

Atlantic. West Germany's

economy is the strongest in

Western Europe and they are

highly export oriented. Their

strong economy denotes

decision making power. Their

need to export across the

Atlantic and their political

strength led Paschke to state

West Germany would never

permit protectionist policies.

In attacking the fortress

theory he mentioned that

almost all of the major U.S.

companies already have factories

inside the common markeL

would benefit in the!

regulation of trade.

Pashke saw the poll

domination of the United r

over Western Europe as a L

problem. He feels that wil

advent of the common ni

their relations will bccoml

of equals. He also alludj

the idea that the EEC!

simplify many diplor]

affairs. In many cases, irJ

of dealing with twelve si

the U.S. will only have tdf

with one, the EEC.

Paschke discussed only I

of the problems the Eurl

diplomats must solve!

mentioned unbalanced inlf

between states and

economic, cultural and

differences. He is wl

heartedly optimistic that!

problems will be overcorrl

such measures as a Eutfl

central bank and eventuaj

common currency.

Students debate expressions of free speefl

520 - 9907

To All Our Valued CC Customer^
5% Discount to all with CC. ID

We have a new 16-gal. keg at $29.99

If you have a Party please call on us!

Large Assortment of new Wine Available

We Love to Have your Business
and we are very friendly!

Thank you for your patronage!

Marianne and Family

We also promote responsible drinking
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received death threats right here

in America. "There is a sensor

inside each of us, waiting to get

out," concluded Page, and how
we deal with this urge to

sensor determines the extent of

freedom in our society."

"The First Amendment is the

support in structuring and

preserving a democracy," said

Riley, "It allows people to

discuss and think freely in a

place like Colorado College, a

freedom that very few people

enjoy that many people in other

parts of the world..." An
audience member then asked

what Riley would do if a group

of students wanted to charter a

KKK group on campus. Panel

member Paul Levine, president

of CCCA, responded that no

group could be chartered that

was not open to the student

body as a whole or was partisan

in a religious or political

nature; but such a group could

be recognized, a lower status

than chartered. Riley then said

that he would recognize a KKK
group as long as it did not

endanger buildings from
activities such as cross-burning

or physically threaten other

students. As long as a KKK
organization qualified under the

CCCA criteria, said president

Riley, he would recognize it.

Like the flag, a debate

erupted over the nature of

symbo!s--to some, the swastika

represents and promotes

violence towards a minority.

Should we, as a society that

supports minorities, allow

public display of this symbol?

One participant pointed out that

while the swastika was only a

symbol, some people are caused

actual physical pain and

suftering when confronted by

it. Education and discussion,

said several people, are the

appropriate tools to work

towards resolving differen|

definitions of free speech.

The Kappa Sigma news|

debate arose often,

individuals presenl

explanations and condemns

of the newsletter and oi

individual who publicly pi

it. The debate seemed cenj

less on the content oj

newslelter-which appjj

offensive to many present!

more on the coniexll

information was taken ml

Kappa Sigs felt thai I

private, in house metnoj

humor, it was acceptable,

«

like a private joke. Asl

speaker put it, the pr°|

arises when private h|

becomes public, as
J

President Reagan comma

"We launched missiles at k1

five minutes ago," not r«»T

that the microphone wa|

One Kappa Sigma said, I

have to ask yourself «"
J

hurt most by the le»er |
smeared all over camp"*

girl mentioned or the Hou*
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unino's Pizza feeds
ti-abortion appetite
VANTAGE POINT

n its start in 1958, Domino's Pizza has

i into one of the largest, most popular, and .

oiown pizza delivery services in the nation.

inly millions of procrastinating college

nts have been instrumental to this success

! Catalyst staff thus finds it ironic that its

der Tom Monaghan, has decided to donate

sands of dollars to pro-life advocates He

this despite the knowledge that much of his

.ms clientele clearly believes women - not the

emment - must be the ones to decide

ther to have an abortion.

C students need to know how companies

I support use their funds. Just as more and _ ... * .... .

e CC. students are beginning to boycott

»panies doing business in South Africa and o U|n„ faCtioilS HlllSt reCOIlClle
Lnies slaughtering dolphins to produce tuna, MllOKlIl^ ldCUUiia *

Catalyst urges students who believe in pro-
MENTARY/By Jonatha„ McMurray

iice to boycott Domino's Pizza.
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Eonsibility of the purchaser

It
seems that no matter where To alleviate this difretencebctween

I wander, I always wind up the two factions many restaurant

face-to-face with cancer owners have been forced to offer

sticks emitting toxic fumes- both smoking and nonsmoking

searching for apairofhealthy lungs sections. Unfortunately, many res-

todestroy
taurants seem to be without proper

Take.forexample.alypicaleve- ventilation systems to remove the

ninginyourfriendlyneighborhood smoke before it creeps over the

to You arrive in search of aqual- booths and glides slealthtly across

ity evening, accompanied by live the restaurant to hop into my pan-

Is* and good company. In a cakes an ruin my metd before I can

milter of minutes the air has be- utter a word of protest,

"on so Sale and virtually un- Some states have passed laws

Stable that you tad yourself which have prohibited smoking vn

cnTwlingacrossLnoormakinga public buildings and on pubhc

betunetowardsmedoor.Thereis transportatton. Greyhound buses

ol so much you can take before are, in a relative sense, mostcom-

youaTkyourselfwheUierornotit foriable in die states of Idaho

L won* me incessant gasping and Washington, Oregor
,

and Umh

longing for pure oxygen to have a where local laws prohibit smok-

!Zt . e
ing.Ofcourse,yousUllhavetorub

^ere^ppeamobean informa- shoulders with greasy strangers and

uoTgapTtween smokers and count the milcposts as they pass

nonsmokers For those of us who through your field of vision,

still tave a pair of healthy lungs msoddthauheworldhas^ten

and working tastebuds. it really tolhepointof catering to ham.ful

d"ttS where one chooses to habits. Before you know .he

ShtuT It is true that some things hostess will approach your party

dfSoer^ with a smokey fla- and inquire, "InUavcno*,

or no -

vor but who can really say that intravenous, please? or Co

dte^enjoysmokedsaladorsmoked cainated or no-coca,na ed? .

SM— -sureyouthatl ^*-£*ZL*
do not!

(other than the exile of smokers to

the industrial wastelands of Jersey)

is the establishment of separate res-

taurants, buses, planes, and build-

ings for those who smoke and those

whodo not There could be no inter-

breeding between the two factions

in order to preserve the fragility of

each party ' s existence. Therewould

naturally be espionage and terror-

ism between the two which could

lead to the termination of many

innocent lives.

There is another option.We could

strive for a mutual understanding

bclwecn the groups. One group is

addicted and the addiction is killing

both factions. Training programs

could be set up to help smokers get

through a meal or a night of sex

without having to light up. Smokers

could live a life of luxury with the

money they had saved themselves

from spending on cigarettes. The

TobaccoBrothcrsinNorlh Carolina

would be forced to work for a living

and the Surgeon General would
lose

his popularity; but, in lime, even he

would rindanolherproducton which

to inscribe his warnings.

What is life without sacrifice?

Boring!

UU uui:

risibility of the purchaser.
^

1 # , %r> J141

^u^rTSafideserves appreciation, respect

mm^^^^^^m^^^^^^^^^^* .^xnnol :• 111 )lll ODC

..CRIER/By Jeff Strain

wasshootmgbasketsalone Probab^^^
staff are those who clean and

repair the resident halls.

I can't count the number of

times I've heard students

complain that the bathrooms on

their wings haven't been

cleaned. Many times I've seen

the mess that students expect

to be cleaned up by others. I'm

sick and tired of the lack of

respect students give to other

members of this college.

If any student made a mess

like those I've seen in the

resident hall bathrooms

in front of Mathias a few

weeks ago when a grounds

— new member approached

|He asked if I minded if he shot

* baskets with me. We played

)le games of "Horse" and

J about my thesis and his

4 as a minister. After about a

Jhour, he said he needed to fin-

Itleaning the area.

Is I was alone shooting

pets again, I began to think

'

the support staff at

College. They areido College. They are resmem ...... ^ --

an unappreciated, yet home, thai student would be

N. part of this college, dealing with a couple of irate

parents.

For some reason, students

here believe that since they pay

tuition they are no longer

responsible for cleanliness in

the bathrooms. My guess is

those students believe they're

better than those who fill the

support staff positions. They re

the same students I've heard

mutter racial slurs when they re

told to clean up their own

mess. I'm not in the least bit

sorry to inform those students

that the support staff here has

more character than they will

ever imagine.

In my five years at C.C., t ve

become friends with a lot of

support suff here. They run

this college - thesecreiar.es,

7^get~Td Tcnow

some of the

members of this

college

community
you've always

taken for
granted. ___^_
cleaning staff, security guards,

maintenance crews, mailroom

personnel, and school operators,

to name just a few. I've learned

from them; it's too bad

students don't make the effort

to meet more of them.

Colorado College isn't just

professors, administrators, and

directors. In fact, the besl

reflection of what any

organization is truly like can

be found in the support staff.

Take a minute to shoot a

basket or two, and get lo know

some of the members of this

college community you've

always taken for granted.

You'll sec they deserve a lot

more respect than the students

here have given them.
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Drug war
attacks anti-

American
factions, not

drugs

GUEST COMMENTARY
By Kristin Thomson

The futility of the war on drugs

which Joe Hrbek expressed in last

week's Forum is a feeling many
American c ilizens and government

officials arc trying to understand.

During the last four years, the

American government hasempha-

sized attacking the source. As Mr.

Hrbek expressed, the government

officially blames our drug prob-

lem on the drug-producing coun-

tries, thus attacking the source that

seems the most effective means of

control.

But what he and the majority of

Americans do not realize is the

purposeful inadequacy of the war
against drugs in Latin America.

While government officials claim

to be eradicating drugs by spray-

ing coca crops with toxic herbi-

cides and providing poor Latin

American countries with military

and economic aid for the fight, this

war against drugs is actually awar
against political factions which

jeopardizeAmerican influence and

power. The war against drugs

provides theAmerican government

with an acceptable cloak for more
nefarious and covert political ac-

tivity in Latin America.

Take, for example, the existence

ofUS trained and supported "anti-

drug" forces in Bolivia's Beni

region - one of the world's largest

areas of coca cultivation. The
American troops have been in

Bolivia since 1986, yet these anti-

drug forces have failed to net a

single trafficker. Actually, the

troops could care less about the

coca production. The base in the

Beni serves as a strategic South

American outpost for the deploy-

ment of American troops in the

event of political unrest and insta-

bililty.

Bolivia is only one example of

the symbolic efforts on behalf of

the American government. "Crop
spraying" is often directed not at

coca crops, but at areas where left-

ist insurgents are suspected to in-

habit The American government

is up to its sweaty armpits in cor-

ruption, payoffs and promises of

legal indemnity in an effort to

protect American "democratic"

interests in strategic countries, even

ifitmeans actually facilitatingdrug

production and trafficking.

While the public ponders the ef-

fectiveness of attacking foreign

sources, thegovemment shrugs and

attributes the trouble to the cun-

ning and ingeneuity of Latin

American drug lords. In fact, it is

the American government itself

which maintainsand benefits from

this inadequacy.

So don't think the drug lords are

the ones laughing as they count

theircash. It's the US government
^yhich still has the last laugh, y

In My Opinion

Letters to the Editor

Cossitt Basement
Colorado College

Colorado Springs, CO
80946

that rape which,
opinion, seems ti

Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the address

above. Lettersshouldbenolongerthan400words. TheForum

staff may edit letters for clarity and brevity.

The Catalyst does not accept responsibility for the views

expressed in any letters it receives. It does accept responsibil-

ity for giving them a chance to appear.

Student believes feminists
may contradict their cause
To The Editor:

At ths risk of bringing up an

issue that has been rehashed

extensively, I feel I must
respond to the letter written by
Michelle Chalmers regarding

the latest fraternity scandal.

Ms. Chalmers: I am not

advocating the actions of the

fraternity in question. The
flyer was harmful to those who
were blatantly exploited, but I

also indirectly suffered because

of its content.

The women, however, who
had a problem with the

offensiveness of the excerpts

should have contacted the

source instead of bringing in the

whole C.C. community. This

is (or was) an issue between
you and Kappa Sigma. By
bringing in the masses, you have
hurt others - women in

particular, which seems to

contradict your purpose.

Furthermore, the prospect

Feminist-Kappa Sigma clash
creates more misunderstandings
To The Editor:

"I can't believe it. No, I

guess I can.. .that's what's so

scary about it-"

The Feminist Collective girls

are at it again. Now before

half of the Feminist Collective

is lined up at my door with a

battering ram, I'd like to

comment on the nature of
several of the letters that were
printed in last week's Catalyst
in regard to the Kappa Sigma
newsletter incident.

My problem with the
reactions does not rest in their

general content. It is true that

this type of newsletter hardly

promotes a healthy atmosphere
in male-female relations at

Colorado College, and its

further implications might even
suggest serious discrimination.

No one would even attempt to

deny that the material could
not be taken offensively.

The unfortunate side to this

incident is that it could have
been used beneficially to open
up serious and thoughtful
discussion on a most serious

issue. Instead, a respected
campus organization decided to

play Woodward and Bernstein,

and took the opportunity to not
only become self-righteous, but
to slander C.C. male Greeks as
well - even those of us who had
nothing whatsoever to do with
the incident.

The first line of this letter

was extracted from the
beginning passage of a letter

printed last week which
continued to state, "The
fraternity boys are at it again."
I am nearly twenty years old,
and most of my fraternity
brothers are older than myself.
To be called a boy, let alone by
someone who is only two years
older, is quite derogatory, not
to mention insulting. I am
quite sure that Michelle
Chalmers would not want to be
referred to as a "girl" or a
"chick."

Another letter suggested that

"similar newsletters are
written on a regular basis by
some fraternities." As a

member of Phi Gamma Delta, I

can tell you that a similar
letter never has, and will never
be published in our fraternity,

lust as the members of the

Feminist Collective desire
respect, so do we. The mere
term "frat" (which, believe it

or not, is also a derogatory
term) that was used in a title

heading of a letter, promotes
unnecessary and unwelcomed
connotations as well.

It is clearly unfortunate that

this situation was not dealt
with in an appropriate way.
Instead of resolving a serious
issue that must be dealt with, a
larger gap was created —
simply paving the way for
future, perhaps even worse,
misunderstandings between two
very influential groups at
Colorado College.

Michael C. Gross

Grad speaker selection rigged

To The Editor:

I am confused and upset.

Last week when I made my
selection for senior speaker, I

was unaware that the majority

of the applicants were not on
the ballot. Assuming that

those presented on the ballot

were the only people who
applied for the position, I made
a choice. I was not alone in

this assumption. It is insulting

and embarrassing to be forced

into making an uninformed
choice.

Why was there an
intermediary process of
screening that excluded a dozen
well-qualified student leaders

I

from the ballot? Not
were these app|j

c
personally denied a chance in

elected, but Max Taylor and
committee also prohibited
entire senior class
opportunity to choose a Cl
speaker for representation'

our graduation. This
is

outrage.

I don't know if this u„
procedure can be reversed

hopefully there will 'JH
revaluation of the

sclcctinJP

process so that the applic!M,
and senior class of 1990 Wf
not be as unfairly informed M-
represcnted as we were. "

'

Julie Slot

n your

be the

cornerstone of fraternities, is

not merely outrageous -- it is

insane. How dare you infer

that becoming a member of any
fraternal organization is to

instigate rape? Rape is not an

act of sex ~ rape is an act of

violence. Not once in my four

years at The Colorado College

have I seen a Kappa Sigma, or

any fraternity member for that

matter, engage in an act of

violence against a female.

I suggest that you
exterminate the extra copies of
the newsletter that "are

available through [you] or

through the Feminist
Collective" and evaluate your
organization closely to see if

you are fighting for the rights

of women or unwittingly

contradicting your cause.

Molly Reeves WEfcE DOING EVERYTHING WE CAN TO 6£T
OURSELVE-...ER....THE ENVIRONMENT CLEAN.'

Legalized drugs offe

solution to drug war
To The Editor:

So Joe Hrbek thinks
mandatory widespread drug
testing is the answer to our
national drug problem
(Catalyst, March 31, 1989).
This mentality is dangerous and
counterproductive, and will not
help curb the demand for

illegal drugs.

It is absolutely futile to try

to legislate morality.
Prohibition was a prime
example of this. The
government tried to eliminate
arguably the most dangerous
drug ever created - alcohol -

and failed miserably.
Prohibition only served to make
alcohol production highly
profitable, thereby bringing the

Mafia and other criminal
elements into the game. Hrbek
complains of the drug lords of
Columbia; yet his plan only
continues to enrich these
people, just as Prohibition
played right into the hands of
the Mafia.

Ideally, it would be best for
society if we could eliminate
alcohol, a drug which has
ruined countless millions of
lives. And ideally, it would be
beneficial to eliminate the
illegal drugs so popular today.
But people will do whatever
they want to their own bodies
and will resent any government
"parenting."

The only logical solution is

to legalize illegal drugs,

like alcohol, put our fedcra

tax dollars into drug a

alcohol education,
expensive and usele

enforcement. Granted, soi

people would be hurl :

legalization, but the violf

crime and hypocrisy of dlegi

drugs would be wiped

Gang killings in our cities, dru

lords, eleven year-old eras

dealers, terrorism in Soi

America — all this would

gone. Moreover, the conirol|

sale of drugs would

The only logic\

solution is

legalize drugs.

massive tax revenues and hi

pay off our staggering deficit

The drug situation calls f

intelligent, gutsy solulifll

instead of police-state/9

Brother action. Legalization!

drugs would end drug-rela]

crimes; it is as simple as I

I've yet to see crazed

murderous Jack Daniels I

Schaefer "dealers" ... I wolll
l

why?
Craip Hcaeoj

More "Letters I
the Editor" can b|

found on page 8.
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ISCOURSE
[dis'kors] n. communication of ideas, information, etc.; ability to reason.

Should all students wishing to live

(off campus be allowed to do so?
PRO

1 Peter Montesano and Will Gadd

r

^As students begin the annual quest of figuring out where they want to^

live next year, the question of why C.C. doesn't allow just anyone to

move offcampus again arises. The College bills itself as a "residential

college;" it believes students can learn much from living on campus for

at least three years. But, "dorm life" and cafeteria food soon become old

tostudentswhoquickly realize they can learn more by living in "the real

world." Who is right? Should all students be allowed to live off

Wampus?

A

APARTMENT

FOR RENT
598-9190

he Colorado College has a legiti-

mate obligation to fill the avail-

able dorm space. Consequently

the college usually denies stu-

nts off-campus living permission until

Isir senior year. This regressive policy is

ore suited for the Air Force Academy.

Students should be required to live in a

jjrmitory their first year in order to learn to

jve with others, become familiar with C.C.

lid its expectations, and establish social

Anything beyond this first year,

lowever, is often counterproductive.

During their sophomore year, students

ocrease their involvement in campus or-

anizations, participate in higher level

lasses, and begin contemplating a major -

illwhile they are stuck in an atmosphere not

jonducive to seriousness.

Anyone who tries to spend weekends

ludyinginadorm understand this. Coupled

vi Ji the library's minimal hours, students

|l resentment toward the college for re-

aricting theiracadem ic endeavors and treat-

ug them as immature individuals. By the

mior year, the obligation to reside in a

brmitory is definitely detrimental to indi-

KJual growth.

Additionally, the off-campus application process seems somewhat random. The school

rill grant sophomores permission because of "dietary restrictions" or other more mys-

oious grounds, while denyingjuniors with seniority. This lack of sensitivity, again, fosters

rcsentment toward the institution.

The restrictive nature of the food service compounds the frustration. Marriott seems to

lave worked miracles, but, in its cheapest form, the meal plan makes students incredibly

subject to a limited menu and often inconvenient hours.

The base of this issue fundamentally lies in how much control the college should have

jver students' lives. If the college's role is to educate and prepare students for the "real

rorld," then sophomores and juniors should not be mandated to live in dormitories.

However, if the school regards its role as preserving a "nest-egg" environment and babysit-

g, the adminstration should extend the policy that made Slocum dry and re-institute

arfews and dating rules.

Colleges exist to educate. And in light of the existing drive to move off-campus, the

ge should take advantage of the situation and promote self-accountability among its

indents. The presentcampus living conditions offer little potential to reverse the trend, and

bus the college should look toward reducing dorm space; leveling Slocum and Loomis

rffers exciting prospects. Regardless, the present system fosters resentment toward the

istitution and inhibits maturation. _^_

CON
by Addison Deihl

N

Does life in the residence hall direct students to off-campus living?

photos by Gwyn Mauritz

ot unlike many liberal arts col-

leges, Colorado College in-

cludes the residential life con-

cept as an integral part of its

educational philosophy.

A residential campus is one in which a

majority of the school's students, and some-

times faculty, live together in the campus

environment. It is designed to extend the

intellectual and academic climate to the

students' living areas. This is done in hopes

of providing each student the opportunity to

participate in the well-rounded education a

liberal arts college strives for.

Accepting an offer of admission to the

College is commiting oneself to this school's

ideals of a liberal arts education. Implicit is

the responsibility ofunderstanding that resi-

dential life is a significant component of

campus life - that every student will spend

his or her first three years on campus and

only as a senior may exercise the freedom

to live off campus. Tho College docs not

conceal this information, or even disguise it

when first year students are being recruited.

In fact, residential life is such an important

clement of the overall educational experi-

ence, it is given significant attention in the publications of the Admissions Office.

Within this framework, the Office of Residential Life is sometimes able to grant off-

campus status toa limited number ofjuniors and sophomores. At the same lime. Residential

Life must maintain adequate occupancy in its halls in order to meet its budgetary needs and

honor its commitment to building a strong, residential program. The College loses money

when it does not fill all available housing on campus. Indeed, allowing everyone to move

off-campus can only lead to increased tuition.

...every student will spend his or her first three years on campus and

only as a senior may exercise the freedom to live off campus. The

College does not conceal this information, or even disguise it...

That alljuniors and sophomores who request to liveoffcampus will be granted such status

is never guaranteed. The size of the next first-year class, and the number of seniors

exercising their privilege to live off campus both contribute to the probabilities of juniors

or sophomores being granted off-campus status.

It is unrealistic to expect that every student who desires to live offcampus will be granted

such a privilege. However, without dismantling the philosophy of residential life, the

College is still able to offer some students that chance.

fery person who wants to

°ff campus should have the
' lo do so - except for

year students. Living in a
is a great experience for a

int just entering college.

Lori Johnson, Senior

I think people should be able

to live wherever they want If

certain people don't like living

in the dorms, they shouldn't be
forced to live in them.
Improving the dorms might
make students want to live in

them more. I do believe all

first-year students should live

in dorms regardless.

Carl Levy, First-Year

It would be nice for everyone

to be granted off-campus
housing. But if the dorms don't

fill up, the prices of room and
board will increase for everyone

else.

Kathy Lance, First-Year

I think students from their

sophomore year on should have

the option to live off campus.

There are areas of life that

people arc not exposed to while

living in a dorm. Living on

campus for three or four years

keeps students from learning to

budget time and money
effectively. Plus, the food on

campus gels very old after

awhile; you can only eat so

much vegetable medley.

Mark Scoggins, Senior

I feel it is important lo

preserve Ihe "close" atmosphere

which we gain by living

together on campus. If

everyone were granted off-

campus housing, we would lose

the friendly familiarity which

we now share. By eliminating

this environment, we would

also limit our chances to make
new friends and meet more

diverse people.

Paige Neifcrt, Sophomore
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We Salute:
Frederic Abell

Jennifer Adamo
Brian Ash

Daniel Beale

Lisa Beyer

Tulio Browning

Ellen Calhoun

William Carroll

Elizabeth Chase

Thomas Cramer

Karen Dickenson

Tom Doud
Kendia Egge

Laura Finley

Andrew Gardner

Mark Gilmore

Anne Abing Wendy Abrams

Cate Alexander Rich Arthur

Laura Barros David Baylis

Rachel Belcher Troy Benavidez

Bryan Bredehoeft Brian Brown

David Burstein David Byron

William Campbell Kevin Carroll

Christina Chamberlain

Tim Coit Melissa Collins

Jennifer Daley

Ross Dohrmann

Mark Douglas

Paul Ferrehi

Lisa Foltz

Jennifer Gessner

Caryn Daus

Andrew Dorsey

Cydney Dundon

Lisa Fine

Ellen Furness

John M. Gillis

Aloison Gromme Dave Greenwald

Gretchen Haegele Jen Hatgi

Amy Heneberry Honey Hogan

Stephen Gottesfeld Scott Gorthy

Kyle Gray

Laura M. Healy

Shawn Holt

Garrett T. Ito

Matt Karzen

Gloria Krzoski

Dave Leonard

Suzanne Louden

Donna Howland Sarah C. Hoyt

Jill Johnson John Kantner

Allison Knopf John Korhumel

Will Ladd Suzanne Leahy

Marcy Litvak Christine Lloyd

Andrew Masterman Jean Halley Maxfield

Jeanne McFarland Patricia McLaughlin
MaraleeMcVean Sarah Mears David Mellman

Timothy I. Metz Peter Montesano Beth Mullins

Jennifer Murphree Matt Neuhoff Melissa Oakes

Margaret O'Brien Jon-Mark Patterson Scott Pankoff

Susan Pitts Derek Pizzey Michelle Privat

Damien Raffa Molly Reeves David Reid

J. Scott Robertson Mike Ruppenthal Sebastian Suhl

Marc-Simon Sagal Eric Savlin Mark Scoggins

Anna Shortt Elizabeth Skelton James Snell

Gretchen Smith Kimberly Squires Susie Speckman

Nelson Stevens Kirsten Stewart Brian Storey

Julie Sussman Sandy Tadken Wayne Thomas
Gail D. P. Thorns Richard Van Noy Dane Vermillion

David Wagner Kathryn Watt Margo Weisz

George Wilmer Timothy Wirth Gheda Gayou
Maro Zagoras

for participating in the CLASS OF '89 ANNUAL
FUND CAMPAIGN! The first phase of the Senior
Class Campaign is complete and now the '89 Senior
Class Agents strive to "Keep the Drive Alive" and
aim for 89% participation!!

Remember, it's the number of Seniors who participate

in the Annual Fund that counts. Your $1, $5, $10+
directly benefits Colorado College in supporting

programs like financial aid, scholarships, library books
and department supplies.

Join the CLASS OF '89 ANNUAL FUND CAMPAIGN
- pick up a pledge card at Worner Center Desk today, as
'89 Rocks the Annual Fund!!!

A Senior Class Donor Recognition Celebration

(PARTY!)
will be held in May for all Seniors who contribute
to the Annual Fund - the level of the celebration
will be directly related to the level of participation!

89% in '89!!!

Feminists, Kappa Sigs prove immature
To The Editor:

Hats off to both the Kappa
Sigs and the Feminist
Collective! Why do I mention

two so different groups in the

same sentence? Because they

both displayed a tremendous

lack of taste, subtlty, and
maturity in a really short lime.

First, the Kappa Sigs. In a

lime of increased scrutiny on

the Greek system, Ihey confirm

and legitimize the criticism

heaped on the Greeks. More
profoundly, however, their

newsletter degraded and
offended women and die entire

college community. The
newsletter proved counter-

productive at best, offensive

and degrading at worst.

Next, the Feminist
Collective: they have in their

now all-too-familiar disregard

for subtlty and taste, created a

useless brew-ha-ha. True the

Kappa Sigs did screw up

royally, but is it really

necessary to broadcast the trash

for all to be offended by? Why
not confront them personally

and demand an apology? Or

would that be too tasteful and

mature? In their incredible

synthesis of righteous
indignation and paranoia, the

Feminist Collective brought to

the public eye an issue that has

been publicized ad-nauseum.

The issues at hand do warrant

attention and concern. The
Kappa Sigs obviously offended

sensibilities and taste. The
issue of female degradation is

of the utmost importance.

Things like the intra-ha

newsletter bear out the noi
latent prejudices and opi„j

held by our own and i

societies. No one denies
ihji

However, the Fem
j,

Collective yet again
iniij

confrontation. One
think that by now they »
have learned that

su
confrontation does nothing

offend the people they

trying to reach.

The eye for an eye menial
died with the Babyli

Let's see if we can put
highly priced and regar,

Colorado College education!

some productive use.
I [M

it's time for all of us to
g,

up.

Brendan Beni

"Choosing everything" denies sexual respect

To The Editor:

Something frightens me about

the breezy tone Eric Yarnell

takes in his piece "Bisexuality

invites variety to bed" (March
31, 1989, insight).

Says Yarnell, "One way to

break out of the manacles that

society has so covertly set up
for us is to make a statement

through sexuality ... I find that

one of the best ways to break

out ... is by choosing
everything." To Yarnell,

sexuality is a plaything to be
explored and experienced in

multiple variations for its own
sake — like a deluxe box of

Legos. To him, society's taboos

are barriers to creativity and
freedom.

While Yarnell makes society

out to be an oppressive "them"
that handcuffs his freedom, I

would argue that society is the

result of contingent choices

made in the context of a long

tradition by real people — like

Yarnell's own ancestors. Our
cultural assumptions are not

determined and imposed by a

secret cabal of boring,

heterosexual white males
secretly meeting biannually in

Antarctica; they are the result

of lengthy cultural experience -

- the product of human
existence over generations. In

short, there may be reasons for

the taboos and proscriptions

Yarnell airily dismisses.

We must redefine ourselves

within tradition; what was
good before isn't necessarily so

today. Nevertheless, our
ancestors weren't just trying to

keep their descendants from
having a good time. They were

trying to protect themselves

and their posterity from excess,

from an "anything goes"
morality that erodes stable

society. The point of taboos is

that one must have restraint.

We should explore and
cherish our sexuality with

reverence and respect. We
should not treat it as a toy. We
should work to make our
sexuality part of an integrated

life in which we raise stal

loving families and contribrf

to civil society. We should

glorify sexuality in itself

follow it wherever it leads

reduce it to "making
statement."

I am not attacking any idea!

sexuality that deviates from

heterosexual norm I share w]

most of the population.

know many gay and lesbi

people who have great

for their sexuality and :

with its implications much lie!

I do. I object to Yarne]

shallow understanding

cavalier treatment of

beautiful component of t

humanity - a gift from God

that deserves our respect.

To Yarnell's call, "Let
(

supposed freedom we have

America extend to sexuality.J

respond with the words

Tacitus (himself a champion

strong families and cil

virtue): "License, which fofl

call liberty."

Jon-Mark C. Pattcrsffl

C.C. needs action-oriented classes
To The Editor:

This Monday, an article

appeared in the education
section of the Gazette
Telegraph describing Gresham
Riley's involvement in the
revitalization of a national
youth service.

The young people involved in

this service would "perform
the millions of unfilled jobs in

the nation's schools, hospitals,

shelters, forests, inner city

streets...," and might receive

government vouchers for
college education, home
mortgages or job training. The
idea sounds promising, and it is

good to know that the president
of our college is working to
encourage social responsibility.

Yet, I look around the
Colorado College campus and I

see that the little social
responsibility lying within us
is overwhelmed by enormous
post-graduation pressures. A
pervasive attitude exists that

college is the last time we will

ever have so much fun,

friendship, and financial
security. The post-graduation
world is hard and
unsympathetic; there will be
few people to rely upon for
support.

students. If Riley wishes to

combat the "Me" altitude here

at C.C, he should encourage
graduates to use their education

to pursue real social change
rather than a six-digit salary.

While we can see members of

the Peace Corps in Worner
Center and can take advantage

of the Career Center's facilities

to find productive social work,
we arc not actively encouraged

to do this by the College's

administration.

Visible and audible support is

the most obvious first step, and
the process must begin with
the first year at school. The
goals of social work and those

of education need not be
separate. We are taught the

history of social injustices, yet

little attention is paid to

possible cures of those
problems. Perhaps a specific

major should be created for

those interested in being trained

to help our world. Some
courses could be offered with

an emphasis on action rather

than analysis.

Yes, this would give our
education a more political

slant. But for all the assumed
impartiality of an analytical

approach to education, the

will always be unavoida]

political elements. Actii

oriented education can also

impartial. There are ccrl

issues that are not inhercn]

political. Helping people i4

human action, not a liberal |
conservative one.

Hopefully this proposal ofl

more action-oriented, ratr

than strictly analytic

education will be viewed

reasonable and not a radical oj

This world needs leadersl

from those members who havl

stable socio-economB
background - who don't havcB

work sixty-five hours a wj

to make ends meet We are i

position to provide support

others.

If President Riley does f<

this is necessary
worthwhile, he should voice

support for these students

follow that verbal supf

with incentives to encoun

that choice. The Color!

College has the opportunity

be a leader in this field;

opportunity is worth

effort.

Tulio Brownt
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an there not be a govern-

ment in which majorities do
not virtually decide right and wrong,

bus conscience; - in which majorities

decide only those questions to which
the rule of expediency is applicable?

Must the citizen, even for a
moment, or in the least de-

gree, resign his con-

science to the leg-

islator? Why
has every man
a conscience,

then? I think

we should be

men first, and

subjects after-

ward. It is not

desireable to

cultivate a re-

spectfor law, so

much asfor the

right. The only

obligation I have a

right to assume, is to

/do at any time what I think

right?"

Henry David Thoreau

On the Duty of Civil disobedience
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Citizens seek governmental]
changes through protests
The reason why some lawbreakers are

honored more than your basic mur-

derers and shoplifters, is that their

actions are protests against injustice.

Through their protests they establish

change. Such non-violent, public pro-

test against the law is called civil dis-

obedience.

By Christine Mack

In
the histories of democracies we have a series of images - the trial

of Socrates, the Boston Tea Party, Gandhi collecting salt, Rosa

Parks on the bus, the Kent Slate protest - ofsuccessful law breaking.

We all know individuals who get away with breaking laws - the guy in

high school who could buy beer at 16, your friend who always drives 30

miles per hour over ihe speed limit - and we treat their actions with a

mixtureofrespectand resentment. But ihe people and events mentioned

above are subjects for monuments, PBS documentaries, and sixth grade

social studies reports; they are national heroes.

Thorcau coined the word in his classic essay, On the Duty of Civil

Disobedience, written after he spent the night in a Concord jail for his

refusal to pay a poll lax in an election. He claimed that he could not fund

a nation lhat continued to allow slavery and surrendered, therefore to the

consequences.

Ironically.most political theorists would notclassifyThoreau'saction

as civil disobedience because he argued his case on the grounds of
individual consciousness. Civil disobedience is an act on the behalf of
a group wilhin a society where authority is determined by the consent of
the governed. Individual lawlessness is a criminal act; if it is done
according to one's moral beliefs, it is an act of conscientious objection.
In a democracy Thoreau's claim lhat the state should recognize him as
"ahighcr andindependent power" cannot bejustified; he placed himself

outside of the law. Consent obliges citizens to keep ihcir end A
contract.

Civil disobedience is justified when the paths to due prccesJ

blocked. Those participating must accept their legal punishmeni
they arc acting wilhin established authority. Under these circ umsia

it has proven to be a historically effective method for change - a

to either establish laws or abolish them - when popular support is

it

The Vietnam War protests, for example, influenced govcrnn

policy because the majority of Americans eventually adopted

positions of those involved in civil disobedience. Those proies

Vietnam held lhat the U.S. policy was illegitimate: the war was crei

by a hidden government; debate in Congress was limited; the public

been Ucd to; and the executive branch had gone beyond its Consiii

tional powers. The protesters, then, were acting in terms of the hig|

principle of government.

Civil disobedience is usually associated with progressive

liberating causes throughout history but it can be utilized by

segment ofthe political spectrum. For almost a century most Amcrit

participated in civil disobedience against the Fourteenth Amcndm
U.S . citizens never accepted the tenets of change enacted after ihe C

War. The civil rights movement of the 1950's and 1960's could

viewed as a counter-protest to the racist protest.

Despilc the propensity Americans have towards acts of civil disc

dience the U.S. government still has difficulties in dealing wiLh it

court system only recognizes the conscientious objector as a

criminal lawbreaker. Organized groups who participate in protest

charged with conspiracy or invented allegations. Since civil disobi

ence is public, focused and acknowledges the Constitution as legilim

our judiciary must examine its treatment of protestors.

Even though mainstream media sources have characterized
|

decade as apathetic and apolitical, civil disobedience has thrived, of

through adoption by unexpected groups. While thepeace movement!

remained strong, new movements like the Animal Liberation Frc

Operation Rescue, farmers, and anti-apartheid organizations hi

expressed expanded views on civil rights during the eighties, ensur

lhat civil disobedience will continue in this society.

Non-activist sees potential harm ti

society through civil disobedience
By Mike Trevithick

Most writers who extol the

virtues of civil disobedience
indicate lhat is has two primary

values: serving justice and
promoting non-violence. Other
writers indicate lhat none of
these values are actually served.

I am convinced that the latter

viewpoint is far more
defendable.

As far as non-violence is

concerned, the evidence is quite

clear. Though the goal of civil

disobedience is lo achieve social

change through non-violent
means, violence invariably

accompanies the practice of
disobedience.

The basic cause of violence
should be easily evident. Civil

disobedience entails breaking
laws. Breaking laws invites a
response by police and "the

system." The response invites

still more disobedience and
thus, a cycle of lawlessness and
responses to lhat lawlessness
develops.

The results of this process are

evident throughout history.
Massive oppression of Indian
peasants by British colonial
authorities, police beatings of
civil rights demonstrators and
pro-life bombings of abortion
clinics are all examples of this

cycle of lawlessness and
repression.

Supporters of civil
disobedience console themselves

by claiming to be the "victims"

of an oppressive state. But they
ignore the fact that disrespect
for the law invites oppression.
Far preferable would be a
recognition that the cycle of
violence can be stopped if civil

disobedience were not practiced.
Tlus leads to a consideration

of the second problem
associated with this form of
political action. Civil
disobedience rests on individual

perceptions of justice and, as
such, invites social upheaval.

Certainly Henry David
Thoreau's conception of justice

has been wholeheartedly
embraced by practitioners of
civil disobedience. In Thoreau's

conception, an individual's sense
of justice should compel hrm to

action. I often wonder if Hitler
was inspired by the great power
of this tragic misconception of
justice.

Justice is far more than any
single person's conception of
what is just. Justice is a means
as well as an end. Thus, justice
requires that society as a whole
must be in accord regarding its

fundamental principles and
equally respectful of those
principles.

Civil disobedience ignores the

needs of justice by placing the

views of single individuals

above society as a whole. This

makes civil disobedience

markedly inferior to other

means of pursuing justice.

Working within the justice

system, through courts and

legislatures, is a far better

means of satisfying justice.

Some defenders of disobedience

insist that countries, South

Africa for example, prevent

other processes of justice from

working effectively. Yet they

ignore the crucially important

actions of leaders like Bisl

Desmond Tutu in rally

international forces for jusl

against oppressive regimes.

Civil disobedience possesse

kind of gut-level appeal for

variety of people. But l|

appeal is fundamentally al c

with the welfare of society a

whole. The miscarriage
\

justice and violence that alia

civil disobedience make

method of political action M
undesirable force in the mod^
world.

"One day we must come to see

that peace is not merely a distant

goal that we seek, but a means by

which we arrive at that goal. Wsj

must pursue ends through peace-\

Jul means.

"

Martin Luther King,M
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NON-VIOLENT
DIRECT ACTION
Casualties of CD:

Who is to blame?
By Courtney Jackson

No one can deny that it is a constitutional right of theconstituency to express itself ifit does not like the

iiythe country's leadersare using their powet This-has been done throughout history in the form of civil

^ohcdienceV A grqup of citizens gather? in protest of some action which has been taken fey the

;i)vommcm, The government gets die people's message and either changes or explains why it cannot

hange the policy/ Theoretically, the confrontation is non-violent. However, occasionally violence

lUptS. ;-.

The famous tragedy at Kent Stats in 1970 is an example of such a situation. When American troops

iivaded Cambodia campuses all over the country broke into protest At Kent State in Ohio the National

jiiard was brought in to assist as the students' anger grew "out of hand." Shots were fired into a crowd

jfsujdcms. Fourwere killed^ nine injured. It was reported later that two ofthe students were not involved

the protest, but were walking to class.

BrianWUson and25 ou^ecanli-war activistse^

{roup stood in the path of a naval weapons train headed for Central America nearConcord California,on

August 31. As the train approached, it appeared that it was not going to stop. Everyone but Wilson

bandoned the tracks. Wilson was dragged 25 feet. His skull suffered extensive injuries and both of his

p were severed. Observers saw, "a graphic metaphor of what happens to those who dissent from

Adminstratinn policies; They get nin over."

Poorly, covered by the media, the event was regarded as further exemplification of the fact that grass

oots protests are often disregarded. There were no apologies, no explanations,no remorses; Wilson was

dlarncd for his injuries.

The civil rights movement began in the late I950's using non-violent, civil disobedient tactics. Blacks

ind whites were injured and killedby white-supremacist southerners(civitiaris and lawenforcers)for over

ki years before they began to fight back in sclf-dcfcnse. Blacks were lighting for basic human rights

ihich had been denied to diem forccnturies. Itwould be difficultto argue that they deserved thetreatment

ibey received.

Who is to blame when casualties result from civil disobedience? Those sympathetic to the causes of

protestorswould argue that it is theconstiiutionalrightofcitizenstodemand representation in legislation.

When the people's voices are not heard, the only thing they can do is take direct action. Those who are

otso syrnpathctic wouldargue thatthe students at KentSiate werewarned; thatWilsondughisowngrave

fynot abandoning the railroad tracks; and that had the Blacks been patient the effects of the legistiation

wild begin to be seen in the attitudes of southerners.

nimal rights group
lakes extreme measures

By Gwyn Mauritz

He's been doing the same
eriment for fifteen years.

sbcen feeding infected mice
tos by stomach tubes into

cats and then he kills them
kts them die by vomiting,
tfhea, or convulsions, and

\
he either uses their tissue

injection into other animals
^ disposes of them."
Ms was the justification

* by ihe leaders of the Band
Mercy, a vigilante animal
ots group, for
laPping/liberating 28 cats

J

the USDA Animal
asitology Institute in
svillc, Md. It is a complete
'cation, but the group,
1 the Animal Liberation

t (ALF), is not as
fcrned with facts as it is

results and effects.

dually the research was a
year project on Toxoplasma
>(tt', a parasite carried

the Humane Society of the

United States (HSUS) and the

Animal Protection Institute

(API). Their goal is to

harmlessly by cats. It is deadly

in other animals, causing

abortions and congenital birth

defects when injested during

pregnancy, and is the ultimate

cause of death for one-fourth of

all AIDS victims. The cats

were living in cages, yes, but

Ihcy were not being
vivisectioncd or otherwise

tortured, hardly warranting the

peripheral destruction involved

in the raid.

The ALF was the first of a

rapidly growing population of

animal rights activists

responsible for millions of

dollars of damage to research

labs nation- and worldwide.

Founded in 1982, they are part

of the left wing of the

moderate animal welfare

movement led by groups like

eliminate animals entirely from

the labs, and they setUe for no

less. "Even painless research is

fascism," says Ingrid Newkirk,

co-founder of People for the

Ethical Treatment of Animals

(PETA), spokesgroup for the

ALF. "Our bottom line is a day

when there arc no animals in

labs." To subject animals to

tests in which they would not

use people is "a form of

prejudice no less objectionable

than about a person's race or

sex." (from Animal Liberation,

by Peter Singer).

The activists have launched a

two-prong attack on animal

use. Groups like PETA and API
work at the public level,

through publicity and politics.

The New England Anti-

Vivisection Society launched an

extensive full-page ad campaign

in the New York Times and
Washington Post depicting cats,

dogs, and rabbits. Their

see ANIMAL RIGHTS p!2

Activist compares
preventing
abortion to

stopping rape

By Stephanie Bryson

Their rhetoric seeks to evoke

the atrocities of Nazi Germany.
Their signs read "The American

Holocaust Is Here" and "Slop

the Killing." They conceive of

their mission as divine

intervention, of themselves as

freedom fighters.

If we believe that

abortion is

murder, then it is

time for us to act

like it is murder.
No one would

raise an eyebrow
if I trespassed to

prevent a rape.

They employ tactics

popularized by the civil-righls

movement of the 1950's and
1960's. They compare
themselves to mainsprings of

the movement such as Martin

Luther King, Jr., SNCC and
CORE. They compare their

fight to that of black people

for constitutional rights. They
practice "non-violent" civil

disobedience. In July, 1988,

they sought to make Atlanta

"the Sclma of the pro-life

movement."

It seems particularly ironic

that some of the forces most
antagonistic to the goals of the

civil-righls movement have
now usurped ihe movement's
rhetoric, history and strategy in

a battle to abolish legal

abortion and concomitantly,

women's reproductive
autonomy.

Even more ironic is Randall

Terry, founder of Operation
Rescue, the ami -abortion

movement's loosely structured

umbrella organizalion. Of the

tactical shift from lawful

protest lo civil disobedience

Terry said, "If we believe that

abortion is murder, then ii is

time for us to act like it is

murder. No one would raise an
eyebrow if I trespassed lo
prevent a rape."

Perhaps in the minds of those

who wish to slop abortions, it

is indeed an issue of murder. To
others, it is an issue of women
controlling their bodies; indeed,

wresting control from men
who would presume to make
decisions regarding a woman's

right to safe, legal abortions.

In the minds of many who
support legal abortion, anti-

abortionists seek not merely to

"place our bodies between

unborn children and their

murderers" as one anti-

abortionist preacher says, but

rather, lo insure patriarchal

dominance of women's bodies,

as symbolized in the act of

sec ANTI-CHOICE pl2

"Rather than seeing power as some-

thing possessed, the non-violent the-

ory ofpower argues that power is a

dynamic social relation. Power de-

pends on continuing obedience.

When people refuse to obey rules, the

rulers' power begins to crumble.

Bob Irvin

Why Non-Violence
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Women unite for

feminist politics
By Julia Green

Civil disobedience has meant

a lot to the Feminist

Movement. When facing a

sexist, patriarchal society,

women have had very little

choice but to turn to illegal

acts to remove themselves from

under the banner of the "silent

majority."

Women have been labeled the

silent majority because, until

recently (the past 100 years)

women have had virturally no

voice in any matter. This

includes issues specifically

concerning women. It has been

generally agreed upon by men
that women are not to be taken

seriously, and therefore, can

have no serious thoughts on an

issue. Women also do not

know what is best for them.

Under this influence women,
in their increasing awareness of

themselves and their position in

society, have found it necessary

to resort to anything, including

violence and blatantly illegal

acts. The purpose has been to

make the rest of society aware

of the fact that they exist for

reasons other than pornography,

abuse, lower wages, and
pregnancy.

The abortion issue is a prime

example of women trying to

lake back control en masse. The
year 1966 saw the formation of

the Association to Repeal
Abortion Laws (ARAL), a sub-
group of the Society for

Humane Abortion. In this

organization women found an

outlet for their frustrations

that they have not seen since the

suffrage movement or the

attempt at dress reform and the

advent of the bloomer.

The ARAL'S main objective

was to lest the abortion laws.

They circulated the names of all

known abortionists, made it

aware that they (the ARA1)
would provide aid to any

woman seeking an abortion, and

taught classes in self-aborlion.

This was not used as a means to

encourage abortions, but

strictly to break the law.

The Equal Rights
Amendment (ERA)
organization makes no public

advocation of civil disobedience,

however, they do admit that

The purpose has

been to make the

rest of society

aware of the fact

that they exist for

reasons other

than
pornography,
abuse, lower

wages, and
pregnancy.

illegal action docs get the point

across, sometimes better than

the "proper" methods.
Seventeen women chaining

themselves to the rotunda in

the Illinois stale capitol for

four days "affected the

ratification debate [ratification

of the Constitution] in a way
that no ERA organization could

easily alter." (Jane J.

Mansbridge, Why We Lost the

ERA. 1984, p. 130.) Drastic

action, often times, becomes the

only solution.

So much for the past. The
future is upon the Feminist

Movement with the approach of

the newly-revived Roe v. Wade
debates. Women are in the

process of once again being told

that they do not quite

understand what is best for

them. Nor will they be

allowed to decide what they do

with, or to their bodies.

Women arc not only
concerned with feminist issues.

They see a planet and a world

people at the mercy of a very

few militaristic men. In 1981

at the Grccnham Common U.S.

Air Force Base in England,

men, women, and children

ended a march for peace. Due to

a lack of publicity, the women
stayed on in frustration and

formed the first Women's Peace

Camp outside the base. These

women are protesting more
than just feminist issues, they

arc outraged at the thought of

"Europeans being the

expendable first victims in a

'limited nuclear war' between

the two superpowers." (Rachel

Lederman, "Women's Peace
Camps", The Peace Catalog.
1984, p. 252.)

In the Feminist Movement,
civil disobedience has been used

in cases like the above to

inform the general public that

women are furious and will do

anything they deem necessary,

whether to preserve themselves

or their children. They are

tired of asking politely for

those things to which they are

entitled.

Right-wing conservatives
engage in civil disobedience
from ANTI-CHOICE pi 1

rape. Though the paternalism is

consistent, for Randall Terry to

equate the prevention of rape
with the restriction of women's
reproductive autonomy seems
absurd in this light. So loo does
the pro-life movement's
usurpation of civil disobedience.

Historically, civil
disobedience has been practiced

when people have sought to

rectify disparities between the

laws of the state and higher

moral imperatives. From the

black civil rights movement's
insistence on the removal of

legal impediments to black

equality; to the protest of

nuclear testing and
proliferation; to the efforts of

the women's movement to

obtain economic, political, and

social equality; to the gay
community's protest of

government ineptitude
regarding AIDS research and
funding; most forms of civil

disobedience have tried to insure

the rights of the earth's current

inhabitants or the nation's

current citizens.

Never before has a movement
tried to appeal to the moral

sensibilities of a nation solely

regarding the protection of the

unborn. This moral appeal has
garnered some success. But the

veneer of "pro-life non-violent

protest" breaks down when
anti-abortion activists bomb
abortion clinics.

The rhetoric crumbles when
the right wing establishes

bogus clinics in which women
are psychologically manipulated

and forced to watch gory
pseudo-medical films about
abortion before they will be
given the results of their

pregnancy test.

The anti-abortion argument
about the sanctity of life

disintegrates when "pro-lifers"

support full-term pregnancies
even when the risk to the

mother is deemed fatal.

The success of the civil

disobedience employed during

the black civil-rights movement
of the 1950's and 60's was the

result of several factors. One of

these was a growing consensus
in which America what the

demands of black Americans
were legitimate and that the

brutality of white resistance

was unconscionable. Another
factor was the corroboration

provided by Congressional and

Supreme Court actions that at

least legally abolished
segregation and legislated

equality.

Despite anti -abortionist

pressure, the majority of
United States citizens who have

been polled continue to favor

women's legal right to

abortion. Furthermore,
attempts to overturn Roe vs.

Wade have thus far failed.

Where the civil rights

movement wanted to extend
constitutional rights to all

Americans, Operation Rescue
would like to deny those rights

to 51% of the United States

population: women.
Though Operation Rescue may

achieve tactical success by
mobilizing masses in rallies,

marches and demonstrations, it

will not fare well when it

attempts to claim the history

of a marginalized people's

movement. Nor will Jerry
Fal well's assertion of
solidarity with Martin Luther
King, Jr. prove palatable to

most in the U.S. Though
emulation might be a sincere

form of flattery, gross
exaggeration is not.

"Congress shall make no law

respecting...the right of the

people to peaceably assemble,

and to petition the Government]

for a redress ofgrievances.'"

1st Amendment of the Cons'ttuUon

Animal lovers caus
extensive damage
to lab during rescu
from ANIMAL RIGHTS pll

lobbyists have introduced

strategy now, says J a |

Corlette, the director of heal

policy in the governme
, ,

relations office at Harvar
hundreds of legislation „_. ,.

" J,dr

r .- ... . 7 u The more lime and monev ihreforms. Eight states have ;„„,;„,„•„„„ ,-.„ ""
... . j l r j institut ons 1 ke ours have

prohibited the use of pound
ourselves ,animals (otherwise tagged for £^ for

«••
destruction) in lab experiments. T , «

And in 1985, Congress
„ r

n
,

gen
f

er^ the
.

«mbi„U
, .„ . . efforts of the anima neh

approved several amendments to . . . f
1

l * i \w ir people have pressed rcscarche
the existing Animal Welfare ;

F
. ,

F
,. .

"•">•'*

.
6 lo re-evaluate their procedure

At the forefront is the quesiii

On the darker side of this of whether animal testing

campaign are groups like the really necessary or mere

ALF, for whom corrective traditional. There has been

legislation is not immediate push to develop alternate

enough. They prefer bomb methods of testing, such

threats and commando-slyle those using cell cultures ai

raids, which leave in their wake computer simulation program

hundreds of thousands of Where these efforts have bet

dollar's worth of damage to snagged is in the field i

equipment and years of research ground-breaking research, sui

down the drain. as that on the AIDS virus, ne

surgical procedures, .

Their preferred targets are
trea ,mcnt for COmPlex bra

universities where security is disorders . Says AIDS reScarch(

lax and bribable (standard Murray Gardner, "You car

equipment on an ALF raid is mathematically model ih

$1000 cash). Once in, they disease. You've got
orocced lo liberate as many experimcnt in a living systei

animals as they can, and destroy where there are things we dot

what equipment they can not know about going
steal. Hardest hit have been the However, the search

University of California alternatives has only begun.

school. A raid on the Riverside is a question of exchanging tl

campus labs left $600,000 in momentum of science

damage behind. At the Davis research into alternatives. Tri

campus, an arsonist affiliated animal rights activists want th

with the ALF caused $3.5 best for animals, while ihos

million in damage to the benefitting from research wis

Veternary Medicine Clinic. "I to continue. There is no simplj

think it's a fairly obvious answer.

fc

"...that to secure these rights govern^

merits are instituted among men, de-

riving their just powersfrom the con\

sent of the governed; that whenever]

anyform ofgovernment becomes de\

structiye of these ends, it is the right*

ofthe people to abolish it..."

Declaration ofIndependence!
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mlor Andrew Schllg looks forward to a year In New York

photo by Andrea Rex

Students mobilize for

pro-choice action

nthropology major
rins internship

By Julie Ingwersen

C. senior Andrew Schlig is

ed for New York City,

competing with

uating seniors from schools

ss the country, Schlig is one

thirty winners of a nine-

Ih internship with the city

mracnt. From an original

Scant pool of 300, officials

B 63 finalists who were

flown in to New York a

weeks ago. Competition

stiff enough that only ten

cnt of all applicants were

ly chosen.

hlig will begin work this

lember in a four-week

nation period, which he

eves will be a "great

erience, because you have to

use [a position within the

government] from 200
icies. You interview to get

right position, and the

(views can last two hours,

to find a good
wvisor is important, too."

Schlig has worked with

homeless people before, and
focused on them in his thesis

for Distinction in

Anthropology. Though he is

not definite yet, Schlig will

probably choose a sector in the

government where he can

continue to work with
underprivileged people.
Meanwhile, he will be working

on the "inside track" towards a

career in New York municipal

government. "I've always been

fascinated by public policy," he

remarked.

Discovering the internship

was "a total fluke" for Schlig.

Over winter break, a friend had

discarded the position

application, but dug it back up
and passed it on to Schlig the

last day of vacation. He said

that a lot of the applicants

came from the Northeast, and

many attended Ivy League
schools. Schlig commented that

"C.C. has a good reputation out

East. People here should know
that C.C. graduates can compete

with those schools."

rofessor's wisdom
ispires students as part

[ Last Lecture series

By Julie Ingwersen

On a campus frequently

derided by students and
community as bearing an
'apathetic' student body, one
political issue has unified and

motivated a large group of

students towards particularly

fast, directed action in the past

three months. But C.C.'s own
Pro-Choice movement is just

beginning.

Inspired by the imminent
threat of a reversal of the 1973

Roe v. Wade Supreme Court
decision, C.C. students are

joining a national mobilization

of people who support women's
right to 'reproductive freedom.'

This semester, interested

students have sponsored
lectures and discussions on the

topic of abortion. This Sunday,

in their most visible event,

C.C. students will hold a city-

wide rally in Acacia Park.

Rally sponsors include the

campus' own Feminist
Collective, Planned Parent-

hood, Women's Health Service

By T. Coffey

| Loomis Last Lecture
ies presented Professor

mas Cronin Sunday March
7:00 pm in the Loomis
lounge. Cronin's last

ue consisted of one clear

of advice after another,

speech attracted beginning

graduating students alike,

J packed Loomis lounge and
fully listened to Cronin's

'on in accepted the
liability of the eight block

and instead asked arc we as

'Hegc are going to make it

• Cronin advised students

"ork with their professors,

Hiatc with them and arrange

indent studies and research

''tunnies outside of the

"ai routine.
ronin also deferred

judgment upon extended format

classes, saying it was too early

to render judgement. A
colleague of Cronin's in the

physics department swears
extended format classes are

doomed to failure while Cronin

cited a successful year long

seminar in the political science

department.

Cronin responded to the

question of C.C.'s diversity

with a simple "No." Cronin

stated C.C.'s students mostly

consisted of white, suburban,

middle to upper middle class,

traditional college students. In

one respect C.C.'s students are

more diverse than before. Today
students come from all 50
stales. In the 1930's more than

half came from Colorado.

One student asked whether

professors ever judge students

upon their physical or social

see CRONIN, p 14

Clinic, and the National
Abortion Rights Action
League,

Typically at C.C, most
issue-oriented political activity

occurs as a result of a handful

of committed individuals who
struggle to motivate a silent

majority. But the current pro-

choice movement has attracted a

diverse group from all corners

of the campus. "It was really

great to see so many new people

at one of our earlier meetings,"

said Collective member Sarah

Douglass. According to

Michelle Chalmers, the

abortion issue is generating
local interest because "it's a
very, very real threat. It hits

home-you can't get much
closer to home than your own
womb." Douglass commented
"[abortion] isn't an abstract

issue-it's happening right here.

It's happening to us. right

now."

Last weekend, a rally in San
Francisco attracted 500,000
participants. Denver also held a

rally, and Feminist Collective's

event this weekend will

coincide with a major pro-

choice gathering in Washington,
D.C. Said Chalmers, "a vast

majority of the country feels

that a woman's rights cannot be
denied. It's a national effort."

Douglass stressed that the

purpose of this weekend's rally

will be to mobilize pro-choice

supporters into action. "We
will use the rally as a forum to

get people motivated to act.

Rallying isn't enough; the key
is letting the people in power
know how you feci. We want
people to write their

representatives in government
to let them know how they

feel." Chalmers remarked "it

won't be a forum for

discussing, or trying to change
people's minds. We're there to

empower people who believe in

reproductive freedom."

Initially, rally organizers ran

into obstacles from local

N.O.W. representatives, who
expressed concern about
potential violence. But
Douglass said, "I can't

emphasize enough that we want
[the rally] to be peaceful."

sec PRO-CHOICE, p 14

C.C. professor shares insight

on Salman Rushdie
By Julie Ingwersen

Nearly two months ago, the

Ayatollah Khomeini issued a

mi 11ion-dollar bounty on the

head of British author Salman

Rushdie, charging that a passage

in the writer's recent novel,

The Satanic Verses, debased the

Islamic faith and slandered its

prophet Mohammed. Within

days, reports of violence

towards distributors and
publishers caused national

bookstore chains to pull the

novel from their shelves. It

seemed strange that a spiritual

leader from a foreign land

thousands of miles away could

have an effect, small as it may
have been, on life in the local

Waldenbooks bookstores. From
his office, C.C. Political

Science professor Robert Lee

shared some insight on the

Khomeini/Rushdie situation.

Within Iran, prominent
leaders are not fully unified

behind the Ayatollah. The
country's political leader,

President Khamenei claimed on

Feb. 17lh that Rushdie would

be forgiven if he would issue a

thorough apology for his novel,

though Khomeini refused to

acknowledge the author's

ensuing submission. Lee noted

"this is only a sign of some
things going on underneath...

Recently there has been a shift

in the Irani government
towards moderation." Rushdie's

novel, then, provided an

opportunity for a more radical

faction of the country to assert

itself.

Complicating the issue is the

consideration that Moslems are

diverse in orientation, as Lee
noted: "Islam is plural these

days. It has been practiced in

many different ways, and
people think about it in

different ways." However,
conflict arises since "many
competing versions of Islam do
not accept that plurality." Lee
mentioned Pakistan as an

example, where mass rallies

occurred as a result of the

Ayatollah's action.

Asked about his impressions

of the British decision to break

relations with Iran, Lee
commented, "it makes sense to

me, to condemn [the death

sentence]."

After seven weeks, the

Rushdie affair has fallen out of

the headlines and public interest

has faded. But because of the

open-ended nature of

Khomeini's call to arms, Lee

believes the threat to Rushdie's

life is still serious:

"Personally, I don't believe that

the Iranian government will do
anything. But the world has its

share of crazies. I don't mean
that Moslems have more than

any other group. But it's

individuals who don't act on the

basis of reason who are hardest

to patrol. That's where the real

threat lies." said Lee.

According to Lee, Rushdie

was most likely unaware that

he was insulting the Moslem

faith as he wrote The Satanic

Verses. "My guess is that it

didn't cross his mind. There are

thousands of theses and written

works that arc fundamentally

critical of the Moslem faith.

But [a novel like Rushdie's]

strikes the public mind much

more strongly than a

philosophical critique."
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Professor tells audience to take risks

from CRONIN, p. 13

appearance. Cronin responded

that ii was "by and large not

the case," although some
faculty members did grow up in

a different era. Dress codes and

rules in general have become

looser; in years past the styles

of today would have shown a

lack of respect.

When Cronin responded to

what has influenced him he

listed travel, voluntary service,

and education. He emphasized

"some things can be taught and

others must be learned." The

latter are the experiences he

prizes most.

The things which Cronin says

keep him at C.C. are his belief

in a liberal arts education, the

extraordinarily friendly and

reasonably safe atmosphere here

at C.C, and the possibilities

created by small classes for

intellectually engaging with

one's students and developing

personal relationships with

them.

After Cronin answered the

opening questions, he delivered

concise, clear packets of advice.

The first piece of advice dealt

with what Cronin called the

Pygmalion factor, or the

tendency for people to excel

higher and quicker if they set

high expectations upon
themselves. The Pygmalion

factor also works in

relationships built on mutual

respect. If people have high

expectations of their

colleagues, those expectations

will be met.

Cronin's advice continued:

"Take full advantage of C.C...

Major in professors rather than

disciplines and build those

professors into one's
schedule.... Invent your own
major." Other students arc the

best resource in discovering

which faculty share one's

interests and which faculty are

fantastic. Cronin promoted
actively seeking out these

faculty. He suggested students

take advantage of office hours

and the free lunch program,

where students can take faculty

out to lunch at no cost to the

student or faculty member.

"Learn a new sport or skill

every year." Cronin spoke of

how C.C. is so rich with
mentors and opportunities that

can leach new skills. Cronin

T H E

&?>\ (&
Free Mini

I Makeup
Makeovers

with certified makeup
artist Becky Pribble

Available Mondays
thru March

Call to schedule an appointment
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Individualized Color Profile St Image Consultations

GIFT CERTIFICATES

Downtown (at Theodora) 1251/2 N. Tejon
• —*— 7i source fof cosmetics and fragrances

635-4764

Interstate Secure Storage

said the biggest rate of

dropouts is related to student

health. The constant acquisition

of new skills and sports can

avoid this. Cronin also

recommended a book, Positive

Addictions.

"Be tolerant of others."

Cronin warned against hanging

out with people like oneself.

He suggested students try out

their political, economical, and

philosophical world view on
others. Cronin said students

should reach out beyond their

own group, because "you owe it

to yourself to make yourself as

interesting as possible."

As the sand in the hour glass

was almost gone, Cronin began

to give quicker bytes of advice.

"Learn to listen creatively."

Some helpful techniques were

to look people in the eyes and

press ones lips together tightly

as one listens.

"If you can dream it, you can

do it. Don't take no for an

answer. Set smart goals for

yourself." Cronin told a story

of a student who applied to

Princeton grad school four

times. After the fourth try

they let him in. A couple of

years after he graduated he

330 Karen Lane
633-0222

Electronic Alarms on every door

No Deposit Fees

1/2 First Full month's rent

Open 7 Days a Week

A safe, secure place to store your valuablesfor the summer

Call for sizes and rates

Share with a friend!

began to donate millions of greatest mistake one can m i-

dollars to Princeton

Cronin gave some advice
which any bump skier knows,
"Be sure to take some risks. The

to be afraid of mak
mistake." Cronin also

qU0l3
beleaguered umpire ">

because they're yelling
at

doesn't mean you're wrong."

Rallyers ready for

reproductive right?

from PRO-CHOICE, p 13

Chalmers commented that her

experience "has been that
counter-demonstrators do come
and are angry. N.O.W.'s fear

isn't unfoundcd--but we've

taken a lot of precautions. The
police will be there, and we've

also arranged for peacekeepers,

who have trained for non-

violent intervention... We're
not there to have a battle; we're

there to bring out support."

According to Douglass, "it's

so important to get the pro-

choice community mobilized,

especially in a conservative

town like this... The anti-choice

movement is so organized. The

pro-choice community is

getting a bad rap in the media

because we're being

misrepresented ~b~y the

choice movement. The
life" label is a smear-we're
pro-life here. A lot of

supporters are anti-abor..

but they just don't feel that

the government's prerogati

make that decision."

The Rally for Reproductj

Freedom will take place at 2:

p.m. Sunday in Acacia Pi

Directors of Plann
Parenthood and the Wome
Health Service Clinic

speak, in addition to Colli

figures George Butte, Dc

Freed, Shannon McGi
Stephanie Bryson, John Tin

M.J. Walker, Melissa Crabli

and others. Singer/songwri

Fred Small will also pcrfo

in support of the cause

Sunday.

:
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thletic Shorts
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Trafckt TheCC Men's track program is off to a great start ted

i Churcfc Puga, who once again threw a personal best and school

id of 52 feet in the shotput. tast week at the Colorado School of

^ Invitational, he threw 513" to qualify for Nationals in Napav-

Illinois (May 21*22) and with this throw seems to lead to a great

sing.. \

•herhighlightsinclude Fr. James Rankin who tana 1:59.8 (800),and

}

(400-relay). Soph, and school record holder Erik Sehroeder

„,v J with a 2:00.8 (800) and 55.8 (400-relay). In the 1500, Sr, Paul

Iran a4:26, Van Stonea4;28, Pat Judge a 4:38, and Scott Gorthy

U, In the 100-meter, SteveMottrarn ran 11.8,MattNeuhoffa 12,and

ai
Burke a 12.6.

l'omen*s Track: The 1989 Women's Track.lcam competed atCSU
Saturday and, despite inclement weather conditions, each member

a personal record in at least one event. The team had previously

ted third at Colorado School of Mines and was looking forward to

(her strong showing on Saturday. The Division I competition was

•but hard work and determination paid off,

:oach Theresa Elboggen was visibly pleased with the success ofsuch

jitng team. Of Ihe fifteen members on the track team this year, two

seniorsand one is ajunior.The youth of the team wiUestablishagood

tfor the nextfew years and insure a bright future,

bmpeiing thisweekend were: BeuYFamhamin400m (PR),4x400m,

in; Ciela Meyer TOOm (PR), 200m (PR); Sofia Cano 400m (PR),

»m, 200m (PR); MaiJe Shimabukuro 200m (PR), 400m, 4/400m:

MOOm team PR'd; and Deb Sobinson 3.00m hurdles (PR), 200m
I}, high jump, 4x400m. .

(stance also had a great weekend: Lynette Oudiccllo 150m (PR 35

•nd drop in time! !!!'); Chris Morrison 3000 (PR), 800 (PR); Meg Stiff

i)(PR),800 (PR); Karin Boos 800(PR), 400;and Denise Collins

DfPR), 1500 (PR), '<

Ruggers mark first victory

aseball keeps rolling

By Todd Hartley

use a cliche. The Colorado

ige baseball squad is

ning to resemble a well

machine. The Tigers were

ing on all cylinders

day as they trounced

ion II rival St. Mary's of

Plains 10-3 at Spurgeon

am.

| batters hammered the

Mary's pitchers unmerci-

cranking out eleven hits,

coring three runs in each of

first two innings as U.°.

s jumped out to an early

ad. The Black and Gold
: was paced by sophomores

n Drescher and Bruce
in who had three hits

while raising their

ages over .400 on the

c beneficiary of all this

isive support was senior

pitcher Todd Meisinger, who
pitched a nearly flawless game.
Meisinger surrendered only two
hits to Ihe St. Mary's batters,

and struck out twelve in seven

innings, as he cruised to an easy

victory. The Tiger Hurler was in

perfect sync all day with

catcher Joe McBreen, who
called a fantastic game and even

added a monstrous home run in

the sixth inning.

Although the second game of

the double-header was snowed
out, Coach Steve Mandel has to

be happy with the way the

Tigers played. Gone from this

game were the menial lapses

and lack of early inning punch

that have plagued the club in

past outings. As they head into

the heart of the season, the

Tigers have got to be excited

about the way Ihings are going,

and they've got to be thinking

that Ihe Big Black Machine
will keep on rolling.

Black and Gold Jumped out early to defeat St. Mary's,

photo by Marina Undsey

By Christopher M. Stutz

Sunday, April 2, marked the

first victory this season for The
Colorado College rugby team,

which defeated the renown
Denver Barbarian "Old Boys"
side by a score of 31 to 14.

Junior Dirk Dykes started the

rout only minutes into the

match by running half the field

for the first C.C. try.

Following this lead, guest
player Mark Vander Molcn
scored two trys for the C.C.
squad, as did ever-excited Scott

Kempcrs. Captain Ted Anselmi
added a try of his own, and
senior Dan Kim converted a

penally kick.

The team's first win did not

pass without incident. In fact,

vicious rumors have been
circulating over Ihe C.C.
campus for Ihe last week. One
sophomore rugby fan was heard

to comment to player Chris

Stutz: "I only stayed [at the

game] for a few minutes. It

looked like you were just

playing a bunch of old men."

"Old men? Sure, but they
were smart old men," said C.C.
coach Sieve Wilkc laler. Wilkc
became the first ever Tiger
rugby coach earlier ihis year,

and is credited with the

complete turn-around (or as-

yel-incomplctc-but-at-lcast-

gctling-lhcrc lurn-around) of
the club. He went on lo

explain: "Those guys know ihe

game inside and out. Even if

they were on the verge of a
heart attack for the whole
game, well, you sec, they're
very smart old men."
Back from the geriatric

league, the C.C. ruggers play in

Denver this Saturday against ihe

University of Wyoming.

The young C.C. ruggers fry to wrestle the rugby football

away from the "Old Boys' from Denver.

photo by Andrea Rex

Rugby player reveals rules

By Christopher M. Stutz

Try to imagine this scene-
two rugby teams, C.C. and
Metro State, are fighting for

the ball deep in the Tiger end of

the field. It is a close game;

both sides are near exhaustion,

but pumped up nonetheless. The
first mistake by either team
will almost surely result in a

score for the opposite side. All

of a sudden, a voice cries out

from the sideline:

"Chris! What are you doing? I

don't understand what's going

on!"

My concentration is broken

for an instant, and that is

enough. Metro State scores on
the very next play.

Perhaps I make too much of

this, but dramatizing is sure

fun. I'll be honest: I was not

really that distracted by the

zealotry of this fan. I miss
tackles just fine all the time.

The important point is that

many people who come to

rugby games see only mayhem.
They just don't understand what

is going on. It is time lo

remedy this. The sports editors

of The Catalyst have graciously

allowed me space to give a brief

overview of the game, in order

that I might get some peace and

quiet out on the field in future

games.

Rugby, like many sports, has

its own unique vocabulary. To

explain the game accurately, I

need to first define a few rugby

terms. The playing field is

called a "pitch"; each team is

called a "side" (players are

nicknamed "ruggers"). Every-

thing outside the boundaries of

the pilch is called "touch." The

area at cither end of the field

(like an end-zone in football) is

called a "try-one;" the crossbar

in the try-zone is called a

"post."

Each side fields fifteen men

at a time. These are divided into

eight "forwards" (usually

portly and slow) and seven

"backs" (fast and good looking).

Play begins with one side

kicking off the "rugby

foolball." The object is lo get

the ball into the opposing

team's try-zone and set it on

the ground; this is called a

"try" and is worth four points.

A conversion attempt is then

given to the scoring team: a

kick through the posts scores

two points.

In the course of the game, the

ball can only be pitched or

passed backwards. There is no

blocking allowed. Only the

man with the ball can be

tackled, and only below the

shoulders. The ball may be

kicked at any time by any

person. A loose ball may not be

hit down field by any player

with his hand or upper body;

this is called a "knock

forward."

When these rules are broken,

the referee usually stops the

game. Play resumes in one of

two ways. For a minor penally,

there is a "scrum down" or just

"scrum;" this is when all the

forwards pack together

(forwards are also called

"scrummics" or "the pack") and
push to get the ball. If a learn

commits a major foul, the other

team gels a penalty kick, or a

free slart with the ball. If this

team kicks the ball through the

posts in such an instance, it

scores three points.

Occasionally during the game,

a man is surrounded by the

oihcr learn, or ihe ball falls lo

the ground in possession of

neither team. In ihcse cases, the

forwards again gather around

and push for the ball in sort of

an informal scrum, bul these

arc called "mulls" or "rucks."

If a learn kicks or carries the

ball "into touch" (out of

bounds), the other learn gets

possession. Play is resumed by a

"line-out:" both sides line up
facing each other, and one
player throws the ball straight

down ihe channel between them
(it must go straight by rule).

Both sides jump and Iry to get

il.

That is it, for the most part.

Feel free to keep this guide on
your person at all limes. In no
lime you are sure to become an

expert rugby analyst.

And here is where I make a

more emphatic invitation:

please come out and see the

rugby team play this Sunday at

12:30 p.m. at the football

stadium. It would be too bad to

waste all your new knowledge.

Besides, we have a coach, the

first in our history, and I

wouldn't want to disappoint

him with a meager crowd turn-

out. Rugby players have such

sensitive dispositions.
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Student talks of baseball

The Major Leagues hit into opener

By Rick Goldstein

As an American, [here are four

things I'm supposed to love: Hot

dogs, apple pie, Mom, and base'

ball. Gene McCarthy would slap

a "subversive'' sticker rightonmy
back. Hot dogs clog my arteries,

Mom nags me, and apple pie rots

my teeth. That leaves baseball.

Comingdownoffmyhighftom

theNCAAtoumament,Icoppeda

buzzofa greaterstimulant Mon-

day was opening day for Major

Leagne Baseball. With thethrow-

ing of the first pilch blow a wave

Of fresh, spring air.

The start ofthe baseball season

symbolizes arcbirthofsons. With

baseball comes spring, warmth,

and color. But more than this,

baseball issimplythegrcatcstsport

known. For those who complain

that the game's pace is slow and

boring, I would respond as fol-

lows: first, one must appreciate

the psychological intricacies of

the games; second, one must be

abletoenjoyagame withoutJohn

Elway.

Baseball is the zenith of strat-

egy games. With everypiteh.there

are numerous sub-plots. Each

fielder has to position himself

according to the hitter's tenden-

cies, strengths, weaknesses, and

patterns. The fielder must know

what to do once the ball is hit.

An intense psyche game takes

place between the pitcher and the

batter. While the hitter is deciding

whether to pull the ball, hit it to the

opposite field, swing for power,

advance the runners, Or simply try

to guess whatkindofpitch isgoing

to be thrown, the pitcher weighs

certain variables such as whether

to throw the curve, the slider, the

change-up, or the fastball. The

pitcher also has to decidewhere to

throw the pitch.

So, after slinging hash behind

the Marriott grill all afternoon, 1

sat down to watch my hometown

ballclub, the Philadelphia Phillies

take on the Chicago Cubs. And

what better ballpark to have the

gameplayedat thanWrigley Field.

This place is tradition porsOnt-

fied,"wilhtheivyonthebrickwalls,

natural turf, and people watching

from their rooftopsjust beyond the

horizon ofthe outfield. Ifwasa

sunny day, the wind was blow-

ing, and Harry Carey called the

game,

AftertracktngdownaTVwith.

cable. I entered the sixth inning

of thegame with the Philsdown

4 to 1. Slowly, they chipped

away to tie thegame up. Butthe

Phils hurlcr managed to balk

homearun giving the Cubbies a

one-run leadgoing intotheninth.

The flowers were starting to

bloom.

In the top of the ninth, the

Phils loadedup thebasesonthree

singles, and there still were no

Outs. Mike Schmidt is the next

hitter, but lo and behold, he

struck out. Chris James stepped

upnextaoddidhisMikeSchmidt

impersonation, striking out, too.

T got one last chance with one of

the Phils' hottest prospects, but

as the saying goes, "three's a

charm." Cubs' pitcher Milch

:Williamssmickout the side and

i dragged my gut home cursing

my acknowledgement thatbase-

ball is the greatest sport around.

f- ^sborpTri
Lonp(Emiemfere([)

Just 10 Minutes Away!

Delicious cuisine

and excellent service

in an historic setting.

the

Stagecoach Inj
*> RESTAURANT

Don't

MisslI Out Today!!

HOLUBAR
Spring
Clearance >-

65% OFF ALL
V RKIIS, POLES (FREE WITH PACKAGE),

E.G. TECH JACKETS,
TNF STRETCH PANTs|

50% OFF ALL
SKI BOOTS & BINDINGS,

WOMEN'S EG JACKETS,

TNF GOOSE DOWN PARKAS,

TNF BOILED WOOL SWEATERS

30% OFF ALL
STOWAWAY JACKETS, STOWAWA1
\ PANTS, GRIZZLY PEAK PARKAS

^ MTN. LITE SUIT, MTN. SUIT

TNF SWEATERS, TNF GOOSE DOW
VEST, TNF PACKS (INT & EXT)

LOWE PACKS
MEI TRAVEL PACK

TNF TRAVEL LUGGAGE
TNF NORTH SHORE CLOTHING

TNF EXTREME POLYPRC

PULLOVERS, ALL NORTH FACI

SLEEPING BAGS

15% OFF ALL

TNF SPORTSWEAR, ALL ICE SCREWS
SMC OVALS, SMC SNO-ANCH0R9

1776 WEST UINTAJ
IN UINTAH GARDENS]
SHOPPING CENTEB

634-5279

LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND
SELLING ONLV FIRST QUALITY

"H"Ox«uJ&clav—
Formerly: The North Face

<l

Northwestern University Summer Session '89

Think or swim.

2003 Sheridan Road Evanslon, Illinois 60208-2650

Save me a seat. Send me a tree copy of the Summer Session '89 catalog wilh

financial aid and registration information (available mid-March).

If you have more than 20 pages to read,

don't forget the sunscreen.

Mail thisjcoupon, or call 1-800-PtNDS-NU; in Illinois, (312) 4914114.



Brushstrokes

C.C. "diggers" to show finds

By Whitley Frost& Lisa Nordsrrum

What would life have been like in 1670 for a Colorado College

ident living wiih Spanish settlers outside of Santa Fe? For the past

jight years, the Ethnohistory of the Southwest course has provided

undents widi a chance to explore this question. Anthropology Profes-

mr Marianne S toller and historic archaeologist David Snow ofSanta

Ft
have lead excavation and research of a Spanish Colonial house.

\Vithin the burned adobe walls andancienttrash heaps ofthe Sanchez

Site. Colorado College students have recovered cultural artifacts

which will be exhibited in Coburn Gallery from April 17 to May 1.

Documentary evidence from 1 7th century New Mexico is scarce, so

(thnohisloriansrcly on excavation and analysis of artifacts toprovide

lies on the domestic culture and daily activities of historic sites.

Student "diggers" working at the Sanchez Site have assessed the

ishaeological data and prepared reporls on various topics such as

souse structure, spinning and weaving wool, and ceramic and lithic

inaly sis. These studies create a picture ofeveryday Spanish Colonial

life. Forexample, the abundance ofglazed Pueblo pottery gives us an

insight on the amount of interaction between Pueblo Indians and

Spanish settlers in a land of few resources.

The exhibit, titled "La Cienega del Pasado," was designed and

[instructed by four students in the 1988 Ethnohistory of the South-

rest course. It was originally displayed within the adobe walls of the

Old Cienega ViUage:Museum, south of Santa Fe. In CoburnGallery,

viewers will learn about the history, subsistence, and domestic tools

pfthcscttlcrs.Many artifacts, includingreconsttucted Pucblopottery,

[ialuable majolica pieces, animal and, vegetal remains, and even

ftwclry fragments recoveredfrom thehard-packedNewMexican soil

rill be on display. :

As more dirt is sifted and moremanuresamples from the corral are

jtalyzed, there is a continuing need to concentrate on (he eUinohis*

lioricat arid archaeological questions of the Sanchez site.:The Colo-

ado College Summer Institute is ofierinj interested students the

Ithance to partake in the project and experience first-hand what life

may have been like for the seventeenth century Spanish colonist,

information on this course will be available in Cbbum Gallery, along

with a fascinating historical journey into the past, .-.

Theatre Workshop's Getting
Out explores new beginnings

he Senior Artist Speaks

ick Bischoff wants
Ibeer

By Julie Coyne

fe have designed this column

give Senior Art Studio

ajors a chance to share their

|lic insights.

[ackard's walls were
Slooned again this week with

t art of another senior studio

ijor, Nick Bischoff—T h

e

tdnesday Man. Today is the

|
day of his show, entitled

lo Nick: The Man, the

nh.

ffie works in this show range

I
charcoal drawings to large

d painted collages to tall

lal sculptures and are

bribed by Nick as being

'gst-ridden and humorous."

Nick continues with his

^s on the show: "It's fine

' dandy lo babble on and on

f*
art, but it's what you feel

jit it that counts... I chose
lo title the works because

p lead the viewers to look

foe works in a certain light.

being untitled, my work
topis its viewers to use their

agination. I want my works

PC discussed, and titles lend

to prc-dctcrmine how my work

is seen."

Nick reflects on his major

declaration. "I suppose the main

reason I'm an art studio major

is. ..those hot chicks, the

feminists, and you don't have lo

write papers for the classes.

Plus I can be as prctenLious as I

want, which is fun. But most

of all it's the chicks... Where's

my beer?'

By Tom Cramer

This week, Getting Out, the

last of a year of admirable

Theatre Workshop productions,

comes lo the C.C. stage.

Marsha Norman's (Night
Mother) play is the story of a

woman trying lo come to terms

with her new life after her

release from eight years of

prison. As figures from her

pre-prison life drop in on her in

her not-so-new apartment, they

stir up memories/flashbacks of

her former unreformed life.

Arlene (Tasha Cogan) has

suppressed/murdered the old

"meanestbiich that ever walked"

known as Arlie, but has yet to

come to terms wilh this past

self.

The strength of this

production is in the consistency

of the acting. A well-conneclcd

ensemble holds the story

together despite Ihe episodic and
interrupted (non- linear?)

structure of ihe play, and
wilhout exception the

supporting cast members arc

alive, involved, and pulling

their own weight. Each new
entrance brings an interesting,

idiosyncratic, and believable

character, and that this happens

across the board speaks well for

ihe hard work of the actors and
director. That Ihe world of

pimps and prisons is a long way
from C.C. poses obvious

problems, as do southern

accents, bui aside from a few

garbled sentences I was
undi slraclcd.

The splitting up of

Arlcne/Arlie and the

simultaneous playing of their

scenes creates direction

challenges. Director Karen
Caplan has further split Arlie

into younger fBlylhc Batcn) and

older (Lauren Buckley), and
ignoring Norman's hints that

shc/lhey might share the space

of Arlcnc's apartment, Caplan
separates them from Arlcnc not

only by personality but also

physically and spatially. Arlene

and Arlie certainly seem lo

have nothing in common.
The set and lighting arc

particularly effective in

accentual! ng ihis split as

Arlic's world of skewed
platforms and odd-angled
lights contrasts strikingly wilh

the solid run world of Arlcnc.

I recommend an elevated seat to

properly appreciate the way the

past life literally leads up to

the present, driving home the

weak point of ihe play.

Getting Out plays Wednesday
through Saturday, April 5, 6, 7

and 8 on the Taylor Dining

Hall.

Taj Mahal has C.C. singing again

By Dave Leonard

Musically, Taj Mahal suc-

cessfully eludes classification.

He plays blues, but also plays

country, rock, soul, reggae, and

boggie. Confused fans and

critics simply toss him into the

catch-all category of "tradi-

tional," which suits him just

fine. Last Saturday, Taj Mahal,

bom Henry St. Clair Fredricks,

brought his unique musical

sensibilities to Armstrong Hall

in a sold-out solo acoustic

show.
Having only a nodding

acquaintance with Mr. Mahals'

music, I didn't know quite what

to expect. Wilh very little

fanfare, Taj (hopefully he'll

pardon the familiarity, but Mr.

Mahal sounds stupid) came out

and opened the show with the

upbeat and surprisingly raunchy

Big Leg Women. For the next

two hours he alternated

between piano and guitar, both

six- and twelve- string, playing

material going as far back as

Robert Johnson's Walking Blues

and as contemporary as UB40's

Johnny Atuba.

Taj made extensive and
entertaining use of the audience

during several songs, "This is

audience participation," he said,

"not a sing-a-long. Sing-a-longs

arc crap like Kumbaya." For the

encore the audience provided

clapping accompaniment to Taj's

a cappela singing. Between

songs Taj had a few scathing

comments on the slate of

modern music, including a

diatribe against the "new,

improved MTV." The
highlights of the show,
meaning the only songs I

recognized and remembered,

included Stagger Lee,

Statesboror Blues, and an

almost still-born version of

Fishin' Blues.

The only drawback to the

show was the apparent lack of

rapport, lo put it mildly,

between Taj and the sound

board. The difficulties came lo

a head afler the break, when the

feedback on Taj's mike was so

bad lhal he couldn't come
within a foot of it wilhout

bursting eardrums. To make
mailers worse, alien music

began to waft out of the

speakers. Taj aborted Fishin'

Blues and walked off stage.

For a few ugly moments it

looked as though the soundman

was going lo be dragged out lo

the lobby and dismembered, but

everything was quickly put

right. Apparently the problem

was caused by some enthusiastic

fans pounding on ihe slagc and

loosening the grounding wire,

which enabled every radio

sec DIFFICULTIES, p.19

N\c[< Ts^fproblems with the sound board. Taj Mahal put on a tremendous show last ^turday
photo by Susan Wilson
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Romanovsky and Phillips performed here once before,

as part of the 1989 Symposium on Intimacy.

photo by Irene Young

New York Stories shows

slices of the Big Apple
The rating syslem: David

maintains that with "skillful buzz-

management," any film is worth

seeing, i.e. the better the film, the

fewer beers needed to enjoy it.

The Catalyst, ofcourse, favors

responsible drinking, so ifyou use

it, don't abuse it.

Gay duo returns for

second C.C. concert

By Ian Blake Newman

Sunday night's performance at

Packard Hall was a double

rarity: not only was it the

first opportunity many straight

people had to witness an openly

gay performance, but it was
also one of the rare times

openly gay performers
Romanovsky and Phillips have

played to a predominantly

straight audience. "I think it

was about half and half [gay

and straight]," Paul Phillips

remarked, "and the response was
wonderful - we're not used to

this!"

"We've been told that our

music is accessible to all kinds

of people," said Ron
Romanovsky, the duo's main

lyricist and musician, "but this

proves it." Indeed, their two
performances at The Colorado

College have been
representative of the ongoing

struggle for coalition bctwen
gays, lesbians, and straights

that Romanovsky and Phillips

wish to achieve through their

music.

Their three albums (/ thought

You'd Be Taller, Trouble In

Paradise, and Emotional
Rollercoaster) are poignant and

fun, but it seems to be
commonly accepted that they

are at their wittiest and
campiest live (they've been
called the gay Sonny and Cher,

but refer to themselves as the

straight Hall and Oates).

Be forewarned, though - to

participate in one of their

concerts, one must throw all

reticence to the wind and be
prepared to sing things like

"Ho-ho- homophobia" and
"Don't use your penis for a

brain/Hard as it may be/You
really must refrain." The

concert caused people to think

as well as laugh; responses

Romanovsky and Phillips often

evoke from audiences
simultaneously.

"75% of our songs are

humorous," says Phillips,

"because humor is so disarming.

But all our songs are policical.

In fact, our very presence as

openly gay people on stage is

political."

"Our goal," Romanovsky
affirmed, "is to preach, without

people realizing we're
preaching."

What Romanovsky and
Phillips "preach" is different

than the sermons they heard as

children growing up in strictly

religious homes. Specifically,

they teach gay dignity,

perseverance, and pride through

songs about special challenges

gay people face, at home, at

work, in and out of love, and in

the wake of AIDS. And they

literally show people what
pride is all about by
transcending the questions of

right or wrong, moral or

immoral, by standing up and

being honest and open about

their identities. That pride and
dignity wears off on audiences,

who leave happy and often more
secure about embracing people's

differences. One student who
was "dragged along" by a

friend, said he'd probably lost

more homophobia just by
experiencing the concert, than

ever before.

Romanovsky and Phillips are

like a fruitcake: They have all

the ingredients - sweet and
nasty - of growing up and
coming out gay, packed solidly

together in a funny-looking

package that's hard enough to

hit people over the head but

friendly enough to share around

the table.

New York Stories

Touchstone Pictures

By David Leonard

I liked New York Stories.

And I hated it.

And I loved it.

Confused? Probably. AH
right, I'll explain. In case you

haven't heard about it yet, New
York Stories is three separate

short films about (what else?)

New York. The first is Life

Lessons, directed by Martin

Scorcese, the second, Life With

Zoe, directed by Francis Ford

Coppola, and the third Oedipus

Wrecks directed by and starring

Woody Allen.

Life Lessons features Nick

Nolle as Lionel Dobie, a

belligerent New York painter,

and Rosanna Arquette as

Paulette, his assistant and

former lover. From the very

opening shots Life Lessons is a

captivating piece about sexual

obsession and the nature of art

(apparently the two are closely

linked). The dynamics between

the two characters are riveting

and often painful, as we see

Paulette struggling to escape

Lionel's overwhelming
obsession with her, and Lionel's

often pathetic attempts to win

her back.

Mr. Scrocese's direction is

almost perfect, the opening

shot is one of his now

trademark close-up-super-slow

motion studies of Lionel

waiting for Paulette at an

airport, one would never

imagine the simple act of

crushing out a cigarette could

be so enthralling. I say almost

perfect, because at times

Scorcese blacks out edges of the

screen in a forced tunnel vision

to focus attention on a certain

object. This effect gets

annoying the third or fourth

time around. Otherwise, Life

Lessons is a flawless and

fascinating piece.

And then there's Life with

Zoe.

"There was once this bunny

rabbit," says Zoe, the heroine

(for want of a better word) of

this piece, to her new friend

Abu. "And she had no friends.

So her mother put in the back

yard with all her carrots and

vegetables and toys and told her

to play. The bunny rabbit

started playing all by herself

and pretty soon all the other

bunny rabbits started peeking

over the fence and asking 'can

we play too?'"

Apparently this story is the

pivotal point of Francis Ford

Coppola's Life With Zoe, by far

the weakest of the three stories.

What I imagine he intendes as a

modem fairy tale, or some sort

of pre-pubescent Pink Panther

spoof, ends up being little more

than a bad joke. Life With Zoe

deals with the trials and

tribulations of the

quintessential poor little rich

girl, who takes a taxi every day

from her luxurious Manhalten

hotel to her private suburban

school. The only redeeming

feature of this dog is wonderful

performance by Don Novello

(Father Guido Sarducci) as the

butler.

The first time I saw New
York Stories, it was all I could

do to sit through Zoe without

Ewu"6 *"• »"^ W.UHU iln)(

solved my dilemma by tak

along a Walkman and ig nor

the screen. I recommend
y

try this the first time you
the film, Zoe isn't even w
seeing once. In fact, take air

a tape of Lou Reed's New y
the contrast between the

should provide endless laughs

Finally, we—arrive at
|

reason I went to see Stories

the first place, Woody Allc

truly amazing Oedipus Wrec
Oedipus is the story of Shclc

Mills, a successful fifiy-yei

old New york attorney who,

he says, still hasn't resolved

relationship with his moth

"I love her," he confides to

psychiatrist, "but I wish
i

would just disappear." Its

to see why, his mother is]

nightmarish little gnome J
seems to derive pleasure fix

endlessly humiliating hi

Imagine your mother showi

the entire island of Manhafl

your baby pictures ... "i

doesn't he have the cutest lii

behind?"

And then the fun starts.

Oedipus Wrecks is the m
straightforward comedic pir

Allen has done since Sleep

If you like Woody Allen eve

little, Oedipus will make yffl

laugh harder than you have iifl

long time. Allen, never reaffl

much of an actor, does a tnfl

amazing job, as does MO
Questl, the two-foot tall, ein
hundred-year-old crone wH
plays his mother. RememjB

the Where's The Beef ladfl

Well, this woman is evH

better.

It's difficult, wait, make M
impossible, to rate New YM
Stories as a single piefl

Separately, I give Life LessM

a single beer, Life Willi ZoM
sixpack, and Oedipus WreM

no beers at all.

Editors Sought
for the

****

Catalyst Disparaging Eye,

and the Leviathan
Provides excellent publishing experience

Applications available upon request from Worner Desk.

Please return completed applications to

Worner Box 2012 by

Wednesday, April 19

For further information contact

Mike Shaver, extension 2280.
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[he Neville Brothers

mflow Moon
ft & M Records

Mojo Nixon

•RootHog or Die

Enigma Records

By Betsy Biggs By Peter Maurelli

The Neville Brothers have sl-

ays been known more for great

$ shows than for studio work.

low ihey have put out an ambi-

ous new record, YeHo Moon,

ich attempts to return to their

jois, grab the mainstream, and

mjin their uniquely funky sound,

flat once, -'---.

"My Blood," introduces the rec-

ti!.
Over a bassy African vamp

;y
plead, "Jah, go to Mother

ifrica/Sctall thcpcoplefrec/rhat's

iy
blood down there." Pretty

jutinc stuff for political reggae.

timing; from the Neville Broth-

it's a sufprise^particularty since

&y haven't lost that funky sound,

stcxpandcd.iL Manyofthefot-

fving tunes are covers - a rockin*

ssion of "Fire and Brimstone,'*

id a slow, synthesized, gospelly

:rsion of "Will the Circle be

tobroken* especially caught my
tcntipn. On the other handhold

may be surprised to hear that

boys have a rap/soul tunc*

lister Rosa," on this disc,

pe second side is funkier than

e first, with tunes such as "Voo

rxi," and "Wild Injuns," sound-

a lot like their older UuT,

like this record, though at first

was hard for me to get used to the

wsound. The NcviHeshad help

DmThe Dirty Dozen Brass Band,

liich gives some ofthe songs and

mostCaribbean feeling.and from

dan Eno, which helps explain

me of the synthesized effects.

The Neville Brothers have fi-

% released an honest album,

Kwhich shows, for the first time,

private and thoughtful side, with-

iiiaking away one bit from their

ardi Gras happy funkiness. This

soul,
r

Root flog or Ok " Davey

Crockett said it . .Mojo Nixon

lives it Mojo Nixon and Skid

Roper continue their tradition of

crazy, obnoxious lyrics backed

up with rockin* rhythmand blues.

The topics of their songs in-

clude problems with the govern-

ment, society, sex, and drags.

Their song titles range from

"DcbbieGibson is Pregnant with

My Two-Headed Child" and

"Legalize It" (no relation to the

Peter Tosh song) to "Bum Your
Money" i and "She's Vibrator

Dependent* They also cover

Woody Guthrie's "This Land is

Your Land" and they pursue the

mystery ofthe Elvismyth (previ-

ously explored in their song,

"Elvis is Everywhere") in "(619)

239-KlNG."

If you are looking to buy an al-

bum of a serbus nature, don'L

buythisone. Steal it Mostofthe

songs on this album maintain a

rather frivolous tone.

If you do buy the album and

like it, or if you'd like to check

Mojo out before you gobuy all of

his albums, his tour will be roll-

ing into the neighborhood later

this month.

For a mere $13.58 you can

check out Mojoatthe AzUan The-

alreinDenveronApril2l, Orfor

the same priceyou can mosey up

to Tulgi's in Boulder the next

night to sec Mojo do his Rock 'n
1

Roll thing.

SogoforthandchcckoutMojo

and Skid, either in person or on

vinyl, but don't do it if you are

easily offended or if you have no

sense of humor.

Diversity of music
that transcends

the current trends

COMPACT DISCS, RECORDS,
AND CASSETTES

VIDEO RENTALS & SALES

'30 E. PLATTE
473-0882

123 E. BIJOU

520-51H

Arts Calendar
Arts: Music: Films:

Fine Arts Center

Significant Woman Artists

works by 19 contemporary
artists.

Apr, 15 - Jun. 4

Colorado: State of the Art

Invitational and juried sections,

featuring 20 Co, artists

Apr. 15 - Jun, 4

Denver Art Museum
Supreme Instants: The

Photography ofEdward
Weston
Apr. 15- Jun. 11

FREE
info: (303) 575-2793

C.C. Chamber Chorus
Spring Concert

Apr. 9, 3:15 p.m.

Packard Hall

FREE

Rodolfo Ponce Montero
pianist • 20th century Mexican

composers
Apr. 7, 8:15 p.m.

Packard Hall

FREE

Dance:

Urban Bush Women
Dance/Theatre
Great Performers Scries

Apr. 18, 8:15 pjn.

Fine Arts Center

634-5583

FREE w/C.C. I.D.

Ballet Eddy Toussaint

de Montreal
Apr. 21, 22, 8 pjn.

Pikes Peak Center

$13-$22, $3 student discount

634-5583

Tom Paxton

folk musician

Apr. 7, 8 p.m.

Fine Arts Center

634-5583

$10

Fred Small

folk singer/songwriter

Apr. 10, 8:15 p.m.

Packard Hall

FREE w/ C.C. I.D.

f

Poor Richard's Cinema
The 21st International Tournee

of Animation

Apr. 7-13, 7:00 & 9:15 p.m.

$3.75

Bird

Apr. 14-20, 6:30 & 9 p.m.

$3.75

Film Series

Time Bandits

Apr. 7, 7 & 9:30 p.m.

Olin 1

$1 or film card

Heavy Metal

Apr. 8, 10 p.m. & Midnight

Olin 1

$1 or film card

Theatre:

Charles Slier

clarinetist — mini-concert and
master class

Apr. 11, 4:00 p.m.

Packard Hall

FREE

Theatre Workshop
Ceiling Out
Apr. 7,8, 8:15pm
Taylor Hall

FREE

Colorado College German
Department
An Evening of Scenes from the

works of Arthur Schnitzler

Apr. 7, 8 p.m.

Cossitt Hall

FREE

photo courtesy ol Arista Records

Technical difficulties plague Taj
DIFFICULTIES, from p. 17

[

station in the Springs to find

its way into the sound system.

Or something like that.

Regardless of the technical

problems, the show was
tremendous, and when it was

over, it hardly seemed that two

hours had passed. I realize this

review hardly does the show

justice, and I apologize to Taj's

more hardcore fans, who are

apparently legion at this

school, for any inadequacies.

But something as wild as Taj

Mahal is difficult to put into

words; he eludes lucid

description the way he eludes

musical classification. Suffice it

to say, Taj was smokin'. One

question still plagues me
though, why was that guy

dressed as Sylvester the cat?

Was it just some sort of

random wcirdness?

CAST YOUR VOTE-
for the next

Cutler Publications

Member-At-Large

Elections will be held

on Monday , April 10th

from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m.

9<air 'Designers for Men & Women

Style cuts, Cellophanes,

(Perms & Color

Nexus and Tri products available for sale

Stop in or make tjour appointment.

827'% ^)on at C^e La. Toudre m-xn_

Can you
afford togamble

with the LSAX GMAT,
GRE.orMCAT?

Probably not. Great grades

alone may not be enough to

impress the grad school of

your choice.

Scores play a part And
that's how Stanley H Kaplan

can help.

The Kaplan course teaches

test-taking techniques, reviews

course subjects, and increases

the odds that you'll do the best

you can do
So if you've been out of

school for a while and need a

refresher, or even if youre fresh

out of college, do what over 1

million students have done

Take Kaplan. Why take a

chance with your career?

1KAPLAN,
DON'T COMPETE WITH

A KAPLAN STUDENT-BE ONE

Colorado Springs Office

619 N. Cascade

Lower Level

635-3432



E TCETERA
"Cycles Peugeot"

The French Manufacturer

of the World's finest

bicycles since 1882!

<s.iysBICYCLE SHOP

19 E. Kiowa • Downtown

(7 blocks south of campus)

Phone: 634-4733

RICK WAGER -

"CC Class ot '64, Proprietor"

Opportunities

Student Rep. wanted for

Stanley H. Kaplan Educational

Center. Take a free course of

your choice. For details, call

635-3432.

Young Life Leaders needed:

Young Life is recruiting CC.
students interested in volun-

teering their lime to work in a

multi-ethnic outreach ministry

at Sierra High School. Contact

Pam Moore at 633-3342.

The admission office will be

filling 10 vacancies in

STARcore for the '89-'90

academic year. If you will be a

sophomore, junior or senior and

want public speaking experience

that does not involve podiums,

high stress, or grades - check it

out! Applications due Friday,

April 21, at 5 pm.

Political Union is accepting

applications for its 1989-90

Steering Committee. Seeking

responsible, judicious,

motivated individuals interested

in performing as service to the

campus. Submit a cover letter

and one prof, recommendation

to Worner Box 1159 by noon,

April 21. Interviews are April

23.

ON-CAMPUS SUMMER
JOBS: A variety of part-time

jobs are open for Summer
Session students. Full-time

jobs are open to current

students who will be returning

next year. Please see Financial

Aid Bulletin Board and apply

through Financial Aid Office.

Earn university credit this

from May 30-Aug. 28 at San

Jose Slate U. Write Summer
Session, Office of Continuing

Education, San Jose State

University, San Jose, CA,
95192-0135.

Sen. Tim Wirth will conduct

a seminar on changing relations

wilh the Soviet Union and

pollutants assaulting the

environment, April 19-22, in

Wash. D.C. Contact Jo Bryant,

303-866-1900, for info.

Contests

Poetry West holding 3rd

annual contest. Send entry fee

of $3 per poem, 40 lines max.

to Poetry West Contest, P.O.

Box 2413, Colorado Springs,

CO., 80901, by postmark May

1.

CONTEST: In the tradition

of the "Dark and Stormy Night"

contest, the Writing Center is

looking for the best/worst

opening sentence. Entries are

due to the Writing Center by

April 24. Prizes will be

awarded.

N O W is sponsoring a

Women's History Month Essay

Contest on The Continuing

Struggle for Women's Equality

Info: NOW Foundation Essay

Contest, 1000-16lh St. N.W.,

Suite 700, Washington, D.C.

20036.

Wanted

Wanted: 3 to 4 people to rent

cottage near Dale St. Cafe for

summer. Very reasonable rent!

Contact Courtney at x2293 or

Nicole at 635-3648.

Need a furnished apt. this

summer? We need one person

to live wilh 2 housemates in 3

bedroom with kitchen, full

bathroom, washer/dryer,
balcony overlooking beautiful

Wahsatch, and Jacuzzi outside.

Call Dirk, Wolf, Kevin (636-

1178).

World Balance "Action to

Save Our Planet" Conference at

Snowmass Village, Aspen, June

2^1. Write World Balance, P.O.

Box 4897, Aspen, CO, 81612 or

call 303-920-3202 for registra-

tion form.

American Lung Assoc., Pikes

Pk. Region, to present 1/2 day

progarm tilled "Consumer
Radon Clinic: Facts You Need

to Know," at C. Springs Sr.

Center, April 8, 9 a.m.-12 p.m.

$5. Call 578-3137 for details.

Reggae Benefit in Boulder for

Colorado Humane Society.

Moja Nya & The Samples with

In and Out &. Partly Dave on

April 16, 7:30 p.m. Tickets

$6.50, $7.50 at door. Call 303-

466-1048 for concert site.

Services

Typing: Call 531-0939.

Therapeutic massage
treatments available by

appointment in Boettcher,

Monday through Friday. Call

ext. 2384.

Events

LASERTYPESETTING
Papers, resumes, flyers, etc.

Professional work at reason-

able rates in 24 hrs. or less

Advanced Laser Printing
815 N. Nevada Suite #5

577-9110

Meetings

Soviet Film Festival; This

weekend in Boulder. Call the

Russian House for details, x

2834.

Watch for the

Splash Coming April 22!

FRIDAY, April 7, at 7:30

Gaylord Jon Waterman, author

of High Alaska Surviving

Denial, will speak on Ihe

conflict of oil exploration in

the Alaskan wildlife reserve.

Free and open to the public.

Rocky Mountain Rehab

Center will hold an open house

to provide the community with

information on their various

support groups April 8 from

noon-4 p.m. The Center is at

2501 E. Yampa.

Seniors! Seniors! Seniors! Are

you coming? You want to!

Senior Spring Fling~A View to

A Kill...Friends, Food, Fun,

Brew, Music. ..What more
could you want? April 21,

details coming soon.

Pikes Peak Hospice will

sponsor 8 Week workshop
Wednesdays, 7-9 p.m. at All

Souls Unitarian Church, April

5-May 24, for grief over death

of a teenager. Call 633-3400

for information.

Colorado Poetry Festival and

Book Fair April 7,8 at Lorctlo

Heights Campus, Regis College

Denver. Includes reading,

writing workshops. For info..

Call 303-458-4147.

In response to the vegetarians

at the dining hall, the Food
Service Committee is starting

the Vegetarian Advisory Group

(which is open to anyone). The

first meeting will be in the

Bemis Exile Room on Monday
the 17th at noon. Questions?

Call Jim Burness x2201.

Study the Gospel of Mark,

Tuesdays, 6 p.m., Loomis 344.

Call Cyndee, 2252.

Find out what the Bible has

to say. Find out about life of

Jesus, Mondays, 8 p.m.,

Mathias Conference room. Call

Rick, 2258.

Personals
The news editors ih aiJ

Kalherine Shelley for kJ
immensely valuable assistant

with last week's edition of >i]

Congratulations Delta Catalysl wA Uiis week's looilGamma for the 72 hours of Ps HcVj tnanks muchl f
work you did for Contrast me loo!!!! Did , le„

'

Vision Tests! You are all -

WONDERFUL!
found my keys? Am I crazy?

Admission Office Intern Positions Available

Applications are now available for Admission Officel

Student Intern positions: —
*5ummerTourGu1deCoordinator Summer 1989

*A1 umni Affai rs I ntern 1 989- 1 990 year

*5.T.AR. Coordinator Intern 1 989- 1 990 year

^Minority Affairs Intern 1989- 1990 year

Applications are available in the Admission Office

Room 100, Armstrong Hall

Application Deadline: April 15. 1?

Please contact Lloyd Peterson at extension 2348

for additional information.

For Sale

For Sale: Huffy 10-speed

bicycle, excellent condition.

$30 or best offer. Call Kim at

ext. 2363 days or 632-0674

evenings.

Video Disk/CD player.

Brand-new Pioneer CLD-900.
Infrared remote; digital/ analog

sound. $350 or best offer.

Aaron x2835.

All announcements
must be submitted
to the CATALYST by
3 p.m. on Tuesday.
Announcements
should not exceed
35 words. Please
include $1 with all

personals.

Announcing
The Colorado College Contests

in Poetry and Fiction

The Evelyn Bridges Poetry Award
sponsored by the English Department

from One to Ten Poems
Submissions to Professor Ruth Barton

For more information, contact Professor Joan Stone or Ruth Barton

***

The Reville Prize for Fiction

sponsored by the English Department

from One to Three Short Stories

Submissions to Professor Mark Slavig

For more information, contact Mark Stavig or Professor Jim Yafle I

General rules for Both Contests

1 Contests open to all currently, enrolled Colorado College students!

and the work must be the original composition of the student.

2. All submissions must be neatly typewritten in proper form.

3. To submit: On your manuscript, include a pseudonym Then,

in a smaller, sealed envelope, enclose your real name along wiui

your pseudonym, your address, and your phone number. Your run

name should appear no place else in your submission. Then, en-

close your manuscript along with the smaller envelope in a larger

envelope and leave in the above mentioned place.

4. Deadline for all submissions: April 10, 1989.

5. Contests will be judged by committees made up from the English I

' Department.

! 6. In all contests, the winners will receive certificates and checks fori

> money at the Honors Convocation in May. $75 will.go to uie "raj

1 place winners, $45 to the second place winners, and $30 to tne™l
' place winners. Unless otherwise specified, winning entries wiu vnm

', published in the May issue of the Leviathan.

J's Motor Hotel

and Restaurant
Off Campus at 820 N. Nevada

Special Student Rate including Utilities

& satellite TV

633-5513
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etas deactivate
show of unity

By Kevin Drennan

nng a meeting of The
ado College chapter of

Theta Pi this week an

jhelming majority of

Iraternity's members
rtvated in response to

inding restrictions

sed by its national

esentatives. Many
bers resigned and walked

if the- meeting leveling

iations of selective

mination against the

nal fraternity.

a's problems with the

nal fraternity began to

to a head in early

J when district chief

Connelly arrived on
us for an unannounced
ng with Vice President

Taylor. The meeting
I for the establishment

i dialogue between

chapter president Charles
Hines, Vice President Taylor,

and Pat Connelly in order to

define and resolve Beta's

problems. One week later

Dean Laurel McLeod drafted

a letter to the national

fraternity in response to what
the administration considers

additional "patterns of

misconduct/'

Early in April Connelly
and a panel of Beta alumni
returned to campus to conduct

a series of individual
interviews with each member
of the fraternity. After this

series of evaluations,
Connelly called Tuesday's
meeting in order to present

his "21 point plan" for the

reorganization of the Gamma
Delta chapter.

Connelly's plan called for,

among many things, the

elimination of all-campus

see BETA, p. 3

o-founder of Greenpeace

ilivers vibrant lecture

By Craig Heacock

part of Earth Week activities, Greenpeace co-founderPaul

son gave an talk Wednesday night inGatesCommon Room.

n started Greenpeace in 1972 to stop nuclear tests in the

Man Islands, and later left the organization when he felt it

me too bureaucratic and compromising.

mow runs the Sea Shepherd Society, whoseaim is to stop the

of marine mammals asd the desecration of the world's

ns. The Society owns two icebreakers, which Watson cap-

These ships function as a veritable monkeywrench in the

iing and tuna industries.

™ though whaling was outlawed by international treaty in

, Iceland, Japan, and the Soviet Union continue to practice

ling for "scientific research.'' Watson recalled gut-wrenching

& of his ba tiles wi Hi whaling ships, and spoke eloquently of

»in of he! plessly wa Idling wha les harpooned in front of his

'» raft. Still, the Sea Shepherd (Watson's ship) has accom-

>;d many feats, including stopping theCanadiansealhunts,

inkingofhalf the Icelandic whaling fleet, and the scuttling of

ral "pirate" whaling ships. Watson emphasized that all his

" "'tis are done with human safety as the prime consideration,

n his many years of "ecoterrorism" not one person has been

,ed.

Jer vivid descriptions of the adventuresof theSea Shepherd,

on focused on the causes of the present disaster in our

here. According to Watson, anthtopocentric religions, na-

jism, the embracing of agriculture 10,000 years ago, and

lialism have brought the planet to the sad state it is in now.

by a return to a mindset of the Earthas Our "Mother," akin

|"Gala" theory, and by the treatment of all creatures on it as

Jgral part of the living oneness of all, can we hope to save

Ives and our fellow spedes from impending disaster, said

|m. He sees illegal whaling as a symptom of the anthropo-

* disease poisoning our biosphere... and commented that

" whaling is scheduled tobegin again nextyear.

:"
-

Supporters weathered the cold April 9 to voice their beliefs Photo by Andrea Rex

Pro-choice supporters rally

By Christine Mack

About 300 people gathered

at Acacia Park in downtown
Colorado Springs on a snowy
April 9 to show their support

for the 1973 Supreme Court

decision, Roe vs. Wade, that

made abortion legal. The
rally, organized by C.C.'s

Feminist Collective, the

Women's Health Services

Clinic, and Planned
Parenthood, corresponded
with "The March for

Women's Lives" in

Washington D.C. and many
other pro-choice events

around the nation.

In light of Webster vs.

Reproductive Health Services, a

Missouri case which comes
before the Supreme Court on
April 26, and the growing
number of anti-abortion

protests, women's groups
believe that the voice of the

"silent majority" who support

abortion rights needs to be

heard.
"A poll found in Newsweek

this week shows that 77

percent of the American

public supports a woman's
right to have an abortion but

if you watch the nightly

news you would think lhal

the whole country is full of

pro-lifers. The right-to-lifc

movement has captured the

spotlight. Through events

like the rally, the media has

the opportunity to see how
the majority really feels,"

one organizer said.

The Colorado Springs rally

attracted only four protestors.

They shouted Biblical verses

and one carried a 10-foot tall

see RALLY, p. 4

Local doctor condemns child abuse

By Jenn Ball

This year, as a member of

the Kids Are Alright House,

I saw numerous lectures on

rather violent and depressing

subjects like juvenile crime

and divorce. However, no

lecture frightened its

audience more than Dr. Peter

Adasek's slide presentation

on child abuse Wednesday
night.

Dr. Adasek, a physician in

Colorado Springs, is a

renowned lecturer and writer

on child abuse. Not
surprisingly, the history of

abuse began with the history

of humankind. Infant

mortality was sometimes as

high as fifty percent until

the Enlightenment. The first

case of reported abuse, in 1896

(stopped only under cruelty to

animals laws), was in the

United States.

In 1988 2.2 million cases of

child abuse were reported in

the U.S., including 1225

deaths. (The death rale may
be inaccurate due to the lack

of autopsies.)

The main message of

Adasek's lecture was that

anyone, not only teachers and

doctors, can help prevent

child abuse. Any injuries to

the back, belly, or groin are

highly suspicious because

kids typically injure

themselves only on the limbs

and forehead. Infants of one

to six months are abused more
than any other age group and

abuse decreases after kids

enter school.

The gTaphic slides, mainly

infant abuse victims, clearly

showed differences between

accidents and physical abuse.

Often only trained

physicians can spot abuse

because parents learn to injure

their children in obscure
places such as behind the

ears or on the soles of the feet

to avoid suspicion. However,

Adasek feels that everyone,

physician or otherwise, is

obligated through 24 hour

hotlines listed in the phone

book to report suspicion of

abuse.

Adasek is also a pioneer of

videotaping children for

abuse cases, raising the

conviction rate because of

these tapes. Using
anatomically correct dolls,

children can explain what

happened to them on video

tape so they can avoid a

traumatic courtroom
experience. Education on

proper punishment is also

important. Adasek feels

"time-outs," where a child is

alone and quiet for five

minutes, are the best form of

punishment. Although the

higher conviction rate and

education are important,

awareness and action are

what Dr. Adasek stressed for

prevention of child abuse.
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Environmentalist kicks off Earth Week

Br Bill Glaves

David Brower, a former

Sierra Club president and

rounder of Friends of the Earth,

kicked off Earth Week Monday

to a standing-room-only crowd

in Gates Common Room. His

speech received a warm response

from the environmentally

sympathetic audience. Brower

gave a short sermon, raising

questions about environmental

problems and criticizing

industry's uncaring, destructive

attitude.

No stranger to Colorado

Springs, Brower spent time at

Camp Carson, returned for

climbing school a few years

later, and received an honorary

degree from The Colorado

College in 1977.

He called Colorado Springs a

city of mindless, uncontrolled

growth, on a path to "slow

motion disaster." Growth for

the sake of growth transforms

cities such as Denver and

Colorado Springs into

pollution pits like Los Angeles

and Mexico City, he added.

Brower once said, "we do not

inherit the earth from our

fathers, we borrow it from our

children." Now he believes we
are stealing the earth from our

children and must take action

soon, because we are stuck with

this planet.

Brower went on to criticize

governments worldwide for

failing to recognize the limits

of our resources. Global

warming has been an issue since

the early 20th Century, yet the

Tibetan Laid
offers his servicA

to C.C. studenm

Photo by Andrea Rex

Former Sierra Club President David Brower enthralled a

standing-room-only crowd last Monday.

By Steve Rizika

fledgling industrialist did not

expect any major problems for

thousands of years. European

countries discovered the effects

of acid rain in the 1950's, but

put forth little effort to stop

it. Starling about one hundred

years ago with the industrial

revolution, ozone depletion

will continue for the next

century even if we stop the

causes today. A report to the

Carter administration a decade

ago predicted the extinction of

500,000 to 2 million species by

the year 2000.

What can be done now to save

the planet from our eviction

notice? Something besides what

we are doing, according to

Brower. After the questions

and discussion, Brower made

GO GLOBAL

with

Peace Corps
Internships

Opportunity for outstanding student to spend a sem-

ester working in a Peace Corps office overseas.

Information and applications available in the Career Center.

Applications due by 4:30 p.m. Friday, April 28, 1989.

this point: "It's healing time."

We need to get organized

against the Fortune 500

companies, "Earth Last". Our

lifestyles must change, taking

environmental concerns
seriously in everday affairs.

We need to rethink our

curricula, make them more

reality-based, revealing our

faults and errors. Most of all,

we must recognize we are all

participants. Everyone makes a

difference. Brower emphasized

one point especially: "If you

say you're an environmentalist,

be one!"

Brower recognizes that he

must lead within the system,

changing it from the inside. He
urged audience members to care,

organize, and commit
themselves to the

environmental movement.
When one looks at the

tremendous opportunity the

earth offers, one must also

recognize "we're capable of

destroying it all."

By now nearly everyone is

aware of the tragedy that

has befallen the country of

Tibet since the Chinese took

control in 1949. The recent

demonstrations commemo-
rating the March 10, 1959

uprising in Lhasa, where
89,000 Tibetans were killed,

received much press and
sympathy throughout the

world.

Chinese actions in Tibet

have tremendous ramifica-

tions for us all. Tibet is a

2,000 year old culture and

country that is rapidly being

absorbed by China. The
spiritual and political leader

of all Tibetans the Dalai

Lama states: "You look at our

Tibetan refugees as well as

people inside Tibet and
despite their hardships, on
their face there is peace,

there is joy. That is

something quite precious.

This culture is worth saving."

Whether one agrees with

the Dalai Lama or not it is

the earth that is and will

continue to suffer the most.

Tibet and the Himalayan
Mountains are said to be the

last great wilderness left on

this planet. With the influx

of 7.5 million Han Chinese

into Tibet this statement is

rapidly losing its validity.

Indiscriminate mining and

lumbering are taking place to

accommodate the Chinese in

a country the size of Wi
Europe, that befo
Communist takeover ha.

ideal population of 6 n

farmers and nomads.
year's flooding in BangJ
is evidence of the increH

runoff from the si
deforested hillsides of™
India and Nepal. One quM
of China's nuclear arsenn
now located in Tibet andM
a large price, other counB
can now dump their tl
wastes there. Rare birds]
cats, such as the snow leoJ|

are on the verge of extinS

in Tibet, all within theB
forty years. This amounB
the unchecked destruction

the earth and one of its ifl

beautiful and peacM
peoples.

The Colorado CollegeI
been offered a uniqd

opportunity by a TibM
Lama now living I
Kathmandu, Nepal. Lam

Kunga (roughly translate™

"old joy") has graciom

offered to assist anybfl

wanting information aboi

Tibet. Anyone actually goin

to Kathmandu would havB
immediate friend who oB
offer unrivaled opportunfl

from facilitating trfl

arrangements, getting I
prices in the marketsB

obtaining nirvana.

On Friday, there will be

table at the "Earth M
with more informatffl

Interested parties I
encouraged to attend.
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Photographer presents work
By Douglas Mann

Photo by Andrea Rex

•aul Watson, co-founder of Greenpeace, raved
Tbout the evils of exploitation of the seas on Tuesday I

kiblisher expresses

eed for unity
By Kathy Watt

I
jjfhe Earth Week program

Hiured an inspirational lecture

Ed Marston, the publisher

fie environmental newspaper

id
Country News, located in

onia, Colorado. The
fSpaper was founded in 1970

Tom Bell, who became

by the emergence of

[ mining and power plants in

fpming. The newspaper

<ed as a crusade against the

anization in the west. After

fit generations of being

sed down, Ed Marston and

wife currently run the

i/spaper. The aim of the

ilication remains the same;

voice the concerns of small

hi communities in the

stem region that Marston

icribed as "the place where

iple don't live."

the rural regions of the

trior west are rich with

_^ery, fresh air and natural
' Vources such as oil, coal and

SRnium. The prevailing

iiudes of the inhabitants of

se areas have always been to

k the land through farming,

mining and mills. However, in

1982-83, deflationary measures

produced small towns without

an economic function, forcing

the communities to adapt to a

different urban world. Marston

feels that three major elements

are missing from the West: a

newspaper to provide a source

of communication to link

people together, a research and

educational institution

concerned primarily with the

West, and a citizen reform

movement to fight the system

from within.

Marston confessed that he

could not provide a "magic

formula" to solve the problems

of the Western interior.

However, he " did advise

concerned individuals to make
their own way in rural towns

and come to the aid of the

community with the necessary

skills and training. Ed Marston

uses High Country News and his

lectures as a way to work

through his ideas in progress.

He feels that with the abrupt

changes that have occurred there

is an urgent need for a strong

communication in the western

regions of the country.

There are places on the Earth

that emanate power. Though
they may be trampled by

careless feet or cursed as

another roadside attraction, the

source of their power is too

strong for modem visitation to

diminish. Artist Linda Conner
admits that she does not travel

far from her car to reach the

places she photographs, but the

images she captures are truly

sights from a more numinous
reality.

Conner gave a slide

show/lecture on Wednesday
night, April 19th in the WES
room at Worner Center entitled

"Old and New Work: A
Synthesis". The artist is known
for her book, Solos and

numerous exhibitions. She has

photographed people and ritual

sites in Central America, the

Far East, Europe, and the

American Southwest.

Linda Conner's pictures are

of sacred moments, places, and

people. Her images are

displaced and removed from any

cultural context, which serves

to accentuate the union between

all which is holy. The pictures

Y EARS A H E A D
"'

I N

HAIR DESIGN

15% DISCOUNT WITH C.C. ID

with an additional 10% off all professional

perms and highlights

inning Package available with Perm or Highlight ONLY!

FREE CONSULTATIONS

118 N. Tejon Suite 301 (Above Old Chicago)

635-5552

seem to silently state that no

matter where a particular

painted rock or carved tree

might be found, their primal

magic which strikes the eyes

and mind all stem from the

same source. As Tibetan monks
chanted a low guttural stream

from a small cassette player,

Linda Conner's photographs

dissolved into each other.

Though the conditions weren't

quite right to produce a

religious experience, the

presentation gave the

impression that even in this

modern world there are places

where the raw vibrations of

God can still be felt.

Linda Conner shoots much
of her work with an 8" by 10"

camera and develops the

negatives with 19th century

techniques. This gives her

photographs a distinct and

antique quality which best

emulates the work of those

masters who have come before

her. This technique also seeks to

soften the strange paradox of

capturing the primal immediacy

of these visions with the most

modern of tools. Her
philosophy is that if we are to

witness those places poised at

the end of the world, then the

distance between us and them
should not be increased by an

over manipulative technology.

Linda Conner wishes to provide

a clear and untarnished view of

a subject matter which most
definitely speaks for itself.

Her work is conspicuously

devoid of any references to

modern society. They are

postcards from the gods; out of

place, out of time. She stated

that she docs this in order to

"...open [us] up to a visual space

different from the regular time/

frame," and to "...connect us

back to an ancient understanding

of the Earth, and understanding

of culture." Linda Conner's

pictures have the ability to

produce sensations of primal

trepidation and fear, a sure sign

that such a connection is being

made.

Though we live in a world

which has been thoroughly

paved and completely mapped,

the mystery which comes from

being a perceiving entity on a

fertile earth still exists. Linda

Conner's photographs have

captured the essence of those

places sacred enough to hold

one transfixed; caught between

the urge to flee and the desire

to explore.

Beta House disolves
from BETA, p. 1

parties and the reinstatement

of traditional Beta functions.

It required a coat and tie for

all house-sponsored events,

as well as a selective rush.

Connelly's plan gave the

national fraternity the

ability to replace any elected

officer, and it reserved the

right to add any requirements

to the already restrictive

list.

The one condition of

Connelly's plan that was
overwhelmingly offensive to

C.C. Betas came when he

produced a list containing the

names of twenty-five
members who, as a result of

the interviews, he deemed

unacceptable. Many Betas

were outraged and wondered
what criteria Connelly used

in forming the list. More than'

a few members said that the

list contained the names of

some of the most productive

and active people in the

house.

One Beta interviewed said,

"We've always believed

that anybody who wants to

be a Beta can be a

Beta. ..we've always been

proud of our non-selective

process." Many, if not all

Betas agreed with this point,

saying that Connelly's plan

would force them to become a

selective organization.

In resigning, over seventy

Betas took a stand against

the selective process that

seems to be at the heart of

the national fraternities'

value system. As a group they

traded their ties to the

national fraternity and its

selectivity for their

brotherhood and sense of

friendship.

Connelly was unavailable

for comment and most Betas

still do not understand how
he made the judgments that

led to the formulation of his

list. But the one thing that

the members' actions affirm

is that they won't stand for

the fraternity's constrictive

attitudes and its selective

process that some say borders

on discrimination.

Doit Do it now.

Do it by Friday.

CCCA
3 Member-At-Large Openings

Applications available at Worner desk. Due April 28th.
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Organizer enlightens students on philosophy of Deep Ecology

By Kevin Drennan

The activities of Earth

Week continued on
Wednesday as Rick Medrick

brought his philosophy of

deep ecology to the Colorado

College campus.

Medrick, who is the

founder of an organization

called Breaking Through,

spoke on the importance of

understanding and embracing

our roots in nature. According

to Medrick our modern
lifestyle has caused us to

forget the connection we have

to nature as our natural

environment.

Deep Ecology urges us to

reestablish our ties to nature

and the other human beings

that make up our tribal

society. Ritual is seen as a

very important part of

reconnecting with our
environment and reforging

the ties to our community.
Medrick demonstrated how
the fundamentals of T'i-chi

help us to find our own
physical balance as well as a

balanced point within the

ecosystem.

Medrick's work with the

Breaking Through program
adopts many of the ideas of

Deep Ecology and puts them
into motion in the

environment in what he
describes as deep play. The
idea of Breaking Through
shares many of its ideas with

The Colorado Outward Bound
School, of which Medrick

was Associate Director during

the 1970's.

Breaking Through trains

people at its ranch in

Westcliff, Colorado, takes

them rafting down the

Arkansas river and climbing

at the Creststone Needles.

The idea behind the program

German professor to

teach class next year

By Armin Wishard

Dr. Dieter Sturma, a highly

respected cultural historian and

professor at the University of

Liineburg and Hannover, will

be teaching a very interesting

course entitled GR 320: "A

Cultural History of Germany

since 1945" at Colorado

College in Block 1. The course

will be taught in English and

should have special appeal, but

not be limited to students in

German, History, Philosophy

and Comparative Literature. It

will deal with major

developments in West German

culture and intellectual

thought, including the

American influences on that

country. The reading list will

encompass works by German

writers Borchert, BOH, Frisch

and Christa Wolf, as well as

German thinkers such as

Adorno, Horckheimer and

Marcuse. Several major films

("Wings of Desire" and "The

Lost Honor of Katharina

Blum") will complement the

readings. There are no

prerequisites for this course.

Rally proves cold
from RALLY, p. 1

cross.

"They (the protestors)

weren't the usual right-to-

lifers. They seemed more
intent on calling us whores

and damning us to hell than

preventing abortion," said

sophomore Courtney Jackson,

a peacekeeper at the rally.

The Feminist Collective

organized a group of

"peacekeepers" at the
suggestion of Colorado's

National Organization for

Women. The peacekeepers
were trained in non-violent

conflict resolution in case
problems arose. A number of

police officers surrounded
Acacia Park but just observed.

The rally lasted over an
hour and featured speeches
by faculty members Devon
Pena, Doug Freed, and George
Butte as well as many student

musicians. Folk singer Fred
Small also played for the

crowd.

<<-

.s to help people find the

courage to put themselves at

risk in their environment, to

take the physical as well as

the philosophical leap that

breaks the bonds that hold

them back in their existence.

According to Medrick it is

difficult to talk about Deep
Ecology because its power
comes from its enactment. His

breathing and move,
demonstrations showed
important it is to put t

ideas into motion. Throi
its practice, Deep Ecol!

effectively unites a pera
physical and spiritual

1

into a unified whole the

in perfect harmony with
rhythms of nature.

A
Benjamin's

Special Offer

When you buy a dozen

of any of our delicious

Bakery products

(gourmet rice krispies,

muffins, cookies, sweet breads

demi loaves)

receive a FREE packet of

gourmet coffee.

Offer good April 24 - April 30

Northwestern University Summer Session '89

Think or swim.

2003 Sheridan Road Evanston, Illinois 60208-2650

Save me a seat Send me a free copy of the Summer Session '89 catalog with

financial aid and registration information (available mid-March).

Please send the catalog to D my home. my school.

1

Ifyou have more than 20 pages to read,

don't forget the sunscreen.

Mall Ihisioupon, or call I-800-FM>S-NU; in Illinois, (312) 491-41 14.
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lock-plan survey proves useless

p, VANTAGE POINT

ith a flurried waste of paper, C.C.'s administration

ided to ask upperclass students to compare the eight-

;k year to the nine-block year of the past.

he survey addresses a moot point. Very few upperclass

jents have anything positive to say about the eight-block

( .
Why bother to poll students when we all know what

overwelming response will be?

forse yet, the students who will be most affected by the

I schedule have not been asked to voice their opinions at

Even first-year students have realized the disadvantages

L eight-block plan. Certainly, their opinions are crucial

my decision concerning changes in the number of blocks.

jhile we think it is important for the administration to

lp abreast of student opinions, this survey accomplishes

jhing. Students who experienced the nine-block year are

riously unhappy with the inflexibility and limitations of

ht blocks.
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artwork by Mark Flore

Pro-lifer considers less

noted aspects of abortion
GUEST COMMENTARY/By

An open letter to those

at C.C. who are pro-

choice:

I'll be straight. I am

a pro-life advocate. Yet, abortion

and its corollary issues confuse me.

Those of you who are honest will

say it confuses you too. My pur-

pose in writing is not to condemn

you, but to invite pro-life advo-

cates to step toward consistency,

clarity, fairness, and dialogue. April

9lh's demonstration and April

lOth's Fred Small concert showed

me that neither group has much

interest in any ofthe above. Rather,

both seem to get some thrill from

the animosity, gaining from the

issue a perverse sense of purpose.

Ed Langlois ('86) and Robert Dowd
This is wrong. compromise, but at least we

I call us to consistency. Pro- should call it what it is.

lifers must see that if they are I call us to fairness. Wc must

to defend life," they must also drop our gross stereotypes of

defend those on death row, one another. You arc not all

those in senseless wars, those in trendy self-absorbed
danger of nuclear threat, and amoralists. We arc not all

those who starve because of uneducated fundamentalist
rampant spending on defense, dolls. All hope to do what is

Pro-choiccrs must see the

lunacy of denouncing one

moment holocaust and genocide.

right. That is what makes this

so difficult.

So, lastly, I call us to talk to

as did Small, then the next onc another. I can see no other

demanding the right for wav l0 discover what is right,

abortion. Thc lhrm of our baU |c js cheap
I call us to clarity. You see

in(ieC(i, i t gets us nowhere,
abortion stricUy as an issue of consistent, clear, fair dialogue
womens' rights; we see it snould happen at C.C. and
strictly as murder, and never places likc it [ challenge you
the twain have met. Abortion is

t0 start jt_

both. Neither of us will

iod-fearing citizen can never question tradition

EST COMMENTARY/By Russell Cochran

In last week's Catalyst there of a long and noble tradition of

"real people." Patterson argues

that this culture's "taboos and

proscriptions" were handed

down from generation to

generation in order to "protect

our society from its excesses,"

which he sees as fundamentally

destablizing. His attack is

deftly executed and is certainly

met with a hearty round of

applause from many enlightened

members of this community.

Patterson's insightful

argument brought a very

unusual and exciting question

to mind, namely , who exactly

are the "real people" to which

he refers? Could it be that my
very own ancestors actually had

a hand in creating this great and

noble tradition of cultural

taboos? What a grand and

elating feeling it is to know

that I am so closely tied to

such conscientious and forward

looking beings. I must say that

Beared a highly thoughtful

d evocative letter written by

|»-Mark Patterson which
Iressed the nature of our 'God

Jen' sexuality.

Patterson's letter is an artful

licism of an essay by Eric

Trnell on bisexuality. In his

jter, Patterson states that the

and unrestrained
proration of our sexuality

jnehow poses a threat to the

Me functioning of civil

Piety. He condemns YarneU's

|yful attitude of "anything

S" on the grounds that it

ades" "stable society" which

J born of a long and
languished tradition.

Jo back up his thesis, he

jorporates some extremely

Jking and provocative

foments. He approaches the

fe from a stable and much
Ked position which he labels

Wition." He holds that this

"taboo's" are the result

the ramifications of this idea

are, for me, extremely

scintillating.

Perhaps I am related

to one of our noble

founding fathers who
voted to allow only white

male landowners to have

a say in U.S.

government.

However, could it be that

Mr. Patterson did not take his

ideas far enough? Could it be

that the tradition to which he

refers extends beyond the mere

creation of cultural taboos?

Could it be that cultural taboos

are but one facet of an overall

tradition which affirms system

stability grounded in the higher

critical criterion of God and

historical morality?

How is it possible for me to

articulate the excitement this

thought brings to me? Jon-

Mark Patterson has truly

opened my eyes. It now

becomes clear to me that my

relatives upheld this cultural

tradition with the same

magnanimous intentions of

preserving order and stability

within their respective cultural

epoches.

Perhaps I am related to one

of our noble founding fathers

who voted to allow only white

male landowners to have a say

in U. S. government. Surely I

can only be filled with

admiration for his support of

the perpetuation of a long-

standing tradition of

subordinating such marginal and

unimportant groups as women,

landless peasants, and, of

course, negro slaves.

It is indeed uplifting to think

that my great, great grandfather

fought for the Confederacy in

the Civil War. He, loo, was

defending a righteous tradition

in order to preserve every man's

God given right to own slaves.

He was striving lo maintain the

stability which had allowed

him to raise stable, loving

families. I am sure I have many

such relatives of which I am
equally proud.

It is within this great

tradition that we, as

responsible, God-loving

citizens, find ourselves. Is it

not up to us lo uphold its fire

and glory with as much right-

minded zeal as we can possibly

muster? Is it not our moral

duty that suppress those

infidels which would seek to

somehow alter and pervert our

divine heritage as citizens of the

United States of America?!

This is our moral imperative

as God-fearing citizens. Let our

vision and thought never be

clouded. Amen.
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Mexico doesn't

realize its good

fortune
An authoritative military

history on the U.S.-Mexico

war, entitled "So Far From

God" and written by retired

Brigadier General John

Eisenhower, son of President

Eisenhower, has recently been

published by Random House.

Eisenhower reported on the

opposition of Congressman

Abraham Lincoln of Illinois,

who said in 1846 that the war

with Mexico "fixed the public

gaze on military glory - that

attractive rainbow that rises in

showers of blood." Lincoln was

accused of disloyalty for not

backing our boys at the front

and he did not run for

reelection in 1848. Lincoln's

refusal to support the Mexican

War is comparable to what

Congress and the media did to

insure our defeat in Vietnam

over a century later.

Long after his military

service in Mexico, President

Grant stated in his memoirs in

1885, shortly before his death,

that the Mexican War was "the

most unjust war ever waged by

a stronger against a weaker

nation."

The Mexican War was the

training ground for junior

officers like Grant, Lee, Meade,

Johnston, Beauregard,
Longstreet and Pickett, who
became generals fighting on

opposite sides of the Civil War.

Without the valuable
experience those generals

received in Mexico, isn't it

possible that the Civil War
might have ended disastrously

for one side or the other at a

much earlier time? The Korean

War similarly provided

excellent training for those

who later tried to defend our

country in the Vietnam
conflict. Imagine how much

more devastating our defeat in

Vietnam might have been if our

senior officers had not been

exposed to the chastening

lessons of Korea?

At the end of the Mexican

War, the U.S. got all of

Arizona, New Mexico and

Utah, and significant portions

of California, Colorado,

Nevada and Texas. We
generously paid Mexico $15

million after the war, even

though the western states

acquired were won after a

presumably fair fight by right

of conquest. Should our library

get this book, let us hope that

our Chicanos will not take

advantage of its contents to

demand additional reparations

or even a return to Mexico of

the lands ceded to the U.S. in

1848. Why can't Mexico and

the Chicanos forgive and forget

what happened in 1846-48, just

as many good Christians might

do?

If the U.S. had not invaded

Mexico in 1846, a power
vacuum could have existed

which might have attracted

Britain, France or even Russia.

Would Mexico today prefer to

have the "evil empire" of the

Soviets at their border, instead

of having a strong, friendly

neighbor to the north, which

has protected them, and
provided a haven and
employment for so many of

their citizens? Sincerely,

Joe Stem

THE CATALYST

In My Opinion

Letters to the Editor

Cossitt Basement
Colorado College

Colorado Springs, CO
80946

Friday, April 21, igj

Campus fails to accomodate!

Jews during Passover

Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the address

above. Lettersshouldbenolongertban400words. TheForum

staff may edit letters for clarity and brevity.

The Catalyst does not accept responsibility for the views

expressed in any letters it receives. It does accept responsibil-

ity for giving them a chance to appear. ^^^^^^^^^

Drug testing challenged
To The Editor:

Reading the last issue of the

Catalyst (April 7), we were

quite interested in Joe Hrbek's

assessment of the "war on

drugs" in America. While we

applaud him for addressing this

extremely complex issue and

agree that current efforts don't

make the grade, we have

problems with his proposed

solution. We strongly support

the idea that we must abandon

the imperialistic struggle to

curb drug supply at its source,

but we find Joe's approach at

controlling demand quite

alarming.

He proposes that drug testing

be implemented for every aspect

of American society (the

military, schools, the

workplace, etc.). One ex-

tremely important prohibitive

in such a plan is cost. Each

drug test costs an average of

$13 to $15. To be an effective

measure, tests would have to be

given approximately once each

month. That would be a cost

of $160 annually per person or

approximately $320,000
annually for a population the

size of Colorado College. This

cost would be exorbitant for a

population like that of the

United Slates.

Testing would also be

problematic in that it would be

difficult to determine the

target drugs. People who are

drug dependent tend not to be

terribly picky about their high.

If a person is tested for Class 1

drugs such as heroin, cocaine,

crystal meth, pot, etc., why
would that person not use our

nation's favorite drug, alcohol?

People will tend to switch

drugs if they can't get their

favorites. Just eliminating

certain options, when it would

be easy to produce more
"designer" or lab drugs, won't

prevent people from getting

loaded. Furthermore, drugs are

so infused in the American
lifestyle that it is impossible

to distinguish right use from

wrong use.

We at The Colorado College

also have a much cozier

perspective on drug use than a

youth from the inner city.

There is no need for violence, in

our world. But when a kid

from the ghetto can make $400

a day selling crack or $3.35 an

hour flipping burgers he will

more likely choose the former.

A drug test is not a likely dis-

incentive for this when the

threat of death by sub-machine

gun has not been a deterrant.

However, the most alarming

part of Joe's solution is the

blatant disregard for personal

freedom that it expresses. This

is not a fascist state. We
would like the right to not

have our urine inspected

monthly and we are sure that

most of the public would find

this not only a nuisance, but

also insulting. If we should

have the freedom to own a hand

gun, we should not find it

difficult to defend privacy in

the bathroom. Our bodies are

our own business. Before

searching an individual, police

officers must have probable

cause. Random search and

seizure is against a person's

civil liberties.

We are thinking beings and

should be shown the facts about

the dangers of drug addiction

(including alcohol) at an early

age. This is not an immediate

remedy, but it would curb the

demand for drugs and would

teach people to rely on

themselves. When the public

realizes the dangers of

addiction, fewer people will be

willing to risk it.

Joe's article not only

simplifies the solution to the

problem, but also simplifies

the problem. Not all drug use

is irresponsible or bad. Some
people use drugs with no

detrimental effects. Drug

addiction is a disease and should

be treated in this manner.

As Baltimore Mayor Kurt L
Schmoke, explains, "the war on

drugs should be led by the

surgeon general and not by the

attorney general." The problem

is not the "bad guys on drugs

with guns" scenario that Joe

portrays. It is a much deeper

problem going down to the way
our society is contructed.

Until we accept that, we are an

addict prone society, and we
will not solve the dilemma.

Rob LaVelle, Andy Fahlund

maewnr
lamb chops com

ibs carrels

To The Editor:

1 feel it is necessary that this

school pay respect to the

minorities on this campus, in

this case the Jews.

Wednesday marked the arrival

of Passover, the holiday that

celebrates the exodus out of

Egypt and the extension on the

Jewish existence.

This day is a holiday for us

Jews. We like to gather with

family, friends, and other Jews.

We have been doing this every

year for the last many.

I get upset when the school

makes no effort to try to

accomodate Jews. Special

events are planned, classes are

scheduled to meet, and a whole

bunch of other stuff occurs.

What about us? I am going

to miss at least three events due

to my celebration of the

holiday, and I know others who

are going to do the same. This

also happens during other

important Jewish holidays. Do
I have to say "it's as important

as Christmas and EastfJ
etc.?"
Now I know that

majority of the Jews on campfl
do not observe anything,

xii
is an entirely different problej

that Jews have to deal with
|

their own way. But this is

reason for all Jews to

disregarded.

This campus gets all bent oj
of shape over so many thinrjf

Supposedly, we're all

liberal, radical, and/fl
progressive. Obviously nrf

The administration can wake
if

and look at any calendar and s

when they should not pll

events. I know 1 would. Th|
again I'm in the minority,

course / would.

I do not expect this situaiirM,

to happen again next year. |'j 1

hate to have to accept itS
thought that C.C. doesnB

really care.

Todd Pnisl

When you party,

remember to...

Irs as easy as counting from 1 to 10.

Guests:

1. Know your limit— stay within it.

2. Know what you're drinking.

3. Designate a non-drinking driver.

4. Don't let a friend drive drunk.

5. Call a cab if you're not sober— or not sure.

Hosts:

6. Serve plenty of food.

7 Be responsible for friends' safety.

8. Stop serving alcohol as the party winds down.

9. Help a problem drinker by offering your support.

10. Set a good example.

BEER DRINKERS
OF AMERICA

PARTY'SMART

National Headquarters

150 Paularino Ave, Suite 190, Costa Mesa, CA 92626

1-800-441-2337

Beer Drinkers ofAmerica is a non-profil

organization open only [o persons o

membership

the age of 21.
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[dis'kors] n. communication of ideas, information, etc.; ability to reason.
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other burning campus issue

)o C.C. students actually have an opinion?

?RO

by Ben Peery

In an attempt to stand for something, C.C. students

may have taken pseudo causes upon themselves.

Many question the validity of the opinions at C.C.

CON
by Bill Porter

c
olorado College students are the

personification of "opinion."

Their interests illustrate a wide

range of personal beliefs as

ipinions" seem inherent in a widespread

peal and social awareness. However

Lie the involvement ofour students, their

Hindcon positionson issues ranging from

jiinism to the future of the Greek system

Itvidence enough of the existence of an

Union."

Everyone seems to stand for something at

rc The unique character ofThe Colorado

Allege student body illustrates this. A di-

isity exists oncampus which extends from

i extreme left to the extreme right and this

iversity in turn represents a panorama of

lerests. The liberal is oriented more to-

nus a down to earth, "natural" awareness

[what is going on. A liberal perhaps would

ivc more appreciation and concern for

R
ather than try our standard ap-

proach of begging someone to

write an opinion for our Forum

section, Doug and I elected to

have me write one instead. It's just loo

difficult finding someone willing to spend

one hour explaining their opinion in writing.

Which leads to the whole point of this

week's "Discourse." Of course C.C. stu-

dents have opinions. But few students feel

so strongly about their opinions thai they

want to share them. And worse, too often,

these opinions just aren't that relevent.

But whose fault is this?

Lewis Lapham, in a recent issue of

//arper'-smagazine, argues: "Children leam

by example as well as by precept, and they

have only to... consider the triumphs of

individuals as culturally bereft as President

George Bush, Madonna, Bob Hope, and

Donald Trump to know that as a nation weDo these people hove opinions, or are they just sitting here?

:ve more appreciation mm cui.ee... .... —
L,L,„mti,j„hfrf ihe

careasUuleaboultheartsandhumaniUesaswecareaboutthecoloroftheraininTashkcnL
.raonmentalissuesthanwouldtheconservauve.whoinsteadmightbewomedwneretne ^ ^ ^^ ^^^ ^ ^ ^^^^^ g^^^m^ pnx)fs of

ot $30 gazillion will come from to pay for military expenses.
learning or the subtlety of mind

"

Whatseems to be the difference here between these two
^^''^^variew of Society does not encourage us to attend small, liberal arts colleges because we should

attain different ideas about what is important. This diversity is evidence ot a variety o ^^ ^^ ^ ^ encourages us w auend mese collcges becattse mey

.ntrasting ideas and views which in rum breeds a genera 1 sense ot opinion ^ ^^ ..^ ptofessionSi and
..me big money ." M c.C, it's not the

Colorado College surrounds itself with activities that illustrate this qpaUty; henurujK m . _ ^ f ^^^^ .^^ dip|oma we
,

re here to ge[

bnonstrations, "Earth Week" and various lectures all focus on some aspect ot modem js
^ overwhelmed by materialism and wealth, it should come as no surprise to

oeiety. Each activity brings out some feeling or view as
'f*f**

q^W>™™W
most sludenls have wher^gs on meir mind than forming opinions (except,

Bquelydifferentperspecuves-Thecontrasungreacuonsof students to .ssuespresenteo on ^'^ about which slocks will te going up n the market).

impus is additional evidence of an "opinion."
Arguing about world events, politics, and womens' issues are "fun" - but also quite

C.C. is a unique school. The level of"issue" awareness on campus is greater than tnat

frivofous

6
a(x0rding l0 society

.

s sulndards. And while some of us may disagree with these

'ScSra students have an opinion? The diverse and varied qualities of ^^^"^'^TZ^ true. As the ultimate

LvityatC.C.suggestsmatyes,wedohavean"opinion
i

''onethatcolorsaverycomp„- J^^^^^J^^^^^^ mtmmM^
nentary, judgmental, and "thinking" character for our school. ^ reason that in large kitchens the cooking is usually bad."

Photos bvGwvn Mnuritz ^—^—^^ii m. t,
)|

j

i.i.l

Hey, no opinions exist in

-' sun-drenched haven. I think

IC.ers kind of naturally trade

any intellectual adventures in

fsiiit of that numbing care-

attitude of summer."

Karen Willoughby, Senior

"If the majority of people

here have an opinion, they

rarely express it."

Curtis C. Saulnier. First-year

"I have no opinion."

Sarah Miller, Sophomore

[*» ' ^
I'The fourth Platonic

Jflaphysical dialectic states

14 definite authority - No.

It I say yes."

Scott Robertson, Senior

'Yes. Most people, besides

myself, think that everything is

debatable even if they are

idiots. I myself see one simple

answer to most ideas, so why

do we have to debate

everything?"

Robert L. Crow, Sophomore

"Of course everybody has an

opinion - whether it's about ice

cream or President Bush."

Shana Colbin, First-year

"I don't know. Erin makes

all my opinions for me - as I

do for her."

Martha Burford, Sophomore

"Everyone has one, but it's

spring and the only opinion to

have is, 'Let's graduate!'"

Lenny LeVine, anxious Senior

"Opinions are like

relationships; everyone is

involved in one aspect or

another but very few are

willing to commit themselves

entirely."

Gwyn Mauritz, Sophomore

"I don't think so. But then

again it's probably not my place

to say anything about it."

Steve Miller, Sophomore
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Campus Interruptus strikes again

CAMPUS INTERRUPTUS/By Doug Lansky

the entire campus and shedding

HE WHO LAUGHS LAST-
M| letch Neeley, quite pos-

J 'siblythemostunderrated

B"l writer of the Disparag

some light on my problem once

and for all.

KIDS IN THE NEWS
I read that some lucky

in* Eye. which is quite student from Carleton College

possihlyour^mostundena^Cut- gets « be Dan Quay.es

lerF.blicadon^ov^aghmpse Phonal^ ^V
ofenlightenmentlastweekthathe .

( (hc traditional overkill

thought would go unnoticed by
coverage that they lend to do

me. Think again, Fletch! He con-
wit)l major issues similar to

veyed this enlightenment with the ^s on0 . xhe scary thing is

professionaljournalistic technique mat mis kid will likely end up

of constant underlining, frequent making most of Quayle's most

capital letters, and by changing important Vice-Presidential

fontsauickerthanahumaneyecan decisions,

j- .. ,u„„ Ouayle: I'm just not sure

Ta^ndously humorous JL I do in this particular

manner, my buddy Fletch said,

-should noun i.ansky
BF. SHOT. rFNSORED. OR
HO WF. REAM.Y CARE? "

This filled my heart with

glee for three reasons: 1) I'm

glad Fletch can read. 2) I'm

even more glad that he is

reading my articles. 3) I am

overjoyed that I have some

shmuck to rank on.

He must have the memory of

a doughnut hole because, in just

a matter of lines after

questioning my censorship, he

says a form of the word - you

are not going to believe this —

"fuck." And get this - he says

it two additional times in his

article. I should also mention

that he insults the intelligence

and integrity of our beloved

security guards - something I

circumstance. I'm leaning

toward power, but I don't want

to rule out strategy. What's

your opinion?

Carleton Student: Mr.

Vice-President, because the

wind is in your favor and you

are only ten yards from the

green, I would have to advise

you to put away your driver

and go with a wedge.

DOUG'S EXCELLENT
SCUBA ADVENTRURE
The first breath in scuba gear

is an amazing experience,

opening up an unimagineable

aquatic world before your eyes.

The second breath is exciting,

allowing you to catch a quick

glimpse of the same gaze in the

masked eyes of your buddy. By

the third breath, you realize

that you are breathing

would' never, in my nastiest compressed air that the

article, even think of doing. Committee of Maintaining

One last point before I put Brown Colored Clouds Over
. . n.iniFor i-i>laii nnnf.a tnr human

this amusing topic to rest

Fletch revealed one of my
deepest and most personal

secrets. I would sincerely like

to thank him for this. Now
that this matter is out in the

open 1 no longer have to shut

Denver ruled unsafe for human

use. It is also at this time

when you realize you are not at

a diving reef off the coast of

Florida observing tropical

underwater sea creatures, but

that you are silting on cement

my drapes and lock my door at the bottom of Schlessman

when I perform this ritual. As Pool carefully avoiding

Fletch so eloquently put it, floating wads of root damaged

"He [me] goes home early on pubic hair and nasal discharges.

Saturday night, pops open a
After roughly seven lessons

cream soda, and cranks "The

Hokey Pokey" up to three on

the volume dial and then

actually does the Goddamned
dance. Fuckin' Party!" I can't

thank you enough, Retch, for

sharing my personal habits with

in the pool with Divemaster

Dave and Divemaster George,

they thought I was ready to

journey 310 miles into New
Mexico to get my Open Water

Certification at the Blue Hole

over block break with the rest

of my class and to stay in the

most classy and elegant motel

in all of Santa Rosa, the

Scottish Inn. I am saying this

because The Scottish Inn

included cable in each room at

no extra cost. This allowed the

Divemasters and my class to get

united by way of staying up

late and watching those movies

in which dialogue is only a

transfer device to get the

characters from one bedroom to

another.

The Divemasters repeatedly

emphasized the importance of

entering the water with as few

chemicals in our bloodstream as

possible, thus limiting us to

only two cases of beer between

dives ... each. After a few days

of diving, the real reason behind

a cutback in beer consumption

became clear. The mere thought

of having to take a piss in my
wetsuit at 50 feet was enough

to deter me from drinking.

Anyway, we were all

astonished to see the Blue Hole

in as much as we couldn't

believe the size of it. It was

about — I'm not kidding - 40

feet across at its widest point,

making the thing the size of

two or three dorm rooms

pushed together. My guess was

that its popularity stemmed

from the clearness of the water.

My theory, however, was

quickly put to rest as the first

diver jumped in and distrubed

enough silt to make the ash

from ML St. Helens look like

mere flurries. Then with the

addition of another 80 or 90

divers, the water took on an

appearance similar to the

famous painting, "Lots of Black

Paint on a Black Canvas."

Don't let me deter you from

taking this course. It's great

fun. The Divemasters are the

kind of laid-back guys who
won't get stressed out over

minor details like, say, a Great

White Shark biting off only one

of your legs. The Diver's Reef

offers a course that is

comparatively cheap and they

throw in good company for

free. I walked away from the

course with a certification, a

suntan, and a runny nose.

[ Editors Sought
I for the

*^

Catalyst Disparaging Eye,

and the Leviathan
Provides excellent publishing experience

Applications available upon request from Worner Desk.

Please return completed applications to

Worner Box 2012 by

Wednesday, April 26

For further information contact

Mike Shaver, extension 2280.

Other services available

Individualized Color Profile & Image Consultations

GIFT CERTIFICATES

Downtown (at Theodora) 1251/2 N. Tejon
-- -itawn source forcomatics and fragrance*

635-4764

Lee's Liquor
502 W. Colorado Ave 520 - 99(1

To All Our Valued CC Customen
5% Discount to all with C.C. ID

We have a new 1 6-gal. keg at $29.99

If you have a Party please call on us!

Large Assortment of new Wine Available

We Love to Have your Business
and we are very friendly!

Thank you for your patronage!

Marianne and Family

We also promote responsible drinking

OXFORD
CAMBRIDGE I

LONDON • DUBLHl

ACCREDITED
PROGRAMMES

ALL SUBJECTS
AVAILABLE

PARLIAMENTARY
INTERNSHIPS

SCHOLARSHIPS

1-800-327-4247

(U.S. 24 hours)

1-303-248-0477

(U.S. 24 hours)

1-800-327-4248

(U.K., Mon-Fri, 7a.m.-5 p.m. EST)

FAX #1-303-641-2853

ADDRESS.

CITY

Please call or send an Airmail Letter for information to

Summer Semester Year

at D Oxford Cambridge
Dublin O London

INSTITUTE FOR BRITISH AND IRISH STUDIES

ST. ANNE'S COLLEGE. OXFORD, ENGLAND
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It
is estimated that 12% of

young people between the

ages of 16 and 24 suffer

from some sort of eating disorder.

If that statistic is accurate, 210

students at Colorado College have

eating disorders.

Due to the epidemic proportion of

eating disorders, the editors of w-

sight thought it necessary to devote

an issue for discussion of the prob-

lem.

Anorexia nervosa and bulimia are

the two most common disorders re-

ported. Sufferers of anorexia ner-

vosa, also known as anorexics,

become so preoccupied with the

desire to be thin that they stop eat-

ing. Bulimia is also known as the

"binge-purge" syndrome; the person

eats an excessive amount and fol-

lows with self-induced vomiting.

Presented in this issue, are articles

containing general information

about anorexia and bulimia if the

terms are not clear. Also included is

an article discussing everyday eating

habits and how peculiar they some-

times are. A feminist provides an ,

analysis of the situation, connecting

the preoccupation with food and

weight to her perception of male-

dominated patriarchal society.

Eating disorders are especially

prevalent on college campuses. Whether

this is due to academic pressures or social

pressures is debated by many psychologists. Soci-

ologists have added a new dimension to the debate.

Young people with eating disorders generally come from

middle to upper class families. Because college campuses are made

up of concentrated levels of these types of people, it makes sense that

there are large numbers of reported cases.

For whatever reason, these disorders exist and something needs to be done to

correct them soon. We hope this week's insight will help those who either have an eating

disorder or know someone who does.
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themselvesAnorexic women starve

to fit in latest swimwear lashions f

By Margo Weisz

Oil

I

i

As summer approaches and bikini clad models begin gracing the pages of

our magazines women everywhere rush out to support the ten billion dollar

ZduZfZ waits to remold our bodies to^^2mi~
hnrlv must be spotless, hairless, smooth, scripted, lifted and most

£r7Zlythlt The rich variety of bodies is ignored incur culture and

women judge themselves on how well they can emulate the received mages

offcmin% Our models appear, in anorexic form, on the cover of every

beauty magazine.

Anorexia nervosa is an eating disorder that involves self-imposed starvation. People with anorexia have an eJ

"rernefearofgainingweightandcanstarvethemselvesintoanextremelydangerousphysica state. Thedaeal

r^ybeSerizedbyweightloss of at least25% ofthe originalbody weight, extreme self-nnposed diehnl

depression, excessive exercise and a distorted body image. ._

Inadequate nutrition and extreme weight loss can cause serious medical problems. Internal organs, including thl

kidTeyXrtandbrainmayshrink,andunlesstreatedearlycancausepermanentdamage.Astheheartmusclewea^

anlrreSu"heart rhythm and congestive heart failure become possible. Reproduce organs are also vulnerable as 1

person may lose her ability to have children.

An anorexic may experiencd

numerous physical changes including

constipation, muscle aches and

cramps, inability to concentrate and

digestive problems. Poor nutrition and

constant induced vomiting (I

symptom of bulimia) can create!

cavities and gum disease. Because o

extreme loss of fat and muscle tissue

the body has a difficult time keepinj

itself warm and some doctors believi

that in the body's effort to make up fo

the heat loss there begins a growth o

fine body hair on the arms and legs. Ai

the diet lacks protein, an anorexic'!

body loses its glow: skin becomes dry

nails grow brittle and hair may fall oi

or become dull and stringy. If a persoi

is not treated early on, the disease cat

cause irreparable damage.

Yet, the root of the disease is mainfl

psychological. As 90% of clinicaM

diagnosed anorexics are women, thl

problem suggests that it has somethirB

to do with the experience of beinj

female in our society. Society offej

females a skewed idea of womanhooJj

one of a body, treated as an object ol

decoration that must be paintedl

permed, smoothed and shaved!

Women's bodies become coi|

modifies. Instead of listening tl

its natural needs a woman must mold it into an unnatural, 'proper', feminine form.
J

The disparity of society's illusory norm and the actual norm sends a woman running to ™e mirror *e jcalej

the health clinic, the make-up counter, the beauty salon, etc., to reconcile the difference. The media sets standi

that are unrealistic and unobtainable. A woman has great problem measuring up But the problem seems to «

deeper than a woman's appearance. She only uses her appearance as a way to be validated by a society i

emphasizes beauty so strongly.

As beauty is externally defined, women often feel as

though they have little control over their own value.The

ability to lose weight becomes an obsession of control.

Unfortunately, women are gagging on their own
panacea. To cure anorexia nervosa on the epidemic level

in which it infects society, society itself must change its

ills. Yet an individual can often be helped through

individual and group therapy.

Boettcher has a variety of pamphlets on eating

disorders and can refer people to places for further help.

The library also has a collection of books that can be

helpful. Susan Orbach's book, Tat is a Feminist Issue, is

extremely enlightening. Almost everybody knows
somebody with an eating disorder. Through education

about these diseases, positive changes can be made.

Symptoms of Anorexia Nervosa

1 Exce< >ive weight loss

2 Hair, nail, and kin problems

3. Menstrual i

4 Extreui -,. id 'ity to cold

5 Growth oi body hair

6. Unusual eating habits

7. Extreme pl<y < il v tivity

: 8. Overuse of laxatives or diaretics

9, Social isolation \

10. Poor self esteem

H. Denial of the problem - distorted body image
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Devastation results

from beauty definition
By Julia G)

I Anorexia and bulimia are diseases which predominantly afflict young

Lmen between the ages of 16 and 24. They are societal diseases, and

Lfortunately, it is notknown to what extent society is to blame.

Many women, predominantly white, upper-middle class women, are ana-

Lac or bulimic because ofsocietal influence. Society says that it is important

\s be beautiful, and thin is beautiful. This idea of thin beauty is constantly

king reinforced in television commercials, drugstores, on the common

Ijiaitat, magazines, and movies. Everywhere a woman turns she is faced with

ItHlN. Why?
I We are living under a male-dominated, patriarchal power structure that has

hem determining for women how they should look arid what they should

Lear. The Sports Illustrated Swimsuit issue is a prime example of the male

Influence onthe lives ofwomen. Long, sleek,thinwomen areparaded around

lor men to drool overand forwomen to compare themselves to. They look

li iheir husbands or boyfriends who are attracted to these worhen and realize

tat they themselves do nottooklike the models. And, since it is easier to lose

leighi then it is to gettalteror snorter,womenstarvetomake themselves rrtOrt

Ijitractive.

Gone are the days ofMarilyn Monroe

andMae West, when a bit ofbody was

considered attractive. The era of

Twiggy is going strong.

l s=

jl It is perhaps easierto see the male view in movies where the heroines are also

ira beauties. The heroine is rarely a shortdumpy thing. Onlheoddoccassion

ten she is dumpy, attheendofthe movie sheis miraculouslytransformed into

Blitheyoung lady. Gone are the daysofMarilynMonroe and Mae West, when
'

.bit ofbody was considered attractive. The era ofTwiggy is going strong. In

Malt) these instances, it is necessary to note that men have determined what

Mould, and will, be considered attractive. In the days ofMonroe and West, the

'inceptions of beauty were kinder to the feminine psychological stability.

The constant stress all forms of the media place on the thin complex has

used, woroen to continually focus on what they eat, When a woman

'onsirfcres a meal she thinks "am I really that hungry." or "how little can I eat

TBilhout getting hungry later on?" Women are constantly Contemplating the

'lie line betweenhunger and mild hunger. The mild hunger they can live with,

"«1 do. Men do hot have to face this. At meals men get what they will,,while

.omen pick and choose and think, "how fattening.
-*

![||An important aspect behind anorexia and bulimia in our patriarchal power

jMaaureJs (he feeling ofcontrol women gain over their own bodies, In a

ety that is constantly trying to gain the rights to women'sbpdies, eating

rdersbecbmeanjnstarice when the women have the control. This is a very

ittara aspect to womenwho are constantly looking and needing individual

powermem in a society that does not want to aliow it. .;'."-;

Bulimics compared
to failed anorexics

Organizations to Contact

for Help
National Association of

Anorexia Nervosa and

Associated Disorders

P.O. Box 271

Highland Park, Illinois

60O35

512-831-3438

American Anorexia/Bulimia

Association, Inc.

133 Cedar Lane

Teaneck, New Jersey 07666

201-836-1800

ioettcher Health Center

Mension 2384

Center for the Study of

Anorexia and Bulimia

1 West 91st Street

New York, New York 10024

212-595-3449

National Anorexia Aid Society, Inc.

P.O. Box 29461

Columbus, Ohio 43229

614-895-2009

Anorexia Nervosa and Related

Eating Disorders, Inc.

P.O. Box 5102

Eugene, Oregon 97405

503-344-1144

By Laura Ogden

Bulimia is a severe emotional

disorder manifested in a recurrent

cycle of binge eating followed by
some form of self-induced purging.

Binge eating involves the rapid

consumption of a lot of food in a

short period of time. Methods of

purging, employed to erase all traces

of a binge, include vomiting,

laxatives, fasting, severe dieting and

vigorous exercise.

New York City's Center for the

Study of Anorexia and Bulimia

estimates that bulimia affects as many

as 25% of college-aged women. Men
comprise about 10% of all bulimics.

Though the disorder affects both

sexes, current research focuses

primarily on bulimia's psychological

aspects in women.

According to Janice M. Cauwels,

author of the book Bulimia: The

Binge-Purge Compulsion, bulimics

rely on and simultaneously fear food

- they use food to escape stress and

fears while trying to maintain a facade

of self-control and sufficiency.

Bulimics view purging as justifying

the unrestrained eating, but also as

exemplifying their self-control. As

increased purging leads to increased

binging, the bulimic usually comes to

acknowledge their lack of control

over the cycle.

Bulimics' relation to self-control

differs drastically with that of

anorexics. Cauwels terms bulimics as

"failed anorexics" who wish for the

self-control in severe dieting, but are

unable to achieve it. Many anorexics

turn to bulimia after starvation, as

prolonged deprivation can directly

cause binging. Bulimic behavior

leaves anorexics just as deficient in

nutrients as they were from

starvation.

Unfortunately, bulimia is easier to

prevent than to cure. Treatment is

available for bulimia, and includes

both group and individual therapy.

According to the Center, such

treatment centers on three main goals:

correction of medical problems
associated with binge/purging,
resolution of the underlying psycho-

social dynamics that contributed to

the development of bulimia, and
establishment of normal weight and

healthy eating behavior. The crucial

factor is that the bulimic must accept

sole responsibility for quilling.

Nutritional deficiencies brought on

by bulimia lead to psychological

effects as well. Bulimics often

experience depression, anxiety,

mood swings, irritability,

preoccupation with food, lack of

concentration, food-related dreams,

nightmares, and insomnia. Bulimia

can also lead to increased chemical

addiction in sufferers, as bulimics

often demonstrate an increased intake

of caffeinated beverages, alcohol, and

smoking.

The binge/purge cycle fosters many

harmful physiological effects,

including sore throat and sinus

infections, rupture of stomach or

esophagus, swollen glands bcncalh

the jaw, loss of dental enamel,

deterioration of gums, dehydration

and fainting spells, ulcers, irregular

menstruation, endocrine imbalances,

muscle spasms, seizures, and urinary

tract infections. The Center for the

Study of Anorexia and Bulimia

claims that many symptoms
disappear or improve significantly

when bulimics discontinue the

practice, though some are

unquestionably irreversible.

What characteristics docs a bulimic

convey? Cauwels profiles the typical

bulimic as someone near normal in

weight and healthy in appearance.

They often demonstrate poor self-

esteem, unrcalislically high

expectations of achievement, a desire

to be special and unique, and struggle

to win power, control, approval,

admiration, and respect from family,

friends and society. "The binge/purge

cycle can provide structure, planning,

and power to an olherwise confused

life. Consequently, the prospect of

losing this cycle usually frightens

bulimics."
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Eating without hunger

declared disorder as well

By Christy Allison

Everyone has heard about the

epidemic of anorexia nervosa

and bulimia, but even people

without such severe problems

need to examine why and how

they eat. Because food is to be

eaten for survival, anyone who

eats for reasons other than this

can be said to have an eating

disorder.

Sometimes it is important to

examine why you are eating. Do

you eat to live or do you live to

eat? Often people eat for

reasons other than hunger. For

example many social

interactions are centered around

food. Food is enjoyable and in

today's pre-packaged junk food

culture it is quick and easily

accessible. These qualities

contribute to the frequent use

of food to fill needs other than

hunger.

Eating is used by many people

as a way of relaxing and taking

a break. A study break, for

example, is often equivalent to

a food break.

People may attempt to get

from food what they are not

getting from relationships.

Food is always there (for

wealthy Americans anyway), it

is pleasurable and it does not

talk back - the perfect

companion! But actually in

being a constant friend, food

can be a continuing enemy.

Eating for reasons other than

hunger cannot solve anyone's

problems, in reality, it only

serves to create more.

One can become trapped in the

vicious cycle of eating for the

wrong reasons. For example

one may be upset and seek

comfort in food. But then the

eating disordered person

Eating for reasons

other than hunger

cannot solve

anyone's problems;

in reality it only

creates more.

becomes even more agitated

because s/he feels guilty about

eating. Next, out of anger not

hunger, s/he may eat more. The

point may be reached in which

the person is eating simply out

of anger and for self-

punishment.

People often lose focus of

why and when we should eat -

namely to live (and to be

healthy) and to satisfy hunger.

Here are some suggestions for

those who feel they may
sometimes eat for the wrong

reasons:

Make a list of non-food

related things that you enjoy.

When you want to do

something to make yourself

feel better or when you want to

take a break, do one of these

instead of grabbing a Twinkie.

Go visit a friend, take a walk,

read a magazine... Exercise is an

especially good alternative to

eating. It suppresses the

appetite and causes the brain to

release mood altering chemicals

called endorphins. It also acts

as a stress reducer.

If you are hungry, sit down

and have a meal. Haphazard

nibbling does not satisfy

hunger. Do not eat while you

are doing anything else (such as

watching TV or studying).

Next time you find yourself

doing this, ask, "Am I really

hungry?" Often people eat out

of boredom instead of a true

need to eat.

Remember that it takes your

brain twenty minutes after food

ingestion to realize that your

stomach is full. Wait this long

before going back for seconds;

you may not want any.

Most importantly, listen to

your body! Eat to live and be

healthy, do not live to eat. This

means eat for one reason -

because your stomach tells you

you are hungry, not because

your mind tells you you are

upset.

9{air Designers for Men & "Women

Style cuts, Ce-ttophants,

(Perms & Color

Nexus and Tri products available for sale

Stop in or maki your appointment.

82 7 W. Tejon at Cache La Toudre 632-3531

Admission Office Intern Positions Available

Applications are now available for Admission

Office Student Intern Positions:

•Summer Tour Guide Coordinator Summer 1 989

•Alumni Affairs Intern 1989-1990 year

•S.T.A.R. Coordinator Intern 1989-1990 year

'Minority Affairs Intern 1989-1990 year

Applications are available in the Admission Office Room

100, Armstrong Hall

Application Deadline: April 28, 1989

Please contact Lloyd Peterson at extension

2348 for additional information.

636-2112
UlMkdovs 4 PM Till A
Saturday 11 AM Till «b HM
Sunday 11 BM Till Midnight

Delicious Handspun Pizza

with only the freshest ingredients

delivered ^tv^ to your door.

Pepperom

Sausage

Canadian B

Ground Beef

Mushrooms

Green Peppers

Our 18 Special Features include:

lalapeno Peppers Black Olives Shrimp 12 items)

Anchovies

Double Cheese |2 itemsl

Onions

Tomatoes

Oysters

Cheddar Cheese

Thick Crust

Extra Cheese (I item!

Pineapple

Two - 14"

Cheese Pizzas
for only

$8.98 <p,u8 *"**

Bonus! for CC Students!

Order two or more toppings

on each pizza and receive

a two liter bottle of Pepsi.

Umlled Delivery Area

Not Valid with any other offer

Offer must be requested when ordering

TWO * 10"

Cheese Pizzas
for only

$4.98 (Plus tax)

Bonus! for CC Students.

Order two or more toppings on each pizza

and receive 2 - 16 or. bottles of your

favorite soft drink

Limited Delivery Area

Not Valid with any other offer

Offer must be requested when ordering

Moonlight
Madness
8 p.m. - 1 a.m.

One - 12" one topping pizza

plus

2 - 16 oz. bottles of

your favorite Soft Drink

for $4.97 (plus tax)

Additional toppings $.65

VfSA & MASTER CARD ACCEPTED ON ANY SIZE DELIVERY ORDER

.2FREE DELIVERY=-= FREE DELIVERY^.



.C. senior receives Fulbright award

By Julie Ingwersen

photo by Andrea Rex

lenior Christina Chamberlain is excited about her

Upcoming year in Bavaria. .

Having won a Fulbright

grant for a full year's study in

West Germany, C.C. senior

Christina Chamberlain will

head for Europe this fall.

Chamberlain intends to study at

the University of Augsburg in

Bavaria. Her research will focus

on post-World War II

literature, especially works

exploring the problems of

Germans displaced from former

German territories in the years

following the War.

Three committees screened

Chamberlain's application

before she was actually awarded

the grant. All Fulbright

candidates at C.C. must be

approved by a College

committee before entering

national Fulbright competition.

The national committee then

selects a number of

applications, which are

forwarded to the Fulbright

commissions in 130 countries.

These foreign committees make

the final decisions. Chamberlain

won one of 152 grants in West

Germany; the Fulbright

Program funds well over 600

grants for international study.

Chamberlain, who has

travelled to Germany a number

of times, is enthusiastic about

her project. "I will be able to

talk to a lot of authors, since

the literature I'll be studying is

so recent." She also mentioned

that she will have access to a

number of groups for displaced

Germans, with whom she will

be able to communicate at

length.

Chamberlain wrote in her

proposal that "interest in the

literature which treats

displacement has been restricted

to West Germany.. ..However,

this theme is not treated at all

in the German Democratic

Republic, Poland, or the Soviet

Union because it is so

politically sensitive."

In addition to working

towards a graduate degree,

Chamberlain also intends to

devote time to her ice hockey

career while in Bavaria.

Elsewhere in the German
Department, Senior Beth

Skelton, chosen as a Fulbright

alternate, is awaiting approval

from the Bavarian State

Fellowship commission for a

separate grant. Skelton plans to

study an alternative educational

system in Germany called the

Waldorf School, which
emphasizes creativity and

holistic learning in its

curricula.

Chair of C.C.'s Fulbright

committee and German
professor Armin Wishard said

that information on Fulbright

grants for the 1990-91 academic

year will be available within

the next two weeks. Wishard

added that "C.C. has a fairly

low percentage of [Fulbright)

applicants." Compared to the

figures at other ACM colleges,

"C.C.'s ratio is lopsided."

tassover commemorates
indent departure of Jews

College's math scholars

earn high marks in

national competition

By Jon Goldstein

;r since the Jews fled

nt Egypt thousands of

s ago, they have celebrated

Isover. Every year in the

ling, Jews from all over the

lid relive the story of their

lavement by the Egyptian

|g, Pharaoh, and their

pculous deliverance from his

issive rule.

remind themselves of

: hasty flight from Egypt

In they had so little time to

j that they could not even

|lheir bread rise, observant

eat only special

avened bread during the

it of Passover. This bread is

I matsah. In addition, an

[ervant Jewish household

I destroy all leavened goods

ikies, cereal, cake, and so

(before the holiday begins.

le first two nights of

Vver, there are two special

prs called Seders. The

f seder, in Hebrew, means

Accordingly, family and

_ s gather to remember and

lore the meaning of the

flay in an ordered way with

1 questions and answers.

je questions are meant to

I to spirited discussion, and

1< argument, as the

Kipants search for the real

fling of Passover.

.' slaying of the first bom
J the last of ten plagues

111 God sent down on the

.'Hans. It was this last

terrible plague which convinced

Pharaoh to let the enslaved

Jews flee. Even after he

allowed them to leave, he sent

his army out to slaughter them.

But once again, God interceded

to save the Jews - This time by

closing the Red Sea upon the

Egyptian army. It says in the

Bible that the angels danced and

sang at the destruction of the

Egyptians, but were

reprimanded by God. God
reminded them that the

Egyptians were also his

creations, whose death merited

mourning, not celebration.

This has always been a subtle

reminder to the Jews not to

glory in the death of their

fellow humans, even in their

enemies.

The story of the Israelites'

deliverance from oppression in

Egypt has always given the

Jewish people hope in later

years when they felt

persecution under the Greeks,

the Romans, and the Crusaders,

when they were tormented in

the Spanish Inquisition, when

they were slaughtered in the

Russian Pogroms, and most

recently, when they faced total

extermination in the Holocaust.

Through this incredible

adversity, the Jewish people have

survived. Passover has become

a symbol of this triumph.

Passover also reminds Jews

what oppression is like, what

statelessness is like. It reminds

them- what it is like to be a

stranger in other peoples" lands.

In this second year of the

Palestinean Uprising, Passover

has taken on a new significance.

Some see the Uprising as a

threat against the Jewish state,

as a threat as bad as the ancient

Pharaoh, but for many Jews, as

they are forced to wrestle with

the unfamiliar feeling of

suppressing another peoples'

struggle for liberation, it

forces them to pause. And to

remember.

By College Relations

Three C.C. students scored

high collectively and in

individual scores in the

National Math Competition.

2,096 of the nation's brightest

math scholars from 360

colleges and universitites

participated.

The C.C. team finished 76th,

and one of its members was

ranked 175th individually. "We

just received notice of the

results of the competition,

which was held last December,"

said Prof. John Watkins, who

chairs C.C.'s Mathematics

Department and was the adviser

and coach of the C.C. entrants

"The C.C. math team did great,

better than a C.C. team has ever

done in the annual

competition."

"Only the top math students

take it, in the first place. And,

in general, it is the big

universities that do well in this

so for a small, independent

liberal arts school like C.C. to

do this well is quite

significant."

Junior Chris Pounds ranked

175th; first-year students Orion

Poplawski and Rebecca

McQuitty were the other

members of the high-scoring

C.C. squad. The national Math

Competition is sponsored by

the Mathematical Association

of America.

Delta Gammas ready

for Anchor Splash '89

By Sandy Buffett and

Julie Coyne

"You mean I have to get

wet?"

It's Delta Gamma's annual

fundraiser-It's Anchor Splash!

Delta Gamma chapters across

the country hold this event to

benefit their National Philan-

thropy: Sight Conservation and

Aid to the Blind. Locally,

C.C.'s Delta Gammas support

the Colorado School for the

Deaf and Blind, using proceeds

collected from their own
Anchor Splash.

Anchor Splash is an all-

campus swim meet that attracts

teams representing a range of

different groups on campus,

including professors. Teams

consist of 4-5 people, and while

a profound talent in swimming

is not a requirement,

boisterous, happy team spirit is.

The competitions range from

silly synchro-swimming, to

innertube bobs, to competions

in "Best Legs," "Mr. Anchor

Splash," and "Most Original

Belly-Flop." Last year's "Best

Legs" went to Kevin Lee, and

Jody Praznik took "Mr. Anchor

Splash." Who will lake the

titles this year? Someone you

know?
Those who do not wish to

don a swimsuit or who cringe

at chlorine are encouraged to

come to the pool and cheer the

teams on by making a loud

ruckus that can be heard

underwater.
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Ethnic fractures threaten
Yugoslavian unity

(- ^S&ortjTri

By Kate Ryan

"Unless we hang together,

we shall all hang together."

Between the East and the

West lies a region which
belongs to both: Yugoslavia, a

country consisting of six

republics and two autonomous
provinces. The country's

heritage is composed from the

two historical traditions.

Ironically, this history which

makes the country so diverse

and attractive is also at the root

of the immense internal

troubles which threaten to tear

the nation apart.

The Western part of
Yugoslavia was shaped under

the influence of the Austro-

Hungarian empire and Roman
Catholicism, while the Eastern

region of the country developed

under the Ottoman empire and

adopted the Eastern Orthodox
faith. These early historical

differences have resurfaced in

modern times, manifesting
themselves in separatist,

nationalistic sentiments and
economic disparities. Jealousies

and disagreements between the

various republics and provinces

have threatened the structure of

the country since its birth.

From the end of World War
II until 1980, the various

factions were held together

under the strong leadership of

Josip Broz Tito. He created a
system in which the power of

each republic was held in

equilibrium with the others.

Under Tito, each republic and
province was granted its own
constitution and almost
complete autonomy. Tito held
ethnic tensions in check and

stabilized the economy.

Tito's leadership has not been

replaced since his death in 1980,

and conditions in Yugoslavia

have become rapidly worse.

The decentralization policies of

Tito's regime have resulted in

the absence of strong authority

from the national government,

economic disorganization,

protectionist policies between

republics, and division among
the people. Consequently, the

ability of the country to

function as a united whole has

been seriously jeopardized.

Conflicting interests and lack

of cooperation result in doomed
investments, such as new
factories that produce nothing

because their locations are

entirely unsuitable.

Faced with a 217% annual

inflation rate and a decreasing

standard of living, the opposing

factions in the Yugoslav
government have managed to

agree only that something must
change. But how that change is

to come about, who is to lead

it, and what exactly should
change are all topics of heated

debate.

In a series of meetings in

Belgrade last October, the

Communist Party Central
Committee and the leaders of

Yugoslavia managed to directly

address very little. The only

outcome of the conference was a

tentative plan to create a free-

market economy in which
private enterprises would have
the same rights as state

companies. However, the

question of whether this new
system is to be carried out
under strong central control

from Belgrade or under more
democratic conditions remains
unanswered.

photo courtesy Devin S. Standard

While current C.C. students rallied for Reproductive
Freedom in Acacia Park two weeks ago. New York
area alums joined six hundred other rallyers In the Pro-
Cholce March on Washington D.C. Pictured are (front
row) Joanne Barker '88, Sue Barker '64, Tina Deutch '87

Eric Brertbard '88, (back row) Heidi Schmidt '88, Devin s'
Standard "87, and Rink Murray '88. Molly Mayo '90 was
also present. The marchers agreed with the Dykes for
Reproductive Freedom, who claimed that "Men who
are not Pro-Choice should fuck themselves

"

Yugoslavia has been called a

"zipped up horn of plenty"

(Christian Science Monitor,

Oct. 25, 1988). But
opportunities for economic
growth obviously exist. With
its growing tourist trade, its

capacity to produce food in

large quantities, and its good
foreign relations, it is difficult

to understand why the country

has such problems. An outsider

watching the situation in

Yugoslavia steadily worsen and

the morale of the people sink

lower and lower can only feel

frustration.

Internationally, although

Yugoslavia has friendly

relations with most major

powers, it enjoys special

privileges with none. Other

countries are interested in and

intrigued with Yugoslavia, but

both Western and Eastern

powers feel uneasy about the

country's political system.

Yugoslavia has no wealthy ally

to rely on in times of trouble.

Domestically, the decline of

the country can be attributed to

internal conflicts between the

different republics and
provinces. The country cannot

survive in its present divided

state, and none of the republics

can survive alone. Therefore,

the biggest problem facing

Yugoslavs "is learning how to

cooperate, and learning to think

of Yugoslavs, not Serbs, Croats

and Slovenes. Finally, they

must consider the development
of an economic system that

makes the most of the country's

resources and equalizes the

country's standard of living. A
united Yugoslavia can achieve

these goals; a divided
Yugoslavia will destroy itself.

L(mPcRmemfere(C
Just 10 Minutes Away!

Interstate Secure Storage

Electronic Alarms on every door

No Deposit Fees

1/2 First Full month's rent

Open 7 Days a Week

A safe, secure place to store your valuablesfor the sum

Call for sizes and rates

Share with a friend!

Political

survives

By Mark Hewitt

Science professoi

300 foot wipeout

In a delicate maneuver not
likely to be soon duplicated,

Colorado College professor
David Hendrickson lost control
of his skis and rolled down a
300 foot precipice, surviving
with only minor injuries. The
incident occurred on Friday,
April 14 at Arapaho Basin on
the Pallavicini run, which has
one of the steepest faces in

North America. Eyewitnesses
thought he was history.

Hendrickson fell at the top
of the slope as he was trying to

negotiate his initial turn. His
right ski came off and he
hurtled down the slope with
his left ski still attached.
"Initially," Hendrickson
recalled, "I went down
straight, with my left ski
below my right boot, just
skidding off the moguls. After
about a hundred feet, the left

ski disengaged and I went into a
tumble." CC student Mickey

Krupa, who witnessed the

incident, said that Hendrickson
seemed to be gathering speed as

he fell. "It looked really bad,"

Krupa said. "I wish I had it on
camera."

Hendrickson's injuries are
limited to a sore arm. His
psychiatrist, however, says that

he is so depressed that he may
have to work this summer
instead of play golf.

Hendrickson is reported to have
given up a professional golfing

career in order to become a

political science professor.

"None of this would have
happened had I gone on the

Tour," he said. "Now I feel

cheated."

On learning of the incident,

close friends and relations

immediately pronounced it "a
classic case of Hendrickson
luck."

In a related development,
Hendrickson is being
investigated for possible
violations of the school's
athletic code. Professor
William Hochman, who is the

e'l

idu.

coach of the faculty sof

team Mind and Body, said

the members of the team

expected to observe the "hi;

standards both on and offfl'

n

field." Because Hendricl

violated the rule banning si

by members of the team di

the softball season, G
Hochman said he had,

alternative but to p

Hendrickson
suspension. "This is noi

isolated incident," he added.

Sources close to the case,

wish to remain anonymous,

that Hochman was probj

referring to reports

Hendrickson had organ;

gambling pools on intra-

basketball and soft

Hendrickson denies any wi

doing, claiming that he

victim of rumor and innuenj

"Someone has to make a

on these games, and it

takes about ten minutes of

time each day," he said

referred all other inquiri

his attorney.
^luni.
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SI PORTS
Athletic Shorts

he top fifteen college basketball »

[layers most eligible for the JuneNBA draft, as

ten by the Catalyst Sport's Staff, are:

I Sean ElHot, forward. University of Arizona

I Glen Rice, forward, University of Michigan

Danny Ferry, forward, Duke University

Stacey King, center, University of Oklahoma
Pervis Ellison, center. University of Louisviile:

Charles Smith, guard, Georgetown University

Jay Edwards, guard, Indiana University .

-

Sherman: Douglas, guard,.Syracuse University

Roy Marble, forward, University of Iowa

J.
Randy WhitB, center, Lontstana Tech University

MookieBiayiock, guard, University of Oklahoma
Kenny Battle, forward, University af Illinois

p. Hank Gathers, forward, toyola-Maraniount University .

'

,

Pooh Richardson, guard, UCLA
Anthony Cook, forward, University of Arizona

ockey recruits

Id talent to team
By College Relations

ten recruited freshmen-to-

ive signed letters of intent

lay hockey on full or
il scholarship at Colorado
ge next season, head coach
fluetow announced earlier

week.

stow, who will enter his

d season at the Tiger helm
"90, expressed delight

the addition of the seven
rs, but pointed out that

ear's recruiting effort was
ncomplete.

e are very pleased with the

who have signed,"
)w said. "On paper, they

are very impressive
iduals. 1 think we've
ied our goals in terms of
ig more size, more speed
lore experience."

e're still actively
liting some other
iduals, however, who we
could also help us very

|

seven signed recruits are:

an Bethard, a 5-9, 170-
I righthanded defenseman
Anchorage, Alaska.

M, who spent the 1988-89
» with the Powell River
' Kings of the British
intbia Junior Hockey
je, collected 35 points (7

j
28 assists) despite an

I that limited him to 30
l He was a member of the

P
States Select 17 team

flayed in Czechoslovakia
Simmer. Says Buetow -
will provide that

°nal offensive quickness
Nativity that we need
>ur defensemen."
|s Casey, a 5-10, 180-

| goaltender from
"la, British Columbia,
was a first team all-star

e BCJHL this season,

E the league's best goals-
I average despite playing

r* last-place Kelowna
is. Touted as one of the

unior goalies in all of

Western Canada, he comes out
of the same organization that
sent former C.C. netminder
Marty Wakelyn to the Tigers.
Says Buetow "He comes with
very impressive credentials.
He's been rated very high, and
with natural progression could
contribute heavily."

Greg Hagen, a 5-11, 175-
pound right wing from St.

Paul, Minn. Hagen was captain
and top scorer at Hill Murray
High School this season,
notching 27 goals and adding 30
assists while leading his team
to the sectional semifinals of
the Minnesota state
tournament. He is known for

his strong shooting and crafty

stickhandling abilities. Says
Buetow, "He's a very poised
right wing, young but
developing very fast."

Chris Hynnes, a 6-0, 185-
pound righthanded defenseman
from Thunder Bay, Ontario.

Hynnes earned all-star

recognition in the United States

Hockey League this season after

helping the Thunder Bay Flyers
claim the USHL's regular-

season and playoff titles.

Blessed with a strong shot
from the point and particularly

effective on the power play, he
had 18 goals and 31 assists for

49 points. "He's steady and
gives us more size at the blue
line. We think he'll develop
into a quality college
defenseman," Buetow said.

John Mooney, a 5-9, 170-

pound center from Pittsburgh,

Pa. Mooney, who set a national

high school record by scoring

102 goals as a senior in 1987-

88, starred for the Thornhill
Thunderbirds of the Metro
Junior B League in Ontario last

season. He compiled 68 points

(30 goals, 38 assists) for the

Thunderbirds in '88-89 despite

an injury that sidelined him for

a month of the season. Buetow
said, "He's a true playmaker
who probably will be one of

the quickest forwards on our

team next year."

Even though the Tiger's head coach was pleased with their
playing, the Pioneers of Denver were still overwhelming.

photo by Marina Undsey

D.U. proves too
much for Tigers

By Mike Kerwin

The Colorado College
baseball team dropped a

doubleheader to Denver
University on Wednesday at

Sky Sox Stadium. The losses

left the Tigers with a 12-6
overall record

D.U., the top rated team in

the state, jumped ahead and held

off the Tigers for a 12-5
victory in the first game.
Sophomore pitcher Mike

Roark started the game for the

Tigers and pitched well. D.U.,

however, was able to get
runners on base and capitalize

on their opportunities.

Roark was replaced midway
through the game by freshman
sensation, Lee Vierling.
Vierling pitched very well in

relief, holding the powerful
Pioneers in check while keeping
the game relatively close.

Forgetting the lop-sided
score, the Tigers were
encouraged by their play and
had big expectations for the

next game.
C.C. played a very solid

second game, but fell short by a
score of 8-4.

Senior pitcher Todd
Meisinger went the distance for

the Tigers in the nightcap,

allowing the Pioneers eight

runs. Meisinger's efforts

propelled the team, which hit

the ball hard all night long.

Sophomore third baseman
Bruce Wallin paced the Tiger
offense, delivering hits in both

games. Wallin, hitting well

all season long, has kept his

batting average around .400
over 18 games.

Also playing well for C.C.
was designated hitter Braden
Hassebroek, who delivered a

double and triple among his

hits on the night.

Freshman second baseman
Carl Levy hit the ball hard all

day long but was unable to get

on, due to some nice fielding by
Denver.

Center fielder Kevin Drescher

and left fielder Charlie Ficco
turned in outstanding
performances in the outfield

and kept D.U. from turning in

more runs.

In the end, D.U.'s deep
pitching staff and solid batting

were too much for the smaller,

less experienced Tigers.

Coach Steve Mandel was
pleased with his team's
performance, citing the fact

that this is the closest his team
has played D.U. in a long time.

Men's lacrosse continues
its winning season

By Eric Petersen

The C.C. furry Tiger lax

men are on a roll! Most of the

campus, though, does not even
know it.

The Tigers have extended
their winning streak to five

games, with decisive victories

over Colorado State (16-9),
Colorado School of Mines (14-

3), C.U Boulder (16-6) and
(18-8), and a beautiful come-
from-behind victory over
Denver University (13-12) after

a seven goal deficit

The pick for defensiveman of
the week, Colin Aymond, led

the Tigers to victory over D.U.
with his coast to coast goal in

the final minutes of a tense

contest.

Another Tiger standout, Eric

Petersen, has been a paragon of
physical perfection on and off

the field. He is inspirational

and a fine representative for the

sport of lacrosse and our
school. His eight goal game
against C.U. was rather
impressive, especially in light

of his numerous injuries. Coach
Beville said, "I forgot how
many goals he had in other
games, but it was a whole
bunch."

This has been an exciting year

for the Tigers, considering that

this was supposed to be a

rebuilding year. Coach Jim
Gyory is the main reason for

the teams success.

In spite of the team's
victories, they feel that they

would be doing much better if

more fans would come and
watch. Since there are no more
home games, interested fans

should come to the final

championship game because "the

ball is rolling and we intend to

be there." The championship
game is on April 29, 1989, at

the Staller bowl in Denver.

Coach Beville is doing just
fine after his open heart
surgery, and will be there to
cheer on his first career team at

C.C.
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Major predictions

By Peder Gordon

This is what I predict will be

the headlines come this

October. Unoriginal you say?

Predicting who will win a

season as long as baseball's is

tough, but these two teams

should be the best in the long

run. Who will place where in

their divisions is even a tougher

job; however, I like many
others will offer my
predictions.

N.L. West:

The San Diego Padres should

come out on top here. They
picked up a slugger in Jack
Clark and a fine pitcher in

Bruce Hurst, This combined
with batting champion Tony
Gwynn and outstanding catcher

Benito Santiago makes the

Padres the team to beat in the

National League.

In Cincinnati, fans are

wondering more about Pete

Rose than about the Reds.
Should Rose not be suspended
by the commissioner the Reds
should suffer through their

fifth straight second place

finish under Rose.

San Francisco should fair

better this year but not enough.

The Dodgers are the defending

champions and won't repeat -

even as division champs.

The Houston Astros have
quality pitching but need more
hitting. Finally, the Braves
should finish better than they

did last year when they finished

54-106,

NX. East

Bedrosian. The rest is better

left unsaid.

A-!,- West
The race in the west will

probably be the closest of any
division. Four teams have
legitimate shots at winning the

division.

Oakland, though, has the best

shot. They are the best team in

all around talent. Mark
McGwire and Jose Canseco are

the A's best players, but others

will rise to the occasion.

The Minnesota Twins will

battle it out to finish second.

They are still a pitcher or two
from repeating their amazing
finish in '87.

The Texas Rangers picked up
Nolan Ryan, Rafael Palmeiro,

and Julio Franco. They will

greatly improve from their

sixth place finish last year, but

not enough to take the division.

Kansas City is pretty much
the same team they were last

year.

California has probably the

most watched rookie or any
player for that matter. His
name is Jim Abbott, a one-

handed pitcher. Abbot, like the

Angels, should have a decent

season.

Seattle really only has two
players, Mark Langston and
Ken Griffey Jr.

Chicago will lose not only
most of it's games, but it's fans
to the Cubs.

A,l, East
Milwaukee should win the

east, but lose to the A's. The

Who will earn the richt to
Brewers have fine talent in Paul

play San Diego? The Chicago
Cubs will. Don't laugh! This is

their year. Andrew Dawson,
Mark Grace, and Shawn
Dunston should raise the Cubs
to a division championship.

St. Louis has developed a
trend of going to the World
Series one year, only to finish

near last the next, before
returning to the Series. Last
year they were 25 games out.

This year they will fall short
of continuing their trend.

Where are the Mets? Why in

Third place; they will be
stunned by Chicago's sudden
quality play and will fall

apart.

The Pirates have quality
players, but not the full team
they need to win this division.

Montreal needs pitching.

In the case of Philadelphia
may I utter one name? Steve

Molitor, Robin Yount, and
pitcher Ted Higuera.

Cleveland will surprise the
critics and finish a strong
second to the Brewers.
The Toronto Blue Jays have a

good team, but are not quite in

harmony with each other.

Boston is straggling with the

Boggs-Adams affair. The Red
Sox are shopping Boggs and
will struggle on the field until

he's gone.

The Detroit Tigers are getting
old and will not be able to last
the 162 game season.

The real question on Yankee
fans will be how long will
Dallas Green last as manager.
Bets anyone?

Baltimore is in the same boat
as Atlanta. These two should
battle for the leagues worst
record.

By the way don't laugh, wait
until October.

Heading Home?
Don't StuffIt - Ship It."

DOMESTIC Aiyp ffnpi n^,mF
Clothes, books, skis, computers, golf clubs an
furniture - you name it, PAKMAIL will ship it
Anything you've got, anywhere you want it to go.

Pack it yourself, or let us pack itfor you.

Fast, convenient, and easy - this summer, do it

the PAKMAIL way!
Bring in this ad for 10% off before May 30

473-4545
In the Southern Cross Shopping Center

East Coast rivalry benefit
Pennsylvania

By Rick Goldstein
the coming season. .500 record. The Penguin

e
But remember the year 1989. the season higher up

This year, a new rivalry was standings thanks largely
born in the state of Mario Lemioux. The Fl
Pennsylvania. As the National have one of the league's
Hockey League playoffs reach scorers in their own Tim I

the second round, the cities of Both teams have first-year

f

Philadelphia and Pittsburg have coaches so the series is basii
heard the Revere-esque starting up for grabs.

gun, and the people have taken Pittsburg, so far, has
1

up arms. For the first time in playing confident 'hockey
the twenty-two years that the they swept the New

The Lakers and the Celtics.

The Bears and the Lions. The
Yankees and the Red Sox.

Oklahoma and Nebraska. USC
and UCLA. Alabama and
Auburn. Ali and Frazier. Hulk

Hogan and Andre the Giant.

Such matchups represent one of

the greatest entities in sports

today: the rivalry.

A rivalry brings together Clties ' hockey teams have been Rangers in the first "round

more than just two teams in *e league, they are squaring ™
trying to win. A rivalry olf against each other in the

involves an emotional aspect playoffs,

rarely seen in your everyday Big deal, right? Far from it.

ball game. Such a game This series could put
incorporates all the tradition respectability back into the

surrounding the two teams; a state of Pennsylvania,
great deal of pride is on the line Philadelphia has been trying its

when the game starts. When the hardest to deny the stigma of

two teams are from the same bombing the people who ignore

region of the country, the their eviction notices,
rivalry is made that much more Meanwhile, Pittsburg has had
intense. its own trouble attempting to

In Pennsylvania, there is justify why Rand-McNally
simply one rivalry. Sure, it designated it as the #1 city to

could be between the Phillies live in. It's been six years since

and the Pirates, but the real either city can boast of having a

feud brewing in the Keystone championship team (the 1983
state is the perennial football Sixers). The two sport's towns
matchup of the Penn State need desperately a shot in the

Nitany Lions and the Pittsburg arm. The winner of this series

Panthers. This game is almost will get its first injection,

always the season finale for the Neither hockey team was
two teams, with' the winner spectacular during the season,
earning bragging rights up into Philadelphia finished with a

I

ml

Flyers had to sweat it

the Washington CapitBffi
taking that series 4-2. \\

the Penguins have the edg
speed, the Flyers have a
edge in experience; as they

been the Stanley Cup F
two of the last four years.

Pittsburg has nicer unifo

but Philadelphia has a b
symphony. As to who will

the series, your guess is as

as mine. Of course the

winner is the statei

Pennsylvania itself. No m
who wins, a rivalry has be

Not because of the teams'
p

histories though. Not bet

of the mutual hatred the

teams have for each other.

certainly not because of

fierce competitiveness of g
past. We are tired of we

for the Amish to produc

championship team.

1

'
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Brushstrokes
n Landscape Drawing:

he Black Gap Memoirs
ByKate Hodges
and Tai Bos Sung

1924, Henri Matisse and Gertrude Stein passed through the
Wous Texan desert.and i Is subtlety so impressed Matisse that itgave
« to one ofhis roost splendid phases, one which Gertrude Stein refers
js the "Agave Phase," She too was impressed with the desert's
tdor and vastness, and: said in her notes: "..idsaplaceof unparal-
beanty...nopther place isquite like it..."

Keen on many of Stein's lesser ventures, C.C. art professor Bogdan
Bderrecognized the value Of,asAlbrechtDUrercallsit,«brawlngthe
' from the land" {the pun is difficult to translate)., and instituted a
:s of block-long off-campus drawing courses for those interested in

wing and living in the landscape.

JHearkening back to the infamous safari ofMatisse and Stein Bogdan
chosen Black Gap Wilderness Area im Southwestern Texas as a
iicientstudrofor holistic an. Black Gapis, as local quail hunter Jessie
t: "Bigger <n lots of places." Eighty miles from the nearest small

«t, Black Gap is approximately twice the size of half its area. It
ilains mountains, rivers, rocks and cactus; all in thewords ofSwider,
:riect for landscape drawing."

Seeking after the early Latin definition of theword "campus," the 1

2

Hs who joined the excursion this year lived in tents, and patterned
nohiadiellfestyles after the migration pattern of the indigenousWm (a hybrid breed, consisting of one third water buffalo one

rter laughing hyaena, and one-hatf Mugave lizard) herds, and
ix-ted glacial melt for drinking water. ,

"te students were instructed in the manner of (Jmberto della Flamba-
who originated the Renaissance Scuola of "Draw what you see

"

re were daitycritiques, utilized for the sharing ofcriticism, and also
time to discuss one anothers* artwork.The students were offered a
e range of subject matter, but were urged to experiment with
teapc, as it was plentiful and omnipresent. On the average the
" -. would spend J to 4 days on , single drawing, MuJ..i„.: u,

tw(«A(lndianfpr"lirefcsrewhichanimatcs all that is inanimate")
lauemptingtocapturettasunmamfestessences
is difficult, for even the finest cold-press Fabriano paper is porous
,as theartistsdiscovered.thelifeforcewould simpiysiipoutUtrougri
pores. Upon hearing.this, Bogdan coyly changed his strategy and
daimed: "Alright then,just <fr<w the landscape." The studente took
asaciie to swim, and found the new technique immensely easier
» the words of one of the students: "The isolatton provided me with
kighest level ofconcentration I've ever attained inmy work, and the
Iwas truly inspirational." These sentiments were shared by all, who
sumously decreed "Us too." Another student, an obvious readerof
tenstrauss, expressed her love of the alienation from societal con-
ints in her attainment of artistic perfection: "The enriching experi-
eof this ofl-tampus class has increased my consciousness tenfold,
I will always remember it as one of my strongest learning experi-
« at C.C. The benefits of holistic art cannot be surpassed, and 1

My recommend to all students that they take advantage of the block
• Here's to learning outside the classroom."

Cossitt mural needs restoration
By Will Gadd

!,a

ishion Feature

Eric Bransby paints on a
grand scale, using walls and
public spaces as his canvas. He
is also a C.C. grad, class of '49,

and one of only two students to
have ever received a master's
degree in art from C.C. His
master's thesis, slightly water-
damaged, has survived from 48
until the present on the ceiling
of the Cossit rotunda dome.
Wednesday, April 5, Bransby

returned to C.C. and assessed
the damage to his mural and
also answered questions about
his motivation as an artist.

Asked why he painted his mural
in the Cossit dome, Bransby
replied, "Well, for a while they
called me C.C.'s Michelangelo.
In a way, I was following in a
long tradition. Also, I like
stairwells as they allow access
to a mural from a number of
different perspectives,
perspectives that keep changing
as an individual ascends or
descends the stairs. The Cossit
dome was a blank white space,
but I saw it more as a series of
curves that needed relating to
the whole space. It was perfect
for a mural."

^
"Murals," said Bransby,

"must integrate with the
architecture as if though both
had been created at the same
time. Murals are not mere
wallpaper, but intrinsic art that
fits in with the building. I

don't create tunnels that lead
out of buildings, but
complements to their overall
architectural integrity." Cossit
Hall, said Bransby, represented
a special problem. The rotunda
has five entrances to it: how
does the mural work with each
of these different perspectives,
while at the same time relating
to flow of the space?

Bransby solved this problem
with several small-scale
models. "I had several mini-
domes and mock-ups of the
entire area built; I could then
look at any part of the dome as
if I was actually in it and gain a
perspective on how each piece of
the mural related to the
viewer's perspective and the
mural as a whole." Bransby also
built a large segment of dome

The paintings show development in American murals.

and put parts of the mural on
it to check how the mural
would have to be painted in
order to fit in a distortion-free
manner onto the curves of the
dome.

With the perspective problem
solved, Bransby turned to the
actual painting of the dome, a
problem that turned out to be
physically awkward. The
ceiling of the dome is 30 feet
from the first floor, and the
floor has a large hole leading to
the basement for the stairwell.
Bransby constructed a
scaffolding that would rotate
around the hole, allowing him
to paint one section of the dome
at a time. "The scaffolding was
really very flimsy, and every
time my professor would come
up to do a crit, he would lean
on the scaffold railing and I

would rush to the other side of
the tower fearing that the
whole thing was going to fall

over into the basement, or he
was about to smash through the
railing."

Several C.C. administrators
were at best ambivalent about
the concept of a masters in art,

and mural painting in general.
Chariot, Bransby's professor
and a Mexican muralist, rallied

support for Bransby, including
faking a French exam so
Bransby could graduate. As
Bransby put it, "The
administration wasn't too happy
about that, but they couldn't
dispute the great Chariot." The
Cossit mural is strikingly
different than the other art
around campus, but Bransby
points out these differences give
C.C. its distinctive character,
separating it from just another
institution.

Despite the large size of
Bransby's work, his murals

often do not last. "Murals are
done in buildings, and buildings
constantly get torn down,
remodeled and reconstructed,"
said Bransby. Cossit Hall is not
exactly the Sistine Chapel, but
it is one of the more historic
and interesting structures on
campus. Bransby, looking up at
the mural in Cossit,
commented, "It really is too
bad about the water damage and
lighting. I spoke with President
Riley about that a year or two
ago." Bransby proposed a class
similar to the figure drawing
class he has taught in the past
at C.C, only with an emphasis
on restoration. "This would be
a great opportunity for some
students to learn about the
mechanics of restoration, get
some real experience." In a
telephone conversation,
President Riley said that the
roof of Cossit has been fixed,
so there was no danger of
further water damage, but he
was waiting for a long term
plan for Cossit to be developed
before deciding what action
would be taken for restoration
or better lighting. However,
President Riley did say that
there were no plans to raze the
building.

Bransby's murals are now
nationally recognized and
highly in demand. The Cossit
mural is not only an interesting

part of Colorado College and
an alumni's thesis, but a step in

the history of American mural
painting. C.C. and C.C.'s
Michelangelo would be
benefited if the mural were
carefully preserved and used as
an example of successful art at

C.C. Next time you head for

Worner, take a detour into
Cossit and look up at the
mural. Just watch your step.

ans makers resolve to push a dubious new fashion
By Janet Singleton

pS) - Kamal Mahmood is

ttist.

an El Paso, Texas, factory,

kesses models in Jou Jou
and decides where to rip

~'s. It is serious business.

existence of the rip is

al to enhance the girl's
." he says. "If you put the

' the wrong place, it just
like a rip."

1 if he does it right, Jou
will sell a lot of pre-
& jeans to a lot of
Sians. Jou Jou, Levi

and Guess? are all

out new lines of

already-ripped jeans in hopes of
capitalizing on students'
fondness for shredding their

clothes.

"People like to have their
jeans rip and tear on their own,"
conceded Debbie Gasparini of
Levi Strauss, the San Famcisco-
based company that will soon
introduce "strategically torn"
jeans and jackets in its Silver
Tab line. "This is for someone
who decides they want them
now."

Jou Jou decided to start

selling pre-ripped jeans after its

merchandisers noticed punks in

London were wearing torn
pants. "We thought it was

on campuses
cute," said Jou Jou's Wendy
Levow.
Maybe so, but fashion moves

quickly. Guess?, said a
spokeswoman for the Los
Angeles clothesmaker,
marketed a line of ripped jeans
as early as 1985.

"They did very well," the
spokeswoman, who asked not to

be named, sniffed. "Levi's is a
little slow on the stick."

Fast or slow, some wonder if

students actually will buy the

pants.

"I rip my own jeans,"
reported Kevin Bedford of The
Gap store just blocks away
from the University of

Vermont campus. "I don't think

kids who rip jeans themselves
are going to pay for ripped
jeans."

Juliannc Hoffman of Peacock,

a boutique frequented by
University of Wisconsin-
Madison students, concurred.
She recalled she worked at a
department store in 1988 that

Died to hawk pre-ripped Union
Bay jeans.

"They just sat on the racks,"

Hoffman said. "I saw a girl

with a pair on the other day. I

think she was the only one who
bought a pair."

Undaunted, Jou Jou and Levi

Strauss are preparing more for

stores.

Levi's Gasparini won't say
how her company tears the

pants, devulging only that "it's

not a cookie-cutter process" and
promising that no two pair
will be alike.

Jou Jou's Levow, on the other

leg, recounted how she and her

colleagues labored in a design

studio in New York for the

right look. "We sliced a pair of

jeans three times. Then we
washed it with stones and
acids" until the razor slices

began to fray.

Then they entrusted the rest

to Kamal Mahmood, an Iraqi

see JEANS, p. 18
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Four seniors speak on their shows C.C. Choir t(

perform
SchubertMa

By College Relations

Kate Hodges
" Art is more of an

emotional subject rather than

intellectual and I feel this way
of thinking needs to be valued

just as much as intellectualism.

Art can be an incredible release

of anger, passion, tension,

loneliness and frustration. Or it

can promote all of these. At

any rate, if successful, art helps

to identify an emotion or

feeling inside oneself that

hopefully can be thought-

provoking for others."

M. Jameel Webb
"I don't know why I became

an art major. I don't think I

would go out of my way to be

an artist. I don't think I could

think up any more ideas; filling

a blank piece of paper is hard.

As far as what I try to

communicate through my art

(that's such a C.C. question),

it's all up to other people.

My art is completely up to

you. It couldn't exist in a
room by itself with just me
looking at it. If you get some
kind of message out of it that's

what it communicates. I just
try to " put down something
that I think looks good."

Bennett Coyne Stichman
"The name of my show is

Confabulations, which is

another word for verbal

interaction: conversation and
interaction amoung forms, and
all the pieces in the show relate

to this theme. The word
'confabulations' encompasses all

the elements that are at work
within the show. I chose to

work with metal because I can

better represent through
geometric sculpture those
elements that I have found I

have difficulty with in oils.

Besides, working in steel is fun.

I feel my show was a big

success: the responses I've

recieved have been positive."

Margaret Kilgallen

"My show consisted of self-

potraits of Interior
Experiences."

Upcoming Senior Art Shows

Jennifer Murphree
April 24-30, Packard Hall

Ben Trissel

April 24-28, Armstrong Hall

photos by Andrea Rex

Campus Paperback Bestsellers

4. The Accidental Touriet, by Anne Tyler (Berkley, S4.95.)

WMsmmm
The Meteconoert, by Juben May (Del Rey. $4 .95.)

Boo* two Of Intervention. SJrittfulty weaves archeotogy, mythology
and imagnapon.

The Slxtlea, by Todd G«m. (Bantam. $1 2 95
]

CompeB^g account of a superchanjed decade. Resurrects
a generation jnajfc glory and tragedy

The Catalyst's
Best Books Survey
* Since we know what college and university students

enjoy reading on the national level, we want to know
about the books which are "must reads" for C.C.

* Please take just a few minutes to fill out your top

choices in the following categories and return the

questionnaire to Worner Box 165 no later than April

25. The results will appear in the April 28 issue of

the Catalyst.

iMmiwmm Z<r M*f fW&:,T

OH YeahPTWts P/ME;

Bur wHAr't* We d^nk,
where, do we SWI/A?

Spring will be welca
with powerful, S pi r
harmonies as the Colo
College Choir performs
Schubert's "Mass in \
Major" in Shove Mem
Chapel on Friday, April •

8:15 p.m.

This free concert is opi

the public and is the cl

annual spring concert.

According to rj

Conductor Donald P. Jen
the music is the

"reflective and powerful
Schubert's six masses. He
that this mass is "fu l

melodic invention, harn

daring, and a deep awarem
the words' spiritual mean
It forecasts the harm
richness and drama of ,

Bruckner's late 19th eel
settings of the text."

Jenkins will lead a end
100, plus a 40-piece orchl

each composed of stui

faculty, and staff fron

college. Some members
t

Colorado Springs Symj
Orchestra will also joii

performing orchestra.

Student soloists

Carol Anderson, Sarah N jftsf

Michael Forester, and

Beauvais.

Slicing Tea ^
takes caref

consideratic I
JEANS, from p. 17

immigrant who works in

Jou's El Paso plant. Mahi

is hard to please.

"You have to be
because you want to ex

flesh, yet leave a lot to

imagination," he says.

1. Favorite Social Awareness Book

2. Favorite Pleasure Reading Book

3. Best Book Read for a Class

Colorado Sprinc

Original Futon Shit

Style 600 Futl

and 2-positio\

pinejrame

Twin $175.1

Double $198-

Queen $215.1

520-9951
2215 W. Colorado

(Old Colorado Cit

Open Wed. thru SuJ^g
47;
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Drivin' n' Cryin'

Mystery Road
Island Records

ByPru

Today there are many different

jes of music being produced.

h person will have a different
1 union and to each person their

"' inion is correct. Asofnow there

fl)
,Be a bunch of new records that

lrJ»e been released. It is up to me
eJBiell yoawhat I think is good, and

:aJjBlimes* what is bad.

.rmHAt this moment I choose to leil

Antfa thai the new album by Drivin'
cermCryin' is good; very good. .

I As a record by itself Mystery
:iKmad, their third record, is very
c"fc Ithasmanydifferenttypesof

ogs within, yet notso many that

would gctconfused as to what
-ir point is. Each song offers

jnething new and different from
song that came before it. This

itae ins way that lets the record

ty smoothly between songs,

When the record iscompared to

ier stuffthat isnow available, it

ins to get along wett with the

ber records in the *New Music'

j« at the store. There are many
Bams gut now that have a com-
[Bit attitude towards what music
Bald be in 1989.

(The Cryin* seems tobeseton the
Be three guitar, one drum set

proach. They throw in an occa-

inBnal ivory set and anodd stringed

hnBmjment played by Peter Buck
at-o, he's cool).

JWhy else is the record good?
fcps it's because they're from
irgta. Perhapsit'sbecausethey

decehtproducer and nibre say
i6r as what the record sounded
Perhaps it's because they're

a genuinely good band that

id be heard by more people.

there's an outside chance that

opinion is that it's goodand lo

my Opinion is gold.

Ifyou're not convinced that this

record isanygoodgo buy itand see
foryourself. Do it for die band, do
it for my opinion, but at least do it

for yourself. You need to hear
some new, good music that will

leave you satisfied. O

Robyn Hitchcock and
The Egyptians

Queen Elvis

A & IVJ Records

By Christopher Schulte

If you have ever heard Robyn
Hitchcock and The Egyptians.
then you are probably already a
fan, anddon'tneedtohear
anything more than the fact that

Queen Elvis is typical Hitchcock
to persuade you to buy if. Ifyou
have never heard Robyn Hitch-

cock and The Egyptians, they are

somewhere between slightly

difficultsnd impossible to de-

scribe, but here goes.

Urn.. .Robyn Hitchcock is to ;

music what Salvador Dali was to

painting. Rock surrealism. His
songs are in a wonderfully

warped and twisted Vein that v
nobody has bothered toexplore
since David Bowie hung up his

Ziggy Stardust Costume. His
voice sounds like Bowie on
occasion, too. The music is

good, solid, rock/blues, and the

lyrics are full of unexpected,

unexplainable rhymes, "It's

beautiful, man."

Queen Elvis seems to be a kind :

of "story album" (like The Watt,

dig?), and the inner sleeve sports

'

a fantastic piece ofshort fiction

thatkind of explains it. Sure hits

include "Madonna of the

Wasps," and "OneLong Pairof
Eyes."

If you've never bought a Hitch-

cock albumn, buy Fegmania :

first, it's better. Otherwise,

enough said.©

Diversity of music
that transcends

the current trends

COMPACT DISCS, RECORDS,,
AND CASSETTES

VIDEO RENTALS & SALES

123 E. BIJOU
520-5111
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Arts Calendar
Arts: Music: Films:

Fine Arts Center
Significant Woman Artists Bad Company w/Vixen
works by 19 contemporary Apr. 21
artists. AFA Arnold Hall
Apr, 15 - Jun. 4 Ticketmastcr (Budget Tapes &
FREE Records)

Colorado: Stale of the Art r ~ <.„_.,,_ „. . „
What's happening with ar, in *£ ^".^0,

Concert

Colorado today. C1f „',
F

Shove Chapel
Apr. 15

FREE
Jun. 4

Denver Art Museum
Supreme Instants: The
Photography ofEdward
Weston
Apr. 15 - Jun. U
FREE
info: (303) 575-2793

Dance:

Ballet Eddy Toussaint
de Montreal
Apr. 21, 22, 8 p.m.
Pikes Peak Center

634-5583*
$3 S 'UCiCm diS"°mt

Pueblo Ballet & Danspectra
Annual Spring Concert
Apr. 27. 28, 8 pjn.

Sangre de Cristo Arts Center
(Pueblo)

$4-5 ($1 discount for students)

542-1211

FREE

Edie Brickel & New
Bohemians
May 5

Paramount Theatre (Denver)
Ticketmastcr (Budget Tapes &
Records)

Bon Jovi

May 3

McNichols Arena (Denver)
Ticketmaster (Budget Tapes &
Records)

Mojo Nixon & Skid Roper
Apr. 21

Aztlan Theatre (Denver
$13.58

also:

Apr. 22
Tulgi's (Boulder)

Film Series

It's A Mad, Mad, Mad Mad
World
Apr. 21, 8 p.m.

Olin 1

$1 or film card

Cry Freedom
Apr. 23, 8 p.m.

Armstrong Theatre

$1 or Film Card

Desert Hearts

Apr. 26, 7 & 1 p.m.

Armstrong 300
$1 or film card

Poor Richard's Cinema
36 Filelte

Apr. 7-13, 7 & 9:15 p.m.

$3.75

Theatre:

Rail

Latin American Music
Apr. 22, 8 p.m.
Gaylord Hall

FREE

Theatreworks
American Wheels and Circle
The Wagons, two world -

premire one-acts

UCCS
Apr. 28-29 8 pm
May 5,6,12,13 8 pm
$7.00 General Admission
$6.00 Students

photo courtesy of Urban Bush Women

The Big Screen
Profoundly funny Say Anything
gives boy-meets-girl a good name
Say Anything
20th Century Fox

The rating system: David
maintains that with "skillful buzz-

management," any film is worth

seeing, i.e. the better the film, the

fewer beers needed to enjoy it.

The Catalyst, of course, favors
responsible drinking, so ifyou use

it, don't abuse it .

By Dave Leonard

Say Anything is an odd film.

I liked it a lot, but it's still

really odd. Plot-wise, it's the

hackneyed old boy-meets-girl-
and-then-loses-her—and-tries-

to-get-her-back. Obviously
plot isn't Say Anything's strong
point. What really carried this

film are the actors, specifically

John Cusack and John Mahoney.
If you ever saw The Sure

Thing, Cusack plays basically

the same person, a smart-ass
with a heart of gold, and his

comic performance keeps the
film clipping along in fifth

gear. John Mahoney, one of the

most underrated and unsung
actors of the eighties, plays Jim
Kort, the father of the love

interest in the film. While it's

Cusack, as aspiring kick-boxer
Lloyd Dobler, who gives the

film most of its humor, it's

Mahoney who gives the film

most of its depth. The love

interest Diane Kort, is pretty

average, and basically
forgettable (say no more).

If you simply want to see a

funny film, though, don't
worry. Say Anything is funny
enough for five Police
Academies. Normally, film

ads and previews give away all

the good jokes before you ever

walk into the theatre. But the

ads only scratch the surface of
Say Anything. It is profoundly
funny. Granted, a lot of the

humor is subUc; Lloyd checking

his hair in a mirror before

calling his girlfriend on the

phone; or the slightly-more-

than-middle-age Mahoney
cranking the radio and jamming
out to Steely Dan in his car.

While this film does get

corny at points (and face it,

what boy-meets-girl doesn't get

corny) Cusack manages lo

throw in just the right amount
of smart-ass so that you won't

mind it much.
This film is also populated

by a plethora of stellar

supporting characters. Among
them are Lloyd's sister, played

by Saturday Night Live alum

(aren't you learning to hale that

phrase?) Joan Cusack, and his

nephew-cum-air guitar Kenny.
There are Lloyd's kick-boxing

buddies (the sport of the

future), and his Gas-n-Sip
buddies (all those dorks who
hang out at 7-Eleven on
Saturday night), and required

physically abusive friend. It's

everything you could want
from a high school boy-mcels-
girl film, and more.

If you're one of those people

who are into soundtracks,
you'll dig this film. The
soundtrack is excellent, if a
little eclectic, ranging from
Steely Dan to Living Colour
and from Peter Gabriel to the

Red Hot Chilli Peppers.

Now, in case you're confused

by the rating. I'd like to clarify

myself. Say Anything is one of

those films that, while it's

still good enough straight,

really needs a few beers to be
truly appreciated. Whereas you
need a buzz to simply sit

through most multiple beer

films, Say Anything would be

good straight, better yet after

the two beers, and a classic

after five or six. Get the

picture? (Pardon the pun).

Like the little thing up top

says, it's all a matter of skilful

buzz management.
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"Cycles Peugeot"

The French Manufacturer

of the World's finest

bicycles since 1882!

<s.7ysBICYCLE SHOP

19 E. Kiowa • Downtown

(7 blocks south of campus)

Fnone: 634-4733

RICK WAGER -

'CC Class of '64, Proprietor

Friends of Colorado College

Tutt Library will hold their

19th annual book sale in the

Gaylord Room of Worner on

Friday, May 5, from 10 A.M.

to 4 P.M. and Saturday, May 6,

from 10 A.M. to 2 P.M.

Observance of George
Washington's Inauguration will

take place at 10 A.M. on
Sunday, April 30 with Shove
and Cutler bells ringing
simultaneously with other
churches, cathedrals, city halls,

and colleges across the country.

Colorado Classic Horse Show
will be held at the National

Western Stadium Complex in

Denver from April 26 to May
7. Horses representing many
breeds will compete for over

$50,000 in purse money. Call

295-2233 for more information.

The Physics Department is

hosting open houses at the

Colorado College Observatory

atop the New Science Building

from 8 P.M. to 10 P.M. on
Monday, April 24 and Monday,
May 1. Come and see some
planets, stars, and galaxies.

WATCH FOR THE
SPLASH: Delta Gamma
Anchorsplash Swim Meet on
Saturday, April 22 at 1 p.m. at

Schlessman Pool. Form a team
for crazy relays and
synchronized swimming or just

come and watch!!

Dr. Mark Stanley Price, of

the African Wildlife
Foundation, will discuss recent

developments in the fight to

save endangered species of large

mammals on the African
continent on Tuesday, April 25,

at 8 P.M. in Gates Common
Room. All are welcome!

In celebration of Cinco de

Mayo -- Mexican Independence

Day -- C.C., the Colorado

Springs Fine Arts Center, and

the Hispanic Arts Council are

sponsoring a day of activities

Sunday, May 7. Events run

from 10 A.M. to 5 P.M. and
are free and open to the public.

First Annual Faculty-Staff

Wellness Fair from May 18-22

at Boetlcher Health Center.

The Aficionados are

sponsoring an exhibit, entitled

"La Cienega del Pasado"
(history of the Cienega
village), in the Coburn Art

Gallery of Womer Center from

April 17-May 1. The exhibit

features artifacts from the

Sanchez Site, near Santa Fe,

New Mexico.

SHOVE CHAPEL EVENTS:
-Sunday: MASS at 9 p.m.

-Monday: Christian Comm-
unity at C.C. meeting at

noon , in Shove Chapel office.

-Wednesday: Shove Council
meeting in Shove Chapel office,

12noon.

Friday: Holocaust Lecture

Advisory Committee meeting,

noon in Shove Chapel office.

The Foreign and Domestic

Teachers Organization needs

teacher applicants in all fields

from kindergarten through

college. Info: The National

Teacher's Placement Agency,

Universal Teachers, Box 5231,

Portland, Oregon, 97208.

Students and Faculty: The
Honor Council needs YOUR
input. Proposed constitutional

amendments available next

week in Womer Center. Please

submit comments to box on

Honor Council table in

Worner.

Interested in volunteering?

Fill out an interest sheet found

in the Volunteer Network
cubicle upstairs in Worner or

contact Lindsay Armstrong at

ex. 2240. C.C. Volunteer

Network will connect you with

a group that suits your

interests.

Contests

American Poetry Association

encourages students to enter

contest, prizes include cash,

awards and publication in the

American Poetry Anthology .

Info: American Poetry

Association, Dept. CT-37, 250

A Potrero Street, P.O. Box
1803, Santa Cruz, CA 95061.

Wanted: Ice Cream Maker
and counter help
through summer

Josh and John's
Please Call 632-0299

NOW is sponsoring a

Women's History Month Essay

Contest on The Continuing

Struggle for Women's Equality

Info: NOW Foundation Essay

Contest, 1000-I6th St. N.W.,

Suite 700, Washington, D.C.

20036.

CONTEST: In the tradition

of the "Dark and Stormy Night"

contest, the Writing Center is

looking for the best/worst

opening sentence. Entries are

due to the Writing Center by
April 24. Prizes will be

awarded.

Wanted

Wanted: 3 to 4 people to rent

cottage near Dale St. Cafe for

summer. Very reasonable rent!

Contact Courtney at x2293 or

Nicole at 635-3648.

Basement Apartment for

Rent: One bedroom, kitchen,

washer and dryer. 1 1/2 blocks

north of campus on N. Tejon.

$210 per month plus utilities,

available Junel. 'Call Kathy at

473-6171 or 635-9740 (eve).

Sorry, no pets.

We're looking to buy or

borrow (in exchange for

storage) furniture for the

summer. If you're interested in

working out an arrangement,

call Chris at ex. 2291.

(answering machine)

ON-CAMPUS SUMMER
JOBS: A variety of part-time

jobs are open for Summer
Session students. Full-time

jobs are open to current

students who will be returning

next year. Please see Financial

Aid Bulletin Board and apply

through Financial Aid Office.

Polish Pen Pals! A teacher

of English in Krakow sent out a

list of Polish students who
wish to have American pen
pals. The list includes the ages

and interests of each person.

Contact the Writing Center.

Needed: Ride to Vermont or

Minneapolis/St. Paul after

graduation. Willing to share

driving and gas money; have
very little gear. Contact
Christina at 578-9138. Quick!!

Wanted: Need to rent one

bedroom and have access to

kitchen facilities from May 11-

lune 16, contact Christine at

ext. 2212.

Need a furnished apt. this

summer? We need one person

to live with 2 housemates in 3

bedroom with kitchen, full

bathroom, washer/dryer,
balcony overlooking beautiful

Wahsatch, and Jacuzzi outside.

Call Dirk, Wolf, Kevin (636-

1178).

The admissions office will be

filling 10 vacancies in

STARcore for the 1989-90.

academic year. If you want

public speaking experience that

doesn't involve podiums, high

stress or grades - Check it out!

Applications and info available

from the admissions office, due

Friday , April 28 at 5 p.m..

For Sale

Mountain bike: 19', Sherpa-

bright yellow. Ridden once.

$450.00. Call 685-9529.

For Sale: Huffy 10-speed

bicycle, excellent condition.

$30 or best offer. Call Kim at

ext. 2363 days or 632-0674

evenings.

C.C.M. Super Tack hockey

skates, size 11, almost brand

new. $125.00, negotiable.

Call Colin, 632-1037.

TAKE MY FUTON,
PLEASE! Six months old.

Twin size with frame that

folds into a couch. Freebies

included. $175.00 or best offer.

Call 635-3086.

For Sale: JEEP CJ7,

excellent condition, 30,000

miles, removable hard top and

soft top, auto 4WD hubs, 6

cyl., 4 speed, 4 speaker 80watt

cassette stereo. Great ski car!

Call Mark at 636-1975.

Video Disk/CD player.

Brand-new Pioneer CLD-900.
Infrared remote; digital/ analog

sound. $350 or best offer.

Aaron x2835.

Personals

Bugaboo and Little Beard:

"How many friends have I

really got? That love me? That

want me? That'll take me as I

am?" The Who The two best

friends a guy could have.

Thanx!

To Smurph & tLDftDol
Hope two of the world
greatest people have wonderffl

birthdays (and don't remembf
much of them) Love, Me.

All announcement]
must be submitte
to the CATALYST
3 p.m. on Tuesday
Announcements
should not exceel
35 words. Pleas!
include $1 with
personals.

The Publisher of

the Catalyst,

Leviathan,

& Disparaging Eye

WANTS YOU
in 1989

What you should do if

your interested in us too:

1 Pick up an applicant

from Worner desk.

:rn

ids

2 Any questions, conta Kd

Mike Shaver at ext. 2280

3 Fill out an applicatii

out by April 26th.

APPLICATIONS ARE NOW BEING
ACCEPTED FOR THE

1989-1990

Catalyst Business Manager
Good Pay and

Excellent training in

Advertising & Publishing

Applicants should be prepared to interview

with Cutler Publications Board by the third

week ofBlock 8. Contact Mike Shaver at

ext. 2280, no later than Wednesday, April 26

t*

.(

re

J's Motor Hotel

and Restaurant
Off Campus at 820 N. Nevada

Special Student Rate including Utilities

& satellite TV

633-5513

I
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curity evacuates Armstrong
mb threat creates disturbance

By Kevin Drennan

ernoon classes and
istration activities in

long Hall were disrupted

day afternoon as the

ado Springs Police
rtment and campus
ly responded to a bomb
on the Colorado College

i.

call was received at

s Hall by college
lor Julia Anderson at

nimately 12:25 p.m.

t Cowart, director of the

;al plant, and Gazette
isph reporter Erin Emory
tied that the caller

Id
to be a white male,

roice said simply that

was a bomb in the

basement of the college's
administration building.

At 12:45 the CSPD, with the
aid of six employees from the
physical plant, began
evacuating Armstrong Hall.

When the building was
cleared, officials began
searching all four floors for
any sign of a bomb. Nothing
was found.

At approximately 12:37 The
City Administration Building
at 30 south Nevada received a
similar threat and Police were
dispatched to the scene.
Nothing was known about the

nature of the caller's voice and
again no bomb was found.

At 12:44, in a seemingly
related incident, the Central
Bank at 1765 east Boulder was
robbed by a man armed with

what was described as a large

caliber revolver. The Police
would not disclose the amount
of money taken but they did
say that the man left what he
called an explosive device on
the counter of the bank.

The Colorado Springs Bomb
Squad was called to the scene
and their investigations
revealed that the device was
nothing more than a camera
flash with miscellaneous wires

attached to its exterior.

Police Department
spokesman Joe Vernier said

that the incidents did not
appear to be related and that

the CSPD is pursuing the three

cases separately. Vernier said

that to assume a connection
between the incidents "is pure
speculation at this point."

\C. now offers Karate Club
By John Korhumel n°w °pen to all members of

the C.C. community.

ft month the C.C.C.A. The classes are taught by
fially recognized the instructor Britt Baugh whose
lation of an American thirteen years studying the art

tase Karate club at The of Shotokan Karate have
pdo College. The club is earned him a third degree black

ofessors from
gland to discuss

wtonian principles

By Sarah Mears

Etonian principles and the book, LetNewton Be! will be

used Thursday, May 4th at 11:00 a.m. in Packard Hall.

event is free and open to the public,

ing the presentation will be John Fauvel and Robin
Km, visiting math professors from The Open University in

and and co-editors of the book,

jtlowing the talk. Fauvel and Wilson will be in the Worncr
pus Center bookstore to sign copies of the book.

tile three hundred years since the publication of bis

ppia Matkematica, Newton has come to symbolize the

scientist and mathematician. (His extensive work also

cd theology and music.) Written by a team ofexperts in

tory of science, this book explores the many facets of

ton's life and assesses his wide influence,

lecture is part of the Thursday-ar-eleven series of

o College's Leisure Program.

belt. Although Britt has a good
tournament record, he now
focuses primarily on teaching

what he knows to others.

Instruction is now his career

and this C.C. class is just one
of his many in the Colorado
Springs area.

Britt has one credit hour
Karate class this fall at both
U.C.C.S. and The Pikes Peak
Community College. Britt

hopes that through his teaching

people of all ages can
experience healthy, positive

changes, both mentally and
physically.

It is the intent of the
American Japanese Karate
Association of Colorado that

through class attendance, self

discipline, and practice, each
student will develop personal

character, achieve personal
goals, and acquire skills

appropriate to his/her
individual ability.

These goals will be realized

in an atmosphere free of fear

and intimidation. This style is

non-contact and emphasizes
the use of controlled
techniques. There are strict

rules set up by Britt to ensure

that his students adhere to

Karate's code of non-violence

both in and out of the dojo.

Classes are held in Cossitt

Gym every Tuesday and
Thursday night from 8 to 9:15

P.M., and are open to men and

women of all levels.

University of Michigan Psychology Professor Elliot

Valenstein addressed the history of profontal lobot-
omy in Packard Hall Wednesday.

t 2

National foundation
seeks input from C.C.

By Courtney Murphy

Colorado College was
recently selected to participate

in a study administered by the

Carnegie Foundation for the

Advancement of Teaching.

The study, which focuses

on the nature of community as

it is currently experienced on
the nation's campuses, will

consist of 19 higher.education

institutions nationwide.

The study of C.C.'s sense of

community began early this

week when Eugene Haas, a

representative of the Carnegie

Foundation, asked faculty,

students and administrators for

their input

Haas hosted a series of lunch

and dinner meetings with

members of the C.C.
community. During one such

session which consisted of a

group of five student leaders,

Haas was informed that C.C.

is a community which can be

"very individualistic at times."

In addition to discovering

various conceptions of
community, Haas questioned

which elements divided the

C.C. community most
The student participants

cited drugs, alcohol and
fraternities as the largest

elements which divided
students. Money (those who
have it and those who don't)

was also a divider.

All the students agreed they

that C.C. is a community
which does not enjoy seeing

any of its members falter.

They also added that an
accurate conception of
community is not limited to

C.C. The students noted that

if something which was
common to all college students

arose, people would band
together in a sense of
community.

C.C.'s perception of
communitiy is strikingly

similiar to the views held by
the Foundation. The Camegie
Foundation's definition of a

commmunity is "a group
whose members share values,

practices, and goals. They
have a sense of belonging to a

group and take responsibilty

for each other."

Junior Tony Mathias, one of
the student participants, reacted

positively to the study. "Haas
was a very personable person

and the discussion taught me
alot about what people think of

C.C." .'..,•.-.•.
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News Briefs
Bells will toll Sunday morning
Oft Sunday, April 30, at 10 a.m., the bells in Cutler Hall and the chimes in Shove Chapel will be

ringing loudly. Sunday is the 200ib anniversary ofGeorge Washington's inauguration as the nation's

first president Bells will peal in churches, cathedrals, synagogues, and city halls throughout the

country. In order that Americans can celebrate this occasion in unison, bells will ring simultaneously

in all comers of the continental United States; at 12 noon on the castcoast, 1 1 ajtl. in the central time

zone, 10 a.m. in the mountain time zone, and at 9am on the west coast, it isrecommended that beOs

continue ringing for two full minutes.

In addition, locale!vie and historical groups arc encouraged to arrange special ceremonies in tribute

to George Washington. Clergy arc asked to include information aboutWashington in their sermons

or weekly programs, and teachers throughout America will have the opportunity to enlighten students

about the character and leadership of our fust president.

Cinco de Mayo holiday to be observed
In celebration of Cinco de Mayo,*Mexican Independence Day, Colorado College, the Colorado

Springs Fine Arts Center, andthe Hispanic ArtsCouncil are sponsoring a dayofactivities Sunday, May
7. The events run from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and are free and open to the public. '

At ten a.m„ there will be an outdoor Mariachi mass in Armstrong Quad. Opening ceremonies wilt

be held at 1 1 am. with theFort Carson Color Guard, introduction ofguests from citygovernmentand
presentation of awards to local high school students. At one p.m. an education seminar will be held

in Tint Library, led by Professor Joe Gordon, director ofSouthwest Studies. It includes an exhibit for

the Spanish Colonial Research Center at the University ofNew Mexico. Tbeaward ceremony forear

show wioners will be held at the Fine Arts Center at 4:30 p.m.

Several ongoing afternoon activities will take place. Among them are food booths; a low-rider car

show; performances by the Taos High School Mariachis, Michelle Lobato Trio, Quinto Del Sol

Dancers ofCoronado High School; and lectures in the TaylorMuseum Hispanic Galleries and the Fine

Arts Center.

Annual book sale offers variety at low, low prices

The I9flt annual book sale by the Friends of Colorado College Tuti Library will be held in the

GaylordRoom of theWorner Campus Center on Friday, May 5, from 10 a.m. to4 pjn. and Saturday,

May6,from 10a.m,to2p.ra. TherewiU be no admission charge to the sale itself,which is always
a big attraction for book lovers.

Thousands ofbooks and magazines— reference materials, how-to publications, collectors items,

and first editions— will be soldat bargain prices. Used book merchants are welcome as is the entire

community.

The Friends of Tutt is a support group of the C.C. Library. The profits from the sale are used by
the organization to buy books and library materials.

Mid-east authority to talk on Israeli-Palestinian conflict

On Monday, May 1, Professor Ann Lesch of Villanova University will deliver a free public
address enUifed.'Tsraelis and Palestinians: The Prospects for Peace," at8 p.m. in the GatesCommon
Room ofPalmerHall. The talk isbeing sponsored by the VentureGrant Committee and thePolitical

Science Department.

The Palestinian uprising in the West Bank and the Gaza strip, territories occupied by Israel since
1 967, continues to claim Araband Jewish lives, ThePalestinianswant an end to Israeli rule and seek
a Palestinian state in those territories. Some Israelis argue their country roust retain control of the
West Bank, in particular, for its significance in Jewish history. The government of Yiteah Shamir
has proposed elections in the occupied territories as a step toward some measure of autonomy and
the United States has endorsed that idea.

Lesch earned aPh.D. in Comparative Politicsand International Relations ofthe Middle East from
Columbia University in 1973, She teaches undergraduate courses in Intemauonal Relations of the
Middle East and Political identity in the Arab World, senior seminars on Egyptian and Sudanese
politics, and graduate level courses op Theory of International Relations and International Organi-

Professor talks of brain surgery

By Roxanne Birlauf

The fascinating and terrifying

subject of prefrontal
lobotomies - a brain surgery
technique still used to modify
violent behavior -- was
discussed in a special talk

Wednesday, April 26.

Elliot S. Valenstein,
professor of psychology and
neuroscience at the University
of Michigan, spoke on the
subject for the endowed
Roberts Lecture.

In his lecture, "Great and
Desperate Cures: The History
of Prefrontal Lobotomy as a
Cautionary Tale," Valenstein
discussed the history of this

procedure. The controversial
surgery, which disturbs or
destroys brain matter, is legal

in the U.S. and is still being
practiced in Japan, England, and
other countries.

After receiving his B.S. from
the City College of New York
and his M.A. and Ph.D from
the University of Kansas,
Valenstein became a protessor
of psychology and neuroscience

at the University of Michigan
in 1970 where he is also
chairman of the biopsychology
program.

Valenstein has worked in

physiology laboratories in the

U.S.S.R. under the auspices of
the National Academy of
Sciences, and has lectured and
taught in many foreign
countries, including Japan, Iran,

Belgium, Netherlands, Mexico,
Spain, England, Canada, Israel,

Australia, and China.

He has also surveyed the

practice of psychosurgery for

the National Commission for

the protection of Human
Subjects of Biomedical and
Behavioral Research.

Valenstein is the author of
more than 140 scientific articles

and four books, including Brain
Control. Brain Stimulation and
Motivation, The Psychosurgical
Debate, and Great and
Desperate Cures.

The Roberts lecture series at
The Colorado College was
endowed in 1961 by the family
and friends of Harold D.
Roberts, a Denver lawyer who
was an authority in the field of
petroleum and mineral law. He
and his wife, the former
Rohoda Norton Haynes,
graduated from The Colorado
College in 1908.

The series' purpose is to bring
prominent scientists to the
college, a list that has included
Jane Goodall, Herman Muller,
Rene Dubos, Sir Bernard
Lovell, and Lewis Thomas.
Valenstein gave another

lecture about the brain for the
Thursday-at-Eleven series in
Packard Hall. He discussed
"Right and Left Brain: Fact and
Fantasy."

LonaJcRmemDereL
Just 10 Minutes Away!

Delicious cuisine
and excellent service

in an historic setting.

the

Stagecoach In
*-* RESTAURAN

702 Manitou Ave. 685-9335 • 665.
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Don't StuffIt- Ship I
DOMESTIC AND WORLDWIDE

Clothes, books, skis, computers, golf clubs, art,

furniture - you name it, PAK MAIL will ship i

Anything you've got, anywhere you want it to gt

Pick-up Service Available!!
Pack it yourself, or let us pack itfor you.

Fast, convenient, and easy - this summer, da

the PAK MAIL way!
Bring in this ad for 10% off before May

473-4545
1837 S. Nevada Avenue

In the Southern Cross Shopping Center

Interstate Secure Storagi
330 Karen Lane

633-0222

Electronic Alarms on every door

No Deposit Fees

1/2 First Full month's rent

Open 7 Days a Week

A safe, secure place to store your valuablesfor the sit

Call for sizes and rates

Share with a friend!
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F ORUM
rking lots prove unsafe

[
VANTAGE POINT

ie night this past week, eight cars in Mathias parking lot

broken into. Thousands of dollars in damage occurred. The
es only stopped after a car alarm finally went off.

ere was our C.C. Security?

lis was not the first time this semester cars in Mathias lot

been subject to theft. Indeed, at least two of the cars

]ized this week were broken into earlier this semester. But
est Security could do was inform owners of the break-ins and

Dise to tape plastic over the shattered windows,
bothers n$-that such wide-spread vandalism could take place

out our Security forces ever noticing. Indeed, the thieves

have been pounding away for a good hour before they finally

jed. Worse, Mathias lot has been subject to the same type of

lems for the past few weeks. But, nonetheless, it appears

jty has failed to beef up patrol on the north side of campus.
lile we realize owners park their cars in the lot at their own
we also believe the sound of breaking glass is something to

h we would expect Security to respond.

the end, we question how effective and how protective our

Irity guards really are when events like the one in Mathias lot

jnue to happen. We urge Residential Life and the Physical

to strengthen our Security forces so the same ignorance and

lion does not occur when a C.C. student is threatened.

?<
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aternities, Res. Life, Benjamin's run amuck at C.C.
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Professors fail to take advantage of 8 blocks

WHAT'S WHAT/By Joe Hrbek

Cough. Cough.

Those are the sounds

coming from a C.C.

education these days.

Due to an improperly balanced diet,

life and learning as a Tiger are

short of what they should be.

Granted, classes are rigorous.

Two to three hours in class

certainly helps maintain a

healthy soul. And, as far as

extracurricular activities, one
recent study shows that C.C.

students have 12,000 choices

throughout the year.
Educational opportunities do
abound.

So what could be wrong?

C.C. lacks perhaps the most
important aspect of a collegiate

education: professor
involvement.

Think about it. Have you ever

witnessed an intramural
activity? Sometimes the

professors play, and they

should be commended for doing

so. But have you ever seen a

student on their team? The

athletic field is just another
battleground to stage the war
between faculty and students.

Do you ever see professors at

lectures inside the dorms?

Or how about the eight-block

plan. Has this college ever

faced a decision so opposed by
students yet so mandated by

professors? Once again, a great

distance was created between
the two camps due to a lack of

understanding among both
parts, it hurt the school.

Faculty/student segregation

rears many ugly heads. As Kim
Grassmeyer, Assistant Director

of the Career Center said, "The

C.C.C.A. reinvents the wheel

every year." Grassmeyer argues

that due to a lack of leadership,

this campus' organizations lack

vitality, vision, and a real sense

of purpose. They fail to make

the difference that they

normally would if professors

would involve themselves.

Consider the Catalyst, for

example. Last year, as News

Editor, I walked into the

publication office for the first

time to layout the copy. I was
clueless as lo the process. Other

students were present to help

me, but they had learned from

other students too.

Surely many of our

professors have journalism

backgrounds. Surely they could

positively impact the

newspaper. Surely the errors in

this article could have been

avoided if I had been blessed by

the guiding hand of a richly

experienced professor.

"But we're never invited!!"

professors many times argue.

"Oh really?!!!" I respond.

Annually, Loom is Hall

presents a scries of lectures

designed to spotlight C.C.

profs. The series flopped this

year because the dorm's R.A.s

could not find willing speakers!

Not all professors are

afflicted by the uninvolvcmcnt

bug. Consider the Tom Cronins,

for example, (who, by the way,

see PROFESSORS, p. 4

iMPUS INTERRUPTUS/By Doug Lansky

TERNITIES-WHO'S wav* but this campus is getting

cheezy!! The Greek system

barrage of letters has m*kes up the majority of what

prompted the admini-

strationtochangenext
'

mi

little social life we do have,

and the fraternities are

,,,,,,, disappearing quicker than caryears symposium ^^ * £. ; d.off.

Wealth lo How to Get Your Vol crving out
S
lou(T_ this

Ilmtty Charter Revoked. sucks! what happened to the
strong will play host to a days wheii you could get beer at

ora of professional Greeks Rastall's? Or when you didn't

will give specialized lectures need to make a Special Forces

ffectiveUse ofa Beer Bong," Attack Plan to get a keg into

Art of Keeping a Keg from Slocum? The way our social

«g Foamy," and "Advanced scene is "eaded, I wouldn't be

IpIesinGeneraUyActingLike sfPnse(i if *ey turned the rest

«ch of Macho Slobbering
°f ""; frats

'
mo B "ddist

"s." Of the $250,000 that will "T™ s
„
Then

'„
llk

f

e «
\c„.Ar„.u:„ „.':..„ .u.

Carleton College, all of the
otted for this symposium, the raging party animals here will
Wtee speculates that lurn their effom ,„ Uyiag l0
.000 will go to fund the 2680 ge t locked into the library over

night.

take this the wrong WHAT OFF-CAMPUS

REGULATIONS?
I seem to remember only a

few select sophomores receiving

off-campus permits, due to

Housing's incredibly strict

regulations. But it seems like

every sophomore I've spoken
with has somehow gotten off-

campus living.

Being the professional

investigating journalist that I

am, I did some research and

found a clause in the off-

campus policy that, according

lo certain people, has been used

by at least every member of

C.C. at one time or another. In

small print, the law states that

"everyone who has a doctor's

note affirming that they have

problem dandruff, occasional

acne, or rare bouts with

Athlete's Footwill be granted a

medical off-campus permit."

And if they want lo get off of

the Marriot meal plan, they

have to apply for exemption by

having their doctor,
psychiatrist, or plumber write a

note stating that the student in

question truly believes - in

these exact words - "the food

tastes like crap."

BENJAMIN'S IS A NON-
PROFIT ORGANIZATION
AND BEES DON'T BUZZ

I got some flyer in my
Womer Box that said, "Because

you spent almost $3 million on

chicken sandwiches and shakes

at Benjamin's, you are a Special

Customer." This "Special

Customer" rank entitled me to

the perks of - you're not going

lo believe this - three discount

coupons. Achieving the rank of

"Special Customer" at

Benjamin's is an honor I will

not likely forget.

But this coupon business

worries me. By the time the

lady figures out how lo deduct

3% or so from my meal, it will

be graduation - for Ihe class of

1992.

Someone should point out

that Benjamin's is just slightly

overpriced. I am quite sure I

could feed the Soviet Union for

a year with the amount of

money I spend at Benjamin's in

a week. We don't know how

much we're spending because we

don't care. This is the very

purpose of the C.C. Gold Card.

They are trying to teach us the

credit card mentality of

recklessly spending our brains

out. I say that they should

take their flex points and their

gold cards and dump them into

Monument Creek with the rest

of the sewage.
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C.C. Cabin is

victim of misuse

To The Editor:

This letter concerns the C.C.

Cabin and how it is being

treated.

The Cabin was built for C.C.

students, faculty,
administration, and staff with

the idea that people could go up

to relax and enjoy the facilities

and the beautiful scenery of the

Rocky Mountains. Because of

the rough usage and "trashing"

of the properly, cabin visitors

have had to clean up previous

visitors' messes before they can

enjoy their time at the cabin.

We have a cleaning crew that

goes up once a month and does

thorough cleanings. However,

between cleanings, cabin users

are expected to mop floors

(there is a mop there), clean

bathrooms, wash dishes, wipe
off tables, pick up any trash

that may have been left outside,

empty trash cans, and bring all

the trash down the mountain to

town. This is only courtesy to

the next gTOup of people going

up to the cabin.

The cleaning crew informed

me that when they last cleaned

the cabin, there was beer spilled

on the floors and thrown on the

walls throughout the cabin.

Moreover, spaghetti was left

all over the table. The trash

cans were full and overflowing.

This really gives rodents and
whatever other kinds of animals

a great feast. The brand new
sleeping pads were left outside

and the bathrooms were filthy.

I'm sure none of you (or I hope,

none of you) would care to

find the cabin in such a mess
upon your arrival.

Also, firewood has, on
numerous occasions, been
thrown outside only half

burned. This is very
dangerous, because the
likelihood of starting a forest

fire is high. If you're concerned

about leaving a fire burning in

the stove, just make sure its

doors are secured lightly and

the fire will burn itself out
without any problems.

The Colorado College Cabin
is the culmination of several
years' work by many people. It

was built with the belief that

it would complement the
academic program. All can
enjoy the beauty of the setting -

while also protecting the
environment so that future
generations attending C.C.
could also enjoy the cabin in its

natural state.

The cabin is an extension of
the campus and therefore will

adhere to the same conduct
expectations. This also pertains

to the interior of the facility.

I hope this letter will take
care of the problem. Our next
step will be a $50.00 fine to
the individuals who leave the
cabin in poor condition. We
will bill the group or
individual who leaves the cabin
in disarray.

As you all know, you are
given a list of rules and
regulations when you check out
a cabin key. These regulations
are to help you, to help all of
us, to keep the cabin in good
condition. These rules need to

be followed.

Thank you for your help and
consideration.

Nellis Reinert
Womer Center Supervisor

In My Opinion

Letters to the Editor

Cossitt Basement
Colorado College

Colorado Springs, CO
80946

Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the address

above. Lettersshouldbenolongerthan400words. TheForum

staff may edit letters for clarity and brevity.

The Catalyst does not accept responsibility for the views

expressed in any letters it receives. It does accept responsibil-

ity for giving them a chance to appear.

C.C. student criticizes Dean
McCleod's administrative behavior

To the Editor: seems to support the Greek
Recent experiences have led system, her personal crusade to

me to conclude that Dean disrupt fraternity life can best

Student suggest uses
for his tuition
To The Editor:

I have three simple request for

how my raised tuition should be

spent to make this a better place to

liveandstudy. First, hire someone

reliable to deliver mail on Satur-

days. How tough can this be?

Second, hire an additional doctor

for Bocttcher Health Center to

reduce thehorrendous waiting time

there. Third, get rid of the patheti-

cally short library hourson Fridays

and Saturdays. Five o'clock isjost

way too early.Anybody listening?

Jonathan Goldstein

•.Hoses Melts (owss

from PROFESSORsTpTF"

did speak in Loomis this yea,
to a packed house, I might aft
Jim Yaffes. These professors

volve themselves in student

And, asa student.I can sing the
that they make an impact

ii

lives.

Come on, professors. We
you the eight-block plan sc

you may have more time to "j

ter" serve the college. You are

upholding yourend of the bars

Plus.we'reprettycoolfolks,

£an learn a lot from us, too.

Laurel McLeod should
evaluate her role in campus
activities and student life.

Although I have never read a
job description for the Dean of
Students, I assume that the

Dean is here to assure that all

students' lives at C.C. are
pleasant and void of negative
and violent incidents. However,
Dean McLeod's latest

judgements towards certain
athletes and fraternities could
be' seen as a personal vendetta
against the individuals involved

and their respective
organizations.

In a recent incident, four
athletes were accused by the

Dean of intimidating two
students. When approached as
to how this intimidation was
accomplished, the Dean
remarked that their looks were
"intimidating" and never even
mentioned that any threats or
violent actions actually took
place. I never realized that
"looking intimidating" was
grounds for possible
disciplinary punishment -
especially since her "facts" were
based on hearsay evidence. This
would make "Tom-foolery" a
triple life sentence under her
jurisdiction.

I never
realized that

"looking
intimidating"
was grounds for

possible
disciplinary

punishment-
especially since
her"facts" were

based on
hearsay
evidence.

I am not attempting to

belittle, nor am I claiming that

the two students were not
intimidated. Rather, I am
saying that before making
judgements and threatening
students with pungent
reprisals, the Dean should have
better proof than they "look
intimidating."

Although Dean McLeod

be seen in her actions towards

the Phi Delts and Betas. Dean
McLeod has been the key player

for the administration in

compiling the incriminating

reports leading to the

dismanding of these respective

fraternities. Such close scrutiny

of these specific students not

only is unjust but borders on
discrimination.

Stereotypes run amuck across

the CC campus and are

developed through
miscommunication and
prejudice. Dean McLeod has

often lectured to me on how to

avoid being stereotyped. Yet,

through her actions towards
athletes, fraternities and
numerous other members of the

student body, she has not only

reinforced the old stereotypes,

but also created many new ones.

Dean McLeod seems to have
ostracized herself from the

student body and has been
making decisions based on her

own prejudices. She has many
redeeming qualities and this

letter's intent is not to have her

replaced. Rather in the future I

hope that she can set her
differences aside and become
more consistent and fair in her

demands of the student body -

the whole student body.

Respectfully submitted,

Ryan G. Wallach

artwork by Mark Flore

Student reflects on difficult!,

of living off-campus
To The Editor:

There comes a time in one's

college career that one finds

one's self saying, "Gosh. I can't

wait to move off campus."
Think of it ... you don't have to

share a shower with 20 other

people, you get to cook your
own food, you can have a pet of

your very own to snuggle with,

you can answer the phone and
have a good chance it might
actually be for you, you can
have parties with whom you
want and when you want ...

HA!
Actually, it is great living

"on your own," but there are

things and thoughts that people
need to keep in mind. Hey, it

has happened to a lot of people!

1. When you sign a contract,

make sure everything you want
and have discussed is written
down and you get a copy. You
may think this person is cool
and they're a C.C. grad - they
won't screw you over. But jobs
aren't permanent and that
person who showed you the

place may be in wasui„
L

tomorrow. Verbal agreeme

will come back in your face.

2. If you're not sure alx

living with someone ... Do
Do It!! It can be a long yeat

3. Pets: Think it throuj

You've heard of child abu

Well, there is a lot of anirt

abuse and neglect here at C
Puppies and kittens are cute a

everybody loves them, but, li

people, those adorable lit

innocent animals become
and sometimes impossib

What are you going to do w
them over Block Brea]

Christmas vacation, Spri

break, etc.?

All I can say is how wou

you like to be tied on a chain

locked up in a house all d

while your "responsible, adi

college-educated owner"

getting plowed at Murph's?

I don't want to sound like

parent, but ... geez I ho

you're a lot smarter than this.

Have fun!

Doil
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year, a

lent 1 ISCOURSE
[dis'kors] n. communication of ideas, information, etc.; ability to reason.

acuity and administrators share views
[Various members of the faculty and administrative staff have offered their opinions to "N
the Catalyst. They responded to questions regarding their likes and dislikes about C.C.
as well as their view points on the Greek system, Division I sports, and the 8-block year J

;cia Dobson,

ilessor of Classics
1NEFITS: I like best the

ly to share intellectually

interdisciplinary fashion.

joy being able to teach

ively, according to my
jit interests, and in the

discussion format
than in 50 minute

is).

HIKES: The exhaustion

ated by the block plan is

lit to handle. I dislike

I to start anew each block
miss not being able to

with graduate students

in share my specialization

advanced level.

IEEK SYSTEM: I think

C.C. would be better off

nt the fraternities. I

think that it's the fault of
'.C. fraternities, but rather

idilion and reputation of
ities in general which

i change difficult. The

ut,

i litt

Ifj lintellectual element at

tould be better integrated
ssib

i0
"'"I iTthem'H LOCK YEAR: I believe

I is too early to tell if it

or not. The absence of
'lock of teaching doesn't

up for the amount of
liltee work and other
pes that need to be
ned into eight blocks
than nine. I appreciate

Jmposium and like the
iff in January. Perhaps
ould take a look at the 7-

PUKES: I think C.C.
[tea better school if it

|
more diverse group of

and a more diverse

I'm not even sure that

Possible to get what I

fCall a "liberal education"

toile we are all so similar

I another.

IEEK SYSTEM/
fflON I SPORTS: I

really don't know about
Division I sports or the Greek
system; I don't think they are
very important issues. If

students do their work in the

classroom and also play
Division I sports or play music
or chose to be part of a
fraternity, that's great. If we
have serious problems at C.C,
the culprit is probably not
Division I sports, or the
admissions policy, or the eight-

block year, or the Greek
system; it's probably the
faculty. Like Pogo said, "The
enemy is probably us."

8-BLOCK YEAR: It seems
to me the eight-block year is a
fair deal for both faculty and
students.

The eight-block year is a

legitimate response to this

concern. In the long-run this

results in a more effective

classroom. More responsible
teaching occurs as professors
update their knowledge of
subject matter. The first year
is anything but perfection. Yet
all transitions have problems.
Students should have seen the

problems that emerged when
the school moved to the block
plan.

Dennis Show-alter,

Professor of History
BENEFITS: The greatest

benefit of teaching at C.C. is

the close contact with a

varierty of well-motivated
students. You get to know
students. Bigger schools just

process people. A very diverse

faculty is an additional benefit.

DISLIKES: The school

needs a larger library budget

and more permanent faculty.

The school also needs to reduce

or systematize the non-teaching

demands placed on faculty

members. A specific

consideration is a more
streamlined committee
structure. Making adjustments

in institutional commitments
to bring them in line with the

eight-block year is important.

GREEK SYSTEM: The
system is not completely
antithetical to the operation of

a liberal arts college. It is just

as unfortunate to stereotype all

fraternity members as it is to

stereotype any other group.

The ideal way to handle this

system is through supervision,

control and discipline, when
necessary. The administration

has done a good job in this area.

DIVISION I SPORTS:
The players in these sports are

bearing the burden of college

policy. They are under very

heavy pressure academically and

athletically. The students I

have worked with are

disciplined, hard-working and

conscientious.

8-BLOCK YEAR: The new
calendar is a good idea.

Effective teaching under the

block plan is a heavy strain.

Fatigue is a serious problem.

Max Taylor, Vice-

President for Student
Life
BENEFITS: The best thing

about C.C. is the opportunity

for faculty and students, as

well as staff, to be in the

pursuit of the liberal arts

within the format of the block

plan.

DISLIKES: We need
continued efforts to add
diversity - among faculty,

students, and administration.

We also need to reassert the

values of Greek organizations

that will make them a viable

part of a liberal arts campus.
We probably need to improve
the quality of on-campus living

and provide a greater variety of

residential living. Finally, our

outdoor recreation space needs
to be improved; we particularly

need more intra-mural fields.

GREEK SYSTEM: This

reflects a much broader
problem than at just our
campus. Greek organizations

nationally must reassess their

role on college campuses. I see

a number of positive roles they

could play in the lives of

students. The fraternities must
reassess what their role should

be; their problems stem from a

loss of ideals touted by the

national fraternities - ideals

like scholarship, campus
service, brotherhood,
sisterhood, friendship.

DIVISION I SPORTS: I do
not believe Division I sports

detract from the academic
excellence of C.C. Stanford

won several NCAA Division I

championships last year.
Harvard won the Division I

Hockey trophy. These
institutions have not been
diminished by their Division I

teams. There's a place for them
here, so long as we can operate

them with "our Division III

philosophy. And I think we've
had much success doing that.

We graduate well over 90% of
our hockey players. The
women's soccer " team
distinguishes itself
academically at C.C. What
impresses me most, however, is

the opportunity it provides for

these athletes to be exposed to

a liberal arts education.

8-BLOCK YEAR: From my
standpoint as an administrator,

I've experienced a very intense

spring. We've had Lo condense
everything this semester into

four months and I think this is

a very serious problem.
Overall, I have mixed feelings

about the new schedule. I

truly understand what a

demanding role the faculty has

in the classroom. The major
problem we must overcome is

scheduling; I'm not convinced
the extended-format classes

work.

teach here is non-
discrimination; we encourage
self-confidence and self-esteem.

Of course, these problems aren't

unique to the Greek system.
But I'd like to see it large
enough so everyone who wanted
to could participate in it.

DIVISION I SPORTS: I'm

delighted we are a Division III

school for everything else. If

we do remain Division I, we
shouldn't be lowering our
academic standards in any way.
8-BLOCK YEAR: If I were

a student, I'd favor a nine-block

year. From a faculty

standpoint, however, the eight-

block plan makes sense. I think

we need to take a hard look at

it next year and fashion
something that's acceptable lo

everyone. We should have three

to four committees - one of
them comprised of just students
- evaluating the plan next year.

I'd encourage students to

evaluate it on their own terms.

Tom Cronin, Professor

of Political Science
BENEFITS: The small

classes. I've taught at other

universities where I've had 300
students in a class. I much
prefer being able to have a
conversation with students,

rather than be a performer. We
talk about ideas, about books.

We come at ideas collectively,

and students become, in some
way, colleagues.

DISLIKES: We need more
emphasis on communication . I

very much like writing-with-

emphasis classes. But I think

we should build in more one-

on-one debates and more oral

presentations - more oral

presentations with greater

quality.

I'd also like to see a lot more
endowment money to allow

students lo do more research.

And I mean research broadly

defined - working in Olin,

reading Shakespeare, writing

papers. Students could spend
lime over their summers at

C.C. and do research with

professors. It's a form of

teaching; nothing can beat that.

I'd also like lo see more
diversity intellectually, as

well as with race, ethnicity,

and more foreign students.

GREEK SYSTEM: I'm

indifferent to it really. But I

don't like its discriminatory

forms. One value we try to

T K. Barton, Professor

of History

BENEFITS: The biggest

benefit of teaching at Colorado
' College is the small classes.

Better salaries than many
schools are also meaningful.

DISLIKES: The school

needs either a larger faculty or

a smaller student body to

maintain uniformly small

classes. More expenditures for

library materials and student

scholarships would be helpful.

Scholarship funds should not be

provided by increasing tuition

charges.

GREEK SYSTEM: They
(the fraternities) have
improved, meaning they are less

obnoxious, over the last 25

years. Nonetheless, the Greek

system is not wholly consistent

with the atmosphere of this

institution. 1 don't really care

much about this issue one way
or the other.

DIVISION I SPORTS: I

am indifferent for the most
part. It is probably better to

end Division I participation.

8-BLOCK YEAR: I would

give it mixed reviews. There

are no conclusive issues on

either side. The Symposium is

good. Ending the year sooner

will be nice. Many blocks,

especially block 7, have become

quite hectic because of the

squeezing of the calendar year.

see FACULTY
ADMINISTRATORS

AND
p. 6
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FACULTY AND
ADMINISTRATORS from p. 5

Laurel McLeod, Dean

of Students
BENEFITS: The

excitement. The mood about

this place is so different, it

pervades everything, the events

we have, the faculty's

engagement in their work, and

especially the students. I think

intellectual excitement is

really the common element.

DISLIKES: I think that our

culture is in a time of major

social upheaval. There's a sense

of social and individual

isolation right now, and C.C.

students in particular are

feeling this. I think we're

caught in a sense of time-

pressure, of being rushed, of

stress, that is counter-

productive. What I would wish

for us is a healthy balance

between a celebration for life

and learning and hard work. I

think we really need a newly-

forged sense of community, of

mutual purpose.

GREEK SYSTEM: We talk

about pluralism and diversity

very easily at C.C, they're sort

of buzzwords. The Greek
experience is different from a

lot of other bonding
experiences in that it's a

permanent sort of situation.

You can be a member of

Outdoor Rec. for one year and

then go off and do something

else the next year. But while

fraternities and sororities are a

more permanent situation, you

not only bond with people here,

but with a larger network of

alumni and a sense of a historic

past. I think that's part of the

diversity here. It's a choice, far

more so than it is a choice on a

larger campus, where there is a

lot of hostility towards those

who choose to remain
independent It's a choice that,

for the most part, is not

pressured. Pressure may come
from peoples' families more
than from friends. It's an

alternative that some people

feel is important to them. And
unless the negative aspects of a

Greek system at a particular

school are very strong, my
preference is to give people that

choice, rather than dictate what
their choice should be. I think

they [the Greeks] are undergoing

enormous change right now,
because of the change in the

drinking laws, because of the

enormously increased liability,

because of the decisions and
policies of the nationals, and

because of the growing
intolerance towards 'youthful

antics'. I think all these outside

pressures are coming to bear,

and unless the Greeks evolve

with them, they won't survive.

I think with the events of the

last year and a half, we've seen
the beginning of the end of the

'old order' of things. But I

think things will improve.

DIVISION I SPORTS: Our

graduation rates of division I

athletes are extremely high,

which shows a certain

commitment as well as an

ability to do the work. I think

a lot of the debate is really a

question of commitment of

institutional resources. We are

committed to high quality

programs for our students, be

they Division I or Division III. I

think the real controversy

centers around the question of

financial aid. It isn't travel

costs or anything like that, I

think it's the question of

financial aid based on athletic

rather than academic excellence.

And I think that is a good

question to raise. Any
commitment of institutional

resources is a value judgement.

I guess I think it's a question

that should remain open, and

not be settled once and for all,

I think it's a healthy tension. I

think the very debate about

division I athletics is a sign of

the health of the institution

because we feel safe in

questioning some 'sacred

ground'. And it is 'sacred'

because it is something so

traditionally tied to the

institution. I think we just have

to keep our eyes on it and if,

for whatever reasons, the

budgets should start to increase

disproportionately in relation

to- other departments, we
should ask ourselves if it was

really worth it.

8-BLOCK YEAR: There's a

very wide-spread perception

that the spring semester this

year is extremely condensed.

With a lot of things,

administrative offices and

student organizations, the same

amount of work from years

past has to be accomplished in

less time. But I think next year

people will anticipate it a little

more, and move things into the

fall semester. I think there's a

crisis looming for colleges

which I think will

disproportionately hit smaller

liberal arts colleges. The crisis

is a dramatic drop in the

number of PhD's. With less and

less qualified people coming
onto the market at a time when
we face an enormous number of

retirements, we must be

attractive as a working and
learning community to be

competitive. If we wait too

long to do this we will be at a

disadvantage, so I think in the

long run some adjustment of

faculty workload was
inevitable. Compared to other

colleges, our faculty classroom

teaching commitment was out

of line.

Some people would have

preferred a nine-block year with

a seven block teaching load,

rather than an eight-block year

with a seven block teaching

load. But we have the eight-

block year, at least for now.
There are a lot of issues,

problems, and complications

that weren't foreseen that are

showing up now, and I think

we should be very frank in

assessing how it's working out.

Students should remain willing

to critique and speak their

minds, not to assume 'oh, it's

all done, why should I bother'

and give up, because
adjustments are possible. But
they won't occur if people

aren't aware they're needed.

photo not available

Al Johnson, Professor

of Economics, Registrar
BENEFITS: I like the

liberal arts aspect of the

college, as well as the high

quality of the students and

faculty. I also enjoy the

location. I think the size is

beneficial for this type of

institution.

DISLIKES: I'd like to see

C.C. move towards further

national recognition, a goal

towards which I feel we've

already taken significant steps.

THE GREEK SYSTEM:
While my feelings were at first

not strong about it, I do feel it

doesn't add to the academic

atmosphere at C.C. And while

my feelings still remain mixed,

I feel the school would be

better off without the Greeks.

DIVISION I SPORTS: I

have no strong objections,

although I feelDiv. I sports are

a little out of place at a school

where most sports are Div. III.

I see no conflict of interest in

admissions standards, though I

think the school might be

better suited if everything were
Division III.

8-BLOCK YEAR: I

supported it from the

beginning. Though I sympathize

with the students losing a

block, I feel that in the long

run the gains outweigh the

losses. Specifically, I think that

by lightening the load on the

faculty, C.C. can attract more

1st rate professors that would

be wary of the unreasonable

teaching load under the 9-block

system. I feel that the students

would benefit more from the

higher quality of faculty than
'

they would from the extra

block.

photo not available

Mark Smith, Professor

of Economics
BENEFITS: I like many

things about C.C. I like the

small class sizes, the economics

dept., and the flexibility of the

block system (although it also

has its problems) I also enjoy

working on natural resources and

water issues in Colorado.

DISLIKES: My changes would be

;

too make the students work harder.

GREEK SYSTEM: I would

retain sororities and eliminate

fraternities. I do not feel that

fraternities contribute to the

intellectual development of

students but that they can

contribute to the social

development. As . a casual

observer I have seen sororities

do a better job in both areas

than fraternities. In class in

general I have found members
of sororities more serious

students than members of

fraternities.

DIVISION I SPORTS: I

am not opposed to Division I

sports. I was a varsity athlete

in college and I believe that

athletics can contribute to a

student's development.
Athletes know what real

competition is. I've had hockey

players in class that have been

good students.

8-BLOCK PLAN: I think it

is a great idea in theory and in

practice. I think there are good
reasons for it in attracting new
faculty members. The teaching

load is very intense. I don't

know what I would do if I had

to teach another block.

photo not available

Edith Kirsch, Professor

of Art History
BENEFITS: I like the students

and the opportunity of getting to

know them in the setting of a small

college, and I like my colleagues.

DISLIKES: I would like to

see a greater pursuit of academic

excellence by the students. This

is not to say that many students

don't work extremely hard

because they do. I think

students should take a more
active, role in the learning

process, not just be passive

observers.

GREEK SYSTEM:
I

that there are pros and coi

the Greek system, and the

have been in evidence this

I do not think the Greek si
should be abolished how
because I think it servl

purpose.

DIVISION I SPOR
Can't make well infot

opinion.

8-BLOCK PLAN:Alth
(

I haven't lived through an

8 block year as I've bet

sabbatical, I believe that

working well. I'm 100% b(
" the idea in principle.

The views of the faculty and administrate

were compiled by:

Dave Leonard, Tait Norden, Gail Reichert,

Mike Trevithick, Bill Porter, and Doug
Lansky .
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We want to help you celebrate your

graduation and the beginning of you

summer vacation with our beer on tap!

We look forward to seeing those of you

who return in September for another year!

Good luck to all of you! Havt

safe and fun vacation!

We thank you for your patronage!

Marianne and Family

We promote responsible drinking
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Finance expert visits C.C.

By Sarah Mears

Alex Yankovich, a 1963
graduate of C.C. and current
vice president and district
executive for the Bank of
Montreal, has been lecturing on
campus this month.
As part of the College's

unique executive-in-residence
program, Yankovich will
address four economics classes,
Russian and German students!

and also conduct a negotiations

workshop for economics
majors.

After graduating from C.C,
Yankovich went ot Claremont
College in California and the
University of California at Los
Angeles for post-graduate
study of advanced Russian and
Slavic languages. He has held

management positions with the
Bank of America in Moscow,
Athens, Frankfurt, and London.
Born in Canada, Yankovich is

fluent in several languages and

is widely versed in

international capital markets
and international finance.

The cxccutivc-in-rcsidcnce
program brings to campus
experienced and successful

people from the buisness
community to share their

knowledge with students.
Kcnzo Sasoka, president of the

Japanese arm of Hewlett-
Packard, and Juohn Knight,
president of Viking Drill of St.

paul, Minn., were previous
excculivcs-in-rcsidcncc.

Korean social worker describes
militarization abroad

IW.E.S. celebrates centennial

By College Relations

The Woman's Educational

Society of Colorado College
will hold its centennial
:elebration Thursday, May
llth. The festivities will begin

with a reception in the Womer
Campus Center, followed by
linner in Rastall dining hall. A
(ioduction of "The Belle of

Jmherst" at 8:15 in Packard
will conclude the evening.

Tana Hicken, of the Arena Stage
in Washington, D.C., will play

the feature role of Emily
Dickinson.

W.E.S. has approximately
600 members with a common
interest in women's education.

Founded in 1889, it is among
the oldest continuing volunteer

organizations in the nation. In

W.E.S. ' first century it has
funded construction, lectures

and hundreds of scholarships at

C.C.

By Julie Ingwersen

"A married couple went to

sleep one night. Then they heard
a shout-'Please help me!' They
looked for the orgin of the cry.

They found an American GI
trying to strangle a woman. She
was a prostitute, and he was
drunk. The woman had asked
him if he had any money. He
said no. She told him to leave.

Then he grabbed her. If we had
not found her in time, she
would have died."

Bok Nim Yu, from South
Korea, is the resident director

of My Sister's Place, a shelter,

spiritual community, and
educational center for Korean
prostitutes and wives of
American GI's. In the three

years her center has been open,

Yu has heard hundreds of
stories of oppressed women in

addition to the account above.

Yu spoke in Gaylord Hall

Poor Richard's provides
campus cultural outlet

By Amy Hightower

Nestled just a half mile from
mpus on the west side of
tjon sits a little C.C.
ition. Almost everybody

fs been there, and to many of

f
the phrase, "Gimme a hot

frkey and jack, please," is even
[ore common than "Flex it!"

[here else can you see avant-

!bde movies in the Springs for

ly $3.50? Or buy cheap used
oks for half price, from a
ge selection? Or relax and
Ir a guitarist singing folk

figs, and toast him with a nice

finness Stout on tap? Or eat

slice of cheese cake while
'ping cappuccino or espresso?

lere's just no place else, of
'se, than Poor Richard's.

Richard Skorman, as his name
ight indicate, is the founder
Poor Dick's, and he is the

lure of success. He even
fended college right here at

C. While he was still a
»ior art major in 75, he
foght property on what used

to be Jezabel's and began
small used book store. He
began his collection with some
of his own books from classes.

In 1977 he opened Poor
Richard's Feed and Read. He
began showing movies in 1982,
and in 1985 he moved to his

present location.

In 1986, Mr. Skorman sold

the restaurant half of his store

to Wayne and Erin Chambers,
two of his former employees,

and they changed the name to

Poor Richard's Restaurant.

Wayne Chambers, an artist

himself, decided to start art

exhibits and, as Mr. Skorman
said, had lime to "put more
energy into getting singers."

Earlier this year, these two
opened the new and already

popular Espresso Bar adjacent

to the book store.

Enough about the history

surrounding Poor Dick's. Let's

talk scandals. In 1989, Poor
Richard's Book Store was the

only public movie theater in

town that dared to show "The

Last Temptation of Christ," a

movie receiving protests nation-

wide from religious hecklers.

However, because the person

who owns Skorman's land
threatened to take away his

lease if it was shown on the

premises, Skorman arranged to

show it at the Unitarian Church
down the street. He personally

offered the protesters free

tickets to see the show and even
offered to conduct a discussion

group after the movie, but no
one took him up on his offer.

Sometime before the Monday
night showing, he received a

bomb threat from a heckler.

After lengthy discussions with

the police, Skorman realized

that the threat was probably

not real, and decided to show
the movie anyway. He knew
that if they canceled the movie
for the threat, then there would

be a bomb threat at every

showing. At exactly 7:30 pm,
when the bomb was supposed to

blow up, Mr. Skorman said

that the snake that tempted
Jesus exploded in the film.

This year was not the first

time Poor Richard's was
involved in scandal. In 1982, an

last Tuesday as part of a
traveling AFS program entitled

"Voices of Hope and Anger," in

which she joined a Honduran
woman in addressing the
problem of American
militarism abroad. In their

presentations, both women
focusscd on the effects of the

U.S. Army upon the societies in

their countries. Yu also spoke
informally in an interview.

"I think the prostitutes and
abused women [in South Korea]
are victims of U.S. troops.

Many people think prostitutes

choose their position. This is

not true--they are scapegoats.

Their customers often abuse
them."

Yu explained that in order to

support themselves and often

their fatherless children, many
poor Korean women turn to

prostitution. But Korean
society has deep patriarchial

roots, stretching back through

five hundred years of
Confucianism. "If a woman is

raped, people will alienate her.

There are many acts of violence,

because men arc not punished."

Yu spoke at length about the

problems Korean women
experience in their marriages to

GI's. "Korean women give great

respect to husbands. They look
up to them, care for them, and
help them adjust to life in a
new country. They help them
with Korean language. When
the couple goes back to the

States, the husband docs not
help his wife. She docs not
learn English, she cannot get a
job, she docs not feel worth
anything. 85% of the marriages
end in divorce. Who helps the

woman? How can she find a
healthy job?"

According to Yu, the U.S.
Military also disrupts the rest

of Korean society. "The
atmosphere is very scary.. .Korea

is just subservient to America,"
she asserted. Despite frequent

sec KOREA, p. 8.

photo by Andrea Rex

Students, locals, feeders and readers of all types
flock to Poor Richard's.

arsonist set fire to the building

and destroyed the back half of

the restaurant. Because Skorman
was under-insured, he needed
extra money to keep the

business going. Two fund
raisers were held, and,
primarily with the help of
Colorado College students, he

was able to raise $5,000 to

defray expenses for damages.

Poor Richard's has become
famous nationwide, especially

after Newsweek On Campus
recently wrote an article on it.

But you don't have to tell the

C.C. campus about the
popularity of Poor Dick's:

students have known about it

for years. Richard Skorman
believes students come because

of "its atmosphere. It's a place

you can relax in, hang out, and

take your time. The menus and

book store are geared to the

college market." And, for the

'townies', Poor Richard's offers

an "alternative cultural cer r

and a hang-out for artists

the progressive political :
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South Korean speaker requests

U.S. to withdraw all soldiers

Major U.S. Bases in South Korea
map prepared by Glenn Ruga
reproduced by the National Disamament Program

from KOREA, p. 7.

acts of violence and
mistreatment of Korean women
by soldiers, the Korean
government cannot take enlisted

men to jail. Only American

Military Police have
jurisdiction over the GI's.

Furthermore, Korean media

cannot cover most stories

pertaining to the U.S. Army.

"Today there are 43,000

soldiers in Korea. Ironically,

they are called 'peacekeeping

forces.' ...Every spring the

soldiers join Korean soldiers

for a military exercise called

'Team Spirit.' Even U.S. GI's

call it Team Stupid."

Yu told stories of American

officers she knew who had

spent the exercise time skiing

or washing clothes. She also

told of a helicopter accident

where twenty-one soldiers died.

"They were all between

eighteen and twenty-three years

old. They were [young and

healthy], but they were killed.

How sad. How stupid."

"I came to America-I though

America would be rich. It is

richer than my country. But

here I found alcoholics. I found

beggars. I found homeless. I

found people with drug

problems. I think Americans

should spend their money
addressing their own social

welfare, and not on Team
Stupid.

"Many numbers of my people

believe the United States is

protecting us from North

Korean occupation. When I

went to elementary school, I

used to think the U.S. was our

best friend. When I went to

college, I learned more. The
United States is blocking our

reunification."

"We have 1,000 American

Alaska faces civilized threat

By Colin Chisholm

Imagine Alaska. Most
people visualize Eskimos eating

fish eyeballs in ice cube igloos,

or sled dogs fighting off

wolves and polar bears, or fur

clad lovers embracing on an

iceberg, heading off in a kayak

toward the aurora borealis.

But the real Alaska is a land

of growing despair, assaulted

from every angle by Western

institutions, diseases, and
economics. The native way of

life is quickly ceasing to exist,

trampled under a rush for oil

and wealth. Did we learn

anything from the devastation

of the American Indian? It

appears noL

Over block 7, thanks to the

help of the Venture Grant

Committee, I was able to

travel to the Southwestern

coast of Alaska, at the base of

the Yukon River. I stayed in

the small, isolated villages and

lived with the natives, some of

whom are my relatives.

My assumptions were tossed

around as this beautiful land of

ironies opened itself to me,

took me in, then brutally spit

me out. I realized I was as

much an alien in Alaska as if I

had been on another planet.

Most Americans from "the

lower forty-eight" have no idea

what Alaska is all about.

Climbers ascend Mt.
McKinley, and return with

slides of a mountain so majestic

that the lasting impression of

the region is one of jagged peaks

and an infinite expanse of

wilderness, untouched by the

dirty hands of modem America.

A more realistic picture of

Alaska would illustrate

alcoholism, murder, and a

suicide rate five times higher

among natives than whites, and

thirteen times higher than the

national average. The
generation of men aged 20 to 24

is simply killing itself off.

As the native culture dies, so

do the natives, at an alarmingly

fast rate.

Colorado author presents
history of local route

By College Relations

The Friends of Tutt Library

will hold a noon luncheon
featuring local author Doris

Wolfe, Thursday, May 18th, in

the Woman's Educational
Society Room of the Worner
Campus Center. The event is

open to the public and the cost

for the box lunch is $6.75 at

the door. Reservations must be

made by Monday, May 15th, by
calling 473-2233, ext. 2668 or

2770.

Wolfe will present a 30-

minute slide show from her

new photo guide book, The
Gold Camp Road. The
presentation will provide
current and historical scenes of

the route, which was a railroad

bed at the turn of the century

but after World War I became a

toll road. Today, it is

maintained as a popular tourist

route in El Paso and Teller

counties by the U.S. Forest

Service. Wolfe's book contains

"then and now" looks at some
of the road's most beautiful

scenery.

Wolfe, a retired junior high

school music, social studies,

and art teacher, earned a masters

degree in Fine Arts and

Education at Western State

College. Her recent retirement

has allowed her to photograph

and research the Gold Camp
Road and she hopes to do the

same with the Phantom Canyon

Road in western Colorado.

Wanted: Ice Cream Maker
and counter help

through summer

Josh and John's
Please Call 632-0299

nuclear missiles [in Korea], We

have carried the burden of these

weapons. But my country is t0o
small. We have no room f0r

them." Yu described
a

grassroots popular resistance

movement in Korea, called

minjoong, consisting
f

"university students, laborers,

and women. We want to throw

your troops from my country.

We want to throw your nuclear

weapons from "rfiy country."

Asserting her country's right

of self-determination, Yu
believes the United States

should completely withdraw

its forces, for both social and

political reasons. "Maybe
North Korea will invade South

Korea. Maybe South Korea will

invade the North. Koreans are

brilliant; maybe we will find a

different, better way. But it is

our choice. We must decide lor

ourselves."

One village in particular,

Alakanuk, a town of 550

people, reported eight suicides,

dozens of attempts, two
murders, and four drownings in

16 months - a real "Eskimo

Armageddon."

What I saw was depression,

beauty, warmth, and utter

confusion, all wrapped up

tightly within a society afraid

of a dismal future, but unable

to escape to the past. Alaska is

a wild land, with no certain

destiny, except of course oil,

oil spills, and more oil spills.

We have allowed our

government to control the

wilderness of Alaska without

taking into account the

environmental, cultural, and

human ramifications of

development. We are burying

the Eskimo natives alive, using

not a shovel, but a giant yellow

bulldozer.

For anyone interested in

learning more about my trip, I

will be giving a slide

show/discussion on Wed. May
3, at 8 P. M. in Gaylord Hall.
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Nevada test site protestors

speak on civil disobedience

The revitalization of activism

By Dumpster Diven

Affinity Group

100 degrees and staring over

barbed wire laced with yam at

six guards (called Wackenhuts,

honest!) trying to tear two

desperately clutching, tie-dye

clad protesters apart. We yell,

"The whole world is

watching!" The question is,

was it?

From April 10-16, nine

members of The Colorado

College community joined a

mass action at the Nevada Test

Site (NTS). Members of the

group included Wendy
Stevens-Gannett, Vickie

Sweet, Christina Jackson,

Sarah Keepers, Chris Probst,

Jean Maxfield, Eric Yamell,

Karen Hixon, and Lynn
Menefee.

The group decided to go

across the fence singing This

Land is Your Land and
playing frisbee. We were
hoping to have fun on the

bombed land for a few hours,

but the Wackenhuts were
waiting. This group of

Wackenhuts was riding around

in desert-camouflage dune
buggies. Modern technology

met nine harmless Colorado

College protesters. They
surrounded us, and five of us

gave up peacefully while two
others resisted. We were then

walked back to the holding

pens, a half-mile away, the

whole time singing This Land

is Your Land (with a few new
verses added).

A great deal of anarchist

planning went into the action.

Two of the group members
were support, who made sure

that they knew where those

arrested were taken.

People arrested for

trespassing (crossing fences or

the cattle guard at the main

entry) were put in a holding

pen, hand-cuffed with plastic

hands, for 1-3 hours.

Afterwards, summons were

issued ($315 fines) with no

identification required (in other

words, Abbie Hoffman got

200 tickets). Then the arrested

were driven 60 miles to the

town of Beatty, where they

would be picked up by support

of reclaiming the land the test

site is on. The land was given

to the Shoshone Indian Nation

by the United States

government in the Ruby Valley

Treaty of 1863. The United

States government invited the

protesters to stay on their land

not follow suit. Both groups
have been limited t

underground testing since the

SALT II treaty of 1963. There
is evidence that after every
bomb test at the Nevada Test
Site, a major earthquake occurs

somehwere in the world. For

A..

a
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people within each group.

These consequences seem

miTd, so it was important for
us to keep in mind that we
were trying to shut down the

test site, and to consider if we
were succeeding or not.
Otherwise it would have all

seemed like a meaningless
game.

The protest was organized

by American Peace Test

(APT), a group which also

helps to fund a year-round,

much smaller (10-30 people)

camp at the test site. This

smaller Peace Camp was
swollen to at least 5000 (and

possibly as many as 9000)
participants on April 15 for the

mass action. At least 1000
people were arrested at this

actioa

This was the second year the

protest has happened. They
were officially called Reclaim

the Test Site I and II. This

reflected the important theme

and to try to get the
government to stop testing

nuclear bombs (especially

those near ancient Shoshone
burial sites).

The actions and Peace Camp
have certain rules set by APT.
These include no destruction

of property, no alcohol or

other drugs, and required non-

violence training for everyone.

Groups attending the protest

were organized into

autonomous units known as

"affinity groups." Each group

was run by anarchist
principles, which means lack

of authority, not lack of

structure.

Three of the big reasons for

wanting the test site shut down
include an end to the arms
race, recognition of similar

shut-downs by the Soviet

Union, and prevention of dire

ecological consequences. The
Soviet Union recently stopped

all testing unilaterally for 18

months. The United States did

n i
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example, an earthquaki

occurred in Mexico on Apri

25, within 12 hours of a boml

test at Nevada.

Very personal feelings cami

out in the intensity of thi

civilly disobedient protest.

"Activism is not dead," sal'

Christina Jackson, one C.C
participant. "It

empowering to be with

people all motivated to creati

change," said another activisl

Wendy Stevens-Gannett
"The power of mass action;

lies in actual physical numbers]

but we as individuals can dr

more," commendted Vickii

Sweet. We went to heal thi

land, we are the Dumpstei

Diven Affinity Grqup froi

Colorado Springs! If yoi

want to get involved in futu

Nevada actions, or thi

upcoming action at Falcon Ai

Force Base on May I

(protesting SDI), please cal

Lynn, Wendy, Vicki, Jean, o fos s

Christina at 578-9138. tdred
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If the Earth
(

Wef6 only a few feet in diameter, floating a few feet above a field somewhere, people

would come foom everywhere tomarvel at it. People wouldwalk around it, marveling at its big pools

of water, its little pools and the water flowingbetween the pools. People wouldmarvel at the bumps

on it, and the hole in it, and they would marvel at the thin layer of gas surrounding it and the wa-

ter suspended in the gas. The people would marvel at all the creatures walking around the surface

of the ball, and at the creatures in the water. The people would declare it as sacred because it was

the only one, and would protect it so it would not get hurt. The ball would be the greatest wonder

known, and people would come to pray to it, to be healed, to gain knowledge, to know beauty and

to wonder how it could be. People would love it, and defend it with their lives because they would

somehow know that their lives, their own roundness, could be nothing without it. If the Earth were

only a few feet in diameter. Author-Unknown
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ENVIRONMENTAL VIEWS
DOMINANT WORLDVIEW DEEP ECOLOGY

Page 11

® Dominance over nature

0fr Natural environment as resource for

humans

@ Material/economic growth for growing

human population

® Belief in ample resource reserves

High technological progress and solutions

Consumerism

National/centralized community

Harmony with Nature

All nature has intrinsic

worth/biospecies equality

Elegantly simple material

needs(material goats serving

the larger goal of

self-realization

Earth "supplies" limited

Appropriate technology;

nondominating science

Doing with enough/recycling

Minority tradition/bioregion

by Bill Pcvall

George Sessions

daskan discusses the negative

amifications of the oil spill
In its March 23 journeyfrom Valdez, Alaska

the west coast refineries, the oil tanker Exxon

Idez, piloted by an intoxicated captain, ran

round on a reef in Prince William Sound. The

tf tore open the hull of the tanker, causing be-

een 10.1 and 12.6 million gallons of crude oil

be spilled out into the sound, creating the

gest and most environmentally devastating oil

ill in history.

By Judi Taber

proposal presently before Congress to open up the 19 million acre Arctic

National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR) for oil drilling.

Most of the negative reactions to the oil spill disaster have been directed at

secondary problems: the drunk captain, the slow clean-up process by Exxon, the

excessive amounts of money that have been spent on the cleaning. These

problems are really not where the public's attention should be drawn.

Focus should be directed on the broader problems currenUy facing the state and

the nation. The public needs to begin conserving oil so that we arc not so

dependent on this resource, whether it comes from our own land or from the

Middle East. The public needs to convince our politicians that it is essential to

halt the extensive development of Alaska before it is too late to return it to us

natural state. The public needs to start looking for more ecologically safe

solutions to our growing need for energy.
.

Alaska, with its 6 month summers and highly proline growing seasons, is the

perfect place to resume the search for a viable method of harnessing solar energy.

Up until now solar energy has not been viewed as a valuable economic source,

and thus there has been no demand for a real effort in this area. The public needs

to recreate that demand and compel our government to start looking at long-term

effects, not just quick monetary gains.

he spill irreparably damaged the areas delicately balanced ecosystem

.

The earliest casualties of this tragedy were fish, birds, and marine

mammals. One of the world's largest populations of sea otters

inhabits Prince William Sound - these otters are dying daily as the oil

lis into their fur and damages the insulating fibers that allow them to float and

five in the below-freezing waters. Ducks are no longer able to maintain their

ly heat and cannot fly with oil-covered wings. Salmon eat micro-organisms

|h have absorbed oil and soon die from the tarlike substance,

nis stage is just the beginning. Now other animals are venturing onto the

pdreds of miles of coated beaches and are being destroyed in more subtle

vs. Bears eat contaminated salmon, bald eagles consume dying birds, and

ft-tailed deer forage vegetation from the beaches. All of these members of the

d chain are dying just as surely, only more slowly.

he oil has seeped past the cleanup skimmers and onto the beaches of National

fc area in Kenai. In attempts to clean the beaches to prevent additional

truction, Exxon and Veco, another oil company operating in Alaska, have

^ed steamcleaning operations which are expected to make the shorelines

Hy sterile for up to 10 years.

In recent years, most notably since the development of the trans-Alaska

eline, humans have increasingly abused the pristine environment of Alaska,

sland has countless numbers of valuable resources, including gold, oil, coal,

timber, and wildlife. Humans utilize these resources at an astonishing rate,

little concern for the welfare and beauty of the land itself. One fifth the size

lie lower 48 mainland states put together, "The Last Frontier: offers incredible

blue glaciers, towering mountains, tundra teeming with caribou and wolves,

J majestic forests of spruce and pine. Although admirably cautious.. .(sic) in

requirements of strict standards in development projects, the state of Alaska

1 the U.S. government has foiled the endeavors of environmentalists to protect

i beauty with its requirements of strict standards in development projects."

Development is still very much a threat For example, there have been efforts to

gin logging in the Tongass National Forest in Southeast Alaska, along with a

1

If we consider all species on Earth, and

the rate at which natural environments

are being disrupted if not destroyed, it is

not unrealistic to suppose that we are

losing at least one species per day. By

the end of the 1980's we could be losing

one species per hour. It is entirely in the

cards that by the end of this century, we

could lose as many as one million spe-

cies, and a good many more within the

following few decades - until such time

as growth in overconsumerist lifestyles

changes course.

Ecologist Norman Myers
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Deforestation

v°ium^'^"

results in
extinction

species

By James Eule
insect), the food web suffers a

domino effect.

The extinction rate in

Deforestation, the destruction tropical forests exceeds that of
of forest land and a large all other habitats put together.

number of animals and other If conservation efforts do not
plants, occurs mainly due to

the need for wood and land.

This process is especially

damaging in tropical forests.

Tropical forests contain a

greater diversity of plants and
animals

biome.

improve in the next few
decades, the tropical extinction

rate could surpass the greatest

extinction events of the

prehistoric past.

The damage to flora caused by
than in any other deforestation seems ironic as

Though these forests much tropical forest land is

This valuable tropical habitat,

particularly in places such as

India, is being destroyed faster

Lhan any other biome.

There is an annual loss of .2%
of 382,000 acres of tropical

forests left. Most of this land

is lost to industries. Dams also

present a threat as they must be
built near streams, which are

found in the tropical
environment.

If the present trend continues

at this rate, which is expected

to increase, little or no tropical

forests will exist by the
middle of the next century.

Partial deforestation proves
just as devastating to species.

Thus even if a good number of
trees are left standing, the

damage can be permanent to

fauna there.

Tropical forests harbor a
complex food web; the
extraction of one important
aspect can lead to many
extinctions. For example, if a

commercial logger extracts
plants which are food supplies
for a crucial pollinator or seed

disperser (such as a bat, bird or

tropical deforestation followed

by cultivation results in only

one or two years of high crop

yields. The rate at which
fertility decreases depends upon

the type of cultivation and soil.

Even in better tropical soils,

productivity and crop yields

drop sharply after two or three

years to the point where
cultivation is no longer

worthwhile unless fertilizers

are used.

Infertility of soil is caused
by the heavy rains and the using

up of the remaining nutrients

by the crops.

Tropical forests find a main
source of nutrients through

mycorrhizal symbiosis, a

relationship between the plants

and fungi found in the soil.

The fungi is in contact with the

roots of the plant. It is able to

synthesize nutrients that the

plant needs. In return, the

plant gives the fungi its needed
supply of carbohydrates.
However, since deforestation

usually destroys the fungi,

recovery of the forests may be
slow or may not occur at all.

You ask me to plow the ground!

Shall I take a knife and tear my
mother's breast? Then when I

die she will not take me to her

bosom to rest.

You ask me to dig for stone!

Shall I dig under her skin for

her bones? Then when I die I

cannot enter her body to be

born again.

You ask me to cut grass and
make hay and sell it, and be rich

like white men! But how dare I

cut off my mother's hair?

American Indian Smohalla
of the Columbia Basin TYibes

We have not inherited the earth from our fa-

thers, we are borrowing it from our children.

Let us wish for them the wisdom to make bet-

ter use of it - and the forebearance to forgive

us for what we have done to it.

Jerry Adler

Mary Hager

only cover seven percent of the cleared for agriculture. Unlike
earth's land surface, they temperate zones that are
probably contain more than half deforested and yield high crop
of all species in the world, production for many years.

Overpopulation threate]
to destroy planet

By Craig Heacock

Perhaps the biggest decision

in a person's life is that of
whether to have children, and if

so, how many. And, in this

time of biospheric collapse, no
single decision by an individual

affects the planet more. The
biosphere is literally being
wiped out by a fungus, and this

fungus is Homo sapiens.
Anyone who truly cares about
the future of this planet must
consider the ramifications of

having children, especially the

number of children.

There once was a time, not so
long ago, when the Earth was
uncrowded and unspoiled.
Humans had to have large

families, because death rates

were so high. But our fragile

planet can no longer tolerate

the luxury of having as many
children as one can "afford."

Five billion people inhabit the

planet, half of whom are

malnourished. In ten years, this

number will reach six billion.

Every single environmental
problem today can be directly

or indirectly traced to

overpopulation, and we cannot
expect to solve any without a

significant decrease in the

human population.

Those who ignore our
population explosion often

write it off by saying that

overpopulation is a "third

world" phenomenon, and it does

not concern us. Granted, the

U.S. growth rate is smaller

than other countries, but a

;crucial fact is being ignored.

Each child bom in the U.S. uses

Every single

environmental

problem today can be

directly or indirectly

traced to

overpopulation; we
cannot expect to solve

any without a

significant decrease

in the human
population.

100 times as many resources as

a child born in the "third

world." In terms of
environmental impact, having

children in the U.S. is 100
times as destructive to the

planet as having a child in an

undeveloped country.

Population stabilization is

not enough; estimates

viable, self-sustaining

population range from
million to a billion. Thus
children families are not

to meet the necessary goal

must make one child per fa

(or none) our goals as a

and as a species.

The sad paradox is that

will not happen, yet it muj
we are to avoid catastro

environmental collapse,

individual freedoms that

central to the American
life will not allow the kin

population control which

effective in China. It is a cl

bses

ator

tl

.on

of sacrificing that whic!

most precious, reproduc

freedom, for a greater com
good. The rights which \

societies have fought for

and again doom u:

biospheric Armageddon,

Human populations are

immune to Mallhus' predict

of unbridled growth
collapse. The human race

expanded to the limits o ssTt

fishbowl, and the accumul

feces of our masses is begin

to choke us. If one is to

fa

ChO!

JgCT,I?

a
globally and act locally," i henti

is no more pressing issue : ^ ^
that of planned parenthood

limited family size. Our

existence, and that of couni

other species, depends on it.
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\rushstrokes Auschwitz survivor to perform
songs of the Jewish ghettos

aKoi Boron enjoys the antics of his cast in Red
aHoses

photo byAndrea Rex

tl
LISt

w, alumnus directs new play

By Lisa Lane

atorNealfiaronknowsaboutthe "third wall" that actors can build

ai themselves and the audience, but he's avoiding it like the

On May4 through May 7, the actors and actresses inRedNose:

jemqvethat wall as they mingle with and literally involve the

ico in 1 348 France as the Black Death rampages through Europe,

Baron.a 1980 C.C. graduate, has tafena two-month break from

rin ity Repertory Company, where he is Resident Director, to teach

eel on eampus.Thismarks his second teaching/directing stint at

two years ago he taught adirecting class and directed a new play,

me to the: Line. He is currently co-teaching an acting class with

iy Ransom, another alumnus and a professional. During his Colo-

College days.Baron majored indrama and directed French plays as

is Theatre Workshop shows,

chose Red Noses, by Peter Barnes, also known for his film The

Class, becausehe thought the play "would be perfect forcollei
^

s." Baron says the play has something to say politically; it

emson religion and society and the human spirit. He particularly

;es the correlations between the treatment of the plague in the 14th

iry andofAIDS today.RedNoses approaches its dismal subjectwith

onatouringband ofred-nosedcomicsofferredempdonto suffering

le through bad jokes, bawdry and laught

al Baron and Kenny Ransom will be part of a panel discussion

led "Making it in the Real World; Life in the Professional Theatre"

May, April 28th on Armstrong stage. 2:00 reception.

Free and open to all.

1:30 disi

By College Relations

A classically-trained
musician-singer who survived

Nazi concentration camps as a

teen by performing with other

inmates in the now-famous
"Women's Orchestra" is coming

from Germany for a special

concert in Colorado Springs on

Tuesday, May 2.

Esther Bejarano (Bay-ha-

RAN-o) will make her U.S.

concert debut in Packard Hall

at 8:15 p.m., May 2. The
concert is entitled Yiddish
Songs of the Resistance.

Bom in Saarlouis, Germany,

in 1924, she was separated from

her parents when Hitler came

to power. Her parents and a

sister were killed by the Nazis.

She was sent to a labor camp
and at the age of 18 was
transferred to the infamous

concentration camp, Auschwitz-

Birkenau. There her training as

a classical pianist and singer

were instrumental in her

selection for the camp's

Women's Orchestra - made
famous by Fania Fenelon in her

book Playing for Time (later

made into a criucally acclaimed

television movie of the same

name).

Bejarano remembers, "We
were forced to play when the

trains were coming from all

over Europa and they were

going straight to the gas

chambers. Always, when a train

came, we had to stand there and

wc had to play."

She continues, "In the train

there were people; they were

waving to us and they were

laughing and I think they

thought that where music

plays, it can't be all that bad.

"We played marches and

small classical pieces and it was

horrible for us, because we
knew they were going to the

gas chambers... we were playing

and tears were running down -

but we could not do anything;

we had to play."

She was transferred later to

the Ravcnsbrack camp. In the

final days of the war she had to

participate in one of the

notorious "Death-Marches" but

was freed by Americans and

Soviets near Lubz on May 8,

1945.

After the war, she settled in

Israel, married and had two

children. In 1960 she decided to

return to Germany, and to carry

a message of human rights and

anti-fascism to audiences to

remind them of such past

honors as she saw and endured,

and which she notes continue to

this day under repressive

regimes.

"Many of her songs come

from the ghettos (areas of

occupied cities where the Nazis

forced Jews to live) where the

oppressed wrote about the

massacres and about being taken

from their homes," says

Professor Armin Wishard, who

arranged for the concert with

the sponsorship of the college's

Great Performers and Ideas

series and the German
Department.

"This is a unique opportunity

for American audiences to see

this great, moving artist;

Esther Bejarano makes her U.S.

debut with this concert," he

notes.

Many of her songs are on the

album 's dremlen fejgl ojf di

zwajgn (Birds Dream in the

Trees) and several arc in a book

of ghetto songs published in

1985 by Shoshana Kalisch, Yes.

We Sang (Harper and Row).

One - "Schtilcr, schtilcr"

("Quiet, quiet") - was written

by Alec Volkoviski, an 1 1-

ycar-old boy in the ghetto; it

tells of the tragedy of Ponar, a

Lithuanian village where some

8,000 Jews were massacred by

the Nazis. Another song in her

repertoire is "Donna, Donna," a

ballad popularized by

folksingcrs Joan Baez and

Donovan in the 1960s; it was

actually written in the 1940s in

a ghetto by a man whose wife

and two children had been sent

to Auschwitz.

Bejarano will perform the

songs in Yiddish. She will

introduce each one in English

and place them in context.

"Her reminders arc of things

which humanity must not

forget," Wishard emphasizes.

"That includes the atrocities

that were committed and which

continue, elsewhere, but it also

includes the hopes and the

remarkable resilience of flic

human spirit."

The public is invited to

attend. Admission is free. The

concert is sponsored by C.C.'s

Great Performers and Ideas and

the German Department.

rid Beat party hits Cutler Quad this Saturday

rformers include Pau Brasil, Ashwin Batish, and Crazy 8

Kristin Thomson

at you are about to hear is

incredible offer. Not
able in any store. Yes!

|
down to CuUer Quad on

ay, April 29th at 2 pm
receive- free - one round

ticket to any musical

nation in the world.

s right! Livesounds
nts this a-maazing next-

il final offer with musical

'vers in Brazil, India and
a! Learn to samba! Revel
: rock raga! Wiggle to the

Beat! Dance to a

Jcnt drum - er - conga!

some rays, catch some
^s, and open your ears to

iggest percussive/hom/sitar

jam ever heard in Cutler Quad.

Sound too good to be true?

Just look at what's in store for

you....

The trip starts off with Pau
Brasil, a six-piece band

specializing in hot Brazililan

music. Although they may be

based in Boulder now, four of

the members are originally

from Brazil, and the drummer

is from Trinidad, giving them a

truly authentic sound. As in

traditional Brazililan music,

the players use a veritable

cornucopia of percussion

instruments - from congas to

timbales, meregue-guiros,

shakers and samba whistles.

This forest of rhythm is

accompanied by a three piece

horn section and a vivacious

singer from Rio named Sandra

who urges the audience to "do

die Samba!"

Next we romp over to India

for some traditional silar

music. But, what's this?

Synthesizers? A wah pedal?

It's (ht ethno-pop raga rock of

Ashwin Batish. Born in

Bombay, India, and the son of

Shiv Dayal Batish who played

sitar on the Beatle's Help!

album, Ashwin has been touted

as the Ravi Shankar of the 80s,

only better. In fact, a magazine

in California said, "If Ravi

Shankar is an evening raga

Ashwin Batish is the one to

knock you out of your morning

sheets." Sporting a baseball

cap, dark shades and a brilliant

grin, Ashwin takes raga into

the rock age, blending classical

Indian tones with Western pop

hooks. Many cuts on his album

Sitar Power have become the

darlings of the dance clubs.

And then wc completely lose

our bearing and any hope of

categorization when the Crazy

8's leap onto stage. Although

this seven-piece band hails from

Oregon, their feverish

combination of post-ska, Laun,

funk and pop goes one step

beyond classification.

Extremely popular on the

Northwestern college

campuses, the Crazy 8s have cut

four albums, including a live

double LP called Big Live Nut

Pack! recorded at the

University of Oregon last year.

Their amply stocked percussion

section, combined with an

enthusiastic horn ensemble and

spastic stage antics make

dancing to the Crazy 8s more

fun than trying to tackle a

greased pig.

Yes! And how much would

you expect to pay for all of

this fun? $19.99? $29.99?

Now through this special

limited edition offer from

Livesounds, you can dance to

the world beat absolutely free.

But wait! There's more! Those

lucky people on the Saga meal

plan will receive a sumptuous

outdoor cooked dinner at no

extra charge! So come on down

to Culler Quad tomorrow

aflcrnoon at 2 pm and lake

advantage of this once in a

lifetime deal!
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Arts Calendar
Arts:

Fine Arls Center

Significant Woman Artists

works by 19 contemporary

artists.

Apr, 15 - Jun. 4

FREE

Colorado: Slate of the Art

What's happening with art in

Colorado today.

Medieval Manuscripts:

Paintings on Parchment

Apr.29-Jun. 4
FREE
info: (303) 575-2793

Dance:

Edie Brickel & Ne\
Bohemians
May 5

Paramount Theatre (Denver)

Ticketmaster (Budget Tapes &
Records)

World Beat Party

Apr. 29, 2 p.m.

Cutler Quad
Marriot picnic dinner

Romance Language Den
Napoleon
May 2, 7 p.m.'

Armstrong 300

Apr. 15 - Jun. 4 Pueblo Ballet & Danspectra„ Annual Spring Concert

Apr. 27, 28, 8 p.m.

Sangre de Cristo Arts Center

Taos Art Colony Exhibit (Pueblo)

Apr. 10-Sep. 24 $4-5 (SI discount for students)

FREE 542-1211

Coburn Art Gallery

Senior Art Show Collaboration Music:
May 1-15

FREE

Patrick Ball

**Hpn»,T 4 ' May 5, 8 p.m.

K|' f
:,

:i / *"
. imBlt"«Mii.

Fine Arts Center Theatre

< " :
-

*i -j •' S6 C.C. communily/KRCC
MhaBiai j*. ~^Wi rwti members

Leaver Art Museum Womer Desk

'upreme Instants: The
Photography ofEdward Esther Bejarano
V/eston May 2
Apr. 15 - Jun. 11 Packard Hall
FREE 8:15 p.m.
info: (303) 575-2793 FREE

C.C. Music Department
Honors Concert

Packard Hall

Mav 4, 8 p.m.

FREE

Collegium Musicum Concert

Packard Hall

Apr. 30, 3 p.m.

FREE

fTREHOSE w/Lisa G
May 6, 2 p.m.

Cutler Quad
FREE

Bon Jovi

May 3

McNichols Arena (Denver)

Ticketmaster (Budget Tapes &
Records

Films:

roiu

peUf

Student film

/ Think it's Going to Rain

Apr. 30, 8:00 p.m.

Packard Hall

Film Series

The Manchurian Candidate

Apr. 28, 7 & 9:30 p.m.

Olin Hall 1

$1.00 or film card

Brazil

May 5, 7 & 9:30 p.m.

Olin Hall 1

$1.00 or film card

Women's Film Festival

A Question of Silence

May 1,3 p.m.

Armstrong 300

Poor Richard's Cinema
—""

Alice B^_^
Apr.28-May 5, 7 4 9:30*%
'"'''

i feerei

sasag

npstc

-111-5 O'

;0P
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,mpre:

lOC-Ci

Rap

mains

lornw

Is exj

*at t

stuff.;

put It

lie!"

The i

Theatre:

C.C. Drama Dept.

Red Noses
Armstrong Hall 32
May 4-5, 7:30 p.m.

May 6-7, 1 & 7:30 p.m

$4 (FREE w/C.C. I.D)

Theatreworks
American Wheels and Cin
The Wagons, two world
premire one-acts

UCCS
Apr. 28-29 8 p.m.

May 5,6,12,13, 8 p.m .

$7 General Admission
$6 Students

$5 Senior Citizens

Thc.t

' .:-.

[hC f.

treat
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ew People
Pone-Loc

itoc-edAfter Dark

Delicious Vinyl

ByPru

Mere's a guy from bii» LA. who.

Bus agoodknackfor writingcatchy

[$s .to equally catchy music. He

mtsolttbis first record and it goes

9p ten. Usually 1 would not be

impressed: or interested, but this

one caught my ear,

WLcedAfterDark is a fun record. .

•4 Rap isbecomingmore andmore

nainstteam. Thisfact only allows

formore diversity in thegenre.and

js expected this diversity means

itat there will be good and bad

PitufT.Tone'srecordisgood. Or to

^put ilin his words "This cut is on

Eite record offers a fairly wide

range of material from afield that

[would be expected lo have less.

UThe two 'hits' "Wild Thing", and

"Funky Cold Medina" represent

[the fast rap with an instrumental

Ibieafc "CheebaCheeba" is simi-

lar yet the female sung chorus al-

lowsfor a nice change from the

imorocomraon. "TheHomies"isa

irap tune that talks jokingly about

ibis group of people called 'the

jtiorrdes.' Tone gets his buddies to

help out on the vocals which ap-

pear to be. making fijtt about a

:group that is indigenous it) LA.
'Loc'inOn the Shaw" is the song

£7T tat standsout the most, Iitepeats

a beat/progression over and over,

and isaccompaniedby low chant-

ing ofthe word "hey". In between

all this Tone repeats bis own bite

i !of a friendly greeting. ' .,..'.

,\ii these songs plus the others

makeacomplele album thatwould

expected to generate the sales

of more 12" singles and/or

asssingtos than LP's. It's fun to

listen toand drjesnotgetlwring. if

|j
you're looking to find some real

1 diversity in your re corcjeouection.

put Loc-ei After Dark, m tnere.

Youwiilbepieasedyoudid. Take

ll front me.O

fIREHOSE
JROMOHIO
SST Records

Music Department presents annual
Collegium Musicum and Honors Concerts

By College Relations

By Kristin Thomson

lflTREHOSEhadaskedmewhat

to call their third and latest release

onSSTRecords! probably would

have suggested ffiOMOHIO, too.

Not only was it recorded in

Paihosville, OH, but ttheavily fea-

tures goitflrist Ed, who is * yoo

guessed it -from Ohio. Although

two of the members were in the

punk band the Minutemen, flRE

HOSE continuestohtirUtselfalong

its own unique, funk punk tangent

away from its political and electri-

cally charged roots.

Actually it could easily have

been titled fROMED, for guitarist

Ed Crawford's obvious contribu-

tion, Motonty ishe credited for the

majority ofthe songs.buihis guitar

work and vocalsoften overshadow

(he Other members bassist Mike

Watt and George Hurley. Right

from thei first cut "Riddle of the

80s" yoti can hear Ed's jangly

guitar arid obscure lyrics, using

words chosen more, for phonetic

joy than to make sense.

Although thtsalbum lets Ed's

talentshine,Iacmal]y like die cuts

ascribed In WaliandHurle) better

In "WhalCets Heard" Watt's sohd

thumb slapping bass tiffs leap off

the vinyl and penetrate your ear-

drums. Combined with his dead

pan vocals and Ed's intermittent

chord strums, I think this is thebest

cut on the album. While "Mas

Cojones" and "Whisperin While

Hoiierm"areremmiscentofearlier

fIREHOSE material, the album as

a wholeshows the band's conlinu

ousevolution towards atotally dis

tinct and incomparable style, O:

The Colorado College

Collegium Musicum will

perform its annual spring

concert in Packard Hall on

Sunday, April 30, at 3 p.m.

This annual event, which is

free and open to the public and

is the 20th of its kind,

demonstrates research and

performance activity of both

The Colorado College Music

Department. Martha Hopkins

Booth is the director of the

group.

This year the Renaissance

piece, L'amfiparnaso, by Orazio

Vecchi, will be performed. It is

usually translated as The
Slopes of Parnassus which

implies that Vecchi intended

the twin peaks of Parnassus to

be paralleled by the double

novelty of his music and

comedy. It is a series of

entertainment madrigals with a

more or less integrated plot,

drawn from the traditional

scenario of the commedia dell-

arte- Entertainers supply comic

diversion in commedia dell-arte

— often in dialect and always

improvised -- between acts.

The musical accompaniment

includes crumhorns, reorder,

sackbut, and lute.

Colorado College faculty and

administration who will

participate are Michael Grace,

Robin Wilson, Dick Wood, Ric

Bradley, and David Honig.

Several students will also

perform in the concert.

To those unfamiliar with the

group's Latin name, it simply

means a group of musicians who

study and perform music of an

earlier era.

Entertainers

supply comic
diversion in

commedia dell-

arte.

The Colorado College Music

Department will present its

annual Honors Concert on

Thursday, May 4, at 8:15 p.m.

in Packard Hall.

C.C. students who perform

will have auditioned before a

panel of faculty members from

the department. This concert

ends the series of lunchtime

concerts in which the students

have performed.

The program will consist of a

variety of performers, including

soloists and ensembles.

The second free concert will

be at 3 p.m. on Sunday, May 7.

Romantic and modem pieces for

the clarinet will be performed

in Packard Hall on The

Colorado College campus.

Clarinetist Daryll Stevens

will perform with pianist Sue

Grace, percussionist Chris

Nelsen, and soprano Constance

Heidncrich in the concert.

The program includes a

somewhat jazzy modem piece,

Sonaline for Clarinet, by

Gabayc, seven romantic German

songs for soprano and clarinet

by Spohr, and Concerto for

Clarinet by Nielsen, which

includes an antagonistic

relationship between the

clarinet and the percussion.

The Big Screen
Ex-Python's new film Baron
Munchausen is "beyond beers"

The rating system: David and

Robin maintain that with "skillful

buzz-management," any film is

worth seeing, i.e. the better the

film, the fewer beers needed to

enjoy it.

The Catalyst, of course, favors

responsible drinking, so if you use

U, don't abuse it.

Diversity of music

that transcends

the current trends

COMPACT DISCS, RECORDS,
AND CASSETTES

VIDEO RENTALS & SALES

The Adventures

of Baron von

Munchausen
Columbia Pictures

censored
By Dave Leonard

and Robin Rifkin

3030 E. PLATTE
473-0882

123 E. BIJOU
520-5111

"This is precisely the sort ofthing

that no one ever believes, "quoth

Baron von Munchausen. We
couldn't agTee more. The film,

Terry Gilliam's The Adventures of

BaronvonMunchausenopensviitix

abang, as the audiencepeers fright-

fully into the mouth of a firing

cannon. It proceeds with Gilliam's

trademark visual chaos, detailing

the siege of an anonymous walled

Balkan city. After playing over

many burning rains and battered

moaningbodies, thecamera settles

upon an ongoing production in a

local theatre. The play bears the

same name as the film, and is in

progress despite the constant inter-

ruption of bursting shells, crum-

bling walls, and a terrified audi-

ence. The show stumbles shakily

on until an old man, who claims he

is the real baron, makes his way

onto the stage. If things appeared

jumbled till now, hold onto your

hat: They're going to get worse.

On the most basic level, the film is

about a aging band who must save

adefenseless little town from Turk-

ish siege. Buttherealmsintowhich

the movie journeys make it nearly

impossible to keep a line on the

original objective.

Director Terry Gilliam, whose

name might ring a bell (first for the

animations of Monty Python, and

later for the idea/direction of such

films as Time Bandits mi Brazil),

creates an epic of unbelievably

nonsensical proportions, set in the

AgeofReason. OnWednesday.to

be precise.

Baron Munchausen is not for

everyone. However, if you go in

expecting something imaginative,

something not at all mainrream

Hollywood fare, and something

utterly and completely different

from anything you have ever wit-

nessed - nay, experienced - you

are in for a treat.

Munchausen is more than a

movie. It's like a guided tour

throughahallucinatory vision. The

sets are on a scale so grand, so

bizarre, that it is almost a cross

between Steven Speilberg and

Salvador Dali. We explore the

innards ofa fish of, oh, Greenland.

We are also shown the heart of an

active volcano, a ballroom built

entilrely of waterfalls, and a life-

size model of the Ptolemaic Uni-

verse.

The characters are like Satur-

day-morning Superfriends car-

loons. There is Berthold, the

world's fastest man, played by

Python veteran Eric Edle. Robin

Williams, in an unbilled cameo

appearance, is thedisembodied and

somewhat loony King oftheMoon.

Albrecht, the strongest man in the

world; Gustavus, a dwarf with

slightly out-of-proportion ears and

lungs; and Adoplphus, who can

shoot an apple out of a tree nine

hundred miles away, complete the

Baron's crew of servile supermen.

The only remotely realistic charac-

ter is Sally, the eight-year-old

rough-and-tumble motivating force

behind the Baron's quest.

Aside from the essential confu-

sion of the film, there arc but two

flaws. David often found the pho-

tography to be vertiginously close

to the action, so that at times it is

tough to discern just what the heck

is happening. But sit towards the

rear of the theatre and you will get

by all right. Robert's one com-

plaint was the double-trick ending,

which left him saying, "Wait -

what? Go back."

The film opened in melropoli

such as LA. and Denver (decid-

edly not Colorado Springs) over a

month ago. One of the most ex-

pensive films in recent years, it

went several weeks over-time in

shooting. Needless to say, it was

greeted with great intra-industry

fanfare. Now, when no one cares,

it reaches us. And judging from

the intellectual capacity of this

town, it ain't gonna last So if you

want lo see it, get out to Chapel

Hills soon before it's replaced with

Friday the Thirteenth XI:

We really can't give The Adven-

tures of Baron von Munchausen

any beers. It's past that. What we

want to give it would put us in jail.

You can substitute beers for the

illicit drag of your choice, but the

real key here is that you leave any

preconceptions at the door, since

this is precisely the sort of thing no

one ever believes.
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Senior Artists Speak

Ben Trissel

"It all comes down
to what Renee
Magritte said: 'Trying

to always see the

useful things
eventually costs us

our ability to see,'

and what Leonardo
said: 'There are no
blacks in nature.'

...Did he say that? I

don't know. Hell, I'm

just a beginner.

Jennifer Murpree
"There's not really

a 'theme' to my
show, but I did try to

focus on the
figure. ..especially

how the figure can

be expressed usinig

different media. I

used to use graphite,

but I found that I

prefer conte and
pastel because it's

more loose, it takes

control of me.

Seniors!
r~-

Will you graduate from
your health insurance, too?
We offer inexpensive mayor medical health policies

Short Term Coverage Available

Call Marge Milne

630-7557
AMERICAN FAMILY

I HII MTTf
AUTO HOME BUSINESS HEALTH LIFE

TRt>-

'^[iiinavfk<iJ^.
IN OU) COLORADO CITY

PRIMITIVE & ETHNIC AM,CLOTHING
« JEWELRY FROM SOUTH AMERICA ./

AFRICA « ASIA

photos by Andrea Rex

FUTONS

!

Reg $258
7" FUTON AND FRAME

Futons-N-Foam

597-4375

636-2112
Weekdays 4 PM Till A
Saturday 11 AM Till AM
Sunday 11 AM Till Midnight

Delicious Handspun Pizza

with only the freshest ingredients

delivered ^©3L to your door.

Our 18 Special Features include:
Pepperoni

Sausage

Canadian. Bacon

Ground Beef

Mushrooms

Green Peppers

Jalapeno Peppers

Anchovies

Double Cheese (2 items)

Black Olives

Onions

Tomatoes

Shrimp (2 items)

Oysters

Cheddar Cheese

Thick Crust

Extra Cheese I

Pineapple

TWo - 14"

Cheese Pizzas
for only

$8.98 <pi<» tu>

Bonusl for CC Students!

Order two or more toppings

on each pizza and receive

a two liter bottle of Pepsi.

Limited Delivery Area

Not valid with any other offei

Offer must be requested when ordering

TWo - 10"

Cheese Pizzas
for only

$4.98 (plus tax)

Bonusl for CC Studentsl

Order two or more toppings on each pizza!

and receive 2 - 16 oz. bottles of your
favorite soft drink
Limited Delivery Area

Not Valid with any other offer

Offer must be requested when ordering

Moonlight
Madness
8 p.m. - 1 a.m.

One - 12" one topping pizza

plus

2 - 16 oz. bottles of

your favorite Soft Drink

for $4.97 (plus tax)

Additional toppings $.65

VISA & MASTER CARD ACCEPTED ON ANY SIZE DELIVERY ORDER
£FREE rtn ivri?v — EPEg DELIVERY—
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Vdhletic Shorts
I SeniorTor Petersen (North Kingstown, RI) became the

Icondmemberofthe Colorado College men' s track and

eld team to qualify for the 1989 NCAA Division III

ftrional meet when he finished fourth in thedecathlon at

list weekend's eighth annual Setnotion Relays in Cape

iirardeau, MOi
I The meet, hosted by Southeast Missouri Sate Univer-

ty, featured more than 1,000 athletesfrom Division I, II,

ltd HI schools nationwide. Petersen, the nephew of

jrmer National Football Leagueplayers Dick andBobby

inderson ,was theonly DivisionHI representativeamong

Hie fourteen decathlon entries.

I Competing in an icy rain,: Peterson compiled 6,659

points while posting personal bests in seven of the ten

vents. A total of 6,300 is required to qualify for nation-

's, scheduled forMay 24-27 at North Central College in

L'aperville, IL.

Fellow senior Charles Puga (Pueblo, CO) had qualified

ko weeks earlier in the shot put. Puga, who recorded a

bss of 15.62 meters (51 '3") at the Colorado School of

Mines Invitational on March 25, since has bettered that

[erformance with a 15,83 <52'0") at the Colorado State

Invitational held on April 1.

I Petersen and Puga both are expected to compete at the

Ltional meet, where the top six finishers in each event

pm All-America honors. '

::

I Petersen established his personal best last weekend in

lie lOOmeters (11.9 seconds),longjump (21-4), shot put

fffl-0), 400meters (53-1) , discus (128-0), polevault (13-

I), andjavelin ( 176-1). He also finished second in two of

lie events with a 6-2 in thehighjump and 4:35,74 in the

1,500 meters. V ,

'.-•

Baseball struggles despite
some solid individual play

IVomen to run
n California

By Jay Marx

the tune of the "Chiquita

ana Song" (this year's

le), the Colorado College

ten's track team leaves

ly for their last meet of the

in Northern California.

he gold and brown outfitted

ly Tigers are headed to the

Annual Warriors
tationalal Meet, hosted by
State-Stanislaus in Turlock,

Buoyed by warm weather,

altitude, and high spirits,

entire team expects to do
I against other Division HI

'Petition.

is not that they haven't

t well so far. The Tigers

Jed two fourth place

shes in earlier meets this

t, largely against Division I

Division II teams. In fact,

ost the entire team set

tsonal best" records at an
il 15th meet hosted by
ision II Western State

lege in Gunnison.
lie team is coming off of a

Ppointing meet last week in

ias against Tabor College

several other area teams.

ivy winds "produced

conditions which sprinter Sofia

Cano described as "rotten," and

the results were only slightly

better.

Deb Robison was one

standout at last week's meet,

making the finals in the 110m

low hurtles and the 200m dash.

Even in defeat the racing

"Chiquitas" maintain their fun-

loving attitudes. "We're a

young team," explains

sophomore Beth Famham, "and

for a lot of us, it's our first

year of track. Everyone's been

really supportive."

One first-year who wished to

remain unknown asserts, "We're

a fun team; we get along

pretty well." As evidence, she

then cited several pranks played

on coach Theresa Elboggen.

Obviously the entire team is

excited about the trip, but

surely no one is looking

forward to the California

warmth than first-year Maile

Shimabukuro. After high

school track in Hawaii, Maile's

adjustment to Colorado uack

has been significant. "I had to

get used to running in the cold.

I mean once we ran and had

icicles in our hair and icy

tracks."

By Mike Kerwin

The Colorado College
baseball team is in a slump,

having lost their last six

games.

The team struggled, losing

their third and fourth straight

games to the Colorado School
of Mines last Sunday in

Golden.

The opening game of the

twinbill was a close contest,

throughout. Mines, however,

was able to hang on and win
12-10.

Unfortunately, the second
game was not as close. Mines
blew out the Tigers by ten

runs, 12-2.

Returning home to the

friendly confines of Colorado
Springs, the Tigers hoped to

take a couple wins from Meuo
Slate. Last night's excitement

quickly turned sour as the

Tigers were blown out in both

games, dropping the second
contest 26-5.

The low point of tiic evening

came when Metro State scored

twenty runs in one inning and
slammed the door on any chance

of a Tiger victory.

*'
1

'
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The baseball team continues to struggle at the plate,

losing their last six games.
photo by Marina Undsey

C.C. is now 12-10 and in the

middle of the Colorado
Intercollegiate Baseball
Association standings.

There were a few highlights

on the evening, one by senior

first baseman Chariic Carrel

who balled .500 on the night.

Other outstanding performances

were turned in by sophomores

Kevin Drcschcr and Bruce

Wallin who both hit home
runs.

C.C. will continue its string

of doublchcadcrs Sunday in

Denver against Regis.

The Men's Lax Team meets Air Force this Sunday for the Rocky Mountain Lacrosse

"Association championship.
fie photo

Lax battles for championship

By College Relations

The Rocky Mountain Lacrosse

Association championship will

be at stake on Sunday, April 30,

when varsity teams from

Colorado College and the Air

Force Academy meet in a 4 p.m.

showdown at Cherry Creek's

Stutler bowl.

The Tigers wrapped up second

place in the six-team conference

with last Wednesday's 19-8

victory in Boulder over the

University of Colorado. C.C.

then concluded the 1989 regular

season on Saturday, defeating

the Colorado School of Mines,

10-5, in golden, and improving

its RMLA record to 6-1.

Saturday's uiumph was the

sixth in a row for Colorado

College, which will enter

Sunday's title game with an

overall mark of 7-4 this season

under first-year head coach

Steve Bcville.

The Tigers lost to Air Force,

10-4, despite scoring the first

three goals in a game played at

AFA's Falcon Stadium earlier

this season.
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Women's Club
Hockey reflects

on season
By Julie Ingwersen

The C.C. Women's Club

Hockey Team ended its season

last block with a statewide

tournament in Ft. Collins.

They kicked off the weekend

with a close match against the

Denver Bandits, holding their

opponents scoreless until the

third period. But all too

suddenly a slapshot from one of

Denver's more notorious defense

players put the Bandits on top

by one. The score did not

change, despite the efforts of a

charged-up C.C. squad. Denver

eventually carried on to take

the tournament trophy.

The next day the Tigers faced

the two league leaders, the Vail

Breakaways and the Aspen

Motherpuckers. Despite all-

night disruptions back at the

hotel by the boisterous

Breakaways, the Tigers were

able to fight valiantly the

following morning. But not

valiantly enough—with as much

grace as they could muster, the

Women's
Lax beats
D.U., but
falls to C.U.

By Margot Gray

The C.C. Women's Lacrosse

Team won against DU, but

struggled against a tougher

competitor, CU, last weekend.

In Denver, C.C.
outmaneuvered DU, finishing

with a score of 18-6. Donna

Howland used her amazing

reach to get the ball at the

draw, while Missy backed her

up, saving ten shots on goal.

The high scorers, Susannah

Lawson and Cydney Dundon,

each made four goals. Jen

Neibauer, even with a

cumbersome cast on her arm,

managed to score a goal, as did

Joanna Bond, a promising new
member of the team.

The team faced more
difficulties in Boulder the

following day. Laura Jenney

played center, catching the ball

off the draw and scoring six of

C.C.'s ten goals. However, the

offense had trouble maintaining

possession of the ball, and

defense could not keep CU's

offense from driving the ball to

goal. Although C.C.'s

Goalkeeper, Missy, stopped 18

potential goals, CU scored six

goals in the last ten minutes,

defeating C.C. 10-17.

The lady Tigers end their

season this weekend with a

game at Stewart Field on

Saturd y at 11 a.m. Sarah

Grote the star first-year

offe- e player, is expected to

plo- hroogh DU and score

am liat trick.

Tigers dropped both games

decisively.

On the final day of the

tournament, the Tigers faced

off against the Ft. Collins

Flames. C.C. remained
scoreless until the second

period, when one desperate

senior forward scored her first-

and last-ever career goal,

putting the Tigers up by one.

The Flames, however, rallied to

tie the game. First-year

forward Jen Deeds scored again

for C.C, but the Flames tied it

back up before the final buzzer.

In the final matchup, the

Women of C.C. played the

C.U. Buffalos, led by Tiger

alum Sarah Meskin. The four

C.C. seniors, including captain/

goalie Dorothy Diggs, forward

Julie Ingwersen, and defense

players Gretchen Smith and

Christina Chamberlain, all

skated hard for their last

appearance in Tiger jerseys.

Unfortuately C.U. proved

stronger. In the end the

perservering Tigers earned

themselves a solid sixth-place

The 1988-89 Women's Club Ice Hockey Team ended
tournament weekend in Ft. Collins.

title.

The 1988-89 season was a

building year for the Women's

Club. The team garnered some

promising freshman, in addition

to some new coaching talent.

And led by seniors-to-be

Martha Deeds, Kim Keeley,

Doreen Smith, Julia Hansen,

and junior captain Parice

Halbert, next year's team will

pose a serious challenge to the

Vail-Aspen-Denver league

oligarchy.

Also this year, the Tigers

benefitted from some long-

overdue media coverage. Nei

year's players are considering

post-game call-in rad

program. The primary focus

the coming months, howevet

will be on rigorous physic/

training in preparation for rti

1989-90 season.

gjENNJGANg*

invites you to join in

congratulating

theaassjoit

89]

All Day, Every Day:
$1.75 Long Island Ice Tea

All Food Purchases will receive

a 10% discount with C.C.I.D.

3502 N. Academy Expires May 20, 1989

I'.v rr

I

Y EARS AHEA D
I N

HAIR DESIGN

15% DISCOUNT WITH C.C ID

with an additional 10% off all professional

perms and highlights

Tanning Package available with Perm or Highlight ONLY!

FREE CONSULTATIONS

1 18 N. Tejon Suite 301 (Above Old Chicago)

635-5552

APPLICATIONS ARE NOW BEING
ACCEPTED FOR THE

1989-1990

Catalyst Business Manager
Good Pay and

Excellent training in

Advertising 6t Publishing

Applicants should be prepared to interview

with Cutler Publications Board by the third

week ofBlock 8. Contact Mike Shaver at

ext. 2280, no later than Wednesday, April 30.

Students - Summer Jobs!

Start at $9.90

National Corporation Now Hiring

for

47 Immediate Staff Openings

Apply now - start after finals

Corporate Scholarships

Available
Must be 18 or Older

No Experience Necessary

Call 599-4490

9am to 4pm for Details
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Ruggers drop second straight game
sophomore Chris Dwyer is outspoken in defeat

By Christopher M. Stutz

Hard times have befallen the

folorado College rugby team.

ince the last report, the team

js dropped two straight

ames.

The University of Wyoming
jalt the first of these losses to

je squad three weeks ago on

ipril 8th. Wyoming scored

ive times to C.C.'s one,

liking the final tally 26 to 4.

"That score is deceptive," said

nnhomore Chris Dwyer later.

We scored first, and neither

ide really dominated the first

jlf - all we had to do was

ike the initiative. But
jifortunatcly that's what they

I [J, and then they ran us into

he ground."

J The ruggers next match was

J ast Saturday, April 22nd, at

he Air Force Academy. C.C.

ntered the game armed with a

lew slogan ("Eat turf, fly

oys") but it was to no avail.

the team was shut out while

\ir Force racked up a score in

be upper twenties. The
jbiquitous, but not tall, Chris

Dwyer was again ready with a

lomment after the game.

"I think that over all we

played a belter game today than

we did against Wyoming; these

guys [Air Force] were a lot

better, but we still managed to

move on them once in a [gTeat]

while."

"Yea," added ever-lovely

freshman Wade Compton.

The team will next play this

Saturday, April 29th, at 12:30

in Washburn Stadium. C.C.

will be taking on the Colorado

State University side.

"I'd like to see the team play

really hard and win both of our

final games, said senior Ted

Anselmi, "and I think we will

do it if we can keep up an

attitude."

At last report, the team was

very hungry for blood. But

will the players keep up an

attitude? Will they be able to

repulse the barbarians from the

north? Is it true that Scott

Kempers is really just an

overgrown fifth-grader (and

would that explain his over-

excitedness)? No answers can be

furnished at present, but all

will be revealed at Saturday's

game.

The game will be held at

Washburn Field, so come
support the team as they strive

for victory.

I ruggers tries to pitch the ball to freshman Scott Kempers

photob/Arrteatet



'Cycles Peugeot"

The French Manufacturer

of the World's finest

bicycles since 1882!

BICYCLE SHOP

19 E. Kiowa • Downtown

(7 blocks south of campus)

Phone: 634-4733

RICK WAGER -

"CC Class of '64, Proprietor"

General

Student Payroll. With Block 8

ending on May 10th, student payroll

checks will be available on May 8th

rather than the originally scheduled

May 15th. This will allow students

lo pick up checks prior to leaving

for the summers. For the Payroll

Office to meet the May 8lh date

ihe absolute cutoff date for time

sheets will be May 1, 1989.

For any students that will be

getting paychecks for work after

May 1, they need to leave a self

addressed envelope with the Payroll

OFfice at 1115 N. Cascade Avenue.

Regular Employee Payroll.

With the Memorial Day Holiday in

May the banks are requiring that

we have the May payroll

information to them by May 24th.

This means the cut off date for the

May payroll is going to be May
19th.

Thanks for your help.

The Physics Department is

hosting open houses at the Colorado

College Observatory atop the New
Science Building from 8 P.M. to 10

P.M. on Monday, May 1. Come
and see some planets, stars, and

galaxies.

The Aficionados are sponsoring

an exhibit, entitled "La Cienega del

Pasado" (history of the Cienega

village), in the Coburn Art Gallery

of Worner Center from April 17-

May 1. The exhibit features

artifacts from the Sanchez Site,

near Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Chrysler Motors $400 rebate

toward purchase of any new 1988,

1989, or 1990 Chrysler car or truck

available to students graduating

within the next four months.

Offer expires December 31, 1989.

Polish Pen Pals! A teacher of

English in Krakow sent out a list of

Polish students who wish to have

American pen pals. The list

includes the ages and interests ot

each person. Contact the Writing

Center.

The Foreign and Domestic

Teachers Organization needs

teacher applicants in all fields from

kindergarten through college. Info:

The National Teacher's Placement

Agency, Universal Teachers, Box
5231, Portland, Oregon, 97208.

Fulbright program offers

opportunities to study abroad in

most fields of study. If interested,

attend a meeting Wed. May 3 at 2
p.m. in AH 328. Contact Prof.

Wishard, cxt. 2520 for more info.

E TCETERA ,ida

Interested in volunteering? Fill

out an interest sheet found in the

Volunteer Network cubicle upstairs

in Worner or contact Lindsay

Armstrong at ex. 2240. C.C.

Volunteer Network will connect

you with a group that suits your

interests.

The admissions office will be

filling 10 vacancies in STARcorc

for the 1989-90 academic year. If

you want public speaking

experience that doesn't involve

podiums, high stress, or grades -

Check it out! Applications and info

available from admissions office,

due 5 p.m. April 28.

Student Development Committee-

is recruiting members for next year.

Plan, organize, and implement

DIALoguc, C.C.'s annual

phonalhon lo raiss money for the

annual fund. Call Judith Roorda at

Exc. 2751 for more information.

Wanted

ALASKA: A People In peril.

Colin Chisholm will be giving a

slideshow presentation on his

Venture Grant study in Alaska at 8

P. M-, Wed., May 3 in Gaylord Hall.

Focus will be on the devastation of

the Eskimo.

Friends of Colorado College Tutt

Library will hold their 19lh annual

book sale in the Gaylord Room of

Worner on Friday, May 5, from 10

A.M. to 4 P.M. and Saturday, May

6, from 10 A.M. to 2 PJvI.

Students are invited to a

Feminist Collective lunch with

Feminist Literary Critic Caryoly

Sec. Thursday May 4, 12-1:30 in

English lounge, 2nd floor-

Armstrong.

The United States Air Force

Academy present Mr. Ray

Bradbury, author, lecturer with

"Science Fiction and Science Fact,"

April 28 at 1 PM. Open to the

public.

Vegetarians Advisory Group is

meeting again. Monday, May 1, at

noon in Bonis Exile Room. Bring

recipes.

The Music Department will

present its annual Honors Concert

on Thursday, May 4, at 8:15 PM in

Packard Hall.

In celebration of Cinco de Mayo
-- Mexican Independence Day —
C.C, the Colorado Springs Fine

Arts Center, and the Hispanic Arts

Council are sponsoring a day of

activities Sunday, May 7. Events

run from 10 A.M. to 5 P.M. and are

free and open to the public.

Senior Garage Salel Friday,

April 28 th, 11 AM-3 PM in

Worner Quad. Seniors come and

sell - All others come to buy. Large
items will be on sale through photo

album. Contact Gretchen Haegle,

636-1391, or see the items at the

sale and Worner Center.

Colorado Classic Horse Show will

be held at the National Western
Stadium Complex in Denver from
April 26 to May 7. Horses
representing many breeds will

compete for over $50,000 in purse
money. Call 295-2233 for more
information,

Observance of George
Washington's Inauguration will

take place at 10 A.M. on Sunday,

April 30 with Shove and Cutler

bells ringing simultaneously with

other churches, cathedrals, city

halls, and colleges across the

country.

Student Help Needed.

Freshmen, sophomores, juniors - if

you plan to be here May 14 and 15

you can join in the seniors' big

weekend. Students are needed to

help usher at Baccalaureate and/or

Commencement. Sign up at the

Legal Office, Room 204 Armstrong

or call 2703 by Friday. May 5, 1989.

You can sign up for one or both

days. Thanks.

Wanted: Need to rent one

bedroom and have access to kitchen

facilities from May 11-June 16,

contact Christine at ext. 2212.

Wanted: 3 to 4 people to rent

cottage near Dale St. Cafe for

summer. Very reasonable rent!

Contact Couitncy at x2293 or

Nicole at 635-3548.

Needed: Ride to Vermont or

Minneapolis/St. Paul after

on. Willing to share

driving and gas money; have very

little gear. Contact Christina at

578-9138. Quick!!

We're looking to buy or borrow

(in exchange for storage) furniture

for the summer. If you're interested

in working out an arrangement,

call Chris at ex. 2291. (answering

machine)

ON-CAMPUS SUMMER JOBS:

A variety of part-time jobs are

open for Summer Session students.

Full-time jobs are open to current

students who will be returning next

year. Please see Financial Aid

Bulletin Board and apply through

Financial Aid Office.

Students and Faculty: The

Honor Council needs YOUR input.

Proposed constitutional

amendments available next week in

Worner Center. Please submit

comments to box on Honor Council

table in Womer.

Need a furnished apt. this

summer? We need one person to

live with 2 housemates in 3

bedroom with kitchen, full

bathroom, washer/dryer, balcony
overlooking beautiful Wahsatch,
and jacuzzi outside. Call Dirk,

Wolf, Kevin (636-1178).

Junior! Interested in making
your Senior year at C.C. a

successful one? Become a Senior

Class Agent for the C.C. Class of

1990. Contact Judith Roorda at

Ext. 2751 in the Annual Fund
Office for further details.

For Sale: College Stereo JBC 55

Watt. Onkyo tape deck.

"Mahvelous" Infinity Speakers.

Great cond. $350, 633-7626.

Yard Sale: Sat. at 9 a.m. 314 S.

Monument. Skis, TV, VCR,
furniture, etc.

For Sale: Huffy 10-speed bicycle,

excellent condition. $30 or best

offer. Call Kim at ext. 2363 days or

632-0674 evenings.

For Sale: 1980 Jeep CJ-7. 6 cyl,

5 spd., bikini hd. top, winch, red on

black. Great C.C. Car! Woody.

633-7626:

Basement Apartment for Rent:

One bedroom, kitchen, washer and

dryer. 1 1/2 blocks north of campus

on N. Tejon. $210 per month plus

utilities, available June 1. Call

Kathy at 473-6171 or 635-9740

(eve). Sorry, no pets.

Mountain bike: 19', Shcrpa-

bright yellow. Ridden once.

$450.00. Call 685-9529.

Personals

Gamma Phis ~ Here's to a great

formal — are you ready to dance on

the tables?

Tor Sale

For Sub: 1969 Mercidi-s-Benz
220 4 speed, power steering, power
brakes, rebuilt engine, new water
and fuel pumps, service records
available. $3,500 - 633-6189 after

8 p.m.

TYPING/
WORD PROCESS

Term Papers,

Resumes, Theses,

Manuscripts

Call 475-2426

=FAST SERVICE =

LASER TYPESETTING
Papers, resumes, flyers, etc.

Professional work at reason-
able rates in 24 hrs. or less
Advanced Laser Printing
815 N.Nevada Suite #5

577-9110

GAMMA Pin loves our seniors!

Thanks for all the fun

friendship. You are the best! LoJ
from G Phi B.

For making my first year h.

fantastic, a big Thank You
Angela, Brent, Bruce, Cai
Christie K., Deborah, Deeann*
Doug, Eric H., Karen H., Kail
Kathelcen, Kathy R, Keri, Ki

Kris C, Kym J., Lara, Laurcr
Lawdon, Mandy, Naomi, pe i e:

Rick, Rob, Rosine, Shanna, So Yoi
Stephanie, Steve M., Susan, Tani

Cronin, Mary and Rosemary at 1}

Front Desk, and all my wingmate'

You are all wonderful! E,

Zimmer

All announcements
must be submittei
to the CATALYST bj ake

3 p.m. on Tuesday
Announcements
should not exceed
35 words. Please |h

include $1 with ai:

personals.

OXFORD
CAMBRIDGE

LONDON • DUBLIN

ACCREDITED
PROGRAMMES

ALL SUBJECTS
AVAILABLE

PARLIAMENTARY
INTERNSHIPS

SCHOLARSHIPS

jlUI

v

if'.!

1-800-327-4247

(U.S. 24 hours)

1-303-248-0477

(U.S. 24 hours)

1-800-327-4248

(U.K., Mon-Fti, 7 a.m.-5 p.m. EST)

FAX #1-303-641-2853

HDDRESS_

SITY

;o

Please call or send an Airmail Letter lor information to:

D Summer Semester Year

at Oxford D Cambridge
Dublin London

INSTITUTE FOR BRITISH AND IRISH STUDIES

ST. ANNE'S COLLEGE, OXFORD. ENGLAND

J's Motor Hotel

and Restaurant
Off Campus at 820 N. Nevada

Special Student Rate including Utilities

& satellite TV

633-5513
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lymposium Committee chooses topic

I By Krista Caufmaim

;sKe Symposium Committee

begun its search for

akers, performers, and

[is to address the chosen

. - Wealth.

ccording to Chairman Eli

jerman, the committee chose

jth because the broad topic

ompassed many of the

gestions they received. The

imittee intends to address

lopic from international,

ional, and personal angles

io consider different types

of wealth.

The Symposium will explore

the ties between wealth and

education, the changing status

of our national wealth, the

limites of environmental

resources, the division between

the wealthy Northern countries

and the poor Southern

countries, the dilemma of the

new poor, the origins of our

fascination with wealth, and

the possible moral obligations

of the wealthy.

"The people who are famous

and good command extra-

ordinary prices," said Boderman.

"Tom Wolfe [author of Bonfire

of the Vanities] demands
$20,000 and first-class air fare

just to be considered. That's

just too much."

The committee continues to

solicit suggestions from

everyone on campus. They are

interested in ideas for issues

that should be addressed,

speakers, musical groups, films,

plays, artists, and graphics.

All suggestions should be

forwarded to Boderman in the

Sociology Department.

allege honors students and faculty

By Courtney Cutter

ludents and faculty

hered in Shove Chapel

Tuesday to honor some of

, college's outstanding

dents. Departmental and

ll-College awards
nsisted of books,
itificates and plaques, and

ih awards.

the Department of

ithropology presented its

Marie Wormington Award
Iwo seniors, Andrew Schlig

IJohnKantner. The Eva C
Her Scholarship in Art

is awarded to Brian

ilanphy. Andrea Trower

received the Mary
Chenoweth Award, also from

the Art Department.

The Mary Alice Hamilton
Award in Biology was
awarded to Marcy Litvak.

Anthony Fitch received the

Robert M. Stabler Summer
Scholarship Award and Gary
Beauvais, the Richard G.

Beidleman Award.
The Chemistry Department

presented three awards: the

Otis A. and Margaret Barnes

Departmental Service Award
to senior Herbert Case, the

Freshman Chemistry Award
to Kianoush Motesharei and
Kathryn Farrow, and the

Merck Index Award to

[C.C. receives new graphic image

By Courtney Murphy

, Academic instututioas, like big corporations, traditionally have

Entities which arcprajectedthrough avarietyof meduims. Accord-

's » President Riley, The Colorado College was without a consis-

hic identity until die introduction of a newly designed logo

Att this month.'

.

The Graphic Imago Committee, appointed by Riley to solve the

e's identit y problem . was charged with the task ofcreating a

went appeaTSSfe for the College.

After months of study, the Committee determined basic image

als used by other college's, Pat Munson, Director of College

delations and a member of the Committee, stressed. "We did not

rrcy other colleges to duplicate or imitate [them}."

he newly designed logo combines the traditional image of the

,demic shield, with a graphic of Cutler Hall placed in a mountain

Ming. The former images serve to combine contemporary and

Kfiliijtia] images, while the mountains hint at the feeling of open-

; that is representative of the environmenal and intellectual

lunate ofC.C,

I The new graphic image is on display in GatesCommon Room for

Icultyreactions until May 8, when It will bemoved toWornerCenter

ad displayed until May 16. The Committee has also included a

fplay of the old hodge-podge of C.C. identities.

The Graphic Image Committee is in the process of creating a

japhic standards manual that will be available to all campus offices

aid with printing needsand decisions, using the new graphic image

fits fullest.

Thomas Zamborelli, Jr.

The John Bryant and
Miriam Gile Hartwell Prize

in Classics was awarded to

Andrea Nixon. Mary Collins

and Bettina Mok were
recognized for Excellence in

Comparitive Literature.

Kristin Smith received the

Broadway Theatre League

Award from the Drama and

Dance Department.

The Economics and Business

Economics Department
honored Edward Keely with

the Robert William Kaye

Prize, Kendra Egge with the

Kenneth J. and Elizabeth

Hare Curran Award, Richard

Horiuchi with the Kenneth J.

Cun-an Award, and Annette

Wilcox with both the Ray O.

Werner Award in Economics

and the Wall Street Journal

Student Achievement Award.

The Award for Excellence

in Elementary Teacher
Education was presented to

Kristine Krone, and the

Award for Excellence in

Secondary Teacher Education

was given to Elizabeth

Skelton.

The English Department
presented several awards.

The winners of the Evelyn

May Bridges Poetry Awards
were Laura Finley (1st

place), Sand Sheff (2nd

place), and Jennifer Tseng

(3rd place). Kalle Matso
received 1st prize in the

Adelaide Bender Reville

Fiction competition,
Christine Lloyd received

second prize, and Bethany

Rice, third prize.

The Frank Krutzke Senior

Project Award went to

Winifred Burch. The
Colorado College Awards in

Literature, stipends for

independent study, were
sec HONORS, p. 3

photo by Andtea Rex

Sculptor George Peters uses geometric shapes based on

molecular models for his mobile In the New Science Building,

Sculptor admits obsessions

By Kevin Drennan

Sculptor George Peters spent

part of his day in Packard hall

Thursday judging student

projects in public sculpture.

Later in the afternoon, he

delivered a slide lecture

entitled. "Sculpture: Public

and Private."

As a public sculptor, Peters

has received many commissions

throughout Colorado but he has

also done many independent

pieces on public land in and

around Boulder. Peters terms

these projects gorilla art. To
create one of the more stirring

and simple gorilla art pieces

Peter constructed a pair of

chairs and a table out of while

styrofoam and anchored them to

the bottom of a slowly moving

stream. The finished piece

utilized its reflection in the

water and its stark geometric

shape to achieve an abstract and

surrealistic effect.

The majority of Peters' pieces

utilize wind, light, and other

natural elements to entice the

viewer into a more complete

visual explora'ion. His

sculptures are clearly designed

to interact with the

environment as well as the

viewer.

Peters is the first to admit

his obsession with the use of

wind as an clement of his

public sculpture. As a result, a

large portion of his work

incorporates flags, banners, and

other wind-powcrcd materials

as a means of exploring visual

space through art.

One of the pieces that Peters

is the most pleased with hangs

in the atrium of the New
Science Building. In designing

the NSB sculpture, Peters felt

that it was necessary for the

aesthetic ideas of the piece to

reflect the spirit of scientific

exploration. The geometric

shapes that he used in the

project were based on the

texture and form of the

molecular model. In its

completed form, the NSB
sculpture interacts with both

the academic environment and

the physical environment of

light and space.

Although Peters works

primarily in Colorado he

continues to compete for

commissions in other parts of

the country. The number of

installments of his works does

see SCULPTOR, p. 3
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Professor leads discussion on value of liberal arts educatioi

By Amy Hempe

Despite the current trend to

doubt the value of liberal arts

institutions, Classics professor

Owen Cramer believes that such

institutions are able to offer a

valuable and enriching

education.

"Essentially this is the best

of times' and the worst of

times," Cramer stated in his

opening remarks during C.C.'s

Round Table discussion, "Is

Liberal Arts a Myth?", on May
3. "It is the worst of times

because we (Americans) are so

self-critical," he said, referring

to the recent books The Closing

of the American Mind, and

Cultural Literacy, which have

denounced American education

as vapid.

Cramer responded to these

reports by referring back to the

nineteenth century when liberal

arts institutions were emerging.

The validity of education at

smaller institutions was
questioned and these schools

were considered doomed. Some
schools such as Harvard and

Yale responded to this pressure

by expanding themselves into

larger universities.

"But look at C.C. and other

schools founded in the

nineteenth century. Most are

still in existence," Cramer
responded, "(Liberal arts)

institutions somehow do carry

through these crises."

Cramer noted the competition

to get into liberal arts

institutions, stating that people

are terribly eager to get

involved with this ithe liberal

Classics professor Owen Cramer embodies

the liberal arts tradition.
photo by Kym Janzlk

arts) experience. He furthered

his point by mentioning liberal

arts schools' alumni who feel

intellectually enriched because

they attended such an

institution. "They are informed

with a certain philosophy that

they believe they got here."

A student in the discussion

group commented that perhaps

the competition to get into

liberal arts institutions stems

from the appeal such an

education has to the business

world. Cramer noted that C.C.

students are more service

oriented - particularly in

business and government - and

that we do not produce as many

individuals interested in

academically oriented careers.

However, Cramer said that

most students are interested in

"doing something of quality

within the business world and

having a good time doing it."

Cramer referred to current

negative responses to this as a

"continuance of self-criticism,

the wishing to do more serious

thinking."

Another participant in the

group commented on the

staggering numbers . of

functional illiterates and the

amount of unemployed college

graduates. Cramer remarked

that it is a genuine problem and

referred to it as a government

issue.

"Part of (former Secretary of

Education William Bennett's)

problem was that he liked to

talk but he didn't know how to

get people interested in

reading." Cramer went on to

say that in high schools, an

underclass ghetto population

exists that has not been touched

by the liberal arts, citing

"distractions that are preventing

students from learning."

The discussion then addressed

what liberal arts curricula has

to offer. Although Cramer
noted the willingness on the

part of the C.C. administration

to want more ethnic diversity,

he joked that we have a "great

Anglo-Ethnic studies program"

citing the North American
Eurocentric curriculum. "We've

added Women's studies and

Black studies, but we are still

very Anglo-oriented."

A student suggested a

possible "canon of study."

Cramer replied that C.C. does

have an implicit canon,

mentioning subjects that all

liberal arts students should

understand, such as Euclidean

concepts and elements of

Shakespeare. He furthered his

point by stating that people

who learn both a classical

Alas
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language and a

language, science and math
history of every continent

addition to having vocatif

interests can get a sensatii

education anywhere.

Unfortunately high sch>

misrepresent subjects
people enter college
knowing languages and nj
Cramer said that the

pe([

who set up the principle
sS st

secondary school educamk
r0JI

made health education a prij

over literacy. In fact, he m
literacy is only euphemistic;

suggested in the principles

the term "mastering
fundamental process
However, Cramer believes

students are resilient and

..snap -baek from twelve year:

a bad and counter-produci

education.

The discussion then folloi

the idea that there is not enoi

time for a person to stl

everything he or she

interested in so as to achieve

ideal liberal arts educati

Cramer admitted that consi

studying can be countl

productive. He stated that th

is a "willful contribution

zest that you must be prepa DP°

to make for a liberal

experience."

The two-hour discussi

ended with comments that th

is always room
improvements in liberal a

institutions, but the gene

feeling was positive.

The Round Table discussk

are sponsored by the Kaf

Sigma Fraternity. This i

marked the third discussion

the 88-89 year.
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Writing Center announces winners of best worst first line contest

By Brecken Chinn

and Steve Herzog

The Colorado College
Writing Center's "Worst
Opening Sentence Contest,"

held over the course of the

previous week, was a great

success. The Writing Center had

received almost 80 entries by
the time the contest ended on
Friday, and the exceedingly
high (low) quality of the

entries made the judging a true

ordeal.

Entries came in from all

parts of the C.C. community.

Members of the student body,

faculty, administration, and

staff contributed. The winners

were predominantly students

but included the Associate

Director of College Relations,

a Development Research
assistant, a Central Services

Worker, a staff assistant at

Tutt Alumni House, and the

Director of the Annual Fund.

The contest was blind-judged

Friday evening. Writing Center

Director, Molly Vv'ingate, read

each entry, which was identified

only by a number, to the

judges. Here are the prizes:

1st Place - a $20 gift

certificate for Old Chicago's:

Giles Custer, first-year

student.

2nd Place - 4 movie passes

for Poor Richard's - tie: Lisa

Shaver, senior, and Chris Stutz,

first-year student.

Ten 3rd Place winners - each

wins a certificate for Josh and

John's ice cream - Susan
Anderson, Joe Barber, Janet

Enright, Marjory Farrington,

Steve Janke, Kevin McTeman,
Karen Nickerson, Chris

Obuchowski, Chris Propst, and

John Thelin.

And this is what they wrote:

Anne's AA breasts heaved

with virginal abandon as she

M

a

Interstate Secure Storage
330 Karen Lane

633-0222

Electronic Alarms on every door

No Deposit Fees

1/2 First Full month's rent ,

Open 7 Days a Week

A safe, secure place to store your valuablesfor tlie summet

Call for sizes and rates

Share with a friend!

Seniors!
Will you graduate from
yourhealth insurance, too?
we offer inexpensive major medical health policies

Short Term Coverage Available

Call Marge Milne

00U-/OO/

AMERICAN FAMILY
1,1 I'l.M.'EQr

AUTO HOME BUSINESS HEALTH UFE

/TSAW Reading Home .'

Don't StuffIt - Ship It!!

domestic and worldwide
Clothes, books, skis, computers, golf clubs, art,

furniture - you name it, PAK MAIL will ship it.

Anything you've got, anywhere you want it to go.

Pick-up Service Available!!

Pack it yourself, or let us pack itfor you.

Fast, convenient, and easy - this summer, do it

the PAK MAIL way!
Bring in this ad for 10% off before May 30

473-4545
1837 S. Nevada Avenue

In the Southern Cross Shopping Center

caught a glimpse of Piere,

epitome of hunkhoo
promenading down the hi

just being within spitti:

distance of magnificence m:

her heart palpitate, her mil

reverberate, her blof

coagulate, her eyes precipita|

and her glands yearn to mal

but she could not truly enjl

this anatomical orgy becau]

deep within the core of

being she realized, "he doesj

even know I exist."

- Giles Cusl

1st year studi

Lightning - SHAZAM!
illuminated the figure of

excruciatingly handsome man

he peered from his toweri

position beside the bed occupi

by a luscious body, that «

layered with a thick coating

exotically fragrant powder a

lop.gcu to plunge himself i

the fertile dust-bowl, until

thought with a cheesy grin,

the incredible mud-slide I

joining of his throbbing,

although somewhat g"n

sweat-slippery torso and

heaving, freshly dusted bos(

would create.

- Lisa Shaver, sen

The smoke wafting from

cigarette was not announci

the election of a new pope;

no, far from it, and he

wondering, trying not to

trite, as the ashes slo'

cavalcaded into the tequi

golden encapsulated cesspo

before him.
_ Chris Stu

1st year stud<

lit

11

P
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llaskan culture wanes
Irith westernization

By Michele Santos

live,
»n

'JKlaska: A People in Peril,"

Mjlideshow and discussion on

''plight of the Alaskan

Bive, was presented by senior

(in Chisholm Wednesday

t in Gaylord Hall,

isholm visited the village

£otlick, on the southwestern

iS t of Alaska, for

itoximately two weeks

ing seventh block. The visit

s
supported by a Venture

int. Chisholm had planned

doing some creative writing

jssociation with his trip, as a

of his senior English

sis.

Chisholm chose Kotlick

jause his mother, half-

imo, had lived there when

was young. He went there

art to "find his roots," and

nn arrival in an Alaskan

port was greeted by more

jo two hundred of his

itfves.

lie found a "warm culture

lastated" by Westernization,

native villages have

iblems with alcohol, suicide

J drugs that are far out of

jportion to their size.

iople just don't do anything,

i they end up drinking all

iter long," said Chisholm.

explained that most of the

lagers are fishermen. They

I only in the summer and are

le to live off the money they

ike - around forty to fifty

iiisand dollars - all year

nd.

The suicide rate in rural

iska is appalling. Overall, it

four times the national

erage, and for males aged 20

24 it is fourteen times the

Students, faculty accept honors

Children are taught that

ucation and the new culture

good. After high school,

usually don't know enough

go to a university, so they

up trapped in the village

with none of their old Eskimo
traditions to support them,"

said Chisholm.

"You can get any drug on any

street in any village in Alaska,"

continued Chisholm. "It's so

ironic," he added, "that in

villages of three or four

hundred people, in this pure

landscape, you can get coke,

LSD and heroin."

The presence of grocery

stores, Nintendos, VCR's,
snowmobiles and high-tech

weaponry have led to the

demise of traditional ways of

hunting and spending time.

"Even the kids don't play

outside much," said Chisholm.

Segregation is a problem as

well. "There were 10 white

people in the village, and you

never saw them if you lived

with the natives," Chisholm

said. Nevertheless, the few

whites there were the

shopkeepers, teachers and

pilots, leaving no winter jobs

open for the Eskimos.

The loss of the old culture is

evident in the children. None of

them speak Yupik, the native

Eskimo language, and must have

someone translate for them

when they speak to their

grandparents.

Despite the tragedy in the

native lives, there were some
beautiful aspects to village life

that Chisholm revealed in his

slideshow. Sunrises and sunsets

over the white Alaskan plain,

small children in furs, sled

dogs rolling in the snow and

smiling Eskimo grandmothers

were all captured by

Chisholm's camera.

"Modernization seemed, in

the end, to be really negative,"

said Chisholm. "The Eskimos

are just overwhelmed, they're

losing their culture."

Concluded Chisholm, "It's a

very beautiful place but it's

very, very sad."

HONORS, from p. 1

g^ven to Marc Acito, Jonathan
DuPont, Lisa Lane, and John
Walch.
The Apollonian Award in

Forensics was presented to

Michael Trevi thick. The
Geology Department honored
Margaret Staub with three

awards, the Association for

Women Geoscientists Award,
the Rocky Mountain
Association of Geologists

Award, and the Darrell W.
Putman Scholarship Award.
A Darrell W. Putman
Scholarship Award was also

presented to Jeffery Gaul.

The Estwing Outstanding
Senior Geologist Award went

to William Carroll.

The German Department
presented the Max Kade
Award for Excellence in

German to Dale Askey. The
Anne von Bibra Sutton
German Scholarship went to

Carolyn Simler. The Clyde
Augustus Duniway Prize was
presented to David Wagner.
Kristin Coulter received the

Award for Excellence in

Linguistics.

The Thomas Post Rawles
Prizes for Mathematics went

to Christopher Pounds (1st

place), William Morris (2nd

?lace), and Eric Nickell

Honorable Mention). The
David and Karen Smith
Towperthwaite Prize was

presented by the Music
Department to Elizabeth
Jones. Marc Acito received
the Marie Clough Gillis

Award for Excellence in

Vocal Music.

The Philosophy
Department presented the

Robert Lewis Award to Justin

Ayres. The J. Glenn Gray
Award went to John Peterson
and Lynn Menefee. The Frank
Henry John Figge Award for

Premedical studies was
presented to Jeffrey Matheny.
The Hastings Prize in

Religion was presented to two
students, Jonathan McMurray
and Richard Tormohlen, Jr.

Awards in Romance
Languages were presented to

Andrea Browde for French,

Elizabeth Chase for Italian,

and Suzanne Louden and Lisa

Rickenburg for Spanish.

William Gotthelf received

the award for Outstanding
Progress in Russian Language
Study. The Sociology
Department honored
Stephanie Bryson and Kristin

Thomson with the Abbott

Prize.

The Able J. Gregg Award
was presented to Jon-Mark
Patterson, the Alpha
Lambda Delta Book Award
to Thomas Zamborelli, Jr.,

and the Ann Rice Memorial
Award to Rebecca Knight.

Blue Key honored Professor

Marcelle Rabbin and Lloyd
Peterson. Peterson also

received the CCCA Award,
as did Jon-Mark Patterson.

The Colorado College
Guggenheim Prize on War,
Violence and Human Values
was given to Miranda Zola.

Peter Padilla received the

Cutler Publications Award.
The Leisure Program

honored students Carie
Finegan, Andrew Kneeland,
Kathryn Davis, Maria
Reardon, Michele Barlow,
and Kristcn Thomson. Also
honored by the Leisure
Program were faculty
members Glenn Brooks, Owen
Cramer and Michael Nowak.
Professor David

Hendrickson received the

Burlington Northern Faculty

Achievement Award. The E.

K. Gaylord Award went to

Jean Boyer. Nuria Lorenzo
received the Felisa Llorente

Award and the Jeanne Gibbs
Memorial Award was
presented to Michelle Privat.

Stephanie Bryson received

both the J. Juan Reid Award
and the Josephine Van Fleet

McLaughlin Award. The
Mary Stearns Barkalow
Award was presented to

Jennifer Rankin and the Van
Diest Award to Timothy
Budy.

Sculptor
speaks
SCULPTOR, from p. 1

not even begin to compare with

the numbers of ideas that Peters

generates. Even so, he

continues to build models of

his ideas. The models allow

Peters to avoid the constraints

of working in real space and to

continue his experiments with

public sculpture and its

relationship to the

environment.

Students remember
Holocaust

By Catalyst Staff

Professors urge, "Let Newton Be!"

By Will Gadd

Isaac Newton is well known
his scientific

:coraplishments, but few
iw the inside story on what

id of person Newton really

and whether the

ivitational apple was red or

lually green. These and other

alhing questions were cleared

at this week's Thursday at

iven, featuring John Fauvel

era 1 Robin Wilson. Fauvel and
ilson are the British

uivalent of professors,

(hirers, at The Open
liversity in England. They

'sented a hnmorous and

rin irk-filled hour long tribute

Newton's work and Newton
a human being.

Beginning with Copernicus,

duo tag-lectured through

e-Newtonian thought,

Iphasizing that while Newton
certainly extremely

lie
|

Sliant, he had a foundation in

pemicus and Galileo to build

slow i theories on. Fauvel also

;qui amined different pre-

wtonian methods of

lerstanding the solar system,

Stu hiding one where the planets

studi .... .......

sspo

represented different notes on a

giant musical instrument played

by God. This mixing of science

and religion apparently did not

bother the early scientists.

In 1642, Galileo died,

"leaving nothing for newly-

bom Newton to do but discover

gravity," according to Wilson.

Wilson and Fauvel then traced

Newton's childhood
development over historical

events in England, including a

good description of why
Charles I was beheaded.

After a less than stellar

academic career as a youth

(Newton preferred building

mouse-powered windmills to

studying), he went to

Cambridge as a "subsizer,"

which meant that he was

available to shine professor's

shoes and other menial tasks.

Newton studied at Trinity

College in Cambridge until the

plague interrupted his career for

two years.

Newton returned to

Cambridge after the plague and

was given an endowed position

which allowed him to study

virtually any topic that

interested him. While always

involved with mathematics,

religion, optics, money and

planets, Newton also wrote and

thought a great deal about

alchemy, convinced that there

had been a grand truth

discovered in ancient times and

since lost, a truth Newton felt

he could discover.

Newton's career included a

stint as Member of Parliament

for Cambridge, another as

President of the Royal Society,

and a sinecured position as

Warden of the Mint. Newton

did not sit and watch as Warden

of the Mint, but designed a new

system to fight counterfeiters

(who he had hanged whenever

they were caught) and

eventually became Master of

the Mint.

Although he never did

discover the ultimate truth,

Newton certainly enhanced our

understanding of the world

despite being "a despicable,

nasty person" according to

Wilson and Fauvel. Newton

died in 1727 at the age of 84,

but his memory lives on at

C.C. in the physics department

and until recently on the

English one pound note.

Chaverim sponsored three

events this week in

commemoration of the

Holocaust. Shoah, an 8 hour

French documentary about

the Holocaust was shown in

the Worner Center during

lunch and dinner hours

earlier this week.

The film consists of a series

of interviews with
concentration camp survivors,

Polish peasants who lived

outside the camps and Nazis

who worked in the camps.

The film attempts to cover

every detail of the holocaust

in order to refute the claims

of some that the genocide
never happened.

A* discussion led by a

woman from the B'nai B'rith

Antidefamation League
addressed the issue of racism

and skinheads. Although

many skinheads are currently

being recruited by white

supremist organizations, it

was stressed that not all

skinheads are racists.

Esther Bejerano, Auschwitz

survivor, performed Yiddish

folksongs in Packard Hall on

Wednesday night to wrap up
the week's events.

gENNJGANC9

invites you to join in

congratulating

the Class of_
f

_8_91

All Day, Every Day:

$1 .75 Long Island Ice Tea

All Food Purchases will receive

a 10% discount with C.C.I.D.

3502 N. Academy Expires May 20, 1989
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rSenTor"ciip n Save! Seniors - Clip n Save! Seniors

going out in the COLD, CRU'EL 'WORLD? Colorado College has

SULWMiNJ CLWBS in 20 cities, find instantfriends -give thesefolks a cad!

Clip n Save! Seniors - Clip n Saveijl
'Want to stay in towM

give the Mumni Office your new address/l

Albuquerque
Mary Selmser Elkins 73
H (505) 245-5975

W (505) 247-8949

Beth Harvat Runnels '68

H (505) 268-5874

W (505) 277-5434

Austin

Karen Richnitzer '70

H (512)445-5904

W (512) 471-1655

AAR Coordinator

Boston
Martha 'Marty' Qeisler 85
H (617) 731-3870

W(617) 732-5830

Tom Minahan '80

H (617) 232-4091

Chicago
Brian Meek '86 6t Lori

Mendelsohn Meek '84

H (312) 205-0297

W (312)402-7738 (Lori)

Colorado Springs

Linda Ring Wilson '81

H (719) 684-2140 •

Suzanne Brown '82

815 1/2
ri. Tejon

H (719) 520-1537

W (719) 471-0660

Dallas

Carol Weege Qarrard 7

1

H (817)481-2279

W (817) 540-0301

Laura 'Laurie
- Marvin '80

H (214)559-3622

W (214) 506-3576

Denver
Paul Bernard '68

11(303)721-0811

W (303) 850-9851

Mark Williams '82

H (303)741-4918

W (303) 623-2700

Grand Junction

James Casebolt '72 Be

Joanne Tuthill Casebolt '73

H (303) 245-4596

W (303) 242-2645

John P. Qormley '79

H (303) 242-8404

W (303) 242-6262

Hawaii

Charles Woelfel Loomis '78

H (808) 923-8969

W (808) 521-0400
AAR Coordinator

Houston
Mark Crain 78
H (713)520-0307

W (713) 864-8828

Kansas City

John Carper 74
H (913)642-2838
W(816) 556-9639

Los Angeles
nancy Hezlep '81

H (213) 936-6980

W (213) 489-4000

Minneapolis/St.

Paul
Douglas Lynch Van

Metre '81

H (612)822-1665
W (612) 370-4786

New York City

Penelope Savalas-

Mamos '83

H (212) 996-5088

W (212) 923-8008

Oklahoma City

Barbara Snow
Ctilbert 76
H (405) 843-7027

Omaha/Lincoln
Hilary riieberg '85

H (402) 488-9337

W (402)472-1492

Orange County
Leslie Calvin '87

H (714) 552-0616

W (714) 756-2200

Philadelphia (Delaware

Valley)

Craig Seller Hevey '84

H (215)732-4115
W (215)973-2613

Phoenix
Michael Bevans '80

M (602) 243-5072

W (602) 231-1 110

Kathryn Skinner '80

H (602) 395-0125

W (602) 995-7730

Portland

M. James 'Jim' Mark '8

1

H (503) 297-2816

W (503) 223-4777

Pueblo
Joyce Baca Anderson 75
M (719) 561-2544

W (719) 542-7549

Puget Sound (Seattle)

William Anschuetz 78
H (206) 325-3082
W (206) 728-3408

St. Louis

Daniel 'Dan' J. Cooper '66

H(314) 821-8248
W (314) 694-2156

San Diego
Winston Halt '88

H (619) 483-4059
W (619) 277-4020

San Francisco (Bay Area)

Henry Shires '82

H(415) 961-0136
W (415) 85jfc0300

Tulsa

Bruce 77 and
Jean Robertson Lemmon 77
H (918)749-9461
W (918) 584-2555 (Bruce)

MR Coordinators

Washington. D.C.

Lauren Brown '86

H (202)332-2616
W (202) 638-5500

Michelle Marchese '85

H (703) 823-4856
W (202) 547-9341 •
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Journalism deserves guidance

JUR VANTAGE POINT

During the course of this semester, the Catalyst staff has

lountered many barriers. Perhaps the most prevalent of these is

'

c lack of support for journalism. One can hardly mention

fnrnalism as an integral part of a liberal arts education without

Uieone reading the riot act.

|
Many members of the faculty believe that journalism has no place

La liberal arts college. Students complain as well about the

'jality of writing in many of the publications. The only solution

I, a problem of poor writing is to offer guidance in journalism.

|

rt
professor Jim Trissel is offering a class next fall which deals

jiti graphic literacy, something crucial to an aesthetically, visually

easing publication. However, this does not solve the problem.

The argument that journalism is not part of a liberal arts

Jucation is absurd. It teaches a principle essential to effective

Lmunication, one of the most important facets of a liberal arts

Lcation, that is, how to ask the "right" questions.

In many disciplines, such as art and drama, students have the

Lportunity to learn a vocational skill. Journalism should be no

ifferent. Publications are a valuable face of The Colorado College,

is essential that we give them the attention they deserve and need.

Editor in Chief. .Courtney Murphy

News Editors Courtney Cutter, Scott Robertson

Forum Editor
DougLansky

Insight Editors Julie Green, Courtney Jackson

Outlook Editor. Julie Ingwersen

Arts Editors..- - Christopher Schultz, Julie Coyne

Sports Editors Mike Kerwin, Allen E. Dillingham

Photo Ediior - Andrea Rex

Photo Technician ...Jonathan Sawyer

Layout Editor _.....
GwynManritz

Copy Editors Tasha E. Cogan, Pat McShane.

Sarah Mears, Laura Ogden

Editorial Assistants - Nicole Condit, Bill Porter

Typesetters ..„.„PeterD. Padiila. LindaJjnhoff

Ylhe Catalyst is published by Cutler Publications, Inc. The Catalyst is

tinted Bimonthly from September through May, except during holiday

[teaks. Cutler Publication, Inc does not discrimmate on the basis of race.

Iota, age, religion, sex, national origin, physical disability, or sexual

linentationulitseducationprograms.activMesoremploymentpoUaes.The

liewsexpressedinthe"Forurn"sectiondonotnecessarilyrepresenttheview5

lot Cutler Publications, Inc. The content of the Personals is solely the

Support staff voices concerns

GUEST COMMENTARY/By Addison Diehl

I
In March, President Riley

announced the decisions

of the Board of Trustees

regarding tuition increases

and pay raises for the faculty,

administration, and support staff.

The student body is not the only

campus group voicing displeasure

at the decisions handed down by

the board. The support staff was

notified that it would be receiving

only a4.5 percent raise, while fac-

ulty and administration would be

receiving raises of 7.6 percent.The

support staff raise does not even

meet next year's cost of living

increase - 4.6 percent

The gross disparity in the pay

raise scale prompted over half of

the support staff personnel to sign

apetition questioning the College'

s

motives. In an attempt to ward off

hostility, the College has touted

the tuition remission benefit, avail-

able for support staff employees

with college-age children. What

the College has not said is that this

benefit is also available to faculty

and administration; it was extended

to the support staff only when

mandated by the government sev-

eral years ago. At that time, such

severe differences between the pay

scale and benefit package of the

support staff and that of the faculty

Now the College seems to

be sending a different mes-

sage - a message that states,

"You are expendable."

and administration existed that the

College was required to either drop

the more lavish benefits for faculty

and administration or offer those

same benefits to support staff.

In its first real show of unity, the

support staff has sent a clear mes-

sage to the College - "We are not

second class citizens." The Col-

lege has praised the support staff in

the past, recognizing that it is

comprised of many well-educated

and dedicated employees. Now
the College seems to be sending a

different message - a message that

states, "You arc expendable."

The College gives performance

reviews of support staff employ-

ees, but there arc indications that

good performance docs not neces-

sarily mean better pay. Next year,

with mandatory benefit payments

taken from employee pay checks,

some support staff employees will

lake home less money than they

did this year. The College does not

seem concerned. The support staff

was just recently asked to contrib-

uletothecapitalcampaign fund , as

a show of its gratitude and dedica-

tion to the College.

The actions on the part of mem-

bers of this institution have stirred

resentment in much of the support

staff. Without realizing it, the

Board of Trustees may have just

awakened the sleeping giant of

Colorado College.

ksponsibilityof Repurchaser. _J the College nas not saia is umi u..» u.c F«^ .~-^-~o

CI takes alook into a school year past

CAMPUS INTERRUPTUS/By Doug Lansky

THIS IS IT- the last

Campus lnterruptus.

To some this is a dis-

appointment. To oth-

ers, a time to rejoice. Either way, I

don't care. So without further

babbling I will attempt to recap the

1988-89 school year.

September

1 -Freshmen occupy dorms and

ray many stupid "get-to- know-

one-another" games, many of

which involve sitting in a circle.

5 - Upperclassmen arrive and

get dates with all of the first-year

women, while the freshmen men

are occupied with trying to build

lofts without power tools.

7 - The C.C. bookstore has a

20% discount sale on non-trans-

lated Chinese childrens' stories.

Four students camp overnight to

take advantage of this sale.

15 - Three New York students

(previously drug-induced) realize

they are not at C.U. , but are in fact,

atC.C. Aftercommenting thatthey

were only off by one letter, they

leave for Boulder but end up in

Walsenburg.

22 - Bush and Dukakis have a

heated television debate. In the

third round, Bush's personal aid

drops his cuecard, causing Bush to

shift from defense strategy to dis-

cussing Barbara'sdentalplan.Post-

debate expert analysts beueve this

didn't hurt his chances, saying,

"Most of America wasn't paying

much attention anyway."

26- In an effort to reduce party-

ing on campus, the administration

announces plans to celebrate the

completion of New Olin.

29 - A science major, using the

state-or-the-art resources of New

Olin.discovers thatall Marriott food

has the same consistency as Cheez

Whiz.
November

3 - The first block break rolls

around and six people remain on

campus.

7 - America goes to the voting

polls to pick "the lesser of two

evils." Bush edges out Dukakis

and is crowned 'The Lesser."

5-Thenewadjunct,"Zambonie

Driving," starts. The class fills

immediately and 400 students are

wait-listed.

10 - Local weather reporters

predict that a blizzard sweeping

the West has an 80% chance (plus

or minus 65%) of missing Colo-

rado Springs.

1

1

- Ronald Reagan is flown in

to survey the damages of the four-

teen feet ofsnow dumped on Colo-

rado Springs. Unfortunately, the

snow melts before he has a chance

to assess any damages. In an effort

to make the most of the trip, he

decides to make a guest appear-

anceatCheyenneML High School

and do a few laps around their

newly surfaced track - in a chauf-

feur driven, bulletproof golf cart.

16 - During the 1988 Olympic

Games, Ben Johnson wins the 100

meter sprint but has his gold medal

strippedaway because official tests

reveal he had been taking steroids

more than the allowable amount of

three times per week.

17 - Ben Johnson's family phy-

sician writes a note to theOlympic

Steroid Committee stating, "Due

to a lack of water in Seoul's new

Olympic Pavilion, sprinter Ben

Johnson decided to drink a sticky

yellow substance out of a cup he

found under the bleachers thatjust

happened to be completely satu-

rated with steroids."

29 - Sorority sisters nationwide

unite to commemorate the first T-

shirts made in regard to a sorority

theme. It was first done in 1943 by

Eleanor Dinkus.

December

1 - Michael Dukakis, realizing

Bush has been elected, throws in

the towel and vows to challenge

again in 1990 (although it is not an

election year).

4 - A sophomore economics

major finds the eyeball of a squid

in his dinner meadcaf. Marriot

officials deny this is possible,

despite the fact that they have been

presented with a half-eaten squid

eyeball lodged in their meadoaf.

5 - A picture of the eyeball

appears on the front page of the

Catalyst.

9 - A car radio that has been

strapped to a night security guard

is stolen. The guard explains, "I

think I remember aman cutting the

lock connected to my arm at about

2:06 A.M., but I didn't get a good

look at him."

21- 1st day of winter arrives.

No one notices.

22 -A sneezing studenllaunches

a carrot chunk into the air and

unknowingly starts the world's

most expensive food fight.

25 - In the Christmas spirit, the

administration attempts to help the

hungry by donatingoOOflexpoints

Please see the conclusion of

Campus lnterruptus on page 6.
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In My Opinion

Letters to the Editor

Cossitt Basement
Colorado College

Colorado Springs, CO
80946

INS unfairly denies political asylum

The Catalyst does not accept responsibility for the views

expressed in any letters it receives. It does accept responsibil-

ity for giving them a chance to appear. .

Sigmi Chis exhibit violence

To the Editor:

Although we are supportive

of the Greek system, an event

occurred at the recent Fiji

Island party that we feel

deserves campus-wide attention.

An argument developed

between a number of Sigma-

Chis and a few unaffiliated

party-goers - the age-old

Sigma-Chi/ex-Sigma Chi

argument (a bias we will leave

out of this editorial).

Countless similar arguments

have occurred, most of them

harmless enough. Perhaps this

one would have gone unnoticed

too were it not for the gross

immaturity and premeditated

violence exhibited by the active

Sigma Chis. This behavior is

offensive on both a personal

level as well as on an academic

one.

One would hope that the

students granted admission to

The Colorado College would be

capable of having disagreements

with other students without

resorting to violence. The

unprovoked but was also

premeditated. We have spoken

with individuals who were at

Sigma Chi before the Fiji Island

party who witnessed the

premeditation ("Causing

trouble was definitely on the

Sigma Chi agenda.").

In several instances, at least

four Sigma Chis physically

harassed as few as one

individual. When other

individuals attempted to

mollify the confrontation, they

were struck. Bystanders heard a

member of the aggressive pack

ask, "Should we kick his ass

now?" The hosting Fijis, though

they were visibly distressed,

handled the situation quite

well.

Hopefully future Sigma Chis

will not echo the immature,

blind hostility of the present

actives. Such actions should not

be tolerated, nor should the

C.C. community be subjected to

it by their "peers."

Mark Fiore,

Rob Hagan,

Justin Broce

To the Editor:

Do you remember hearing of

detention camps in the 1940's,

incarcerating thousands of

Japanese-Americans during

WWTI? Or reading U.S. history

textbooks about the massacre of

thousands of Native Americans

whose only crime was that they

were not European settlers?

Can you remember what you

felt after learning that African

slaves were treated like

animals, denied basic human

rights and necessities, and

weren't happy-go-lucky?

There are countless examples

of injustices such as these not

found in our history books.

These violations are not simply

bound in the past, but continue

into the 200th century of the

U.S. history and future.

Right now, in the very

heartland of the U.S., along the

Texas-Mexican border, these

injustices and human rights

violations are in full swing.

Most people are completely

unaware that in recent months

there has been a huge influx of

Central American refugees to

the U.S. Fleeing from

heightened political, military

and social oppression, they have

arrived at the United States

Immigration and Naturalization

Service (INS) pleading for

political asylum, only to be

denied because of lack of proof.

The refugees are not asking for

citizenship. They are asking for

temporary political asylum.

According to U.S., and

international policy, a refugee

must have a well-founded fear

of persecution. These criteria

are based on concepts such as

conflict in religious and social

beliefs or fear of political

persecution. The majority of

those who have fled from

Central America, primarily El

Salvador and Guatemala, have

experienced this, as well as

threats made on their lives and

to their families. The sobering

fact is that 2% of all applicants

filed in 1988/89 received

asylum. Of that 2%, 60% were

Nicaraguans fleeing from the

economically depressed and

politically left country that the

U.S. refuses to support.

This semester we have

participated in the ACM Urban

Studies program. We have been

working as interns for the

Chicago Metropolitan
Sanctuary Alliance (C.M.S.A.),

which is a non denominational

consortium of 19 sanctuary

congregations in the Chicago

area. These organizations are

devoted to the underground

movement, as well as to

working to change and

challenge U.S. foreign policy in

Central America. Through the

fast as possible. The INS
h;

not met their human right

obligations.

There are 14 lawy
e:

(working with Proyec
Libertad) fighting for u

refugees. There are only

judges to hear up to 21

assigned cases a day.

Future options for

committee will be to allev

some of the burden placed

those attempting to he!

refugees. We would like to

a program of bond raising be

up, so that refugees can leav

the'processing centers to b

with their families and pl (

their cases in more than 1

minutes.

We have also begun
t

educate people about the cris

and chaos that our own U.

government is creating. Th ould

U.S. sponsors many of th ase.

death squads through militai iders

aid. In El Salvador alone w me
Alliance we raised over send over $1 million per daj

,gue

$400.00, a carload of food and Since Cristiani's election deat

clothing, and participated in a squad killings

delegation of community disappearances have increasei

leaders from the Chicago area. Known as a right-winge

The delegation was based near democracy, ARENA'S backbon 1

the border and sponsored by the

R

(
Aft

Ikt

Overground Railroad.

The journey was an incredible

eye-opener. What we saw was

often shocking, disheartening,

and frustrating. Feelings of

utter powerlessness and disgust

surfaced easily on the faces of

the delegation as we were

herded through the Bayview

Detention and Processing

Center. Also known as El

Corralon/the Coral is more

than a processing center. It is a

first rate prison with very few

activities and options. The INS

has provided the refugees with

basic needs. It is the INS's

priority to process the cases as

is based on D'Aubisson, a x\i

wing terrorist, infamous for hi

bloody massacres of huma lilt

rights leaders.

Therefore, out of not onb

political and social rights, bo

our very belief in human ri]

we must begin to lak

responsibility for our actions

It is our human right

obligation to offer safe haver

which is temporary asylum, fo *n

these people fleeing from lb] sup

hellish conditions that we bav ) C

helped to create. oitl

Sincerely „rc

(Oil

ad-

Jennifer Michelelt

and Darcy Rhode

1988-1989 school year chronicled

Ft

Campus Interruptus. continued

from page 5.

to the local food shelter.

January

I - Jimmy Swaggert starts the

new year with a "Pledge to Help

the Poor" crusade in which he

receives over $12 million on the

first day from lower income fami-

lies.

5 -Seniors celebrate having only

five monthsofschool leftby drink-

ing heavily.

9 - Symposium starts.

10 - A special guest speaker

proves that intimacy does not ex-

ist.

I

I

- The Administration sends

the rest of the Intimacy speakers

home.

19 - The Catalyst gets a new
editorial staff. Three editors quit

before their first issue.

23 -Jimmy Swaggert has anew
wing with a swimming pool built

onto his mansion.

26-Max Taylor loses con trolof

his bicycle and crashes in to a

group of Kappa Sigs crossing

Cascade. Nobody is injured but

Max Taylor is forced to go home
and change due to a major grease

stain on his right leg.

27 - Max Taylor's accident is

featured on the front page of the

Catalyst.

February

2-Theadminislrationputspres-

sure on Marriot to avoid using

overly-eloquentnames forthe food

on their menu.

7-Marriotchanges"RoastBeef

Delight" to"RoastBeefRoadKill."

11 - Max Taylor loses his bal-

ance and skis off a 4,000 foot cliff

at Vail. He lands on a group of

Kappa Sigs. No one is injured,

except forMax Taylor and abunch

of Kappa Sigs. A passerby com-

ments, "His fall was awesome. I

got a great Polaroid."

1 3 - George Bush, in an attempt

to stabilize the economy, transfers

U.S. currency from dollars into

flex points and munch money.

16 - Ending doubts, NASA
launches the space shuttle "Dis-

covery." The shuttle successfully

achieves proper orbit, recovers a

damaged communication satellite,

and takes over 300 color photo-

graphs for the CIA of Mikhail

Gorbachev brushing his teeth with

a "capitalist wrist motion" before

crashing into an Eastern Airline

Jet en route from Miami to New-
ark.

18 - With great objection from

the student body, the administra-

tion generously sends the entire

Feminist Collective to march on

Washington for two years.

23-FletchNeeley, still trying to

make his parents hate him , gets his

black hair dyed blond and dons

leather boots.

25 - The Birkebeiner, Amer-

ica's largestsanctionedcross-coun-

try.ski race, is won by a Swedish

person.

26 - A story on the Swedish

person is featured on the frontpage

of the Catalyst.

28 - In an effort to conceal her-

self from the media. Tammy Faye

Bakker orders another truckload

of make-up.

March
1 -Cutler Board starts searching

for a Catalyst editorial staff to start

in fall of 1989, but finds none.

3 -Notknowing the microphone

is turned on, Jimmy Swaggert tells

the one about the Catholic, the

Jew, the Polack, and the homosex-

ual in front of 583 zillion viewers.

4 - In the case of San Diego

Yacht Club vs. New Zealand, the

Supreme court rules that Dennis

Connor wears "toomuch zincoxide

on his face" and awardsNew Zeal-

and the America's Cup.

5 - Cutler Board begs students

to apply for editor positions.

6 - Rumors start to circulate

about Eastern Airlines' possible

financial problems after theirNew
York to Los Angeles round trip

ticket drops to three and a half

dollars.

7 -Local meteorologists predict

that Spring has a 69% chance of

coming this year (plus or minus

65%)
9 - Spring Break hits C.C. The

campus is evacuated.

12 - An angry, non-union Co-

lombian grapepicker gets revenge.

19 - Fiji sponsors a post-Spring

Break simian contest. A native

Minnesotan wins with third degree

bums.

22 - Cutler Board, as is custom-

ary, asks Dennis Conner to be a

Catalyst editor.

25 - The administration refuses

to recognize the Phi Dells until the

national fratemityrecognizesthem.

The national fraternity will not

recognize the Phi Delts until the

C.C. administration recognizes

them.

April

2 - Gary Hart is seen aboard the

boat "Casual Sex" with seven 20-

year old women in bikinis. Hart

trying to calm the flock of report-

ers, says,"They areallgoodfriends

ofmy daughter."

3 - The Phi Delts make prog-

ress. The administration will now
recognize the Phi Delts on Tues-

days and Thursdays if the national

fraternity will agree to recognize

them on Saturdays.

4 - Cutler Board calls up Gary

Hart and asks him to accept an

editorial position on the Catalyst

next fall.

5 - Breaking the cardinal rule of

"driving an oil tanker under the

influence," Capt. Finneas J.

Whoopie steers his oil tanker into

an Eastern AirlineJeten route from

Miami to Newark. Millions of

tourists flock to Alaska to seewhat

the Alaskan Tourist Department

calls "beautiful black beaches"

despite rumors of 5 million miles

of coastline rotting with oil.

7 -The Art Department' s major

sculpture, resting in the quad, is

innocently picked up by four help-

ful city garbage men.

8 - The Catalyst features a pic-

ture of a crying art student on the

front page.

10 - Jim Bakker, having been

shuffled in and out of the PTL 17

times, decides to sell his theme

park and run againstPatRobertson

and Michael Dukakis forpresidenl

in 1990 (which is not an election

year).

16 - Thinking that all dinners

are served "picnic style" in Culler

Quad with a live band, permanently

hungover prospective students

leave C.C. after "Open House

Weekend."

21 - The Disparaging Eye re-

ceives 48,998 different fonts as a

giftfrom CutlerBoard In an overly

excited manner, the editors use

48,900 of them in the next issue.

23 - America finally comes to

the realization that Dan Quayle is

actually Vice-President of the

United States.

May
1 - Experts reveal that Mikhail

Gorbachev's world famous birth-

mark is actually "a coffee stain."

2-Seniors celebrate havingonly

fourdays ofschool leftby drinking

heavily.

3-A student tanning in the quad

gets doused by the sprinklers and

melts.

4 - George Bush, in an act of

friendship, asks Gorbachev to be

an editor on the Catalyst.

5 - Catalyst editors celebrate

last issue by drinking heavily.
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ISCOURSE
[dis'kors] n. communication of ideas, information, etc.; ability to reason.

'[Opus dies!

Should space junk have smooshed the Penguin?

•p PRO
see '

by Marc Leonard

pus died. So what!? It's an

imaginary character for crying

I out loud. Call 911 and have

them send over an emergency

lattoonist if you care that much.

, After ten years, the only visible change I

Xi
ouldniakeoutwasanenlargementofOpus'

U use. That's not surprising when one con-

ifers that the characters look like they

ome from the planet Zoog and have dia-

,B„ to match.

Iknow I am just a beginner Bloom County

r
In yesterday's Bloom County comic strip, Opus the Penguin died. In the words of

fellow strip member Portnoy, "A chunk ofspace shuttlejust Tellon blob butt." Author

Berke Breathed had announced his intention to stop writing the strip. But no one

guessed this action could possibly include the extermination or the beloved Opus.

Bloom County is one of the country's most popular strips and certainly so at C.C. Is

the lamentation so many students and faculty feel justified? Or is this penguin just

another black smear on cheap newsprint paper? ^^

CON
By Bill Porter

hi

I suppose after ten years I

:ould get attached to Opus,

iut, then again, after ten years

could get attached to read-

bi ng those cheezy horoscopes.

tader and my opinion doesn'trankas high

s some of the more advanced readers, but it

f
eemslikeBreaihedisonsomebadacidtrip.

'

ih suppose after ten years I could get attached

hav j Opus, but then again after ten years I

ould get attached to reading those cheezy

re'y oroscopes

Much to the distrss of both Binkley and Bloom County readers. Opus lies

squashed under the nose of the space shuttle.

from Bloom County. May 4. 1989

jroscopes. j -p

For some reason, though, Americans are crazy about Opus. I wouldn t be surprised it

Host of our nation's papers carried an obituary for him/her.

OBITUARY

Onus, a unisex talking penguin, died today as the nose of the space shuttle decided to

),eakoff,re-enterlheatmosphere,andlandonhlmlher. Fansandfriendswhowish to pay

my last respects to Opus should arrive at Bill the Cat's Funeral Home on Saturday where

Vslher two dimentional body will be traditionally creamaled by a paper shredder.

Sure, Garfield doesn't measure up, but America has survived the assassination of four

presidents and two world wars; maybe, just maybe, we can survive the death of Opus

PHOTO SURVEY: Reactions to Opus' traumatic death

AAACKKTHPPH
Opus is dead, and the comic

pages will never be the same

_ again.

When Berke Breathed announced he was

bringing his much-bclovcd Bloom County

comic strip to a close, no one suspected he

would kill off Opus die Penguin.

The exploits of Opus formed the focus of

Breathed' s strip. We witnessed the Great

Mothcrquest, as Opus stood on an iceberg

surrounded by millions of penguins and

exclaimed: "Remember when Marlin Perk-

ins would show those scenes of a mother

and her young somehow finding each other

among a herd of thousands?... Well, it's a

bunch of crapola."

We wiinessed his capture by a mob of

young college revolutionaries - "They seem

to be mosUy business students wearing tic-

dyed polo shirts, gcllling stoned on beer and

demanding severe cutbacks in social pro-

grams."

We witnessed his unsuccessful bid for the

While House with Bill the Cat (although he

was almost replaced by Barbara lordan,

"who would attract blacks, women and lib-

eral intellectuals to the ticket. They think

you would only attract short, fat-nosed people who smell vaguely of herring guts.").

And finally in a situation with which many males at C.C. could sympathize, we

witnessed Opus' dale with Alt Mushpie. She explained, "Let's get things understood for

thisdate .. I don't like men. I don't like men atall. I don't like men even a teensy weensy

bit Infact.someofusconside* themaleofthespeciesjustone big.uglybrutishabcrrauon

of evoluuon" (to which Opus responded, "I'm not getung any hickics tonight, am I?").

Opus provided a humorous, but always accurate, depiction of the world in which wc live.

Nothing is ever as it seems; order and sense are in short supply. And each comic strip frame

captured a segment of our bizarre and unexplainable society.

We laughed so hard at Opus because we were laughing hard at ourselves. Opus

personified the bewilderwent we all too often feel. Like Opus, we arc constantly set back

by the confusion swirling around us. Every time we think we've figured it all out, we find

out we're still wrong.
BjoQm County characters created and drawn by Berke—"

Breathed; copyright ©1983. 1985. 1987 by The Washington

Post Company.
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The most important thing

I learned this year is...

"Thai you don't have to be

anybody, but yourself."

- Kristie Roser

"Colorado College is the

most conservative liberal arts

college in the nation."

- Ben Peery

"How to deal with granolas."

- Jon Ahem

"Not
dykes."

all Feminists are

-Mike Kerwin

"Yes, it's possible to cook a

potato over 50 different ways."

- Steve Bartos

"C.C. is the place for girls to

send their boyfriends."

-Randy Benzel

"How to procrastinate.

- Cissy Wafford

"That most C.C. females have

boyfriends already."

- Chris Stutz

"That being on the Catalyse

staff isn't nearly as much fun as

everyone said it would be."

-Courtney Jackson

"How to put up with shit."

- "Tex" White

"Hot tubs can be dangerous to

your bathing suit"

-Nicole Condit

"How to have a good time

under pressure."

-Pat McShane

"I didn't learn anything."

-Peter Padilla

"To knock before entering."

-Gwyn Mauritz

"The existence of nirvana in

7-EIeven nachos."

-Julie Coyne

"Democrats are people, too •

-Allen E. Dim,

"You can't always get wh
you want"

-Courtney Cult

"Everything looks like if
;

spelled write at 6 a.m.

-Courtney Murphy

This is a test of the Catalyst Pub'

lishing System. Had this been

real Space Filler, we would hav

been severly scoldedhy our Edi

tor-in-Chief and told to replac

itwithmeaningfulwriting(likei

written byDougLansky, BUlPoi

ter, or Marc Leonard). How
ever, this is only a test.

99 Roundtrip Airfares

On Northwest Airlines.

r BOS JFK
$99 roundtrip

r

New tori City

(99 roundtrip

ATL
Atlanta

$99 roundtrip

A special offer for students,

only forAmerican ExpressCardmembers.
If you want to go places, it's time for the American

Express" Card.

Because now you can take advantage of new travel

privileges on Northwest Airlines onfyforfull-lime

students who carry theAmerican Express Card.

Travel privileges that offer:

J^ Two $99 roundtrip tickets—fly to many of

NORTHWEST me raore **m '80 cities x ^ N
"

AIRLINES west in the contiguous 48 United States.

UOOKTOUS Only one ticket may be used per six-

month period.

SpecialQuarterlyNorthwestDestinalionDiscounts

throughout1989-uplo25% offmostavailable fares.

5,000 bonus miles in Northwest's WORLDPERKS"

free travel program—where only 20,000 miles gets

you a free roundtrip ticket to anywhere Northwest flies

in the contiguous 48 United States or Canada—upon

enrollment through this special student offer.

And, of course, you'll enjoy all the exceptional

benefits and personal service you would expect from

American Express.

The only requirements for privileged travel: you

must be a Cardmember, you must be a full-time stu-

dent, and you must charge your Northwest Airlines

tickets with the Card*

Getting the Card is easier than ever because now

you can apply by phone. Just call 1-800-942-AMEX.

We'll take your application and begin to process it

right away. What's more, with our Automatic

Approval offers,

you can qualify now

while you're still in

school.

Apply now Fly later I

—for less.

Apply Now: 1-800-942-AMEX

fare is for roundtrip travel on Northwest Airlines. Tickets must be purchased within 24 hours after making reservations. Fares are non-refundable and no itinerary changes may be

made after purchase. Seals at this fare are limited and may not be available when you call. Travel must be completed by certificate expiration date and may not be available between

JR^VH-
|

ciUes to which Northwest does not have direct connecUons or routings. City fuel tax surcharges not included in fare from Boston ($2.50). Chicago ($5.00) and Florida cities ($2.00).

Certain blackout dales and other restrictions may apply. For complete off

mail. © 1989 American Express Travel Related Services Company, inc.



raduation opens a whole

new range of options for

many C.C. students. Chil-

dren are brought up believe -

ing that they can be anything they

want, andnow they will find out if that

belief is true. New pressures look

around every comer as the graduating

class of 1989 leaves the comfortable

sanctuary of The Colorado College.

The final issue of Insight contains

information for graduating seniors, as

well as future graduates. Inside is a

list of past graduates' majors and their

current fields. Information about the

Alumni Career Referral Program is

presented to assist you as you leave

Colorado Springs. Data on education

and income is included to convince

you that it really has been worth four

years of hard work.
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Graduating students from 1987

follow many different paths.
The big question when entering college is, "What do you major in?" After graduation the question hits

home, "Am I going to be able to get a job?" The graduating clasf of 1987 completed a survey stating

their chosen majors and how they followed up on them. A good point made by this survey is that the

chosen major does not determine the career.

list of majors and their careers

Anthropology
Performing Arts

arts and communication
business: management

^^^
community and non-profit *_.„„„. „,„,„„
graduate school

business: management

English Biology

arts and communication graduate school

graduate school

business: management

scientific

education

Mathematics History

graduate school graduate school

business: management business: management

business: finance

Geology
scientific

seasonal ... misc.

education

Religion
seasonal ... misc. arts and communication

community and non-profit business: management

graduate school seasonal ... misc.

seasonal ... misc.

Sociology
graduate school

community and non-profit

seasonal ... misc.

Art

Physics
scientific

graduate school

arts and communication

Political Economy
graduate school

business: finance

business: management

Economics
business: banking, finance

graduate school

business: management

Philosophy
graduate school

copimunity and non-profit

seasonal ... misc.

Languages
graduate school

business: management

arts and communication

Psychology
graduate school

community and non-profit

business: management

Political Science Chemistry
graduate school

business: management

business: finance

Comp. Lit.

graduate school

arts and communication

business: management

graduate school

scientific

government

Liberal Arts &
graduate school Sciences
arts and communication

community and non-profit

Of the 466 students re-

sponding to the question-

naire,

- 138 went on to graduate

school

- 77 went into business

- 56 went into arts or

communication

- 9 are seeking employ-

ment

Jobs satisfy bills as

careers fulfill dreams
The difference between jobs and careers is life and happiness. A job is something done tc

pay the bills, usually unenjoyable, whole waiting for the career to rear its "ugly head .The

career is what children dream about at night, plan in high school, follow up on in college

and graduate school, and dream about again in their mid-thirties. Careers are rarely achieved

because (according to Ed Mosier, placement director of Carnegie-Mellon University s

Graduate School of Industrial Administration in Pittsburgh) the graduated students do not

know how to package themselves. Also, students tent to pick their college, by the name and

reputation, not because it offers what they want.

A Job vs. A Career

V
I

A job

You exhange your time for money .

You take a position offered you if it

sounds "OK" and you feel you can

doit.

The decision does not necessarily relate

to any long-range plans of yours.

Pay raises are dependent on per-hour

increases given by the employer at a

fixed rate.

The job market controls you.

A Career

You exchange your time for money.

You seek and accept a position that makes

best use of your special interests, skills,

and talents.

Your position is a part of your long-range

life/work plan; you will learn from it.

Pay raises will be larger with your increase

in skill and responsibility.

You have control.
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So ... what are you
going to do with the

rest of your life?

klumnireierral program assists

(students after they leave C.C.
le you interested in:

Iploring career opportunities in a certain geographic location?

teting with Colorado College alumni in your part of the country?

laining assistance from Colrado College alumni as part of a career change?

The Colorado College Career Center
Alumni Career Referral Program

t Career Center and the National Alumni Council sponsor the Career Referral program

a service for students and recent graduates who are,beginning the search for career

portunities throughout the country. It's purpose is to provide an opportunity for alumni

share information about the community, insights and suggestions about employment

nds, data on typical entry level positions, and names of key people or companies to

proach.

Using the Referral Network

1. Determine the type of work or industry

about which you'd like more information

2. Prepare a resume that reflects your skills

and goals as they relate to the above

I Decide on the geographic area in

I which you would like to target in

your job search

4. Prepare a letter to the program coordinator for

the city of your interest; include the fact that

you are a C.C. graduate using the referral

network, state the field you with to investigate,

and include information about where you can be

reached.

Wait for the coordinator to repond with

the names of lumni contacts, whom you

may then reach by phone or mail

6. Always ask each contact for the names of others,

always follow up, and say thanks.

Career Referral

Program Coordinators

Boston

Sandy Urioste

25 Wigglesworth, #3

Roxbury, MA 02120

-or-

Thomas Shallow '81

1493 Beacon Street, #2

: Brookline, MA 02146

Chicago,

Betsy Fox '82

Bayer, Bess &
Vanderwarker

225 North Michigan Ave.

Chicago, IL 60601

Dallas

Laurie Marvin '80

4501 Druid Lane, #214

Dallas, TX 75205

Denver.

Nina Dulacki '84

3300 South Tamarac Drive,

N-306

Denver, CO 80231

-or-

Brad Friedman *82

2253 South Eagle Street

Aurora, CO 80014-1521

T,ns Angeles

David B. Schaeffer'81

Financial Institution

Advisory Group, Inc.

1 1 601 West Wilshire Blvd.

Suite 2410

Los Angeles, CA 90025

-or-

Rob Davidson '71

1625 Spruce Street

South Pasadena, CA 91030

-or-

Karen Post '78

2330 N, Topanga Canyon

Blvd.

Topanga, CA 90290

Minneapolis,

Douglas Van Metre

Assistant Vice President

First National Bank of

Minneapolis

Minneapolis, MN 55480

New York

Susan Tate Dwyer '75

Attorney

Herrick, Feinstein

2 Park Avenue

New York, NY 10016

San Diego

Winston Hait '88

1120 Pacific Beach Blvd.,

#3

San Diego, CA 92109

Sap Francisco

Jaye Preston '77

1221 -13th Avenue

Oakland, CA 94606

-or-

Harriet Holbrook '78

P.O. Box 1392

Memo Park, CA 94026

Seattle

LisaJ.Holtby'87

1631 • 16th Avenue, #305

Seattle, WA 98122

Wpshinifton D.C.

Thomas Brooks '66

Dickstein, Shapiro & Morin

2101 L Street N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20037

-or-

Randall T.Edwards '83

work:

505 F Street N.E.

Washington, D.C. 20003

home:

330 Eighth Street S.E.

Washington, D.C. 20003
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Career Center offers

resourcful programs
Student Career Advisors
The Career Center employs C.C. students who are trained to help you develop better self-

underSing through exploration of you abilities, interests, and values. They are

available by appointment for individual meetings or group sessions.

Regularly Scheduled Programs
Career programs are facilitated weekly by the staff. These offerings can also be provided

to campus groups by request.

Career Symposium \

The Career Center's annual symposium, held in January, provides and opportunity for all

students to visit informally with C.C. alumni for discussion of career possibiht.es.

Career Bulletin
You can receive a free subscription to the bulletin, published once a block, by contacting

the Career Center at x2426. This resource lists part-time and summer job openings,

internships and career-related work opportunities, graduate school information,

schdSp and fellowship competitions, possibilities for study abroad and international

positions, as well as current full-time employment.

Career Resource Library .,.,..,
Resources addressing a variety of topics are available in our library, including information

on different careers, job search techniques, employment directories, emP^ *"?;

graduate school directories and scholarship listings, internship programs and employment

opportunity bulletins.

C.C. graduates give advice
If you know what you want in a job after college try to work in a related field durinj

school or during summer vacation.

I think C.C. students should not be preoccupied with careers or grad. school unless

financially they have to. Taking time off and putting one's life in perspective is more im-

portant at this stage than grinding in undetermined directions.

-Look for interest, not $$.

-Can't think in terms of "career," but rather in terms ofjob. Career is a pompous, nebu

Ions, and distant goal; while a job you enjoy here andnow isa reality. "Careers" arefor op-

portunistic status seekers- jobs are for people who have the capacity to enjoy their work

in a daily, personal basis. Have faith that whatever you want to do today is what counts

and tomorrow will come of itself.

-Don't rush, enjoy life. Play now for you will work for the rest of your life.

-Go to graduate school if you want a real job.

-Start as early as possible, explore every avenue. Don't expect immediate fame and

fortune simply because you went to a good school. You are going to have to work twice as

hard in the real world!

•Earn enough that you can pay your loans.

Junior year internship in field of interest , Study abroad if possible.

•Take advantage of alumni contacts - many of the people 1 talked to said they had never

been called before - also, talk to everyone you can get an interview with, even ifthey 're not

in your field.

-After talking with many graduates who have "real"jobs almost ail agree - tAKE SOME
TIMEOFF before launching yourself into a career or on with more school There is plenty

of time later for senior endeavors - one can only benefit from relaxing andskiing/working

for a year.

% -Know somebody,

-Become a volunteeror intern during college - lack of exposure is the biggesthindrance

to getting a job. Be prepared to experience the worst year of your life after graduation.

-Travel! Don *t worry about this G°b searches). You've got time to learn. It'll work out.

Don't worry about motley either. Get enough for transportation and go! The only way to

grow is to not have everything fixed and paid for. Test yourself! Consult the Career Cen-

ter's considerable resources. Participate in interviews and internships for experience;

Examine all possible contacts — alumni, professors, friends, etc,

-Work during school when possible to maintain a working attitude. Don't fall into the

mythical presumption that you're better than other job applicants. You still have to start at

the bottom; but ifyoulearned to honestly saris atC.C you wilt get farther, faster than your

competition. Check all resources carefully, pay fees only when absolutely necessary.

:—Take a year off and see the world.

^-Don't get a "real"job until you have to.
. ___

Nearly 50% of

graduating seniors

from any college

do not have ajob

before graduating.

* Nancy Nish,

C.C. Career Center
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Education affect

potential incom

key

Studies of the relationship between highest level of edu

tion completed and average annual and lifetime earning

show that those with the most years of formal education

have the highest incomes. The data below shows avera

incomes for various levels of education anbd then show

what total lifetime earnings would be at that level if pei

spent 40 years after the normal date of high school grad

ation in college or in the labor force.

ike

ies

Wio

\C

These data are averages and many with only high schoc pr

training, or even dropouts, earn far more than those wit )>•

full college course. But, these are averages and on the

whole the more education one completes the more like!

one is to have higher earnings.

Highest Level of Education Complete

$36,000

30,000

24,000

16,000

8,000

$19,844

$16,605

iflliHf

less than 4 years one to three four or mora

4 years of high years of years of colli

of high school college

school

% unemployed

1 2.3%

4 LJll

i
i

8

12
11.6%
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>rize winning author to

peak at Commencement
By Julie Ingwersen

i

jlitzer Prize-winning

Br John Nichols will give

keynote address for C.C.'s

ji
commencement ceremony

day 15.

ichols graduated from

jKon College in 1962 with

A. and a publishing contract

bis first novel. The Sterile

:too. Since then, he has

jished four non-fiction

(S and six more novels,

of which have been made

movies.

t currently lives with his

j
and children in Taos, New

lico, where he remains

jn behalf of

ironmental and social causes.

an interview this week, he

ike about his upcoming

rad

survive in the years ahead-

1

suppose that's one way of

putting it. It's kind of a

combination of humor and

holocaust. ...I'm not really sure

how to articulate the theme per

se, in 25 words or less. It kind

of runs all around the map.

I thought I'd have some fun

and be serious, and see how

much I could incorporate. It'll

probably be a call to arms for

people who have spent billions

of dollars getting an education

and are expected to get good

jobs when they get out. Instead,

they should reject money,

security, wealth, and dedicate

their lives to serving others or

fulfilling interests. That kind

of thing, you know, rabble

rousing. I'm a good communist

hat are your connections

i

Colorado Springs?

tell, my dad taught at the

iversity of Colorado,

hoc gmoor campus for about 20

wj( rs, so I have been going in

out of the 'Springs since

jt 1972 or '73. He just

red last year.

that will the theme of your

tess be?

he title of the address is

ett e Sky's The Limit," and the

me is just basically a

:roscopic overview of the

net and how it's functioning

I
dysfunctioning. How we

fit into it and how best to

"Today I think that

atomic bombs will

probably be relatively

undamaging com-

pared to other things.

We create more

damage just from
pesticides, herbicides,

and Mr. Clean."

You mentioned things were a

little different from when you

graduated from school. You

went to Hamilton College in the

Sixties-do you think things

have changed a lot since then?

In your address for the Lloyd

endowed lecture last year, you

spoke about your post-graduate

experiences.

Curiously, I'm not so sure

that the planet has changed all

that much. It's just that all the

flash points are more critical

today than they were when I

graduated. But the same
evolution is always taking

place.

As for the atmosphere within

the educational community, it's

kind of curious, but my guess is

that the spirit of the 80's

reflects the spirit of the late

50's and early 60's. The middle

and late 60's were very volatile

times. An awful lot of

wonderful things happened in

education; liberalizing the

program, introduction of black

studies, ethnic studies, efforts

to combat racism, things like

that. And things seem to be

pretty conservative here in the

80's. I hear an awful lot of talk

that students have gotten much

more reactionary and expect if

they spend a billion dollars for

a private education, they're

going to grow up to be doctors

and lawyers.

Obviously the world is in

worse shape; or, what's

- happened is that there is more

awareness, let's say, of ecology

and things like that in the

environment. People are

beginning to realize that, boy,

if we don't stop and change

direction, we're going to rub

ourselves out. When I was in

photo by Juanlta Nichols

Writer John Nichols will deliver the Keynote Address at

Commencement,

college, the main worry was

that we were going to blow

ourselves up with atomic

bombs. ...Today I think that

atomic bombs will probably be

relatively undamaging compared

to all the other things. We
create more damage just by

pesticides, herbicices, and Mr.

Clean.

What do you think are the

main challenges facing

graduates today?

Survival. Well, frankly, the

main challenge is to throw off

an awful lot of the values of

our economic system and

culture and to create a whole

new revolutionary society

dedicated to the survival of the

planet. But for all of us,

whether you're 15 or 50, that

means rejecting an awful lot of

the values and attitudes that

have been instilled in us since

birth. ...I think that's the main

challenge, because I think if

people get out and just go about

business as usual, well, you

might be earning one hundred

gTand a year, but you're only

going to live to be 40. The main

challenge then is to resist that

seduction.

UU1&C1VC3 UUl. « iivii . ,.«., ...

Mountain bikers pose threat

to local off-road trails

By Will Gadd

Before freshman year I spent

my entire summer earnings on a

brand new, gleaming mountain

machine. Arriving at Colorado

College, I expected to find

numerous mountain trails out

the back door and was

disappointed to find only

muddy Monument trickle. Then

I heard about The Mesas. I

pedaled out and found a real

wilderness area less than a mile

from C.C., free of pavement

and traffic, full of cactus and

yucca. Strewn amidst this

rolling terrain were the best

trails for mountain biking I had

ever ridden, with steep

drainages and perfect clay soil

for traction.

The Mesas are predominantly

city-owned, with some private

land unclearly marked. The area

is also unofficially known as

Sonderman Park, and has a

proposed mountain bike trail

through it, but actions by many

mountain biking enthusiasts

have threatened this area with

total closure to mountain bikes.

The problem results not from

marauding gangs of mountain

bikers, but from regular bikers

riding when the Mesas are wet.

Brian Gravestock, manager of

Criterium Bike Shop, said "I

watch people, C.C. students

and others, walk in here with

muddy broken derailleurs from

riding in the Mesas after rain

storms. They ought to stop

abusing their equipment and

start thinking about the

environment." Gravestock

continued, "When you ride a

bike out there when it is wet,

you a leave a two and a half

inch groove for all to see. The

groove often stays there for

years, and causes heavy erosion."

Gravestock commented that

while the Mesas are a great

place to ride, care must be taken

to use the same ecological ethic

there that people use in the

backcountrv. Mountain bike

abuses have already closed all

city parks to bikes, but

fortunately county parks are

still open to riders. Part of the

problem in terms of C.C.

students develops out of a

feeling that students are only

here for a short period. Their

actions, though, have a

permanent effect on the

community.

A volunteer working on the

Barr Camp trail commented

that he sees many riders using

tne trail, but has yet to see a

mountain biker working to fix

it. The volunteer fell that

skidding tires was the main

reason for trail damage on Ban-

Camp, and that riding slower

and in control prevented the

ruts around corners from

forming. Barr Camp is an

excellent ride up Pikes Peak,

but respect towards hikers and

the environment must be

exercised here as well. Many

hikers tell of encounters they

have had with totally out of

control cyclists, and these

hikers are the people city

council listens to.

Common courtesy and a little

ecological good-sense can go a

long way towards keeping

popular mountain bike areas

open. There are many alternate

routes, such as North Cheyenne

Canyon, that provide a high

fun-factor in wet conditions

without damaging trails. For

anyone who wants to enjoy the

Mesas and has not yet been to

this fun but fragile area, head

west on Uintah under 1-25 and

turn right on Walnut. Turn left

after four or five blocks and go

exploring! Just look back to

make sure there isn't a swath of

damage.
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Two C.C. seniors win Watsons
By Julie Ingwersen

Granted $13,000 and given

one year to spend it

independently anywhere outside

the continental United States,

two C.C. seniors are about to

let themselves loose on the

world. Seniors Shannon McGee
and Mike Wang have both won
Watson shcolarships for 1990.

McGee, a sociology major and

Women Studies minor, will

travel to Egypt for her project.

"I'm going to Cairo to examine

women's participation in the

resurgence of the Islamic

fundamentalist movement.
"There's a certain rise of

support of fundamental Islamic

law.. .students are making a call

for a return to Islam."

Wang's proposal involves

Taiko drumming on Sado Island

in Japan. He says he "will be

studying drumming and the role

of training in drumming
schools." He will leave in July

or early August and spend a

full year at the Kado School,

where he has been accepted into

a Taiko drumming program.

McGee became interested in

the Watson foundation after

organizing a residential

program featuring four C.C.

Watson Scholars. "I was really
(

excited about their proposals,"

she said.

She later took a class in

Manchester, England, where she

encountered a fairly sizable

Arabic community. McGee met

with a number of Islamic

women who were also studying

at the University there. In

conversations with these

women, McGee was intrigued

by the role of women within

the Moslem faith.

"What's most interesting

about my proposal is that the

women who are returning to

Islam are highly educated

university students. My guess

is that wearing a new form of

the veil, called a hilab, will

allow women to participate in

the private and public sectors of

society.

"The new veil is much easier

for women to wear; it doesn't

cover the face, it's not so

restricting. The veil now draws
attention to the face, rather

than directing it away from the

face.. .it's possible that the new
veil liberalizes, rather than

oppresses, women."
Wang had read about the

projects of previous Watson
fellows at C.C. "I'd been
thinking of a number of ideas,

and then it all came together

this fall. I studied in Tokyo my
junior year, and I've also been
drumming for thirteen years."

Though he created his. own
proposal, Wang claims "I was
helped by a billion profs."

Scholarships from the
Thomas J. Watson Foundation
provide a $13,000 stipend for

one year's research. The
scholarships are generally not

intended for tuition; instead

Scholars work independently on
projects of their own creation.

Each year the Foundation
invites C.C. to nominate four

students for the award, and
these candidates are screened by
the national committee. Of 200
applicants, 75 scholars are
chosen. McGee asserted that

"everyone should apply for a
Watson. It's a wonderful
grant."

Art professor teaches antiquated
print method in eighth block class

By Courtney Murphy

Jackson House is home to one

of C.C.'s best-kept secrets - the

Press at Colorado College.

As part of Professor Jim Tris-

sel's 8th block class. The Book, a

group of five students discovered

this well-hidden secret These stu-

dents are involved in an experi-

ence which is not only unique to

C.C, but to many of the nation's

colleges and universities as well.

They are Iearningaboutletterpress

printing.

Letterpress printing is an anti-

quatedmethodof reproducing the

written word which involves long,

labor-intensive hours and a great

deal of patience. This process

requires enormous patience be-

causeeach letter is placed by hand,

as is each space and punctuation

mark.

Letterpress printing is a one-

of-a-kind experiencebecause there

are so few letterpresses still in op-

eration. Only about ten have sur-

vived since the invention of the

more profitable forms of printing

If this is such a unique system,

then why does C.C. have a press ?

The answer lies with Trissel, who
is the driving force behind the

Press.

Trissel began the Press about

ten years ago, when he purchased

a used press at an auction. Then
chair of the Art Department, Tris-

sel took a sabbatical to acquaint

himself with the workings of the

printing equipment he had pur-

chased.

The Press printed its first lim-

ited edition in 1978. Since then the

Press hasexpanded and is not only

responsible for printing limited

edition projects, but for printing

many ofthe quality posters which
are distributed on campus as well.

Trissel says he really enjoys the

letterpress printing process. "It's

the meeting point for a lot of dif-

ferentthings - visual arts, editorial

(skills), typography, craft, graph-

ics, and literature."

Letterpress printing is

an antiquated method
of reproducing the

written word which
involves long, labor-

intensive hours and a

great deal of patience.

Trissel stresses that his appre-

ciation for letterpress is aesthetic

and not simply, "something which

is to be carried on foritsown sake."

The members of Trissel's class

have worked long hours this block

to complete a collection ofpoems

by Professor Jane Hilberry of the

English Department. There are 75

copies ofHilberry'spoems entitled

The Girl with the Pearl Earring.

The project should be completed

by next Monday.

Virtually all of the work on the

books, which consists of printing,

collating, sewing, and gluing, was

done by Trissel's students.

It is unusual for a class of this

type to be taught at C.C. Aside

from the uniqueness of letterpress

printing, another factor is also

apparent C.C's liberal arts tradi-

tion usually shuns any kind of

vocational training. Trissel's stu-

dents are being taught less theory

than practical application.

As Trissel points out though, "It

is not a textbook class or an aca-

demic sitdown. It is a reasonable

assumption that learning can be

from the outward."
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Professor Jim Trissel oversees his students' work in the
Press at Colorado College.

Just 10 Minutes Away!

Delicious cuisine
and excellent service

in an historic setting.

the

Stagecoach Inn
*-* RESTAURANf

702 Manitou Ave. • 685-9335 » 685.93
Banquets • Catering • Reception
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through summer

Josh and John's
Please Call 632-0299
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Your Laundry!!!
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«£§£ Laundry
^ Cleaners

S\

1931 W. Uintah

1/2 Block West

King Soopers

per
pound

with C.C. ID

Good through May 15
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Lee's Liquor
502 W. Colorado Ave 520 - 9907

We want to help you celebrate your
graduation and the beginning of your

summer vacation with our beer on tap!!\

We look forward to seeing those of you

who return in September for another year!!

Good luck to all ofyou! Have a|

safe and fun vacation!

We thank you for your patronage!
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S PORTS
[thletic Shorts

|
The Tiger's 1989 season and six-game winning streak

itne toan end last Sunday with a 9-5 loss toAirForce in

leRockyMountain Lacrosse Association championship

orttest played at AFA's Cadet Fieldhouse. Colorado

nfcdlege ended the campaign with an overall recordof 7-

Tm under first-year head coach Steve Beville. Junior

wBttackman Eric Petersen (Littleton, CO).won the team

.-coring title with 36 goals and 25 assists for 61 points,

iinior attacfcman Mike Alkaitis (New York, NY), who
""Wuffered aSeparated shoulder in Sunday's game, finished

«th:3§ goals tolead C.C.
:

in that category.

Somen's Soccer
eeks national title

By Mike Kerwin

fith the loss of only one

iter to graduation, the C.C.

imen's Soccer Team should

pe again compete for the

lional Championship in

19.

Last season, Coach Dang
mlvech lead his team to a 14-

record and was given the

niber three ranking in the

don, going into the NCAA
imament. An upset loss to

: University of California at

rkeley in the quarter final

ind cost the Tigers a chance

North Carolina and the

.donal Championship.

The loss of senior, three time

l-American goalkeeper Janine

para will definitely hurt the

jer's defense.

Szpara will be replaced by

i-shirted freshman Kris Zeits,

to played goalkeeper for the

lited States, nineteen and

der, West Regional Team,
fore she was injured in 1987.

its is coming off major knee

rgery in both February and

ly of 1988. She is still not

e-hundred percent but expects

be completely healthy by

i summer, in time for the

st game of 1989. If healthy,

could provide the

alkeeping necessary to win a

ational Championship.

A returning starter from last

ison will be defender Shelly

parobich, who will be coming

ick from off-season hip

gery that should help her:;

gain back a great deal of her

mobility.

The other returning defensive

starters include freshmen Tami
Carteen and Robin Neigel, as

well as sophomore All-

American Laura Jones.

Junior Maryclaire Robinson

leads a group of talented

midfielders who will return

for the 1989 campaign. Joining

Robinson at the mid-field

position will be junior Keri

Schloredt, and freshmen
Christen Maw, Charry Korgel,

and Stacey Messer.

Last years leading scorers

will return next season to lead

the offense. Junior Kerri

Tashiro and freshman Carla

Thompson shared the scoring

title last season and are looking

for bigger and better things

during the upcoming season.

The remainder of the team

will be made up of returning

sophomores Meg Williams and

Jen Rodi, as well as freshmen

Nicole Plotkin, Cissy Wafford

and Angie Diaz. These players,

plus strong incoming recruits,

should provide the Tigers with

an exceptionally strong

sideline.

The C.C. Women's Soccer

Team should once again be

ranked among the top five

teams in the nation next

season. Their ultimate goal of

winning a National
Championship is a very real

possibility in 1989, as long as

the team is able to stay healthy

and avoid costly mistakes

during big games.

Iftiree time Ail-American goalkeeper Janine Szpara Is

he only starter that will graduate this spring.
fllle photo

Aran Jacob and Andy Abel fend off a C.U. attack.
photo courtesy of Alison Dunlap

C,C. to host national
cycling championship
Repenning becomes C.C.'s first conference champion

By Alison Dunlap

Last weekend in the cold and

furious winds of Laramie,

Wyoming, junior Nelson
Repenning dominated the Rocky

Mountain Cycling Conference

by winning the 50 mile

championship road race. He has

become C.C.'s first conference

champion in cycling since the

club began in 1986.

His effort was further

strengthened with strong

finishes by Dave Peters, Ted
Anderson, and Mike Taffe.

In the Men's B race, Terry

Ashby placed fifth. When asked

why he didn't win, he said he

tried to stay with a three

person C.U. break, but was run

off the road and dropped from

the group.

In the women's 36 mile race,

sophomore Alison Dunlap, the

lone entry from C.C, placed

third and prevented C.U. from

dominating the top finishing

places. The entire team placed

second to C.U. in the overall

standings.

In the first race of the season,

the entire C.C. team travelled

to Pueblo and once again fought

the cold, wind, and occasional

snow. C.C. completely

dominated the competition.

Repenning broke away with a

C.U. rider in tow early on in

the 30 mile circuit race. He
easily out-sprinted the C.U.

rider by more than 50 yards for

the victory. The rest of the

Men's A team had strong

finishes in the main group.

In the women's race, Cathy

Porter and Alison Dunlap broke

away from the main group early

and went on to lap the field. In

the final sprint Porter edged

out Dunlap by a mere bike

length for the victory. These

outstanding efforts gave C.C.

the overall win.

Two weeks later in Boulder,

C.C. didn't fare as well. The A
Team, however, with

outstanding efforts from Ted

Anderson, Terry Ashby, and

Dave Peters helped Repenning

to another solo win.

In the women's race, the C.C.

team started off strong, but

was taken out of the

competition when most all of

them were lapped by the main

group. Dunlap was able to

remain with the lead group

consisting entirely of C.U.

riders. There was a three person

break away, so by winning the

field sprint, Dunlap placed

fourth. Beth McMillian, Meg
O'Brian, Tracy Reed, Karen

Endacott, Alison Grommc,
Becky Sharp, and Alison Dunlap

made up the largest women's
team C.C. has ever fielded for a

race.

At the end of this month
(May 20 and 21), C.C. will

host the Collegiate Cycling

National Championships. The
road race will be at the Air

Force Academy and the

critcrium will be downtown,
starting near Josh and John's.

At last year's National

Championships in California,

C.C. didn't fare as well as

expected. "We didn't do so well

there," Repenning admits, "It

was 102 degrees the day of the

race, compared to about 80

where we'd been practicing. The
schools from California and the

Southwest were more used to

the heat, so they did better. We
drank as much water as we
could, but it wasn't enough."

This year, however, should

prove to be much different.

With Nelson Repenning coming

off a victory in the conference

championships, Cathy Porter,

who has ridden in the fabled

Coors Classic, and Alison

Dunlap who placed in the lop

20 at last year's nationals, C.C.

should make a strong bid to

take home our school's first

championship trophy.
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Men's Track prepares
for California

Women's Lax stomps D.U.,

C.S.U.; secures winning seasoi

By Margol Gray

Erik Schroeder

By College Relations

The C.C.'s Men's Track Team
is in top form, as it prepares

for the Chico State Invitational

California this coming
weekend (May 6th).

On April 29, C.C.
participated in the Colorado

State Invitational in Ft.

Collins, CO.There, C.C.'s

Chuck Puga threw 49 feet 30-

1/2 inches for 2nd, sophomore
Erik Schroeder registered a

season best of 4:02 for 3rd

(1500m), freshman James
Rankin a 4:07 (1500m) season

best, and freshman Pat Judge

ran a personal best of 4:23 for

the 1500m (meters). Later,

C.C.'s sophomore Van Stone

ran a personal best of 2:00.7 for

the 800m, as well as junior

Paul Koch, a 2:13.2 for the

distance. All-in-all, the team is

peaking and ready for the trip

to California.

Other C.C. results were:

Paul Koch^(:24 (1500m), Scott

Gorthy-4:45 (1500m), Steve

Mottram-123.34 (100m,
unfortunately, he pulled a

hamstring). Matt Leighton-

12.78 (100m) and a 25.47

(200m), Mike Lewis-52.28

(400m), and Tim Lambert-
11.41 (Steeplechase-3,000m).

C.C.'s Tor Petersen and

Chuck Puga have already

qualified for Nationals in

Naperville, Illinois, May 24-

27, in the decathlon and

shotput, respectively.

• The C.C. Women's Lacrosse

Team won two more games
against D.U. and C.S.U. last

week, winding up their season

with a record of 4-3.

On Thursday at C.S.U., the

Lady Tigers' teamwork was the

key to their success as they

played without any substitutes.

Erin Luke and Co-Captain

Donna Howland were able to

stop the opposition at mid-

field, while Christy Kirk

consistently managed to get the

ball from the draw. Playing

wing, Jen Neibauer helped on

mid-field connections, as well

as setting up on offense, where

Laura Jenney and Beth

Carpenter, with her wild

cradle, dominated the shooting,

each with five scores.

In their last game of the

season against D.U., the C.C.

team played at home in the

bitter cold, winning 17-1.

On offense, Cydney Dundon

was the high scorer, with four

shots, and Beth Carpenter and

Co-Captain Julie Slotnick, each

followed up with three.

Helping out, both offensively

and defensively, was Stephanie

Holcumb.
The Tigers kept the pressure

on throughout the game,
preparing themselves for

competition against the

Women's Club Team the

following day; however, the

game was cancelled on Sunday

due to snow.

Overall, this year's season

was sometimes difficult for the

Women's Lacrosse Team, since

the team was small and often

short of substitutes. Coach

Michelle Giarratano said,

haven't had so few players

years, but it worked
alright. With a smaller teaBjjn
you can count on each oti £n(
more and it encouraged <

team unity."

636-2112
Wtthdoys 4 PM Till A
Saturday 11 AM Till Sm AM
Sunday 11 RM Till Midnight

Delicious Handspun Pizza

with only the freshest ingredients

delivered to your door.

Our 18 Special Features include:

Pepperoni

Sausage

Canadian Bacon

Ground Beef

Mushrooms

Green Peppers

lalapeno Peppers

Anchovies

Double Cheese |2 Items)

Black Olives

Onions

Tomatoes

Shrimp |2 items)

Oysters

Cheddar Cheese

Thick Crust

Extra Cheese 1 1 i

Pineapple

TWo - 14"

Cheese Pizzas
for only

$8*98 (p1"* *")

Bonus! for CC Students!

Order two or more toppings

on each pizza and receive

a two liter bottle of Pepsi.

Limited Delivery Area

Not Valid with any other offer

Offer must be requested when ordering

Itoo - 10"

Cheese Pizzas
for only

$4.98 (plus tax)

Bonus! for CC Students!

Order two or more toppings on each pizza

and receive 2 - 16 oz. bottles of your

favorite soft drink
Limited Delivery Area

Not Valid with any other offer

Offer must be requested when ordering
'

Moonlight
Madness
8 p.m. - 1 a.m.

One - 12" one topping pizza

plus

2 16 oz. bottles of

your favorite Soft Drink

for $4.97 (plus tax)

Additional toppings $.65

VISA & MASTER CARD ACCEPTED ON ANY SIZE DELIVERY ORDER

^FREE DELIVERY— — FREE DELIVERY^.

i\\x

X)L1]
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Brushstrokes Drama Department's Red

Noses closes its year with
energy, talent and
entertainment

By Rob Peck
j

kfck Miles' untitled, unlnflctted scupture is photo by Andrea Rex
pod© to fBt the space Tn Worner Center's.

htfiuM. .;. ....

By Michael kindenberger

his block the art department offered a course titled Public Sculpture,

rse which is unique to Colorado College. This uniqueness stems

nthefactthai halfof thecourseis taught as art historywh^etheQth&

iir i s taught ss studio art Professor RutftKolarik teaches the art history

igment and professor Carl Reed teaches the studio segment. Reed

.xplains^'Unlikcimstarteou^

is does both. We Study from a historical as well as a technical

indpointWe try tosolvesomec^^sarfleproplems tbatartshave over

Jiory,".- -

|]The-"art btstory aspe-cs: of the class requires students to have a basic

nderstanding of the role of public sculpture over history and examines

saSold^sSto^

ass explores no* only the works themselves butalso the relationship of

leartbttothcrestofsociety.ThatLS.liecausclhc wulplurc? undci nil.

r)Lhepubncu\iSm i
3.iiJ.stsovcrifieyears (

atleastu>someextent,have

n expected to answer to the pubhc regarding their works. Reed says

!ai theelass "stresses how the artist can't be isolated from the public"

d that any traditional notion that one may have of a public artist as a

fcluseVis completely false, ;--:--'

_

jThe Studiosegment of the class studies a number of themes in public

lit whieft students are asked to address in their own pieces* As an

EampU^toconjunctitm with thereat nation-widecbntest,eacrt member

i the class was asked to present a model of his or her ideafor a Korean

fii veterans memorial. Not only did one have to present a depiction of

x proposed memorial itself, but one also had to address issues associ-

Kd with public sculpture such as how the memorial would relate to its

metfi^ surrounding, accessibility to the memorial, and the public's

. n- .n 10 the piece As might be expected the the studio a pctofthe

juj^e allows students to undergo some of the same processes that have

fcamstswiiKh are studied m the history aspect o( the course. =

EarUer this week, students as well as the restof the community, had the

\ince io watch professional artist Dick Miles put up his air-supported

ace m the atrium of the Werner Center. Students also had the chance

shclp Mites install his public sculpture. Reed explains that by bringing

ui professional artist, students not only have the chance to participate

h the ihstallment of a- commissioned work but can also watch the

action of the public to the finished piece.- ;..;". _-...;.

According to Reed, Public Sculpture attracts' a variety of students

mging.-from the^senior^j^a^'tb'l^novice^aiit^tBet^Lobrac
I ays in regard to the field ofpublic sculpture, "(-Public) sculpture projects

fttyou thinking in adtfferentway{because of>tbepublic interaction; the

fcacion a lot of people around you is fun. Public sculpture is more of

Bsocial artbecause it is there for everyone."

I Fellow seniorait major Nell Gould says, "I made two huge spiders out

garbage, put them outside ofWornet and scared everyone; we called

sculpture... it's great."

I Economics major Ann Mason says, "It's a great class because you

Bon' t need to have an art history or studio arts background to enjoy the

ass." Fellow art novice Todd Prusin says in regard to his final projec t,

think as one who's had no experience making models, I'm not really

spared torjuild a model ofArmstrong... f like large things... that'swhy

(took the class and I hope we continue to pursue these topics."

I Anotherstudent explained thatoneof the best aspectsof the classis the

tendon it pays to the business aspect of public sculpture. Dick Miles,

(lien talking to the class stressed how one, as a public artist, has to be

Both businessman as well as artist,

T Junior, art history major Cristina Bordes took on a different issue

Ptirely,saying, "Doing that (studio) work iskind of fun. Itpisses meoff

fough when I tell people I'm taking Public Sculpture and they laugh

^ause there's a lot more work than they think there is." Cristina

Joitcludedby explaining*"You learn about it (public sculpture) but then

|ou actually get to do it
"

:

This week in Armstrong 32
the Drama Department presents

Red Noses by Peter Barnes, a

farcical look at the Black
Plague. This particular

production, under the non-
evident direction of Ncal
Barron, ranges from gut-

splitting laughter to eye-
closing boredom.

The first feature of the play

which you are bound to notice

is its length. With the

Intermission, the play runs for

three and one half hours. But

the length of the play is not a

problem for the audience; it is a

problem for the actors. The
play moves right along with

interesting performances, sight

gags and slap stick comedy
happening all around the

audience. Yet the energy waxes
and wanes throughout the show
carrying the audience along on a

roller coaster ride from
moments that are absolutely

hilarious to moments which
fall flat on their big red nose.

The constant thread of the

show is Chris Burns in the lead

role of Father Flote. His

energy is constantly high (if

not overwhelming) throughout

the show and since he is almost

always on stage he keeps the

show moving.

In the category of wonderful

performances, three people

merit high praise. Aaron Singer

is hilarious as Pope Clement

the sixth. Jonathan Knight

commands the stage brilliantly

with his dead-pan delivery as

A glimpse at the dress rehearsal of Red Noses already
shows energy. Photo by Andrea Rex

Father Toulon. And perhaps

least apparent, but most

delightful, is the brilliant

performance of Laure Warncr-

Munroe as Sonncrie, Master

Bells. She is a breath of true

love and warmth in a cast of

sometimes over-acted hams.

Other brilliant moments
come from Lisa Lane, Curtis

Saulnicr, and Adam Mishaga.

And if you need a laugh at any

point in the show, just look at

Paul Raphaclson as the second

flagellant.

The set is eerie with black,

rotting corpses lining the scats

and the walls. As always, the

costumes arc brilliant, ranging

from fabulous to hilarious.

The acting is, for the most
part, good and the technical

aspects of the show arc great.

So what's wrong with it? The
show is disconnected - a

predictable result of a three and
one half hour performance. And
the fault seems to lie with the

director. He fails to draw the

actors together as a company
and lets them get away with

too many un-funny acting

decisions while at the same
time relying too heavily on
sight gags and missing the

inherent funnincss of the lines

in the script.

Red Noses alternates between

the amusing and the boring, but

if you make it to the end the

amusing wins out. And you
need to make it tot the end;

poignam and realistic, the

ending stands out against the

zaniness of the rest of the

show. Go see Red Noses, with

six performances there are

plenty of chances; but don't

make any other plans for the

rest of the day.

fIREHOSE to
Cutler Quad

blast

By Kristin Thomson

Forecast for Saturday, May
6th.. ..blazing heat with no sign

of relief. Increasingly high

decibels along the foothills,

with a high perspiration

warning issued from 2 pm until

further notice. ...Fire hazard

extreme. Expect conditions to

be the most concentrated in

Cutler Quad...

Tomorrow afternoon prepare

to delve into a blastfurnace of

pyrotechnic antics when
fIREHOSE bounces and bounds

into Cutler Quad at 2 pm - as

just one stop on their

whirlwind Springboard tour.

Two members of this three-

piece band were in the

Minutemen, one of the most

profound punk bands of the

early 80s, which sadly ended in

1984 with the tragic death of

lead singer/guitarist D. Boon.

Remaining members Mike Watt

and George Hurley were

considering retiring from the

scene when young Ed Crawford

ventured from his Ohio home
and literally appeared on Mike

Walt's California doorstep,

asking for the chance to replace

Boon.

That was four years ago.

Since then fIREHOSE has

toured incessantly across the

States and in Europe, and has

released three albums on SST -

Ragin' Full On, Ifn and their

latest, fROMOHIO.
How to describe fIREHOSE?

Hmm. I hate trying to

categorize and compare bands.

Mike Walt once described

playing the bass "like jazz, jazz

is like a free-form ihing, but it

really ain't free-form, there's

tricks. When you use the

schtick, or whatever it is, rock

'n' roll, it combines a lot of

things that aren't together in

normal life; see, to try to gel

that gap open, and fill it, be

mortar, be grout." Watt's

description fits the whole

fIREHOSE speil. fIREHOSE
is the spackle of the alternative

music world, filling the chinks

between the plethora of styles

and influences. It is a

smorgasbord of sound, with an

all-you-can-cat deal on post-

punk, funk, bass-slapping, snare

tapping spunk.

Opening the show tomorrow

will be the hot Denver rapper

Lisa G. Complete with a

scratchmastcr DJ and, the

Motivators, Lisa struts around

the stage delivering the hard

line on rap. Previously Lisa has

energized the crowds for artists

like Sincad O'Connor and Public

Enemy. All the fun starts at 2

pm in Cutler Quad. This final

Livesounds show is free and

open to the public so pass the

word. Just beware of the heat.
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for

ew People
The Cure
Disintegration
Efectra Records

The Proclaimers
Sunshine on Leith
Chrysalis Records

By Ivan Locke By Rich Garrett

Tuesday was a perfect day for

the release of Disintegration, the

new album by The Cure. The sky

could not have been more perfect,

and fining to the album's mood-

It's somber melodies are certainly

a step away from KissMe KissMe
Kiss *fe.Tbe darkness of Disinte-

gration is woven into charming

harmonies, stung sharply by SyO\

thestzer and guitar.

This is not to say that the album

doesn't contain its good share of

catchy tunes. A very good but

slightlyrepetiUousone is"PicoAfes

of You." "Lullaby* the first Brit-

ish single from the album, will

probably make those people who
like songs like "Why Can't I Be
You" pretty nervous.

Robert Smith's haunting whis-

per is nerve-racking, so hands off,

this is specifically for the ghastly.

On thesame fevel,"TheSame Deep
Water as You** is Robertas latest

drenched fantasy. But it seems the

solitude and desperation ofearlier

albums has reached a higher pla-

teau. This time, when he drowns,

he goes under with the person be

loves.

, Imaginative, and constantly

evolvmg,h^JlieCttre*sfhemeishave

not changed much, their sound
certainly has. I gness.il might be
time to let imaginary boys fade

into the past, and get used to this

new sound. Smith's hissing and
crying is replaced by whispering,

which 1 personally think is bril-

liant Don't compare it to earlier

Cure, like I did, butembrace it with

anopenmind,
Sospui, laugh, shake your arms

in the darkness of yoor room, and
go feed thebats in the park. Give a

little prayer for Lol, who might be

leaving the band finally after 10

years of patience. If you ask me, I

think the emaciated O'Donnell

replaced him. Be mad.

Howdy all you little buckaroo:

and buckerettes out mere in C.C
land! I'm here to review the new
album by The Proclaimers, Sun-

shine on Leith:

Craig and Charlie Reid (The

ftrocfaimers) aretwoScottish twin

brothers bom out of a working*

class family. Up until about three

years ago, they were working as

ditch-diggers(seriously!)and play-

ing occasional gigs at small bars.

One fine day, they were heard by
your pals and mine, the House-
marttas,who promptly took them

on tour as an opening band. Their

success prompted them to make a

record - This is the Story, Their

style is sort of a blend of Arte

Guthrie andThe Smiths, with an

incredibly heavy Scottish accent.

The first album consistedofstrictly

acoustic guitars, tambourines, and

the occasional harmonica.

The new album is a helluva lot

different! OT Craig and Charlie

picked up nine more musicians to

back'em up. We're talkingelectric

guitars, keyboards, mandolins,

slide guitar , fiddle... oven a melo-

deon - whatever that is. What re-

sults is a sound that starts out very

similar to the nouveau-pop-folk

bands be-bopping around England

(Grapes of Wrath, House*
martins, etc.) and then gradually

turns in to what, can onrybe consid-
ered Scottish courttry-and-wesfcrn.

They do drop back into one or two
acoustic songs such as "My Old
Friend the Blues."

As far as lyrical style goes, a

strong religious tone crops up in a

few songs ("Then I. Met You,"

"Sean"), and they also show strong

support for Scottish independence

from England.

1 liked thealbum but I wouldrec-

ommend bearing the first album

before rushing out and spending

good beer money on Sunshine on

Wtk

Diversity of music
that transcends

the current trends

COMPACT DISCS, RECORDS,
AND CASSETTES

VIDEO RENTALS & SALES

3030 E. PLATTE
47^0882

123 E. BIJOU
520-5111

Student critics get last word iif^
for Pet Semetary and K-9

Pet Semetary
Paramount Pictures

By David Leonard

The rating system: David and

Robin maintain that with "skillful

buzz-management," any film is

worth seeing, i.e. the better the

film, the fewer beers needed to

enjoy it.

The Catalyst, ofcourse, favors

responsible drinking, so Ifyou use

it, don't abuse it.

Stephen King's novels have a

chronic problem. While they

may dominate the best-seller

charts, they just don't translate

well to the screen. Nearly

every one of his books has

become a "major motion
picture," and nearly every one
has failed miserably (the only

exception being Stanley
Kubrick's "The Shining").

Granted, not all of his work
is so light. A few of his

novels, especially "The Stand,"

and "Misery" are terrific. "Pet

Semetary" also unquestionably

ranks as one of his best.

As far as straight horror

goes, "Pet Semetary" is one of

the scariest books ever written

by anyone. One would imagine

that translating something so

good to the screen would be

easy. Unfortunately, where
Hollywood is involved, things

rarely, if ever, work out as

well as you'd expect them to.

Basically, "Pet Semetary" is a

modern re-telling of the old

monkey's paw fable, set in rural

Maine. Dr. Louis Creed
(Michael Minved) and his wife

(Denise Crosby, late of Star

Trek, the Next Generation)
move into a house which
borders on a pet cemetery
created by the local children.
Fred Gwynne (the late great
Herman Munster) plays Jud,
their crusty old neighbor. The

road which separates their

houses is a thoroughfare for

rampaging fertilizer trucks and

is, as Jud puts it, "a mean road,

uses up a lot of animals." Thus
the need for the pet cemetery.

But when the Creed's cat is

run over, Jud takes Louis up
beyond the pet cemetery to an

old Indian burial ground where

they bury the cat, of course, by
the light of the moon. The cat

returns the next morning, but,

of course, it isn't quite the same
cat. For that matter, it isn't

even quite a cat.

As a novel, "Pet Semetary" is

a disturbing and riveting story

of fear and obsession, but as a

movie it is only slightly more
interesting than "Nightmare on
Elm Street." At the risk of

sounding like an elitist snob, I

recommend you avoid the movie
and read the book.

Fred Gwynne is excellent,

Crosby and Jones less so. Mr.
King wrote the screenplay

himself, which is unfortunate,

because the kind of cheesiness he

can get away with in his novels

just won't fly onscreen. As I

said though, if you're into

grotesque and suspenseful
films, you might like it.

Otherwise, there are better

things yOu can do with your

three dollars.

K-9
Tri-Star Pictures

By Robin Rifkin

Narcotics officer Michael
Dooley needs a dog to help him
sniff out some dope in a
massive warehouse. He calls in

a favor from a cop who is in

charge of the police animals,

and gets himself a tough-

looking German shepherd named
Jerry Lee. Together they go
after the drug kingpin of San
Diego.

What we have here is an old

and popular formula picture

with a twist. You've seen it

FUTONS !

Best Quality - Lowest Prices

Reg $258
7" FUTON AND FRAME

Futons-N-Foam

597-4375

11

77"

it

;

wst

«Ihc

uia

uadr

ilari

HHe

dozens of times before, and
y (

will dozens of times in tl

future. Unlikely partners a_
forced by circumstances to tea

up in their efforts to get tl

bad guy. In 48 Hours it was
renegade cop and a convicti

bank robber with "a weekei
pass." In Beverly Hills Cop
was a renegade and a by-th(

book duet. In Red Heat it was
renegade cop._.and a~ Sov
muscleman. In K-9, directed t

Rod Daniel, it is a renegade cc

and a dog.

The narcotics officer is playt

by the same funnyman that

Red Heat, James Belushi

plays the same basic charcte

goofy in the line of fin

playful on patrol, and insolei

to the point of stupidity in tl

face of authority. The doj 1^,
however, is all-new materia

We have not seen anyone lik

him before - Benji he isn't. He
also more attractive,

vicious, more athletic, and a l<

more furry than his co-star. H
is not more amusing tha

Belushi (it's hard to beat

Belushi for straight dum
humor) but he does get an equi ipor

share of the laughs. When h iribi

gets pissed, look out - he hi od,

very long, very sharp teeth, H

is incapable of shooting peopli

then again, how many mov:

cops bark and bite and run ajjinei

thirty miles per hour?

I realize how absurd this a

sounds to you, beloved reade tatu

A cop and his dog, like Lassi gnet

in the funny pages. But th

film is good. It is. I went

expecting a few hoarse heard-i

before laughs, and I came 01

delighted. The script is fresl ives;

witty, and on-target. Belushi

performance, as usual, is ligt

and quick. The action is fas

but it never interferes with

good comic crack.

But K-9 is really about tlHoks

canine. Jerry Lee truly gives £

unrivaled performance. The dc

can convey more with a sal

eyed glance, with a shami

concealing paw, with a gutter

growl than

I'm awarding it one and a ha

beers. I went in straight co!

sober and I had an exceeding

good time. But for tl

occasional nonsensicalness :

the story, for an unfinished en

and for a sloppy black-hat ma

I must detract point

However, I highly recommer

it anyway. If the apparentl

ridiculous concept bothers yo

go to a three-dollar matine

but go. It's sheer fun all t'

way to the kennel.
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^itch-hikers
^Guide's author
(returns with
new book

By David Leonard

you

the

are

am
the

is a

ted-

end

Pit
'

hj The Long Dark Teatime of
^Hte Soul is Douglas Adams'
''Biost recent novel. Adams,
jmilhor of the Hitch-hikers

C(%iiide to the Galaxy
(iadrilogy(?), returns us to the

ilarious and fundamentally
iterconnected world of private

lective Dirk Gently with his

quel to the wildly amusing
rk Gently's Holistic

Elective Agency.

I Gently is one of Adams' most
°8i jirageous characters since the

!*• iiiltiple-headed Zaphod
'7 jeeblebrox, and Teatime is a

orlhy follow-up to his last

imThe Long Dark Teatime of

laflfe Soul opens with the sudden,

nexpected, and quite
explainable explosion of an

iport terminal desk, which is

iributed simply to an Act of

od. Although exactly which

is responsible is up in the

Simultaneously, Gently is

ired by a nervous fellow

imed Antsey to find out why
(Antsey) is being menaced by

seven-foot tall, shaggy-haired

feature waving both a contract

gned in blood and a scythe,

elling excitedly about

Jtatoes.

Gently goes about the

ivestigation using much the

une method he uses for finding

is way around in the car. A
If-proclaimed "Zen" style of

ivigation which, basically put,

ralves finding any car that

sks like it knows where it's

going and following it. The
results are more often

surprising than successful, but

always entertaining.

The book is filled with
Adams' now trademark
anthropomorphic prose;
refrigerators lurk, empty pizza-

boxes leer, and more than one
car has a mind, or two, of it's

own. Most importantly, the
book is funny. I mean, any book
that can make you laugh out
loud when you're alone is

funny.

As great as the book is, there

is, however, one drawback: the

price. -There are several

yardsticks by which an author's

success can be measured. One is

when his or her name appears on

the cover above and
considerably larger than the

title of the book. The other is

when a three hundred and
nineteen page hardback carries

an asking price of eighteen

dollars. Judged by these two
criteria, Douglas Adams has

definitely made it, since

Teatime fits both the cover and
price profiles of a successful

author.

What I'm getting at here is

that while I liked the book, I

didn't pay for it and I'm not

sure that if I had paid eighteen

dollars, I would have liked the

book as much. So... if you love

Douglas Adams' work beyond
measure and have eighteen

dollars just lying around, go
for it. If not, wait for the

paperback. For four dollars,

you'll get more than your
money's worth.

YEARS AHEAD
HAIR DESIGN

15% DISCOUNT WITH C.C. ID

with an additional 10% off all professional

perms and highlights

fanning Package available with Perm or Highlight ONLY!

FREE CONSULTATIONS

118 N. Tejon Suite 301 (Above Old Chicago)

635-5552

Student examines
Celtic and Roman art

By Stacy Stanford

Eleven hundred years
ago, a cultural dichotomy
existed in what is now
Europe. The classical
Mediterranean world and the
northern "barbarians" had
been developing in seperate
fashions for hundreds of
years. In general, the
Mediterranean peoples
evolved an orientation
toward humanity. The
Greeks and Romans perceived
and represented their gods in

human form and
selfgovernment by men
(literally) was the ideal.

The Celts, a dominant
"barbaric" community
spreading from Switzerland
to the British Isles, based
religion and aesthetics on
nature because fertility held
great importance. If gods
were portrayed visually, it

was usually done in abstract

terms. Intricate spirals,

plant motifs, and twisted
human figures were common
designs.

A Venture Grant allowed
me to study the artistic and
religious effects of the Roman
occupation on Celtic Britain.

I concentrated on the mother
goddess, known by several
names, because the magnitude
of her power was comparable
to the male pro-creative god
Zeus/Jupiter. Like the
classical deity, she took
many animal and human
forms in mythology. The
contrast between a male
verses female oriented
religion intrigued me.

The Roman attitude to the
Celt's pagan religion was to
let it be. Druids, powerful
spiritual and cultural
leaders, posed the only
threat in the religous sphere.
Their influence was quickly
dispelled by force.
Otherwise, as part of the
strategy for a smooth
occupation, the Romans
encouraged freedom of
worship. They introduced
classical deities as well.
Mercury, Mars, Venus, and
Minerva were the most
popular.

In the Roman tradition,

visual representations of the
deities began to be produced.
Initially, experienced
sculptors from Roman Gaul
were imported to complete
commissions. They passed
their skills to the native
Britains.

Figures of the Celtic
mother goddess appear
throughout England. (My
study didn't include Wales or
Scotland) She takes several

forms. Some representations

portray her alone and
holding fertility symbols,
such as babies, fruit, or
animals. She is also shown
as three women sitting

together and carrying signs of

fertility. The power to recall

the goddess was magnified
when she was represented as

a triad.

Another type of fertility

deity is the water
goddess/nymph. She was
frequently portrayed near
wells and springs. I visited

museums in London, the

southwest, the northeast, and

a bit of central England. In
general, the water goddess
appears most often in the
northern territories near
Hadrian's Wall. This was a
military defense zone
Perhaps the nymphs were
believed to protect the
soldiers while in the
vulnerable act of bathing
The other center of water
goddess worship was at
Bath, in the southwestern
region.

In observing the goddess
figures, it is apparent that
the merger of Celtic with
Roman art was most successful

when one of the two styles

dominated. Celtic design
emerged in tne aDstracted
folds of the goddesses'
drapery. At times, circu'

and plant-like patterns!
appear on altars dedicated to

the gods. But, the human
figures are generally stiff and
expressionless. At othei
times, the Roman naturalistic

style dominates, creating
lively figures. A sculpture of

three fertility deities
sitting casually with three
children is realistic in to

and atmosphere. Although
Britain was the most
difficult colony to maintain
the Romans managed to

entrench their culture in the

southern and central regions.

They offered the benefits of

an organized town life and
remained leniant toward the
existing culture. The effect of

their occupation certainly

outlasted itself, for the
British people seem quite
taken with their Roman past.

Dutch exhibit in Texas
enhances thesis

By Suzi Conrad

Last January I flew to Fort

Worth, Texas to see a

temporary exhibition at th

Kiuibaii Art Museum entitled

"A Prosperous Past: The
Sumptuous Still Life in the

Netherlands 16700-1700."

What a coincidence. Seventeenth

century Dutch still life

painting just happened to be my
senior thesis topic. This

collection gave me direct access

to several of the paintings I

wished to refer to in my paper.

Fortunately the Venture Grant

Committee felt that viewing

the exhibition would aid in the

preparation of my thesis.

Because of their financial

assistance I was allowed a more

personal perspective in my
interpretation of seventeenth

century Dutch still life

painting.

The still lifes painted by the

Dutch generally consist of

objects laid out on a table. At

first glance, these paintings

may appear to be a simple and

straight-forward form of art.

The subject matter most often

pertains directly to the viewer's

own experience - fruit,

flowers, commonly eaten
foods, dishware, and other

household objects. I* simply
appears as though the artist set

up a collection of objects in

front of himself and painted

what he saw.

But many, if not all, of the

objects in still life paintings

also had some symbolic

meaning. For instance,

eucharistic symbols such as

wine, bread, and grapes ail

appear in paintings throughout

the century. One artist working

during the 1640's incorporated a

twisted almanac page, a symbol

of the fleetingness of time, into

his works. Later in the century,

another artist went so far as to

include inscriptions to make
clear his visual message. All of

these symbols were used to

remind the Dutch of their

moral and religious standards

and obligations. The beholders

of the seventeenth century were
well aware of these symbolic

meanings.

Still life experienced some
profound stylistic changes as

the seventeenth century

progressed. Even though food

and utensils never ceased to be

the center of attention, the

ways in which the artists

presented them varied quite a

bit. They experimented with

different compositional
arrangements and color
schemes, played with the

effects of light, and used

objects ranging from the

commonplace to the expensive

and omalc. At the start of the

century, artists concentrated on

the presentation of each object

in its entirety by spacing

everything evenly across the

table. The still lifes of the 30's

and 40's arc characterized by

sober, quiet tones such as gray,

white, brown and green. By
midcentury, pronk still life had

emerged and was from that

point on the dominant form.

These paintings are showpieces,

displaying objects of great

beauty, value and uniqueness.

The exhibition provided an

ideal research situation for my
thesis, in ways that

photographic reproductions

could not. If you have the

opportunity to do research off

campus but need some financial

help to do so, fill out a

Venture Grant Application. The
Committee might just be able

to help you out.



E TCETERA
"Cycles Peugeot"

The French Manufacturer

of the World's finest

bicycles since 1882!

BICYCIE SHOP

19 E. Kiowa • Downtown

(7 blocks south of campus)

Phone: 634-4733

RICK WAGER -

"CC Class of '64, Proprietor"

General

GAMMA PHI BETA FOOD
DRIVE Drop off your leftover dry

and canned goods in the box in

Womer or in from of Gamma Phi

house Monday through Friday.

Professor Dimitri Pospielovsky of

the Department of History at the

University of Western Ontario,

Canada, will give a guest lecture

entitled "Gorbachev, Religion and

Russian National Consciousness" on

Monday, May 8 at 8 p.m. in the

Gaylord Room of Worner Center.

The First Annual Faculty-Staff

Wellness Fair, May 18-22, at

Boettchcr Health Center.

Women with Bulimia Nervosa

(binge/purge disorder) are needed

for a research study conducted

through the University of Denver at

a Colorado Springs hospital.

Subjects will be paid for their

participation. All inquiries and

information will be confidential.

For information please call Kay

Hennion, Ph.D. candidate at 471-

0049.

French Government Teaching

Assistantships In English: The

French government and the

Fulbright Program, has 40 leaching

positions for graduating seniors (20

men, 20 women). Stipends available

for eight months, beginning

October 1, 1990.

For further information, contact

Professor Wishard, x2520.

Friends of Colorado College Tutt

Library will hold their 19th annual

book sale in the Gaylord Room of

Womer on Friday, May 5, from 10

A.M. to 4 P.M. and Saturday, May
6, from 10 A.M. to 2 P.M.

In celebration of Cinco de Mayo
-- Mexican Independence Day --

CC, the Colorado Springs Fine

Arts Center, and the Hispanic Arts

Council arc sponsoring a day of

activities Sunday, May 7. Events

run from 10 A.M. to 5 P.M. and are

free and open to the public.

For Rent

Excellent Deal. Needed, 1-2 or 3
people, group or single, male or

female, to sublet house for

Partially furnished, huge kitchen,

large living area, fireplace,

washer/dryer! Lots of storage space,

porch, large yard with fence. 4
blocks from campus. Call Carolyn,

630-8482.

Faculty member on Sabbatical

wishes to sublet large 3 bedroom

apt., 1144 N. Cascade (across from

Max Kade House) from mid June

until about Christmas. $445/month

includes all utilities. Call Bogdan
Swider at 632-9233, ext. 2635 and

leave message.

Concept Restaurants Congratulates

The Class of '89

Make Your Plans Now for Parents Weekend

We'dLove to Take. Care ofyou

SJ3

Lunch-Dinner

Sunday Brunch

128 S. Tejon St
635-3535

Reservations Accepted

Lunch-Dinner

Sat. &. Sun. Brunch

15 S. Tejon St
635-8484

'Reservations Accepted

May 14 Only

OLD'GHIC/IGO

Lunch-Dinner

Dally

118 N. fejoii St.

634-8812

*Bk
TOO!? 7 MP-OR

-(fe&tCLUAMJVt.

Lunch-Dinner

Sunday Brunch

222 N. Tejon St
636-2311

Lunch-Dinner

Sunday Brunch

1-25 & Woodman
593-7678

Reservations Accepted

The Ritz Grill (usually closed Sunday Nights) will be Open Sun May 14

For Brunch and Dinner and will be taking reservations! All Moms
and Grads will receive a FREE glass or Champagne May 14th with

Dinner.

%emem6er May 14 is Mother's "Day andwe urge

you to makg. your -plans and reservations 9{ozv!!

Wanted: 3 to 4 people to rent

cottage near Dale St. Cafe for

summer. Very reasonable rent!

Contact Courtney at x2293 or

Nicole at 635-3648.

Apartment for one-month rent.

May 18th - June 30th. One/two

bedroom with kitchen, convenient

to campus. $150, negotiable. 635-

3086.

For Sale

Airline ticket to New York/LGA,

May 18th, American Airlines.

$125.00 OBO. 635-3086/Lisa.

Awesome carpet with pad tor

sale, $35, call Amy x2250 or x2249,

3-5 pm or after 7 pm.

For Sale: 1969 Mercedes
B(.

220 4 speed, power steering,
pow

brakes, rebuilt engine, new
and fuel pumps, service rccor

available. $2,500, 633-6189.

Loft, Loft, Loft! Painted,
ex(

sturdy, large single loft. Excel|<

condition, $40, call Amy x2250

x2249, 3-5 pm or after 7 pm.

Beautiful shirts, dresses, sarom

tapestries; batik and woven. N^
to sell immediately. Contact

Chandra, ext. 2321, #3 Ticknor.

Fold-out couch for sale;
g00(

shape, $50 or best offer; call Nicole

at 635-3648.

Microwave for sale: Sea

Kenmorc, -small shape; Carpet

plush, 9" x 7', tan, no stains, Cal

Gordy, ext. 2312.

STUDENTS:
Sendyour stuffhome
instead ofmoving it!

The Packaging Store provides
low-cost, hassle-free service:

• Custom packing and shipping for

everything from a single item, such as

your stereo, to a roomful of furniture

— insured to S50.000
• Free, guaranteed shipping estimates

• Heavy duty boxes and supplies for

do-it-yourself packing
• Shipping service for boxes you pack

yourself

• Free pick-up on large or multiple item

-•^Delivery to almost anywhere injust a

! The Packaging SictreiS^menca s

: new way forstudents tornovS^^^^^^ -

10% off with p
3'^iMOi^jinj 5

C.C.I.D. ^iRTrfTRpi
Jim

through ^^ UUmw.
Tiin*a 1^ -mOAusimBlurls 6910 Academy Blvd
JUIIC 1J

S28-6JSS 590-1279

54 Souingate Road 2i9N Academy Blva

520-1110 574-3003
Coloiado Sp'ings Colorado

J's Motor Hotel

and Restaurant
Off Campus at 820 N. Nevada

Special Student Rate including Util

& satellite TV

633-5513
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